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PREFACE

The work here presented is arranged in three books. The first com
prises a study of the landowners and the men of money and commerce 
of prerepublican Iraq. The accent of the discussion is on the wealthier 
or more influential layers of these classes in the period of the monar
chy, that is, in the years 1921-1958. However, as some of the traits of 
the social structure in monarchic days had their roots in the more dis
tant past, the analysis ranges, at certain points, back to Ottoman times.

Apart from throwing some light on the circumstances, the power, the 
function, the way of thought, the political behavior, the spcial standing, 
and the origin of the position or of the wealth of the landed, commercial, 
and moneyed elements, the aim of this part of the study is to find out 
whether a class approach would open to view historical relations or 
social features that would otherwise remain beyond vision or, to put it 
more generally, whether such an approach, when applied to a post-World 
War I Arab society, is capable of yielding new insights or valuable 
results.

Anyhow, it is hoped that the first book will render it easier to under
stand the second and third books, which deal with the Communists, 
Ba'thists, and Free Officers, that is, with the movements that have been, 
in their leading layers, the chief expressions of Iraq’s intermediate 
classes, the laboring people being of real importance only in the Com
munist ranks and merely in some areas or at certain points in the past.
To trace the origins of these movements, seek out the roots of the 
thoughts and emotions by which they were impelled, describe their 
organizational forms and social structures, reconstruct their internal 
life in its significant moments, follow them through the ebbs and flows 
of their fortunes, and assess the impact they had on their country and 
its history—such have been the main preoccupations in the second and 
third books. .

Though in these pages adequate consideration is given to the Ba'th 
party and the Free Officers, the history of the Communists is repre
sented on a larger scale. One reason is that this history forms the 
original nucleus out of which the books in question have grown. But the 
Communists also long anteceded the other forces, and have had deeper 
influence upon the intelligentsia and at the mass level of society.

Perhaps the exposition lapses here and there into minutiae or verges 
on a scholarly overkill. Particularly in the chapters relating to the early 
phases of communism, when the party was composed of a small number 
of isolated figures, too much attention may have been given to individ
ual characteristics; but the patient reader will realize that then—in the
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thirties—much depended on personal and accidental factors, the move
ment having become objectively grounded only in the succeeding 
decade. Moreover, even in these chapters care was taken not to lose 
sight of the wider context, and to bring to the surface—except where 
otherwise necessary—only the private details that could simultaneously 
throw light upon the condition of society. At the same time, the prem
ises of the discussion throughout have been real living Communists— 
and Ba'thists and Free Officers—in their real concrete circumstances 
and interactions.

The present work draws in part upon the secret records of Iraq’s 
Directorate General of Internal Security, that is, among other things, 
upon: (a) the files of the Iraqi political police on the various parties 
and on every active political figure in the country in the period of the 
monarchy; (b) papers and records seized by the police and belonging to 
the leading committees of the Communists and Ba'thists; (c) Communist 
manuscripts found in the prisons of Kut and Ba'qubah; (d) verbatim 
records of the investigation of the important members of the Communist 
cadre captured by the Ba'thists in 1963; (e) the secret British Intelli
gence Reports, Abstracts of Intelligence, and Supplements to the Ab
stracts of Intelligence referring to the period 1917-1931; and (f) the 
confidential files of Major J. F. Wilkins, one-time head of the “ Criminal 
Investigation Department”  and of the “ Special Branch,”  and “ Techni
cal Advisor”  of the Iraq government.

The work is also based upon the British public records, Arabic 
printed sources, the unpublished and detailed memoirs of Engineer 
Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajFd, secretary of the Free Officers’ Movement, 
and on a mass of interviews with Iraqis of various colorings and in dif
ferent areas of life, including activists and leading figures.

The vast amount of data in the police records was in part arid and 
unimaginative. Much of the rest was unwieldy and not easily reconcil
able nor readily woven into a meaningful sequence. I used these records, 
to be sure, with caution, and took account only of the evidence that 
appeared incontrovertible or was least open to doubt. I also checked 
and counterchecked with the better informed of eyewitnesses and par
ticipants, and took extreme care not to commit errors or injustices. But 
I am aware of my limitations, and hope that knowledgeable Iraqis will 
call to my attention mistakes or shortcomings that I could not avoid.

In the course of my research, when I met in the prison of Ba'qubah 
one of the leading Communists, I began, as was my wont with the politi
cal prisoners I interviewed, by making clear that I had read his personal 
police file and wanted only to acquaint myself with his own version of 
his personal history. I also assured him that, in undertaking the study 
of the party to which he belonged, I was impelled by no other motive 
than the desire to understand it and that, to the extent that my limited 
vision permitted, I would be faithful to the facts and would publish the
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results whether they be to the advantage of the Communists or to their 
disadvantage. The Communist leader wondered whether, in view of . my 
connection with an American university, detachment on a subject like 
communism was at all possible.

I recall this incident to emphasize the standpoint from which the 
present account has been written. It has not been my intention to make 
a partisan or polemical contribution, or to add to the controversies that 
torment Iraq. Far from it. Perhaps it is not possible to write a history 
of a Communist party that is neither pro-Communist nor anti-Communist. 
But this is, anyhow, what I have sought to do. This has also been my 
guideline with regard to the other political and social forces. Of course, 
it does not follow that my way of looking at things is not involved in 
these pages. In any historical work one does, there is history, but 
there is also always something of oneself. This is unavoidable. One, 
if only unwittingly, bares one’s own narrowness of experience and one’s 
intellectual and temperamental inadequacies.

Many years ago, when I was a student in the United States and, on 
account of the lack of source material, came to a standstill in my work 
on Iraq, ‘Abd-ul-HamTd DamirchT, a friend from Baghdad, offered to ad
vance me the cost of a trip to his country. His generous loan, which I 
was only able to repay after four long years, subsequent research fel
lowships or grants from the Harvard Russian and Middle East Centers 
and the Center of International Studies at M.I.T., and a nine months’ 
residence as a Senior Research Fellow at Princeton made possible the 
study I now present.

At one point or another in the course of this undertaking I received 
courteous encouragement from the late Professors Merle Fainsod and 
H. A. R. Gibb, and from Professors Adam Ulam, Charles Issawi, Elie 
Salem, George Kirk, L. Carl Brown, Robert A. Fernea, and Nadav 
Safran. I have been especially fortunate in the unfailing patience and 
interest of Professor William E. Griffith, the sympathetic understanding 
of Professor A. J. Meyer, and the consistent support of my department 
at the American University of Beirut. The much appreciated kindnesses 
of Professor Abram Udovitch and Sanford G. Thatcher and a generous 
subsidy from the Earhart Foundation, obtained through the invaluable 
help of Professors William E. Griffith, A. J. Meyer, and Harold Hanham, 
facilitated the publication of the manuscript. To Professors Gil Gunder
son, Samir Khalaf, and Gerald Obermeyer I am very grateful for their 
comments on Chapter One, and to Margaret Case for the care and con
scientiousness with which she prepared the book for the press. I 
would also like to thank Laury Egan for the design, Trudy Glucksberg 
for the maps and artwork, and Helen Mann for varityping the tables and
the manuscript. _ .

The photographs were obtained from the Public Security Division of 
Iraq’s Ministry of Interior, or from the persons portrayed or their fami
lies, or through the courtesy of Michel Abu Jawdah, editor-in-chief of
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An-Nahar (Beirut), and Dr. Ahmad Chalabi of Iraq, or reproduced from 
the publications of the Iraq Government; Pierre Ponafidine (Tsarist 
consul general in Istanbul), Life in the Moslem East (London, 1911);
Sir Arnold T. Wilson (one-time civil commissioner of Iraq), Mesopotamia, 
2 vols. (Oxford, 1930-1931); and Great Britain, Naval Intelligence Divi
sion, Iraq and the Persian Gulf (London, 1944). _

The maps are based on Dr. Ahmad Susah’s Atlas-ul-‘Iraq-il-ldarT 
(The Atlas of Administrative Iraq), Baghdad, 1952, with information 
that relates to this book added by the author.

I am also greatly indebted to those very many Iraqis in the govern
ment, the opposition, the army, the universities, in the business and 
tribal worlds, and in the prisons and the underground, who are cited in 
the footnotes or in the text or must remain nameless, and who never 
denied me a helping hand and contributed so much to my understanding 
of their country and their people.
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I
THE “ OLD SOCIAL CLASSES” : 

PRACTICAL AND THEORETICAL CLARIFICATIONS; 
APPLICABILITY OF CONCEPT; 

DIFFICULTIES OF ANALYSIS

It has often been maintained that the classic sociological class analy
sis—an analysis that draws essentially upon the insights of Karl Marx 
and Max Weber—is inapplicable to Arab societies, or that in Arab socie
ties there are no such things as “ classes.”  This is a generalization • 
apart from the evidence, at least as far as post-World War I Arab socie
ties are concerned. Obviously, an attitude one way or the other on this 
question cannot be taken in the absence of specialized factual studies 
on modern Arab social structures. To reject class analysis out of hand, 
merely on account of contingent ideological associations, is, from a 
scholarly point of view, inadmissible.

It is necessary to underline at once the tentative nature of the pre
sent inquiry. A concrete analysis of classes is an extremely difficult 
undertaking. It presupposes, on the one hand, a grasp of the objective 
tendencies and constraints of the social structure or structures of which 
the classes are integral parts; and, on the other hand, the mastery of a 
wealth of details, especially as regards economically and politically 
effective individuals and families and their interrelationships, details 
that are seldom within easy reach.

More than that, the classes under study—the upper landowners and 
the upper men of money and commerce in the time of the monarchy 
(1921-1958)—were relatively unstable, at least for much of that period.
Of course, a class structure is in principle not characterized by fixity. 
However, due to a number of factors—among others, the-rapid buildup of 
monarchic state institutions, the world-wide depression of 1929, the 
land settlement policies of 1932 and 1938, the severe shortages and the 
spiraling inflation during the Second World War and in the immediate 
postwar years, the mass exodus of the Jews in the late forties and early 
fifties, the sudden inpouring of oil money after 1952, and the fourfold 
increase of the population of Baghdad between 1922 and 1957—there 
were comparatively swift movements into and out of the abovementioned 
classes. There were also abrupt shifts within them in an upward or 
downward direction. In these movements and shifts were involved not 
only individuals and families, but whole groups: the rise of the ShTT 
component of the trading class after the exodus of the Jewish mer- - 
chants is a case in point. At the same time, some class elements were
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progressing in one respect but declining in another: the enrichment, 
for instance, of many landed tribal shaikhs at the expense of their rank- 
and-file tribesmen, by undermining tribal ties, weakened their tradi
tional social position. In other words, these shaikhs' were simultane
ously rising as a class and decaying as a traditional status group.

Over and above this, as hinted by the illustrations just given, the 
classes in question consisted of diverse elements. They were differ
entiable not merely ethnically—into Arabs, Kurds, Turkomans, Ara- 
means, and Armenians—or from the standpoint of sect or religion—into 
Sunni, ShTT, Christian, or Jewish—or in terms of the size of their land, 
or the level of their income or capital, or the degree of their political 
influence or social prestige, or the consistence or inconsistence of 
their interests with British economic penetration; but in one further im
portant sense: different elements or different status groups within the 
very same class—for example, the landed tribal aghas or shaikhs, the 
landed tribal or urban sadah, the landed ‘ulama’ , the landed chiefs of 
mystic orders, the landed “ aristocrat” -officials, the landed specula
tors, merchants, sarra/s, and industrialists, and the landed ex-Sharifian 
officers1—carried in varying proportions the imprints of different social 
forms or different historical periods. This was the consequence, part
ly, of the fact that under the Ottomans Iraq consisted to no little extent 
of distinct, self-absorbed, feebly interconnected societies; and, partly, 
of the interpenetration of a social form oriented toward money making 
and the expansion of private property; and shaped essentially by Iraq’s 
relatively recent ties to a world market resting on big industry, with 
older social forms attaching value to noble lineage, or knowledge of re
ligion, or possession of sanctity or fighting prowess in tribal raids; and 
dominated largely by local bonds and local outlooks, by small-scale 
handicraft or subsistence agricultural production, and, outside of the 
towns, by state or communal tribal forms of property.

Does it follow from the diversity of the component elements of 
Iraq’s classes and the differences in the conditions of these elements 
that, strictly speaking, they were not classes? An answer to this ques
tion necessitates a preliminary attempt at a precise statement of the 
essential nature of the phenomenon.

What is a class? What are its distinctive characteristics? At the 
risk of being very elementary but in the hope of achieving clarity, I 
should state, first, that I adhere to the classic sociological standpoint 
that a “ class”  is, in essence, an economically based formation, though 
it ultimately refers to the social position of the constituent individuals

1These constituents of the landed class are identified in Book One, 
Part II.



or families in its varied aspects. Through inadvertence I may, here and 
there in the course of this work, use the term loosely in other than this 
primary sense, but this should be evident from the context. Second, 
from the same standpoint, the notion “ class”  demands or presupposes 
the notion “ inequality,”  and therefore implies at least one other class— 
or, in the dichotomic view, merely one other main class, along with 
minor groups-the “ inequality”  being basically with respect to “ proper
ty.”  To be more explicit, I find it difficult not to agree with James 
Madison, Karl Marx, and Max Weber that “ property”  and “ lack of proper
ty”  form the fundamental elements of the class (or, in Madison’s lan
guage, “ factional” ) situation, and that this antithesis contains the 
seeds of an antagonistic relationship. To accept this position is not 
necessarily to accept the different series of concepts that each of the 
three thinkers associate with it, or their underlying assumptions or im- • 
plications unless, of course, they are empirically verifiable or applica
ble to the case in hand.

At the same time, it is beyond dispute that “ property”  varies in 
character or significance under varying circumstances and could, there
fore, be properly understood only in its specific historical context. It is 
also incontrovertible that a class is a multiform and differentiated phe
nomenon. It may, as Max Weber suggested, exist in a distinct form of 
its own or as an element within a status group (such as a landed sec
tion within a group of tribal shaikhs) or may embody several different 
status groups, as already noted. It may embrace an “ elite”  (such as 
“ a labour aristocracy” ) and a “ mass”  (such as the majority of workers). 
In this sense, “ elite”  and “ class”  are not mutually exclusive con- • 
cepts. A class may also comprise upper, middle, and lower subclasses, 
which, as both Marx and Weber pointed out, may be related to one 
another as are distinct classes. In Iraq, for example, the bigger and 
smaller landowners stood on opposite sides, or had conflicting political 
sympathies, in the revolutionary years of 1958-1959. Consequently, it 
is inadequate to define a class formally as an aggregate of persons 
marked off by a common or similar relationship to the means of produc
tion, or playing an identical or similar role in the process of production, 
inasmuch as the difference in the degree or extent of ownership or con
trol of the means of production could be so great as to constitute, in 
terms of its social consequences, a qualitative and not merely quantita
tive difference. .

Moreover, this writer accepts the view that a class need not-and in 
fact does not-at every point of its historical existence act or feel as a 
unit. In other words, it need not be an organized and self-conscious 
group. But this does not mean that it is, therefore, merely an intellec
tual category, that is, something foisted on reality by the mind. The 
members of a class may not be class-conscious in their behavior, but 
their behavior could nonetheless be class-conditioned. Obviously, a
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certain similarity in the economic situation of a group may make—de
spite differences between its members in other respects—for a certain 
similarity of interests and inclinations, even though this may remain 
hidden from their view. More than that, it is necessary to distinguish 
between a dynamic and a passive class feeling or consciousness: in 
Iraq under the monarchy a landless peasant, even in districts farthest 
removed from new ideological influences, was aware of the economic 
and social distance separating him from his landed shaikh, and knew, 
for instance, that he could not aspire to take the shaikh’s daughter in 
marriage; and, though he may not have been conscious of a common tie 
with peasants on another estate or in another region, he was alive to 
the fact that the peasants laboring with him shared in his poverty; but, 
more often than not, he acquiesced in this situation as fated, and was 
not actuated by any desire to upset it.

At this point it may seem that I have not been defining the concept 
of class but defining it away. In fact, I have been merely emphasizing 
the reality of the objective-as distinguished from the subjective-aspect 
of class, that is, the reality of what Marx called, in Hegel’s language, 
the “ class in itself.”  The process of the crystallization of a class 
into a relatively stable, sharply identifiable, and politically conscious 
social entity, that is, into a “ class for itself”  is, of course, very com
plex, and depends on the concrete correlation of circumstances.

In the light of the preceding clarifications, it should be emphasized 
that the classes of. monarchic Iraq—but not necessarily their component 
elements—are “ old”  (the reference is to the attribute in the title of this 
work) only from the perspective of the post-1958 period, inasmuch as 
they are, to a predominant extent, the product of the gradual attachment 
of the country in the course of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries to 
a British imperial market reposing on large-scale industry. Prior to 
this, private property, in the sense of private appropriation of the means 
of production, was nonexistent outside Iraq’s towns and their immediate 
hinterland, and even in the towns had a precarious basis; and, save for 
dhurriyyah waqi, was exposed to recurring confiscation: in Ottoman- 
Mamluk Baghdad of the latter half of the eighteenth century, the accumu
lation of property or riches—except perhaps by families with ascribed 
religious standing—was not safe inasmuch as it was liable to attract 
the envy or greed of the ruling pashas. “ Property”  was not, therefore, 
at that time the dominant basis of stratification. “ Classes”  existed, 
to be sure, in urban areas, but in a rudimentary form and in parallel 
structures within the recognized religious communities. They also re
mained purely economic in character, and did not acquire a political 
aspect. Moreover, by reason of the fact that eighteenth-century Iraq 
was composed of plural, relatively isolated, and often virtually autono
mous city-states and tribal confederations, urban “ class”  ties tended 
to be in essence local ties rather than ties on the scale of the whole
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country, except in the case of some of the money dealers or merchants— 
especially the transit merchants—who operated within broader frame
works and had urban-tribal, inter-Arab, or even international class links.

If “ property”  or “ classes”  were secondary phenomena, what were 
the more important bases or forms of stratification in Mamluk Iraq? By 
virtue of the plurality of its societies and their comparative geographic 
isolation, its structural physiognomy was somewhat complicated.

In the first place, the social structures of the various towns or 
regions, though possessing common features, differed according to dif
ferences in their historical functions or in their natural circumstances. 
Obviously, the social character of a purely tribal market town, such as 
Suq-ush-Shuyukh, diverged markedly from that of a ShIT holy city and a 
center of pilgrimage such as Najaf, or from that of Baghdad, which had 
long been a main seat of government and a commercial emporium of in
ternational significance. Again, local or regional social structures 
could not but bear the effects of such natural facts as the recurrent 
devastating inundations of the central and southern parts of Iraq and 
the concomitant freedom of its northern areas from flooding. This, in 
my opinion, had something to do with the relative looseness or open
ness of the forms of social life in Baghdad, and the somewhat greater 
rigidity of those in Mosul. The same factor, by adding to the mobility 
of the greater number of Arab tribal cultivators, must have played a role 
in rescuing them from the serf-like condition of Kurdistan’s traditional 
peasants: the non-tribal miskTns or “ miserables.”

At any rate, at Baghdad proper several principles of stratification 
were simultaneously at work. In addition to a hierarchy of wealth, 
there were hierarchies of religion: Moslems above Christians, Jews, 
and Sabeans; of sect: Sunnis above ShiTs; of ethnic groups: Georgians 
and Turks above Arabs, Kurds, and Persians; and of power: the Geor
gian freedmen above all the rest. There was also a hierarchy of status, 
the socially dominant groups being the Georgian pashas and their chief 
military officers and civil lieutenants; the sadah, claimants of descent 
from the Prophet; the leaders of the Sufi"orders and the upper SunnT 
‘ulatria’ , who were often also sadah; and the chalabTs, who were mer
chants of high social standing. The position of the chalabTs rested 
essentially on wealth; that of the Georgians on their semimonopoly of 
the means of violence, their esprit de corps as ex-slaves, their privi
leged and elaborate military and administrative training, their intimate 
knowledge of local affairs, and their frequent alliance with the sadah, 
the chiefs of the mystic fraternities, and the higher ‘ulatria’ , whose 
standing was legitimized by religion and reposed on the prestige of 
birth—claimed kinship to Muhammad or to a saint—or on the knowledge 
of the holy law. Of course, there was a great degree of coincidence 
between all these hierarchies; that is, those who stood, say, at the top 
in the scale of power tended also to stand at the top with respect to 
wealth or in terms of religious, sectarian, ethnic, or status affiliation.
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It is pertinent to add that, on account of the incessant conflicts between 
Baghdad and one or the other of the surrounding tribal confederations, 
and the precarious relationships between the Mamluks and the Ottoman 
sultan, political power was as unstable as property: out of the nine 
Mamluk pashas, one was pulled down and six were put to death.2 It 
would, therefore, appear that the least transient social position was 
that defined by special religious status.

If we turn to the countryside, we find that the tribal structure was 
basically oriented toward the military role. This fact largely defined 
the existing tribal hierarchy, the mobile warring People of the Camel 
standing, in the Arab flatlands, above the People of the Sheep or of 
Marshes or of Agriculture. The dominant status groups, who tended to 
be drawn from the former order, were the shaikhs al-mashayikh (the 
chiefs of the tribal confederations) and the shaikhs (the leaders of the 
constituent fighting tribes). In montane Kurdistan, their equivalents 
were the tribal begs or aghas, who were drawn from mounted nomads 
and lorded over nontribal peasants. The position of all these leading 
strata rested fundamentally on superior force or military prowess, on 
birth or kinship, and, from the standpoint of their own rank-and-file 
tribesmen but not necessarily of client tribes, on immemorial tribal 
customs.

Social stratification found, at that time as later, an ideological 
sanction in the Qur’an. “ We,”  the Qur’an says, “ have divided among 
them their livelihood in the present life and raised some of them above 
others in various degrees so that some may take others in subjection 
(43:32). To this, 16:71 adds: “ God gave preference to some of you 
over others in regard to property.”  The importance that the Shan ah or 
Islamic law attaches to “ property”  could be inferred from the fact that 
“ property”  was, as Ibn Khaldun has pointed out,3 one of five things — 
the others being “ religion, life, the mind, and offspring —whose pres
ervation”  the Shari'ah had enjoined as “ indispensable. Stratification 
tended to be reinforced also by the shar‘i principle of kaia ah, that is, 
equality or suitability in marriage: the husband could not, as a rule, be 
below the wife by birth, or occupation or fortune, so that a depression 
in the social standing of her father or her family could be obviated. Also 
relevant in the matter of stratification is the fact that the Arabs are, or 
at least were, a genealogy-conscious people. To the townsmen among 
them, in particular, a holy pedigree counted for much. Hence the eager
ness of many of their leading families to relate themselves either to the 
House of the Prophet or to a prominent general of the age of Arab con
quests, like Khalid ibn al-WalTd, or to a renowned saint, or to some re
doubtable tribe.

1 0

2See below, p. 220.
3Ibn Khaldun, A l-M uqaddim ah  (Cairo: Mustafa Muhammad Printing Press,

n.d.), Book I, Sec. 3, Ch. 43, p. 288. "  ' <■
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The long-range effects upon preexisting norms and structures of the 
gradual transformation of Iraq into an adjunct of the industrial capital
ist system—a factor so decisive for our inquiry—and of the attendant or 
related facts and processes are traced in detail at several appropriate 
points in this work. Here they are discussed in the broadest outlines, 
and only from the standpoint of their influence upon the formation or 
emergence of classes or, more accurately, the classes under study.

The most important change in this respect was the stabilization, ex
pansion, and, eventually, extreme concentration of private property.4 
This had much to do with the expropriation by a relatively small number 
of shaikhs and aghas, of the communal tribal land; the greater role of 
money; the rise of speculation in real estate; and the simultaneous 
placing of property on firmer juridical foundations, mainly through the 
instrumentality of the land laws of 1858 and 1932; which in turn implied 
the increasing consolidation and centralization of state power; and, 
side by side with this, the spread of communications, the growth of 
towns, the diffusion of European ideas and techniques, the advance in 
the countryside of the territorial at the expense of the kinship connec
tion, the breakdown of the subsistence economy and self-sufficiency of 
the tribes, and the greater interrelatedness of the various parts of the 
society. Inevitably, the relations between Iraqis became less and less 
governed by kinship or religious standing or considerations of birth, and 
more and more by material possessions. Property also assumed a great
er significance as a basis of social stratification and in the scale of 
power, though, by virtue of Iraq’s status of dependence and the influence 
of the British upon the structural situation, it never had its full play. Of 
course, the elements of the traditional social structures and the atten
dant values and categories of understanding did not disappear, but sur
vived, if in diluted form, alongside the new mentalities and the new 
structural elements and principles. In fact, often the very same group 
bore the imprints of the two structures in combined form. Thus the 
landed shaikhs and the landed sadah were now partly a tradition-based 
or religiously ratified status group, and partly a class, and their trans
formation from a status group into a class was slow and subtle; but by 
the fifties of this century their property had clearly become a far greater 
determinant of their social position than their traditional status.

One further related point bears special emphasis. In the early dec
ades of the monarchy—in the twenties and thirties—the different elements 
of the socially dominant landed class—the tribal shaikhs and aghas, the 
tribal and urban sadah, the “ aristocrat” -officials, and the ex-Shanfian 
officers—were vying with one another for power, prestige, and property. 
However, in the last two decades of the monarchy—in the forties and

4For this concentration see Tables 5-1 and 5-3.
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fifties—these same elements closed ranks, clarifying their common in
terests on crucial issues, that is, on such matters as the exemption of 
their class from taxation,5 the virtual exclusion of the other classes 
from the important offices of the state,6 and, before everything, the de
fense of the social order from which they, all benefited. The mechanisms 
by which their actions were coordinated were the cabinet and the parlia
ment, which they decisively controlled,7 and, for a time, the Party of 
Constitutional Union, which was the clearest organizational expression 
of the vested interests of the day.8 The catalyst to their unity was the 
rising danger to their social position from underprivileged groups who 
had become conscious of the hurtful effects on them of the existing dis
tribution of the resources and powers of life .9 How intense, though un
tutored, were the class feelings of some of these groups could be 
gathered from the remarks reportedly made to the one-time foreign minis
ter of Iraq, ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar Jomard, by a non-Communist worker during 
the Days of March in the Mosul of 1959. “ Lights are going to be put 
out tonight in the city,”  the worker told Jomard, “ we are going to feel 
people’s hands and all those who do not have rough hands are going to 
be butchered.”

Obviously, in the twenties and thirties the upper landowners were 
still an embryonic class or “ a class in itself”  or, in the words of Max 
Weber, merely “ a possible basis for communal action,”  but in the for
ties and fifties they turned unmistakably into “ a class for itself,”  that 
is, into a distinct, politically self-conscious group.

All these points will gain greater clarity as the appropriate concrete 
context is brought to the foreground and as we advance in our detailed 
factual analysis.

For the time being, it should be evident from the foregoing observa
tions how complex and many-sided is the class picture of Iraq and why 
it will be difficult, in the pages that follow, to conduct the discussion 
at anything more than a low level of generality.

12

5See pp. 105-107.
®See Tables 7-2 and 10-4.
7/bid ., and Tables 5-4, 6-1, and 7-3.
8See pp. 352 and 354-357.
^Consult Chapters 17, 22, 30, and 41.
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OF THE DIVERSITY OF IRAQIS, • ■
THE INCOHESIVENESS OF THEIR SOCIETY,

AND THEIR PROGRESS IN THE MONARCHIC PERIOD 
TOWARD A CONSOLIDATED POLITICAL STRUCTURE

At the turn of the century the Iraqis were not one people or one political 
community. This is not meant to refer simply to the presence of numer
ous racial and religious minorities in Iraq: Kurds, Turkomans, Persians, 
Assyrians, Armenians, Chaldeans, Jews, Yazrdis, Sabeans, and others. 
The majority of the inhabitants of Iraq, the Arabs, though sharing com
mon characteristics, were themselves in large measure a congeries of 
distinct, discordant, self-involved societies.

A wide chasm, to begin with, divided the main cities from the tribal 
country. Urban and tribal Arabs—except for dwellers of towns situated 
deep in the tribal domain or tribesmen living in the neighborhood of 
cities—belonged to two almost separate worlds. The links between them 
were primarily economic. But even in this regard their relationships 
could scarcely be said to have been vigorous. As late as the 1870s, in 
the districts that were remote from the main towns or from Shatt-al-‘Arab 
and the Tigris—steamers traded only on these rivers, as the Euphrates 
could not be navigated with ease—wheat rotted in the granaries or, as 
there was no other means of turning it to account, was used as fuel, 
while from time to time the people at Baghdad suffered from scarcity of 
grain. Although in subsequent decades there was an increasing but 
slow advance in the direction of interdependence, economic disparate
ness remained only too real. Segments of the tribal domain unreached 
by river steamers continued to be largely self-sufficient, and even had 
market towns of their own. Similarly, the cities had their own country
side, which nestled close to them or was within reach of their protec
tion. Here the lands on which townsmen directly depended were culti
vated by peasants who, although by origin tribesmen, were now held 
together by a territorial connection. But most of the agricultural and 
pastoral lands of Iraq formed part of the tribal domain. .

No less crucial was the social and psychological distance between 
the urban and tribal Arabs. In many ways they were very different from 
each other. The life of the urban Arabs was on the whole governed by 
Islamic and Ottoman laws, that of the tribal Arabs by Islamically tinged 
ancient tribal customs. Some of the urban Arabs, in particular the edu
cated stratum, had come under the influence of Turkish—and in ShFr 
cities, Persian—culture; tribal Arabs, on the other hand, had escaped
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that influence altogether. Among urban Arabs class positions were 
somewhat strongly developed, among the more mobile of the tribesmen 
relations were still patriarchal in character. Many of the townsmen had, 
in the words of a nineteenth-century Iraqi historian, “ become habituated 
to submission and servility.” 1 The freer of the tribesmen were, by con
trast, irrepressible. As far as they were concerned, government was a 
matter for contempt. As one Euphrates satirical hawsah or tribal chant 
expressed it:

Maldiyyah, wa ma min samm biha; taina, wa tchanat mahyubah.2
It is a flabby serpent and has no venom; we have come and have
seen it, it is only in times past that it kept us in awe.

Again, the Arabs of the cities were very conscious of their Moslemness; 
with the tribal Arabs the feeling for Islam was not as intense. I am not 
oblivious of the power that the ShT‘1 divines had over the ShTT tribes of 
the Euphrates, but even the latter never developed the passion for reli
gion so characteristic of urban Moslems. It is significant that, in time 
of tribal levees, the chants of tribesmen had usually secular—tribal or 
Arab—themes, such as the old Arab motif, al-muru’ah, manliness, where
as the masses of the city rallied more naturally to religious cries. “ Ad
Din! Ya Muhammad!’ ’—“ The Religion! 0  Muhammad!” 3 was one of the 
more common slogans of the populace in Baghdad.4 Of course, both 
tribal and town Arabs were conscious that they were Arabs, in particu
lar when they were confronted, say, with a Turk or a Persian; but their 
Arab consciousness was in no way akin to that of the later Arab nation
alists. That they were Arabs was to them a natural fact, a fact they may 
have taken pride in, but they did not feel at all impelled to do something 
about it. Theirs, in other words, was not a dynamic Arabism, nor did 
the nation as such form the focus of their sentiments or of their loyalty.

The contrast that we have drawn between urban and tribal Arabs 
should not be overemphasized. We cannot afford to forget that many 
townsmen were of relatively recent tribal origin. Even today a large 
number of the inhabitants of Baghdad, quite apart from the tribal immi-

1Sulaiman Fa’ iq (an Ottoman provincial governor and father of Iraqi ex
Premier Hikmat Sulaiman), Tarlkh Baghdad ( “ The History of Baghdad” ), tr. 
from the Turkish by Musa Kadhim Nawras (Baghdad, 1962), p. 174.

3Isma‘Tl HaqqT Bey Baban Zadeh, “ From Istambul to Baghdad”  (1910).
This book was translated at length by the R evue du Monde Musulman, XIV: 5 
(May 1911), For the quoted verse, see p. 255.

3“ Make the Religion Triumph! O Muhammad!”
4This is a clearly Sunrit slogan and was used, for example, by demonstra

tors on 6 October 1911, against Italy’ s invasion of Tripoli; Lughat-ul-' Arab,
9 October 1911, quoted by Revue du Monde Musulman, 6th Year, XVIII (February- 
March 1912), 223-224.
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TABLE 2-1

The Calamities of Which We Have a Record and Which
Overtook Baghdad in the 17th, 18th, and 19th Centuries

1621 Fam ine
1623 “ Hundreds or thousands”  o f Sunnis m assacred and “ thousands”  of

others so ld  into slavery by Persians 
1633 F lood
1635 Plague
1638 General slaughter by Turks: about 30 ,000  victim s, m ostly

P ersians 
1656 F lood
1689 Fam ine and plague
1733 P ersian  s ieg e : “ more than 100 ,000 ’ ’ d ied of starvation.

P e s t ile n ce
1777-8 C iv il war in Baghdad
1786 F lood ; failure of harvest; famine; c iv i l  strife  .
1802-3 P lague; “ m ost of the peop le  of Iraq ( ? ! ) ”  annihilated
1822 P lague; flood
1831 P lague, flood , s ie g e , famine. The population o f Baghdad

dw indled from about 80,000 to about 27 ,000 souls 
1877-8 P lague; famine
1892 F lood
1895 F lood______________________________________________________________________

Sources: Ibn Sanad al-BasrT al-Wa’ ilT (1766-1834), Matali* -us-Su ‘ ud 
B itayyibT  Akhbar al-WalTDaud  (“ Fortune’ s P reludes to the Happy Annals of 
the Governor D aud” ) as abridged in 1873 by AmTn b. Hasan al-HalwanT al- 
MadanT (C airo, 1951), pp. 39 and 87; Anthony N. G roves, Journal o f a R e s i 
d en ce at Baghdad during the Years 1830 and 1831 (London, 1832), pp. 114, 
135, and 236; S. H. Longrigg, Four C en turies o f  M odem  Iraq (Oxford, 1925), 
pp. 53, 57, 68, 73-74, 93, 143, 184-185, 203, 212, and 265; and Ahmad Susah, 
A tla s  Baghdad  (“ A tlas of Baghdad” ) (Baghdad, 1952), pp. 31-32.

grants of the last four decades, still remember the name of the tribe to 
which they once belonged. A glance at the accompanying table [Table 
2-1] is enough to suggest that there must have been in past centuries 
some sort of a recurrent turnover of the town population. One is even 
tempted to say, in noting the succession of plagues, famines, floods, 
and other disasters that afflicted Baghdad, that the city was something 
like a deathtrap, a “ devourer”  of people, and the tribal domain a re- 
plenisher, a population reservoir for the city, although there were possi
bly also other sources for the population inflow. In fact, it would 
appear that in the centuries preceding ours, when the flame of the river
ine cities burnt low and tribal power was rampant, there was a process 
of tribalization of towns. At any rate, the tribal immigrants were in a 
way something of a link between the two disparate societies. Once in 
the city, however, they naturally gave in little by little to urbanizing 
influences.

The social division did not exist only between the cities and the .
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tribal domain. The tribal domain itself was in fragments. The old 
tribal confederations had broken up. Baghdad Wilayah* 6 alone had 110 
tribes,6 and although these tribes observed similar rules and had simi
lar institutions, their relationships were in no little degree dominated 
by raids or forays. The tribes were also divided into filih, peasants; 
ma‘dan, Marshdwellers; shawiyah, People of the Sheep; and ahl-il-ibl, 
People of the Camel. The latter formed, in effect, the tribal aristocracy. 
They haughtily disdained all the other tribes and would not fraternize 
or intermarry with them.7 Similarly, the spirited Euphrates tribesmen, 
who lived in intimate contiguity with the great ancestral deserts, 
scorned the more submissive and more quiescent tribesmen of the lower 
Tigris. “ Iraqi tribesmen are of two groups,”  was later to affirm a well- 
known Euphrates shaikh,

to the first group belong those who have to this day retained all the 
lofty qualities that distinguished their forefathers . . .  such as the 
love of liberty, the readiness to sacrifice for it, the loathing of in
justice, self-respect and self-denial, and a bold and zealous 
spirit. . . .  They are the tribesmen that live on the Euphrates and 
north of Baghdad. The second group are Arabs by race but, in view 
of their contact with the successive Arab and non-Arab governments 
of past centuries, their frequenting of cities, and their mingling with 
the riff-raff, have lost some of their Arab qualities and forgotten or 
feigned forgetfulness of their ancient dignity and noble customs . . . .  
They are the tribesmen that settled in some of the districts of the 
Tigris to the south of Baghdad.8

When we turn to the cities we find that the physical bonds between 
them were loose and tenuous. Apart from a faltering telegraphic service 
and iron steamers on irregular Tigris sailings, communications were 
primitive and uncertain. The journey from Baghdad to Basrah took a 
week, and traveling was in itself an adventure. Partly as a consequence 
of this, the cities differed in their economic orientation. The ties of 
Mosul were with Syria and Turkey, and those of Baghdad and the Shl'T 
holy cities with Persia and the western and southwestern deserts.
Basrah looked mainly to the sea and to India. The different schemes of 
weights and measures in the different towns of Iraq,9 the wide variation

"The wilayah was an Ottoman administrative division.
6See p. 77.
^See p. 68.
®FarTq al-Muzhir A l-F ir‘aun, Al-Haqa’ iq-un-Nasi’ah FT-th-Thawrat-il- 

‘Iraqiyyah Sanat 1920 wa Nataijuha ( “ Luminous Facts on the Iraqi Insurrection 
of 1920 and Its R esults” ) (Baghdad, 1952), I, 22.

9For example, the weights of Baghdad were! the tgtiar (2000 kilos), the 
waznah (100 kilos), the big mann (24 kilos), the small mann (12 kilos), and the



in the prices of the same commodity by reason of the dissimilar market
ing conditions,* 10 and the extensive use of different currencies11 
attested to the latent economic disunity. All this tended to favor the 
growth of a strong spirit of localism. A Mosulite relates in his memoirs 
how, when in 1909 he was appointed by a governor of the new Young 
Turk government12 to a judgeship in Basrah, a large number of its dig
nitaries signed a petition objecting to his appointment on the grounds 
that he was “ neither a Basrite nor of the ashraf13 or mallaks14 of 
Basrah.’ ’ 15

Of course, the more conscious of the townsmen thought of them
selves as part of the realm of Islam, and Islam’s ideals, though denuded 
of much of their old vigor, tended to rescue them to some extent from 
their localism and associate them with their brother Moslems within and 
beyond the confines of the Ottoman Empire. But Islam in Iraq was more 
a force of division than of integration. It split deeply ShlT and Sunni 
Arabs. Socially they seldom mixed, and as a rule did not intermarry. In 
mixed cities they lived in separate quarters and led their own separate 
lives. To the strict ShTTs, the government of the day—the government 
of the Ottoman sultan that led Sunni Islam—was, in its essence, a usur
pation. In their eyes, it had not the qualification to even execute the ' 
laws of Islam. They were, therefore, estranged from it, few caring to 
serve it or to attend its schools.
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uqiyyah (2 k ilos). The weights of other towns, while bearing the same names, 
were of different amounts. Thus the waznah of Hillah equalled 102,565 kilos, 
and of DTwaniyyah 108.835 kilos and not 100, as in Baghdad. Similarly, the 
tghar of Basrah equalled 1538 kilos and not 2000, as that of Baghdad. See 
Dal7l-ul-Mamlakat-il-‘Iraqiyyah. . . (“ The Directory of the Iraqi Kingdom for 
1935-1936” ) (Baghdad, 1935), pp. 59-60.

10For example, even in 1921-1922 the tax conversion rates for wheat, i.e ., 
the rates at which the tax in kind was converted into cash, and which reflected 
the prevalent prices, were 250, 384, and 400 rupees per ton at the province 
headquarters of Baghdad, Mosul, and Basrah, respectively. See Great Britain, 
Report. . . on the Administration of Iraq for April 1922-March 1923 (London, . 
1924), p. 102. ,

11-rhus before World War I the Persian currency appears to have been more 
widely used than the Turkish currency in the Kurdish districts of Iraq. See 
Vital Cuinet, La Turquie d’A sie  (Paris, 1894), III, 38-39. In Basrah, Indian and 
Persian coinage were in large use. See Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, Histori
cal Section, Arabia, Mesopotamia. . . (London, 1919), pp. 119-120. The officia l 
currency was, of course, Turkish.

19 • ■^This government assumed power after the 1908 Revolution in Turkey.
*^The descendants of the Prophet.
^Landlords.
^Sulaiman FaidT, F T Ghamrat-in-Nidal ( “ In the Throes of the Struggle” ) 

(Baghdad, 1952), p. 78. The objection obviously betrays also a class con
sciousness.
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The ShTrSunnr division assumed a more acute form when it coin

cided with another type of social division: the class division. The 
interconnection between the sectarian and class cleavages is dis
cussed elsewhere at some length. *6 Here it suffices to refer to its 
aggravating effect upon the feeling between the two sects and to add, 
by way of parenthesis, that the presence of this factor suggests that 
their mutual estrangement, if expressed religiously, had its roots, at 
least partly, in economic and social causes.

All the urban cleavages found an expression in one other phenome
non: that of the mahallah or city quarter. In the towns of Iraq, in other 
words, the groups that belonged to different faiths, sects, or classes or 
that were of different ethnic or tribal origin tended to live in separate 
mahallahs. For example, on Baghdad’s main bank-the eastern bank- 
the ShTis lived in ad-Dahhanah, Sabablgh-il-Al, al-Qushal,* 17 Suq-il- 
‘ Attarlh, and other quarters; the Jews mostly in at-Tawrat, Taht-it- 
Takyah, Abu Saifain, and Suq Hannun; the Christians in ‘Aqd-in-Nasarah 
and Ra’s-il-Qaryah.18 Much of the rest of the eastern side of the city 
was SunnT, but subdivided on other lines. Thus al-Maydan was inhabit
ed by the Turkish military, al-Haydarkhanah by “ aristocratic”  families 
and upper officials, Dukkan Shnawah by lower officials, inner Bab-ish- 
Shaikh by artisans,19 * * and Bab-ish-Shaikh’s outer fringes by Baghdadi" 
army officers of humble origins, and other elements. The large stratum 
of kasabah2° also lived in Bab-ish-Shaikh and Dukkan Shnawah, as 
well as elsewhere.21 The same phenomenon characterized Baghdad’s 
suburbs: al-Kadhimiyyah, which contains the tombs of the seventh and 
ninth of the ShTf Imams,22 was exclusively ShTT and had a large con
centration of Persians, while al-A‘dhamiyyah, which owes its origin to 
the tomb of Abu HanTfah, a leading SunnT legist and theologian of the 
eighth century, and which symbolically lies on the opposite shore of

^ S e e  Chapter 4.
17A section of this quarter was inhabited by Jews.
^Som e Moslem families lived in these quarters. The SunnT Pachachis, 

for example, had their residence in R a’ s-il-Qaryah.
19A number of well-known religious families had their homes here, such as 

the GailanTs, who lived in Bab-ish-Shaikh because the Qadiriyyah shrine, built 
in memory of their ancestor, Shaikh ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir al-GailanT, was located in 
this quarter.

Kasabah is  a general term applicable to humble people who have no 
regular employment and earn their livelihood by doing various odd jobs.

^C onversations with Kamel ach-ChadirchT, Qasim Hasan, Jamil Kubbah, 
and other BaghdadTs on various occasions.

2^Musa b. Ja'far al-Kadhim and Muhammad b. ‘ AIT aj-Jawad. The imams 
were, in the eyes of the ShTTs, the only legitimate rulers and supreme pontiffs 
of Islam.
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the Tigris, was exclusively Sunni and inhabited for the most part by 
descendants of the Arab tribe of ‘Ubaid.23

The members of each of the different crafts into which the artisans 
were divided, who were organized somewhat loosely in guilds or asnaf, 
tended also to reside together in single streets, and in some towns 
would appear to have been originally an extension of one and the same 
or of a few family groupings.24 * * .

As a rule, the inhabitants of the mahallah existed in a world of 
their own. Except for a very small number of educated people, they 
were pretty much absorbed in the narrowness of their life, and seldom 
if ever took thought of the community at large or of its interests, or had 
even any real understanding of the concept of such a community. More
over, those forming part of a m/7/a/i,23 as the Christians and the Jews, 
enjoyed autonomy in their personal and denominational affairs. '

There is no lack of evidence in our sources of the strength of the 
mahallah mentality at that time. When, for example, in April 1915 the 
people of Najaf rose against the Turks and expelled them from the city, ■ 
each of Najaf’s four quarters became independent, and continued to en
joy that status till the coming of the English in August 1917.2® The 
constitution of one of the quarters, that of Buraq, has been preserved.
In view of its significance and its reflection of the level of contempo
rary political thinking of some of the Iraqi townsmen, it is worthwhile 
reproducing a number of its paragraphs (the reader will also note how 
the social organization of the quarter in this city was still largely based 
on the tribe, which bears out the point previously made concerning the 
process of tribalization of towns; but at the same time it must be re
membered that Najaf had closer relations with the tribal domain than 
with the main cities): .

The 1915 Constitution of the Buraq Quarter of Najaf 
In the name of God the Merciful, the Compassionate, and whose help 
we seek.
We write this document in order to secure unity and cohesion .
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23For the last point, see Mahmud Shukn al-Alusi, TarTkh MasSjid Baghdad 
wa Athariha (“ The History of the Mosques and Ancient Monuments of Baghdad” ) 
(Baghdad, 1927), p. 26, note. .

24Even as late as the thirties there were such instances in Najaf. The 
large al-Bahhash family, for example, had a street of its own in the Mishraq 
quarter of that city, and its_members were mostly jewelers and moneychangers. 
See Ja‘ far b. Shaikh Baqir Al-Mahbubah an-NajafT, MadT-n-Najaf wa Hadiruha 
(‘ ‘ The Past of Najaf and Its Present” ) (Sidon, 1934), I, 201. ...

25A mitlah was an officia lly  recognized religious community.
26Great Britain, 'Reports o f  Administration for 1918 o f D ivisions and dis- ■,

tricts o f the O ccupied Territories o f Mesopotamia (1919), I, 68.
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amongst ourselves, we the inhabitants of Buraq quarter, and our 
names are at the end of this document.
We have assembled ourselves and become united and of one blood, 
and follow one another should anything happen to our quarter from 
other quarters. We will rise together against an outsider who is not 
from us, whether the result be to our advantage or to our disadvan
tage, and the conditions of our union are as follows: —

(1) If an outsider is killed, the murderer has to pay 5 liras 
[about £5 sterling] and the remainder of the blood money is to be 
paid by the whole tribe.

(2) If anybody from our union is killed, half of the /as/27 is for 
the murdered man’s family and half for the union.

(3) If anyone kills anybody from his own tribe and the tribe has 
no responsible head, the murderer must leave the place for seven 
years and anybody who aids him is also to be dismissed for the 
same period. The fasl is 30 liras in gold. . . .  One-third is to be 
given to the union and two-thirds to the relatives. . . .

(7) Should harm befall one of us who steals, robs, loots, or 
fornicates, we are not only not responsible but also not his friends.

(8) If any one of us is arrested for our doings by the government, 
or imprisoned, all his expenses will be paid by us.
The above is for all of us. We are united with Kadhim,28 whether he 
is in the town or not, and on this condition we all put our signatures 
. . . and God is our witness.29

The tendency to split into independent mahallas was by no means a 
peculiarity of Najaf. During World War I, the eastern quarter of the 
small Euphrates town of Samawah sided with the British, while the 
western quarter preserved an overt neutrality.30 The two quarters under 
their own autonomous shaikhs had been waging continual war against 
each other for the preceding twenty years.31 At Mosul “ feeling between

27 •Fast literally means the deciding of disputes, but here refers to blood 
money, that is , blood is paid for with money instead of with blood, and thus 
the blood feud is wiped out.

28Kadhim SubhT was the shaikh or headman of the quarter.
29For the text of the constitution, see Great Britain, Reports of Adminis

tration for 1918, I, 111.
on _

Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities. Iraq (E xclusive o f Baghdad 
and Kadhimain) (1920), p. 121.

31 Ibid., p. 101.
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the different wards,”  observed a British vice consul in 1909, “ is often 
strong and bitter and not infrequently gives rise to quarrels. . . . Barri
cades are erected and the arms used are clubs, maces, revolvers, 
knives, and stones. Only one such engagement took place last year, 
one man being killed and several wounded.” 32 Even in Baghdad the 
loyalty to the mahallah was apt to assert itself in vigorous terms. From 
an account we have of d demonstration that took place in October 1911, 
and that was seemingly organized by the Turkish authorities to protest 
Italy’s invasion of Tripoli, it appears that the people were grouped by 
mahallas, and that a vehement scuffle occurred between the delegation 
of the quarter of Bab-ish-Shaikh and that of Haydarkhanah over the 
questions of precedence and who should march at the head of the 
demonstration.33

Thus far we have regarded the various loyalties in the Iraq of pre
World War I as if they were simply negative and divisive. In fact, from 
the standpoint of the individual involved in them, and insofar as they 
had not petrified or been drained of their substance, they fulfilled a 
positive need. The tribes, the mahallas, and the asnaf were partly an 
expression of the innate impulse for protection through unity—a protec
tion that the Ottoman government, by reason of its weakness, could not 
regularly provide. “ To depend on the tribe,”  wrote in 1910 one of 
Baghdad’s deputies to the Ottoman parliament, “ is a thousand times 
safer than depending on the government, for whereas the latter defers 
or neglects repression, the tribe, no matter how feeble it may be, as 
soon as it learns that an injustice has been committed against one of 
its members readies itself to exact vengeance on his behalf.” 34 That 
the mahallah served a similar function is reflected in the already cited 
Constitution of the Buraq quarter of Najaf. The asnaf were also in a 
sense organizations for mutual support. One of their duties, as ex
pressed in regulations dating from 1910, was to render assistance to 
those of their members who were “ ill or in want.” 35 The links within 
the tribes were particularly intimate, and helped to cultivate strong and
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5^Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 195/2308, Report by H. E. Wilkie 
Young, Mosul, accompanying dispatch of 28 January 1909. For text of report, 
see also Middle Eastern Studies, VII, No. 2 (May 1971), 229 ff.

55Lughat-ul-‘Arab, 9 October 1911, quoted by R evue du Monde Musulman, 
6th Year, XVIII (February-March 1912), in its Review of the Arab Press section 
p. 223, note.

34Baban, “ From Isfambul to Baghdad,”  p. 256.
O C

The duties are summarized in the Report by His Britannic M ajesty ’ s 
Government to the Council o f the League of Nations on the Administration of 
Iraq for the Year 1926 (London, 1927), p. 37. The regulations were issued by 
the Ottoman government, which may have itse lf prescribed the duties in ques
tion. On the other hand, the regulations may have merely reflected practices 
habitually carried on by the asnaf.
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exclusive sentiments. The individual belonging to them knew he was 
not alone and, having an anchor on which to lean in misfortune, seldom 
experienced the gloom of helplessness.

We may now once again profitably change our point of view. The 
various loyalties, of which we have spoken, have been hitherto treated 
by us largely as if they were in a static condition. As a matter of fact, 
they were already involved to a greater or lesser degree in a process of 
erosion, especially at Baghdad and its environs, at Basrah, and in the 
tribal regions of Shatt-il-‘Arab and the lower Tigris. This was the 
cumulative effect of the introduction of river steam navigation (1859), 
the appearance of the electric telegraph (1861), the attendant deepening 
of English economic penetration and tying of Iraq to the world of capi
talism, the opening of state schools (since 1869), the development of 
the press (especially after 1908), and the repeated attempts by the 
Turkish governing authority between 1831 and 1914 to gather all the 
means of power into its hands, break the cohesion of the tribes, and 
Ottomanize the town population.

The ensuing penetration of money and of the idea of profit among 
some of the tribes, the passing of these tribes from a subsistence to a 
market-oriented economy, the transformation of their shaikhs from patri
archs into gain-seeking landlords, the Turkish policy of playing off 
tribal chief against tribal chief, the vying of the bigger of these chiefs 
against each other for peasants, and the consequent intermixture of 
tribesmen so changed the conditions of life in the affected regions as 
to attenuate the old tribal loyalties or render them by and large 
ineffectual.36

In the cities and towns the inflow of English goods affected ad
versely what had survived of the old crafts, in particular the weaving 
of cloths,37 and thereby weakened the attachment to the asnaf. In 
Baghdad itself, however, much of the industrial decline must more 
appropriately be connected to the ravages of the plague and flood of 
1831.

One further byproduct of the new processes was the coming into 
being of a new but as yet diminutive social force: the new intelligent
sia, which in effect meant the birth of a new loyalty-nationalism.

Nationalism did not displace the old loyalties. Although it grew at 
their expense, it existed side by side with them, corroding them, yes, 
but at the same time absorbing some of their psychological elements 
and expressing itself within the emotional and conceptual patterns of 
the Islamic religion.

Many facts and influences assisted, directly or indirectly, the

36See pp. 73 ff.
37See p. 240.



diffusion of the new national feeling: among others, the rise in the 
number of young Iraqis attending Turkish schools of higher learning, 
mainly the Military Academy at Istanbul; the increasing exposure to 
European modes of thought; the growth of pan-Turkism, the heightened .. 
tempo of Ottomanization, and the relative insensitiveness of the Turks 
to local needs; the spread of books and newspapers; the more frequent 
inter-Arab contacts and the emergence of pan-Arab clubs and societies; ' 
the greater interest in Arab history and in the achievements of the past 
and the sensing of the poverty and dreariness of present conditions; . 
and, of course, the pull of the common language and common ethnic 
origin of the majority of Iraqis. But what more than anything else 
helped the progress of the new sentiment was the English invasion of 
1914-1918, or rather the resistance that it stirred and that reached its 
climactic point in the armed uprising of 1920. For the first time in 
many centuries, ShTTs joined politically with Sunnis, and townsmen 
from Baghdad and tribesmen from the Euphrates made common cause. 
Unprecedented joint ShTl-Sunnl celebrations, ostensibly religious but ^  
in reality political, were held in all the ShlT and Sunni mosques in turn: 
special mawlids, Sunni ceremonial observances in honor of the Prophet’s 
birthday, were on occasions followed by ta‘ziyahs, ShTI lamentations 
for the martyred Husain,38 the proceedings culminating in patriotic ora
tory and poetic thundering against the English.39 The armed outbreak 
that this agitation precipitated could not be said to have been truly 
nationalist either in its temper or its hopes. It was essentially a tribal 
affair, and animated by a multitude of local passions and interests, but 
it became part of nationalist mythology and thus an important factor in 7 
the spread of national consciousness. Indeed, it would not be going too 
far to say that with the events of 1919-1920, and more particularly with  ̂
the bond, however tender, that was created between Sunnis and Shl'Is, 
a new process set in: the painful, now gradual, now spasmodic growth : 
of an Iraqi national community. .

Under the monarchy, which was established in 1921, it became by 
degrees clear that the advance of this process was not only contingent 
upon the integration of the Shl'Is into the body politic or the firm fasten
ing of Shl'Is and Sunnis to one another, the voluntary unifying of their 
wills—even their intermarrying—but also upon the successful resolution 
of another historic conflict which lay at the very basis of many of the 
divisions bedeviling Iraqi society: the twofold conflict between the
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38Grandson of the Prophet.
3 9 ‘ A IT Al-Bazirgan, Al-Waqai' ul-HaqTqiyyah IT-th-Thawrat-il-'Iraqiyyah 

(“ The Real Facts about the Iraqi R evolt” ) (Baghdad, 1954), pp. 90 and 94; 
and Great Britain, R eview  of the Civil Administration o f Mesopotamia (London, 
1920), p. 140.
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tribes and the riverine cities, and among the tribes themselves over the 
food-producing flatlands of the Tigris and Euphrates.

Much of the premonarchic history of the country could be understood 
in terms of this conflict. In a sense, the life principles of the cities 
and tribes in Iraq’s river valleys were mutually contradictory. To be 
more concrete, the existence of powerful tribes was, as a rule, a con
comitance of weak cities. Inversely, the growth of the cities involved 
the decline of the tribes. Thus in the period between the thirteenth and 
eighteenth centuries, which witnessed the eclipse of the ‘Abbasid Cali
phate; the depredations of the Il-Khanid Mongols; the well-nigh utter 
ruin of the ancient dikes; the invasions of the Jaylars, Black Sheep, 
and White Sheep Turkomans, Timurid Mongols, Safawids, and Ottomans; 
and the protracted but intermittent Turkish-Persian wars, one paramount 
fact recurrently asserted itself: the enfeeblement of the towns. The in
evitable accompaniment of this was the advance of tribal power. But 
the new life and new ideas infused into Iraq in the second half of the 
nineteenth century—by dint of the new communications and the new 
links with the capitalist world, and through other factors already re
ferred to—reversed the historical trend, leading to the recovery of the 
towns and the beginning of the decomposition of the tribal order.

In this conflict the reforming Ottoman sultans of the nineteenth cen
tury and the Young Turks, whom the 1908 Revolution raised to political 
ascendancy, could be said to have championed, in ways peculiar to 

' them, the cause of the towns. The English, on the other hand, anxious 
as they were to avoid the costly maintenance of a large force of occupa
tion, saw in the balancing of tribesmen against townsmen the surest 
guarantee of the continuance of their own power. They attempted not 
only to arrest the incipient process of detribalization, or vindicate the 
authority of the tribal chiefs, or keep at a minimum the interaction be
tween townsmen and tribesmen, but also to solidify the existing cleav
age by the consolidation and official recognition of tribal customs. The 
Tribal Disputes Regulations, issued by the English on July 27, 1918, as 
a proclamation having the force of law and, on English insistence, made 
law of the land in the monarchic period under Articles 113 and 114 of 
the Iraqi Constitution of 1925, excluded the countryside from the purview 
of the national law. Down to the July 1958 Revolution, Iraq would thus 
remain legally subject to two norms—one for the cities and one for the 
tribal countryside.

At the same time, the contributions of the English in the form of 
ideas or skills in the fields of administration, irrigation, agriculture, 
and other areas of life, though incidental to their pursuit of basic im
perial interests, no doubt helped the progress of the Iraqis toward a 
viable state. In the twenties the presence of the English may have also 
been decisive in keeping Iraq in one piece. If the R. A.F. and the Brit
ish alliance were to be withdrawn, wrote in that decade the British High
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Commissioner Henry Dobbs, “ the Government of Iraq would, I believe, 
in a few months, either vanish altogether or remain clinging desperate
ly to a strip of territory along the Tigris between Samarra’ and Kut, the 
whole of the rest of the country falling away.” 40 As the monarchy was 
as yet a delicate reed, its army deficient in strength, and the tribal do
main “ crammed with arms,”  it is difficult not to agree with Dobbs. On 
the other hand, the English did their best—the Iraqi nationalists com
plained—to overlook the needs of the royal army and to delay as long as 
possible the introduction of conscription which, in contrast to the prin
ciple of voluntary service then in force, would have, it was presumed, 
strengthened the monarchy militarily, and simultaneously reduced its 
financial burden.

Though a creation of the English, the Hashemite monarchy was, in 
the first two decades of its life, animated by a spirit inherently anti
thetical to theirs. Owing to the initial intimate interweaving of its 
dynastic interests with the fortunes of the pan-Arab movement, its basic 
instinct in the period 1921-1939 was to further—to the extent that its 
status of dependence permitted—the work of nation building in Iraq. With 
this in mind, but also in order to meet its administrative needs, it added 
greatly to the existing educational facilities,41 thereby ultimately add
ing to the ranks of the new middle-class intelligentsia, the natural car
rier of national sentiment. Consistently enough, the monarchy took 
pains in those years to nurture in the schools the passion of patriotism 
and a lively sympathy for the pan-Arab ideal. However, in the time of 
Faisal I (1921-1933), the chief accent of royal policy was on the urgent 
and yet exceedingly difficult task of cultivating among Iraq’s diverse 
elements enduring ties of common feeling and common purpose. “ In 
Iraq,”  Faisal maintained in a confidential memorandum,

there is still—and I say this with a heart full of sorrow—no Iraqi 
people but unimaginable masses of human beings, devoid of any pa
triotic idea, imbued with religious traditions and absurdities, con
nected by no common tie, giving ear to evil, prone to anarchy, and 
perpetually ready to rise against any government whatever. Out of 
these masses we want to fashion a people which we would train, ed
ucate, and refine. . . .  The circumstances, being what they are, the
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40Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 406/63 E 86 2 /6 /93 , Letter of 4 
December 1928 from Sir H. Dobbs, Baghdad, to Mr. Amery, London.

41The number of state elementary sch ool students increased from 8001 in 
1920-1921 to 89,482 in 1939-1940, and the number of state secondary sch ool 
students from 110 to 13,959 in the same period: Iraq, Ministry of Education, 
At-Taqrlr-us-SanawT‘An Sayr-il-Ma‘arit. . . ( “ Annual Report on the Progress of 
Education for the Year 1955-1956” ) (Baghdad, 1957), pp. 43 and 54.



immenseness of the efforts needed for this [can be imagined].42
Realizing how much depended on the conciliation of the ShT'Ts, and 
clearly troubled by the half-truth that “ the taxes are on the Shl‘7, death 
is on the ShT'T, and the posts are for the SunnT” —which he heard “ thou
sands of times” —Faisal went out of his way to associate the Shil'Is 
with the new state and to ease their admission into the government 
service; among other things, he put promising young members of this 
sect through an accelerated program of training, and afforded them the 
chance to rise rapidly to positions of responsibility.43 He also saw to 
it that the Kurds received an appropriate quota of public appointments. 
At the same time he felt that there could be no solid progress toward 
genuine statehood without the strengthening of the army. As the gov
ernment was “ far and away weaker than the people” —there were in 1933 
in the country at large “ more than 100,000 rifles whereas the govern
ment possesses only 15,000” 44 45 46—Faisal had doubts whether he could 
cope with two simultaneous armed outbreaks in widely separated re
gions.43 It would be “ foolish,”  he thought, to carry out important re
forms or development projects without the assurance of an adequate 
protective force. For all these reasons he regarded the army as “ the 
spinal column for nation-forming.” 43 Accordingly, in 1933, the year in 
which Iraq gained undivided control over its internal affairs, Faisal 
raised the strength of the military establishment to 11,500 men42'from 
the total of 7,500 at which it had remained fixed since 1925.48

In his efforts to refashion Iraq on national foundations, Faisal I pro
ceeded with care and, keeping his eyes fastened not on what was pure
ly desirable but on what could in practice be achieved, he avoided any 
step suggestive of adventurism. Of course, in this as in other relevant 
lines of policy, he was not actuated by sheer devotion to the interests
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2For the^text of the memorandum, which was written in March 1933, see 
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq al-HasanF, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat-il-‘Iraqiyyah (“ The History of the 
Iraqi Cabinets” ) (Sidon, 1953), III, 286-293. For the quoted statement, see 
p. 289.

43For this point I am indebted to Kamel ach-ChadirchFof the National 
Democratic party: conversation, February 1962.

Faisal I’ s confidential memorandum of March 1933, al-HasanT Tarlkh- 
ul-Wizarat, III, 288. ‘

45Ibid., p. 289.
46Ibid., p. 290.
47Stephen H. Longrigg, Iraq 1900 to 1950. A Political, Social, and E c o 

nomic History (Oxford, 1953), p. 246.
48Ibid., p. 166.



of his people, for he was laying the base for the power of his own 
family, even as he was laying the base for a compact state. f

Although under the young and inexperienced GhazT (1933-1939) the . 
country fell a prey to tribal rebellions and military coups, and the per- ' 
sonal influence of the monarch palpably declined, there was neverthe
less no essential deviation from the prior trend of royal policy. Except 
during a brief period in 1936-1937, the pan-Arab character of the state 
became more pronounced. The army rose in strength to 800 officers 
and 19,500 men by 1936,49 and to 1,426 officers and 26,345 men by 
1939.50 There had been few Iraqi officer pilots in 1933, but in 1936 
they numbered 37 and were expected to add up to 127 at the end of the „ 
following year.51 More than that, the standard-gauge line from Baghdad 
to BaijT, which was meant to form part of the strategic Berlin-Baghdad 
railway, but was left unfinished at the end of World War I, was now ex
tended to Tall Kochek on the Syrian frontier,52 which made possible a 
continuous haul from Mosul to the Gulf, and signified not only the ad
vance of central state control but also progress toward the transforma
tion of Iraq into a rationally organized economic unit. Over and above 
this, the elements that had stood nearest to Faisal I—the principal ex- 
SharTfian officers53—and that had been fighting tooth and nail for an 
army based on conscription, gained their end in 1934, and thus facili
tated the eventual turning of the military forces into an effective means 
for the intermingling of tribesmen with townsmen and the breaking down . 
of the hard and fast line between the tribes—a necessary precondition 
for their integration in national life.

In brief, through the whole period of 1921-1939 the monarch, cen- »- 
tered at Baghdad, had in effect a social meaning diametrically opposed 
to that of the tribal shaikhs, the then still virtual rulers of much of the 
countryside. The shaikh represented the principle of the fragmented or -£» 
multiple community (many tribes), the monarch the ideal of an integral 
community (one Iraqi people, one Arab nation). Or to express the
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4^Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 371/20013/E  6797/1419/93, Minutes 
by J. G. Ward of 30 October 1936.

50Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 371/23217/E  2372 /72/93 , Quarterly 
Report No. 26 by the British Military Mission on the Iraqi Army and Royal 
Iraqi Air Force for the Quarter Ending 28 February 1939.

^  Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 371/20796/E  44 /14 /93 , Letter of 
22 December 1936 from Sir A. Clark Kerr, Baghdad, to Anthony Eden, London.

^G reat Britain, Naval Intelligence Division, Iraq and the Persian Gulf ' 
(1944), pp. 581 and 583.

53The ex-Sharlfian officers were the Iraqi officers in the Ottoman army who 
during World War I abandoned the Ottoman cause and attached themselves to 
the service of the family of Sharif Husain o f Mecca, and especia lly  o f his son 
Faisal, then in active revolt against the Turks.
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relationship differently, the shaikh was the defender of the divisive 
tribal ‘uri (tradition), the monarch the exponent of the unifying national 
law. In view of the presence of large non-Arab minorities in the coun
try, there was, to be sure, some inherent contradiction between the 
ideal of one Iraqi people and that of one Arab nation, but the element 
of contradiction was mitigated by the fact that the aim of pan-Arab 
unity—as distinct from inter-Arab cooperation—was at no time actively 
pursued.

The social meaning of the monarchy changed in the time of Prince 
‘Abd-ul-Ilah, who ruled as regent during the minority of his nephew, 
Faisal II, that is, from 1939 to 1953, and after the coming of age and 
crowning of the young king, clung tenaciously to the reins of govern
ment until his destruction at the hands of the revolutionaries of 1958.

The change had its genesis in the period 1936-1941. In those years 
the principal ex-Shafffian officers—NurT as-Sa‘Td, the archpolitician-to- 
be of the monarchy, among others—saw wielded against them the weapon 
—the army—that they had helped to forge, and which had constituted the 
very anchor of royal policy. In a sense, the series of military coups in 
which they got enmeshed was a rebounding upon them of their own at
tempts to use the army for factious ends.54 In another sense, the coups 
represented a successful, even if shortlived, break by the armed seg
ment of the middle class55 into the narrow circle of the ruling order: 
power had been before 1936 pretty much the preserve of the English, 
the king, the principal ex-Sharlfian officers,56 and the upper stratum of

4Nun as-Sa‘ id and his brother-in-law, Ja'far a l-‘AskarT, who was also  an 
ex-Sharlfian officer, had followers in the army since the twenties, and used 
their position to combat the influence upon the military of YasTn al-HashimT, 
another soldier-politician.

^ T h e  term “ middle c la s s ,”  as used in these pages, refers to that com
posite part of society which is plural in its functions but has in common a mid
dling income or a middling status, and which includes merchants, tradesmen, 
landowners, army officers, students, members of professions, civ il servants, 
and employees of private companies. It would be a mistake to make too sharp 
a distinction between one section of this class and another, say, between army 
officers and tradesmen or landowners, for it must not be forgotten that the real 
unit of class is not the individual but the family, and that members of one mid
dle class family pursue different professions. Thus out of the fifteen members 
of the Supreme Committee of the Free Officers and the nine members of the 
Committee-in-Reserve of the Free O fficers, who prepared for the coup of 14 
July 1958, seven and six respectively were sons of merchants or middlemen, or 
small or middling landowners (see Tables 41-2, 41-3, and 41-4). Colonel Salah- 
ud-Dm as-Sabbagh, the moving spirit behind the politically minded military e le 
ment in the years 1938-1941, was also the son of a merchant and landowner.
See his Fursan-ul-‘ Urubah fT-l-'Iraq ( “ The Knights of Arabism in Iraq” ) (Damas
cus, 1956), p. 21.

The ex-Sharlfian officers were by origin from the middle or humbler walks 
o f life , but by this time many of them had become propertied and, though not
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the propertied classes. From this it should not be inferred that the 
coups were, narrowly speaking, class actions, or that in the instance 
of each and every officer who was involved in the coups there was a 
direct or conscious connection between his social origin and his politi
cal behavior. Of course, the coups were carried out on the initiative 
of a small number of individuals, and could partly be explained by the 
personal motives of the leading officers, or the intrigues of ambitious 
politicians, or the lure or example of the neighboring militarist regimes 
—those of Iran and Turkey—but the coups succeeded, if briefly, because 
they appealed to sentiments or manifested tendencies—reformism, or 
pan-Arabism, or neutralism, or intense opposition to English influence, 
or sheer discontent at the exclusion of all but a few from any effective 
role in the political life of the country—sentiments and tendencies that 
were shared by substantial portions of the officer corps and of the mid
dle class from which the corps largely stemmed.

The coups were also very instructive. For one thing, their recur
rence laid bare that the officer corps was afflicted with divisions. Quite 
apart from the self-seeking coteries that a politicized army tends to en
gender, three fundamental elements became distinguishable, one Kurd
ish, one pan-Arab, and one strictly Iraqi: the 1936 coup was led by i 
Kurds and Iraqists; in the countercoups of 1937 and 1938 and in the 
movement of 1941 the critical role was played by pan-Arabs. The supe
rior weight of the pan-Arab trend was the consequence, partly, of the 
monarchy’s own initial pan-Arab predilection and, partly, of the fact 
that a very large number of the younger officers hailed from the northern 
Arab provinces, which leaned strongly toward pan-Arabism, inasmuch as 
they had been economically linked with Syria and Palestine before 
World War I and now still suffered from the partition of the Arab areas 
of the Ottoman Empire and the obstacles of the new frontiers.

Moreover, it became apparent from the coups how tenuous were the 
threads that held the life of the monarchy and how easily they could be 
snapped. Amongst the papers said to have been left behind by General 
Bakr SidqT, the chief figure in the 1936 overturn, was a project for the 
forming of a dictatorship and the putting away of the king.* 57 The lead
ers of the 1941 movement, for their part, did not hesitate to depose 
‘Abd-ul-Ilah when, rather than accept the independent course that they 
were steering, he identified himself with the English in World War II and, 
seeing the peril of his situation, made his escape to their base at 
Habbaniyyah, and eventually to his uncle’s feud in Transjordan.
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yet fully accepted socia lly  by the old families, formed part of the political 
elite.

57Conversation of King GhazT with British ambassador, Great Britain, 
Foreign O ffice, FO 371/21846/E  172/45 /93, Letter of 25 December 1937 from 
Sir A. Clark Kerr, Baghdad, to Anthony Eden, London.
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But, from the perspective of broad political trends, the most signif

icant thing about the whole interlude of military coups was its climac
tic and closing sequence of events: the Thirty-Day War of 1941, the 
use by the English of Transjordan’s Arab Legion against the Iraqis, 
and their reimposition of ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah as regent by force of arms.

Time never effaced from the hearts of Iraqis the remembrance that 
in their hour of danger the Hashemite house stood on the side of their 
enemies. The War of 1941 was a great spur to their national feeling. 
They had not been of one mind about the intervention of the army in 
state affairs or the political tendencies of the leading officers, but 
when the war came, they quickly forgot their differences, save for a 
minority. In Baghdad and the other towns the sentiments of ShT‘T and 
Sunni and Arab and Kurd merged for the moment and while the fighting 
lasted. Among men in humble life, in particular, such an accord of 
spirits reigned as had not been witnessed since the uprising of 1920.
In this atmosphere ‘Abd-ul-Ilah’s every act appeared as a betrayal. At 
any rate, from this point onward nationalists and Hashemites moved on 
different planes of thought and feeling. The monarchy lost its national
ist physiognomy, and the nationalists became at heart antimonarchic.

In the years that followed, the entire orientation of royal policy 
changed. In the first place, the army, which had been the primary con
cern of the monarchy, and which by 1941 had risen to 1,745 officers and 
44,217 men,58 was in large measure broken up. In the year 1941/42 
alone, 324 officers were pensioned off,59 and by 1948, 1,095 other offi-. 
cers had been discharged from service before reaching retirement age.60 
The army as a whole was left in a lamentable state. In the words of 
British Colonel Gerald de Gaury:

Its boots were [at the end of the Second World War] mostly unfit for 
wear in marching, its supply of clothes short, its leave long overdue, 
its pay meagre, and its rations had been reduced to a figure a thou
sand calories below the minimum considered necessary by European 
medical men for Eastern troops. Money for repair of barracks and 
camps had been stopped. The Police were forbidden to assist in 
tracing or arresting deserters and by the summer of 1943, out of an 
established strength of thirty thousand men, twenty thousand were 
deserters.61

58_F or these figures, see Retired Staff Major Mahmud ad-Durrah’ s Al-Harb 
al-‘Iraqiyyah al-BrTtaniyyah, 1941 (“ The British-Iraqi War of 1941” ) (Beirut, 
1969), p. 243. '

S9Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Statistical Abstract, 1943 (Baghdad, 1945), 
pp. 29-30.

60Ad-Durrah, Al-Harb, p. 420.
6 * Colonel Gerald de Gaury, Three Kings in Baghdad, 1921-1958 (London, 

1961), p. 146.
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Though restlessness in Kurdistan necessitated a partial retreat in 1944 
from this injurious and vindictive course of conduct, the army was still 
in bad shape when four years later it had to fight a war in Palestine.62 
Ill-prepared, poorly led, inappropriately armed, suffering from an insuf
ficiency of skilled personnel, and kept in short supply by the English 
as a matter of policy, it was unable to fulfill its task. Defeat gave a 
stimulus to changes in the direction of greater efficiency. But the mon
archy’s distrust of the military did not subside. Only once—in 1952— 
and after much hesitation did it venture to use the army as a repressive 
force inside Baghdad. Otherwise, it kept the striking units unammuni
tioned and far from the capital. However, after the capture of power by 
the army in Syria in 1949 and in Egypt in 1952, the government took 
pains to bind the military element to the throne by ties of material in
terest. Conditions of service for officers were ameliorated,63 and vari
ous benefits—clothing and housing allowances, liberal pensions, and 
grants of land, among other things—were conferred upon them. But the 
rift dividing them from the Hashemites had grown too wide. Few, in
deed, would be on the side of the royal family at the hour of its fall.

The failure to win back the loyalty of the officer corps was related 
to another aspect of the post-1941 monarchial policy. Alienated from - 
the nationalists, the Crown had been tying its fortunes more and more 
intimately to those of the English and the tribal shaikhs, and thus had 
developed a living interest in the continuance not only of the English 
connection but also of the tribal order. Into this alliance the Crown 
had been driven further by a series of fierce urban mass uprisings—the 
Wathbah of 194864 * and the Intifadas of 195263 and 195666—and by the 
related drift toward the Left, in the towns, of large portions of the mid
dle and laboring classes. The daily lives of these people had been 
deeply affected by the trend of rising prices and scarcity of supplies 
induced by World War II, by the inflationary currents let loose by the 
oil boom of the fifties, and by the large-scale movement of peasants in
to the capital caused by the attractions of city life, the weak connec
tion with the land of the once nomadic agricultural tribesmen, the 
oppressiveness of the shaikhly system, and the drying up of river bran
ches in the lower Tigris due to the rapid pump development in the prov
inces of Kut and Baghdad.67

62Retired Staff General Salih Sa'ib aj-JuburT (ex-chief o f staff o f the Iraqi 
army), Mihnat-u-FilastTn wa Asraruha-s-Siyasiyyah wa-l-‘Askariyyah  (“ The Mis
fortune of Palestine and Its P olitica l and Military Secrets” ) (Beirut, 1970), 
pp. 142-144.

63Consult Table 41-1.
6^See Chapter 22.
66See Chapter 30.
66See Chapter 39.
67See pp. 132 ff., 142 ff., 150 ff., and 470 ff.
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The alliance with the English found ultimate expression in the 

Baghdad Pact of 1955, a commitment which, being out of accord with 
the general sentiment of the country and of other Arab lands, and pref
aced by relentless proceedings against every movement of opposition 
or liberty of speech,68 added in no little degree to the antipopular and 
antinational character of the monarchy.

The tie-up with the shaikhs, symbolized by the marriage in 1953 of 
Prince ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah to Hiyam, daughter of Muhammad al-Habib al-AmTr, 
chief of the tribe of RabT'ah, was reflected in the solicitude shown in 
the last seventeen years of the monarchy for the interests of the 
shaikhs, and in particular in the intensification of the practice of ap
plying the land settlement laws in their favor. Vast expanses of custo
mary tribal land and of the best state land were by this means allowed 
to pass into their exclusive possession. By thus increasing their 
essentially nonproductive grasp over agriculture, and at the same time 
keeping their villages barren of governmental controls, the monarchy 
enabled them to weigh more and more heavily on a peasantry now re
duced in many regions to a status akin to serfdom. The shaikhs became 
an economic incubus and began to symbolize the extreme economic in
equality that was by this time hindering, even more than tribalism— 
itself undermined by this very inequality—the integration of the commu
nity and the inclusion of the peasants within the purview of national 
life.

In other words, by its alliance with the shaikhs, the monarchy 
ceased, in effect, to play a unifying social role. Moreover, by its com
mitment to a rural social structure, which condemned the majority of the 
inhabitants of the country to depressed conditions and which, therefore, 
constituted a serious impediment to the progress of the Iraqi economy 
as a whole, the monarchy itself became, in a crucial sense, a retarding 
social factor.

On the other hand, by choice, or on account of pressures from below; 
or in the process of meeting security needs, or attending to urgent prob
lems, or fulfilling the expectations of favored interests, or vying with 
the ascendant Nasirite wave in neighboring countries; or through in
volvement in the consequences of the economy’s slow progress from 
subsistence to market conditions, or in other chains of events previous
ly set in motion or externally activated, the monarchy added to the ma
terial factors making for a consolidated and more powerful state.

For one thing, the mileage of gravel or hard surfaced roads increased 
from probably about 500 in 194469 to about 1600 in 1955.70 These roads

68See p. 680.
69Great Britain, Naval Intelligence Division, Iraq and the Persian Gulf, 

p. 562.
70Lord Salter, The Developm ent o f  Iraq. A Plan o f Action  (Baghdad, 1955),

p. 61.



were mostly to be found in the middle and northern parts of the country. 
They struck outwards from Baghdad and such centers as Mosul and 
Kirkuk. The south continued to be connected, by and large, by earthen 
roads that were exposed to churning and rutting after flood or rain. The 
areas of agricultural production also remained on the whole unlinked by 
feeder roads to the main road system.

For another thing, the administrative machine and security appara
tus of the state grew larger. Government officials, excluding the em
ployees of the port and the railways, numbered only 3,143 in 1920, but 
9,740 in 1938, and 20,031 in 1958.71 The officers and technical staff 
of the railways added up to 1,639 in 1927, 1,738 in 1937, and 3,872 in 
1957.72 Similarly, policemen increased from 2,470 in 1920 to 12,266 in 
1941, and 23,383 in 1958.73 The last figure included the 8,368 officers 
and men of the Mobile Force, which now served as the chief repressive 
instrument of the monarchy.

Again, to safeguard Baghdad and the south of Iraq against devastat
ing floods and to provide a more regular supply of water for irrigation, 
dams and barrages were erected in the fifties on the Diyalah, the Less
er Zab, the upper Euphrates near RamadT, and the upper Tigris near 
Samarra’ . Obviously, the benefit from the control of the environment 
was general, but these undertakings also afforded expectation of great
er incomes for the already advantaged shaikhs and the other strata, of 
the landed class. At the same time, the strengthening of the state’s 
command of the rivers and the expansion of its potentially cultivable 
land increased, to a significant degree, its ability to enforce its will.

The building of dams and reservoirs had been made possible by an 
unprecedented flow of money into the country’s treasury. Moved initial
ly by the desire to punish Iran for its nationalization law of 1951, and
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7^For the 1920 figure, see  Great Britain, R eview  of the Civil Administration 
of Mesopotamia (1920), p. 122. For the other figures, see Iraq, Ministry of 
Finance, Budget of the Iraq Government for the Financial Year 1938, C onsoli
dated Statement Q, p. 14; and Iraq, Al-Waqai‘ul-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 14122 of 29 
March 1958, Schedule Q of General Budget Law for the Financial Year 1958. All 
figures include teachers, but exclude foreign personnel and Iraqi mustakhdims, 
i.e ., holders of nonpensionable appointments.

79■‘ These figures include foreign personnel, but exclude nontechnical em
ployees, who numbered 4,633 in 1927, 6,800 in 1937, and 11,798 in 1957. The 
number of Iraqi and foreign officers, officia ls, and employees of the port was 
427 in 1920, and 402 in 1930. No figures are available for subsequent years. 
Great Britain, R eview  o f the Civil Administration, p. 122; Great Britain, Spe
cial R ep ort. . . on the Progress o f Iraq during the Period 1920-1931 (London, 
1931), pp. 168 and 176; Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Statistical Abstract. . . 
for the Years 1927/28-1937/38, p. I l l ;  and Iraq, Ministry of Planning, Statisti
cal Abstract, 1959, p. 317.

7 "3Great Britain, R eview  o f the Civil Administration, p. 122; and Iraq, Min
istry of Econom ics, Statistical Abstract, 1943, p. 24, and 1958, p. 170.
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afterwards by the hope of buttressing Iraq’s monarchic regime, the oil 
companies had sharply stepped up production. The receipts of the 
state from oil rose from £1.5 million in 1941 to £5.2 million in 1950, 
£58.3 million in 1953, and £79.8 million in 1958.74 This outpouring of 
capital, which had also been spurred by better terms of oil payments, 
greatly added to the financial power of the state. In consequence, and 
by reason of the special character of the oil companies-their foreign 
ownership, their extraneousness to the local economy, and their em
ployment of only a tiny segment of the working population-the state 
became in large measure economically autonomous from society—which, 
as could be imagined, heightened its potential for despotism. Simulta
neously, the overflow of royalties made the state, from the economic 
standpoint, dangerously dependent upon the oil companies: in 1954 its 
receipts from oil formed 65.7 percent and in 1958 61.7 percent of its 
total revenue.75

The growth of the material power of the state did not in the end 
help the monarchy. Its moral divorce from the mass of the politically 
conscious strata of the people was fatal. It could no longer be sure of 
the loyalty of the very elements—the officials, the army, and even the 
police—through whom it exercised its will upon the country.

Ironically, the monarchy continued to add to the ranks of the stratum 
that had become most hostile to its existence, that is, to the ranks of 
the educated and semieducated class. It had really little choice. The 
process of expansion of the school system, begun in the twenties, 
could not be reversed. No little prestige had come to be attached in 
the society to the earning, particularly, of a university degree. Once 
some Iraqis had received higher training, others, in ever larger numbers, 
pressed for similar opportunities. The government could not now plead 
lack of funds. The needs of a moving society had also to be met. Any
how, the number of state college students increased from 99 in 1921/22 
to 1,218 in 1940/41 and 8,568 in 1958/59, and the number of state sec
ondary school students from 229 to 13,969 and 73,911 in the same 
years.76 Elementary education made similar progress. On the other 
hand, qualitatively the advance on all levels was not as impressive. 
Moreover, in 1958 more than six-sevenths of the population was still 
illiterate. One other factor has to be emphasized: the monarchy, by 
differentiating more and more Iraqis from the unlettered mass, was
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74See Table 6-2.
75Ibid.
76The number of Iraqis sent abroad for a higher education also increased 

from 9 in 1921/22 to 66 in 1938/39, and 859 in 1958/59. For all figures ex
cept those for 1958/59, see Iraq, Ministry of Education, At-Taqrir-us-SanawT. . . 
1955-56, pp. 54, 68, 69, 75, and 175. For the 1958/59 figures, consult Table 
17-5.
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giving them a middle-class status without, however, assuring them of a 
middle-class income. Here lay one of the sources of the agitation that 
was a recurrent feature of the cities and towns in the last decade of the 
monarchy.

Evidently, the continued enlargement of the educated class in
volved the continued erosion of traditional loyalties, but now not nec
essarily the continued growth of nationalist sentiments. This is 
because of the rise, as has already been intimated, of new ideological 
currents, and in particular of communism.

No less erosive of old loyalties and productive of new ties was 
another process that was at work in the period of the monarchy: the 
rapid advance of urban life. According to official census records (see 
Table 2-2), the population of Greater Baghdad, roughly estimated at 
about 200,000 in 1922, rose to 515,459 in 1947, and 793,183 in 1957. 
Basrah underwent, it would appear, similar demographic changes, but 
the rate of increase for Mosul was clearly lower. The counts made by 
the government may or may not have been thorough or competently car
ried out, but the rapid growth of the population in the capital and at 
Iraq’s seaport is undoubted and, as noted elsewhere, largely explicable 
by unprecedented migrations of peasant-tribesmen from the countryside.

DIVERSITY OF IRAQIS

TABLE 2-2
Population of Baghdad, Mosul, and Basrah (1908-1977)

Fear Baghdada
Percent
increase Mosul

Percent
increase Basrah

Percent
increase

1908b 150,000
1922c 200,000 70,000 55,000
1935d 350,000 100,000 60,000
1947e 515,459 133,625 101,535
1957f 793,183 53.9 178,222 33.4 164,905 62.4
19656 1,490,756 87.9 264,146 48.2 310,950 88.6
1977h 2,600,000 450,000 550,000

aWithin limits of the jurisdiction of the mayor of the capital.
Sources'.
^Estimate by Habib K. Chiha, La Province de Bagdad (1908), p. 165.
c O fficial estimate, A l-‘Iraq Year Book C1922), p. 44.
^Estimate, Dal71-ul-Mamlakat-il-'Iraqiyyah Lisanat 1935-1936 (“ Directory 

of the Iraqi Kingdom for the Year 1935-1936” ), p. 97.
eO fficial 1947 Census. Figures supplied to this writer by Dr. Fuad Mass! 

of the Directorate General of Census.
^Official 1957 Census, Iraq, Ministry of Interior, Directorate General of 

Census, Al-Majmu‘at-ui-’Ihsaiyyah LitasjTl ‘Am 1957 ( “ Statistical Compila
tion Relating to the Census of 1957” ) Provinces of Baghdad and RamadT (in 
Arabic), p. 168; Provinces of ‘Amarah and Basrah, p. 112; and Provinces of 
Mosul and ArbTl, p. 167.

^Official 1965 General Census, Iraq, Ministry of Planning, Annual Abstract 
of Statistics, 1969, pp. 44, 52, and 59.

^Rough estimate.
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These great internal movements produced, to be sure, tensions, con
flicts, and unbalances, but simultaneously brought more and more Iraqis 
into closer association with each other.

Innumerable tangible and intangible ties were also woven among 
them by the development of communications, including automatic tele
phone exchanges at Baghdad and Basrah, a powerful wireless transmit
ting station at Abu Ghrayb, and a modern television station in the capi
tal, not to mention the “ voices”  broadcasting from abroad.

From all the foregoing, it should be clear that in the period 1921
1958 the monarchy, by choice or from necessity, directly or indirectly, 
through processes it initiated or through processes in which it became 
entangled, partly hindered the cohesion of Iraqis, but at the same time 
did much to prepare them for nationality.

However, it should be borne in mind that what is becoming the Iraqi 
community has also grown in crises, in moments of great danger and 
common suffering, in the tremors of agitated masses and their outbursts 
of anger: if this community , in embryo will in the future hold together 
and maintain its separate identity, the Uprising of 1920, the War of 
1941, the Wathbah of 1948, the Intifadah of 1952, and the Revolution of 
1958, though not free of divisive aspects, will be seen as stages in the 
progress of Iraq towards national coherence.

Of course, the national or patriotic idea was in 1958 still very weak. 
Even now it is as yet beyond the comprehension of the masses of the 
peasants. Moreover, in the towns the influence of the old norms, if 
considerably reduced, nonetheless persists. Interestingly enough, some 
of the peasant tribes, which had broken with their shaikhs and migrated 
to Baghdad to start a new life, ignored urban laws and entered into 
written compacts binding themselves to regulate their conduct and set
tle their disputes in accordance with their ancient tribal customs. Ob
viously, the psychology and ways of the old order—the work of long 
centuries—are still embedded in the life of broad strata of the people, 
and will not easily wither away. But most crucial is the fact that the 
new national loyalty, while more in keeping with new conditions, is 
still hazy, uncertain of its direction (Iraqism? Pan-Arabism?), unaccept
able to the Kurds, poorly assimilative of the ShT'Ts, and lacking the 
normative ethics, the warm intimacy, and the sustained emotional sup
port once associated with the old loyalties.
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THE GEOGRAPHIC DISTRIBUTION 

OF THE PRINCIPAL RACIAL-RELIGIOUS GROUPS 
AND RELEVANT CAUSATIVE FACTORS

Iraq may be said to have been, in the time of the monarchy, roughly 
divided into three major religious zones (Map 1).

One of these zones, the most populous, was and remains the home 
of ShTTsm. In extent it covers all the provinces to the south of Bagh
dad. 1 From the point of view of physiography, it is a region of irrigated 
flatlands and, near the confluence of the Tigris and Euphrates, of mar
shes. In its ethnic composition it is Arab except for concentrations of 
Iranians in Basrah and the Holy Cities of Najaf and Karbala’ . Its 
ShTTsm is not unbroken. Here and there it is interspersed with islands 
of Sunnism, which are urban in character and, in their size, inconsider
able, except in Basrah and Nasiriyyah, where there are strong SunnT 
minorities, and in the town of Zubair, to the southwest of Basrah, which 
is entirely Sunni.2

A second religious zone, embracing the Arab-inhabited valleys of 
the Euphrates above Baghdad and of the Tigris between Baghdad and 
Mosul, is the domain of Sunnism. Here only small ShT‘1 minorities at 
Dujail, Balad, and Samarra’ breach the SunnT continuity. On or not far 
from the fringes of this and the third zone, which will be presently de
lineated, there is along the old Baghdad-Mosul-Istanbul post road a 
string of Turkoman settlements which in Tal A'far,3 Daquq, Tuzkhurma- 
tu, and Qara Tapa4 are ShTl, and in Altiin Koprii, Kirkuk, and KifrT are 
Sunni.

The third religious zone coincides with the Kurdish rain-fed moun
tain crescent in the north and northeast of Iraq. This zone is also 
Sunni, but has to be differentiated from the Arab SunnT zone because,

^I.e., the provinces of Kut (now Wasit), Hillah (now Babylon), Karbala’ , 
Dlwaniyyah (now Qadisiyyah), Muntafiq (now ThT-Qar), ‘ Amarah (now Maysan), 
and Basrah.

2The town grew around the tomb of Zubair, a companion of the Prophet . 
who died in 656 fighting ‘ AIT over the issue of the su ccession  to the caliphate, 
and the ShT'Ts, it w ill be remembered, are “ ShT'at ‘ AIT,”  i.e ., “ the party of 
‘ AH.”  The present Zubair dates only from the latter part of the 18th century, 
and a large part of its inhabitants are recent migrants from Najd.

° A  town to the west of Mosul.
4A11 three towns are to the south of Kirkuk.
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unlike the latter, it was in the period of the monarchy strongly perme
ated by mysticism and by its practitioners, the Sufis. This is not to 
say that there were no traces of Sufism among the Arabs. Indeed, in 
the nineteenth century Baghdadis made their demonstrations or rebel
lions under the banner of the Sufi Shaikh ‘Abd-ul-Qadir al-Gailanl.5 * 
However, in monarchic days Arab Sufism,6 though still showing signs 
of life, had—except in a few places, such as Samarra’—none of the out
ward vigor that marked the mysticism of the Kurds.

The three zones meet and intermingle in Greater Baghdad and in the 
province of Diyalah to the east of Baghdad. Here some of the Kurds, 
particularly in the district of Khaniqin and the ‘ Aqd-il-Akrad quarter of 
Baghdad, belong to the ShT‘1 sect and are known locally as Fayliyyah 
Kurds.

In all three zones there are communities of non-Moslems, which al
together form today no more than 3 percent of the population of Iraq, but 
in 1947, prior to the exodus of the Jews, constituted, according to an 
official census, about 6.7 percent (see Table 3-1).

What explanation could be given for this religious configuration of 
Iraq, that is, for the ShT'Ism of the Arab south, the Sunnism of the Arab 
north, and the powerful influence that Sufism had over the Kurdish belt?

Nearly a thousand years ago, Abu Bakr al-Khawarizml (d. A .D . 993 
or 1002) envied the people of Iraq because, as he put it, “ in their midst 
are the tomb-sanctuaries of the Commander of the Faithful7 * * . . .  and of 
Husain,8 the lord of martyrs . .  . and because (among other things)
Shi‘ ism is Iraqi. ” 9 At the time the name Iraq referred not to the terri
tory of present-day Iraq, but only to that part of it which lay south of a 
line connecting Anbar10 (or, according to another view, HadTthah) on 
the Euphrates and TakrTt on the Tigris, that is, it coincided, except for 
Baghdad and the areas to the north of Baghdad, with what is now the 
abode of the ShT'Ts. The heart of the sect was then, as now, the Middle
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See, e .g ., Ibn Sanad al-Basrl al-Wa’ il l  (1766-1834), Matali‘ -us-Su'Ud 
Bitayyibl Akhbar al-WatTDaucl (“ Fortune’ s Preludes to the Happy Annals of 
the Governor Daud” ) as abridged in 1873 by Amin b. Hasan al-HalwanT al- 
MadanT (Cairo, 1951), p. 39.

^The Sufi order with the largest number of takyas, or oratories, in the Arab 
areas appears to have been Rifa'ism , but there were also QadirT and Naqsh- 
bandi Arab takyas. The R ifa ‘1 order was founded by Shaikh Ahmad ar-Rifa‘T 
(1118-1183), whose tomb stands east of the town of Hayy. For the founders of 
the QadirT and Naqshbandl orders, see p. 43. ’

7I.e ., ‘ A ll ibn AbT Talib, a cousin and the son-in-law of the Prophet.
®Son of ‘ All.
®Abu Bakr al-Khawarizml, Ar-Rasa’ il (“ The Letters” ) (Bombay, A.H. 1301 

or A.D. 1885), pp. 45-46.
10Near the site of the modern RamadT.
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TABLE 3-1
Religious and Ethnic Composition 
of the Population of Iraq in 1947, 

a Rough Estimatea

Denomination Urban
(in 000’ s)

% Rural % Total %

Moslems
Arab ShTF 673 41.9 1,671 56.5 2,344 51.4
Arab SunnF 428 26.7 472 16.0 900 1917
Kurd SunnT 176 10.9 664 , 22.4 840 18.4
Persian ShTT 49 3.1 3 .1 52 1.2
Turkoman SunnT 39 2.5 11 .3 50 1.1
Turkoman ShTF 11 .7 31 1.1 42 .9
FaylT Kurd ShTF 14 .9 16 .5 30 .6

Non-Moslems
Christians*3 94 5.9 55 1.8 149 3.1
Jews 113 7.0 4 .2 117 2.6
YazTdFs and Shabaks0 2 .1 31 1.0 33 .8
Sabeansd 5 .3 2 .1 7 .2

1,604 100.0 2,960 100.0 4,564 100.0

aExcluding nomadic tribesmen estimated in 1947 at 170,000, and mostly 
Sunnis.

^The Christians were, for the most part, Chaldeans, Armenians, and 
Assyrians.

c The religion of the YazTdTs, who are a people of Kurdish origin, is basi
cally synthetic and comprises Zoroastrian, Manichean, Nestorian, Moslem, and 
other elements. The center of their religious life is the sanctuary of their 
saint, Shaikh ‘ Adx, near ‘ Ain SifnF to the northeast of Mosul. The religion of 
the Shabaks, who are also Kurdish speaking, possesses YazTdFand ShTF 
characteristics.

^The religion of the Sabeans includes Zoroastrian, Manichean, and Baby
lonian features. Their principal religious practice is immersion in the river 
which, with its flowing water, is to them the life-creating force of the world.

Source: Estimate based on figures given in Iraq, Ministry of Social Affairs, 
Census of Iraq—1947 (Baghdad, 1954).

Euphrates: it was in Karbala’ in A .D . 680 that was shed Husain’s 
blood, the real seed of religious ShTTsm. Undoubtedly the rule at Bagh
dad from A .D . 945 to 1055 of the BuwayhTsr a Persian ShT'T dynasty, 
and at Hillah and as far as Basrah from 1012 to 1150 of Al-Mazyad, a 
ShT‘1 family of the Ban! Asad, helped or consolidated the advance of 
ShT‘1 principles. So did also the power that the ShTT Arab dynasty of 
the Musha‘sha‘ Sadah wielded from the outskirts of Baghdad to the Gulf 
in the middle of the fifteenth century.11 But before and after that time

11The adherence to ShTTsm of the people on the Tigris south of Baghdad 
was noted by the geographers Yaqut (A.D. 1179-1229) and al-QazwTnT (1203-
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the country passed through a succession of conquests; the Euphrates 
and Tigris changed their main beds; medieval towns, like Wasit12 and 
and Mada’ in,13 disappeared; new towns, like ‘ Amarah and Nasiriyyah, 
came into life; old tribes were scattered or subdued, and new tribes 
from Arabia moved into the river valleys. Yet in the midst of all the 
vicissitude and instability one feature persisted: the overwhelmingly 
ShT'T character of this zone. How can one account for this ShT‘1 conti
nuity, particularly in the face of long centuries od apparent Sunni domi
nance, the dominance of the Ottoman Turks (1534-1622;. 1638-1917) and 
of their nominal vassals, the Georgian Mamluks (1749-1831)?

Apart from the power of persistence natural to religions and in par
ticular to aggrieved sects, one obvious factor making for the perpetua
tion of ShT‘r_influence was the presence of the ShT'T sanctuaries at Najaf 
and Karbala’ , and of ShT'T schools at Najaf and Hillah. Another factor 
was the commercial and religious intercourse that the ShT'Ts of Iraq 
maintained, if interruptedly, with ShT'T Persia. At work also was what 
may be called the contagion of the environment. Bedouin tribes moving 
into the ShT'T zone—and Islam sat lightly on bedouins—tended in time, it 
would appear, to adapt themselves to its beliefs and practices. The 
same thing seems to have happened in the SunnT zone. It is not without 
interest that the Shammar Jarba', whose dTrah or tribal domain was, in 
the period of the monarchy, in the Mosul province and in the JazTrah be
tween the Euphrates and the Tigris, and the Shammar Toqah, whose 
dTrah was on the Tigris south of Baghdad, are both offshoots of the 
same tribe, the Shammar of Jabal Shammar in Najd, Arabia; and yet one 
is SunnT, and the other is ShT'T. Similarly, the Al-Fatlah, who formed 
the backbone of the 1920 Iraqi uprising, branch from the Dulaim, but 
live on the middle Euphrates and are ShT'T, while the Dulaim itself lives 
on the Euphrates above Baghdad and is SunnT. Again, the Jubur sec
tions who live on the Hillah branch of the Euphrates are ShT'T, while the 
Jubur sections who live in Sharqat to the southwest of Mosul are SunnT. * 15

1283); and of the marshmen of the lower Euphrates by the traveler Ibn Batutah 
(1304-1377). See Shihab-ud Din Abu ‘ Abdallah Yaqut, KitabM u’jam al-Buldan 
(“ Dictionary of Countries” ) (Leipzig, 1869), IV, 468; Zakariyyah b. Muhammad 
b. Mahmud al-QazwTnl, Athar-ul-Bilad wa Akhbar-ul-'Ibad ( “ The Monuments of 
Countries and the Annals of Men” ) (Gottingen, 1847), Part I, pp. 303 and 310; 
and Ibn Batutah, Tuhfat-un-Nudhdhar £T Ghara’ib-il-Am sar. . . (“ The Gem of the 
Observers of the Marvels of C ities . . . ” ) (Cairo, 1884), p. 134. In the days of 
the Musha'sha' Sadah the whole south of what is presently Iraq was, except for 
the city of Basrah, predominantly ShT'T. See Von W. Caskel, “ Ein Mahdi des
15. Jahrhunderts Saijid Muhammad ibn Falah und Seine Nachkommen,”  
Islamica, IV, Fasc. 1 (1929), 58.

^W asit lay near the site of the modem Hayy on the Tigris, which then • 
flowed in its western bed, the present-day al-Gharraf.

*3Mada’ in was to the southeast of Baghdad.
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The process was in the ShTT zone assisted by the missionary zeal of 
the mumans, who were itinerant men of religion. It is thus to the initia
tive of these traveling ShTT propagandists that Ibn Sanad, the historian 
of the Mamluks, attributed in 1826 or thereabouts the conversion in his 
days into Rawafid ( “ Disavowers” ), that is, ShTTs, of the Shaikhs of 
the Zubaid tribal confederation.14 * Similarly, in 1869 Ibrahim al-Haidarl, 
a prominent Sunni ‘alim,15 blamed “ the devils of the Disavowers”  for 
the adoption of ShTTsm sixty years before by the Banu TamTm.16

It may be wondered how ShT‘1 conversions took place seemingly 
under the very nose of the Sunni government. The explanation is simple. 
During the greater part of the Ottoman period the writ of the authorities 
ran precariously outside the main towns, so that the mobile tribal con
federations were in the countryside more often than not a power unto 
themselves. The conversions may have even come about on account of 
the government: the tribes’ intolerance of government—any government— 
and their association of government with oppression, plus the fact that 
the government was Sunni, may have eased the task of the mumans and 
the transition to ShTTsm.

It is necessary to add in parentheses that the government accorded 
the ShTTs full liberty to make their devotions in their own manner in all 
the places that they considered sacred, apparently because it stood to 
gain from the flow of pilgrims to Iraq. But in all other places, as in 
Basrah or in Baghdad proper, they were denied the free exercise of 
their religion.17 This rule, which was in effect at least in the Mamluk 
period (1749-1831), must have been relaxed in the course of the latter 
part of the nineteenth century, and more so after the Young Turk Revo
lution of 1908. Under the monarchy the religious freedom of the ShTTs 
became complete.

In turning to the northern Arab Sunni zone and rapidly reviewing its 
history, the thing that catches our notice is that ShTTsm never pene
trated it in strength. It is true that a ShTT dynasty, the Hamdanls, 
wielded authority in Mosul between 905 and 979, but it hardly made any 
dent in the Sunni loyalty of its inhabitants.18 An attempt to encourage
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14Ibn Sanad, Matali‘ -us-Su’ud, p. 169.
1®A man possessed  of religious learning.
^Ibrahim Faslh ibn Sibghat-ul-Lah al-Haidarl, 'Unwan-ul-Majd ITBayan 

Ahwal Baghdad, Basrah, wa Najd (written in 1869) ( ‘ ‘ The Sign of Glory on the 
Elucidation of the Conditions of Baghdad, Basrah, and Najd” ) (Baghdad, n.d.), 
p. 111. '

17 •Cars ten Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabic et en d’autres pays circonvoisins  
(Amsterdam, 1780), II, 180, 220, and 247.

18Our evidence for this is al-MuqaddasPs assertion around 985 that, with 
few exceptions, the whole region of Aqur (or Athur), which embraced Mosul and 
much of the upper Euphrates and Tigris, belonged to the Sunnis, Shams-ud-DIn
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Shl'Ism by Badr-ud-DTn Lu’lu, a slave who ruled over Mosul for about 
forty years in the first half of the thirteenth century, failed to evoke any 
response among the Mosulites.19 With minor exceptions, the whole zone 
remained steadfast in its attachment to SunnTsm down to our own time. 
Perhaps the most crucial explanation for this is the fact that, in their 
economic relationships, the regions of Mosul and the upper Euphrates 
were oriented toward SunnT Syria and, in a lesser degree, toward Sunni 
Turkey. Indeed, it would not be going too far to say that in the days of 
the monarchy the people of Mosul were closer in outlook and tempera
ment to the Arabs of Syria or, more specifically, of Aleppo, than to the 
Arabs of central and southern Iraq.

It remains to account for the peculiarity of strong Sufi influence in 
the Kurdish belt. I do not know whether it is true, as I have heard it 
said, that the Kurds are more prone than the Arabs of Iraq to the habits 
of thought and feeling characteristic of the Sufis, or that the suscepti
bility of the Kurds to Sufism is due to its consonance with their pre
Islamic beliefs. Perhaps the phenomenon could, at least in part, be ex
plained by the relatively recent conversion of many of the tribal Kurds 
to the mystic paths. It was only in the early nineteenth century and . 
through the efforts of Mawlana Khalid (d. 1826), a member of the Kurd
ish Jaf tribe, that the NaqshbandT order was first instituted in Iraqi 
Kurdistan. It was also at about the same time that the older Qadirl 
path20 attained the climax of its strength in that.region.21 The Naqsh- 
bandls observed the precepts of Muhammad Baha’-ud-DIn al-Bukharl 
(1317-1389) and the Qadirls those of Shaikh ‘Abd-ul-Qadir al-Gailanl 
(1077-1166). Between them, these two orders dominated to an over
whelming degree Kurdish religious life in the time of the monarchy, but 
since the thirties, if not earlier, they have been waning due to the de
cline of religion and the men of religion generally.

Abu ‘ Abd-ul-Lah al-MuqaddasT, Ahsan-at-Taqasim ti Ma‘ rilat-il-AqaITm (“ The 
Best C lassification  for the Understanding of Regions” ) (Leiden, 1877), p. 142.

*°See Sa'Id ad-Daywachl, Mawsil fT-l-'Ahd al-AtabegT ( “ Mosul in the Time 
of the Atabegs” ) (Baghdad, 1958), pp. 76-78.

00 *This path must have been introduced into Iraqi Kurdistan in the 12th or 
13th century. This could be inferred from the fact that the tomb of Shaikh ‘ Abd- 
ul-Aziz (d. 1205/1206), a son of Shaikh ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir, after whom the path is 
named, stands in Kurdish ‘ Aqrah to the northeast of Mosul. Conversation with 
Yusuf al-GailanT, administrator of the QadirT awqaf (religious endowment), Bagh
dad, 24 February 1971.

91 . . _ _ _
Conversation with Baba ‘ A ll ash-Shaikh Mahmud al-BarzinjT, 24 February 

1971; Siddiq ad-Damlujl, Imarat Bahdinan (“ The Princedom o f Bahdinan” )
(Mosul, 1952), pp. 61 ff.; Muhammad Amin Zakl, TarTkh-us-Sulaimaniyyah wa . 
Artha’ iha ( “ The History of Sulaimaniyyah and of its D istricts” ) (Baghdad, 1951), 
pp. 217-219 and 225; and C. J. Edmonds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs (London,
1957), pp. 59 ff.



SOME RELIGIOUS-CLASS 
AND ETHNIC-CLASS CORRELATIONS

One of the interesting facts that emerges from a juxtaposition of the re
ligious and social features of the monarchic Iraq of the twenties is the 
degree of affinity that existed between confessional allegiance and 
social standing in various parts in the south and center of the country. 
Thus at that time the most influential mallaks or landlords of the prov
ince of Basrah were, with one exception, Sunni, while the cultivators of 
their palm gardens were overwhelmingly ShT‘1. The.exception was the 
Shaikh of Muhammarah, who owned “ much property”  in the province.
The leaders of Arab society in Basrah city itself were also Sunni, while 
the majority of the town people were Shl‘1. The Shl‘1 divines, however, 
occupied a position of no little importance.1 In several other towns of 
the south, but not in the Shl‘1 Holy Cities, the Sunni element, always a 
minority, was socially preponderant and consisted by and large of afflu
ent merchants and landowners. The small bazaars on the canals, in the 
thick of the Shl‘1 communities, and the neighboring desert markets were 
also dominated by astute Sunni traders from Najd, Arabia.2 Again, in 
the province of Muntafiq the peasants were invariably Shl‘1, whereas 
many of their landed overlords came from one Sunni tribal family, that 
of the Sa'dun.3 * Similarly, in the Hillah district, Hazza‘ ibn Muhaimid, 
the head shaikh of Mu'amrah, a branch of the Zubaid confederation, was 
Sunni, although his cultivating tribesmen were, in their majority, ShT‘1.4 
In Baghdad too, where the two sects enjoyed almost a numerical parity, 
the socially dominant families were, with some exceptions, Sunni.5

^This situation was noted in 1918 (see 1918 Administrative Report of the
Basrah Division in Reports o f Administration for 1918 o f D ivisions and D is 
tricts of the Occupied Territories of Mesopotamia [l919], I, 240) but would 
continue to be true in the next few decades.

■‘ See Great Britain, R eview  of the Civil Administration of Mesopotamia 
(London, 1920), p. 27.

5Arab Bureau, Basrah Branch, (Confidential) The Muntafiq (1917), pp. 3-4; 
and Great Britain, Administration Report of the Muntafiq D ivision for the Year 
1919, pp. 1-2.

4Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Iraq (E xclusive o f  Baghdad 
and Kadhimain)  (1920), p. 45.

‘’ Apart from the royal house, the more prominent families of Baghdad were 
the Gailanls, Jamils, SuwaidTs, HaidarTs, AlusTs, SinawTs, TabaqchalTs,



Moreover, in the Iraqi army of the thirties, the officers were Sunni but 
the rank and file that they commanded was drawn, for the most part, 
from the agricultural Shl‘1 tribesmen of the south.6 In brief, the Sunni- 
Shl‘1 dichotomy coincided to no little degree with a deep-seated social 
economic cleavage. In the light of the existing factual evidence, it is 
not possible to affirm or deny that here class differences were funda
mental and religious differences derivative. Of course, Sunni social 
dominance had its immediate roots in the preceding historical situation.
In some rural areas, as in the countryside of the Muntafiq, it derived 
from the dominance of Sunni tribal warring People of the Camel over 
ShT‘1 tribal peasants, or Marshdwellers, or People of the Sheep.7 In the 
towns it flowed from Sunni Ottoman political dominance. The latter 
political factor provides, it should be clear, no more than a proximate 
explanation, for in view of Iraq’s status of dependence, the decisive 
causes of its politics lay beyond its frontiers, and it is not within the 
scope of this study to pursue them there. At the same time, it should 
be pointed out that ShlTsm, as an ideology and in its practical form, ,, 
had a natural appeal to underdogs that stemmed from its preoccupation 
with suffering and from the centrality of the passion motif in its Islam.

If in the south of Iraq religious and class divisions coincided to a 
certain extent, in the north, in ethnically mixed areas, the distinction 
between classes was, oftentimes, concomitantly a distinction between 
races. Thus the district of Arbll embraced sixty-five villages populated 
entirely by Kurds, but no fewer than forty-five of these villages were 
owned by one or other of the Arbll notables, who were mostly Turkoman 
by race. In the town of Arbll itself, the latter belonged, to be sure, to 
the wealthy stratum and had their residences on top of a circular mound 
about 150 feet high, while the Kurds, who formed three-quarters and, as . 
a rule, the poorer segment of the inhabitants, lived by and large in 
houses round the foot of the mound on its east and south sides. But, of 
course, there were Turkmen who were not well-to-do and who dwelt also 
in this part of the town.8 Again, landed KirkuklTs, who in their upper 
ranks were mainly Turkmen or Kurds who regarded themselves as Turk
men^ owned much of the agricultural country in the Malhah region,

Shawls, Shawwafs, Dauds, Zahawis, RubaiTs, Babans, ChadirchTs, Sulaiman 
Beks, KhudairTs, PachachTs, Daftarls, Urfalls, Kubbas, ‘Affars, Haidarls (other 

. than the previously mentioned), KhasigTs, Jalals, and Charchafchis. A ll but 
the last six were Sunni’. The Khalisis and as-Sadrs, Shi’ i ‘ ulama’ families 
from Kadhimain, also occupied a position of prominence.

6Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 371/20013, E 6797/1419/93, Minute by 
J. G. Ward of 30 October 1936.

7See p. 68.
8Great Britain, Administration Report o f the ArbTl D ivision  for the Year 

1919, pp. 2-3. '
9For this, see C. J. Edmonds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs (London, 1957), .

p. 266.
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along the Lesser Zab, and in the western outskirts of Kirkuk, but their 
ploughs and sheep were tended by Arabs.10 In Mosul the chief lords of 
the land were principally Moslem Arabs, while not a few of their peas
ants in the surrounding villages were Christian Arameans.

Even in the presumably ethnically homogeneous Kurdish districts, 
the nontribal peasants, called ra'iyyah (“ subjects” ) or miskTns (“ mis- 
erables” ), seemed to be almost a different race from the landed aghas11 * 
and their tribal retainers and fighting men. 12 These peasants could in
deed easily be distinguished by their countenance and their particular 
dialect from the more recently settled tribal farmers and the other clans
men and their aghas who, incidentally, in at least some parts, exercised 
over the miskTns, in a literal sense, the powers of life and death.13 
C. J. Rich, the East India Company’s Resident at Baghdad, maintained 
in 1820 that “ several of the best authorities”  had confirmed to him that 
the peasants of Kurdistan in his days were “ a totally distinct race”  
from the clannish Kurds14 and he wondered whether they might not have 
been the original inhabitants of these parts who had at some point been 
subdued by the nomadic montane tribesmen.15 His view has still its 
adherents today, but the Kurds themselves believe that the clansmen 
and the miskTns belong to the same race and that differences in nutri
tion and way of living could account for the differences in their physi
ognomy and other characteristics: the nomadic or originally nomadic 
clansmen, who are taller and sturdier, ate better and led a more whole
some life .16

The trends in the relationship of sects or ethnic groups to classes, 
characteristic of the twenties, had by the last decade of the monarchy 
shifted to a certain degree, and sometimes significantly.

In the north, the Turkoman social preponderance in such towns as 
Arbll or Kirkuk gradually weakened, as was bound to happen after the 
breakdown of the political supremacy of the Ottoman Turks, with which 
it had been intimately connected. On the other hand, the power of the 
Kurdish tribal aghas over the lives of the miskTns was reinforced by the

10Great Britain, Administrative Report, Kirkuk District, Reports o f Admin
istration for 1918, I, 430-431.

11I.e ., chiefs.
13See, e .g ., Great Britain, Administration Report o f the ArbTI D ivision for 

1919, p. 4.
13Great Britain, Administration Report o f the Mosul D ivision for 1919,

p. 12.
14C . J. Rich, Narrative o f a R esid en ce in Koordistan and on the Site of 

A ncient Nineveh (London, 1836), I, 88.
15Ibid., p. 153.
16Conversation with Baba ‘ AIT ash-Shaikh Mahmud al-Barzinji, 24 February 

1971. '



consolidation and widening of their hold over the land: in 1958 the 
ruling family of the Jaf tribe, the Jaf Begzadas, alone owned 539,333 
dunums17 in the provinces of Sulaimaniyyah, Kirkuk, and Diyalah (see 
Table 5-3). No measures enhanced the social position of the tribal 
aghas and of their Arab analogues, the tribal shaikhs, as greatly as the 
Land Settlement Laws of 1932 and 1938, which facilitated the transfer 
into their hands of vast expanses of state and customary tribal land.

In the southern and central parts of Iraq, the relative social situa
tion of the ShTTs noticeably changed. Symptomatic of this was the fact 
that in the forties, in the upper-income circles, Sunnis began giving their 
daughters in marriage to ShTTs, when only a few decades before the im
pediment to such intermarriage seemed insurmountable. There were 
also other indications. Before 1947 not a single ShTT was raised to 
the premiership, but between 1947 and 1958 four ShTTs attained this 
rank (see Table 7-4). Again, in the first decade of the monarchy only . 
17.7 percent of the ministerial appointments went to the members of 
this sect, but in the last decade of the monarchy their share reached as 5 
high as 34.7 percent (see Table 4-1). However, their weight on the 
governmental level was never decisive. On the other hand, ShTl fami
lies in the upper income brackets accumulated considerable economic 
power. In fact, it was the rise in their economic position which in 
great measure explained the change in their intersectarian social status, 
and at the same time pushed toward an increase in their share of state

TABLE 4-1
ShTT Ministerial Appointments 

under the Monarchy (1921-1958),
Excluding Appointments to Premiership
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Total no. of No. of Sh~‘ ~
Years appointments appointments Percent

1921-1932 (period of 
“ mandate” ) 113 20 17.7

1932-1936 57 9 15.8

1936-1941 (period of 
military coups) 65 18 27.7

1941-1946 (period of 
‘ ‘ second British
occupation” ) 89 25 28.1

1947-1958 251 87 34.7 3
575 159 27.7

aS h rr  Arabs’ estimated percentage in total 1947 population: 51.4.

17One dunum = 0.618 acre.



TABLE 4-2

Iraq’s Biggest Landowners in 1958, or 
Owners of More Than 100,000 Dunums of Landa

Name

Stratum or class  
other than 

landownership Tribe
Sect and 

ethnic origin
Area owned 
in dunumsb Province

Ahmad ‘A jil 
al-Yawer paramount shaikh Shammar SunriT Arab 259,509 Mosul and Baghdad

Muhammad al-Habib 
al-Amirc paramount shaikh RabTah ShTT Arab 206,473 Kut

Balasim Muhammad 
al-Yasm shaikh Mayyah^ ShlT Arab 199,826 Kut

‘ AlTal-BabTb
al-AmTre shaikh RabT ah ShTT Arab 196,020 Kut .

Hasan al-Khayyun 
al-Qassab shaikh as-Sarrai ShTT Arab 146,195 Kut

Nayef aj-Jaryane shaikh Albu Sultan ShTT Arab 108,074 Hillah

‘ Abd-ul-Hadr
ach-ChalabT merchant — ShTT Arab 104,158 Baghdad

aThis table does not include Muhan al-Khairallah, a ShTT Arab from the Muntafiq province and the Shaikh of 
ash-Shuweilat tribe, inasmuch as his title to the estates under his control had not been legally settled by 1958. The 
table a lso  excludes the then virtually permanent leaseholders of large tracts of state land in ‘ Amarah province. For the 
latter, turn to Table 6-13.

^One dunum = 0.618 acre.
cFather-in-law of Crown Prince ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah and brother of ‘ A ir al-HaBIb al-AmTr, who is listed above.
^A section of the RabTah tribe.
eDied before the 1958 Revolution, but his property had not been divided among his heirs.
Source: Figures obtained from the records of the Ministry of Agrarian Reform, February 1964.



authority. Their advance in the economic sphere was on the whole en  ̂
couraged rather than hindered politically, because it suited the balance- 
of-power interests not only of the English but also—from the forties 
onward-of the monarchy which, like the English, was an extraneous 
political factor, the kings being of non-Iraqi origin. At any rate, the 
growth of the ShTT families economically is beyond dispute. In 1958, 
out of Iraq’s seven biggest landowners, that is, owners of over 100,000 
dunums of land, six were ShTTs (see Table 4-2).18 In the same year, 
of the total of 49 families owning more than 30,000 dunums or an aggre
gate of 5,457,354 dunums, 23 were ShTT Arab, 14 SunnT Arab, 11 Kurd
ish, and 1 Jewish. The ShTT families alone possessed 44.3 percent of 
the whole area. The others held 30.8 percent, 24.1 percent, and .8 per
cent respectively (see Tables 5-3 and 5-4). Of course, larger estates 
did not necessarily bring higher incomes. On the other hand, it should 
be kept in mind that, with the completion in 1956 of the Wadi Tharthar 
and Habbaniyyah water-control schemes, the value of land rose in the 
flow-irrigated regions where ShiT families had their property. More 
than that, the ShTT merchants succeeded to first place in the trade of 
Baghdad after the exodus of the Jews in 1949. Access to state offices 
being more difficult for them than for SunnTs—now not so much by rea
son of calculating prejudice as on account of their lower educational 
qualifications, the result, really, of their fewer opportunities in earlier 
times-the ShTTs had turned their enfergies toward commerce, and thus 
come to excel in this line of activity. However, Iraq’s young private 
industry was from the first and remained, by and large, in the hands of 
the SunnTs. This may have had something to do with the fact that in its 
beginnings, at least, it was to no little extent dependent upon the help 
and goodwill of the government.

If in 1958 the richest of the rich were often ShTTs, so were also 
predominantly the poorest of the .poor, notably the one hundred thousand 
or so ShwugTs, “ the Easterners” —the migrants from the ‘ Amarah tribal 
country—whose sarTfas or mud huts dotted the landscape of Greater 
Baghdad. Their somber wretchedness was no doubt a factor in the in
tense bitterness of the mass upheaval that gripped the Iraqi capital on 
the day of the Revolution of July.

The final note here must be one of caution against exaggerating the 
contrasts that have been described, for it is necessary to bear in mind 
that the correspondence between the sectarian and class cleavages was

CORRELATIONS 49;

1^1 am not counting here MuhSn al-Khairallah, a Shi‘ i Arab from the 
Muntafiq province and the shaikh of the Shuweilat tribe, inasmuch as his title 
to the estates under his control had not yet been legally settled by 1958. I am 
also, o f course, not taking into account the then virtually permanent (ShTT) 
leaseholders o f large tracts of state land in ‘ Amarah province. For the latter, 
consult Table 6-13.
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never complete, that there were always very poor Sunnis, that they and 
the S h n  poor were brethren in adversity, and that, mutatis mutandis, 
Baghdad—no less than the rest of Iraq—in both its ShT‘1 and Sunni do
mains, was under the monarchy, as it had been in the Middle Ages,

for the rich a vast habitation
and for the poor a dwelling of constraint and distress.19

I Q
The authpr of this verse, which was quoted by Ibn Batutah in his Tuhtat- 

tm-Nudhdtiar, p. 165, was the Moslem judge Abu Muhammad ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab b. 
‘ AIT b. Nasr al-MalikT al-BaghdadT. "
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5
THE MALLAKS OR LANDOWNERS

In the Iraq of 1958, which was inhabited by about six and a half million 
people, there were 253,254 landholders (see Table 5-1) with varying de
grees of legal rights over 32.1 million agricultural dunums, of which 
only 23.3 million were actually exploited. They held the land under 
the types of tenure and in the proportions set forth below1 * *:

Area in 
million 
dunums %

Tapu 12.48 38.8
Lazmah 10.59 32.9
Mulk .26 .8
Waqf .44 1.4
MTtT sirf land held by lease 4.68 14.6
Holdings of as yet unsettled title 3.70 11.5

32.15 100.0

Obviously, the holders whose title to the land had not yet been legally 
established, could not be said to have been mallaks, that is, landown
ers. Nor is the designation applicable to the leaseholders of mirr sirf 
or purely state land, even though in many instances the leases were 
virtually permanent and heritable.2 Strictly speaking, only the holders 
of mulk were mallaks, but in practice the term came to refer also to the 
holders of land in tapu and lazmah.3 Mulk, which was confined to towns 
and their immediate vicinity, constituted absolute private property and 
was a very old form of tenure. For example, one family, an ancestor of 
whom was instrumental in building Karbala’ about A.D. 1200—at which 
time it was apparently a village with an insignificant shrine-had in its 
possession title deeds to lands granted to it some six and a half centu
ries ago.4 The fapu and lazmah tenures were of more recent origin, 
tapu being the product of the Ottoman Land Code of 1858, and lazmah

1The source for the figures that follow  is Iraq, Ministry of Planning, 
TaqyTm-un-NumuwwT-l-lqtisadTfT-l-*IrSq 1950-1970 (Evaluation of the Economic 
Development of Iraq 1950-1970), mimeo. (Baghdad, n.d.), Part II, p. 26,

^For the more important leaseholders, turn to pp. 119 ff.
3The discussion  of waqf land (land entailed to some pious purpose or for 

the benefit of private persons) is reserved for a later point.
^Iraqi P olice  File No. 244.



TABLE 5-1
Distribution of Privately Held Agricultural Land before the July 1958 Revolution

S ize group (in dunums)3
Holders Area Average area

Number % (in dunums) % (in dunums)
Under 1 23,089 9.12 8,599 .03 .73

1 - under 4 50,021 19.75 93,722 .29 1.87
4 - under 10 40,475 15.98 243,004 .76 6.00

1 0 -under 50 . 71,049 28.05 1,671,484 5.20 23.52
50 - under 100 29,884 11.80 2,055,856 6.40 68.79

100-under 500 31,508 12.44 5,799,012 18.03 184.04
500 - under 1,000 2,916 1.15 1,992,431 6.20 683.27

1,000 - under 2,000 1,832 .72 2,560,190 7.96 1,397.48
2,000 - under 10,000 2,128 .84 8,550,322 26.59 4,018.01

10,000 - under 20,000 224 .09 3,030,773 9.42 13,530.24
20,000 -under 50,000 95 .04 2,998,607 9.32 31,564.28
50,000-under 100,000 25 .01 1,725,988 5.37 69,039.52
Over 100,000 8 .003 1,424,825 4.43 178,103.12
Total 253,254 100.00b 32,154,813 100.00

aOne dunum = 0.618 acre.
^Discrepancy due to rounding of figures.
Source'. Iraq, Ministry of Agrarian Reform, February 1964.
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of the Lazmah Law of 1932. Both tapu and lazmah involved a condi
tional alienation of state land to individuals, the right of ultimate own
ership being in theory retained by the state, the land reverting to it if 
not used, in the case of tapu, for at least three years and, in the case 
of lazmah, for at least four years. However, both were heritable ten
ures and both could be transferred by sale to other individuals, the tapu 
unconditionally and the lazmah subject to government approval. In 
practice, therefore, they did not differ significantly from private proper
ty, the more so inasmuch as the government never exercised its theo
retical right of escheat.* 5

Most of the mallaks were very small proprietors, as could be in
ferred from the fact that 72.9 percent of all landholders possessed less 
than 50 dunums, and only 6.2 percent of the total area. Of course, 
about four-fifths of the families of Iraq owned no land whatever. At the 
same time, fewer than 1 percent of all landholders and mallaks con
trolled 55.1 percent of all privately held land.

The small mallaks were largely to be found in the areas that had . 
long been intensively cultivated, such as the water-wheel region in the 
upper middle Euphrates around the towns of Hit, Hadithah, and ‘Anah; 
the Khalis valley, and the lower Diyalah, where some of the ancient 
canal works had survived; the fertile tracts between Kirkuk, Arbil, and 
Mosul, which had been contiguous to the guarded old post road to 
Istanbul; the district of Abu-l-KhasTb, the site of the celebrated gardens 
of Basrah mentioned in Arab history; and, finally, the regions of the 
Hindiyyah and Shamiyyah Shafts of the mid-Euphrates which, in con
trast to the regions of the southern Tigris, were very thickly settled due 
to the fact that the waters of the Euphrates could always be more easily 
distributed than those of the Tigris on account of the slope of the 
ground levels.

The phenomenon of the extremely small proprietor was the direct 
effect of the Islamic law of inheritance which incidentally, by its re
peated dispersal of large property, had persistently made for the 
political weakness of the “ aristocratic”  class in the history of Iraq.5 
The conversion by some families of their estate into a waqf, that is, 
into an endowment for the benefit of their descendants, while preserv
ing the estate intact, did not necessarily contribute to the economic

MALLAKS OR LANDOWNERS

5For other differences between the two forms of tenure, see p. 109.
5In the tribal country, the inheritance custom differed somewhat from the 

officially  recognized law in that it had less of a leveling effect. For example, 
on the death in 1952 of Sha'lan as-Salman adh-Dhaher, a chief o f the Khaza'il,. 
one-third of his lands went, by family consensus, to his su ccessor in the lead
ership of the tribe—'Air ash-Sha‘ lan, his third-born son—and the rest distributed 
to his other descendants in accordance with the law. Conversation with All 
ash-Sha'lan, February 1962.
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strength of these families, inasmuch as the proceeds remained subject 
to the fractionary processes of the law.

As a rule, the large mallaks predominated in the areas that, through 
the introduction of pumps and the building of barrages, had been rela
tively recently put to the plough, and where at the same time tribal in
fluence was still or had been potent, as in the Sinjar district or the 
regions on the Gharraf or Hillah Shatts.

Concentration of property was at its utmost in Kut. As is clear 
from Table 5-2, in 1958 22 persons held 82 percent of all the tapu lands 
in this province, and 49 persons 73 percent of all the lazmah lands. 
Moreover, the same person not infrequently held land in both lazmah 
and tapu.

Some mallaks had huge estates: Ahmad ‘AjTl al-Yawer, the para
mount shaikh of Shammar, owned 259,509 dunums; Muhammad al-HabTb 
al-Amir, the paramount shaikh of RabTah, 206,473 dunums; and Balasim 
Muhammad al-YasTn, one of the shaikhs of Mayyah, 199,826 dunums, to 
cite a few examples. For the other biggest landowners in 1958, turn to 
Table 4-2.

TABLE 5-2

Distribution of Landholdings
___________ in Kut Province in 1958____________
Total area of mulk lands 86 dunums
Total area of tapu lands 746,477 dunums,

' 618,973 of which
were cultivable

Total area of lazmah lands 1,770,897 dunums,
1,612,153 of which 
were cultivable

Total area
of landholdings No. of

Size of landholdings in dunums Landholders
Tapu lands
Between 20,001 and 70,000 dunums 479,800 11
Between 10,001 and 20,000 dunums 114,900 7
Between 3,000 and 10,000 dunums 22,445 4

617,145a 22
Lazmah lands
Between 80,000 and 200,000 dunums 716,333 5
Between 20,001 and 70,000 dunums 193,723 8
Between 10,001 and 20,000 dunums 239,867 17
Between 6,000 and 10,000 dunums 142,343 19
___________________________________________________ l,292,266b 49

^Equals 82% o f a ll tapu lands. '
^Equals 73% of all lazmah lands.
Source: Unpublished Letter No. 1101 of 22 January 1958 from MakkT Jamil, 

Director General of Land Settlement, to the Minister of Justice.
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The largest estates were not necessarily the richest. The price of . 

land varied, of course, according to location, climatic factors, soilfer- 
tility, and other circumstances. In general, an irrigated field was far 
more valuable than one situated in the rainfall zone: a good rain-fed 
dunum was worth on the average about 2 dinars in 1958, and a good irri
gated dunum about 10 dinars. Exceptionally good land, however, 
brought a much higher price: in 1957 ‘Abd-ul-HadT ach-Chalabi, the 
wealthiest merchant of Baghdad, sold a small portion of his estate, the 
intensively developed Latifiyyah—which had been in the thirties and 
forties in the hands of Andrew Weir and Co., a British concern-for 50 
dinars a dunum,! so that the 104,158 dunums that he owned on the eve 
of the July Revolution,* 8 had probably a higher value than the 259,509 
dunums that belonged to the paramount shaikh of Shammar.

The families that in the last year of the monarchy owned more than
30,000 dunums and in effect formed the living nucleus of Iraqi landlord- 
ry are listed in the accompanying Table 5-3. They were 49 in number, 
and owned between them 5,457,354 dunums9 or 16.8 percent of all pri
vately held agricultural land. Twenty-two of them pertained to the 
tribal shaikhly order, 12 to the stratum of sadah, that is, claimants of 
descent from the Prophet, and 11 to the mercantile class; and they 
accounted, respectively, for 51, 31, and 12.3 percent of the area just 
cited. For other particulars on the composition of these and the remain
ing four families, consult Table 5-4.

Obviously, Iraq’s principal mallaks did not constitute a homogeneous 
whole. True, their relationship to the land united them, and this no 
doubt made for a certain similarity, if not identity, of interests and ob
jectives. But in the origin of their class position, in their status, their 
power, their mentality, their values, and their social function, they were 
dissimilar. This is a subject of no little importance. Some light will 
be shed upon it in the pages that follow.

M A L L A K S  OR LANDOWNERS

■^Conversation with a member of the Chalabi family, 3 March 1971.
8See Table 4-2.
9It should be noted, however, that Table 5-3 does not include the family of 

al-Khairallah, which provided the leadership of the Shuweilat tribe, inasmuch 
as its title to its estates in the Muntafiq province had not yet been legally se t
tled by 1958. Moreover, the table does not include the areas held in this prov
ince by the Sa'duns for the same reason.



TABLE 5-3
Iraq’s Principal Landed Families 
in 1958, or Families Owning More

Than 30,000 Dunums a

Name of 
Family

Class, stratum, or occupation  
other than landownership Tribe b

S ect and 
ethnic origin

Area owned 
in dunums Province

Jaf Begzadah Tribal chiefs and sadah;0 
deputies

Jaf SunriT Kurd 539,333d Sulaimaniyyah, 
Diyalah, and 
Kirkuk

al-AmXre Tribal shaikhs; one state 
minister and one senator; 
related by marriage to Crown 
Prince ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah

RabTah ShT'T Arab 442,066 Kut

al-Yawer Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Shammar SunnT Arab 346,747 Mosul
al-YasTn Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Mayyah^ ShT'T Arab 344,168 Kut
al-FarhanS Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Shammar SunriT Arab 310,314 Mosul, Baghdad, 

and Dulaim
al-Qassab Tribal shaikhs as-Sarrai* ShT T Arab 261,924 Kut
as-Sa‘ dun Ex-tribal shaikhs*1 and sadah, 

one prime minister; deputies 
and senators; related by 
marriage to ex-Premier Tawftt) 
as-SuwaidT

SunnT Arab 219,765* Kut, Basrah, 
Hillah; and Mosul

as-Sayyid Rustum 
as-Sayyid Muhammad 
Kakai

Sadah of the Kakai religious 
sect

Kakai Kurd 191,039 Kirkuk

aj-JaryanJ Tribal shaikhs; deputies; 
related by marriage to ex- 
Premier Salih Jabr

Albu Sultan, 
a section of 
Zubaid

ShT'T Arab 183,722 Hillah and Kut

Royal family Sadah — SunriT Arab 177,000 Baghdad and Kut
at-TalabanT Shaikhs of QadirT mystic order; 

deputies
Related to 
Zangana

SunnT Kurd 137,163 Kirkuk and 
Diyalah

Suhail an-Najm Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Banu Tanum ShT'T Arab 125,502 Baghdad and 
Diyalah



Abu Tablkh Tribal sadah; one deputy and 
one senator

Al-Mgutar
ach-ChalabT

Tribal sadah; deputies 
Merchants; state ministers; 
deputies

al-KhudairT Merchants; owners of river 
steamers; deputies; high 
state officials

Al-Janul Sadah and 'u l a m a one state 
minister; one senator; 
deputies

Khudair Tribal shaikhs

Baban Ex-rulers of Sulaimaniyyah; 
one premier; state ministers; 
deputies

al-HafFd al- 
Barzinji

Sadah and shaikhs of QadirT 
mystic order; one state 
minister

as-Sagab Tribal shaikhs; one deputy

ash-Shallal Tribal shaikhs; one deputy

ad-Damirchl
aj-Jader

Merchants; one deputy 
Merchants; one deputy

al-Mirjan Slave-issuing contractors, 
wheat mill proprietors, and 
real estate owners; one 
premier and one senator

Atiyyah, al-Ghadban
al-Khaizaran
ad-DahwT

Tribal shaikhs; deputies 
Tribal shaikhs; one deputy 
Merchants; one deputy

PachachT Originally merchants; state 
ministers; two premiers; 
deputies



- ShT 1 Arab

__ ShTT Arab
- ShT‘1 Arab

- Sunni Arab

- Sunni Arab

Juhaish Sunni Arab

- Sunni
Arabized Kurd

- Sunni Kurk

as-Sa'Id, 
offshoot of 
Albu Sultan

ShTT Arab

Shammar Sunni Arab

__ ShIT Arab
- Sunni Arabized 

Kurd
_ ShIT Arab

al-Hmaidat ShIT Arab
‘ Azzah Sunni Arab

_ ShIT Arab

124,496 Dlwaniyyah

117,839 Dlwaniyyah
108,810 Baghdad and 

Diyalah
100,159 Kut, Baghdad, 

and Diyalah

92,166 Diyalah and 
Baghdad

84,592 Mosul and 
Baghdad

81,353 Kirkuk, Diyalah, 
and Hillah

71,716 Sulaimaniyyah

70,296 Dlwaniyyah

62,363 Mosul and 
Baghdad

61,068 Diyalah
59,340 Mosul and 

Baghdad
58,764 Hillah and

Dlwaniyyah

56,447 Dlwaniyyah
55,727 Diyalah
54,839 Diyalah, Baghdad 

and Kut
54,588 BaghdadSunni Arab



TABLE 5-3 (Continued)
Name of 
Family

Class, stratum, or occupation  
other than landownership Tribeb

Sect and 
ethnic origin

Area owned 
in dunums Province

Shamdin Agha Semitribal leaders; deputies; 
one state minister

Sulaivanr SunnT Kurd 53,040 Mosul

SabunjF Merchants; deputies — Sunni Arab 52,945 Mosul
Ahmad Pasha Tribal leaders; deputies D izaT Sunni Kurd 52,350 ArbU
ash-Shahad Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Budair ShTT Arab 49,560 DFwaniyyah
Nasir Mirza Shaikhs of YazFdis — YazIdFKurd 47,358 Mosul
ash-Sha‘ lan as- 
Salman

Tribal shaikhs; deputies Khaza'il ShTT Arab 46,959 Dlwaniyyah

Ghulam Rida Khan Sadah; family of ex-governor 
o f Persian Pusht-i-Kuh

belong to 
RabTah

ShTl Arab 43,741 'Amarah

Daniel (Sassoon) Originally tax farmers; 
deputies

— Jewish 43,490 ^lillah and 
Dlwaniyyah

az-ZraijT Tribal shaikhs RabTah ShTF Arab 42,806 Kut and Muntafiq
Ahmad-i KhSnaqah Sadah and shaikhs of 

NaqshbandFmystic order; 
one deputy "

SunnT Kurd 42,351 Kirkuk

Kashmu lah Sheep traders; o fficia ls; 
effective rulers of Mosul’ s 
Manqushah quarter; one deputy

SunnT Arab 42,178 Mosul

MTran ibn Qader Tribal leaders; deputies Mir MahmalT, 
a section of 
Khoshnao

SunnT Kurd 41,584 ArbTl

A1 ‘Abd-ul-‘ Abbas Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Banu Zuraij ShTF Arab 40,555 DTwapiyyah
A1 Lhaims Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Albu Sultan ShTF Arab 40,439 Hillah
HadFd Merchants; one state minister; 

deputies
Sunni Arab 39,966 Mosul

Aghawat Sheep and wheat traders; 
effective rulers of Mosul’ s 
Bab al-Baid quarter; one 
deputy

SunnT Arab 39,509 Mosul

Al-Hasan Tribal shaikhs; one deputy Banu Zuraij ShTF Arab 38,745 Dlwaniyyah
as-Sayyid ‘Abd-ul- 
‘ Aziz ‘ Abd-ul-

Tribal sadah - ShTl Arab 37,821 Dlwaniyyah

H asan



al-Barrak Tribal shaikhs; ministers of 
state; deputies

Albu Sultan S h rr  Arab 35,299 Hillah

ash-Shurafa’
Total

Tribal sadah — ShTT Arab 33,352
5,457,354*-

Hillah

aExcludes the big landed families of the Muntafiq province—mainly Al-Khairallahs and as-Sa‘ duns—who owned between them 
more than 300,000 dunums. One dunum = 0.618 acre. 

bFor the geographic location of the tribes, see Map 3. 
c Claimants of descent from the Prophet.
^Much of their land was of the rain-fed variety, which is not as rich as the artificially irrigated land of, say, al-AmTrs in the 

south.
e The head of the family was the father-in-law of Crown Prince Abd-ul-Ilah.
^Mayyah is a section of the RabTah tribe, as is as-Sarrai.
®>A1-Farhans are cousins of al-Yawers.
^As-Sa'duns had been in the 19th and earlier centuries the leaders of the Muntafiq Confederation.
1 Does not include their very large possessions in the Muntafiq province.
J The head of the family was the father-in-law of ex-Premier Salih Jabr.
^Men learned in religion.
£ - C

Equals 16.8% of total privately held agricultural land.
Source: Figures obtained from the records of the Ministry of Agrarian Reform, February 1964.



TABLE 5-4
Summary of Table 5-3

No. of Area owned
families % in dunumsa %

Class or stratum other 
than landowners 
Sadahb 12 24.5 1,690,619 31.0

Royal sadah 1 177,000
Sadah and ‘ulama’c 1 92,166
Sadah and shaikhs of 
mystic order 2 114,067
Tribal sadah 6 1,072,606
Other sadah 2 234,780

Non-sadah religious shaikhs 2 4.1 184,521 3.4
Shaikhs of mystic order 1 137,163
Religious shaikhs 1 47,358

Non-sadah tribal shaikhs 22 44.9 2,785,205 51.0

Merchants 11 22.4 672,166 12.3

Others 2d 4.1 124,843 2.3
Total 49 100.0 5,457,354 100.0
The principal landed families and the state
Royal family
Family related by marriage

1 2.1 177,000 3.2

to royal house (al-AmTrs) 1 2.1 442,066 8.1
Families that provided premiers 
Family related by marriage to

4 8.1 414,470 7.6

premier
Families that provided state

1 2.1 183,722 3.4

ministers other than premiers 
Family that provided high

6 12.2 400,997 7.4

state officials below rank of 
minister 1 2.1 100,159 1.8
Families that merely provided 
deputies or senators 27 55.1 2,996,307 54.9
Other families 8 16.2 742,633 13.6
Total 49 100.0 5,457,354 100.0
Sect and ethnic origin of families 
SKIT Arab 23 46.9 2,419,218 44.3
SunnT Arab 14 28.6 1,678,019 30.8
SunnT Kurd 9 18.2 1,078,230 19.7
Kakai Kurd 1 2.1 191,039 3.5
YazTdr Kurd 1 2.1 47,358 .9
Jewish 1 2.1 43,490 .8
Total 49 100.0 5,457,354 100.0

aOne dunum = 0.618 acre.
^Claimants of descent from Prophet. 
c Men learned in religion.
^One tax-farming family and one family of exrulers of semi-independent 

principality.



THE SHAIKHS, AGHAS, AND PEASANTS

The Arab tribal shaikhs and Kurdish tribal begs or aghas,1 who in the 
monarchic period formed the most important segment of the landed 
class, and until 1958 dominated the greater number of the peasants of 
Iraq, were historically the product of the life of frequent raids and rela
tively rapid change that characterized the flatlands of the Tigris and 
Euphrates and the Kurdish mountain belt in the nineteenth and earlier 
centuries. In those times the existential tribal situation emphasized 
prowess, decision, mobility. Hence the origin of the begs, aghas, and 
shaikhs as a warrior group, and the tendency for them to rise from 
among the more mobile tribes or, more specifically, from the montane 
mounted nomads in Kurdistan and the nomadic ahl-il-ibl—People of the 
Camel—in Arab Iraq. Of course, the evolution of the shaikhly2 stratum 
by no means followed a uniform pattern. In some instances, their domi
nance represented in its inception the dominance of one nomadic camel 
tribe, which was itself but an extension of one family group, over many 
semiagricultural tribes, tribal marshmen, or tribal sheep breeders; or 
the dominance of montane tribal nomads over nontribal cultivators. This 
dominance assumed more and more the aspect of class dominance be
cause of three factors: first, the contempt which the People of the 
Camel had for other tribes, or which the montane nomads had for non
tribal peasants, and their disdain to intermarry with them; second, the 
transformation by the Ottomans of many of the dominant shaikhs, begs, 
and aghas into tax farmers from their original position as tribute
receiving chiefs or appointees of these chiefs; and, finally, their con
version into regular landowners by the introduction in the nineteenth 
century of the tapu and in the twentieth of the lazmah semiprivate prop
erty systems. In other cases, where shaikhly leadership was not pro
vided by an alien tribe but was native to the tribe itself, the rank of 
shaikh or Kurdish tribal lord was originally connected with the function

^Tribal chiefs in Kurdistan carried either the title of “ agha”  or that of 
“ beg .”  For example, the chiefs of Pizhdar and Hamawand, two of the most 
powerful Kurdish tribes, bore the title of “ agha,”  whereas the members of the 
dominant family of the important Jaf tribe used the title of “ b eg .”  It is n eces
sary to add that the latter designation sometimes suggested that its bearer had 
a higher status or descended from an older and more distinguished family than 
that of an “ agha.”

2 The term “ shaikhly”  w ill be used in this chapter as an attributive word 
for both Arab and Kurdish tribal chiefs.



OLD SOCIAL CLASSES
of protecting the tribe, and presupposed the natural qualities needed 
for that function. Shaikhly leadership, in other terms, was a military 
leadership clearly differentiated and increasingly hereditary, but in its 
first stages patriarchal in its essence and with few of the earmarks of 
a class position, and only began to take the latter form as the once 
free-living tribe became more intimately bound to the land. The class 
aspect of the shaikh’s position hardened in its mold with the rise of 
the large muqata‘ahs or estates, and the leasing or registering of these 
estates or of whole villages by the Turks in the tribal chief’s own 
name. It crystallized further with the cessation of tribal raids, the 
growing commercialization of agriculture, and the alienation of more 
villages and increasingly larger estates in lazmah to the begs, aghas, 
and shaikhs. But it is necessary to descend to particulars.

The modern shaikh, though bearing little resemblance to the shaikh 
of earlier centuries, was in a sense the result of the advance of nomad
ic power that was the unavoidable concomitance of the gradual decay 
of organized irrigation from the tenth century onward and of the weaken
ing of the towns, especially after the eclipse of the ‘Abbasid Caliphate 
and the sack of Baghdad by the Mongols in 1258.

By virtue of the decline of urban influence—a phenomenon prolonged 
by a series of invasions from Central Asia and, after the Turkish con
quest of the sixteenth century, by the recurring Ottoman-Persian wars— 
and in consequence of the vagrancies of the rivers, the silting up of 
old canals, the neglect of drainage, and the spread of salination, a 
three-fold pattern of life came to characterize the flatlands of Iraq.
Small areas of permanent settlement—riverine cities and towns with 
farms and palm gardens clinging close to them—led abruptly into the in
security of the larger intermediate semisettled communal domain of the 
riverine shaikh and his tribesmen. Pressing in on both these areas was 
the vast purely nomadic realm of the restless desert. In the northeast- 
in the mountains and valleys of Kurdistan—where cultivation depended 
upon irregular and inadequate rain and not on irrigation, as in the Tigris 
and Euphrates valleys, but where insecurity was as pervasive, the same 
pattern of settled, semisettled, and nomadic areas was reproduced, the 
pressure here emanating from the montane nomads.

The characteristic feature of this pattern—particularly in the flat- 
lands—was its instability. Hardly any tribe remained for very long in 
the same position. One reason was the perennial state of raids and 
counter-raids. Occasionally a sudden outburst of nomadic energy from 
the interior of the desert would set on the move all the tribes in its 
path, and would bring a new tribal distribution in the river valleys. Then 
there were the vagaries of the loose rivers: a drying up of a river 
branch, for example, would dispossess, fragment, and disperse whole 
tribes.

This state of things had by the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
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century led to the ethnologic tribal configuration delineated in the 
rough in the accompanying sketch3 [Map 2].

As is clear from the sketch, the areas of settled life and intensive 
agriculture were restricted to the water-wheel region on the Euphrates 
around the towns of Hit, HadTthah, and ‘Anah, to the Khalis valley, the 
lower Diyalah, the Hillah Shatt,4 the fertile lands between Kirkuk, 
ArbTl, and Mosul adjacent to the protected post road to Istanbul, and 
finally to both shores of the Shatt-il-‘ Arab in the neighborhood of 
Basrah. To these areas alone extended, and not always continuously, 
the real authority of the rulers seated in the main towns—the Mamluk 
Pashas of Baghdad, their Mutasallims5 at Basrah and Kirkuk, and the 
JalUT family of Mosul, who owed formal allegiance to the Ottoman 
Porte. Elsewhere was the preserve of largely autonomous tribal or tri
bally based power. In the Kurdish montane country to the east of the 
post road, the Babans, centered on Sulaimaniyyah, ruled between the 
Diyalah and the Lesser Zab,6 the Sorans between the Lesser Zab and 
the Greater Zab,7 and the Bahdinans in the mountains to the north and 
northeast of Mosul.8 In the Arab flatlands, Barn Lam’s influence ex
tended from Qurnah to the eastern shore of the Diyalah river;9 Shammar 
Togah had its tents on the Tigris to the south of Baghdad; Khaza'il 
dominated the middle Euphrates,10 Muntafiq the Gharraf and the lower 
Euphrates;11 Zubaid occupied the right bank of the Tigris to the south 
of the Diyalah and the left bank of the Euphrates to the north and south

6 6

O
“ The distribution is based, unless otherwise indicated, on Carsten 

Niebuhr, ha Description de l ’Arabie (Amsterdam, 1774), pp. 276-277 and 334
338; J. B. Louis Jacques Rousseau, Description du Pachalik de Bagdad 
(Paris, 1809), pp. 113-114; S. H. Longrigg, Four Centuries of Modern Iraq (Ox
ford, 1925), passim ; Salih Haidar, “ Land Problems of Iraq,”  Ph.D. disserta
tion, University of London, 1942, pp. 70-72; and Great Britain, Naval Intelli
gence Division, Iraq and the Persian Gulf (1944), p. 261.

^Around 1800, the main middle Euphrates was the Hillah Shatt and not the 
Hindiyyah Shatt, as after 1880.

^Deputy governors.
®For a more precise delimitation of the boundaries of their principality, 

see C. J. Edmonds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs (London, 1957), pp. 53-54.
7The Sorans temporarily declined in the latter part of the 18th century, but 

recovered after 1810.
Q
“ Edmonds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs, p. 9.
9 ‘ Abbas al-‘Azzawt, 'Ashair-ul-Traq ( ‘ ‘ The Tribes of Iraq” ) (Baghdad, 

1955), in, 211.
19For a more precise definition of their zone, see Great Britain, Reports 

o f Administration for 1918 of D ivisions and D istricts of the O ccupied Terri
tories o f Mesopotamia (1919), I, 72.

^1 Great Britain, Arab Bureau, Basrah, The Muntafiq (1917), p. 1.



of Hillah;12 Dulaim ranged on both sides of the upper middle Euphra
tes;13 ‘Ubaid was on the upper middle Tigris;14 Tayy lived to the north 
of Mosul; and Shammar Jarba‘ wandered within hail of this city and in 
the Jazirah.15

What were the main characteristics of these tribal confederations? 
To begin with, the link between their constituent elements was loose, 
and the sense of confederacy not sustained. For example, the Muntafiq, 
which was one of the more powerful semisettled tribal leagues, was 
composed of three tribal divisions—the Baril Malik, Ajwad, and Ban! 
Sa'Td—which were not tribes but tribal groups, and themselves included 
minor confederations such as the Barn Khaikan and the Mujarrah within 
the Ban! Malik tribe-group.16 The unrelenting strife between the latter 
confederations17 indicates how tenuous was the unity of the Muntafiq. 
There were similar bloody encounters among the equally unstable Barn 
Lam tribal league.18 Tayy was also torn by internal dissensions.19 * * 
Within Shammar the great factions were grouped together under the title 
of sayih,2 0 and were generally at feud with the dominant Jarba‘ .21 The 
tribes of Mir YusufT and Mir MahmalT, which were tributaries of the 
Babans, were recurrently raiding each other,22 and at the center of this 
principality divisions were so rampant that one of its greatest chiefs 
was deposed no fewer than five times between 1789 and 1813.23

The confederations cohered only under external threat or when a 
joint foray was in prospect. This points to their basic -nature and func
tion: they were confederations for war. Their raison d’etre was war 
and defence. Denis de Rivoyre, who visited the Muntafiq in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, observed that with the tribes everything

SHAIKHS, AGHAS, PEASANTS 67

12Great Britain, Arab Bureau, Baghdad, Arab Tribes o f the Baghdad 
Wilayat (Calcutta, 1919), p. 263.

13/b id ., p. 58.
14Ibid., p. 234.
15Ibid., p. 194.
1®Arab Bureau, The Muntafiq, pp. 1-2.
*7Ibid., p. 64.
1®‘ Abbas a l-‘ AzzSwT, TarTkh-ul-'Iraq Baina Ihtilalain ( “ The History of 

Iraq between Two Occupations” ), V, 196.
19Niebuhr, La Description de I’Arabie, p. 338.
^ L itera lly , crier.
^1 Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes o f Baghdad Wilayat, p. 194.
77C. J. Rich, Narrative o f a R esid en ce in Koordistan and on the Site of 

Ancient Nineveh  (London, 1836), I, 101.
^Edm onds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs, p. 52.
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was “ established and combined with a view to war. The social organi
zation is above all a military organization.” 24 *

Naturally enough, within the confederations military valor was 
highly valued and the fighter-tribesman was at a premium. Political 
supremacy tended also to pass to a stratum that had the capacities 
bearing on war. In many instances this stratum appears to have origi
nated from a particular group of tribesmen. Iraq’s Arab tribes, it will 
be remembered, were divided into People of the Camel, ahl-ul-ibl; 
People of the Sheep, shawiyah; cultivators, hanathah or falalih; and 
buffalo-breeding Marshdwellers, ma‘dan. These divisions were not al
ways clear-cut, as cultivators might have also been breeders of sheep 
or buffaloes. At any rate, the People of the Camel regarded all the 
other groups with the same undiscriminating contempt, and refused to 
give their daughters in marriage even to their leading families.25 From 
their point of view, any manner of living other than that of bearing arms 
was unworthy and shameful. Being more mobile and possessed of supe
rior fighting qualities, they were often able to assert their dominance in 
the tribal world. Thus the ‘ Amarat, the leading division of RabT'ah, de
scended from ‘Anizah,26 which belonged to the People of the Camel and 
was noted for its military prowess. The Sa'duns, who ruled over the 
Muntafiq, were, like ‘Anizah, People of the Camel, and as militarily 
distinguished. As late as 1919 they showed up in the river valleys 
only to collect their rents, and then went off to the desert, wandering 
about hunting and hawking with their camels.27 They did the very same 
thing in 1765, but then to gather in the “ tribute,”  and this they carried 
out with “ great rigor.” 28 Many of the half-settled tribes that they dom
inated, were, it is true, like themselves immigrants from Arabia, but of 
an earlier date, and had become more intimately connected with the 
riverine tradition. Again, Shammar Jarba' and Bari! Lam, which lived on 
exactions from sheep-breeding or other riverine tribes, or from levies

OLD SOCIAL CLASSES

24Denis de Rivoyre, L es Vrais Arabes et leur pays (“ The True Arabs and 
Their Country” ) (Paris, 1884), p. 175.

2 '’See, for example, Arab Bureau, The Muntaliq, p. 2, for their attitude 
toward sheepbreeders and cultivators, and Arab Bureau, Tribes Round the 
Junction ol the Euphrates and Tigris (Calcutta, 1917), p. 3, for their attitude 
toward the Marshmen. See also Niebuhr, Description de VArabie, p. 334.

^Conversation  with Yusuf al-GailanT, administrator of the QadirT Awqaf of 
Baghdad, 24 February 1971.

97 .Arab Bureau, The Muntaliq, pp. 2-3; and Great Britain (Regime of O ccu
pation), Administration Report ol the Muntaliq Division lor the Year 1919, 
p. 124. Excepted from the remark in the text would be the few Sa'duns who had 
been the beneficiaries of a high education in Istanbul, such as ‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin 
as-Sa‘ dun, who later became prime minister of Iraq.

OO _
°Carsten Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie et en d’autres pays circonvoisins  

(Amsterdam, 1780), II, 201.



upon caravans, were of the order of the People of the Camel.29 So 
were also the ruling sections of Khaza'il and Zubaid, who had lordship 
over shepherd and peasant-tribesmen in the mid-Euphrates and mid- 
Tigris.29 30

Obviously, the cultivators in the tribal aociety of those days—who 
lived in “ miserable huts”  and paid “ tribute”  to the camel-owning 
desert lords31 32—were members of weaker or subdued tribes. Even as ob
served in 1918, the Khaza'il proper consisted of septs of one family, 
and each sept had, in addition to servants and dependants, a group of 
cultivators, many of whom were of non-Khaza‘ il origin.32 Similarly, the 
powerful Tigris tribe of Albu Muhammad, whose chiefs descended from 
Zubaid, employed in 1917 members of weaker tribes33 in its wheat 
areas and for the heavier labors of reaping and threshing in its rice 
fields.34 35 Again, the Ban! Malik, who lived by fishing, or by tilling the 
soil, or by the breeding of buffaloes, or the weaving of reed mats, were 
in the same year scattered all over: they worked on the Euphrates for 
the Sa'duns, they cultivated the winter crops on the estates of the 
shaikhs of Albu Muhammad on the lower Tigris, and there were large 
bodies of them in the Hawaizah marshes near the Persian frontier.33 
This dispersal, which might have partly been due to the caprice of the 
rivers, was also a testimony to their weakness.

The peasants were identified by the dominant tribes in some areas 
as radd or mawalT— “ clients” —and kept in check by the zilim, the armed 
retainers of the ruling shaikh.36 * It is not without interest in this con
nection that the chiefs of the Albu Muhammad developed in the first 
half of the nineteenth century a standing armed force and, with the help
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29 •Carsten Niebuhr, Voyage en Arable e t  ert d ’autres pays circonvoisins 
(Amsterdam, 1780), II, 201; and Niebuhr, Description de VArabie, pp. 335-336; 
Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes of the Baghdad Wilayat, p. 194, and Administration 
Report of the Mosul D ivision for 1919, p. 9.

30Conversation with ‘ A ll ash-Sha‘ lan, shaikh of the Khaza'il, February 
1962. According to the shaikh, his tribe controlled in the nineteenth century, 
among others, A1 ash-Shibl, who were cultivators, and Ghazalat, Shabshah, and 
Khafajah, who were People of the Sheep.Q 1

Niebuhr, Description de VArabie, pp. 328 and 334.
32Conversation, Shaikh ‘ AIT ash-Sha‘ lan; and Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes o f  

Baghdad Wilayat, p. 147.
33 _ _E .g ., the Sarraj, Bam Malik, Sudan, and Sawa'id.
^G reat Britain, Arab Bureau, Tribes o f the Tigris. A l-Azairij, . . . Albu 

Muhammad, etc . (Calcutta, 1917), p. 9.
35Ibid.; and Arab Bureau, The Muntafiq, p. 2, and Tribes Round the Junc

tion of the Euphrates and Tigris, p. 2.
^^Conversation with Faisal Habib al-Khaizaran, son of the shaikh of al- 

‘Azzah tribe, February 1963.
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of two smiths from Baghdad, fitted it with twenty-one cannons, and for
bade the peasants and other tribesmen under their control to carry 
arms.37

In the light of the preceding observations, it should be maintained 
that, though in the heyday of their power the iyibal confederations were 
basically organized with a view to war and defence, and that emergen
cies could have occasioned a tribal levee en masse, it nonetheless 
does not appear to have been invariably true that in the tribes "every
body was a soldier,” 38 as was the case among the Muntafiq sections 
that Denis de Rivoyre visited.

The ascendancy of warriors over cultivators appears to have marked 
also the societies of the Kurdish mountain belt. According to.C. J.
Rich of the East India Company, who toured the area in 1820-1821, the 
people of Kurdistan were divided into warrior tribesmen and an inferior 
nontribal peasant caste called goran or ra‘ iyyah (subjects) or Kelowspee 
(White Caps). The clansmen rarely, if ever, put their hand to the plough. 
For their part, the peasants, whose condition "much resembles that of 
Negro slaves in the West Indies,”  were never soldiers and, though 
speaking a Kurdish dialect, were thought to be, as noted elsewhere, 
racially distinct from the clansmen.39

The reigning family of the Soran principality sprang, it goes without 
saying, from the clannish Kurds, and belonged to the mounted, original
ly nomadic Pizhdar,40 41 0ne of the most powerful of Kurdish tribes. The 
Babans appear also to have been related to the Pizhdar. For one thing, 
they originated in the Pizhdar country, and before their rise to a 
pashaliq had been the "feudal chiefs”  of this tribe under the Sorans.44 
For another thing, the dominant families of Pizhdar claim the same an
cestor as the Babans, Ahmad-ul-Faqih,42 who was said to have made 
his mark in the seventeenth century as a military leader, and to have 
been awarded villages by the Turks for helping them in a war.43

0 7
F oran  account of the history of Albu Muhammad and other tribes of the 

‘ Amarah province, see  the series of articles beginning with issue of 4 July 
1934, o f Al-AhalT. For the point made in the text, see Al-AhalTof 8 July 1934.

3®De Rivoyre, L es  Vrais Arabes, p. 175.
39Rich, Narrative of a R esid en ce in Koordistan, I, 80, 88-89, and 152-153.
40Longrigg, Four Centuries o f Modem Iraq, p. 80.
41Rich, Narrative o f a R esid en ce in Koordistan, I, 157.
^E dm onds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs, p. 217. It should be noted, however, 

that E. B. Soane attributed the descent of Ahmad-ul-Faqih to the Nuri-d-DInT 
Branch, to which the rank and file of Pizhdar belonged. See his Through 
Mesopotamia and Kurdistan in D isguise  (London, 1912), p. 184.

43Soane, Through Mesopotamia and Kurdistan-, and Muhammad AmTn ZakT,
Tarikh-us-Sulaimaniyyah ( “ The History of Sulaimaniyyah” ) (translated from 
the Kurdish by al-Mulla Jamil al-Mulla Ahmad ar-Ruzbayani) (Baghdad, 1951), 
pp. 58-59. ‘



The origin of the Bahdinan family is obscure. The Kurds regarded 
it as something sacred, and local tradition traced its descent to the 
caliphs of Baghdad. Its princes affected the manners of the later 
‘Abbasids, some of them always sitting alone and veiling themselves 
when riding out. But they did not have, at least in 1820, much say 
politically.44 Real power apparently belonged to the chiefs of the 
“ warlike”  clans—the Barwari, Mizuri, Doshki, and Raikan—who provided 
the soldiers of the principality and dominated peasants which, inciden
tally, in this region were not of Kurdish stock but Assyrians or Nestori- 
ans.45 The state of these peasants did not differ much from that of 
others of their class in the rest of Kurdistan.

By and large the Arab tribal cultivator, unlike the Kurdish peasant, 
had not by this time lapsed into a condition of semiserfdom. The scour
ing or silting of the rivers, the flooding or salination of the lands, and 
the tribal raids tended to disperse or unbalance the Arab tribes more 
frequently, thus endowing the cultivator with considerable mobility.
This, and the scantiness of his numbers in comparison with the amount 
of cultivable land, saved him from serfdom but not, of course, from an 
inferior social status.

We may now clinch an essential point: it is the fighting nomadic 
order that tended to provide the ruling stratum of Kurdish princes and 
aghas; and of Arab shaikhs al-mashayikh—the chiefs of chiefs—that is, 
the heads of the confederations; and shaikhs of the powerful constituent 
tribes; and it is partly to the distinction between the fighter-nomad and 
the often nonrelated cultivator that we may ascribe the beginnings of 
the social cleavage within the tribal domain as we find it in the period 
of the monarchy.

It is time to turn to another aspect of the tribal societies of the late 
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries: the dirah and its underlying 
principle of communal ownership.

In the Iraqi flatlands, each constituent tribe of the confederation 
had a dirah, that is, an area of land which it habitually occupied or 
which was its preserve as long as it could defend it. If the tribe was 
weak, it could not, of course, forbid a powerful shaikh from taking his 
grazing in its dTrah freely,46 but on the whole its right to its accus
tomed arable, grazing, or living grounds was prescriptive and recognized 
by tribal tradition.

The dirah, which was collectively owned, consisted largely of lands * 4
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44Rich, Narrative of a R esid en ce in Koordistan, I, 153-154.
4^Siddiq ad-DamlujF, Imarat Bahdinan ( “ The Principality o f Bahdinan” ) 

(Mosul,’ 1952), p. 19.
^®See, for example, Great Britain, Administration Report o f the 'Amarah 

Division for 1920-21, p. 4.
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used for pasture, and was divided among the various sections of the 
tribe.47 * The cultivated portion was either held in common, or as much 
as one-half or as little as one-fifth of it retained by the shaikh, and the 
rest allotted to the various heads of families. The land was not owned 
by these heads of families in the sense that ownership is understood 
today. It was, so to say, committed to their charge with a view to the 
good of the entire tribe. Similarly, the holding of the shaikh did not 
attach to his person but to his function, and was actually the share of 
the mtidif4& (literally, the guest-house),49 which was the political and 
social center of the tribe.50 This share belonged in effect to what 
Rivoyre called “ le fond commun” 51-the common tribal fund. The head 
of the confederation, the shaikh-al-mashayikh, had no direct connection 
with the cultivated land, but received a share of the produce as tribute 
or, where he could not completely escape the authority of the Mamluk 
Pashas, fulfilled the function of a multazim or tax farmer.

In Kurdistan the nomadic tribes had their own prescriptive grazing 
grounds, but the lands in the villages were either in the hands of tribal 
aghas, who were their own masters,52 or held—theoretically—for life by 
the reigning Kurdish families on that kind of heritable feudal tenure 
which was conditional—again in theory—upon their providing so many 
men to the Ottomans or Mamluk Pashas for military service when called 
upon.53 These families, in turn, apportioned the best lands among 
their trusted followers or, more specifically, among the aghas or the 
“ Beyzadehs,”  that is, “ the gentlemen of the first rank.” 54

In practice, on account of the generally unsettled political condi
tions there was at this time no real security in tenure of land, whether 
in the Kurdish zone or in the Arab areas, a factor which made for the 
prevalence of subsistence agriculture. As one tribal agha, a vassal of 
the Babans, put it in 1820:

^ T h e  section was known as lirqah or takhdh; conversation with Faisal 
IJabTb al-Khaizaran, son of the shaikh of al-‘ Azzah, February 1963.4Q

Or, more properly, in the dialect of the Iraqi tribes, mudhTf.
^ I n  the mudif the shaikhs and elders of the tribe took counsel, received 

guests, and treated with tribal or governmental ambassadors.
"^Haidar, Land Problems of Iraq, pp. 85-89.
**^De Rivoyre, L es  Vrais Arabes, p. 174.
■’ ■‘ An example would be Faris Agha, chief of the tribe of D iza 'i at the v il

lage of Kush Tepeh; see Rich, Narrative of a R esidence in Koordistan, II, 
13-14.

C O
For details on the Turkish feudal system, which was in effect in the 

Mosul iyalat (administrative division)—then embracing the Kurdish zone—refer 
to H. A. R. Gibb and H. Bowen, Islamic S ociety and the West (London, 1950),
I, Part I, 46 ff. and 258 ff.

^ R ich , Narrative o f a R esid en ce in Koordistan, I, 87.



Why should I . . . throw a tghar55 of seed into the ground when I am 
not sure that my master will hold his government, and I my estate, 
until the season of harvest? Instead of doing this, I allow the peas
ants to cultivate my estate as they may find it convenient and I take 
from them my due, which is the zakat or tenth of the whole and as 
much more as I can squeeze out of them by any means and on any 
pretext.56

But the subsistence character of the agricultural economy of the time 
was also due to the poor communications and the fact that the idea of 
profit was essentially alien to the tribes.

It remains to bring out that in the late eighteenth and early nine
teenth century the shaikh in the river valleys and the agha in the moun
tain belt served a social function. They were needed. Partly they 
themselves created that need but, by reason of the weakness of the 
cities, they alone could in that insecure period provide protection. The 
tribe, in other words, was in the countryside the only organized social 
group that could shield from harm, and if harm befell, could exact retri
bution for it. Even the people of the small country towns enrolled them
selves as members of the nearest tribe, though they were not in any 
way related to it.57 58 To the tribal peasant, the tribe and the shaikh 
were, of course, a necessity. He could not survive without them. But 
when the cities stood again on their feet and began themselves to pro
vide the needed security, and the shaikh, once a protector, became an 
economic burden, there arose the question of whether this remnant of a 
past and different age had not become an historical irrelevancy. To see 
how this came about let us now turn to a new page in the history of the 
shaikh.

In the nineteenth century, new forces came to disturb the shaikh, 
shatter his isolation, decompose his military leagues, and undermine 
his self-sufficient communal domain.

The new forces had their source ultimately in the increasing en
tanglement of the Ottoman Empire in the meshes of the world of capital
ism, but more immediately in the ensuing spirit of change that had taken 
hold of Istanbul and that brought in its wake the extinction of the Janis
saries^ in 1826, the establishment of a new conscripted army, the end 
of the virtually independent Georgian Mamluk dynasty of Baghdad in

55A tghar equalled two tons.
Narrative o f a R esid en ce in Koordistan, I, 96.

57See, e .g ., Great Britain, Administration Report o f the Muntafiq D ivision  
for the Year 1919, p. 109.

58A body of infantry which constituted the main part of the standing army 
of the Turkish Empire.
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1831, the reincorporation of the Iraq province into the parent empire, 
the new land laws of 1858, steam navigation on the Tigris, telegraphic 
communications, the centralized wilayah59 system, the dynamic and 
enterprising governor of Baghdad Midhat Pasha (1869-1871), and the 
Young Turk Revolution of 1908.

The shaikh felt all this in the direct pressure by the Turkish gov
ernment to break his position and destroy the cohesion of his tribe, and 
in the indirect but far more potent influence of remoter forces—those of 
the world market—brought near to him by the new river communications.

The Turkish tribal policy was based on the principle of division; 
fostering rivalries in the ruling house of the shaikh al-mashayikh, pit
ting against the latter and against each other the shaikhs of the con
stituent tribes and of other extraneous tribes, ignoring the shaikhs al
together and dealing directly with the chiefs60 of tribal sections. In 
the pursuit of this policy the Turks made use of a very effective weap
on: the land.

According to the Ottoman conception, all the land, apart from some 
mu/ft61 and waqf62 holdings, was mirT, that is, belonged to the state. 
Its effective occupiers held it, in theory, under lease from the ruling 
authority. In 1858 a new land code embodied this conception, but at 
the same time introduced a new kind of tenure, known as tapu, by pro
viding, with the retention of the right of ultimate ownership of the land 
by the state, for the grant of a legal and heritable right of usufructuary 
possession to individuals.

The new code arose from the same determination that marked tribal 
policy in Iraq and that sought to Ottomanize the tribal world: that is, 
to strengthen the central Ottoman administration at the expense of 
shaikhly power. For this purpose the code provided a new means: the 
creation from among the tribesmen of a large number of small landown
ers. But things turned out differently in practice, although the Turks 
went far in undermining tribalism.

Thus from about the middle of the nineteenth century, the Turks 
succeeded in obtaining a hold over the powerful Muntafiq confederation 
by setting the dominant Sa'duns against one another and farming out the 
Muntafiq country to the highest bidder among them. At one point they 
tried to take away a large chunk of the lands under their control, but 
had to abandon this course. Finally, in 1871, their great governor 
Midhat Pasha induced a number of Sa'dun chiefs to accept the new 
Ottomanizing policy. The bait was their conversion from mere tribute-

59The wilayah was the largest Ottoman administrative unit.
®°i?u’asa ’ , plural of ra’ fs.
^ A b so lu te  private property.
^Mortmain or land entailed to some pious purpose or for the benefit o f the 

descendants of its original owner.



receiving shaikhs into regular tapu holders of the lands of the Muntafiq 
tribes.63 This split the Sa'dun family into Ottomanizers and exponents 
of the old tribal principles. But much more serious was the implicit 
dispossession of the rank-and-file tribesmen from the land in which they 
had a communal tribal right, and their conversion into mere tenants.
Thus vast areas of land supporting many tribes became in effect the 
fiefs of the Sa'duns who, with the advance of cultivation, grew very 
wealthy on their rents until about the turn of the century, when their 
tribesmen acquired large numbers of modern rifles and gradually refused 
to pay anything. The Sa'duns now split up the tribes, leasing the land 
to each small sectional chief independently of the head shaikh. In this 
manner they were able to collect a fraction of their rents until a few 
years before the First World War, when many of the tribesmen declined 
payment altogether.* 6 * * * * * * * 4 The working of all these forces had the effect of 
fracturing the Muntafiq confederation into numerous mutually hostile 
tribes, themselves decomposing into a multitude of independent sections 
and subsections.

Ottoman initiative also led to the breaking of the power of the 
Khaza'il, “ the kings of the Middle Euphrates,”  although the drying up 
in the 1880s of the Hillah Shaft, on which they had much of their culti
vation, contributed to their decline. By Ottoman command the most cele
brated Khaza'il chief, Shaikh Dhirb, was poisoned at Najaf, and his 
great grandson, Mit'ib, at Mosul.65 More than that, the Ottomans 
weaned several of the local tribe-groups from their loyalty to their old 
overlords, and brought in extraneous sadah^G and tribes—al-Fatlah, 
among others—and settled them on the territory of the Khaza'il. This, 
as could be imagined, led to recurrent intertribal conflicts.67 The 
sadah, for their part, attracted peasants from every clan to work perma
nently on their new estates, thereby splitting them away from their par
ent units.68 No attempt appears to have been made by the Turks to in
troduce the tapu system into this region. Legally the land remained 
mm, the shaikhs and sadah holding it, in theory, under lease; but inas
much as the Turks were not powerful enough to maintain a continuous 
presence in an area so distant from Baghdad, they were seldom able to 
collect the usual mm share.69 In the main, therefore, the result of
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6^Arab Bureau, The Muntafiq, pp. 3-6.
6 ̂  Great Britain, Administration Report o f the Muntafiq D ivision  for 1919,

pp. 123-124.
^ A rab  Bureau, Arab Tribes o f the Baghdad Wilayat, p. 147.
®®For the sadah, see Chapter 7.
^ A rab  Bureau, Arab Tribes of Baghdad Wilayat, p. 83.
^ G reat Britain, Reports o f Administration for 1918, I, 66.
®^The mTrTshare in this region amounted to 40 percent of the yearly

produce.
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their efforts was the supersession of the old Khaza'il confederacy by a 
few virtually autonomous large landholders, shaikhs, and sadah. How
ever, some tribal chiefs in the Shamiyyah district, unable to look after 
their huge tracts, and apprehensive that the government might grant the 
uncultivated portions to others, parceled them out among the headmen 
of the different sections of their tribes. As it happened, many of the 
latter, or of their descendants, were or in time became their own culti
vators on their own lands.70 71 72 Hence arose in this district what for Iraq 
was and largely remained until 1958 an exceptional phenomenon: the 
peasant landholder.

The fate of the BanT Lam was milder than that of the Khaza'il, but 
Ban! Lam lost its influence over the Albu Muhammad and the other 
tribes of the ‘Amarah area. The agricultural lands, which had once suf
fered from its exactions, became after 1883 saniyyah, that is, the per
sonal property of the Ottoman sultan,71 who, however, found it imprac
ticable to lease his estates to any but the shaikhly stratum. On the 
other hand, the authority of this stratum was weakened by frequent re
distribution of the estates between the various members of the dominant 
tribal families. This excited bitter jealousies, forestalled shaikhly com
binations, but gave rise to ceaseless disturbance.77 •

Divisions also overtook Zubaid, Dulaim, and, to a lesser extent, the 
Shammar confederation. Their component tribes and main sections tend
ed to become virtually independent.73

In the Kurdish belt, the principalities of Bahdinan, Soran, and Baban 
were destroyed between 1837 and 1852,74 but Ottoman rule remained 
tenuous, and real power fell to the aghas and begs of the constituent 
tribes and the chiefs of the mystic paths. Into the same hands passed 
also the bulk of the land in this area.73 More often than not, the tapu 
records were compiled, as one British political officer put it, “ by cor
rupt ma’mrns,70 * who rarely left their office, at the.dictation of aghas 
whose greed outweighed all other considerations.” 77

70Great Britain, Reports o l Administration for 1918, I, 72-73.
71In consequence of the overthrow of Sultan ‘Abd-ul-HamTd in 1909, all 

saniyyah lands were transferred to the state and became known as mudawwarah.
72Arab Bureau, Tribes o f  the Tigris. Al-Azairij, . . . Albu Muhammad, etc., 

pp. 9-12. ’
73Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes o f the Baghdad Wilayat, pp. 58, 194-195, and

263*
74Edmonds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs, p. 8.
7 S ■Great Britain, Reports o f Administration for 1918, I, 417-418; Report of 

Administration o f the Mosul D ivision for 1919, pp. 21-22; and Report o f Admin
istration o f ArbTl D ivision for 1919, pp. 15-16.

70Government officia ls.
77 • .Great Britain, Report o f Administration o f ArbTl D ivision for 1919, p. 15.



More far-reaching than the actions of the Turks was the impact on 
the shaikhs and their leagues of the use of steamers on the Tigris.
Most affected, particularly after the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869, 
were the tribes on the lower section of the river and on the Shatt-il- 
‘Arab. By the end of the nineteenth century, the subsistence economy 
of these tribes had to no little degree given way to a market-oriented 
economy. The shaikh, who hitherto had had limited opportunities to ex
ploit his tribesmen, began in his new status as tapu or leaseholder to 
view them in a new way, that is, as a source of profit. The tribal peas
ant became of greater worth to him than the fighter-tribesman. Fortu
nately for the peasant, he was not tied to the soil. When unhappy, he 
moved to the service of another shaikh or to the lands of nonresident 
landlords from Basrah, or sought work in the new town of ‘Amarah78 or 
in the city of Basrah itself, so that there developed the unfamiliar phe
nomenon of big shaikhs competing against each other for peasants. This 
led to the intermixture of tribes and to increasing instances of shaikhs 
landlording alien tribesmen. It was also possible now for individual 
peasants, particularly in Basrah province, to sell their share of the pro
duce and buy their own needs from the local market, when previously 
exchange of tribal produce occurred only through the shaikh. Similar 
processes developed in country districts neighboring Baghdad and a 
number of other towns so that here, as in parts of Basrah province, 
riverine peasants bore allegiance to no shaikh, and the territorial rather 
than the tribal connection was predominant.79

The legacy of the Turks was, therefore, a tribal system generally 
enfeebled and, on the Shatt-il-‘Arab and in areas adjacent to the cities, 
in a state of advanced decomposition. The decline of the political and 
military power of the shaikhs, aghas, and begs was unmistakable. The 
military confederations and principalities were destroyed. In their 
place arose a multitude of antagonistic tribes and tribal sections. In 
Baghdad Wilayat alone—one of the three wilayats of which Iraq was 
constituted—there were in 1918 at least 110 independent tribes, made 
up of 1186 sections.80 Many of these sections were practically free 
from the authority of the parent tribe. On the other hand, the groundwork
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78 _The town of ‘ Amarah was founded in 1861.
79Great Britain, Tribes Round the Junction o f the Euphrates and Tigris, 

pp. 1-3; Administration Report ot the Baghdad Wilayat, 1917, p. 26; and R e 
ports oi Administration for 1918, I, 320. For the data on which this paragraph 
is based I am also indebted to an unpublished scholarly manuscript prepared 
in the late forties for the benefit o f the Communist cadre by a member of the 
‘Amarah Branch of the Communist party of Iraq and entitled “ Ma'lumat ‘ An RIT- 
il-‘ Amarah”  (“ Information on the Countryside of ‘Amarah” ), pp. 6-7. The man
uscript was seized  by the royalist regime in Ba'qubah prison.

80The figures are based on a count of the tribes and sections listed in 
Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes o f the Baghdad Wilayat.
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was laid for the economic growth of the shaikhs and aghas by the grant
ing or leasing to them or the registering in their name, through fraud or 
bribery, of vast estates supporting many tribes or whole villages, tribal 
and nontribal, in utter disregard of the prescriptive right of rank and 
file tribesmen or nontribal cultivators. This new economic power of the 
shaikhs and aghas was, however, in its essence a concealed threat to 
their very historical existence, for it was alienating them from the only 
real source of their power: their tribe. It was substituting for the life- 
renewing patriarchal and blood relationships—where these existed—the 
new subversive relationships of production. This ultimately was to 
lead to the undoing of the shaikhs and aghas.

The history of the shaikhs, as traced thus far, reveals that power
ful shaikhs—and this applies pari passu to begs and aghas—were a con
comitance of weak cities; and that, inversely, the growth of cities in
volved the political decline of the shaikhs. A despoiled and helpless 
Baghdad, river works in ruin, transport by pack animals or rope-drawn 
boats, an inanimate and faltering trade, a middle class dying out—in 
such conditions the shaikh throve, his pastures spread, and his laws 
and lawlessness held sway. But the first stirrings of Baghdad, the de
termination of a few spirited Ottoman governors, a small number of iron 
steamers-often on irregular river sailings-constantly interrupted tele
graphic lines, and a revived but as yet restricted trade were enough by 
the early years of the twentieth century to unbalance the shaikh and, in 
the more accessible areas, to disperse and decompose his tribe. When 
we come, however, to the period 1917-1958—and more particularly 1941- 
1958—we encounter an unusual phenomenon: a Baghdad throbbing with 
a vigor long unknown, a middle class in continuous growth and already 
intensely articulate, a modern education still meager in content but ex
tending in bounds, paved roads, railroads, and air services gradually 
spanning more and more of the country, a commerce still hesitant but in 
a lively mood-all this coexisted with a newly born, artificially isolated 
structure of vast semifeudal estates, where the enfeebled shaikh of a 
few decades earlier now ruled practically unchallenged as landlord, pro
ducing for a market, and as absolute master of a peasantry by this time 
depressed to a condition resembling serfhood. In other words, the cir- 
cumstances-the development of towns, of the central government, of 
commerce, and of communications-that, in the nature of things, should 
have hastened the downfall of the shaikh, were on the contrary attended 
by the growth of a new commercial shaikhly semifeudalism. What 
accounts for this unnatural result, for what in essence is a reversal of 
history? Before providing an explanation, it is appropriate to draw a 
number of distinctions with respect to the stratum of shaikhs and aghas, 
and to cast a look at the structure of their rule.
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The tribal chiefs of the period 1917-1958 could be differentiated in 
a number of ways.

In the first place, there were those to whose leadership a religious 
significance was attached and who, though commanding tribes, did not, 
as a rule, stand in any blood relationship to them. They were either 
sadah or “ guides”  of mystic brotherhoods, or combined the one capaci
ty and the other. The tribal sadah abounded in the Arab ShT‘1 areas, . 
particularly in the mid-Euphrates, and are given attention elsewhere.81 
Chiefs of mystic paths, enjoying authority over tribes, were confined to 
the Kurdish belt. To this category belonged, for example, Shaikh Ahmad 
of Barzan and Shaikh Mahmud of Barzinjah. Shaikh Ahmad, brother of 
Mulla Mustafa al-Barzani, leader of the Kurdish revolution of the sixties 
and seventies, owed his tribal influence to the ascendancy that his 
family had exercised for more than a century over the adherents of the 
Naqshbandi mystic order82 in the mountain villages above the east bank 
of the Greater Zab. Shaikh Mahmud, who was also regarded with great 
religious veneration, descended from a family of sadah, which had long 
provided the leaders of the QadTrT dervish community of Sulaimaniyyah, 
and was at the same time Sulaimaniyyah’s biggest landowner and, in 
1918-1919 and for a time in the twenties, the paramount chief of its 1 
tribes. Subsequently, however, he lost much of his tribal power.83

In the second place, landed tribal chiefs were differentiable into a 
number of types, not necessarily mutually exclusive, namely, into (a) 
leaders of tribal freeholding farmers; (b) owners of estates or village 
land tenanted by sharecropping peasants from their own tribes; (c) 
shaikhs owning estates tilled partly or largely by mawalT or radd, that 
is, by client or extraneous tribesmen; and (d) aghas possessing village . 
land cultivated by nontribal serf-like miskTns (“ miserables” ). The first 
type of chiefship, which was of infrequent occurrence, rested on kin
ship, and approached the patriarchal ideal. The authority of the third 
type of tribal leaders, which grew out of ties of patronship or ties 
essentially economic in character, could be very arbitrary; but most op- ; 
pressive was the power of the agha of a miskTn village, which was 
likened by one British political officer to that of “ the English feudal .
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81Turn to Chapter 7.
82For the NaqshbandF and QadirT mystic orders, see  p. 43. .
83See pp. 164-165; and Great Britain, O ffice of the C ivil Commissioner, 

Baghdad, P ersonalities in Kurdistan (1919), pp. 4 and 42; and P ersonalities, . 
Mosul, ArbTl, Kirkuk, and Sulaimaniyyah. 1922-1923, pp. 12 and 57. The copy 
of the last-mentioned volume, which I perused at the library of Iraq’ s Director- ; 
ate of Security, was that of Major J. F. Wilkins, and contained handwritten 
additions, the latest dating to 1944.
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baron in the time of Stephen.” 84 The other tribal chiefs, while bene
ficiaries of cheap labor, were less of an affliction. However, the basic 
general tendency was for shaikhships to develop sooner or later along 
quasi feudal lines. As the British government noted in 1931 in a spe
cial report to the League of Nations, “ patriarchal tribal government, 
once the nomad life is abandoned, tends to become a feudal state in 
which the overlord alone derives benefit from the change.” 85

In the third place, a meaningful distinction could be made between 
tribal chiefs in terms of the size of the muqata'ahs or estates that they 
overlorded. From this standpoint, the biggest were the heads of the 
families of al-Yawer of the tribe of Shammar aj-Jarba‘ , al-AmTr of Bam 
RabT'ah, al-YasTn of Mayyah, al-Qassab of.as-Sarrai,86 and aj-Jaryan 
of Albu Sultan,87 each of whom owned in 1958 more than 100,000 
dunums of land (see Table 4-2). Also important were the families of 
Begzadah of the Jaf tribe,88 al-Farhan of Shammar aj-Jarba', and as- 
Sa'dun, ex-chiefs of the Muntafiq. For the areas owned by these fami
lies, turn to Table 5-3. No less significant was another stratum of big 
shaikhs who were not landowners, but holders under lease of vast tracts 
of state land. To this stratum belonged the principal shaikhs of Albu 
Muhammad, al-Azairij, and BanT Lam. For the size of their landholdings 
in i951, consult Table 6-13.

As is clear from the geographic location of the tribes that were sub
ject to their power (see Map 3), big shaikhdoms characterized the lower 
Tigris, the Gharraf, the Hillah Branch of the mid-Euphrates, and the 
Sinjar district of the province of Mosul, that is, regions which had been

84Great Britain, Report of Administration of the Mosul D ivision for 1919, 
pp. 13-14. This description of the agha of a miskTn village was not true only 
of the period of the British occupation. In the last decade of the monarchy, 
his authority was still feudal-like, and had indeed become intolerable on a c 
count of his now manifest economic irrelevance and the lapse of his assumed 
function as a protector by reason of the advance of security. See Fredrik 
Barth, Principles of Social Organization in Southern Kurdistan (O slo, 1953), 
pp. 53 ff. and 57 ff.

8 S •Great Britain, Special R eport. . . on the Progress of Iraq during the 
Period 1920-1931 (London, 1931), p. 237.

5®Mayyah and as-Sarrai are sections of the BanT RabT'ah.
° 'A lb u  Sultan is a section of Zubaid.
88 * . ■It should be kept in mind that, although the Jaf Begzadahs owned in 

1958 a total of 539,333 dunums of land in various provinces, the biggest single 
landowner in the family, Hasan ‘ All Mahmud aj-Jaf of Sulaimaniyyah, held only 
56,764 dunums. Data obtained from the Ministry of Agrarian Reform, February 
1964.
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relatively recently restored to cultivation,89 or which had not had a 
very close concentration of settled people.

As noteworthy is the apparent direct correlation between political 
quiescence and big shaikhdoms: with few exceptions, the big landed 
shaikhs and begs or, to be more historically accurate, the shaikhs and 
begs that became big landowners under the monarchy, had provided a 
shaikhly anchor for British policy during and after the years of the 
British occupation, taking no part in the Iraqi uprising of 1920 or in the 
subsequent movement against the “ Mandate.”  They also had no share 
in the tribal rebellions of 1935-1937. This is in marked contrast to the 
majority of the smaller shaikhs90 91 of the Hindiyyah and Shamiyyah Bran
ches of the middle Euphrates and of the lower reaches of this river, 
who formed the backbone of the anti-British movement and of the risings 
of the thirties. However, some of the shaikhs of the Hillah Shatt who 
would later become large landholders participated in the 1920 events 
but, as the then British civil commissioner brought out, they “ mostly 
followed their tribesmen rather than led them. ” 91

The explanation for the fact just mentioned is to be sought in yet 
another element that differentiated among tribal chiefs: the powerful 
influence that the ShTT ‘ ulama’ of Najaf and Karbala’ exercised, partic
ularly in the twenties, over the rank-and-file tribesmen of the middle 
and lower Euphrates, which made it difficult for the shaikhs of these 
regions—irrespective of their status—to ignore clerical injunctions. The 
shaikhs of other Arab areas, including the Shi‘1 shaikhs of the Tigris 
and the Gharraf, were far less susceptible to pressures from the re
ligious class.

A characteristic that was shared by a large number of the smaller 
Shamiyyah and Hindiyyah shaikhs and the big Albu Muhammad shaikhs 
on the Tigris was rice growing, and the seemingly attendant extreme 
autocratic authority over their peasants. The reason for this extremism 
was probably the severe life that rice cultivation imposes and the organ
ized labor and constant attention that it requires.

One thing the big shaikhs of the Gharraf and the small shaikhs of 
the lower Euphrates had in common was that a large part of the lands 
that their tribes occupied was held in tapu by the absentee Sa'dun 
family—a legacy, as we have seen, from Turkish times. They were now
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_ The irrigation of the Gharraf area was ensured by the construction of the 
Kut Barrage in 1937-1939, and that of the Hillah Shatt by the erection of the 
Hindiyyah Barrage in 1911-1913 and its modernization in 1921-1925.

90The attribute “ smaller”  is used here to refer to the smaller s ize  of the 
estates of the shaikhs in question.

91Sir Arnold Wilson, L oyalties. Mesopotamia, 1914-1917 (London, 1930), 
p. 311; and Great Britain, Cab. 24/111, Letter of 5 August 1920, from Civil 
Commissioner, Baghdad, to Foreign Office.



obliged by order of the government to hand over to the Sa'duns a share 
of the produce of the land as rent.92 This came to be less of an annoy
ance to the big shaikhs of the Gharraf as they acquired extensive areas 
in their own names and encroached unhindered on state lands.

One remaining significant point was the greater likelihood of litera
cy among the tribal chiefs of the Shamiyyah and Hindiyyah Shafts than 
among those of other regions. This was in all probability due to the 
closeness of the former to the holy city of Najaf, which had been for 
long a center of ShTT learning. At least one of the Shamiyyah chiefs 
wrote a book,93 which on the part of a shaikh is an extraordinary 
performance.

How was an Arab shaikhly muqata‘ah or estate94 organized? To 
begin with, there were differences in organization from one region to 
another, but they were not great. Moreover, the bigger shaikhs owned 
or held several estates which were, however, as a rule, contiguous. Of 
course, the muqata’ah was tribally based, and the first authority in it 
was the shaikh. His title and rank were transmissible to heirs, but not 
necessarily by primogeniture, the ruling family usually selecting from 
among its members the man deemed most qualified to command.95 In 
bygone years the shaikh’s position was to a lesser or greater degree 
circumscribed by tribal custom, but as the bonds between him and his 
tribesmen weakened, and from being patriarchal became essentially 
economic, tribal tradition gave way more and more to his arbitrary will. 
At the same time he began to rely increasingly on his hushiyyah,96 
that is, his private armed guard. This development differed in intensity 
from province to province, and tended to be more pronounced in 
muqata‘ahs where much of the agricultural work was done by extraneous 
or client tribes or tribal fragments. “ Shaikhs,”  wrote in 1921 the Brit
ish political officer of the ‘Amarah division, “ have on more than one 
occasion told me that in order to maintain law and order among their 
tribesmen they must thoroughly frighten them, mitigating this treatment

9^Under the British the rent was at first 20 percent, and then was reduced 
to 15 percent of the produce; see Great Britain, Administration Report of the 
Muntafiq D ivision for 1919, p. 3. Later on the rate was decreased to 7.5 per
cent; see ‘ Abdallah al-Fayyad, Mushkilat-ul-AradTITLiwa’ -il-Muntafiq ( “ The 
Land Problem in the Muntafiq Province’ ’ ) (Baghdad, 1956), pp. 76-78.

93The shaikh in question was FarTq al-Muzhir al-F ir‘ aun.
^ E sta tes  were called muqata'ahs only in Kut, ‘ Amarah, Muntafiq, and 

Hillah, but it was in these provinces that most of the largest estates were 
situated.

95For example, on the death in 1952 of Sha'lan Salman adh-Dhaher of al- 
Khaza'il, the shaikhship passed by family consensus to his third-bom son, ‘ AH 
ash-Sha‘ lan: conversation with the latter, February 1962.

95The appellation of the guard differed from area to area. Thus it was also 
known as fadawiyyah, rashshagah, and zilim.
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by occasional rewards.” 97 Significantly, when, on the outburst of the 
1920 revolt, the British abandoned the Muntafiq, the paramount shaikhs 
of the province left with them. The shaikhs, who until then had, in the 
words of a British divisional adviser, “ been bolstered up by British 
gold and British bayonets,”  did not return until British troops again 
marched through their territory.98 Similarly, in 1922, when the authority 
of the Baghdad government had to be temporarily withdrawn from some 
areas of Dlwaniyyah, the tribal chiefs,- left to their own devices, could 
no longer command the respect of their tribesmen.99 Such situations 
enhanced the value of the hushiyyah in the eyes of the shaikh, and 
tended to lend to this institution a clearly coercive character.

The hushiyyah’s function was to guard the shaikh, execute his will, 
supervise his peasants, and protect his properties. More often than not, 
its members were recruited from outside the shaikh’s own tribe, and 
were regarded by him as his slaves. 100 In some cases, they were mur
derers or perpetrators of other crimes who, fleeing justice, took refuge 
with the tribe and attached themselves to the shaikh.101 The strength 
of the hushiyyah differed according to the shaikh’s means and the status 
of his relations with his tribesmen or peasants. In 1917 the amir of 
RabT'ah, whose tribe counted between 2,200 and 3,000 men, had a 
hushiyyah of 250 horsemen.102 In 1944 the hushiyyah of Muhammad al- 
‘AraibT, shaikh of Albu Muhammad, numbered 552 men, and his tribes
men a little over 5,000.103 In 1958 ‘All Sha'lan of Khaza'il commanded 
a hushiyyah of 98 men and a tribe of about 4,000.104 Within the 
hushiyyah there were gradations. Some of its members tended to rise 
above others in the favor of the shaikh, and were known to be particu
larly devoted to his person. They, therefore, received higher rewards

£4

Q73 Great Britain, Administration Report of the 'Amatah D ivision lor 1920-21,
p. 7.

98Great Britain, Administration Report of the Muntafiq. . . for 1921, p. 4. 
"G r e a t  Britain, Secretary of the High Commissioner of Iraq, (Secret) Intel

ligence Report No 19 o f 1 October 1922, para. 939.
1 "C onversation  with ’ AIT ash-Sha’ lan, a shaikh of the Khaza'il, February

1962.
^■"Conversation with Faisal Habib al-Khaizaran of al-'Azzah, February

1963. '
1 "G r e a t  Britain, Arab Bureau, Tribes of the Tigris. The BanTRabTah (Cal

cutta, 1917), p. 1.
1 Q O

^Unpublished report by the mutasarrif o f ‘ Amarah (Sa‘ d Saleh), “ TarTqat- 
ul-‘ Uqud-il-Mubashirah wa Ta’ thT-ruha as-Sayyi’ ala Liwa’ -il- ‘ Amarah” ) (“ The 
Method of Direct Leasing and Its Detrimental E ffect on the Province of 
"Amarah” ), dated 9 May 1944, p. 24. The pagination is that of a copy of this 
report in manuscript form in the library of the Directorate of Security, Baghdad.

1 ̂ C onversation  with ‘ AIT ash-Sha‘ lan, February 1962.
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and were in effect the elite of the hushiyyah. They were necessarily 
limited in number. Of the scale of their income we do not have an 
exact idea. According to a 1944 report by the Mutasarrif105 of ‘Amarah 
province, the 552 men of the hushiyyah of Shaikh al-‘AraibI were paid 
for their services in two ways: 308 received a total of 603 tons of rice, 
and the remainder had been granted lands amounting to 2,175 dunums, 
each holding a plot corresponding to his rank. These lands were not 
tilled by them but by the peasants of the shaikh, and incurred no 
“ feudal”  charges. The latter group was obviously better rewarded, but 
itself embraced a small, favored upper crust.106 The hushiyyah was 
also differentiated with respect to function. Some of its members, for • 
example, had the odious task of inflicting bodily punishment. Others, 
the dawafp, had charge of the boats of the shaikh and his family. Still 
others, the shihniyyah, guarded the crop during the harvest season and . 
received extra bonuses for their vigilance.107 In some tribes, such as 
the ‘Azzah which lived in the Diyalah country on the Khalis canal, the 
shihniyyah or shihnah, as they were also called, were temporary foot 
guardsmen drawn from the peasantry and distinguishable from the 
shaikh’s permanent mounted guard, known in this region as the 
charkhachTs.108

One unavoidable man on the shaikh’s domain, and usually the most 
trusted of his attendants, was the qahwajTor coffeemaker, who had re
sponsibility for the mudil, which was not merely the tribal guest-house, 
but also the center from which the shaikh administered his estate.

In some areas, the second most important tribal personage after the 
shaikh was al-iandah al-‘arilah (literally, “ the knowing ordinance” ), a 
spiritual man of sorts, who was learned in the tradition of the tribe and 
helped the shaikh in settling matters in dispute. He was treated with 
special deference, and showered with shaikhly gifts. The shaikh tried 
to achieve through him what he could not secure through his hushiyyah— 
a willing acquiescence by his tribesmen in his rule.

In the ShTT country there was in certain tribal villages a religious 
figure with a more or less regularized authority: the mu-man, who was 
usually a graduate of a religious school, and acted as the agent of the 
chief mujtahid of Najaf, the supreme religious leader of the ShT'F sect.109

108Govemor.
* ̂ Unpublished report of 9 May 1944 by the mutasarrif of ‘Amarah, p. 24
107Unpublished manuscript, “ Ma'lumat ‘ An RIf-il-‘ Amarah,”  p. 12.
108Conversation with Faisal Habib al-Khaizaran, son of the shaikh of 

‘ Azzah, February 1963.
109Shakir M. SalTm, Ech-Chibayish: Dirasah Anthfupulu-jiyyah li-Qaryah 

fFAhwar-il-‘Iraq ( ‘ ‘ Ech-Chibayish: An Anthropological Study of a Marsh V il
lage in Iraq” ) (Baghdad, 1956), I, 154. It should be remembered, however, 
that Ech-Chibayish was brought in the twenties under direct governmental con
trol, and in this sense was not a typical tribal village.
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However, some of the mumans, in particular the itinerant sort, were 
cheats and lived off the peasantry.

It remains to bring out that the shaikhly estate was divided into a 
number of units called shabbahs, differing in size in different districts, 
and that each shabbah had a sirkalH°—a corruption of the Persian sir 
kar (literally, “ a supervisor of work” ). The sirkals had direct charge 
of cultivation, and sometimes labored on the land side by side with the 
peasants. Usually they were the heads of the tribal sections, and 
either rented the land from the shaikh and operated it somewhat inde
pendently or simply, and in return for a share of the produce, were mere 
agents of the shaikh.

If the effective unit in the Arab tribal countryside was the tribally 
based estate, in the Kurdish belt it was the village or gund which, as a 
rule, clustered around a water source. The wealthier tribal begs or 
aghas owned, it goes without saying, numerous villages. As in the 
case of the Arab shaikhs, their position, though hereditary, did not al
ways pass to the first-born. Again, like the bigger Arab shaikhs, they 
had their guest-house—the dTwan-khanah; their coffee-maker—the qahwajr, 
and their retainers-the pyshtmala (literally, “ the support of the house” ). 
In some instances, the Kurdish chieftain’s house attendants, the 
khulam,! 11 were distinguished from the attendants who accompanied 
him when he rode out, and who were called dhalam.H2 The beg’s or 
agha’s villages were also not without their mullah, the leader of the 
local mosque, and their dervishes or mystic friars. But here, as in the 
Arab shaikhly estate, it was the men directly responsible for cultivation 
-the sirkars, or the kokhas, that is, the chiefs of sections of the peas
ant clans, or the headmen of the miskms—and, of course, more so the 
peasants, that were the real producers and real representatives of agrar
ian interests. 113

It is time to revert to the question that has been left unanswered: 
how were the enfeebled shaikhs and aghas of the last decades of the 
Turkish period able under the monarchy to expand and strengthen their 
feudal-like grip over their peasants, or to turn their once free-living 
tribesmen into sharecropping semiserfs in the shadow of a growing city 
life and an ascending central government? 110 * 112 * * *

110Conversation with Faisal Habib al-Khaizaran of a l-‘ Azzah, February 1963.
11 Apparently from the Arabic ghulam.
112From the Arabic zilim.

m ^ 113COnVer- ati° nS WUh Baba ‘ A ll ash-Shaikh Mahmud al-BarzinjT, February
w l‘ b Qldar ShamdIh Agha, March 1971, and Nijyar ShamdTn Agha, March 

1972, and Great Britain, Iraq and the Persian Gull, pp. 341-344; w. R. Hay, 
T Z 0, , YearS Kurdistan- Experiences ol a P olitical O fficer 1918-1920 (London, 
1921), pp. 46-49 and 52; Barth, Principles of Social Organization in Southern 
Kurdistan, pp. 42, 47, and 92; and Edmonds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs, p. 146.



An incomplete but basic explanation is that a new and extraneous 
force—the British—entered in 1914 the conflict between the cities and 
the tribal chiefs depicted in preceding pages, and threw the weight of 
its influence on the side of the shaikhs and aghas.

Why the British should have desired to arrest or even reverse the 
process of tribal decomposition and to maintain and prop up the tribal 
leaders may only secondarily be attributed to a certain amount of preju
dice on the part of some of their officials against the people of the 
cities, or to a more distinct tendency towards romanticizing the shaikhly 
stratum. “ The longer the tribal system can be preserved,”  remarked 
one British political officer in 1918, “ the better; and when at last it 
fails from natural causes, it is to be hoped that. . .  no low-born Bagh
dadi will be permitted to dance prematurely and indecently on its 
grave.” 114 Gertrude Bell, the Oriental secretary of the high commis
sioner, wrote in 1922 of the shaikhs: “ They are the people I love, I 
know every tribal chief of any importance through the whole length and 
breadth of Iraq, and I think them the backbone of the country.” 115 More 
detached Englishmen on the spot had other things to say. “ We tend to 
regard,”  wrote the political officer of ‘Amarah Division in November 
1920,

the shaikh qua shaikh as of great importance in keeping his 
muqata'ah in order, whereas as a matter of fact he is more or less of 
a figurehead, with very little power beyond that which he obtains 
from the support of government. The individuality of the. shaikh, in 
this Division, counts for very little. We have fallen into the error of 
over-rating his value and consulting him too much, to the exclusion 
of educated and far-seeing men of other classes . . . .  We have lost 
sight of the fact that the shaikh does not represent agricultural in
terests from the point of view of either the sirka/116 or the fallah. 117

The political officer of Hillah, writing in 1917 in a somewhat similar 
vein, revealed how difficult it had been in his district “ to force the 
[tribal] sections to pay some heed to their shaikhs.” 118 From the 
standpoint of the Sulaimaniyyah officer of 1919, the revival of tribalism 
was “ a retrograde movement.”  “ One may even remember,”  he said,
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^ 4Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 134.
^ " ’ Lady Bell, The L etters of Gertrude B ell (New York, 1928), II, 647. 
^®In ‘ Amarah the sirkals were usually the headmen of the tribal sections. 

They subleased the land from the shaikhs and rented it in turn to the peasants 
against a share of the produce.

117 —'T h e fallah is the peasant. Great Britain, Administration Report o f the 
'Amarah D ivision for 1920-21, p. 25.

11®Great Britain, Administrative Report of the Baghdad Wilayat, 1917, 
p. 106.
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“ that so long as Scotland remained tribal, it produced nothing and 
nationally was a pauper.” 119 The Shamiyyah officer, for his part, 
noted that in his division the big tribal unit was disintegrating, and 
that this “ reflects the desires of the people themselves who are open
ly averse to its tyranny”  because it “ places great power in the hands 
of a chief whom they seldom see—a power which he usually wields to 
fill his own pocket and which they know he could not possess but for 
the support of government.” 120 Reporting the murder in 1921 of three 
shaikhs by their own tribesmen, the Muntafiq divisional adviser brought 
out that in his area the tribes.appeared anxious “ to throw off all ves
tige of control by the shaikh.” 121 122 *

If in many regions, as is clear, shaikhly power was not desired by 
the tribesmen nor conducive to their well-being, why did the English 
proceed to rebuild and solidify it?

The shaikh’s usefulness to the English may initially have been a 
mere expedient. He was the readiest medium to hand through which 
they could carry on the administration of the countryside. Other alter
natives—the distrusted officials of the former Turkish government, and 
the “ semi-educated young townsman,” 122 the bete noire of British 
officials—were unpalatable. There will always be cause to wonder 
whether the shaikh who, at least in some areas, appears to have been, 
as one British officer put it, “ usually ignorant, narrow-minded, and un
progressive”  and unlikely to “ recommend any scheme which however 
beneficial to the rest of the community touches his pocket or his digni
ty in the slightest degree,” 123 was more fitted for provincial govern
ment. At any rate, what may have begun as an administrative expedient 
ended as a political necessity.

The necessity arose from the circumstance that English policy in 
the twenties was subject to two influences that were somewhat incom
patible. On the one hand, in view of their general economic conditions, 
the English had to be sparing in their expenditure (“ We have no money 
to spend in Mesopotamia,”  the secretary of state for India had warned 
in 1920124) which in due course led to a drastic reduction of British

11®Great Britain, Administration 
1919, p. 3. Report of Sulaimaniyyah D ivision for

120Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 72.
Great Britain, Administration Report of the Muntafiq D ivision  for 1921

pp. 2-4.
122 •Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 134.
123Qreat Britain, Administration Report of the ‘Amarah D ivision for 1920

21, p. 25.

«T 'u12«lGreat Brltain* Cab- 24/112, Secretary’ s Note of 9 October 1920 entitled 
The Mesopotamian Mandate.”  The annual cost o f the army of occupation 

prior to mid-1920 amounted to £24,000,000, and after that date was expected,



military forces.* 125 On the other hand, they were averse to abandoning 
the crucial levers of power in Iraq. This found a mirroring in the Trea
ties of 1922 and 1926 and in the Subsidiary Military, Judicial, Finan
cial, and British Employees Agreements of 1924.126 The problem for 
British policy was, therefore, how to retain control under conditions of 
relative military weakness. Since strength could not be had from 
economy-minded England, it could only be sought in Iraq itself, and 
mainly by an appropriate balancing of internal political forces.

To obviate the necessity for large and expensive bodies of fighting 
men, British supremacy had naturally to be as little conspicuous as 
possible. For this reason Iraq was given a king and an army. The 
king, who owed the English so much (note Gertrude Bell’s: “ I’ll never 
engage in creating kings again; it’js too great a strain”  [July 8, 1921] 
and “ We’ve got our King crowned”  [August 28, 1921]),127 could not, 
however, be expected simply to rule for them. He had ideas and
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on account of the need for reinforcements, to rise to £28,250,000; Great Britain, 
Cab. 24/110, Sir Percy C ox’s Note of 24 July 1920 on the Mesopotamia-Persia 
Situation. The pressure for economy was one of the main causes for the sum
moning of the Colonial Cairo Conference of March 1921, where F aisa l “ won the 
ballot”  as future king of Iraq. See Cox’ s statement in Lady Bell, The L etters  
of Gertrude B ell , II, 531-32.

125 . .British forces in Iraq were reduced from 33 battalions, 6 cavalry regi
ments, 16 batteries, 6 sapper and miner companies, 4 armored car companies, 
and 4 R .A .F . squadrons in March 1921 to 3 battalions, 1 sapper and miner com
pany, 3 armored car companies, and 8 R .A .F . squadrons in October 1926, and 
to V/> armored car companies and 4 R .A .F . squadrons only in October 1929. 
Great Britain, Colonial O ffice, Special Report by His M ajesty's Government in 
the United Kingdom. . . to the Council o f the League o f Nations on the Progress 
of Iraq during the Period 1920-1931, pp. 47-48. The greater reliance on the 
R.A.F. in the twenties should be noted.

1 O r T  __

ZUFor the texts of the treaties and agreements, see al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul- 
Wizarat, I, 94-98 and 223-258, and II, 37-39. The more important provisions 
were as follow s: Article 4 of the 1922 Treaty bound the king of Iraq to accept 
the “ advice”  of the British high commissioner in all important matters that 
affected British international and financial interests; Article 1 of the British 
Employees Agreement obligated Iraq to appoint British personnel in key p osi
tions of the state apparatus; accordingly, the posts of advisers to the Ministries 
of Interior, Finance, Justice, Defence, Works, and Communications as w ell as 
the posts of director general or inspector general of Irrigation, Works, Agricul
ture, TSpu, Survey, Posts and Telegraphs, P olice , Health, Education, and Cus
toms were preserved for British o ffic ia ls ; Article 2 o f the Military Agreement 
provided for the continued presence of British troops and permitted them to levy 
local forces; and, finally, Article 7 of the same agreement stipulated that full 
consideration must be given to the desires of the high commissioner in matters 
relating to the operations and distribution of the Iraqi army and vested the Brit
ish commander-in-chief in Iraq with the right of inspecting this army whenever 
he deemed it necessary.

1^7Lady Bell, The L etters o f  Gertrude Bell, II, 610.
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interests of his own.128 He and his army were, therefore, hedged not 
only legally by the provisions of the aforementioned treaties,129 but 
also in more tangible terms.

For one thing, the army was kept below strength and on a strictly 
voluntary basis, so that it was only partly effectual, and at the same 
time financially back-breaking.130 For another thing, the mercenary, 
British-officered, locally recruited “ Iraq Levies”  were expanded—a 
much cheaper proposition than that of bringing in British or Indian 
troops—and was now drawn exclusively from the small unintegrated ra
cial and religious minority of Assyrians.131 Finally—and it is here that 
the shaikhs and aghas came into play—while the king was allowed to be 
militarily stronger than any single tribal chief, he was left weaker than 
some or all of the tribal chiefs together. As late as March 1933, in a 
memorandum circulated among a few of his confidants, King Faisal com
plained, as has been noted in another connection, that “ in this kingdom 
there are more than 100,000 rifles, whereas the government has only
15,000.”

Under such circumstances the English could always use one group 
or other of the big tribal chiefs to check any possible deviation by the 
king from the line upon which they had their will fixed. When, for in
stance, in 1922 Faisal took upon himself to work for the defeat of the 
British “ mandatory”  scheme for Iraq, Shaikh ‘Addai aj-Jaryan of Albu 
Sultan and fifteen other shaikhs from the Hillah Shaft strongly protested 
in a telegram to the high commissioner their “ support for this useful 
scheme without which the ‘Iraq and her sons cannot achieve progress.” 132 
The shaikhs of Ban! Rabi'ah, for their part, made known that they 
viewed “ with sincere horror the possible withdrawal of British super
vision.” 133 More than that, Shaikh ‘AIT Sulaiman of the Dulaim and 
forty other tribal chiefs, in an audience with Faisal, unabashedly re
minded him that “ they had .sworn allegiance to him on condition that he 
accepted British guidance.” 134

128See pp. 25 ff., 99 ff., and 325 ff.
*2^See n. 126 above.
13C>The Iraqi army numbered 3,618 men in 1922 (Great Britain, [Secret] Intel

ligence Report No 20 of 1922, para. 987), 5,772 in 1924 (Great Britain [SecretJ 
Intelligence Report No 10 o f 1924, para. 378), 7,500 in 1925, and after that was 
kept at about the same level until 1933 (see p. 26). The army accounted in 
1922, 1924, 1925, and 1927 for 17%, 23%, 26%, and 23% of the total national ex
penditure, respectively; Great Britain, R eport. . . on the Administration of Iraq 
fo r  the Year 1928, p. 98.

I O 1 _
The “ Iraq L ev ies”  remained stronger in number than the Iraqi army until

1925.
132Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 12 o f 15 June 1922, para.

517.
*33/f>id., para. 516.
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134Great Britain, (Secret) I n t e l l i g e n c e  R e p o r t  N o  9 o f  May 1922, para. 263.



The balance that the English thus held was not, to be sure, always 
tilted against the king. If a shaikh or agha kicked over the traces, or 
grew uncomfortably strong, or defied at the wrong turn the authority of 
Faisal, the English did not hesitate to cut him down to size, or to re
move him altogether, or even to bomb his villages, burn his crops, and 
disperse his tribe.135

A condition of balance was maintained not only between the king 
and the tribal chiefs, but also between shaikh and shaikh, and agha and 
agha. Thus in the Kurdish district of Ranya, the English so arranged 
matters as to be able, when necessary, to play off the aghas of the Ako 
tribe against the agha of PTran, and the agha of PIran against the agha 
of Pizhdar.136 For balancing purposes, the principle of state owner
ship of the land proved convenient. For example, the richest estate of 
the province of ‘Amarah, the Shahalah, which had been held under lease 
hy Shaikh Muhammad al-‘AraibT of the Albu Muhammad, was divided in 
1922 between him and another chief of the same tribe, Shaikh Falih as- 
Saihud, because, other things considered, the division insured, in the 
words of a British official report, “ a better and safer halance of power 
among the Albu Muhammad shaikhs than that existing.” 1317

The English drew sustenance, therefore, from the multiplicity of 
rival local forces and from the equilibrium in which they kept them. By 
this means, ironically enough, they made themselves, at least in the 
twenties, indispensable to Faisal: he could not, while they held the 
reins, radically correct his sad military condition; but on this very 
account he would not have been able to deal with two simultaneous tri
bal risings had the British suddenly withdrawn from the country. In this 
game the tribal chiefs, in particular the bigger ones, were not mere 
marionettes. They tried their best, as Faisal himself put it in 1927,
“ to profit by any disagreements. . . between the British and the Iraq 
Government to weaken hoth and thereby strengthen their own position 
and avoid paying taxes.” 138 But in pressing this fact upon the atten- * 15
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° ' ’One or the other treatment was meted out in various years to the 

shaikhs of the MadTnah tribes of Basrah region, the chiefs of the Hasan tribe 
of Suq-ish-Shuyukh, and Shaikhs SalTm and Ghadban al-Khayyun o f BanT Asad, 
among others; Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Reports No 2, 3, and 6 of
15 January, 1 February, and 15 March 1922, respectively; Great Britain, Report 
. . .  on the Administration of Iraq for 1925, p. 34; and Al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul- 
Wizarat, II, 161. '

1 DGreat Britain, Personalities, Mosul, ArbTl, Kirkuk, and Sulaimaniyyah. 
1922-1923, pp. 8 and 92. .

1 "37 .Great Britain, R ep ort . . . on the Administration o f Iraq. April 1922- 
March 1923 (London, 1924), pp. 67-68.

l38Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 371/12260 E 4529 /86/65 , “ Memoran
dum of a Conversation [between King Faisal, the High Commissioner Sir Henry 
Dobbs, and Sir John Shuckburg of the Colonial O ffice] at the Hyde Park Hotel 
on the 28th October 1927.”



tion of the English, Faisal was also obviously playing for his own hand.
How jealous the English were in safeguarding the existing power 

equation can be gathered from their reaction to any attempt to upset it. 
Throughout the twenties one of the most cherished ideas of Faisal and 
his officers was conscription.139 140 * 142 143 The application of this principle 
would not only have reduced substantially the cost of the king’s army 
and allowed a considerable increase in its numbers, but would also 
have undermined the shaikhs and aghas by depriving them of some of 
their best men and demolishing the rigid lines between the tribes. The 
English, as could be expected, strongly opposed the idea. Even when 
the king’s officers undertook to restrict conscription to townsmen, they 
refused to permit any reference to this matter in the Schedule of Expan
sion of the Iraq Army attached to the Military Agreement of 1924, "as 
this might cause groundless apprehension in tribal areas.” 140 when at 
length, in 1927, in the teeth of their resistance, the king’s government 
drew up a conscription bill, the British high commissioner, determined 
to prevent its passage, insisted that Iraq’s premier should make clear, 
in a special statement before Parliament, that the British government 
would not agree to the use of British forces to support the measure if 
some elements of the population were to oppose it.1^1 Significantly, 
when in 1928 talk of a conscription bill was revived, one tribal chief, 
Abd-ul- Abbas al-Farhud of Bam Rabi'ah, declared in a meeting attend

ed by the shaikh-deputies, that he had a following of 3,000 men .and 
"would rather go over to Ibn Sa'ud than have them conscripted.”  An
other shaikh, Manshad al-Hubayyib of al-GhazzT, said he would do the
same.142

The English were also careful not to allow any disturbance of the 
power scale through the weakening of the tribal chiefs’ hold on the 
land. When, for example, in 1926 the Iraqi Ministry of Finance sought 
to “ destroy. . .  the system under which large tracts of country are 
leased to (the) semi-feudal tribal chiefs”  of ‘Amarah, the high commis
sioner interposed his "veto ,” 143 and prevailed upon a conference, 
attended by the premier, the minister of interior, the minister of finance, 
and their British advisers, to adopt "the most important decision. ..
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139 •The officers broached the subject with Miss Bell as early as December 
1920, The L etters of Gertrude Bell, II, 578.

140Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 6 of 20 March 1924, para. 
178. ’ *

See Letter No 2058 of 25 May 1927 from the Iraqi premier to the British 
high commissioner in al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, II 92-94.

142 * *
Special Secret Report of 30 August 1928 in Iraqi P olice  (Major Wilkins’ ) 

F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb al-Watani”  ( “ The National Party” )143 J '
Great Britain, Foreign Office, FO 406/63 E 862 /6 /93 , Letter o f 4 De

cember 1928 from Sir Henry Dobbs, Baghdad, to Mr. Amery, London.



that there should be no deliberate policy of breaking down the position 
of the larger shaikhs.” 144

In propping up the tribal chiefs, the English did not think in terms 
of a counterpoise merely against the king and his men, but also against 
the cities and towns, which were the real centers of opposition to Brit
ish rule. The old division between tribesmen and townsmen was turned 
to advantage and, in no small measure, solidified. A special code, the . 
Tribal Criminal and Civil Disputes Regulation, excluded the tribesmen 
from the jurisdiction of the national courts and imparted a binding force 
to their usages and customs.145 * 147 148 The high commissioner made a point 
of impressing upon, the Iraqi government that .the code was a “ regular 
law of the country,” 145 and had to “ restrain”  successive Iraqi cabi
nets from doing away with it.14? Under one of its sections-Section 40 
-any undesirable townsman could be removed from the tribal territories 
and even, on an interpretation put forward in 1925, from nontribal areas, 
and be required to live at such place within Iraq as an administrative 
order might specify.145 This interpretation had the effect of extending 
to the cities the force of what in essence was an arbitrary administra
tive regulation. ,

The policy of separating tribesmen from townsmen was carried to 
the. extent of planning for a special residential school for the sons of . 
tribal shaikhs on the lines of Gordon College at Khartum or the chiefs’ 
colleges in India. “ Boys of this class,”  read a 1918 British report, 
“ should not be sent to urban schools to herd with townsmen and be cor
rupted by the manifold vices of an Iraq city, nor should.they associate 
with those whom their parents regard as their inferiors.” 149 * Money for 
a shaikhs’ college was allowed in, and afterwards cut out from, every 
budget during the years 1920-1924.159 In the end the project was 
thought to be too costly.
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144 ■ .
Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 19 o f 15 September 1926 

para. 578. ’

14SFor the text of the Regulation, see Great Britain, R eport. . . on the Ad
ministration of Iraq tor 1925, pp. 144-156.14̂  . #

Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 7 ot 2 April 1925, para.

147Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 406/63 E 862 /6 /93 , Letter from Sir 
Henry Dobbs, Baghdad, to Mr. Amery, London, dated 4 December 1928.

148 •Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 7 ot 2 April 1925, para.
143.

149Great Britain, Reports o f Administration for 1918, I, 145; and “ Depart
ment of Education Annual Report for 1918,’ ’ II, 5.

Great Britain, R eport . . . on the Administration o f Iraq. April 1923- 
December 1924, p. 214.
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How far did the English go in reviving and solidifying the power of 
the shaikh and agha?

In the first place, the process of tribal disintegration was reversed. 
The progress of villages toward independence from surrounding tribes 
was as far as possible arrested, the commingling of different tribes for
bidden, and the escape of peasant tribesmen from the shaikhs’ lands 
prevented.151 152 153 * In Kurdistan, in the words of the British political officer 
of Sulaimaniyyah, “ every man who could be labelled as a tribesman 
was placed under a tribal leader;. . . petty village headmen were un
earthed and discovered as leaders of long dead tribes; disintegrated 
sedentary clans. . .  were told to reunite and remember that they had 
once been tribesmen.” 152 Wherever possible and advisable, the power 
in each tribe was vested in one man, a sectional head being elevated 
to paramount rank. The English went to great length to vindicate the 
authority of this man. For example, when a subsection of the Albu Sul
tan pursued in 1918 a blood feud, in defiance of the chosen paramount 
shaikh ‘Addai aj-Jaryan, the political officer concerned marched out 
with a force of levies, destroyed the village of the subsection and, by 
way of penalty, deprived it of cattle worth 6,000 rupees or more.155 A
gain, in 1926 the English used armored cars and aircraft to beat off sub
tribes rebelling against Shaikh ‘AjTl al-Yawer of Shammar.15* Not all 
the tribal chiefs aspired to this sometimes not too comfortable overlord
ship. In one instance, the shaikh nominee sat “ for many days. . .  on 
the Political Officer’s doorstep pleading old age and a hundred and one 
other excuses and begging to be allowed to live quietly without the 
worry of the tribe.155 In another instance, the appointed chief freed 
himself of the burden of the shaikhship by proceeding on a pilgrimage 
to Mecca.156 157 The subshaikhs also had no liking for the tribal overlord
ship. In one district the leaders of four tribal sections went to the 
great pain of assembling all the important local persons to persuade the 
political officer that their sections were not one tribe, but four.15?
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See Great Britain, Reports of Administration lor 1918, I, 132 and 136; 
Administrative Report of the Baghdad Wilayah, 1917, p. 106; Report o f Admi 'n- 
istration of the Kirkuk D ivision lor 1919, p. 3; and Administration Report of 
Muntafiq lor 1919, p. 110 and for 1921, p. 2.

152 • Great Britain, Administration Report of the Sulaimaniyyah D ivision  for
1919, p. 3.

153Great Britain, Administration Report of the Hillah D ivision for 1919, p. 2. 
232 54Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 8 o f 15 April 1926, para.

155Great Britain, Reports o f Administration for 1918, I, 383.
156Great Britain, Administration Report of the Muntafiq D ivision  for 1921,

p. 7.
157 . •

Great Britain, Reports o f Administration lor 1918, I, 383.



In the second place, the paramount tribal chief became responsible 
for the administration of the law among his tribesmen. He settled, in 
effect, all disputes between them, although theoretically his findings 
in important cases had to receive—according to Section 8(10) of the Tri
bal Disputes Regulation-the approval of the political officer. He was 
also charged with the collection of government revenue. No practical 
safeguard existed against his abuse of any of these powers. It was not 
easy to implement the condition that the shaikh or agha should conduct 
himself towards his tribesmen “ in a manner consonant with British 
ideas of justice,” 158 for sometimes, if not often, it was “ extremely 
difficult,”  as one British officer complained, “ for any one outside (the 
shaikhs’ muqata‘ahs) to arrive at the real truth of things.” 159

In the third place, the dignity of the position of the tribal chiefs 
was enhanced by their “ election”  to Parliament. They had not been 
privileged in the Ottoman period to sit in the Majlis al-Mab'uthan. 160 
In the Turkish Chamber, which was elected in 1914, only one out of the 
34 deputies representing Iraq descended from a shaikhly family, but was 
himself by birth and ideas a townsman.151 By contrast, out of the 99 
members who made up the Iraqi Constituent Assembly of 1924, no fewer 
than 34 were shaikhs and aghas.163 The allotment of so large a num
ber of seats to their class was justified on the ground that “ the tribal 
mudi?163 is a better training center for citizens than the coffee shop.” 164 
Significantly enough, the 34 chiefs took an oath, before the gathering of 
the Assembly, “ to support the [Anglo-Iraqi] Treaty [of 1922] and not to 
take any action without common consent.”  They also pronounced them
selves in favor of the introduction of clauses into the Organic Law that 
would provide for “ full and even a more extensive use”  of the Tribal 
Disputes Regulation, and for the “ non-alienation”  of the government 
lands of which they had possession.165 But they did not for long
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158 ■ ■Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 119.
159Ibid ., p. 70.
160The Chamber of Deputies.
161 The deputy in question was * Abd-ul-MajTd ash-ShawT of the ruling family 

of the ‘ Ubaid tribe. There were in the Chamber two other deputies, {Abd-ul- 
Muhsin as-Sa‘ dun and his brother ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm, who came of the family of tribal 
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bly, see Great Britain, Intelligence Report No 7 of 3 April 1924, pp. 7-9.

^^Guest-house.
^^Great Britain, In telligence Report No 4 of 21 February 1924, para. 125.
^^Great Britain, (Secret) I n t e l l i g e n c e  R e p o r t  N o  7 of 3 A pril 1924, para. 229.
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remain in accord, as the English had hoped. At the appropriate moment, 
however, enough of them were marshaled and the passage of the treaty 
made sure.

The position of the tribal chiefs was also reinforced by economic 
means. The land tenure policy-which is discussed at another point- 
was to a large extent subordinated to this end. The interests of state 
revenue were similarly affected. Collection of the land tax had never 
been efficient in Turkish days. Not infrequently, the procedure was for 
officials to estimate the crops by eye or to arrive at the amount over a 
cup of coffee in the shaikh’s mudlf or the agha’ s diwan-khanah. Some 
chiefs refused or evaded payment. Occasionally a military force would 
be sent out. In one instance a recalcitrant shaikh and some of his rela
tives were publicly executed and the revenue demand collected in 
full. 166 But when no force could be spared, contributions lapsed. How
ever, even under circumstances of this kind, the Turks managed in 1911 
to realize as much as the equivalent of 731,000 dinars167 of revenue 
from land, and 179,000 dinars from the koda or animal head tax. In ab
solute terms receipts from these sources were greater during the years 
of the British Occupation and Mandate (consult Table 6-2) but, as was 
pointed out by a high British revenue official in 1924, the actual in
crease was small, and.the higher figures “ largely explicable by the 
higher level of prices.” ! 68 Be that as it may, agriculture, being Iraq’ s 
primary source of wealth, can hardly be said to have in those years con
tributed its proper share to the state budget. Only in 1918 did this 
share approach the 1911 Turkish percentage. Otherwise, while.in 1911 
land revenue produced 44.3 percent of. all state receipts, in 1919 it 
yielded only about 30 percent; in 1921, 27.6 percent; in 1926, 23 per
cent; and in 1930, 11.7 percent. By contrast, as is clear from the same 
table, realizations from the indirect customs and excise dues rose mark
edly. In part, the relatively low land revenue of that period could be 
attributed to the lack of trained revenue personnel, the absence of exact 
knowledge, and the difficulties in collection, but it is also explained by 
the overriding political consideration of solidifying shaikhly power. This 
tax favoritism did not extend to all tribal chiefs. The main beneficiaries 
were the “ loyal”  big shaikhs of the provinces of ‘ Amarah and Kut. “ It is 
well known,”  wrote the political officer of ‘Amarah in 1918, “ that 
shaikhs are now rolling in wealth owing to the cheapness of their farm 
rents under our administration... . We have pursued a policy of generosity 
hitherto which has probably repaid us by inducing the shaikhs to help us 
to the best of their ability. But where we reduce, the shaikhs do not

6̂6Great Britain, Reports o f  Administration for 1918, I, 201.
^67One dinar equalled £1.
1 fiR
uoGreat Britain, R e p o r t .  . . on  th e  A d m in istra tion  o f  Iraq , A p r il  1 9 2 3 -D ecem -

b e r  1924, p. 136.



always reduce for their sirkals and peasants.” 169 “ One thing,”  he 
concluded, “ seems clear: the policy of backing up the big shaikhs is 
incompatible with the principle of a wide dispersion of wealth and 
prosperity.” 170 Although at that time ‘ Amarah was one of the richest 
provinces of Iraq, and nearly all its lands were mirT, that is, belonged 
to the state, the demand was only moderately enhanced, and the inter
ests of revenue continued to give way to “ the political object of main
taining powerful and friendly shaikhs as large landholders” 171 172 173 until 
1922, when a specially deputed British officer reported, after a careful 
inquiry, that the shaikhs could easily afford a 50 percent rise on their 
rents. But this was whittled down to half, partly because of falling . 
prices. The demand from the province was, therefore, raised from 21.40 
lakhs of rupees (160,500 dinars) in 1922 to 26.76 lakhs (200,700 dinars) 
in 1923. None the less, only 22.26 lakhs (166,950 dinars) were actual
ly collected because “ a vociferous and persistent complaint arose from 
some of the most influential shaikhs”  and the reiteration of the com
plaint “ at the somewhat difficult moment of the passage of the Treaty.”  
For this reason, and to make allowance for the “ thriftless ways”  of the 
tribal chiefs, the assessment was revised and the increase, introduced 
in 1923, spread over a period of five years.177 In 1926, however, the 
high commissioner permitted an annual enhancement of about three 
lakhs.176 Accordingly, ‘Amarah contributed 25.79 lakhs, or 193,425 
dinars, in 1928.174 175 The tax burden borne by the big shaikhs of Kut 
was lighter. In fact, the payments of their province decreased from 4.71 
lakhs (35,325 dinars) in 1918176 to 3.48 lakhs (26,100 dinars) in 1928.176 
An attempt by the king’s government in 1922 to raise, in the interest of 
“ uniformity,”  the revenue demand rate on the shaikhs’ lands was op
posed by the English on the ground that the step “ cannot but have seri
ous consequences in sensitive tribal areas.”  “ The ordering,”  they 
added, “ of drastic changes by an academic cabinet without consulting
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the local authorities [that is, the British administrative inspector] is to 
be deprecated.” 17,7

One privilege which all landed tribal chiefs enjoyed was immunity, 
until 1927, from the property tax. The Iraqi Council of Ministers had 
tried two years earlier to extend the effect of this tax, which fell only 
upon townsmen, to property in villages of not less than fifty buildings, 
but the high commissioner asked the king to block the measure on the 
ground that it “ would open a wide door to oppression.” 177 178

Another means by which tribal chiefs were buttressed was the sys
tem of subsidies and cash presents. This had particular application to 
the leaders of nomadic tribes. In 1926, for example, ‘Ajil al-Yawer, the 
paramount shaikh of Shammar, received 1.68 lakhs (12,600 dinars), and 
Fahd ibn Hadhdhal of ‘Anizah 1.44 lakhs (10,800 dinars) for “ services 
rendered”  and by way of reward for their “ protection”  of the overland 
routes which they themselves endangered. The Iraq Parliament had re
solved at the beginning of 1926 to abolish these and other shaikhly 
allowances, but the resolution was reversed upon the insistence of the 
high commissioner. No other machinery, he argued, had been developed 
for the control of the western and northwestern frontiers.179 * The high 
commissioner had also allowed both shaikhs to collect a fixed fee from 
the members of their own tribes wishing to make purchases in towns. 
Moreover, he had temporarily authorized one of the shaikhs of Shammar 
to exact a khawah or toll from unescorted caravans and motorcars on 
the road to Syria.189 Oyer and above this, he had given the Iraqi gov
ernment on August 24, 1925, the “ very reluctant”  advice to permit raid
ing between Shammar and ‘Anizah because the shaikhs had remonstrated 
with him that “ unless their tribes were permitted to carry on their tradi
tional raiding, they would not be able to keep them together under them 
and the bulk would desert to Syrian territory”  where such warfare was 
not discouraged.181 182 A campaign of “ licensed raiding”  followed, which 
before long encroached on cultivated and nontribal regions, attracted 
semisettled tribesmen, and produced a welter of ferocious blood feuds 
and “ exceedingly high”  casualties.182

177Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 15 o f 1 August 1922, 
para. 699. ’

178 Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 12 o f 11 June 1925, para.
261.

1 7Q
Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 2 o f 21 January 1926, 

para. 41; No 7 of April 1926, para. 186; and No 11 of 27 May 1926, para. 328.
Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 15 o f 1 August 1922

P®™- 710; No 16 o f 15 August 1922, para. 808; and No 21 of 1 November ’
1922, para. 1060.

181
Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 18 o f 3 September 1925, 

para. 475.
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From the foregoing observations it should be clear that the semi
feudal shaikhly structure of the “ mandatory”  period did not derive its 
strength from any inner vitality. Life was pumped into it artificially by 
an outside force that had an interest in its perpetuation. In other words, 
the shaikhs and aghas, at least for the most part, ruled not by virtue of 
their own power or the willingness and loyalty of their peasants, but by 
the desire and sufferance of the English.

However, even while building up the tribal chief, the English un
wittingly undermined him, for their presence implied more order, greater 
security, and improved communications, all of which, along with other 
factors, rendered him, from the standpoint of the peasant, increasingly 
superfluous.

But if the power of the tribal chiefs had come to depend so much on 
English presence, why didn’t it decline after the withdrawal of English 
internal control in 1932? To answer this question, it is necessary to 
cast a glance at the policy of Iraq’s monarchic government.

In the twenties and thirties^ the monarch and the tribal chiefs were 
basically rivals. The former represented the ideal of a unified communi
ty, the latter its negation. The growth of the monarch’s power involved, 
therefore, the weakening of the position of the shaikhs and aghas.

By reason of its newness, its non-Iraqi origin, and its condition of 
dependence, the monarchy inspired in its early years neither awe nor 
affection. Many of the bigger tribal leaders had given the king an oath 
of fealty merely for the sake of form and to please England. “ 0 Faisal,”  
said the shaikhs of Dulaim and ‘Anizah to the king when he paid them a 
visit on the Euphrates on July 31, 1921, “ we swear allegiance to you 
because you are acceptable to the British government.” 183 From the 
point of view of a monarch bent on consolidating his rule over the whole 
of Iraq, such a definition of political relationships was intolerable; and 
from the outset, Faisal appears to have aspired to deal a blow to these 
rival centers of power. Thus the first royal niutasarn'/184 of Muntafiq 
came to the province in 1921 armed with “ private injunctions from the 
King.. . to bring the [British-backed] shaikhs to heel,” 183 and indeed 
soon put an end to their allowances and refused to confirm their appoint
ment as tax collectors. But the hostility of the shaikhs and the obsta
cles thrown in his way by the British provincial adviser drove him to 
hand in his resignation and return to Baghdad. The king, however, * 18
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183Lady Bell, The L etters o f Gertrude Bell, II, 165.
18^Govemor.
I O C

Great Britain, (Secret) I n t e l l i g e n c e  R e p o r t  N o 16 of 15 August 1922,
para. 785.
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ordered him back to his post, whereupon the high commissioner “ strong
ly urged”  upon Faisal “ the undesirability”  of his retention in office in 
view of his “ unpopularity”  and “ unconcealed anti-British sympathies,” 
and the king had to yield. 186 Restrained from one course of action, 
Faisal sought to attain his object by other means. We have seen al
ready how his ministers tried to put an end to the preferential treatment 
accorded to the shaikhs of Kut in matters of taxation, to split up the 
huge estates leased to the shaikhs of ‘Amarah, and, by the aid of the 
plan for a conscripted army, to tip the military balance against the tri
bal chiefs, and how these attempts availed nothing against the deter
mination of the English to shield the shaikhly stratum. The king, how
ever, had also recourse to more subtle tactics. He thus carefully 
cultivated the loyalty of rivals of the dominant pro-British shaikhs. 187 
Moreover, in 1922 his agent, friend, and mutasarrif in Hillah, ‘AIT 
Jawdat al-AyyubT, worked out with ‘ Abd-ul-Wahid al-Hajj Sikar, chief of 
al-Fatlah, and others known for their resistance to British rule a secret 
plan to set up in each tribe on the mid-Euphrates a shaikh hostile to 
the shaikh recognized by the British, and to organize petitions in sup
port of their own nominees. 188 189 190 Simultaneously, the king attempted to 
use some of the tribal leaders to improve his position vis-a-vis the 
British. For example, in the year just referred to, the pro-British 
shaikhs of the Shamiyyah believed that the anti-Mandate propaganda, 
which was conducted by their rivals, and which aimed at strengthening 
Faisal’s hand in pending negotiations with the British government, had 
been undertaken at “ the direct order”  of the king, and that the funds 
expended on it came from him personally.189 Again in 1927 Faisal, in
tent upon securing better terms from the British, apparently gave instruc
tions to Jamil al-Midfa‘T, his mutasarrif in DTwaniyyah, to induce the 
shaikhs of the province “ to agitate”  against the Anglo-Iraqi Military 
and Financial Agreements and for complete independence. In return for 
their services, certain outstanding land cases were to be settled in 
their favor.190 By virtue of their well-known role in the anti-British 
uprising of 1920, the DTwaniyyah shaikhs were more susceptible than

186Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 10 o f 15 May 1922, para.
408.

187 For example, he made a point of showing consideration to Nijris al- 
Qa'ud, who was the outspoken opponent of the pro-British Shaikh ‘ AIT Sulaiman, 
chief o f the Dulaim; Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 15 of 1 Au
gust 1922, para. 700.

188 Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 10 o f 15 May 1922, para.
413.

189 Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 15 o f 1 August 1922, 
para. 697.

190DTwaniyyah’ s British inspector of police, Report of 14 June 1927. Iraqi 
P o lice  (Major Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 796, entitled “ JamTl al-Midfa‘T,”  has reference.



others of their class to this type of royal approach. Of course, from 
the standpoint of the king, a betterment of his position vis-a-vis the 
British meant in effect also a betterment of his position vis-a-vis the 
shaikhs themselves.

If, aside from the temporary coincidence of the interests of Faisal 
and the unprivileged anti-British shaikhs, the king and the tribal chiefs 
generally were political rivals, how could the continued influence of 
the shaikhly stratum after 1932 be accounted for?

The king’s government at Baghdad had still an inadequate fighting 
capacity in 1932, and could not as yet act in a decisive manner. How
ever, in the second half of the thirties, with the great increase in the 
numerical strength and the air and artillery firepower of the armed 
forces,*91 the shaikhs in the flatlands and the aghas in the plains—but 
not in the mountain fastnesses-decayed militarily. Nonetheless their 
economic position was left intact, and in the next two decades palpably 
strengthened. Their political weight was also enhanced. The reasons 
are not far to seek.

For one thing, Faisal, though eager to eliminate the military power 
of the tribal chiefs and to subordinate them to his authority, never en
visaged their destruction as a group. “ The shaikhs and aghas,”  he 
wrote to his closest aides in 1933, “ should not be given cause to feel 
that it is the intention of the government to wipe them out; on the con
trary we should, as far as circumstances permit, assure them of their 
livelihood and well-being. ” 192

For another thing, in spite of their abhorrence of tribal power, the 
urban sadah-mallaks, the bureaucrat-mallaks, and the ex-SharTfian 
officers-turned-ma7/a&s, who filled the high offices of the state, had, 
being landholders themselves, some community of interest with that 
other larger stratum of landholders, the shaikhs and aghas, whom they 
benefited by laws made in the first instance with a view to their own 
good.

But far more conducive to the continuance of the shaikhly stratum 
was the unbalancing of the monarchic government, first, by the death of 
Faisal in 1933 and the accession of the unqualified GhazT; and second, 
by the rise in the period 1936-1941 of army officers from the middle and 
lower middle classes to a position of political independence. This 
monarchic unbalance redounded to the advantage of shaikh and agha in 
two ways. First, it disturbed so seriously the internal power distribu- * 192
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For the rise in the strength of the army, see pp. 27 and 30. The air 
orce increased from a few aircraft to three squadrons by the end of 1936 (S. H 
ongrigg, Iraq, 1900 to 1950, p. 246) and to seven squadrons, or a total of 

sixty-nine planes by May of 1941 (Mahmud ad-Durrah, Al-Harb al-'Iraqiyyah al- 
Btitamyyah, 1941, p. 244). '

192 rr ■
Wizarat III? 291 COnfidential memorandum of March 1933, al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-
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tion that the British had in mind for Iraq, and that at a very critical 
phase of the international power conflict, that it precipitated the return 
of the old allies of the tribal chiefs. In the ensuing short period of 
British reoccupation (1941-1946), it was natural, particularly in view of 
the fact that the military nationalism of 1941 drew its support from ur
ban elements, that the British should readopt their old policy of 
strengthening the tribal countryside. The new British liaison officers, 
therefore, played the same role in the provinces as the political offi
cers of the first occupation and the administrative inspectors of the 
“ Mandate.”  The tribal chiefs benefited from the unbalance in another 
way. Regent ‘Abd-ul-Ilah—who had taken over the royal helm at the 
death of GhazT in 1939, had run for his life at the climax of the 1941 
crisis, but had been restored to authority by British guns—now realized, 
as did the most important man in the kingdom, NurT as-Sa‘Td, that in the 
new situation the Hashemite dynasty and the tribal chiefs had become 
necessary for one another and that the army, the very mainstay of royal 
government in the past, could no longer, despite wide-scale purges, be 
trusted. The alignment of internal political forces in the period 1946
1958 was, therefore, to offer a marked contrast to that of the period 
1921-1933. For while in the first decade of the monarchy the king, the 
tribal chiefs, and the more influential of the town mallaks were divided 
by rivalries and mutual mistrust, and the king at various points secret
ly financed and cooperated with the nationalist movement, in the period 
1946-1958, ‘Abd-ul-Ilah, NurT as-Sa'Td, and the bigger shaikhs, aghas, 
and town mallaks made common cause, all now threatened by the growth 
of the intensely leftist or intensely nationalist intelligentsia allied with 
the urban masses and, as it subsequently turned out, having a firm foot
hold in the army itself. It is all these factors that gave the tribal chiefs 
an additional, though temporary, lease on life.

One indicator of the reorientation of the monarchic policy towards 
the shaikhs and aghas is the great increase in the number of parliamen
tary seats assigned to them in the days of ‘Abd-ul-Ilah (see Table 6-1). 
In a formal sense, it is not correct to speak of the “ assignment”  of 
seats to the tribal chiefs, as the pretense of “ free elections”  was al
ways maintained. But confidential official reports throw ample light on 
the actual method of choosing deputies in the tribal country. “ The 
elections,”  wrote on the tenth of September, 1930, a British administra
tive inspector to the adviser of the Ministry of Interior,

“ generally can be graded into three stages. Firstly, the Qaim-maqam 
[Subgovernor] manoeuvres himself into as strong a position as he can 
by arranging for the right men to be ballotted for on the Committee on 
Inspection. Secondly, the Qaim-maqam must arrange that a smart 
Committee man is sent to the out-stations to ensure that the shaikh 
does not become too powerful by electing as secondary electors all 
his own relations plus the coffee man and various other hangers-on
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TABLE 6-1

Representation of Shaikhs and Aghas 
in Parliament in Selected Years

(figures do not include tribal chiefs who were at the same time
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No. o f shaikh- Total no.
or a gha-deputies o f deputies P ercen t

The Turkish Majlis ,

al-Mab‘ uthan of 1914 l a 34b 2.9
The British-sponsored
constituent assembly of
1924 34 99 34.3
Faisal I 's  chambers:

1925 17 88 19.31928 13 88 14.81930 14 88 15.91933 18 88 20.5
The military-sponsored
chamber of 1937 21 111 18.9
‘Abd-ul-Ilah’ s or NurT
as-Sa‘ id ’ s chambers:

1943 37 116 31.91947
1948

45
46

135
135

33.3
34.11953

1954 (June)
49
49

135
135

36.3 
^6 31954 (September) 

1958 51
52

135
145

37!8
35.9

shaikh.
bThis was the number merely of Iraqi, and not of all Ottoman deputies.
Sources: The names of the deputies of 1914, 1924, 1925, and 1958 were 

taken from Sulaiman Faidi, FTGhamrat-in-Nidal, p. 140; Britain, Intelligence  
Reports No 7 of 3 April 1924, pp. 7-9 and N o'13 of 25 June 1925, pp. 4-7; and 
Al-Hurnyyah (Baghdad) of 6 May 1958, respectively. The names of the depu
ties for the other years were derived from Mahadir Majlis an-Nuwwab (The 
Kecords of the Chamber of Deputies) and al-HasanT, TafTkh-ul-Wizarat, IX,

attached to the mudif. Cases have been known of shaikhs manipu
lating the elections so that they controlled all the secondary votes 
in the tribe and were thus in a position to auction thirty or more 
votes to the highest bidder. After the second stage is properly ar
ranged the setting is then ready for the third and final stage, i.e., 
the election of deputies, which, as every one knows, is conducted 
informally before the event by the Mutasarrif [Governor] in the pri
vacy of his office and that of the Qaim-maqam concerned. ” 193

193
Unpublished Administrative Report of the Provinces of DTwaniyyah and 

Karbala’ for the Period Ending August 31, 1930, p. 2
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The methods of the government scarcely improved in later years despite 
the ending of the formality of indirect elections by Decree No. 6 of 
1952.194 Except, on occasions, for some of the seats of the larger 
towns, royal Parliaments continued to be packed rather than elected, 
and to the end would possess neither moral force nor popular confidence.

The shift in the attitude of the Crown toward the shaikhly families 
in the days of ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah was also clearly expressed in the attempt to 
enhance their role in the executive branch of the state. One big hin
drance to this endeavor was the very low incidence of literacy among 
them. Nonetheless, their share of ministerial appointments, which had 
been only 1.8 percent in 1921-1932, and had dropped to nil in 1932
1941, rose to 3.4 percent in 1941-1946 and to 6 percent in 1947-19.58 
(see Table 7-3). Because of their distaste of discipline and their lack 
of the requisite qualities, not many men of the shaikhly stratum could 
be drawn into the officer corps. Indeed, only two attained command 
positions in the armed forces in the last decade of the monarchy: Staff 
Major General Muzhir ash-ShawI, a divisional commander, and Air Briga
dier Kadhim al-'Abadf, commander of the Air Force. The former, though 
a Baghdadi, was from the ruling shaikhly family of the tribe of ‘Ubaid, 
the latter from that of al-Fatlah.

Another sign of the times was the enrollment of the majority of the 
big tribal chiefs in the Constitutional Union party, which was set up in 
1949 under Nurl as-Sa‘Id’s own leadership. Among others, ‘Abdallah 
Al-YasTn of Mayyah, Muhammad Habib al-Amlr of RabTah, Muhan al- 
Khairallah of ash-Shuweilat, ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin aj-Jaryan of Albu Sultan, 
Majid al-KhalTfah of Albu Muhammad, and Hamid Beg of the Jaf tribe 
belonged to the “ Higher Directorate”  of the party. All together, there 
were seventeen shaikhs and aghas on this body and its total member
ship was forty-six. 195  Nurl had for a time entertained the notion of or
ganizing the vested interests of the country. For this reason he 
brought the Constitutional Union into being. But having little faith in 
party life and a strong predisposition for backstage politics, he allowed 
the party before long to fall into a moribund condition. Simultaneously, 
the regime forbade the organization of the other classes of the country
side. Typical of its attitude was this comment by a provincial chief of 
police on an application by the National Democrats to open a branch 
for their party in DTwaniyyah: “ In view of the fact that DTwaniyyah is 
one of the more important tribal provinces and the majority of its inhabi
tants are simple people, approval of the application may lead to a dis
turbance of the public peace. ” 196
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^ ^ F o r  this decree, see  al-Hasam, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, VIII, 331.
^ ' ’ Baghdad Security F ile  entitled “ Hizb al-Ittihad ad-DusturT”  ( “ The Con

stitutional Union Party’ ’ ). See also Table 10-1.
196Letter of 21 January 1947 from the C h ie f of P o lice  of DTwaniyyah to the



The partiality toward the tribal chiefs and the landed class general
ly was also reflected in the fiscal policy of the day. In general, as is 
clear from Table 6-2, revenue from land pointed to an accentuation of 
the community of interests between.the town mallaks and the shaikhs 
and aghas: whereas in the period 1921-1930 land revenue produced be
tween 11.7 and 27.6 percent of total state revenue, in the period 1931
1940 it yielded only between 7 and 10.5 percent, in the World War II 
period (the British reoccupation period) as high as 17.7 percent, and in 
the oil boom period (1952-1958) as low as 1.7 percent. Only in the 
last-mentioned years do the receipts of the state from oil account for 
the low land revenue percentage. On the other hand, after 1950 even 
the absolute contribution of the land to the public treasury decreased. 
The absolute land revenue of 1931-1940 was also lower than that of 
1921-1929, but this was partly due to the depressed agricultural prices 
of the time. The contrasts that have just been drawn, are, however, to 
some extent misleading. This is because the tax on agricultural pro
duce became, by virtue of Laws No. 83 of 1931 and No. 59 of 1933, an 
indirect istihlak, or consumption tax. Only land products brought to 
market were now subject to a tax, at a rate which differed in different 
years but which, as regards the country’s major farm crops—barley, 
wheat, rice, and dates-never exceeded 121/2 percent. * 197 198 199 But the really 
important point is that by this fiscal change the landed class was, from 
1931 to the end of the monarchy, very lightly taxed, the weight of the 
istihlak being in large measure passed on to the consumer through its 
effect on prices. 198 However, as a Danish financial expert remarked 
in the fifties, “ it is difficult. . .  to see that a complete shifting to the 
consumer should be possible in case the istihlak is accompanied by an 
export duty as actually has been the case in Iraq. ” 199 It is not to be 
thought that the change in the character of the tax alleviated in any 
way the lot of the peasantry, for shaikh, agha, and town mallak contin
ued to collect from the tiller of the land the same old portions of the 
agricultural produce.

Let us, for a moment, before leaving this matter of revenue, dwell 
on the indirect customs and excise duties to which, as is evident from
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Governor of Dxwaniyyah. Baghdad Security F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb al-WafanT 
ad-Dimoqratr”  (“ The National Democratic Party” ), Volume I, has reference.

197 ' .
For an exposition of the Iraqi laws affecting land, see Food and Agri

culture Organization of the United Nations Center on Land Problems in the 
Near east, SalahuddTn, Iraq, October 1955, Country Information Report: Iraq No 
Cl 9, pp. 15 ff. '

198 .But it should be noted that, by virtue of Income Tax Law No. 58 of 20 
June 1956, income arising from the letting out of agricultural land became 
chargeable at a rate of 10 percent.

199Carl Iversen, A Report on Monetary P o licy  in Iraq (Copenhagen, 1954),
p. 61.



TABLE 6-2
Land Revenue as Contrasted with Other Sources of Revenue 

in the Year 1911 and the Period 1918-1958
_______________________ (in thousands o f dinars)

Total
Year revenue8

Land 
revenueb Percent

Animal
taxc Percent

Oil
revenue Percent

Customs,
ex c is e Percent

Turkish period
1,650

British period
731 44.3 179 10.8 410 24.8

Occupation
1918 2,198
1919 3,715 
1920e 5,199 
1921 3,962

Mandate
1,096

l,1 8 1 d
l,3 6 7 d
l,2 9 7 d

27.6 204

53.7d 
36.7d 
24.9d 

5.2

487
1,652
2,032
1,735

22.1
44.4
39.1
43.7

1922 3,560
1923 3,821
1924 3,955
1925 4,358
1926 4,252
1927 4,432
1928 4,458
1929 4,310 
1930f  3,484
1931 4,219
1932 4,215

826
816
847

1,114
982
984

1,016
866
410
401
3966

23.2
21.3
21.4
25.5
23.0 
22.2
22.7
20.0
11.7 

9.5 
9.46

201
230
247
215
253
272
315
297
299
262
211

5.6
6.0
6.2
4.9
5.9 
6.1
7.0 
6.8 
8.5 
6.2
5.0

8
12
14
15 

869 
524

.1

.2

.3

.4
20.5
12.4

1,604
1,814
1,867
1,903
1,895
2.063
2.064 
2,060 
1,765 
2,033 
1,931

45.0
47.4
47.2
43.6
44.5
46.5
46.2
47.7
50.6
48.2
45.8

Period of qualified independence
1933 4,149
1934 5,023
1935 5,357
1936 6,027
1937 6,917
1938 7,838
1939 9,208
1 9 4 0  9 ,7 1 8

411
457
443
636
644
601
652
752

9.9
9.0 
8.2

10.5
9.3
7.6
7 .0
7 .7

192
205
216
278
242
251
190
3 0 9

4.6
4.0
4.0
4.6 
3 .4  
3.2
2 .0  
3 .1

536
989
598
600
731

1,977
2,014
1 ,5 7 6

12.9
19.6
11.1
9.9

10.5
25.2 
21.8
1 6 .2

2,047 
2,305 
2,503 
2,823 
3,311 
3,260 
3,388 
3 , 136

49.3
45.8
46.7
46.8
47.8 
41.5 
3 6 .7  
3 2 .2



Period o f British reoccupation  
1941h 10,155 802
1942 13,827 1,714
1943 18,105 3,214
1944 18,897 3,334
1945 20,221 2,813
1946 25,097 3,546

Period o f qualified independence resumed

7.8
12.4
17.7
17.7 
13.9 
14.1

1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958

26,012
26,722
28,633
33,494
45,001
79,542
91,474

104,080
115,395
110,920

96,054
129,393

2,835
3,037
3,236
3,963
3,665
3,051
2,866
2,919
2,163
2,190
2,527
2,229

10.8
11.3
11.3 
11.5
8.1
3.8 
3.1
2.8 
1.9 
2.0 
2.6 
1.7

304
415
666
768
861
803

710
799
800 

1,023
904
805
625
447
388
270
247
216

2.9
3.0 
3.6
4.0 
4.2
3.1

2.7
2.7
2.7
3.0
2.0 
1.0

.7

.4

.3

.2

.3

.2

1,534
1,576
1,880
2,225
2,316
2,327

2,346
2,012
3,238
5,286

13,295
37,405
58,343
68,371
73,748
68,859
48,858
79,888

15.1
11.4
10.3 
11.7
11.4 
9.3

9.0
7.5

11.3
15.7 
29.5
47.0
63.8
65.7
63.9
62.1
50.9
61.7

3,273
4,505
4,321
5,619
4,664
7,180

8,851
9,800

11,295
13,468
15,642
15,504
18,784
21,724
25,319
25,506
29,143
27,695

32.2
32.5 
23.8 
29.7 
23.0
28.6

34.0
36.6
39.4
40.2
34.7
19.5
20.5
20.9
21.9
23.0
30.3
21.4

“ Total revenue includes the figures for total o il revenue.
Land revenue represents revenue from agricultural and natural produce. 

cAnimal head tax known as koda.
These figures represent the revenue from the land and from the animal head tax.
1920 was, it should be remembered, the year of the Iraqi Thawrah or Uprising.
E ffects of world depression began to be felt.

j=The land and animal taxes were until 1931 directly levied, and after that date became indirect consumption imposts.
Inflationary period attending the years of World War II opened.

Sources. Bulletin Annuel de Statistique (for 1911), quoted in Great Britain, R eport...on  the Administration o f Iraq Anril 1923 
pT lW cal'n  24i PP‘ f  ? L G r at Bri tain- R eview  o l the C ivil Administration, 1914-1920, p. 119; Philip Ireland, Iraq. A Study of 
a 11  , M ? t  ,0pment' P‘ 126; Great Brltain> R eports...on  the Administration o f Iraq, April 1922-March 1923 pp 100 and 102- Y

-L925’ P- 89: 1926> PP’ 87 and 1927, p. 94; 1928, p. 93; 1929 1 ^ 1 9 3 1
pp. 48-49, Ahmad Abd-ul-Baqi, Mizaniyyat-ud-Dawlat-il-'Iraqiyyah ( “ The Budget of the Iraqi State” ) (Cairo, 1947) pp 62 65 and
3 ‘i "  ^ B a t - i d - D awla t - i l .^ q i y yah (“ Annual Report on the Accounts
an<fW o2 3 of  1957> on H , " I n " ! ? '  p- 63; Rational Bank of Iraq, Quarterly Bulletin No IS of 1955, pp. 33-35ana ivo 23 ot 1957, pp. 33-35, K. Haseeb, The National Income of Iraq, 1953-1961 (London, 1964) p 83- and Iran Minictrv nf 
nomics, Statistical Abstracts for 1956, p. 239; for 1958, p. 343; and for 1959, p. 301. Ministry of E co-
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Table 6-2, the main interest of the taxing authority shifted. A study of 
the customs duties, which were more than double the excise taxes, re
vealed that the duties were concentrated on a few commodities. Thus 
in 1950 the duty on sugar brought in almost 25 percent of the total cus
toms receipts, that.on textiles was of similar significance, and that on 
tea yielded about 10 percent. 200 Upon whom the burden of at least two 
of these duties was thrown should be clear from the results of a study- 
shown in Table 6-3—by Dr. A. Critchley on the eating habits of the 
people of Baghdad.201

More conclusive than any other measure of the monarchic regime in 
the consolidation of the tribal chiefs was its land settlement policy or, 
more precisely, its practical application in the forties and fifties of the 
Lazmah Law No. 51 of 1932, and the Settlement of Land Rights’ Laws 
No. 50 of 1932 and No. 29 of 1938 as amended by Law No. 36 of 1952.202 
These enactments created a new type of land tenure, lazmah, and regu
lated the already existing system, including the rights of tapu which in 
1932 were held uncertainly because of dubious or irregular Turkish 
title deeds. In brief, ultimate ownership of virtually all agricultural

On Whom the Tea and Sugar 
Duties Weighed Most Heavily

(the people of Baghdad’ s weekly expenditure on tea and 
sugar as percentage of total food expenditure)

Poorest people in sar~fasa 26%
Poor Moslem railway workers 16%
Better-paid Christian railway employees 10%

TABLE 6-3

Iraqis with incomes from 1,000 to well 
over 10,000 dinars not stated 

(insignificant)
aFor the sarTfas and their dwellers, see pp. 134 ff.

200Carl Iversen, A Report on Monetary P o licy  in Iraq (Copenhagen, 1954),

formation Report: Iraq No Cl 9.
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lands was in theory vested in the state. In other words, from the stand
point of the law, these lands were mm or state lands. However, they 
were henceforth to be held by one of three kinds of mm tenure: tapu, 
lazmah, and mm sirf or pure mm. The rights of disposal of the mm 
sirf remained in the hands of the state, but a large part of this class of 
land was rented to individuals, usually shaikhs, by auction or direct 
lease contract for a period which theoretically did not exceed three 
years. In fact, lands rented to big shaikhs tended to be rerented to 
them and, after their death, to their descendants. Lazmah rights were 
analogous to tapu rights and, as indicated on other pages, both types 
of rights were in practice pretty much indistinguishable from rights of 
private ownership. However, tapu rights were acquired on the strength 
of ten years of prescriptive use of the land, whereas, prior to an amend
ment incorporated in Law No. 36 of 1952, a “ productive use”  of the 
land within the fifteen years preceding the declaration of land settle
ment in the particular district was enough to form the basis of lazmah 
grants. This in effect meant that if even in the year before the relevant 
declaration a landholder extended his tillage to adjacent virgin state 
land, or a shaikh or agha or wealthy townsman erected pressure pumps 
and made “ productive use”  of large tracts of such land, this was 
enough to entitle them to lazmah rights. The 1952 amendment merely 
tied the granting of these rights to evidence sufficient to establish 
three years of prescriptive use.

Four additional points concerning the new land settlement need to 
be emphasized.

First, its real beneficiaries were not Iraq’s peasants but its shaikhs, 
aghas, town capitalists, and higher officials.

Second, aside from the relatively small number of cases in which 
rights arose from long-standing usage or from old bona fide title deeds, 
the new settlement involved the free alienation of state land. By virtue 
of Law No. 73 of 1936, the lazmah and tapu grants incurred only charg
es for water rights.203 Moreover, Law No. 20 of 1939 eliminated these 
charges in return for the payment of a lump sum over a specified period, 
and a 1941 amendment to this law reduced the sum by 20 percent if paid 
before the passage of ten years. Many of the grantees were able to 
take advantage of the favorable condition thus offered thanks to the in
flated agricultural prices during the second World War, and their rise at 
a rate faster than that of other p rice s .204 2

2 Q2 _ _
Tapu holders paid 1-2 percent of the value of the crops on pump-irrigated 

lands and 5-10 percent on flow-irrigated lands, depending on whether irrigation 
was irregular or perennial. In the case of the lazmah holders, the charges were 
1-2 percent and 10-15 percent, respectively. Obviously, the pump owners enjoyed 
the most favored treatment.

and Agriculture Organization, C ou n try  In form a tion  R e p o r t :  Ira q  N o
C l 9, pp. 16-18.
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Third, when it is kept in mind that in 1958 no fewer than thirty-two 
million dunums of land were in private hands,205 and that of the area 
ploughed in that year less than one-fourth was in cultivation before 
World War I, and a far smaller proportion privately owned, it should be
come clear that the phenomenon of private or semiprivate property in 
Iraq was, to a predominant extent, the consequence of the land policy 
initiated in 1932. y

Finally, in its practical effect, and insofar as the shaikhly stratum 
was concerned, this policy amounted to a legal recognition of a process 
that had been taking place for a good many decades in Iraq’s country
side: the usurpation by the shaikhs and aghas of the communal tribal 
domain, their dispossession of weaker neighbors, and their encroach
ments on virgin state land. Something must now be said about this 
that is, about the origin of private shaikhly holdings; which brings us 
to a consideration of the third element upon which the position of the 
shaikhly stratum under the monarchy rested, the land-the other two ele
ments being the already discussed policies of the British government 
and the Iraqi monarchy.

OLD SOCIAL CLASSES

With the gradual opening of the ivorld market to Iraqi products in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century, land became increasingly the crux 
of the shaikhship In the river valleys a shaikh without land came to 
mean in effect a shaikh without tribe: a landless shaikh ended by com
manding neither the respect nor the obedience of his tribesmen. The 
same happened to the agha. Possession of more and more land became 
consequently, the highest social value of the tribal chief. Hence as ’ 
has earlier been noted his transformation of the communal tribal land 
into his own property by the simple exertion of his will. Hence also 
his growing tendency toward land-grabbing. A British political officer 
left a very vivid description of this favorite shaikhly pastime:

A common form of land-grabbing was to build towers in a strategic 
position on the land coveted. In many cases, I have been told, these 
towers were erected in a night, full preparations were made before- 

and, all materials were conveyed to the site, and in the morning the
fn, nPd T ry T f u  ° f tHe land Up° n which the tower had been builcf
thend hir lf! he k1Ctlm ° f an aggressive neighbour. The next step then would either be an attempt to drive off the invader, ending up
probably by bringing all the tribes round and about into the fight or a 
retirement from the holding until a favourable opportunity occurred 
for downing the invader and getting back the land.206

Such a state of affairs was possible because in much of the tribal 205 *

205See Table 5-1.

Great Britain, Reports of Administration lor 1918, I, 362.
206



country there was in Ottoman times no law except
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the good old law, the simple plan 
that he should take who has the power 
and he should keep who can. 207

The practice of land grabbing continued in one form or another into the 
twentieth century, and was still a marked feature of parts of the country
side in the period of the monarchy.

One shaikh that devoted much of his energy to trespassing on the 
lands of his neighbors and of the state was Muhan al-Khairullah, shaikh 
of the Shuweilat, and for long member of parliament for the Muntafiq 
province. The tribe of this shaikh cultivated in 1919 on the Gharraf an 
area of ten miles long by six miles broad,208 which comes to about
60,000 dunums. By 1949, Muhan al-Khairullah had, in the words of the 
district officer of Qal'at Sikar, “ laid his hands”  on “ more than one 
million dunums”  of land. 209 The governor of the province had the year 
before brought out that it took him no fewer than six hours to cross the 
land possessed by this shaikh, of which only a small part was culti
vated, and urged the adoption of suitable measures to prevent him from 
encroaching on the state domain. 210  For their part, twenty-two smaller 
shaikhs from the ‘ Abudah, Ban! Zaid, Kinanah, Albu Sa‘d, BanTRikab, 
Qaraghul, and from the Shuweilat—Muhan al-Khairullah’s own tribe- 
complained to the regent in 1949 that Muhan had taken the estates of 
al-Humairiyyah and Hitaman, and the lands of the ‘Uqail from their own
ers by force, and attained his ends by allying himself with Sayyid ‘Abd- 
ul-Mahdi, many times minister of the economy and public works, and 
Sagban al-‘Alr, shaikh of the Khafajah, and by setting the subsections 
of the various tribes against each other, causing thereby much blood
shed, at least fifteen being killed from the Kinanah tribe and “ more 
than one hundred”  from the Albu Sa‘d, not to mention the burning down 
of a large number of villages. 2 1 1  No action from the side of the govern
ment appears to have followed.

Muhan al-Khairallah was not an exception. Other shaikhs, however,

^^Thom as Hobbes (1588-1679), quoted in a British o ffic ia l report in 
another connection, ibid., I, 317.

2 08Great Britain, Adm inistration R eport o f the Muntafiq D iv ision  for 1919,
p. 110.

^ ^ L e tte r  No. 6 o f  20 April 1949 from the d istrict o ffic e r  of Q al'a t Sikar 
to the sub-governor o f R ifa ‘7, ‘ Abdullah a l-Fayyad, Mushkilat-ul-AradT fT L iw a’ - 
il-Muntafiq ( “ The Land Problem  in the P rovince o f Muntafiq” ) (Baghdad, 1956), 
p. 194.

210Letter No. S 522 of 12 December 1948 from the mutasarrif o f Muntafiq 
to the minister of interior, ibid.

211 •This petition was placed among loose papers in a file  containing mis
cellaneous items in the Baghdad Security Library.
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succeeded, through the mere tillage of the soil by their peasants, in 
obtaining legal title to most of the tracts of state land that they had oc
cupied. The chiefs of RabT'ah and Mayyah are cases in point. In 1917 
Muhammad al-HabTb al-Amlr, paramount shaikh of RabT'ah, was a lessee 
of four government estates212 covering an area of 48,293 dunums. 213 
Four decades later the same shaikh, now the father-in-law of Crown 
Prince ‘Abd-ul-Ilah, held in his own name in lazmah no fewer than six
teen formerly mnTsir/ estates, amounting to 206,473 dunums. 2 14  Simi
larly, in 1917 Muhammad al-Yasfn of Mayyah held only three estates— 
half of one in tapu and the rest by lease215—but in 1958 his descen
dants held in fapu or lazmah as many as eleven estates or a total of 
344,168 dunums. 216 217

The backing by the dominant families of RabT'ah and Mayyah of the 
right horse politically or, to be more precise, their consistent support 
of the policies of the English and of NurT as-Sa‘Td, also facilitated the 
affixing of the seal of law to their appropriations. The same factor ac
counted for the access of other shaikhs and aghas to ample estates. The 
Jaryans, chiefs of the Albu Sultan, a section of the Zubaid tribe, to cite 
one example, had begun with next to nothing. In 1910 they did not have 
“ even a piece of furniture to their name and slept in sacks . ” 212  But 
by 1958 they had accumulated 183,722 dunums of land in the provinces 
of Hillah and Kut,218  thanks largely to the assistance that they afford
ed the English during their occupation of the country and the official 
favor which they in consequence enjoyed.2 19  * As with the Jaryans, so 
with the Suhail an-Najms, the chiefs of Banu TamTm, who possessed in

o  -i o  _  _ _

^ l z Husainiyyah, Abu Zufar, Abu Himar, and al-Ahdab, see  Arab Bureau, 
T ribes o f the Tigris. BanTRabTah, p. 14.

213For the areas of the. estates in question, see ATWaqai1-ul-'Iraqiyyah, 
Annex to No 1667 o f 14 November 1938, after p. 4, No 1675 o f 26 December 
1938, after p. 12, and No 1698 o f 15 May 1939, after p. 17.

214See Table 4-2. '
215Arab Bureau, Tribes of the Tigris. BanT RabTah, p. 17.
216See Table 5-3.
217 •Conversation with Kamel ach-ChadirchT, leader of the National Demo

cratic party, February 1964. Chadirchi knew about the past conditions of the 
Jaryans by virtue of the fact that his father had much of his property in Hillah, 
their home province. ‘

218See Table 5-3.
219 — —For the support that ‘A ddai aj-Jaryan, paramount shaikh o f Albu Sultan,

lent to the mandatory scheme, see p. 90. For the vindication of his position 
by the English, see p. 94 • To exemplify the favoritism shown to his family, 
it may be mentioned that his brother was installed in 1922 in the Dhulaimiyyah 
estate on the Euphrates because he was “ a staunch supporter of the Govern
ment of Occupation.”  See Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 20 of 
15 October 1922, para. 1000.



1958 125,502 dunums in the provinces of Baghdad and Diyalah, 220 and 
had helped the English in the First World War and during the 1941 
events when Hasan as-Suhail, the founder of their fortune, fixed up 
landing strips on his estate for use by British aircraft. 221 A similar 
factor is at the basis of the access to land of Shaikh Habib al-Khaizaran 
of al-‘Azzah: the greater part of the 55,727 dunums that he owned in 
1958222 consisted of the rain-fed lands along the Khalis River which 
the government of Yasin al-Hashiml had granted to him in lazmah in 
1936 as the price of his collaboration in the overthrow the year before 
of the rival cabinet of ‘AIT Jawdat al-AyyubT. 223 224 225

One agha, Ahmad Pasha, a chief of the Kurdish tribe of Diza’T, 
whose family possessed about eighteen villages in 1918 in the district 
of Qush T appa,224  and in 1958 had legal title to 52,350 dunums of land 
in the province of ArbTl,225 heaped up his wealth by methods from 
which tribal leaders generally would have shrunk away. “ In his early 
years,”  wrote the British political officer of ArbTl in 1919,

Ahmad Pasha was penniless and eked out a livelihood by keeping ‘ 
gaming tables in the ArbTl coffee shops. One day he stole two 
mules, went off to Kandinawah and started to cultivate. He managed 
to wheedle an agricultural advance out of the Turkish Government 
and with this he commenced his career as a usurer. He has now 
over £T226 * * 50,000 out on interest at 33% per annum and is said to 
possess £T 200,000 in gold in his house. His agricultural enter
prises have prospered and he has been a most successful land- 
grabber. 2 27

Often a long history of violence lay behind part of the property or, 
to use the language of the tribes, the halal of important shaikhly fami
lies, such as those of the Jaf and Shammar. In Ottoman times the 
chiefs of the Jaf, the most numerous tribe of southern Kurdistan, “ re
lentlessly persecuted”  the sedentary population of the plain of.Shahri- 
zur, extracting yearly sums from villagers and “ commandeering”  any
thing to which they took a fancy. “ The less said about them,”  read a 
contemporary diplomatic report, “ the better. Their sordid vices and 
scandals are of no interest but that this huge district should be a prey
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22°See Table 5-3.
991 As-Sabbagh, Fursan-til-(Urubah IT-I~{lraq, p. 167.
222See Table 5-3.
223 • _Faisal Habib al-Khaizaran, son of the shaikh of a l-‘ Azzah, conversa

tion, February i963.
224Great Britain, Personalities, Mosul, ArbTl, Kirkuk, and SulaimBniyyah, 

1922-1923, p. 13.
225See Table 5-3.
226£*p denotes Turkish pound.
997 Great Britain, Administration Report o f the ArbTl D ivision for 1919, p. 5.
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to such people is deplorable.” 228 Official archives are also full.of the 
accounts of depredations by the shaikhs of Shammar. In August 1871, 
for example, they pillaged some two hundred villages in the vicinity of 
Nisibin, killing many peasants and carrying off “ the grain, cattle, and 
everything they could remove. ” 229 in February 1910 they swept off, in 
the regions of Mosul and Tall A‘far, about 18,000 sheep belonging to 
various villagers and traveling merchants.230 in 1 9 1 9  they were regard
ed as a public pest”  and in part lived of the smaller pastoral tribes of 
the JazTrah from whom they collected “ tribute”  on a fixed basis, “ two 
sheep, four ewes, four lambs, and six mej7dTs231 in cash being taken in 
respect of each flock. ” 232 Of course, from the standpoint of the Sham- 
marites themselves, such activities could not be labelled as “ robbery” 
or “ blackmail.”  As far as they were concerned, theft consisted only in 
taking from one of the tents of their own tribe. Moreover, though rav
ages and spoils did contribute to the accumulations of their shaikhs, 
the greater, if not the entire, portion of the 346,747 dunums that the ’ 
Yawers, the leading family of Shammar, owned in 1958,233 had been 
granted to them in legal title by the monarchic government at nominal or 
no charges whatever. According to a 1942 report by the British embassy 
the paramount Shammarite, Shaikh ‘Ajil al-Yawer “ cultivated influential 
triends in high places and through them acquired much land. This was 
given him in order that he might settle his tribe and persuade them to 
give up their old habits of marauding. What he did, however, was to 
tarm the land for his own profit with hired labour without attempting to 
settle the Bedouin„Shammar.” 234 All or the better part of the 310 314 
dunums owned in 1958 by the Farhans,23S the cousins of the Yawers

mUCJ tHe Same Way- This was true also of the bulk’of e 539,333 dunums that the chiefs of the Jaf, the Jaf Begzadahs, held
in the same year.236

228
,  w . GreaA Brltaln; Foreign Office, enclosure to letter of 29 January 1910
L n c e  on LTa°Oc T V1r  ?  M° SUl’ t0 Sir L°"th er, Further Correspon-
a 229 A 1 Turkey • AP ^l‘June 1910, pp. 23-24.
r „ , „ „  Great Britain’ Foreign Office, letter of 30 August, 1871 from Lieutenant

S S S S S T *  C° nSUl general< Baghd5d’ t0 Sir E1U0t' * " * a s s a d o r
230 231 232 233 * 235

231
232A TUrkiSh Silver C° in equal to one-fifth of a Turkish pound, 

pp. 1 0 -n :eat Britain’ Admin‘ strat‘ on Report o f the Mosul D ivision for 1919,

233See Table 5-3.
234r>

1942 I S X Z Z Z & g Z - E 6 3 K /2 » '‘ / » -  K * P «  o '  »  October
235See Table 5-3.
236'Ibid.



In the period of the monarchy, the land, constituting, as it did, a 
central support of the position of the tribal chief, provided also, as 
only followed, a key to much of his political thinking and behavior. In 
the old days of the military confederations, the central ideal of shaikh- 
ly culture was warlike valor and the natural basis of leadership was 
manliness, courage, and superior strength. But now what mattered 
most was having an ample and rich estate. With this came increasing
ly to be associated shaikhly excellence and dignity.

An eminently unlettered class, the shaikhs and aghas left very little 
in the way of writings. They appended their names, to be sure, on many 
petitions which, however, often reflected less their attitudes than an 
excess of zeal on the part of a British political officer, or a royal 
mutasarrif, or a representative of the Najaf chief mujtahid. But here 
and there we get an inkling of their ideas and values. In an unofficial 
meeting of the Iraqi Constituent Assembly on May 22, 1924, after hear
ing a plea by Premier Ja'far al-‘AskarT for the acceptance of the Anglo- 
Iraqi Treaty, Shaikh Salim al-Khayyun of Ban! Asad, who led the Eu
phrates tribal opposition, insisted that “ we will never accept this 
heavy treaty”  and that “ Ja'far al-'Askarl. .. is not an owner of lands 
as we are. ” 237 Obviously, the implication was that only an owner of 
lands had the right to bind and loosen for the country. Tribal chiefs, 
who supported British policies, were prone to think along similar lines. 
In 1922, in a remonstrance to the king, and in an unmistakable refer
ence to the appointment as governors of nationalist ex-SharTfian officers 
and as minister of commerce the nationalist leader and merchant Ja'far 
Abu-t-Timman, forty pro-British shaikhs and aghas demanded, on the 
ground that “ we are the source of revenue and. . .  the interests of the 
state chiefly concern us and our tribes,”  that the king should heed 
their advice and choose “ for Government throughout the country only 
those who have the nobility of race and birth. ” 238 If this remonstrance 
did not really mirror the convictions of the tribal leaders themselves, 
but of some Victorian-minded political officer, it at least suggests the 
ideas that were being imparted to them, ideas that they were to adopt 
as their own.

The conscious world of shaikh and agha was very circumscribed. It 
was the narrow, uninspiring world of an illiterate provincial landlord, 
whose chief obsession was to extract the uttermost Aai/a239  of grain 
from his peasants. Of this world we have occasional glimpses from his
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2 37Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 11 of 29 May 1924, para. 
365, emphasis added.

2 1ftGreat Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 9 of 1 May 1922, para. 
263, emphasis added.

239 •
Unit of capacity or a vesse l of that capacity used for measuring grain.
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rare contributions to the debates in Parliament. Usually he sat there 
without uttering a word, often with no notion of what was going on. 
Occasionally, however, a youthful and spirited deputy would throw down 
a mild challenge to his privileges, and this would bring him instantly to 
his feet. In 1933 a bill was introduced in Parliament to prevent peas
ants who were in debt to their landlord from leaving his farm, and to 
deny them other employment unless they had a document from him attest
ing that they were free from debt. 240 in the course of the debate on the 
bill, one of the deputies suggested that since there was a shortage of 
agricultural labor, and the landlord had, therefore, an interest in with
holding the “ free from debt”  document, the law should protect the 
peasant by at least providing for his compensation by the landlord in 
the eventuality of his being unduly delayed. This suggestion disturbed 
Shaikh Salman al-Barrak of the Albu Sultan, who could not understand 
how it was possible “ to restrict the landlord in this manner, to force 
him to compensate the peasant when this is not done in any of God’s 
lands!”  Shaikh Hasan as-Suhail of Barn TamTm rose to support him and 
expressed the stimulating opinion that “ to impose on the landlord the 
payment of a compensation to the peasant is to inflict on him an injus
tice !”  Shaikh Zamil al-Manna‘ of the Ajwad was indignant. “ I have 
never heard of such a thing” ; he protested, “ in no country in the world 
is the landlord expected to make amends to the peasant!” 241

Political behavior is rarely unicausal. However, the pliancy of the 
tribal chiefs to British policies or their subservience to king or regent, 
or their participation in nationalist endeavors, were often at bottom no 
more than bids for the support of their private ambitions in land, that is 
of their desire to preserve or add to their holdings, or to pull down land 
rivals, or to reverse unfavorable land decisions, or to secure preferen- 

. rl reatment in land revenue, or to escape revenue altogether. The 
ig Tigris shaikhs of Kut and ‘Amarah stood aloof from the 1920 upris-

ioan aCked the B n t ls l1  Mandate; voted for the Anglo-Lraqi Treaty of 
1930; were apathetic to the military movement of 1941 because the Brit
ish government confirmed them in their large landholdings, granted them 
special privileges in the matter of land taxes, and assured them a vir
tual autonomy over their peasant tribesmen. It is also the implied or 
explicit threat to these holdings or privileges that explains their sup-
r  / i / f  the/ ortles and fifties, and their opposition to
the Wathbah242 0f 194 3  and the Revolution of 1958. The behavior of 
the patriotic”  tribal chiefs could largely be interpreted in similar

n t -24° Sfe^ I tiClteS 14: 16, ° f !raw No- 28 of 1933 Governing the Rights and 
Dutl241°f Cultlvators’ A1-Wacla>‘ til-‘Iraqiyyah No. 1267 o f 1 July 1933.

o f ^ J ^ t ^ t NUWWSb“ ° anat 1933 i<<Procee dings of the Chamber of Deputies for 1933 ), Session of 27 May 1933,
242,-,For the Wathbah, see Chapter 22.



terms. It is enough in this regard to refer to the history of Shaikh ‘Abd- 
ul-Wahid al-Hajj Sikar of al-Fatlah, who led the 1920 anti-British 
Shamiyyah tribal rising and supported the “ Rashid ‘A ll movement”  of
1941. The instinctive hatred of alien rule, the exhortations of Sh.IT 
men of religion, and a real taste for the old tribal freedoms no doubt 
contributed to ‘Abd-ul-Wahid’s resolve in 1920 to drive the British out, 
but, like other landowners of Shamiyyah, he had suffered heavily from 
the British maladministration of the Euphrates waters.243 Moreover, 
his own crops were inundated in 1919 as a result of the opening—for 
reasons that are not clear—of the KulaibT canal by the local British 
political officer. 244 Suggestive of the motivations of ‘Abd-ul-Wahid 
and his shaikhly following is their recurring complaint after the revolt 
that they had fought the British government but “ gained no advantage,”  
while men whom that government regarded with favor gathered “ the 
fruits,.. . the honours, and vast tracts of land.” 245 Actually, Shaikh 
‘Abd-ul-Wahid lost to rivals in his own tribe the valuable estate of Rak- 
al-Haswah, to the recovery of which he afterwards determinedly applied 
himself. Perceiving the chance of accomplishing his object and other 
things besides, he joined eager hands in 1930 with the Baghdad politi
cians YasTn al-Hashiml and Rashid ‘All al-Gailanl.. He became, indeed, 
their chief instrument in the tribal country, and in 1935, by working up 
an agitation in the mid-Euphrates, helped them to throw their political 
opponents out of power.246 As his reward, he secured his coveted Rak- 
al-Haswah, only to be deprived of it two years later at the hands of the 
regime of General Bakr Sidql.247 This threw him once more into a re
bellious state of mind. Soon enough he was buying arms for his tribes
men, and in May of 1937 reportedly approached the representatives of 
British power to obtain their blessing for an action against the govern
ment, but received no encouragement from them.248 His arrest followed, 
but the destruction of Bakr SidqT in August assured his eventual re
lease. It was this background of resentment and disappointed hopes, 
and the benefits that a renewal of links with Rashid ‘A ll appeared to 243 * * * 247 *
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243See pp. 174-175.
^44lra<li P o lice  F ile  No. 31 entitled “  ‘ Abd-ul-Wahid al-Hajj Sikar,”  entry 

by Major J. F. Wilkins, dated May 1920.
94c

Ibid., entries of June 1921, 17 September 1927, and 11 March 1928; and 
Al-Fir‘ aun (a shaikh of al-Fatlah), Al-Haqaiq-un-Nasi'ah IT-th-Thawtat-il- 
‘Itaqiyyah, I, 8. ‘ '

P o lice  F ile  No. 31, entries dated February and April 1935; and 
Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 406/73 E 623 /278/93 and E 2563/278 /93, 
letter of 17 January 1935 from Sir F. Humphrys to Sir John Simon, and letter of 
11 April 1935 from Sir A. Clark Kerr to Sir John Simon.

247 •Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 31, entry dated February 1937.
^ ^ Ibid . , entries of May 1937.
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offer, rather than any affinity with nationalist aspirations, that drove 
Shaikh ‘Abd-ul-Wahid to cast in his lot with the 1941 movement—the 
last of his “ patriotic”  acts. He had, of course, to take the conse
quences. But after spending a few years in custody, he ended as an un
distinguished supporter of the policies of NurT as-Sa‘Td.

Land was also at the root of the politics of the restless Muntafiq 
shaikhs. The historic conflict between them and their hated absentee 
Sa'dun landlords, the descendants of their formerly ruling family, per
sisted throughout the four decades of the Iraqi monarchy. The conflict 
was one of the few common factors in what otherwise was largely a 
heap of unrelated individualistic events. The Muntafiq shaikhs were a 
multitude, and hopelessly disunited. They seldom came together. Oc
casionally, however, they acted in unison in matters in which the 
Sa duns were also concerned. Thus in 1922, when, in an apparent an
swer to King Faisal’s brief resistance to the British mandatory scheme, 
a movement for separating the provinces of Basrah and Muntafiq from 
the authority of Baghdad was set afoot, and leading Sasuns became 
associated with it, a large number of Muntafiq shaikhs rallied to the 
king and condemned “ the foreigner-inspired attempt of traitors to dis
member beloved Iraq. ” 249 250 They were not, it goes without saying, so 
much exercised for the integrity of the Iraqi kingdom as eager for what 
they thought was the chance of realizing their long-cherished hope of 
getting rid of their Sa'dun landlords. One other matter could also bring 
them to present a united front: the question of obtaining the rights of 
landlords over the government lands leased out to them. A demand to 
this effect, put forward in the Constituent Assembly of 1924, received 
the support of all the shaikh-deputies from the Muntafiq.2 50 i t i s  not 
without significance that the chiefs of the Gharraf, who eventually ob
tained such rights, had no hand in the tribal risings of 1935-1936, while 
the smaller shaikhs of the lower Euphrates, having, as ever, lesser 
stakes, did not hesitate to lend themselves to the purposes of the 
plotter-politicians of the day.

It may not have escaped notice that the examples brought forth to 
illustrate the influence of the land question upon the political behavior 
of the tribal chiefs were all drawn from the twenties and thirties. The 
reason for this is that the pivot of politics in Iraq had by the following 
decade definitively shifted to Baghdad. The ease and grim rapidity 
with which Bakr Sidqi’s soldiers and airplanes suppressed the tribal 
outbreaks of 1935 and 1936 presaged the end of the shaikh’s era. Prior 
to this, Iraq’s history was to a large extent the history of its shaikhs

_2u49^ etiti on of 7 Shawwal 1340 (1922) by the Shaikhs of al-Humaid, BanT 
Rikab, Khafajah, Bam Sa'td, and others. Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 1924 entitled 
“ Movements of Separation of Basrah from Iraq,”  has reference! ’

250Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 9 o f 1 May 1924, para.
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and their tribes. Its problems, its convulsions, its politics were essen
tially tribal. Even the 1920 “ nationalist”  revolt was at bottom a 
shaikhs’ affair. Baghdad’s only contributions to it were pamphlets, 
demonstrations, and some clandestine correspondence. There were no 
nationalist tinges to complicate the risings in the mid-thirties of under
privileged shaikhdom. In these risings were only the too-obvious fing
ers of ambitious Baghdad politicians or, more appropriately, the Bagh
dad “ tribal politicians,”  a phenomenon that the “ tribal era”  could not 
but have engendered. They were “ tribal”  not by their social origin, but 
in the sense that they thought and intrigued in terms of the shaikhs and 
the tribes. Their medium to power was the shaikh, and their medium to 
the shaikh was primarily the land, that is, the satisfaction of the 
shaikh’s appetite for land. The nationalists of this period were also in 
a way “ tribal nationalists,”  for what was “ nationalist”  about the 1920 
revolt except the attempt of the numerically insignificant nationalists 
to use the tribes for nationalist ends? After the thirties, the towns 
came conclusively into their own. The history of Iraq became hence
forth largely the history of Baghdad, and its arresting feature the trans
ient but recurring sovereignty of the masses of the capital city. It was 
now these urban masses and not the tribes that caused the downfall of 
cabinets, as happened in the Wathbah of 1948 and the Intifadah of 
1952.251 In the tribal countryside, only small local risings broke from 
time to time the reigning uneasy quiescence—risings not under the 
shaikhs, as in the previous decades, but against them.252 j n this urban 
and rural popular unrest, the monarchy and the shaikhs discovered their 
common interests, and coalesced in the hope of withstanding the mount
ing threat to their position and privileges. Their close alliance made 
all the more certain that the 1958 Revolution, by destroying the monar
chy, should seal the fate of shaikhdom.

The foregoing sketchy account does not presume to present a history 
of the political behavior of the shaikhs. Its only object has been to 
draw attention to the importance in that history of the shaikhs’ intense 
interest in consolidating and intensifying their hold on the land.

That the principal shaikhs and aghas and their families were land
owners on a huge scale should be clear from Tables 4-2, 5-3, and 5-4. 
These tables, however, leave out of account the large tracts of govern
ment land that tribal chiefs held in law by lease, a form of tenure that 
prior to 1932 prevailed widely in the tribal country, but in 1958 mainly 
in Amarah. This is a province that until the forties was one of the 
richest in Iraq. It also provided a chief anchor for big shaikhdom 
throughout the period of the monarchy. More than that, as a result in
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251 For these popular upsurges, see  Chapters 22 and 30. 252
252See Table 17-1.
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part of its agrarian peculiarities, its peasant-tribesmen played a signif
icant role in modern Iraqi history. 253 For these reasons an examination 
in some detail of certain salient features of its land system is in order.

The concentration of the land of ‘Amarah in relatively few hands 
antedated the British occupation [see Table 6-4]. In 1906 there were 
only 19 landholders in this province, of whom 17 were shaikhs and, of 
these, 5 accounted for 64 percent of the total amount of rent charged by 
the Ottoman authorities (see Tables 6-5 and 6 -6 ). Three of the five 
were blood relations: Shaikh Saihud ibn Manshad was the uncle of

TABLE 6-4

Number and Category of Landholders 
in ‘Amarah Province in the Period 1906-1951

Total Population of Province in 1947a 
Total Estimated Cultivated Area in 1930^ 
Total Area of Landholdings in 1944c 
Total Area of Landholdings in 1951^

307,021
2,672,000 dunums* 
3,647,792 dunums 
3,422,733 dunums

Year

Total 
number of 

landholders Shaikhs Sadah Townsmen Mullaht
1906e 19 17 1 1
1918f 33 29 3 1
1921 e 43 37 5 1
1929h 81 55 7 18 1
1944c 181 148* 33
1951d 177 144* 33

* _
.One dunum equals 0.618 acre.
■A man learned in religion.

^This number comprises shaikhs and sadah.
Sources'-
aO fficial 1947 census.

Sir Ernest Dowson, An Inquiry into Land Tenure and R elated  Questions 
(Letchworth, 1931), p. 11.

c Governor of ‘ Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, “ The Method of 
Direct Leasing and its Detrimental E ffect on the Province of ‘Amarah”  (in 
Arabic).

Unpublished 1952 report on ‘ Amarah landholdings, Baghdad Internal 
Security Library.

e Great Britain Foreign Office, letter of 9 June 1908, from Consul General 
Ramsay, Baghdad, to Mr. G. Barclay, Further Correspondence R especting  
Affairs o f A siatic Turkey and Arabia, July-September 1908, pp. 51-52.

Great Britain, Arab Bureau, Tribes of the Tigris, pp. 1, 4, 10-11, 19, and 
24; and Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 315-316.

gGreat Britain, Administration Report of ‘Amarah for 1920-21, pp. 5 and
J j

1929UnPUbUShed rep° rt ° f 1116 administrative inspector of ‘ Amarah for August

253'See pp. 49, 134 ff., 551 ff., 666 ff., and 804 ff.
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TABLE 6-5

Rent Paid on Government or Crown Lands 
by the Biggest Shaikhs of ‘Amarah in 1906

Rent in Rent
Turkish in

Tribe Shaikh lTrasa rupeesb
Albu Muhammad ‘ AraibT ibn WadT 37,000 4,38,518
Albu Muhammad Saihud ibn Manshad 24,000 2,84,444
BanT Lam Ghadban ibn Bunayyah 10,300 1,22,074
Sawa'ad Baddai ibn Muchaisir 10,000 1,18,519
Albu Muhammad Falih ibn Saihud 9,500 1,12,593
Total 90,800 10,76,148
Total rent paid by 
all landholders in
‘ Amarah province 141,300 16,74,666
Percentage 64%

aThe figures, which are ‘ ‘ approximately correct,”  were compiled from 
“ private sou rces.”  One Turkish lira equalled 100 piastres, and 112.S p ias
tres exchanged for one pound sterling in Iraq’ s money market around the turn 
of the century.

^One rupee equalled Is . 6d.
Source: Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, letter of 9 June 1908 from Consul 

General Ramsay, Baghdad, to Mr. G. Barclay, Further Correspondence R e 
specting Affairs o f A sia tic  Turkey and Arabia, July Septem ber 1908, pp. 51-52.

Shaikh ‘AraibT ibn Wadi, and the father of Falih ibn Saihud. To their 
tribe, the Albu Muhammad, belonged also three other intermediate land
holders.

Nonetheless, the land tenure policy of the Turks differed in an 
essential manner from that of the English: unlike the English, the 
Turks frequently redistributed the land between the various members of 
the ruling tribal families. For example, between 1865 and 1915 the 
Majarr al-Kablr, one of the largest and richest estates of ‘Amarah, was 
reallotted nine times, and Shahalah, another important estate, seven 
tim es.254 On the other hand, between 1916 and 1958 Majarr al-KabTr 
remained in the hands of one and the same shaikh, Majid al-KhalTfah,255 
and the only changes in the Shahalah were, first, its division in 1923

^^G reat Britain, Arab Bureau, Basrah Branch, Tribes of the Tigris, al- 
Azairij, . . . Albu Darraj, Albu Muhammad, e tc ., p. 10.

Ibid., and Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 315; Un
published Report of the Administrative Inspector of ‘ Amarah for the Month of 
August 1929; Unpublished Report of the Governor of ‘ Amarah dated 9 May 1944 
and entitled TarTqat-ul-'Uqud-il-Mubashirah wa Ta’ thTruha-sSayyi’ ‘ala Liw a’ - 
il-‘Amarah (“ The Method of Direct Leasing and Its Detrimental E ffect on the 
Province of ‘Amarah’ ’ ); and Unpublished 1952 Report on ‘ Amarah Landholdings, 
Baghdad Internal Security Library.



TABLE 6-6
■ Distribution of Rent Paid on Government and Crown Lands 

by the ‘Amarah Landholders in 1906

Category of rent
No. of 

landholders
5 tra turn % o f total 

rent of all 
landholdersShaikhs Sadah Townsman Mullah®

Less than 10,000 rupeesb 0

From 10,001 to 20,000 rupees 3 3 l
20,001 30,000 rupees 4 3 1 > 10%

30,001 40,000 rupees 1 1
40,001 60,000 rupees 4 4
60,001 90,000 rupees 1 i V 26%
90,001 100,000 rupees 1 1 J

100,001 300,000 rupees 4 4 38%
300,001 440,000 rupees 1 1 26%

Total 19 17 0 1 1 100%
aA man learned in religion.
^The amount, given in the original list of rent payers in Turkish liras, has been converted into rupees at 11 rupees 

13 annas for every lira, the rate of exchange in effect at around the turn of the century.
Source: L ist of ‘ Amarah rent payers enclosed with letter of 9 June 1908, from Consul General Ramsay, Baghdad, to 

Mr. G. Barclay, Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, Further Correspondence R especting  Affairs o f  A siatic Turkey and Arabia 
July-September 1908, pp. 51-52. ’
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between Shaikh Muhammad al-'AraibT, the original lessee, and Shaikh : 
Falih as-Saihud,256 and, second, the succession, after Shaikh Falih’s 
death, of his son to his portion of the farm. Such practices illustrate • 
the contrast between the Turkish propensity to undermine the big tribal 
chiefs and the English determination to shore them up.

It is true that in the English period the landholding .class widened; 
the .number of lessees increased from thirty-three in 1918 to eighty-one 
in 1929 (see Table 6-4). But part of the increase is explained by the 
redistribution of some estates to make room for a number of “ landless 
shaikhs”  who had lost their leases through joining the Turks in World 
War I, and had afterwards succeeded in restoring themselves to favor.257 
Moreover, as one of the British political officers of ‘Amarah pointed 
out, “ the townspeople and sirkals..  . feel and rightly, I think, that 
under our rule the shaikhs.. . have under their control far more land 
than they had in Turkish times.” 258 Over and above this, the degree 
of concentration of land or income at the upper end of the scale intensi
fied. In 1906 only one shaikh, in 1921 two shaikhs, and in 1929 five 
shaikhs paid to the government rents of more than 300,000 rupees (see 
Tables 6-6 , 6-7, and 6-8). Or, to put it differently, whereas in 1906 
5 percent of the landholders accounted for 26 percent of the total pay
ments due to the government, in 1921 43 percent and in 1929 61 percent 
of the whole amount came from 4 and 6 percent of the landholders, 
respectively.

No complete information is available on how the rent payable by 
each shaikh was computed. In theory, the amount of the annual govern
ment share in the early years of the English occupation was supposed 
to represent one-fourth of the winter and one-half of the summer crops.259 
Wheat and barley, grown as a rule in the northern districts of ‘Amarah 
and in the main by the tribe of Bari! Lam, constituted the predominant 
winter crops. Rice, the principal summer food-grain, was cultivated in 
the richer southern districts, chiefly by the tribes of Azairij and Albu * 257 258 *

^5̂ ’ The English divided the Shahalah partly in order to bring about a more 
appropriate balance of shaikhly power, partly because Muhammad a l-‘ AraibT 

had ajpigger muqata'ah (estate) than he deserved,”  and partly to reward Falih 
as-Saihud, who “ has always been helpful and loyal to the Government; but it 
was not certain that his loyalty would stand indefinitely the strain imposed on 
him by being confined to a small muqata'ah inadequate for his position 'and 
character” ; Great Britain, R%port on Iraq Administration, April 1922-March 
1923, pp. 68-69.

257Great Britain, Administration Report o f  the ‘Amarah D ivision for the 
Year 1920-21, pp. 1 and 25.

258Great Britain, Administration Report o t the 'Amarah D ivision  for the 
Year 1920-21, p. 23.

259,-. .Great Britain, Administration Report o f the R evenue Department for 
1918, p. 8.
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TABLE 6-7

Land Revenue Demand of the Biggest Shaikhs 
of ‘Amarah Province in 1920 and 1921

. (in rupees3)

Tribe Shaikh

Land revenue 
demand in 

1920

Land 
revenue 
demand 
in 1921

Albu Muhammad Muhammad a l-‘AraibT 3,56,000 4,12,000
Albu Muhammad Majid al-Khallfah 3,13,220 3,63,220
Azairij Salman al-Manshad 1,53,404 1,88,404
Azairij Shawwai al-Fahad 1,53,404 1,88,404
Albu Muhammad ‘Uthman a 1-Yasix 1,21,125 b
Total 10,97,153 11,52,028
Total land revenue demand of
‘ Amarah province 15,91,731 17,72,606
Percenta ge 68% 65%

aOne rupee equals Is. 6d.
^This shaikh’ s estate was halved in 1921, and his revenue demand for that 

year was only 56,000 rupees.
Source: Great Britain, Administration Report of the 'Amarah D ivision for the 

Year 1920-21, pp. 13 and 28.

Muhammad. In practice, in the matter of revenue, the big shaikhs were 
not only underassessed but also unequally treated, the more prominent 
ones being shown undue favor for reasons of policy.260 One example 
should suffice. In the estate of Shahalah, which was leased out to 
Shaikh Muhammad al-‘Araibi of Albu Muhammad, about 18,000 acres 
were used for paddy, according to an estimate given in 1918 by the 
deputy director of irrigation, Tigris. At the same time, the average 
yield of an acre of rice was conservatively put at 1,400 lbs. or five- 
eighths of a ton. 261 Assuming a normal 1919 crop, the total yield of 
Shahalah at.this rate would have been in that year about 11,250 tons.
In fact, in 1919 the summer crops in ‘Amarah were “ better than 
usual.” 262 Anyhow, in the same year in this province rice sold at 
prices that ranged between 266 and 439 rupees a ton.263 Shahalah must 260 * 262

260Great Britain, Reports of Administration far 1918, I, 335-336; Adminis
tration Report o f  the ‘Amarah D ivision for the Yedr 1920-21, p. 26; Report on 
Iraq Administration, April 1922-March 1923, p. 70; and Administration Report of 
the Revenue Department for 1924, pp. 25-26.

n / r  1

'4D1Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 321.
262Great Britain, Administration Report o f . . .  ‘Amarah for 1920-21,

p. 12.
QZT O

Great Britain, Administration Report of the Revenue Department for 
1919, p. 61.



TABLE 6-8
Distribution of Land Revenue Demand of 

‘Amarah Landholders in 1929

Category of revenue demand
No. of 

landholders Shaikhs Sadah

S tra turn

Townsmen

% of 
total 

revenue 
Mullah3 demand

L ess than 1,000 rupees'3 8 3 5 \
From 1,001 to 2,000 rupees 3 2 1 I

2,001 5,000 rupees 13 6 1 6 > 22%
5,001 10,000 rupees 14 6 5 3 |

10,001 20,000 rupees 21 17 1 2 1
20,001 30,000 rupees 7 6 1 /

30,001 40,000 rupees 6 6 1 17%
60,001 90,000 rupees 4 4 J

300,001 400,000 rupees 5 5 61%
Total 81 55 7 18 1 100%

aA man learned in religion. 
^One rupee equals Is . 6d.
Source: L ist of revenue payers annexed to the unpublished report of the administrative inspector of ‘ Amarah for 

August 1929.
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have accordingly produced a minimum income of 29,92,500 rupees; but 
only 3,56,000 rupees went to the government as rent, or a maximum pro
portion of 12 percent. This on the one hand. On the other hand, in the 
case of the estate of Abu Hallanah, which had been subdivided into 
three and leased out to lesser tribal chiefs, the principle of two-thirds 
of the farm’s gross income to government and one-third to the shaikh 
was applied.264 Although from 1921 onwards the assessments of the 
bigger tribal landholders were progressively increased (consult Tables 
6-7 and 6-9), they continued to be preferentially treated at least until 
1927,265 or perhaps up to 1929. A secret ruling, adopted in 1926 upon 
the initiative of the high commissioner and applicable for a period of 
three years, had provided for the calculation of the sum payable to the 
state by the rice-producing shaikhs of ‘Amarah on the basis of a net

TABLE 6-9

The Land Revenue Demand of the 
Big and Middling Shaikhs of ‘Amarah Province in 1929

(total number of landholders: 81)

Tribe Shaikh
Revenue demand 

in rupees3
% of total 

revenue demand

Big shaikhs
Albu Muhammad MajTd al-KhalHah 3,92,700
Azairij Salman al-Manshad 3,69,185
Azairij Shawwai al-Fahad 3,69,185
Albu Muhammad Muljammad al-'AraibT 3,17,660
Albu Muhammad Falih as-Saihud 3,08,250

17,56,980 61%
Middling shaikhs
Barn Lam Kammandar al-Fahad 85,500
Albu Muhammad Humud al-KhalTTah 74,000
Albu Muhammad Hatim as-Saihud 68,000
Albu Muhammad Tahir al-Hatim 60,060
Bam Lam JuwT al-Lazim 38,000
BanT Lam Ghadban al-Bunayyah 38,000
Albu Muhammad Challub az-Zabun 37,800
Sudan Shamukh al-Faris 34,450
Barii Lam Shiblb al-Mizban 31,000
Albu Darraj Mutashshar al-Faisal 30,800

4,97,610 17%

aOne rupee equals Is. 6d.
Source: L ist of revenue payers annexed to the unpublished report of the admin

istrative inspector of ‘ Amarah for the month of August 1929.

^^G reat Britain, Administration Report of the 1Amarah Division for 1920- 
21, p. 24.

26$Great Britain, Administration Report of the Revenue Department for 
1924, pp. 25-26.
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TABLE 6-10

The Land Revenue Demand of the Five Biggest Shaikhs of 
‘Amarah Compared with the hand Revenue Payments of 

Five of Iraq’s Twelve Provinces in 1928-1929______
Total 1929 land revenue demand of the 
five biggest shaikhs of ‘ Amarah province3
1928 land revenue payments by the 
provinces of 

Arbtl 
Kirkuk
Sulaimaniyyah 
Dulaim 
Karbala’

Total for the five provinces

aSee Table 6-9.
6One rupee equals Is. 6d.
cSource: Iraq, Annual Report of the Operations of the Revenue Depart

ment of the Ministry of Finance for the Financial Year 1928-1929, pp. 30-31. -

demand of 7 rupees and 10 annas per dunum of rice.266 Inasmuch as 
the average yield of rice in this province was about 400 kilos per 
dunum,267 268 and the wholesale price of one ton of rice in 1928 ranged 
from 110 to 180 rupees, a dunum of rice must have produced, assuming 
normal conditions, a minimum income of about 44 rupees. In other 
words, the share of the government could not have exceeded 15 percent 
in the year just mentioned if the ruling under reference remained in 
force. The ruling may, however, have been superseded by the Agricul
tural Lands (Rates of Government Demand) Law No. 42 of 1927, which 
fixed the portion due to government on its unalienated lands at a maxi
mum of 30 percent and a minimum of 11 percent, depending on the means 
of irrigation used, the efficiency of water feeding, the fertility of the 
soil, and distance from the market-the rich flow-irrigated rice lands 
being subject to a cold 30 percent.26® Be that as it may, the amounts 
that the five biggest rice shaikhs of ‘Amarah had to meet in 1929 are 
shown in Table 6-10. The relative enormity of their own income can be 
gathered from the fact that their combined demand of 17,56,980 rupees

17,56,980 rupees6

5,03,633 rupees 
4,84,525 rupees 
3,59,969 rupees 
2,73,348 rupees 
2,01,579 rupees 

18,23,054 rupees0

2 Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 19 of 15 September 1926, 
para. 578.

267This was a conservative estimate. In another rice-producing province, 
that of DTwaniyyah, the average yield per dunum was, in 1925, 550 kilos by the 
estimate of revenue officers, and 630 kilos by the estimate of an agricultural 
expert; see Ahmad Fahnu, Director General of Accounts, TaqrTr Howla-l-'Iraq 
(“ A Report on Iraq” ) (Baghdad, 1926), p. 82.

268See Articles 3 and 4 of the law, Al-Waqai'ul-Iraqiyyah No 537 o f 1 May 
1927.
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was almost equal to the land revenue contributed to the treasury in 
1928 by five of Iraq’s fourteen provinces whose total payments, as is 
evident from Table 6-10, came to 18,23,054 rupees.

By comparison with the shaikhs, the townsmen and tribal sadah of 
‘Amarah were small landholders, as should be clear from Table 6-8. The 
townsmen were predominantly of the class of urban capitalists, who in 
this province were referred to as the kabbaniyyah. They intruded into 
landholding, as Table 6-11 suggests, largely by investing in pressure 
pumps, taking advantage cf the cheapness of fuel oil and of fiscal privi
leges—including the exemption from the government share for four con
secutive seasons, under a law passed in 1926, of all produce accruing 
through the use of pumps in respect of virgin land or the increase of 
produce due to such use in respect of land already under the plough.269

If, from the point of view of revenue, the shaikhs of ‘Amarah were 
in the English period underassessed, after 1932 they tended increasing
ly to regard themselves as a disadvantaged group: the government con
tinued to demand rent from them, whereas in other provinces it granted 
lazmah or tapu rights in state land and eventually so altered the method 
of taxation as to free the holders of these rights from any but the light
est fiscal charges.270 But the discrimination against the ‘Amarah and 
the remnant lessees of government land in other regions became largely 
nominal after the mid-forties. This is because many of them simply 
failed to meet the stipulated demand. Thus in the financial year 1949, 
the total amount due as rent on government lands was 874,552 dinars.271 
Of this, only 21 percent was realized, the ‘Amarah lessees being respon
sible for 669,000 dinars of the arrears.272

TABLE 6-11

- Pump Ownership in the Province of
‘Amarah in 1929

Total number of pumps 105
Number owned by shaikhs 61
Number owned in shaikh-kayyicl partnership 2
Number owned by sadah 9
Number owned in shaikh-townsman partnership 3
Number owned by townsmen 30

Source: Based on a list of pump proprietors annexed to the unpublished 
report of the administrative inspector of ‘ Amarah for the month of August 1929.

200See Article 3 of Law No. 11 of (13)February) 1926 for the Encourage
ment of Cultivators to Use Pumps.

270See pp. 105 ff.
271 — —* One Iraqi dinar was equivalent to one pound sterling.
272See International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The E co 

nomic Developm ent o f Iraq (Baltimore, 1952), p. 176.
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TABLE 6-12
Distribution of Landholdings 
in ‘Amarah Province in 1944

(total area of landholdings: 3,647,792 dunums3)

Size of landholding
No. of 

landholders

From 12 to 100 dunums 9
101 1,000 dunums 29

1,001 10,000 dunums 93
10,001 30,000 dunums 32 .
30,001 50,000 dunums 2
50,001 100,000 dunums 9

100,001 400,000 dunums 7
Total 181

aOne dunum equals 0.618 acre.
Source: Governor of ‘ Amarah, unpublished report dated 9 May 1944 and en- • 

titled Tanqat-ul-'Uqud-il-Mubashlrah wa Ta’ thTruha-s-Sayyi’ ‘ala Liwa’ -il- 
‘Amarah (“ The Method of Direct Leasing and Its Detrimental E ffect on the 
Province of ‘Amarah” ), p. 5.

Otherwise, there was no fundamental change in the agrarian situa
tion. Although by 1944 the number of landholders had increased to 181, 
and the number of landholding townsmen to 33 (see Table 6-4), the high 
degree of concentration of land in the hands of the big shaikhs remained 
unbroken. In that year seven shaikhs held each between 100,001 and
400,000 dunums and nine others between 50,001 and 100,000 dunums 
(see Table 6-12). Again, in 1951 eight shaikhly families held 53 per
cent, and eighteen other shaikhs another 19 percent of the total area in 
holdings. But, as is evident from Table 6-13, the shaikhs or families 
with the largest estates in the year just mentioned were not the shaikhs 
or families that paid the highest rents in 1929. Clearly, the productivi
ty of the estate, and not its size, determined the income and therefore 
the significance of its holder, and it was a matter of common knowledge 
that the estates of the chiefs of the Albu Muhammad and Azairij were 
the richest in ‘ Amarah, or at least had been so until the migration of 
many of their tribesmen to Baghdad or other towns. Another point worth 
noting is that the greater number of the big estates (the estates marked 
with an asterisk in Table 6-13) had, since the beginning of the British 
occupation, remained in the hands of the same shaikh or passed, after 
his death, to his sons,273 although there were changes in the size of

273This can be gathered from the comparison of data in Table 6-13 with in
formation in Arab Bureau, Tribes o f the Tigris. Al-Azairij, e tc ., pp. 1, 4, 10, 11, 
19, and 24; Reports o f Administration for 1918, I, 315-316; and Administration 
Report of the ‘Amarah D ivision for 1920-21, pp. 19-23.



TABLE 6-13
The Big and Middling Shaikhs 
of ‘Amarah Province in 1951

Summary of the 1951 landholding situation in ‘Amarah
Total area of landholdings 3,422,733 dunums3
Total number of landholders 177
Three shaikhs and sons of
four other shaikhs held 1,824,841 dunums 

or 53% of total area
Ten other shaikhs held 689,561 dunums 

or 19% of total area

Tribe Shaikh

Area of 
estate in 
dunums

Name oi 
estate D istrict

1929 
revenue 
demandb

Albu Muhammad MajTd al-Khalifah 
and sons

136,229 al-Majarr
al-KabTr*

al-Majarr
al-KabTr

4,95,700c

Albu Muhammad Muhammad
al-'AraibT

66,236 al-Kahla’ d * al-Kahla’ 3,17,660

Albu Muhammad Tahir al-Hatim 44,599 Kasrah and 
Jamshah

Qal'at
Salih

60,060

Albu Muhammad Hatim as-Saihud 33,817 Bahathah* al-Kahla’ 68,000
Azairij Sons of Shawwai 

al-Fahad
148,.450 al-Majarr

as-Saghlr*
al-Majarr
as-Saghlr

3,69,185

Azairij Mutlaq as-Salman, 
son of Salman 
al-Manshad

72,688 al-Majarr
a§-SaghTr*

al-Majarr
as-Saghir

3,69,185

BanT Lam Sons of 'Alwan 
a j -J indil

138,312 Umm al-Hanna 
and Umm al- 
Baram*

Shaikh Sa‘d 20,125

Barn Lam Hatim al-Ghadban 90,759 - Al-Kumait 38,000



Barn Lam Ya‘ qub al-Yusuf 96,242 al-Ghuraibah
al-Gharbiyyah*

Shaikh Sa'd 15,500

Ban! Lam Dhiyab Aj-Janb 
Sa'Td

66,868 al-Ghuraibah
ash-Sharqiyyah*

Shaikh Sa'd 13,000

BanT Lam ShabTb al-Mizban 51,621 al-Majzarah* ‘ Amarah 31,000
BanT Lam Kamandar al- 

Fahad
65,602 al-Fahdiyyah* ‘ AIT GharbT 85,500

BanT Lam Sons of Kunfadh 
al-Mozan

129,140 al-Kraimah* ‘ AIT GharbT 13,250

BanT Lam Manati' a l-F a ‘al 79,704 al-Harqaniyyah* ‘ AIT GharbT 13,250
Albu Darraj Sons of Muhammad 

Hattab
375,603 Bughailat and 

J if jafah
Kumait 18,030

Albu Darraj Sons of al-Faisal 238,678 Kumait* Kumait 30,800
BanT Sa'Id MazTd al-Hamdan 

as-Sikar
399,726 Ruwaidah and 

Shatraniyyah
al-Majarr
as-SaghTr

21,400

BanT Sa'id Faiih Abu ‘ Aujah 258,703 Isle of Sayyid 
Ahmad ar-Rifa'i*

al-Majarr 
e as-Saghrr

6,650

^Estates that remained in the hands of the same shaikh, or his sons, since the beginning of British occupa-
tion.

aOne dunum equals 0.618 acre.
^The 1929 revenue demand was that of the same shaikh or of his father or of a relative, and generally but 

not invariably applicable to the same estate.
cIncludes the revenue demand of Majrd, Humud, and Mushattat al-Khalifah.
^This estate was part of the old Shahalah.
Source: Unpublished report on ‘ Amarah landholdings dated 1952 and found by this writer in the Baghdad 

Security Library.
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some estates and other estates underwent simply a change in name, so 
that the holdings of the big shaikhs, even if classified in law as rented 
state lands, tended in fact to acquire the character of semiprivate pro
perty. Sons inherited, so to say, the land leases from their fathers. One 
other thing needs to be brought out: the lands of the same shaikh were 
not dispersed or separated by great distances, but compact and invaria
bly in the same district.

It remains to mention that a law, passed in 1952, sought to convert 
the ‘Amarah state lands into private lazmah holdings but, being heavily 
weighted in favor of the shaikhly class, provoked resistance from the 
side of the rank-and-file tribesmen in the Azairij country, 274  and in 
1954 had to be annulled. A new law, enacted in 1955, provided for the 
distribution of half of the cultivated land to the peasantry, 27 5  but by 
the outbreak of the 1958 Revolution had been given only slight effect.

What were the implications of the land system and the continuance 
of the shaikh and agha for society?

Two contradictory features marked the agrarian history of the last 
two decades of the monarchy: an abundance of undeveloped cultivable 
land276 on the one hand, and a desertion of the countryside by great 
numbers of peasants on the other. It cannot, of course, be maintained 
that this contradiction was due solely to the workings of shaikhly insti
tutions. For one thing, the movement to the towns continued after the 
Revolution of 1958. For another, the relation of many of the peasants 
to the land has never been strong and sustained, by reason of their rela
tively recent origin as nomadic wanderers. The recurring floods and 
droughts, the salination of the soil, and, in some regions, the drying up 
of river branches also contributed to the uncertainty of agriculture. More
over, as in other societies, city life was not without its attractions to 
rural people. All the same, a basic explanation for the scale and pace 
of the movement in the decades in question was that the land production 
relationships and the attendant social and economic conditions were im
poverishing agriculture and, in the originating areas most acutely affect
ed, no longer conducive to a tolerable peasant life.

According to the official census of 1957, the number of persons who 
in that year lived in but had been born outside the province of Baghdad * 27

274See pp. 664-665.
27 S _For details concerning the ‘ Amarah laws of 1952 and 1955, see Doreen

Warriner, Land Reform and Developm ent in the Middle East (London, 1957), pp. 
152-154.

According to offic ia l figures, published in the mid-fifties, there were in 
Iraq 49,170,729 dunums of cultivable land, nearly half o f which was undeveloped. 
See Directorate General of Land Settlement, Dirasat ‘An A'mal Taswiyat Huquq- 
il-AradT fr-l-‘Iraq ( “ Studies on the Operations of the Settlement of Land Rights 
in Iraq’ ’ ) (Baghdad, 1955), p. 34.



was 378,996. They formed 29 percent of its inhabitants. The corre
sponding figure and proportion for the province of Basrah were 88,819 
and 18 percent. Of the 378,996 non-Baghdadis, 114,708, or 30 percent, 
had moved from the ‘Amarah country, and 41,340, or 10 percent, from 
Kut. The stream of migrants to the metropolitan districts from the other 
provinces was less copious. Of the 88,819 non-Basrites, 48 percent • 
had come from ‘Amarah and 21 percent from Muntafiq. 277 * 279 Obviously, 
the provinces that lost most heavily, at least from the movement to 
Iraq’s chief city and its seaport, were the provinces in which the con
centration of shaikhly holdings was most extreme. But the rural-urban 
migration was general: the capital town of every province grew at the 
expense of villages, not to mention the drift of laboring people to 
Kuwait.

That the movement from the countryside was, as early as 1933, a 
serious problem is clear from the attempt which was made in that year 
to tie the peasant to the land, and which found expression in the Rights 
and Duties of Cultivators’ Law No. 28. The crucial clause of this leg
islative act provided for the immobilization of the farmhands that were 
in debt to their landlord. But in Iraq, as a 1931 British official report 
maintained,

there are few iallahs [peasants] who are not in debt. The origin of 
the indebtedness lay in the fact that when the iallah was first en
gaged he had to have something to live on until the harvest. When 
the harvest was divided he was supposed to pay back what he had 
borrowed but sometimes was unable to do so owing to the failure of 
crops and sometimes he deferred payment with the consent of the
farmer. 278

Clearly, Law No. 28 of 1933 promised genuine serfdom for the peasant 
but, fortunately for him, it has never been the custom in Iraq to enforce 
laws wholeheartedly, and anyhow legal enactments could not in the long 
run have checked a movement that social reality itself impelled.

In a period of only ten years-1947 to 1957-no fewer than 205,765 
persons migrated to the Baghdad province alone.279 The impact on a
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277See Iraq, Ministry of Interior, Directorate General of Census, A l- 
Majmu'ah al-IhsS’ iyyah L itasjn  ‘Am 1957 (“ The Statistical Compilation for 
the Census of 1957” ) (Baghdad, 1961); Liwa’ay Baghdad wa-r-Ramadi { The 
Provinces of Baghdad and Ramadi” ), pp. 169-171; and Ltwa -ul-Basrah ( The 
Province of Basrah,,)» PP- 113-115.

278Great Britain, Colonial O ffice, Special R ep ort. . .  on the Progress of 
Iraq during the Period 1920-1931 , p. 240.

279This figure was derived by subtracting 173,321-w hich  is the number of 
persons who in 1947 lived in but had been bom  outside the province-from  
378,996, which is  the corresponding number for 1957. The 1947 figure was ob
tained in 1958 from Dr. Fuad Massa, director at the Directorate General of Cen
sus, Baghdad. For the 1957 figure, see p. 133.
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country like Iraq of a movement on such a scale and at such a pace can 
be imagined. It unbalanced the economy, drained away the strength of 
many rural districts, and made the capital city top-heavy with people 
and problems.

At a preceding point in this work it was parenthetically mentioned 
that ‘Amarah played an important role in the modern history of Iraq. The 
grounds for this remark must by now be partly evident, for in the devel
opment being described, ‘Amarah’s share was decisive. Thanks to its 
migrants or to the ShtirugTs or Shargawiyyas, “ the Easterners,”  as 
Baghdadis call them, there was, so to say, something of an “  ‘Amariza- 
tion”  of Baghdad and, to a lesser extent, of Basrah. This process 
affected many aspects of the life of the capital.

In the first place, the ShtirugTs transferred to it part of their land
scape: in 1956 there were 16,413 sarTfas grouped in nine districts of • 
Greater Baghdad. These sarTfas were one-roomed huts built of reeds 
and mats and covered with mud during the winter- They housed each an 
average of 5.6 persons, and in the aggregate 92,173 people. 280 Only a 
part of the migrants lived in them. The others crowded themselves into 
the congested interior areas of the city, or had shelter in other types of 
mud dwellings. 281 As a rule, the ShurugTs set up their sarTfas in waste 
land. Otherwise they would have had to pay rent which they could not 
afford. A group of their huts, surveyed in 1952 by Dr. A. Critchley of 
the Baghdad Medical School, had for site an area which was used as a 
dumping ground for human and animal excreta and rubbish by the Bagh
dad municipality and by private individuals. Some of the surface water 
drains of the city were also pumped into the area so that the polluted 
liquid flowed through the cluster of sarTfas. Dr. Critchley found the 
huts “ badly ventilated, overcrowded, with no privacy, and frequently 
housing the domestic animals as well as the family.”  “ There were,”  
he added, “ no sanitary arrangements in the sarTfas or in the district.. . 
the inhabitants simply defecated indiscriminately. . . .  There was also 
no supply of pure drinking water so it had to be carried in from outside 
the zone and stored in a ‘hib’ .”  The usual furniture was a crude chest, 
a few cooking utensils, and one bed on which was piled the bedding for 
the rest of the family, who slept on the floor. Every morsel of food that 
these people ate was thought to be polluted, and the infant death rate 
per 1,000 pregnancies was found to be 341.282 Obviously, such condi-

o o r j

Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Principal Bureau of Statistics, Report on 
the Housing Census o f Iraq for 1956, pp. 10 and 15.

tyo i
In the year in question there were, in addition to the sarTfas, 27,491 

mud houses in Greater Baghdad, ibid., p. 9. ’
289 ■Dr. A. Critchley, Observations on a Socio-M edical Survey in Iraq, ”  

Journal o f the Iraqi Medical Professions, IV: 2 (June 1956), 71-72 and Table 4 
after p. 78.



tions of living were not only detrimental to the health of the sarTfa in
habitants, but also imperiled the people of Baghdad.

No tangible measures were taken under the monarchy to alleviate 
the sufferings of the sarifa dwellers. As late as February of 1958, the 
minister of social affairs could only declare that the government had 
arrived at the “ best solution”  to their problem, and this was to divide 
them into three categories: the families of soldiers, the families of 
policemen, and the others. “ The first two categories are serving the 
government and will have eventually their own houses. The others will 
be transferred far from the city as required under public health 
rulings. ” 283 _

This discrimination brings into focus another aspect of the ‘Amarah 
movement. It has always been a baffling thing how in a country where 
a profound chasm separates the government from the people, the ruling 
class can still command the obedience of its police or other armed 
forces, particularly when it issues orders to fire on the people in mo
ments of mass uprisings, as happened in Iraq in January 1948 and 
November 1952. Are not the rank and file of the police themselves part ' 
of the people, and share with them their suffering and discontent? This 
feature of unpopular rule will perhaps never be completely explained, 
and a probing here into the multiple causes that may account for it . 
would only carry the discussion astray. The share that the ‘ Amarah 
tribesmen had in the coercive work of the monarchy is of sole interest 
at this point. In brief, the police force of Baghdad was to no little de
gree “  ‘Amarized,”  lending a particular character to what became in the 
later stages of the monarchic regime a classic instrument of coercion. 
There had never been much affinity between tribesmen and townsmen, 
largely due to the absence of any past genuine contact between the two 
groups. The only townsman that the average tribesman had known was 
the trader or usurer-and both were not particularly exemplary specimens 
of townsmanship—so that the quality he had grown to associate with 
townsfolk was that of sophisticated greed. When he moved to Baghdad, 
he did not mix much with its people except in his new place of work. 
Otherwise, and by force of circumstance, he isolated himself in his 
sarlfas in particular outlying districts of the city, where he also had his 
coffee-house and social gatherings. The urban laborer, for his part, had 
not welcomed him, for he could only have seen in him a competitor for 
the little bread that he was earning at such expense to the little health 
left in his emaciated body.284 It is not a matter for surprise that the
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283/raq Times (Baghdad), February 20, 1958. .
284Iraqi and foreign businessmen complained that the Iraqi laborer was in

efficient, which is true in comparison with the better paid and better educated 
workers of other countries, but the effort the Iraqi laborer expended on his work 
was greater than the strength he gained from his thin and often polluted diet.
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monarchic regime, in the predicament in which it found itself in the for
ties and fifties-faced, as it was, by the increasing hostility of the city 
populace—should not have been reluctant to put to its own uses this 
social distance that separated tribesmen and townsmen. On the other 
hand, the absorption of a large number of the ‘Amarah migrants into the 
police could also be explained by the natural working of economic 
forces: the shurugTs were in great supply and inexpensive. Moreover, 
it should be remembered that in time the shurugis that did not serve the 
government followed the Communists and came to figure conspicuously 
in popular upheavals, but against them the government did not have to 
use their own tribal kinsmen. This goes without saying.

In the many months that I spent on my research in the Baghdad Se
curity Library, I had a chance of meeting a number of these ‘Amarah 
policemen who were on guard duty, and after months of acquaintance I 
cautiously and indirectly broached with them this matter of the ability 
of the government to use one part of the people against the other. I give 
here the answer of one of them because it typifies so poignantly the re
sponses of the rest. “  ‘AmmT,” 285 he said, “ we have to make a living. . . . 
A few months ago a man murdered his neighbour near our sarTfa because 
he had missed two tomatoes from his hut . . . .  ‘Ammi,. . .  whoever gives 
me food and something to put on is my father.!”

To what extent pauperism wore away the pride of many of the peas
ant tribesmen could be inferred from their readiness in the fifties to do 
any manual work in the city, no matter how humble, when only a few 
decades earlier any such work apart from ploughing the field was con
sidered a disgrace and an abomination. In several instances, tribes
men, who had been forced during the British occupation to build military 
roads, refused on completion of the work to take money or any payment, 
pleading that if they did so they would put themselves on the same foot
ing as hired laborers.

Common pauperism had not by 1958 created any enduring common 
feeling between the sarTfa dwellers and the city workers. Only briefly, 
at moments of great social stress, and upon the conscious initiative of 
the Communists, did they come together. Mutual suffering does not 
spontaneously generate mutual sympathy. Left to itself, misery, even 
if generally shared, only unsocializes man. It benumbs his social in
stincts, makes him insensitive of others, and bends him more and more 
upon himself.

Another effect of the inflow of peasants into Baghdad was the rapid 
expansion of its unskilled labor force, which had been even antecedent
ly in abundant supply. The coming of the shurugTs must have, therefore,

2 8 literally means uncle, but is an expression often used by humble 
Iraqis when addressing others.



depressed further the level of living of the poorer wage earners by for
cing their wage rates downwards, or bringing unemployment or underem
ployment to many in their ranks.

It is difficult to assess, in any precise manner, the impact of the 
peasant movement on city workmen. In the first place, there has been 
no study, in quantitative or analytical terms, of changes over the years 
in labor conditions or labor earnings, or of the incidence or duration of 
unemployment. In the second place, workers, engaged in the same type 
of work, received in the same period dissimilar wages in different parts 
of the country. And third, other forces were at play—the depression of 
the late twenties and early thirties, and the inflation of the forties and 
fifties, among others—and their effects on the cost of living have only 
been inadequately ascertained. The data assembled in Table 6-14 can, 
therefore, provide nothing more than a rough and indirect idea of the in
fluence of the migrations on the income of the working class. It is 
clear from the table, however, that the daily wage rates of unskilled 
labor were in the thirties on a downward move in comparison with the . 
twenties, the average market rate being 75 fils286 in 1926, 56 fils in 
1930, and 50 fils in 1935 and 1937. While the change in 1930 may be 
explained by the depression of 1929 and the related drop in the price of 
staple foods, it is significant that the wages of skilled workers re
mained unaffected-but this class of men was always scarce. No infer
ence could be drawn from the further deterioration of the wage level of 
unskilled workpeople in 1935 and 1937 in the absence of figures on 
trends in the cost of living. For the succeeding two decades, however, 
the government compiled an index showing the rise since 1939 in the 
retail prices of the kind of food, clothing, and other items used by a 
“ typical”  family of unskilled laborers (see Table 17-2). On the basis 
of this index and assuming its reliability, workhands, who in 1939 
earned 50 fils a day, should have received in 1948, if they were to 
maintain their 1939 standard of living, 336 fils, the cost of living hav
ing increased by 673 percent; but the average wage rate in 1948 was 
only “ about”  200 fils. Again, if in 1939 the daily wage rates ranged 
from 40 to 60 fils, in 1953 they should have ranged from 196 to 294 fils, 
given the 1953 cost of living index number of 490. But a confidential 
report, prepared by the International Labour Office, maintained that from 
data furnished by the government to their expert, aind from such spot 
checks as he himself was able to make, it appeared to him that in that 
year “ no considerable body of male urban unskilled workers received a 
wage of less than 200 fils a day while the majority probably received 
between 200 and 250 fils ,”  and that “ taking into account the cost of 
living, numbers of wage earners must be living at or near subsistence 2
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2 1000 fils = 1 dinar = £1.
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TABLE 6-14 
Labor Wages, 1914-1953

Year
Ca tegory 

of rate

D aily wage 
o f unskilled 

labor 
(in fils)*

Increase
over
1939

D aily wage 
of skilled  

labor 
(in fils )

1914a General rates 25 to 33 42 to 83
1926^ Basrah Port 75 187 to 435

Turkish Petroleum Co. 75 to 92 300 to 450
Usual market rate 75

l'930c Basrah Port 60 187 to 435
Iraq Petroleum Co. 75 300 to 450
Baghdad market rate 37 to 75

1935d General rates 40 to 60 (adult)
10 to 40 (child)

1937e Average rate 50
1939f Average rate 50
1942® General rates 40 to 75 150 to 500
1948h Average rate “ about”  200 “ about”  400%
19531 Baghdad general “ less than” “ less than” 500 to 1200

rates 200 to 250 400% to 500%

*1000 fils = 1 dmar = £1.
Sources*.

aGreat Britain, Foreign Office, Historical Section, Mesopotamia (London, 1920), 
p. 69. Wages were given in Grand Seigneur piastres and in pence, and have been 
converted at the rate of 8-1 /3  fils or 2d. per piastre.

^Great Britain, Report . . .  on the Administration of Iraq for 1926, p. 29. Wages 
were given in rupees and have been converted at the rate of 75 fils  per rupee. 

c Great Britain, Report . . .  on Progress of Iraq, 1920-1931, pp. 245-246. 
dGreat Britain, Department of Overseas Trade, Economic Conditions in Iraq 

1933-1935 (London, 1936), p. 30.
e Great Britain, Naval Intelligence Division, Iraq and the Persian Gulf, p. 475.
^Inference by this writer from figures for preceding and succeeding years. 
®Hashim Jawad, Ahwal-ul-‘Amal wa-l-‘ Umal fi-l- ‘ Iraq (“ The Conditions of Work 

and of Workers in Iraq” ) (Baghdad, 1942), p. 22.
^Great Britain, Overseas Economic Surveys, Iraq (June 1949), p. 28.
1For the wage rates of unskilled labor. International Labor Office, (Confidential) 

Report to the Government of Iraq on the Development p f  a Social Security System  
(Geneva, 1954), pp. 12-13. The other rates were obtained from the Directorate of 
Labor and Social Security, Baghdad. The International Labor Office report is in the 
files of this Directorate.

if not below i t .” 287 Obviously, a large segment of the unskilled labor
ing class suffered a tangible loss in its real income. One of the main 
factors contributing to this loss was doubtlessly the overflowing 
peasant-fed supply of labor. * 288

^^International Labour O ffice, (Confidential) Report to the Government of 
Iraq on the Developm ent of a Social Security System  (Geneva, 1954), pp. 12-13.

288For other causes, see  pp. 470-473.



In the foregoing pages it was pointed out that the mass migration to 
the towns was, in a primary sense, the natural outcome of the workings 
of agrarian and shaikhly institutions. It is necessary now to describe 
how these institutions affected the life of the peasants.

Of all classes, the peasants are perhaps the least uniform. The 
term “ peasant”  evokes different associations and corresponds to differ
ent sets of facts in different countries. In Iraq it signifies effectively 
quite another thing than, say, in Egypt or Lebanon, although all three 
countries are Arab. Indeed, even in Iraq it refers to a variety of social 
phenomena. Under the monarchy, at least seven types of peasants 
could be distinguished: the share-cropping tribal tenant—the most com
mon; the freeholding tribal cultivator-a rarity; the small independent 
farmowner—largely found in the mid-Euphrates; the nontribal, serf-like, 
tenant-mis&ih of the plains and valleys of Kurdistan; the naggash of the 
district of Suq-ish-Shuyukh; the ta‘ab, a feature, among others, of the 
regions of Basrah and Shatt-il-'Arab; and, lastly, the hired agricultural 
laborer. The miskTns or “ miserables,”  who originally constituted the . 
bulk of the Kurdish peasantry, have already been identified. The nag- 
gash was a husbandman who, by his labor and on his own initiative, 
had revived a piece of land previously inundated with water and over
grown with bulrushes and, by this means and by virtue of undisturbed 
possession, had acquired or merely asserted a right in it, which was of 
a prescriptive nature and heritable and transferable.289 The ta‘ab, 
called also a mugharisjTin the mid-Euphrates,290 was in essence a 
peasant who had obligated himself to plant a plot of land with date 
palms in accordance with a long-term contract which, on fulfillment, 
assured him a proprietary right in a portion of the land or the palm-trees, 
in addition to a stipulated annual share in the crop of dates for the 
duration of the contract. In 1919, in the province of Basrah, the ta abs 
numbered 4,093, the other types of cultivators 6 ,823 .291  jn the forties, 
the ta‘abs still formed an important segment of the agricultural people 
of that region.292 However, not all were, even at the earlier date, 
resident-fa‘abs: some had grown wealthy and lived in the city, leaving 
an agricultural laborer to look after the land. The agricultural laborers 
themselves were of various kinds. Some had a purely seasonal charac
ter. For example, every year from September to November a great 289
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289See Al-Haris (Baghdad) No. 38 of 28 December 1936, Article entitled 
“ An-Nagshah in Suq-ish-Shuyukh . . . . ”

290Great Britain, Reports o f Administration for 1918, I, 159.
29lGreat Britain, Administration Report of the Basrah D ivision for 1919, 

p. 70.
292ir,temal document of the Communist party of Iraq, undated but written in 

1947 and entitled “ Report on the Peasants of Basrah by Comrade Sarim, Mem
ber of the Committee of the Basrah R egion,”  pp. 4-5.
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number of Arabs moved to Shatt-il-‘Arab from the marshes or from 
Muntafiq to help with the harvesting of dates. Other laborers worked 
permanently on the same estate, usually for a share in the produce.
Still others, among whom the farmhands called in southern Iraq the 
HasawTs after Hasa, a part of Saudi Arabia, in which they had their 
origin,293 hired themselves out temporarily, as a rule on a yearly basis 
and for a payment in cash or kind or both. All these laborers were, like 
the ta‘abs and naggashes, in various stages of tribal decomposition or 
in an atomized state.

On the whole, the peasants did not live in a scattered manner, but 
in groups, and at a distance from the fields in which they labored. How
ever, villages had a greater concentration of households in the irriga
tion zone than in the rain-fed regions. Or, to be more precise, the vil
lages of the riverine Arabs were relatively large, those of the Kurdish 
plainsmen smaller, and those of the montane Kurds smallest. In 1957 
there were in the Kurdish province of Sulaimaniyyah 1,407 villages with 
225,260 inhabitants, and in the Arab province of Kut 625 villages with 
225,951 inhabitants. Again, in the Kurdish province of Arbll 200,326 
people lived in 1221 villages, whereas in the Arab province of Basrah 
267,125 people lived in 267 villages. 294

If the most unfortunate peasants were the nontribal miskTns and the 
casual HasawTs, the majority of the tillers of the soil, the riverine 
share-cropping tribal tenants, were also extremely poor. They formed 
the backbone of the country, but they labored without living. Their torn 
dishdashah^S was the only finery they had. They slept in overcrowded 
mud or mat huts together with their cows or buffaloes, surrounded by 
refuse. Their luxuries were a little tea and sugar, which they were 
able to purchase for the first time after World War I, in years when grain 
prices were high, and which they subsequently found it difficult to give 
up,296 Their staple diet was made up of dates and lentils supplement
ed by barley or rice. The better varieties of these foods were, of 
course, beyond their means. They partook of the commonest ZahdT 
dates and the kind of rice known as NaTmah, which is a large and 
coarse white grain with white paddy, or HawazawT, which is a red grain 
with white paddy, and formed into a sort of bread exceedingly unpalat
able. The standard of living of the tribal tenants in the Kurdish hills 
was as depressed, their food as low in nutritive content, and their huts 
as humble. * 2
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2 9 3 ,  p. 8; and Al-Haris No. 38 of 28 December 1936.
^94Iraq, Ministry of Planning, Central Bureau of Statistics, Statistical A b 

stract 1963 (Baghdad, 1964), p. 125.
29^An Arab long cotton shirt.
296Qreat Britain, Naval Intelligence Division, Iraq and the Persian Gull, 

p. 338.



The constant companion of the peasants was and still is ankylosto
miasis, which, according to physicians, gives rise to severe anemia 
and diminishes capacity for work. They had and have also frequent 
visitations from a long list of other diseases. Usually these diseases 
were left unattended. Government dispensaries were and continue to be 
rare and distant. But even in the relatively, few cases in which the 
peasants received attention, their treatment became futile, inasmuch as 
they returned to the same environment and the same conditions of life 
that had made them victims of the disease. An Iraqi physician vividly 
described this problem. “ A patient,”  he said,

is admitted to the hospital. At a glance you realize he is suffering 
from ankylostomiasis and stool examination confirms that. You are 
struck with the extreme degree of his anemia and the obvious state 
of starvation. His Hb% [hemoglobin, i.e., iron content in blood] is 
found to be 20% and the R.B.C. [red blood cells] 2 millions per c.c. 
[cubic centimeters]. On diet and oral iron alone his condition im
proves and in one month his Hb goes up to 50% and R.B.C. to 3 mil- - 
lions per c.c. He is given anti-ankylostoma treatment, his previous 
condition not permitting this, and in another couple of weeks his Hb 
goes up to 65% and R.B.C. to 3.5 million per c.c. He feels much 
better and a marked improvement is noted in his mental powers. He 
wants to go home, back to his work and you have to let him go back 
to the same environment. A year later he is readmitted in the same 
condition. 297

The sadness that was the life of the peasants was also in their 
songs. The following couplet was very current in the southern Tigris : 
region:

Mother, why have you brought me forth for injustice 
Except for me, the rain comes without clouds.298

Consciousness of the injustice of society goes together in the song 
with an acquiescence in it as part of a natural order. But in the last 
two decades of the monarchy the peasant began increasingly to question 
the necessity of his way of life, as is reflected in the more recent song 
of the Albu Muhammad tribesmen translated below:
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297Unpublished paper written in 1958 by Dr. Mahdi Murtada and entitled 
“ Health Conditions in Iraq.”

798Ma/ech ya yummah al-yom jibtTnT lidhdhaim 
Wa-d-dunyah bas wayyay tumtor bita ghaim.
The couplet was quoted in a Communist manuscript which was seized  by 

the police  in 1954 in Ba'qubah prison and was entitled “ Information on the 
Countryside of ‘ Amarah”  (in Arabic).
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0  Lord, my condition is without meaning,
I toil and others gather the fruits.

1 wish to escape to Baghdad from this tribe,
Which succors not its afflicted nor has pride.

I wish to escape to Baghdad from this cultivation,
Which appeases no hunger nor gives repose.

Clap—palm and palm—time passes, passes 
And I run and I am tired but what I earned is gone. 299

At the root of the misery in which the peasant moved, was the small 
reward he received as his share from the produce of the land. What he 
got differed from province to province. Factors such as whether the 
land was rich or poor, or whether it was rain-fed or irrigated by flow or 
sharrads300 or pumps, or whether the work was on a permanent or casu
al basis, entered into the determination of his share. In general, under 
the monarchy he received not less than a quarter and not more than a 
half of the proceeds of his labor, but he might have taken as low as an 
eighth, as did in the English period the murabba1 jT of the Mosul region, 
who was so called because once upon a time he was allowed one- 
fourth. 301 But conditions were greatly varied. In the forties on the 
Tigris in the Arab province of ‘Amarah, the rice peasant got half of the 
produce of his holding if he himself provided the seed, but only one- 
third if the seed was supplied by the shaikh. On good lands, known as 
attityab, which required less effort, his proportion was merely one- 
fourth. 302 In the same decade in the Shamiyyah region of the mid- 
Euphrates, the rice peasant got 40 percent on the better and 50 percent 
on the poorer kind of land, 303 but he had to provide the seed and, if he 
had none, he took it from the shaikh on loan. In the fifties in the rain-

299This is a sample from a number of songs that I collected  in 1958 with 
the help of an ex-peasant of the Albu Muhammad tribe of ‘ Amarah who in the 
year referred to was 55 years of age and worked as a doorkeeper for a commer
cia l company in Baghdad. The Arabic original reads as follow s:

Ya rabbThech wayyay ma biha ma'na 
Yintafi' bihi al-ghair mu hagg ta'abna 

Wa rid ashrid li Baghdad min hal‘ashTrah 
La Tujbir al-maksur la ‘ idtia ghTrah 

Wa rid ashrid li Baghdad min halfilahah 
La tushbi‘ aj-ju ‘an la biha rahah 

Wa saffeg  ar-rah birah rah al-waqt rah 
Wa ana arkud wa ta'ban ma hasalt rah.

300The sharrads are primitive waterlifts worked by an animal which hauls up 
the dalw—a large skin bucket—by means of a rope running over a pulley.

301Great Britain, Administration Report of the Mosul D ivision  for 1919, p. 21.
302Govemor of ‘ Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, pp. 8-9; and Com

munist manuscript, “ Information on the Countryside of ‘ Amarah,”  p. 16.
^ ^ G ovem or of ‘Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, p. 18.



fed Kurdish valley of Sulaimaniyyah, where cultivation was more pre
carious and uncertain, tenant wheat or barley growers received half of 
the yield, and migrant agricultural laborers one-sixth of the wheat crop 
for harvesting and one-fifth of barley for ploughing or payments in cash 
with or without food . 304 *

The peasant did not receive his portion from the total farm produce, 
but from what was left of the crops after a series of dues, differing in 
amount from region to region, had been collected by the shaikh or agha. 
The principal dues as claimed in manns303 in Shamiyyah district in the 
twenties and in kai/as306 in ‘Amarah province in the forties were as 
follows:

1. ash-Shihniyyah or al-Gha‘adah, a contribution of four in one hun
dred kailas, or of one mann from each tghar307 of the total yield to the 
men who guarded the crop from the moment it came to ripeness till its 
actual division;

2 . al-Qahwajiyyah or the due of the shaikh’s coffee-man: three in 
one hundred kailas or one mann from each tghar,

3. al-BartTl, a levy of two manns from each tghar raised in Shamiy
yah for the support of the shaikh’s guest-house; _

4. al-lsmullah (literally, “ the name of God” ), a payment in ‘Amarah 
of three kailas to the muman, a man of religion;

5 . al-Wazzanah or the due of the wazzan, the measurer of the crop:
five kailas in ‘ Amarah; _

6 . al-Ma’muriyyah, a charge of one mann from each tghar of the 
whole produce in Shamiyyah, or of five kailas from the share of every 
peasant in ‘ Amarah levied on behalf of the ma’mUr, the man who super
vised the distribution of water and the repair of bunds.308

At one time, at least in some regions, the peasant had to bear also 
the brunt of the sarkalah, the perquisite of the sirkal,309 who was 
usually the head of the tribal section and had the chief charge of culti
vation. But it would appear that, after the thirties, the sirkal was more 
frequently paid out of the shaikh’s share. However, in certain districts 
a special area, called a mutlaq, was set aside for the sirkal, who took 
its whole produce. Moreover, in the province of ‘Amarah it was common 
for the sirkal to sublease the land from the shaikh against a fixed pay-
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304Barth, Principles of Social Organization in Southern Kurdistan, p. 22.
303One mann equalled 25 kilograms in Shamiyyah.
3 00 One kaila equalled 3% kilograms in ‘ Amarah.
307One tghar equalled 2,000 kilograms.
308FahmT, TaqrTr Howla-l-'lraq, pp. 79-80; and Communist manuscript, “ in

formation on the Countryside of ‘ Amarah,”  pp. 16-19.
3°°Great Britain, Administrative Report of the Baghdad Wilayah for 1917, 

p. 161; and Al-Haris (Baghdad) No. 32 of 21 December 1936.
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merit, usually in kind and known as the daman, which the shaikh expect
ed to receive irrespective of how bad the harvest turned out to be. 310

At any rate, so many in the entourage of the shaikh had slices in 
the fruits of the peasant’s labor that the poet Muhammad Saleh Bahr-il- 
‘Ulum was moved to say

And at the door of the peasant’s hut 
the dog of the shaikh is barking: “ Where is my right? ” 311
The peasant had also to put up with other shaikhly impositions. If 

he owned livestock, he had to pay the shat marta‘ or at-tararah, a graz
ing charge. If there was marriage or birth in his family, he incurred in 
some areas an arbitrarily fixed fee. Dues no less hateful were also 
piled by aghas on Kurdish peasants, such as methane, one in fifty head 
of sheep; puwshane, the equivalent.of the Arab at-tararah; micewer, a 
payment for the support of the agha’s house steward; piytak, a  contribu
tion in money towards the expenses of a wedding in the agha’s family, 
e tc . 312

As could be imagined, by the time the crop had been divided and 
the various dues had been paid, not much was left for the peasant and 
his family. In 1924 Iraq’s director general of public accounts put the 
average yearly income of about 6,000 peasants working for 115 smaller 
shaikhs in Shamiyyah at around 1270 kilograms of rice, or 140 rupees 
(10% pounds sterling).313 For its part, the government of the “ Mandate’ ’ 
estimated the average cash value of a peasant’s yearly portion of a 
cereal crop at about 200 rupees or £15 in. 1928, and 80 rupees or £6 in 
1930.314 in the province of ‘ Amarah in 1943, the total receipts of 80 
men composing the hushiyyah of Shaikh Khattab Jasim of Albu Muham
mad was 177 tons of rice, and of 552 men composing the hushiyyah of 
Shaikh Muhammad al-‘AraibT of the same tribe, 1,255 tons.315 This 
comes to about 2.2 or 2.3 tons for each man, the cash equivalent of 
which cannot now be determined. The rank-and-file tenant-tribesman 
had, of necessity, a smaller share. On the other hand, according to a 
survey conducted by a Dutch agricultural economist in the Hillah and
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^^G ovem or of ‘ Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, p. 6; and Com
munist manuscript, “ Information on the Countryside of ‘ Amarah,”  p. 13.

3 ^ 1  am indebted for this verse line to ‘ Abd-ul-Husain ‘ Abd-ul-Karlm, member 
in 1958 of the Iraqi Co-operative Association  for the Employees and Labourers of 
Commercial Companies.

312por a fuller list of dues claimed by Kurdish chieftains, see Edmonds, 
Kurds, Turks, and Arabs, p. 224.

313pahmr, TaqrTr Howla-l-'Iraq, pp. 87-88 and 101.
Great Britain, Special R eport. . . on the Progress ot Iraq during the 

Period  1920-1931, p. 239.
^ ^ Govem or of ‘Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, pp. 23-24.



DTwaniyyah regions—where the level of living of the peasants was high
er than in ‘Amarah-the average yearly net income in the late fifties of 
197 tribal tenants on large holdings was 78.7 dinars, and of 179 tribal 
tenants on medium holdings 62.8 dinars or pounds sterling. 316  The 
figures were computed on the basis of the selling price for the producer, 
at the moment of the survey, of all the tenant’s products, including the 
home-consumed products. The survey was carried out from October 
1958 to May 1959, that is, after the July Revolution. However, the 
Agrarian Reform Law, passed in September, had not yet been put into 
effect.. Moreover, an interim regulation by the new regime, fixing the 
tenant’s maximum payment to the landowner at 50 percent of the crop, 
does not appear to have been fully implemented. It is not clear to what 
extent the unsettled conditions of the time-the period was that of the 
Communist “ Flood-tide” -affected the local movement of prices.

For his subsistence income, the peasant did not only have to work 
on his assigned holding, but had also to perform with his own imple
ments and draft animal the duty known as al-‘aunah—or herewez in . 
Kurdistan—which involved corvee labor on the land reserved for the 
shaikh, agha, or sayyid. Moreover, he was often called upon to build 
or repair bunds, to clear or deepen canals, or to dig new feeder chan
nels, for which he received no remuneration. * 31  ̂  Over and above this, 
if his crops were ruined through seasonal disasters, he could not al
ways count on material assistance from the shaikh.

The lot of the peasant woman was much harder than that of the male 
peasant, for she not only shared his misery and his worries, but had to 
bear also his own arbitrariness. In certain areas she was in effect no 
better than a chattel: tribal disputes were not infrequently settled at 
her expense, herself being paid in fast, that is, in settlement of a dis
pute which involved or would have involved the shedding of blood. In 
1929, in ‘ Amarah, according to the administrative inspector of this 
province, “ awards of women in fast were made in 62 tribal cases, 125 
women altogether being involved. In some cases the women are to be 
paid in instalments so many down and the remainder at intervals. In
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316The comparable figure for 236 farm owners in the same area was 71.3 
dinars, but these were often in fact farm owners who were at the same time 
tenants on large holdings, their own acreage of land being too small and in 
part unsuitable for agriculture because of salination; A. P. G. Poyck, Farm 
Studies in Iraq (Wagenigen, Netherlands, 1962), pp. 57 and 63-64.

31^A1 though the Ministry of Interior had in 1927 instructed the governors 
of provinces to see to it that the peasant-tribesmen, laboring on dikes, were 
paid, fed, and sheltered by the shaikhs benefiting from their work (see Great 
Britain, R eport. . . on the Administration ol Iraq lor 1927, pp. 36-37), the prac
tice of al-'aunah in this connection did not cease in the areas where the power 
of the shaikh was unchallengeable. '
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one case the last woman will not be paid until 9 years hence-----  318 319
Those earmarked for later delivery to the aggrieved party were young 
girls that had not yet attained majority. They and the other women 
given in fasl or, to use the name by which they were known, the fasliy- 
yat, led a particularly harsh life, their husbands normally oppressing 
them and holding them in contempt. Disposal by fasl was not the only 
system to which the peasant woman was exposed. Sometimes, with a 
view to winning favor, her father offered her as a gift to one or other^o 
the notables of the village. This went under the designation of zawaj- 
ul-hibah or “ gift marriage.”  Moreover, often, when still a child, she 
was pledged to a personage or relative in waqf (literally, mortmain) 
mairiage—zawaj-ul-waqf.319  These were some of the more glaring in
stances of the social oppression of the peasant woman, a theme which 
cannot here be developed further without going too far out of the way.

In a session of the 1937 Bakr Sidqi parliament, the deputy from 
Basrah recounted an incident that he had with a peasant soldier. “ Twen
ty days ago,’ ’ he said, “ as I was returning in a small boat from the vil
lage of Hand to Basrah I met a soldier on the river shore. I took him 
along. . ! .  On the way, as we conversed,. . . .  I found him very discon
tented with his experience as a soldier. I attempted by various means 
to impress upon him the importance of the duty of serving one’s home
land ___  His answer to me was: ‘ ‘ ‘AmmTshunu watan?”  Uncle, what
homeland? I have no hut to live in and no one allows me to graze my
buffalo even in the marshes! ” 320 .

In view of the conditions under which the peasants lived, the atti
tude of this soldier and the point that the deputy from Basrah wanted to 
make can be appreciated. The country gave the peasants nothing. It 
only neglected them. They were unaided with their cultivation. Their 
needs were uncared for. Their children were unschooled and, in the ab
sence of health services, frequently succumbed to various kinds of di
seases. From their standpoint, the notion that they owed the country 
anything was, therefore, an absurdity. They had, indeed, no sense of 
belonging to it. Clearly, the denial of their right to a normal life was 
not only estranging them from their shaikh and their tribe, but also 
undermining any possibility of their association in meaningful terms 
with the larger community amidst which they lived, particularly when 
they felt that the organized power of that community helped to perpetu
ate the conditions from which they suffered. Thus deep and far-reaching
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3^Unpublished report for the year 1929 of the British administrative in
spector of ‘ Amarah province, dated 1 April 1930, pp. 21-22.

319Communist manuscript, “ Information on the Countryside of ‘ Amarah,”  
p. 36.

320Proceedings of the Twentieth Session of the Extraordinary Meeting of 
the Chamber of D eputies for 1937 (in Arabic), 31 May 1937, p. 264.



was the harm for the society inherent in the land system and in the con
tinuance of the shaikh.

Shaikhly institutions were not only wearing away the peasants, but 
in their impact on the land they were as wasteful. The shaikhs and 
aghas, nomadic warriors by origin, were not within their element in agri
culture. It cannot be denied that this was true also of most of the peas
ants, whose links with the land were as weak and who, therefore, had 
never been skillful cultivators. But the perpetuation of shaikh and agha 
not only doomed the peasants to destitution, but barred them from a 
more successful adaptation to the land. Natural conditions—the recur
rent floods in the irrigation zone, uncontrolled by the central authorities 
till 1956, and the precariousness of agriculture in the rain-fed areas- 
would have taxed sound agricultural institutions, but the shaikhly sys
tem was intrinsically unsuited for such an environment. Of course, this 
was true generally: some tribal chiefs had become efficient landlords, 
but they were the exception. Again, it must be admitted, as the first 
decade after the Revolution of 1958 was to show, that there were not 
enough competent agricultural officers to take the place of the shaikhs 
and aghas; but a new social departure was needed and unavoidable.

It is true that, under the monarchy, thanks largely to the initiative 
of the government and the improvement of irrigation, more and more vir
gin land was brought under the plough. At the same time, however, on 
account of wasteful methods of cultivation, the soil steadily deterio
rated in the flow-irrigated plains. A mission, organized by the Interna
tional Bank for Reconstruction and Development, estimated in 1952 that 
in the preceding few decades in the country as a whole 20 to 30 percent 
of the cultivated land had been abandoned because of salination caused 
by the extravagant use of water and bad drainage and that, for the same 
reason, yields on other land fell by 20 to 50 percent.321 According to 
an Iraqi economist, the average yields of grain (wheat and barley) m 
kilograms per dunum dropped from 225 in 1919-1923 to 187 in 1934-1938, 
and further to 143 in 1 9 5 3 -1958.322

The process of agricultural deterioration was most pronounced in 
‘Amarah. Conditions in this province in the forties and fifties contrast
ed vividly with what had been taking place in earlier decades. At 
around the turn of the century much of its land, which had been “ sleep
ing, . . . opened her eyes,”  to use a picturesque expression of the Arab 
peasant. By 1918 the shaikhs were “ rolling in wealth.” 323 Even as * 322

321-rhe International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, The E co 
nomic D evelopm ent of Iraq, p. 17.

322Muhammad Salman Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadTfT-l-'Iraq. At-Tijarat 
ul-Kharijiyyah wa-t-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT 1864-1958 ("E conom ic Development 
of Iraq. Foreign Trade and Economic Development” ) (Saida, 1965), p. 181.

323Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 335.
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late as 1930 an administrative account described ‘Amarah as “ one of 
the fairest and richest provinces of Iraq. ” 324 But its governor s re-  ̂
port for 1944 conveyed the impression of widespread decline. Canals, 
he wrote, “ are silted up and uncleared, feeder channels unregulated, 
salt-overlaid soil unwashed,.. . and embankments unrepaired . . . .  He 
also brought out that, although the 181 landlords o f ‘ Amarah held 
3,647,793 dunums of land and 3,137,436 of these dunums were cultiva
ble only 625,894 were actually cultivated, while most of the rest had 
been “ abandoned for many years.” 325 By the fifties still more land 
had gone out of cultivation, and many villages were partly or complete
ly deserted. 326

This state of affairs and the low and declining productivity of the 
land in the country generally, no less than the primitiveness and waste
fulness of agricultural methods, flowed, in an essential and ultimate 
sense, from the unwholesome social conditions of the peasants. Obvi
ously, cultivators living in semiserfdom and in ignorance and utter pov
erty could hardly be expected to be good agriculturists, or to develop 
any real concern for the land. We.have here in some respects but an
other confirmation of Montesquieu’s well-known remark: The soil is 
productive less by reason of its natural fertility than because the peo
ple tilling it are free.”

Extreme concentration of landholdings was also bound to harm agri
culture. “ The shaikhs,”  affirmed the governor of ‘Amarah in 1944,
“ are solely interested in immediate returns without regard for the future
of the land___  The extent of neglect is no matter to them because
they hold areas so vast that they are assured of big yields in any 
c a s e .” 327

Another hindrance to the advance of agriculture lay in the psycholo
gy and social norms of the shaikhly stratum. As has earlier been noted, 
by virtue of the development of better communications, production on 
shaikhly estates became increasingly commercial in character, in the 
sense that these estates now produced for a market and not basically 
for the needs of the tribe, as in days gone by. But the shaikhs never 
developed the commercial ethos in its fullness. It is true that they did 
not altogether escape from the influence of the appetite for unlimited 324 * * *

324UnpubUshed monthly report of the British administrative inspector of
‘Amarah for March 1930, dated 20 April 1930, p. 5.

325G0vernOr of ‘Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, pp. 7-9, 3, 
and 33.

326jn i95i^ the province’ s 177 landlords held 3,422,733 dunums, of which 
2,722,504 were cultivable, but only 553,686 were actually planted. A^part of 
the rest was, however, lying fallow. Unpublished 1952 report on ‘ Amarah land
holdings, Baghdad Internal Security Library.

327Qovernor Qf ‘Amarah unpublished report of 9 May 1944, p. 6.
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gain. For example, the shaikhs of ‘Amarah, who may or may not have 
been in this respect representative of the shaikhs of other provinces, 
were described by one political officer as “ usually . . . unprogressive, 
extremely selfish, and possessed of an inordinate greed for money.”
At the same time, with rare exceptions, the shaikhs never learned the 
art of saving. Many of them were so concerned with preserving shaikh- 
ly dignity that little was left from their large receipts for reinvestment 
in agriculture. A high British revenue official, accounting for the low 
income of the state from its lands, remarked in 1924 that “ if policy de
manded the continuance of the old shaikhs, allowance must be made for 
their thriftless ways . . . though new lessees, drawn from a more 
business-like class and having no traditional dignity to maintain, might 
quite well have paid (higher) rents. ” * 329 In this connection, the follow
ing estimate by an Iraqi director general of public accounts of how 115 
shaikhs from the Shamiyyah and Abu Sukhair districts spent their in
come in 1925330 * is not without interest:

In thousands
of rupees Percentage

Estimated total net income 2,122

Estimated expenditures
On guests
On wives and children 424
On visits to holy places 
Khums?31 zakat,332 and charities

318

given to sadah and ‘ ulama* 531
Interests on loans from traders 637

100

10
20
15

25
30

It is difficult to give an opinion on the accuracy of the estimate, or on 
its general illustrative value. But it is clear that these relatively 
minor shaikhs of the mid-Euphrates could not with their incomes live in 
the way their status required, and had to borrow from traders at exces
sive rates of interest. In Iraq the average charge on loans in rural 
areas was 30 percent, although some money-lenders were known to have 
exacted as high as 60 percent by various devious ways. 333 Being 
close to the ShTTholy cities, the mid-Euphrates shaikhs were apt to 
spend much on ‘ ulama’ and sSdah and other affairs of religion. Their

32®Great Britain, Administration Report of ‘Amarah D ivision for the Year 
1920-21, p. 25.

329Great Britain, Administration Report of the Revenue Department for 
1924, p. 26.

330FahmT, TaqrTr H owla-l-‘Iraq, pp. 105-106.
33^For the khums, see p. 156.
332The zakat is an alms tax.
333See ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq al-Hilalt, Mashakil-ul-Vtiman-iz-Zira'TfT-l-'Iraq 

(‘ ‘ Problems of Agricultural Credit in Iraq” ) (Baghdad, 1957), p. 91.
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standing in the society would have otherwise suffered. The bigger 
shaikhs of the lower Tigris did not have to worry as much about the 
clerical order or the obligations of the faith, but in other respects were 
no less unthrifty. They thus spent-to quote from an administrative 
report—“ a ridiculously large proportion of their incomes on salaries to 
their wives, children, and even to much further relatives. ” 334 * Their 
hushiyyah or personal guard also weighed heavily on their finances: 
even a middle-size shaikh of the Albu Muhammad, whose income in 1943 
was 736 tons of rice, had to spend on his hushiyyah 177 tons, or 24 per
cent of the whole. 333 This gives more than an inkling of the extent to 
which the shaikhs had come to rely on coercion to keep their tribesmen 
under control. But considerations of prestige were also involved.

One other factor encumbering the progress of agriculture was the . 
disfavor with which shaikhs and aghas looked on innovations. Except 
for a small minority, and save for their use of pressure pumps, they 
showed reluctance to abandon time-worn methods and techniques. They 
also concentrated on the production of grain, and refused to experiment 
with new crops or facilitate agricultural extension and research. 336 337

The deficiencies of the shaikhly system so far discussed were com
mon to many a province of Iraq, and do not by themselves explain why 
the deterioration of agriculture should have been more pronounced in 
‘Amarah. Part of the explanation, it would seem, lies with the rapid 
pump development on the Tigris. The shaikhs and town mallaks of Kut 
and Baghdad were allowed to erect a great number of pumps without re
gard to the consequences on cultivation further down the river. In 1957, 
out of the country’s 5,264 pumps, 2,079 or 39 percent were along the 
Tigris in the provinces of Kut and Baghdad, 33,7 that is, in the two prov
inces just above ‘Amarah. In 1930, when the number of pumps installed 
there was only 1,248, ‘ Amarah’s administrative inspector deemed it 
necessary to point out that

before the pump boom the Tigris was to all intents and purposes a 
summer canal for ‘ Amarah and its prosperity is founded largely on 
this fact. The pump boom threatens to alter all this. Large supplies 
are being drawn off above ‘Amarah and the multiplication of pumps 
goes on without restriction. What is going to happen to ‘Amarah?. ..
It is unthinkable that the government should allow a situation to de
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334Unpublished monthly report for April 1930 of the ‘ Amarah administrative 
inspector dated 30 May 1930, p. 16.

^^G ovem or of ‘Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, p. 24.
^"^Conversation with Peter Vanderveen, a Dutch expert attached to the 

Ministry of Agriculture, November 1957.
337Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Principal Bureau of Statistics, Statistical 

Abstract 1957 (Baghdad, 1958), p. 71.



velop whereby one of its richest provinces may be ruined and that 
expensive pump irrigation should be encouraged at the expense of 
natural free flow cana ls .338

But it appears that the town mallaks and shaikhs of Baghdad and Kut
wielded more influence in the capital than the ‘ Amarah shaikhs. .

What is the policy of the Iraq government towards its rice-growing 
industry? [wondered the Administrative Inspector at another point in 
his report]. Possibly even after the lapse of 10 years it is still too 
busy with politics to have any rice policy, but at any rate a year ago 
when the question of safeguarding the ‘Amarah summer water sup
plies was raised, the Ministry of Irrigation and Agriculture disclosed 
its views on the subject of rice. Briefly that_ministry is defi
nitely hostile to rice cultivation and the ‘Amarah rice kings look like 
going to the wall and it is suggested that they should only have 
water that cannot possibly be used for other less extravagant sum
mer crops. The pump pashas of Baghdad and Kut have w on '.339

And also some pump-producing company, one might add., ntbarr*age
this development was reinforced by the construction of the Kut barrage 
in 1939, which diverted still more supplies, now to the big shai 
the Gharraf. In consequence, some of ‘Amarah’s channels dried up and 
recourse had to be had to costly pump irrigation. Thus the number^o 
pumps in this province increased from 105 in 1929 to la  ̂
which in turn led to a more extortionate treatment of sirkal and peasant
in the matter of rent and the sharing of crops.

The real cause of the decline in ‘Amarah, however was not so much 
the decrease of the water supply as the chaotic use of the water that 
was available. Shaikhs resorted frequently to illicit damming^ °
the head reaches of the river erected dams across the canals and ^ t 0 
the water from those below them. This often led to the death of chan 
nels. Another detrimental practice was that of soaking the, land with 
water and running off the water, after the irrigation of the fields, into 
S i .  canals which were left .0  find their o w l e v . ^  of_
these drainage canals were as large as the main drs r ' h_
tent of the wastage of water can, therefore, be imagined By such met 
ods large cultivable areas were, ruined. Some shaikhs also suffere 
from too much water, and others had too little, and they could not
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-------report for March 1930 of British administrative in
spector of ‘ Amarah, dated 20 April 1930, pp. 4-5.

339ibid., p. 8.
340Unpu’bUshed report of the ‘ Amarah administrative inspector for August 

1929, dated 20 September 1929. ..
341Iraq, Statistical Abstract 1957, p. 71.
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cooperate. The governor of ‘Amarah brought out in 1944 that the Hillah 
branch of the Euphrates, which serves 35 percent of the lands of 
Diwaniyyah province and all the lands of Hillah province, excepting the 
Musayyib district, had only a maximum recorded flow of 200 cubic 
meters per second, whereas the Kahla‘ channel of the Tigris in ‘Amarah 
had in 1942 a flow of 400 cubic meters per second, and was the share 
of only two shaikhs who were constantly in dispute over the distribution 
of the water, and always complained of its insufficiency. Similarly, the 
Butairah canal in ‘Amarah, which had a 1942 flow of 722 cubic meters 
per second was dominated by two bickering shaikhs of the Azairij 
tribe. 342 This dispute on the Butairah had apparently become a part of 
a tradition, for the fathers of these shaikhs had the same problem. 
“ Shaikh Salman Al-Manshad,”  wrote the province’s administrative in- . 
spector in 1929, “ suffers from too much water. He has to maintain the 
great Umm Zorah bund to prevent some of his rice lands being drowned 
and he appears unable to do this without the assistance of his neigh
bour Shawwai who is unwilling to help him. ” 343 Similar conditions 
existed in other regions in which the shaikhs held sway.

Endemic, then, in the shaikhly system was the state of thriftless
ness, the limited ability to reinvest in agriculture, the concern for im
mediate returns, the resistance to innovations, the wasteful methods of 
cultivation, and the general impoverishment of the land. Thus, not only 
in human but also in material resources was heavy the cost that the mil
lions of Iraqis had to bear so that a few hundreds of shaikhs could con
tinue to thrive. But has the condition of the peasant and of the land in 
the post-shaikh period been any better? In regard to this something will 
be said on other pages.
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^4^Govemor of ‘Amarah, unpublished report of 9 May 1944, p. 11.
343Unpublished report for the year 1929 of the British administrative in

spector of ‘Amarah, dated 1 April 1930, p. 13.
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THE SADAH

The sadah (plural of sayyid), also known as ashraf (plural of sharif), 
claimed to be, as already mentioned, of the Prophet’s blood. They were, 
in a theoretical sense, a caste, that is, a closed group. To belong to 
them was presumably a matter of birth and heredity. They drew their 
sanction from the religion of the people, availing themselves of 
Qur’anic or traditional sayings in favor of the Prophet’s family to digni-, 
fy their interests and privileges by the impress of divine calculation. 
However, the claim of descent from the House of Muhammad put forth by 
the landed sadah was merely a supporting element, rather than the real 
underpinning of their social position. If they mattered in the society, . 
they mattered essentially on some other ground—either on account of 
their wealth, or their holding of office, or their knowledge of religion or 
of the holy law, or their leadership of tribes or of mystic orders, or a 
combination of two or more of these factors. Indeed, the trend appears 
to have been for the claim of sacred descent to be put forward after the 
claimants had risen in the world, the change in their standing or their 
new pull in society enabling them to get away with the claim, which in ' 
time came to be generally accepted, though not by all the faithful. * As 
a matter of fact, the authenticity of the pedigree of the greater number 
of the sadah had not gone unquestioned. Even the GailanTs, who pro
vided the naqTbs or marshals of the ashraf at Baghdad for upwards of 
four centuries—from 1531 to 1962, when the office lapsed1 * 3—did not 
escape the charge of making up their genealogical tree.3 Besides, in 
bygone times the ashraf would appear to have conferred the title of 
sayyid on people who were absolute strangers, with a view to fortifying

1This appears to have been true, for example, in the case of the two most 
prominent ashraf families of Baghdad, the Gailanis (see note 3 below) and the 
Jamils (conversation with Muhammad Fakhri aj-JamTl, October 1971).

^Conversation, Yusuf al-GailanT, administrator of the Qadirl"Awqaf of 
Baghdad, 24 February 1971.

3In his book, Al-Haqq-udh-Dhaher ITSharh Hal-ish-Shaikh ‘Abd-il-Qadir 
(“ The Manifest Truth in the Elucidation of the Status of Shaikh ‘ Abd-il-Qadir” ), 
‘Air al-Karmanl al-HanafT (1641-1728), a legist from Qanawj, India, maintained 
that the shaikh to whom the GailanT family owed its standing did not himself 
claim to be a sayyid, but that the claim was put forward by his descendants.
See Muhammad Amlh ZakT, TarTkh-tis-Sulaimaniyyah, p. 212.
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themselves politically. 4 _
Among the Sunnis, at least in the cities, the ashraf were somewhat 

limited in number and, for the most part, men of social prominence and 
abundant means. According to an official list, published in 1894 in 
order, apparently, to put an end to wranglings over precedence,® there 
were in Baghdad in that year only five Sunni ashraf families-the Jamils, 
Gailanls, Alusls, Haidarls, and Sinawls-and, in all, twenty-one Sunni 
ashraf, sixteen of whom were from the family of GailanI (see Table 7-1). 
For some reason, the Sinawls, who claimed descent from the Umayyads 
and, therefore, from Quraysh, the Prophet’s tribe, rather than from the 
Prophet’s House, were included in the list; whereas the SuwaidTs, who 
claimed descent from ‘Abbas, the uncle of the Prophet,® were passed 
over. 7 The Tabaqchalls and the family of Rajab ar-RawI, who claimed 
descent from Husain, grandson of the Prophet, 8 were also left out, per
haps because they belonged to Rifa'ism, a mystic order that rivaled 
that of the naqib, who headed the Qadirl path. Some ashraf, like the re
ligious reformer Mahmud Shukn al-Alusi, were omitted apparently be
cause they were not in the good graces of the sultan.9

Although, of the just mentioned Sunni ashraf families of Baghdad, 
only the Jamils figure among the principal landed families of 1958 
shown in Table 5-3, it must be kept in mind that this table takes into 
account only agricultural land held in taps, or in lazmah, or as mulk, 
but not urban property or waqf estates, that is, estates in mortmain. 
Many of the Sunni ashraf administered not only charitable waqfs, that 
is, properties or funds entailed to pious or charitable purposes, but
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^Carsten Niebuhr, Description de l ’Arabie (Amsterdam, 1774), p. 12. Sig
nificantly, in 1899, the grand sharlf of Mecca, sensing perhaps that too wide a 
distribution of descent from the Prophet detracted from his own distinction, re
portedly ordered the suppression of the title in the entire district over which 
he had authority; Great Britain, Foreign Office, Further Correspondence R e 
specting the Affairs of A siatic Turkey and Arabia, January-June 1899, pp. 34-35.

®The o ffic ia l list was inserted in the Sal Nameh (Yearbook) of the Baghdad 
Wilayah for A.H. 1312 (A.D. 1894) and was published in R evue du Monde Musul- 
man, VI: 12 (December 1908), 651-652.

®For the claim of the SuwaidTs, see Ibn Sanad, Matali'-us-Su'ud, pp. 107-108.
^Strictly speaking, the title of sayyid  or sharTf applied to descendants of 

Husain and Hasan, grandsons of the Prophet, but the House of Muhammad was 
historically more widely interpreted to include the descendants of ‘Abbas.

®For the claim of these two fam ilies, see Mahmud ShukrT al-AlusT, Al-Misk 
al-Adfar (“ The Best of Musks” ) (Baghdad, 1930), I, 89-90; IbrahTm ad-DurubT, 
Al-Baghdadiyyun: Akhbaruhhm wa Majalisuhum (“ The Baghdadis: Their Annals 
and A ssem blies” ) (Baghdad, 1958), p. 33; and Yunis ash-Shaikh IbrahTm as- 
Samarra’ i, As-Sayyid Ahmad ar-RifaT. Hayatuhu wa Atharuhu (“ As-Sayyid 
Ahmad ar-Rifa‘T. His L ife and Traditions” ) (Baghdad, 1970), pp. 94-95.

^Why, in 1894, Muhammad Al-JamTl had precedence over the Naqib (consult 
Table 7-1), is  not clear.
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TABLE 7-1
Official List of the Sunni Ashraf 

Families of Baghdad in 1894

Bait
(family)

P lace of origin 
of family Name o f  sayyid

A1 Jamil Hamah, Syria Muhammad
al-Gailanl Gilan, Persia ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman (NaqTb 

till 1927) '

al-GailanT ‘ Abd-ul-Qader^
al-GailanT Zain-ul-‘ AbidTn
al-AlusT Alias, Iraq3 Nu'man
al-GailanT Daud D iya’ -ud-dTn
al-GailanT Muhammad DarwTsh
al-HaidarT ArdabTl, Persia ‘ Abdullah SalTm
as-Sinawx Sina, Persia ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd
al-Gailani Ahmad
al-GailanT ‘ Abdullah
al-GailanT Mahmud (NaqTb 1927-1936)
A1 Jamil Mustafa
al-GailanT MuhyT-d-Din
al-GailanT Safa’ -ud-DTn
al-GailanT Muhammad Hamid
al-GailanT Husain
al-GailanT ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq
al-Gailanl ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab
al-GailanT Muhammad al-YasTn
al-Gailarii Mahmud 1 Abd-ul-Qader

Class or 
occupation

Mallak
‘ Alim*—mallak; ch ie f of 
QadtrT mystic order; 
premier of Iraq 1921-1922 
‘ Alim—mallak
Mallak
‘ Alim (of limited means)
Mallak
Mallak
‘ Alim—mallak 
‘Alim and qadi4 
Mallak
Mallak '
‘ Alim—mallak
‘ Alim
‘Alim
Mallak
Mallak
Mallak
Mallak
Mallak
Mallak
‘ Alim—mallak

1A man learned in religion.
2‘ Abd-ul-Qader was the uncle of Rashid ‘AIT al-Gailani, a premier in 1930 and 

1940-41.
3A1us is a village in the province of Dulaim.
4A judge deciding on questions connected with religion.
Source: For the names of the ashraf, Sal Nameh (Yearbook) of the Baghdad 

Wilayah for 1894. For the other particulars, Yusuf al-GailanT, administrator of the 
QadirT Awqaf of Baghdad, conversation, 24 February 1971.

also waqfs of the dhurriyyah kind, that is, inalienable estates, the pro
ceeds of which accrued to themselves as descendants.of the waqfs’ 
founders. These estates remained unaffected by the 1958 Agrarian Re
form Law. In Ottoman times, as under the monarchy, much of the 
wealth and influence of a family like the Gailams (the naqlb’s branch) 
stemmed from its control of dhurriyyah and charitable waqfs rather than 
from its holdings in tapu or lazmah, which in 1958 came to only 13,668 
dunums (see Table 10-3). On the other hand, even in 1894 some Sunni 
ashraf, though of high status, were propertyless, if not impecunious.

Among the ShITs, particularly in the tribal country, the stratum of
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sadah was more widespread and comprised, along with the very wealthy, 
men from humble occupations. It was also more unambiguously parasit
ic: the khums or fifth part of the income, a due incumbent upon all 
faithful Shl'Ts, was the perquisite of the sadah. 10 Moreover, in some 
areas the lands belonging to them were' muharramat, that is, forbidden 
to others and preserved for them and their descendants.11

Many of the prominent ashral families were of relatively recent Ara
bian or Persian or Syrian origin. The Abu TabTkhs, who in 1958 owned 
124,496 dunums on the Shamiyyah channel of the Euphrates, and at 
Rumaithah and Chamchah in DTwaniyyah province, had moved up to Iraq 
from al-Hasa, Arabia, some 250 years earlier.12 The Jamils, who held 
92,166 dunums, including most of the tail of the Khurasan River in 
Diyalah, and, over and above this, possessed 121 houses and shops in 
the Qanbar ‘AIT quarter of Baghdad, had come to Iraq from Syria toward 
the end of the eighteenth century.13 Ash-ShurafI’ , owners of 33,352 
dunums on the Shatt-il-Hillah,1”* migrated from Mecca some 350 years 
before.13 * Similarly with other less prosperous sadah: the TabaqchalTs, 
who provided several of the muftTs16 * of Baghdad and Hillah, were from 
Hamah, Syria;12 the QazwTnTs, owners of estates in Hindiyyah and on 
the MahawTl canal, hailed from Persia;18 the Zuwains, who had date 
gardens round Ja'arah, were from Mecca;1  ̂ and the Yasirs, who pos
sessed property on the DTwaniyyah Shatt, from MadTnah,20 and all mi
grants of the last few centuries. Of course, the royal family itself was 
of HijazT origin, and came to Iraq only in 1921. The sadah of Mosul— 
the NaqTbs, FakhrTs, MuftTs, and ‘UbaidTs-descended from Sayyid ‘ Ab
dullah of the well-known A'rajT House, whom the Turks brought over 
from MadTnah in the middle of the sixteenth century in the hope, presuma
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1 °Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918 of D ivisions and D is 
tricts o f the Occupied Territories of Mesopotamia (1919), I, 86.

11See the 36th article of a series on “ The Tragedy of the Province of 
‘Amarah,”  A 1-AhaIT (Baghdad), 24 August 1934.

12See Table 5-3 and Great Britain, Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes of the Bagh
dad Wilayah (Calcutta, 1919), p. 185.

13Table 5-3; and conversation with Muhammad FakhrT aj-Jamil, 14 October 
1971. ’

1^I.e., on the Hillah Branch of the Euphrates.
13See Table 5-3 and Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes o f the Baghdad Wilayah, 

p. 184.
10The muftTs are canon lawyers of standing.
12Ad-DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, pp. 33-35.
18Arab Bureau, Arab Tribes of the Baghdad Wilayah, p. 183.
19Ibid., p. 188.
^9Ibid., p. 186.



bly, of using his holy qualities to pacify the recalcitrant inhabitants of
the city.21 ___

Only a small number of ashraf families, notably the Gailanis of 
Baghdad, the Naqibs and Basha'yans of Basrah, and the Sa'duns of 
Muntafiq, were older than Ottoman rule. Shaikh ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir, the real 
builder of the Gailanis’ fortunes, came to Baghdad from the Persian 
district of Gllan in 1095. The Naqibs of Basrah, who controlled exten
sive wag/22 23 property, traced their descent to Sayyid Ahmad ar-Rifa‘ i, 
founder of the Rifa'T mystic order, who died in 1183 and whose tomb 
stands east of the town of Rayy.23 The Bisha'yans, who in 1920 owned 
Basrah’s Mushriq quarter and its mosque, claimed direct descent from 
the ‘Abbasid caliphs.24 But, as one account current in Basrah has it, 
their ancestor was actually an immigrant Afghani dervish.25 26 Anyhow, 
one of their forefathers, Shaikh ‘Abd-us-Salam al-‘AbbasT, appears to 
have helped in the founding of the present Basrah in the fifteenth cen
tury.25 The Sa'duns, owners in 1958 of more than 219,765 dunums27 * 29 
and ex-rulers of the Muntafiq tribal confederation, which from the six- ■ 
teenth century till 1871 was virtually independent of Turkish authority, 
had their origin in Mecca, and migrated to Iraq before the beginning of 
the Ottoman period.25 It is not clear when the Haidans, an old family 
of Kurdish sadah, moved to Baghdad from Ardabil, southwest of the Cas
pian,2® but the foundation of their wealth was laid in the time of Sultan 
Sulaiman the Magnificent, in the first half of the sixteenth century.30

What status did the sadah enjoy under the monarchy? To begin with, 
the general regard accorded to them varied, depending upon the period.
If in 1921 the stratum still commanded religious reverence, by 1958 it 
had lost much, if not all, of its old glamor. Beyond this, the scale of

S A D A H  l b /

21Sulaiman Sa’ igh al-Mawsilt, TarTkh-ul-Mawsil (“ The History of Mosul” ) 
(Cairo, 1923), I, *266-267; and Great Britain, Personalities, Mosul, ArbTl, Kirkuk, 
and Sulaimaniyyah (1922), pp. 1, 2, 21, and 75.

22Religious endowment.
23Great Britain, P ersonalities, Iraq (E xclusive ot Baghdad and Kadhimam)  

(1920), p. 93.
24/b id ., p. 25.
25Conversation with M. H. ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman, a lawyer of Basrah, May 1972.
26Shaikh ‘ Abd-ul-Qader Basha'yln al-‘ AbbasT, Al-Basrah ITAdwariha-t- 

TarTkhiyyah (“ Basrah in Its Historical P hases” ) (Baghdad, 1961), p. 55.
27See Table 5-3.
25Great Britain, Arab Bureau, Basrah Branch, The Muntafiq, pp. 2-3; and 

Great Britain, R eview  of the Civil Administration of Mesopotamia (1920), p. 21.
29Conversation with Yusuf al-Gailanl, 24 February 1971. ^ ,
30Qrea(. Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain : 

(1920), p. 26.
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prestige differed not only from city to city, or as between the cities and 
countryside, but also from class to class, sect to sect, and from one 
ethnic group to another. This was but a reflection of the multiple and 
diverse nature of Iraqi society.

Of course, the sadah were not all of equal standing. Bearing in 
mind the essentially subjective character of social estimation, and 
making allowance for individual exceptions, it could be said that in 
general a sayyid who was at the same time, a ‘alim enjoyed a higher es
teem than a mere sayyid. Similarly—and this has particular application 
to the Kurdish provinces—a sayyid-‘alim who was at the same time a 
master of a mystic order, like Ahmad-i Khanaqah, murshid* 3! of the 
NaqshbandTs at Kirkuk, 3 2 ranked higher than a mere sayyid-alim. In 
the tribal country, the sadah who had tribes of their own, like the Jaf , 
Begzadah, the Abu TabTkhs, and the Mgutars,33 possessed a superior 
status to the sadah who held land under tribal shaikhs.34 On the 
whole, in the eyes of the upper class but not necessarily of the popu
lace, a poor sayyid ranked lower than a rich sayyid or a sayyid that had 
been rich and had become impoverished. Obviously, a man like Sayyid 
‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-Gailam, who in 1921 was marshal of the ashraf, mur- 
shid of the Qadiri order, owner of extensive estates, and prime minister 
of Iraq,3 5 commanded great deference in the higher reaches of the socie
ty. But the little people of Baghdad respected more and loved more the 
reformer and revivalist Sayyid Mahmud ShukrT al-Alusi, who lived in re
duced circumstances and who, on being offered by the British high com
missioner, Sir Percy Cox, three hundred dinars through Anastas, the 
Carmelite, replied: “ It is better for me to die of hunger than take money 
which I did not earn.’ ’ 36

Excluding the royal family, the sadah-in particular by reason of the 
doubt surrounding the genuineness of their pedigree—did not necessari
ly constitute the uppermost social stratum. Moreover, the hierarchy of 
prestige was neither stable nor clearly defined. It is difficult, for ex
ample, to say where the sadah stood in relation to the shuyukh asl (lit
erally the “ shaikhs.of noble lineage” ), who in the twenties formed the 
backbone of Basrah’s old tribally based aristocracy. The shuyukh asl
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^Spiritual guide or grand master.
■^Ahmad-i Khanaqah’ s direct descendants owned 42,351 dunums in 1958, 

see Tabie 5-3.
^ F o r  these sadah, see Table 5-3.
34The Abu TabTkhs originally held land under the chief of the Khaza‘ i.1, but 

in the twentieth century were leaders of the tribe of Al-Ziyad.
35See Table 7-4.
3®This incident was reported by Anastas the Carmelite himself, and was 

recounted by KhairF Amin al-'Uman in his Shakhsiyyat 'Iraqiyyah (“ Iraqi Per
sonalities” ) (Baghdad, 1955), p. 12.
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were the heads of families descending from an “ old and noble tribe,”  
and in particular from the very old confederation of the ‘Anizah to 
which King ‘ Abd-ul-‘Aziz ibn Sa‘ud allegedly belonged. In their scale 
of values, the most important thing was said to be honor: if injury was 
done to a shaikh a sl’s honor, then “ death became sweet.”  As land- . 
owners, they deemed it dignified to sell grain, but to plant or deal in 
vegetables was for them a waksah—a dishonor. Though in the fifties 
they were still men of substance, they scarcely numbered among the 
very wealthy, who consisted mainly of nouveaux riches, such as the 
Jewish Tuwayyeqs, owners of “ more than a hundred keys ,^7 the 
Christian Mikhail Hanna ash-Shaikhs, proprietors of dubas -boats ply
ing Iraq’s rivers, and the Hamads, merchants of Kuwait, who are 
alleged to have “ smuggled”  not so long ago “ thirteen black-coated 
golden anchors”  to India, and in 1958 owned buildings in many parts of 
Iraq and even, it is said, in New York and Washington. Of course, in 
status the shuyukh asl towered above these social parvenus. In fact, 
in their own estimation, they were second to no class in dignity and 
prestige. Up to the forties or so they seldom intermarried with strang
ers. Doing this would have been a waksah, and the “ deviationist” — 
the khadTr—placed himself beyond the pale. Until recent times, the 
shuyukh asl also clung to the Arab custom of nahwah, the prior right of 
a cousin to the hand of a marriageable girl, anxious, as they were, of 
preserving property within the family. Insofar as their attitude towards 
the sadah was concerned, they appear to have differentiated between 
the sadah who were at the same time shuyukh asl, as the Sa'duns, or 
who had long and unassailable standing, as the NaqTbs, and the rest of- 
the sadah. Only the former did they treat as their equals. The sadah 
themselves, however, believed that no blood was as good as theirs.38 

Mosul had even more of a closed aristocratic society than Basrah. 
Significantly, its “ first family”  in the twenties did not stem from the 
sadah. That place was occupied by the JalTlTs37 * 39 of the Arab tribe of^ 
Taghleb40 or, more accurately, by the “ Pashas’ Branch”  of the JalilTs, 
that is, the descendants of Isma‘11 Pasha, from whose house were 
drawn the rulers of Mosul in the eighteenth century.41 Their forebears, 
strangely enough, were Christians. So stainless, noted a well-informed 
observer in 1909, was the lineage of the contemporary head of the

37I.e., more than a hundred houses.
"^Conversations with Muhammad ash-Shu‘aybi of Basrah, November 1962; 

TawfTq as-Suw aidrof Baghdad, March 1965; and M. H. ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman of 
Basrah, May 1972.

39Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Mosul, Arbtl, KirkUk, and 
Sulaimaniyyah, p. 98.

4°Some Mosulites dispute the JalTUs’ claim of kinship with Taghleb.
41Conversation with Nu'trian a j-Ja llll of Mosul, February 1961.
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aforementioned branch of the family, that his sisters had to remain un
wed because Mosul could not provide a husband “ equal to them in 
birth. ” 42 Actually, there were and would be subsequently intermar
riages between these JaMIs and Mosul’s sadah, but neither they nor 
the sadah entered into matrimonies with any other class.43

By contrast, the “ aristocracy”  of Baghdad in its various compo
nents—the sadah, the old families of landed upper officials, and the 
propertied descendants of the Mamluks—being strongly permeated by 
Turkish or Persian influences, was in a way more cosmopolitan, more 
socially open, and less conscious of interclass barriers. Its sadah in
termarried even with rich chalabTs.44

As has already been noted, there were sadah that had limited means. 
This shows that the accident of birth did not by itself guarantee easy 
access to wealth, although it placed the sadah at a distinct advantage 
with regard to other Moslems. In recent times, a mere reputation as a 
sayyid could be turned into great material gain only in the more primi
tive parts of Iraq. Around the turn of the century a sayyid from Qurnah 
settled down with the Ma‘dan45 of the southern marshes and, in his ca
pacity as a claimant of holy lineage, demanded a few sheep from every 
flock and a buffalo from every herd. By 1920, his son, on whose head 
the Ma'dan came to take their oaths, had become, we are told, the own
er of about 1,000 buffaloes and 10,000 sheep.46

Numerous factors apart from birth or reputation for holiness account
ed for the enrichment of sadah families. One such factor was their mo
nopoly of an office or a function. For instance, the HaidarTs of Bagh
dad were, under the Ottomans, for long hereditary farmers of tithes and 
of the capitation tax on Basrah’s Sabeans, Jews, and Christians. They 
thereby piled up great fortunes and came to possess whole villages 
such as Shahraban, Hibhib, and SharwTn to the northeast of Baghdad, 
and some thirty villages in the districts of Harlr and Shahrizur. It was 
also from among the members of this family, who were renowned for 
their legal and religious learning, that the muftis of the HanafT and * 44 * 46

^Gertrude Bell, Amurath to Amurath (London, 1911), p. 254. Although 
Bell, who visited Mosul in 1909, did not name the JalTITs in her book, it is ob
vious from the context and from our knowledge of the history of the family that 
she was referring to them.

^C onversation  with Nu'man aj-Jaltti, February 1961.
44For the chalabTs, who were merchants of high standing, turn to Chapter 9. 

For matrimonial alliances between these merchants and the sadah of Baghdad, 
see p. 224.

4^The Ma'dan are marshmen.
46Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Iraq (E xclusive o f Baghdad 

and Kadhimain), pp. 53-54.



ShafiT rites were chosen for several centuries.47 The wealth which 
they had begun to build during the reign of Sultan Sulaiman (1520-1566) 
had markedly diminished by the time of the founding of the monarchy. 
Their decline is said to have been induced partly by the “ regular policy 
of impoverishing landowners”  pursued by Sultan ‘Abd-ul-HamTd (1876
1909), and partly by their own wasteful expenditure.48

Some of the wealthy sadah families had been administrators, for a 
long,time, of holy shrines and sanctuaries. The NaqTb Zadas of Kar
bala’ , an opulent landed family settled in the town since the days of 
the SafawTs,4  ̂ frequently assumed the killidarship50 of the Husain 
shrine. 51 The SuwaidTs were for long and still are the mutawallTs52 * * of 
the shrine of Shaikh Ma'ruf in Baghdld.53 As far as these two families 
are concerned, it is not possible to say whether it was wealth that led 
to the office or the office that led to wealth. In other cases, the se
quence is more clearly discernible. Thus the Rufai'Ts became the rich
est family of Najaf during their half-century long tenure of the sidanah84 
of the ‘Alid sanctuary in that city.55 * * In some instances, the family 
administering a sanctuary was directly related to the ‘alim or saint 
buried in it. The naqib of Baghdad, Sayyid ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-GailanT, 
who in the twenties had charge of Baghdad’s Qadiriyyah shrine, founded 
in the fourteenth century in honor of ‘Abd-ul-Qider al-GailanT, was, as 
already mentioned, a descendant of this great preacher and mystic. The
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47Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain, 
p. 26; and Ibrahim Faslh ibn Sibghat-ul-Lah al-Haidarl, ‘ Unwan-ul-Majd ft 
Bay an Ahwal Baghdad, Basrah, wa Najd (“ The Sign of Glory on the Elucida
tion of the Conditions of Baghdad, Basrah, and Najd” ) (Baghdad, n.d. [written 
in 1869]), pp. 86-87. '

48Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain,
p. 26. '

4^The SafawTs ruled Persia between 1502 and 1736, and occupied parts of
Iraq several times in the course of the sixteenth century.

Killidar is the officia l title of the keeper of the shrine.
^ S e e  Great Britain (Confidential) Personalities, Iraq (E xclusive of Bagh

dad and Kadhimain), entry under “ Sayyid Muhsin ibn Sayyid ‘ Abbas,”  p. 85.
^Adm inistrators. '
88P olice  F ile  No. 6 on Yusuf b. Nu'man as-Suwaidt and conversation with 

TawfTq as-Suwaidl, March 1965.
®4Sidanah derives from sadin, which is the title of the keeper of the sanc

tuary. The sadin was at one point, about 100 years ago, the absolute ruler of 
Najaf. See Ja'far b. Shaikh Baqer Al-Mahbubah an-Najafl, MadTan-Najaf wa 
Hadiruhah ( “ The Past of Najaf and Its Present” ) (Sidon, 1934), I, 176.

^ S e e  ibid., 192-196, and particularly p. 194. In the second decade of this 
century, about £10,000 were received in Najaf annually simply for lighting the 
shrine, and the money was entrusted to the sadin: Great Britain, Reports of 
Administration for 1918, I, 86.
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very large endowments of the shrine were among the eleven awqai in 
the Ottoman empire which were mustathnah, that is, free from the super
vision of the Ministry of Finance; and, though the cost of accommodat
ing pilgrims ran to a considerable sum yearly, it would appear that the 
NaqTb, like all mutawallTs of awqai, administered the revenues to the 
advantage of himself and his family. ” 56 The naqib had also valuable 
private estates round the town of Ba'qubah and on the Euphrates,57 
and before the First World War was considered to be the richest man in
the country.58

Service to the Ottoman government was, in other instances, the 
sadah’s avenue to land and wealth. Al-Mgutar, who in 1958 owned 
117,839 dunums in the province of DTwaniyyah,59 are a case in point. 
They appear to have prospered primarily because they enjoyed the favor 
of the Turks and actively helped them, although one of the chief repre
sentatives of the family was also a “ very shrewd business man.” 60 
The Turks introduced in the nineteenth century a large number of sadah 
into the tribal country and granted them extensive areas, apparently 
without charge or at a nominal fee. The object was to make use of 
their reputation for sanctity to appease the countryside or check the 
power of the tribal shaikhs. The experiment, incidentally, was not al
together successful, for many of the sadah turned out to be as prone as 
the shaikhs to prey upon weaker neighbors, and as recalcitrant in meet
ing the Turkish revenue demand.* 59 * 61 62

Sometimes the sadah obtained from the Ottomans titles to tracts of 
lands over the heads of cultivating tribesmen, and in this way were in
strumental in dispossessing them of their customary tribal rights. “ One 
of the most difficult problems,”  wrote the political officer of one of the 
administrative divisions in 1918,

is the case of the absentee landlord, the mallak. . .  , who by methods 
which, in at least 50 per cent of cases, were distinctly shady, has 
acquired a title to a large extent of fertile land. . . .  In some in
stances the tribesman has taken advantage of the weakening of Turk
ish authority during the war62 and has resumed possession of what
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56Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No. 24 of 27 November 1924, 
para. 732.

57(5reat Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain, 
p. 54.

55HabTb K. ChTha, La Province de Bagdad. Son passe, son present, son 
avenir (“ The Province of Baghdad. Its Past, Present, and Future” ) (Cairo, 
1908), p. 173.

59See Table 5-3.
®®Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 109.
61Ibid., p. 56.
62I.e ., World War I.
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he claims to be his by immemorial tribal custom. On the one hand 
stands the mallak. . . , he protests that he has been robbed of his 
right by a set of wild tribesmen, who have not hesitated to commit 
the unforgivable sin of encroaching on the sacred rights of the holy 
sayyid. He stands upon his rights and demands his pound of flesh. 
On the other hand the tribesman is equally insistent if not equally 
vocal . . . .  He admits the existence of the mallak’s title deeds, but 
he has strenuously denied their validity, and has never paid rent ex
cept when yielding to “ force majeure” : “ when an armed burglar 
comes to your house, the simplest plan often is to part with some of 
your property to induce him to depart. ” 63

Very irregular title deeds or tapu sanads formed, more often than 
not, the basis of the proprietary rights acquired by the Sa'dun family in 
vast tribal lands in the Muntafiq province. The following is an extract 
from a tapu paper which in form was very common:64

Owner of land: 
Boundaries :

Price paid 
Dunums

Ibrahim as-Sa‘dun 
North—al-Khadur 
South—Hassunah 
West—Al-KhulaimT
East—Al-Huwaidah and Umm al Aftur
5,000 rupees 

14,708
On inspection, the real area to which the title-deed referred was found 
to be 60,000 dunums. One year’s mallakiyyah65 was about 26,000 
rupees, that is, over five times the original price of the land. There is 
no indication that tapu papers relating to property in provinces other 
than the Muntafiq conformed any better to the provisions of the tapu law. 
The cultivating tribesmen, the real sufferers from such proceedings, did 
not always take things lying down. In some cases strife would ensue 
on mere suspicion of a legal claim to land. In one instance, a tribe, 
suspecting a man of possessing tapu sanads, burnt down a whole vil
lage to destroy them.66 Except in the Muntafiq province, where the 
work of settlement of land rights had just begun in earnest when the 
Revolution of 1958 overtook it, the monarchic government gave undue 
weight to these Turkish title deeds in the carrying out of its settlement 
policy.

®^Great Britain, administration report of Hillah Division for the year 1918 
in Reports of Administration lor 1918, I, 121.

®4See Great Britain, Administration Report o f the Muntafiq Division for 
1919, pp. 2-3 and 104.

Mallakiyyah refers to the landlord’ s share of the produce, and under the 
British in this province and on this type of land (tapu) equalled IS percent.

66Great Britain, Administration Reports for 1918, I, 432.
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The age-old art of “ freebooting”  appears also to have played a role 

in the ascent to great wealth of some sadah families, the Naqibs of 
Basrah, for example. “ Some years ago,”  wrote an English consul in
1909,

it was a well-established custom for the Shaikhs of Kuwait and 
Muhammarah and the NaqTb of Basrah to combine in organizing armed 
attacks on the inhabitants of Shatt-il-‘Arab and the neighbourhood or 
in undertaking piratical emprises at the bar or in the river. Eye
witnesses still relate that it was no uncommon sight to see as many 
as thirty boatloads of armed men leave Muhammarah after the time of 
the evening prayer to carry out the hostile designs of this powerful 
triumvirate, who employed their own servants and retainers for the 
purpose and shared the spoil among them.67

The NaqTbs of Basrah owned before the First World War about two hun
dred boats and rich agricultural estates on the banks of Shatt-il-‘Arab,68 
and toward the close of the period of the monarchy held 25,905 dunums6 9 
and the Pepsi Cola Company’s distributership in Iraq.

Violence seems to afford also a partial explanation for the affluence 
of the HafTd al-BarzinjTs, the leading sadah family of Sulaimaniyyah, 
and owners in 1958 of 71,716 dunums. 70 According to an official re
port, Shaikh Mahmud, their principal representative under the monarchy 
till his death in the fifties, had in 1918 “ apparently succeeded in get
ting many estates registered in his name in the interim between the de
parture of the Turks and the arrival of the British. Moreover, in many 
cases estates seem to have merely been taken by force or cunning by 
him and his satellites. ” 71 His father, Shaikh Sa‘Td, had been the terror 
of Sulaimaniyyah. At one point, in 1881, after a revolt against him by 
the townspeople, he is said to have been instrumental in “ extorting”  a 
good deal of money from merchants “ without any pretext whatever”  and 
in “ the prompt murder”  of the few who opposed his demands. 72 It is 
not clear whether it was in his days or at an earlier point that the fami
ly acquired ownership of the town’s entire marketplace, a fact which

67Letter of 10 March 1909, from Consul Crow, Basrah, to Sir G. Lowther, 
Great Britain, Foreign Office, Further Correspondence R especting the Affairs 
o f A siatic Turkey and Arabia, April-June 1909, p. 16.

68Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, F ile 195/2338 of 1910, Gazeteer prepared 
by the P olitical Resident in Turkish Arabia, Appendix R, p. 24.

60The figure was obtained from the Ministry of Agrarian Reform of Iraq, 
February 1964.

70See Table 5-3.
71Great Britain, Administration Report of Sulaimaniyyah for 1919, p. 17.
72E. B. Soane, Through Mesopotamia and Kurdistan in D isguise  (London, 

1912), p. 189.



greatly strengthened its position—the foundation of which, however, was 
laid by more peaceable ancestral figures, notably Shaikh Ma'ruf an- 
Nudhl, who achieved prominence as leader of the QadirT mystic path in 
the first third of the nineteenth century, and Kak Ahmad, his son, to 
whom was attributed the power of working “ miracles. ” 73 It was appar
ently on this account, and by virtue of Shaikh Sa'Td’s own claim to know 
“ the invisible and the future,”  that the BarzinjTs enjoyed the “ direct 
protection”  of Sultan ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, 74 which added to their chances in 
the world. But in the period of the monarchy their wealth decreased due 
to the frequent rebellions of Shaikh Mahmud and the general decline of 
the dervish orders.

At least a part of the 177,000 dunums that the royal family owned in 
195875 was obtained without payment and sometimes through virtual ' 
seizure. Thus in 1928, the ChallabiyyTn and Hachcham subtribes, who 
were the customary holders since Ottoman times of the Bughailah es
tates in Kut province, were dispossessed of their rights and their first- \ 
class land of over 20,000 dunums granted without charge in tapu to ex- 
King ‘AIT, father of the future regent and crown prince, ‘Abd-ul-Uah. 76

Under the monarchy, as under the Turks, accumulation of land ac
crued also from loyalty to the powers that be. In 1935, for example, 
Sayyid Muhsin Abu TabTkh77 was rewarded with a grant of land in 
DTwaniyyah province for his political services to the government of 
YasTn al-HashimT, 78 but lost the grant after the military-coup of 1936, 
only to regain it subsequently.

To round up this brief discussion of the origin of the property of the 
sadah, it is necessary to bring out that not of a few of them acquired 
free lazmah title to state lands merely by installing a pump and making 
productive use of the lands.79

When we turn to examine the political role of the sadah, we are con
fronted with a central fact in their more recent past which needs to be 
explained: in premonarchic days and in the nineteenth century, many of 
the standard-bearers of dissent, rebellion, or revival in Iraq came from

73C. J. Edmonds, Kurds, Turks, and Arabs (London, 1957), pp. 71-76.
7^Bell, Amurath to Amurath, p. 250.
75See Table 5-3.
7®British administrative inspector of Kut, unpublished reports of Kut Prov

ince for the months of January and February 1930, dated 11 February and 10 
March 1930, pp. 2 and 7-8, respectively.

77For the Abu TabTkhs, see Table 5-3. -
78See ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq al-HasanT, TarTkb-ul-Wizarat-il-Traqiyyah (“ History 

of the Iraqi Cabinets” ), IV (Sidon, 1953), 280-282.
79TawfTq as-SuwaidT, unpublished manuscript, “ WujUh ‘ Abra-t-TarTkh”  

(“ Figures through History” ) p. 47. As-SuwaidF kindly allowed this writer to 
peruse the manuscript in March 1965.
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the stratum of sadah. ‘Abd-ul-Ghani Jamil, who organized the formida
ble mutiny of 1832 against the Ottoman Governor ‘AIT Rida Pasha al- 
Laz;80 Abu-th-Thana’ al-AlusT, who was behind the popular disturbance 
of 1847;80 81 the Jamils and Gailanls, chiefs severally of the quarters^^ 
Qanbar ‘ All and Bab-ish-Shaikh, which flew in the face of Midhat Pasha 
in 1869;82 83 Mahmud ShukrT al-AlusT, who was exiled from Baghdad in 
1902 for his attack upon superstitious beliefs and for allegedly inciting 
to sedition against the Sultan; 88 ‘Abd-ur-Rahman an-Naqlb, Isa Jamil, 
‘Abd-ur-Rahman Jamil, ‘Abdallah al-HaidarT, and ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al- 
HaidarT, principal founders in 1908 of Hizb al-Mashwar— the Consulta
tive party” —a center of opposition to the Young Turks; 84 Talib an- 
Naqlb, who stirred up feelings for Arab autonomy in Basrah jn  the days 
before the First World War; 85 and Muhammad as-Sadr, Hadi Al-Zuwain, 
‘ Alwan as-Sayyid ‘Abbas, Muhsin Abn Tablkh, ‘Alwan al-Yasirl, Nur al- 
Yasirl, and Hadi al-Mgutar, who played prominent parts in the 1920 up
rising against the English86 *—all were sadah. Was there, one wonders, 
any inherent unity beneath the outward diversity of all these exertions? 
Wherein, in other words, lay the roots of this restlessness of Islam’s 
‘ ‘nobility” ?

The historical behavior of individuals or of social strata seldom pro
ceeds from a single cause. That multiple and complex factors actuated 
the sadah cannot be questioned. Here, however, only a general and in
complete explanation will be provided in the hope of placing their role 
under the monarchy in its appropriate context.

In the period of the Mamluks (1749-1831), the sadah carried great 
weight in the all but nominally self-governing pashaliks that constituted
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80See ‘Abbas al-'AzzawT, TarTkh-ul-'Iraq Bain Ihtilalain, VII, 14-17.
8* ‘Abbas al-‘AzzawT, Dikra AbT-th-Thana’ al-AlusT (.‘ ‘ The Remembrance of 

AbT-th-Thana’ al-AlusT” ) (Baghdad, 1958), pp. 53-56.
82For this rising, see Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, F ile  FO 195/949, 

Letter of 15 September 1869 from Consul General Herbert, Baghdad, to H.
Elliot, Ambassador, Constantinople; ChUia, La Province de Bagdad, pp. 70-71; 
and A l-‘AzzawT, TarTkh-ul-'Iraq, VII, 200-202.

83Muhammad Bahjat al-Athart, A'lam-ul-'lraq ( ‘ ‘ The Eminent Men of Iraq” ) 
(Cairo, 1926), pp. 100-101.

84Letter from Colonel Ramsay, Baghdad, to Government of India, 19 O cto
ber 1908, Further Correspondence . . . A siatic Turkey, October to D ecem ber  
1908, pp. 101-102; Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and 
Kadhimain, entry entitled ‘ ‘ Committee of Union and P rogress,”  p. 22; and Ad- 
DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, p. 150.

85For more precise details, see  Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, 
Iraq (E xclusive of Baghdad and Kadhimain, pp. 93-94.

86P olice  F iles No. 7 on “ Sayyid Muhammad b. Hasan as-Sadr”  and No. 277
on “ Sayyid Muhsin Abu Tablkh” ; and Shaikh FarTq al-Muzhir A l-F ir‘ aun, A l-
Haqa’ iq-un-Nasi'ah. . . , I and II, passim.
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the Iraqi provinces of the Ottoman Empire. Their influence, to be sure, 
differed from place to place according to local conditions, but in view 
of its religious character, was as stable as the power of the local 
pashas was transient. In the cities their authority rested in no little 
degree upon their leadership of mystic orders, in the countryside upon 
their headship over tribes. Moreover, many of the upper Sunni ‘ ulama’— 
and knowledge of the Moslem law and religion was then obviously one 
of the more socially meaningful aptitudes—were drawn from their ranks.
As ‘ulama’ or murshids (that is, spiritual guides) of mystic orders, they 
had a share in the monopoly over education or ideological guidance pos
sessed by these religious elements, and had thus a considerable say in 
the shaping of the world view of Iraqis. This, as could be imagined, ' '
gave them a political leverage with regard to both rulers and people.
Ahmad at-Tabaqchall, a sayyid and a multi, was held in high esteem by _ 
Sulaiman the Great, pasha of Baghdad (1780-1802).8? ‘AIT as-SuwaidT, . 
also of the ashral and a religious scholar, had Sulaiman the Little . 
(1806-1810) under his sway. * 88 For the anger of such men as ‘ Abdallah 
al-HaidarT and his brother Muhammad As‘ad al-Haidar7, both sadah and ■ 
muftis under Daud Pasha (1817-1831), “ thousands became angry and . 
lined up in rows on their side without troubling to know what provoked 
them. ” 89 * * The sadah also enjoyed various privileges, amongst others 
that of being subject in each city not to the ruling pasha but to a mem
ber of their own stratum who, as already noted, was called the naqib.
The appointment to this marshalship was for life and, though made by 
the Ottoman sultan on the recommendation of the local sadah, tended to 
be hereditary in the same fam ily ." The naqib had to preserve the puri
ty of the stratum, defend its interests, and, according to an imperial 
edict of 1695, watch over its spiritual and temporal affairs.9* In Bagh
dad, he had a voice in the DTwan, that is, the assembly of the Pashalik92 
and, because he held his office independently of the pasha’s wishes, he 
was apparently meant to be one of the restraints to every abuse of power 
on the latter’s part. At Basrah, the naqib belonged to the ajalls— the 
“ exalted” —of the city, who were exempt from any payment on their

^Mahmud Shukn al-AlusT, Al-Misk-ul-Adfar, p. 90.
88Abu-th-Thana’ al-AlusT (a sayyid  and mufti o f Baghdad from 1833 to 

1847), Ghara’ ib-ul-Ightirab wa Nuzhat-ul-Albab (“ The Oddities of Living 
Abroad and the Excursion of Reason” ) (Baghdad, 1909), pp. 15-16.

89Abu-th-Thana’ al-AlusT, quoted in al-‘ AzzawT, Dikra Ab~-th-Thaiia' al- 
Alusi, p. 25. .

"C a rste n  Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie e t  en d ’autres pays circonvotsins 
(Amsterdam, 1780)11, 176; an-NajafT, MadTan-Najaf wa Hadiruha, I, 206; and 
conversation with Yusuf al-GailanT, 24 February 1971.

^Ad-DurHbT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, p. 282.
92Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie, II, 263.
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lands, and had the right to “ punish”  their peasants. The advice of the 
ajalls, offered in council, was also a prerequisite to any action of im
portance undertaken by the mutasallim—Basrah’s chief official.93 In 
Mosul, if Olivier is correct, the pasha was designated, usually from 
among the members of the JalTH family,9  ̂ “ by the a‘yan (notables) as
sembled” 95 and the naqTb was, of course, one of the a‘yan. More than 
that, outside the cities, by virtue of the dispersal of authority and the 
poor communications, the more powerful of the landed sadah ruled over 
their estates almost in undisputed sovereignty.

As the nineteenth century advanced, however, the sadah became in
creasingly involved in a new and adverse process. Impelled by pres
sures from Europe, and taking advantage of the new communications— 
river steamers and, eventually, telegraphic lines—the Ottoman sultans 
began attracting to themselves the elements of power hitherto diffused 
among a crowd of hereditary princes, tribal shaikhs, and privileged cor
porate orders. The instruments of the new policy were the walTs—the 
governors of provinces—who before long succeeded in reasserting the 
authority of Istanbul in the major cities, although in quite a few regions 
the supremacy of the sultan continued to be no more than a fiction. At 
any rate, the sadah found themselves being slowly and gradually edged 
out of their former influence. Under the Wall ‘ Air Rida Pasha al-Laz 
(1831-1842), they became subject for the first time to an enhanced 
khanah, a tax previously levied only on tribal households in the out
skirts of cities . 96 Mahmud al-Gailarix, their naqTb at Baghdad, was also 
banished to Sulaimaniyyah and replaced by the more tractable ‘A ll al- 
GailanT. 97 What could be called “ service-sadah”  and “ service-'ulama’ 
that is, sadah and ‘ulama’ whose status rested primarily on their ser
vice or, to be more accurate, their servility to the sultan, were now in
creasingly in evidence. Independent-minded sadah met sooner or later 
with the fate of Abl-th-Thana’ al-AlusI, mufti of Baghdad, who in 1847 
lost his post and emoluments and the hold he had on the Mirjan waql, 
the remaining source of his livelihood.98 To his complaint in Istanbul 
that he had become destitute, the minister of finance tersely replied: 
“ The means of subsistence [of needy ‘ulama’] are in heaven and not in

95Niebuhr, Voyage ert Arable, II, 176.
®^For this, see Domenico Lanza, Mosul in the 18th Century (in Arabic), 

translated from the Italian by Raphael Bidawid (Mosul, 1953), pp. 17-19. Lanza 
was a Dominican priest who lived in Mosul in the years 1754-1761 and 1764
1770.

95G. A. Olivier, Voyage dans I’Empire Othoman, l ’Egypte et la P erse  
(Paris, 1807), IV, 278.

96A l-‘ AzzawT, TarTkh-ul-'Iraq, VII, 50 and 273.
Ibid., p. 31.

98Al-AltIsT, Ghara’ ib-ul-Ightirab wa Nuzhat-ul-Albab, pp. 24-25.
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the public treasury. ” 99 Significantly, a decade later, the Wall ‘Umar 
Pasha distributed 62,000 piasters to the naqib, mufti, and other digni
taries of Baghdad in an obvious attempt to suborn them into doing his 
bidding. * 100 The manifest pliableness of some of the more prominent 
sadah could not but weaken the moral authority of the stratum as a 
whole. But a more direct and very hurtful blow fell upon them in 1869, 
with the opening of two modern state schools by Midhat Pasha, 101  a 
step that conclusively broke the ‘ulama’ !s monopoly over education. 
However, during the reign of the pan-Islamically oriented Sultan ‘Abd-ul- 
HamTd (1876-1909), the conditions of the sadah who led mystic orders 
took a turn for the better. Thanks to the influence that al-Hajj ‘A ll 
Pasha, an adherent of the QadirT path, enjoyed in the Ma-bain—the sul
tan’s antechamber—the grand master of the path, the naqib of Baghdad, 
stood now in high account. 102 An order of the Sultan issued in 1879 
exempted his family from conscription, and made him an advisor to the 
wait and a permanent member of the Majlis Idarah or Administrative . 
Council of Baghdad, 103 a body which was organized a decade or so 
earlier and, though invested with only consultative functions, acquired 
in practice—as did the analogous councils simultaneously created in 
other towns—much say in such matters as the assessment and collection 
of taxes and the overseeing of public works. 104 Another imperial order 
consecrated the proceeds of the tithe on state lands to the QadirT awqaf, 
which the naqib controlled. 105 * The naqib of Basrah and his family, 
hereditary chiefs of the Rifa ‘1  path, also benefited from the intervention 
on their behalf of Abu-l-Huda as-Sayyadl, another confidant of the sul
tan. 100 All this on the one hand. On the other hand, other sadah, the 
HaidarTs, for example, 107 were adversely affected by the sultan’s attack 
on the economic position of the landed class. The sultan distinguished 
himself by the facility with which he turned choice estates into saniyyah

°°Al-AlusT, Ghara'ih-ul-Ightirab wa Nuzhat-ul-Albab, p. 127.
100A l-‘ AzzawT, TarTkh-ul-‘Iraq, VII, 119.
101‘ Abd-ul-KarTm a l-‘ Allaf, Baghdad-ul-QadTmah ( “ Old Baghdad” ) (Bagh

dad, 1960), p. 22.
1 02A s -SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-TarTkh, ”  p. 14.
103Ad-DurubT, Ai-Baghdadiyyun, p. 283.
104There had been at one point before 1870 an advisory council at Bagh

dad, but it did no more than rubber stamp the walT’s  decisions, and was allowed 
to become inactive; ‘Abd-ul-‘ AzTz Sulaiman Nawwar, TarTkh-ulIraq-i 1-HadTth 
min Nihayat Hukm Daud Pasha ila Nihayat Hukm Midhat Pasha (“ The Modem 
History of Iraq from the End of the Regime of Daud Pasha to the End of the 
Governorship of Midhat Pasha” ), (Cairo, 1968), p. 361.

103As-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-Tarlkh,”  p. 14.
100A l-‘ UmarT, Shakhsiyyat ‘Iraqiyyah, p. 24.
107See pp. 160-161.
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or crown property without apparently ever paying for them. *08 By de
grees and by some means or other, ‘Abd-ul-Hamid, according to an offi
cial British account, annexed “ some 30% of the best cultivated lands 
in the wilayahs108 109 110 of Basrah and Baghdad and considerable areas in 
the northern provinces. ” 1 1 9  It is possible, however, that the process 
began under earlier sultans. In any case, in Baghdad wilayah alone 
there were at the end of ‘Abd-ul-HamTd’s reign thirteen saniyyah es
tates, with a total area of 2,184,800 dunums or 546,000 hectares. 1 1 1

The worst turn for the sadah came with the outbreak of the 1908 
Young Turk Revolution. Much to their horror, the revolution did not only 
radicalize the trend toward direct Turkish rule, but seemed also intent 
on abolishing financial immunities, 1 1 2  “ repartitioning the land among 
the peasantry without infringing on the rights of the landed proprietors,” 113

108We read, for example, in a 1918 report by the British political officer of 
Shamiyyah that in his district “ the muqata'ahs (estates) of Ja'arah and Mishkab 
were saniyyah, that is , tapu of the Sultan------ They contain magnificent gar
dens and how the Sultan acquired them, as he certainly made no payment, when 
under Turkish law any tree planted, if not claimed by the state after three years, 
becomes the property of the planter, is not known.”  Administration Reports for 
1918, I, 74.

1 "P r o v in c e s .
110Great Britain, Foreign Office, H istorical Section, Mesopotamia (London, 

1920), p. 39. Vital Cuinet, in his La Turquie d ’A sie , III (Paris, 1894), 44, 
also affirms that 30 percent of the cultivated lands in the Baghdad Wilayah 
were “ the direct property of the Imperial C ivil L is t”  without indicating, how
ever, whether they were all so  converted by ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd himself.

111Ahmad FahmT, Director General of General Accounts in the twenties, 
TaqrTr Hawla-l-‘Iraq ( “ A Report Concerning Iraq” ) (Baghdad, 1926), pp. 69-70.

112Taxation was, according to Article 20 of the 1908 Constitution, to be 
from then onward in proportion to the means of each individual. (For the text 
of the constitution, see Al-Mashriq (Beirut), 11th Year, No. 9, o f September 
1908, pp. 644-664). Later, a ruling passed by the revolutionaries placed all 
awqaf hitherto mustathnah, i.e ., exempt from government control, on a par with 
the other awqaf. This applied to the QadlrT awqaf, which the naqTb o f Baghdad 
administered, but upon which, apparently on account of the outbreak of war, the 
ruling remained effectless. (Secret) Intelligence Report No 24 of 27 November 
1924, para. 732 refers.

112Article 14 of the Program of the Committee of Union and Progress. For 
the text of the Program, see Revue du Monde Musulman, VI: 11 (November 1908), 
514-516. When this article is placed side by side with Article 15 of the Pro
gram, which envisaged a cadastral survey, and with Article 21 of the 1908 Con
stitution, which guaranteed individual property but only if “ held according to 
established rules,”  and when further it is remembered that in Iraq the “ rights”  
of the landed proprietors were not only frequently dubious—many of the tapu 
title deeds would not have withstood the scrutiny of any properly constituted 
court or land settlement commission—but held also with respect to less than 
one-fifth of the arable land, the remainder being legally state property—when 
all this is taken into account, it should be clear that the program of the Young 
Turks, if seriously meant and applicable in practice, portended for Iraq nothing



removing the sadah from high places1 14  and, most serious of all, de
molishing the old social conceptions, the old modes of thought—indeed, 
the very Islamic fabric that had hitherto shored up their privileged posi
tion and social dominance. 1 1 5  Hindered by different regional circum
stances or too divided in their individual motives, they were unable to 
react in unison. Eventually, however, Arab “ nationalism”  in its incip
ient form proved to be the palladium of their class—the last dyke of the 
old order, so to say.

From the foregoing, it should be evident that the conflicts stirred 
by the Young Turk Revolution, and which precipitated the movement for 
Arab autonomy, had a distinct social facet, and were not merely ideo
logical or ethnic conflicts, that is, conflicts between secularly minded 
Young Turks and “ good”  Moslems, or between “ Turks”  and “ Arabs”  
(engendered by the Young Turks’ tendency, especially after 1913, to ex
alt the Turks above the Arabs or by their curious attempt to transform 
the Arabs into Turks). In other words, it is not only concern for their 
Arab cultural identity or for the old Islamic beliefs that drove the sadah 
and other Arab landed magnates to seek autonomy. 11 6  They sought it
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less than an agrarian revolution. It is significant in this connection that the 
government at Istanbul should have, in 1911, entertained—if our source, Sayyid 
Talib an-Naqlb of Basrah, is truthful—the idea of converting even freehold 
“ mulk,”  i.e ., absolute private property, into state land. For this latter point, 
see letter of 9 September 1911, from Acting Consul Matthews, Basrah, to Sir G. 
Lowther, Britain, Further Correspondence . . . A sia tic Turkey, October to D ecem 
ber 1911, p. 6.

114Baghdad’ s Committee of Union and Progress rejected the nomination of 
‘ Isa Jamil, a sayyid, as president of Baghdad’ s Municipality, called for the 
dismissal of Najm-id-DTn HaidarT, another sayyid, from his position as qadl 
(“ religious”  judge) of Baghdad, objected to the presence of the naqTb on the 
Administrative Council, and insisted that the members of parliament should be 
selected more for their abilities than for “ their loca l influence or wealth.”  
Letters from Major Ramsay, Baghdad, to the Government of India, dated 31 
August, 7 September, and 19 October 1908; Great Britain, Further Correspon
dence . . . A siatic Turkey, October to D ecem ber 1908, pp. 50, 51, 53, and 102. 
After serious disturbances in Baghdad, the composition of the committee was 
apparently altered (see ibid., p. 107) but it had succeeded in alarming the sadah 
and other leading notables.

11 ■’ It is worthy of note that while the Young Turks took the theoretical 
position that henceforth the basis of government was to be “ respect for the 
will o f the people”  (Article 1 of the Program of the Committee of Union and 
Progress), the Mashwar party (for this party, see p. 166) demanded a return to 
the rule of the sharTah, the holy law of Islam. See Ad-DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, 
p. 150.

11®The more prominent of the ashral who became associated with the move
ment for autonomy at one point or another as leading members either of the Iraqi 
branches of Al-Hurriyyah wa-l-I’ tilaf (“ Freedom and Entente” ) party or of A j-
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also for the same reason that the privileged Turkish pashas sought the 
downfall of the Young Turks, that is, to prolong the life of the old so
cial institutions from which they b e n e f i t e d . I t  is more in this light 
than as a manifestation of authentic nationalism that the sadah’s de
mand for autonomy must be v i e w e d . I n  essence, the Young Turk 
Revolution represented the victory of a new social force, the Turkish 
middle class, and brought to ascendancy the spearhead of this class— 
its army officers. In this regard, at least, the Young Turk Revolution 
is of a piece with the 1958 Iraqi Revolution. From the perspective of 
the Iraq of 1908 it was premature. Iraq was then not ready for it. This 
is why, while in Turkey the privileged pashas went under, in Iraq the 
sadah stood their ground.

The English conquest, which began in 1914, presented the sadah 
with a graver, if more subtle, challenge. From the beginning, the new 
conquerors showed a predisposition not only to preserve but also to 
buttress up the established classes. At the same time, their new ideas, 
their advanced manner of life, their higher organizing power and sophis
ticated economic exploitation undermined in manifold unseen ways the 
old order of society. More than that, their very supremacy, the suprem
acy of “ infidels,”  was a constant refutation of the past of which the 
sadah were the symbols. Here again the latter were not at one in their * *
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Jam'iyyah al-Islahiyyah ( “ The Reform A ssociation” ) or of other similarly 
oriented organizations, were Talib an-Naqlb and ‘Abdallah Basha'yan of Basrah, 
Yusuf as-Suwaidi, Kamil at-TabaqchaH, and ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman al-HaidarT of Bagh
dad, and ‘Abd-ul-GhanT an-NaqTb, Muhammad al-FakhrT, and Habib a l- ‘Ubaidt of 
Mosul. See Great Britain,(Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain, 
p. 22; letter of 9 September 1911, from Acting Consul Matthews, Basrah, to Sir 
G. Lowther, Further Correspondence . . . A siatic Turkey, October-Decem ber 
1911, p. 6; and Sulaiman FaidI (an agent of Talib an-Naqib), FT Ghamrat-in- 
Nidal (“ In the Throes of the Struggle” ) (Baghdad, 1952), pp. 97 and 124.

H^Another element, with different ideas and different motives, was also 
involved in the movement for Arab autonomy, an element which might broadly 
be termed as the new intelligentsia, and which consisted, for the most part, of 
young army officers from the lower middle class who organized themselves in 
the secret A l- ‘Ahd society, o f which more w ill be said on other pages. But it 
cannot be overemphasized that in Iraq and at this historical point it was the 
landed sadah that played the first role in opposing the Young Turks.

U Spor Sayyid Talib an-NaqTb, who was the real leading spirit behind the 
movement for autonomy, Arab autonomy did not, of course, mean national auton
omy, that is , the autonomy of the Arab nation or the people of Iraq. Suffice it 
to say that in 1912-1913 all that Sayyid Talib wanted was to make him self vir
tual ruler of the province of Basrah, and to found a Confederation of Arab 
Shaikhs and Amirs, each one autocratic within his own frontiers and only nomi
nally subject to the sultan; see Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Iraq 
(E xclusive o f Baghdad and Kadhimain), p. 93. For details on Sayyid T alib ’ s 
activities, see  FaidI, FTGhamrat-in-Nidal, pp. 96 ff.
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reaction. In the view of the sadah of Basrah—as of this town’s landed 
element, as a whole—the British regime represented “ safety and securir 
ty of property. ” 1 1 9  Sayyid Talib an-Naqib, who in the time of the 
Young Turks had raised the banner of Arab autonomy, now repeatedly 
gave voice to his support for a British “ Mandate. ” 120 At Mosul the 
local nationalist organization, which consisted of young “ lawyers, doc
tors, schoolmasters, and the like,”  was broken up in 1920, thanks 
largely “ to the loyalty of the leading ashraf in prompting the interests 
of order and of government. ” 121  In Baghdad, ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-Gail- 
anl, the naqtb, led the way in subservience. “ I recognize your victory,”  
he told the English, “ and when I am asked what is my opinion as to the 
continuance of British rule, I reply I am the subject of the victor. ” 122 * 
On the other hand, Muhammad as-Sadr, a ShTTsayyid-'alim from Samar- 
ra’ ; Ahmad Daud, a SunnT sayyid-‘alim from East Baghdad; and Yusuf 
as-SuwaidT, a Sunni former sharl‘ ahl23 judge from al-Karkh124—all men 
of middling income though of high status-exerted their influence upon . 
the populace of the capital against the English and took active parts in 
inciting the tribes to rebellion. 12 5 Under their patronage, a great deal 
of fraternizing between Sunnis and Shl'Is took place in 1919 and 1920 
at joint religious-political gatherings in Baghdad’s mosques, 126 127 an 
event without precedent in the annals of Iraq. 122 But the sadah that

119Great Britain, Administration Report of the Basrah D ivision for 1919, 
pp. 26 and 59.

120Great Britain, R eview  of the Civil Administration of Mesopotamia, p. 142.
121Great Britain, Administration Report of the Mosul D ivision for 1920, 

pp. 4-5.
122Memorandum, February 1919, by Gertrude Bell in Sir A. T. Wilson’ s 

Mesopotamia, 1917-1920: A Clash of Loyalties  (London, 1931), Appendix III, 
p. 337.

12^The shaiTah is the canon law of Islam.
124SuwaidI was arrested in 1913 by the Turks upon suspicion  of com plici

ty in the planning of the murder of General Mahmud Shawkat, Turkey’ s grand 
wazTr (chief minister), and a leader of the April 1909 coup which deposed Sul- , 
tan ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd. He was subsequently released for lack of evidence, only 
to be exiled in 1914 to Istanbul, where he lived until 1919. Tawfiq as-SuwaidT, 
“ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-Tarikh,”  p. 9.

125Ja‘ far Abu-t-Timman, a ShlTmerchant, and ‘ A ll Al-Bazirgan, a Sunni 
ex-Ottoman offic ia l, shared markedly with them in this work.

126Iraqi P o lice  F iles No. 7 on “ Sayyid Muhammad b. Hasan as-Sadr”  and 
No. 6 on “ Yusuf b. Nu'man as-SuwaidT. ”  .

127It should be noted, however, that in 1743 a conciliatory congress of 
ShTT and SunnT men of religion was organized at Najaf by ‘ Abdallah b. Husain 
as-SuwaidT under the auspices of Nadir Shah of Persia, but the congress nei
ther lead to anything like joint religious celebrations nor had any lasting 
effect.
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played conspicuous roles in the ensuing armed uprising of the summer 
and autumn of 1920 were the principal tribal sadah of the Euphrates’ 
Shamiyyah Division, 128 namely, Had! Al-Zuwain, ‘ Alwan as-Sayyid 
‘Abbas, ‘Alwan and Nur al-Yasiri, Had! Al-Mgutar, and Muhsin Abu 
Tabikh,129 all large landed proprietors. 1 30 Of course, it was not 
‘ ‘national”  freedom that these sadah were after, but the freedom to rule 
over their estates and peasants in the way to which they had been ac
customed, that is, by and large, as they pleased. Under the Ottomans, 
on account of the remoteness of their region from Baghdad and the 
slight strength of the governing authority, they lived, more often than 
not, conformably to their own norms and interests. The direct control 
that the English forced upon the area and the unprecedented regularity 
and efficiency with which they proceeded to collect revenue were all . 
the more galling to the sadah by reason of the fact that from early 1915, 
when the Turks had to abandon Shamiyyah, till the advent of the Eng
lish in 1917, the sadah enjoyed complete independence and were re
lieved of the necessity of paying any tax whatever. Alongside this— 
and very much involved in their revolt—was another factor that historians 
of this period have completely overlooked: the sharp decline in their 
agricultural income caused by the British management, or rather mis
management, of the Euphrates water. ‘ ‘To the Shamiyyah (landowner),”  
wrote the British political officer of this district about a year and a half 
before the revolt, ‘ ‘the rice c ro p .. . is his deity, for it represents his 
wealth, on which his influence rests. Touch his crop and you touch his 
pocket. How far it was touched may be judged when we remember that 
previous to our control a good rice crop produced 90,000 tons gross. Our 
first year of management produced 600 tons gross and our second 20,000 
tons. ” 181  * 12
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128This division included the city of Najaf, the region of Abu Sukhair, and 
the district o f Shamiyyah proper.

12^Sharing with these sadah in the revolt—which was really a series of un
coordinated risings—were tribal shaikhs from the division just named, as well 
as from the districts of Rumaithah and Ba'qubah.

18®Hadr Al-Zuwain (who served as the connecting link between the lead
ing insurrectionists at Baghdad, the tribal chiefs in Shamiyyah, and the ‘uiama’ 
of the ShTTholy cities ) had considerable influence at Ja'arah and Abu Sukhair, 
the YasirTs and ‘Alwan as-Sayyid ‘ Abbas in the Mishkab, al-Mgutar at Shina- 
fiyyah, and Abu Tablkh in Ghammas, Great Britain, Report of Administration, 
Baghdad Wilayah, Shamiyyah D istrict, for 1917, p. 142; and Reports of  ̂ Admin
istration for 1918, I, 94, 96, and 109-110; A l-F ir‘ aun, Al-Haqa’ iq-un-Nas'iah 
FT-th-Thawrat-il-‘Iraqiyyah, I, passim ; and ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq al-HasanT, Ath- 
Thawrat-ul-'Iraqiyyat-ul-Kubra (“ The Great Iraqi Insurrection” ) (Sidon, 1952), 
passim.

181Great Britain, “ Annual Administration Report, Shamiyyah Division, 
from 1st January to 31st December 1918,”  Reports o f Administration for 1918,
I, 78.



At the root of the trouble was the way the British regulated the flow 
of water from the Hindiyyah Barrage. The old practice was to send all 
the water down the Shamiyyah branch of the Euphrates in the summer, 
and all down the Hillah branch in the winter. This.ensured two good 
crops. The scheme that the British introduced in 1917 was to distribute 
the water by weekly rotation. “ Actually,”  according to the Shamiyyah 
officer, “ the rotation worked out as eight days in favour of Hillah and 
six days in favour of Shamiyyah. In almost every case, when the time 
came for the Shamiyyah rotation, only partial rotation was given, possi
bly owing to the claims of navigation down the Hillah branch. ” 132 In 
placing emphasis upon the consequent disaster to the local economy, 
and on the other just mentioned material elements in the revolt, it is 
far from our intention to deny the role of contingent personal factors or 
of moral influences, such as the undisputed power that the religious 
ideas antithetic to “ infidel”  rule had over the peasant-tribesmen of an 
area as closely connected with the ShT‘T holy cities as Shamiyyah. .

The revolt of 1920 failed to rid the country of alien power but, by 
bringing the ShT'Ts and Sunnis closer together, strengthened national 
sentiment which, as it grew in intensity and wide masses became seized 
of it, worked to the detriment not only of English interests but also of 
the sadah’s own historical position. In the meantime, however, the Eng
lish continued to be uppermost in Iraq, ruling in the next decade, on 
account of the inadequacy of their financial resources, by indirect 
means, it is true, but in all essential respects according to their con
venience. Moreover, even though the sadah of Shamiyyah suffered for 
their rebellion, the sadah stratum as a whole now gained politically. 
Thus in the period of the “ Mandate” -that is, from 1921, when, upon the 
initiative of the English, the monarchy was instituted and Faisal of 
Arabia raised to the throne, till 1932, when the effective internal con
trol of the country passed into his hands—9. out of the 13 appointments 
to the premiership and 35 out of the other 113 cabinet seats went to the 
sadah. In other words, as is evident from Tables 7-2 and 7-3, they had 
a larger share in the government than any of the other Iraqi social strata, 
not excepting the ex-Sharlfian officers from among whom were drawn the 
king’s closest adherents. This is easily explained.

In the first place, it is clear that the English sought to control the 
people partly by means of what they conceived to be their natural lead
ers, and looked upon the sadah in this light, and in particular the sadah 
that guided mystic orders, such as ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-Gailanl, the first 
premier of Iraq, or that were tribally connected, such as ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin 
as-Sa‘dun, premier in the years 1922-1923, 1925-1926, and 1928-1929 * I,

132Great Britain, “ Annual Administration Report, Shamiyyah D ivision, 
from 1st January to 31st December 1918,”  Reports ol Administration tor 1918,
I, 79.
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TABLE 7-2
Appointments to Premiership under the Monarchy; 
Share of the Various Governing Classes and Strata

Share of Share of
Total Share of old “ aristocracy” Share of other c la sses

no. of Share of sadah ex-shafifian officers of officials chalabT families and strata
years appointments No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %

L 921-1932 (Period of
“ Mandate” ) 13 9a 69.2 4b 30.8 _ _ _ _ _
1932-1936 8 3a 37.5 4C 50.0 id 12.5 __ ' _ _
1936-1941 (Period of 
Military Coups) 8 3e 37.5 4 50.0 1 12.5
1941-1946 (Period of 
“ Second British Occupation” ) 9 1 11.1 5 55.6 1 11.1 2 22.2
1947-1958 20 2 10.0 9 45.0 3 15.0 1 5.0 5f 25.0
Total 58 18B 31.0 26h 44.8 6d 10.4 3 5.2 5 8.6

aIncludes the appointment of a sayyid  who was at the same time an ex-Sharifian officer.
^Excludes the appointment of an ex-Shaflfian officer who was at the same time a sayyid.
c Excludes the appointments of two ex-Sharifian officers, one of whom was also an “ a ris tocra f’ -officia l and the other a sayyid.
^Includes the appointment of an “ aristocrat” -officia l who was at the same time an ex-Sharifian officer. 
eIncludes the appointment of a sayyid  who was also a senior army officer.
^One newly risen, slave-issuing landowner; one senior army officer from the military middle stratum; and three senior c iv il servants from the 

middle or lower middle c lass.
^Includes two appointments of a sayyid  who was at the same time an ex-Sharifian officer.
^Excludes three appointments. See notes b, c.
Source: See Table 7-4.



(consult Table 7-4). It is also just as clear that the English had a some
what exaggerated view of the influence of the sadah upon the populace. 
As noted elsewhere, the sadah had not been unaffected by the advance 
of direct Ottoman rule. The Sunnis among them had also, to a degree, 
been weakened by their increasing dependence upon state power. But, 
of course, on the whole the sadah still had riches and strong connec
tions, and still mattered in the social scale.

In the second place, although the monarch or, to be precise, Faisal 
I, through whom above all the English ruled Iraq, was beholden to them . 
for his throne, he was not strictly speaking their tool, or rather was 
their tool only to the extent that suited his purposes or when he had no 
other choice. Understandably, they did not desire that he should attract 
too much power to himself, for fear that he would become too indepen
dent and less accommodating. Just, therefore, as in the countryside 
they built up the tribal shaikhs as counterweights to his authority, so 
too in Baghdad at the level of government they balanced him with the . 
sadah and other representatives of the old propertied families.

The sadah, who played the game against the king, acted from vary
ing motives. Some, no doubt, merely gratified by this means their de
sire for the honors of office. Others, like ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman al-Gailanl, 
the naqih of Baghdad, resented the kingship of Faisal, an imported say- 
yid, and had had hopes that the crown would fall to the lot of one of 
their own number.133 Those with large vested interests deemed it also 
safer to propitiate the occupying power, the more so as they suspected 
that the nationalist ex-Sharlfian officers, upon whom the king leaned, 
desired their “ extinction.’ ’ 134 Over and above that, many sadah took 
it ill that the king should favor the ex-Sharlfian officers, most of whom 
came from lower middle class families or from humbler backgrounds. In 
1927, when Faisal was preparing to go to London to confer with the 
British government on the matter of the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty, and it be
came known that he would be attended by Ja'far al-‘Askar! or NurT as- 
Sa'Td, both ex-Sharlfian officers and members of the Cabinet, Yusuf as- 
SuwaidT hurried to see Faisal and requested that his son NajT accompa
ny the king, urging the “ impropriety”  of relying on such men as al- 
‘AskarT and as-Sa‘Td. It distressed him that “ His Majesty”  should have 
taken into his confidence “ other than the ashraf and the upper class of 
people. ” 135
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133-j>awflq as-Suwaidi, “ Wujuh ‘Abra-t-TarTkh, ”  pp. 12 and 16.
134For this latter point, see Great Britain (Secret) Intelligence Report 

(Iraq) No 22 of 15 November 1922, para. 1097.
^^%intry dated 30 July 1927 in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 1 on “ N ajrb. Yusuf 

as-SuwaidT. ”  All the entries in this file were in Arabic translation. The pages 
containing the original English abstract of facts were, for some reason, .
removed.
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TABLE 7-3

Ministerial Appointments under the Monarchy 
(Excluding Appointments to Premiership): 

Share of the Principal Governing Classes and Strata

Years

Total 
no. of

appointments
Share of sadah 

No. %'

Share of tribal 
shaikhly 
families 
No. %

Share of old 
“ aristocracy”  

of officials  
No. %

1921-1932 (Period of 
“ Mandate” ) 113 35a 31.0 2 1.8 16b 14.2
1932-1936 57 10c 17.5 - - 12d 21.1
1936-1941 (Period of 
Military Coups) 65 13e 20.0 _ _ 17 26.1
1941-1946 (Period of 
“ Second British 
Occupation” ) 89 10 11.2 3 3.4 24d 27.0
1947-1958 251 16 6.4 15 6.0 41f 16.3
Total 575 84 14.6 20 3.5 110 19.1

aIncludes four appointments of a sayyid  who was at the same time an ex- 
Shaftfian officer

^Includes four appointments of an “ aristocrat” -officia l who was also an ex- 
SharTfian officer.

c Includes two appointments of a sayyid  who was at the same time an ex- 
SharTfian officer.

^Includes one appointment of an “ aristocrat” -officia l who was also an ex- 
Sharlfian officer.

eIncludes six appointments of a sayyid  who was also a senior army officer.
1 Includes three appointments of an “ aristocrat” -officia l who was also an ex- 

Sharlfian officer.

The foremost sayyid to lend himself to the balancing tactic of the 
English was the aged naqTb of Baghdad, 136 who since their conquest 
of the country had consistently brought his influence to .bear on their 
behalf. 137  On being entrusted with the premiership in 1921, he made a 
point of emphasizing that the king’ s government was “ constitutional”  
and “ limited by law. ” 138 His Cabinet, which was “ generally consid
ered as being of British manufacture, ” 139  refused in 1922 to provide a 
“ larger sum”  for the king’s forces, protesting a financial stringency: 140

136For biographical data on the naqTb, turn to Table 7-4.
137Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain, 

p. 54.
138For the text o f his statement, see al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, I, 48-49.
139<Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘ dun, Minister of Interior, 6 November 1922, quoted 

in Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 22 of 15 November 1922, para.
1099.

140Great Britain, (Secret) I n t e l l i g e n c e  R e p o r t  N o  7 of 1 A p ril 1922, para.
284.
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TABLE 7-3 (Continued)

Share of 
chalabT families 

No. %

Share of 
other wealthy 

mercantile families 
No. %

Share of 
ex-SharTfian 

officers6 
No. %

Share of other 
(senior) army 

o fficersS 
No. %

Share of 
other strata11 

No. %

14 12.3 11 9.7 19 16.8 7 6.2 9 8.0
2 3.5 3 5.3 14 24.5 4 7.0 12 21.1

3 4.6 - - 7 10.7 2i 3.1 23 35.5

10 11.2 3 3.4 15 16.9 2 2.2 22 24.7
31 12.3 18 7.2 19 7.6 24 9.5 87 34.7
60 10.4 35 6.1 74 12.9 39 6.8 153 26.6

SThe senior army officers and the ex-Shaflfian officers included in these 
columns were by origin from the lower middle or humbler classes.

^Overwhelmingly senior civ il servants or independent professionals from the 
middle or lower middle classes.

1 Excludes six  appointments of a senior army officer who was at the same time a 
sayyid.

Faisal had asked for an army of 6,000 men, but the English would allow 
him only 4,500,141 thus maintaining the balance in favor of the Levies, 
which were under British officers and had a strength of 4,984.142 In 
the same year, when the draft of the first unequal Anglo-Iraqi treaty143 
came up for discussion in the Cabinet, the naqTb betrayed a disposition 
to accept it, while Ja'far al-‘AskarT, the minister of defence and the 
king’ s man, dragged his feet, disabusing the naqTb of any idea he might 
have had of employing the army to put down antitreaty feeling. 144 It 
became apparent that the king himself stood for the repudiation of the 
“ Mandate,”  which the treaty scarcely veiled, but not of England’s sup
port-doubting, as he did, that his kingship would as yet survive the 
withdrawal of English arms. At the same time, in the hope of placing 
himself in a better bargaining position, he went to the length of secretly 
financing popular antitreaty endeavors through Baqir al-Hilli, one of his

141Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 7 of 1 April 1922, para.
265.

142Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 15 o f 1 August 1922, 
para. 677.

143For the main provisions of the treaty, see Chapter 6, n. 126.
144Great Brita in , (Secret) I n t e l l i g e n c e  R e p o r t  N o  13 of 1 Ju ly  1922, para.

567.



TABLE 7-4
Prime Ministers under the Monarchy 

(23 August 1921 to 14 July 1958)
Name and no. of 

appointments
to premiership Term of office  Nation and s ec t

‘ Abd-ur-Rahman Sept. 1921-Aug. 1922 Arab,3 SunnT
al-GaylanT, 2 Aug. 1922-Nov. 1922

Date and 
place of birth

1841, Baghdad

‘Abd-ul-Muhsin Nov. 1922-Nov. 1923 Arab, Sunni
as-Sa‘ dun, 4 June 1925-Nov. 1926

Jan. 1928-Jan. 1929 
Sept. 1929-Nov. 1929

1879, Basrah

Ja'far a l-‘ AskarT, 2 Nov. 1923-Aug. 1924 Arabized
Nov. 1926-Jan. 1928 Kurd, SunnT

1885, Baghdad, 
originally from 
‘ Askar3

Yasm  al-Hashimi,f 2 Aug. 1924-June 1925 
March 1935-Oct. 1936

Arab,S Sunni 1884, Baghdad

Tawfiq as-SuwaidT, 3 April 1929-Aug. 1929 Arab, Sunni 1891, Baghdad
Feb. 1946-May 1946 
Feb. 1950-Sept. 1950

NajT as-Suwaidi,J 1 Nov. 192 9-March 1930 Arab, SunnT 1882, Baghdad

NurTas-Sa‘ id ,k 14 *- Turko-Arab, SunnT 1888, Baghdad,
said to be. 
originally from 
Tuzkhurmatu

NajTShawkat,m 1 Nov. 1932-March 1933 Arabized 1891, Baghdad
Circassian, SunnT

Rashid ‘ AU March-Sept. 1933 Arab,® Sunni 1892, Baghdad
al-GaylanT, 4 Sept.-Oct. 1933

March 1940-Jan. 1941 
April 1941-May 1941

Jatrill al-Midfa'T, 7 P Kurdo-Arab, SunnT 1890, Mosul

Aug. 1934-Feb. 1935 
Dec. 1949-Feb. 1950 
June 1957-Dec. 1957

‘ A ll Jawdat 
al-Ayyubl, 3

Arab, SunnT 1886, Mosul
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Education

Traditional religious 
instruction

Tribal College and 
Military Academy, 
Istanbul

Military Academy and 
Staff College,
Istanbul

Military Academy, 
Istanbul

Law schools, 
Istanbul and Paris

Law School, Istanbul

Military Academy and 
Staff College,
Istanbul

Law School, Istanbul

Law School, Baghdad

Military Academy, 
Istanbul

Military Academy, 
Istanbul

O ccupation

N aqjb a l-A sh rafk of_Baghdad 
and shaikh of the QadirT 
mystic order

Ex-lieutenant colonel and 
aide to Ottoman Sultan; 
member, Ottoman parliament, 
1908-18; ex-minister of 
justice and interior

Ex-Ottoman colonel; ex- 
SharTTian o fficer ;e governor 
of Aleppo, 1919-20; ex 
minister of defence 
Ex-Ottoman major general; 
chief o f staff, SharTfian 
army, 1919; ex-minister of 
works and communications

Ex-dean, Baghdad Law 
School; ex-minister of 
education

Ex-Ottoman senior civ il 
servant; ex-minister of 
justice

Ex-Sharlfian officer; mili
tary advisor to Amir Faisal, 
1918; ex-deputy commander- 
in-chief of Iraqi army 
Ex-Sharlfian officer; ex
governor of Baghdad; ex
minister of interior

Lawyer; ex-member Court 
of Appeal; ex-minister of 
interior

Ex-SharlTian officer; com
mander, Damascus garri
son 1919; ex-minister of 
interior and finance 
Ex-SharTFian officer; ex- 
govemor of Basrah; ex
minister of interior; ex
chief of Royal Court

C la ss  origin

Of an upper landowning 
wealthy ashraf family which 
for centuries provided the 
marshals of the ashraf and 
the chiefs of the QadirT 
order
Of an upper landowning 
wealthy ashraf family of 
HijazT origin which for long 
supplied the Shaikhs al- 
MasEayikhc  of the Muntafiq 
tribal confederation 
Military middle c lass; son 
of an Ottoman army .
brigadier

Official middle c lass; son 
of the mukhtar (chief) of the 
Barudiyyah quarter of 
Baghdad, who is said to 
have been a sa yyid
Of an upper landowning 
family of ‘ ulama’*1 and 
ashraf who claimed descent 
from the ‘ Abbasid caliphs; 
son of a sh a tfa h 1 judge 
Of an upper landowning 
family of (ulama* and ashraf 
who claimed descent from 
the ‘Abbasid caliphs; son of 
a sharTeah judge 
Official lower middle c lass; 
son of a government 
mudaqqiqchT (auditor)

Class of upper bureaucrat- 
landowners; said to be de
scended from the last 
Mamluk, Daud Pasha, 
Beglerbegi11 of Baghdad, 
Basrah, and Shahrizur 
(1816-31); son of an Otto
man district governor 
Middle landowning ashraf 
c lass; son of a landed 
mudarris0 from an ©bsewre 
branch of the family o f 
NaqTb al-Ashraf 
Military lower middle c lass; 
son of a poor Ottoman 
captain

O fficial lower middle c lass ; 
son of a ch ief sergeant in ' 
the gendarmerie
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Name and no. o f
appointments 
to premiership Term o f office Nation and s e c t

Date and 
place of birth

Hikmat Sulaiman, 1 Oct. 1936-Aug. 1937 descended from a 
Georgian who 
turned Moslem; 
SunnT

1885, Baghdad

Taha Al-HashimT,9 1 Feb.-April 1941 Arab, 6 SunnT 1887, Baghdad

Hamdi
al-PachachT, 2

June-Aug. 1944 
Aug. 1944-Jan. 1946

Arab, SunnTr 1888, Baghdad

Arshad a l-‘ UmarT, 2 June-Nov. 1946 
April-July 1954

Arab, SunnT 1888, Mosul

Salih Jabr, 1 March 1947-Jan. 1948 Arab, ShTT 1900,
Nasiriyyah

Muhammad as-Sadr, 1 Jan.-June 1948 Arab, ShTT 1887, Samarra’

Muz a him 
a 1-Pacha ch i,u 1

June 1948-Jan. 1949 Arab, SunnT 1890, Baghdad

Mu$j:afa 
a l-‘ Umar7,w 1

July-Nov. 1952 Arab, SunnT 1898, Mosul

Nur-ud-DTn 
Mahmud, 1

Nov. 1952-Jan. 1953 Arabized 
Kurd, SunnT

1897, Arbll

F ld il aj-Jamalr, 2 Sept. 1954-March 1954 
March-April 1954

Arab, ShT'T 1907,
Kadhimiyyah

‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab 
Mirjan, 1

Dec. 1957-March 1958 Arab, ShT'T 1909, Hillah

Ahmad Mukhtar 
Baban, 1

May-July 1958 Arabized 
Kurd, SunnT

1900, Baghdad
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Education

Imperial C ivil School, 
Istanbul

Military Academy and 
Staff College,
Istanbul

Imperial C ivil School, 
Istanbul

Royal Engineering 
School, Istanbul

School of Law, 
Baghdad

Traditional SHIT 
education 
School of Law, 
Baghdad

Law School, Baghdad

Military Academy, 
Istanbul and Staff 
College, Baghdad 
Ph.D. in Education, 
Columbia University

Law School, Baghdad

Law School, Baghdad

Occupation

Director of education, 
Baghdad 1908; ex-minister 
of interior

Ex-director general of 
education; ex-ch ief of 
staff, Iraqi army; ex
minister of defence

Professor, School of Law, 
1913-16; landowner, 
merchant

Engineer; ex-minister of 
agriculture; ex-mayor of 
Baghdad

Ex-judge; ex-governor of 
Karbala’ ; ex-minister of 
education
Man of religion;*1 long the 
president of the Senate 
Lawyer; ex-minister of 
works; ex-charge d ’affaires 
in Paris and elsewherev
Ex-provincial governor; ex
minister of interior

Ex-chief of the General 
Staff

Ex-director general of 
education; ex-minister for 
foreign affairs 
Landowner; ex-minister of 
economics and finance; 
ex-president of Chamber of 
Deputies

Ex-governor; ex-judge; ex 
minister of justice and 
socia l affairs

Class origin

Class of wealthy bureau
crat-landowners; grandson 
of the kahya (ch ief minister) 
o f Daud Pasha; son of an 
Ottoman district governor; 
half-brother of General 
Mahmud Shawkat, leader of 
the 1909 coup against 
Sultan ‘Abd-ul-Hamld
O fficial middle class; son 
of the mukhtar (chief) of the 
Barudiyyah quarter of 
Baghdad, who is said to 
have been a sayyid  
Wealthy landowning chaladls 
c lass; son of a landowner 
and descendant of a R a ’s -  
ut-Tujjar (chief o f the mer
chants) in the time of Daud 
Pasha
Of a family of bureaucrat- 
landowners of high standing 
who claim descent from 
‘Umar ibn al-Khattab, the 
2nd caliph of Islam; son of 
a landowner
Poor artisan c lass; son of a 
carpenter

Religious propertied sayyid  
c lass; son of a sayyid-atim  
Impoverished chalabl c lass; 
son of petty government 
offic ia l
Of a family of bureaucrat- 
landowners who claim de
scent from the Caliph ‘ Umar 
ibn al-Khattab; son of a 
landed government official
Military middle c lass; son of 
an Ottoman army colonel

Religious middle c lass; son 
of religious shaikh and 
muzawwer (sanctuary guide) 
Newly risen, slave-issuing, 
wealthy entrepreneurial land
owning c lass; grandson of a 
slave of the tribe of Albu 
Sulfan; son of a contractor, 
wheat-mill proprietor, and 
real estate owner 
Upper bureaucrat-landowning 
c lass; son of a ch ief of the 
Gendarmerie and scion  of a 
well-known family that pro
vided in the 18th and early 
19th century the rulers of 
Sulaimaniyyah
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TABLE 7-4 (Continued)
aHis family came to Baghdad in the 11th century from Gilan, a district in the 

north of Persia, and may not have been Arab by origin.
^Marshal of the ashraf. The ashral or sadah (plural of shanf or sayyid) are 

claimants of descent from the Prophet Muhammad recognized by their contemporaries. 
c Paramount chiefs.
6A Kurdish village in Chamchemal district in the province of Kirkuk. 
e The term “ Sharifian officers”  refers to those officers in the Ottoman army who 

at one point or another during World War I or shortly after its conclusion abandoned 
the Ottomans and attached themselves to the fortunes of the family of Sharif Husain, 
and particularly of his son Amir Faisal, later King of Syria and then of Iraq.

^His real name before his adherence to the Hashemites in 1918 was YasTn HilmT. 
?He has occasionally  been identified as being of Turkish (Seljuq) descent.
6Men learned in religion.
1 Islamic law.
1 Brother of Tawfiq as-Suwaidi.
^Brother-in-law of Ja'far a l-‘ AskarT.
^March-Oct. 1930; Oct. 1930-Oct. 1932; Dec. 1938-April 1939; April 1939-Feb. 

1940; Feb. 1940-March 1940; Oct. 1941-Oct. 1942; Oct. 1942-Dec. 1943; Dec. 1943- 
June 1944; Nov. 1946-March 1947; Jan. 1949-Dec. 1949; Sept. 1950-July 1952; Aug. 
1954-Dec. 1955; Dec. 1955-June 1957; and March-May 1958. 

mRelated by marriage to al-GaylanT family.
“ Governor and pasha of the highest rank.
°Religious teacher.
PNov. 1933-Feb. 1934; Feb.-Aug. 1934; March 4-March 16, 1935; Aug. 1937-Dec. 

1938; June-Oct. 1941; Jan.-May 1953; and May-Sept. 1953.
4A brother of YasTn al-HashimT.
rHis grandfather is said to have had leanings towards the ‘ AlawT sect. 
s The chalabTs were merchants of high standing but not necessarily of high income. 
t By reason of his closen ess to the regent, ‘ Abd-Ul-Ilah, as-Sadr was at one point 

dubbed “ the Rasputin of Iraq.”
* UA cousin of Hamdi al-PachachT.

vMuzahim al-PachachT occupied briefly in 1930 the post of minister of interior, 
which he had to relinquish after a general strike against him due to his betrayal of 
his party, the Nationalist party, and his misappropriation of its documents.

WA relative of Arshad al-‘ UmarT.

chamberlains.145 Indeed, at one point, the out-and-out nationalists 
were openly saying that their condemnation of the cabinet had the king’s 
approval.146 Apprised that Faisal was compassing the fall of the naqib, 
the British high commissioner147 made haste to impress upon him “ the 
great importance”  at “ this critical juncture”  of the naqTb’s remaining in 
office until the issue of the treaty had been resolved.148 But Faisal

146Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 18 of 15 September 1922, 
para. 879 and Intelligence Report No 21 of 1 November 1922, para. 1048.

146Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 16 o f 15 August 1922, 
para. 760.

147Sir Percy Cox.
148Great Brita in , (Secret) I n t e l l i g e n c e  R e p o r t  N o  16 of 15 August 1922,

para. 760.



kept upon his course. In the end, on August 26, 1922, after the resigna
tion of the naqib and as popular protests against the treaty mounted, 
the high commissioner, bypassing the king, who had suddenly been 
struck down with an attack of appendicitis, stepped in, dismissed un
pliant provincial governors, suppressed “ extremist”  parties149 and 
arrested and banished their leaders, and, by “ punitive bombing,”  sub
dued insurrectionary tribesmen in the middle and lower Euphrates.150 
After his recovery, the king had, upon the high commissioner’s own de
mand, to express publicly his “ appreciation for the prompt policy and 
the necessary measures”  taken during his temporary eclipse.151 He 
also had to reappoint the naqib as premier,152 whose new cabinet now 
“ unanimously”  accepted the treaty.153

These developments gave instant reassurance to a party named Al- 
Hizb al-Hurr al-‘Iraqi (The Iraqi Liberal party), which embraced the pro
British sadah, tribal shaikhs, and other men of property, and which had 
for president Sayyid Mahmud, the eldest son of the naqib, and for secre
tary FakhrT Jamil, another sayyid of Baghdad.154 The party had been 
formed during the crisis just surmounted, and had for guiding principle 
“ the acceptance of relations with Great Britain on the basis of the 
treaty.” 155 * Upon this party, as upon the naqib, the nationalist ex- 
Sharlfian officers, including the king’ s men, threw presently the odium 
of anything in the treaty depreciatory of the country’s independence.155

With the signing of the treaty by the Cabinet, the English had no 
further use for the naqib. He was too old,157 too slow to come to a de
cision, too out of accord with the general mood of the country. The 
British method of “ ruling without governing,”  that is, of “ exercising 
control through an ostensibly independent native government,”  to use
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149A1-Hizb al-Watam (The National Party) and Hizb an-Nahdah (The Party 
of Awakening).

150Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 17 of 1 September 1922, 
para. 835-836 and Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 239 on “ Al-Hizb al-WatariF’ (“ The 
National Party” ), entry dated August 1922.

151Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 18 o f 15 September 1922, 
para. 879.

152Ibid.
153Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 20 o f 15 October 1922, p. 1.
154Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 16 of 15 August 1922, 

para. 772; Intelligence Report No 17 o f 1 September 1922, para. 841; and Intel
ligence Report No 21 of 1 November 1922, para. 1044.

155Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 17 of 1 September 1922, 
para. 826.

155Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 22 of 15 November 1922, 
para. 1097.

157He had been born in 1841. .



TABLE 7-5

Summary of Table 7-4
Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin

No. of 
premiersa %

No. of
i n d i v i d u a l s %

S ect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated  % 
in total 1951 

urban population 
o f Iraq

Moslems
ShIT Arabs 5 8.6 4 17.3 44.9
SunnT Arabs 23 39.7 10 43.4 28.6
Sunni Turko-Arabs 14 24.1 1 4.4 -
Sunni Arabs possibly 
of Turkish (Seljuq)
origin 3 5.2 2 8.7 —
Sunni Arabized 
Circassian 1 1.7 1 4.4 _
Sunni Kurdo-Arabs 7 12.1 1 4.4 —
Kurds 4c 6.9 3C 13.0 12.7
SunnT of Georgian 
origin 1 1.7 1 4.4 —

Turkomans - — - 3.4
Persians — — — — 3.3

Jews - - - - .3
Christians — — — — 6.4
Sabeans — — — — .3
Yazldls and Shabaks — — — — .1
Total 58 100.0 23 100.0 100.0

P lace of Birth Education
No. of No. of

individuals^ individualsb
Baghdad 13 Traditional religious
Mosul 4 education 2
Samarra’ 1 Military education 8
Kadhimiyyah
Basrah

1
1

At Istanbul 7 
At Istanbul & Baghdad 1

Legal education 9Nasiriyyah 1 At Istanbul 2
Hil’lah 1 At Istanbul & Paris 1
ArbU 1 At Baghdad 6
Total 23 Other

Engineering, Istanbul 1
Education, Columbia
University 1
Imperial C ivil School,
Istanbul 2

Total 23



TABLE 7-5 (Continued)
Share of the Ex-Sharlfian Officers 

in the Premierships
Age Group in Year of First 
A ccession  to Premiership

No. of 
premiersa

No. of 
individualsb

No. ol 
individualsb

Ex-SharTfian 38 2
officers 29 6 40-44 6
Other army 45-49 5
officers 6 3 50-54 3
Civilians 23 14 55-59 5
Total 58 23 61 1

80 1 
Total 23

Class Origin
No. ol

individuals^ %
C lasses or strata of low income 

Artisan 1
C lasses or strata of lower 
middle income

O fficials 2
O fficial o f chalabl^ back

ground 1
Army officer 1

C lasses or strata of middle 
income

O fficials 2
Army officers 2
Landowner-sayyide 1
‘A l im f  1

C lasses or strata of high income 
Landowning sufFshaikhS-sayy/d 1 
Landowning tribal shaikh-sayy/d 1 
Landowning sadah-‘ ulama’ 3
Bureaucrat-landowners of upper 

status 5
Landowning chalabT 1
Newly risen slave-descending 

entrepreneurial landowner 1
Total

1 4.4

4 17.3

6 26.1

12 52.2

23 100.0

aIn this column, individuals are counted as many times as the number of terms 
for which they were appointed.

^In this column, individuals who were appointed for more than one term are 
counted only once.

CA11 Arabized Kurds.
^A chalabT is a merchant of high status but not necessarily of high income. 
eA sayyid  (plural: sadah) is  a claimant of descent from the Prophet Muhammad.f  _  _  _ _ *

An lalim (plural: ' ulama*) is a man learned in religion. .
sufF shaikh is a leader of a mystic order.
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the words of a British secretary of state for the colonies,158 required, 
in a land as difficult to bridle as Iraq, a premier of greater vigor and 
readier mind, and one that could form a more effective counterpoise to 
Faisal. The change was, from the English point of view, all the more 
needed not only by reason of insistent Turkish claims to the oil-rich 
Mosul wilayah, but also because the treaty had yet to be ratified by a 
Constituent Assembly, and a movement to boycott the impending elec
tions was already afoot, led by diehard ShrT divines.159 * Accordingly, 
on 20 November 1922, the naqTb yielded his place to the forty-three- 
year-old ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun, a scion of a well-known family of 
sadah who, as already mentioned, had in Ottoman times for long pro
vided the paramount chiefs of the Muntafiq Tribal Confederation.

Though of tribal descent and tribally backed, ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as- 
Sa'dun did not have the outlook of a tribal leader.159 By education at 
a special college for the sons of shaikhs and at the Military Academy 
in Istanbul, and through his service first as an aide-de-camp of Sultan 
‘ Abd-ul-Hamld, and then as a ten-year member of the Ottoman Parlia
ment,161 he had become something of a modernist. This, his back
ground, his strength of will, and the acumen which he is said to have 
possessed, helped him to climb quickly to political heights; but his 
most valuable asset under the circumstances lay in the fact that he was 
already close in the confidence of the English. At any rate, in the next 
seven years he filled a large place in the country’s political life: he 
led four Cabinets,162 and when out of office had on occasions a voice 
in the making of policy or the selection of ministers largely by virtue 
of his control over the Progressives (Hizb-ut-Taqaddum), a Parliamen
tary majority grouping founded in 1925 and, in basic orientation and 
social composition, almost indistinguishable from the defunct Liberal 
party.163

The king, at least at certain points, looked gloomily upon the as
cent of ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun, for, knowing that there was as yet

188

158L. S. Amery in a memorandum dated 7 February 1929; Great Britain, 
Foreign Office, FO 406/63 E 862 /6 /93 .

159Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 22 o f 15 November 1922, 
para. 1101-1103; and Intelligence Report No 23 of 1 December 1922, para. 1156
1157.

169Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 406/63 E 862 /6 /93 , letter from Sir 
H. Dobbs, high commissioner, to Mr. L. S. Amery, secretary of state for the 
colonies, dated 4 December 1928.

161TawfTq as-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-Tarikh,”  p. 34.
162Consult Table 7-4.
153In 1925 the Progressives commanded the loyalty of 55 out of the 88 

members of the House of Deputies, Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report 
No 15 of 23 July 1925, para. 340.
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little affection or regard among the people for the Crown, he feared that 
the rise of a strong personality could well render the monarchy redun
dant. And there were grounds for his fear. On 20 August 1925, for ex
ample, a number of sadah, including Talib an-Naqlb, Ahmad Basha'yan, 
Muhammad Amin Basha'yan, and ‘Abd-ul-KarTm as-Sa‘dun, brother of 
‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun, met with other landowners at the palace of 
the Basha'yans in Basrah, and discussed the question of doing away 
with the king and setting up a republic “ under the protection of the 
British,”  and with ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun as president. At the 
gathering ‘Abd-ul-KarTm as-Sa‘dun affirmed that “ the Basha'yans, all 
influential Baghdad families, the Muntafiq tribes,164 the ‘ ulama’ , and 
many others”  were on his brother’s side and in his favor, whereupon 
everyone present voiced support for the idea. The meeting also called 
for a British-protected autonomous Basrah.165

It is more than probable that the English encouraged the expression 
of such separatist or republican tendencies. Their relations with • 
Faisal had apparently hit a snag. The continued union of the Mosul 
Wilayah with Iraq, which had, earlier that year, been tied to the grant
ing of oil rights to the nucleus of what came to be known as the Iraq 
Petroleum Company,166 was now made also contingent upon the exten
sion of the period of the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty and of its subsidiary Finan
cial and Military Agreements from four to twenty-five years, or to the 
date of Iraq’s jentry into the League of Nations. The oil rights were 
conceded on 14 March 1925, but to the new condition Faisal, it would 
seem, demurred, though eventually he gave way. As far as the English 
were concerned, the gathering at the Basha'yan palace may have been 
meant to serve just such purpose, that is, to bring Faisal to a more 
tractable frame of mind.

Be that as it may, it is significant that in the preceding year-on 23 
May 1924, to be ex a ct- ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun himself sought, with

164In fact, however, many Muntafiq tribesmen hated the Sa'duns, their land
lords.

165Letter of 21 August 1925 from British Special Service Officer, Basrah, 
to Inspector of P olice , Basrah, in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 1924, entitled “ Move
ment of Separation of Basrah from Iraq.’ ’

166In view of public denials by the English that oil had anything to do with 
their attitude over Mosul, it is necessary to quote here from Intelligence Report 
No 5 of 5 March 1925. Paragraph 111 of the report reads as follow s: “ The im
portance of granting the [oil] concession  in the eyes of the [Mosul Frontier] 
Commission has been further emphasized by a direct question addressed by 
them to the High Commissioner as to the intentions of the Iraq Government, in 
view of the international interests involved. . . .  Count T elek i. . . has asked 
the High Commissioner whether it would help if  he [Count Teleki] were to ex 
plain to the Iraq ministers the importance of their granting the concession  with
out delay. The High Commissioner has told him that he would welcome his c o 
operation . . . . ”  .
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two other politicians,167 to impress upon High Commissioner Henry 
Dobbs that the country was, as his oriental secretary put it, “ sick and 
puzzled by the spectacle of two Kings in Brentford, the King and the 
High Commissioner, and that the influence of either the one or the other 
ought to be eliminated entirely,”  and “ hinted that it was the King who 
should disappear.” 168

For his part, Faisal sought in various ways to abate the power of 
‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun: he weaned away part of his support by pal
ace favors; infiltrated his own men into the Progressive party and di
vided it against itself;169 encouraged rival political figures—YasTn al- 
HashimT and Rashid ‘A ll al-Gailanl, among others; and in private con
versations made plain that ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun was only working 
the will of the English.170

Quite apart from his ultimate intentions, ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun 
in effect upheld, at least for a time, the subordination of Iraq to British 
power. In 1922, as minister of justice, he spoke at a special session 
of the cabinet “ strongly”  in favor of the “ immediate”  acceptance of 
the treaty.171 In 1923, as premier, he put down with an iron hand the 
movement against participation in the elections for the Constituent As
sembly, and arrested and exiled the anti-treaty ShFI ‘ulama’ who had 
guided it.172 In 1925, again as premier, he defiantly announced that he 
was “ not afraid”  to declare his inability to establish “ peace and order”  
without the “ co-operation”  of the British government.173 In 1926, after 
initial protests against the application of the new twenty-five-year term 
to the Financial and Military Agreements attached to the treaty, he per
suaded his majority in Parliament to agree to the stipulation without 
debate.174 * In 1928—after an interval in which Faisal, by divisive tac
tics, scattered this majority and thus smoothed the way for Ja'far al-

167Yasrn al-HashimT and NajT as-SuwaidT. For these men, see Table 7-4.
168Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 11 of 29 May 1924, para.

375.
169TawfTq as-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘Abra-t-TarTkh,”  p. 38, and KhairT a l- ‘UmarT, 

Hikayat Siyasiyyah Min TarTkh-il-‘Iraq-il-HadTth (“ P olitical Tales from the 
Modern History of Iraq” ) (Cairo, 1969), p. 207.

170Letter from J. F. Wilkins, C .I.D ., to K. Cornwallis, adviser to the Minis
try of the Interior, dated 6 March 1928, in J. F. Wilkins’ F ile  entitled “ Personal 
L etters.”

171Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 13 of 1 July 1922, para.
567.

172P olice  F ile  No. 52 on “ Shaikh MahdT al-KhalisT.”
173Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 22 of 29 October 1925, 

para. 686.
174Al-HasariT, TafTkh-ul-Wizarat, II, 24-29. The king and ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin,

it w ill be noted, acted together at this point, at least as far as could be judged 
from appearances.
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‘AskarT, his favorite candidate, to fill the premiership for upward of a 
year175— ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin, who, in compliance with British wishes,176 
was back in office and who, in the words of Faisal, “ would not object 
to anything the British did”  now “ agreed with them,”  again according 
to Faisal, “ to secure the election of a pro-British parliament to facili
tate British policy, particularly the passage of the Military and Finan
cial Agreements under the new Treaty,” 177—that of 1927, which Faisal 
himself had negotiated under unequal conditions, and which in his opin
ion was, from the standpoint of Iraq’s aspirations, an “ absolute fail
ure.” 178 But ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin was, as we shall see,'to behave in a 
thoroughly unexpected way.

In seemingly advancing England’s aims, ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun, 
it was sometimes believed, sought merely to advance himself. But that, 
perhaps, was to put the unworthiest construction upon his motives.
Faisal saw the matter differently, at least in 1928: he held that Ibn 
Sa‘ud and the English were working in concert, and that “  ‘Abd-ul- 
Muhsin and all the Sa'duns are secretly in favour of Ibn Sa‘ud and se
cretly believe in Wahhabi doctrines.” 179 ‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin’s own explana
tion was that only “ a cordial and complete understanding”  with Britain 
for “ a reasonable period”  could have given the new kingdom the stabili
ty it needed: the elements of which it was composed were too diverse 
in their inclinations, their ties too tenuous, and national consciousness 
as yet undeveloped and, on top of this, the Turks bade fair to deny it of 
its Mosul province, not to mention the closeness of the French in the 
north, the differences between the Hashemite and Sa'udT families in the 
south, and the not-so-friendly Iran in the east.180

In the closing year of his life, to the surprise of friend and foe, 
‘Abd-ul-Muhsin altered course: in late December 1928 he took the side 
of the king against the high commissioner on a number of outstanding 
problems, including that of Iraq’s demand for immediate and undivided .

^ ' ’Consult Table 7-4 for Ja 'far’ s term of office. -
^^Conversation of King Faisal with Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, leader of the 

National party, on 16 July 1927; entry dated 23 July 1927 in P olice  F ile No. 94, 
entitled “ Ja'far Abu-t-Timman”  refers. Although the British had asked for ‘ Abd- 
ul-Muhsin’ s return as early as July 1927, he did not assume office until January 
1928.

177Conversation of F aisa l with AmTn ach-CharchafchT, leader of the ‘ ‘ party 
of Awakening”  (Hizb-un-Nahdah), 2 March 1928, letter of 6 March 1928 from 
J. F. Wilkins, C .I.D ., to K. Cornwallis.

^78Conversation of Faisal with Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, 24 December 1927,
Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 94.

^79Letter of 6 March 1928 from J. F. Wilkins, C .I.D ., to K. Cornwallis.
io u ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin gave this explanation to TawfTq as-SuwaidT, a c lo se  co l

laborator and a relation by marriage; TawfTq as-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-Taflkh,”  
p. 36; and MuthakkiratT ( ‘ ‘ My Rem iniscences” ) (Beirut, 1969), p. 180.
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control of its own armed forces, and in January 1929 resigned over the 
issue.181 The English had been holding too tightly their leading 
strings. Popular expressions of reproof had also begun to affect ‘Abd- 
ul-Muhsin. In nationalist circles, however, his change of line was taken 
for “ a ruse.” 182 And when ten months later, in his fourth and last 
term of office, he seemed to be abandoning the demand for responsibili
ty over the armed forces in return for. a British promise to support Iraq’s 
entry into the League of Nations in 1932, voices were again raised re
proaching him in unmeasured terms with lack of loyalty. The sequel is 
a matter of history and is soon told: caught between English immova
bleness and hard-hitting political opponents, and, under fire, deserted 
by his own followers, he committed suicide on 13 November 1929. The 
testament that he left is well worth quoting:

Forgive me, my dear son . . . , for my crime. I have grown weary of 
this life in which I found neither happiness nor honour. . . .  The peo
ple expect service; the English refuse. I have no supporter. The 
Iraqis who call for independence are weak and helpless and very re
mote from independence. They are incapable of appreciating the ad
vice of men of honour like myself. They think that I am a traitor to 
my country and a slave of the English. What a grievous affliction!
I who sacrificed myself. . .  and bore disdain and manifold humilia
tions for this blessed land in which my forefathers lived 
happily . .. . ” 183

It would also seem that ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin found no solace at home, which 
his wife, a difficult Turkish woman, is said to have turned into an “ in
ferno.” 184 * This added to his state of depression.

In the period of the “ Mandate,”  the sadah did not work in concert 
or act in a uniform way. Some, like the Kurdish Jaf Begzadas, chiefs 
of the Jaf tribe and owners of nearly all the agricultural lands in the 
district of Halabjah, behaved in the manner of the naqib of Baghdad, 
identifying themselves with the English: the English, for their part, 
attempted to resuscitate the historical influence of the Jaf Begzadas, 
allotting to them the principal offices of the state at Halabjah and 
Pen jw in . 185 Other sadah, like the influential ShT'T ‘alim Muhammad

181Al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, II, 188-202.
182Entry dated 9 February 1929 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 94 on “ Ja'far Abu- 

t-Timman. ”
188For the text of the testament, see Al-Hasanl, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, II, 258.
184A l-‘ UmafI, Hikayat Siyasiyyah Min TarTkh-il-‘Iraq-il-HadTth, p. 207.
18^Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 17 of 1 September 1922, 

para. 864.



as-Sadr,186 opposed the English but supported the king.187 Still others, 
like Shaikh Mahmud, the foremost of Sulaimaniyyah’ s BarzinjT Sadah, re
sisted every authority whenever opportunity offered: he took up arms 
against the English or the Crown or both in 1919, 1923, and 1930.188 ■

The absence of cohesion among the sadah reflected itself in their 
plural and inchoate parties or factions. These came together and broke 
up on personal grounds, rather than for political principles. The king, 
who did not desire any strong opposition to crystallize, did his best to 
keep their discord alive.

The parties contended largely in Parliament. Here too, therefore, 
the sadah pulled different ways. Thus in 1924 nineteen out of the . 
ninety-nine members of the Constituent Assembly were sadah, but only 
five voted for the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty, while four were in opposition and 
one abstained. The others, fearing popular anger,189 had kept away.190 
Again in 1926, in a Chamber of eighty-eight deputies, eleven out of 
seventeen sadah approved the extension of the term of the treaty to ' 
twenty-five years, five walked out in protest, and one was absent.191

It is not difficult to account for the political disunity of the sadah. 
For one thing, it should be remembered that the sadah did not constitute 
one economic class with identical fundamental interests, but a stratum 
of men from differing income groups, performing, even when belonging 
to one and the same income group, differing social functions.192 For 
another thing, the sadah, who were landed and affluent, were themselves 
divided not only ethnically but also on a sectarian basis, and the Kurds 
and ShTT Arabs among them were not, on the whole, as closely associ
ated with state power as the Arab Sunnis, but stood pretty much on their 
own two feet, and were, therefore, more capable of independent political
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186For as-Sadr, see  also Table 7-4.
187Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 7 on “ Sayyid Muhammad b. Hasan as-Sadr.”  The 

king and as-Sadr worked together in the early twenties through as-Sadr’ s agent 
in the palace, Muhammad Baqir al-HillT; Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence R e 
port No 19 of 1 October 1922, para. 933.

1 8%>reat Britain, Foreign O ffice, F ile No. 335, “ Report on the Leading Per
sonalities in Iraq for the Year 1936,”  pp. 12-13 (included in FO 371/20801 E 
363/363/93).

189T wo pro-treaty delegates had at one point been beaten in the streets by 
Baghdad crowds; Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 12 of 12 June 
1924, para. 404.

190Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Reports No 5 o f 6 March 1924, para. 
153, No 7 o f 3 April 1924, pp. 7-9, and No 13 of 26 June 1924, para. 442; and 
Al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, I, 169.

191Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Reports No 13 of 25 June 1925, 
Appendix I, and No 2 of 21 January 1926, para. 48; and Al-HasanT, Tatikh-ul- 
Wizarat, II, 40.

192See pp. 153, 158 ff., and 160 ff.
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behavior. More than that, the large landowners, sadah and non-sadah, 
were not in an adverse or perilously exposed condition as in the forties 
and fifties, when a clear and direct threat to their interests from below 
compelled them to cohere.

Considerations of private or family advantage tended, therefore, to 
weigh very much in the politics of the day. Adherence to this or that 
faction was often no more than a bid for its support in obtaining office, 
or land, or a tax rebate, or other personal gain. This found classic ex
pression in the conduct of the richest and biggest landowning tribal 
sadah of the Euphrates, Muhsin Abu Tabikh and his brother Ja'far.
Apart from vast estates on Shatt al-Hillah and Shatt ash-Shamiyyah, the 
fortune of the Abu Tablkhs was estimated in 1926 at 50,000 Turkish . 
pounds in gold.193 Their ambition was to consolidate and expand this 
fortune. There was no way of doing that in the Shamiyyah other than 
getting involved with one or the other of the contending political forces. 
But there was always the risk of betting on the wrong party. The two 
brothers, therefore, became political enemies. In 1920 Muhsin gave 
strong support to the anti-British Iraqi uprising, Ja'far made great play 
of his pro-British sentiments. In 1922 Ja'far was hot for the British 
Mandate, Muhsin as hot against it. In 1926, when Muhsin fell out with 
King Faisal, Ja‘far became an ardent royalist. In 1930, Muhsin joined 
the opposition al-Ikha’ al-Watanl (“ National Brotherhood” ) party of 
YasTn al-Hashiml, Ja'far the anti-Ikha’ “ Euphrates party”  of the king, 
and later the anti-Ikha’ group of ‘ AIT Jawdat and Jamil al-Midfa‘T.194 
Whichever side won, they would have had one foot in the right camp. 
Muhsin was a master of intrigue and a man of many faces. At one point 
we find him in close confidence with King Faisal, at another exposing 
to the British the king’s political activities in Shamiyyah. What irked 
him no end was that he had to pay annual taxes amounting to 20,000 
rupees. This lay behind his participation, and more often his initiative, 
in the shaikhly plots of the Shamiyyah. As administrative officers did 
not fail to note,195 these plots frequently coincided with the time of the 
annual rice assessment. In 1926, for example, Muhsin was busy send
ing dispatches to various sadah and shaikhs on the Euphrates to win 
their support for a tribal combination to safeguard the “ rights”  of tribal 
leaders and resist “ the gross oppression of the rice measurement,”  and 
for a theocratic state of the ShT‘T tribes of the Euphrates owing only 
nominal allegiance to the government of Iraq. But his real object was

193Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 277 on “ Sayyid Muhsin Abu TabTkh.”
19/1For these politicians, see Table 7-4.
195Thus in his report of 30 June 1926 to the adviser of the minister of in

terior, the administrative inspector of DTwaniyyah wrote that “ it should always 
be remembered that the bottom of a ll plots in the Shamiyyah is the annual rice 
measurement,”  F ile  No. 277 on “ Sayyid Muhsin Abu TabTkh.”



thought to be “ to alarm the government. . . , and to maintain his name 
and reputation well in the limelight in the hope that he will thus secure 
preferential treatment in matters regarding land and revenue.” 190 
Muhsin was to attain this end in 1935, after a successful insurrection, 
by the shaikhs and sadah of DTwaniyyah had raised YasTn al-Hashiml 
and his party to power.

The disappearance from the political scene in 1929 of ‘Abd-ul- 
Muhsin as-Sa‘dun strengthened in time the hand of the king and his ad
herents. The personalities that had tied their fortunes to those of 
Sa‘dun-men like Tawfiq as-SuwaidT, whose rise to the premiership in 
1929 had been occasioned by Sa'dun’s favor,* * 197 or NajT as-SuwaidT, 
who filled the same office for four brief months in 1929-1930198 only 
because he was Sa'dun’ s deputy in the leadership of the Progres
sives199—now lost in importance.200 Their party, in fact, very soon 
completely disintegrated.

To the power of the king, though not to the esteem in which he was 
held by the people, added appreciably the signing of the Anglo-Iraqi 
Treaty in 1930 and the withdrawal of the British “ Mandate”  in 1932.
In all internal concerns the influence of Faisal became unsurpassed, 
and nearness or service to him the shortest way of attaining high office. 
At the same time, the share of the sadah in the government palpably de
clined (see Tables 7-2 and 7-3). However, until 1941, and especially 
in the troublous eight years that followed Faisal’ s sudden demise—he 
died on 7 September 1933 of heart failure—they would play conspicuous 
roles in the life of the country, though their old spell had been broken 
and their eminence would rest—as was, by and large, the case already 
in the second half of the twenties—on grounds other than religion or the 
holy descent, which they still vaunted. To this bear witness the ca
reers of the two most prominent sadah-politicians of the period, YasTn 
al-Hashiml and Rashid ‘AIT al-Gailanl.

The patronymic al-Hashiml, which, of course, denotes that its bear
er derives from Ban! Hashim, the clan of the Prophet, was, it would 
appear, adopted by YasTn, whose original name was YasTn HilmT, only 
around 1902, when he entered the Military Academy at Istanbul.201 His

^90Letter dated 26 June 1926 from the administrative inspector o f Dlwaniy-
yah to the adviser of the minister of interior, F ile  No. 277.

9̂7Tawfiq as-SuwaidT, MuthakkiratT, pp. 138 and 143.
^®®Consult Table 7-4.
199TawfTq as-SuwaidT, MuthakkiratT, p. 185.
200KhairT a l-‘ UmafT, Hikayat Siyasiyyah, pp. 223-224.
^91 Conversation with Dr. Tareq Isma'Tl, a relative of Yasm  al-HashimT,

29 July 1971. '
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father had held the title of sayyid, but some doubt whether he was of 
Arab descent, and link him to the Turkish Karawiyyah tribe which came 
to Iraq with Sultan Murad in the seventeenth century. 202

Anyhow, Yasin did not belong, like ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun or the 
naqib of Baghdad, to the upper ranks of sadah. Sayyid Salman, his 
father, had been a mukhtar—a headman—of one of the quarters of Bagh
dad, and in Ottoman times it was considered degrading to hold such an 
appointment. 203 “ Everybody knows,”  ran one of the contemporary say
ings, “ that in the towns and villages mukhtars are of the lowest class 
of persons and that notables . . . decline this office . ” 204 * *

YasTn had not been of the affluent segment of sadah either, but ac
quired tracts of government land free of charge after his access to 
power. He, indeed, fathered the idea of the desirability of the gratui
tous grant of rights of heritable occupancy over virgin state land to 
royalist politicians so that they would not be, as he contended, depen
dent for their livelihood upon the state or anyone else, and would thus 
be freer in their views and conduct, and less apt to cringe and wag 
their tails before the governing authority. 203 This idea, to which he 
won King Faisal, was to be the object of much abuse, not least by 
YasTn himself, and would be so misapplied as to work largely in favor 
of moneyed “ pump-pashas”  and powerful tribal shaikhs.

Though YasFn enjoyed initially no advantage of wealth or high sta
tus and, unlike other claimants of holy lineage, could command the al
legiance of neither tribe nor mystic order, he was the only politician 
whom Faisal feared. For this Faisal had good reasons.

Like many other an Iraqi from a middle-income family, YasTn had de
cided for an army career in Ottoman times, and during the First World 
War won wide repute as a soldier. In 1917, at the age of thirty-three, 
he led the Twentieth Turkish Division against the Russians in Galicia 
with “ great success,” 206 attracting the attention of Wilhelm II, emper
or of the Germans, who is said to have personally recommended his pro
motion to major-general. 207 In the spring of the following year he com
manded the Ottoman troops at Salt and ‘Amman where, said the British, 
“ he proved too good a strategist for us. ” 208

202TawfTq as-Suwaidi, “ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-Tankh,”  p. 41.
293Conversation with Kamel ach-ChadirchT, February 1962; and Great Brit

ain, Report of Administration, Baghdad Wilayah, Karbala’ D istrict, 1917, p. 124.
204Great Britain, Report of Administration, Basrah D ivision, 1919, p. 13.
203TawfTq as-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘Abra-t-TarTkh, ”  pp. 46-47.
200Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and KSdhimain 

(1920), p. 72.
207TawfTq as-Suwaidi, “ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-TarTkh,”  p. 41.
208Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities, Baghdad and KSdhimain 

(1920), p. 72.
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Through the display of these shining military abilities, Yasln won 
powerful support among Iraqi officers. To this added his work for Al- 
'Ahd (The Covenant), a clandestine organization formed in 1913 by pan- 
Arab officers of the Ottoman army: YasTn had founded and organized . 
its Mosul Branch, propagated its ideas in Istanbul, and in 1915, while 
chief of staff of the Seventh Turkish Corps, was in secret communica
tion on its behalf with the British, then in the thick of their Dardanelles 
campaign. 209

It was perhaps as much his nature as his talents and connections 
that made YasTn dangerous. As viewed by the English in 1920, he was 
“ doctrinaire, dogmatic, efficient, unscrupulous, and extremely ambi
tious. ” 210  In 1924, the head of one of Baghdad’s old houses, Yusuf 
as-Suwaidl, called him a “ treacherous”  man. To the nationalists, he 
explained, YasTn displayed himself as a patriot, to the British as an 
Anglophile, and was at the same time “ very expertly”  deceiving the 
king. 2 1 1  Iraq’s popular poet, Ma'ruf ar-RasafT, inveighed against him ' 
in the thirties:

In his line of vision lies only his private good,
It is his guide in all things.212

Such criticisms may not have been unaffected by prejudice, but there 
was much in YasTn’s conduct to cause Faisal to keep a wary eye upon 
him.

Faisal’s first experience with YasTn had been in 1919, when he was 
Syria’s ruler. To win YasTn to his interests, he had appointed him chief 
of the General Staff of the Arab army; but before that year was over 
YasTn had come under suspicion, it being believed that he was making 
preparations for a coup against Faisal, whose policy toward the French 
he deemed too mild. He was invited by the British to tea, arrested, and 
eventually interned in Palestine.2 13  .

After his enthronement in Iraq, Faisal at first hesitated to allow 
YasTn, who had in the meantime been released from custody, to return to 
Baghdad. He thought that his presence “ might be a disturbing ele

209/i)id.; TawfTq as-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘ Abra-t-TarTkh,’ ’ p. 41; and Great 
Britain, Foreign Office, FO 371/20801/E  363/363/93, “ Report on Leading 
Personalities in Iraq for 1936.”

210Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain, 
p. 72.

211Entry of 4 December 1924 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 462 on “ YasTn al- 
HashimT.”

212For this line I am indebted to Kamel ach-ChadirchT.
213Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain,- 

p. 72; and A l-‘ UmarT, Shakhsiyyat ‘Iraqiyyah, p. 106.
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ment. ” 2 1 4  The real reason, as it turned out afterwards, was that the 
king’s right-hand men, Ja'far al-'Askarl and NurT as-Sa‘Td, and their im
mediate following were “ considerably alarmed”  at the possible effect 
of YasTn’s return on their own place in the political scale .2 1 5  In fact, 
when on 8 May 1922, Faisal’s objection having been withdrawn, YasTn 
arrived in Baghdad, he was greatly welcomed by “ all classes”  except
ing the king’s party, and a general wish was signified for his appoint
ment as minister of defence in the place of Ja'far al-AskarT;216  but the 
king, of course, would not consider this, being apprehensive of the 
“ unfavorable influence”  he might exert on the army. 2 1 7

Faisal was also troubled by YasTn’s possible aims. He was known 
to have been clandestinely corresponding from Damascus with Mustafa 
Kemal, and in 1923 an Iraqi gazetted officer would report to the head of 
the British Special Service218  that he had seen “ in the course of his 
duty [?]”  in Syria a letter that YasTn addressed to the Turkish leader 
just before his return to Baghdad, in which he wrote that he had hopes 
of securing a seat in the Iraqi Cabinet, and that should this become a 
fact he would always work for the furtherance of Kemal’s policy. Should 
he be successful in obtaining the post of minister of defence, he is 
said to have added, this assistance would be of a more active nature. 219 
But in this thing the gazetted officer could well have been prompted by 
NurT as-SaTd and Ja'far al-'Askarl, anxious, as they were, to deny 
YasTn the portfolio of defence at all costs. On the other hand, in 1922 
and 1923, YasTn’s name was linked with a movement that was afoot and 
that aimed at a Turkish protectorate for Iraq;220 and in 1925, when 
YasTn put together a regular opposition and styled it the “ People’s 
party,”  the similarity of the name to that of Mustafa Kemal’s organiza
tion did not escape notice.221

214Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 6 of 15 March 1922, para.
243.

215Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 10 of 15 May 1922, para.
406.

216 Ibid.
217The king expressed this fear in 1924 when the question of YasTn’ s 

taking of the portfolio of defence came up again; Great Britain, (Secret) Intelli
gen ce Report No 16 of 7 August 1924, para. 542.

218Major J. F. Wilkins, whose offic ia l title was Deputy Inspector General 
of P olice .

219J. F. Wilkins’ memorandum of 31 October 1923 in file  entitled “ A l-‘Ahd 
al-‘ IraqT”  (The Iraqi Covenant); Abstract ol Intelligence o f 1923, para. 971 
also refers.

220Entry of 28 October 1922 and 22 September 1923 in P o lice  F ile  No. 462 
on “ YasTn al-Hashinu.”

221Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 23 o f 12 October 1925, 
para. 752.



YasTn seemed to be soldierly straightforward, but often the straight
forwardness was in his manner only. He had scarcely been few weeks 
in Iraq when he threw himself into the popular struggle against the trea
ty and the “ Mandate,”  but some two months later, in August 1922, in 
the course of a private conversation with the high commissioner, he pro
fessed that the terms of the treaty were “ liberal beyond any measure 
that might have been anticipated” 222 and in September told Faisal that 
he—Faisal—had been in error in placing emphasis upon the repeal of the 
“ Mandate”  or the right of Iraq to conduct its external policy: a free 
hand in domestic affairs was all that was needed. 223 At about the same 
time, YasTn privately sent the nationalist leader Ja'far Abu-t-Timman224 
assurances that he was “ waiting for his orders”  and fervently hoped 
that “ the oppressors would be ejected from Iraq. ” 225  This, being 
known, ruled him out as minister of interior, a post for which his state
ments to the king and high commissioner had made him eligible.

In 1924 YasTn played the same double role again: he and other p o li-. 
ticians agreed secretly to combine together to prevent the ratification of 
the treaty and, in the event of failure, to excite such discord in the Con
stituent Assembly as would end in its dissolution;226 but, in an inter
view with the high commissioner, he attributed all the “ difficulties”  
that the treaty was meeting in the Assembly to “ the incapacity, weak
ness, and unpopularity”  of Ja'far al-‘Askari, the then premier, and of 
his Cabinet.227 228 * The agitation inside the Assembly and the popular 
anger outside attained such an intensity that the Cabinet appeared to be 
losing its hold upon the situation. In the end, however, the treaty was 
ratified, but after an ultimatum by the high commissioner in which he 
threatened that his government might adopt “ an alternative method for 
dealing with Iraq,”  and demanded from Faisal, as a condition of fur
ther support”  by Britain, the immediate dispersal of the Assembly.223

By this time the High Commissioner had apparently come to the con
clusion that YasTn was too dangerous out of office and too intractable in
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222Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 17 o f 1 September 1922, 
para. 842.

223Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 19 of 1 October 1922, 
para. 935.

224For Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, see pp. 294 ff.
225Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 19 of 1 October 1922, 

para. 935.
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227Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 11 of 29 May 1924, para.
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228Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 12 o f 12 June 1924, para.
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a subordinate position22  ̂ and, in conjunction with Faisal, decided in 
August of the same year to place him at the head of the government. 2 3® 
By thus elevating Yasln, the king and the high commissioner may also 
have aimed at bringing him into disrepute with the popular opposition 
and his own supporters.

YasTn’s administration was effective, but endured merely till June 
1925. The only thing for which it was to be remembered was its very 
unpopular approval of the oil concessions. This, perhaps, was all that 
the British wanted out of Yasln as premier and, not long after the signa
ture of the related agreement, he was eased out of office by the simple 
device of denying him a majority of deputies in the new Chamber. The 
king had desired that majority for Ja'far al-‘Askan and NurT as-Sa‘Fd, 
but ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun, whom the British Residency favored as 
YasTn’s successor, was afforded the means to secure the return of can
didates of his own choice. His adherents were so indiscreet that they 
were discussing the composition of the Cabinet under him before the 
holding of the “ elections,”  and a full six weeks before YasTn’s 
resignation. * 231

After some thundering by his new “ People’s party” 232 in 1925 and 
ineffectual protests against the extension of the treaty in 1926, Yasln 
again threw in his lot with the government. He had not found it easy to 
regain the confidence of the popular opposition. However, in 1930, the 
interests and moods of men being inconstant, he was back in its favor, 
and soon stood at the head of a powerful front, comprising the National 
party of Ja'far Abu-t-Timman and his own group, now expanded and re
named the Ikha’ al-Watanl, 233 and directed against the new treaty regu
lating Iraqi-British relations, signed that year by NurT as-Sa‘Td. The 
front led the unprecedented fourteen-day general strike of 1931, which 
hard times and a feared increase in municipal tax rates had provoked,

200

22^He had previously held the portfolio of communications and works and, 
from the British point of view, proved “ unfailingly obstructive”  in the Cabinet; 
Great Britain, Foreign Office, FO 371/20801/E  363/363/93, “ Report on Lead
ing Personalities in Iraq for 1936.”

23®YasTn had been offered the premiership in May, but had declined it.
231Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 10 of 14 May 1925, para. 

209; and al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, I, 214.
232Hizb-ush-Sha‘b.
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and which visibly shook the assurance and authority of NurT’s govern
ment. 234

Before long the king was dangling the fruits of office before the 
Ikha’ leaders and, by thus drawing them away, broke up the front. YasTn 
had, it is true, declined the premiership, which Faisal offered him in 
1932 upon condition that he should declare his acceptance of the new 
treaty.23S On the other hand, his principal partner in the Ikha’ , RashTd 
‘AIT al-GailanT, took the post of chief of the Royal DTwan, and in 1933 
YasTn himself agreed to serve as minister of finance in an Ikha’- 
dominated Cabinet led by RashTd ‘ AIT, and including NurT as-Sa‘Td at 
foreign affairs. After a theatrical threat of abdication by the king,
YasTn and RashTd ‘AIT also agreed to honor the country’s “ international 
obligations. ” 234 235 236 Moreover, in a tete-a-tete with F. Humphrys, the Brit
ish ambassador, YasTn made, in the words of Humphrys, a “ spontaneous 
avowal of his intention to consult me privately if things go wrong. ” 237

Faisal does not appear to have ever conquered his mistrust of YasTn: 
At least, as late as 1931 he still suspected that YasTn aimed at a re
public. 238 YasTn had, it would seem, given voice in 1926 to the view 
that a republic “ would be the most suitable form of government for 
Iraq. ” 239 More than that, inJ.930 the opposition was full of the heated 
interview which he, RashTd ‘AIT, and NajT as-Suwaidi had had with the 
king and in which, as was said, they accused Faisal of having done the 
country a “ disservice”  by concluding the new treaty, and threatened to 
bring about the downfall of NurT’s Cabinet and “ if it is necessary of the 
monarchy too. ” 240 But this threat may have been, as far as the throne 
was concerned, no more than the product of sudden passion. Anyhow, 
if at heart YasTn aspired at a republic, he could not have hoped for such 
an eventuality while Faisal lived. Faisal had grown in power and con
sequence, and was too able a king and more than a match for Yasin.

With the death of Faisal in 1933, YasTn’s chances increased, but he 
made no move against the throne. Perhaps he did not have enough time.
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It is doubtful, however, whether an action of this kind, if it had ever 
been his aim, could have, in the new circumstances, served any useful 
purpose from the point of view of his own interests. By 1935 he had, in 
any case, become the most influential man in the state. Several factors 
had been working in his favor.

In the first place, GhazT, who succeeded Faisal, had little experi
ence and no political understanding, so that the authority previously 
possessed by the Palace rapidly declined.

In the second place, with the end of the “ Mandate”  in 1932, the 
English had ceased their pulling of strings, or at least kept now to a 
minimum their interference in the internal affairs of the country. YasTn, 
on his side, made sure to neutralize them: in January 1935, two months 
before ascending to the premiership by means of a tribal rebellion—the 
Ikha’-dominated government of 1933 had given way to a succession of 
short-lived Cabinets headed by ex-SharTfian officers241-Y asln  had a 
private talk with the British ambassador, and plainly told him that he 
had made up his mind to abandon his opposition to the 1930 Treaty be
cause he had “ become convinced that Iraq could not survive without an 
alliance with Great Britain and that this alliance was under the Treaty 
offered on fair terms. ” 242 When he took office in the following March, 
he again assured the ambassador that he would “ find the new Yasin 
very different from the old . ” 243

In the third place, the politicians in the field, excepting Nun as- 
Sa'Td, were far inferior to YasTn in ability, levelheadedness, or will
power, and NurT himself privately admitted in 1935 that YasTn was “ the 
only man in Iraq who was fit to be Prime Minister. ” 244

Perhaps half of the secret of YasTn’s strength lay in the hold he had 
over vital departments in the state. He controlled the police force 
through its director, who was wholly in his power. 245 His brother, Taha 
al-HashimT, had authority over appointments in the sensitive educational
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field. 246 Taha, who filled at the same time the office of chief of Gen
eral Staff, was also the medium by which YasTn built himself a position 
in the army, and in particular among the pan-Arab segment of the officer 
corps. Taha had had this post since 1929 as part of a political arrange
ment247 which was meant, it would appear, to counterweigh the authori
ty that Ja'far al-‘ AskarI and NurT as-Sa‘Td possessed in the army. This 
was but another manifestation of the policy of balance so characteris
tic of the period of the “ Mandate.”

Because Ja'far and NurT were the only ex-Sharlfian officers of , 
whose influence he had apprehensions, YasTn did not fail to associate 
them with the government that he formed in March 1935, giving to Ja'far 
the portfolio of defence and to NurT that of foreign affairs. In September 
of the same year, however, anxious, as he was, to strengthen his posi
tion and weaken theirs, and deeming the moment favorable, he initiated 
a scheme that would have placed the Office of Adjutant-General direct
ly under the chief of staff rather than under the minister of defence, as 
heretofore, and would thus have given him and his brother Taha undi
vided say over army appointments. But Ja'far at once threatened to re
sign, and the scheme fell through.248 Later, urging the king’s displea
sure with Ja'far—the latter had apparently been criticizing GhazT’s , 
private life—YasTn tried to rid himself of Ja‘far altogether by designat
ing him for the ambassadorship at London, but NurT as-Sa‘Td frowned , 
the idea away. 249

It should be clear from these incidents that YasTn, though over
shadowing everyone else, was not all-powerful. The incidents throw 
also into relief the rivalry that was consuming the Cabinet and at the 
same time weakening the army or, more accurately—NurT, Ja'far, and 
YasTn being avowedly of the same pan-Arab persuasion—the pan-Arab 
trend within the army; a rivalry which on October 29, 1936, afforded a 
coterie from the opposing particularist trend, made up predominantly of 
Kurdish officers and led by General Bakr Sidqi, commander of the First 
Division, the opportunity to pull a military coup, hit both factions, bring 
down YasTn, and gain, for a time, all real power.

Other factors, besides the one just mentioned, contributed to Yasin’s 
downfall. For one thing, his coming to power by means of a refractory 
tribal combination so impaired the prestige of the government as to en
courage rival tribal groupings to further revolts which, being stamped

246Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO _406/73/E 5863/278/93, letter of 19 
September 1935 from Mr. Bateman, Baghdad, to Sir Samuel Hoare, London.

247Taha al-HashimT, Muthakkirat (“ The Memoirs of Taha al-HashimT 1919
1943” ) (Beirut, 1967), pp. 142-143.

248Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 406 /73 /E  5863/278/93, letter o f 19 
September 1935 from Mr. Bateman, Baghdad, to Sir Samuel Hoare, London.

249Taha al-HashimT, Muthakkirat, p. 150.
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out with a heavy hand, increased the discontent, allowing Yasm little 
repose in the twenty months of his ascendancy. The growth of YasTn’s 
power, his new emphasis upon his status as a sayyid ,^^0 his obvious 
effort to curry favor with religious opinion, * 251  his indiscreet expres
sion, in a speech at Basrah on September 7, 1936, of the hope that he 
would be “ spared for another ten years”  to consecrate himself to “ the 
welfare of Iraq” 252-these and other signs excited the suspicion that 
he was merely watching for an occasion to take the whole sovereignty 
upon himself. Hikmat Sulaiman, an ex-Ikha’ leader who, to his bitter 
resentment, had not been given by YasTn the portfolio of interior to 
which, he felt, he was entitled, and who was already hand-in-glove with 
Bakr Sidql, 253 was now heard to comment that henceforward, insofar as 
YasTn was concerned, the mot d’ordre would, he presumed, be altered 
from “ Vive le Roi!”  to “ Vive le moi!”  But, in the eyes of the British 
embassy, such criticism did not appear at the time to have any factual 
basis. 254  Far more damaging to YasTn was his appropriation of state 
land by “ dubious means” :255  his successor, Hikmat Sulaiman, alleged 
in a conversation with the British ambassador that YasTn had thus ac
quired over 60,000 dunums. 256 Nor did it help YasTn that King GhazT, 
who was “ very ‘ thick’ with the army, ” 257 should have nursed a grudge 
against him: GhazT smarted under the restraints that YasTn had imposed 
on his personal life in the wake of the elopement in June 1936 of his 
sister, Princess ‘Azzah, with a Rhodean hotel servant and her renuncia
tion of Islam. 258 YasTn would to the end believe that GhazT was privy 
to the coup in principle:259 Bakr SidqT had himself told YasTn on the
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day of his march on Baghdad that he had Ghazrs approval. 260 Finally, 
through Hikmat Sulaiman, another element, which had been putting for
ward claims on behalf of the unprivileged, and which clustered around 
Al-AhalT newspaper, linked hands with Bakr SidqT and helped ideologi
cally in the discomfiture of YasTn’s regime.

YasTn did not long outlive his fall from power: he died in exile in 
Lebanon on 21 January 1937.

The last of the important sacfeh-politicians, Rashid ‘ AH al-GailanT, 
was, by comparison with YasTn al-Hashiml, a political figure of the 
second rank. Much of his importance derives from his connection with 
the 1941 movement that bears his name.

This movement was essentially an initiative of the military and pan- 
Arab-inclined component of the Sunni middle class. Its real leaders 
were Colonels Salah-ud-Dln as-Sabbagh, Kamil Shablb, Mahmud Salman, 
and Fahml Sa'Td, commanders, respectively, of the Third Division, the . 
First Division, the air force, and the mechanized troops; all of whom 
came from families of middling income and status or more modest con
dition. Identified for short as the Four Colonels, they had had a hand 
in organizing the destruction on 11 August 1937 of Bakr Sidqi, and re
storing the Arab element to.dominance within the army, and from the 
end of 1938 had been the chief factor in the politics of the country.
Bent, by reason of the collapse of France, upon a watch-and-wait atti
tude toward the World War, and unwilling to countenance England’s 
interference in Iraq’s affairs, the Four Colonels flew now in the face of 
the pro-British ‘Abd-ul-Ilah, and, after his escape from the country, di
vested him of the regency, which he had assumed in 1939 upon Ghazi’s 
death. In the end, however, their movement crumbled beneath British 
blows. _

At no point in 1941 did Rashid ‘All rise to a decisive political 
role.261 The Four Colonels had the higher hand from first to last. But 
the interesting thing is that Rashid ‘AIT was one of very few representa
tives of old families to cast in their lot with the movement. This fact 
needs to be explained.

Rashid ‘A ll was in no way a revolutionary, and often did what was 
momentarily expedient; but he was restless, impulsive, and readier than 
other royalist politicians to take risks and embark upon venturous poli
cies. This is probably why in the circles to which British Ambassador 
M. Peterson had access Rashid ‘AIT passed politically for a “ wild
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man. ” 262 Ex-Premier Tawflq as-Suwaidf, also an adversary, looked on 
him as a “ desequilibre. ” 263 But from the standpoint of Colonel Sab- 
bagh, the most influential figure in the 1941 movement, he was a man 
of “ daring and courage. ” 264

Rashid ‘AIT grew up under social circumstances very different from 
those of most of the sacfa/i-politicians. He had been born to a mudanis 
—religious teacher—in 1892 “ in the fields of Ba'qubah. ” 265 His 
father, Sayyid ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab, was a relative of the naqlb of Baghdad, 
and had married the naqib’s half-sister, but, having had no children 
from her, he took to himself a second wife. Careless of the naqib’s 
sensibilities, he made his choice out of affection, wedding the daughter 
of a sirkal—an agricultural agent and inferior chief—from the tribe of al- 
Bayat. Doubly offended, the naqib ostracized ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab and de
prived him of the allowances from the Qadiriyyah awqaf to which he 
was entitled. 266 As ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab had no ample means of his own, 
the years that followed were for him and his family years of discomfort 
and privation. _

But if a wide gulf was to separate the world in which Rashid ‘AIT 
developed to manhood and the world in which the naqib and_the privi
leged members of his clan lived, in the end it was Rashid ‘A ll who was 
the more fortunate, for the easy and rich world of the naqib was also an 
archaic and deadening world. The sons of the naqib attained to old 
age without ever having committed themselves to an opinion or an initi
ative. By contrast, Rashid ‘All stood out for his industry, enterprise, 
and self-reliance. He showed also little taste for the old learning and 
did not go for the religious profession but, leaving the beaten family 
track, joined in 1908 the newly established Baghdad School of Law. 
Eventually, in 1921, in his twenty-ninth year, he qualified himself for 
a judgeship in the Court of Appeal, where his good work won him praise 
from his British advisers267 * and, three years later, the portfolio of jus
tice. But, of course, the GailanT name was also a factor in his swift 
rise to ministerial eminence.

From this point, the life of Rashid ‘All begins to bear the imprint 
of the politics of the day, and in a number of respects becomes very 
much like that of the common run of royalist politicians.
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For one thing, from power followed wealth for Rashid ‘A ll within a 
decade or so. Like others of his associates in office, he came into 
possession of wide tracts of good land by apparently “ abusing the land 
settlement machinery. ” 268 Over and above this, he took advantage in 
1936 of his position as minister of interior and justice to “ extort rents 
and other dues”  from the tenants of the Qadiriyyah properties269 *-the 
properties forming the endowments of the Qadiriyyah shrine and mosque 
- o f  which he had that same year assumed the trusteeship, after divid
ing this function from that of naqib, 276  an arrangement without prece
dent, and which was commonly viewed as “ something of a scandal”  
and ultimately canceled. 2 7 1  * * * 275 _

For another thing, Rashid ‘All made sharp zigzags; and zigzagging, 
as should be evident by now, had become an inherent feature of royal
ist politics which increasingly revolved around persons, even when 
seemingly revolving around issues. Initially, in 1924, Rashid ‘All tried 
to build up his political position by following the lead of YasTn al- . 
HashimT,^7  ̂ and in March 1925, at his instigation, opposed the signing 
of the oil concession, resigning as minister of justice in protest,2 
but three months later he drew away from Yasin, joined the Progressive 
party, withdrew his opposition to the concession in the face of the . 
fait accompli,”  and became minister of interior under ‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin 
as-Sa‘dun, 27,1 an office which he vacated in mid-July, having risen, 
with the support of Sa‘dun and the Progressives, to the speakership of 
the Chamber of Deputies. In 1926, however, by the aid of Safwat al- 
‘Awwah, the chief of the Royal Privy Purse, he won a place of special 
favor with King Faisal, 276  who now used him to divide the Progressives 
and ease Sa'dun out of power: Rashid ‘ All, having, for a trifling inci
dent, resigned the speakership with a bang, ranjor reelection at a sub
sequent session of the Chamber, defeating Sa'dun’s nominee with the
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help of the king who, it would appear, assured his victory by bringing 
together temporarily the opposition, the small personal following of 
Rashid ‘All, and the unattached members of the Chamber, and by induc
ing some of Sa'dun’s Progressives to play their party false . 276 When, 
as had been anticipated, Sa'dun relinquished the reins of government, 
Rashid ‘AIT reassumed the post of minister of interior, this time under 
Ja'far al-‘AskarT. But toward the end of 1927, retreating from a difficult 
situation created by an unsatisfactory new treaty with England, he 
turned his back on Ja'far, too , 277 and soon after went into opposition. 
From 1930 and for the next six years he hitched his fortunes to those 
of Yasln al-Hashiml, both now concordantly trimming their sails to the 
popular wind or, at the bidding of factional advantage, making the need
ed compromises and reversals.

It was after 1933, when the country, having been deprived of Faisal’s 
restraining influence, became a prey to discord and disturbance, that 
the venturous streak in Rashid ‘All came to the fore. This, together 
with his extreme love of office—he once burst into tears because his 
friends had omitted him from their Cabinet278-pushed him in 1935, 
when out of power, to seek novel and more expeditious means of regain
ing the helm of the state. With the encouragement of Yasln, he worked 
up an agitation among the tribal shaikhs of the Middle Euphrates, and 
through them succeeded in overthrowing two rival Cabinets in quick suc
cession, and obtaining the government for Yasln and himself. After his 
own and YasTn’s downfall in 1936 and the annihilation of Bakr SidqT in 
1937, he shifted his attention from the tribes to the army. At first he 
cultivated the loyalty of a military faction led by General Husain FawzT, 
the chief of staff, 279  but when in 1940 it turned out that this faction 
counted for very little, Rashid ‘All glided into the good graces of the 
Four Colonels. The very same policies by which he won support from 
them for his premiership in that year-his neutral attitude with regard to 
the World War, his strictly literal interpretation of the privileges en
joyed by Britain under the 1930 Treaty, and his maintenance of clandes
tine contacts with the Axis powers—provoked a demand from the British 
government for his dismissal, which in turn drove him closer into the 
arms of the Four Colonels, and was in all probability a factor in his
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espousal of their coup of 1941.280 But this espousal is also in a way 
explicable in terms of the aspects of his character and past history al
ready brought out.

From almost every previous move he made in the game of power, . 
Rashid ‘AIT came out a winner but, by committing himself now to the 
Four Colonels’ coup, he committed himself to a lost cause, at least in 
the short run. His career in Iraq was brought abruptly to an end, and 
his property forfeited to the state. He would not reappear on Baghdad’s 
political stage until after the 1958 Revolution, and then in a brief and 
ineffectual role.

As already indicated, Rashid ‘All was one of very few sadah or mem
bers of old or established families to make common cause with the^l941 
movement. These very few included, however, two ex-premiers, Naji 
as-Suwaidl and Naji Shawkat.28  ̂ Moreover, with rare exceptions, the 
rest sat watchfully on the fence. '

By contrast, the more prominent of the ex-Sharlfian officers sided 
unambiguously with British power and Regent ‘Abd-ul-Ilah. This 
assured their triumph in their long-standing rivalry with the o^ fam i
lies, and eventually made possible the rise of one of them, Nun as- 
SaTd, to a position of influence equaled only by that of the regent, with 
whom he would, from the end of “ the Second British Occupation in 
1946 onward, share, if uneasily, ultimate mastery over the machine of 
the state.

In consequence, the role of the sadah in the government decreased 
sharply after 1941. Their share of the appointments to the premiership, 
which under the “ Mandate”  had reached as high as 69.2 percent, and 
between 1936 and 1941 had been 37.5 percent, fell as low as 10 percent 
in the last decade of the monarchy. Their portion of all other minister
ial appointments dropped from 31 to 20 percent, and further to 6.4 per
cent in the same periods (consult Tables 7-2 and 7-3).

But there were other, deeper, causes for this decline in the govern
mental weight of the sadah. Their whole social position had been on 
the downgrade. The traditional ideas so basic to their interests had 
lost much of their hold upon the mind of the people. The building up of 
the state apparatus, the growth of the army (temporarily checked in the 
forties), the spread of modern learning, the rise of the oil industry, the 
rapid increase in the country’s revenue, the widening links of Iraq with * 103
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the outside world, had created new forces, new opinions, a new psycho
logical climate. The old activities of many of the sadah families, their 
functions as ‘ulama’ , or keepers of shrines, or leaders of mystic orders, 
had declined in social value. Less and less significance had come to 
be attached to the claim of descent from the Prophet. The term sayyid 
itself had lost its exclusive meaning, and now applied to an ever broad
ening circle of people, becoming the equivalent of the English “ mister.”  
In short, birth had ceased to be a determinant of a person’s worth. The 
relationships between Iraqis were more and more governed by money. 
These processes were, however, more characteristic of the main cities 
than of the rural or tribal areas. It is not without significance in this 
connection that in 1958, out of the six biggest landed sadah families,, 
that is, sadah families owning more than 100,000 dunums, five came, as 
could be gathered from Table 5-3, from the ranks of rural or tribal sadah, 
the sixth being the royal family. But this does not necessarily mean 
that the urban sadah, on the whole, had, from a pecuniary point of view, 
been sinking down. There is no way of telling how they in fact fared 
economically, as no statistics are available with regard to the distribu
tion of forms of wealth other than land; nor can a decline in their eco
nomic state be inferred from the decline of their political power, be
cause in Iraq under the monarchy, for reasons that will be given in 
another chapter,282 there was no close correlation between the distribu
tion of power and the distribution of wealth, at least insofar as the 
social classes and strata were concerned. On the other hand, it is be
yond question that not a few of the urban sadah had been able to adapt 
themselves to the new facts and the new chances, and had, if anything, 
become wealthier; or at least their wealth had become more conspicu
ous, and on that account a source not so much of strength as of poten
tial danger to themselves in view of the wide diffusion of ideas antago
nistic to opulence among the common people. By such ideas even the 
countryside had begun to be affected. In many a district, the veneration 
that peasant-tribesmen were wont to feel for the landed tribal sayyid 
had, by the closing decade of the monarchy, almost vanished. In their 
eyes, he had come to look less and less like a sayyid and more and 
more like an economic parasite. This is why, after the July 14 Revolu
tion, his position in various areas collapsed so easily and so suddenly.
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282See pp. 274-275 and 282-283.



THE OLD “ ARISTOCRACY”  
OF OFFICIALS

One of the clearly identifiable components of the landed class in the 
period of the monarchy was the stratum of prominent families from 
which had been drawn the upper walks of the bureaucracy or of munici
pal government in Ottoman Iraq. They had filled, at least in the half 
century before the coming of the English, the high places below the 
rank of wall,1 such as the posts of mutasarrif,2 or qaim-maqam,3 * or 
mayor, and, occasionally, more elevated positions in the central admin
istration at Istanbul.

In contrast to the landed sadah, who were established among towns
men or tribesmen, and the landed shaikhs or aghas, who formed the 
chief figures in the countryside, these administrative families had their 
roots exclusively in the cities. Moreover, before the English conquest* 
their lands were, as a rule, situated within reach of the larger towns. 
Some of them, it is true; succeeded in obtaining from the Ottoman gov
ernment title deeds conferring on them proprietary rights deep in the 
tribal domain but, in the too frequent periods of collapse of Ottoman 
authority, they had much difficulty in asserting their claims or collect
ing their rents.

S ave for the few sadah who became connected with the bureaucracy 
-men like ‘Aref Hikmat al-AlusI, who served as mutasarrif of Fezzan, 
Libya, and was the brother-in-law of the Turkish wall of Baghdad, ■ 
Namiq Pasha (1898-1902)4-the position of this class of families had no 
religious significance. The only other exception to this were the 
‘Umarls of Mosul, who provided a chief treasurer or daftardar at Bagh
dad in the days of the Mamluk Pasha Sulaiman Abu Laylah (1749-1762), 
a wall or governor of Mosul in 1831, a katib-ul-‘Arabiyyah or secretary 
for Arab affairs in the eighteen-sixties, a chief of staff of the Ottoman 
army in 1912, and two premiers under the monarchy; 5 and to whom some

*The walTwas the governor general of the wilayah, the largest administra
tive unit in the Ottoman Empire,

2'i'he mutasarrif was the governor of a liwa* or sub-province.
3The qaim-maqam was a deputy governor or administrator of a qada or 

district.
C on versation , Ibrahim ‘ Akef al-AlusI, 6 June 1972.
5Shaikh Yasln Khairullah a l- ‘UmarT (d. around 1824), Ghayat-ul-Maram IT 

Tartkh Mahasin Baghdad Dar-is-Salam (“ The Heart’ s Desire anent the History
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sanctity was attached on account of their claim of descent from Caliph 
‘Umar ibn al-Khattab: one of the ancestors of the family, Qasim al- 
‘UmarT, migrated to Mosul in the sixteenth century so that, as was said, 
he might, by virtue of his saintliness, “ preserve the place from the 
earthquakes and other natural calamities that were afflicting it. ’ ’ 6 

If, in the formation of the old “ aristocracy”  of officials, religion 
was of little account, an ethnic factor was, on the other hand, unambig
uously at play. Unlike the landed sadah, who were Arabs or Kurds or 
Persians, many of the landed bureaucrats or bureaucrat-ma//a£s of whom 
we are now speaking were by origin members of the old governing race. 
In other words, they were Turks, but Turks who had long been resident 
in Iraq. Thus, the Bazirgans, descendants of Bazirgan Pasha, wall of 
Baghdad from 1690 to 1693,7 and the Mumayyiz, descendants of Hasan 
Pasha, wall of Baghdad from 1704 to 1723,8 were of Turkish blood. So 
were also the AwchTs, who for many decades were virtually the heredi
tary mutasarrifs of Kirkuk; the ChadirchTs, who gave Ottoman Baghdad 
two of its mayors; and the Churbachls who, as their name indicates, 
were originally connected with the provisioning of the Ottoman troops. 
The forebears of these three families had all arrived in Iraq in the army 
of Sultan Murad IV in 1638, and had been recompensed with grants of 
land for their services in the campaign.9 Other Turkish administrative 
families of consequence were the DaftarTs, who descended from a 
daftardar or treasurer of ‘AIT Rida Pasha al-Laz (1831-1842);10 the Ur- 
falls, whose ancestor was an agha or chief of the Janissaries11  in the 
days of Daud Pasha (1817-1831);12 and the NaphtajTs, who for long

of the Beauties of Baghdad, the Abode of P eace” ) (manuscript completed in 
1805 and published in 1968, Baghdad), pp. 342-343; Mahmud ShukrT al-AlusT, 
Al-Misk al-Adfar, pp. 154-155; and KhairT Anuh a l-‘UmarT, Shakhsiyyat ‘Iraqiy- 
yah, p. 59. See also Table 7-4. ’

®Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Mosul, Arbll, Kirkuk, and 
Sulaimaniyyah (1922-1923), p. 98.

7 *  "Habib K. ChTha, La Province de Bagdad. Son passe, son present, son
avenir ( “ The Province of Baghdad. Its Past, Present, and Future” ) (Cairo, 
1908), p. 41.

Q __ _  _

Ibrahim ad-Durubl, Al-Baghdadiyyun: Akhbaruhum wa Majalisuhum ( “ The 
Baghdadis: Their Annals and Assem blies” ) (Baghdad, 1958), pp. 119 ff.

^Ibid., pp. 134-135; ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd FahmT Hasan, DalTl TarTkh MashahTr-il- 
Alw iyyah-il-‘Iraqiyyah—Kirkuk (“ Historical Guide to the Celebrated Personali
ties of the Iraqi Provinces—Kirkuk” ) (Baghdad, 1947), p. 301; Iraqi P olice  
F iles No. 436, entitled “ Ra’ uf ChadirchT”  and No. 438, entitled “ R if'at 
ChadirchT” ; and Gerald de Gaury, Three Kings in Baghdad, p. 78.

19Ad-DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, pp. 106 ff.
^1The loca l Ottoman professional army.
19 —^The Urfalis also engaged in trade; ad-Durubl, Al-Baghdadiyyun, pp. 7 4 ff.; 

and Ibrahim al-HaidarT, ‘ Unwan-ul-Majd, pp. 96 and 98-99.



held the post of mutasallim or deputy governor at Kirkuk13 and exer
cised exclusive control over the naphta springs of this district, charg-,. 
ing three shillings to four shillings six pence for every skinful carried 
off, 14 and realizing in the twenties about 3,000 pounds sterling . 
annually. 15

Another component of the old class of bureaucrat-mallaks was of 
Caucasian provenance and embraced non-Mamluk families as well as 
families that descended directly from the Mamluks. Among the latter 
were the Shawkats and the Sulaimans. The founder of the house of 
Shawkat, which stood out in the politics of the monarchic period, was  ̂
Ahmad Agha, a Circassian and, under the Mamluks, a commander of the 
Janissaries at Baghdad. 16 The founder of the Sulaiman family, Taleb ! 
Agha, was a slave of Sulaiman Pasha the Great (1780-1812). He had . 
been kidnapped from Georgia in his boyhood, and grew up with Daud, 
the last of the Mamluks, who, on becoming pasha of Baghdad in 1817, 
appointed him as his kahyah or chief minister. 17 General Mahmud Shaw
kat, who played a conspicuous role in the overthrow of Sultan ‘ Abd-ul- 
Hamid in 1909, and his half-brother, Hikmat Sulaiman, who served as . 
premier of Iraq in 1936-1937, belonged to this family.

The most noted non-Mamluk Caucasian house was that of the 
DaghestanTs, who traced their lineage to the old absolute rulers of 
Daghestan, which is presently an Autonomous Soviet Socialist Republic. 
One of them, Marshal Muhammad Fadil Pasha, a trainee of St. Peters
burg Military Academy, an ex-commandant of the Sultan’s Guard, and an 
expellee from Istanbul falsely accused of an abortive plot against ‘Abd- 
ul-Hamld II, was, in the closing decades of the Ottoman period, the 
leading dignitary of the Maydan district of Baghdad, and from time to 
time acted as wall or commander of Ottoman troops. 18 His son, Ghazi,
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13Hasan, DalTI TarTkh, p. 284.
14Colonel S. B. Miles, The Countries and Tribes of the Persian Gulf (Lon

don, 1920), II, 563. ,
15Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 4 of 18 February 1926, ,

para. 110. The springs were appropriated by the government in 1926, only to . 
be restored subsequently to the NaphtajTs.

^Conversation, TawfTq as-SuwaidT, March 1965; and ‘ AIT ‘A la ’ -ud-Din al- 
AlusT, Ad-Durr-ul-Muntathar fTRijaTil-Qarn-ith-ThanT ‘Ashar wa-th-Thalith • 
'Ashar (“ The Strewn Pearls anent the Personalities of the Twelfth and Thir
teen Centuries of the Hijrah” ) (Baghdad, 1967), pp. 172-173. •

^Conversation , TawfTq as-SuwaidT; Sulaiman F a ’ iq, TarTkh Baghdad, 
(Baghdad, 1962), pp. 120-121; Kamil ach-ChadirchT, Min Awraq, pp. 79-80.

18Muhammad Fadil Pasha was the brother of Kistaman, who was the wife 
of GhazT Muhammad, son of the famed Shamyl (Shamuel) (c. 1796-1871), the ' 
imam or spiritual and temporal prince of Daghestan; Lesley Blanch, The Sabres 
of Paradise (New York, 1960), pp. 446, 462, and 465-466; and ‘Abd-ul-KarTm al- 
‘ Allaf, Baghdad-ul-Qadimah ( “ Old Baghdad” ) (Baghdad, 1960), p. 70.

t.
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held rank in the fifties as deputy chief of staff and then as officer com
manding the Third Armored Division. Less conspicuous were the Far- 
sls, who sprang from Muhammad Partaw, a Tatar refugee who rose in 
the eighteen-thirties to the position of Katib al-FarsT or the pasha’s 
secretary for Persian affairs. 19

There were two other constituents to the old class of bureaucrat- 
ma flaks: the descendants of the ruling houses of the de facto autono
mous principalities of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, namely, 
the Babans and the JalilTs; and the descendants of tribal shaikhly fami
lies that in the previous one hundred and fifty years or so had taken up 
residence at Baghdad, such as the Shawls and the Rubai'Ts. The 
Shawls, one of whom, NadhTf, was assistant chief of staff in 1937-1938 
and a minister of defence in 1941, were chiefs of the Arab tribe of 
‘Ubaid.20 The Rubai'Ts, to whom belonged Staff Major General NajTb 
Ar-Rubai‘T, the president of the Sovereignty Council from 1958 to 1963, 
traced to a shaikh of the Arab tribe of RabT'ah. 21 The Kurdish BabSns 
had also been tribal lords and for several generations hereditary rulers 
over an extensive realm centering at Sulaimaniyyah, a position that they 
owed to exploits undertaken in the latter part of the seventeenth century 
by an ancestor of theirs who, having assisted the sultan in a war 
against Persia, secured as a reward, according to one of the Baban 
pashas, an investiture of “ all the land he could conquer. ” 22 This, of 
course, is open to question, it being unlikely that the Ottoman sovereign 
would have wished any of his subjects to dominate vast extents of coun
try and thereby become uncontrollable. At any rate, the Babans grew so 
powerful that the Turks were at pains to scatter them, and put an end to 
their rule in 1850.23 Subsequently, however, they succeeded in absorb
ing them into the bureaucratic apparatus of the Ottoman state. Not dis
similar was the history of the Arab JalTITs. Their ancestor, ‘Abd-ul- 
Jalll, a Christian turned Moslem, was merely an employee in the house
hold of a pasha of Mosul; but one of his sons, Isma‘71, built for himself 
such a base of support as to rise in 1726 to the governorship of the 
province. A successful defence of the city against Nadir Shah of Per
sia in 1732 by another JalilT, Husain Pasha, brought the family the fief

19Conversation, Samir al-FarsT, May 1972.
29Al-HaidarT, 'Unwan-ul-Majd, pp. 89-90.
21Consult Table 42-3.
n o
“ C. J. Rich, Narrative o t a R esid en ce in Koordistan and on the Site of 

A ncient Nineveh  (London, 1836), I, 81.
23Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and KSdhimain 

(1920), p. 27. See also  above, pp. 70 and 76.
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of Karakosh, and enabled it to gain eventually enough leverage with 
the populace, the notables, and the local Janissaries as to compel the 
assent of the sultan to the nomination of JalTITs to the dignity of pasha 
at Mosul almost continuously for the next hundred years. Their power 
was broken only in 1834. After a period in which they concerned them
selves solely with their property, they were, like the Babans, assimi
lated into Ottoman officialdom . 24

The old “ aristocracy”  of officials stood at or close to the apex 
socially. Indeed, the descendants of the old ruling houses—the Babans, 
JalTITs, and DaghestanTs— were highly conscious of their past, and 
yielded to no family as regards status. At the height of their power, 
the Babans made only consanguine marriages, and were thus all doubly 
related. 25 As late as the first decade of this century, the “ Pashas’ : 
Branch”  of the JalTITs still showed a disinclination toward connubial 
ties with strangers. But they married, at least in the late Ottoman 
period and in monarchic days, into families of sadah. So did the 
DaghestanTs: Tamlrah, a daughter of GhazT, was given over in matrix 
mony to a Sa'dun and, more recently, Taymiir, GhazT’s son, took to wife 
Basmah, a sister of King Husain of Jordan.26 Similarly, the Babans 
formed marital alliances with the JamTls.27 * * *

Other administrative families also intermarried with families of 
sadah—for example, the ShawTs with the HaidarTs and the Sulaimans 
with the GailanTs. But the more recurrent pattern, prior to the First 
World War, was for these families to marry within their own component 
of the bureaucratic class, that is, Mamluks with MamlUks— for example, 
the Shawkats with the Sulaimans—and descendants of Turks with de
scendants of Turks—for example, the DaftarTs with the ChadirchTs.^® >

^C onversation , Nu'man aj-JalTIT, February 1961; Muhammad AmTn b. 1 
Khairallah al-Khatlb a l-‘ UmarT, Manhal-ul-Awliy5’ wa M ashrab-ul-Asfiya’ min,1 
Sadat-il-Mawsil-il-Hadba’ ("T h e  Source for the Holy Men and the Pure or the 
History of the Sadah of Mosul” ) (written in 1786, edited by Sa'Td ad-Daywachi) 
(Mosul, 1967), Part I, pp. 142 f f . ; Domenico Lanza, Mosul in the Eighteenth
Century (Arabic translation from the Italian) (Mosul, 1953), pp. 17-19; Carsten 
Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie et en d ’autres pays circonvoisins (Amsterdam,
1780), II, 293-294; and Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Mosul, ArbTl, 
Kirkuk, and Sulaimaniyyah, 1922-1923, pp. 80 and 93.

^5Rich, Narrative of a R esid en ce in Koordistan, I, 373.
"^Conversation, Samir al-F3rsT, May 1972.
^C onversation , Muhammad FakhrTJamTl, October 1971.
^Ibrahim al-HaidarT, ‘ Unwan-ul-Majd, p. 89; conversations with Yusuf al- 

GailanT, February 1971; Muhammad FakhrTJamTl, October 1971; and K3mel 
ChadirchT, February 1962.
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The old bureaucrat-maf/a&s’ consciousness of their social position 

was not manifested merely in their attachment to kafa’ah or suitability 
in marriage—a principle, which, as noted e l s e w h e r e , i s  also enjoined 
by religion. As a rule, in the schools of Ottoman times their children, 
like the children of the sadah and the rest of the dawat or notables, re
ceived exceptional treatment, special rooms being set aside for their 
use, in which they relaxed or had their meals, and from which pupils of 
humbler classes were excluded.30 No less significant was the practice 
followed by the mayor of Ottoman Baghdad during the month of Ramadan. 
He invited members of different classes on different nights to break the 
fast with him. One night he reserved to the sadah, ‘ ulama’ , and higher 
officials, a second night to the merchants, and the last night to the . 
artisans and others. 31 In an incidental but revealing passage, written 
in 1805, a historian and a member of an aristocratic administrative- 
religious family, a ‘Umar! of Mosul, observed that in his account of 
Baghdad he had dealt only with the viziers, the ‘ ulama’ , the princes, 
and the poets “ because the others are merchants and artisans and, 
therefore, not worth mentioning. ” 32 But it must be remembered that, in 
their view of other classes, the men of upper condition at Mosul were, 
on the whole, less open and less liberal than those at Baghdad.

In Ottoman times the administrative families and officials generally 
were not, as a rule, regarded with favor or affection. This is because 
they tended to be more a source of injury than of benefit to the men of 
the people. In the Mamluk and pre-Mamluk periods, to be in a govern
ment post was often tantamount to being in business for oneself. Ap
pointments were frequently obtained by purchase, the successful bidders 
recouping themselves with interest in the course of their tenure in office. 
Such a thing as a sense of public responsibility was probably hard to 
find, and possibly incomprehensible. The common practice under the 
Mamluks of throwing on the officials of the preceding pasha a dispropor
tionately large part of the tax burden was scarcely calculated to culti
vate any regard for the good of the state. “ Every man that is employed,”  
we read in an account dating from 1817, “ makes the most he can of his 
appointment and secures his utmost beforehand from the wreck he feels 
conscious he still floats on even in the full tide of his prosperity. ” 33

^ R e lig io u s ly ,  the principle is , of course, only applicable to the woman, 
but is meant to preclude a lowering in the soc ia l position of her family.

3®ChadirchX, Min Awraq, p. 42. ChadirchT adds, however, that his father, 
oftentimes mayor of Baghdad, did not use his influence on his behalf, but that 
the administrators of his sch ool took good care of him in any case.

^C onversation , Kamel Ch5dirchT, February 1962.
32Y asm  Khairullah al-'UmarT, Ghayat-ul-Maram, p. 322.
33William Heude, A Voyage up the Persian Gulf (London, 1819), p. 175.



Things do not appear to have substantially improved after the over
throw of the Mamluks in 1831 or the pursuit of the reforms known as the 
Tandhlmat (1839-1876). “ The munificence and luxury that officials dis
play in our time,”  wrote a Baghdadi historian in 1860, “ could only be 
due to one of two things: either they made improper use of public funds 
or amassed these riches through corruption or by constraining the peo
ple, in violation of their rights, to work without pay and lining their own 
pockets. ” 34 In 1870, in the public granaries of one of the provincial 
headquarters, there were two measures, one smaller and one larger than 
the ordinary market measure, the smaller being used to deal out and 
sell corn, the larger to buy it or take it in, the first making a difference 
of 10 percent to the buyer and the second of 16 percent to the seller or 
tithe-payer. “ This,”  concluded a contemporary vice-consul, “ makes in 
all a twenty-six percentage fraudulently appropriated by the governor 
and others. ” 35 * Even the reforming Midhat Pasha could not stamp out
these and other practices, his own undersecretary selling in 1871 the . 
post of mutasarrif of Mosul for the sum of 800 Turkish pounds. 35

The system of mahsubiyyah or patronage added to the disesteem in 
which the administrative class was held: in the time of the Mamluks 
and down to the first decade of this century, at least some of the high 
officials had in subordinate positions their own mahsubs— dependents 
or proteges—to whom sooner or later extended, as could be imagined, 
any contrecoup that affected their patrons. 37

Corruption was perhaps grossest under the regime of Sultan ‘Abd-ul- 
HamTd, that is, roughly from 1878 to the 1908 Revolution, a “ period of 
abuses, discord, negligence, and officialism,”  in the words of an in
formed but unsympathizing witness, Haqqi Bey Baban, a deputy for 
Baghdad. However, in the public mind the image of the local adminis
trative families may have whitened by contrast with the noticeable de
cline in the quality of personnel now coming from Istanbul and other 
places of the empire. To Iraq, in which service was unpopular because 
of the farness of the country, the intractability of its people, and the 
severity of its climate, were sent “ all the ignorant, incompetent, and 
bad-mannered functionaries.”  Not infrequently their only motive was 
the making of money, which they amassed by means of “ exactions.”
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34F a’ iq, TarTkh Baghdad, pp. 62-63.
35Great Britain, Letter of 8 August 1870 from C. A. Rassam, vice-consul, 

Mosul, to Sir H. E lliot, ambassador, Constantinople.
35Great Britain, Letter of 3 February 1872 from C. A. Rassam, vice-consul, 

Mosul, to Sir Henry Elliot, ambassador, Constantinople.
37C. J. Rich, Narrative of a R esid en ce in Koordistan, II, .156; and Mustafa 

Nur-ud-DTn al-Wa‘ idh (d. 1913), Ar-Rawd-ul-Azhar ft Tarajim A l as-Sayyid 
Ja'far (“ The Blossom ing Gardens or Biographies of the House of Sayyid 
Ja'far” ) (Mosul, 1948), p. 222.
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“ From the biggest to the pettiest,”  wrote HaqqT Bey Baban in 1910, 
not without a shade of overcoloring, “ they formed a band of thieves. By 
dint of exploiting the cow that was providing them with milk, they had 
emaciated it and vowed it to death. The government found itself dis
honored and stripped of all prestige. ” 38

From the foregoing observations, it should not necessarily be in
ferred that there has been since a radical transmutation in the nature of 
public officials; or that all the advantageously placed government ser
vants misused the positions with which they were entrusted, or in
creased their substance at the expense of the people; or that the weal
thy administrative families became wealthy merely as a consequence of 
their access to the means of administration. Nor does it follow from . 
the unpopularity or bad reputation of officials that office holding did 
not continue, from the viewpoint of a part of the population, to rank high 
as a status symbol.

Although from the beginning of the trend toward centralized Ottoman 
rule onwards, that is, from 1831 down to 1917, the dignity of wall was, 
as a rule, withheld from the members of the local administrative fami
lies, the latter had in effect a more continuous influence on affairs than 
the Ottoman chief official. One of the reasons for this was their great
er acquaintance with local conditions and practices and their closer 
ties with local social forces. Another reason was the series of checks 
placed on the power of the walT by Istanbul, particularly after the mid
dle of the nineteenth century. The wall, for example, had no authority 
to choose his own subordinates, and exercised no control whatever over 
nearly half of the bureaucratic apparatus, that is, over the departments 
whose local chiefs received their instructions from Istanbul, such as 
the Departments of Justice, Land Records, Posts and Telegraphs, Cus
toms, Public Instruction, and Awqaf or Religious Endowments. He also 
could not interfere with Da’ irat-is-Saniyyah, that is, the Department of 
Crown Estates, which had charge of vast tracts of land, including no 
less than one-third of the whole cultivated area of the Wilayah of Bagh
dad, and was administered by the sultan himself through his private per
sonnel. 39 More than that, the walT enjoyed no direct or conclusive say as 
regards the disposition or tasks of the regular troops or of the dabtiyyah 
or gendarmerie,40 the troops being answerable to their own commanding 
officer and the dabtiyyah to a special section of the Ottoman War
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38Haqqi Bey Baban Zadeh, D e Stamboul a Bagdad. N otes d ’un homme 
d’Btat Turc (Collection de la R evue du Monde Musulman) (Paris, 1911), p. 85.

39The Da’ irat-us-Saniyyah was, however, placed under the Ministry of 
Finance after the 1908 Revolution.

40The function of the gendarmerie was to keep ‘ ‘ law and order.”



Office. 41 A further reason for the more durable influence of the local 
administrative families was the waifs’ short tenure in office. Thus, on 
the average, in the period 1831-1917, the Wilayah of Baghdad experi
enced a change of governor every two years. As is clear from Table.8-1, 
an analogous state of things prevailed in the seventeenth century. By 
contrast, the average term of a Mamluk pasha was eight and a half ■ 
years. On the other hand, out of the nine Mamluk rulers, only two died 
naturally in office, while six were killed or executed, and one was de
posed after a siege of Baghdad by Ottoman troops (consult Table 8-2). 
These discontinuities and violences, so suggestive of Iraq of the twen
tieth century, could be explained partly by the sultan s deep mistrust of 
the waifs and pashas, and partly by the inability of most of these offi
cers to build for themselves a broad and firm underpinning of support. 
They also stemmed, it goes without saying, from the multiplicity and 
refractoriness of Iraq’s tribes and ethnic and religious groups. All this, 
if in certain respects harmful to every element of the population, re
dounded, from the standpoint of relative distribution of influence, to the 
advantage of the established local social forces, including the native 
administrative families, even though individual members of these fami
lies, and occasionally whole families, suffered from too close an asso
ciation with waifs or pashas that had fallen from grace or had been 
pulled down or done to death. ,
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TABLE 8-1
The Tenure in Office of the Walls of Baghdad, 

in the Period 1638-1917 a

Period Identity of walls
No. of 
wall's

Average term 
of walT

1638-1704 Ottoman 38 1 year 8 months

1704-1749 Hasan Pasha and sonb 2 22 years 6 months
1749-1775 Mamluk 3 8 years 7 months

1776-1780 Ottoman 4 1 year

1780-1831 Mamluk 6 8 years 6 months
1831-1917c Ottoman 38 2 years 3 months .

aFrom the recovery of Baghdad from the hands of the SafawTs by Sultan 
Murad to its occupation by the English.

bHasan Pasha and his son Ahmad Pasha were Ottomans but achieved a 
comparative autonomy.

c This is the period of the tendency toward centralized rule.
Source: Based on Ibn Sanad, Matali'-us-Su‘ ud, p. 178; Chlha Ea Province 

de Bagdad, pp. 40-45 and 48-83; and Longngg, Iraq, 1900 to 1950, p. 5U.

41 Great Britain, Admiralty War Staff, Intelligence D ivision, A Handbook of 
Mesopotamia (London, 1916), I, 102-104 and 109-110.
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TABLE 8-2

Pashas oi Baghdad in the 
Mamluk Period and Their Fate

Name of pasha

Relationship to 
preceding pasha 

or former position

Tenure
in

o ffice Fa te

Sulaiman Abu Laylah Slave of Hasan Pasha 
(1704-1723)

1749-1762 Died naturally

‘ A ir  al-IranT Foster son of Ahmad 
Pasha bin Hasan 
Pasha (1723-1747)

1762-1764 Im prisoned and 
executed

‘ Umar Pasha Slave of Ahmad Pasha 1764-1775 D ism issed  and 
killed

Mustafa Pasha* E x-w airof Ar-Raqqah 1776 D ism issed  and 
killed

‘ Abdr Pasha* E x-w a /rof Kutahiyyah 1776 Dismissed
‘ Abdullah at-TawTl* E x-w a /rof Diyar Bakr 1776-1778 Died naturally
Hasan Pasha* Ex-w a irof Kirkuk 1778-1780 Baghdadis rose 

against him
Sulaiman the Great Slave; ex-mutasallim 

or deputy governor of 
Basrah

1780-1802 Died naturally

‘ A ir Pasha Son-in-law of Sulaiman 
the Great

1802-1806 Assassinated

Sulaiman Pasha Kahyah or chief 
minister and nephew 
of ‘ A ir Pasha

1806-1810 Dism issed and 
killed in the 
desert

‘ Abdullah Pasha Slave of Sulaiman the 
Great

1810-1813 Killed by Mun- 
tafiq tribesmen

Sa'rd Pasha Son of Sulaiman the 
Great

1814-1816 D ism issed  and 
K illed

Daud Pasha Slave of Sulaiman the 
Great

1816-1831 Deposed after 
a siege of 
Baghdad by 
Ottoman troops

*Non-Mamluk.
Source: Ibn Sanad, Matali'-us-Su‘ud, p. 178.

The coming of the English produced a detrimental and sudden 
change in the affairs of the old bureaucrat-mallaks. For those, who 
were in positions of command, it was not easy to adapt to a role as sub
jects, particularly to overlords who were non-Moslem. Nor could their 
goodwill have been gained by the studied exclusion of local elements 
from responsible posts: by 1920, out of the 507 senior personnel in the 
civil administration, that is, personnel with a monthly salary of 600 
rupees or 45 pounds sterling or more, only 20 were Iraqis, the remainder, 
except for 7 Indians, being British nationals.42 This should go far to

42Great Britain, (Gertrude Bell), R eview  of the Civil Administration of 
Mesopotamia (1920), p. 122. The total figure for personnel excludes the senior 
railway officia ls.



account for the prominent part played by the “ aristocracy”  of officials 
in the agitation that ensued in the Uprising of 1920. To this class, in 
fact, belonged 4 of the 8 members of the central committee of Haras-il- 
Istiqlal or the “ Guard of Independence,”  the real guiding nucleus of 
the nationalist movement at Baghdad, namely, ‘Aref Hikmat al-AlusT,
NajT Shawkat, Jalal Baban,43 and, last but not least, the former land
owner and higher official ‘AIT Al-Bazirgan, a founder and director of 
the People’s School,44 a nationalist headquarters,45 and one of the  ̂
most active and most able organizers that the “ Guard of Independence”  
possessed.46 Another administrator-mallak who figured conspicuously 
in the working up of popular sentiment against the English was the ex
mayor Rif‘at ach-Chadirchl, father of Kamel ach-Chadirchi, the future 
leader of the National Democratic party. His activities led to his exile 
to Istanbul, from which place he sent letters to his friends in Iraq ad
vising them to cast in their lot with the army of Mustafa Kemal.4 Also 
of the administrative class was Amin al-‘UmarT, who served as liaison 
officer between the Kemalists and the Sharlfian force that fought British 
troops at Tall A'far that same year.48 All this is but another confirma
tion of the elementary truth that no class will for long accept a change 
adverse to its interests without opposition or violence.

After the founding of the monarchy in 1921, the old “ aristocracy 
of officials was incorporated into the rebuilt administrative machine. 
However, with certain exceptions, its Turkish component declined, rela
tively speaking, in importance, which was but a natural consequence of 
the end of Turkish rule. At the same time, the class as a whole, while 
sharing the displeasure of the sadah at the swift rise of the ex-SharTfian 
officers, accommodated itself to the new order of things and took pains 
to be on good terms with both the king and English power. It became, 
eventually, a part of the political class, receiving in the period 1921
1958 110 out of the 575 ministerial appointments and 6 out of the 58 ap
pointments to the premiership (see Tables 7-3 and 7-2). But it must be
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43For the Shawkats and Babans, turn to pp. 213 and 214. Naji Shawkat 
and Jalal Baban, who were both sons of Ottoman district governors^ had, after 
their capture by British troops, identified themselves with the SharTfian cause.

44Al-Madrasat-ul-Ahliyyah.
45Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimam 

(1920), p. 17. . . _
^ F o r  the entire membership of the leading committee of Haras-il-Istiqlal, 

consult ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq al-Hasanl, Ath-Thawrat-ul-'Iraqiyyat-ul-Kubra ( “ The 
Great Iraqi Insurrection.” ) (Sidon, 1952), p. 51.

47Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 438 on “ R if'at ach-ChadirchT.”
48Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Mosul, ArbTl, KirkBk, and 

Sulaimaniyyah (1922-1923), p. 21.
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pointed out that no less than 62.7 percent of the ministerial appoint
ments went to members of only 5 families, the Babans obtaining 29, the 
DaftarTs 13, the ‘Umarls 11, the Shawkats 10, and the Sulaimans 6. 
Moreover, neither the class in general, which was never very large, nor 
any of its members, not even its 5 premiers—NajI Shawkat, Hikmat 
Sulaiman, Arshad al-'Umarl, Mustafa al-'UmarT, and Ahmad Mukhtar 
Baban49—pulled much real weight or articulated political roles of first 
importance. Ahmad Mukhtar Baban, a prime minister from May to July 
1958 and chief of the Royal Dlwan from 1946 to 1954, scarcely showed 
any capacity for initiative, and was a sheer instrument in the hands of 
Crown Prince ‘Abd-ul-Ilah. So was Arshad al-‘UmarT, a premier in 1946 
and 1954 and a man of no political instinct, but an efficient and hard
working official. NajI Shawkat, also a competent administrator, had for 
a time in the twenties moved in the shadow of ‘AbdTul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun, 
but in 1932 rose to the premiership on the strength of his complete sub
servience to Faisal I. Mustafa al-‘UmarT, who headed the Cabinet in 
1952, possessed experience and political cunning, but was hampered by 
his craving for riches and a commonly held belief that he was corrupt 
and abused his office. Hikmat Sulaiman, who surpassed the others in 
imaginative power, was also the most adventurous. As noted elsewhere, 
he was one of the leading spirits in the military coup of 1936 but, 
though in the ten months or so that followed this event he occupied the 
forefront of the political stage, he proved to be a mere stalking horse 
for General Bakr Sidqi.50 In brief, it could be said that, on the whole, 
the old “ aristocracy”  of officials and its descendants were, under the 
monarchy, more important administratively than politically. In other 
words, they were essentially professional bureaucrats, and only rarely 
an initiating political force.

Significantly, except for the Babans, none of the old administrative 
families was among the biggest landed families in 1958, that is families 
owning more than 30,000 dunums (see Table 5-3). Nor were they among 
the families worth one million dinars or more (consult Table 9-13). But 
close to the mark was Mustafa al-‘UmarI, who owned several houses and 
12,732 dunums of good land in the province of Mosul, and held shares in 
Spinneys Co., and in a number of smaller commercial concerns. For his 
part, Hikmat Sulaiman was, when the Revolution of July broke out, in 
the process of transferring to the Iraqi Teachers’ Association, for the 
sum of 750,000 dinars, title to the better portion of the 16,676 dunums

49For these premiers, see  also  Table 7-4.
^ T h e  preceding characterizations are based essentially on conversations 

with ex-Premier TawfTq as-Suwaidl, Kamel ach-Chadircht, and an ex-Iraqi sena
tor who did not wish to be identified, as w ell as on TawfTq as-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh 
‘ Abra-t-T5rTkh,”  pp. 65-66, 79-80, and 95-96; and Great Britain, Foreign Office, 
FO 371/20013/E  6784 /1419/93 Minute of 29 October 1936 by J. G. Ward.



that he owned in the outskirts of Greater Baghdad and, despite the 
checks placed by the revolution on dealings in land, he succeeded in 
completing the transaction. Similarly, NajI Shawkat made half a million 
dinars in the fifties from the sale of the 400 dunums that he possessed 
in the industrial Dorah region, and which he had purchased a few dec
ades earlier at 3 dinars the dunum.51 However, in the closing years of 
the monarchy quite a few of the “ aristocrat-officials”  lived, like Arshad 
al-‘Umaff, merely on their salaries or their pensions.
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51For the areas in dunums owned by the premiers named, see Table 10-3, 
For the other details, I am indebted to a well-informed Iraqi ex-deputy who 
wished to remain nameless.



THE CHALABIS AND THE JEWISH MERCHANTS 
AND MERCHANT-SARRAFS

Th© word chalabl comes from the Turkish chalapi, s derivative of 
“ Chalap” —God—and originally signified “ linked or near to God”  but in 
the first decade of the monarchy had the meaning of gentleman, and 
was an appellation of honor or dignity attached to merchants, if not of 
affluence, at least of high social standing. The title was a carry-over 
from Ottoman times, but as late as 1958 still had its fascination for the 
big merchants of Iraq. By their employees and laborers they were al
ways saluted with the honorific chalabT. _

In Baghdad wealthy chalabls were accepted by the landed sadah as 
their equals: the two classes frequently intermarried. JThus mantal 
ties united the Sadah al-Gailam and the Dallah Chalabls,* 3 the Sadah 
al-AlusT and the Shahbandar Chalabls,2 and the Sadah al-Haidarl3 and 
the Kubbah Chalabls.4 * Such intermarriage appears to have long been 
countenanced in Baghdad. Carsten Niebuhr, one of the more perceptive 
of European scholars, remarked in 1765, apparently with marriage prac
tices at Baghdid in mind, that “ the Arabs of the cities, who have more 
need of money than the Arabs of the desert, look often less to birth 
than to wealth when they marry.” 3 In some of the outlying towns, how
ever, persons of elevated status took a somewhat different view of the 
mercantile class. In 1820 at Sulaimaniyyah, a member of the local, tri
bally based, Kurdish aristocracy-a Baban-commenting upon one of Ins 
relations, contemptuously observed: “ He has been so long in Baghdad 
that he has lost all traces of clanship; he has become no better than a 
merchant!” 6 In Mosul in the days of the British Occupation, only the 
more considerable and more powerful chalabls— the Sabunjis, for example 
-stood “ almost on terms of equality”  with the sadah.7 Even in Basrah,

C onversation , Yusuf al-Gailam, February 1971,
C onversation , Dr. Ibrahim (Akef al-A lusi, June 1972.
3These HaidarTs were ShTT and had no relationship with the Sunni family 

o f the same name. The Kubbah were also ShTT.
C on versation , Jamil Kubbah, March 1971.
C a rsten  Niebuhr, La Description de I'Arabie (Amsterdam, 1774), p. 14.
6C. J. Rich, Narrative of a R esid en ce in Koordistan and on the Site of 

A ncient Nineveh  (London, 1836), I, 95.
7Great Britain, Administration Report of the Mosul D ivision for 1919, p. 7.



as late as the thirties, those merchants alone enjoyed social eminence 
who issued from the shuyukh asl, that is, from the “ shaikhs of noble 
lineage,” 8 such as the Dukairs, who traced their descent from the tribe 
of ‘Anizah.9 10 After the thirties, wealth became generally more decisive 
as a measure of urban social differentiation.

If, as a rule, the chalabTs were, or at least had been, wealthy mer
chants, not all wealthy merchants were chalabTs. Apart from the rela
tively few rich ashraf-merchants or shuyukh asZ-merchants, the non- 
chalabTs were either parvenus to wealth, and thus less honored socially, 
or non-Moslems, and primarily members of the Jewish community of Iraq. 
However, instances are not completely lacking of Christians or Jews 
attaining the title of cha/a6i,19 but this occurred so infrequently that it 
would not be inappropriate to use the term exclusively of the upper lay
er of Moslem merchants.

Although, in the first decade of the monarchy, some chalabis were, 
according to Iraqi standards and even by a European yardstick, very 
wealthy, the financial capacity of the Arab mercantile class as a whole 
was scarcely great. One reason for this is the distrust that the Arab 
traders had for the method of cooperative enterprise. They had not yet 
discovered, or had but dimly or inadequately perceived, the possibili
ties and power of economic combination. “ There is probably in all the 
world,”  affirmed in 1909 a British merchant with many years of commer
cial experience in Baghdad, “ no keener or more intelligent individual 
trader than the Arab merchant but to this individual trading he almost 
invariably strictly limits himself. Trading partnerships are the excep
tion and even the members of the old Arab trading families prefer to 
work alone and be bound by no partnership ties, even with their blood . 
relations.” 11 One saying, which was popular in the past among Bagh
dad merchants, ran: Qidr-ush-sharakah ml yutbukh-“ The pot of partner
ship (or the mixed pot) does not cook.” 12 The old Arab traders, it
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8See pp. 158-159.
C onversation  with a member of the Basrite Shu'aybT family, November

1962. __
10For example, in his E ssa i sur l ’ histoire des Israelites de I’Empire Otto

man (Paris, 1897), p. 134, M. Franco refers to a certain Chalabi-Behor, a Jew
ish tax-farmer general of Sultan Mahmud (1808-1839).

11 “ Memorandum Respecting Foreign Capital in Mesopotamia,”  dated 31 
August 1909 and annexed to letter of 1 September 1909, from Lieutenant- 
Colonel Ramsay, Baghdad, to Sir G. Lowther, Constantinople; Great Britain, 
Foreign Office, Further Correspondence R especting the Altaits ot Asiatic Tur
key and Arabia [cited hereafter as Further Correspondence] October-Decem ber 
1909, p. 25. .

12Conversation with ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd DamirchT, January 1973.
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would seem, lacked confidence in one another. Their guardedness to
wards partnerships may also have sprung from their belief that secrecy 
was essential for success. On the other hand, in Ottoman times it was 
not legally easy to combine: no joint-stock company could be set up 
without an imperial edict.13 More than that, the merchants, at least be
fore the 1908 Young Turk Revolution, were reluctant to draw attention 
to themselves or to the fact that they were wealthy, for fear of attract
ing the greed of arbitrary rulers. At any rate, it is significant that in 
1921, the year of the founding of the monarchy, there were only three 
national joint-stock companies in the whole of Iraq.14

In a deeper sense, the weak monetary capacity of the Arab merchants 
flowed from their general existential conditions. To understand these 
conditions properly, it is necessary first to look back to the circum
stances affecting trade in the preceding hundred years.

Even though some of the ruling pashas of Mamluk Iraq appear to 
have discovered the connection between the unhampered flow of goods 
and the enrichment of their treasuries, in the first third of the nineteenth 
century difficulties confronted commerce at every turn.

Land transport was carried on largely by means of camels, mules, 
and donkeys. There were hardly any wheeled vehicles. The streets in 
the cities were too narrow for carts or wagons, and the soft soil of a 
large part of the country, particularly in the south, could not, in the ab
sence of adequate care, support wheels. The tracks were also impass
able in the south when the Tigris and Euphrates were in flood.

The perils on the road necessitated travel in armed caravans. The 
carriers and the escorts were usually hardened tribesmen. Just as some 
tribes within the tribal confederations specialized in agriculture or 
sheep breeding, or even in shopkeeping, others were exclusively carri
ers for hire.15

13Ottoman Internal Rule of 29 November 1882, George Young, Corps de 
droit Ottoman (Oxford, 1906), IV, 55 ff.

14Yusuf Rizqullah GhanTmah, Tijarat-ul-'Iraq QadTman wa HadTthan ( “ The 
Commerce of Iraq in Olden and Recent Times” ) (Baghdad, 1922), p. 153.

15For example, within the Muntafiq Confederation the Hasawiyyah tribe 
consisted of cultivators (see Great Britain, Arab Bureau, Basrah Branch (Con
fidential) The Muntafiq (1917), p. 43), al-Juwaibir were fishermen and rice- 
growers (ibid., p. 59), al-Musha‘ ilah were sheep breeders (ibid., p. 66), Ban! 
Sa'Td worked as shopkeepers, and had about 1,000 shops (ibid., p. 75), al- 
Husainat were weavers (ibid., p. 106), and al-NuwashT al-Ma‘ dan were boat- 
owners and river carriers (ibid., p. 68). In the period under reference, a mili
tary and commercial tribe by the name of ‘ Ugail had the exclusive privilege of 
forming and conducting caravans across the desert to Syria. The principal 
seat o f this tribe was in Zubair near Basrah, but its members were dispersed 
and lived on the outskirts of Baghdad, Damascus, Aleppo, and other towns,
J. B. Louis Jacques Rousseau, Voyage de Bagdad a A lep  (1808) (Paris, 1899),



Before the formation of a caravan, the carriers held a meeting with ' 
the principal merchants who desired to despatch their goods, and came 
to an agreement with them as to the transport charges, which were al
ways paid in advance.16 As was the custom, the agreement was 
reached in the presence of Ra’s-ut-Tujjar, or the Chief of the Mer
chants.17 The carriers apparently assumed complete responsibility for 
the merchandise and conveyed it at their own risk,18 which suggests 
that transport was already a specialized branch of activity and that 
trade was carried on by correspondence. It was also sometimes the 
case that a trading family would have members permanently residing in - 
the various countries with which it conducted its business. In earlier 
centuries, as at the time of the visit to Iraq of the German physician 
and merchant Dr. Leonard Rauwolff (1574) and the Portuguese traveler 
Pedro Texeira (1604), the merchants accompanied their goods and made 
their purchases abroad themselves. They then traveled, according to 
Texeira, in camel panniers that were something like cradles, hooded 
and lined so that one man could sit in them sheltered from cold and 
rain. The seat of the pannier customarily had a secret nook, which was ■ 
used to hide precious stones and other things of value.19

The caravan consisted usually of hundreds, and sometimes of two 
or three thousand camels,20 21 and was under the charge of a shaikh or 
karwanbashl.21 He and part of the escort rode ordinarily in front. The 
beyrakdar—the standard-bearer—came immediately behind them. Many 
of the fusiliers went on foot and surrounded the laden camels. The car
avan had also its cfiawTsh, mu’azzin, and qahwajT. The task of the 
first was to announce the decisions of the karwanbashi relating to
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p. 4. Rousseau, a relative of the famous writer, and the French consul in Bas- - 
rah and Baghdad from 1772 to 1776, from 1782 to 1791, and in 1803, gave the : 
name of the tribe as “ Ergueils”  but was obviously referring to the ‘ Ugail.

16Habib K. Chiha, La Province de Bagdad. Son passe, son present, son  
avenir (Cairo, 1908), p. 201.

17Mention of this rank was made by Abu-th-Thana’ al-Alusi, mufti of Bagh
dad from 1833 to 1847, in his Maqamat, p. 27. See a l-‘AzzawT, Dikra AbT-th- 
Thana’ al-AlusT ( “ The Remembrance of AbT-th-Thana’ al-A lusi” ) (Baghdad,
1958), pp. 23-24.

18G. A. Olivier, Voyage dans 1‘Empire Othoman, l ’Egypte et la P erse  
(Paris, 1807), VI, 329.

19Pedro Texeira, Travels of Pedro Texeira, tr. W. F. Sinclair, (London, 
1902), p. 73; and Dr. Leonard Rauwolff, Travels into the Eastern Countries, tr. 
Nicholas Staphorst and included in A Collection o f Curious Travels and Voya
ges  by John Hays (London, 1738), II, 146.

20Chiha, La Province de Bagdad, p. 200.
21 Olivier, Voyage, VI, 329 f f . ; and Carsten Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabie e t  

en d’autres pays circonvoisins  (Amsterdam, 1780), II, 195.
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marches, supply, stations, and the like. The mu’azzin exercised the 
function of a chaplain, and the qahwajT prepared and served coffee at 
the halting places. 22

In the big caravans, such as those that went across the desert to 
Aleppo, were also many traveling artisans: shoemakers, barbers, 
shoeing smiths, joiners, and others, who were of great use and who 
profitably plied their trade. There was, in fact, a continual sale and 
purchase of goods. It was a sort of a mobile market where all objects 
of first necessity could be found. The bustle and abundance, Rousseau 
tells us, contrasted sharply with the profound silence and savage nudi
ty of the desert. 23

At nightfall the caravans usually halted. In the towns on the way 
and in the open country near the rivers, khans or caravanserais were 
built for the accommodation of the travelers and their goods. 24 In the 
desert, tents were pitched for the purpose. Some of the khans were free 
“ for the love of God,”  and in the others moderate fees were charged.

A caravan from Baghdad to Aleppo, such as the one in which Rous
seau traveled, took in good season at least sixty, and sometimes nine
ty, days to reach its destination. 25 A voyage in a fast caravan from 
Baghdad to Mosul lasted no fewer than eight or ten days. Even a town 
as close to Baghdad as Hillah could not be reached in less than three 
days. 26

The rivers, which were Iraq’s real trade routes south of Baghdad, 
were navigated by craft, some of which, in their shape and construction, 
belonged to very ancient times. Trading on the Tigris between Bagh
dad and Qurnah were the safTnah and the quilah. The hundred-ton 
safTnah was sailed or rowed with the stream, but upstream had, as a 
rule, to be towed or punted. The quliah, a round wicker basket, which 
was mentioned by Herodotus in the account he gave of Babylon, 27 
could hold up to twenty passengers, but could only be used with diffi
culty against the stream. On the Shatt-il-‘ Arab plied mostly the long 
narrow fifty-ton 6a/ams. 28 Along the coasts of the Gulf sailed the big
ger and more “ modern”  baghalahs. 29

^2Rousseau, Voyage de Bagdad a Alep, pp. 42-44.
23Ibid., p. 44.
^4 The khans of the nineteenth century (se e  J. R. Wellsted, Travels to the 

C ity of the Caliphs [London, 1840], I, 141) did not differ much from those d e 
scr ibed  by Texeira two hundred years earlier ( se e  his  Travels, p. 46).

'̂•’Rousseau’ s voyage lasted 62 days.
26ChIha, La Province de Bagdad, p. 202.
2^See Robert Mignan, Travels in Chaldea, (London, 1829), p. 55.
■‘ “ A ll the boats mentioned in the text are referred to by the various travel

ers o f the time. They are also  briefly described in Great Britain, Foreign 
O ffice, H istorical Section, Mesopotamia (1920), pp. 48 ff.nn __

^Mignan, Travels in Chaldea, p. 19. The baghalahs could  sometimes
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In 1794, when Olivier traveled in the Pashalik of Baghdad, nearly 

all merchandise arriving at Basrah from the Gulf was transported to 
Hillah and from there by land to Baghdad, as it was easier then to go 
up the Euphrates than the Tigris. 30 A few decades later it would ap
pear that the Tigris was preferred also on the voyage upstream. It took 
seven or eight days from Baghdad down to Basrah when the northerly 
winds prevailed, and ten to fifteen days in calms. Upstream, however, 
the same distance was covered in thirty to forty days, as the boats had 
to be tracked or towed along the shore most of the way.31

On account of the numerous rapids and rocks, navigation upstream 
on the Tigris north of Baghdad was impracticable. Downstream, kalaks 
were used. 32 These were spars made of willow or tamarisk, supported 
on inflated animal skins and capable of carrying up to thirty-five tons. 
On arrival at Baghdad, which was reached from Mosul in four or five 
days, the kalaks were broken up, the spars sold, and the skins taken 
back on pack animals to Mosul. Above Hit, the upper Euphrates was 
navigated downstream only in certain sections, and then largely by the 
five-ton flat-bottomed shakhturs.

Merchandise, whether moving by river or by land, was everywhere a 
tempting prey to pillaging tribesmen. Whenever, for one reason or an
other, the Mamluk pashas’ grip on the country weakened, every petty 
shaikh became a sovereign prince and a roving transit barrier. Caravans 
had to buy at all times the quiescence of the powerful shaikhs through 
whose c/irahs33 they passed. Against payments known as ukhuwwah 
(brotherhood) , 34 they were afforded protection and allowed to proceed 
unmolested. The BaghdSd-Aleppo caravan, in which Rousseau traveled 
in 1808, had to pay the ukhuwwah six times to that many subtribes of 
the ‘ Anizah confederation.35 The boats on the rivers, which seldom at
tempted the voyage singly and proceeded almost always in groups, were

carry a cargo of 200 to 300 tons. See Great Britain, Admiralty War Staff, Intel
l igen ce  Division, A Handbook o f  M esopotam ia, III (1917), 388.

^ O l iv i e r ,  V oyage, IV, 432.
Ol
OAJ. S. Buckingham, T ravels in M esopotam ia  (London, 1827), p. 386.
^ O l iv i e r ,  V oyage, IV, 282; and Mignan, T ravels in Chaldea, p. 243.
^ T r i b a l  domains.
^ R o u s s e a u ,  in his V oyage de Bagdad a A lep , p. 123, refers to the toll as 

c,k h o u e .,> In British records it appears as f lkha wah. ' ’ See, for example, 
(Secret) In te llig en ce  R eport Alo 21 of 1 November 1922, para. 1060.

o  C  -vOJRousseau, V oyage de Bagdad a A lep , p. 123, n. 1. Each payment c o n 
s is ted  of three-fourths of a piastre per load. In addition, gifts in tobacco ,  
cloth, and co f fee  had to be made to the tribal ch iefs .  The Turkish piastre was 
worth then about 2s. 3d. See William Milburn (of  the East India Company), 
Oriental Com m erce (London, 1813), I, 121 and 124 (1 piastre = 6 ‘ ‘ mamoodies**. 
— 9/10th  of a s ic ca  rupee = 2s. 3d.).
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also subjected to the shaikhly tisyars or passage tolls . 36 Moreover, 
the Mamluk pashas imposed their own customs dues on all goods enter
ing towns, irrespective of whether they came from abroad or from the in
terior of the country.

Of all the difficulties confronting the merchants, none perhaps were 
more harassing than these tolls and exactions of shaikh and pasha. In 
1794, when the Pashalik of Baghdad was in the hands of the great 
Sulaiman Pasha, and trade was under fewer burdens or restraints than 
at any other period of Mamluk hegemony, and people were nowhere else 
in the Ottoman lands as little oppressed as they were in Iraq, merchan
dise coming from Basrah to Baghdad by way of the Euphrates incurred 
no fewer than nine tolls. At Basrah native merchants37 paid 754 percent 
of the value of their goods. Between Basrah and Hillah seven assess
ments had to be met. The first—five piastres38 a bale—was acquitted 
on leaving Basrah; the last, consisting of three piastres a bale, was 
rendered at Hillah; the others were smaller. On entering Baghdad, the 
toll was 854 percent on weighable goods, such as metals, coffee, sugar, 
etc., and 5 percent on other goods, such as textile fabrics. Over and 
above this, all commodities brought in English ships—the greater part 
of the imports of Basrah—had to pay a duty and a consulage to the East 
India Company amounting to 6 percent.39

The merchants were also subject, on the same basis as other tax
payers, to defence and protection levies known as i'anah jihadiyyah— 
jihad’s assistance; imdadiyyah saiariyyah—travel assistance; and 
imdadiyyah khafaiiyyah—guard assistance, in proportions unknown to 
us. Again, traders in foodstuffs, textiles, jewelry, etc., had to pay an 
income tax, the rasm-il-ihtisab or “ accounting fee,”  otherwise known 
as shahriyyat-id-dakakYn—monthly shop tax—and yaumiyyat-id-dakakin— 
daily shop tax.40

Commerce was not hampered only by fiscal impositions or the inade
quacy of communications. The agriculture of the country, from which 
commerce could have drawn sustenance, was in a state of decline. It is 
true that there were limited exports of dates;41  that rice, wheat, barley, 
and other articles played a role in internal trade; that the cultivated 
areas expanded and contracted according to the far-sighted leniency or

36For the term tisyar, see Great Britain, Reports of Administration for 
1918, I, 69.

37For tolls on foreign merchants, see  pp. 237 ff.
38One piastre = 2s. 3d.
30Olivier, Voyage, IV, 432-433; and Milbum, Oriental Commerce, I, 127.
40See DafTl-ul-Mamlakat-il-'Iraqiyyah ( “ Directory of the Iraqi Kingdom” ) 

for 1935-1936, pp. 233 and 237-238.
41See Table 9-2.



destructive greed of the pashas and their tax-farmers; and that the last 
of the Mamluks, Daud Pasha (1817-1831) spared for reclamatory schemes 
as much attention as his meager resources or other concerns of the 
pashalik allowed. But on the whole, agriculture was in a depressed 
condition, and to this had contributed, as noted elsewhere, the ruin of 
the aticient dikes, the neglect of water conservancy, the vagaries of the 
rivers, the spread of swamps and salination, the incursions and feuds 
of the tribes, and the recurring general insecurity which is always detri
mental to economic progress.

The local handicraft industry was also in a comparatively low state. 
At Mosul, which had been reputed for its tissues-the word “ muslin”  
being derived from the name of the place-the only manufacture engaged 
in on more than a limited scale was that of cotton cloths of the coarser 
kind,42 * but some weaving of silk, metal-working, and other arts were 
still carried on. Again, as a manufacturing center, Baghdad possessed 
little of the splendor that it once enjoyed,43 though, as could be in
ferred from statistical evidence of a later period,44 * 46 the city contained 
numerous weavers of cotton, silk, and wool. Much tanning was also  ̂
done, and copper, silver and goldsmiths could be found in all the main 
towns. Moreover, in several places boats were built, no fewer than one 
thousand being made annually at Hit alone.4® However, except for the 
founding of a few cloth and gun factories by Daud Pasha,4® industry 
was generally on the downgrade, and organized not for export but for 
local consumption. More than that, in many cases no middleman inter
vened between the artisan and his customer, the artisan selling his 
products in the same shop in which he manufactured them.

There was, to be sure, some compensation for commerce in the ani
mate bedouin economy, in the trade of wool, sheep, camels, and Arabi
an horses. The flow of pilgrims to the ShiT holy cities also enlivened 
petty trade, but a retarding factor in this regard was the inveterate hos
tility between Turk and Persian, and the endless conflicts to which it 
gave rise.

Yet, despite all adverse circumstances, a certain vivacity, even it 
of an unstable nature, characterized the commercial life of much of the 
Mamluk period. According to Rousseau, in the reign of Sulaiman the 
Great (1780-1802) Baghdad was the center of a rich and extensive com-
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42Buckingham, Travels in Mesopotamia, p. 291.
43m .***  (J. B. L. J. Rousseau), Description du Pachalik de Bagdad (P ans, 

1809), pp. 9-10.
44See p. 240.
4•’ Rousseau, Voyage de Bagdad a Alep, p. 86.
46Clement Huart, Histoire de Bagdad dans les temps modemes (Paris,

1901), p. 175.
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merce: the products of Asia and Europe flowed “ from all parts”  and 
while, ensuring abundance, provided the merchants with “ great means 
of speculation and the certitude of quick and brilliant fortunes. ” 47 * 
True, in the succeeding decade languor set in mainly by reason of fac
tional strife among the Mamluks, 45 the depredations of the Wahhabis of 
Najd, and the dangers to navigation in the Mediterranean arising out of 
the conflict between England and Napoleonic France. 49 But, under the 
firm and tolerably peaceful rule of Daud Pasha (1817-1831), Baghdad 

• “ again became, as before, a rich emporium” 50 and one contemporary 
traveler did not hesitate to affirm that “ its bazaars are splendid beyond 
anything we have ever seen in other parts, even as we might almost as
sert in the capital of the Turkish empire itself. ” 51

If local agriculture and industry were in poor condition, what, we 
may wonder, was the source of a vivacity so noticeable and yet so pre
carious? It is essential for a true understanding of the history of the 
Iraqi merchant class to bear in mind that in the period of the Mamluks 
and for a long time after their fall, the transit trade through Iraq com
pletely dwarfed the trade of the whole country.

In its flourishing ‘Abbasid days, Baghdad was a great center of com
merce and the point of intersection of important trade routes linking 
Persia, India, and China with Asia Minor, the Mediterranean, and Eu
rope. After its subjection to the Mongols (1258), Iraq was cut off from 
the Mediterranean and declined as a channel for the east-west trade.
But, as is apparent from the work entitled Secrets of the Faithful, writ
ten by the Venetian nobleman Marino Sanuto in 1321,52 the most valu
able goods, such as spikenard, cloves, nutmegs, and mace, continued 
to be brought from Baghdad—and Tabriz—to the Mediterranean, and only 
the bulky goods of inferior value passed through the Red Sea and Egypt. 
The more enduring harm came with the discovery of America (1492) and 
the rounding of the Cape of Good Hope (1498), the two events that radi
cally upset the structure of world commerce and turned its main currents 
from the Mediterranean to the Atlantic.

But Iraq’s transit trade, though seriously affected, was not ruined. 
The Moslem—and to some extent the European—lands continued to make 
use of the old routes. Moreover, the position of Iraq appears to have 
relatively improved when it was joined again to the Mediterranean litto-

47Rousseau, D escription, p. 117.
A O
™ For this strife, see William Heude, A Voyage up the Persian Gulf 

(London, 1819), pp. 151 ff.
40For other causes, see Rousseau, Description, p. 118.
®®Wellsted, Travels to the C ity o f the Caliphs, I, 251.
51Heude, A Voyage up the Persian Gulf, p. 187.
52Cited in David Macpherson, Annals of Commerce (London, 1805), I, 

490-491.



ral in the wake of the conquest of Baghdad in 1534 by the Turkish Sul
tan Sulaiman the Magnificent. There is, in fact, evidence of a thriving 
inter-Moslem trade after that time. The German merchant Rauwolff re
ported in 1574 that to Baghdad “ many ship-loads are brought in daily, 
. . .  so that in this town there is a great deposition of merchandizes. .. 
which are brought hither by sea as well as by land from several parts 
chiefly from Anatolia, Syria, Armenia, Constantinople, Aleppo, Damas
cus . . .  to carry them further into the Indies, Persia, e tc .. . . ” 53 The 
briskness of the transit market at Baghdad also attracted the attention 
of Pedro Texeira in 1604,54 and sixteen years later Mr. Munn, an offi
cial of the East India Company, brought out that in his days the Turks 
sent annually from Aleppo and Istanbul “ 500,000 sterling in money 
merely for Persian raw silk . ’ ’ 55

As far as can be gleaned from the meager sources available to us, 
one feature appears to have dominated this transit trade over the cen
turies from the conquest of Sulaiman the Magnificent (1534) down to the 
destruction of the Mamluks (1831): it was, so to say, migratory in char
acter. Although the route from India through the Gulf and the Iraqi 
river valleys, and then west to the Mediterranean or east to Persia was 
the shortest, the trade had a choice of routes and tended to flow into 
that channel which afforded it congenial conditions. Whenever insecur
ity or arbitrariness prevailed in the Iraqi valleys, the trade would al
most desert Baghdad and seek other more favorable entrepots. When 
protection and mutual confidence were again assured, or the conditions 
in the other entrepots became intolerable, trade flowed back into its 
Iraqi course.

This characteristic of the transit trade determined the nature of the 
merchants connected with it: they were basically a migratory class. In 
other words, they shifted with the shift of the trade channels. For this 
reason they, or at least a goodly portion of them, could scarcely be 
said to have been an organic outgrowth of the economy of Iraq or to 
have been intimately related to its life. To them Iraq was largely a 
route affording passage to—or a country providing a distributing center 
for—the goods on which they speculated. Congruently enough, many of 
the merchants of Baghdad in the nineteenth century were Armenians 
from Istanbul, 55 or Persians,5? or Persian Jews,5® and to a lesser

33Rauwolff, Travels, in John Hays, A Collection of Curious Voyages and 
Travels, II, 145-146.

34Pedro Texeira, Travels, p. 67.
33Cited in Macpherson, Annals o f Commerce, II, 299.
3®Rousseau, D escription, p. 12.
57Ibid., p. 10.
58We read in the 1905 edition of the Jewish Encyclopedia  (II, 437) that the 

Jews of Baghdad were divided in the first half of the nineteenth century into 
“ Persian and Arabian.”
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extent Arabs from Najd and Syria. 59 Thus even in the lucrative transit 
trade, the Arab segment of the mercantile class had merely a share, and 
not the richest at that.

There is another feature to commerce as it was being conducted in 
Mamluk days. Its structure, at least in the early nineteenth century, in
dicates that although some of the merchants engaged in it may have 
been amassing fortunes, Iraq, and more so the countries to which it 
served as an entrepot, were actually being impoverished. As the accom
panying Table 9-1 clearly shows, the intercourse with India—the main 
component of the transit trade—was a constant drain upon the countries 
concerned for their gold and silver. Between 1802 and 1806 £1,017,051 
in treasure, equaling 61.7 percent of all exports from the Gulf, were 
sent to Madras and Bombay alone.60 This inevitably brought about a 
serious depreciation of the currency.61 The Turkish piastre, which 
was worth 2s.3d. in 1806,62 exchanged at Baghdad in 1874 for only 
about 2!4d. 63 The large imports of piece goods (see Table 9-2) were

TABLE 9-1

Exports from the Gulf (Mostly from 
Basrah and Bushire) to the British Settlements 

of Madras and Bombay (1802-1806)
(in pounds sterling*)

Year
Total

exports Merchandise Treasure

P ercen t o f export 
of treasure to 
total exports

1802 245,046 92,181 152,865 62.3
1803 322,472 117,516 204,956 63.5
1804 284,973 144,085 140,888 49.4
1805 366,902 135,125 231,777 63.1
1806 428,488 141,293 286,565 66.8

*Figures have been converted from sicca  rupees to sterling at the rate of 
2s.6d. per rupee.

Source: William Milburn (of the East India Company), Oriental Commerce 
(London, 1813), I, 123.

59See pp. 261-262.
^ T ra d e  was carried a lso  with Bengal, but the relevant figures, which 

show the same tendency, are blended with those of the trade between Bengal 
and the Red Sea ports. For the combined figures, see Milburn, Oriental Com
merce, II, 143.

61For similar developments in other Arab countries, see  H. A. R. Gibb and 
Harold Bowen, Islamic S ociety  and the West, I, Part I, 307-308.

6^See n. 35 above.
65Grattan Geary, Through A sia tic  Turkey (London, 1878), I, 338. Of course, 

for this great decrease in the value of the piastre there were additional causa
tive factors.
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TABLE 9-2

Imports and Exports of the Gulf from 
and to British Settlements of 
Madras and Bombay in 1805

(in pounds sterling)
Imports Exports

Total 273,835 Total 366,902
Main Imports Main Exports

P iece goods 146,019 (53.3%) Treasure 231,777 (63.1%)
Sugar 47,853 Horses 52,300
Grain 15,684 Dates 23,067
Drugs 9,037 Lametta 15,608
Cotton yarn Hing 8,974

and thread 8,153 Shark’ s fins 5,892
Pepper 6,385
Iron 6,225

Source: Milbum, Oriental Commerce , I, 123.

bound also to have detrimental effects on the local textile industry.
Thus when all is said, it becomes obvious that the vivacity of Mamluk 
Iraq was to no little extent a deception. What was wealth to some mer
chants was poverty to the country.

After the first third of the nineteenth century, the conditions of the 
Arab mercantile element grew worse. Writing in 1861, Sulaiman Fa iq, 
a provincial governor and a historian of Baghdad, brought out that there 
had been under the Mamluks “ traders and men of comparative wealth”  
who now, however, did not have “ a red fils”  to their name. The econo
my, he lamented, had passed into the hands of strangers.

This state of things could to a certain extent be traced to the^dis- 
asters of 1831. In that year a horrible plague broke out in Baghdad 
which at its height claimed daily, according to eyewitnesses, more than 
a thousand lives .64 65  Its ravages did not subside until the Tigris burst 
its banks and inundated the city, throwing down nearly two-thirds of its 
houses and burying in one night 15,000 people.66 The entire harvest 
for thirty miles all round Baghdad was also ruined.67 Famine succeed
ed, and then, as if Baghdadis had not suffered enough, an army, sent by 
an Ottoman Porte no longer tolerant of the Mamluks’ eighty-year-long

64Sulaiman Fa’ iq, TarTkh Baghdad (Baghdad, 1962), p. 175.
65Wellsted, Travels to the City ot the Caliphs, I, 283; and Anthony N. 

Groves, Journal of a R esid en ce at Baghdad during the years 1830 and 1831 
(London, 1832), pp, 111-114.

66Groves, Journal of a R esid en ce at Baghdad, pp. 176 and 236; and
Wellsted, Travels to the City of the Caliphs, I, 289.

67Groves, Jou rnal o f  a R e s id e n c e  a t  B aghdad, p. 125.
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autonomy, laid siege to the distracted city. After a sharp contest and 
much slaughter, the remnants of the Mamluks surrendered. From such 
compounded misfortunes the population of Baghdad dwindled in four 
short months from about 80,000 to about 27,000 souls.68 In economic 
terms, this signified the sharp decrease of consumers and of the absorp
tive capacity of the local market. What was more important was the dis
appearance of many crafts forever. 69

The impoverishment of the old Arab trading class was also not un
connected with the rising commercial ascendancy of the English in Iraq. 
This had long been in preparation. The groundwork had been laid by 
the East India Company, whose agents were seen in the port of Basrah 
as early as 1640,70 although it was not until about a century later that 
the company succeeded in establishing a firm foothold in the country.
By that time it had developed into an Asiatic power: it possessed an 
army and a navy and the authority to make peace and war east of the 
Cape of Good Hope. 7 1  Moreover, its influence had so grown in England 
that in 1806 it controlled 103 members of Parliament.72 In Iraq its 
weight became considerable from about 1775, when even the armed ves
sels owned by the pasha of Baghdad were protected and captained by 
Englishmen, and curiously enough flew the British flag. 73  After 1798 
the pasha himself—the notable exception being Daud, the last of the 
Mamluks—shaped his conduct, more often than not, according to the sug
gestions of the company’s Resident, who maintained links with the 
principal tribal shaikhs, and had under his command a flotilla of gun 
boats that navigated the Tigris and Euphrates without opposition. 74 
The Resident’s power at Baghdad, conjoined to the influence that the 
British ambassador acquired in the capital of the Ottoman Empire, no 
doubt assisted in no small measure the advance of British commercial 
interests in Iraq.

No less conducive to the expansion of English trade, and most di
rectly hurtful to the Arab mercantile element, were the privileges and 
immunities which Englishmen—and other Europeans—enjoyed. By virtue

®3Groves, Journal o f a R esid en ce at Baghdad, pp. 114, 135, and 236.
^Stephen  H. Longrigg, Four Centuries of Modem Iraq (Oxford, 1925), 

p. 267.
76Milburn, Oriental Commerce, I, 120.
71' G. M. Trevelyan, English Social History. A Survey of Six Centuries. 

Chaucer to Queen Victoria (London, 1955), p. 215.
72C. H. Philips, The East India Company, 1784-1834, (Manchester, 1940), 

p. 299.
73Letter of 16 October 1907 from Acting Consul General Ramsay, Baghdad, 

to Sir N. O’ Conor, Further Correspondence, July-December 1907, p. 200.
74Letter of 7 August 1909 from Lieutenant-Colonel Ramsay, Baghdad, to 

the Government of India, ibid., July-Sept ember 1909, p. 108.



of the Anglo-Ottoman Treaty of Capitulations of 1675 and its amend
ments, English subjects and their agents and proteges could trade free
ly in any part of the Turkish dominions and “ go and come. .. without 
any the least prejudice or molestation being given to their persons, 
property, or effects.”  They were also exempt from “ all tribute,”  the 
goods imported or exported by them being merely liable to a duty of 3 
percent and “ not an asper7 5  more. ” 76 In due course, this small charge 
greatly facilitated the sale in Iraq of cheap machine-made British goods, 
and for this reason, and because it rendered the adoption of protective 
measures impossible, the system of Capitulations must be accounted as 
the single most important factor in the decline of the local handicraft 
industry and of the traders connected with this sector of the economy. 
But more immediately injurious and keenly resented was the increasing
ly unequal fiscal treatment meted out to the Iraqi trading class. In 1794, 
for example, British-and other European merchants-were still paying 3 ' 
percent on their trade, 77 whereas Ottoman nationals paid Th percent at 
Basrah and up to percent at Baghdad. 78 * Again, in 1833 “ certain 
continental and foreign merchants”  were charged 5Yi percent (the old 
Capitulatory rate of 3 percent plus a IVi percent tamghah or stamp duty) 
while local traders paid 20 percent “ in various ways”  on merchandise 
of the same caravan. 70 In addition, merchants under English protection 
were free from other exactions made by the pashas, under one pretext or 
another, from all degrees of people. 80 Although the rates that the Iraqi 
traders had to meet were admittedly “ exorbitant and ruinous,”  the Brit
ish political agent at Baghdad took, nonetheless, strong objection to 
the levying of the tamghah in 1833 upon Englishmen. British merchants, 
he wrote to the British ambassador at Istanbul,

can completely undersell and command the market, provided the local 
government is steadily opposed in saddling indirect taxes, unsanc
tioned by our Treaty, upon our subjects. Our merchants show every 
inclination to settle here; they can import the goods from England at 
first cost and a small import duty, while the native merchants are
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7SThe asper equalled one-eightieth of a German thaler or dollar. Article 
68 of the Treaty of 1675 refers.

76Articles 1, 13, 30, 34, and 67. For the text of the treaty, see Lewis 
Hertslet, A Complete Collection  of the Treaties and Conventions . . . at 
Present Subsisting between Great Britain and Foreign Powers, II (London, 
1840), 346 ff.

77See Olivier, Voyage, IV, 432-433.
78See p. 230.
70Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 195/113, letter of 25 October 1833

from R. Taylor, political agent Turkish Arabia to Lord Ponsonby, ambassador 
at Constantinople.

80Groves, Jou rnal o f  a R e s id e n c e  a t B aghdad, p. 60.
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obliged from want of capital and connexion to purchase at third or 
fourth hand with enhanced costs . . . .  Success has nearly been at
tained here and it only remains for your Excellency to procure an 
order to the effect that as the Turkish Government cannot by treaty 
levy more than one entrance duty on goods of British merchants, no 
direct or indirect attempts shall be sanctioned in others to evade 
this article of the Capitulations. 81

It was not until the Baltah Liman! Anglo-Ottoman Convention of 
1838 that the British merchants were brought nearer to the level of the 
local traders, and only in regard to the charge payable on exports, “ a 
fixed duty of 9 percent ad valorem in lieu of all other interior duties”  
being now added to the old rate of 3 percent. The tax on imports was 
raised to a mere 5 percent. 82 In other words, if, on the one hand, the 
new treaty tended to be more equitable in the matter of fiscal burdens, 
it was, on the other hand, clearly biased in favor of the products of 
Britain and its empire, and very prejudicial to the agriculture and indus
try of Iraq. At the same time, it permitted British merchants and their 
agents to purchase at all places all articles without exception for the 
purpose not only of exportation, but also of internal trade, and confirmed 
the advantages accruing to them under the Capitulations—freedom from 
the income tax and other imposts, and from the jurisdiction of the local 
courts—“ now and for ever. ” 83

The interests of British commerce went on growing in the second 
half of the nineteenth century, but after the eighteen-fifties their growth 
was no longer an unmixed ill for the local mercantile element, or at 
least for the economy of the country.

Among the factors that now gave a powerful impetus to British trade 
was the introduction on Iraq’s rivers of steam-propelled transports 
which, by further facilitating the movement of British manufactured arti
cles, intensified the decline of Iraq’s handicraft industry but, by tying 
Iraq closer to British and other foreign markets, revitalized its agricul
ture. One other by-effect was the passing of the country’s principal com

> munications into British hands. True, the first steamship service, 
which was instituted in 1859—the Oman-Ottoman—was owned by the 
Turkish government, but its boats were badly equipped and inefficiently 
managed, so that the Lynch Company, a British firm, which obtained its 
concession in 1861, had before long its own way on the rivers and made

®1Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 195/113, letter of 23 August 1833 
from R. Taylor to Lord Ponsonby.

Article IV and Additional Article 1. For the text of the Convention, see 
Lew is Hertslet, Collection  of the Treaties and Conventions, V (London, 1840), 
506 ff.

Articles I and II of the treaty.



the most of it. By the early years of this century, it was charging for 
the four days’ journey from Basrah to Baghdad 40 shillings, and often 
as high as 80 shillings a ton, 8'4 whereas the freight for the month-long 
voyage from London to Basrah, including the Suez Canal dues, came 
from 20 to 37 shillings, and was sometimes as low as 15 shillings. 84 85 
In the words of Mr. Cree, a partner of Blockey, Cree, and Co., and “ a 
highly respected, experienced, and . . . successful man of business, ” 86

the whole country groaned under these conditions. . . .  Grain grown 
for export often paid in river freight. . . 50% of its cost in the market 
of Baghdad and thus the money which should have been coming back 
to enrich the agriculturists and the country generally was going into 
the pockets of the Lynch Co. So secure and comfortable was the 
position of this concern, drawing without an effort its large profits 
. . .  that not once during [my] 18 years’ residence [in Iraq] has the 
country been visited by one of the directors of the Company. Like 
absentee Irish landlords the members of the family, controlling the 
Company, lived in England, spending there the revenues drawn from 
the suffering trade of the country. 87

River freights continued to rule high until 1904, when Sultan ‘Abd-ul- 
HamTd sold to himself “ for a mere song”  the old fleet of the Oman- 
Ottoman and brought it under the Saniyyah administration, that is, under 
the department that managed his private estates in Iraq, which, by put
ting the old boats into proper repair, building new barges, and bringing 
into service two large new steamers, lifted from Iraq’s back the burden 
of the Lynch Co.’ s virtual monopoly. By 1910 the freight from Basrah 
to Baghdad had sunk to 25s., and down the river to only 5s.6d. a ton.88 
If the profits of the Lynch family declined, the trade and agriculture of 
the country gained pace.

The opening of the Suez Canal in 1869 reinforced the effects of the 
new river communications. The penetration of the products of British 
industry deepened: the value of Iraq’s imports of cotton and woolen 
goods through the port of Basrah increased from £51,000 in 1868-1870
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84Letter of 7 February 1610 from Mr. Cree of the British firm of Blockey, 
Cree, and Co. to the editor of Truth; Further Correspondence, January-March 
1910, p. 160.

85Letter of Mr. Sassoon, deputy for Baghdad, published in TanTn of 31 May 
1909, ibid., July-September 1909, p. 194.

86Letter of 21 February 1910 from Consul General Lorimer, Baghdad, to 
Sir G. Lowther, ibid., J anuary-March 1910, p. 158.

87Mr. Cree’ s letter of 7 February 1910, ibid., p. 160.
88Ibid., p. 161.
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to £1,128,000 in 1897-1899 and £3,066,000 in 1907-1909.89 The great
er portion of the profits from this trade went to Manchester, England.
At the same time, as could be imagined, the ground was cut more and 
more from under the feet of Iraq’s handloom weavers: at Baghdad they 
still numbered about 3,500 in 1866,90 and the products of their looms 
were regarded even in 1878 as very superior in “ brilliancy and perma
nence”  to the printed cottons of Manchester;9* but by 1931 there were, 
in addition to a factory with 14 handlooms and 30 laborers, only about 
120 handlooms in the homes of weavers-owners, which produced a maxi
mum of six meters of cloth a day and were barely scraping along. 92

The piercing of the Suez Canal also deprived Iraq at a blow of most 
of its transit of Indian goods, inducing a short-term commercial depres
sion at Baghdad, which was aggravated by Persia’s greater reliance on 
the port of Bushire93 and Russia’s increasing intercourse with Persia 
by way of the Caspian Sea. 94 But the transit merchants were, it will 
be remembered, an essentially migratory class. Their capital was also, 
in many instances, carefully distributed in various countries. Some of 
them most probably turned their attention elsewhere. But in Iraq itself 
a new field of exploitation came into view and soon perforce absorbed 
whatever idle liquid money there was.

It is rather striking that the land settlement policy of Midhat Pasha 
should have been launched at this time. It is difficult, however, to say 
whether there was any direct connection between the new policy and 
the depressed condition of the merchants. At any rate, mirfor state 
land began now to be alienated in tapu at trifling prices or, to be pre
cise, at no more than 3s.6d. or 4s. an acre.95 Even trading men from

240

89It should be noted, however, that the basis of valuation of cotton im
ports was altered in 1908, 30 percent being added to the import price; Great 
Britain, Mesopotamia, p. 113. For the figures in the text, see  ibid., p. 131, 
and Muhammad Salman Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT fT-l-‘Iraq. At-Tijarat- 
ul-Kharijiyyah wa-t-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT, 1864-1958 ( “ Economic Development 
in Iraq. Foreign Trade and Economic Development, 1864-1958’ ’ ) (Sidon, 1965), 
p. 539.

"1 8 6 6  Trade Report of the British Consulate, Baghdad, p. 278, cited by 
Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT, p. 281.

9^Geary, Through A siatic Turkey, I, 241.
92Great Britain, Colonial O ffice, Special R eport. . . on the Progress of 

Iraq during the Period 1920-1931 (1931), p. 246. By 1931, hand looms had also 
to cope with the competition of a newly founded Iraqi-owned modern spinning 
factory.

93Chiha, La Province de Bagdad, pp. 126-127.
94Geary, Through A sia tic  Turkey, I, 164. The decline in the Persian 

transit trade appears, however, to have been temporary, as in the years before 
World War I it was still o f considerable value.

95Geary, Through A sia tic  Turkey, I, 115.



distant places took advantage of the new opportunities: to cite one ex
ample, Michel Zarlfl, a leading Greek merchant and financier of Istan
bul, acquired in this period title to no fewer than 180,000 dunums or
45,000 hectares of land in Balad-ruzz, 96 a district in the province of 
Diyalah to the northeast of Baghdad. Similarly, the Lynch family, bene
fiting from an Ottoman law of 1867 that granted foreigners the right to 
possess real property, 97 purchased a “ very extensive”  tract of date 
country up the Shatt-il-‘ Arab. 98

Merchants not only transferred some of their capital to the land, but 
also some ingredients of their mentality. In other words, they tended 
to look upon their new acquisitions not only as productive units, but 
also as objects of speculation. The price of a jarTb of date-palms, that 
is, of a hectare including one hundred of such palms, rose from about 
30 Turkish pounds99 * in the 1880s to about 80-100 pounds in the 1890s 
in the neighborhood of B aghdad,!" and from 200 rupees1 01  “ formerly” - 
to 1,000 rupees in the 1890s102 and 7,410 rupees in 1919103 in the 
Shatt-il-‘Arab region. But these higher prices reflected also the prog
ress of agriculture. Indeed, what had encouraged the merchants to in
vest in land or in its produce, apart from the factors already mentioned, 
was the growing demand of Europe for the dates and grain of Iraq. The 
value of the country’s export of dates through the port of Basrah rose 
from £67,000 in 1868 to £328,000 in 1888, £386,000 in 1908, and 
£582 000 in 1913. Again, the value of the export of wheat and barley 
increased from £16,000 in 1868 to £72,000 in 1888, £612,000 in 1908, 
and £373,000 in 1913.104 * This was the other side, the positive side,
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96See Vital Cuinet, La Turquie d ’A sie , III (Paris, 1894), 41.
97For the text of the law, see J. Lewis Farley, Egypt, Cyprus, and A sia jic  

Turkey (London, 1878), Appendix III. The law excluded the province of Hijaz 
from its provisions.

98Geary, Through A siatic Turkey, I, 89.
99One Turkish pound equaled 100 piastres, and 112.5 piastres exchanged 

for one pound sterling in Iraq’ s money market. See Cuinet, La Turquie d si , 
III, 113.

100
101,'ibid., p. 20.

^One rupee equaled 7.75 piastres.
^■^Cuinet, La Turquie d ’A sie , III, 234 and 236.
103Great Britain, Report on the TapU Department (in Basrah Wilayah) lor 

1919, p. 6.
104Cuinet, La Turquie d ’A sie , III, 251-252; Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul- 

IqtisadT, p. 506; and Great Britain, Foreign Office, Mesopotamia, p. . 
fall'in  the export of grain in 1913 may have been due to the disiocation  o cca 
sioned by the Balkan wars. See Mesopotamia, p. 106. The figures g , P 
ticularly for the earlier years, may not have been strictly accurate, but they are 
useful insofar as they indicate the general tren .
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of the effects of the new river communications and of the opening of 
the Suez Canal.

However, agriculture and agricultural exports grew also under an
other stimulus: the Anglo-Ottoman Commercial Treaty of 1861. By 
virtue of this new Capitulations agreement, the duty on goods imported 
from Britain or from any of its dominions was pushed up from 5 to 8 per
cent, and the duty on goods exported from Iraq by British subjects or 
their agents was cut down from 12  to 8 percent, and annually thereafter 
by 1 percent until it became fixed at 1 percent ad valorem.105

Of course, British commercial preponderance remained unshaken. 
Despite the new import tariff—and its further increase to 11 percent in 
1 9 0 7 the products of Manchester were still cheaper than those of 
home industry* 107 and their use spread more widely. Moreover, British 
firms—Lynch & Co., Darby Andrews & Co., Muir Tweedy & Co., and 
Gray, Mackenzie & Co., among others—benefited sooner or later from 
the fall in the export duty, inasmuch as they in time engrossed to them
selves much of the advantage of the export trade. 108 * They also con
tinued to be differentiated from local merchants by undue privileges: 
down to the First World War, for example, they were exempt from at- 
tamattu‘ l °0—the Ottoman income tax1 1 0 —which, when introduced into 
Iraq in the 1890s, equaled 5 percent of yearly mercantile profits, 1 1 1  but 
after 1907 became specific in some instances and proportional in others, 
traders being ranged in groups or grades according to the nature of their 
business or their taxable capacity, and individuals within the highest 
income brackets paying a maximum of fifty Turkish pounds. 1 12

1118Articles IV and V of the treaty, Hertslet, Collection o f the Treaties and 
Conventions, XI (London, 1864), 561 ff. See also Salih Haidar, “ Land Prob
lems of Iraq,”  pp. 243-246.

100Haidar, “ Land Problems of Iraq,”  p. 478.
107Geary, Through A siatic Turkey, I, 241.
1®8In his Report No. 921 of 1891, the British vice-consul at Basrah ob

served that the trade of this port was “ almost entirely in the hands of four 
British firms.”  Haidar, “ Land Problems of Iraq,”  p. 481. See also  Muhammad 
Salman Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT, pp. 139 and 149.

I °°Litera 1 ly , “ enjoyment.”
II °Great Britain, Administration Report of the Revenue Department for 

1919, p. 15.
111The tax was at first applied only to the Mosul Wilayah, and was not ex

tended to Baghdad and Basrah until 1909, DalTl-ul-Mamlakat-il-Traqiyyah, 
1935-1936, pp. 237-240. '

11 9 fFor a summary of the regulations governing the collection  of at-tamattu ,
see ibid., pp. 239-240; and Great Britain, Administration Report of the Revenue
Department for 1919, p. 16. For a list of the taxes to which loca l traders were
liable in the second half of the nineteenth century, see  Geary, Through A siatic
Turkey, I, 336-338.



The British economic position was consolidated by the setting up 
in the 1890s of branches at Baghdad, Mosul, and Basrah for the Imperi
al Ottoman Bank, an Anglo-French group, and in 1912 at Baghdad for 
the Eastern Bank, a British establishment. 1 1 3  Except for the credit , 
operations of Iraq’s sarra/s, 1 1 4  * the two banks now held mastery of the 
financial situation.

In 1910, after a visit to the country’s only seaport, an Iraqi member 
of the Ottoman parliament wrote to the Turkish paper Tarim:

At whatever part of Basrah you look, a thousand different things con
nected with England will immediately strike your attention and you 
will feel how deep the claws of English influence have sunk into 
our country’s flesh. The very hammals—street porters—adapt to 
their own dialect the naval and other technical terms which have 
been Arabicized from the English and decline and conjugate •
them. 1 1 3

The landing of British troops in Iraq in 1914 and the ensuing occu
pation completed the process of turning the country into an economic 
adjunct of the British Empire. 1 1 6  By 1919 the British commercial capi
tal locked up in Iraq had reached five million pounds. Moreover, in 
that year, out of the total of sixteen million Turkish pounds, at which 
Iraq’s imports stood, ten million or almost two-thirds came from Eng
land. 1 1 7  The bulk of the once independent Moslem merchants, if they 
had not gone under, had—even when competing against commission 
agents and trading in English machine-made goods on their own ac
counts, or helping only indirectly in the propagation of these goods— 
become in essence merchant-intermediaries or client-merchants, mere 
cogs on the rim of England’s imperial economic wheel. ,
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113Great Britain, Mesopotamia, p. 120; and Turkey in Europe, p. 133; and ; 
Chiha, La Province de Bagdad, pp. 129-130. The Ottoman Bank had been 
formed in Istanbul in 1863 with a capital of ten million pounds. For the capital 
and actual ownership of the Eastern Bank, see p. 254.

114The sarrafs were brokers, money changers, and private bankers.
116Article on Basrah by Isma‘11 HaqqT Bey Baban Zadeh in TanTn o f 26 

December 1910; Further Correspondence, January-March 1911, p. 8.
116Only briefly-betw een  1906 and 1913-was Britain’ s economic position 

in Iraq challenged, and from the side of Germany, whose policy of Drang Nach 
Osten had, however, no more than partial and transient effects. For these e f
fects, see Great Britain, Mesopotamia, pp. 108-109.

117Great Britain, Cab. 21/204/7212, letter of 15 November 1919 from Lt. 
Col. A. T. Wilson, acting c iv il commissioner, Baghdad, to secretary of state for 
India, London. .
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From the foregoing observations it should be evident why in 1927, 

when the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce was organized, 1 1 8  and as late 
as the financial year 1938-1939, as is clear from Tables 9-3 and 9-4, 
British companies or companies with mixed Anglo-French or Anglo- 
French-American capital formed a majority of the Chamber’s “ first 
class”  members, that is, members whose “ financial consideration”  
was defined by more than 22,500 dinars and a maximum of 75,000 dinars, 
the definition being made essentially in the light of the members’ capi
tal and volume of business. Nor should it be surprising that to this 
class belonged only one Arab Moslem concern, that of Ibrahim Mahmud 
Shahbandar, whose father was, logically enough, an agent of a British 
firm—Allan Brothers of Aberdeen1 1 9 —and, incidentally, descended from 
a family of chalabTs that owed its position, as its name indicates, to a 
nineteenth-century director of the Custom House. 120

But, as further emerges from the tables just referred to, out of the 
total of 25 “ first-class”  members of the Chamber in 1938-1939, no few
er than 10 were Jewish. So were also 215, or 43.2 percent of the 498 
who formed the entire membership of the Chamber. In other words, at 
Baghdad, in point of number the Jews constituted perhaps the most im
portant mercantile group, 1 21  and in point of wealth thoroughly dwarfed 
the chalabTs and other Arab trading elements. This must now be ac
counted for.

The significance of the Jews in the commercial affairs of Iraq was 
not something newly manifested or recognized. A British consular re
port dating from 1879 referred unambiguously to the concentration in 
their hands at Baghdad of much of the buying and selling in English 
goods. 122 “ The Jews,”  maintained another confidential account from 
Baghdad written in 1910, “ have literally monopolised the local trade

1 IQ
The Chamber was actually founded in 1926, but members were not en

rolled until 1927. A local chamber had been established under Turkish auspi
ces in 1908 or thereabouts, but had broken up on the fall o f Baghdad in 1917. 
See GhanTmah, Tijarat-ul-Traq QadTman wa Hadtlhan, p. 148.

119De spa tell of 7 February 1910 from Consul General Lorimer, Baghdad, 
to Sir G. Lowther, Constantinople; Further Correspondence, January-March 
1910, p. 133.

190 —■‘  The title shahbandar was, however, also applied to consuls who super
intended the affairs and interests of the Sublime Porte in foreign countries. See 
Article VIII of the Anglo-Ottoman Treaty of 1809, Hertslet, Collection of the 
Treaties and Conventions, II, p. 373.

121 —Not all the small traders of Baghdad belonged to the Chamber, which,
however, embraced all the significant merchants.

122Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, ‘ ‘ Report on the Trade of Baghdad for the 
Year 1 8 7 8 /7 9 ”  attached to letter of 12 June 1879 from Col. Nixon, consul gen
eral, Baghdad, to Sir A. Henry Layard, ambassador, Constantinople.



TABLE 9-3
Composition of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce 

for the Financial Year 1938-1939

Class

“ Financial 
c ons idera ti on” a 
maximum limit 

in dmarsb

Total 
no. of 

membersc British
Other 

IPes tern
Iraqi

Jewish
Other

Jewish

Ira qi 
Arab 

Moslem 
SunnT

Iraqi
Arab

Moslem
SKIT

Iraqi
Kurd

Moslem
SunnT

Iraqi
Christiand

Iraqi
Sabean

Arab
other
than
Iraqi Others

First 75,000 25 12 2e 7 3f 1
Second 22,500 22 3 11 1 28 2 3h

Third 7,500 84 5 2 44 8 11 2 6 4 2 1

Fourth 2,250 130 1 3 73 15 17 121 2 7 k 
, 9

Fifth 375 162 2 2 58 39 33 18 4 5 i f

Sixth 100 75 19 17 24 4 5 5 i
Total 498 23 9 212 3 81 87 6 43 9 15 10

aThe “ financial consideration”  of each member was determined by the administrative committee of the Chamber in the light of the member’ s 
capital and volume of business and “ such other facts and circum stances”  as the committee deemed fit to take into account. Article 1 of 
Internal Rules of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce for 1936 refers.

^One dinar equals one pound sterling.
c Membership included companies and individual merchants and tradesmen.
^Includes Armenians.
e One British-French and one (the Iraqi Petroleum Co.) British-French-American-Armenian. 
f One French-Jewish and two British-Jewish.
^Includes one mixed ShT'F-SunnT company.
^Includes one merchant of mixed Syrian-Turkish parentage.
1 Persian ShTTs.
J Includes one mixed Christian-Jewish concern.
^Three Persians and four Indians.0
c Indian.
Source: Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, Annual Report for 1937-38, pp. 166-185. For help in identifying the nationality and denomination of 

members of the Chamber, I am indebted to members of various mercantile families, including the Damirchis and tattahs.



TABLE 9-4
“ First Class’ ’ Members ot the Baghdad Chamber 
of Commerce in 1938-1939, i.e., Members Whose 

“ Financial Consideration”  was Defined by More than 
22,500 Dinars and a Maximum Limit of 75,000 DTriarsa

Nature of business Nationality
Name of merchant unless clear from and

or concern name of concern denomination

‘ Adas I. & C. Ltd. Merchants; and car and in
surance agents

Iraqi Jews

African and Eastern Importers and exporters British
Andrew Weir & Co. Merchants and contractors British ■
Balfour Beatty & Co. C ivil and electrical engi- British

neers
Birch Marr & Co. Engineers British
Daud & Shaul Rajwan 8c Sons Tea merchants Iraqi Jews
David Sassoon 8s Co. Merchants and contractors British Jews of 

Iraqi origin
Eastern Bank British Jews of 

Iraqi origin
Frank C. Strick & Co. Shipping agents and 

merchants
British

Haim H. Nathaniel Travel and transport agent Iraqi Jew
Ibrahim Mahmud ash-Shahbandar General merchants Iraqi Arab Moslem
& Co. Sunni
Imperial Bank of Iran British
Imperial Chemical Industries British
Iraq Petroleum Co. British-French-

American-
Armenian

KheddurT A. Zilkha Merchant and sarraf (half
broker, half-banker) with 
a branch on Wall Street^

Iraqi Jew

LawT, K. & E. M. Motor car agents Iraqi Jews
Nairn Transport Co. Transport and travel 

agents
British

Orozdi Back Establishments General merchants French-Jewish
Ottoman Bank British-F rench
Rafidain Oil Co. British
Shammash Bros. Tea merchants Iraqi Jews
Singer Sewing Machine Co. British
Stephen Lynch 8s Co. Owners of river steamers, 

merchants, and contractors
British

Thomas Cook 8s Son Travel agents British
Zion S. ‘Abbudr Sarraf Iraqi Jew

aThe “ financial consideration”  of each member was determined by the adminis
trative committee of the Chamber in the light of the member’ s capital and volume of 
business and “ such other facts and circum stances”  as the committee deemed fit to 
take into account. Article 1 of internal rules of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce 
for 1936 refers.

'’ The branch was opened in 1941
Source: Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, Annual Report for 1937-38, pp. 166-167.



and neither Mohammedans nor Christians can compete with them. ” 123 
If at Mosul they played a very minor economic role, a good portion of 
Basrah’s commerce was, at least in 1920, under their control. 124 125 Little 
incidents that occurred from time to time told much of the strength of 
their monetary situation. In March 1926, for example, when a Jewish 
merchant engaged in the Persian transit trade declared that he was 
bankrupt, something like an economic crisis was engendered in Bagh
dad. !25 Even in such small and insignificant towns as Daltawah and 
Shahraban, the refusal of Jewish traders in February 1918 to take Turk
ish money as small change caused a dislocation in the bazaar. 126

How did the Jews come to form such an important element in the 
commerce of the country? It is perhaps necessary to point out at once 
that their commercial ascent coincided with the growth of English inter
ests. It may also be helpful to refer to another coincidence, that be
tween the heightened pace of the English penetration of the Iraqi mar
ket and the rapid increase of the Jewish population of Baghdad in the 
second half of the nineteenth century (consult Table 9-5). The possi
bility of an underestimation of the number of Jews for the early part of 
the century cannot, of course, be excluded, the more so, inasmuch as 
many of them preferred in those days to keep out of sight rather than 
pay the capitation tax. But even if the estimates for that period were 
to be doubled or tripled, the subsequent increase was still considerable 
and, by and large, the result of a migration from Persia1 27  * which may 
have been partly provoked or aggravated by ill treatment. 126

However, it would be an error to infer from the coincidence of the 
commercial rise of the Jews with the expansion of British trade that it 
was something that necessarily or entirely accorded with British de
sires. True, in the period of the British occupation, such evidence as 
is available points unmistakably to a favorable disposition toward Jew
ish merchants on the part of the ruling authority. “ I have”  wrote the 
British Civil Commissioner of Iraq in 1918, “ always regarded active 
support of the Jewish commercial community as a potential asset of
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123“ Report on the Jewish Community at Baghdad”  prepared by H .D .S ., 
submitted on 17 February 1910 by British consul general, and enclosed in des
patch of 30 March 1910 from Sir G. Lowther, Constantinople, to Sir Edward 
Grey, London; Further Correspondence, April-June 1910, p. 4.

124Great Britain, Mesopotamia, p. 11.
125Great Britain, Colonial O ffice, Report on the Administration of Iraq for 

1927, p. 38.
126Great Britain, Reports o f Administration for 1918 of D ivisions and D is

tricts of the Occupied Territories of Mesopotamia (1919), I, 23.
127For this migration, see Further Correspondence, April-June 1910, p. 6.
1 28f or the oppression of Jews in Persia, see Geary, Through A siatic  

Turkey, I, 78-81.
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TABLE 9-5

Growth of the Jewish Population of Baghdad
(1794-1947)

Year

E s tima ted 
population 
of Baghdad

Estimated
Jewish

population Percent

1794 80,000 2,500a 3.3
1830 80,000 10,000b 12.5
1877* 70,000 18,000c 25.7
1893 145,000 51,905d 35.8
1908 150,000 53,000e 35.3
1947+ 515,459 77,417f 15.0

The drop in the total population was due to the disasters of 1831. See 
pp. 235-236. The Jews appear to have suffered from these disasters as 
heavily as the other sections of the population. In fact, the plague of that 
year first broke out in the Jewish quarter of the city. See J. R. Wellsted, 
Travels to the City  o f the Caliphs (London, 1840), I, 280.

+It should be borne in mind that there had been considerable migrations to 
Baghdad from the interior of the country in previous decades.
Sources

aSuperior of Carmelites and Commercial Commissar of the French Consu
late at Baghdad. See G. A. Olivier, Voyage dans VEmpire Othoman, 1’Egypte 
et la P erse, IV (Paris, 1807), 324.

^Anthony N. Groves, Journals ot a R esid en ce at Baghdad (London, 1831), 
21 and 114.

c Great Britain, Foreign Office, FO 78/2650, letter of 4 September 1877 
from Surgeon Major W. H. Colvill, c iv il surgeon, Baghdad, to Colonel I. P. 
Nixon, resident in Turkish Arabia.

dVital Cuinet, La Turquie d’A sie  (Paris, 1894), III, 90.
eHabib K. CKTha, La province de Bagdad (Cairo, 1908), 165.
1 Figures supplied to this writer by Dr. Fuad Mass! of the Directorate 

General of Census.

great political value and have done my best to demonstrate to them 
that the fruit of our intentions in this country will be palatable and 
beneficial to them, more so perhaps than to any other class . ” 129 At 
the same time, far from helping each other, the Jewish and British trad
ers were, at least from about the middle of the nineteenth century on
ward, essentially competitors. The Jews traded, of course, mostly in 
British goods, but they traded largely on their own accounts, importing 
the goods directly from India and Britain, whereas the British would 
have preferred to dot the Iraqi market with commission agents, or to 
have for their own nationals a direct share in the local trade. Though 
commission agents were to strike deeper roots in later years and to 
have their heyday in the oil-booming fifties and after the exodus of the

129Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 882/13, Arab Bureau Papers, 
M es/18 /3 , despatch of 4 October 1918 from Baghdad to India Office.



Jews from Iraq, 130  this is how things appeared to an official British 
Committee on Industry and Trade in 1924:

Both the export and import trade of Iraq are in the hands of old estab
lished merchant firms to the virtual exclusion of the commission 
agent. It is a hard and fast merchant market; and to such a pitch of 
economy has the art of buying and selling been brought by Baghdad 
Jews since the war, that several British firms have closed their offi
ces because their overhead expenses were greater than those of 
their oriental competitors. 131

Obviously, the strongly marked capacity of the Iraqi Jewish merchants 
to operate with little waste and at a saving, and their other well-known 
qualities—their diligence, their savoir faire, their penchant for making 
money, and, generally, their aptitude for commercial transactions-were 
elements in their ascent to a high place in the commerce of the country.

But the relationship between Jewish and British traders was not al
ways one of competition. Before 1813, that is, before the East India 
Company was relieved of its long-held trading privileges in India, 132 
the prospective competitors appear to have to some extent complement
ed one another. In other words, the Jews, being unable, in view of the 
company’s monopoly, to trade in British or Indian goods on their own 
account, served often as agents for British traders, and thus benefited- 
from all the privileges that accrued from their attendant condition as 
“ proteges.”  The same status was apparently enjoyed also by Jews 
who migrated to India after 1813 and eventually returned to Iraq as 
agents for coreligionists that remained behind. When, for example, in 
1841 the pasha of Baghdad levied, in the words of the British political 
agent, “ unjust and repeated duties”  on the merchandise of a number of 
Jewish traders—which, in effect, meant that the pasha put their goods 
on a par with the goods of the Moslem merchants—the political agent 
protested that the traders in question were “ Jews under the protection 
of this Residency, who have resided many years in India, have all their 
property there, and are agents for merchants now abiding there, and have 
been specially recommended to me on their return to this city by the 
Right Honourable the Governor General of India or the Honourable the 
Governor of Bombay. ” 1 33  Such diplomatic concern and the usually
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130It should be noted in passing, however, that a number of important Jew
ish merchants remained behind.

131Great Britain, Committee on Industry and Trade, Survey o l Overseas  
Markets (London, 1925), p. 247.

132For the abolition of the company’ s monopoly for British trade with India, 
see G. M. Trevelyan, H istory o f England (New York, 1952), p. 224. -

133Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, letter of 20 September 1841 from R. Tay
lor, political agent Turkish Arabia, to the Honourable, the Secret Committee, 
East India House, London.
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effective immunities of “ proteges”  no doubt gave at least a section of 
the Jewish mercantile community an advantage over Moslem traders, 
and should be counted as another factor in its remarkable success.

Not only in Iraq, but also in other Near Eastern countries, European 
merchants dealt almost exclusively with non-Moslem traders in the 
eighteenth century. The reserve and exclusiveness of Moslems have 
been suggested as largely accounting for this development, 134  although 
there are extant instructions by the East India Company dating from 
around the year 1800 which forewarned English traders arriving at Bas
rah that “ after you are settled in your house, the merchants will come 
and pay you a visit; the Turks and Armenians will be very inquisitive 
about your affairs . .. ” 133  which indicates that at least the “ Turks”  
of Basrah—one of the principal gateways for European goods into Iraq 
and Persia—were not as reserved as those of other Moslem cities.

What above all, as far as can be discerned, enabled the Jews to 
gain a foothold in the British trade and eventually assured them ascen
dancy over all other local merchants was their possession of capital in 
greater abundance. This was the result of their practical monopoly of 
the money-lending and “ banking,”  that is, the sairaiah business, and 
of their intimate links with their coreligionists—and often relatives—in 
India, Europe, and elsewhere, which made it possible for them to ob
tain ready money whenever they needed it, to employ bills and other in
struments of payments in their transactions, to exchange business in
formation and experience, and, of course, as time went on, to import 
goods from India and England directly without the intermediation of the 
English merchants.

The extent of the entrenchment of the Jews in the sairaiah trade in 
the thirties may be gathered from Table 9-6. The situation was essen
tially the same in the nineteenth century. All the accounts refer to 
them as the sarrais, that is, the bankers and moneylenders of the 
Pashalik of Baghdad. 136 In fact, they were for the most part merchant-

TABLE 9-6

$arrafs of Baghdad in 1936
Total number of sarrafs 
listed in 1936 Iraq Directory 39
Number of Jews 35
Number of Christians 1
Number of (ShT‘1) Moslems 3

Source: Based on listings in the {rag D irectory 1936, Commercial Section, 
pp. 131 and 135.

134Gibb and Bowen, Islamic S ociety  and the West, I, Part I, 309-310.
I O C

See text of instructions in Milbum, Oriental Commerce, I, 125-126. 
136See, e .g ., Geary, Through A siatic Turkey, I, p. 220; and Heude, A V oy

age up the Persian Gulf, p. 1S2.



sarrafs, since they were active in both financial and commercial 
endeavors. .

The reason why the Moslems, as a rule, did not trade in money, 
was the explicit and unqualified Qur'anic prohibition of usury. 137  The 
Jewish scriptures also forbad the taking of interest, but only from co
religionists, permitting it otherwise: “ Unto a stranger thou mayest 
lend upon usury, but unto thy brother thou shall not lend upon usury: 
that the Lord thy God may bless thee in all that thou settest thine hand 
to. ” 138

Of course, usury had much to do with the large fortunes that the 
merchant-sarra/s accumulated. While before the appearance of banks 
many proprietors deposited with them their liquid money without receiv
ing any interest, 139  * 141 * they themselves charged very high and sometimes 
exorbitant rates. In this regard Christian and Moslem moneylenders 
were as audacious as their Jewish counterparts. It is not clear what 
rates were current at Baghdad in the nineteenth century. But in the 
1880s cultivators were paying 30 to 40 percent for ready money in the 
Mosul wi/ayaA. 149  Some two decades later, sarrafs were charging 24 
percent in the city of Basrah. 1,11 Even as late as 1919, as high as 58 
percent and sometimes over 100 percent was being exacted in devious 
ways from the tobacco growers of the Sulaimaniyyah province.14  ̂ How
ever, at Baghdad in 1907, that is, about a decade or so after the intro
duction of banks, the sarrafs’ ordinary rates for discounting bills varied 
from about 10 to 13 percent143

No less important than the sairafah in the rise of the Jews to com
mercial eminence was their connection with their coreligionists abroad. 
In our sources for nineteenth-century Iraq there are occasional referen
ces to inter-Jewish financial ties, largely because these ties figured in 
the relations between the Ottoman sultans and their nominal Mamluk 
waifs. Whenever the latter deemed it necessary to send remittances to 
Istanbul and the roads were unsafe for the conveyance of bullion, they 
applied to the Jewish merchant-sarra/s for bills . 144  These were drawn 
on their coreligionists in the Ottoman capital, and were made good on 
their arrival there. The Istanbul merchant-sarra/s indemnified them
selves in the usual course of their mercantile transactions.
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137Koran 2:275 refers.
138Deut. 24. See also Jewish Encyclopedia, XII, “ Usury,”  p. 388.
139Chiha, La Province de Bagdad, p. 130.
149Cuinet, La Turquie d ’A sie , II, 787.
141Aleksandr Adamov, Irak Arabskii. Bassorskii Vilaiet v ego Proshlom i 

Nastoyashchem  (St. Petersburg, 1912), p. 84. .
147Great Britain, Sulaimaniyyah Administration Report for 1919, p. 12.
143Furfher Correspondence, January-June 1907, p. 110.
144See, e .g ., Heude, A Voyage up the Persian Gulf, p. 182.
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It is perhaps partly owing to their invaluable associations, and con

sequent knowledge of conditions in the various commercial and finan
cial centers, that Jews were often appointed as sarraf bashTs—chief 
bankers—at the Ottoman and Mamluk courts. 1 45  Some sarraf bashTs, as 
is shown elsewhere, rose to great heights in the world of politics.

But from the point of view of commerce, what was of particular 
benefit to Jewish merchants was their ties with their Indian brethren, 
in view of the close dependence of the Iraqi and Persian markets on 
India. Many of the Jews of India were actually Baghdadis by origin. 
There had been, probably, a migration of Jews from Iraq to the Malabar 
coast as far back as the ninth century. 146 A medieval Hebrew moral
ist of Baghdad noted that everyone who desired to become rich betook 
himself to India. But before the beginning of the nineteenth century 
there were really no extensive Jewish settlements in that country. 147 
It was only after the abolition of the East India Company’s trading 
monopoly (1813) that Baghdadi Jewish merchants pushed forth in large 
numbers to India in search of gain. Some, like the Sassoons, 148 settled 
in Bombay; others, like the families of Yehudah and Ezrah, established 
themselves in Calcutta. 149  For those of their relatives who remained 
behind this meant that piece goods and other products could now be im
ported directly from India. But before many years had passed, the trad
ing spirit was to take the Jews to England itself and their success 
there enabled them to provide Baghdad merchants with British cottons 
directly from Manchester. More than that, manufactories of cotton 
goods, which sprang up in Bombay under the auspices of Baghdadi 
Jews, 1 50 began competing successfully with Lancashire in the eastern 
markets.

By the opening of this century nearly every important Jewish mer
chant of Baghdad had commercial houses of his own in India or England. 
Thus Ezra Sassoon Suhaiyik, who was worth about a million pounds 
sterling in 1919 and had great weight in the business world, was a pro-

145The sarraf bashTs of Baghdad were apparently often drawn in the 18th 
and early 19th centuries from the Jewish family of Sassoon. See C ecil Roth, 
The Sassoon Dynasty (London, 1941), pp. 25-26; and Stanley Jackson, The 
Sassoons (London, 1968), p. 3. At Istanbul the position was for a time a bone 
of contention between Jews and Armenians; Moise Franco, E ssa i stir l ’histoire 
des Israelites de l ’Empire Ottoman, pp. 132-133.

146Roth, The Sassoon Dynasty, p. 39.
147See David Solomon Sassoon, A History o f the Jews in Baghdad (Lecht- 

worth, 1949), p. 204.
148See pp. 253-254.
149Sassoon, A H istory o f the Jews, p. 210.
150Roth, The Sassoon Dynasty, pp. 75-76 and 100-101.



prietor of Messrs. J. S. Sykes & Co., in Manchester. 1 51  Other wealthy - 
merchants with houses in Manchester were Haskail Shammash, Sha’ul 
Mu'allem Haskail (David Brothers), and Yehudah Zuluf. Zion Bikhor 
and Ezra Ishaq Salih, both Baghdadi merchants, had firms in Bombay 
and London. 152  All these men had their money carefully distributed in 
several countries.

But the Baghdadis that dwarfed all others both in wealth and geo
graphical ramification were the Sassoons, often referred to as the 
Rothschilds of the East, although the Sassoons were in essence mer
chants and the Rothschilds financiers. The founder of the House of 
Sassoon was Daud, son of Sassoon ben Salih, who was for many years 
the sarraf bashT of the Mamluks of Baghdad. In 1829, at the age of 
thirty-seven, fearing, it is said, the vengeance of the wall, for whose 
dismissal he had agitated, Daud fled from the country and eventually, 
in 1832, the Indian prospect beckoning to him, established himself in 
Bombay and began exporting from there English textiles to Persia and 
his native Iraq. As his business grew apace, his eldest son, ‘Abdullah 
Sassoon (later Sir Albert Sassoon) took charge of operations at Baghdad. 
Before long, thanks to his familiarity with the requirements of the local 
markets, to trustworthy Jewish correspondents, and to what Denis de 
Rivoyre called “ the regular and reasoned exploitation of the commer
cial resources of the valleys of the Euphrates and Tigris, ” 153  the 
most lucrative of the trade between India and Iraq lay under his control. 
By the 1850s he had not only discovered the Chinese market, but had 
already a virtual monopoly of the importing of opium, fabrics, and cot
ton yarn into China. His firm was also active at Yokohama, Nagasaki, 
and other Japanese cities. When in the wake of the American Civil War 
the cotton famine came to Lancashire (1861), Daud Sassoon, who had 
some time.before established branches in England, was quick to seize 
the unexpected opening and to ship to that country Indian yarn at swol
len prices. After the death of Daud (1864), his descendants continued 
to expand, and their control in India and elsewhere came to embrace, 
in addition to the trading firm of David Sassoon & Co., the Sassoon 
Spinning and Weaving Co., the Sassoon and Alliance Silk Manufacturing 
Co., and the Port Canning and Land Improvement Co. (a vast agricul
tural enterprise in which 15,000 ryots labored). They also acquired con
siderable interests in the Oriental Life Assurance Co., the Prince of 
Wales Fire Insurance Co., the Imperial Bank of Persia, the Bank of
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151Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain, 
p. 77.

152Ibid., pp. 77-78 and 81-82.
153Denis de Rivoyre, Lies Vrais Arabes et leur pays (Paris, 1884), pp. 74

75. Rivoyre refers to the Sassoons merely by the initial S.
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China and Japan, the Imperial and Foreign Investment Agency Corpora
tion, and the Trust and Loan Co. of China, Japan, and the Straits. 15il

When the Eastern Bank Ltd., which was registered in London in 
1909 with a capital of two million pounds, * 1 5 5  opened a branch in Bagh
dad in 1912, it looked on the surface as if British capital was extend
ing its operations in Iraq, but in actuality it was only the descendants 
of the one-time sarraf bashT of the Mamluks re-effecting anonymously, 
and on a more sophisticated plane, a financial presence in their old 
ancestral city. _

If the geographical extension of the Jewish merchants of Baghdad, 
their links with their coreligionists, their monopoly of the sairaiah, 
their command of capital, their status as proteges of foreign power, and 
their business acumen were largely responsible for the ascendancy that 
they attained, a share of the credit was also due to the relative toler
ance and the not inconsiderable measure of self-government that they 
enjoyed under Moslem rule.

Under the Ottomans and Mamluks, the Jews of Iraq, as other non
Moslem sects, administered their own communal affairs. They were 
constituted as an authorized community or millah, the government on 
the whole treating with them only through their appointed leaders. As 
Ottoman law became in the nineteenth century less dependent upon the 
Qur’an, the authority of the Jewish leaders was somewhat reduced, but 
they continued to be primarily responsible to the state for the political 
control of their community.

At the head of the Jewish community in Baghdad stood a lay coun
cil and a spiritual council. The two councils existed from very old 
times156 * * and were still functioning in the period of the monarchy. In 
the second half of the nineteenth century they derived legal validity 
from the sultan’s Iradah—Decree—of 186415  ̂ and more recently from the 
Jewish Community Law No. 77 of 1931.155 The lay council was known 
as al-Majlis-uj-JismanTand the spiritual as al-Majlis-ur-RuhanT.

In ‘ Abbasid times the latter body was represented by the gaon, a re
ligious dignitary, and the former by scions of leading Jewish families 
or the Exilarchs, that is, the Heads of the Exile. 159
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15/1See Roth, The Sassoon Dynasty, pp. 11, 46, 49-50, 77-79, and 184-185; 
and Jackson, The Sassoons, passim.

155Roth, The Sassoon Dynasty, p. 102.
156Sassoon, A History of the Jew s, p. 105.
15^Se e Aleksandr Adamov, Irak Arabskii. Bassorskii V ilaiet V ego Prosh- 

lom i Nastoyashchem  ( “ Arab Iraq. The Basrah Wilayah. Its Past and Pres
ent” ) (St. Petersburg, 1912), pp. 220-221.

155For an English translation of the text of the law, see Great Britain, 
R ep ort. . . on the Administration o f Iraq for 1931, pp. 83-85.

159Sassoon, A History o f the Jews, pp. 16 ff. and 105.



Under the Mamluks, the nasi—literally, prince-led the lay person
ages of the community. In the first third of the nineteenth century he 
wielded considerable power over his coreligionists and, according to 
Rabbi Israel-Joseph Benjamin II, “ was able by dint of money to ac
quire a complete and absolute liberty of action and to exploit it for 
whatsoever suited his caprice or his interests. ” 160 At bottom he owed 
his position to his opulence and to the good pleasure of the ruling 
pashas. Indeed, the sanaf bashT, the chief banker of the pashalik, was 
by that very fact also the nasi. 161  He occupied the place of honor in 
the synagogue, led in the enactment of new communal statutes, had the 
right to mete out fines, and sometimes inflicted corporal punishment on 
transgressors. The dignity tended also, it would appear, to be quasi
hereditary in the same family. 162

However, sometime after the destruction of the Mamluks, the nasi . 
was subordinated to a newly created hakham bashT, or chief rabbi, who 
received his appointment directly from the Sublime Porte163  and now 
not only watched over the religious interests of the community, but also 
had overall control of its civil affairs. .

Representing also the spiritual side in the nineteenth century were 
three principal rabbis who were vested by the community with the judi
cial power and held the title of dayyanim, that is, judges. 1 6 4  They de
cided on matters relating to marriage, divorce, the attestation of wills, 
and the like. In temporal affairs the hakham bashT and the nasi were 
assisted by ten notables known as ‘Asarah nibharim or the ten dele
gates. 165

The lay council was empowered to levy taxes on the community and 
direct the expenditure of the proceeds. Its principal source of income 
was the “ ghabilah”  or “ gabelle,”  which had been enforced from anti
quity, and was a tax on meat. It owed its origin to the fact that sheep, 
after being slaughtered, had to be inspected by trained and specially 
authorized persons called shohets, and that the shohets had to be re
munerated. 166 * There were also other charges, such as the fee of 14 per
cent on the purchase of property and on mortgages, and the 214 percent ,
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160Israel-Joseph Benjamin II, Cinq annees de voyage en Orient 1846-1851 
(Paris, 1856), p. 82.

161Roth, The Sassoon Dynasty, p. 22; and Sassoon, A H istory o l the Jews, 
pp. 122-123. .

162Roth, The Sassoon Dynasty, pp. 24-25; and Sassoon, A H istory o f  the 
Jews, p. 120.

163Israel-Joseph Benjamin II, Cinq annees de voyage, p. 82.
164/bid ., p. 81.
166Sassoon, A History of the Jews, p. 103.
166“ Rep0rt [0f 17 February 1910] on the Jewish Community of Baghdad,”

Further Correspondence, pp. 5-6.



fee167  on marriage contracts, which was probably collected by the ec
clesiastical council. 168

Up to the beginning of the twentieth century, the leaders of the 
community were also responsible for the payment of contributions due 
to the government which were known collectively as the ‘askariyyah, 
or military tax. This in effect consisted of a capitation fee that every 
male member of twelve years of age and over had to pay annually,16  ̂
presumably for exemption from military service. The number of Jewish 
contributors to the tax in A .H . 1308 (A .D . 1890-1891) was 2,483,170 al
though the Jewish population of Baghdad at that time exceeded
50,000.171 The responsibility for the collection of the tax belonged to 
the hakham bashi, but in the 1890s, owing to what appears to have been 
a revolt against the religious ruling element, the function passed into 
the hands of a lay tax collector. 172

It is of interest that the Jewish religious leaders were often at the 
same time prominent merchants of the community. In 1846, for example, 
of the rabbis who were dayyanim, one, R. Eliahu ‘Ubadiyyah, exported 
goods on a big scale by caravans. Another, R. ‘Abdullah, was one of 
the foremost merchants of Baghdad. 173  The profession of the third 
dayyan is not known.

The religious ruling element enjoyed a privileged status. Thus the 
hakhamim, that is, the rabbis and their sons, and the scribes and their 
sons, and other office-holders, were exempt from taxation. 1 7 4  This ap
parently contributed to the revolt against the hakham bashi in the 1890s. 
When the lay tax collector took over, the tax privileges were removed. 175

By 1910 real power in the Jewish community had come to be con
centrated in eight of its richest members—three merchants, three sarrafs, 
one landholder, and one stockholder. 176  “ The Chief Rabbi,”  read a 
contemporary British report, “ is under the influence of these persons 
and is, so to speak, a mere puppet in their hands. ” 1 77
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1 7'Apparently 2Vi percent of the bride price.
^®Sassoon, A History of the Jews, p. 103.
16®Israel-Joseph Benjamin II, Cinq annees de voyage, p. 82.
170Sassoon, A History o f the Jews, p. 103.
171See Table 9-5.
172Sassoon, A History of the Jew s, p. 160.
l yo  ^

°Israel-Joseph Benjamin II, Cinq annees de voyage, p. 81.
^^ Sassoon , A History o f the Jews, p. 161.
175lbid., pp. 157-163.
1 7fi_ Theyjvere respectively Shaul Hakham Ezekiel, Has kail Yehudah, 

Yehudah Zuluf, Shaul Sha'shu'ah, Joseph Shantob, Zion ‘ AbudT, Manahim Salih 
Daniel, and Mir Elias.

177f<j^ePort [of 17 February 1910] on the Jew ish Community at Baghdad,”
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Under the monarchy the role of the merchants and sarrafs in the af
fairs of the community was, if anything, enhanced. There were, how
ever, a number of formal changes. The hakham bashTwas renamed 
ra’Ts-ul-hakhamim and headed now a spiritual council of eight, and 
could simultaneously hold the office of the presidency of the lay coun
cil, which consisted of ten members. Another apparent innovation was 
the election of the ra’Ts-ul-hakhamim, the president, and the other mem
bers of the two councils by a General Council of sixty, of whom seven 
were rabbis. The law providing for the General Council did not specify 
how its members were to be chosen. 178

The polarization of wealth noticed among other Iraqis also charac
terized the Jewish community. “ Some of them are well-to-do but most 
of them are very poor,”  wrote Texeira in the early seventeenth cen
tury. 179  More than two centuries later Denis de Rivoyre was to de
scribe the quarter of the poor Jews in Baghdad as “ the domain of 
misery in all its horror,”  adding, however, that there were some among 
their coreligionists “ whose fortune is enormous. ” 180 In one Jewish 
document, long paragraphs are devoted to the enumeration of the various 
gold and silk ornaments that were owned by a bride of the wealthy fami
ly of Gabbai, 181  while we are told in an account on the same period 
that most of the Jews “ were perpetually on the verge of starvation. ” 182 
A report prepared in 1910 for the British consulate estimated that weal
thy merchants and sarrafs formed 5 percent; petty traders, retail dealers, 
and employees of middling income 30 percent; poor people 60 percent; 
and professional beggars 5 percent of the Jews of Baghdad. 183

The poverty of the most numerous class of Jews cannot, of course, 
be attributed to religious persecution: their condition was shared by 
the majority of Moslems. Occasionally there was arbitrariness—from 
which, however, often all nonprivileged Iraqis, Moslems and non-Moslems 
alike, suffered. But on the whole in Baghdad the minorities enjoyed a 
rare tolerance. 184 The testimony of Rabbi Israel-Joseph Benjamin II in 
this regard is convincing enough. “ No where else as at Baghdad,”  he

Further Correspondence, April-June 1910, p. 4.
178Articles 3, 6, 9, and 10 of the Jewish Community Law No. 77 of 26 May 

1931; Great Britain, R eport. . . on the Administration o f Iraq for 1931, pp. 83-85.
^^P edro Texeira, Travels, p. 66.
^89R iv o y r e ,  j£,e s  Vrais Arabes, pp. 72 and 74. '
*®^See Sassoon, A History of the Jew s, pp. 116-118.
*®^Roth, The Sassoon Dynasty, p. 20.
183"R eport [of 17 February 1910] on the Jewish Community at Baghdad,”  

Further Correspondence, April-J une 1910, p. 4.
184See, for example, Jean Baptiste Tavernier, L es  Six V oyages d e . . . ,

Part I, Book II (Paris, 1679), p. 234; Pedro Texeira, Travels, pp. 65-66; Long- 
rigg, Four Centuries, p. 88; and Great Britain, Mesopotamia, p. 36.
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said in 1846, “ have I found my coreligionists so completely free of 
that black anxiety, of that somber and taciturn mood that is the fruit of 
intolerance and persecution. ” 185 A British report, written in 1910, 
conveyed much the same impression and added: “ the Turks have all 
along regarded the Jews as very.faithful subjects of the Sultan and 
have placed confidence in them. ” 186 Similarly, under fhe monarchy 
they never received bad treatment from the government. In point of law, 
they were placed on the same footing as other citizens and, until the 
question of Palestine came to a climax in 1947-1948, did not suffer dis
tress except in 1941, when authority broke down at Baghdad, and acts 
of violence were perpetrated against them by migrant tribesmen from 
outlying areas; and even then, at their hour of danger, Moslems in their 
immediate neighborhood hurried to their assistance and gave shelter to 
their children and womenfolk. 187

It is not without significance that, in their earliest phase and when 
they were still under the influence of racial theories, Arab nationalists 
or, at least some of them, considered the Jews of the Arab countries as 
an indivisible.part of the Arab “ race.”  “ Arabs of the Christian and 
Jewish faith,”  appealed a Manifesto by the Arab Revolutionary Com
mittee in 1915, two years before the Balfour Declaration, “ join ranks 
with your Moslem brethren. Do not listen to those who say that they 
prefer the Turks without religion to Arabs of different beliefs; they are 
ignorant people who have no understanding of the vital interests of the 
race. ” 188

In fact, the Jewish community of Iraq was thoroughly Arab, or if you 
prefer, Arabized. Its language was Arabic, Arabic being even used in 
its religious services. Its diet was Arab. Its superstitions were Arab 
superstitions, and so were its proverbs. 189  Many of its usages were 
those of the Arabs, even the harem forming part of its institutions. 190

With regard to money, the chalabTs, as a class, were far and away 
weaker than the Jewish merchants. So much has already been made 
clear. It must now be added that in the nineteenth century and in the
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two decades before the founding of the monarchy, the chalabTs differed 
from the Jewish merchants in several other important respects.

In the first place, many of the chalabTs were intimately tied to the 
pastoral and seminomadic economy of the country. The traders in Arab 
horses, in sheep and camels, were invariably Moslems, although Jew
ish, Christian, and foreign merchants had a share in the trade of wool. 1 91  
Of the prominent Arab families dealing in sheep were the Ghannams and 
the Qassabs, in horses the Shawkats and the Mudallals, in camels the 
Ghannams and the Bassams. 192

As could be expected, quite a few of the chalabTs descended from 
or were related to Arab tribal families. The Ghannams had been the 
shaikhs of the military and commercial tribe of ‘Ugail, 193 which in the 
early part of the nineteenth century alone enjoyed the right to conduct 
caravans across the Syrian desert. 194  The Qassabs issued from Shaikh 
Dar‘ of the tribe of Jash'am, who was one of the first to settle in the 
townlet of Rawah on the upper Euphrates in the seventeenth century. 195  * * 
The Shawkats were connected by marriage to the LahTb, a section of 
the Jubur tribe. 195  The Mudallals were from the BanT TamTm.19  ̂ So 
were also the Bassams, who traced their origin to a shaikh of ‘Anaizah, 
capital of al-QasTm, a province of Najd. 198 Similarly, the Qashtlnis, 
who had large investments in the commerce between Najd, Iraq, and 
Syria, descended from the leaders of the. tribe of Al-Tsa; 199  and the 
‘Abd-ul-Wahids, who had a foothold in Basrah’s date trade, from the 
BanT Arai‘ house of the BanT Khalid. 200

Another characteristic that marked off some of the chalabTs from the 
Jewish merchants was their closer links with the local industry. This 
group was the more specifically Iraqi among the chalabTs.201 Trading
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191See DalTl-ul-Mamlakat-il-'Iraqiyyah tor 1935-1936, Commercial Section, 
p. 5; and Geary, Through A sia tic  Turkey, I, 89.

192Ibrahim ad-DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun. Akhbaruhum wa Majalisuhum, pp. 
63, 65, and 208; A lois Musil, The Manners and Customs ot the Rwala Bedouins 
(New York, 1928), p. 278; and Ad-DalTl-ul-TraqT-r-RasmTli Sanat 1936, p. 959.

193Ad-DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, p. 63.
^94See Rousseau, Voyage de Bagdad a A lep, p. 4.
*95‘ Abd-ul-‘ A ziz al-Qassab, Min DhikrayafT (“ Some of My R em iniscences” ) 

(Beirut, 1962), pp. 7-8.
195Ad-DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, p. 208.
l97Ibid., p. 65.
^9^Ad-DatTl-ul-TraqT-r-RasmT li Sanat 1936, p. 954.
199Ibid., pp. 958-959.
299Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities, Iraq (E xclusive o t Baghdad 

and Kadhimain), p. 9; and IbrahTm Fasih ibn Sibghat-ul-Lah al-HaidarT, ‘ Unwan-
ul-Majd f t  Bayan Ahwal Baghdad, Basrah, wa Najd, p. 168.

201 * *^Compare with remarks on pp. 261-262.
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in silk fabrics-and silk weaving was one of the most important indus
tries of Iraq in the nineteenth century-were, among others, the families 
of MulukT, Kubbah, Baghdadi, and Zubair.202 They sold such things as 
izars, silk cloaks worn by women; and ‘aba’as, silken or woolen man
tles, embroidered with silk or gold. The Kubbahs dealt also in broad
cloth. The Marayatls, as their name indicates, traded in mirrors.203 
One old family that inherited from ancestors the art of making crystal 
provided retailers with cups, vases, pitchers, bracelets, and various 
sorts of glasses.204 Other families, like the Rahhals,205 owned river 
and ocean-going sailing ships, and were thus linked to the shipbuilding 
that was carried on at Hit, Suq-ish-Shuyukh, Basrah, and other places. 
Obviously, these families and the families trading in horses and camels 
suffered from the revolution in the means of transport, as heavily as the 
chalabTs trading in local textiles suffered from the outpouring of the 
Lancashire and Bombay cotton goods.

Of course, the Jewish merchants were not entirely unconnected with 
Iraq’ s manufactures and handicrafts: they had in their hands part of the 
trade relating to metal working in gold and silver, as well as the trade 
in aghabam, a new product which was woven and embroidered with 
shahrT, a kind of Indian silk, and which flourished in the latter part of 
the nineteenth century.206

The chalabTs were also more closely related to the land than the 
Jewish merchants. Owing to the unsettled conditions in the country
side and the inability of the government to provide protection, the Jews, 
as a body, did not speculate in land in the nineteenth century and prior 
to the British occupation. There were, however, exceptions. For ex
ample, Manahim Daniel and other members of his family, who belonged 
to the “ elite”  of Baghdad Jewish society, owned large tracts of coun
try round Hillah, in the Nasiriyyah district, and on the Gharraf.207 
Their holdings were said in 1910 to be worth about 400,000 Turkish 
pounds.208 Eliahu Dannus, the banker of the British Residency for 
thirty years, and Shaul Sha‘shu‘ah, an important sarraf, had considera
ble immovable property in and around Baghdad. Sha‘shu‘ ah owned real 
estate also at Basrah and Karbala’ .209 Moreover, the period immediate-

202Ad-Durub7, Al-Baghdadiyyun, pp. 191, 198, 200, and 214.
203Ibid., p. 215.
204The Iraq D irectory 1936, p. 551.
203Ad-DurubT, A 1-Baghdadiyyun, pp. 159-160.
206Cuinet, La Turquie d ’A sie , III, 65-66.
207Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain, 

p. 79. See also Table 5-3.
Further Correspondence, April-June 1910, p. 5.

209/6id.; and Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities, Baghdad and . 
Kadhimain, pp. 77 and 81.
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Value of Property Sold in Basrah 
Division in 1917 and 1918

TABLE 9-7

(in rupees)

1917 1918

Agricultural land3
To Moslems 26,92,510 15,27,899
To Jews 1,07,561 7,63,525
To Christians 1,31,659 6,67,177

Buildings3
To Moslems 3,69,883 11,03,375
To Jews 3,41,980 12,80,014
To Christians 39,782 2,59,300

Population of Bagrah
Division in 1919D

Moslems 154,902
Jews 6,928
Chris tians 2,221

Source:
aGreat Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, PP- 241-242.
^A. T. Wilson, L oyalties, Mesopotamia 1914-1917 (London, 1930), p. 236.

ly following the conquest of the country by Britain was marked by a 
vigorous advance in the acquisition of landed and house property by 
Jews and Christians, at least in Basrah. The relevant accompanying , 
Table 9-7 is self-explanatory. There are no comparable figures for . 
other provinces or for subsequent years. According to the British po
litical officer of Basrah, the marked increase in Christian and Jewish 
holdings was “ in keeping with the political situation. ” 210 ft was also 
apparently induced by a general expectation of a rapid rise in the price 
of property. All the same, the links of the Jewish merchants with the 
land remained relatively weak, and their role in the date and grain trade 
rather modest: in 1936, out of 104 concerns exporting dates, only 15 
were Jewish,2H and out of 79 concerns exporting or dealing wholesale 
in grain, only 11 were Jewish212_aad none of these was of major sig
nificance. The Moslem concerns numbered 57 and 43, respectively.

One other thing about the chalabis that needs to be noted was the 
non-Iraqi origin of many of them. For example, the Charchafchis were 
from Persia, the Shahbandars, Pachachls, and Qashtlnls from Syria, 
and the families of Zaibaq, Ghannam, Salih, Thanayan, ‘AssafT, Bassam, * 212

21 0 (^ 3 1  Britain, Reports of Administration for 1918, I, 241.
2 ^ The Iraq D irectory 1936, Commercial Section, pp. 158-162.
212/bid ., pp. 183-184; and Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT, pp. 146-147.
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MandTl, Zuhair, and ‘Abd-ul-Wahid from Najd.213 All of which goes to 
show how important was the transit trade in the past. That there were 
so many Najdites among the chalabTs appears to point also to the cen
trality of the pastoral and bedouin economy in Arab commerce. The 
same facts reflect, in addition, the freedom of economic movement in 
the Near East in the nineteenth and earlier centuries, and suggest that 
the absence of political boundaries more than compensated for the 
shaikhly exactions and the numerous internal duties. Frontierless con
ditions also enabled some of the chalabTs to operate commercially on a 
Near Eastern scale, or at least in more than one Arab country. The 
Bassams, for example, had interests and business branches in Iraq, 
Syria, Najd, and Hijaz.214 It is to this segment of the chalabTs, and in 
particular the Mosulites among them who had very active relations with 
Syria, that the partition of the Ottoman Empire and the hindrances of 
the new frontiers proved most damaging.

In the present chapter we have not, up to this point, gone beyond 
the first two decades of this century, except where it was necessary to 
round out the discussion of a course of events already fully developed, 
or only insofar as the bringing in of statistical evidence of a later 
period made it easier to understand preceding trends. Attention will 
now be concentrated on features in the life of the mercantile class spe
cific to the time of the monarchy, that is, to the years from 1921 to 1958.

Save for the contraction of the Mosul trade stemming from the parti
tion of the Arab lands, the shock of the world-wide depression of 1929
1931, the drying up of the Persian entrepot market, and the consequen
ces of other passing crises, the monarchic era was on the whole an era 
of growth and upward mobility for the trading people. Signs to this ef
fect are not lacking. The number of traders with yearly incomes of more 
than 150 dinars rose from 1862 in 1932-1933 to 5,445 in 1942-1943.215 
Part of the increase, however, was not real, and could be explained by 
the decline in the purchasing power of the dinar. But that there was ex
pansion and that it continued, particularly after 1953, is indubitable, 
despite the mass departure from Iraq of Jewish merchants. In 1955 re
tail shops numbered no fewer than 36,062, and wholesale establishments 
1,576. Their 1956 annual turnover, partly estimated, amounted to 82.6

213Ad-DurubT, Al-BaghdadiyyUn, pp. 53, 61, 63, 66, 104, 189, 197, and 219; 
Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Iraq (E xclusive ol Baghdad and 
Kadhimain), p. 47; and al-HaidarT, ‘ TJnwan-il-Majd, pp. 164 and 170. For other 
trading families who hailed from Najd, see ibid., pp. 168 ff.

2 14Ad-DurubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, p. 197.
215Iraq, Statistical Abstracts  for 1928/29-1934/35 (in Arabic), p. 105 and 

for 1943, p, 193; and Article 3 of Law No. 51 of 1930 Amending Income Tax 
Law No. 52 of 1927, and Article 13 of Income Tax Law No. 36 of 1939.



and 53.6 million dinars, respectively.216 From the aspect of the nation
al product, the estimated value added by them and by hawkers, street 
sellers, and open-air markets increased from 17.3 million dinars in 1953 
to 28.8 million dinars in 1957 at current prices.217 To the strengthen
ing of the economic position of the mercantile (and other moneyed) ele
ments points also the dramatic rise shown below in the number and 
capital (in dinars) of Iraqi private,218 collective,219 and public limited.. 
stock220 companies:221

Private companies
with Public limited

Year limited liability C ollective companies s tock  companies

MERCHANTS * b 5

No. Capital No. Capital No. Capital

1929 17 751,350 24 172,328 5 88,125
1936 38 919,725 212 1,026,055 6 138,125
1957 411 21,321,277 374 5,708,603 63 26,367,500

Another significant pointer was the increase of the “ first-class”  mem
bers of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce from 13 in 1927-1928 to 190 
in 1957-1958, and of the Chamber’s entire membership from 288 to 2,812 
in the same period (refer to Table 9-8). But some of this increase must 
be attributed to the tendency of the government to confine all buying 
and selling during World War II and import and export activities in the 
postwar period to the merchants belonging to chambers of commerce.222

What causal explanations could be offered for this upward trend in 
mercantile fortunes? A complex interplay of diverse factors was clear
ly involved.

For one thing, as is plain from the figures just quoted, the Iraqi mer
chants abandoned their old distrust of cooperative enterprise, and in
creased their power of economic organization. But this is really a sub
sidiary causative circumstance.

216Iraq, Report on Census ot Distribution; Retail and Wholesale Trade of 
Iraq for 1956 (Baghdad, 1957), pp. 6 and 19.

217K. HasTb, The National Income of Iraq, 1953-1961 (London, 1964), p. 141.
218A private company with limited liability is a company of two or more in

dividuals who subscribe to shares of its capital, and are liable for its debts to 
the amount of the nominal value of their shares.

219A collective  company is a company of two or more persons who are 
jointly and severally responsible for a ll its debts.

220A public limited stock company is  an association  of a number of persons 
who own negotiable shares in a common capital stock, and are liable to no more 
of its debts than the nominal value of the shares owned by them.

221Figures obtained from the Directorate of Trade and from the O ffice of 
the Federation of Iraqi Industries.

222The Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, At-TaqrTr-us-SanawT li Sanat 1949, 
p. 29; and Mamduh ZakT, Iraq Yearbook, 1953, p. 179.
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TABLE 9-8

Members of the Baghdad Chamber of 
Commerce in Selected Yearsa

Financial
year

First
class

Second
class

Third
class

Fourth
class

Fifth
class

Sixth
class Total

1927-28 13 25 67 69 114 ~ 288
1938-39 25 22 84 130 162 75 498
1943-44 59 173 481 — l,89 6b — 2,609 .
1948-49 156 300 668 1,032 290 10 2,456
1957-58 190 315 1,317 961 28 1 2,812

aUp to 1943 the “ financial consideration”  of the members of each class 
was defined by the maximum limits shown in Table 9-3. In 1943 the term 
“ financial capacity”  was substituted for “ financial consideration,”  but with
out alteration of criteria, and the maximum limits for the various classes were 
redefined as follow s: first class: 100,000 dinars; second c lass: 30,000 
dinars; third class: 10,000 dinars; fourth class: 2,500 dinars; fifth class:
500 dinars; and sixth class: 100 dinars.

bThis is the total of the membership of the fourth, fifth, and sixth classes.
Source: Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, Annual Reports for 1935-36, p. 17; 

for 1948-49, pp. 29-30; and for 1957-58, p. 10.

More important were the opportunities that attended the First and 
Second World Wars. The presence of large bodies of troops, that is, of 
a ready market for existing produce, the inevitable scarcities, the hold
ing up of grain and profiteering, the stream of speculations, and the 
abrupt and rapid rise of prices and rents led to a redistribution of in
comes and to easy and concentrated amassing of private capital.

The considerable increase in monarchic days of the areas under 
cultivation and of the exportable agricultural surplus also helped the 
process of monetary accumulation: the weight and value of the average 
yearly export of dates rose from 151,800 tons and 1.5 million dinars in 
1919-1925 to 240,000 tons and 3.5 million dinars in 1952-1958; and of 
barley from 50,500 tons and .2 million dinars to 343,700 tons and 6.5 
million dinars in the same years.223 But here again the depreciation 
of the currency accounts for part of the rise in the exports’ nominal 
value.

Another stimulus was provided by the improvement in the conditions 
of transport and travel. In 1927-1928 the total railway kilometrage 
stood at 1,503, in 1957-1958 at 2,048. Thanks to the expansion of all
weather and earthen roads, the number of lorries and pickups rose from 
almost nothing in 1917 to 437 in 1927, and 11,594 in 1957.224 None- * 324

99o
■4,40It should be noted, however, that the weight and value of the average 

yearly export of wheat dropped from 38,600 tons and 273,000 dinars, to 11,200 
tons and 196,000 dinars. See Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT, pp. 103 and 119.

324Iraq, Statistical Abstracts  for 1927/28-1937/38, pp. 107 and 113; and 
for 1958, pp. 179 and 283.



theless, the available traffic arteries scarcely answered the needs of 
the economy.

The progress of the merchants was also causally linked to the fact 
that they were not overburdened fiscally. Indeed, from 1917 to 1927 
they paid no income tax whatever and, except for a small charge on 
their dwelling houses, made no direct contribution to the treasury. True, 
they may have been indirectly affected by the customs and excise du
ties, which accounted for a large proportion of the public revenue—22.1 
percent in fiscal 1918 and 46.5 percent in fiscal 1927225—but which 
were really levies on the people as a whole, inasmuch as their weight 
fell upon articles of general consumption.226 The income tax law 
eventually introduced—Law No. 52 of 1927—provided for taxation at the 
trifling flat rate of 3.6 percent on incomes exceeding 300 dinars.227 
Between 1927 and 1956, there were several legal changes which 
brought higher tax rates, increasingly graduated scales, and an “ ex
cess profit tax’ ’ or “ income surtax.” 228 * As ultimately consolidated, 
under a law passed in 1956, tax rates, after certain exemptions, ranged 
from 3 percent on the first 500 dinars to 40 percent on incomes over
8,000 dinars for resident individual merchants, and from 10 percent on 
the first 1,000 dinars to 30 percent on amounts above 4,000 dinars for 
incorporated firms.220 Nevertheless, all along the contributions of the 
merchants added up to but a tiny fraction of the total public revenue.230 
Moreover, it was an open secret that they seldom paid their due share. 
They were well educated in tax evasion and the manipulation of reve
nue officials. From the accounts that many presented, it was simply 
not possible to arrive at their actual profits. As one poignant saying 
had it, the merchants kept three different books, one for themselves, 
one for their partners, and one for the government.231

225See Table 6-2.
220Great Britain, Report o f the Financial Mission Appointed by the S ecre

tary of State for the Colonies to Enquire into the Financial P osition  and P ros
pects of the Government of Iraq (London, 1925), pp. 15-18.

227T o be more accurate, the relevant article of the law—Article 14— 
provided, in the currency of the day, for a tax of “ 7 pies on every rupee of in- ' 
come exceeding 4,000 rupees,”  the pie equaling 1/192 of a rupee.

228See Kadhim as-Sa’TdT, A t-’TashrV-ul-Mah fT-l-’Iraq. Ad-Para’ ib ( Finan
cial Legislation in Iraq. The T axes” ) (Baghdad, 1962), pp. 21-35.

220Article 12 of Income Tax Law No. 58 of 1956.
230In fisca l 1958 all tax-paying companies, Iraqi and foreign, excluding 

the oil companies, contributed 1.9 million dinars to the treasury, that is , 1.4 
percent of the total public revenue of 129.3 million dinars. The contribution 
of all tax-paying individuals, other than government officia ls and employees of 
private firms—a category which included merchants and other moneyed elements 
—was 1.4 million dinars or 1.1 percent. See Table 6-2 and Statistical Abstract 
for 1959, p. 309.

231Conversation with a Baghdad merchant who does not wish to be identi
fied.
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Most decisive in the ascent of the merchants, however, was the 

vast flow of oil money after 1951, which brought expansion to many a 
trade, created new and undreamt-of chances, set in motion capital de
velopment schemes, and pyramided the wealth of a growing number of 
mercantile families.

Other and not unrelated circumstances were also at play: the ad
vance of town life, the rising standard of living of the more fortunately 
situated elements of the population, and the increasing demand for 
housing, goods, and amenities.

But if the merchants were accumulating wealth, the rate of their ac
cumulation was not as rapid as they themselves desired, mainly be
cause the bulk of the population—the peasants—being in a very retarded 
state and having a low spending power, still lay largely outside the 
web of commercial life.

Moreover, the mode of growth of the trading class, if beneficial to 
itself, was not salutary to the people at large. Not only was much of 
the new-found wealth being concentrated in a comparatively small num
ber of families,232 but a great portion of the trade carried on was add
ing very little to the intrinsic productive power of the country: from 
1926 to 1945 consumer goods accounted for almost two-thirds, from 
1946 to 1951 for 55.6 percent, and from 1952 to 1958 for 49.1 percent 
of the value of all imports.233

At the same time, the lion’s share of the economic benefits gener
ated, directly or ultimately, by oil and by trade was finding its way in
to the bank accounts of foreign firms. As is clear from Table 9-9, in 
the years for which figures are obtainable, the net earnings of tax
paying foreign companies-excluding the oil companies-far outpaced 
the net earnings of their Iraqi counterparts, running higher at the least 
by one-fifth, as in the fiscal year 1951, and at one point—in fiscal 1944 
—by as much as 151 percent. On their side, the oil companies earned 
in the second half of the fifties an average yearly net profit of 62 per
cent on their investments,234 and swept forward to a net income exceed
ing that of all the Iraqi retailers, wholesalers, bankers, and manufac
turers combined.235

232See Table 9-13.
233Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT, p. 251.
O O 4  _ * *

The Italian weekly II Punto o f 5 January 1963, quoting a “ secret”  re
port by the American consulting firm Arthur D. Little Inc. See Iraq Times of 
8 January 1963.

235In 1958 the net earnings of the oil companies (after the payment of 
Iraq’ s share) was, according to their own reports, 79.88 million dinars (see 
Table 6-2), whereas, on a reliable estimate, the value added to the net nation
al product by wholesale and retail trade amounted in the same year to 26.72 
million dinars, by banking, insurance, and real estate to 7.30 million dinars, 
and by (governmental and private) manufacturing to 31.94 million dinars at cur
rent prices. See HasTb, The National Income of Iraq 1953-1961, p. 18.
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Income of Iraqi and Foreign Companies 
(Excluding Oil Companies) 

1944-45-1952-53

TABLE 9-9

(in 1000’ s of dinars)

Year

Nationality
of

companies

No. ol 
tax-paying 
companies

Taxable
income

Income
taxa
and

surtaxk
Net

profit

N et profit of 
foreign  cos. 
as % of that 
of Iraqi cos.

1944-45 Iraqi 40 602 213 389
251%Foreign 66 1,580 602 978

1945-46 Iraqi 75 1,213 453 760
131%F oreign 86 1,680 684 996

1946-47 Iraqi 26 733 279 454
157%F oreign 68 1,147 434 713

1947-48 Iraqi 34 813 259 554
126%F oreign 94 1,187 488 699

1948-49 Iraqi 70 753 270 483
186%F oreign 95 1,440 542 898

1949-50 Iraqi ? p 286 ?
F oreign ? ? 417

1950-51 Iraqi 76 607 232 375
191%Foreign 87 1,127 412 715

1951-52 Iraqi 57 760 263 497
120%Foreign 97 940 346 594

1952-53 Iraqi 51 1,160 425 735
129%Foreign 83 1,513 562 951

aUntil 1955 tax was charged, under Income Tax Law No. 36 of 1939, at the 
rate of 15 percent upon the taxable income of any body of persons.

kfJnder Income Surtax Law No. 63 of 1943, which remained in force until 
1955, the surtax was collected  on that part of the income of ̂ companies which 
was liable to the income tax and was in excess of 1,500 dinars. Its rate was 
as low as 10 percent on any excess amount up to 1,000 dinars, and as high as 
25 percent on any excess amount over 3,000 dinars.

Source: The table is based on the provisions of the tax laws and on data 
in Iraq’ s Statistical A bstracts  for 1946, p. 196; for 1948, p. 232; for 1949, 
p. 265; for 1951, p. 303; for 1953, p. 155; and for 1955, p. 127. For the provi
sions of the tax laws, see Iraq, Compilations o f Law s... (1/1/1939-31/12/1939) ■' 
(Baghdad, 1941), pp. 73 ff.; and Kadhim as-Sa‘TdT, At-TashrT-ul-MalT fT-l-‘ lraq. 
Ad-Dara’ ib (“ F isca l Legislation in Iraq. The T axes” ) (Baghdad, 1962), pp. 
33-35.

These facts point to another basic feature of monarchic times: the 
continued advance of foreign economic influence. From only 37 in 
1928-1929, the number of foreign companies—other than those con
cerned with crude oil extraction—had by 1957-1958 grown to 225. The 
nature of their activity is set forth below. Of the 225 companies, 96 
were of British nationality (see Table 9-10), and enjoyed the juiciest 
proportion of monetary returns. From 1950 to 1958, the Imperial Chemi
cal Industries alone netted a total of 1,524,126 dinars, or a yearly aver
age of 169,347 dinars on a paid-up capital in Iraq of only 3,000 dinars.
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Year
Bank

ing
Manuiac• 

taring
Trans

port
Trad

ing
Insur
ance

Construc
tion Total

1928/29236 3 6 4 21 3 — 37
1957/58237 9 14 36 48 64 54 225

Another British firm, the machine-importing Birch, Marr & Co., realized 
in 1957-a clear profit of 191,864 dinars on a paid-up capital of merely
10,000.238 The pattern was unmistakable: on the one hand, except in 
the‘case of the oil concerns, there was in the fifties relatively little 
foreign investment tied up in Iraq; on the other hand, surplus earnings 
were flowing out of the country in copious measure.

Save during the brief interval of military rule (1936-1941), the Brit
ish had all along been extending and deepening their trading interests 
by turning to advantage their privileged political position and bringing 
to bear every local lever of power to which they had access. The Brit
ish “ Mandate,”  to be sure, came formally to an end in 1932, but British 
economic influence continued to be pervasive. Writing confidentially to 
the British Foreign Office in 1934, British Ambassador F. Humphrys 
observed:

The foreign commercial interests in Iraq are, owing to the existence 
of the British connexion, predominantly British. . . .  The greater 
part of the country’s foreign trade is carried in British ships. The 
foreign capital sunk in the country is almost exclusively British.
Two out of three banks are entirely British, including the Eastern 
Bank, which handles all the government cash; the capital of the third 
bank, the Ottoman, is about one-third British and has a number of 
British directors. All important insurance business is in the hands 
of British firms. In another sphere of activity, the Euphrates and 
Tigris Steam Navigation Co. is a long-established British company, 
linked to the British India Steamship Co., operating, with but one 
native competitor, river transport on the Tigris between Basrah and 
Baghdad. It owns a fleet of 18 steamers and has about £250,000 in
vested in Iraq. In every direction, despite the intense Japanese com
petition, British commercial influence remains paramount.239

^^Iraq, Statistical Abstract for. . . 1929/30-1935/36, p. 137.
A Based on lists compiled by the Federation of Iraqi Industries from the 

files of the Directorate General of Trade and obtained through the courtesy of 
Dr. T a l'a t ash-ShaibanT, ex-secretary of the federation.

238Fiies No. 1 /22 /86 , No. 1 /22 /92 , and No. 1 /16/888 of the Ministry of 
Economics * Directorate of Companies* Registration, quoted by Hasan, At- 
Tatawwur-ul-IqtisadT, pp. 275-276. '

^^G reat Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 406/72E 962/190/93 , letter of 1 F eb
ruary 1934 from Sir F. Humphrys, Baghdld, to Sir John Simon, London.
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TABLE 9-10

Number, Nationality, and Capital of Foreign Companies 
Operating in Iraq in 1957-1958 

(Excluding Oil Companies)
Capital as registered

Nationality in country of origin
of company Number__________ (in dinars) Observations

British 96 386,303,206

French 24 28,912,619

American 22 23,583,025

Dutch 4 19,664,809
5 15,800,000

German 15 10,261,085

Turkish 1 10,000,000
5 9,209,190

Belgian 6 5,923,215

Pakistani 1 4,511,280

Lebanese 12 3,575,060
Swedish 3 3,455,172
Hong Kong 2 3,000,000

Jordanian 6 2,407,000

Canadian 2 1,090,000
Tunisian, Moroccan, 
and Algerian 4 839,000
Egyptian 2 300,000
Greek 1 238,095
Japanese 2 200,000

Cypriote 2 200,000
Syrian 1 100,000
Bahama Islands 2 65,000
Bermudan 1 25,000
Iranian 2 18,868

Norwegian 1 15,000
Indian 3 (not available)
Total 225

Capital of 23 
companies only 
Capital of 16 
companies only

Capital of 12 
companies only

Capital of 4 
companies only

Capital of 5 
companies only

Capital o f 1 
company only

*Figures on the yearly turnover of the companies in Iraq would have been 
more indicative of the sca le  of their activities, but a ccess  to the government 
files containing such figures was not possible.

Source: Figures obtained from the Federation of iraqilnc^stries through 
the courtesy of Dr. Tal'at ash-ShaibanT, ex-secretary of the Federation and 
minister of development under Qasim.

More than that, the Iraq railways were then British-owned and under 
British executive control. Out of this, as could be imagined, arose
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“ numerous advantages”  to British industry. Besides, the 242 British 
officials who were at that time in the employ of the Iraq government 
were not only drawing £250,000 annually in salaries and remitting part 
of this amount to England for investment, but “ their connexion with the 
Government,”  in the words of the same British envoy, “ usually results 
in orders being placed with British firms”  whenever government re
quirements had to be purchased abroad. The mission of British officers 
attached to the local armed forces, supported by appropriate provisions 
of the “ Treaty of Alliance,”  fulfilled a similar function when it came 
to the arming and equipping of Iraq’s army and air force.

Of course, by the last decade of the monarchy the picture had 
changed somewhat. The British were no longer as preponderant in the 
financial field as they had been in the thirties. The Iraq government 
had developed monetary institutions of its own: in 1936 it established 
the Agricultural Bank;240 jn 1941  the Rafidain, a commercial bank; in 
1946 the Industrial Bank; and in 1947 the Central Bank. This in addi
tion to the financial houses created by local men of capital. The rail
ways had also since 1936 become national property, and from 1952 
were fully under Iraqi control. Moreover, in 1951 the British Euphrates 
and Tigris Steam Navigation Co. (Lynch Bros.) went out of business, 
due to the dwindling of river traffic, and in 1952 Andrew Weir 8s Co. 
abandoned a monopoly for packed date exports which they had held 
since 1939. On the other hand, the dinar was still chained to sterling, 
and the British had not yet lost their foremost place in the commerce 
of Iraq, providing, as they did, in 1946-1951 42.9 percent, and in 1952
1958 31.2 percent of all its imports.241 British companies of all kinds 
were also sweeping on a tide of oil to earnings hitherto unequaled.
Most important of all, the oil concerns—which, if nominally one-fourth 
British, were under effective British management—had become the first 
and most crucial factor in the economic life of the country.

There were other significant developments in the monarchic period. 
One was the change in the circumstances and composition of the local 
mercantile class occasioned by the exodus of the Jews in the late for
ties and early fifties. The Moslem element, it is true, had since 1921 
been gradually rising to a greater role in commerce, but the relative 
weight of the Jews, if decreasing, had continued to be considerable,
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24Oprom 1936 to 1946 the bank was actually known as the Agricultural- 
Industrial Bank.

2*0England’ s share of Iraq’ s total imports had been 31.5% in 1925-1932; 
28.8% in 1933-1939; and 10% in 1940-1945. But British India’s portion, w h ic h  
equaled 20.4%, 7%, and 31% in the same years, must also be taken into a c 
count. Of course, after the mid-forties, India gained its independence. Its 
share dropped to 7.5% in 1946-1951 and to 3.7% in 1952-1958. That of Pakis
tan was negligible. See Hasan, At-Tatawwur-ul-Iqti$adT, p. 257.



especially in the money-lending field. Before 1947 Moslem traders- . 
those at or near the top excepted-had difficulty securing loans from 
foreign banks and, as the recently founded Rafidain was still handi
capped by a shortage of funds, they more often than not turned for 
credit to the Jewish sarrafs, whose lending rate was two or more points 
higher.242 With the departure of this class and of almost all of the 
Jewish men of business, and the attendant abrupt flight from Iraq of at 
least ten million dinars, the money market was bound to be depressed. 
Buying and selling also noticeably slowed down. But the crisis was 
short lived. Before long, the government, floating on oil, stepped in, 
becoming the principal source of mercantile credit. In trade proper the 
vacuum was largely filled by Shi*! men of capital who by the mid-fifties 
occupied the dominant positions in the cloth and wheat markets of 
Baghdad. The Baghdad Chamber of Commerce came also under their 
control: in fiscal 1935 they had only two out of eighteen seats on the 
Chamber’s Administrative Committee, but in fiscal 1957, fourteen out 
of the eighteen seats belonged to them (see Table 9-11). However, the 
Sunni merchants retained the preponderant interest which they had all 
along possessed in the sheep and wool market.

Another noteworthy development was the appearance from among 
the richer or more enterprising merchant families of a new class of 
manufacturers. By and large, their energies were directed toward the 
production of consumer goods such as textiles, beverages, soap, veget
able oil, and cigarettes; or of building material such as cement, con
crete, bricks, and tiles. Measures or conditions which the government 
brought about, even if half-heartedly, helped to put them on their feet: 
guaranteed markets or preference in state contracts for some factories, ■

TABLE 9-11
Composition of the Administrative Committee 

of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce 
in Selected Years

MERCHANTS Z/A

Year

Total
membership

of
committee

No. of 
Arab 

SunnTs

No. of 
Arab 
ShTTs

No. of 
Kurds

No. of 
Jews

No. of 
Chris tians

No. of 
British

1935-36 18 4 2 i 9 - 2
1948-49 18 4 6 i 7 ~ —
1950-51 18 6 9 i 2 ~ —
1957-58 18 4 14 — — — —

Source: Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, Annual Reports for 1935-36, p. 14; 
for 1948-49, p. 25; for 1950-51, p. 9; and for 1957-58, p. 10.

242Conversation with Muhammad DamirchT, a prominent Baghdad merchant, 
February 1962.
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complete or partial exemptions, for limited periods and under certain 
circumstances, from the income tax, property tax, and customs import 
duties by virtue of Laws for the Encouragement of Industrial Undertak
ings No. 14 of 1929, No. 43 of 1951, and No. 72 of 1955; tariff protec
tion after 1933 from between 11 and 27 percent ad valorem and, in rare 
instances, above these rates and up to 50 percent; loans from the In
dustrial Bank on relatively easy terms; and, finally, in the fifties, 
direct participation by the state in private industrial enterprises. Criti
cal antithetical factors were the scarcity of skilled labor, the lack of 
experience and technical knowledge, the dumping of competitive im
ports at reduced prices, and a domestic market limited by the low in
come of the mass of the people.243 All the same, by 1957 the amount 
invested by Iraqi companies in industry had, as is clear from Table 
9-12, reached 27.2 million dinars, exceeding the corporate capital in
vested in commerce, which added up to only 20.7 million dinars. An 
additional sum of 5.3 million dinars was committed to mixed industrial- 
commercial ventures.

A number of characteristics distinguished the new manufacturing 
element. First, it consisted predominantly of Sunni families. The rea
son is easy to discern. Sunni men of capital, being more closely con
nected than moneyed ShTls with the existing state structure, had on 
the whole less difficulty in securing from the government the legisla
tive or financial assistance upon which the progress of factories so 
much depended and, therefore, were less averse to the long-run invest
ments that industry required. However, ShTls were prominent in flour 
milling at Baghdad and in the mid-Euphrates, perhaps because of their 
strong foothold in the grain trade of central and southern Iraq.

The predominance of the Sunnis in the manufacturing field found ex
pression in the composition of the Administrative Council of the Feder
ation of Industries: out of the thirteen full members, representing the 
private industrial sector in fiscal 1956, the year of the founding of the 
Federation, ten were Sunnis, the ShTls numbering only three.244

Another salient feature of the manufacturing element was the high 
degree of concentration of its wealth. Not only were industrial compa
nies fewer in number and .more capitalized than commercial companies 
(consult Table 9-12), but often the same families had controlling shares

243For two detailed studies on the subject under consideration in this 
paragraph, see Kathleen M. Langley, The Industrialization of Iraq (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1961) and Ferhang Jalal, The R ole  of Government in the Industrializa
tion of Iraq 1950-1965 (London, 1972).

^ ^ F o r  the list of the Council’ s membership, see O ffice of the Federation 
of Industries, Al-Kifab-us-SanawTLi-t-Ittihad-is-Siria'at-il-'IraqtLi 1956-1957 
( “ The Yearbook of the Iraqi Federation of Industries for 1956-1957” ) (Baghdad, 
1957), pp. 22-25.



TABLE 9-12
Iraqi Corporate Industrial and Commercial Capital in Fiscal 1957a

(in dinars)

Nature of companies^

Industrial capital Commercial capital Mixed industrial 
commercial capital

No. of 
companies Capital

No. of 
companies Capital

No. of 
companies Capital

Public limited stock companies 46 17,662,500 12 5,905,000 5 2,800,000

Private companies with limited 
liability 122 8,516,040 259 10,726,736 30 2,078,501

C ollective companies 70 1,069,351 288 4,165,252 16 474,000

Total 238 27,247,891 559 20,796,988 51 5,352,501

aThe table does not include amounts invested in individual or state enterprises.
bFor definitions of the different types of companies mentioned in this column, see notes 218, 219, 220 of this

chapter.
Source: Figures obtained from the Federation of Iraqi Industries through the courtesy of Dr. Tal'at ash-Shaibant, ex

secretary of the federation.
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of stock in several and sometimes functionally unrelated enterprises. 
This was true, however, also of the bigger commercial families. More
over, it would be a mistake to draw too sharp a line between manufac
turers, merchants, bankers, and owners of.real estate or agricultural 
land, because of tie-ins or interlocking or, more simply, because the 
same individual or family occupied, not infrequently, positions in dif
ferent branches of the economy.

All this emerges very plainly from Table 9-13, which lists the Iraqi 
bourgeois families worth a million or more dinars in 1958. These, ac
cording to our information, numbered 23, of whom 8 were Arab SunnT, 7 
Arab ShTT, 1 Kurdish SunnT, 1 Turkish SunnT, 1 Jewish, 3 Christian 
Arab, and 2 Christian Armenian. Seventeen were Baghdadis, 3 Mosul- 
ites, 2 from Basrah, and 1 from Hillah. None of the Baghdadis—the 
LawT family excepted—had two decades earlier ranked as “ first class”  
members of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce, that is, members whose 
“ financial consideration”  ranged between 22,500 and 75,000 dTnars245 
—an unambiguous evidence of the rapid rate of capital accumulation and 
of economic mobility in the forties and fifties. Between them, the 23 
families held, on a conservative estimate, 30 to 35 million dTnars in 
assets of all sorts, that is, an amount equaling, in rough terms, 56 to 
65 percent of the entire private corporate commercial and industrial 
capital.246 Such was the magnitude of the concentration of bourgeois 
wealth in Iraq on the eve of the 1958 Revolution.247

What weight did the owners of commercial, industrial, and financial 
capital have politically? Did they possess any power of leverage in 
the state structure or over the people? It is scarcely possible to an
swer these questions meaningfully without keeping in mind a number of 
features which inhered in the contemporary historical situation.

In the first place, for the better part of the period extending from 
the destruction of the Mamluks in 1831 to the collapse of the monarchy 
in 1958, the government at Baghdad did not have its basic point d’appui 
in local social forces. The crucial political decisions were made by 
non-Iraqis or outside the country’s frontiers. In this lies the key ex
planation for the fact that there was often no close correspondence

^ ' ’Consult Table 9-4.
246The Iraqi private corporate commercial and industrial capital amounted 

to 53.3 million dTnars. See Table 9-12.
The trend toward concentration of property was already evident in fisca l 

1945. In that year the tax-paying Iraqi companies, which numbered 75 in all, 
reported a total taxable income of 1,213,687 dinars (see Table 9-9), the top 22 
accounting for 91.9 percent of this amount. These figures have been deter
mined from the provisions of the tax laws and from data in Iraq’ s Statistical A b 
stract for 1947, p. 209.



between the local distribution of wealth and the local distribution of
power. , ,

Second, the men of capital did not form a homogeneous or stable 
class. They were divided not only, with respect to status, into mainly 
chalabTs and nouveaux riches, or, from the religious or sectarian as
pect, into Sunnis, ShTTs, Jews, and Christians; but more importantly, 
from an economic standpoint, into elements whose predominant inter
ests were intrinsically compatible, and elements whose predominant 
interests were intrinsically incompatible, with British economic pene
tration, or, from still another angle of perception-that of mobility-into 
elements that were rising and elements that were sinking down. Indeed, 
throughout the period just referred to, they acted together politically 
only once-in 1909 when the Ottoman Cabinet approved a scheme that ' 
would in effect have led to the absorption of the government river navi
gation service by Messrs. Lynch and the reestablishment of this fami
ly’s old monopoly over the country’s principal trade channel. The Cabi-. 
net had acted under British pressure: “ I consider,”  Sir Edward Grey 
had written to the British ambassador in Istanbul, “ that it would be an 
unfriendly act and fatal to British trade in Mesopotamia, if the Turkish 
Government were to give a concession to a company, whether Turkish 
or foreign, for navigation on the Euphrates and Tigris, financed by 
other than British capital. I leave it to your discretion to warn the 
Porte in this sense should you think fit or should affairs become criti
cal.” 248 News of the scheme threw Baghdadi merchants of every color
ing into a “ feeling amounting to consternation.” 249 Moslems, Jews, 
and Christians, making common cause, joined in public protests and, y 
telegram, warned Istanbul that, in the absence of competition, river 
freight and fares would be increased, that the steamers’ service might 
be manipulated so as to assure an advantage to British over other com
merce, that “ political designs might be pushed [by the British! under 
cover of trade,”  and that concessions for river navigation should be 
granted only to Ottoman merchants.250 251 Sassoon Hasqail, a Jewish fi
nancier and a deputy for Baghdad, journeyed from Basrah up the Tigris, 
arousing the local traders and notables to the dangers that the scheme 
could bring.2 51 Even one of the smaller British firms appealed to the
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248Le tter of 22 June 1909 from Sir Edward Grey to Sir G. Lowther, Further 
Correspondence, April-]une 1909, p. 209.

249Letter of 7 February 1910 from Mr. Cree of the British firm of B lockey, 
Cree, and Co., to the editor of Truth; Further Correspondence, January-March 
1910, p. 159.

250Memorandum by British Consul General J. G. Lorimer Respecting the 
Affaire Lynch in Iraq, December 1909-January 1910, ibid., pp. 101-102.

251Letter of 30 May 1910 from H. W. Maclean of the Lynch C o., to the 
F oreign Office, Further Correspondence, April'June 1910, p. 121.



TABLE 9-13
Iraqi Capitalists Worth a Million or More Dinars in 1958

Name of family

Ethnic 
origin, 

religion, 
and s e c t

Class of 
membership 
in Baghdad 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

in 1938

Maximum limit 
of “ financial 

cons idera tion” a 
o f class of 
membership 

in 1938 
(in dinars)

Main place 
of

activity  
in 1958

Nature of business 
or of

a sse ts  in 1958
Fattah (NurT and 
Sulaiman)

Arab*5
Sunni

Second 22,500 Baghdad Proprietors of textile factory (Fattah 
Pasha Spinning and Weaving Co.,
capital 600,000 dinars); among main 
shareholders in United Cement Co. 
(capital 2,250,000 dinars), Iraq Cement 
Co. (capital 1,750,000 dinars), Com
mercial Bank of Iraq (capital 1,000,000 
dinars), Vegetable Oil Extraction Co. 
(capital 750,000 dinars), Asbestos In
dustries Co. (capital 300,000 dinars), 
Mansur Construction Co. (capital 
300,000 dinars), and Ahliyyah T obacco 
Co. (capital 200,000 dinars). One mem
ber of the family—NurT—was chairman 
of the Board of Directors of the Com
mercial Bank of Iraq, another— 
Sulaiman—the president of the Federa
tion of Iraqi Industries

ChalabT ( ‘Abd-ul- Arab Third 7,500 Baghdad Owners of a flour mill and of urban real
Hadland S E T estate; land speculators; grain mer
Muhammad ‘ AIT) chants; ex-agents of Andrew Weir &

Co. (a British concern which between 
1939 and 1952 enjoyed a strong p osi
tion in the barley trade and a monopoly 
for packed date exports); proprietors 
of al-H adl town, northwest of Baghdad, 
and of the modern large-scale agricul
tural estate of Latifiyyah, south of



Garibian (Simon) Armenian
Christian

Damirchr 
(Muhammad, 
Isma‘11, and 
Hamid)1!

Arab
ShTie



Basrah
and
Ba ghdad

Baghdad

Baghdad; among principal shareholders 
in Middle Iraq Dates Co. (capital 
1,000,000 dinars), Rafidain Milling and 
Trading Co. (capital 250,000 dinars), 
Date Industries Co. (capital 100,000 
dinars), as w ell as in Iraq Cement Co. 
and United Cement Co. One member of 
the family, Muhammad ‘ All, was mana
ger of the government’ s Rafidain Bank 
and in the fifties wielded “ dictatorial 
power on Bank Street”
Importer of timber and iron (nicknamed 
in the twenties as the “ King of Iron” ); 
proprietor and manager of Simon Gari
bian & Co. (capital 250,000 dinars); a 
main shareholder in Cotton Seeds Prod
ucts Co. (capital 1,000,000 dinars); 
part-owner of Khayyam Cinema (capital 
30,000 dinars); and agent, among other 
things, of “ Craven A”  cigarettes, Lux 
soap, and Voglander cameras 
Proprietors of two flour mills, agricul
tural lands, and urban real estate; own
ers of Damirchl Co. (capital 60,000 
dlhars); among main shareholders in 
Date Industries Co. and in the Commer- 
Bank of Iraq; and agents of Internation
al Harvester, Ford Motor Co., and 
R.C .A . One member of the family, 
‘ Abd-ul-Hamld, served as executive 
director of the Commercial Bank of Iraq 
and another, Muhammad, as member of 
the Administrative Committee of the 
Central Bank



Ethnic
origin,

religion
Name of family and s ec t

KhudairT (NajT Arab
and ‘ Abd-ul-Mun‘ im) Sunni

Mirjan Arab
(‘'Abd-ur-Razzaq Sh1‘T
and
‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab)f

SabunjT Arab
Sunni

LutfT Kurd
(‘ Abdullah)!1 Sunni

Yunis Arab
(al-Hajj Hashim) Sunni

Ibrahim Turk
(al-Hajj Salih)! Sunni

TABLE 9-13 (Continued)

Class of 
membership 
in Baghdad 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

in 1938

Maximum limit 
of “ financial 

consideration” a 
of class of 
membership 

in 1938 
(in dmiars)

Main place 
of

acti vity 
in 1958

Nature of business 
or of

a ssets  in 1958

Third 7,500 Baghdad
and
Basrah

Hillah

Exporters of grain, contractors, owners 
of real estate, proprietors of ‘Abd-ul- 
Mun'im al-Khudairl River Transport 
Steamship Co. (capital 70,000 dinars) 
and of the Iraqi Brewery Co. (capital 
474,000 dinars); and among main share
holders in Iraq Cement Co.
Contractors and proprietors of wheat- 
mill, agricultural lands, and urban real 
estate. Among main shareholders of 
the Euphrates Cement Co. (capital 
2,000,000 dinars)

- g - g Mosul

Baghdad

Owners of urban real estate and agri
cultural lands; general contractors; ex
porters of grain, gall-nuts, wool, hides, 
and skins; and among main sharehold
ers in Iraqi Cement Co.
Proprietor and manager of Rafidain 
T obacco and Cigarette Co. (capital 
200,000 dinars)

_ i Mosul Grain merchant and proprietor of a tex
tile plant (al-Hajj Yunis Weaving Co., 
capital 300,000 dinars)

Third 7,500 Baghdad Ow ner o f a te x tile  factory and of urban 
real e s ta te  and m ain shareholder in 
F la n n e ls  and H o siery  W eaving C o . 
(ca p ita l 3 2 ,0 0 0  d in ars)



T h ird 7,500M a rk a ria n  A rm e n ia n
(I s k a n d a r  S te fffn ) C h r is t ia n

Hanna ash-Shaikh 
(Mikhail)

Arab
Christian

_k _k

LawT^ (Khaddurl 
and Ezra)

Jewish First 75,000

Baghdadi
(‘ Abd-ul-‘AzTz)

Arab
SKIT

Bahoshi Arab
Christian

Second 22,500

Hasso Arab
Christian

Second 22,500

Mahmudm 
(‘ Abd-uj -Jabbar)

Arab
Sunni

HadTdn
(al-Ijlajj Husain)
as-Sarraf
(‘ Abd-ul-Amlr)
PachachT
(‘ Anfah)P

Arab
Sunni
Persian
SHIT
Arab
Sunni

_ o

Fourth

_ o

2,250



B a g h d a d

Basrah

Baghdad

Baghdad

Baghdad

Baghdad

Baghdad

Mosul

Baghdad

Baghdad

Importer of machinery and exporter of 
grain; owner of farm in Kut province; 
part owner of Khayyam Cinema and 
Khayyam Hotel; and a main shareholder 
in Baghdad Bakery (capital 130,000 
dlhars) and in Cottonseed Products Co. 
(capital 1,000,000 dinars)
Proprietor of dubas, cargo boats plying 
Iraq’ s rivers between Basrah and 
Baghdad
Proprietors of KhaddurT and Ezra Mir 
LawT Co. (capital 275,000 dinars), 
dealers in real estate, contractors, and 
agents for Chevrolet, Buick, Goodyear 
tires, General Motors trucks, Frigi- 
daire, and Mobiloil lubricants 
Proprietor and manager of the Iraq 
T obacco and Cigarette Factory; owner 
of urban real estate; and among main 
shareholders of the National Leather
making Co. (capital 175,000 dinars). 
Proprietors of Rafidain Brick Factory; 
importers, among other things, of cen
trifugal pumps and agricultural imple
ments; and owners of urban real estate 
Proprietors of real estate and of one of 
Baghdad’ s biggest department stores, 
Hasso Brothers (capital 120,000 dinars) 
Owner of agricultural lands, urban real 
estate, and of wholesale medicinal 
supply stores 
Owner of real estate

Sarraf (half-broker, half-money-changer) 
and money-lender
Owners of urban real estate (farm lands 
that became residential) and agricul
tural property



TABLE 9-13 (Continued)

Name of family

Ethnic 
origin, 

religion  
and sec t

Class of 
membership 
in Baghdad 
Chamber of 
Commerce 

in 1938

Maximum limit 
of "financial 

consideration” a 
of class of 
membership 

in 1938 
(in dinars)

Main place 
of

activity  
in 1958

Nature of business 
or of

a ssets  in 1958

al-Qadi (Hafldh) Arab
Sunni

Third 7,500 Baghdad Owner of a farm in New York state, of 
real estate in Baghdad, and agent of 
Carrier-Air Conditioners; ex-agent of 
Ford Motor Co. and of R .C.A.

ad-DahwT 
(‘ Abd-un-N abl)

Makiyyah (Ka<Jhim, 
Khaz'al, and 
Qanbar)

Arab
Shl'T

Arab
ShT‘1

Third 7,500 Baghdad

Baghdad

Owner of farms and gardens, grain mer
chant, and a main shareholder in Date 
Industries Co. (capital 100,000 dinars) 
Dealers in cloth and partners in 
Khaz'al Makiyyah and Ja'far Agha Co. 
(capital 100,000 dinars)

aThe “ financial consideration** of each member was determined by the Administrative Committee of the Chamber of 
Commerce in the light of the member’ s capital and volume of business and “ such other facts and circum stances”  as the 
committee deemed fit to take into account.

bThe Fattahs came from T isTn (a village in the province of Kirkuk), and in Ottoman times had been a Turkified Arab 
family.

cSimon Garibian was in 1938 a member of the Basrah Chamber of Commerce, on which no information is available.
^HamTd DamirchT is a son-in-law of NurT Fattah.
e ‘Abd-u 1-Ha dl, the founder of the family’ s fortunes and the father of the above-mentioned persons, was a BahaT.
f  ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab was a premier under the monarchy.
^Mustafa as-SabunjT, the family’ s head in 1938, was a member of the Mosul Chamber of Commerce, on which no.data 

are available.
bThe full name of this person is ‘ Abdullah LutfT al-Hajj ‘ AH Agha Taha.
1 Al-Hajj Hashim Yunis was in 1938 a member of the Mosul Chamber of Commerce, on which no information is 

available.
i A l-H a jj  S alih  IbrahTm w as the broth er-in -law  of NurT F attah .

person  w as in 1 9 3 8  a member of the B asrah  Cham ber o f C om m erce, on w hich no data could  be obtained.



0
LMost of the assets of the Lawis in 1958 were outside Iraq.
m‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar Mahmud was an ex-officer and the husband of Princess Rajihah, sister of King GhazT. 

al-Hajj Husain HadTd was the father of Muhammad HadTd, the one-time vice-chairman of the National Democratic 
party and himself a shareholder in the Vegetable Oil Extraction Co. The Hadlcls are related by marriage to the 
SabunjTs.

°No data are available on the Mosul Chamber of Commerce.
P'Aflfah was the wife of HamdT al-PachachT, a premier under the monarchy.
Source: L ist compiled by this writer with the help of a number o f merchants, industrialists, brokers, and government 

officia ls. Figures relating to capital of companies obtained from the Directorate of Trade, Baghdad. Data concerning 
class of membership in Baghdad’ s Chamber of Commerce based on the chamber’ s membership list for fisca l 1938.

’
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British consul general to be “ so good as to take steps to protect us as 
independent British merchants, against the possible operations of this 
monopoly.” 252 In the coffee-houses it would soon be said that three 
members of the Turkish Cabinet had taken from Lynch Brothers a bribe 
of 50,000 Turkish pounds. In the meantime, the agitation at Baghdad 
rose to such a pitch that businessmen, led by the prominent Moslem 
merchants Mahmud Shahbandar and ‘Abd-ul-Qader al-Khudairl, and sup
ported by a considerable crowd, literally occupied the telegraph build
ing and insisted that the prime minister come to the telegraph office at 
Istanbul and discuss the concession with them directly. Four days 
later, despite reassuring messages from the premier, they were still 
“ practically inhabiting”  the building. By that time the wa/i"253 him
self had taken their side: pleading that there was “ great popular ex
citement,”  he had recommended to the premier that the demands of the 
merchants be conceded.254 In the end, the Turkish Cabinet resigned, 
perhaps not solely on account of the policy it pursued in the matter of 
the concession; but the scheme, at any rate, fell through. The whole 
episode illustrates in an unequivocal manner how a class, threatened 
in its vital interests, quickly coheres, regardless of the diversity of 
its elements or of differences in its religious beliefs.

In the third place, it must be remembered that at Baghdad, in point 
of wealth, the upper and upper middle strata of the mercantile and mon
eyed classes were, in the first two decades of the monarchy and proba
bly in the preceding half-century or so, predominantly foreign (British) 
or non-Moslem (Jewish),255 and, if Moslem, involved more often than 
not in a web of interests with foreign capital. They were, therefore, on 
the whole, isolated from the mass of politically conscious Iraqis. At 
the same time, the relative economic weakness that had characterized 
the Moslem trading element since the days of the Mamluks did not help 
it to assert an effective claim to adequate consideration from the ruling 
system or to develop a capacity for sustained common pressure, overtly 
or behind the scenes, in defence of its interests. True, after the thir
ties and especially in the fifties, it piled up bigger and bigger fortunes, 
but now it was overshadowed by the sheer scale of the state’s (and oil 
companies’ ) financial resources: the entire Iraqi private corporate in
dustrial and commercial capital in 1957 amounted to only 53.3 million 
dinars,256 whereas in 1958 the state’s receipts from oil alone stood at

2 52Letter from Mr. Cree to Consul General Lorimer dated 17 February 1910, 
Further Correspondence, Januaty-March 1910, p. 159.

^ ^ I .e ., the governor o f Baghdad.
254Memorandum (of 31 January 1910) by British Consul General J. G. Lori

mer Respecting the Affaire Lynch in Iraq, December 1909-January 1910, Further 
Correspondence, January-March 1910, pp. 102-106.

255Consult Table 9-3.
256See Table 9-12.
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79.8 million dinars.257 Oil, as has already been pointed out, was mak
ing the state more and more economically autonomous from society. All 
this goes far to explain the relatively feeble political influence exer
cised by the men of capital, at least at Baghdad.

But the preceding broad generalizations do not do justice to the 
many-sidedness of the actual political history of this class. It is, 
therefore, necessary to be more specific.

Under the Mamluks, whose form of government was that of a virtual 
autocracy tempered by a certain deference to local social forces, the 
ra’s-ut-tujjar or chief of the merchants, had no seat in the Drwan, that 
is, in the advisory Assembly of the pashalik. Whether he himself as
pired to any role in the deliberations of political affairs is doubtful.
The fortunes of the Mamluk pashas were subject to such frequent muta
tions that, from the standpoint of mercantile interests, the only safe 
thing to do was to keep away from politics. On the other hand, so much 
depended upon the good pleasure of the pashas, that the temptation to 
win their favor or be on amicable terms with them could not sometimes ' , 
be resisted. One ra’s-ut-tujjar—Nu'man Chalabl al-Pachachl258—be- 
came a personal friend of SaTd Pasha (1813-1817) which, on the latter’s 
fall, almost cost him his life, but the fact that he “ never interfered in 
political or administrative matters, and had been engrossed in commer
cial pursuits”  pleaded on his behalf and assured his acquittal.259

The post of sarraf bashT— the pashalik’s chief banker—the incum
bents of which were drawn from the wealthy Jewish merchant-sarra/s, 
provided a wider opening to power, but of the indirect and manipulative 
kind. The potential influence of this office was enhanced by the cir
cumstance that persons in high places were often under financial obli
gation to the money-lending sarrafs, largely in consequence of the com- r 
mon practice in the Ottoman Empire of obtaining positions by purchase. r 
As a rule, in view of the vagaries of the pashas and of politics, and 
their own status as members of a religious minority, the sarraf bashTs 
weighed their risks with care and moved very warily. Some, however, j 
stuck their necks out and suffered for it. The brothers Ezekiel and 
Ezra Gabbai are a case in point. Ezekiel, one of the richest sarrafs of 
Mamluk Baghdad, having, by one means or another, gotten in the good 
graces of Halat Muhammad Sa‘Td EffendT, the Keeper of the Seal to Sul
tan Mahmud II (1808-1839), attained such an influence at Istanbul that 
he is said to have inspired the people with “ as much terror as the * 2

257See Table 6-2.
2 SR -°The holding of the rank of ra’s-ut-tujjar by Nu'man ChalabT al-PachachT

is mentioned by Abu-th-Thana’ al-AlusT in his Maqamat, p. 27. See al-‘ AzzawT, 
Dikra AbT-th-Thana’ Al-AtusT, pp. 23-24.

^‘’ ^Sulaiman Fa‘ iq, TarTkh Baghdad, p. 61.
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Janissaries,” 260 it being even affirmed that he had a hand in the fall 
of two pashas of Baghdid—Sulaiman the Little in 1811 and Sa‘Td Pasha 
in 1817—and in the decapitation of one of the prominent ‘ulama’ of the 
city.261 Ezekiel also made much money out of the sale of posts of 
pashas and walls to the highest bidders. “ Sometimes,”  reports one 
Jewish historian, “ as many as fifty or sixty Pashas crowded the ante
chamber of this high standing Jew.” 262 Ezra, on his side, became the 
sarraf bashFof Daud Pasha (1817-1831), and at the same time his chief 
counsellor.263 Eventually, however, both brothers got into hot water, 
and in 1826 or thereabouts paid with their lives for their immersion in 
politics.

For the period of seven decades or so that followed the overthrow 
of the Mamluks (1831) and the beginning, under a reformed Ottoman 
regime, of the process of administrative centralization, the evidence 
bearing upon the political activities of the men of commerce is so frag
mentary and so chronologically dispersed as to discourage the drawing 
of inferences of a general nature. Nonetheless, it would appear that, 
as a class, they left little trace in the political pages of Iraq’s history. 
On the other hand, the Jewish traders and sarrafs continued, as before, 
to play a leading part in the day-to-day affairs of their own community. 
Moreover, in isolated instances, individual merchants, by virtue of 
their wealth or ambition or artfulness or some chance occurrence, suc
ceeded in rising to positions of authority, but their influence was brief 
and ephemeral. ‘Abd-ul-Qader ben Ziyadah the Mosulite, for example, 
became a favorite and the customs master of the Ottoman governor of 
Baghdad, ‘ Alt Rida Pasha al-Laz (1831-1842). “ The Pasha,”  wrote 
the British political agent in 1841,

is so much governed by this officer as to give the conduct of the 
government almost entirely into his hands . . . .  The interests of 
commerce too generally suffer from the Customs Master being him
self a merchant; he also from his influence over the Pasha has the 
power of selling or arranging any place, privilege, monopoly, or in
terference, as he chooses; a source this of enormous gain to him 
and deep vexation and suffering to all classes of people.” 264 * *

260Moise Franco, E ssa i sur I ’h istoire des Israelites de VEmpire Ottoman, 
pp. 132-133.

O C  I
Ibid.; and Heude, A Voyage up the Persian Gulf, p. 177.

20^Sassoon, A History o f the Jews, p. 123.
Ob ̂°R ich , Narrative o f  a R esid en ce in Koordistan, II, 184.
264Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, letter of 22 September 1841 from R. Tay

lor, political agent Turkish Arabia, to Lord Ponsonby, British ambassador at
Constantinople.
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But, upon the recall of ‘AIT Rida Pasha al-Laz by Istanbul in 1842, 
‘Abd-ul-Qader ben Ziyadah fell from his eminence. Similarly, the Dan
iels, a family of tithe farmers, rose high in the favor of Muhammad 
Rashid Pasha al-KuzlakT (1850-1856) or, in the words of a contemporary 
anonymous historian, “ blended with him as water blends with wine”  
and by this means “ prospered conspicuously . . . and became so deeply 
grounded in affairs . . .  as to conceal the real situation from him and em
bezzle the public money. . . and went even as far as to corner the wheat, 
barley, and rice grown in the dependencies of Baghdad and to dispose 
of the supplies only after the rise of prices and according to their own 
purpose.” 265 But the standing that the Daniels acquired did not out
last the death of the pasha in 1856. On the other hand, by subsequent 
speculation in land they added to their possessions and, under the 
monarchy, ranked as landlords of great wealth.266 •

In the out-of-the-way tribal towns of the nineteenth century, where 
the power of the Ottoman government was scarcely or only intermittent
ly felt, some merchant-tribesmen accumulated considerable influence. 
Insofar as these towns were concerned, tribal raids appear to have con
stituted the first stage of commerce. One town that played a prominent 
part in bringing merchants and raiders together, or in transforming raid
ers into merchants, was Suq-ish-Shuyukh (literally, the Market of the 
Shaikhs), which was built some two hundred years ago by the chiefs of 
the Muntafiq tribal confederation. In the nineteenth century, there were 
no richer merchants in the whole lower Euphrates than those of Suq-ish- 
Shuyukh. No unworthy portion of their wealth was derived from their 
traffic in goods seized from caravans.267 Aided by its position as the 
gateway to the valley of the Euphrates, and the South-Western Desert 
and immune, as it was, from taxation, Suq-ish-Shuyukh grew into an im
portant market town, and on the eve of World War I was something like 
a miniature town-state, its chief merchant, HajjT Hasan HamdanT, being 
its virtual ruler. Of the latter we are told that “ he might have been 
Doge of Venice in its palmiest days.” 268 He had alliances with many 
shaikhs of surrounding tribes and was himself the shaikh of a section 
of the Albu Hamdan. He had also business relations all up the river 
Gharraf, and was the partner of the big Persian merchant Agha Ja'far of 
Basrah, owner of two Tigris steam launches,269 and through him was

^65Anonymous manuscript written around 1862 and quoted by ‘ Abbas al- 
‘ AzzawT, TarTkh-ul-Traq Bain Ihtilalain, VII, 112-113.

^ ® F or the Daniels, see also  Table 5-3.
^67Wellsted, Travels to the C ity of the Caliphs, I, 162.
268Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Iraq (E xclusive o f Baghdad 

and Kadhimain), p. 39.
^®9Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 632 entitled ‘ ‘Ja'far Agha.”



connected with the ‘Isa’Is, the then richest Christian trading family of 
Baghdad.

From the processes of change that got under way in the last third 
of the nineteenth century, and that had been induced by the advent of 
steamers on the rivers and the piercing of the Suez Canal, the Jewish 
trading element, as has been noted, derived much benefit. But it grew 
in wealth without rising into political consequence. True, it acquired 
a voice in the municipal and provincial administrative councils that 
came into being in the 1870s and that had for object the association, 
within carefully defined limits, of local notables with the work of gov
ernment and particularly in matters relating to taxation, public works, 
and the like; but its role in these bodies was of very little account. Of 
course, the Jewish merchants had, as before, the ability to buy, in offi
cial circles, such influence as could grease the wheels of their trade 
or, at least, free it from irritating impediments, but this method was ex
pensive and could not always be counted on to advance or safeguard 
their interests. These circumstances may explain why they backed 
with sympathy the Young Turk Revolution of 1908, and with money the 
political clubs—the local Committees of Union and Progress—to which 
it gave rise. But of greater causal significance in this connection was 
another factor: the very special weight that their coreligionists gained 
in Young Turk counsels at Istanbul. It even appears that Carasso, a 
Jewish deputy for Salonica, displayed in 1909 a “ fierce zeal”  in advo
cating the march on the capital and the overthrow of ‘Abd-ul-Harrud, and 
eventually had the satisfaction of being the mouthpiece of the deputa
tion that conveyed to the sultan the resolve to depose him. Interesting
ly enough, after his arrest, ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd was imprisoned in a villa be
longing to the Jewish bankers of the Committee of Union and Prog
ress.270 Not long afterwards Djavid Bey, another Jewish deputy for 
Salonica, was made minister of finance. Moreover, according to the 
British ambassador at Istanbul, Jewish elements succeeded in forming 
“ a practically impenetrable ring”  at the Turkish Admiralty and War Of
fice, so much so that German embassy officials began paying “ special 
court”  to them, apparently with a view to securing their support for 
Germany’s political purposes, and in regard to concessions and busi
ness orders.271

Of no little historic import was the attempt made by Jewish capital
ists at this point to persuade the Young Turks to introduce masses of
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Jewish colonists into Iraq and other parts of the Ottoman dominions. 
“ We do not desire,”  read a project circulated privately in 1910 among 
selected Young Turks, and authored by the Berlin Branch of the “ Allge 
meine Jiidische Kolonisations-Organisation,” 272

that the immigration and settlement should be confined specially to 
one part of the Ottoman dominions but that the Jewish immigrants 
should be distributed to different parts. Nevertheless, it must be 
borne in mind that sending the immigrants to various points does 
not entail the entire separation of individuals and families from 
each other, for, in order to be able to fulfil his religious duties, a 
Jew is forced to live among his co-religionists . . . .  We desire to 
see our co-religionists established in the towns as merchants, arti
sans, doctors, engineers, and teachers and at the same time we 
wish them to be scattered in the provinces and connected with agri
culture.

The parts of Turkey which seem most favourable for our present 
enterprise are Shatt-ul-‘ Arab, Anatolia, Syria, and Palestine. . . .  Al
though Iraq is large enough to contain ten times as many Jews as 
there are in the world, our programme includes the settlement of 
Jews in Cyprus and Egypt. . . .

Our co-religionists will emigrate and settle at their own expense 
with the help of the bank and societies formed with the object of 
facilitating emigration. . . .

There will come into existence a state of affairs very profitable 
for Turkey and one worth consideration. . . .  If Turkey opens the 
doors to Jewish immigration, our co-religionists who occupy high 
positions, without running counter to the duties they owe their own , 
countries, will use all their influence for the political and economic 
advancement of the Constitutional Ottoman Government. . . .

We can promise and assure the attachment and friendship of the - 
Jews towards the new Jewish emigration centre and towards the 
Government which protects them, for we have the means of bringing 
about these feelings . . . ,273

Even more revealing was the confidential covering letter that the 
British ambassador at Istanbul sent to the Foreign Office in London:

In my despatch. . .  of the 29th December 1909, I had the honour 
to forward extracts from the “ Jeune Turc”  on the colonisation of 
Mesopotamia by Jews and alluding to the offer by Jewish capitalists '

272* I.e ., The General Jewish Colonization A ssociation .
The pamphlet was signed by Dr. J. Ginsberg, Louis V eisst, Gerson 

Simon, Benjamin Hirsch, George Marks, Dr. H. Senator, and Dr. Alfred N ossig; 
Further Correspondence, July-September 1910, pp. 157-159.
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to accommodate Turkey with the sums necessary to balance the re
curring deficits in her budget as a quid pro quo for unrestricted 
Jewish immigration.

The conclusion of the recent loan by Djavid Bey274 with main
ly Jewish banking houses in Paris has again reminded some Turkish 
circles of this aspect of the Young Turk Problem and some suspect 
that Jewish immigration projects are in some way connected with 
the transaction, especially as Djavid Bey, who is himself a Jew, 
was some years ago actually employed on Zionist work. I have re
cently been given a copy of a pamphlet in Turkish, translation of 
which I have the honour to enclose, emanating from the German 
branch of the Jewish Colonisation Association and distributed pri
vately among would-be-Young Turkey sympathisers with Jewish im
migration schemes. . . .  Israel Zangwill, in the April number of the 
Fortnightly Review also expresses the hope that under the Grand 
Vizierate275 of HaqqT Pasha, whose private secretary and official 
and private friends are Jews, the realisation of schemes for found
ing an autonomous Jewish state in Mesopotamia276 may become 
possible. . . .  The enclosed pamphlet is meant to present the sub
ject in an inoffensive if not seductive form and to overcome Turkish 
suspicions and objections. It states that the scheme is purely hu
manitarian and non-political, that the Ottoman Government has only 
to sign a contract and the Jews will do the rest, that if Turkey ac
cepts, Jews occupying high positions in other countries will use all 
their influence for the political and economic advancement of the 
Ottoman Constitutional Government, that important advantages will 
thus accrue to Turkey and the way of sure and influential alliances 
will be opened to her, and that the Ottoman statesmen, who under
take the foundation of “ this lasting alliance” , i.e., with the Jewish 
nation, will earn the gratitude of the latter. It also states that when 
the right to form a credit fonder shall have been obtained [by the 
Jews], capital will be forthcoming in abundance for colonisation 
purposes.

A partial success in the latter scheme has just been obtained by 
a group of Jews closely connected with the inner workings of the 
Committee of Union and Progress. Among them is a certain Jacques 
Menasche, whose brother-in-law is private secretary to the Grand 
Vizier and whose wife’s charms have a special attraction for his 
Highness. . . .

The parts of Turkey, which the pamphlet mentions as intended 
for Jewish settlement are the Shatt-ul-‘ Arab, Anatolia, Syria, Pales- * 77

274
’ Turkey’ s minister of finance.

7 7  c
A '’ I .e ., premiership.
^7®Emphasis added.
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tine, Cyprus, and Egypt. These districts include practically the 
whole of Asiatic Turkey . . . .

I have dwelt at some length on this subject owing to the impor
tant bearing it has on Young Turkey politics, despite the disclaim
er of political designs in the Jewish immigration movement.277

It was apparently in connection with the project just described that 
Nadhim Bey, an influential member of the Salonica Committee of Union 
and Progress, visited in late 1910 the Paris branch of the Jewish Colo
nization Association. He himself was said to favor the opening of Iraq 
to “ millions”  of Russian Jewish emigrants.278 Earlier, M. J. Niego, 
the “ agricultural inspector”  of the Association arrived at Baghdad and, 
after consulting William Willcocks, an irrigation engineer who had been 
hired by Istanbul to study the problems of river control, made a tour of . 
the Euphrates valley.279 But by the outbreak of the World War, nothing, 
at least as regards Iraq, appears to have been settled.

The Jewish traders were not alone in benefiting from the effects of 
the new communications. Arab and Kurdish merchants, who had been 
or came in one way or another to be connected with agriculture, also 
prospered, and in a number of cities and towns, but not at Baghdad, 
some of them grew so strong that they acquired pretty much a free hand 
in public affairs. The means and methods by which they climbed to 
riches and influence varied according to individual and local circum- • 
stances.

One example, which comes at once to mind and which is not without 
its instructive value, is that of Muhammad ChalabT SabunjT,280 who was 
the virtual dictator of Mosul from about 1895 to 191 i .

Sabunjl descended from a family of humble extraction. In the 1870s 
his father reportedly hawked soap at the bridge gate of the city. But he; 
left a fair competence to his son who, being endowed—in the words of a 
British consular official—“ with more than ordinary shrewdness and few 
scruples”  built it up into a large fortune. With his money and a certain 
flair for politics, he won a seat on the Administrative Council of the 
Mosul Wilayah281 and, through the influence that this position brought 
him, added further and in a big way to his wealth. His seat was in

^ ^ L etter of 31 August 1910 from Sir Gerard Lowther, Istanbul, to Sir Ed
ward Grey, Further Correspondence, July Septem ber 1910, pp. 155-156,'

9 7 0
°Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, letter of 14 February 1911 from Sir 

Gerard Lowther to Sir Edward Grey, (Confidential) Turkey. Annual Report for 
1910, p. 3.97Q

^Further Correspondence, January-March 1910, p. 125.
289For the Sabunji family, see  also Tables 5-3 and 9-13.
281 * —The Mosul Wilayah or administrative division embraced at that time the 

provinces of Mosul, Kirkuk, ArbTl, and Sulaimaniyyah.



point of law elective and subject to annual renewal, but became in fact 
a permanency.

One secret of his success was his very liberal but at the same time 
discriminating hospitality. He kept open house to every visitor of note 
—Arab, Turk, or Kurd; governor, commandant, sayyid, or tribal chief
tain. He also provided officials, stationed in Mosul, with all their 
furniture and, occasionally, with a house for the duration of their ap
pointment. In this manner, he created for himself a net of useful 
friends in various parts of the wilayah and even at Istanbul. Simultane
ously, he struck up alliances with the Chaldean patriarch Yusuf Emman
uel II, and with neighboring Kurdish aghas and begs, including the 
chiefs of the Hamawand and Jaf tribes. In return for gifts, he kept 
these aghas and begs informed of the trend of politics, and when they 
got into trouble with the government, it was he who usually fixed mat
ters on their behalf. To the walTs, who, being frequently changed, were, 
as a rule, unfamiliar with local conditions and thus apt to be blown 
hither and thither by the factions of the moment, he made himself, by 
his knowledge and invaluable contacts, indispensable. The walls be
came, in effect, no more than his mouthpiece and, like other officials, 
were often under obligations to him. If unexpectedly obstacles rose up 
in his path, he smoothed them down with bribes in “ the right quarter.”  
By these and other means, his position eventually became well-nigh 
unassailable.282

Much of Sabunjl’s wealth was derived from the sale of the agricul
tural produce which he received in his capacity as “ owner”  or “ part- 
owner”  of the numerous villages that he and his partners—one or the 
other of the Kurdish aghas—wrested from defenseless peasants. Or to 
be more precise, many peasants in the Mosul Wilayah, having no means 
of obtaining protection from raids which he and his partners instigated, 
had no alternative but to attach themselves to him or to the aghas as 
clients, and to make over formally their lands and villages to their 
“ protectors.” 283 There were also other sources for SabunjT’s wealth. 
The defterdar or treasurer of the wilayah, wrote the British vice-consul 
at Mosul in 1911,

tells me that SabunjFs method of enriching himself at the expense
of the state is exactly similar, on a larger scale, to the methods

282The preceding paragraphs are based on Great Britain, Foreign Office, 
P olitica l Diary of the Baghdad R esid en cy  for the week ending 19 October 1908, 
p. 118; letters of 15 and 22 October 1909 from H. E. Wilkie Young, vice-consul 
Mosul, to Sir G. A. Lowther, ambassador at Istanbul, in File FO 195/2310; 
Turkey. Annual Report for 1909, p. 46; and letter of 31 March 1910 from V ice 
Consul Greig to Sir G. Lowther, Further Correspondence, April-June 1910, p. 68.

^^G reat Britain, Foreign O ffice, F ile FO 195/2310, letter of 22 October 
1909 from H. E. Wilkie Young, vice-consul Mosul, to Sir G. A. Lowther, ambas
sador at Istanbul.
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followed by the notables of Sulaimaniyyah, namely, (1) by remain
ing permanently a member of the Administrative Council (this is the 
sine qua non of his influence); (2) by seeing to it that the local tax- 
gatherers are his own nominees; (3) by paying merely nominal taxes; 
(4) by compelling persons to sell him property at a low price; (5) by 
being in league with the worst characters in the district with a view 
to the carrying out of any project on hand.

With this miscreant the Defterdar is powerless to deal or even 
to compel him to pay his taxes for the ludicrous but very sufficient 
reason that no action can be taken against him except by permission 
of the council, which he himself controls.284

The notables of Sulaimaniyyah, to whom the defterdar referred, were 
the wealthy landed merchants HajjT Sayyid Agha, Fattah Bey, and ‘Abd- 
ur-Rahman Agha, who held all the threads in the Administrative Coun- ' 
cil of their own town.285 What SabunjT, their ally, did at Mosul, they 
did at Sulaimaniyyah, but in a somewhat cruder fashion. In a telegram 
sent in 1911 to Nadhim Pasha, the walT of Baghdad, Safwat Bey, Sulai- 
maniyyah’s military commander, complained:

Hajjl Sayyid Agha, Fattah Bey, and ‘Abd-ur-Rahman Agha. . .  have 
illegally possessed themselves of twelve pieces of land . . . .  They 
take care that no one outside the Administrative Council should see 
the accounts of the revenue-farmers and thus are able every year to 
rob the Treasury of 9,500 liras. They restricted to their own circle 
the right to bid for the farming of the tax in the Zab [region] and 
knocked it down for 25,000 piastres, although an outside bidder of
fered 75,000 piastres.

Before assuming my temporary duties here I discovered . . . that 
whereas the receipts of the municipality for the year amounted to
98,000 piastres, in a return passed by the Administrative Council 
they were stated to be only 40,000 . . . .

These men are microbes battening on the Treasury. . . .
It is for us soldiers not to suffer these rogues to oppress the 

people286 or to impair in any way the honour, majesty, and power 
of the Government.287 * 7

^ 4Letter of 8 March 1911 from Vice-Consul Greig, Mosul, to Mr. Marling, 
Further Correspondence, April-]une 1911, p. 33.
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7®®Emphasis added.
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Brigade at Sulaimaniyyah to Nadhim Pasha, commandant of the Vlth Army 
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This was the language of new forces—the Young Turk military revo

lutionists. It was they that in the end caught up with SabunjT. He tried 
to ward off blows from their direction: he declared his support for the 
1908 Revolution, and without delay put together a Committee of Union 
and Progress at Mosul. All the same, in 1911, upon orders from them, 
he was eased out of the Administrative Council,288 and the political 
influence that he and his confederates enjoyed was swept away.

Another merchant-politician, who perhaps surpassed SabunjT in acu
men and deftness, was Muhsin ash-Shallash. In the last years of the 
Ottoman regime he had much say in the shaping of the course of affairs 
in the city of Najaf, but prudently kept to the background and did not 
come into the political limelight until the British conquest of the coun
try, when at first—not so much by choice as from the necessity of the 
emotive situation at Najaf—he sided with the independence movement; 
but later—after the suppression of the 1920 uprising—veering in the 
direction to which his commercial interests urged him, he rendered 
“ many useful services”  to the occupying power.289 Moneylender, 
speculator, trader, landowner, manager of the Najaf Tramway Co., and 
a minister of finance under the monarchy, he had his finger “ in every 
pie”  at Najaf. How powerful he had grown by the nineteen twenties 
can be gathered from the following note taken from the British intelli
gence records:

Muhsin ash-Shallash is the richest merchant in Najaf and his big
gest pie is the district of Abu Sukhair. His fortune has been made 
by loaning money to cultivators at exorbitant interest and recouping 
himself with grain at the time of the harvest. He is reputed to have 
made 33,000 Turkish pounds from the 1924 crop of that district.
Above all he is the particular confident, adviser, and money-lender 
of Al-Fir‘aun, the Shaikh of Al-Fatlah. There is nothing in the 
Mishkab290 that he does not know of and he has forgotten more 
about the Fatlah than any official has yet learnt. His hand can be 
traced in every item of administration in Abu Sukhair and he has no 
scruples whatsoever should his interests be affected by an energet
ic Qaimmaqam,291 He is a man of great wealth and great influence 
and his power stretches far beyond the city of Najaf. His creed is 
HajjT Muhsin. With consummate agility he will play the King, the 
‘ ulama’ , the shaikhs, the tribes, the British, and the Government as 
long as any can further the interests of HajjT Muhsin. Should any

288Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, Turkey Annual Report lor 1911, p. 37.
O Q Q

Great Britain, oriental secretary to the high commissioner, (Secret) In
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stand in the way of his affairs he will stoop to the lowest intrigue 
to remove the obstruction. He owns land in Raqq-il-Haswah and 
Hor-is-Sulaib. Practically there is not a cultivator in the Mishkab 
who is not in debt to him . . . .  HajjT Muhsin is a charming man. He 
entertains delightfully. He is full of information and one never tires 
of listening to his chatter. It goes without saying that he is a 
“ first class brain.”  Hajjr Muhsin is a danger to administration in 
the Abu Sukhair district.292 *

The method by which Muhsin ash-Shallash made his money, and to 
which the note refers, was called by the cultivators al-bai‘ ‘ala-l-akhdar 
(literally, sale while the crops are green), and was a means of quick 
gain that had much favor with the sarrafs and money-lending merchants 
generally: before the maturing of their crops, cultivators, in particular 
the small peasant proprietors that abounded in the mid-Euphrates, were- 
often forced to rely on the merchants for ready money, which was not 
advanced to them unless they made out forward contracts to the effect 
that they would surrender so many tons of grain or all the produce at 
such-and-such a rate, which was almost always below the market rate 
at the time of the harvest. ,

During the years of British ascendancy and in the monarchic period> 
quite a few of the men who became prominent in oppositional or insur
rectionary movements descended from chalabi families that had been 
bound up with the old forms of industry or modes of transport and had . 
declined in wealth but not in prestige, or from chalabi or other mercan-_ 
tile families that were adversely affected by the segregation of Mosul 
and other northern provinces from large areas in Syria and Turkey with 
which they had been economically connected before the First World War. 
From the former families sprang, for example, Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, a 
key leader and inspirer of the 1920 Uprising, the head and heart in 1922 
and from 1928 to 1933 of the National party, and a major participant in 
the military-A/ia/Fcoup of 1936; Husain ar-Rahhal, the father of Iraq’s 
Marxists;29  ̂ and Muhammad Mahdl Kubbah, a member from 1930 to 1933 
of the Central Committee of the National party, the vice-chairman from 
1935 to 1941 of the pan-Arab Muthanna Club, and from 1946 to 1959 the 
chairman of the Independence party. To the latter families belonged, 
among others, Colonel Salah-ud-Dm as-Sabbagh, the real axis from 1936 
to 1941 of the pan-Arab segment of the younger army officers and the 
moving spirit in the coups d’etat of 1938 and 1941; Siddiq Shanshal, a 
conspicuous member of the Muthanna Club and of the army regime of
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1941, and in the fifties secretary of the Independence party; and Muham
mad Hadld, a founder of al-AhalT group and from 1946 to 1960 vice
chairman of the National Democrats.294 In other words, the segments 
of the mercantile class injured by the expansion of Europe’s power and 
capital provided leaders to almost the entire gamut of Iraq’ s political 
opposition. Why, in acting against the existing state of things, this or 
that particular leader took a “ left”  or “ right”  position, or turned to 
pan-Arabism, or held to an Iraqist perspective could be traced to speci
fic or chance circumstances in his life. This goes without saying.

In the twenties and thirties few ranked higher in popular esteem 
than Ja'far Abu-t-Timman. Indeed, to a broad spectrum of Iraqis of 
varying persuasions, even to the Communists, he stood, until his death 
in 1945, as the symbol of irreconcilable opposition to British influence. 
A man of courage and genuine warmth, whom not even politics could 
corrupt, he had been born in 1881 to a ShT‘T trading family of Baghdad. 
His grandfather possessed great wealth, but had heavy investments in 
camels and sailing ships295 296 and naturally suffered from the country’s 
shift to the new forms of transport. Moreover, during the years of World 
War I, in his eighties, being strongly attached to traditional beliefs and 
having observed all the precepts of Islam except that of jihad, he spent 
much of the rest of his money to outfit and maintain a group of volun
teers who fought in support of Ottoman troops against the English in
vaders.295 This, as could be imagined, raised the standing of the fami
ly in the eyes of both the Sunni and ShT‘1 communities. Its fortune, 
however, continued to decline. Ja'far’s father, also a trader, had no 
feel for the marketplace and never made good. .Ja'far himself rose to 
the presidency of the Baghdad Chamber of Commerce and served in that 
capacity from 1935 to 1945, but wholly lacked the acquisitive instinct, 
and died in reduced circumstances.297

Ja'far Abu-t-Timman’s enduring significance derives from his role 
in the 1920 events. With others, he formed the center of the indepen
dence movement at Baghdad, but to him, in the first place, belonged the 
credit for bringing, at that historic juncture, ShTTs and Sunnis together. 
To turn this temporary closing of ranks into a lasting political fact be
came a persistent burden of his thought. In his view, there was no 
other way to break English influence. Oftentimes ShIT politicians 
sought to draw him toward sectarian politics, but he invariably gave 
them the cold shoulder. Once, in 1927, at a point of crisis in the rela-

294The sharp rise in the fortunes of the Hadld family in the forties and 
fifties must, however, be kept in mind.One _

■‘ ’’ "’ Conversation with Mrs. Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, February 1964.
296Idem; and Min Awraq Kamil ach-ChadirchT (“ Some o f the Papers of 
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tions between King Faisal I and the English, and after the English had 
succeeded in attracting to their side many of the ShT‘1 members of the 
Chamber of Deputies, the paramount ShrT mujtahid,298 Shaikh Muham
mad Husain Kashif-ul-Ghata’ , approached Abu-t-Timman and urged him 
to join his coreligionists. But Abu-t-Timman firmly refused. Such mat
ters, he said, were best resolved by himself, as he knew the conse
quences better than the shaikh who, he emphasized, was not a man of 
politics but of religion. The Shl‘1 deputies, he added, had regard only 
for their own good. When the shaikh brought out that it had been sug
gested that Abu-t-Timman should be recommended to the English to 
head the next cabinet, Abu-t-Timman, smiling, ridiculed the notion and' 
said that, even supposing the English gave their consent, he could 
never cooperate with them, as they would expect him to act in their in
terests, a thing he would never do.299 •

Toward the two interconnected goals that he chose for himself—the 
union of ShT'Ts and Sunnis and the elimination of English power—Abu-t- 
Timman steered the chief efforts of the National party, which was forci
bly closed almost at birth in 1922, right after his arrest and exile to 
Henjam, a dreary island in the Gulf, but which he reformed in 1928. 
However, as it progressed, the party took on more than a purely nation
alist coloring. This followed from the social character of the support 
which it attracted. Middle merchants, like Muhammad MahdfKubbah, 
Sa‘Td al-Hajj Thabet, and Abu-t-Timman himself; or nationalist intellec
tuals or members of the professions, like the dean of Al-il-Bait Univer
sity FahmT al-Mudarris, the writer and poet MahdT al-Basir, the lawyer 
‘All Mahmud ash-Shaikh, and the president of the Bar Association Bah- 
jat Zainal; or uncompromising or dissatisfied ex-Sharlfian officers, like 
‘ Abd-ul-Ghaffur al-BadrT, Mawlud Mukhlis, and Mahmud Ramiz, formed, 
it is true, the party’s leading layer,300 but its grass roots were among 
the handicraft workers and petty tradesmen.301 Hence the sensitivity 
it showed for the conditions and grievances of these sections of the 
people, even while giving priority to the national struggle. Hence also 
its initiatory role in the founding in 1929 of the Artisans’ Associa
tion,302 * and its active guidance of the fourteen-day General Strike of
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^^G reat Britain, Oriental Secretary of the High Commissioner, (Secret) In-

telligence Report AJo 17 of 1 September 1922, p. 19; and Iraqi P olice (Major 
J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile entitled ffThe National Party. 99 Entries dated 30 June 
1928, 12 August 1930, 8 November 1931, and 18 November 1932.

^ ^ Ib id ,, entry dated 13 October 1928.
^^Iraqi P olice  File No. J /222 entitled “ Jam'iyyat As ha b-is-Sana i* 99 (Arti

sans1 Association), note of 16 February 1929.
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1931, which was sparked off by the imposition of a monthly tax on trad
ers and the crafts, but which the party also used to flay the government 
of NurT as-Sa‘Td for its acceptance of the unequal Treaty of 1930.303

At bottom, however, the National party was inextricably tied to the 
person of Abu-t-Timman: he promoted it, put up the money to finance 
its enterprises, even went into debt to keep it on its feet,304 305 and when, 
in October of 1933, he turned his back upon it, it expired.

It is not clear whether financial stringency had anything to do with 
Abu-t-Timman’s withdrawal from the party. Many of his colleagues 
talked volubly about “ the motherland,’ ’ but when it came to contribut
ing funds they were not quite so keen. In 1928 the sum subscribed by 
the entire party membership amounted to only 950 rupees or 71 pounds 
sterling, whereas the rent for the party’s house alone came to 1,900 
rupees.303 However, monetary difficulties could have been at most 
only a secondary factor in his decision to resign. One other minor con
sideration was his discovery at some point in 1933 that Mawlud Mukhlis, 
a member of the party’s Central Committee, had, under the influence of 
alcohol, been keeping no secret from King Faisal I.306 But the deci
sive reason was indubitably the split that rent the party’s guiding layer 
over whether or not it should take part in general elections and in the 
parliamentary game. Abu-t-Timman himself was convinced that Iraq had 
the name rather than the effects of an elective regime; and did not, at 
any rate, conceive of the role of the party as that of a loyal opposition. 
The party, he feared, would sink to haggling with the government over 
seats, and would thus move away from its idealistic roots and discredit 
itself. However, the majority of the party’s leaders were in a compro
mising mood and swept his objections aside, only soon to find that they 
had become leaders without followers.307

Two other things regarding the National party must be emphasized. 
First, it led off the earliest attempt to put labor on the political map. 
The Artisans’ Association, which the party, as we have seen, inspired, 
bore initially the imprint of a craftsmen’s guild, but by dint of the acute 
economic depression of 1929-1931 and the energy and commitment of 
Muhammad Salih al-Qazzaz, a mechanic, a descendant of a silk trades
man, a sympathizer of the party, and Iraq’s first labor leader, the

O Q 3  _  __
C onversation  with Muhammad Salih a l-Q azzaz, leader o f the A rtisan s ’ 

A sso c ia  tion.
^ ^ C on versa tion , Mrs. Ja 'fa r Abu-t-Timman; and Iraqi P o lic e  F ile  No. 94, 

entitled f<J a ‘ far Abu-t-Timm an/ 9 entry dated 25 August 1928.
305/feid.
^^Conversation, Mrs. Ja'far Abu-t-Timman.
3®7Al-Watan (Baghdad), 14 December 1945. For the text of the statement 

in which Abu-t-Timman announced his temporary withdrawal from politics, see 
Al-AhaTT of 2 November 1933.



association attracted many of the hands at the Railway and Defence 
Workshops in Baghdad,308 and fairly rapidly assumed the character of 
a political combination of laboring people. It became, in fact, the 
direct organizing center of the fourteen-day General Strike and, for that 
reason, was suppressed in 1931.309 But Qazzaz continued to agitate 
on behalf of labor and in 1932 established the “ Workers’ Federation of 
Iraq,”  which in turn was shattered at the end of 1933 for its role in a 
month-long boycott of the British-owned Baghdad Electric Light and 
Power Company.310 When a decade later trade union activity revived, 
it revived under communist auspices.

Equally worthy of emphasis is the fact that from the ranks of the 
National party emerged men who furnished leadership to three basic 
oppositional tendencies of the future—the tradition-conscious pan-Arab 
reformism of the Muthanna Club and the Independence party; the left
wing Iraqist populism of the AhalT group, the Association of People’s 
Reform, and the National Democratic party; and the revolutionary cur
rent which found expression in the Association Against Imperialism 
and the Communist Party of Iraq.311 Abu-t-Timman himself threw the 
weight of his influence on the side of the men of Al-Ahali and of Popu
lar Reform.

Enough attention is paid elsewhere to communism and its devotees. 
The two other tendencies are not unrelated to the history of the mer
cantile and moneyed classes, but their discussion in these pages must 
be held to brief length.

The pan-Arab movement, of course, anteceded the National party.
It had been spawned in the aftermath of the 1908 Young Turk Revolu
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308Conversation with Muhammad Salih al-Qazzaz and Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 
J/222 entitled “ Jam'iyyat Ashab-is-Sanai‘ ”  (“ The Artisans’ Association* ), 
entries dated 3 August and 25 August 1930.

309Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 846, entitled “ Muhammad Salih a l-Q a zzIz ,”  entry 
dated 3 April 1945.

310Iraqi P olice  F ile No. J /223 entitled “ Jam'iyyat ‘ Ummal-il-Mikamk aw 
Naqabat-ut-Ittihad-il-‘Ummal fi-l- ‘ Iraq,”  letter of 31 December 1933 from the 
minister of interior to the mutasanii of Baghdad.

311Thus among the members of the National party were, apart from Muham
mad Mahdl Kubbah (see p. 300), F a ’ iq as-Samarra’T, a lawyer, a c lose  support
er of Rashid ‘A h  in 1941 and secretary or vice-chairman of the Independence 
party from 1946 to 1959; ‘Abd-ul-Qader Isma'Tl, an attorney and journalist, a 
founder in 1931 of Al-AhatT group, a member in 1936-1937 of the Central Execu
tive Committee of P eople ’s Reform, and in the forties and fifties a prominent 
communist; ‘ Asim Flayyeh, a tailor and the first secretary of the Communist 
party of Iraq; and GhaU Zuwayyid, a slave and agent of the landed Sa‘dun 
family, and in the mid-thirties a leading member of the Nasiriyyah and Basrah 
Communist circles .
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tion.312 Moreover, in the twenties many of its adherents had identified 
themselves fully with the monarchic regime.313 It is, therefore, only 
in its fervid form that it existed as a trend within the National party be
tween 1928 and 1933. In the army it had its most zealous representa
tives in a secret group of young officers that began from 1929 to gather 
around Salah-ud-DTn as-Sabbagh, who descended from a Mosul merchant 
of Saidan314 origin, and who for a time maintained contacts with Ja'far 
Abu-t-Timman,315 but in 1935-1936 gave unstinting support to the pan- 
Arab-oriented Premier YasTn al-HashimT, and simultaneously drew close 
to the Muthanna Club.316 Founded in 1935 and avowedly committed to 
“ disseminating the spirit of Arab nationalism,. . .  preserving Arab tra
ditions, . . .  strengthening the sense of Arab manhood in youth, and cre
ating a new Arab culture which would unite to the Arab heritage what 
is worthy in the civilization of the West,” 317 the Muthanna Club soon 
developed leanings or betrayed instincts akin to authoritarianism. In 
its front rank stood men from mercantile backgrounds318 or from the pro
fessional middle class319 or from what, on other pages,320 has been 
identified as the old “ aristocracy”  of officials.321 But the club de
rived its strength essentially from its links with the army group headed 
by Colonel Sabbagh who, on his side, had much of his support among 
the numerous officers who, like him, originated from the northern Arab 
provinces which were still economically depressed by reason of their 
severance from their natural trading areas in Syria and the ensuing cus
toms barriers and diversity of currencies and of business laws and con
ditions, and whose concrete interests, therefore, pointed unambiguous
ly in the direction of pan-Arabism. This, to be sure, is not the entire 
meaning of the pan-Arab trend that Sabbagh personified or that the 
Muthanna Club kept ideologically alive, but merely one of its aspects 
which, from the viewpoint of the present chapter, bears underlining.

312See pp. 170 ff.
313See pp. 319 ff.
31 ̂ Saida is a harbor town that is presently in Lebanon.
0-1 C *

"’Conversation, Siddlq Shanshal.
3^G reat Britain, FO 371/23217/E  5661/72/93, personality note of 10 

August 1939 on Colonel Sabbagh by General Waterhouse o f the British Military 
Mission.

3^2Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled ‘ ‘ NadT al-Muthanna bin Harithah ash-ShaibanT,”  
entry of 2 September 1935.

313E .g ., Muhammad MahdT Kubbah, Siddlq Shanshal, and Dr. ‘Abd-ul-MajTd 
al-Qassab.

319E .g ., F a ’ iq as-Samarra’T and Dr. FarTd Zain-ud-DIn.
320See Chapter 8.
32*E.g., Dr. Sa’ ib Shawkat and Dr. SamT Shawkat.
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The Muthanna Club reached the height of its development in 1938

1941, that is, during the years in which Sabbagh’s group had a domi
nant voice in the army and in the administration of the country. Con
gruently enough, the destruction or dispersal of this group, induced by 
the British military intervention of 1941, led to the breakup of the club. 
However, from its surviving leadership emerged in 1946 the central nu
cleus of the Independence party, which identified itself as “ solidarist, 
“ wholist,”  “ populist,”  and “ modernist.”  It declared, in other words, 
its opposition to “ the class standpoint”  and to “ regional, sectarian, 
and religious fanaticism,”  and its support for “ the sovereignty of the 
nation”  and “ an adaptation to the spirit of the time even while cling
ing to the old and venerable distinguishing attributes and high princi
ples.”  At the same time, it called for a fully independent Iraq and for 
the unifying of the currencies, customs administration, and the existing 
or projected central banks of the Arab countries, and the eventual es
tablishment of a federated Arab state.322 The party grew rapidly, 
counting in 1947 no fewer than 5,450 members who, according to the 
records of the police, were “ for the most part drawn from retired army 
officers and government officials and from the liberal professions.” 323 
As many as two to three hundred had, on account of their association 
with the Muthanna Club and the 1941 military movement, spent several 
years in exile or under lock and key, whence the half-playful remark of 
the minister of interior in 1946 to the effect that the Independents were 
“ a party of prisoners and detainees.” 324 * 326 * * The legal profession was 
well represented. Of the thirty-seven, who belonged to the party’s Su
preme Committee, twenty-six were lawyers from predominantly middle 
class backgrounds.323 Two ex-officers,323 two ex-college professors, 
two journalists, two middle landowners, and three middle merchants 
made up the rest of the leading body which, from the religious or sec
tarian aspect, comprised two Christians, fifteen ShT'Ts, and twenty Sun
nis. But the party had no intensive inner life, and from the late forties 
onward revolved essentially around its chairman, Muhammad MahdT Kub- 
bah, its deputy chairman, Fa’ iq as-Samarra’i, and its secretary, Siddlq

322Articles 2, 3, and 6 of the Constitution of the Independence party.
Iraqi P olice  F ile entitled “ H izb-ul-Istiqlal”  ( “ The Independence 

Party” ), police  note written in 1947.
'324Muhammad MahdT Kubbah, MuthakkiratT fTSarriim-il-Ahdath 1918-1958 

(Beirut, 1965), pp. 112-113. ' '
32 5 —The exception s were Hazim a^-SabunjT o f M osul, who belonged  to a

wealthy chalabT fam ily, and H illah ’ s ‘ A lt al-QazwTnT and M osul’ s Hazim a l- 
Mufti and ‘ Abd-ul-Q ader a l- ‘ Ubaidt, a ll three of whom d escen d ed  from fam ilies 
of landed sadah.

326Retired Staff General Ibrahim ar-RawT, commander in 1941 of the Fourth 
Division, and Retired Staff Major Mahmud ad-Durrah, director in 1941 of the D e
partment of Mobilization in the Ministry of Defence.
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Shanshal. A small landlord, a trader of moderate means, a nationalist 
of a traditional hue, a politician with clean hands but scarcely capable 
of imaginative leadership, Kubbah had been born in 1900 at the holy 
town of Samarra’ to an old and widely respected Shl‘1 chalabT family 
which traces to the tribe of RabT'ah, and was once important in the silk 
trade and of commanding authority in the Qushal quarter of Baghdad, 
but went down in wealth in the latter part of the nineteenth century. In
cidentally, Kubbah dates his pan-Arab impulses back to the frequent 
heated disputes that he carried on in his earliest youth with non-Arab 
students who formed the majority in the religious schools at Samarra’ , 
a fact that appears to have rubbed him the wrong way.327 Shanshal, 
who was ten years younger than Kubbah, was the brother-in-law of 
Yunis as-Sab‘awT, Colonel Sabbagh’s closest civilian associate,328 
and descended from a Mosul Sunni family which, before the First World 
War, had thriving trade relations with Aleppo and Diyar Bakr but, after 
the partition of the Ottoman territories, fell behind economically and 
migrated to Baghdad. Unlike Kubbah, who received a solid religious 
foundation, Shanshal had his training in law at Damascus and Paris, 
which accounts for his distinctly legalistic approach to politics. Fa'iq 
as-Samarra‘1, who was of Shanshal’s age, was also a lawyer but with a 
degree from Baghdad. Like Kubbah, he hailed from Samarra' but had a 
humble Sunni background. In the thirties he became “ the right hand of 
Rashid ‘AIT al-Gailanl, and was in or out of government employment de
pending on whether the latter was in or out of power.” 329 Indubitably, 
he was the most able man in the Independence party, but at the same 
time the least scrupulous. Between 1946 and 1952, that is, during the 
most active years in the life of the party, he was its chief source of 
ideas and initiative. However, after the mid-fifties, even he could not 
rescue it from the immobility to which it had fallen a prey, and which 
flowed partly from its drawing-room style of politics and partly from the 
drift of its younger elements into the Ba'th party and the general swing 
of the political mood of Iraq’s youth toward the left.330

Populist reformism had its earliest expression in a group that began 
editing Al-AhalTin January of 1932 and that had formed, some months 
before, around ‘ Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim, Muhammad Hadld, Husain Jamil, 
and ‘Abd-ul-Qader Isma‘11. Jamil and Isma‘11 were Baghdadi lawyers

^■^Kubbah, Muthakkirati, p, 16.
^ ® F or Yunis as-Sab‘ awI, see pp. 456 ff.
329t-*• • .This observation is taken from a short biographical statement prepared 

by the police in 1952. Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ H izb-ul-Istiqlal”  refers.
330 *Conversations with Muhammad Mahcfi Kubbah, Jamil Kubbah, Fa ’ iq as-

Samarra’T, SiddTq Shanshal, and Kamel ChadirchT.
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and had been good friends from their secondary school days. Ibrahim 
was also from Baghdad and a cousin of Isma'Tl. He and Hadld, who . 
was a Mosulite, were at the time in the government service and had 
been classfellows at the American University of Beirut. All had been 
born in 1906 except for Jamil, who was their junior by two years. All 
were Sunnis—but nonsectarian and secular in their orientation—and • 
Arabs save for Isma'H, who was of mixed Arab-Indian parentage. Jamil 
sprang from a family that claimed descent from the Prophet. His father 
had been a civil magistrate, and his grandfather a sbarTah331 judge. 
But, from the standpoint of income, he formed part of the intermediate 
segment of society. So did Isma‘H, who was the son of a business 
agent of the naqib of Baghdad, and Ibrahim, who descended from a long 
line of mudanis or religious teachers. Hadid’s background was mercan
tile. His mother belonged to the oldest chalabTfamily of Mosul—the 
Dabbaghs—and his paternal grandfather, who was also a chalabT, had 
carried a prosperous trade with Diyar Bakr. However, after the First 
World War his father gave up commerce completely and invested his 
money in land, much of which became, in the forties and fifties, resi
dential and shot up acutely in value. Only Ibrahim and Hadld had a 
working knowledge of English or had traveled in Western countries. 
Ibrahim had spent a semester in 1930 at the Graduate College of Colum
bia University. Hadld had attended the London School of Economics 
from 1928 to 1931, and had been caught up in the ideas of Professor 
Harold Laski, a widely known socialist and agnostic.332

“ The good of the people above every other good”  formed from the 
outset the rallying cry of the new group. “ By the people,”  they ex
plained, “ we mean the great majority,”  whose good demanded an anx
ious sense of interest in “ raising the standard of living,. . . creating a 
sound political and economic order, and turning to best advantage the 
country’s intellectual talents and material resources.”  For this, it was 
necessary to “ bid the past farewell”  and proceed on “ new foundations’ 
toward “ a genuine renaissance”  which could only issue from “ a social 
philosophy and a spiritual force”  and which would, therefore, require 
“ two simultaneous revolutions,”  one “ intellectual”  and the other 
“ ethical and psychological.”  A 1-AhalTitself was but an instrument 
toward the hoped-for renaissance, and was to serve as “ a school for 
the people.”  It pinned its expectations, in the first place, on youth, 
but on a type of youth that “ acts rather than advertizes,”  and that 
would mix with the populace and feel for its woes and agonies. Its pre

OOI
The shan'ah is the canon law of Islam.

332 — —Conversations with ‘ Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim, Muhammad Hadld, Husain
Jamil, Kamel Chadirchl, and others.
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ferred method was that of “ generalizing education.”  In other words, it 
put a premium on “ gradual and peaceful change rather than violence.” 333

Otherwise, the ideas, that A 1-Aha IT put forward were vague and in
coherent, and echoed sometimes the Fabians,334 sometimes Marx,335 
and occasionally Darwin336 or Russia’s narodniks or populists.337 
Even after the identification of the group in 1935 with a reformist and 
liberal democratic variety of socialism,338 for which the term sha‘ biy- 
yah (literally, populism) was coined, a certain nebulousness continued 
to characterize its principles. This arose partly out of the resistance 
in its ranks to anything approaching strict intellectual conformism, and 
partly from the fact that its founders’ own positions were still half- 
formed, as eventually became only too obvious.

Inasmuch as most of the votaries of Al-AhalT were civil servants 
and could not, under the law, combine in a political party, they launched 
in September of 1933 the ostensibly cultural Association for Combatting 
Illiteracy339 and, under its cover, increased their support and won con
verts at Basrah and in such other provincial towns as Nasiriyyah, Kufah, 
Ba'qubah, and Hillah. For this they had to thank primarily Ja'far Abu- 
t-Timman who, by joining hands with them at this juncture and accept
ing the headship of the Association, added markedly to their moral sta
ture. They were also fortunate in the espousal of their cause in the 
same year by Kamel ach-Chadirchi, a fearless thirty-six-year-old lawyer- 
journalist, a descendant of a family belonging to the old “ aristocracy” 
of officials, and the son of a one-time mayor of Ottoman Baghdad. A 
dubious gain was Hikmat Sulaiman, who came over in 1935. An ex

333Al-Aha/r, 2, 10, and 11 January 1932. See also  Al-AhatT of 23 June 
1932 and 13 May, 7 June, and 2 July 1933.

33^See, for example, Al-AhalT, 28 February and 15 April 1932.
33"’For example, the issues of 25, 26, 27, and 29 November 1933 carried 

for watchword the idea that “ the history of all hitherto existing society  is the 
history of class struggles.”

33®See, e .g ., Al-AhalT of 3 June 1933, article entitled “ In Struggle There 
Is L ife .”

^ ^ S ee  Al-AhalT of 7 June 1933, article calling for a “ soc ia l renewal”  
and “ the movement of youth to the countryside.”

338See Mutala'at fT-shSha'biyyah  ( “ Studies in Populism” ) (Baghdad, 
1935) especially  pp. 7-10. Muhammad HadTd and ‘ AIT Haidar Sulaiman, an em
ployee of the Ministry of Education and in the fifties an ambassador to the 
United States, contributed to this work which was, however, essentially the 
brain-child of ‘Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim.

339 —Another organization—the Baghdad Club—which they sponsored two
months later, fe ll in May of 1935 under the control o f a group that subsequent
ly made common cause with the Muthanna Club. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled 
“ Nadi Baghdad,”  entries dated 25 November 1933, and 25 May and 31 August 
1935.



minister of the interior, a landed professional politician, a son of an . 
Ottoman district governor, Sulaiman, now aged fifty, had been embittered 
by his omission from the cabinet of YasTn al-HashimT.340

The adherence of Abu-t-Timman, ChadirchT, and Sulaiman had the 
effect of transforming the men of Al-AhalThom an ideological into a 
practically oriented group. The role of their original leaders was also 
somewhat eclipsed. The break of ‘ Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim with the move
ment in the spring of 1936 may be seen partly in this light, and partly 
as an outcome of his temperamental incompatibility with ChadirchT. 
‘ “ Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim,”  ChadirchT would explain later, “ is impatient 
and does not possess the gift of laughter. Worse than that, he regards 
his opinions as indisputable and any variance from them as a personal 
enmity.” 341 From the standpoint of ‘Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim, “ Chadirchi 
was too much attracted to the momentary tactical side of things.”  He . 
laid to him the tie-up with Hikmat Sulaiman, “ an unreliable man.”  “ I 
wanted,”  he said, “ to keep the identity of our group distinct.”  He also 
maintained that the real cause of his withdrawal was his opposition to 
hitching horses with General Bakr SidqT.342

Be that as it may, the idea of establishing contact with the army 
originated with Hikmat Sulaiman and was at first met with misgivings 
not only from ‘Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim but also from Abu-t-Timman, 
ChadirchT, and HadTd, who, with Hikmat Sulaiman, constituted the lead
ing AhalTcommittee in 1936. “ We were asked,”  said ChadirchT, “ to ad
mit to our group a person whose face we have not even seen . . . .  Even
tually Bakr SidqT visited me at my home. I found him inscrutable and 
very reticent. . . .  His decision to rise against the government was sud
den. One day Hikmat Sulaiman came to us and said: ‘ SidqT wants to 
pull a coup. Shall we espouse it or isolate ourselves from it?’ In opting 
to join with SidqT, we assumed that SidqT would be controlled by Hikmat 
and Hikmat by Abu-t-Timman. ” 343

Although the men of Al-AhalTobtained half of the portfolios in the 
government that issued from the coup d’etat of 29 October 1936, and 
were able on 12 November to organize themselves openly in the Associ
ation of People’s Reform,344 they realized soon enough that in fact they 
counted only for as much as accorded with the wishes of Bakr SidqT, 
who bent Hikmat to his purpose and arrogated to himself conclusive 
power. At the same time, he did not show sufficient sensitivity to the :
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340See p. 204.
■^^Conversation, Kamel ach-Chadirchl, June 1958.
^^Conversation, ‘ Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim, June 1958.
^^Conversation, Kamel ach-ChadirchT, June 1958.
344Iraqi P olice  F ile No. J /57  entitled “ Jam‘ iyyat-ul-Islah-ish-Sha‘ b i”  

(“ The A ssociation  of P eop le ’ s Reform” ).
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moods or real needs of the country. Ultimately, he relied on the Kurd
ish segment of the officer corps but also kept, in the words of Chadir- 
chT, “ a retinue of riffraffs,”  and created such an atmosphere that oppo
nents of his regime stood in fear of physical elimination. Distrustful of 
his ends and recoiling from his means, the Aha IT leaders turned their 
backs on him on 19 June 1937. Not long afterwards, their paper and 
their Association of People’s Reform were suppressed and their follow
ers hounded and scattered.

Two further points concerning the men of the AhalT need to be 
stressed. First, there is no truth to the assertion that they affiliated 
with the Communist International. On 12 September 1948, a certain 
“ Agent R”  wrote to the British “ Technical Adviser”  of Iraq’s political 
police:

My connection with the Soviet Minister, though was indeed very 
friendly, yet could by no means compare favourably with that of mine 
with Ludmila Martinova, his confidential secretary . . . .

I asked her if the National Democratic Party was at all a 
pseudo-Communist party. She rejoined that the party is actually not 
Communist but in fact a member of the Comintern. She expounded 
that Kamel ach-Chadirchl together with a group joined the Comin
tern in 1935 when the Seventh Comintern Congress. .. met at Mos
cow to recommend the establishment of a united fighting front. .. 
against the Fascist menace.345

Obviously Martinova was pulling the leg of “ Agent R .”  The Comin
tern, which was dissolved in 1943, did not admit non-Communist groups 
into the fold. More than that, as noted elsewhere,346 the Soviets 
voiced reservations in 1937 about the aims of the AhalT reformists.

Again, it is not correct to maintain that “ the Communist movement 
in Iraq may be regarded as an offshoot of the AhalT movement.” 347 The 
first study group of a Marxist coloring was formed in 1924,348 and the 
first Communist circle in 1927,349 that is, five years before the appear
ance of Al-AhalT. If anything, the causal sequence was the other way 
round. It is sufficient in this connection to bring out that ‘Abd-ul-Qader 
Isma'Tl, one of the founders of Al-Ahalt, had turned to the Communists 
for his ideas as early as 1928,350 and that he and his associate ‘Abd

343Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb-ul-WatanT ad-DTmuqratT”  (“ The 
National Democratic Party” ), Vol. I.

346See pp. 440-441.
347See Majid KhaddurT, Independent Iraq 1932-1958 (London, 1960), p. 358.
348See pp. 393 ff.
34®See pp. 405 ff.
33®Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 479 entitled “ Abd-ul-Qader Isma'il. ”
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ul-Fattah Ibrahim were cousins of Mahmud Ahmad as-Sayyid, a member 
of the 1924 Marxist group. To this should be added that the National 
Unionists, a party of about 500 men that ‘Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim organ
ized in 1946, and that the government forcibly closed in 1947, was out- 
and-out Marxist in its orientation.351 *

The true heirs of Al-AbalFgroup, or rather of its non-Marxist wing, 
were the National Democrats. Entering into activity in 1946, they set 
themselves the task of “ reforming”  by “ democratic means”  and in ac
cordance with “ a comprehensive coordinated scientific plan”  “ all the 
aspects”  of Iraq’s life with a view to the ultimate creation of “ a mod
ern democratic state.”  More concretely, they stood for the distribution 
of government land to farmers in small parcels; the “ encouragement, 
guidance, and overseeing”  by the state of “ national capital”  and “ in
dividual enterprise”  in the field of industry; the setting up of special . 
semiofficial boards for every principal branch of commerce to improve 
the quality and facilitate the transport and marketing of Iraq’s products; 
the establishment of a central currency-issuing national bank and other 
institutions for the short-term and long-run financing of trade, industry, 
and agriculture; the putting through of graduated income and inheritance 
taxes; the increase of the peasant’s share of the agricultural produce; 
the “ guaranteeing of the workers’ rights;”  the attainment of a genuine 
democratic parliamentary life; and the “ completion”  of Iraq’s indepen
dence. 3 52

The party’s program, it will be noted, made no mention of “ social
ism,”  or of the big agricultural holdings, or of the desirability of break
ing them up; and, while reflecting, but in a subdued form, many of the 
ideas of the AhalT group of the thirties, was also closely attuned to the 
tendencies of the “ national”  and more liberal of the industrialists, mer
chants, and urban rentiers. In the words of Husain Jamil, the party’s 
secretary, the object in view was “ to carry (Iraq) to the capitalist stage 
and at the same time eliminate the evils of capitalism.” 353

351Even though indubitably Marxist, the National Union party addressed 
itself exclusively to one immediate task: “ the unity of the democratic forces 
of the country.”  Aside from ‘ Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim, its founding members . 
were Muhammad MahdT aj-Jawahirl, a ShI‘I  poet-journalist from Najaf; Musa 
Sabbar, a NajafT ShT‘T lawyer; Musa-sh-Shaikh Radi, a NajafT Shi0!  schoolteach
er; Edward Qalyan, a Christian lawyer from Mosul; ‘ Ata-l-Bakri, a Mosulite 
Sunni trader; and Jamil Kubbah, a Baghdadi Shi^I lawyer of a mercantile 
chalabl background.

352The National Democratic Party, Manhaj-ul-Hizb-il-WatanT-d-Dimtiqrati 
wa Nidhamuhu-d-DakhiIT ( ‘ ‘ The Program and Internal Rules of the National 
Democratic Party” ) (Baghdad, 1946), pp. 1-10.

^^Remark made by Husain Jamil at a meeting of the Central Committee . 
of the National Democratic party held on 8 October 1947, Kamel ach-Chadir- 
c h i's  Party Book, p. 39.
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Significantly, out of the eight founding members of the party, three 

had never had ties previously with the AhalTmovement: ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab 
Mirjan, a lawyer from Hillah, a son of a newly rich landowner and wheat- 
mill proprietor, and a grandson of a slave of the tribe of Albu Sultan; 
‘Abbud-ush-ShaljT, a successful lawyer from an old Baghdadi mercantile 
chalabTfamily; and ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm al-Uzrl, a London-educated ex
assistant chief of the Royal Dfwan and a well-to-do property owner from 
Kadhimain. Apart from Kamel ach-Chadirchl, Muhammad Hadld, and 
Husain Jamil, the other founding members were Yusuf-ul-Hajj Ilyas, a 
lawyer and the son of a Mosul merchant; and Sadeq Kammunah, a lawyer 
from a family that had in the past provided the marshals of the sadah of 
the town of Najaf. Muhammad Hadld, a quiet and cautious man and the 
most effective of the party’s leaders, had by this time become an indus
trialist: he occupied since 1939 the position of director of the Vegeta
ble Oil Extraction Company, in which he was also an important share
holder. For his part, Husain Jamil was already generally regarded as 
one of the ablest counsellors-at-law in Baghdad. At the head of the 
party stood, of course, Kamel ach-Chadirchl, who continued to live as 
before from the proceeds of the lands bequeathed to him by his father, 
and who was very lively, very outspoken, and widely respected, but 
weak on the side of theory, hasty in his judgments, and in politics 
scarcely a realist.

The party attracted a large following particularly in Baghdad, Bas
rah, and the middle Euphrates and by April 1947 counted 6,961 mem
bers,354 50 to 60 percent of whom came, according to the party’s secre
tary,355 from the middle walks of life, and comprised merchants, shop
keepers, small property owners, craftsmen, students, teachers, lawyers, 
and other professionals. A proportion of the rank-and-file consisted of 
peasants, but the bulk of the remainder were urban workmen who, how
ever, in their greater number were only nominally National Democrats 
and owed real allegiance to the Iraqi Communist party or to the League 
of Iraqi Communists.356

ChadirchT and his colleagues had their first inkling that the party’s 
lower layers were not entirely responsive to their will at the party’s 
first general meeting which was held on 26 April 1946. They had nomi
nated to the Central Administrative Committee seven of the party’s 
founders,357 but the majority of the 760 members that attended the

^Letter of 5 April 1947 from assistant commissioner of po lice , Baghdad, 
to the minister of interior, Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb-ul-WatanT ad- 
DTmuqraS,”  Vol. I.OCC *

°^C onversation , Husain Jamil, June 1958.
J '’“ Conversation, Qasim Hasan, secretary of the National Democratic

party from 1948 to 1954, June 1958.
357 — —That is , a ll the founders except for Yusuf-ul-Hajj Ilyas.



meeting defeated ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Mirjan, one of the nominees, and 
elected instead a left-winger, the Baghdadi lawyer ZakF ‘Abd-ul- . 
Wahhab.358 This led to the withdrawal from the party of Mirjan, whom 
Nun as-SaTd soon attracted to his own circle and eventually elevated 
to the premiership. In a reshuffling of the Central Committee by the 
party’s First Congress on 28 November 1946, another left-winger,
TaTat ash-ShaibanT, a lawyer from al-Huwaidir, a village in the prov
ince of Diyalah, was raised to the party’ s command.359 When next a 
group of Communists in the party’ s ranks-“ The Progressive Wing of the 
National Democratic Party” 36°-cam e out into the open and criticized 
the Central Committee for a decision that it had taken to participate in 
the general elections of February 1947, and for its acceptance earlier 
of an offer of a post in a transitional election-conducting cabinet head
ed by NurT as-SaTd, the core of the party’s leadership-Chadirchi, ■ 
HadTd, and Husain Jamil—realized that a purge of the body of their or
ganization was indispensable, if they wanted to prevent their own fol
lowers from being gradually drawn out from under their influence.

In due course, all who identified themselves with the “ Progressive 
Wing”  were expelled from the party, but these formed only a portion of 
the party’s large contingent of Communists and Communist-sympathizing 
elements. From the standpoint of ChadirchT, steps of a more fundamen
tal nature appeared, therefore, to be indicated. At closed sessions of 
the Central Committee, held in September-November 1947, he argued 
that the real source of the party’s troubles lay in the haziness of its 
ideology, and urged that the party commit itself unequivocally to “ demo
cratic socialism”  or, as he also put it, to “ the philosophy of the Brit
ish Labour Party.”  This, he maintained, would not only differentiate 
the National Democrats sharply from the Communists, but would put an 
end to the false propaganda that the government had begun to circulate 
and that pictured the party as a Communist or semi-Communist organiza
tion. There was another advantage to be derived from such a commit
ment. “ Opportunities,”  he said, “ are opening before our party and can 
be inferred from the determination of the English in Iraq to combat Com
munism and oppose at the same time the Independence Party in the 
existing circumstances.”  “ The English, I think,”  he added,

believe that our party’s command has demonstrated that it is steer
ing the party towards a democratic course but are not convinced that 
the democratic ideal permeates the party’s ranks . . . .  I, accordingly,
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858Intemal National Democratic Party Bulletin No. 1 of 29 June 1946, 
pp. 5-7.

^59Intemal National Democratic Party Bulletin No. 8 of 1 February 1947,
pp. 8-10. .

360-rhe leader of these communists was the Mosul lawyer Kamel QazSnchi.
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consider that the proclamation of democratic socialism as our guid
ing philosophy and the consistent adherence to it in our party’s life 
has become also a necessity from a tactical point of view. . . .  The 
English are no doubt aware that a democratic party like ours cannot 
be chauvinistically inimical to them or to others in any case, even 
if our friendship for them cannot be taken for granted.

ChadirchT warned, however, that the possibilities in the evolving situa
tion should not lead to “ any bargaining on our part with the English at 
the expense of any party or of the national demands of the people or of 
our party’s own principles.” 361

Muhammad HadTd took a stand against the adoption “ at the present 
time”  of “ democratic socialism.”  This, he maintained, would create 
an impression of a lack of stability in the policy of a party that had 
been in existence for only eighteen months, and might induce a griev
ous loss of public confidence. “ Socialism,”  he added, “ means the 
nationalization of industries . . . and of banks . . . and, in agricultural 
countries, the distribution of the land to the peasantry. . . , ”  all of 
which flatly contradicted the party’s announced aims. At the same 
time, he insisted on the need to give the party a distinctiveness that 
would ensure its independence, and felt that this could be achieved by 
excluding Communists and Marxists from the party, and by making clear 
that “ the party stood for private property. . . and democratic freedoms 
. . . and against dictatorships . . . even the dictatorship of the workers.”  
He also supported ChadirchT’s views as regards the English who

should be given to understand . . . that our party while opposing Brit
ish imperialism . . . has for object the strengthening of the friendship 
between the Iraqi and British peoples and that, in our view, the 
elimination of imperialist interests. . . would redound to the British 
people’s own advantage and that, further, our party is inclined to 
democratic socialism . . . and is more in favour of its spread in the 
world than of the predominance of the Soviet system.* 36^

Husain Jamil essentially seconded Muhammad HadTd, but objected 
to any statement by the party of an anti-Soviet character. No useful 
purpose would be served, he said, from antagonizing Communist states 
“ which are, in fact, elements against imperialism in the present inter
national conflict, whereas social democratic governments (the existing

361Memorandum of ChadirchT written on 15 August 1947 and read at closed 
sessions of the Central Administrative Committee held between 17 and 20 
September 1947, ChadirchT’ s Party Book, pp. 14, 17, 29, 35, and 36.

36^Remarks made by Muhammad HadTd at closed  sessions of the Central 
Administrative Committee held on 8 and 20 October and 5 November 1947, 
ChadirchT’ s Party Book, pp. 42, 43, 86, and 125.



French Cabinet, for example) fight movements of liberation.”  “ It is 
necessary,”  he emphasized, “ to distinguish between our party being 
non-Communist and our party being an organization for the resistance 
of communism. It is not the function of our party to oppose communism
or Communists in Iraq or abroad.” 363

The left-winger ZakT ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab wondered whether the English 
government would really favor the coming to the political forefront in 
Iraq of men that differed qualitatively from the existing ruling stratum 
and “ that genuinely represent the people and their aspirations and in
terests.”  “ Imperialism,”  he went on, “ is nowhere moved by idealistic 
sentiments or brotherly feelings between peoples but rests on complex 
and interweaving economic, commercial, and military interests. Inas
much as “ the first enemy. . .  is not the ruling class but the English and 
our immediate objective . . .  is to free the country from their influence . . - 
rather than to realize socialism,”  the “ base of the national popular 
struggle must be wide and should embrace all the patriot elements^ what
ever their colouring.”  He and the like-minded TaTat ash-Shaibani, 
therefore, opposed the exclusion of “ Marxists or others”  from the '
ranks.36  ̂ When in the end a majority of the Central Committee decided 
in effect to do just that and to adopt, but without public advertisement, 
“ democratic socialism”  as a guiding principle in explaining the party’s 
program and in screening the party’s membership, both Zaki Abd-ul- 
Wahhab and TaTat ash-Shaibani resigned. ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab could not re
frain from voicing the conviction that what Chadirchi really desired was 
“ to shirk the discomforts of national struggle and to clear the air be
tween the party and the English and especially the ruling British Labour 
Party in the hope of bringing nearer the day of the party’s assumption of
power.” 365 (<

It was not until 1950 that the party openly committed itself to demo
cratic socialism,” 366 but the commitment was in large degree verbal and 
involved no substantial change in the party’s program except for an agra
rian amendment introduced in 1951, and aimed at limiting big property 
to a reasonable extent and distributing excess lands to peasants organ-
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363Remarks by Husain Jamil at the closed  session  of the Central Adminis
trative Committee held on 20 October 1947, Chadirchl’ s Party Book, pp. 82,
85, and 87,

364Remarks of ZakT ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab at closed  sessions of the Central^ 
Committee held on 11 and 29 October 1947 and his and T f l  at ash^ banl * 9 
letters of resignation dated 16 November 1947, Chadirchi s Party Book, pp. 49, 
92-93, and 129-132.

365Ibid., p. 133.
366Resolution of the party’ s Central Administrative Committee dated 26 

October 1950, Chadirchi’ s Party Book, p. 159.
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ized in cooperative societies . .. . ” 367 g y  that time the party had be
come more cohesive and more pliant to the purposes of its leadership, 
but also markedly smaller in size. Otherwise it continued to be partly 
oriented to Iraq’s new industrialist class or, to put it differently, the 
industrialist class continued to have a foothold in the party. As a mat
ter of fact, from late 1946 to the beginning of the demise of the Nation
al Democrats in 1960, two members of the party’s Central Committee 
were industrialists: Muhammad HadTd and Rajab ‘AIT as-Saffar. When 
the Federation of Iraqi Industries was founded in 1956, both became 
members of its Administrative Council. As-Saffar, who was a Baghdadi 
and an owner of a silk factory, was also elected as the Federation’s 
vice-chairman. One other prominent National Democrat, KhaddurT Khad- 
durl of the Cotton Seeds Products Company, was a member in reserve 
of the Administrative Council.* 368 More than that, the left-winger Tal'at 
ash-Shaibanl served as a secretary in the Office of the Federation. All 
this should explain the sensitivity of the party to the needs and anxie
ties of the industrialists, and in particular to their feeling of inadequate 
protection, in the last decade of the monarchy, against the flow of com
petitive Western manufactured goods, and their realization of the neces
sity of a certain redistribution of income in the countryside from the 
standpoint of a wider domestic market for the products of their own 
factories.369

Significantly, the industrialists never prospered as much as under 
‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim (1958-1963),370 whose economic and financial 
policies were, to no little degree, inspired by National Democrats or, 
to be precise, by Muhammad HadTd, who, in those years, wielded influ
ence in the government even when he was out of office.

By 1962 ChadirchT himself, with whom HadTd broke in 1960 to form 
his own National Progressive party, had begun to question whether the 
vague socialism of HadTd’s youthful years had not washed away. “ The 
net earnings of the Vegetable Oil Extraction Company, which HadTd di
rects, have climbed,”  ChadirchT said, “ to a record. HadTd’s socialism 
and progressivism derive from his education. But can a person remain 
progressive while his interests are growing bigger? I cannot say. The 
key to the answer lies in this: as far as it is possible for a big capital
ist to be clean and idealist, HadTd is clean and idealist.” 371

Martha j-ul-Hizb-il-Watan7-d-D7muqrat7 (“ The Programme of the National 
Democratic Party” ) (Baghdad, 1951), Point F ive of the Economic Objectives 
of the Party.

368O ffice of the Federation of Iraqi Industries, Al-Kitab-us-Sanaw7 L i-t- 
Ittitjad-i§-Siria‘a t-il-‘Iraq7 L i 1956-1957, pp. 23, 24, and 27.

3®^For the contrary factors affecting industry, consult p. 272.
370See pp. 839-840.
371 — —Conversation, Kamel ach-Chadirchl, February 1962.



The basic thrust of the preceding few sections of this chapter has 
been to lay emphasis on the relationship, in the period of the British 
occupation and under the monarchy, between oppositional movements • 
and trading families that had been depressed or unfavorably affected by 
the advance of the West’s might and capital, or families that had become 
connected with Iraq’ s young industry and whose interests did not accord 
with the extremely low purchasing power of the bulk of the population 
or with the policy of half-hearted protectionism that the government pur
sued in the forties and fifties. But what about the political role of the 
mercantile and moneyed families that benefited economically from the 
existing order of things?

The upper layers of the Jewish trading class-the main beneficiaries 
until 1948—were, from the British conquest of Baghdad in 1917 to the 
end of the “ Mandate”  in 1932, wholly comfortable with British policy.
In political matters, their representatives in Parliament372 and the fi
nancier Sassoon Hasqail, who was marked out as the Jewish holder of . 
the portfolio of finance in the cabinets of the first half of the twenties, 
approved what the British approved and opposed what the British op- 
posed.373 This, in a sense, was a natural result of the British govern- • 
ment’s own line of conduct: “ The elements that we most need to en
courage,”  the British civil commissioner had written as early as 1918, 
“ are, firstly, the Jewish community in Baghdad.” 374 * After 1932 the 
Jewish merchants kept consistently out of politics. Their objective 
circumstances rendered any other course untenable. At the same time, 
some of them—the wealthier sort—were well connected. For example, 
the Zilkhas, who parlayed a sairafah or money-lending business worth 
only 100 pounds sterling in 1899 into a financial house with branches 
at Cairo, Alexandria, Beirut, and Damascus, and assets of about 10 
million pounds sterling in 1948, were bankers for Nun as-Sa id and the r 
royal family. To the king, the Zilkhas showed their liberal side when 
occasions offered: when he went on a visit to Egypt, for example, they ’ 
placed a country house and horses at his disposal.373 Again, Haim 
Nathaniel, a transportation contractor and a millionaire, was a personal'. 
friend of the oftentime premier, Jamil al-Midfa‘1. The LawTs, for their , 
part, greased the palms of high state officials in order to protect or
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372Na‘ im Zilkha, Ibrahim Hayim, and Sassoon Hasqail of Baghdad, Ishaq 
Ifrayim of Kirkuk, Yahya Sumaikah of Mosul, and Rubain Sumaikh of Basrah.

373For example, they supported the unequal Treaties of 1922, 1926, and 
1930, Great Britain, Intelligence Report No 13 of 26 June 1924, p. 5, and No.
13 of 25 June 1925, Appendix I, pp. 4-7; and ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq al-Hasan7, Tarlkh- 
ul-Wizarat, III, 78-79.

374Great Britain, CAB 27 /25/7383 , note of 22 April 1918 by Sir Percy Cox,
civ il commissioner, Baghdad, on “ The Future of Mesopotamia.

^^Conversation, Ezra Zilkha, New York, 29 June 1973.
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facilitate their automobile trade. In his memoirs, Muhammad MahdT Kub- 
bah recalls how, when as minister of supply in 1948, he found it neces
sary to purchase a private car, the representative of the LawTs brought 
to his attention that " it  has been the practice to reduce prices for their 
Excellencies the Ministers and especially the Minister of Supply”  and 
that his firm was prepared to make the reductions that Kubbah himself 
might wish to suggest.376 This, to be sure, was not something that the 
LawTs alone did, but one of the more common and convenient methods 
by which men of commerce bought influence or curried favor with the 
men in power.

Wealthy Moslem merchants were, comparatively speaking, more in
volved than monetarily potent Jews in the net of politics. In the period 
1921-1958, out of the total of 575 ministerial appointments, 95 or 16.5 
percent went to members of mercantile families377 and, of these, 84 
were held by Moslems.378 Except in few instances, the fitness of the 
incumbents rested more on their purse than on their ability. They were 
also drawn from an extremely narrow circle: as many as 59 of the 84 
appointments, or 70.2 percent, went to members of only 6 families—the 
families of ChalabT, PachachT 379 Ja'far, Bassam, Mirjan, and 
Shallash.380 ' ‘

Significantly, of the twenty-three moneyed families that in 1958 
stood at the pinnacle in the realms of trade, finance, and industry (see 
Table 9-13), only two—the PachachTs and Mirjans—provided premiers, 
and two others—the ChalabTs and HadTds—state ministers other than 
premiers. One, ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar Mahmud’s, was related to the royal 
house: ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar was the husband of Princess Rajihah, sister of 
King GhazT. Six families merely served in the Senate or the Chamber of 
Deputies, while the rest, who constituted more than half (see Table 9-14), 
and five of whom were Christian and one Jewish, had no formal connec
tion with the state whatever. More importantly, although these twenty- 
three families possessed between them, as has been noted, assets 
amounting to the equivalent of not less than 56 percent of the whole 
private corporate commercial and industrial capital of the country—a

37®Kubbah, Muthakkirati, p. 246.
377See Table 7-3.
O'? Q _

The Christian businessman Yusuf Ghanimah received 6 and the Jewish 
merchant-financier Sassoon Hasqail 5 of the remaining 11 appointments.

379 *It should be noted that some of the office-holding PachachTs, though of 
trading background, were not themselves traders.

380The ChalabTs (see Table 9-13) received 17; the PachachTs (see Table 
9-13), 13; I?iya’ Ja'far, an engineer and big speculator of Persian origin, 9; 
Sadeq al-Bassam, a lawyer from a well-to-do ShT*T trading family, 9; ‘ Abd-ul- 
Wahhab Mirjan (see Table 9-13), 6; and Muhsin ash-Shallash (see pp. 292-293), 
5 appointments.



TABLE 9-14

The Principal Capitalist Families in 1958a 
and Their Representation in Parliament and 

Share of Ministerial Appointments under the Monarchy

Name ot family
No. of 

deputies

No. of 
times 

elected
No. of 

premiers

No. of 
appoint

ments 
to

premier
ship

No. of 
sta te  

ministers

No. of 
ministerial 

appoint
ments

Fattah i 6 - - - -
ChalabT 3 13 - “ 4 17

Garibian — —
DamirchT 1 1 — — “
KhudairT 6 17 - —
Mir j an 1 6 i 1 1 6

Sabunji' 2 3 —
LutfT ( ‘Abdullah) - - — —
Yunis
(al-Hajj Hashim) 2 7 - - -  ..
Ibrahim 
(al-Hajj Salih) _ — — - - -■* ■
Markarian 
(Iskandar Stefan) _ — — - - .
Hanna ash-Shaikh - - — — — _
LawT - - - — —
Baghdad!
(‘Abd-ul-‘ AzIz) — — — - -  . -
Bahoshi - ~ - — —

Hasso - - — — — .
Mahmud
(‘ Abd-u j - J abbar)*3 1 1 - - - .
HadFd 2 4 - “ 1 1
A?-$arraf 
(f Abd-ul-AmTr) _ _ — — -  ,
PachachT 4 .11 2 3 4 13
al-QadF (Hafidh) - - — — -- . '
ad-DahwI 1 1 - “ —
Makiyyah - - - — —

Summary
No. ot 

families Percent

Family connected with royal house 1 .4.3
Families that provided premiers 2 8.7
Families that provided state ministers 
other than premiers 2 8.7 .
Families that merely provided deputies 6 26.1
Other families 12 52.2
Total 23 100.0

aSee Table 9-13.
k‘Abd-uj-Jabbar Mahmud was the husband of Princess Rajihah, sister of King 

GhazT. ’
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concentration enhanced by the pattern of marriage alliances381 382—they 
did not carry decisive weight in the government. This is true even of 
those among them who rose to the premiership or drew close to the in
ner ring of power. Part of the explanation lies in their recent ascent to 
great wealth. Other reasons have been adequately set out on preceding
pages. 382

It must be added that, despite their noninvolvement in crucial gov
ernmental decision making, the richest of the Moslem capitalists were 
men of the highest connections which, coupled with their pliancy to
ward whatever powers held sway—the attitude of a few excepted—indubi
tably assisted the progress of their affairs.

The history of the KhudairTs, who began as grain merchants and 
then became proprietors, among other things, of river steamers and a 
brewery,383 is characteristic in this regard. In Ottoman times, the fore
most representative of the family, ‘Abd-ul-Qader, was on such a good 
footing with the authorities that Sultan ‘Abd-ul-HamTd bestowed upon 
him in 1900 the title of Pasha.384 385 386 But after the Revolution of 1908, he 
drew near to the Young Turks and headed the Club of the Committee of 
Union and Progress at Baghdad. Moreover, according to the British in
telligence records, in 1910 and 1911 he was “ hand-in-glove”  with 
Governor Nadhim Pasha and obtained from him “ a very valuable mono
poly”  in the grain trade. As only followed, when the British gained 
control of the country, he lost no time in bending over backwards to get 
on terms of “ intimate friendship”  with them.388 Qasim al-Khudain, a 
brother of ‘Abd-ul-Qader, who had, it would appear, voiced the view at 
an early point in the First World War that it was useless for the Iraqis 
to fight against the British till it became clear how the fortunes of the 
conflict would turn,388 stood out now as the family’s most active sup
porter of the British regime. “ I still recall,”  wrote later ‘ All A1 Bazir- 
gan, a leader of the independence movement of 1920,

the day [in 1919] when I went to the Karkh side of Baghdad and saw
Qasim al-Khudairi at the head of the bridge. Pointing to a paper in

qg-̂  _ _ _
Thus Nun Fattah is related, on his mother’ s side, to the PachachTs. He 

is also the brother-in-law of IbrahTm al-Hajj Salih and the father-in-law of 
Hamid Damirchi. Again, one of the Damirchis, Muhammad, has married into the 
UzrTs, who are allied matrimonially with the ChalabTs. Moreover, there are 
marital ties between the HadTds and the SabunjTs.

382See pp. 274-275 and 282-283.
383Consult Table 9-13.
384a d -i)urubT, Al-Baghdadiyyun, p. 83.
385Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Baghdad and Kadhimain 

(1920), p. 7, and entry entitled “ Committee of Union and P rogress,” ’ p. 22.
386Ibid., p. 58.



his hand, he was shouting: “ If you want freedom, sign here.”  I 
said to him: “ What is this, Abu Jamil?”  and took the paper from 
his hand. It read: “ We the people of Baghdad wish Mr. Percy Cox 
to be king over Iraq and our independence to come under the protec
tion of Britain . . . .387

But while Qasim al-Khudairl was running with the British, Yasln, an
other brother of ‘Abd-ul-Qader, was holding with the nationalists,388 
so that whatever the outcome of the independence movement was, there 
would always be someone on the right side to defend the interests of 
the family. The same motive drew NajT al-Khudairl increasingly into 
the orbit of NurT as-Sa‘Td in the period of the monarchy and explains 
why, after the founding of the republic in 1958, ‘Abd-ul-Mun'im, Naji’s 
cousin, played up to the grain- and river-barge-broker Hamid, the brother 
of General ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim, and associated him with every under
taking he set his hands to.

The ChalabTs,389 who commanded assets which ‘Abd-ul-HadI, the 
present head of the family, put in the early sixties at nine million 
dinars390 391 * and who have since transferred much of their activity to the 
Gulf, are another case in point. They were one of the few Shi‘ i fami
lies that maintained excellent relations with the Ottoman government.391 
Their ancestor ‘ AIT ach-Chalabl was the tax-farmer of the town of 
Kadhimiyyah. A very harsh man, he kept a bodyguard of armed slaves 
and had a special prison at his disposal. When he died, the people of 
Kadhimiyyah heaved a sigh of relief.39-̂ His son ‘Abd-ul-Husain, who 
became the chairman of the board of the Kadhimiyyah-Baghdad Tramway, 
held in the twenties a portfolio in almost every Cabinet because, in the 
words of the oriental secretary to the British high commissioner, he 
was both “ reliable and accommodating.” 393 His grandson ‘Abd-u^- 
HadT got in 1938 in the good graces of the regent-to-be, ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah, by 
coming to his assistance with loans. The prince, who had a passion
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387B3zirgan, A l-W aqai‘ul-HaqTqiyyah tT-th-Thawrat-il-Iraqiyyah, p. 69.
388Great Britain, (Confidential) P erson a lities , Baghdad and Kadhimain, 

p. 72.
389For the ChalabTs, consult Table 9-13.
390Conversation, TawfTq as-Suwaidl, ex-premier, 1965.
391Originally the ChalabTs were SunnTs, and their name was not ChalabT^ 

but HjaijT. In one version, that of Jawad Chalabi, they were Arabs from Arbil 
and migrated to Kadhimiyyah a few hundred years ago, but in another version, 
that of Ahmad ChalabT, they descended from the Arab tribe of Tayy and had 
lived in JazTrat ibn 'Amru, north of Mosul.

"^^Conversation, Jawad ChalabT, 1965.
393Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 14 of 9 July 1925, para.
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for gambling at the races, never repaid ‘Abd-ul-HadT394 but in due 
course made him a minister of public works and eventually the vice
president of the Senate. For his part, ‘Abd-ul-HadT’s brother, Muham
mad ‘AIT, rose to the directorship of the government’s Rafidain Bank 
and, on account of the considerable importance of this institution in 
the financial field, attained in the mid-fifties almost dictatorial power 
on Bank Street. In the meantime, ‘Abd-ul-HadT had become the princi
pal agent of Andrew Weir & Co., a British firm which from 1939 to 1952 
occupied the foremost position in the barley trade. Richer in money, 
he plunged next into land speculations in a big way, and simultaneous-, 
ly expanded his interests in many directions,* 395 making good use of 
the knowledge and connections that his official appointments brought 
him. Thus, by translating economic power into political influence, and 
political influence into economic power, the ChalabTs climbed from one 
level of wealth to another, and on the eve of the 1958 Revolution sur
passed other business families, at least, in easily realizable capital.

Again, without the right connections, NurT Fattah, the king of Iraq’s 
textile industry and its first modern manufacturer, could not have par
layed a spinning and weaving mill with a capital of only 13,500 dinars 
in 1926 into a company with assets of one-and-a-half million dinars in 
1963.396 * * This is not meant to depreciate in any way the importance of 
his initiative, or of the zeal or mental or nervous energy which he 
brought to his undertakings, but these factors by themselves would not 
have led very far. What was crucial in his growth was the fact that for 
upwards of two decades he and his brother-in-law, al-Hajj Salih Ibra
him,39? had a monopoly in the provision of woolen clothing to the Iraqi 
army and police. He could not have secured this advantage were it not 
for a^number of favorable contributory circumstances. First, his father, 
Fattah Pasha, the son of a Turkified Arab and an unlicensed veterinar
ian from TisTn, a village to the southwest of Kirkuk, and the owner of 
sailing ships and 2,700 dunums of land, had been a lieutenant general 
and a commander of a division in the Ottoman army. Second, his broth
er, Sulaiman, had served for a time as aide-de-camp to the minister of 
defence, and in the second half of the twenties was the commandant of 
the Military Academy.393 Third, al-Hajj Salih Ibrahim, his Turkish
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^^Conversation, Jawad ChalabT.
395Consult Table 9-13.
396Unless otherwise indicated, I am indebted for all the facts and figures 

in this and the following passages to a conversation with NurT Fattah. Mav 
1963. • 3

OQ7 __
For al-Hajj Salih Ibrahim, see Table 9-13.

398r'_Great Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities , Mosul, ArbTl, Kirkuk and 
Sulaimaniyyah (1922-1923), p. 35, entry relating to the Fattahs, as amended by 
Major J. F. Wilkins. *



brother-in-law and partner until the mid-thirties, had been, before World 
War I, the director of a modern weaving factory belonging to the Otto
man forces. Fourth, NurT Fattah himself had been an army officer from 
1912 to 1916, and knew personally many of the men in power from his 
days as a member of the clandestine military society al-‘Ahd. More 
than that, NurT as-Sa‘Td had been his private tutor in 1907-1908, and the 
“ chief road-companion” —ar-ra’7s ar-rafiq-in the forty-day trip he made 
in 1909 from Baghdad to the military academy at Istanbul. Obviously, 
but for these facts, it would not have been easy for NurT Fattah to ob
tain the army and police contracts that were year after year the animat
ing breath of his factory. He also benefited from the enlightened policy 
of Faisal I (1921-1933), who stood for the support of “ indigenous (in
dustrial) entrepreneurs in a practical and effective manner”  and, in a 
revealing memorandum, observed that he would “ rather see the building 
of a mill than of a royal palace.” 399 Indeed, in 1930, he decided to ex
tend to NurT Fattah, whose enterprise was in need of an injection of 
cash, a loan from army funds to the tune of 150,000 rupees or 11,250 
dinars, but the British ambassador overrode the king’s decision. How
ever, Faisal contributed shares to the Iraq Ginnery, which Nun Fattah 
and others founded subsequently. The king also promised to participate 
monetarily in the Iraq Cement Co., which came into being only in 1935, 
that is, after Faisal’ s death, and counted among its founders, aside from 
Fattah, Premier YasTn al-HashimT; the ex-Premiers Jamil al-Midfa'i,
‘AIT Jawdat al-AyyubT, and Ja'far al-‘AskarT; and the future Premier 
Muzahim al-PachachT.400 When to this interweaving of his interests 
with those of the upper layers of the political class in the twenties and 
thirties are added the boom profits of his factory and other enterprises 
in World War II, occasioned by the sharp drop in the import of textiles 
and other manufactured articles, it is not difficult to understand how 
from little beginnings NurT Fattah wound up as a multimillionaire. True, 
in the last decade of the monarchy, he suffered more than any other man
ufacturer from the dumping—while the government looked the other way— 
of European fabrics at low prices. Moreover, Nuri as-Sa‘Td made him 
pay dearly for criticisms he leveled against him. “ I will rather clothe 
the army in GawanT jute,”  he warned him, “ than clothe it from your 
factory;”  and, passing from words to deed, he launched in 1953 the 
state-controlled Woollen Textile Co., and gave it the army and police 
contracts formerly monopolized by NurT Fattah and his brother-in-law.
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399F aisa l’ s Confidential Memorandum of March 1933, al-Hasani, larikh - 
ul-Wizarat, III, 292-293.

400The prominent merchants Yas"m al-Khudain, ‘ Abd-ul-Husain ach-Chalabi, 
and Mustafa as-Sabunjl were also  principal stockholders in the company.
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But by this time Fattah’s business had become extensive and diversi
fied.401 He, therefore, succeeded in weathering the blow and holding 
his own.402

Enough has been said about the Moslem capitalist families that 
stood at the very peak of wealth in 1958. Information concerning the 
richest of the Christian merchants is much scantier. This is because 
of their secretiveness and reticence. However, it is a matter of com
mon knowledge that they had partnerships or close business ties with 
the Moslem big men of commerce and sat in the same political protec
tive shadows in which these men reposed.

It should not go unmentioned that under the monarchy the bulk of 
the merchants, while keeping in close touch with the workings of gov
ernment, possessed an innate distrust of anything connected with poli
tics. In fact, they held in contempt most of the professional politicians 
who, from their point of view, could easily be manipulated by oiling 
their palms or were, as one man of business put it, “ dogs and one best 
deals with dogs by tossing bones to them.”

401Consult Table 9-13.
40^Conversation, NurT Fattah, May 1963.
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THE CROWN AND 
THE EX-SHARlFIAN OFFICERS

Aside from a small number of civilians—notably Rustum Haidar, a for- . ' 
mer school headmaster with a degree in politics from the Sorbonne, a 
scion of an Arab ShTT landed family of BaTabakk, and the private sec-, 
retary and chief of DTwan of Faisal I—the ex-Shanfians had been offi
cers in the Ottoman army. They counted about three hundred in all1 * 
and, with few exceptions, were of the Sunni sect and hailed from Bagh- . 
dad or the northern half of the country. The strength of the bond tying 
them to the throne differed according to individual circumstances, but 
from this standpoint it is useful to distinguish between the later re
cruits to the SharTfian cause, that is, the officers who joined Faisal’s 
service in Syria after the end of the war with the Turks in October of 
1918, and the earlier volunteers who rallied from the beginning to the 
revolt raised in 1916 by Faisal’ s father, Sharif Husain of Mecca, or 
took an active part in the ensuing desert campaigns and, of necessity, 
became more closely identified with the SharTfian family and its inter
ests. Indeed, some of the later recruits did not lend their support in 
1921 to Faisal’s candidacy for the throne of Iraq. To the same post- 
1918 group belonged Bakr SidqT, who pulled the 1936 coup, and appar
ently contemplated doing away with the kingship altogether.2 Of course, 
Faisal relied, in the first place, on the officers who fought for him long
est or stood by his side through danger or adversity—on such men, in 
other words, as Ja'far al-‘ AskarT, Nun as-Sa‘ id, Jamil al-Midfa l, and 
‘AIT Jawdat al-AyyubT, all of whom rose eventually to the premiership.

Although, after the founding of the monarchy in 1921, many of the 
ex-SharTfian officers stepped into important posts in the government and 
the army, and gained commensurately in status, none descended from 
families of wealth or social position, save for Amin al-‘Uman, command
er of the Baghdad district and of the First Division from 1937 to 1940; 
Mahmud as-SinawT, governor of Baghdad in 1932; and the oftentimes 
Minister of Justice Jamal Baban. Significantly, the others did not bear 
hereditary surnames in Ottoman times, these being still unfixed except 
among the higher class.3 Thus NurT as-Sa‘id, who was born to a mudaq-

1 Great Britain, Cab. 21/204/7212, note of 15 November 1919 by Gertrude 
Bell entitled “ Syria in October 1919.”

^See p. 29.
3I am indebted for this point to Kamel ach-Chadirchi.
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qiqchT, a minor government auditor, used his father’s personal name as 
his family name. So did ‘AIT Jawdat al-Ayyubl, who was born to a 
chief sergeant in the gendarmerie. Ja'far al-‘ AskarT, the son of an 
Ottoman brigadier, took his last name from the name of the place of ori
gin of his family, that is, from ‘Askar, a Kurdish village in the province 
of Kirkuk. Being an artillerist, Jamil al-Midfa‘T derived his surname 
from his profession.

Stemming, as they did, from the middle or lower middle classes, or 
from more modest origins, the ex-Sharlfian officers, as a whole, were, 
in the twenties and earlier years, scarcely sympathetic to the wealthy 
or established families. To a 1916 complaint by Sharif Husain that his 
sons were finding support in the towns “ only among the third class of 
people,”  one of the Sharlfian officers-to-be replied that the thing was 
“ natural and necessary.”  “ The men of fame,”  he added, “ are famous 
by dint of their riches. . . which they acquired without right and through 
injustice to others. . . .  The public question is of no interest to them. 
They may even regard it as a danger to themselves . . . . ” 4 A similar 
thread of thought underlies the attribution, three decades later, of pa
triotism exclusively to “ the middle class, the common people, and the 
remnants of the leadership of the [1920] uprising”  by Salah-ud-DTn as- 
Sabbagh, one of the younger post-1918 Sharlfian recruits and the moving 
spirit behind the 1941 military movement.5 By that time, many of the 
senior ex-Sharlfians no longer formed part of the middle strata of socie
ty. They had become propertied and, therefore, tied by material bonds 
to the upper class and socially entrenched families.

But in the twenties, even the senior ex-Sharlfian officers were, in 
the context of the times, rather radical in their temper and ideas. As a 
matter of fact, they were in this respect akin to the military Young 
Turks. Though they came under the influence of rival national feelings, 
the one group as well as the other had been, it should be remembered, 
animated by the same aversion for the rule of Sultan ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, the 
same anxiety about the dilapidated condition of the Ottoman Empire, 
and the same ardent but untutored desire for reform. They were both, 
after all, the product of the same European-oriented military learning 
and the same military academies.

The ex-Sharlfians were naturally affected by the new tendencies of 
thought arising from their involvement in the incipient process of Euro
peanization. These tendencies were, it must be admitted, still inchoate 
and not deeply ingrained or intensely felt. Their direction was also 
often not clear or definite. Most of the ex-Sharlfians hardly grasped

or the text of the reply, see  Muhammad Taher a l-‘UmarT, TarTkh Muqad- 
darat-il-'Iraq-is-Siyasiyyah  ( “ The History of the P olitica l Destinies of Iraq” ) 
(Baghdad, 1925), I, 227.

5Salah-ud-DTn as-Sabbagh, Fursan-ul-'Urubah fT-l-‘Iraq, p. 248.
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their real meaning or their implications for society, and not all sensed 
their vibrations in the same way or were involved in them to the same 
degree. Apart from an attachment or an inclination to the idea of na
tional independence or national union, a sense was taking hold of them 
that the new elements of culture emanating from Europe were an eman
cipation or something inherently superior, while continued adherence to 
the old modes of life implied futility and frustration. They were also 
influenced by another idea that was in the air, and that had its origin 
in the period of the Young Turks. We first encounter this idea, but in . 
an extreme form, in notes written by Isma‘11 HaqqT Baban, a deputy for 
Baghdad, and published in Turkish in 1910. It is there almost casually 
advanced as a solution for the pervasive backwardness in the tribal 
country. “ As long as the government,”  said Baban, “ will not interfere 
in the private life of the inhabitants and concern itself with their lodg
ing, with their food even, as long as they will not be led by force and 
against their wishes towards progress like soldiers, there will be here 
neither prosperity nor civilization. They must be led and with a strong 
hand.” 6 What Baban proposed, in other words, was to transform the in
habitants into some kind of an army and the government into an army in
structor, nurse, and leader. The ex-Sharifian officers, who served 
Faisal I and formed a mainstay of his regime, may not have gone so far 
in their ideas, but they had something of Baban’s martial temper and 
shared his partiality for a forced social change, for a push from above, 
so to say. It is to them—and other semi-Europeanized urban ruling ele
ments—that Faisal referred when he observed in his Confidential Memo
randum of March 1933:

The young men of Iraq, who run the government, and at their head a 
great number of those in positions of responsibility, believe that no 
consideration should be given to the opinion of fanatics and holders 
of traditional views . . . and that the country should be driven forward 
and the people raised to an appropriate level of life without regard 
to any opinion. . .  so long as law and force are the government’s and 
it can coerce all to abide by what it dictates.

To ignore opinion—no matter how insignificant it may be—is an 
unforgivable sin. If government commanded enough visible force to 
lead the people against their will, I would have been disposed to a
gree with them but until such a force becomes available, we have to 
proceed without disturbing the traditions of the people and in a man
ner somewhat agreeable to them so that they would have sympathy 
for their government in times of affliction.7

e x -sharIf ia n  o f f ic e r s

6Isma‘Xl Haqqi Baban, D e Stamboul a-Bagdad, p. 28.
7For the text of the Memorandum, see ' Abd-ur-Razzaq al-HasanT, TarTkh 

ul-Wizarat-il-'Iraqiyyah, III, 286-293. For the quoted statement, see p. 287.
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From Faisal’s observations it is reasonable to infer, after taking 

due account of the differences in consciousness engendered by the 
events and experiences of intervening decades, that the ex-Sharif ian 
officers who in the twenties helped to build the monarchy were as de
sirous and as restless for change as the army officers who in 1958 de
stroyed it. But what was crucial in the twenties was that the ex- 
Sharlfians were too thinly or too precariously based, and the forces of 
conservatism comparatively too strong—and then there were the demands 
of British imperial policy—so that instead of the ex-Sharlfians subduing 
the old social order, it tended in some respects to subdue and assimi
late them, giving them a stake in its perpetuation, and passing on to 
them some of its conservative temper.

But, under Faisal I, the ex-Sharlfian officers had to contend with 
opposition from the side of the established families, who found it diffi
cult to suffer with equanimity the abrupt ascent to influence of men 
whom they regarded as upstarts. “ Who is so and so that he should be
come a. minister or a mutasarrii? His father was only a sergeant or a 
grocer,”  they complained.8 9 In 1922 forty shaikhs and aghas insisted 
that the king should select for government “ only those who have the 
nobility of race and birth. ” 9 The old “ aristocracy”  of officials re
sented the competition for the high offices of the state that they now 
had to face. There was also a feeling that many of the ex-Sharlfian 
officers had been away for years and could not be expected to have a 
good understanding of the real needs of the country.

This opposition from shaikhs, aadah, and old bureaucrat-ma//a£s 
was one of the factors that held the ex-SharTfian officers together dur
ing the reign of Faisal I. Another critical cohesive factor was their 
shared experiences. A large number of them had in the past worked in 
concert not only in the Hijaz campaigns but also in the clandestine Al- 
‘Ahd Society: A l-‘Ahd (The Covenant), which was organized in 1913 
and aspired at an autonomous status for the Arabs within the Ottoman 
Empire, embraced no fewer than 315 out of the 490 Arab officers that 
lived in Istanbul in 1914, *0 not to mention the support that it attracted 
among the Arab military element at Mosul, Baghdad, and Basrah. More 
than that, many of the ex-Shanfian officers were linked by biood rela
tionships or marital unions. For example, Ibrahim ar-RawI, the com
mander of the Fourth Division from 1937 to 1941, Jamil ar-RawI, the 
minister of communications in 1930, and Rashid al-Khawjah, the minis
ter of defence in 1932-1933 and 1934-1935 were all ex-Sharlfian officers

8 ■C on versation , TawfTq as-Suwaidi, ex-premier, March 1965.
9See p. 115.
l^Amm Sa'Td, Ath-Thawrat-ul-‘Arabiyyat-ul-Kubra ( “ The Great Arab R e

volt” ) I, An-Nidal Bain-al-(Arab wa-l-Atrak ( “ The Struggle between the Arabs 
and the Turks” ) (Cairo, undated but published in the mid-thirties), ppf 46-47.
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and all first cousins. They were also related to the tribe of Jumailah, 
to which belonged Jamil al-WadT and Shakir al-Wadl, both ex-Sharifian 
officers, and the one a minister of justice in 1932-1933 and the other a 
minister of defence in 1946-1947 and 1948-1952. Similarly, Ja far al- 
‘AskarT, a prime minister; his elder brother ‘All Rida, a military com
mander; and his younger brother TahsTn, a minister of the interior, were 
all ex-Shaflfian officers. Moreover, Ja'far al-‘Askan and NurT as-Sa‘Td 
were married to each other’s sisters, and the wife of TahsTn al-‘Askan 
was the sister of the wife of Ibrahim Kamal, another ex-Shanfian offi
cer. Again, the mother of Jamil al-Midfa‘T was from the family of al- 
Hajj SirrT, which had a matrimonial tie with the family of ‘AIT Jawdat 
al-AyyubT.

But what, above all, helped the social advancement of the ex- 
SharTfian officers was their joining of fortunes with Faisal I and the 
House of the Hashemites. However, from this flowed not only their 
rising influence but also the inherent instability of their position. The 
explanation lies in the precariousness and somewhat ambiguous charac
ter of the Crown and the ambivalent attitudes that it aroused.

Initially, at least, no strong bonds tied Faisal I to his subjects.
His, after all, was a new kingship, and lacked in the history or tradi
tions of Iraq the roots that could have given it nourishment or afforded 
it that elusive force which is prestige. His family, to be sure, was, 
according to the Meccan genealogical roll, of the thirty-fifth generation 
in direct descent from Hasan, grandson of the Prophet, and sought to 
make the most of this claim. On the other hand, there was no paucity 
of ashraf in Iraq, and the old respect for them had, as noted on other 
pages, already visibly diminished. True, Faisal was also a hero of the 
Meccan Revolt, but many Iraqis had all along had their doubts about 
that undertaking. As late as July 1923 a petition, bearing the seals of 
about four hundred personages, appealed to the Ottoman Caliph “ for 
the deliverance of Iraq from the foreigners. .. and from Faisal and his 
father who came to dominate over the Moslems by fighting in the ranks 
of the Allies and by disuniting the Moslems under the cloak of Arab 
nationalism in disobedience of the order of God which says: ‘The be
lievers are brothers.’ ” H Significantly, in the mosques of Baghdad, 
the Friday khutbah12 continued until 1924 to call for prayers by the * 19
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translation of this petition is in Iraqi P olice  (J. K. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 
239 entitled “ Al-Hizb al-Watarii”  (The National Party). Among the signatories 
were HamdT al-PachachT, a prominent nationalist and a future premier; Muham
mad Amm ach-CharchafchT, the head of the Nahdah party; and Muhammad Hasan 
Kubbah, a ShTT notable. Ja‘ far Abu-t-Timman, the leader of the National party, 
refused to sign the petition.

19■‘ Moslem sermon.
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people for the Ottoman Caliph in both his spiritual and temporal capaci
ty, despite protests by Faisal that the unaltered khutbah was an insult 
to himself.13

But what was most damaging to the moral authority of the Crown 
was the fact that it derived its original force from the will of Iraq’s con
querors. The English tried to keep from the people that it was they 
who had chosen Faisal for the throne, and did their best to engineer 
his election as “ quietly and unostentatiously” 14 as possible. But it 
was difficult to cover up the reality that were it not for support by Brit
ish power, the monarchy could scarcely exist.

Faisal himself, who was the shrewdest of the Hashemites, perfect
ly understood his situation. Before his enthronement on 23 August 
1921, the English had put before him a proposal for the inclusion in a 
projected Organic Law of a clause leaving the final word in Iraq’s in
ternal affairs with their high commissioner. “ We do not wish Faisal to 
be able to say (after he has been crowned) that he did not realise what 
degree of control we expect him to submit to,”  had telegraphed their 
secretary of state for the colonies.15 But Faisal took strong objection 
to the proposal. “ Apart from my personal ideals in the direction of 
Arab nationality,”  he told the high commissioner,

I am an instrument of British policy. His Majesty’s Government and 
I are in the same boat and must sink or swim together. . . .  Having, 
so to speak, chosen me, you must treat me as one of yourselves and 
I must be trusted as His Majesty’s Government trust you and if you 
wish me and your policy to succeed, it is folly to damn me perma
nently in the public eye by making me an obvious puppet as might 
b e . . . .  Much more is it to your interests to show at once that I am 

■ really King, that I am trusted, and that you are ready to support me.
I undertake to be guided by your advice in all important matters. 6

But Faisal insisted that the high commissioners’s views should be im
parted to him privately and, if he concurred with them, presented by him 
to Iraqis as his own ideas.17

13Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report No 3 of 7 February 1924, 
para. 93.

14This is what his adviser-to-be Kinahan Cornwallis had suggested in Jan
uary of 1921; Great Britain, Foreign Office, FO 371/6349 /E  583/100/93 , note 
by Cornwallis of 8 January 1921 of an interview with Faisal on 7 January 1921.

1'’ Great Britain, FO 371/6352 /E  9443/100/93, paraphrase telegram of 16 
August 1921 from the secretary of state for the colonies to the high commis
sioner, Mesopotamia.

15Great Britain, FO 371/6352 /E  9483/100/93, paraphrase telegram No.
397 of 17 August 1921 from the high commissioner, Mesopotamia, to the secre
tary of state for the colon ies.

17Great Britain, FO 371 /6352 /E  9406/100/93, paraphrase telegram of 16
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Obviously, in the early years of his reign, Faisal needed the Eng
lish. Without their support, he would have sunk. But he knew that the 
English also needed him. If only for financial reasons, they had to ex
ercise their control indirectly and lull the Iraqis into a fictitious sense 
of independence. “ I have no doubt personally,”  the secretary of state 
for the colonies, Winston Churchill, had wired from Cairo to his prime 
minister in March of 1921,

that Faisal offers far away best chance of saving our money.
. . .  Incredible waste now proceeding in Mesopotamia can only be - 
cured by driving large number of troops and followers out of country
and off our pay l is t___  We have to carry everybody back sooner or
later and keeping them waiting eating up our mutton is pure waste.18

As time went on, and particularly after the discovery of immense quanti
ties of oil in the northern part of the country, the value of Faisal, from 
England’s standpoint, palpably increased. “ The loss of Faisal’s good
will and cooperation (to say nothing of his covert hostility),”  remarked 
in 1927 the Middle East Department of the Colonial Office, “ would ren
der our task almost impossible.” 19

Such considerations did not escape Faisal. Therefore, just as the 
English used him to forward their interests, he tried to use their need 
of him to build his own position, often at their expense. Moreover, 
while turning their military presence, as best as practicable, to his ad
vantage, he sought to strike roots in native soil and to free himself, as 
far as he could, from the workings of the colonial policy in which he 
had become involved.

To the dismay of the English, he took an attitude of independence 
scarcely six months after his coronation. Realizing that the long-range 
interests of his House lay in identifying himself with the feelings and 
hopes of his people, he refused to consent to a “ mandatory”  relation 
for Iraq even in “ a camouflaged form.”  “ If you insist,”  he told the 
high commissioner in February of 1922, “ on the proposal to ‘mandate’ 
us, I . . .  cannot accept the odium and responsibility of being associated 
with such a policy and you will need an army strong enough to impose 
your will upon an unwilling people.”  He, however, made plain that he 
needed Britain “ not as a mandatory but as an ally and friend.” 20 * At
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August 1921 from the high commissioner, Mesopotamia, to the secretary of 
state for the co lon ies .

18Great Britain, FO 371/6350 /E  4830/100/93, telegram of 14 March 1921.
19Great Britain, FO 371/12260/E  4343 /86/65 , memorandum of 28 Septem

ber 1927, entitled “ Iraq: Suggested Treaty R evision .”
20Great Britain, FO 371/7770 /E  2621 /33/65 , paraphrase telegram of 27 

February 1922 from Sir Percy Cox, high commissioner for Iraq, to the secretary
of state for the colonies.
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the same time, Faisal, supported by the ex-SharTfian officers and by un
compromising ShI‘T ‘ ulama’ and nationalist elements, encouraged the 
anti-Mandate sentiment that had been building up, and that led to popu
lar unrest in the summer of 1922, so much so that the English took for 
granted that “ all that was needed to stop the unrest was a clear indica
tion from Faisal himself.”  Matters reached such a pass that in the 
British Cabinet the opinion was expressed that “ if it became necessary 
eventually to withdraw from Iraq, Faisal should not be allowed to re
main there in any case.” 21 Actually, Faisal had drifted into a confron
tation with the English which he could not afford. He was still too de
pendent upon them, and had ultimately to submit to the shackles of the 
“ Mandate”  and come into the open in favor of a treaty that only thinly 
disguised Iraq’s semicolonial status.

By deferring to the English, Faisal alienated popular opinion. Nor 
was his position made any better by the banishment in 1923 of the anti
treaty ShT'T ‘ulama’ , or by the pretext given for a measure so serious 
and which he had only reluctantly approved. The ‘ ulama’ had succeed
ed in bringing to a standstill the processes of election to a Constituent 
Assembly convoked, essentially, with a view to ratifying the treaty, but 
were exiled on the basis of a decree that invested the government with 
the power to deport “ aliens”  for political offences, although the princi
pal men of religion involved22 were Arabs and not Persians. “ If the 
King,”  countered the opposition in a protest addressed to the foreign 
consuls in Baghdad, “ pretends that the ‘ ulama’ are ‘aliens’ , then this 
epithet must be applied also to him because he is a HijazT by origin and 
his Prime Minister—‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘dun—although a Muntafiqi is a 
HijazT.. . .  Moreover, all the King’s suite are aliens.” 23 * *

Suffering the buffets of the English on the one side and the national 
opposition on the other, Faisal could now enlarge the sphere of his 
authority only subtly and gradually. Inasmuch as the appearance of 
power is not completely separable from its substance, by clinging to 
the one, he acquired more and more of the other, edging the English, 
whenever opportunity offered, out of a degree after degree of their influ
ence. Simultaneously, he kept his hand on the political pulse of the 
country and, while leaning on the ex-SharTfian officers—now the back
bone of Iraq’ s new army—he maintained contact with all existing forces 
and shades of opinion, and placed himself publicly above rivalries be
tween parties, sects, or tribal combinations.

—— ‘ -
Great Britain, Cab. 23/31, note that is undated but was written in late 

August 1922, and refers to a Cabinet conference on Iraq.
^Shaikh MahdT al-KhalisT and two of his sons, Iraqi P o lice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) 

F ile  No. 52, entitled “ Shaikh MahdT al-KhalisT. ”
23The protest was signed by the same four hundred personages that ap

pealed to the Ottoman Caliph in July 1923, see note 11 above. Iraqi P olice
Q . F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 239 refers.
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By 1927 Faisal felt the ground firm enough under his feet to bid de
fiance to British policy. A critical trial of strength began between him 
and High Commissioner Henry Dobbs that was to last until 1929. The 
real bone of contention was the control of Iraq’s military defence. The 
British government, while desiring that the extra cost of stationing a 
British air force be borne by Iraq, and giving the king reason to believe 
that this force would not be available to him in the event of external 
aggression—or at least to suspect a letdown in an emergency—insisted 
on retaining ultimate say with regard to the movements and dispositions 
of Iraq’s own army. Faisal and the principal ex-Sharlfian officers re
fused to yield on either point. Moreover, in order to strengthen the de
fensive capacity of the country and curtail its expenditure, they sought 
to substitute universal military service for the existing voluntary sys
tem. But, as shown elsewhere, the high commissioner defeated their 
purpose.

The sequel bears examination, inasmuch as it throws into sharp re
lief the difficulties of the Crown, the complexity of the interests at 
play, the tactics of the English, and Faisal’ s own methods.

Faced with a political.agitation for universal military service and. 
complete independence, inspired by the king and spearheaded by such 
ex-Sharlfians as NurT as-Sa'Td24 and Jamil al-Midfa‘1,25 the high com
missioner deemed it “ most desirable’ ’ that “ means should be found of 
getting His Majesty away from Baghdad.” 26 An invitation to visit Lon
don was extended to him in a message which was couched in such terms 
as to leave the impression with the king that a revision of existing poli
cy was intended.

Faisal departed for England in August of that year, and there was 
left in a state of uncertainty for almost four months, only to be doled 
out scraps of concessions in the end. But more instructive were the • 
things that went on in Iraq and behind his back.

In the first place, Amin ach-Charchafchl, the leader of the Shl‘T- ' 
inclined Nahdah party, opened a fierce attack on Faisal and the Iraq 
government in his paper An-Nahdah, which he began to publish soon af
ter the king’s departure.27 The bitter articles were calculated to pro
voke communal animosity and embitter the feelings between ShT'Ts and 
Sunnis. They dwelt upon and exaggerated past conflicts and old griev
ances. Simultaneously there was a surreptitious agitation against the
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7^Iraqi P olice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 103 entitled “ NurT Sa‘Td Pasha.”  
^6Iraqi P olice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 796 entitled “ Jamil al-Midfa‘T.”  
^6Great Britain, FO 371/12260/E  4343 /86/65 , memorandum of 28 Septem

ber 1927 by Middle East Department, Colonial O ffice, entitled “ Iraq: Suggest
ed Treaty R ev ision .”  ’

27The king left for England on 6 August 1927. An-Nahdah was first pub
lished on 10 August 1927.
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Sunni dominance of the government and for the continuance of undimin
ished British control. The chief ShT'T ‘ ulama’ refused to give counte
nance to these activities. CharchafchT himself left no doubt as to the 
side from which he was receiving encouragement: “ It is commonly be
lieved throughout the Euphrates,”  affirmed a British intelligence report

that His Excellency the High Commissioner is supporting the ShT'T 
agitation and AmTn Ach-CharchafchT in his conversation has always 
managed to convey this impression. For instance, when talking to 
Shaikh Ahmad Ad-Daud on 17th September [1927] he said that His 
Excellency had made him some promises regarding the ShTTs and 
that he intended visiting him on his return. Also Shaikh Jawad Al- 
JawahirT told the Inspector of Police, Najaf, that they were anxious
ly waiting for the return of His Excellency and that they were 
“ ready to beat the drum”  if he wished them to do so .28

When on October 22, 1927, the Iraqi cabinet ordered An-Nahdah closed 
down on the ground that it was creating dissension among the people, 
the action of the cabinet was pointed out to Faisal by Henry Dobbs in 
London as “ a glaring instance of an avoidance of consultation with the 
High Commissioner and British advisers.” 29

In the second place, prominent SunnT ‘ ulama’ — and this is a stratum 
that was, as a rule, politically quiescent—began suddenly to discuss 
the desirability of a republic. Involved were IbrahTm al-HaidarT, ‘Abd- 
ul-JalTl Ahmad JamTl, IbrahTm ar-RawT, Isma'Tl al-Wa‘idh, ‘Abd-ul-Wah- 
hab al-KhatTb, and others. They endeavored to gain influence among 
the ShT'Ts with the object of sounding them as to their possible attitude 
toward such a project. “ It is understood,”  maintained a British intelli
gence report, “ that they have been encouraged by articles which have 
appeared in the British press but will be governed by the attitude His 
Excellency the High Commissioner takes up with regard to His Majesty 
the King on his return and will not do anything unless they are sure of 
British support.” 30

In the third place, a number of influential mallaks of Basrah revived 
their old demand for “ a separate Basrah under British protection.”  The 
promoters of the movement31 “ insinuated”  that their cause had the sup

28Great Britain, (Secret) Supplement to Abstract ol 'n telligence (Iraq) No 
38 o f 17 September 1927, para. 10.

29Great Britain, FO 371/12260/E  4529 /86/65 , memorandum of a conversa
tion at the Hyde Park Hotel on 28 October 1927.

30Great Britain, (Secret) Supplement to Abstract o l In telligence No 50 of 
10 December 1927, para. 1.

31HabTb al-Mallak and ‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar al-Mallak, among others.
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port of ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘ dun,32 an oftentime premier who was gen
erally considered to be specially favored by the British government.

In the fourth place, the Ikhwan of Najd, led by Faisal ad-Dawish, 
chief of the ‘ Ilwah Mutayr, launched in this period repeated attacks on 
Iraq, which continued after Faisal’ s return from England. In one of the 
attacked encampments near Jumaimah, all the Iraqi shepherd tribesmen 
who fell into the hands of the Ikhwan were killed. The student of Iraqi 
history cannot help noticing that DawTsh carried out his raids precisely 
on those occasions when the Iraqis or their government would not bend • 
to British wishes, that is, in 1922, when the king stood against the 
“ Mandate;”  in 1924, when a powerful antitreaty opposition developed 
within the Constituent Assembly; and, lastly, in the circumstances now 
under discussion. It appears unlikely that Dawish should have at
tacked, at least in 1927-1928, unless he knew beforehand that the Brit
ish air force, which was still committed by treaty to the defense of the 
Iraqi borders, would give him a free rein.33 Interestingly enough, on 
11 January 1929, the secretary of state for the colonies directed the 
high commissioner “ to exercise [his] judgment in using the present 
situation on the Iraq-Nejd frontier to emphasize the necessity for the 
continuance of British support and the dependence of Iraq upon such 
support.” 34

Of course, the British did not create the separatist proclivities of 
Basrah’s mallaks or the animosity of ShTTs and Sunnis or of Sa'udTs 
and Hashemites. All these issues have their deeper causes. But it 
looks as if there were gentle British pushes with the elbow somewhere
along the line. ■

As to how Faisal himself felt about all this, the following letter 
from the director of the British political police to the British adviser 
of Iraq’s minister of interior—which, in view of the light it sheds on the 
thinking and methods of the king, is quoted here textually—is, I think, 
eloquent enough:

On the 2nd March [1928], in response to a telephone message, 
Amin ChalabI ach-Charchafchi33 visited the Palace where he re-
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32Iraqi P olice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 1924 entitled “ Movements of Sepa
ration of Basrah from Iraq.”

33The British Colonial O ffice in its R eport. . .  to the Council o l the 
League of Nations on the Administration of Iraq for 1927 (p. 57) spoke of an 
intention to take certain measures with a view to checking Dawish incursions^ 
but, as is apparent from the discussion  that King Faisal had with Charchafchi 
on 3 March 1928 -see  p. 330—no effective action followed.

34Great Britain, FO 371/13757/E  244 /6 /93 , paraphrase telegram of 11 Jan 
uary 1929 from the secretary of state for tlie colonies to the high commissioner 
for Iraq. •

33For Charchafchi, see  pp. 327-328.
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mained for about three hours. On his return he refused to tell any
one what had passed except that he had been granted an audience 
by His Majesty the King who had made him swear not to divulge 
what had passed.

However, on 3-3-28 he told HajjT Husain al-‘AllawT36 of the in
terview and of his oath to His Majesty the King but said he did not 
mind telling him of what had passed as he fully trusted him. He 
then stated that after the usual compliments, His Majesty had said 
that whatever had passed, he was convinced that he, Amin ChalabT, 
had a clear conscience and loved “ the sacred household—peace be 
upon them.”  He did not believe that he had ever been against him 
and that his activities, even if they had been against the interests 
of the throne, had been in good faith. Amin ChalabT had thanked 
His Majesty for this and assured him that as a Muslim he was re
quired to support him as a descendant of the Prophet. His Majesty 
replied that he was aware of this and for this reason relied on him 
and after making him swear on the “ Wilayat Amir al-Mu’minin’ ’ 37 
not to divulge what passed between them, except to persons he 
trusted as himself, said that Iraq was in great danger from the 
Ikhwan who were the bitter enemies of his house and of the Shl'Ts. 
With great emotion he showed how the Ikhwan were endeavouring to 
wipe out the sacred places of Islam and even the names of the 
Prophet’s household from the world. The present Cabinet, with Sir 
‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin at its head, will not defend the country for the fol
lowing reasons:- .

(1) There is insufficient force.
(2) He and all the Sa'duns are secretly in favour of Ibn Su'ud 

and secretly believe in Wahhabi doctrines.
(3) The British are supporting the Ikhwan and in fact have 

caused the latter to attack Iraq. If this were not so they would 
have allowed Iraq to have control of its army or their air force 
would have—ere this—dealt completely with them.

He said that the country was faced with a great danger and that 
they were responsible before God and His Messenger for the safety 
of the Tombs of the Holy Imams and should therefore take immedi
ate steps to safeguard that on which the life of their religion and 
home depends.

Amin ach-Charchafchl said he was greatly affected with what 
His Majesty said and asked what he suggested should be done. His 
Majesty said he should think this matter over and should consult the 
‘alama’ but urged upon him the need for the greatest possible care.

^®‘AllawT was a leading member of the Nahdah party.
37“ The su ccession  of the Commander of the Faithful.”
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His Majesty then spoke on the British and said they were against 

the progress of the country and gave details of the difficulties he 
had faced when in London owing to the attitude and opposition of 
Sir Henry Dobbs who, he said, had declared that the Iraq Shi'Ts and , 
An-Nahdah party were opposed to the monarchy and in favour of the 
British. He was, he said, quite aware that the British were the 
cause of all the friction and that his [Amin’s] dealings with the 
Residency had been in good faith. He went on at some length and . • 
then pointed out that the British had failed to make good their prom-'' .. 
ises to the ShI‘Ts.

He said that Sir ‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin, who would not object to any- ... 
thing the British did, had agreed with them to secure the election of 
a pro-British Parliament to facilitate British policy-----

As up to the present Amin ach-Charchafchi has, as far as I know, 
only related the above to Hajjl Husain al-‘AllawI, who in turn told 
my agent, there is need for the greatest possible care to prevent the 
discovery of the latter.38

Faisal’ s fears may or may not have been warranted, but he succeed
ed in neutralizing Charchafchl and his party. He also before long took 
up a firmer line. Through his Defence Minister Nun as-Sa id, he made 
in October of 1928 “ radical”  demands which contemplated, among other 
things, an “ immediate”  assumption by Iraq of “ full responsibility”  for 
its defence; consent by its government to the nature and size of the 
British garrison; the complete elimination of any British say as regards 
the affairs of the Iraq army “ in time of peace;”  and the termination of 
the military agreement between the two countries in 1932. The Iraq 
Government,”  said Nurl, “ could not be a party to pretence of advance, 
leaving British control practically unchanged.” 39 40 Simultaneously, the 
king made the position of the British-supported Premier ‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin 
as-Sa‘dun “ impossible.”  “ His Majesty,”  wrote the high commissioner 
in January of 1929, paraphrasing Sa‘dun’s own words, “ had for the past 
six months at least been telling all the prominent people in the political 
world of Iraq that any one who accepted the principles of the Agreement 
would be a traitor to his country and now such a feeling had been pro
duced that ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin Beg could not stand against it.” 4 Abd-ul-

38Letter of 6 March 1928 from J. F. Wilkins to K. Cornwallis, adviser to 
the Ministry of Interior, Iraqi P olice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  entitled Personal 
Letters.”

39great Britain, FO 371/13055/E  5000/133/65, paraphrase telegram of 16 
October 1928 from the high commissioner for Iraq to the secretary of state for 
the colonies.

40Great Britain, FO 371/13757/E  1131 /6 /93, note of 29 January 1929 by 
Sir Henry Dobbs entitled “ Recent Conversations with ‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin Beg and 
with His Majesty King F a isa l.”
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Miihsin as-Sa‘dun resigned, therefore, the premiership, and for the next 
three months (January to April of 1929) Iraq remained without a respon
sible government. Faisal simply would not nominate a successor.
When pressed by the high commissioner, he took the attitude that he 
could see no alternative to Sa'dun as prime minister, and that if he per
suaded others to assume office, people would at once charge him with 
having intrigued against Sa'dun to bring in his own nominees, which 
would be derogatory to his prestige. In the end, the deadlock in the re
lations between the British government and the king was broken by a 
change in British policy, which found expression eventually in the 
Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930. Though still restrictive of Iraq’s indepen
dence, the treaty spelled the end of the “ Mandate”  and surrendered to 
Iraq mastery over its armed forces.

Faisal never really danced to England’s piping, or at least was not 
the man to be reconciled to such a role. With the passage of time, few
er and fewer of his people came to question his genuine devotion to the 
interests of his adopted country. He achieved with their help, or in the 
face of their discontent, such measure of independence or liberty of ac
tion as could be realized under the circumstances. Unlike most of his 
contemporaries in Iraq, he was accessible to the finer points of politi
cal reality and looked further than the instant. He also clearly realized 
the importance of transforming the congeries of retarded, discordant, 
and self-regarding societies that was Iraq into a modern and harmonious 
state.41 He himself had watched, perhaps not without some fascina
tion, how easily the British pitted the varied forces of the country 
against each other, raising the hopes of the one, to break the resis
tance of the other. But the difficulties in his path were enormous. His 
financial resources, for one thing, were extremely meager: the total 
revenue of the government in the year of his accession to the throne 
was only £3.9 million, and in 1933, the year of his death, £4.1 million, 
compared with £129.3 million in 1958.* 42 And then, there were the old 
habits of mind, the widespread illiteracy, the shortage of skills, the 
poor communications, the conflicting ethnic, religious, tribal, and class 
desires, not to mention his embarrassing but unavoidable links with the 
British, the non-Iraqi origin of his House, and the indiscipline and al
most endemic indocility of Iraqis. His hands often tied, his army con
tinually below strength, his administrative machine scarcely adequate, 
and holding the balance between—or alternatively opposed by—antitheti
cal forces, he could only build slowly, painfully, and circumspectly.
It could be said of him that he was too subtle, too complex, too apt to 
rely on maneuver. But quite apart from the influences, in this connec
tion, of his youthful Meccan years, the situation in which he found him

4 ^See pp. 25 ff.
42See Table 6-2.
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self in Iraq fostered such traits. In fact, his success lay essentially 
in his correlation with the character of his circumstances. A more 
forthright monarch would have sooner or later come to grief.

The men that Faisal trusted most were the ex-Sharlfians Ja'far al- 
‘AskarT, Rustum Haidar, and Nuri as-Sa‘Td. But Ja'far was not very 
politically minded, and too forthright in his views and manners to suc
ceed in a situation that was inherently complicated. Stout and unwieldy 
of body, he grew in time fatter and lazier, so much so that in 1927 one . 
of the better informed English officials described him as “ a mere jelly 
bag.” 43 Rustum Haidar, a quiet, able, and perceptive individual, was 
hampered by the persistent inclination of Iraqis to regard hirn^as some
thing of a foreigner.44 Nun, on the other hand, was a Baghdadi not 
only by birth or connections, but in his habits, gregariousness, and loy
alty to his friends.45 * He was also vibrant with energy, a “ boule de 
neige,”  as an ex-premier put it,45 and resourceful and exceptionally 
alert.47 By the mid-twenties, he had become in effect Faisal’s right
hand. .

As the king leaned on Nun, Nuri leaned on his close companions 
among the ex-Sharlfians. Thus, when he was appointed in 1922 as the 
first director general of police, he introduced many of them as comman
dants or officers.48 ‘ ‘It was obvious,”  remarked subsequently the Brit
ish chief of the political section, “ that he was making sure of the 
police.” 49 He did the same thing in the army over which he had, dur
ing most of the twenties, direct authority, either as deputy commander- 
in-chief or as minister of defence, or in both capacities. The post of 
deputy commander-in-chief of the army—of which the king himself was 
the titular head—was created in 1924 with a view to putting Nuri in 
“ permanent command” of the military forces and giving Faisal assur
ance that “ the army would be in hands which he could trust whoever 
held the portfolio of Defence.” 50 The extent to which, under the aegis

43Great Britain, FO 371/12261/E  4884/86/65, memorandum of 16 October 
1927 from K. Cornwallis, adviser, Ministry of Interior, to high commissioner 
for Iraq.

44Great Britain, FO 371/16903/E  6832/105/93, minute of 10 November 
1933 by G. W. Rendel of the Foreign Office.

45Talib Mushtaq, Awraq AyyaniT, 1900-1958, p. 584.
^Conversation , TawfTq as-SuwaidT, March 1965.
47Iraqi P o lice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 103, entitled “ Nuri S a id  Pasha.”
48For example, his friend Tahsui ‘ A ll was appointed as police commandant 

at Mosul, and his brother-in-law TahsTn a l-‘AskarT as police  commandant at 
Baghdad.

49F ile No. 103. ..
50Great Britain, (Secret) Intelligence Report (Iraq) No 16 o f 7 August 1924, 

para. 542.
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of the king and Nun, the ex-SharTfians penetrated the military estab
lishment may be gathered from the fact that out of the total of 19 senior 
army officers who had an active status in 1936, 12 were ex-SharTfians, 
including 3 out of the 3 major generals, 3 out of the 4 brigadiers, and 6 
out of the 11 colonels.51

The hold that NurT gained upon the army, coupled with his contin
ued enjoyment of the king’s favor, perceptibly increased his political 
influence. Already in 1927 he was thought to be “ hard to uproot.” 52 53 * 
Three years later, to Faisal’s evident satisfaction, he became premier. 
Significantly, he assigned five out of the six seats in his Cabinet to 
ex-SharTfians: he brought Jamil al-MidfaTto Interior; Ja'far al-'AskarT 
to Defence; ‘All Jawdat al-Ayyubi to Finance; Jamil ar-Rawi to Com
munications; and Jamal Baban to Justice.55 * These were also, of 
course, the king’s men.

It is not clear what share Nun’s reputed unscrupulousness had had 
in his rise to power. Some of his rivals were literally terrified of him.
In 1930, for example, the two SuwaidTs, Naji and TawfTq, feared for 
their very life. Commenting upon this, at a private gathering, the one
time minister of finance, Muhsin ash-Shallash, maintained, according 
to the political police, that NurT “ could easily arrange for the assassi
nation of any of his opponents as he had done in the case of TawfTq 
Bey al-KhalidT. ” 54 An ex-minister of the interior with anti-SharTfian 
and pro-British tendencies, al-KhalidT had been killed in 1924 at NurT’s 
instigation, as was commonly believed.55 His suspected murderer, 
Shaker al-QaraghulT, an ex-captain and a henchman of NurT, sat in the 
Chamber of Deputies from 1943 to 1948.55 NurT was apparently in
volved in another less publicized case: in 1930 a pensioned army offi
cer, while under the influence of liquor, told ‘Abd-ul-Ghaffur al-BadrT, 
a leader of the National party and an inflexible critic of the 1930 Trea
ty, that Nuri had promised to reinstate him in the army if ‘Abd-ul-
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The nineteenth senior officer, a lieutenant general and the ch ief of staff 
in 1936, was Taha al-HashimT, a brother of YasTn al-HashimT. For the list of 
senior army officers in 1936, see The Iraq D irectory . . . 1936, pp. 306-307.

52Great Britain, FO 371/12261/E  4884/86/65, letter of 21 October 1927 
from E. L. Ellington, acting high commissioner for Iraq, to Sir J. E. Shuckburgh, 
Colonial O ffice.

53 ■The sixth portfolio, that of Education, went to the ShTT merchant ‘ Abd- 
ul-Husain ach-ChalabT.

Letter of 24 April 1930 from J. F. Wilkins to the adviser of the minister 
o f interior, Iraqi P o lice  (J- F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 103 entitled “ Nuri Sa'Td 
P asha.”

' ’ “’ Conversation, C. J. Edmonds, London, January 1962.
^C onversations with TawfTq as-SuwaidT, March 1965, and Muhammad 

FakhrT aj-Jamtl, October 1971. '
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Ghaffur was “ removed.” 57 But this may have been no more than an at
tempt by NurT to scare ‘ Abd-ul-Ghaffur into silence.

Undoubtedly, NurT used his close and wide contacts with^BritiBh 
officers and officials to strengthen his political position, but_ until ,
when he assumed responsibility for the new treaty-a burden from which 
most of the senior politicians had shrunk-the British regarded him with 
a great deal of suspicion. He seemed, in their view, possessed of 
wonderful capacity for running with both hare and hounds While on 
friendly terms with them, he egged on the patriot element, and was be
lieved to be the power directing the pen of the uncompromising y na
tionalist Al-Istiqlal.* 58 In other words, his tactic was in line with 
F a isaX  own policy, although i„ 1923 the agents of the^Bti.ish tepottad
that he was doing his utmost “ to get the K.ng in% h; \ ' S*  ”  ,lis .
make himself “ the strongest man in the kingdom. 59 60 The British dis 
trust of NurT reached its height during the 1927 crisis ln 
relations.60 His influence-as well as that of Faisal and Yasin 
HSshimT—appeared so prejudicial to British interests that the acting 
high commissioner61 62 * 64 * 66 and his counsellor^ went as far as to imply tha^ 
there would be no “ safety”  unless all three were expelled fromkaq. 
Moreover, while conceding that NurT was shrewd and in war a good 
strategist,” 64 the British did not think, in the first decade of the mon
archy very highly of his political abilities. For example, when in 1929 
the L g  sought to place him at the head of a coalition Cabinet of senior 
politicians, the high commissioner took objection It does not aPPear’ 
he observed, “ that NurT as-Sa‘Td has either qualifications or weight £  
experience to hold such a Ministry together even for a short period. 
However, after 1930, the British changed their view °f: Nun and_ cam 
eventually to look upon him as “ an old and tried frien , a oug

57Letter of 17 July 1930 from J. F. Wilkins to the adviser of the minister 
of interior, Iraqi P olice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 103. _

58Iraqi P o lice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  entitled ‘ ' A1_‘ ^ ^ ^ ^ 1 9 2 3  6
Iraqi Covenant” ), entry in Wilkins’ handwriting dated 13 October 19 .

5!?Idem, entry of 12 October 1923.
60See pp. 327 ff.
61 Air V ice Marshal Edward Ellington.
62Mr. Bourdillon.
68Great Britain, FO 371/12260/E  4553 /86/65 , memorandum of 18 October 

1927 by High Commissioner Henry Dobbs.
64Iraqi P olice  (J- F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 103 entitled “ NurT Sa'Td Pasha.
6 5Great Britain, FO 371/13758/E  3255 /6 /93, paraphrase telegram ofj22 

June 1929 from High Commissioner G. Clayton to secretary o 
colonies. „ „

66See, e „ ,
1937 from Sir A. Clark Kerr to Mr. Eden; and FO 3 7 1 /2 i /
Baxter’ s minute of 12 October 1938.
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certain of their officials continued to think that he was “ still by nature 
the restless imp of mischief”  that they used to know in former days.67

After the rise of Nun to the premiership in March of 1930, and the 
relinquishing by the British of much of their hold over Iraq’s internal 
affairs, the government became until 1932 virtually a dictatorship of 
two, the king and NurT. In fact, NurT gained such an influence over the 
machine of the state that the king became somewhat uneasy. Under the 
cover of a campaign for the “ purifying”  of the public service, Nun got 
rid in 1930 and 1931 of many “ incompetent”  officials, filling the vacan
cies with his own supporters,68 who were not necessarily the king’s 
friends, for whom, in consequence, too few places were left. Indeed, 
the new appointees were frequently men whom Faisal felt to be “ with
out either ability or integrity,”  their fidelity to NurT being their only 
claim to his patronage.69 Anyhow, by November of 1932 Faisal had be
come anxious to commit the reins of government to “ some more scrupu
lous individual than NurT.”  The thought appears even to have briefly 
crossed his mind that he might have placed “ too much power”  in the 
hands of a “ possible enemy.” 70 71 72 NurT himself attributed his dismissal 
to the king’s tendency—in the British ambassador’s own figure of 
speech -“ to change the bowling whenever a member of his team has 
taken enough wickets to distract public attention from the captain of 
the side. ” 71 Nun also thought that Faisal had become jealous of the 
international repute that his presentation of Iraq’s case before the 
League of Nations at Geneva in 1932 had won him. But it is doubtful 
whether such a motive prompted the king, who was a big man and cer
tainly bigger than NurT. On the other hand, it is clear that Faisal want
ed the paramount direction of affairs in his own hands. Moreover, aside 
from his displeasure at the way NurT exercised his patronage, he appar
ently sensed a restlessness on the part of the political opposition, and 
desired to make a suitable adjustment on the ministerial level before 
its discontent would come to a head.72

67C. J. Edmonds, adviser, Ministry of Interior, quoted in letter of 23 Decem
ber 1936 from Sir A. C. Kerr to G. W. Rendel, FO 371/20795/E  66 /14 /93 .

68Great Britain, FO 371/16032/E  6230 /9 /93 , J .H . H all’ s minute of 30 
November 1932.

69Great Britain, FO 371/16032/E  6230 /9 /93 , letter of 17 November 1932 
from Sir F. Humphrys, Baghdad, to Sir John Simon, London.

70 ■Acting British Ambassador Herbert Young had at one point advanced an 
argument to that effect, but with reference to the king's candidate for the pre
miership, Yasin al-Hashimi. In his response, however, the king applied the 
argument to NurT.

71Great Britain, FO 371/16049/E  5950/3910/93, letter of 3 November 
1932 from Sir Herbert Young to Sir John Simon.

72See p. 201.



At any rate, although, as was inevitable, the relations between the 
king and NurT in the last year of Faisal’s life cooled noticeably, he 
continued to regard NurT as a friend. He and Nun, he explained in 
1932, were “ like husband and wife”  and had their “ occasional differ-, 
ences,”  and “ should from time to time see less of one another.” 73 
But NurT was very indignant at the manner in which he had been treated. 
To a high official in the British Foreign Office, he confided in 1933 
that he would not again undertake the responsibility of the premiership 
“ so long as King Faisal occupied the throne.” 74 *

The succession to the throne in 1933 of Ghazi, who had little under
standing of the problems of his people and scarcely any aptitude for 
government, resulted in the sudden decline of the influence of the Pal
ace. This, in turn, led to the entrance of the army into politics. So 
much has been made clear in other chapters. Here some attention must 
be devoted to the effects that these events had on the ex-Shanfians 
and their fortunes.

Apart from their other aspects, which have already been dealt with, 
the 1936 and 1941 military coups could, in a sense, be viewed also as 
rebellions by the younger or second line of ex-Sharifians, or by the 
post-1918 Sharlfian recruits against the dominant, minister-furnishing 
ex-Sharlfian element: Brigadier Bakr SidqT and Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-Latlf 
Nun, who staged the 1936 coup, and all four of the young colonels who 
were behind the 1941 military movement-Salah-ud-Din as-Sabbagh, 
Kamil ShabTb, FahmT Sa'Td, and Mahmud Salman-were ex-Shanfians of
the post-1918 group. .

Moreover, the differentiation into Iraqists and pan-Arabs that took 
place in this period within the officer corps as a whole also occurred 
in the ranks of the ex-Sharlfian segment of the corps.

Over and above this, the dominant ex-Sharifians had each been de
veloping his own body of clients, and tended in these years of political 
unbalance to act at cross-purposes, and only pulled together again at 
the height of the 1941 crisis, when they found that they had no support 
under them and had to flee the country. _ __

For the most resourceful of the senior ex-Shanfians, NurT as-Sa id, 
things had begun to go badly even before Faisal’s death, as we have 
seen. Having little access to GhazT, his influence further decreased m 
the first half of the thirties. To this contributed also the rise in impor
tance of YasTn al-HashimT.7 5 However, NurT had still enough weight,
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73Great Britain, FO 371/16049/E  5950/3910/93, letter of 3 November 
1932 from Sir Herbert Young, Baghdad, to Sir John Simon, London.

74Great Britain, FO 371/16903/E  1Q5/105/93, Mr. Hall’ s minute of 9 Jan
uary 1933.

75See pp. 202 ff.
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especially in the army, for YasFn to admit to the British ambassador in 
December of 1935, during his tenure of the premiership, that “ without 
Nun he clearly could not stand.” 76 Moreover, NurF counted upon the 
support of the British ambassador who, because NurF “ always works 
amicably with His Majesty’s Embassy,” 77 impressed on GhazFthe “ im
portance”  of giving him the portfolio of foreign affairs,78 a post which 
he held almost continuously from 1933 till the 1936 Bakr SidqF coup. 
However, the increasing links of Nun with the embassy, as they became 
widely known, pretty much destroyed whatever support he still had with 
the public at large. On the other hand, it would appear that NurF used 
his British connections for his own ends, sometimes leaving his col
leagues in the Cabinet undisturbed in their impression that his ideas 
were inspired by the British government when, in fact, he was only giv
ing voice to his personal wishes.

It is of symbolic significance that, after the success of the coup of 
1936, Nun was the only Iraqi politician to seek refuge in the British 
embassy. He arrived there with a piece of luggage, and was in “ a 
state of acute nervous excitement.”  Bakr SidqF, he said, intended to 
finish off Yasin al-HashimF and himself, as he had done with his 
brother-in-law Ja'far al-‘AskarF. He also insisted that King GhazF had 
connived at SidqF’s coup. Seeing that he was “ on the verge of col
lapse,”  the British ambassador sent him to bed, and the next day “ got 
rid”  of him by arranging for a British aircraft to fly him to Egypt.79

NurF did not return to Iraq until 25 October 1937. By that time Bakr 
Sidqi had been destroyed. At the head of the government stood NurF’s 
fellow ex-Sharlfian Jamil al-Midfa’i who, however, did not share NurF’s 
strong penchant for vengeful action against the partisans of the coup 
d etat. Unable to bend Midfa‘F to his will, and itching to retake office, 
Nun began working to turn him out. He had not been five days in Bagh
dad when he established contact with Colonel Salah-ud-Din as-Sabbagh 
through Colonel FahmF Sa‘Fd, whose wife and NurF’s wife were mutually 
related.80 They held several meetings in NurF’s house, and were later 
joined by the other chief associates of Sabbagh. Eventually, NurF suc
ceeded in persuading them to cooperate closely with him and the ex-

76Great Britain, FO 40 6 /73 /E  7470/278/93, letter of 6 December 1935 
from Sir A. Clark Kerr, Baghdad, to Sir Samuel Hoare.

7?Great Britain, FO^406/73/E 1792/278/93, letter of 6 March .1935 from 
Sir F. Humphrys, Baghdad, to Sir John Simon.

78Great Britain, FO 40 6 /73 /E  1315/278/93, letter of 25 February 1935 
from Sir F. Humphrys to Sir John Simon.

79Great Britain, FO 371/20013/E  6797/1419/93, telegram of 30 October 
1936 from Sir A. Clark Kerr to Foreign O ffice; and FO 371/20014/E  7145/ 
1419/93, letter of 2 November 1936 from A. Clark Kerr to Anthony Eden.

Q Q  __ J

Salah-ud-Din as-Sabbagh, Farsan-ul-‘ Urubah fT-I-‘Iraq, p. 113.
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Chief of Staff Taha al-Hashiml, and in impressing upon them, according 
to Sabbagh, that the making of Cabinets should depend upon the con
sent of the army, which would thus “ fill the vacuum”  that Faisal’s 
death had created.81

Sensing danger, Jamil al-Midfa‘ i went in December of 1937 to see 
the British ambassador, and asked him to use his influence to persuade 
Nuri to accept the post of Iraqi Minister at London or some special ap
pointment abroad that would provide a harmless outlet for his energy.
The ambassador agreed that “ in the general interests of peace and . 
quiet in Iraq it was best that Nuri should take a long holiday.” 82 To 
the relief of MidfaT, Nuri left the country not long afterwards.

However, before proceeding to London he met informally at Cairo in 
January of 1938 with Squadron Leader Hindle-James, who was perhaps 
connected with the British Secret Service. He was anxious, he told him, 
to know what course of action the British government would adopt “ in 
the event of conditions in Iraq becoming definitely chaotic. If, he 
added, it had no intention of intervening, then he felt compelled to re
main within easy reach of Baghdad so that upon the outbreak of the dis
orders which he expected, he could take the necessary measures in 
consultation with King ‘Abd-ul-'AzTz ibn Sa'ud.” 83 He also informed 
Hindle-James that Midfa‘1 had expressed to him his intention to consid
er buying arms from Germany or some other country rather than depend 
in this matter solely on England.84 85 Nuri’s statements, and particularly 
his last “ somewhat sensational allegation”  were viewed with r̂e
serve.”  “  . . .  He may well hope,”  read a Foreign Office note, “ to en
hance his own merits in the eyes of His Majesty’s Government by paint
ing other Iraqi politicians in the darkest possible colours. 8

Eventually NurT got to London, but “ entirely dominated,”  as the 
British ambassador would put it, “ by a restless longing for a return to 
power and influence,” 86 * he was back at Baghdad in October of 1938, 
and lost no time in renewing his links with Colonel Sabbagh and his 
friends, and inciting them to overthrow Midfa'i s government.82 The
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^Sabbagh, Fursan-ul-‘ Urubah, p. 70.
82FO 4 0 6 /76 /E  168/84 /65, letter of 25 December 1937 from A. Clark Kerr 

to Mr. Eden.
83For NurT and his interest in Ibn Sa'ud, see also p. 341.
84Great Britain, FO 371/21846/E  458/45 /93, memorandum by Squadron 

Leader Hindle-James recording an interview he had with NurT in Cairo on 7 
January 1938.

85Great Britain, FO 371/21846/E  458 /45 /93 , note of 7 February 1938 from 
Lacy Baggallay, Foreign O ffice, to J. Morgan, Baghdad.

86Great Britain, 371/21847/E  7060 /45/93 , letter of 16 November 1938 
from Sir M. Peterson, Baghdad, to Viscount Halifax. -

®2§abbagh, Fursan-ul-'Urubah, p. 123.
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officers’ own dissatisfaction with—among other things—the premier’s 
attempt to counterbalance them by another military group smoothed the 
ground before Nun. Reflective of his methods were the pains he next 
took to apprise the British that he had learned of a military plot and 
had “ nipped it in the bud.” 88 His obvious aim was to clear himself in 
their eyes from blame beforehand, and simultaneously prepare them for 
the actual coup that came off on 24 December 1938, and brought Nun 
to another term as premier.

Once in the saddle, NurT turned his attention to the Palace. He had 
never approved of GhazT. From the first he thought that he was unfitted 
for the Crown. As early as January 1933, eight months before Faisal’ s 
death, he unburdened himself to a member of the British Foreign Office. 
There would be, he said, “ considerable support”  in Iraq for a change 
° f the law of succession in favor of Zaid, Faisal’s half-brother.89 Nu
n ’s opposition to GhazT sharpened in the next few years as he found 
himself unable to bring influence to bear upon the young king, either 
by persuasion or by pressure. Indicative of his feelings was his reac
tion to the 1936 escapade of GhazT’s sister.90 91 * * 94 * The Hashemite House, 
he argued, had been so dishonored that only the dethronement of GhazT 
could salvage its prestige.91 Personal considerations undoubtedly 
played a role in NurT’s increasing antipathy to the king. His only son, 
Sabah, had been gravely injured in 1935 while performing stunts in an 
airplane for GhazT’s amusement.98 He may also have held against him 
Bakr Sidqi s murder of his brother-in-law. GhazT himself so detested 
NurT that on 24 December 1938, the day of the coup, he told Colonel 
Sabbagh that he would be willing to entrust the government to any pre
mier that the army might choose, but not to NurT.98 Earlier, in Novem
ber, he had kept Nun standing in audience and dismissed him after a 
few minutes. 94 It was about this time that NurT said to the counsellor 
of the British Embassy:98 “ We are not bound to the House of Fai-

go
Great Britain, FO 371/21847/E  7488/45/93, letter of 21 November 1938 

from Mr. G. H. Bateman, Cairo, to Sir M. Peterson, Baghdad; and letter of 29 
November 1938 from Peterson to Bateman.

89Great Britain, FO 371/16903/E  105/105/93, Mr. H all’ s minute of 9 Jan
uary 1933.

^°For the affair of Princess ‘Azzah, see p. 204.
91Great Britain, FO 40 6 /74 /E  4057/3089/93, letter of 19 June 1936 from 

Sir A. Clark Kerr to Mr. Eden.
Q9

Great Britain, FO 371/23200/E  72 /72 /93 , Foreign O ffice note of 3 Jan
uary 1939.

98Sabbagh, Fursan-ul-'Vrubah, p. 95.
94Great Britain, FO 371/21847/E  7060 /45/93 , letter of 16 November 1938 

from Sir M. Peterson to Viscount Halifax.
9% . E  . Houston-Boswall. ■
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sal.” 96 This was no thought actuated by impulse: in 1937 he had de
puted a friend of the Sa'udT family97 * to meet King Ibn Sa'ud and raise 
the possibility of the candidacy of one of his sons for the throne of 
Iraq. 98

With the reins now in his hands, NurT sought to shove GhazT into 
the background. His plan was to make Prince Zaid comptroller of the 
Royal Household and invest him with a large degree of authority, in
cluding the right to act as a channel of communications between GhazT 
and the government and GhazT and the British Embassy.99 But the ' 
plan fell through or was not acted upon. Zaid may have refused to lend 
himself to Nun's purposes. GhazT, who was already “ acutely jealous”  
of any attention shown to his uncle or to ‘Abd-ul-Ilah, his cousin,100 
may have also put up such a resistance as could not be surmounted. At 
any rate, NurT was not able to work his will. More disturbing, from his 
point of view, was the growing influence over GhazT of RashTd ‘AIT al- 
GailanT, who toward the end of January 1939 had been made chief of 
the Royal Dfwan at GhazF’s insistence, and proceeded to bring the king 
to the belief that he, GhazT, should henceforth be “ the dominant fac
tor.” 101 At the same time, the king tried to revivify a link with the 
powerful Colonel Sabbagh.102 103

To these happenings is tied the coming together of NurT and Prince 
‘Abd-ul-Ilah, which first came out into view in a strange affair that can
not go unmentioned. On March 1, NurT told the British ambassador that 
a military plot to depose GhazT and enthrone ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah had been un
earthed. The plotters, he said, approached the prince, who, not concur
ring in their intention, immediately accused them.10  ̂ On March 6, NurT 
made the alleged conspiracy public. The announcement carried the ad
ditional charge of a settled determination to murder not only GhazT but 
many other persons of prominence, including NurT. The accused, named 
by ‘Abd-ul-Ilah, were military and civilian partisans of the Bakr SidqT

96Great Britain, FO 371/E  281/281/93, letter of 31 December 1938 from 
Sir M. Peterson to Sir Lancelot Oliphant.

97 _ _Muwaffaq al-Alusi, a consul general, 
q o

Taha al-Hashiml, Muthakkirat, p. 472.
"G r e a t  Britain, FO 371/21847/E  7905 /45/93 , telegram of 27 December

1938 from Sir M. Peterson to Foreign Office.
100Great Britain, FO 371/23200/E  72 /72 /93 , letter of 27 December 1938 

from M. Peterson to Viscount Halifax.
101Great Britain, FO 371/23200/E  1399/72/93, telegram of 22 February

1939 from M. Peterson to the Foreign Office.
^^Sabbagh, Fursan-ul^Urubah, pp. 95-96.
103Great Britain, FO 371/23200/E  1640/72/93, telegram of 1 March 1939 

from M. Peterson to Foreign Office.
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coup and Nun’s own foes. What was left unexplained was why the lat
ter, whom GhazT was known to favor, would wish to get rid of him. But 
the important point in this whole matter, which was widely believed to 
have been invented by NurT and the prince, is that it enabled Nun to 
purge the army of his opponents, and to pension off a large number of 
officers who had seniority over Colonel Sabbagh and his associates.

The atmosphere created by this episode should help to explain the 
suspicion of foul play aroused in the minds of Iraqis by the sudden an
nouncement scarcely a month later—on April 4—of the death the night 
before of GhazT from injuries sustained in a collision of the car person
ally driven by him with an electric light pole near a canal culvert close 
to his palace.

Was the death of GhazT an accident or an elimination of an incon
venient king? From the evidence available, it is difficult to arrive at a 
definite conclusion. A number of circumstances should, however, be 
brought out.

First, nine months before GhazT’s death, on or about June 18, 1938, 
a personal attendant upon GhazT was found shot within the palace. Ac
cording to an official account given the next day or so, and a July re
port by a British technical police expert, the cause of the death lay in 
the accidental discharge of the attendant’s own revolver. But the inci
dent threw the king into a panic. For several days afterwards he stood, 
it was said, in fear of “ imminent assassination. He may have sus
pected that behind the incident was an adherent of his wife, Queen 
‘ Aliyah, from whom he was alienated, and who was a sister of ‘Abd-ul- 
Ilah. The queen had a feeling of repugnance toward the attendant, 
whom she regarded as GhazT’s “ boon companion in debauchery. Sig
nificantly, about ten days after the incident, when as yet only conjec
ture was possible, the British ambassador had enough misgivings about 
the relations within the royal household to warn: “ The risk, whatever 
it may be, that the King may fall a victim to some palace plot. . . must 
continue to be run.” * 105

Second, as late as January 1939, the British did not favor the re
moval of GhazT from the throne. Apprised of NurT’s plan to reduce the 
king’s role106 and “ clean up”  the Palace, their ambassador, while not 
suspecting NurT of “ directly sinister designs”  or desiring to impede 
his plan, had apprehensions that things might be carried to “ extremes.”

10,1Ex-Staff Major Mahmud ad-Durrah, A l-H arb-u l-‘Iraqiyyat-u t-B antaniyyah, 
p. 98; and Great Britain, FO 371/23200/E  1704/72/93, telegram of 6 March 
1939 from M. Peterson to Foreign Office.

105Great Britain, FO 371/21846/E  4196 /45/93 , letter of 28 June 1938 
from M. Peterson to V iscount Halifax and FO 371/21846/E  4638 /45/93 , letter 
o f 15 July 1938 from Peterson to Halifax.

106See p. 341.
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“ The point,”  he added, “ at which we must at least try to apply the 
brakes is the dethronement of Ghazi. I would not change him for ‘Abd- 
ul-Ilah and I am not yet sure that I would change him for Zaid. More
over, the dethronement of Ghazi might split the country in a way which 
would be inconvenient and dangerous.1,107 The Foreign Office ap
proved of the ambassador’s conclusions.107 108 However, the British may 
have had a change of heart subsequently. They became clearly an
noyed by the rise in the intensity of the nationalism advocated by 
GhazT’s personal broadcasting station and, in particular, by its repeat
ed appeals to the Kuwaiti's to ditch their shaikh and rejoin Iraq. “ I re
member,”  writes ex-Premier Tawfiq as-Suwaidr, “ the meeting I had 
[two weeks before GhazT’s death] with R. Butler, the Permanent Under
secretary for Foreign Affairs. He told me that the King was playing 
with fire and feared that His Majesty might burn his fingers.” 109 More 
importantly, a few days or so later Butler110 discussed with Ambassa
dor Maurice Peterson “ the relative merits”  of the various members of 
the royal house “ in case any emergency might arise.” 111 112

But these circumstances, which are capable of bearing different in
terpretations, and the singular accompaniments to the event—the little 
damage, for example, done to the car in a crash supposedly violent, 
and the mysterious disappearance of the servant117 and the wireless 
supervisor113 who were said to have been sitting in the car’s back 
seat114 *—do not add up to anything conclusive, but neither do they dis
sipate the doubts that still surround the incident.

Anyhow, from the standpoint of subsequent history, what actually 
happened is less important than what the people suspected to have hap 
pened. The lurking suspicion of having masterminded or played roles 
as accessories to outside influences in the king’s death pursued Nuri, 
‘Abd-ul-Ilah, and Queen ‘Aliyah to the end of their lives, and was one 
of the elements that damaged the moral authority of the Crown beyond 
repair.

107Great Britain, FO 371/E  281/281/93 , letter of 31 December 1938 from 
M. Peterson to Sir Lancelot Oliphant.

108Great Britain, FO 371/E  281/281/93, letter of 11 January 1939 from 
L. Oliphant to M. Peterson.

^^T aw flq  as-Suwaidi, MS, “ Wujuh ‘ Iraqiyyah ‘ Abra-t-TarTkh,”  p. 104.
H^The name, as it appears in the original handwritten Foreign Office 

minute, is not very legible and could be read as “ Baxter.’ *
111Great Britain, FO 371/23200/E  2459 /72/93 , undated handwritten note 

of Hookwart (?) o f the Foreign Office.
112‘ Abd Sa‘ d.
113‘ AIT bin ‘ Abdallah. '
114See MushtSq, Awraq AyyamT, 1900-1958, pp. 323-324; and Sabbagh,

Fursan-ut-'TJrubah, pp. 87-88.



Curiously enough, on the morning of 4 April, Queen ‘Aliyah swore, 
as NurT subsequently informed the counsellor of the British^embassy, 
that she would produce a document in which the wish of Ghazi was ex
pressed that in the event of anything happening to him, his son being a 
minor, her brother should be regent.115 But nothing further was heard, 
of the document. All she brought forward was a written statement to 
that effect signed by her and Ghazi’s sister which, when it became 
public, met with general disbelief, it being widely known in Baghdad 
that GhazT hated ‘Abd-ul-Ilah. Nevertheless, on the basis of this state
ment and the insistence of Sabbagh’s group,116 which was still influ
enced by NurT, the regency of the prince was proclaimed.

At the king’s funeral, which aroused intense feeling, groups of 
mourners were heard chanting: “ Thou shalt answer for the blood of 
GhazT, 0  Nun!” 117

The change in the Palace strengthened NurT in the year that imme
diately followed. The inexperienced twenty-seven-year-old regent was 
entirely guided by him.118 Moreover, as he did during his first term as 
premier,119 he filled many important places in the government with his 
own men,126 but, obviously, not without creating a host of malcontents.
In this period, and particularly after the outbreak of the World War in 
September of 1939, the British also backed him to a greater degree than 
previously. However, they stopped short of unconditional support. This 
is clear from the attitude they adopted in February of 1940, when it 
looked very much as though NurT was trying to involve blameless oppo
nents in the murder of his Minister of Finance Rustutn ^Haidar. On the 
one hand,”  read a contemporary Foreign Office note, “ General Nun is 
all in all the most friendly of the politicians in Iraq and, other things 
being equal, we should like him to remain in power as long as possible, 
above all in the present circumstances. On the other hand, if we allow 
him to get rid of all his opponents by dubious means, we run the serious^ 
risk of being regarded as his partners in oppression or even in crime.
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~  HSGreat Britain, FO 371/23200/E  2459 /72/93 , telegram of 4 April 1939 
from Mr. Houston-Boswall to the Foreign Office.

116Sabbagh, Fursan-ul-‘ Urubah, pp. 83 and 97.
117Great Britain, FO 371/23201/E  2820 /72/93 , letter of 11 April 1939 

from Mr. Houston-Boswall, Baghdad, to Viscount Halifax.
118As-SuwaidT, ‘ ‘Wujuh ‘ Iraqiyyah ‘Abra-t-TarTkh,”  p. 98.
119See p. 336.
120Great Britain, FO E 6741 /72/93 , telegram of 30 September 1939 from 

Sir B asil Newton to the Foreign Office.
121Great Britain, FO E 498/448/93, note of 9 February 1940 by Mr. Crosth- 
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But the real underpinning, at that time, of NurT’s position was provided 
by Sabbagh’s army group, which continued to work closely with him and 
with his ally, the Minister of Defence Taha al-HashimT, until the defeat 
of France in June of 1940, when the group developed the belief that 
Nun's strongly pro-British orientation was no longer in the national in
terest. Nun apparently tried to change Sabbagh’s mind. If he knew, he 
is said to have told him once, that the English would lose the war, he 
would be the first to draw his revolver and fire at them.122 NurT had 
even sought to take the country formally into the war and, having hoped, 
it is evident, to bring Rashid ‘ A ll round to his point of view, had three 
months earlier vacated the premiership in his favor, restricting himself 
to the portfolio of foreign affairs, but not before putting on the retired 
list the sympathizers that Rashid ‘ AIT had in the army, and who desired 
for him a freer hand than NurT was willing to give him.123

As Colonel Sabbagh and his associates now withdrew their support 
from NurT, he quickly lost his ability to affect events and, therefore, 
also his usefulness from the British standpoint. “ For all his goodwill,’ 
wrote C. J. Edmonds to the British ambassador in April of 1941, “ NurT 
is liable to be in effect an anti-British irritant than a pro-British 
tonic. ” 124

The sequel has so well been dug into that it is pointless here to re
trace it. It must be emphasized, however, that the flight of NurT and 
the regent at the climax of the 1941 crisis, and their return from abroad 
only after the country had been subdued by British power, made them so 
odious among the people that, regardless of what they did afterwards, 
they were never able to command public confidence. Their image as 
servants of foreign interests and the impression that the British were 
in the background of their actions and policies simply would not wash.

The regime, that the “ Second British Occupation”  ushered in 1941, 
took more and more the characteristics of an unaccountable and coer
cive rule in which visible authority lay in an uneasy partnership of NurT 
and the regent, drawing its strength from its subservience to British 
power and to native vested interests.

The increasing coerciveness of the regime will become plain from 
the events described in Books Two and Three. Here it is sufficient to 
point out that whereas in the first two decades of the monarchy, that is, 
between 1921 and 1941, Baghdad was not placed under martial law for 
a single day, between 1941 and 1958 such law was invoked four times,

122Sabbagh, Fursan-ul-‘ Untbah, p. 226.
123/6id ., pp. 121 ff. •
124Great Britain, FO E 1806 /1 /93, letter of 1 April 1941 from C. J. Ed' 

monds to Sir Basil Newton.
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and applied in the city for a total of 2,843 days,125 that is, for almost 
eight out of the last seventeen years of the monarchic era.

The key to British policy in this period was essentially as it had 
been in the past, that is, in the words of A. Cadogan of the Foreign 
Office, “ to achieve our ends by the use of influence rather than the 
direct exercise of authority.’ ’ 126

At first the British were reluctant to employ NurF as their instru
ment for this purpose. They viewed him as “ a potential embarrassment”  
and “ packed [him] off”  as minister to Cairo,127 the Foreign Office 
recommending that “ a little”  be added to his allowances in order “ to 
keep him quiet.” 128 Through the regent, they charged the ex-Sharlfian 
Jamil al-Midfa‘T with the formation of the government. However, Midfa‘1 
proved unable to take care of the internal situation in a manner answer
ing to their interests. As they could find no one else who had the nec
essary abilities and was at the same time well disposed to them, they 
summoned NurF back from Cairo in October of 1941 and, though they did 
not “ like the idea,” 129 made him premier, a post that he held until 
June of 1944.

Having his heart “ in the right place,”  NurF, it goes without saying, 
closely cooperated with them, placed “ dangerous”  nationalists in con
centration camps, weeded out officials and military officers with anti
British leanings, exempted tribesmen from conscription, reduced the 
size of the army by making the third battalion of each brigade into a 
cadre only; but, side by side with this, he protected his men, “ however 
bad their record,”  and concerned himself, as the British suspected, 
with safeguarding and strengthening his own position in the army and 
government.130

346

I O C
i,ioOn two occasions, the motives alleged for invoking martial law were 

emergencies originating outside Iraq—the Palestine War in 1948 and the Suez 
War in 1956—but the law was used essentially to suppress dissent and combat 
oppositional parties. For a list of the periods in which martial law was in ef
fect see Al-Hasarii, TarJkh-ul-Wizarat, IX, 240-241.

126Great Britain, FO E 345/37 /93, minute of Sir A. Cadogan dated 12 Jan
uary 1944.

127Great Britain, FO E 2596/204/93, report of 8 March 1942 from Sir K. 
Cornwallis to Mr. Eden.

128Great Britain, FO E 3009 /1 /93, minutes of 9 June 1941 by Mr. Crosth- 
waite and of 10 June 1941 by A. Cadogan.

129Great Britain, FO E 6476 /1 /93, telegram of 8 October 1941 from Sir K. 
Cornwallis, Baghdad, to Foreign Office.

130Great Britain, FO E 6477 /1 /93 , telegram of 8 October 1941 from Sir K. 
Cornwallis to the Foreign O ffice; E 258/204/93 , report of 14 December 1941 
from Cornwallis to Anthony Eden; E 2596/204/93, report of 8 March 1942 from 
Cornwallis to Eden; and E 4722/204/93, report of 2 August 1942 from Cornwal
lis to Eden.
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The British, though of the opinion that Nurl was better and had “ a 
far broader outlook”  than most of the Iraqi politicians, never thought i 
highly of the cabinets that he headed in the forties. “ I attacked His 
Excellency,”  wrote in November of 1943 Ambassador Kinahan Cornwal
lis to Anthony Eden,

for the endless failure of his governments to tackle the economic 
problem [the spiraling inflation] honestly and boldly, for the manner 
in which they have tolerated dishonesty and inefficiency in the pub- . 
lie services, for the resultant weakness and corruption in the police, 
the unreliability of the army, the mishandling of the Kurds, the 
shameless landgrabbing carried on by prominent personalities, the 
general lack of courageous leadership, and the wide gulf between 
the government and the people.131

But, of course, the estrangement of the bulk of Iraqis from the regime 
stemmed in part from its dependent character. On the other hand, abuse 
of influence was rife, and the members of the Cabinet and their support
ers, “ being drawn from the ranks of the propertied classes, are them
selves among those who primarily stand to gain from inflation and are, 
therefore, lukewarm at best in combating it.” 132 Indeed, at one point, 
the British Intelligence Service, obviously mirroring the prevalent pub
lic feeling, characterized the government as “ an oligarchy of racke
teers.”  But to this, Cornwallis took objection. “ It is going altogether 
too far,”  he said, “ to describe them indiscriminately as crooks.” 133 
He also insisted that Nurl personally could scarcely be accused of 
seizing political opportunities to finance himself.134 135

However, the British had begun already to feel in a pressing man
ner the need for “ grooming”  a successor to NurT who would be more 
acceptable to Iraqis. “ The weakness of our long-term position in Iraq,’ 
telegraphed the Foreign Office in September of 1943, “ undoubtedly con
sists in the extent to which our eggs are concentrated in NurT’s some
what unstable basket.” 133 The British had had hopes at one time of 
Salih Jabr, a ShT‘T lawyer and NurT’s minister of interior. However, for

131Great Britain, FO E 7266/489/93, letter of 6 November 1943 from Corn
wallis to Eden.

132Great Britain, FO E 345/37 /93, minute of Mr. Chaplin of the Foreign 
Office dated 12 January 1944.

133Great Britain, FO E 489/489/93, extract from Security Intelligence 
Summary No. 48 issued on 21 December 1942 by Defence Security Office, 
C.I.C.I., Iraq, and Comment of Cornwallis thereon.

134Great Britain, FO E 489/489/93, letter of 28 December 1942 from K. 
Cornwallis to General Sir Henry Maitland Wilson.

135Great Britain, FO E 5216/44/93, telegram of 3 September 1943 from 
Foreign O ffice to Embassy, Baghdad.
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some unspecified reason, they became disappointed in him, but that 
they did not count him out altogether is clear from his rise, with NurFs 
collaboration, to the premiership in 1947. The British had also consid
ered, and now turned their attention again towards, Ibrahim Kamal, an 
ex-Sharrfian officer and a competent administrator, but an opponent of . 
Nurlfrom the mid-thirties, and one of the persons against whom had 
been brought in 1940 the accusation of involvement in Rustum Haidar’s 
murder.136 But Ibrahim Kamal appeared unable to win a personal fol
lowing or popular support.137 For the time being, therefore, they had 
to content themselves with Nurl, while insisting on the introduction of 
some “ fresh blood”  into his Cabinet. Initially, NurT protested that new 
men with experience in government were “ extremely hard”  to come 
upon, and showed reluctance to give up his old cronies in favor of “ un
tried and possibly hostile critics.”  Later, however, he made an over
ture even in the direction of Kamel Chadirchl of the AhalT group, but 
without success.138

Eventually, in June of 1944, Nurl’s Cabinet, which he had recon
structed no fewer than nine times, fell, after the regent had allowed the 
word to be spread among its opponents that it did not enjoy his favor.139

The regent, who now took a more active part in the making and un
making of cabinets, was a man of inferior clay. “ I doubt,”  had written 
Ambassador M. Peterson three months or so before ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah’s as
sumption of the regency,

whether he has any capacity at all, even could some more serious 
occupation than horse-racing or the illegal pursuit of gazelle in 
motor-cars be found for him. His personal morals are not above 
suspicion, more particularly as regards an exaggerated association 
with a jockey of the Dulaim, the “ Gordon Richards”  of the Baghdad 
race-course, while he keeps his attractive Egyptian wi fe . . .  as 
closely immured as any favourite of the harem.140

‘Abd-ul-Ilah had never had much learning. As a pupil, he was a failure. 
He attended for a number of years Victoria College at Alexandria, but

136See p. 344.
137Great Britain, FO E 5950/489/93, letter of 27 September 1943 from K. 

Cornwallis to Sir M. Peterson.
138Great Britain, FO E 5632/489/93, telegram of 7 September 1943 from 

Mr. Thompson to Foreign O ffice and E 1336/37/93, letter of 19 February 1944 
from K. Cornwallis to Sir A. Cadogan.

139Great Britain, FO E 608/195/93 , letter of 9 January 1945 from K. Corn
w allis to Anthony Eden.

140Great Britain, FO E 281/281/93, letter of 31 December 1938 from Sir 
Maurice Peterson to Sir Lancelot Oliphant. ,
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could not complete the required program of study.141 Before that and 
until he attained-in 1926-the age of fourteen, he had been educated at 
home in Mecca and moulded essentially by his mother, Queen NafTsah, 
a Circassian, who had spent her youth in one of the palaces of Sultan 
‘Abd-ul-HamTd in an atmosphere permeated by “ intrigues, anxiety, and 
fear. ” 142 To such influences as he came under in his childhood, his 
foes ascribed his proneness to suspicion, his rancor, and his apparent 
difficulty to get on with others or to form lasting friendships. Nor were 
these negative qualities compensated for by anything like NurT’s 
shrewdness or Faisal’s gift for sorting out and adjusting conflicting 
claims of politicians and parties.

Before 1943, ‘Abd-ul-Ilah pretty much deferred to NurT in the affairs 
of government, though he frequently had in ministerial posts men who 
were loyal to him personally. For example, in the Cabinet that NurT 
formed on October 5, 1942, TahsTn ‘ AIT, the minister of education, and 
Ahmad Mukhtar Baban, the minister for social affairs, were dependents 
of the regent; just as TahsTn al-'AskarT, the minister of interior and 
NurT’s brother-in-law, and ‘Abd-ul-Ilah Hafidh, the minister for foreign 
affairs, were NurT’s proteges; and Salih Jabr, the minister of finance, 
and Daud al-HaidarT, the minister of justice, the favorites of the British 
embassy.

However; in the course of 1943, particularly after the prerogatives 
of the king, which the regent exercised, were enlarged to include the 
power to dismiss the prime minister,143 ‘Abd-ul-Ilah started to drift 
away from NurT and to act on his own, imagining for himself a role simi
lar to that of Faisal I. Thus in May, NurT complained of his “ troubles”  
with the regent, who would not appoint a “ reliable”  chief of the Royal 
DTwan,144 that is, one satisfactory to himself. At about the same time, 
‘Abd-ul-Ilah drew close to—and henceforth and until 1952 would rely for 
advice increasingly upon—Shaker al-WadT, an ex-SharTfian officer, who 
had participated in the Bakr SidqT movement, and whom NurT hated.145 
Moreover, in October, NurT, who had long been in the habit of packing 
the Chamber of Deputies with his own friends, found himself confronted 
with a demand for the acceptance in its entirety of a list of parliamen
tary candidates prepared by ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah himself. Commented the Brit
ish ambassador: “ The Regent has been thinking it would be nice to be
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141As-SuwaidT, “ Wujuh ‘ Iraqiyyah ‘Abra-t-Taflkh, p. 97.
14  ̂Con vers a lion, Kamel ChadirchT, February 1962.
143Great Britain, FO E 2199/489/93, telegram of 6 April 1943 from K. 

Cornwallis to Foreign Office. The amendment of the king’ s power was pro
posed to Parliament in March and approved in May of 1943.

144Great Britain, FO E 2884/489/93, 'telegram of 17 May 1943 from K.
Cornwallis to Foreign Office. .

^■ ’Conversation, ex-deputy Muhammad FakhrT aj-Jamtl, October 1971.
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a dictator and choose all the deputies, but I don’t think he has been 
very impressive. In fact, he nearly got himself into a bad mess.” 146

But, after June 1944, as the British themselves had grown tired of 
Nun’s “ perpetual new deals from a tattered old pack,”  ‘Abd-ul-Ilah 
gained a freer hand in the selection of ministers. In fact, the next four 
cabinets were largely his own handiwork. In his name was also 
launched the liberal experiment of 1946 which, however, produced ef
fects so disturbing to the established classes that he abruptly reversed 
course and permitted a policy of unrestrained suppression, arousing 
such general hatred that NurT had to be called back to office. These 
things are set out in detail in Book Two. So are also the circumstances 
connected with the Portsmouth Treaty, and that sparked off the Wathbah 
of 1948, which further undermined the prestige of the regent, not only 
from the popular standpoint but in British eyes, by reason of his loss 
of nerves and repudiation of the treaty at the culminating point of the 
uprising.

Partly because of the foregoing considerations, and partly by dint 
of his keener discernment and better knowledge of his countrymen, NurT 
had a far greater impact than ‘Abd-ul-Ilah on the broad lines of policy 
and the general character of the state in the last decade of the monar
chy. Even when he did not hold the premiership, he influenced the 
government through his nominees in the Cabinet or through his majori
ties or pluralities in Parliament.147 Naturally, ‘Abd-ul-Ilah continued 
to feel uneasy at having a figure so powerful as NurT on the scene, and 
tried to cut him out from affairs on more than one occasion,148 or to 
encourage or build up rival politicians such as Salih Jabr,149 or, by 
using the sweets of office or resorting to electoral manipulation to draw 
away his supporters or reduce his parliamentary advantage.150 Rela
tions between NurT and the prince so deteriorated that in 1954 a strong 
conviction developed in the circles of the opposition at Baghdad that 
NurT was working to remove him from the succession to the throne.151

146Great Britain, FO E 6362/489/93, extract from a private letter dated 
6 October 1943 from British Ambassador to Mr. Chaplin of the Foreign Office; 
and E 7407/489/93, letter of 12 November 1943 from Cornwallis to Eden.

147Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ Hizb-ul-Ittihad ad-DusturT”  ("T h e  Constitu
tional Union Party” ) (NurTs party) P olitical P olice  Report of 4 July 1954; and 
Mustafa al-'Umarl, manuscript, "Y aw m iyylt”  ("D iary” ), entry of 18 March 1952.

148 • ,  ^Khalil Kannah (a relative by marriage and a protege of Nufl), Al-'Iraq,
Amsuhu wa Ghaduhu ("Iraq, its Past and Future” ) (Beirut, 1966), pp. 158 and 
284.

149Ibid., p. 133.
150/6 id ., pp. 158 and 166; and conversations with Kamel ChadirchT, F eb

ruary 1962, and TawfTq as-Suwaidl, March 1965.
151Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ Hizb-ul-Ittihad ad-DusturT,”  Political 

P o lice  Report o f 4 July 1954. 1



Moreover, a few months before the downfall of the monarchy, NurT appar
ently urged upon Ahmad Mukhtar Baban, a confidant of ‘Abd-ul-Ilah, 
that the presence of the prince in Iraq was “ complicating”  things, and 
that it would be best if he were persuaded to accept an ambassadorial 
post abroad and the wherewithal to live comfortably for the rest of his 
life.152

Undoubtedly, the discord between Nurl and the crown prince weak
ened the monarchy, but its real trouble sprang from sources deeper than 
the frictions and intrigues of individuals at its summit. Apart from its 
too close and now irrevocable identification with a waning British im
perial order, it suffered from the inherent inability of its ruling element 
to cope effectively with serious social unbalances, to which pointed 
the recurrent urban uprisings153 and the intermittent agrarian unrest,15  ̂
and which had their roots in the rapid growth of the urban population,155 
the inflated cost of living,156 the marked expansion in the size of the 
educated middle class157 and its limited economic and political oppor
tunities, the rise in the consciousness and desires of the peasantry 
and town workers, the beginnings of capitalist agriculture, the virtual 
exemption of the landed class from income taxes,158 and the extreme 
concentration in the ownership of capital159 and land.160

The inability of the ruling stratum to grapple with these basic struc
tural problems stemmed from the necessity of its situation, that is, from 
its living links with the established social classes. An alteration in 
the pattern of taxes, a redistribution of the social income, and a curb, 
at the minimum, in the hold of the tribal shaikhs and aghas on the land 
were indicated—in fact, indispensable. But one of the constant fea
tures of Nurl as-SaTd’s political ascendancy in the period 1941-1958 , 
was what British Ambassador Kinahan Cornwallis described in 1943 as 
NurT’s “ perhaps natural reluctance to offend powerful agricultural and
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152Falih Handhal (of the Royal Guard), Asrar Maqtal-il-‘Ailat-il-Malikah 
f~-l-‘Iraq, p. 45.

163See Chapters 22, 30, and 39.
1 “̂ Involved in the unrest were the peasants of the village of ‘ Arbat (1947- ■ 

1948); the district o f Warmawa (1953); and the region between Rumaithah and 
Daghgharah (April 1958); as w ell as the peasants of the tribes of Albu Mutai- 
wit in Mosul province (1946); al-Azairij in ‘Amarah (1952); D iza’T in ArbU .
(1953); and BariT Zuraij in DTwaniyyah (1955).

1S5See Table 2-2.
156See Table 17-2.
157See Table 17-5.
158See pp. 105 ff. *
159See p. 274. '
160See Tables 5-1 and 5-3.
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mercantile vested interests.” 161 How closely connected NurT was 
with these interests emerges clearly from the membership of the Higher 
Directorate of the “ Constitutional Union Party,”  which he formed in 
November of 1949 (consult Tables 10-1 and 10-2). The landed shaikhs 
and aghas and the wealthy merchants, who constituted its warp and 
woof, continued to provide the core of his political support, even after 
the dissolution of the party in August of 1954. Indeed, NurT could be 
said to have been in the last two decades of the monarchy the chief 
arbiter and executive organ of these classes, inasmuch as his internal 
policy in that period is intelligible only from the standpoint of their 
needs and interests.

True, after 1952, as pointed out elsewhere, the flow of oil money 
made the state, in an economic sense, increasingly autonomous from 
society; but NurT could not grasp the chance that this development af
forded him to loosen his connections with the vested interests and re
orient his social policies. For one thing, he had grown old and inflexi
ble in his views and methods and may not have seen the new immanent 
possibilities. For another, he had gone so far in alienating the urban 
middle and working classes that it was too late to shift course.

Moreover, NurT, no less than the royal family and the other princi
pal ex-Sharifians, had by this time become, even economically, mem
bers of the established order. It should be mentioned in this connec
tion that Faisal I had not been, relatively speaking, a wealthy monarch. 
His civil list in the twenties was the equivalent of only 5,250 dinars.162 
He did acquire in 1922 a dairy farm covering 2,000 acres of state 
land,163 but as late as 1927 the high commissioner could adduce as an 
element in the king’s acceptance of British advice the fact that “ he 
has no means of support if he abdicates.” 164 By contrast, in 1958 
Faisal II drew a salary of 48,000 dinars and 12,000 more as allow
ances165 and, more than this, had 124,000 dollars stacked away in the 
First National City Trust. Co. of New York alone.166 167 In the same year, 
the royal family owned 177,000 dunums of agricultural land162 and had

^®^Great Britain, FO E 7266/489/93, letter of 6 November 1943 from K. 
Cornwallis to Anthony Eden.

162Great Britain, Intelligence Report No 19 of 17 September 1925, para.
492.

163Great Britain, Intelligence Report No 5 o f 1 March 1922, para. 199.
16<1Great Britain, FO 371/12260/E  4553 /86/65 , memorandum of Sir Henry 

Dobbs dated 18 October 1927.
165A l-Hayat Publishing House, Majzarat Qasr ar-Rihab ( “ The Massacre at 

Qasr ar-Rihab” ) (Beirut, 1960), p. 20.
166L ’Orient (Beirut), 13 March 1963.
167See Table 5-3.
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substantial investments in a textile mill and the Mansur Racing Co.168 
For his part, NurT possessed a stately house on the Tigris. The money 
for it came partly from his sale in 1952 to the Egyptian embassy for
32.000 dinars of his old house in the WazTriyyah district,169 which he . 
had built in the thirties “ presumably with his share of the £25,000 dis-. 
tributed by the original concessionaires of the B.O.D.,” 170 a British 
oil group. Moreover, NurT’s son, Sabah, who was “ a scourge on the 
head of his father,”  had by 1958 acquired, apparently through abuse of 
influence,171 title to 9,294 dunums of valuable land.172 * As for NurT’s ' 
ex-Sharlfian colleagues, they made out of political opportunities much 
more money than he did. His brother-in-law Ja'far al-‘AskarT had, to
gether with Jamil al-Midfa‘T and ‘AIT Jawdat al-Ayyubl, laid hands on a 
large part of the state-owned shore of the Tigris in the MajTdiyyah dis-. 
trict of Baghdad.172 AyyubI was probably the wealthiest of the ex- 
SharTfians. In addition to his MajTdiyyah holding, he owned about
90.000 square meters in the quarter of Umm-il-‘Idham in Baghdad’s dis
trict of Karradat Maryam,174 and 6,366 dunums of agricultural land,175 
not to mention his shares in the Iraq Cement Co.176 Not far behind him 
was Midfa‘1, who, besides his 3,976 dunum agricultural estate,177 
owned a cigarette-making factory with ex-Premier TawfTq as-SuwaidT 
and others.178

In brief, the principal ex-Sharlfians had become very much part of 
the agricultural and moneyed vested interests, and less and less con
scious and comprehending of the little people and of the problems and 
difficulties of their daily life.

But it does not follow that NurT or the other established politicians 
were utterly insensitive of the social unbalances or of the seething fer
ment in the middle and lower levels of society. However, NurT’s basic
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168Conversation, Husain JamTl, February 1962.
169Conversation, Muhammad FakhrT Jamil, 20 October 1971.
170British Ambassador Sir A. Clark Kerr paraphrasing Premier Hikmat 

Sulaiman, Great Britain, FO 371/20014/E  7624/1419/93, Kerr’ s minute of 20 
November 1936.

171Ex-Premier Salih Jabr’ s open letter to NurT dated 6 September 1954. 
Text in Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ Hizb-ul-Ummah al-Ishtirakl”  (“ The Social
ist Party of the Nation” ).

172See Table 10-3.
172TawfTq as-SuwaidT, MuthakkiratT, p. 166.
174Conversation, Muhammad FakhrT JamTl, October 1971.
175See Table 10-3.
176See p. 317. ^
177See Table 10-3. ’
178Great Britain, FO E 649 /37 /93 , telegram of 27 January 1944 from Corn

wallis to Foreign Office.



TABLE 10-1

Members of the Higher Directorate of 
NurTas-Sa‘Td’s “ Constitutional Union Party”  in 1949

Name Nation Sect
Province 
of birth P rofession  and c /assa

NurT as-Sa‘Td Turko-
Arab

SunnT Baghdad Premier and middle proprietor!5

Khalil Kannah Arab .Sunni Baghdad Lawyer-minister and middle 
proprietor; related by marriage 
to NurT

‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab Mirjan Arab ShT‘ r Hillah Minister; wealthy landowner 
and wheat-mill proprietor; see 
also  Tables 5-3 and 9-13

‘ Abd-ul-HadT ach-Chalabl Arab shi‘ r Baghdad Minister; wealthy landowner 
and merchant; see  also  Tables 
5-3 and 9-13

Tariq a l-‘AskarT A rabized
Kurd

SunnT Baghdad Middle landowner; nephew of 
NurT

‘Abdallah al-YasTn Arab ShTT Kut Wealthy landed shaikh of tribe 
of Mayyah; see also  Table 5-3

Muhan al-Khairallah Arab ShTT Muntafiq Wealthy landed shaikh of tribe 
of Hmaida't

ShaTan Salman adh-Dhaher Arab ShTT DTwaniyyah Wealthy landed shaikh of tribe 
of K haza'il; see a lso  Table 
5-3 ;

‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin aj-Jaryan Arab ShTT Hillah Wealthy landed shaikh of tribe 
of Albu Sultan; see also  Table 
5-3
Landed shaikh of tribe of 
adh-Dhawalim

‘ Ajjah ad-DallT Arab ShTT DTwaniyyah

Ghanim ash-Shamran Arab ShTT Hillah L an d ed  shaikh  of tribe of 
F atla h

Muhammad H abib  al-AmTr Arab ShTT Kut W ealthy landed am ir of tribe of 
R a b l'a h ; fath er-in -la w  o f Crown  
P rince from 1 9 5 3 ; s e e  a ls o  
T a b le  4 -2



KhamTs ad-Dar? Arab

Khawwam al-‘ Abd ‘ Abbas Arab

Thamir as-Sa‘ dun Arab

‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ‘A1F 
as-Sulaiman

Arab

Siddiq MIfan Qader Kurd

‘AITAhmad Agha Kurd
HamTd aj-Jaf Kurd
MajTd al-KhalHah Arab

AmTn RashTd Agha Kurd
Sagban al-‘ A ir Arab

‘Abd-ul-Wahhab
at-Talabarit

Kurd

Salman ash-Shaikh Daud Arab

Muhammad Saliti Bahr- 
ul-‘ Ulum

Arab

Nihad az-ZahawT Arabized
Kurd

‘ Iz-zud-DFn Mulla Kurd

Muhammad Yunis Arabized
Turkoman

Hasan an-Naqlb Arab
‘ Abd-ul-Qader Basha'yan Arab

‘ Abd-ul-‘ AzTz ‘Araim Arab
Kadhim al-Hajj RzukT Arab



Sunni Dulaim Landed shaikh of tribe of 
Zawba'

ShTT DTwaniyyah Landed shaikh of tribe of Baril 
Zuraij; see also Table 5-3

SunnT Muntafiq Landed shaikh of the Sa'dun 
Clan

SunnT Dulaim Landed shaikh of the Dulaim

SunnT ArbTl Landed agha of tribe of Mir 
MahmalT, a section of Khoshnao; 
see a lso  Table 5-3

SunnT ArbTl Landed tribal agha of D iza’T
SunnT Sulaimaniyyah Landed chief of the Jaf tribe
ShTT ‘ Amarah Landed shaikh of the tribe of 

Albu Muhammad; see also Table 
6-13

SunnT Kirkuk Landed tribal agha
ShTT Muntafiq Landed shaikh of clan of A1 Abd- 

as-Sayyidc
SunnT Kirkuk Landed chief of QadirT mystic 

order; see also Table 5-3
SunnT Baghdad Lawyer from a propertied family 

of ‘ ulama’
ShTT Karbala’ Lawyer from a propertied family 

of ‘ulama’
SunnT Baghdad Owner of land and buildings 

from a family of ‘ ulama’
SunnT ArbTl Landowner from a family of 

‘ ulama’
ShTT Mosul Landowner

ShTT Karbala’ Landed sayyid
SunnT Basrah Landowner, date merchant; 

claimant of descent from 
‘ Abbas ids

SunnT Dulaim Landed merchant
ShTT DTwaniyyah Merchant



TABLE 10-1 (Continued)
Province

Name Nation Sect of birth Profession  and c la ssa

Ahmad 'AIT ash-Shabbut Arab SUIT Kut Landed merchant
‘ AIT Kamal Kurd Sunni Sulaimaniyyah Landed merchant; ex-director of

‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq Sharif Arab Sh!‘T Hillah Landed merchant; ex-mayor of -  
Hillah

Matt! Sarsam Arab Chris- Mosul Lawyer from a wealthy mercan-
tian tile family

Farhan a l-‘ Irs Arab ■ ShTl ‘ Amarah Landed merchant
‘ Abbud-ush-Shnain Arab ShlT Dlwaniyyah Landowner
‘ Abdallah ash-Sharfatl Kurd SunnT Mosul Landed lawyer from the tribe 

of Sharfat
Ahmad al-‘ Amer Arab ShTT Basrah Landed lawyer
Muhammad Hasan Kubbah Arab ShTl Ba ghdZfd Minister; lawyer from a mercan- . 

tile cha/a 61 family
Jamil ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab Kurd SunnT Ba ghdad Minister; son of a lieutenant- . .

Muhammad ‘ AIT Mahmud Kurd SunnT Arbll Minister; lawyer; middle pro
prietor

Sa‘ d ‘ Umar Arab ShlT Karbala’ Minister; lawyer; middle pro
prietor

‘ Abd-ul-Majld ‘ Abbas Arab ShTT Muntafiq Minister; teacher
Jamil al-Urfall Arabized

Turk
Sunni Baghdad Minister; lawyer; economist 

from an originally wealthy land
ed bureaucratic and mercantile 
chalabT family

aAll 46 members of the higher directorate of the party served or would serve in the Chamber of Deputies. 
bNurT’ s house and land in Baghdad were worth upwards of 50,000 dinars in 1958. His son, Sabah, also owned 9,294 

dunums of agricultural land.
CA  se c tio n  of K hafajah

Source: T he nam es of the m em bers of the higher d irectorate o f the party w ere obtained from the D irectorate  o f S ecu ri
ty , Baghdad. Iraqi P o lic e  F ile  en titled  ‘ ‘ H iz b -u l-Ittih a d -id -D u stu rT ’ (“ The Party of C o n stitu tio n a l U n ion ” ) h a s_refer
en c e . F or h elp  in id en tify in g  the m em bership I am indebted to N ation a l D em ocratic  L ea d er K am el ach -C h ad irch i and to 
ex-P rem ier T aw fiq  as-Suw aidT.
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TABLE 10-2 

Summary of Table 10-1

Class
No. of 

members

Landed tribal shaikhs or aghas 17
Merchants, landed merchants, and professionals 
of mercantile background 8
Propertied minister-providing stratum 8
Landowners or propertied professionals of 
1ulama* background 4
Landed chief of mystic order 1
Landed sayyid 1
Other landowners 5
Others of ministerial stratum 2
Total 46

Province of birth
No. of 

members Nation and s ec t
No. of 

members

Baghdad 9 Arab ShTF 23
DTwaniyyah 5 Arab SunnT 7
Muntafiq 4 Kurd SunnT 12
Hillah 4 Turko-Arab SunnT 1
ArbTl 4 Turkoman ShTT 1
KSt 3 Turk SunnT 1
Dulaim 3 Arab Christian 1
Mosul 3 Total 46
Karbala’ 3
‘ Amarah 2
Basrah 2
Sula imaniyyah 2
Kirkuk 2
Total 46

tendency was to let the thorny social question slide. The extreme con
centration of property, he maintained as late as 1958, would be moder
ated by the natural workings of the Moslem law of inheritance. At the 
same time, he tried to buy off potentially threatening elements or to 
check the rising oppositional tide by political manipulation or by sheer 
force. He thus pampered the army officer corps.179 He also introduced 
into his cabinets, as the British had advised him in the forties,180 
younger men from the middle classes. This is reflected in Table 7-3 in 
the significantly higher proportion of ministerial seats—34.7 percent— 
that went to “ other strata,”  that is, to other than the established 
classes, in the last decade of the monarchy—a proportion that fell only

179See p. 764 and Table 41-1.
180See p. 348.



1 TABLE 10-3

Agricultural Lands Owned 
by the Premiers of the Monarchic Period

Area in dunumsa
Area in dUnumsa owned by premier’s
owned by premier direct descendants

Name of premier in 1958 in 1958 Province Remarks

‘ Abd-ur-Rahman al-GaylariT 13,668 Kut and Disposed also of rich
Hillah waqf lands

‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘ dun _b
Ja'far al-Askarl 7,685 Baghdad
YasTn al-Hashinil 5,474 Kut
Tawfiq as-SuwaidT 8,704 Baghdad
NajT as-SuwaidT 1,110 Baghdad
NurT as-SaTd 9,294c Baghdad
NajT Shawkat 
Rashid ‘ AIT al-Gaylanl 2,453 Ba ghdad Most of his land had 

been confiscated in
1941

Jamtl al-Midfa‘T 3,976 Diyalah
‘ A ll  Jawdat al-Ayyubl 6,366 Diyalah
Hikraat Sulaiman 16,676 Diyalah
Taha al-HashimT 
HamdT al-PachachT 34,337 Baghdad
Arshad al-‘ UmarT
Salih Jabr Related by marriage to 

landed aj-Jaryans; see 
Table 5-3

Muhammad as-Sadr 
Muzahim al-PachachT 1,941 Baghdad
Mustafa al-'UmarT 12,732 Mosul



Nur-ud-DTn Mahmud
Fadil aj-Jamair
‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Mirjan 9,170 Hillah
Ahmad Mukhtar Baban 3,958d Kirkuk

aOne dunum = 0.618 acres.
b‘ Abd-ul-Muhsin as-Sa‘ dun’ s brother, ‘Abd-ul-KarTm, owned 28,623 dunums in the province of Basrah. 
c These dunums belonged to Sabah, son of Nurl as-Sa‘Td. 
d These dunums belonged to Sarab, daughter of Baban.



TABLE 10-4

Appointments to Posts of Minister of Defence 
and Minister of Interior under the Monarchy:

Share of the Various Governing Classes and Strata
Share ot

Share of Share of other Share of old wealthy Share of
Total ex-SharTfian (senior) army "aristocracy”  mercantile senior
no. o f Share of sadah officersa o fficersa of officia ls families civ il servantsa

Kears
appoint

ments No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No. %
1921-1932 (Period of 
“ Manda te” ) 28 8 28.5 11 39.3 1 3.6 4 14.3 3 10.7 1 3.6
1932-1936 16 1 6.3 9 56.2 6 37.5
1936-1941 (Period of 
military coups) 18 8b 44.4 4 22.3 6 33.3
1941-1946 (Period of 
“ Second British Occupation” ) 18 9 50.0 2 11.1 4 22.2 1 5.6 2 11.1
1947-1958 40 17 42.5 7 17.5 6 15.0 2 5.0 8 20.0
Total 120 17 14.1 50 41.7 10 8.3 26 21.7 6 5.0 11 9.2

aThe senior c iv il servants, the senior army officers, and the ex-Sharlfian officers included in these columns were by origin from the middle 
or lower middle or humbler c lasses .

^Includes the six appointments of a sayyid  who was at the same time a senior army officer.
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S I  slightly short of the 35.5 percent that was their share in the period of
Sjl the military coups (1936-1941). However, as is clear from Tables 7-2 .
•3 and 10-4, the ex-Sharlfians and the other established politicians did 

not relax to the same degree their hold on the premiership and the key 
portfolios of defence and interior. '

But there were too few ministerial posts, and numberless opponents. 
Moreover, not all army officers were opportunists. These methods were 
also at best palliatives. Nor did NurT’s recurrent rule by fiat and with 
an iron fist help. The essence of the social ailment remained 
untouched.

‘ So far in this work attention has been pretty much concentrated on 
the state of affairs at the upper social and political levels. It is time , 
now to shift perspective and examine what was happening underneath 
the structure of power and in the lower reaches of society.
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PART I

BEGINNINGS 
IN THE ARAB EAST





THE EARLIEST “ LEVELERS” ;
THE ARMENIAN HENTCHAK;

THE JEWISH COMMUNISTS;
AND THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL

Ideas of a leveling nature existed in the Arab and Ottoman East prior to 
the outbreak of the Bolshevik Revolution in Russia.

There is record of a reckless dreamer of Greek provenance setting 
out on February 18, 1894, to win unaided the workers of Cairo to “ so
cialism and anarchy.”  “ Remember,”  he said in an appeal to the op
pressed workers,”  “ that this is the anniversary of the rise of the Com- ... 
mune in Paris. Let us, therefore, on this occasion join ranks and 
together raise our voices and declare: ‘Death to the rapacious exploit
ers! Long live the Socialist Revolution! Long live Anarchy!’ *

It was, in terms of the conditions of 1894, a marginal and incongru
ous incident with no preliminaries in Arab life and no sequel. Its sig
nificance lay in that it pointed to where future Bolshevism would first 
find a congenial home in Egypt: the semi-Arabized European colonies.

In the remote and neglected provincial capital of the Ottoman Empire 
that was Baghdad at the end of the nineteenth century, it is hard to con
ceive even of the possibility of such an incident. Baghdad, unlike 
Cairo, had no semi-Arabized European settlements, where latest ideas 
of any kind were always likely to find adherents. Besides, its indus
tries were of the handicraft variety. It had, therefore, scarcely any pro
letarians, in the strict socialist sense, to whom a socialist appeal could 
have been addressed. Even a quarter of a century later, when an Iraqi 
newspaper—A1-MiifTd^—announced that a Labour party was about to take 
the field, the announcement was generally regarded as a witticism.3

One of the first notes in the modern literature of the Arab East on 
behalf of the yet silent, sunken masses of society was sounded by ‘Abd- 
ur-Rahman al-KawakibT (1848-1902), a native of Aleppo, Syria, a sayyid

l Al-Hilal (Cairo), Part XIV, Year 2, o f 15 March 1894, p. 475.
^Al-MufTd, No. 95 of 11 August 1922.

' 3Great Britain, O ffice of the Oriental Secretary of the High Commissioner, 
Baghdad, Intelligence Report No 16 o f 15 August 1922, para. 775. 

or the stratum of sadah, turn to Chapter 7.



and an eminent Moslem revivalist, and, to the people of his home town, 
Abu-d-Du‘afa’ —the Father of the Weak.5

“ Human beings share the hardships of life in an unjust way,”  wrote 
al-KawakibT around 1900,

for men of politics and religion and their hangers-on—and their num
ber does not exceed one percent—enjoy half or more of what con
geals from the blood of humanity, and squander it in self-indulgent 
luxury. .. .6 And those who trade in precious and luxurious com
modities and the avaricious merchants and the monopolists and the 
like of this class, and they number also around one percent, live 
each of them as live tens, or hundreds, or thousands of workers and 
peasants. . . .  It is not a question of equating. . . the active and en
terprising with the indolent and the sluggard, but justice requires 
other than that inequality, and humaneness imposes that the ele
vated should take the lowly by his hand and bring him close to his 
rank and mode of life .7

Whence this inequality that al-Kawakibl so abhorred, this “ social tyr
anny that is guarded by the citadels of political tyranny?” ® “ It is the 
natural order among animals . . .  that the members of the same species 
do not eat one another but man devours man,” 9 literally and figurative
ly. It is this “ injustice that dwelleth in the instinct of man” 10 that is 
the root of the whole problem. From it arises political tyranny which 
in turn leads to extreme economic inequality.11 This apparently is the 
sequence of history. On the other hand, the building of great individual 
fortunes “ strengthens internal tyranny by dividing the people into 
slaves and masters and external tyranny by facilitating aggression on 
the freedom and independence of weaker nations.” 12 For this reason13 
and in order to “ preserve equality among men in regard to money power,”  
“ heavenly laws and political and ethical wisdom banned usury.” 14 The
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•’ Kawakibl’ s thought included varied and not always reconcilable elements. 
In the following passages the elements relevant to our history are isolated and 
cannot, unfortunately—for considerations of space—be related to his thought as 
a whole.

°T a b a i‘ ai-Istibdad (The Attributes of Tyranny), (Cairo, 1900[?]), p. 71.
7Ibid., p. 72 
31 bid. , p. 70. 
9Ibid., p. 68. 
10Ibid., p. 70. 
11/bid ., p. 72. 
12Ibid., p. 79. 
13 Ibid.
14Ibid., p. 78.
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accumulation of capital is, consequently, not permissible except under 
three conditions.18 First, it must be lawful, that is, things should only 
be acquired by exchange, or against surety, or in return for labor per
formed, or if they are from the bounty of nature. Second, accumulation 
should not involve any encroachment on the needs of others, as by the 
“ monopoly of necessities or the oppression of weak laborers or the 
seizure of what is public as, for example, the appropriation of the land, 
which God has created for the enjoyment of all his creatures. . .  .” 1 16 
Finally, accumulation should not be much in excess of needs, because 
immoderate wealth does not only foster tyranny but is also morally 
perverting.

Obviously, al-KawakibT’s appeal—if only for a modest share for the 
many in the wasted abundance of the few—rested on rational and, prima
rily, ethical principles rather than on a “ scientific or historical neces
sity. Besides, the strongly ethical direction of his thought blended 
with a marked preference for gradualism. He thus frowned on the use of 
force, and held that change could best be effected through a growth in 
the consciousness of the community that education alone could induce.17 18 
All this attests to the non-Marxian origin of his leveling ideas.18

Of more significance in the long run are al-Kawakibi’s egalitarian 
graftings upon the Moslem economic tradition—graftings that are remi- • 
niscent of the not very happy attempts of certain parsons of the nine
teenth century to give Christianity a Communist tinge. In his Tabai 
al-Istibdad, al-Kawakibl went even to the length of asserting that the 
seventh-century Islamic government of the Orthodox caliphs, the like 
of which history has never reproduced among men,”  had created among 
Moslems “ the conditions of a Communist1® existence that can hardly . 
be found even among brothers . . . nursed by the same mother. 20 In his 
view, “ the equality or nearness in rights and living conditions.. . , that 
the Communists, the Nihilists, the Socialists . . . are striving for,”  were 
realized by early Islam, which brought into the world “ a life of common
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1STabai‘ al-Istibdad (The Attributes of Tyranny) (Cairo, 1900[?]), pp. 76-78.

16Ibid., p. 76.
17Ibid., p. 173.
18For an explanation as to why al-Kawakibi and the ashrSY to which he be

longed were at that time in a restless and disaffected state of mind, see 
pp. 165 ff.

^  Ishtirakiyyah—which was then the term for “ Communist”  and not for 
“ Socialist,** as at present. The word for “ Socia list”  was ftij-tima*iyyah.
See Jamal-ud-DIn al-Afghani, Ar-Radd fAla-d-Dahriyyin “ The Refutation of the 
Materialists”  (Cairo, li.d.), p. 69; and Al-Hilal, Year 16, XVI, Part 5 of 1 Feb^ 
ruary 1908, 265.

^Tatiai* al-Istibdad, p. 25.
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partnership.” 21 Most of the land in the first two centuries of Islam 
was, we are told, owned by “ the generality of the nation,”  and its 
fruits were enjoyed by those laboring on it, subject only to the payment 
of the ‘ ushr and the kharaj.22 This reveals how superficial was al- 
Kawakibi’ s knowledge of the early Islamic society. And when he pro
ceeds to regard the ineffectual zakat—a 2.5 percent poor tax—as a level
ing force and to seize upon it as an evidence of the “ equality”  and 
“ common partnership”  of early Moslems, he leaves us also in doubt as 
to whether he had much understanding of what “ the Communists, the 
Nihilists, and the Socialists”  stood for.

But from our point of view, what matters is not whether al-KawakibT 
understood early Islam and “ Communist”  doctrines or otherwise, or 
whether the Moslem tradition lends itself to an egalitarian interpreta
tion or not; the relevant point is that it has been so interpreted, and 
that Islam was associated with “ communism,”  even if the association 
was more verbal than conceptual. In subsequent decades this associa
tion was to incline minds favorably toward communism and to facilitate 
its progress. The popular Iraqi poet Ma'ruf ar-RasafT was in effect but 
echoing al-KawakibT when on 7 June 1937, he rose in the Iraqi House of 
Deputies and declared: “ I am a Communist. . . but my communism is 
Islamic for it is written in the Sacred Book: ‘And in their wealth there 
is a right for the beggar and the deprived.’ . . .  And it was the Prophet 
that said: ‘Take it from their wealthy and return it to their poor.’ Was 
this not communism? Who would then but out of ignorance resist this 
principle?” 23

The depth of Ma'ruf ar-Rasafi’s knowledge of Islam or of communism 
is, of course, beside the point.

Within less than a decade from the appearance in Cairo of al-Kawa- 
kibl’s Tabai‘ al-Istibdad—in the months of unhindered freedom that fol
lowed the 1908 Young Turk Revolution—unfamiliar feelings and inclina
tions came to the surface in Lebanon. In part, they took the expression 
of a vehement attack on the authority of the priests by a number of 
Christian men of letters.24 The framework of Lebanese life was broad
ly religious. The churches, in consequence, were firmly entrenched in

21Ta6ai' al-Istibdad, pp. 74-75; and Vmm-uI-Qura ( “ The Mother-City” ) 
(original undated edition), p. 35.

ZA1-Kawakibi, Tabai', p. 75. (f/shr was the tithe on the land produce and 
kharaj the tax paid on landed property.

O O
°From the Proceedings of the Iraqi House of Deputies, Session of 7 June 

1937, as reported by Al-AhatT, Year 6, No. 606 of 8 June 1937. Compare ar- 
Rasafl’ s statement with al-KawakibTs observations in Umm-ul-Qura, p. 35.

24See Al-Mashriq (Beirut), Year 11, No. 10 of October 1908, pp. 792-793; 
and Year 12, No. 2 of February 1909, p. 96.
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the society, and the priests, who in the Mount Lebanon had managed in 
the course of the nineteenth century to attract to themselves much of 
the power of the old “ feudal”  leaders, controlled land and buildings in 
almost every town and in many villages throughout the country. They 
also ruled like autocrats over the intellectual and material life of their 
parishioners. The latter were at that time compared to the peasantry 
of Spain in their subjection to the priests.25

But the rebellious men of letters did not merely seek to emancipate 
themselves from the clerics. Some of them also believed that religion 
sowed hatred and dissension among the people.26 Others thought that 
all religions shared the same verities and that all the people should, 
therefore, join in a common brotherhood.22 Characteristic of the new . 
spirit was this advice by a Christian poet25 to his brother Moslem:

Leave my priest and your shaikh20 in their disputations,
And come and speak to me of essential matters.30

These sentiments were accompanied by inclinations of a more radi
cal coloring. We know of their presence only indirectly from the reac
tion of the over-sensitive priesthood. In the contemporary writings of 
Louis Sheikho (1859-1928), an influential spokesman of the clerical 
class, there are references to “ certain poets”  and “ some seditious 
and riotous persons”  who “ exceeded all bounds”  and demanded the 
abolition not only of authority but also of differences between men. 
“ They have no use,”  he tells us, “ for the sayyid or the amir,31 the 
learned, or the wealthy.”  “ They allege that all people have the same 
right in property, wealth, noble rank, and authority.”  “ How can the 
imam,32 the priest, and the bishop be put on the same level as the vul
gar and market people?”  he wondered. This went against all the 
natural and moral laws.”  The differences between men were the work 
of God and man had no right to complain of his lot, for God’s answer to
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25See letter of November 1911 from British Consul General Cumberbatch, 
Beirut, to Sir G. Lowther, Constantinople, in Great Britain, Foreign Office, 
Further Correspondence on A siatic Turkey (OctoberT)ecem ber 1911) (Confiden
tial print), p. 72. '

26Al-Mashriq, No. 2 of February 1909, p. 96.
22The men of letters concerned were Amin ar-Rihani, Khairallah Khairal- 

lah, Daud M aja'is, George Nichola Baz, and others.
25Elias Salih, a student from al-Ladhqiyyah.
2QMan of religion.
30Ibid. See also AmTn ar-RThanT, Ar-RTbaniyyat (2nd impression, Beirut, 

1923), II, 115-150. ’ ’
31An amTr is  a ch ief or prince.
32The imam in this context is the leader of the Moslem congregational 

prayer.
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him would be: “ Nay but, 0  man, who art thou that repliest against 
God? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, why hast thou 
made me thus? Hath not the potter power over the clay, of the same 
lump to make one vessel unto honor and another unto dishonor?”  (Ro
mans 9:20-21)33

It is not clear who were the “ seditious and riotous persons”  to 
whom Sheikho referred. In the works of Amin ar-Rihanl (1876-1940), 
the first but perhaps not the most representative of the literary rebels 
of the time, there is nothing that savors even by implication of radical 
egalitarianism. Even though ar-RIhanl said very cutting things about 
the clerics34 and the men of capital,35 he explicitly rejected the prin
ciple of equality, and believed simply in the proposition: to each ac
cording to his deserts.36 Of course, Sheikho could not have had in 
mind the physician ShiblT Shumayyil (1860-1917), who had migrated to 
Egypt long before and preached there a vague and innocuous species of
“ socialism. ” 37

Anyhow, what matters is that the literary rebellion of 1908 has a 
place in the history of Arab communism. For one thing, it left its im
press upon Yusuf Ibrahim Yazbek,38 a founding member in 1925 of the 
first Central Committee of the Communist party in Syria and Lebanon. 
For another, the sentiments to which it gave expression were in a sense 
the progenitors of that movement, which in the wake of the collapse of 
the Central Committee in 1926, grew gradually around the Lebanese 
paper Ash-Shams ( “ The Sun” ) and inspired the formation in Basrah in 
1929 of Jam'iyyat al-Ahrar—The Association of Liberals—better known 
by the name given it by its adversaries as Al-Hizb al-Hurr al-Ladim- 
“ The Anti-Religious Liberal Party” 39_the first Communist front organ
ization in Iraq.

But neither the undeveloped inclinations for equality in the Lebanon 
of the years prior to the Bolshevik Revolution nor the more systematic 
contemporary literary endeavors of Salamah Musa, a Copt of Egypt, the

33Al-Mashriq, Year 11, No. 11 of November 1908, pp. 866-869; and Year 12, 
No. 2 of February 1909, pp. 94-95.

34Ar-R7han7yyat, I, 113-114; II, 117-118, etc.
33See, e.g ., Ar-RJhamyyat, I, 74-78.
36Ibid., II, 94-97.
3^In an article entitled “ The True Socialism ”  in Al-Muqtatal, XLII, Part I 

of January 1913, 9-16, Shumayyil identified his socialism  as one of the “ natu
ral”  variety and based on “ the principle of the natural sc ie n ce s .”  Its aim 
was a society  in which all w ill work and be of use, and each w ill benefit ac
cording to his merits.

O O
JOConversation with the author. 3
3®Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb al-Hurr al-LadmT.”



author of the first Arabic booklet on socialism,40 and a gradualist and 
a Fabian through and through, compare in significance, from the point 
of view of our history, with a movement of young Armenian revolution
aries that was active at that time in the underground in various Ottoman 
cities and particularly in Constantinople, and that carried the name of 
Hentchak—The Bell.

The Hentchak41 owed its origin to the initiative of a few Armenian 
students who began publishing a paper by that name in Geneva in 1887. 
Its long-range aim was the unification of all Armenians in one socialist 
state. In the nineteen-hundreds it identified itself as a “ social demo
cratic”  organization and cooperated closely with the Bolsheviks in the 
Caucasus against the more nationalistically inclined Dashnagtzoutian— • 
The Armenian Revolutionary Federation. Students were preponderant in 
the organization, and in 1910 formed their own auxiliary “ Student Union 
of the Social Democratic Hentchakian,”  and in the following year start
ed publishing the Gaidz ( “ The Spark” ).42 In 1914, having allegedly 
heard of a plan by the Turkish government to transfer all Armenians 
from Eastern Anatolia to some other region of the Ottoman Empire, the 
Hentchak organized a terrorist group and, according to one of its lead
ers,43 joined al-I’tilaf, an opposition party, in plotting, with the knowl
edge of the French government, a coup d’etat, and for its part undertook 
to murder Turkey’s three strong men, Jamal, Tal‘at, and Enver.44 How
ever, in the same year, after holding a secret congress that was attend
ed by fifty-six delegates from the various Ottoman provinces, the socie
ty was discovered by the Turkish police. A provocateur, Arshavir Yas- 
sian, had passed word of the plot to the authorities. As a result, twenty 
of the members suffered death by hanging. However, one of the leaders, 
Arsen Kidour, a 26-year-old teacher of history at the Sultaniyyah School 
in Baghdad and the son of a well-to-do grocer from Turkish Bayazit, 
saved his neck by escaping prison with the help of Rashid ‘AIT al- 
GailanT, a teacher-colleague, and of Iraqi supporters of al-I’ tilaf; and 
was fated, as we shall see, to influence in the nineteen twenties the de
velopment of communism in Iraq.43
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40Salamah Musa, Al-Ishtirakiyyah ( “ Socialism” ) (Cairo, 1913).
41The information that follow s is based on a conversation in 1962 with 

Arsen Kidour, a leader of the Hentchak in Beirut and on a letter dated 14 June 
1937, written by Kidour to an Armenian student group at the American Univer
sity of Beirut. The letter was intercepted and is in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1158 
entitled “ Arsen Kitour.”

42“ The Spark” — Iskra—was the name of the organ of the Bolshevik party 
till 1904.

^ A rsen  Kidour to this writer.
44

In the British intelligence records mention is made only of a plot to 
murder Enver Pasha, the minister of war; Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 1158.

45See pp. 389 and 392-393.
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But it is not only on account of Arsen Kidour that the Hentchak be
longs in this history. The Hentchak was in a sense the forerunner of 
the Communist party of Syria and Lebanon: the first Communist cells 
to be formed in Beirut issued from this society. In 1925 Haroutioun 
Madoyan—better known as Artin Madoyan—a 20-year-old medical student 
at the Jesuit University and the son of a refugee shoemaker from Adana, 
Turkey, split from the Hentchak and with Haykazun Boyadjian, a stu
dent of dentistry from Zahleh, Lebanon, organized the Spartacus46 . 
Group, one of the nuclei of the Provisional Central Committee of the 
Communist party, which came into being in Beirut later that year.47 
Madoyan is still a leading member of the party in the Lebanon; Boyad
jian lives now in Soviet Armenia. Boyadjian, incidentally, initiated in
to the Communist party in 1930 an 18-year-old Damascene student by 
the name of Khalid Bakdash.

Socialist and Communist Jews, in particular Russian Jews, had al
so a hand in the rise of communism in the Arab East. Sometimes Arab 
anti-Communists try to make much of this fact, but it must be remem
bered that these early Jewish Communists were men wholeheartedly 
dedicated to their cause, and that their ethnic origin or past religious 
affiliation were for them matters of little moment.

It was a Russian Jew, Joseph Rosenthal, a trade jeweller at Alex
andria, who set communism on foot in Egypt. “ The Communist move
ment. . . in Egypt,”  wrote in 1921 the British chief of the political po
lice at Cairo, “ is a one-man show. . .  and the one man is Rosenthal.” 48 
He had arrived at Alexandria in 1898 or thereabouts,49 and had been 
known to the authorities since 1901 as a holder of “ very advanced 
ideas on social questions,”  and had been variously described as an 
“ anarchist,”  “ agitator,”  and a “ politically dangerous”  person.50 
When he began his work in 1919 on behalf of the Communist Internation
al, he was not inclined to form a definite Communist party but to intro
duce his converts into existing communities with a view to reorienting 
them toward Bolshevism. He was also careful to remain within the 
law.5* However, in 1920 he organized strikes by the employees of

^Spartacus is the name of the leader of the servile uprising against Rome 
(73-71 B .C .), and a title adopted by a German Communist group after World War I.

47Conversations, Arsen Kidour, Yusuf Yazbek.
48Note of 28 September 1921 by N. W. Clayton, director general of public 

security, Cairo, Public Security P. F. (Personal F ile) No. 754 entitled “ Joseph 
Rosenthal,’ ’ Great Britain, Foreign O ffice, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

40Al-Muqattam, No. 10659 of 25 March 1924.
50Great Britain, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065, “ Note on Rosenthal.”
5^Note in Public Security F ile  No. 2753, entitled “ Edward Zaidman”  (a 

Bolshevik courier), Great Britain, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.
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tailors and barbers, and a protest by shopkeepers against the high cost 
of shop rents. In the same year he formed at Alexandria the Communist 
Club and the “ Groupe d’Etudes Sociales,”  and in 1921 the “ Groupe 
Clarte”  and the Egyptian Socialist party.

The Communist Club consisted mainly of workers whose field of 
activity was the “ Confederation General du Travail,” 52 of which 
Rosenthal was also the secretary.53 Preparatory work in the area of 
labor agitation had been done by the Italian Giuseppe Pizzuto, a com
rade of Rosenthal: he had set up various workers’ syndicates and a 
“ Bourse du Travail,”  and had initiated the practice of admitting Egyp
tians into unions on an equal footing with Europeans. But Pizzuto had 
been arrested and deported from Egypt in 1919.54

To the “ Groupe d ’Etudes Sociales”  belonged a number of intellec
tuals and traders, for the most part of Greek origin.55 The society held 
public conferences and spread “ the most daring ideas”  on moral and 
social conventions in its monthly organ, Ta Grammafa.55

The “ Groupe Clarte”  was similar to the organizations that existed 
throughout France and took their name from the French Communist 
weekly Clarte. It naturally corresponded with the center of the Clarte 
movement in Paris, which was guided by Anatole France, Romain Rol- 
land, Henri Barbusse, and others. It counted about twenty-five mem
bers, including two Arab Egyptians, three or four Russian Jews, and 
one Italian, but the majority were Greeks and at the same time members 
of the “ Groupe d’Etudes Sociales.”  The declaration of adherence, 
which all had to sign, read as follows: “ Being aware of the lying and 
injustice that reign in the capitalist regime, by which a small minority 
exploits and commands the great majority who compose the working 
masses, I adhere to the Clarte Club and promise to aid with all my
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General Confederation of Labor.”
53Alexandria P o lice  Report of 10 August 1921, enclosed in Letter No. B.

2 (23) of 29 August 1921 from the Director General of Public Security to the 
Chancery of the British Residency, Cairo, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

5^Letter No. 411 of 31 August 1919, from E. H. H. Allenby, the British 
Residency, Ramleh, to Earl Curson of Kedleston, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

55The more important members were Jordanis Jordanidis, a Greek professor 
at Victoria College; Michel Peridis, a lawyer; Jean Lallas, a journalist; N ic
olas Zelitas, a merchant; George Petridis, an engineer and a chemist; Mme. 
Lalaouhi,. a professor of singing; and the brothers Yanakakis, one a seller of 
sponges and the other an employee of the Bank of Athens.
. 55Note No. E. G. 110 (2) o f 15 June 1921 on the “ A ctivities of the Branch 
of the Third International at Alexandria”  from the Director of G. S. “ I”  (Gener
al Staff Intelligence) to the Chancery of the British R esidency, Ramleh, FO 
141/779, F ile  No. 9065.
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power the intellectual revolutionary movement, which opens and pre
pares the way towards the true social revolution. ” 57

The Egyptian Socialist party embraced mainly Arab Egyptians.58 
The only noteworthy things that it accomplished were, first, the trans
lation into Arabic of some of Lenin’s essays59 and, second, the sub
scription of the funds needed to send to Russia one of its original mem
bers, Mahmud Husrii al-'Arabi, who in 1921-1922, received a course of 
training in the principles and methods of the Communist International.59 
The party may have also ordered a few Egyptians to Palestine to help 
the Communists there who sought to spread their doctrines among Arabs, 
but were experiencing a difficulty in respect to language, inasmuch as 
most spoke only Russian or “ pigeon English.” 61

Rosenthal appears to have kept in touch with the Communist Inter
national by means of Edward Zaidman, a Bolshevik courier, and Litvi
nov, who was said to be at the time the Bolshevik representative at 
Reval, Estonia.62 Instructions and letters arrived occasionally in par
cels of books, being hidden by the method of binding them up in the 
book covers. Funds were brought at one point by Scandinavian sailors 
on their way to the Far East.63 But not all the amounts needed for ef
fective work were forthcoming. Thus, in April of 1921, as is clear from 
a report by Comrade Eliava, a member of the Central Committee of the 
Russian Communist party, which British Intelligence acquired from the 
Office of the Soviet Delegation in Berlin with the aid of “ a tried and 
trusted agent,”  both the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter
national (E.C.C.I.) and the Commissariat for Foreign Affairs refused to 
grant funds, requested by or through a Comrade Teravanesov, for the

57Alexandria Police Report of 10 August 1921 enclosed in letter No. B. 2 
(23) of 29 August 1921 from the director general of public security to the Chan
cery of the British Residency, FO 141/779 File No. 9065.

58The principal Egyptian members of the party were Mahmud HusnT al- 
‘ ArabT, Fuad ash-SharabT, Ahmad al-‘ ArabT, LutfT al-BarudT, Sha'ban Hafidh, 
and Shaikh Safwan Abu-l-Fath. The party included also Antun Marun, a Syrian 
(Lebanese).

^A t-A khbar  (Beirut), 19 April 1970.
69Note of 22 June 1925 on the Communist movement in Egypt prepared for 

the First Secretary of the British Residency by the director general, Ministry of 
Interior, European Department, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065. See also The 
Times (London) of 10 June 1924.

61Note B. 2 (17) of 21 July 1921 by the director general, Department of 
Public Security, Cairo, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

62Public Security F ile  No. 754, entitled “ Joseph Rosenthal”  and “ Note 
on Rosenthal,”  FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

63Letter No. 411 of 31 August 1919 from E. H. H. Allenby, the British 
Residency, Ramleh, to Earl Curzon of Kedleston, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.
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strengthening of Bolshevik propaganda work in Egypt, in view of the 
“ greatness of the sums”  involved.64

The efforts of Rosenthal and his companions among Egyptians were 
unwittingly assisted by the British General Staff Intelligence Depart
ment. Through the instrumentality of the friends at al-Azhar University 
of one of its officers—a certain Beaman—the department succeeded in 
August of 1919 in obtaining from the grand mufti, Shaikh Muhammad 
Bakhlt, a fatwa—a formal religious opinion—against Bolshevism.65 The 
effect was directly contrary to what it had anticipated. Some news
papers, like the AhaTi, a mouthpiece of the Fabian Salamah Musa, and 
the nationalist WadT-in-NTl, attacked the fatwa and defended the Bol
sheviks.66 The independent Al-Ahram published an interview of Lenin 
with a German journalist, giving his definitions of communism, which 
on comparison with the fatwa were taken by the reading public to be a 
refutation of the mufti.67 For their part, the Communists did not mince 
their words: “ They have deceived you, 0  Bakhlt! You have deviated 
from right in order to render a service to the English!” 68 Said in old 
Cairo the reformist and widely respected Shaikh Rashid Rida: “ Nobody 
in Egypt ever knew so much. . . and the newspapers never wrote so 
much about Bolshevism before the publication of [the fatwa] , ” 69 In
deed, for a time, Bolshevism became the general topic in Egyptian cir
cles. “ Everybody,”  affirmed a contemporary political report,

seems to take particular interest in the news that appears in the 
papers from time to time relative to Bolshevik activities. News of 
success or victory by the Bolsheviks [in Russia and Central Asia] 
seems to produce a pang of joy and content among all classes of 
Egyptians. They have condemned the fatwa that the Grand Mufti 
issued against Bolshevism and consider the adherents to this cause 
to be fighting for the freedom of mankind.70
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64Summary of the Report that Comrade Eliava, member of the Central Com
mittee of the (Russian) Communist party and of the Executive Committee of the 
Moscow Soviet of Workers’ and Peasants’ Deputies, presented to the E .C.C .I. 
on 5 June 1921, FO 141/433, F ile No. 10770.

65Letter No. I 23025/D from G. S. “ I ,”  G. H. Q., E. E. F. to A. W. Keown 
Boyd, the British Residency, Ramleh, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

66Al-AhalT, 21 August 1919; and WadT-in-NTl, 20, 24, and 26 August 1919.
07Enclosure to letter No. 411 of 31 August 1919 from E. H. H. Allenby to 

Lord Curzon, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.
68Bolshevik Circular No. 73 signed “ Al-Lijnat-ul-Musta‘jilah”  or “ The 

Provisional Committee”  and entitled “ O Egyptians! Embrace Bolshevism! 
Bolshevism, Islam, and Shaikh Bakhlt!”  FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

°°Report of 26 August 1919 from “ Agent Y u sef,”  FO 141/779, F ile  No. 
9065.

70Report of 9 September 1919 by Sharif Mahmud on the “ P olitical Situation 
in Egypt and the Sudan,”  FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.
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What accounts in part for this unexpected reaction was the fact that 
the well-known leader Enver Pasha and a strong force of Turks, whom 
the Egyptians regarded as “ true and honest Moslems,”  had cast in 
their lot with the Bolsheviks. It is necessary also to call to mind that 
1919 was the year of the explosion of the long-simmering popular feel
ing against Egypt’s occupiers.

Two other factors furthered the progress of Joseph Rosenthal’s Bol
shevik work. One was the suffering of a great many Egyptians from the 
economic dislocations of the First World War. A symptom of this was 
the current coffee-house talk of Bolshevism. Its general tendency, 
read a police account, “ is that the Bolsheviks are coming to take 
Egypt and it will be a fine thing for Egypt when they do. Then if a 
poor man wants money, he will just take it from the rich. 7*

The other factor was the helping hand that the new Russia appears 
to have held out to Egypt’s nationalists. According to the records of 
the British Intelligence, Dr. Hafidh ‘AflfT-a member of the now historic 
delegation or Wafd that went to Europe in 1919 to plead Egypt’s cause, 
and that was led by Sa‘d Zaghlul-gave at a meeting held at his clinic 
in Cairo on October 8 details of the dealings that the delegation had 
with the Bolsheviks at Paris. “ We have taken,’,’ Dr. ‘AflfTsaid,

no engagement to introduce integral Bolshevism into Egypt. The 
Russian and Hungarian Bolshevists did not even ask us to do so.
The Russian Bolshevists promised the Sa‘d delegation simply to 
help it to drive the English out of Egypt, because every weakening 
of the English in any part of the globe is an advantage for Sovietism 
and a defeat for Capital. Consequently, they help us without asking 
anything from us except our assurance that a free and independent 
Egypt shall have a very radical and very wide labour policy. We 
naturally promised this, sure as we are that these objects can be 
easily obtained by a propaganda in favour of pure Islamic ideas, 
which are the truest and most radical principles of Socialism. Con
sequently, the Bolshevists are doubly helping us. Firstly, by the 
money they have given to Sa‘d (a voice asked: ‘How much?’ and 
‘AfifT answered: ‘A great deal’ ) and by the propaganda which they 
are making directly and without our interference in Egypt. It is thus 
that the syndicalist movement, which did not exist when we left 
Egypt, has been successfully organized without our help and during 
our absence. We have nearly promised to produce the same move
ment among the peasants, and a committee of the delegation in Cairo 
has a very wide-spreading programme for this object.72

71 Report enclosed in letter No. P C /R /12 6  of 21 February 1920 from the 
commandant, Cairo City P olice  to G.S.I., G.H.Q. E .E .F . (General Staff Intelli
gence, General Headquarters, Egyptian [?] Expeditionary F orces), FO 141/779, 
F ile  No. 9065.

72Report of 9 October 1919 from Major G. W. Courtney, G.S. “ I”  to the Chan
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The Bolsheviks, it seems, also assisted the Egyptians in the mat
ter of arms. A coordinating committee, formed in Rome for this purpose, 
consisted of Vorovskii, the accredited Soviet representative in Italy; 
Vehib Pasha, a Turk and an agent of Enver Pasha; ‘Abd-ul-HamTd SaTd, 
an Egyptian nationalist; Ekrem Bey Libohova, an Albanian and a rela
tive by marriage of the ex-khedive of Egypt; and Khalid Gargarini, a 
Tripolitan and a member of the League of the Oppressed Nations of the 
Orient. Up to the end of February 1922, Vorovskii was said to have 
handed over to ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd SaTd more than a million lire for the pur
chase of arms and ammunition and their transport from Italy to Egypt by 
way of Tripoli or Algeria.73

All this must have smoothed the ground for new, gradual, and deep
er gains by the infant Egyptian communism, but not for the impatient, 
unrealistic, and openly defiant phase that began with the return from 
Moscow toward the end of 1922 of Mahmud HusnT al-‘ArabT, the first 
Egyptian Comintern trainee. Up to this point the movement had been J 
basically of a preparatory nature, and largely confined to the propaga
tion of ideas. ‘Arab! now constituted from the existing groups the 
“ Communist Party of Egypt’ ’ ; got rid of Joseph Rosenthal; drew up a 
program calling, among other things, for the abolition of private owner
ship in land and the setting up of rural soviets; and, with the help of 
Shaikh Safwan Abu-l-Fath, an Azhar student, Antun Marun, a lawyer, 
Sha'ban Hafidh, a printer in An-Nidham newspaper, and a number of 
Greek and Russian revolutionary enthusiasts, opened branches at Zaga- 
zTg, Mansurah, Tantah, GIzah, and other provincial centers, and mount
ed an agitation among the hands in the textile and oil industries. He 
also formed a plan to blow up the train of the British high commission
er, which, however, came to nothing.74

In the meantime, the political situation had been changing. A dec
laration put out by the British government in 1922 had conceded to 
Egypt a degree of internal independence and led, after the adoption of 
a constitution and the triumph of the Wafd in national elections, to the 
rise in 1924 of Sa‘d Zaghlul to the office of premier.

Wishing, perhaps, to test the attitude of the new government toward 
labor, or interpreting the behavior of the Wafd as a concession to the 
English, and acting apparently in pursuance of a standing thesis of the 
Eastern Section of the Executive Committee of the Communist Interna
tional enjoining the party to “ support the national bourgeoisie in all
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eery, the Residency, Ramleh, enclosed in letter No. 506 of 16 October 1919 
from the Residency to Earl Curzon of Kedleston, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

^ B ritish  Intelligence note No. 18/110 of 20 March 1922 based on data pro
vided by “ an informant of the first order,”  FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

74Note of 22 June 1925 from the director general, Ministry of Interior, 
European Department to the first secretary, the British Residency, FO 141/779, 
File No. 9065. See also The Times (London), 10 June 1924.
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cases where it actively wages war for national liberation”  but to “ de
cisively and resolutely attack any half-heartedness or wavering on [its] 
part,” 75 Mahmud HusnT al-‘ArabI threw out on 22 February 1924 a chal
lenge to Sa‘d Zaghlul: upon his instructions, workmen at Alexandria, 
demanding the recognition of their syndicates and an eight-hour work
day law,76 struck and seized the Egyptian Oil (Egolin) and the textile 
(Filatures Nationales) factories. “ The strike,”  wrote a senior British 
official,

was of peculiar interest, because for the first time in Egyptian his
tory the strikers adopted true Communist methods, that is to say, 
they occupied the factories after ejecting the owners and managers 
and stated that they were going to carry on the work in their own in
terests, as they, being the people who laboured, ought to share 
amongst themselves the profits.77

The strike “ much perturbed”  Sa‘d Zaghlul, who sent a battalion of 
infantry in haste to Alexandria, but it was only after “ a great deal of 
negotiation”  that the strike ended. However, Mahmud Husm al-‘Arabi 
and his companions were arrested and imprisoned. Deprived of its lead
ers, the movement collapsed.

But the party had all along been having difficulty standing on its 
feet financially. “ Comrades,”  al-‘ Arabi had appealed to the Executive 
Committee of the Communist International in March of 1923,

You have promised us since last summer your moral and material aid.
In view of that promise, the party has exceeded its resources 

and is now suffering from a lack of funds which will be fatal. . . .
Chances such as one rarely meet have occurred but have not 

been taken advantage of and one can truly apply to us the Arabic 
proverb “ My thirst is great, I see water, but I have no means of 
reaching it. ” . .  .

The party is in debt both to private persons and to societies . . . .
In addition, it has ceased to pay the rent of the place which was its 
working center and has received a notice to pay and quit.. . .

75Undated Communist document entitled “ Theses on the Work of the Com
munist Parties in the Near East”  and captured by the police  in 1924, FO 141/ 
779, F ile  No. 9065. ^

76“ Rapport general sur la situation en Egypte presente par le Parti Com- 
muniste Egyptien a l ’ executif de l ’ lntemationale Communiste,”  enclosure to 
letter No. 971 of 26 September 1924 from the secretary of state for Foreign A f
fairs to the British Representative at Cairo, FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

77Note of 22 June 1925 from the director general, Ministry of Interior, 
European Department, to the first secretary,' the R esidency, FO 141/779, File 
No. 9065.
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Comrades, leaders, and guardians of the World Revolution, you 
know the role that Egypt will play in that revolution.. .  . Help the 
party, send it funds and capable comrades.. . ,78

After the disintegration of the movement in 1924, there were several 
attempts to resuscitate it. One was by Constantine Weiss (alias Avig- 
dor), a delegate of the Eastern Section of the Comintern, who arrived at 
Alexandria from Russia early in 1925. He formed new cells, placed 
RafFq Jabbur, a Syrian editor in the Nidham newspaper, in charge at 
Cairo, and made the Greek sponge merchant Yanakakis the chief of the 
Alexandria branch. The new party established A l-‘Alam-ul-Ahmar 
(“ The Red Flag” ) as its organ and, discontinuing the earlier practice . 
of printing its publications in the public presses, made use of a private 
lithograph machine. It also decided to send four Egyptians, including ‘ 
two girls, and two Sudanese for training at Moscow. In June, however, 
the party was uncovered and smashed, and Avigdor deported.79

Another attempt at reorganizing Egyptian communism was made by 
Elie Teper, a Russian Jew and the vice-chairman of the Communist 
party of Palestine. During the month of August of 1928 he contrived 
entry into Egypt accompanied by Yusuf Ibrahim, a graduate of KUTV— 
the Communist University of the Toilers of the East. Before they could 
accomplish anything, they were arrested by the police and placed on 12 
December 1928 on the Soviet steamer “ Ilyitch”  for Russia.80

The Comintern now sent one of its more capable workers, Alexis N. 
Vasilev, a member of the Executive Committee of the Communist Inter
national. He came to Egypt as head of the Textile-Import Ltd., which 
had been organized in 1927 for the ostensible purpose of purchasing 
Egyptian cotton.81 He was, however, betrayed by a diary and letters 
which fell into the hands of the British political police, and which had 
foolishly been kept by Rudolf Pinnis, a brother of the then Soviet com- .. 
mercial agent in Istanbul, who had been secretly introduced into Egypt 
under the name of Hugo Rudolf.82 On 27 April 1929, Vasilev was 
placed, like Teper before him, on a Soviet ship for Russia.

Communism had failed to strike root in native soil, and the Soviets, 
turning more and more inward, eventually lost interest. Thus in Egypt

78Translation of letter of 18 March 1923 from Mahmud Husnt a l-‘ Arabi to 
the E .C.C .I. The original was in French. FO 141/779, F ile  No. 9065.

79Note of 21 May 1925 by the director, Criminal Investigation Department, 
Cairo; and note of 22 June 1925 by the director general, Ministry of Interior, 
European Department, Cairo, on the Communist movement in Egypt, FO 141/ 
779, F ile No. 9065.

80Iraqi P o lice  (Major J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile No. 1831 on “ E lie Teper.”
81Iraqi P o lice  (Major J. F . Wilkins’ ) F iles No. 2129 on “ A lexis N. V asilev”  

and No. 937 on “ Dr. Tomanianz.”
82Iraqi P o lice  (Major J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile No. 2124 on “ Hugo Rudolf.”



until World War II, Communist ideas would scarcely be kept glowing in 
a few and scattered cells.

Jewish Communists were also instrumental in the organization of 
Lebanese communism. The first of the Communists of the Lebanon, 
Fu’ad ash-Shamall, a Maronite tobacco worker and the son of a poor 
peasant from the village of as-Suhailah,83 was won to communism by 
Joseph Rosenthal.84 In Alexandria, where he lived, he led in 1922 the. 
Lebanese Workers’ party, which was associated with Rosenthal’s or
ganization.85 Subsequently, he was arrested, imprisoned, and expelled 
from Egypt. On the day of his arrival by ship in Beirut, he made the 
acquaintance of a young Maronite, Yusuf Yazbek, a clerk in the immi
gration department of the port. Yazbek had read in the papers about the 
activities of ash-Shamall, and already held vague and uncrystallized 
socialist views. They met many times after that, and began to work in 
an informal and irregular manner, Yazbek among the intelligentsia and 
ash-Shamall among the tobacco workers in the village of Bikfayyah. In 
late 1924, upon the instructions of the Palestine Communist party, 
Joseph Berger, a Polish Jew, arrived in Beirut, met Yazbek, ash- 
ShamalT, and their friends and suggested that they formalize their rela
tionships and organize themselves. Some months later, in 1925, another 
member of the Palestine party, Elie Teper, whom we have already met, 
brought together the Armenian Spartacus Group of Madoyan and Boyad- 
jian and the ash-Shamali-Yazbek group. This led in the same year to 
the formation of the first Provisional Central Committee of the Com
munist party of Syria and Lebanon. Its members were ash-ShamalT, 
Yazbek, Madoyan, Boyadjian, and FarTd Tu'mah, a Maronite tobacco 
worker from Bikfayyah.86

This last step was apparently taken without the knowledge of the 
Palestine party. “ When the news of the formation of a Central Com
mittee in Beirut reached Palestine,’ ’ Haim Auerbach, the chairman of 
the Palestine party, told a session of the Secretariat for Oriental Af
fairs of the Executive Committee of the Communist International held 
in Moscow in December 1926, “ the Palestine Party decided that the 
step taken was detrimental to the organizers but that the mistake 
should not be the cause for the Mensheviks, who opposed the dissemi
nation of Communist doctrines in the colonies in general and in Syria87
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83As-Suhailah is in Kisirwan, to the northeast of Beirut.
84C onversation , Y u su f Y azbek .
86Al-Muqattam, No. 10046 of 24 March 1922, p. 1; and No. 10086 of 11 May 

1922, p. 1. "
^C onversation , Yusuf Yazbek.
87The term “ Syria”  then meant both Syria and Lebanon.
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in particular, to influence us against the recognition of the Syrian 
Party. ” 88

Haim Auerbach and his colleagues had planned on a Lebanese 
branch for the Palestine party and not on an independent Lebanese Cen
tral Committee, but the Lebanese Communists thought differently.

The only activity worth recording that the Beirut Provisional Cen
tral Committee initiated was the agitation carried on in 1925 by its 
front arm, the Lebanese People’s party, among the tobacco workers in 
Bikfayyah, ash-Shayyah, Biskanta, Zahleh, and other places.89

But the People’s party and its Communist guiding nucleus abruptly 
ceased to exist following an incursion made by the police in 1926.

The Communist party of Palestine, though constituting communism’s 
most active outpost in the Arab East, wielded in effect relatively little 
influence in its home base, and was seldom taken into account by the 
Comintern, despite the international recognition extended to it on March 
8, 1924. In carrying his thoughts back to the early years of the party, 
Haim Auerbach, its leader and real builder and, as he told Arab Com
munists,90 a friend of Lenin from the days when the founder of the Bol
shevik state was in exile in Geneva, described the role and conditions 
of his organization in the following terms at a secret gathering held on 
March 8, 1927:

We were the only Communist front in the Arab Orient and in the ab
sence of anybody else we had to pay attention to every question.
All the duties in relation to the revolution fell on our shoulders. We 
had to look into matters relating to Syria, Egypt, and Islamic con
gresses in Cairo, Mecca, and elsewhere. Our comrades realized the 
great scope of work but the International thought that our demands 
were immoderate.. . . We were not glad of our relations with the In
ternational; no replies were regularly made to our letters, no deci
sions were regularly passed in regard to the matters affecting us . . .  
and we used to receive very small assistance. . .  . The International 
never used to think of us save when we sent a special messenger, 
and if it did think it was only temporarily. We were not considered 
in reality a factor of the International. . . . The result was' that we
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88Report delivered by Auerbach at a secret meeting of the Central Commit
tee of the Palestine Communist party held in T el Aviv on 8 March 1927. A b
stract of In telligence, para. 609 of 2 June 1927 refers.

89Conversation, Yusuf Yazbek. For the activities of the Lebanese P eo 
ple ’ s party and for other details on early Lebanese communism, refer to S. Ay- 
yub, Al-Hizb-ushShuyu'T f t  Suriyyah wa hubrian (1922-1958) (“ The Communist 
Party in Syria and Lebanon. . . ” ), pp. 11-70. S. Ayyub, whose real name is 
SamTKhurT, is a physician and an ex-member of the Parti Populaire Syrien.

"C onversation , Yusuf Yazbek.
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were a small party that was burdened with great duties but was de
prived of all means necessary for their performance.91

The then exclusively Jewish composition of the membership, also 
hindered the party’ s progress. “ I should not forget to mention,”  added 
Auerbach at the same meeting,

the main evil with which our Party was afflicted, namely, that we 
were composed of a few Jewish persons. It is true that the Party 
progressed a good deal afterwards and comprised Arab members but 
it has been a very slow progress. Neither the Third International 
nor we ourselves are pleased with the results. Everytime we think 
of executing something, we behold the great necessity of the pres
ence amongst us of a great number of Arabs. This is the Third In
ternational’s opinion of our real position.92

The opinion of the International had been conveyed to Auerbach at 
the time of his participation in Moscow in what was in effect, as noted 
elsewhere,93 the first serious debate of issues relating to the Arab 
East. In the course of the debate, which took place in December 1926, 
the members of the Secretariat on Oriental Affairs of the E.C.C.I. care
fully looked into the conditions of the Palestine party and came to the 
conclusion that its primary task lay in “ Arabizing”  itself, although 
they turned down with disdain a suggestion to lessen Communist activi
ty amongst the Jews. Arabs were to be attracted by the issuance of 
pamphlets and of a “ special”  newspaper which the French Communists 
undertook to print in France. A decision simultaneously taken with a 
view to attaching a permanent representative of the Palestine party to 
the Executive Committee of the International “ remained on paper.”

At the same session, the Oriental Secretariat took up the question 
of the prospects of communism in Syria and Lebanon. It noted regretful
ly “ the silencing of the voice”  of the Beirut Provisional Committee, 
and ruled that the party in Palestine should be responsible for the 
“ control and organization”  of Syrian Communists; and approved, on the 
recommendation of Auerbach, the creation of a “ Communist centre for 
the unity of parties in Arab countries.”  At the same time it deemed it 
necessary to “ censure”  the Palestinian Communists for their “ ambi
tious demand to monopolize work in contiguous countries,”  and showed 
interest in relieving them as soon as possible of “ this malady.” 94

91The text of this report was passed on to British Intelligence by one of 
its agents in the Palestine party. Abstract o f In telligence  (Iraq), para. 609 of 
2 June 1927 has reference.

92Ibid.
93See pp. 1149-1151.
94Haim Auerbach’ s secret report of 8 March 1927.



It was with this end in view that, on the instructions of the Orien
tal Secretariat, Pierre Semard, I. Hochmann, and Elie Teper arrived in 
Aleppo, Syria, in July 1927.9 5 Semard was in 1925 the chairman of the 
Politburo of the French Communist party, but at this time only a mem
ber of the French Confederation General du Travail. Hochmann was a 
delegate of the Profintern.95 96 Teper (alias Max Kogal) was, as already 
noted, the vice-chairman of the Palestine party.97 Their meeting place 
was the office of a certain Fathi Effendi, the editor of As-Sabah news
paper. The object of their mission was unwittingly explained by 
Semard to an agent of British Intelligence who appears to have been 
highly placed in the Communist movement. “ We wish,”  Semard told 
the agent,

to establish a centre exclusively for Arabs, for the Palestine Com
munist Party is still too Jewish in composition and we find that 
Arabs do not like to be associated with Jews. In northern Syria, 
however, the population is almost exclusively Arab and Moslem 
[sic] and a properly established centre here would undoubtedly at
tract the masses. Furthermore, Aleppo is near the Turkish frontier, 
which would not only facilitate the visits of emissaries to Syria and 
make communications in general much easier than at present but 
would also give our comrades a better chance of escaping when 
danger threatens them in Syria.98

Subsequently, at a secret conference of the Palestine party held in 
Jerusalem on September 10, 1927, Elie Teper gave a long explanation 
of the policy of the Secretariat on Oriental Affairs. He said that the 
Communist leadership contemplated creating, in addition to the Aleppo 
center, a number of subcenters in other Syrian cities. The headquarters 
for Syria was to be shifted to Homs if necessary. Aleppo was to be 
under the direction of a Jaffa executive, but subcenters in Syria and 
Palestine were to report regularly to Aleppo and Jaffa respectively, in 
order to avoid overlapping and congestion of work. A general meeting 
of delegates was to be held at each of these main centers once a month, 
in order to discuss the ways and means of developing their activity.
The main centers and subcenters were to be free to draw up their own 
bylaws within the radius of the general laws of the Third International. 
Teper also indicated that facilities had been given for sending promis
ing Arab students from Palestine and Syria to the Communist schools

IN THE ARAB EAST ^

95Iraqi P olice  (Major J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile No. 1831 on “ E lie Teper.”
98 The Profintern was the Red International of Trade Unions.
97Teper, born in Russia in 1893, was an agronomist by training.
98Iraqi P o lice  (Major J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 1831. Turkey, it must be re

membered, was then a friend of Soviet Russia.
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that had been opened at Toulon and Cherbourg for the training of young 
Communists. As to the tasks of the new Communist centers and of the 
Palestine party, Teper revealed that the Comintern’s Oriental Secretar
iat had laid special emphasis upon the need for encouraging all move
ments, even those of “ feudal”  amTr-s and tribal shaikhs, that tended to 
weaken British and French colonialism. The return of the Hijaz rail
way to Moslem ownership was also to be advocated with persistence.
In this connection Teper stated that a mission of specially chosen prop
agandists would be sent from Soviet Russia to the Hijaz during the pil
grimage season for revolutionary work among the pilgrims. Under the 
head of labor activities, the instructions of the Oriental Secretariat re
lated to the necessity of arousing the class consciousness of the peas
ants and workers and organizing associations in the towns and villages 
to resist the application of such measures as the increase of working 
hours or the reduction of w a g es ."

The Aleppo center early received a set-back, the French police 
having arrested one Dorinovich, a liaison between the center and the 
Jaffa executive. Dorinovich was replaced by a certain Nessim Romanov 
who, however, came quickly under surveillance. Harassed by the po
lice, the center was unable to achieve much progress.100

It was not until after the release from prison in 1928 of the first 
Communist of Lebanon, Fu’ ad ash-ShamalT, that the movement revived. 
Ash-ShamalT now assumed the title of Secretary of the Communist party 
of Syria and Lebanon, and was to lead the party until 1936, when 
Khalid Bakdash, whom he himself had initially trained, returned from a 
two years’ course of study at KUTV, Moscow, ousted him from the Sec
retariat, and took' the helm. Under his guidance the movement was to 
become a factor in the life of the Arab East.

" I r a q i  P o lice  (Major J. F . Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 1831 on “ E lie Teper.”
l00Ibid.
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HUSAIN AR-RAHHAL, AS-SAHlFAH GROUP, 
' AND AT-TADAMUN CLUB

1 2

In 1924 a little event lightly ruffled the routine of Baghdadi life and 
quickly passed out of memory. Its meaning was perhaps lost on all but 
the attentive observer, who could not have failed to recognize in it a 
premonitory symptom that the “ have-nots”  of Iraq were beginning to 
stir.

The event concerned a small underground association of obscure 
men, al-Hizb as-Sirrl al-TraqT-the Iraqi Secret party. Purely national
ist in its passions since its appearance in 1922, the party suddenly 
turned its ire against the opulent class. In the course of July of 1924, 
armed members of the party made their way into the offices of some of 
the leading men of business and demanded on pain of death payments 
of thousands of rupees because, as was stated in letters from their 
“ Supreme Committee”  which they presented, “ we have up to the pres
ent not seen any actions useful to the country done by the wealthy, al
though they are enjoying the benefits of this miserable homeland more 
than others. . . .  He who has given a warning is exonerated.” 1

Holdups were, of course, not something new in old Baghdad. What 
was new was the rationalization now given. But the only tangible re
sult of the association’s effort was the temporary flight of the wealthier 
Iraqi magnates to Lebanon.2

In the meantime, and independently of such crude and untutored ex
pressions of class antagonism, the first seeds of communism in Iraq 
were being planted clandestinely and in silence.

We have had occasion to refer to Arsen Kidour, a member of the 
Hentchak,3 and to mention that he taught history at the government Sul- 
taniyyah school in Baghdad in 1914. In one of his classes in that year 
sat a boy, eleven years of age, whose life was destined, if our interpre
tation of certain subsequent events is correct, to cross again with that 
of his teacher in circumstances of greater moment. The boy grew, ac
cording to Iraqis who are in a position to know, into one of the more 
brilliant intellectuals of contemporary Iraq. I have heard him called

1 Great Britain, the oriental secretary to the British high commissioner, 
Iraq, (Secret) Intelligence Report No. 15 of 24 July 1924, para. 514 and 514A.

2Ibid.
3See pp. 373-374.
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“ the Iraqi Qasim Amin,”  although he never had the perseverence of the 
Egyptian feminist. One thing, however, is not open to dispute: he was 
the first of the Marxists of Iraq. His name was.Husain ar-Rahhal.

Ar-Rahhal4 descended from an Arab father and a Turkoman mother. 
His mother belonged to the NaphtajT family, which enjoyed for many 
generations a monopoly over the naphta springs of Kirkuk.5 His father’s 
family hailed from ar-Rahhaliyyah in the province of Dulaim and, in the 
nineteenth century, belonged to the class of the chalabTs who, as noted 
on other pages,6 were merchants of high social standing. In that cen
tury the Rahhals owned a large fleet of sailing ships and traded on the 
Iraqi rivers and in the Gulf and with India. Subsequently, however, they 
lost their wealth, partly because many of their ships, which then trav
eled in fleets, perished in a storm at sea, and partly because of the ad
vent of British steamers on Iraqi waters. Ar-Rahhal’s father entered the 
Turkish officer corps and progressed to senior commands in the Turkish 
artillery. His military duties took him to many places in Iraq and the 
Ottoman Empire. His son always accompanied him and had a chance to 
observe at close range how his people lived, and when the closing years 
of World War I took him to Europe-his father went on a military mission 
to Germany-he could not help making comparisons between their condi
tion and that of the advanced Europeans. The end of the war found 
young ar-Rahhal studying in a German high school in Berlin. He was 
still in the German capital—in fact, in a confectioner’s shop—when the 
Communist Spartakusbund threw its barricades up in the streets of the 
city (January 1919). He recalls turning to someone at the time and ask
ing what it was all about. He was told that the workers wanted to set 
up a government of their own and he marveled at so “ strange”  a thing. 
As the sons of some of the participants in the uprising were his school
mates, there was much discussion of the event in the following weeks, 
and this probably accounted for the increasing interest he now took in 
what the socialist paper Die Freiheit (“ Freedom” ) had to say. Soon, 
however, he was back in his native Baghdad, only to find his country
men in the throes of restlessness and anxiety. This was 1920, the Year 
of Calamity—‘Am an-Nakbah—when Syria fell to the French and the Arab 
patrimony was everywhere being torn asunder. In a few months the Iraqi 
cauldron was boiling over. The conflicts that then raged, the tumultuous 
overflow of feelings, the fearful tensions, the repressions by the in
vader, the episodes of devotion and sacrifice—left their indelible mark
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4The biographical details in the account that follow s are based, unless
otherwise stated, on conversations with Husain ar-Rahhal and with Husain 
Jamil, a prominent leader of the National Democratic party.

6Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities, Iraq (E xclusive o f Baghdad 
and Kaifhimain), p. 43.

6See Chapter 9.



on the sensibilities of many an Iraqi. Elation at the early victories of 
the revolt quickly gave way to depression and bitterness. A fancied 
freedom-the form without the substance-was not what the sbablbah- 
the youth educated in the modern schools—had been led to expect.

It was in the years that now followed that political extremism pro
gressively gained force in Iraq and moderation became anathema. The 
intellectual malaise that first manifested itself in the early years of 
the century, and that had its roots in the exhaustion of Islam, also 
deepened. The tendency of the educated youth to question the things 
that their elders idealized or took for granted became more pronounced, 
and their respect for traditions waned. When the Iraqi poet Jamil Sidqi 
az-ZahawT, now an old man but still young in spirit, exclaimed in 1924:

I am bored with everything old I have known in my life.
If you have something new, let us have it,

or when in 1928 he exhorted Iraqis:

Rise in violent anger against old usages
Rise even against Providence,7

he was expressing more than the oddities of a temperamental poet. His 
mood was the mood of many of the shabibah. Young ar-Rahhal was part 
of this atmosphere. He contributed to it—surely more than many others 
—but he also breathed from it and it had inevitably its effect on the di
rection of his thought.8 * 10

One other factor that appears to have influenced the ideological de
velopment of ar-Rahhal was his trip to India in 1921. This seemingly 
was an unplanned thing. Ar-Rahhal had persuaded his parents to send 
him back to Europe with a view to resuming his studies. The Syrian 
route was then unsafe. He therefore left Iraq by way of Basrah. His 
ship called first at Karachi and there, for some reason, ar-Rahhal left 
it and was to stay in India for upwards of a year. What he did in that 
country besides learning English is not clear. In a conversation with 
this writer he stated that he was detained there by “ considerations of 
a personal nature.”  In Jalal K h a l id a novel written by Mahmud Ahmad 
as-Sayyid, and which in part is based upon the experience of ar-Rahhal, 
there are repeated references to the hero’s communion in India with a 
‘^revolutionary”  Indian journalist.*0 At any rate, shortly after his re-
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7From az-ZahawTs fifth collection  of poems, entitled Ad-Diwan al-Khamis. 
al-Awshal (Baghdad, n.d.), pp. 20 and 66.

®The first of az-ZahawTs couplet cited above is cited approvingly in 
ar-Rahhal’ s paper, As-SahTlah, Year 1, No. 3 of 26 February 1925

®Jalal Khalid is  a fictitious name.
10Jalal Khalid (Baghdad, 1928), pp. 2, 9-12, and 61. See also  below pp. 

401 ff.
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turn to Baghdad, ar-Rahhal took to reading The Labour Monthly, which 
at that time was published by Palme Dutt, a young intellectual of Indi
an birth and a member of the Communist party of Great Britain. Accord
ing to ar-Rahhal’s own account, he first chanced upon the periodical in 
Mackenzie’ s bookshop—a well-known British firm in Baghdad—and pur
chased his copies from there until the authorities deemed fit to ban it 
from Iraq. He was attracted to it, he said, because “ unlike other peri
odicals, it hit hard at imperialism, which fitted with the mood of the . 
day. -

Whether ar-Rahhal’ s path crossed again with that of his former 
teacher, Arsen Kidour, before or after his trip to India cannot now be 
ascertained. Kidour, as a member of the Hentchak, was a non-Bolshevik 
Marxist. However, after the rise of Soviet Armenia, he appears to have 
drawn close to Bolshevism, if he had not in fact been Bolshevized, at 
least for a time. He had been exposed to Bolshevik influence even 
earlier and at several points in his life. From his school years at 
Echmiadzin in Russian Armenia—1903-1908—Khachik Samuelian, a Bol
shevik and a professor of political economy, had left an impress upon 
his thought. In 1905 he took part at the school, which was run by the 
Armenian clergy, in “ a sort of anticlerical revolt”  led, among others, 
by a student-Bolshevik, Askanaz Mravian, who later became Soviet Ar
menia’ s minister of education. In 1917, after emerging from his hide
out in Najaf—he had been implicated, it will be remembered, in the plot 
against Jamal, Tal'at, and Enver—he came into touch, by virtue of his 
appointment as a Russian interpreter in the British army, with the Bol
shevized Russian troops that occupied Khaniqin and Ba'qubah12 and, 
subsequently, left Iraq with them to Armenia.13 In 1920 he returned as 
consul in Baghdad for the independent Armenian republic, which had 
been proclaimed in 1918, but continued to act in that capacity for the 
Soviet republic that succeeded it in December 1920, while simultane
ously running a wine shop in the Christian quarter of Ra’s al-Qaryah.
In June 1924 he closeted himself in a room at the Majestic Hotel with 
Gregory Mikhailovich Laktinov, “ a member of the Moscow Extraordinary 
Commission,” 14 who had arrived in Baghdad on the third of that month 
en route for Bushire.15 Later, in 1926, Kidour was visited by another 
Bolshevik, Shaul Sultanov, who was arrested shortly after in Mosul for
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^C onversation , Husain ar-Rahhal, April 1958.
12See p. 1137.
13Conversation, Arsen Kidour, April 1962.
14Actually the Extraordinary Commission (Cheka) had by this time given 

way to the State P olitica l Administration (OGPU). For this body, see note 29, 
p. 1146.

13Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1158 on “ Arsen Kidour.”



his presence in Iraq “ without being able to give a satisfactory account 
of himself,”  and for entering the country without a passport. Among 
the papers found in Sultanov’s possession was an unsigned, undated, 
and unplaced note that enquired, among other things, about the agree
ment between Britain and Turkey concerning Mosul, the benefit accru
ing to Iraq from it, the strength of the Iraqi labor force in the oilfields, 
Iraq’s share of the oil revenue, and the number and particulars of Brit
ish troops in the Mosul district.16 In the same year Kidour organized 
an Iraqi branch of HOK—Haistani Ognoothian Kommittee or Helping Ar
menians Committee, which, according to British Intelligence, originally 
worked for Armenian independence but subsequently became a Bolshevik 
society.17

It is not possible to say whether it was on his own initiative or 
under the influence of Arsen Kidour, or perhaps of the anonymous revo
lutionary from India, that Husain ar-Rahhal, now a student at Baghdad’s 
School of Law, formed in i924 what in effect was the first “ Marxist”  
study circle in Iraq or, more precisely, injected Marxist elements into . 
the thinking of an informal literary group that existed prior to that date. 
Most of the young men who closeted themselves with ar-Rahhal in those 
days in retired debates in an inner room of Baghdad’s Haidarkhanah 
Mosque—a mosque famed in Iraq’s history as the meeting place of the 
revolutionaries of 1920—would probably not have identified themselves 
as “ Marxists,”  and if asked would have said that theirs was a circle 
for the study of “ new ideas.”  Ar-Rahhal referred to them simply as 
“ jama'tl” — “ my circle.”  But a cursory glance at their mouthpiece As- 
SahTfah (“ The Journal” ), which appeared in 1924-1925 and again brief
ly in 1927, is enough to reveal their pronouncedly Marxist orientation.

Among the principal members of the circle were Muhammad SalTm 
Fattah, a law student, the son of an ex-official of the Ottoman govern
ment, and the brother-in-law of ar-Rahhal; Mustafa ‘ AIT, a school teach
er, the son of a carpenter, and later—in the time of General ‘Abd-ul- 
KarTrh Qasim—the minister of justice; ‘ Abdallah Jadu‘ , a clerk at the 
Directorate of Posts and Telegraphs and the son of a cloth contractor; 
‘AwnT Bakr SidqT, a teacher-journalist, the son of a petty official, and 
in the late fifties editor of the Communist-inclined Sawt al-Abrar\ and 
Mahmud Ahmad as-Sayyid, who was by far the most remarkable of the 
group.

As-Sayyid (1903-1937) is now remembered as the first of Iraq’s 
novelists, but what is little known is that the “ new ideas”  of his friend 
ar-Rahhal helped in awakening his latent literary gifts. These, let it be
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1®Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1690 on “ Shaul Sultanian (alias Sultanov).”  
^7Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 1158.
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said at once, were by no means very impressive. It is doubtful whether 
his novel Jalal Khalid or most of his short stories could be considered 
as works of art. Nonetheless he succeeded in vividly—and to an extent 
unconsciously-projecting the intellectual uneasiness and bewilderment 
of his generation and in adding something to the Iraqis’ knowledge of 
themselves.

Although as-Sayyid and ar-Rahhal came to share similar sympathies, 
they were strikingly different by background and temperament. As-Say
yid was born of an Arab father and an Indian-AfghanT mother into a 
family of ‘ulama’ and sayyids. His father was for several decades the 
imam of the Haidarkhanah Mosque. As could be expected, religion 
strongly colored his early upbringing. He, however, came under feeble 
secular influences when he attended Baghdad’s Turkish elementary 
school. This was as far as his formal education went. But he read 
avidly on his own, devouring in particular the Egyptian books and jour
nals that began pouring into Iraq after the First World War. A trip he 
made to India in 1919 opened before him new and enriching vistas, but 
his mental horizon remained more limited than that of his companion 
ar-Rahhal, and his knowledge not as wide, although his was the greater 
sensitivity, the livelier imagination, and the more alert social con
science. Ar-Rahhal’s approach to life was also rather calmer and more 
deliberate, that of as-Sayyid more fervent and impetuous. The latter 
could not as ably as ar-Rahhal handle theoretical or abstract ideas, or 
as readily discern their logical implications. He was also more easily 
overcome by the aesthetic quality of words than by their thought-content. 
His attachment to “ communism” - i f  we can thus label the vague, un
finished, and undisciplined ideas he held—was more a passion than a 
conviction. He sympathized with “ communism”  because he felt for the 
great mass of untended Iraqis and saw in “ communism”  a dissipation 
of the blackness in which they lived. If as-Sayyid should at all be de
fined, then he could be set down as a “ sentimental”  or “ romantic Com
munist.”  Ar-Rahhal’s attraction to communism or, more properly, Marx
ism, was, on the other hand, of the intellectual variety: he was fasci
nated in the first instance by its dynamic thought processes.

The new “ Marxist”  circle first gave sign of crystallizing when it 
published on the 28 December 1924 As-SahJlah. This was a paper of a 
new type, the first of its kind in the Iraq of the twenties. Unlike the 
other Iraqi papers, it sought not a livelihood but the conversion of men. 
Its preoccupation was not with news or belles-lettres, but with ideas.
It focused on social problems and dealt only marginally with political 
issues. In a period when the free expression of opinions was fraught 
with risks, it did not hesitate to attack deeply ingrained beliefs and 
prejudices of the people. These things gave As-SahTfah a character all 
its own, and marked the opening of new perspectives in the mental life 
of Iraq.
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As-SahTfah tells us a number of things about the new circle. In the 

first place, it is clear from its pages that the circle never abandoned 
the level of ideas. In other words, it simply disseminated ideas and 
did not concern itself with political action. Furthermore, its ideas 
were set at a level high enough to escape the grasp of the mass of 
Iraqis. And then, although the predilection of its members for “ Marx
ism”  was unmistakable, the word itself did not occur even once in 
their writings. They did, however, declare openly that “ historical ma
terialism”  was “ the best interpretation”  of the process of history.18 
This eluded the alert but sufficiently uninformed police. Their own 
knowledge of Marxism, it must be added, was not very profound. They . 
were obviously only beginners. Their conceptions were derived for the 
most part from the Labour Monthly and from such articles as ar-Rahhal 
translated for them from L ’Humanite, the organ of the French Communist - 
party. <>

One other thing As-SahTfah plainly reveals: its writers had no defi
nite program. All that they wrote, however, can be resolved into one 
dominant idea: the need to overthrow the power of tradition. They 
were all in one way or another rebels against tradition. At first they 
did not assail tradition in all of its realms. They concentrated upon its 
influence in the life of the family and championed the liberation of the 
Iraqi woman from her ancient fetters. But in assailing tradition in this 
one realm they soon found themselves up against a force that permeated 
all the different realms and cemented the whole ponderous structure of ' 
tradition. This was, of course, the religion of Islam. They were not - 
overawed. They questioned Islam’s very foundations by explaining all 
religions in natural terms. This was more than traditional opinion 
could take, and As-SahTfah was shut down.

In their call for the emancipation of the Iraqi woman, ar-Rahhal and \ 
his friends were not pioneers. The call was first sounded by the poet 
Jamil SidqT az-ZahawT. But it was only with them that feminism began ' 
taking the form of a campaign. It was rationalized and presented as a 
demand of the historical process. In the timing of the campaign, the in- • 
fluence of contemporary feminist advances in Egypt and Turkey is cer- - 
tain. But what is interesting is the rationalization that was employed • 
insofar as it represents the first instance of the use of Marxist thought 
in Iraq, though not the first pro-Bolshevik reference for in this also az- 
ZahawT preceded ar-Rahhal. In January 1921 in a poem entitled “ Life 
and Death”  he had greeted the Bolshevik Revolution in these words: ■
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18A s-S ahT fah , Year 1, No. 6 of 20 March_ 1925, p. 6.
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O ye poor do not despair 

o f  a life 0  ye poor!
Lately over the mount of guidance •

has been hoisted for Bolshevism19 a red banner.20
But then az-ZahawT was fond of saying startling things, and was not 
always taken seriously.

The new circle’s feminist argument developed in this way. It was 
opened by ar-Rahhal in an article entitled “ Determinism in Society.” 21 
There was no such thing as a “ natural”  or “ immutable”  social order, 
he declared. On the contrary, all social institutions were transitory in 
nature, since they were “ the product of a changing economic environ
ment.”  The position of women was subject to this “ general law.”
The Arab family, in its existing form, ar-Rahhal added, was a leftover 
from “ feudal”  times. The harem and the veil bore, accordingly, the im
print of “ feudal”  ethics. The aristocracy had been “ able to build har
ems and keep so many women in them only by exploiting the labor of 
the people.”  In the life of “ the people’s class” —among the laboring 
peasants—the harem and the veil were unknown and “ will disappear al
together,”  he concluded, “ when the people’s class will establish its 
own supremacy.”  What he sought to put across was that in appealing 
for the abolition of the veil and the equalization of women with men,22 
he was only helping along a determination of history.

It was thus unheralded, unnoticed, and in feminist clothing that 
“ Marxism”  first entered into the mental world of Iraqis.

The traditionalists who took Al-Badai‘ (“ The Marvels” ) for their 
mouthpiece were initially disposed to laugh off the new “ feminist”  
appeal as the work of “ Baghdadi babes”  who unabashedly intruded 
their unsought opinions upon their elders and betters. Soon, however, 
some of the traditionalists condescended to argue with them. They 
could not understand, they said, why the “ feminists”  were actively ad
vocating the liberation of women if change, as they claimed, was “ de
termined.”  They were obviously guilty of a contradiction. The “ femi
nists”  countered that their opponents were unable to distinguish 
between determinism and fatalism and added that

19Instead of the word "B olsh ev ism ,”  only dots appeared when the poem 
was first published.

20Reference to the poem was made in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 289 on “ Jamil 
SidqT az-ZahawT.”

21The article was written in November 1924 in A l- ‘Alam a l-‘ArabT (see Nos. 
211-212 of 28 and 29 November 1924). But this paper was soon after denied to 
ar-Rahhal and his group, who then founded As-SahTlah and resumed their argu
ment.

22For the sp ecific  claims made by ar-Rahhal’ s circle  on behalf of the Iraqi 
women, see As-SahiTah, Year 1, No. 1 of 28 December 1924, pp. 4-6 and 10.
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according to modern psychology which has its roots in the philoso
phy of the nineteenth century—of which economic determinism is an 
offspring—man may “ will”  certain things but the form of this will is 
determined by environmental influences. Once, however, man is 
thus influenced, new ideas form in his mind which he proceeds to 
utilize purposefully in order to effect a change in his environment.23

Inasmuch as the social position of women was ratified by Islam and 
its sharTah,2* ar-Rahhal and his companions, by persisting in their 
ideas, unavoidably drew upon themselves the charge that they were sub
verting religion and morality. They replied that they only aimed at “ up
rooting the inculcations [of the traditionalists] from the minds of the 
sons of the people so that they could develop a social consciousness 
commensurate with their existing condition and would prevent their ene
mies from monopolizing law and virtue after they have monopolized 
property, wealth, prestige, and honor.” 25

They also denied the validity and relevance of the shari’ah on the 
ground that its principles were “ formulated for a society that existed 
more than a thousand years ago.”  SharTah or no sharfah, they said, 
change was bound to occur if there were an imperative social and eco
nomic need for it.26

Apparently underrating the political influence of their opponents, 
they went further to proclaim that “ the era when people believed in the 
divine guidance of natural events was gone,”  and that “ it is not reli
gion that moves social life but social life that moves religion.” 27 In 
other words, they served notice that they now recognized only human 
situations and human answers. Their increasing audacity infuriated 
the traditionalists, who were not long in showing their claws.

Ar-Rahhal’s little circle soon found itself wrapped in an outburst of 
bitterness. The Friday khutbas2S breathed fire against it in the 
mosques. Collective madbatas* 2 * * * * 7® denounced it as a hotbed of infidelity 
and godlessness. Surely enough it was silenced, but then it had made 
its mark.

In fact, the circle did not submit. Of this Baghdad was to be re
minded with the brief reappearance two years later—in 1927—of
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2~*Ibid., p. 9.
26Ibid., p. 13.
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7®Sermons.
7 ® Petitions. ,
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As-Sahtlah. “ We have returned,”  its leading article triumphantly an
nounced. “ We did not breathe our last as they had imagined!” 30

In the interval, ar-Rahhal had not lain idle. Restrained from writing, 
he showed fight in other ways. He was thus instrumental in the found
ing in mid-1926 of Nadi at-Tadamun (The Solidarity Club), which was 
soon to be involved in events that form a landmark in the revolutionary 
history of Iraq. Since every step he took was watched, he discreetly- 
kept in the background, and acted through Yusuf Zainal, a nationalist 
and a teacher at Baghdad’s Secondary School.31

Nadi at-Tadamun, -which attracted mostly young men of the student 
class, called in its public program for the unity of youth, the spread of 
knowledge, the promotion of national manufactures, and the propagation 
and carrying out of “ principles leading to the improvement of the life of 
the society.” 32 However, information reaching the British Special Ser
vice suggested that the club was in point of fact keenly interested in 
the encouragement of Socialism in Iraq, and that its leaders were in 
correspondence with the Third International, “ the light toward which 
they must turn.” 33

In no time Nadi at-Tadamun became a rallying point for elements 
which, in the view of ash-shabTbah,3  ̂ were patriotic in their tendency 
and, in the view of the rulers, a threat to “ the peace and good order of 
the country.”  In any case, the club made things more lively in Baghdad 
during the two years of its existence. Two tempestuous incidents took 
place at that time which cannot be omitted from this record, and in 
which both ar-Rahhal and Zainal played a prominent part.

The first incident arose out of the affair of AnTs an-NusulT.35 The 
latter, a Syrian teacher in Baghdad’s Secondary School, published a 
book in January 1927 on the history of the Umayyads. In several pas
sages ‘AIT, the cousin of the Prophet, appeared in an unfavorable light.
A number of outraged ShTTs complained about it to the Ministry of Edu
cation. The author was asked to excise the passages in question, but 
he refused to do so, whereupon the ministry ordered him to withdraw the 
copies he distributed to his students. Some ShT‘Ts were not satisfied, 
and pressed to have NusulT more signally punished. Najaf and Karbala

30As-Sah7fah, No. 1-7 of 13 May 1927.
31Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 1342 on “ Yusuf Zainal.”
°  The text of the program is in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled "N a d i at- 

T adam un.'*
33Ibid.
3^The youth educated in the modern schools.
9 C

°The source for the account that follow s is  Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1819, en
titled “ Troubles on AnTs NusulTs B ook .”  -



began humming with talk about the book and its author, and the idea 
spread that the king had decided to dismiss NusulT. On 30 January 
1927, three teachers of the Secondary School and Teachers’ Training 
College presented a written protest to the minister against “ the disas
ter to freedom of thought”  resulting from the “ bigoted”  attitude of the 
ministry. The response was their immediate dismissal. On the same 
day, the six hundred students of the Secondary School, roused by the 
members of Nadi at-Tadamun, forsook their books and surged out in an 
angry street demonstration. Boys of both the Sunni and Shi l sects took 
part, and a manifesto issued in their name explained to the public that 
the demonstration was “ in no way intended to injure the religious sus
ceptibilities of the various sects but to preserve the right of freedom of 
thought.”  Although the immediate sequel was the closure of the school 
for ten days and the expulsion of a number of students, the latter and 
the three dismissed teachers were subsequently reinstated. The real 
import of the whole incident was that the students were initiated into a 
new form of activity, into what in effect were the rudiments of the art 
of insurrection, for this was Iraq’s first student demonstration. From 
another point of view, this was also the young generation’s first blow 
on behalf of freedom of expression.

As it turned out, the incident of January 1927 served as something 
of a rehearsal for the furious demonstrations that broke out in Baghdad 
on 8 February 1928—demonstrations memorable not so much on their 
own account or for Royal Ordinance No. 13 of 1928, which sanctioned 
the flogging of schoolboys that “ threatened the peace of the land, as 
for one of their little-noticed sequels: they brought together Asim 
Flayyeh, Mahdl Hashim, and ZakT Khairi, then mere restless arid dis
contented youths but, in the future, founders and leaders of the Iraqi 
Communist party. Flayyeh and Hashim met in the Sarai police station 
to which they were hauled along with other demonstrators, and it is 
there that they heard of KhairF and of the bodily injuries he had suf
fered at the hands of Colonel Prescott’s mounted policemen.36

The immediate cause of the demonstration was Sir Alfred Mond. An 
ardent supporter of the Zionist movement, Mond had been traveling in 
Palestine and planned to visit Iraq in order, it was announced, to 
“ study its agricultural conditions.”  On the eve of his arrival, at a 
hurriedly summoned meeting of NadT at-Tadamun, Husain ar-Rahhal and 
Yusuf Zainal succeeded in convincing their colleagues that Mond s 
real intention was to create a Zionist colony in Iraq. They proposed, 
and the proposal was quickly adopted, that a demonstration should be 
arranged.37 When on the next day the students started their march
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1964.
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through the town, they were followed by a large crowd of people, so 
that by the time the demonstrators reached the railway station their 
numbers had swelled to more than twenty thousand. There a police 
force was waiting for them and began by being menacing, enjoining 
them to disperse. When they refused to budge, a violent scuffle ensued. 
Husain ar-Rahhal was seen at that moment whipping up the emotions of 
the demonstrators on the Khir Bridge Road, where the excitement raged 
fiercest, and the policemen were hard put to hold their own against the 
angry> heaving press. This is the last image we have of ar-Rahhal as 
a revolutionary, for after that event, with the disbanding of NadV at- 
Tadamun and except for his reported correspondence with the League 
Against Imperialism and Colonial Oppression, ar-Rahhal developed a 
partiality for comfort and settled down wholeheartedly to a dull and 
routine existence.

Before we leave ar-Rahhal and his companions, we must say a word 
or two about as-Sayyid’s Jalal Khalid,38 which appeared shortly after 
the events just chronicled. A novel—Iraq’s first—with a factual basis, 
it was used as a vehicle for the new beliefs and played a role in the 
ideological formation of the Iraqi youth.

Jalal Khalid, the hero of the novel, was a sort of indistinct mixture 
of ar-Rahhal and as-Sayyid, but with the unmistakable traces of the 
latter’s uneven and romantic temper.

As the novel opens, Jalal Khalid appears as a divided and incon
gruous person. He was, we are told, dominated by pride, and looked 
down on his fellows. He paraded in expensive garments and spent 
much of his time in the halls of Baghdad’s big hotels. Even so he gen
uinely felt with the destitute and the oppressed, but “ could, do little 
for them and on that account abandoned himself to despair.’ ’ He also 
alternated between a hesitant humanitarian feeling, a grim and fanati
cal religiosity, and a thorough-going nationalism which made him “ hate 
all peoples except the Arabs.” 39 He was, in brief, almost an embodi
ment of all the sad confusion of his day.

The rest of the novel is an unfolding of Jalal Khalid’s inner trans
formation, a gradual resolution of the conflict in his character. Things 
began to happen to him—so the narrative goes—when early in 1919, with 
a cramp in his heart, he left his unhappy and subjugated native land.
His first experience occurred on the boat that took him to India and 
seems like fate’s mischievous way of making merry with his exclusive 
and outdated views: he saw a Jewish girl of an uncommon beauty and
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JOAr-Rahhal was before the July Revolution of 1958 the secretary general 
of the Board of Management of the Iraqi Railways.

39Jalal Khalid, p. 10.



for a time everything else ceased to exist for him. It was an unavowed 
and unrequited love, but it stirred in him-this is the implied moral of 
the whole episode-the feeling that he belonged to a human fellowship 
wider than that of the Arabs or of the whole of Islam.

The real turning point in Jalal Khalid’s life, however, was his as
sociation in 1919-1920 with “ F. Swami,”  an Indian “ revolutionary”  
journalist. They met apparently by accident in the lounge of one of 
Calcutta’s hotels, and before they knew it were lost in an animated 
conversation. The topic of the hour was the industrial strike that had 
only a few days before gripped the city. The event was something 
novel to Jalal, and his curiosity was roused. It turned out that “ Swami”  
had had a hand in inciting the working people. He said so to Jalal, 
thus conveying that he gave him his trust without hesitation. “ What 
would you say,”  Swami went on, “ if you knew that there is in the world 
today a social doctrine with a strong following and a vigorous press, 
and that it has penetrated into the factories and won the minds of all 
the workers?”  Jalal did not know. There were no workers in his land. 
“ There are only hungry peasants in Iraq but they are contented,”  he 
brought out timidly at one point. “ And being Moslems,”  rejoined Swami 
reproachfully, “ they no doubt believe that contentment is a gain and 
acceptance of one’s portion in life a duty.” 40

They had many long talks subsequently. Once as they were ap
proaching Calcutta’s main Hindu temple, Swami turned to Jalal and 
said with fervor:

These temples with the art that has fascinated the writers of Europe 
of what use are they to us Indians today? There are more of them 
than there are schools for the people. And the dumb idols that they 
house, what good can they do? The people rush to them in the 
hours of adversity seeking a protection that they never afford. . . .
What does our religion teach but Nirvana and the renunciation of ex
istence . .  . ? And has it not parted us from our brother Moslems just 
as their religion has parted them from us? . . .  We, who aspire for 
the emancipation of our people and all the oppressed peoples of the 
East. . .  have cut ourselves free from this religion. . .  . We have cut 
ourselves free from it, I tell you, and war upon its culture. But who 
are we? Only a minority of the educated class whom the people fol
low because of the extremism of our political ideas.. . .  If only we 
were more numerous, we would rise and carry the day and then take 
hold of the people and drive them with whips towards civilization 
and the free and true life and this would not be a distress to them 
nor an injustice but a mercy and a resurrection.41
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Jalal Khalid did not answer him. Much perturbed, he was turning 
over in his mind what he had just heard and wondering whether this was 
indeed the reality of religion and whether religion was truly the torment 
of the East. -

Jalal Khalid was not convinced. But he was now increasingly tor
tured by doubts and fell a prey to a “ vague and obscure inner turmoil.’ ’ 
At times the ideas of his Indian friend seemed to overtake him, at other 
times the old notions, as if catching him unawares, would reassert 
themselves. . . .

Here the Iraqi uprising of 1920 intervenes and Jalal, momentarily 
with no thought for anything else, hurries back home, warming himself 
with bright but unsubstantial hopes. Unavoidable failure attends the 
uprising, and Jalal falls into the black depths of disillusion and de
spair. He shuts himself out from the world and surrenders himself to 
his books. When he comes forth from his seclusion two years later, he 
is an entirely different man. He has found his salvation in the ideas of 
the Indian revolutionist. He seeks now the means to put them into 
practice. But his friends turn a deaf ear to him and dub him an extrem
ist. Shallow hearts and pampered creatures! One is taken up in making 
money so that he can get married. Another has grown too fond of com
fort and is impervious to anything else. And the others have “ agreed 
to disagree and can only moan and groan as if moans and groans have 
ever changed the life of a people. “ So all your enthusiasm was nothing 
but bubbles bursting in the air!’ ’ he cries out, deeply hurt. And on this 
bitter note the novel ends.

_The depression and bitterness that permeate the closing pages of 
Jalal Khalid mirror the feelings that were taking hold of ar-Rahhal’s 
circle as those pages were being written. The circle was, in fact, 
breaking up. Some of the reasons are not hard to seek. The con -' 
straints by the government, the still potent thinking of the traditional
ists, the torpor of the larger body of the people—all these factors no 
doubt dampened their enthusiasm. Other reasons for what happened 
may be gleaned from a self-portrait that ar-Rahhal volunteered. “ I 
was, he said, only an amateur. Besides I have always been more in
terested in theory, in the main lines of things. . . and I am more an in
trovert than an extrovert... . And then, to tell you the truth, I delight 
in being idle. 4  ̂ It also appears that there was not enough likeminded- 
ness among the members. They pulled different ways, disagreed, and 
parted company. It is an all-too-familiar Arab condition. Al-KawakibT 
had diagnosed it long before. “ Each of us,”  he wrote in 1900, “ has 
become a nation in himself.” 43
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In any assessment of ar-Rahhal’s contribution to the growth of com
munism in Iraq, due account must be taken of the following considera
tions:

1. In the 1920s there was practically no communist literature in 
Arabic, and the Iraqis who could read in any Western language were ex
tremely few. From this it can be readily appreciated how singularly 
fitted to help the cause of communism was ar-Rahhal, with his unique 
command of German, English, Turkish, Persian, and Arabic.

2. ZakT KhairT, one of the leading Communists of Iraq at the pres
ent time and a member of the first Central Committee of the Communist 
party in 1935, was introduced to Communist thought by ar-Rahhal.44

3. ‘Asim Flayyeh, a founder of the party, an editor in 1935 of 
Kifah-ush-Sha‘b ( “ The Struggle of the People” ), the party’s first offi
cial mouthpiece, and a trainee of KUTV,45 was a member of the ar- ' 
Rahhal-influenced Tadamun Club.46

4. Husain JamTl, who had a prominent role in the founding of the .
socialistically inclined Al-Ahah (“ The People” ) in 1932 and the simi
larly oriented National Democratic party in 1946, also associated with 
ar-Rahhal in the Tadamun Club and the Nusuli and Mond demonstra
tions.47 .

5. Amlnah ar-Rahhal, member of the Central Committee of the Com
munist party in 1941-1943 and, incidentally, one of the first women of 
Baghdad to unveil, is the sister of ar-Rahhal.48

6. ‘Abd-ul-Qader IsmaTl, a founder of Al-AhalT, a member of the 
Central Committee of the Communist party in 1959-1963, and an editor 
of Ittihad-ushSha'b ( “ The Union of the People” ) in 1959-1960, began 
his revolutionary career in the Tadamun Club.4® Moreover, he and his 
brother, Yusuf Isma‘11, who was also high in Communist ranks,66 were 
cousins of ar-Rahhal’s principal companion, Mahmud Ahmad as-Sayyid, 
the author of Jalal Khalid.

7. ‘Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim, a founder of Al-Ahah and the leader of 
the Marxist-oriented National Union party in 1946-1947, was also a 
cousin of Mahmud Ahmad as-Sayyid.

Obviously the facts just cited also point to the importance of the 
extended family in the social life of Iraq in the 1920s, and particularly 
as a means for the propagation of ideas.
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PYOTR VASILI AND THE BASRAH 

AND NASIRIYYAH COMMUNIST CIRCLES

At this point attention must be directed to a man who appears to have 
been active on behalf of communism even before Husain ar-Rahhal’s 
circle was formed, and whose work in southern Iraq was to lead to dis
tant results: Pyotr or Petros Vasili. 1

Vasili was an Assyrian who grew up and was educated in Tiflis, 
Georgia, to which city his father had migrated from ‘Amadiyyah in 
northern Iraq in Ottoman days. Like ar-Rahhal, Vasili was skilled in 
many tongues. He knew Russian, Georgian, Assyrian, Persian, Turkish, 
and Arabic. But what distinguished him from ar-Rahhal and, of course, ’ 
made all the difference, was that he was a professional revolutionary.

Vasili came to Iraq by way of Persia in 1922 or thereabout. He did 
not stay long in any one place. During the decade that ended with his 
banishment from Iraq in 1934, he lived in Basrah, Baghdad, Ba'qubah- 
a center for the estates of Baghdad’s landed‘families-in Kurdish Sulai- 
maniyyah, and then again in Iraq’s seaport, and finally in Nasiriyyah, a 
town renowned for its free and indomitable spirit. As far as one could 
tell, he earned his living by working as a tailor. But he was an un
usual kind of a tailor for, in a fashion so characteristically unbourgeois, 
he took time out, while in Nasiriyyah, to teach his competitors the mod
ern methods of tailoring, which earned him some popularity among the 
local inhabitants. He also mixed with the poorer classes and showed 
great interest in their conditions, and was known to have made frequent 
visits to the peasant^countryside in the Muntafiq region. He selected 
his companions in Nasiriyyah and Basrah from among the members of 
the National party, a party that has always been in the vanguard of the 
Iraqi struggle against British influence.

11 was’ as far as could be ascertained from the records, only in 
1932 that the police discovered that Vasili was a Communist preacher.
An agent of the British Special Service reported him in January of that 
year as being in communication through an Assyrian motor car driver 
named Ya'qub with a professor of Oriental propaganda at the University 
of Baku by the name of Filimonov, who was then living in Kermanshah.2

1 The principal source for the observations that follow  is Iraqi P olice  F ile 
No. 2652, entitled “ Petros V asili. ft

■iQWBa?rah C J D ' Confidential W eekly Diary No. 1 for Week Ending 7 January
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Subsequently, he was found to be in close terms with Kirchin and 
others of the Soviet Trade Agency in Persia.3

It is not certain whether Vasili was instrumental in the formation of 
the first Communist circle of Basrah, which appeared in 1927—at the 
time of his second sojourn in that seaport—and which chose Nadi ash- 
ShabTbah (The Youth Club) as the center of its activities. In this con
nection it would help to cite the statement given to the police on 22 
January 1934 by ‘Abd-ul-HamTd al-Khatib, a member of that circle, a 
teacher of physics at Basrah’s Secondary School in 1927, and an agent 
provocateur in 1934.4

Prior to the year 1927 [said al-Khatib] there was no party in Basrah 
that knew anything about communism.. . .  I created such a party and 
taught its members the Communistic teachings. . . .  I founded it,or- . ■ 
ganized it, and enrolled its candidates. Our affairs spread even to 
Nasiriyyah and Samawah.. . . The most active of my associates 
were Zakariyyah Elias Duka, Yusuf Salman, Daud Salman, Ghall ■ 
Zuwayyid. .. .5 The photographs of all these persons and their ap
plications for admission to the Communist party are in the Soviet , 
Consulate at Ahwaz. I left them there myself. . . .6

One would be justified in declining to accept al-KhatTb’s version 
without some reserve. There is no proof that he originated the Basrah 
society, but whether the initiative was Pyotr Vasili’s cannot now be 
ascertained. Al-Khatib appears to have been brought over to commu
nism by revolutionaries from Muhammarah, a city to the south of Basrah 
on the Persian side of Shatt al-‘Arab, and then the “ seat”  of a certain 
Dr. Tomaniantz, who ostensibly practiced medicine since his arrival 
there in 1921, but had been, according to the British Special Service, 
the “ President of the Extraordinary Commission of the Soviet”  in 
Kharkov prior to its fall to Denikin’s White army, and was at this time 
in close connection with Palutkin, the Soviet consul at Ahwaz.7 What 
points to the probability of influence from Muhammarah—although this 
may be no more than an evidence of the interconnection of Communist 
fraternities—is al-KhatTb’s intimate friendship in the twenties with Mu
hammad Ghulum, a Persian school teacher in Muhammarah and a

Great Britain, Abstract of Intelligence (Iraq), XV, No. 21 of 27 May 1933, 
para. 466.

4See pp. 430-431.
' ’For Duka, Salman, Zuwayyid, and al-Khatib, see  Table 14-2. For Daud 

Salman, see Table 19-3.
found a copy of this statement in P o lice  F ile  No. 488 on Zakariyyah 

Elias Duka. F ile  No. 7687 on ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd al-Khatib did not contain the 
original. ' '

y __ .
Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 937 on Dr. Tomaniantz.
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supporter of Bolshevism. 8 Al-Khatlb himself was of Persian origin, 
and holder of passports from both Iraq and Persia.

On the other hand, it is beyond dispute that at least three of the 
persons named by al-Khatlb in his statement of 22 January 1934, that 
is, Yusuf Salman, Daud Salman, and GhalT Zuwayyid, were introduced 
to communism by Pyotr Vasili. All three were from Nasiriyyah but 
worked or had dealings in Basrah, and soon after the organization of 
the Basrah society formed the core of the Nasiriyyah Communist circle 
which came into being around 1928 and provided in the years to come 
the perseverence that is so rare in Iraq and that was to keep alive the 
few seeds that had been sown. Indeed, the place that Pyotr Vasili oc
cupies in the history of Iraqi communism rests primarily on the fact that 
it was at his hands that Yusuf Salman had his first lessons in commu
nism, for Yusuf Salman or, more accurately, Yusuf Salman Yusuf, is 
none other than the now legendary “ Fahd,”  the real builder of the Iraqi 
Communist party and its secretary general from 1941 till his death on 
the gallows with two of his comrades in February of 1949.8 9

The Basrah and Nasiriyyah Communists first showed signs of life 
in early 1929. They then counted hardly more than a dozen young men. 
Of communism they knew only a few catchwords and some simple gen
eral thoughts, but their ardor was not the less intense on that account. 
Instead of quietly expanding their ranks and studying more closely the 
ideas that had fascinated them, they hastened to assault the religious 
powers of the country. In this they were much like men who enter a 
river without knowing its depth.

With due regard to the susceptibilities of the police, then still under 
British control, they launched their attack in “ bourgeois-democratic”  
colors, using as spearhead a formally unexceptionable association that 
they put up for the purpose: the Association of Liberals-Jam'iyyat al- 
Ahrar-or, as it soon came to be more fittingly styled, the Anti-Religious 
or Al-LadlnT party.10

Introduced in 1929 by the NadT ash-Shablbah-the Youth Club-a 
club in which the young men of the town foregathered to discuss the 
varied new-fashioned theories that were beginning to percolate into 
Iraqi social life, the new association at once proclaimed its attachment 
to the traditional bourgeois principles of “ Liberty, Fraternity, and 
Equality”  and challenged Iraqis, having been “ born free,”  to “ live 
free.”  In the program which it simultaneously made public and which,

8Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 7687 on ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd al-Khatlb.
°F or Fahd, see Chapter 18.
10Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb al-Hurr al-Ladthl”  ( “ The Anti

Religious Liberal Party” )- '
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by the way, is the earliest statement of Communist intentions on rec
ord, it enunciated as its aims:

(1) to liberate the mind, the soul, and the body, and to propagate by 
every legal means the freedom of thought, speech, and action;

(2) a) to work unsparingly by all lawful methods for the separation 
of religion from all temporal affairs, i.e., from “ politics,”  
“ education,”  “ family life ,”  etc.
b) to protest strongly. . . against any religious action injurious 
to the unity of the people.

(3) to spread religious tolerance. . .  in all the Arab countries . ..
(4) to realize its aims through legislative changes. . .  and by par

ticipation in parliamentary elections. . .
(5) . . .  to expose how far the clerics have deviated in their behav

ior from the original essence of religion, considering that the 
religions have been the principal cause of discord and that the 
sublime aim of the association is to unite the scattered forces 
of the people . ..

(6) to hold public gatherings with a view to imparting to the people 
the most modern scientific and social ideas. . .  and acquainting 
them with the latest international developments. . .

(7) to liberate the Arab woman from the fetters of degradation and 
ignorance. . .

(8) . . .  to promote a greater fellow-feeling among the people. ..
(9) to encourage only Arab national schools and to regard all Arab 

countries as one country.11

As we read the program, which, on a reliable report, was inspired 
by Communists from the Lebanon,12 our thoughts are involuntarily 
drawn back to the anticlerical tendencies that appeared in that country 
in the months after the 1908 Young Turk Revolution.13 But anticleri
calism is evidently not the only, even if the principal feature, of the 
program. There is, for one thing, its pervasive liberal bias. There is 
its feminist note—really less of a link with ar-Rahhal’s campaign than 
a mirroring of an aspiration become general among the educated youth 
of the time. There is also its distinct pan-Arab orientation—a point of 
considerable interest—but more on this later.14 Of greater relevance at 
this point is the tone of moderation that permeates the entire document. 
The men of religion are denounced, but religion itself is spared, and

11The text of the Program is in P o lice  F ile  entitled 1 ‘ Al-Hizb al-Hurr al- 
LadTnT.”

12Ibid.
13See pp. 370-372.
14See p. 819.
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the denunciation is far from violent. The accent throughout lies on 
“ lawful methods”  and parliamentary action, and there is not the least 
hint of a desire to subvert the existing political order.

This restraint contrasts sharply with the vehemence or “ left- 
infantilism”  that marked the new association’s actual campaign. Al
most from the beginning, its advocates strayed beyond the limits of the 
program and missed no opportunity to parade the most radical antireli
gious views. While they continued to call the people to brotherhood ir
respective of their religion, they took little pains to conceal that they 
ultimately aspired at nothing short than the annihilation of all religious 
feeling. In cutting speeches they linked religion to misery, showed the 
prophets to have been nothing but selfish in their own time, and de
clared themselves sickened to see how priests and ‘ulama’ continued 
to fool the people. In revolutionary verses they sang of the fall of God:

And the people came in droves 
and asked—not knowing 
who had fallen:
“ Who is this? Tell us, we implore.”
“ It is a God,”  we said, “ that tyrannized 
and whom land and sea have banished.” 15

Summing up their tenets, a contemporary police memorandum tersely 
affirmed: “ They believe in no religion and any sin before them has no 
value. Their talk and principles are such that in the long run they 
might not care even for the government.” 16

That such an unbridled agitation should be the subsequence of a 
comparatively measured program may be due to the circumstance that 
the program was drawn up before—but implemented after—the adoption 
of the uncompromising policies of the Sixth Congress of the Comintern. 
The explanation may, on the other hand, lie in the predilection of Iraqis 
to go to extremes in all the things they undertake.

Be that as it may, Jam'iyyat al-Ahrar’s achievements were painful
ly meager. It did raise clamor enough to cause Basrah’s inspector of 
police to remark at one point that its ideas were being discussed “ in 
every place of gathering,”  but the only tangible result was “ hot words 
between the parties.”  It did also succeed for a while in attracting 
quite a number of young men from the middle walks of life—mostly minor

15I am indebted for this couplet to ‘ Abd-ul-Husain ‘Abd-ul-KarTm, member 
in 1958 of the Iraqi Cooperative A ssociation  for the Employees of Banks and 
Commercial Companies. ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm recited it from memory.

16Memorandum dated July 1929 in P olice  F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb al-Hurr 
a 1-La d im .”
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government officials of the Moslem and Christian faith17—but not a few 
of these had before long a change of heart for fear of getting into troub
le with the authorities. Others, however, did not draw back, although 
warned by their parents that they would be turned out of the house.
From the port workers and peasants of the south, to whom the associa
tion had chiefly addressed itself, it received scarcely any response.
All its enthusiasm left them cold.

In this, their first endeavor, the Communists obviously went far be
yond the feeling of the people, and their efforts only strengthened the 
class that they desired to weaken. For though the people had for some 
time ceased to show the same respect for their ‘ulama’ and priests as 
formerly, and begun to look upon them more as a burden than a source 
of comfort, they were not yet disposed to relish assaults upon the foun-. 
dation of their faith. The clerics themselves welcomed such assaults, 
rather than dreaded them, for they saw in them a means of reinforcing 
their waning prestige. This the Communists soon realized and late in 
1929 desisted from their course.

The lesson once absorbed was not easily forgotten. “ The question 
of religion,”  warned six years later the organ of the first Central Com
mittee of the Iraqi Communist party,

bears intensely upon the social revolution for which we work. But 
in the struggle against our enemies we adhere to a plan and in its 
light determine where to begin and how to end this struggle. Ac
cordingly, we do not permit you, Comrades, to give your attention to 
this issue at present or to touch upon it when addressing the people, 
the latter having not yet attained the perspective that would make a 
forthright discussion of such a matter feasible.18

In subsequent decades one would in vain search for a definite Com
munist expression on religion. Apart from traces of an inconclusive 
discussion conducted in 1954 in the seclusion of the Ba(qubah prison,1® 
there is not in the mass of Communist records that fell into the hands

17Among the leading members of the society, apart from the Communists 
Yusuf Salman Yusuf, Daud Salman, GhalT Zuwayyid, and ‘ Abd-ul-Hamid al- 
KhatTb, were ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir as-Sayyab, an unemployed person, ‘ Abd-ul-Zahra, a 
wireless operator; 1 Abd Muhammad, a clerk at the railways; Ghulum Bastaki, a 
librarian; MahdTWasfr, a student at Baghdad’ s Higher Teachers’ Training C ol
lege; Hanna Balaya and Yusuf Daud, clerks at the Basrah Port; George Stephan, 
a contractor; and Andrea ‘ Isa, a postal official. The last four persons, as w ell 
as Yusuf and Daud Salman, were Christians. A ll the rest were Moslems.

18Kifah-ush-Sha‘b ( “ The Struggle of the P eop le” ), No. 2 of August 1935, '
pp. 6-7.

^®See Chapter 34. v
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of the authorities a single reference to that subject, nor is the question 
once broached in the open Communist literature of the time. The Com
munists had apparently come to the conclusion that religion could best 
be combatted by being ignored.



THE FOUNDING OF
THE IRAQI COMMUNIST PARTY

With the sudden and heavy decline in 1929 of international commodity 
prices, the values of Iraq’s dates, grain—indeed, of all exports—went 
down, and by the summer of 1930 had sunk on an average by more than 
40 percent.1 2 The slump affected state revenues and led to the dis
charge of employees, the reduction of salaries, and the increase of ' 
taxation.2 The wage rates of unskilled labourers were also reduced at 
the Basrah Port, in the railways, and in the oil fields.3

By the end of 1930, as the depression grew worse, it became evi
dent that Communist ideas had gained “ some ascendency” 4 among the 
youth of Iraq. In the south, the Basrah and Nasiriyyah circles, no long
er shackled by antireligious views, began to make headway, and by 
1933 counted between them, according to a Communist source,3 * no few
er than sixty members. In Baghdad, young men, who since 1929 had 
been working on an individual basis and more or less discreetly, be
came now more open in their comments and were soon to show signs of 
making common cause.

At this time-the early thirties-the Basrah circle was led by GhalT ' 
Zuwayyid, a slave and agent of the Sa'duns, the renowned Iraqi family 
that provided in the nineteenth century the shaikhs al-mashayikbP of • , 
the Muntafiq tribal confederation. Two other leading members of this 
circle were Sami Nader Mustafa, an elementary school teacher, and 
‘Abd-ul-HamTd al-Khatlb, whom we have already met and who was then 
in Moscow attending KUTV.7 The heart and soul of the Nasiriyyah

1 Great Britain, Special R ep ort. . . on the Progress of Iraq during the 
Period 1920-1931 (London, 1931), p. 213.

2Ibid., pp. 97-98.
3Ibid., pp. 245-246.
4Iraq, (Restricted) Administrative Report of the Iraqi P o lice  for 1930, 

pp. 7-8.
3Kifah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT(an internal journal of the Iraqi Communist 

party’ s Prison Organization), No. 14 of 14 February 1954, p. 7.
3C hiefs-of-chiefs.
7The Communist University of the Toilers of the East. Al-Khaflb attend

ed KUTV from 1930 to 1932. Entry dated 6 February 1932 in his P olice  F ile 
No. 7687 has reference. Al-Khatlb did not return to Iraq, however, until 
November 1933.
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circle was Yusuf Salman Yusuf, successively a clerk, a “ globe-trotter”  
(in 1929-1931, obviously in the service of the revolution), a mechanic, 
and finally in 1934-1935 a miller and seller of ice .8

In Baghdad, the Communists, or those who thought of themselves in 
this light, tended in the course of 1929-1934 to attach themselves to 
one or the other of three groups. One group—which, for convenience, 
we will call Baghdad Group 1, was led by ‘Asim Flayyeh, a tailor and 
a trainee of KUTV;0 Qasim Hasan, an ex-government clerk and a law 
student; and MahdlHashim, who since 1929, when he worked as a wire
less operator at Nuqrat as-Salman in the Southern Desert,10 had estab
lished durable connections with the Nasiriyyah circle. Another group- 
Group 2—included Yusuf Isma‘11, a law student; Nun Rufa’Tl, a secon
dary school teacher; and Jamil Tuma, a railway engineer, and through 
the latter, who served on the line Baghdad-Nasiriyyah-Basrah, the 
group was loosely linked with the southern Communists. The third 
group developed around ZakT KhairT, a customs official and a disciple 
of Husain ar-Rahhal, the first Iraqi Marxist.11

The “ genealogy”  of these groups is traced in the accompanying 
chart [Table 14-1]. There is clearly a “ line of influence”  linking 
Baghdad Group 3—through Zakl KhairT— to the Tadamun Club, and— 
through Husain ar-Rahhal-to the SahTtah Group, and ultimately-through 
Arsen Kidour—to the left wing of the Armenian Hentchak party. Bagh
dad Group 1 was caught in the same current, but fed also on additional 
channels originating at KUTV, Moscow; the League Against Imperial
ism, Berlin; and the Communist Committee of Beirut—all offshoots of 
the Comintern. Baghdad Group 2 owed much to the Workers’ School at 
Boston, Massachusetts, but more to the Basrah and Nasiriyyah circles 
which, as already noted, were indebted probably to Dr. Tomaniantz at 
Muhammarah, and surely to Professor Filimonov at Kermanshah and the 
roving Pyotr Vasili—a “ string”  that again leads to the Comintern.

In the spread of these “ lines of influence”  two local phenomena 
played a part. One was the closeness of the Iraqi extended family: its 
effect has already been exemplified.12 The other was the intimacy of 
the mahallah—the city quarter: Mahmud Ahmad as-Sayyid of As-SahTfah

Q
For sources, see Table 14-2.

° ‘Asim Flayyeh attended KUTV from 1931 to 1934; Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 
3067.

10Conversation with MahdT Hashim in February 1964.
**The description on this and the following pages is based, unless other

wise indicated, on conversations with ZakT KhairT, MahdTHashim, Qasim 
Hasan, Jamil Tuma, Nun Rufa’Tl, and ‘ Abdallah Isma‘Tl; and on P olice  F iles 
No. 2550, 8083, 414, 479, 3067, 487, 7687, 340, 1158, 2652, 3076, 367, 3546, 
333, and 272.

12See p. 403.
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Group, ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘11 of At-Tadamun Club, Yusuf Isma‘11 of Com
munist Group 1, ‘Asim Flayyeh and Qasim Hasan of Group 2—all lived 
in the same quarter, the quarter of Bab-ish-Shaikh in old Baghdad. This 
was eventually to assist in impelling the two groups toward a union of 
forces.

If we now know with a great deal of accuracy how communism 
reached these Baghdadis and their colleagues from the south, we can
not tell with certainty why they themselves were hospitable to its con
clusions. Communism was not yet as objectively grounded as in the 
forties and fifties, and was still very much bound up with the personal. 
Unfortunately, personal motivations are difficult to fathom, the human ; 
soul being more often than not labyrinthine in its complexity. There 
are some facts, however. ■

In a 1932 letter addressed to the secretary of the high commission
er, the chief of the political police made light of a reported “ craze for 
Bolshevism,”  and affirmed that the cries that were being heard against 
“ the oppression of the ‘colonizers’ and the wicked government and 
their denial of the rights of the ‘masses’ ”  were “ generally the wail of 
those who have failed to obtain or retain government posts.” 13 14 *

Of course, the chief of the political police lays on the colors too 
thickly. At least his observation is not true of the principal Commu
nists of this time (refer to Table 14-2). Thus Yusuf Salman Yusuf was 
employed as a. clerk at the Basrah Electric Supply Authority at a month
ly salary of 126 rupees (about 9% pounds sterling) when he joined the 
Communist movement in 1927; he relinquished the post voluntarily in 
1929 to travel abroad as a “ globe trotter.” 1,1 GhalT Zuwayyid had nei
ther the formal qualifications nor the desire to be a government clerk: 
he had grown up with the tribes of the Muntafiq and imbibed their hatred 
and contempt for everything that scented of government. ‘Asim Flayyeh 
never applied for an official position: he had a prosperous tailoring 
shop with workers under him, and was patronized by the royal family; 
his employment of workmen, incidentally, put him for a while in bad 
odor with his Comintern instructors at KUTV: he was accused of ex
ploiting the efforts of others13 and had to work in Russia for six months 
as an ordinary laborer before being allowed to resume his revolutionary 
training.16 ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Mahmud, who was from a well-to-do family,

FOUNDING OF IRAQI PARTY

13Letter of 17 February 1932 from Major J. F. Wilkins to Captain V. Holt 
in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 908.

14Entry dated 27 April 1929 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 487 on “ Yusuf Salman 
Yusuf.

1 ̂ Actually his workers were members of his own extended family.
^Entry dated 7 January 1934 in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 3067 on (t *Asim 

Flayyeh.”



TABLE 14-1

Chart Indicating the Original Sources That Emitted Communist or 
Marxist Influence and the Media that Carried This Influence to the Circles 

. and Individuals That in 1935 Formed the A ssociation  Against 
Imperialism, the Nucleus of the Communist Party of Iraq

(in Armenia) 
1917-1919

I
1. L eft wing of 
Armenian 
Hentchak party 
[a Socialist party]

Arsen 1914 ____
Kidour 1924-1929

(indirect influence 
of Spartacus Bund 
o f Germany, 1919)

I
Husain 
ar-Rahhal

as-Sahifah Group 
(1924-1925; 1927)

Husain ar-Rahhal ------ f

Mahmud Ahmad 
as-Sayyid*t

2. Communist' 
Committee 
of Syria 
and Lebanon

3. Communist 
International

1928 Haik Agobian 
alias Komikoff 1928' ■ ‘Asim Flayyeh -

1925 (probable)

League Against 
Imperialism 
Berlin (1925-1933) 

-►  Paris (1933-1939)

‘ Abd-ul-HamTd a 1-Kha tTb (while attending 
the American University of Beirut)

KUTV (Communist 
University of 
Toilers of 
the East) 
1921-1943

Abd-ul-HamTd al-Khaflb'
‘ Asim Flayyeh 
Yusuf Salman Yusuf' 
(later Fahd)

\

Dr. Tomaniantz, 1920s 
Muhammarah 
(1921-1927)

Muhammad 
—̂  GhulSm,-

Muhammarah
f Abd-ul-HamTd al-Khatib-

Massachusetts

*Member of the same extended family.
TPersons living in the same quarter of old Baghdad, the quarter of Bab-ish-Shaikh.



at-Tatfamun Club 
(1926-1928)

' Husain ar-Rahhal

‘Abd-ul-Qadir IsmaTl*^

ZakT KhairT 

Asim Flayyeht 

Qasim Hasant.

corresponding as 
. from 1929 with 
Husain ar-Rahhll 
‘Asim Flayyeht 
Qasim Hasant -

Baghdad Communist Group 3 
(1935)

ZakT KhairT 
Yusuf Matfl

Baghdad Communist Group 1 
(1929-1935)

Asim Flayyeht 
^  4IQasim Hasani Mr 

MahdT Hashim

Basrah Communist C ircle  
(1927-1935)

Abd-ul-HamTd al-KhatTb 
Yusuf Salman Yusuf 
GhaU Zuwayyid

Nasiriyyah Communist Circle 
(1928-1935)

Yusuf Salman Yusuf 
GhaH Zuwwayyid

THE

ASSOCIATION

AGAINST

IMPERIALISM

(1935)

Baghdad Communist Group 2 
(1933-1935)

Yusuf Isma‘Tl*t 
NurT Rufa’Tl 
Jamil Tuma



TABLE 14-2
Principal Members of the Various Circles 

Which in 1935 Came under the Association Against Imperialism, 
in Effect the Nucleus of the Communist Party of Iraq

Name Nation R eligion
Date and 

place o f birth Profession
Nasiriyyah Circle 
(set up in 1928)
Yusuf Salman 
Yusuf3

Arab of
Chaldean
origin

Christian 1901, Baghdad*5 Ex-clerk with 
British forces 
and at Electric 
Supply Author- 
ty; ex-mechan
ic; seller of 
ice

GhalT Zuwayyid3 Arab of 
African 
origin

SunnT 1903, al-Bathah 
village, Mun- 
tafiq province

A slave and 
agent of the 
Sa'dun family, 
ex-leaders of 
the Muntafiq 
tribes

Ahmad Jamal- 
ud-DTnc

Basrah Circle

Arab ShT'T
(Imamite)

1903,
Nasiriyyah1*

Lawyer

(set up in 1927)
‘ Abd-ul-Hamid
al-Khatlb

Persian ShT'T 1904, Basrah Secondary
schoolteacher;
agent-
provocateur
(November
1933-1935)

Zakariyyah 
Elias Duka

Arab of
Chaldean
origin

Christian 1904, ' Amarah*5 Clerk in the 
Port
Directorate 
of Basrah

SamT Nadir Mustafa Arab SunnT 1908, Basrah Elementary
schoolteacher

‘Abd-ul-Wahhab
Mahmud

Arab SunnT 1908, Basrah Lawyer

Baghdad Circles  
Group 1
(developed in 1929)
Asim Flayyeh Arab SunnT 1905, Baghdad Tailor; writer

of popular 
stories



Education Class origin

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist 
movement

Prior 
political 

aiiilia tion
Subsequent 

his tory

American M ission’ s 
School, Basrah 
(1914-1916); KUTV, 
Moscow (1935-1937)

Low er middle 
c la s s ; son  of 
a petty co n 
fectioner

1927 (26) Active 
supporter, 
National party

Secretary general 
of Communist 
party of Iraq 
1941-1949; 
hanged in 1949

Studied privately 
with sons of Shaikh 
‘Abd-ul-Falih 
as-Sa'dun

Slave; 
of slave 
parentage

1927 (24) Member of 
National party

Member of Nation
al Democratic ' 
party, 1946-1954; 
died in 1956

Religious school, 
Najaf; University 
of A1 al-Baite

Middle c la s s ; 
son  of a re li
gious shaikh

1929 (26) Member of 
National party

Judge Superior 
Court; under 
‘ Abd-ul-KarTm 
Qasim, Chairman 
of Consultative 
Committee for 
Agricultural 
Reform

Higher Teachers ’ 
Training College, 
Baghdad; American 
University of Beirut 
(1923-1925); KUTV, 
Moscow (1930-1932)

Low er middle 
c la s s ; son  of 
a shoem aker

1927 (23) P olice  officer 
1936-1947

American M ission ’ s 
School, Basrah

Lower middle 
c lass; son of 
a petty trader

1927 (23) Dropped out of 
movement in the 
thirties

Elementary T ea ch 
ers’ Training 
College, Baghdad

Low er middle 
c la s s ; son of 
a shopkeeper

1932 (24) — Member of Central 
Committee of 
Communist party 
1945-1948

Law School, 
Baghdad

Landowning 
c la s s ; son  of 
a w ell-to-do 
mallak'f 
brother of the 
then Minister 
of Justice  
AmTn ZakT

1933 (25) Ambassador of 
Iraq to Moscow 
under ‘ Abd-ul- 
KarTm Qasim

Turkish elem entary 
school, Baghdad; 
KUTV, M oscow  
(1931-1934)

Low er middle 
c la s s ; son  of 
a mulla- 
craftsm an 
(w eaver)

1928 (23) Member, 
National party 
and
At-Tadamun 
Club ’

A founder of 
Communist party, 
secretary of 
the Central Com
mittee 1935; . 
dropped out of 
movement in 
1935



TABLE 14-2 (Continued)

Name Nation Religion
Date and 

place of birth Profession
Qasim Hasan Arabs SunnT 1910, ar-RamadT Ex-clerk in 

the Ministries 
of Education 
and Finance; 
law student

MahdT Hashim*1 Arab
mother and 
Turko-Azer- 
baijani 
father

ShTT 1908, Najaf Elementary 
schoolteacher; 
wireless 
operator; 
assistant 
station master 
in Iraqi Rail
ways

Hasan ‘Abbas 
al-Karbas^1

Arab SKIT 1910, Najaf Law student; 
later lawyer

Group 2
(developed in 1933) 
Jamil Tumal Arab of

Chaldean
origin

Christian 1905, Mosul Railway
engineer

NurT RufaTl 

Yusuf Isma'Tl

Arab of
Chaldean
origin

Arab mother 
and Indian

Christian

SunnT

1905, Baghdad 

1911, Baghdad

Secondary 
schoolteacher; 
engineer 
in Survey 
Department 
Law student

father



Education Class origin

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist 
movement

Prior
political

affiliation
Subsequent 

history1
Law School, 
Baghdad

Middle c lass; 
son of an 
Ottoman 
brigadier

1929 (19) A founder, of 
Communist party; 
in the Soviet 
Union 1941-1944; 
secretary of the 
National 
Democratic party 
1948-1954; 
ambassador at 
New Delhi and ■ 
then at Prague 
under Qasim

Secondary at Najaf; 
course in wireless 
operation

Lower middle 
c lass; son of 
a peasant 
subsequently 
turned . 
Mu’min1

1929 (21) A founder of 
Communist party; 
lost Iraqi citizen
ship 1937; head 
of Strikers’ Com
mittee Tudeh 
party, Iran, 1949; 
sentenced to 
death in absentia 
by Iran; Moscow 
Broadcaster 
1953-1958

Law School, 
Baghdad

Lower middle 
c lass ; son of 
an itinerant 
petty trader 
and auctioneer

1931 (21) Joined National 
Democratic party 
in 1940s;advoca
ted alliance 
between Com
munists and 
National Demo
crats after 1958

American Universi
ty of Beirut (1926
1928) M.I.T. (1928
1931; 1932-1933); 
Workers’ School, 
Boston 
(1932-1933)

Middle c lass; 
son of a 
weaver

1932 (27) Dropped out of 
movement in mid
dle thirties; chief 
engineer of rail
ways under ‘Abd- 
ul-KarTm Qasim

American Universi
ty of Beirut (1928
1930) M.I.T. 
(1931-1933)

Middle c lass; 
son of a small 
entrepreneur

1933 (28) In International 
Brigade, Spain 
1938; inactive in 
forties; rejoined 
party after 1958

Law School, 
Baghdad; a 
doctorate in law 
from Paris

Middle class; 
son of a 
business 
agent of 
Naqlb al- 
Ashraf 
(Gailaril) 
family in 
Baghdad^

1933 (22) Deprived of Iraqi 
citizenship 1937; 
member o f French 
Communist party 
in 1940s but re
portedly d is 
missed in 1952 
for leftist devia
tions; a leader of
the Peace Parti
sans of Iraq after 
1958



TABLE 14-2 (Continued)

Date and
Name Nation R eligion p lace of birth

Group 3
(developed in 1934)
ZakT KhairT Arab father Sunni 1911, Baghdad

and Kurdish 
mother

Profession

Clerk in 
Customs 
Department 
(1928-1935); 
later news
paperman

Yusuf Matt! Arab of
Chaldean
origin

Christian 1914, Baghdad Law student; 
journalist; 
petty trader

A Baghdadi who, judging from his police  dossier, was by far the most active revolu
tionary m the capital, and who, though not yet formally a Communist nor a member 
of the A ssociation  Against Imperialism, maintained c lo se  relations with Baghdad 
Groups 1 and 2.
1 Abd-ul-Qadir 
Isma‘11

Arab mother SunriT 1906, Baghdad Lawyer;
and Indian editor and one
father of original 

founders of
Al-Ahah

®Yusuf and Zuwayyid were also founding members of the Basrah Circle. 
Originally from a Chaldean village in the Mosul province.
Jamal~ud-Din_moved Baghdad in 1933 and became associated with MahdT 

Ha shim of Baghdad Group 1 (see above).
^Originally from Najaf.
eA school of Moslem jurisprudence,
^Mallak: landowner.
^Grandfather: Kurdo-Arab.
^Joined Group 1 in 1934. Prior to this date and as early as 1929, when he 

worked as a w ireless operator in Nuqrat as-Salman in the Southern Desert, Mahdl 
Hashim had established durable connections with the Nasiriyyah circle . 1



Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with Prior

Communist political Subsequent
Educa tion Class origin movement affiliation history

Two years of 
secondary school
ing, Baghdad

Lower middle 1928 (17) Associated 
c lass; son of with
a lower grade At-Tadamun
government Club
employee

Did not complete 
course at Law 
School, Baghdad

Lower middle 1934 (20) 
c lass ; son of 
a small shop
keeper

Member of Central 
Committee 1935; 
leader of party
1936- 1937; in 
prison (1935-1936;
1937- 1939; 1949
1958); founded
‘ ‘ Revolutionary 
National Com- • 
mittee”  1946; re
joined party in 
1948; deprived of 
citizenship 1955; 
member of 
Politbureau of 
Central Com
mittee of party 
1958-1977 
Member of Central 
Committee 1935; 
a member of party 
after 1958; since 
Ba'thT Coup of 
1963 fate 
unknown

. Law School, 
Baghdad

(1948-1958); edi
tor of Ittihad ash- 
Sha’b 1958-1960. 
Member of Central 
Committee of 
Iraqi Communist 
party 1959-1963

Middle class; 
son of a 
business 
agent of 
NaqTb al- 
Ashraf family

1928 (22) Member of 
National party 
and
At-Ta4amun
Club

Joined Syrian 
Communist party 
in 1941; member 
of Central Com
mittee of Syrian 
Communist party

*Mu’min: a man of religion.
^Tuma, though a Communist, did not join the Association  Against Imperialism. 

NaqTb al-Ashraf: marshal of the descendants of the Prophet Muhammad.
Sources: Qasim Hasan, MahdT Hashim, JamTl Tuma, NufI Rufa’Tl, ‘ Abdallah 

isma ll and a Sa'dun Shaikh who prefers to remain unidentified; and P olice  D ossiers  
Nos. 487, 340, 8083, 7687, 488, 3546, 3067, 272, 2550, 333, 367, 3076, 414, and 479.
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had a successful law practice. Zakariyyah Elias Duka, Qasim Hasan, 
Mahdi Hashim, Jamil Tuma, NurT Rufa’il, and ZakT KhairT lost their 
government or teaching posts—as is evident from their dossiers17—after 
their espousal of communism.18 Yusuf Isma'Tl,. Yusuf Matti, and Hasan 
‘Abbas al-Karbas were still in their student days and had not yet been 
overtaken by the weakness for public employment. Sami Nadir Mustafa’s 
Communist connections went undiscovered until the forties, and he re
mained secure in his teaching job at Basrah.

As to ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘Tl, it would be enough to repeat here an. 
anecdote that his brother ‘ Abdallah, a one-time professor at the Bagh
dad Law School and son-in-law of the late Prime Minister Janul al- 
Midfa‘1, relates:19

In 1935 Prime Minister YasTn al-Hashiml sent after my brother Khalil, 
who then occupied the post of director general at the Ministry of 
Interior, and bluntly told him that the activities of ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir 
and his articles in Al-AhalT, were beginning to get on his nerves, 
that ‘Abd-ul-Qadir could have a high place in government if he 
wished; otherwise he should keep his peace or risk losing his citi
zenship. Khalil came home greatly upset and told mother of what 
had happened. She pleaded with ‘Abd-ul-Qadir not to bring the fami
ly to grief or be the cause of its dispersion. “ My brothers are nu
merous; consider me nonexistent,”  ‘Abd-ul-Qadir kept on saying. 
Nothing could make him change his mind. Wherefore father and 
Khalil publicly disavowed him and he persevered in his course.

Obviously, insofar as the foremost Communists were concerned, 
there was little connection between place-hunting and adherence to 
communism. For more genuine clues we must, therefore, look else
where. Perhaps the essential biographical details assembled in Table 
14-2 could be of help. At least they suggest a number of points.

Of the sixteen leading Communists of this period, five, it will be 
noted, belonged to the Christian minority and four others to the numeri
cally dominant but politically underprivileged ShT‘1 sect [see also . 
Table 14-3], This carries the implication that the exclusion by the ex
isting order—not necessarily of the individuals themselves but of their 
religious group in general—from certain roles or benefits may have been 
a factor in their proneness to communism. It is not without significance * 1

17Iraqi P o lice  F iles No. 488 (Duka), 272 (Hasan), 333 (TSma), 367 
(Rufa‘11), 414 (KhairT). ‘

1 O __

A ll except Qasim Hasan lost their positions in 1935. Hasan was con
nected with *Abd-ul-Hamid al-Khatlb of the Basrah circle as early as 1929, and 
lost his clerkship at the Ministry of Finance in 1930.

^ H e  related the anecdote to this writer in June 1958.



in this connection that Mahdr Hashim,20 the son of a ShTT mu’min21 of 
peasant origin, and in 1935 a founder of the Iraqi Communist party, 
should eleven years later—and as a full-fledged member of Tudeh—com
plain in an article in the Persian paper Mardam22 that “ in the whole 
Iraqi diplomatic corps there are only two Shl'Ts . . . and of the eighty 
staff officers of the Iraqi army only three come from ShlT families, 
while 90 percent of the soldiers are sons of the ShTT community (s ic ).”

The point, however, should not be pressed too far. Often the moti
vation was complex. ShTTsm was thus not the only driving force in 
MahdT Hashim: in 1920, while still a boy, he lived through the two long 
months of the famous siege of Najaf, and when the ordeal was over, he 
and his family watched helplessly in the street while a detachment of 
British engineers tore down their house and neighboring dwellings in 
retaliation for the heavy fire that had been directed at the besiegers 
from their quarter. In later days hatred for the foreign occupiers came 
to mean to him the same thing as communism.23

Perhaps some may be tempted to make much of the mixed racial an
cestry of three out of the seven Sunni and one out of the four ShlT Com
munists. But in this respect the Communists were representative rather 
than unrepresentative of the urban Arabs of Iraq. It would suffice to 
mention that ten out of the twenty-three Iraqi prime ministers in the 
period of the monarchy were of mixed blood. In Baghdad in particular, 
and more so perhaps among the upper and middle classes, there had 
been for long much racial crossbreeding. This process, which goes on, 
is of the natural and unconscious variety.

One very interesting point which may be noted in parenthesis is 
that, in marked contrast to the forties, when the Jews became an impor
tant factor in the Iraqi Communist party, there was not at this time or 
earlier a single Iraqi of the Jewish faith in Communist ranks. While 
this may be explained by the different conditions of Iraqi and foreign 
Jewry in the two decades, it could also be attributed to the standing 
orders of the Oriental Secretariat of the Executive Committee of the 
Communist International on the “ Arabization”  of the Communist move
ment in the Near East.24

When we turn from the denominational characteristics to the age 
pattern of the leading Communists, we find that only four were over 25—

90Of Group 1; s e e  T able 14-2 under “ Baghdad c i r c l e s / 1
91 Man of relig ion  of the itinerant type.
22Mardam No. 9 of January 4, 1946. The text of the article  was e n clo se d  

in a letter dated 31 January 1946 from the Iraqi charge d 'A ffa ires , Teheran, to 
the Ministry of F oreign  A ffa irs.

23t C onversation  with writer in February 1964.
^ H a im  A uerbach1 s se cret report o f 8 March 1927. Great Britain, A bstra ct  

of In te llig en ce  (Iraq), para. 609 of 2 June 1927 has reference.
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Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to the 
Principal Members of the Various Communist Circles in 1935 

Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin
S ect or ethnic group’s 

estimated  % in total 1947 
urban population of Iraq3

TABLE 14-3

26.7 (% for Sunni Arabs)

No. %
Moslems

SunnTs
Arabs 4)
Kurdo-Arab l| 7 43.8African-Arab 1Indo-Arab l )

ShTis
Arabs 21 o 18.8Turko-Arab i f  3
ShTx" Persian 1 6.2

Christians
Arabized 
Cha Idea ns 5 31.2

Total 16 100.0

41.9 (% for ShiT  Arabs) 
3.1

5.9 (% for all Christians)

Education Class Origin Sex
No. % No. % No.

No formal Slave 1 6.2 Male 16
education 1 6.2 Lower middle class 9 56.3 Fema le
Elementary 1 6.2 Middle class 5 31.3 Total 16
Secondary 4 25.0 Upper landowning
College 10 62.6 class 1 6.2
Total 16 100.0 Total 16 100.0

aPercentage for other sects and ethnic groups were as follow s: Kurds: 11.8;
Turkomans: 3.2; Jews: 7.0; Sabeans: .3; YazFdTs and Shabaks: .1 .

but not older than 28—at the time of their earliest link with the Com
munist movement, while the remaining twelve were 25 years of age or 
younger, that is, were still in the impressionable and idealistic stage 
of life.

It is not without significance that one-third of the leading members 
of the Baghdad circles lived in Bab-ish-Shaikh25 and that, in the years 
to come, the Communist party would build in this quarter one of its 
widest and most stable bases of support. The causal factor is not far 
to seek; Bab-ish-Shaikh was the center at Baghdad of the old textile 
handicraft industry, and had been most adversely affected by the in
flow of English cotton goods. More than that, Bab-ish-Shaikh, contain-

25’See pp. 412-413.
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TABLE 14-3 (Continued)
Age Group at Time

of Earliest Link with
Occupation Communist Movement

No. % No. %
Student 4b 25.0 17-20 years 3 18.7
Member of professions 7C 43.8 21-25 years 9 56.3
White collar 3d 18.8 26-28 years 4 25.0
Craftsman 1 6.2 Total 16 100.0
Slave agent of shaikh 1 6.2
Total 16 100.0

Formal Revolutionary
Prior P olitical Activity Training

No. No.
No activity 10 No training 13
National party, members 3 Training at KUTV 3e
National party, supporters 1 Total 16
at-Tadamun Club, members 2
Total 16

^All college (and law) students. 
cTeachers: 3; engineers: 2; lawyers: 2. 
^All government clerks. 
eTwo prior to 1935 and 1 after that date.

ing, as it did, the shrine of the founder of the mystic QadirT order, at
tracted pilgrims from as far as India and was, therefore, wider in its 
horizon and more open to diverse ideas than other quarters.

Also noteworthy is the fact that of the sixteen leading Communists, 
ten had college education, which connotes the possibility of attraction 
to the intellectual aspect of Marxism. This is clearly established in 
the case of the members of Baghdad Group 2, which was weighted on , 
the intellectual side more heavily than all the other groups. Yusuf 
Isma'Tl, in particular, is known to have been an assiduous reader of the 
available English translations of the Communist classics.

Three of the college trainees, it will be observed, studied abroad— 
an experience which did not, to say the least, tend to increase their 
attachment to the existing state of things. “ My first trip to the United 
States,”  Jamil Tuma (of Baghdad Group 2) told this writer in 1958, 
‘completely transformed my outlook on l ife .. . .  When I returned, Iraq 

seemed a dreary barrenness. Its condition cried for change.. . . ”  His 
companion, NurT Rufa’Tl, reacted similarly. Both attended the Massa
chusetts Institute of Technology in Cambridge—Tuma in the years
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1928-1931 and 1932-1933 and Rufa’Tl in 1931-1933, that is, in the early 
years of the depression when a leftist wave swept over American cam
puses and generated a feverish intellectual excitement. With their old 
values already corroded, the two Iraqis could not have remained unaf
fected. They were, in fact, overwhelmed. They flung themselves on 
any revolutionary book or journal they could get hold of and eagerly at
tended lectures or joined in discussions organized by radical student 
groups. But all this was done impatiently and without method. However, 
during his second sojourn in Cambridge, Tuma took to frequenting the 
Workers’ School of Boston, which specialized in the propagation of 
Marxist ideas, and by the time he came back to his native land, he was 
already convinced that “ Iraqi conditions could not be patched up but 
had to be torn by their roots.’ ’ Rufa’Tl, for his part, was so carried 
away by the new ideas that he neglected his studies, lost his govern
ment scholarship, and returned home in a rebellious and bitter mood.26

In one instance, interest in communism began at an earlier stage in 
the process of education and, curiously enough, with a chance remark 
by a plebeian teacher. “ I was fourteen years old and at the elementary 
school at that time [the year 1925],”  said ZakT Khairl (of Baghdad 
Group 3), who with pinioned wrists and ankles sat near me in the 
guards’ room of the prison of Ba'qubah one June day of 1958,

I still remember how the instructor—a humble man from the quarter of 
Albu Shibl—interrupted the reading exercise. The class had just run 
over passages of an essay in which the author, an old pedagogue 
called ‘Abd-ul-Qadir WajdT, painted Bolshevism in very dark colors. 
“ The Bolshevik government,”  the instructor explained, “ is a gov
ernment of the poor. This is why it is regarded with hatred.”  . . .  I 
was in a malleable and receptive age and the remark imprinted itself 
on my thought.

“ A government of the poor”  was bound to stir the interest of a boy 
who grew up in poverty and never knew the pleasant side of life.
KhairT’s father, an inferior public servant, simply could not with his 
meager income provide adequately for his very large family, notwith
standing the thrift and self-denial of his good wife, a Kurdish peasant 
woman from Badrah.27 To make things worse, old Khairl died that year. 
His family was thrown on its own resources and could weather out this 
new adversity only thanks to the assistance of a generous uncle. Even
tually, however, young KhairT had to leave school before completing his 
education: one more thing that he laid up in his heart against society. 
The darkness in which his life was steeped no doubt stimulated KhairT’s 
interest in revolution.

^C onversation  of Tuma and Rufa’Tl with this writer in June 1958.
27A district in the province of Kut.
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In this regard, however, KhairT was not representative. Of his con

federates, only Jamil Tuma and Qasim Hasan had a truly unhappy childr 
hood. Born of a well-to-do weaver, Tuma never knew need, but his 
childhood bore the mark of frightening events. In 1915, when he was 
hardly ten, three of his brothers—who traded in Wan, Turkey—were mur
dered in “ cold blood”  by the Turks; and in 1917, after an unsuccessful 
attempt to escape from Mosul to British-occupied Baghdad, he and his 
mother were condemned to imprisonment and exile to the Jazlrat Ibn 
‘Umar,28 where they spent the last years of World War I.29 Qasim 
Hasan, on the other hand, lived in real privation from the time he was , 
six. Two misfortunes had taken away his family’s main providers: in . 
the course of the war his father, a brigadier and commander of the Otto
man troops in northern Iraq, died of poison, and in 1920 his uncle, a ' 
partisan of SharTf Husain, was massacred by the Wahhabis at the con
clusion of the Battle of Taraba in Najd.30 In the years that ensued, it 
seemed to Qasim Hasan as if he had become wedded to adversity, for 
in the wake of privation came ill health and a period of intense anxiety,, 
and it was—we should add—a very weak and consumptive Qasim Hasan 
that joined the cause of revolution—a condition that rendered him in the' 
eyes of the authorities potentially the more “ dangerous.”  “ He has,”  
the chief of the political police noted in 1935, “ the kink of the chronic 
TB patient against authority. . . and the world in general.” 31

Except for Ghali Zuwayyid of the Basrah circle, of whom more pres
ently, and ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Mahmud, who was from an affluent landown
ing family, the other leading Communists shared neither the wretched
ness and anguish of the mass of Iraqis nor the ease and abundance of 
the privileged few, but led the grayish life characteristic of the middle 
and lower-middle-class families to which they belonged. As for GhalT 
Zuwayyid, he was born—as already noted—a slave. He was, however, 
never out of funds, and lived from the income of a piece of land which 
he owned in the province of Basrah.32 * A Sa'dun shaikh, who lived with 
him under the same roof and who prefers to remain nameless, told this 
writer that Zuwayyid spent liberally from his own pocket on Communist 
work and always helped his needy colleagues. But quite apart from his 
means of living, and although his masters seldom gave him offense, 
Zuwayyid did sense—and poignantly—the humiliation of his social 
status.

FOUNDING OF IRAQI PARTY

Now in Turkey.
2Q_Conversation with Jamil Tuma, June 1958.
30 _  ■Conversation with Qasim Hasan, May 1958.
^1Entry dated 14 October 1935 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 272 on “ Qasim 

Hasan.”
^Undated entry in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 340 on “ GhalT Zuwayyid. ”
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For revolutionary purposes his humble birth was, however, an ad

vantage. The sharecropping peasants in the palm groves and the 
masalTkh—the poor workers—at the port, who were so hard to gain over 
to the new cause, felt at ease with him. His phrases were not foreign 
to them and he understood the common things of their everyday life.

Of the other Communists, only his companion from Nasiriyyah, 
Yusuf Salman Yusuf, was as close to the people. Yusuf, whose life 
and that of early as of later communism intimately blend, had not, like 
Zuwayyid, come from the lowest rung of the social ladder; but he took 
pains to avoid everything which could distinguish him from the laboring 
classes. To learn their ways and their idioms, and to appreciate their 
point of view, he went to work as an ordinary mechanic. With a charac
ter which was almost fierce in its energy but simple and free from de
ceit, he succeeded in winning their confidence and having himself ac
cepted as one of them. From that moment nothing made him happier 
than being called a “ worker.”  The word seemingly possessed a spell 
that exalted him in his own thought.33

Characteristically, the first proclamation to appear in Iraq with the 
badge of the hammer and sickle, and which Yusuf Salman Yusuf himself 
wrote in longhand and posted in eighteen different places in Nasiriyyah 
town on the night of December 13, 1932,34 was signed simply “ A Com
munist Worker.”

The proclamation bore the watchwords: “ Workers of the World 
Unite! Long Live the Union of Workers’ and Peasants’ Republics of 
the Arab Countries,” 35 and, as could be expected, provoked a great 
deal of lively talk. “ Workers!”  the proclamation began,

. . . the unemployed fill the streets. . . . Their women and children 
have nothing to eat. . . .  Has the government contemplated helping 
them in this cold weather? Nothing of the kind has happened. . . 
for the government is only a band against the people. . ..

Workers! The people have rights which they can only secure by 
force. Such lessons are laid down in history. . . . Nobody can feel 
the misery of the worker except the worker himself. Nobody can 
know the pain of hunger except the one who is famished. Why 
should we blame the persons who are eating the fruit of our labor. . . 
when we ourselves are encouraging them to rob us? . . .  Do not be 
deceived by the name of so-and-so as he is from the notables or he 
is rich or he is from a great family, for all the vices come from great

o o ■__ _  _
For Yusuf Salman Yusuf see also Chapter 18.

? 4Iraq, Abstract o l Intelligence, para. 1058 of 14 December 1932 has 
reference.

35For the significance of this watchword, see pp. 819-820.



families, who are alleged to be honorable when there is no honor ex
cept in work and no one is honorable except the worker and the 
peasant. . . .

Comrades! Have courage! For we are struggling for our honor 
and our life and the good of the future generations. Forward, Work
ers! Forward to fruitful action, to freedom, and well-being!

In the following months more proclamations made their appearance 
in Nasiriyyah. Word-of-mouth propaganda also increased, and copies of 
an Arabic translation of the Communist Manifesto circulated from hand 
to hand. The authorities, by now disturbed, began searching every
where for Yusuf Salman Yusuf and finally—on 21 February 1933—caught 
up with him. To their surprise, unlike other detainees, he did not 
cringe or show any fear. “ When questioned,’ ’ noted the political police 
in an entry in his dossier bearing that date, “ he admitted he is a Com
munist, and gave a tirade about the ‘capitalists’ and the ‘ toiling 
masses’ ” 36

Men like Yusuf and GhalT Zuwayyid were an exception, but it was 
due to them in the first place that Bolshevism began to progress in the 
south—in Muntafiq, Basrah, and Diwaniyyah—at a slow pace, of course, 
but surely and abidingly. By comparison, Baghdadi Communists seemed 
at this time to have been almost standing still. Their struggle was 
largely confined to the drawing rooms and coffee-houses. They debated 
at great length and in a spirited manner, but few really understood as 
yet what actual revolutionary work involved.

The Baghdadis, with their relatively more advanced intellectual 
preparation, and the southerners, with their practical propensities, 
would have complemented one another, but until late 1933 the links be
tween them were feeble and irregular. And the Baghdadis themselves 
carried on each in his own way. “ I was an individualist,”  remarked 
later one of them,37 typically enough, “ I liked to teach but not to 
organize.”

Before long, however, contacts became more frequent, and southern
ers and Baghdadis gradually realized the invaluable advantage of a 
union of forces. But no initiative was taken to create a center around 
which the various circles could rally until a number of events occurred 
which, from their point of view, sensibly changed the situation.

On November 1, 1933, for one thing, Ja'far Abu-t-Timman and the 
National party unexpectedly withdrew from political life. The National 
party, it will be remembered, held a special place among Iraqis. If only 
for this reason, the early Communists who had come from its ranks38
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■^Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 487 on ‘ ‘Yusuf Salman Yusuf.”
Conversation with Jam'll Tuma, June 1958.
See pp. 297 and 404.38
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never severed their connection with it. On the contrary, they found in 
it an ideal vehicle for disseminating their views, and hoped eventually 
to influence it in the appropriate direction. In fact, the National party 
by its determined antagonism to British power already served their im
mediate needs.

Now that the National party had made its exit, the Communists were 
left without a forum or a legal base of action. Moreover, no genuine op
position party remained in the field. By pure coincidence, ‘Abd-ul- 
HamTd al-Khatlb of the Basrah circle, who had completed the year be
fore a course of study at KUTV, arrived at Baghdad from Moscow at 
this juncture or, to be precise, on 18 November.39 For reasons of his 
own, which will become obvious presently, he encouraged the incipient 
trend toward union.

The famous boycott of the British-owned Baghdad Electric Light 
and Power Co., which broke out on December 5, 1933, and lasted till 
January 2, 1934, acted as a further stimulus. The boycott resulted in 
the liquidation of the existing trade unions, but brought the Communists 
together for the first time. Qasim Hasan and MahdT Hashim of Baghdad 
Group l ,40 Yusuf Isma'Tl, Nuri RufaTl, Jamil Tuma of Baghdad Group 2, 
and ‘Abd-ul-Hamid al-KhatTb of the Basrah circle met clandestinely on 
December 27, 1933, in Qasim Hasan’s house in the Bab-ish-Shaikh 
quarter of Baghdad. All they did or could do was to prepare leaflets 
protesting the confinement and deportation by the government of the 
leaders of the trade unions, who had agitated in support of the boy
cott.41

Other meetings would have surely followed had the police, who re
ceived precise information, not interfered at this point. Some of the 
conferees were arrested and exiled to distant provincial towns. The 
others vanished from sight, and the authorities hunted for them in vain.

The informer was none other than ‘Abd-ul-Hamid al-KhatTb who, as 
the only Iraqi graduate of KUTV at the time, was the man farthest from 
suspicion. Later, in the fall of 1934 and after he thwarted one other 
attempt at a Communist coalition, the Communists learned—through 
friends in the Investigations Department—of his true identity and heed
fully kept out of his way.

It is not altogether clear why al-KhatTb turned into an agent- 
provocateur, but it would appear that while still in Russia he inadver
tently entered into “ dubious connections”  and, fearing the conse
quences, took refuge in the British Embassy in Moscow, which arranged

30
Entry of that date in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 7687 on ‘Abd-ul-HamTd al- 

Khatlb. '
40Consult Table 14-2.

S p e c ia l  P o l i c e  R e p o r t  No. SB 1535 of 27 December 1933; and A b s tr a c t
of I n t e l l i g e n c e ,  para. 1286 of same date.
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for his travel back to Baghdad at the expense of the Iraqi Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs. On his return in November 1933, he gave the police a 
long statement on his experiences and on the persons whom he met or 
with whom he worked in Moscow and Tashkent.42 Subsequently he oc
cupied himself in driving Communists into the toils of the police.

Despite repeated setbacks, the Communists resumed before long 
their attempts to unify their scattered centers. Their comrades that had 
been exiled to the provinces began trickling back to Baghdad, their 
eagerness for illegal work still undiminished by the privations they had 
to endure. On August 18, 1934, a new trainee of KUTV—‘Asim Flay
yeh43—arrived from Moscow44 and became, as could be expected, the 
focus of the new efforts. .

At long_last, on March 8, 1935, in a meeting at Ra’s al-Qaryah in 
Baghdad, ‘Asim Flayyeh, Mahdl Hashim, Qasim Hasan, Hasan ‘Abbas 
al-Karbas, Yusuf Isma‘11, and NurT Rufa’Il45 founded the long-awaited 
organization: Jam'iyyat Dudd-il-Isti‘mar46—The Association Against
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42Unfortunately I was not able to trace this statement. The British 
“ technical adviser”  6f the director general of investigations asked for it on 29 
October 1944 and did not, it appears, return it to the files.

4^For Flayyeh, consult Table 14-2.
44Flayyeh had left Baghdad for Beirut on 20 April 1931, and embarked at 

Beirut on 1 June 1931 with the Lebanese Communist MuhyT-d-DTn Kusa en 
route to Moscow via Vienna and Berlin. Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 3067 on “  ‘ Asim 
Flayyeh”  has reference.

4®For these persons, consult Table 14-2.
4®The Communists of Iraq date the birth of their party from the time of the : 

founding of this illegal association  but, having been cut off from their past by 
the loss of their records, they appear to be under a misapprehension as to 
when the association  actually came into being. In fact, Communist sources . 
have not been consistent in this regard. On frequent occasion s, March 31,
1934, was cited by authoritative Iraqi Communists as the date of the founda
tion of the party (e .g ., Al-Qa'idah  No. 3 of 1 May 1954; Kifah-us-SijjTn ath- 
Thawri No. 19 of 23 April 1954; and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b No. 57 of 1 April 1960).
In one instance, the offic ia l party organ (Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of 20 February 
1959) gave the year 1932, and in another instance, an old-timer and a member 
of the Central Committee in the late fift ies—ZakT KhairT—affirmed that the 
Association Against Imperialism was formed in April 1934, adding that the 
name “ The Iraqi Communist Party”  appeared in full for the first time in July
1935, while the first Communist c e ll was organized around 1932. {Ittihad-ush- 
Sha'b of January 26, 1960) Russian sources add to the confusion, for the 
Soviet Encyclopedia  in its edition of 1953 (Volumes 18 and 22, pp. 256 and 
391, respectively) gave 1932 as the year of the birth of the party, whereas 
Revoliuts ionnyi Vostok  (No 6 [28] of 1934, p. 84) maintained in June 1934 
that the Iraqi labour movement had “ not yet put forward its own Communist 
vanguard—its Communist party.”  In the present account it has been shown 
already and beyond dispute that the first “ Marxist”  study circle  developed in 
Baghdad in 1924 (see p. 393); that the first Communist ce ll, properly so 
called, was organized in Basrah in 1927 (see p. 405); and that the first 
placard carrying the symbol of the hammer and sick le appeared in Nasiriyyah
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Imperialism—obviously named after The League Against Imperialism, 
which had its headquarters at this time in Paris, and with which ‘Asim 
Flayyeh and Qasim Hasan had been corresponding as early as 1929.

On 11 March 1935, shortly after the outbreak of the Diwaniyyah 
tribal rebellion—which was then beginning to engross the attention of 
all Iraq—the association issued its manifesto. The manifesto—with 
which we have chosen to close this chapter—begins, it will be noticed, 
with a purist revolutionary phraseology, but ends with relatively mod
erate liberal and “ economist”  demands:

The Manifesto of the Association 
Against Imperialism

To the Workers and Peasants, to the Soldiers and Students, to All 
the Oppressed!

The first Iraqi Revolution47 rose on our forearms, we the mass
es of workers and peasants. From our class came the agonies, the 
sacrifices, the tens of thousands of victims. . . . The benefits went 
to the financiers, the feudalists, and the higher o fficia ls.. . . To 
our lot have fallen only hunger, cold, and ruthless disease. . . and 
a horde of tax-gatherers without a touch of mercy or humanity.. . .

Today, the English and the ruling class are partners in a com
pact that aims at perpetuating the oppression and exploitation from 
which we suffer. . . . The oil and other raw materials of the country 
have become a preserve for the English and Iraq has been turned in
to an outlet for their goods and surplus capital and into a war base 
directed against neighboring peoples, and against any aspiration for 
freedom that the Arab countries may entertain. The ruling class, 
for its part, plunders the proceeds of taxes, misappropriates lands, 
and builds palaces on the shores of the Tigris and Euphrates. The 
millions of peasants and workers, in the meantime, continue to 
starve, and bleed, and writhe in anguish. . . .

We must put an end to conditions grown so unjust and intolera
ble. We demand a change in the very foundations of life, a momen
tous change to the advantage of all the productive classes. . . . Let 
us raise our voice again in the land and let it thunder forth, striking

in 1932, but bore simply the signature “ A Communist Worker”  (see p. 428). 
As to the A ssociation  Against Imperialism, it should be pointed out that 
‘ Asim Flayyeh, one of its founders, returned from Moscow only on 18 August 
1934 (Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 3067) and that Qasim Hasan, a cofounder, was re
leased from detention in Nasiriyyah on 24 January 1935 (Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 
272). From all this, it becomes evident that the association could not have 
been formed in March or April of the preceding year. It is correct, on the 
other hand, as w ill be shown in due course, that the name “ The Iraqi Commu
nist Party”  appeared for the first time in July 1935.

47That of 1920.
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terror into the hearts of our oppressors. . . . Let townsman and vil
lager, worker and peasant, undivided by sect or race and supported 
by revolutionary thinkers, march side by side to bring about in the 
first phase of the struggle:

—the cancellation of all debts owed by the peasants; their de
liverance from all onerous taxes; the distribution to their poor of 
state lands; and the granting to them of the necessary credits;

—the guaranteeing to the workers of freedom of assembly and of 
speech. . . ;  the reopening of their clubs and trade unions; the en
actment of a law protecting the workers . . . against arbitrary dismis
sals and ensuring them against starvation in their old age; and the 
realization of the eight-hour day in all Iraqi and foreign-owned .
places of work. . .  .

Down with English imperialism! Down with all enslaving trea
ties! Long live the united front against imperialism and against the 
oppressors of the peasants and workers! '

FOUNDING OF IRAQI PARTY
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TWO IRAQIS-THREE SECTS

News of the founding of the Association Against Imperialism spread 
quickly, and such cells as had grown in the different provinces has- . 
tened to adhere to it. When in late March 1935 ZakT KhairT joined with 
his group,1 hardly any Communist remained who had not come under its 
wing.2

The association, however, never developed into a compact body.
In the first place, its leaders possessed qualities scarcely calculated 
to produce harmony. Yusuf Isma'Tl outshone his colleagues by the 
sharpness of his intellect and his wide reading. “ We congratulate 
Iraq,”  exclaimed Khalid Bakdash3 after meeting him in Damascus in 
1937, “ for raising young men who can think so soundly.” 4 But intel
lectual superiority is often an unpardonable trait, and then Isma'Tl was 
too stubborn and intractable, and seldom yielded to opinions other than 
his own. MahdTHashim, perhaps the most active member of the associ
ation, was a much milder person. To him fell the role of mediating be
tween the more strong-willed of his colleagues, but often with little 
success. ‘Asim Flayyeh was the oldest, and though, when it came to 
formal education he was very backward, having never gone beyond the 
Turkish elementary school, he already showed undeniable talent as a 
popular writer, and alone had received methodic training in the art of 
insurrection. But, according to his friends, Flayyeh was high-strung, 
quick to anger, and impatient of contradiction. The chief of the politi
cal police thought worse of him. “ Flayyeh is a very weak man, a cow
ard, and a fool,”  he noted in 1934. “ Fickle as he is, he is useless, 
whether in future he turns against communism or not.” 3 ZakT KhairT 
was more constant to purpose and the least caring of danger—a distinc
tion that was to land him time and again in prison. But, while capable

1For KhairT, consult Table 14-2.
2 —Contrary to Communist accounts of later decades, Yusuf Salman Yusuf,

the most prominent southern Communist, shared neither in the founding of the
association  nor in any of its activities: he had left Iraq for KUTV, Moscow,
on February 3, 1935, i.e .,  before the association  came to life, and returned to
Baghdad on January 30, 1938, long after it had ceased to exist.

9
°Secretary general of the Syrian Communist party.
4Cited in letter of 6 May 1937 from the Syrian Communist Izzud-DTn Sati‘ 

to ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘ 11. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 3076 refers.
“’Entry dated 7 January 1934 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 3067 on “  ‘ Asim 

F layyeh.”  '
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of devoting himself heart and soul to the cause he had made his own, 
he was yet—said one of his confederates6—“ given to cynicism”  and 
disposed to scoff at those who did not measure up to him in understand
ing or maturity. His approach was too severe, thought another confed
erate.7 Significantly, in his youth, when reading on revolutionary move
ments in history, the personality that fascinated him most—he himself 
related to this writer8—was that of Marat, the relentless tribune and 
watchdog of the French Revolution. Qasim Hasan, who also had much 
say in the association, possessed a very flexible mind, but somehow 
managed to leave his comrades with the uncomfortable feeling that he 
seldom aimed where he looked or said what he really thought.

One general—and crucial—shortcoming was that few members of the 
association knew how to obey. Discipline was entirely foreign to them. 
Moreover, no common rules guided their actions. A real unity of will 
could not, under the circumstances, be achieved.

Hardly had the association issued its manifesto when a fissure 
occurred in its ranks. Disagreement arose over the further course of 
action to be pursued. Yusuf IsmaTl insisted that the association • 
should for a period focus on building and educating a cadre, and other— 
wise support the young men of the AhalT in whatever policies or mea
sures they deemed fit to adopt. ‘Asim Flayyeh felt that the Communists 
should without delay organize an organ of their own and from the outset 
clearly distinguish themselves from all other groups. As a result, a 
certain coldness crept into their relations, and early in April 1935 
Yusuf Isma'Tl and NurT Rufa’Tl and their followers withdrew from the 
association. The Nasiriyyah circle sided with them, while the Basrites 
went their own way.

The three remaining founding members—‘Asim Flayyeh, Mahdi 
Hashim, and Qasim Hasan9—tried to check the disintegration that thus 
set in. They coopted ZakT KhairT and Yusuf Matt!10 and made arrange
ments to publish an underground paper as soon as possible. They also 
decided to send Qasim Hasan to Moscow to attend the Seventh World 
Congress of the Comintern as an observer.11

A kind of division of labor now took form. Yusuf MattT devoted his 
efforts to Baghdad, ZakT KhairT to Basrah and Nasiriyyah, and MahdT

TWO IRAQIS, THREE SECTS

Djamil Tuma.
'Qasim Hasan.
®In June 1958.
9The sixth founding member, Hasan ‘Abbas al-Karbas, was arrested on 11 

March 1935.
^ F o r  KhairT and MattT, consult Table 14-2.
^Q asim  Hasan left Iraq on 20 June and returned from Moscow at the end 

of October 1935. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 272.
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First Central Committee 
of the Iraqi Communist Party 

(May to December 1935)

TABLE 15-1

Name
Biographical

data
‘Asim Flayyeh, Secretary (See Table 14-2)
MahdT Hashim (See Table 14-2)
Qasim Hasan (See Table 14-2)
ZakT KhairT (See Table 14-2)
Yusuf MattT (See Table 14-2)

Hashim to ad-Diwaniyyah, Najaf, and the mid-Euphrates generally. The 
students, craftsmen, and the railway and port workers received most of 
their attention. ZakT KhairT showed interest also in the armed forces.

‘Asim Flayyeh, for his part, was engrossed in preparing for the 
publication of Iraq’s first illegal paper—Kifah-ish-Sha‘b (“ The Struggle 
of the People” ). There could be no more effective instrument, he felt, 
for integrating the different cells into one party, explaining the appro
priate methods of work, and above all, avoiding the dangers inherent in 
diverse and muddled views.12

Kifah-ush-Sha‘b appeared in July 1935, during the administration of 
YasTn al-HashimT,13 and nearly two months after the collapse of the 
tribal uprisings in the mid-Euphrates.14 It introduced itself as “ the 
mouthpiece of the workers and peasants”  and as a publication of the 
“ Central Committee of the Communist Party of Iraq.”  Thus, at last, 
the Communists dropped all obliqueness and employed unambiguously 
the name now so steeped in historical associations.

The people, Kifah-ush-Sha‘b declared, failed to garner any fruits 
from the uprisings on the Euphrates for one very good reason—the ab
sence from the political battleground of a “ revolutionary class party.”  
Such a party had now arisen, but was still in an early stage of growth, 
and could only attain strength after long years of struggle and experi
ence. It was a party altogether different from what the bourgeoisie had 
accustomed Iraqis to expect. It did not promise much and accomplish 
little. It reckoned on force and violence, for it knew well enough that * 272

1 9■^The preceding account is based on conversations with Qasim Hasan, 
MahdT Hashim, ZakT KhairT, JamTl Tuma, NurT Rufa’H, and ‘ Abdallah Isma'Tl, 
and on Iraqi P olice  F iles No. 2550 (Hasan ‘ Abbas al-Karbas), 414 (KhairT), 
3067 (Flayyeh), 487 (Yusuf Salman Yusuf), 3076 (Yusuf Isma'Tl), 367 (Rufa'Il),
272 (Qasim Hasan), and 333 (Tuma).

^Al-HashimT was prime minister from 17 March 1935 to 29 October 1936.
14The paper was produced in the cellars of the Railway Hospital in al- 

Karkh, Baghdad.
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no imperialist nation had ever of its own accord allowed for the rights 
of a weaker people, just as no class had ever peacefully given up its 
privileges. It regarded itself as the guardian over the interests of the 
masses of workers and peasants, and felt duty-bound to rouse these 
masses to the injustice of their conditions and raise them to the level 
of conscious class struggle.15

In a subsequent issue, Kifah-ush-Sha‘ b set forth with greater pre
cision the aims of the party. Avowedly relative only to an initial 
period, the aims included:

1) the expulsion of the imperialists; the granting of freedom to 
the people, of complete independence to the Kurds,16 and of 
their cultural rights . . .  to all of Iraq’s minorities;

2) the distribution of land to the peasantry;
3) the abolition of all debts and land-mortgages . . . ;
4) the seizure of all properties belonging to the imperialists— 

the banks, the oilfields, and the railway works among others 
—and the expropriation of the vast agricultural estates;

5) the concentration of power in the hands of the workers and 
peasants; and

6) the launching without delay of the social revolution in all 
other areas of life and the liberation of the people from man
ifold subjections.17

In this statement of aims dated August 1935, the early Communists 
obviously veered much to the left of the position taken in their mani
festo of March 11, 1935,18 while interestingly enough, at about the 
same time—July-August 1935—the Comintern, which Kifah-ushSha‘b 
had saluted as “ the leader of the World Revolution,” 19 was officially 
veering to the right and introducing the “ popular-front”  and “ national- 
front”  policies. Never after, not even at the climax of their power in 
the months following the 1958 Revolution, did the Iraqi Communists 
express their demands in a fashion so thoroughly revolutionary.

But it was not the fervor of the Communists that upset Premier 
YasTn al-Hashiml. Kiiah-ush-Sha1b made sharp thrusts at him person
ally. “ Do you know,”  it wrote, for example, on one occasion, “ that

TWO IRAQIS, THREE SECTS

15 Kiiah-ush-Sha'b, No. 1 of July 1935, pp. 2-7.
only one other point in its history did the Communist party go so  far 

in supporting the Kurdish cause: in the program that it adopted in March 1953, 
the party admitted “ the right of self-determination, including that of s e ce s 
sion, for the Kurdish people,”  Al-Qa'idah , Year 11, No. 2 of middle March 
1953.

^ Kifah-ush-Sha1 b, No. 3 of August 1935, p. 11.
18See pp. 432-433. .
^^Kifah-ush-Sha1 b, No. 3 of August 1935, p. 1.



the prime minister preaches virtue during the day and spends his nights 
with a little harlot called Mary Kasparkhan?” 20 This and other such 
references proved too damaging to the svfT21 image that al-Hashimi had 
then been at pains to project.

It was, therefore, with a certain fierceness that the police now 
hunted for the Communists. The inexperience of the party and the 
loose discipline that pervaded its ranks, particularly in Baghdad, 
proved disastrous. The members were simply unable to keep secrets. 
The different cells mixed without permission. Instead of proceeding 
cautiously, some of the Communists were more apt to betake them
selves to the coffee-house and there openly and “ with a ringing voice” 
read Kifah-ush-Sha‘ b to complete strangers.22 Before long the party 
was attracting police agents more than winning followers. In October 
1935, ‘Asim Flayyeh and MahdT Hashim were caught. On his first taste 
of prison life, Flayyeh lost all further interest in revolution. He gave 
and kept an undertaking to refrain from any political activity whatever. 
Meanwhile, in the underground letters passed from hand to hand accus
ing Qasim Hasan, who had shortly before returned from the Seventh 
Comintern Congress, of betraying his principles and his party.23 When 
in December 1935 ZakT KhairT finally fell into the hands of the police, 
Kifah-ushSha‘b, which had achieved a circulation of 500, ceased to 
exist. The disintegration of Iraqi communism seemed almost complete.
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2°Kifah-ushSha'b, No. 3 of August 1935, p. 8.
^SufTsi Moslem ascetic  mystics.
^ K i t  ah-ush-Sha'b, No. 2 of August 1935, pp. 6-7.
^ Ira q i P olice  F ile  No. 272 on “ Qasim Hasan.”



BEGINNING AGAIN; OR THE COMMUNISTS 
IN THE PERIOD OF THE 

COUPS D’ETAT (1936-1941)

1 6

From the founding of the monarchy in 1921, power in Iraq was, as noted 
elsewhere, shared in various degrees by the British, the king, the ex- < 
Sharifian officers-turned-ma//a£s, and the upper tiers of the ashrai- . 
mallak, bureaucrat-ma//a&, and shaikh-mallak families. The British 
had, of course, the paramount hand until the conclusion of the Anglo- 
Iraqi Treaty in 1930. Thereafter the other elements were largely left in 
control of Iraq’s internal life. In 1936, however, a new force burst un
expectedly upon the stage: one morning in October, Bakr SidqT, a gen-' 
eral of the army, overthrew the government at Baghdad. The coup : 
plunged Iraq into uncertainty, and ushered in four and a half years of ' 
uneasy, faltering, and indirect army rule.

On the day of the coup—the 29th of October—Mahdl Hashim and ZakT 
KhairT,1 whom the authorities had come to regard as “ dangerous Com
munists,”  lay in prison, KhairT in Kirkuk and Hashim in ArbTl. Soon 
they would be set free, but their old associates, Yusuf MattT and Hasan 
‘Abbas al-Karbas,2 were already out in Rashid Street—Baghdad’s main 
thoroughfare—and in the workers’ district of Bab-ish-Shaikh, rallying 
their former followers and organizing popular support for the initiative 
of the army.3 In this endeavor they worked hand in hand with the men 
of Al-AhaU, who were closely concerned in the coup and would win half 
of the portfolios of the new government before the day was over.

The wave of friendly demonstrations that swept many of the Iraqi 
towns on 2 and 3 November 1936 was indeed the outcome of their com
mon efforts. In certain instances the role of the Communists was even 
more conspicuous than that of Al-AhalT group. In Basrah, for example, 
it was the Communist leader GhalT Zuwayyid4 who set the tune for the 
crowd of demonstrators.5 The Communists were also represented on the

^Consult Table 14-2.
2Ibid.
^Walter Laqueur’s assertion in Communism and Nationalism in the Middle 

East (New York, 1956), p. 178, to the effect that Communist leaders “ first 
opposed the new government and not until the Comintern had given the green ’ 
light [in January-February 1937] did they come out in support of it”  is without 
foundation.

4See Table 14-2.
Âl~AhatTof 6 November 1936.
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“ Committee for National and Progressive Reform”  that organized plebe
ian support in Baghdad. But here an independent note was struck. To 
the beating of the dammamas— drums with a martial sound used in the 
Shi'T Husain! processions—throngs of poor and working people marched 
along with other Baghdadis in RashTd Street brandishing thick canes 
and, like the rest, acclaiming the army and “ the people’s cabinet,”  but 
also shouting the Communist-inspired slogans “ Bread to the Hungry!”  
“ Land to the Peasants!”  and “ Death to Criminal Fascism!” 6

Except for this incident, which embarassed the men of Al-AhalT, the 
Communists helped the latter at every opportunity and strongly pleaded 
for them in Al-Inqilab—a paper owned by the poet Muhammad MahdT aj- 
Jawahir!,7 and when on 12 November 1936, on their initiative, Jam'iyyat- 
ul-Islah-ish-Sha‘bi—The Association of the People’s Reform—was organ
ized, all the Communists made haste to adhere to it.8

In a period of “ national fronts,”  and at a time when the Communist 
parties in Syria and Palestine were lending support to forces noted for 
their conservative social policies,9 it would not have made sense for 
the Iraqi Communists to withhold aid from an association that called for 
the granting of “ democratic freedoms,”  the encouragement of workers’ 
organizations, and the introduction of a minimum wage, of the eight- 
hour day, and of a progressive income and inheritance tax.10

“ To belong to the Association of People’s Reform,”  wrote the 
Baghdad! communist Yusuf Isma'!!11 in December 1936, “ has become a 
necessity and an obligation. . . . ”  “ It is incumbent upon the intellec
tuals, the students, the workers, and the peasants,”  he went on, “ to 
spare no effort.. . to make the association a success.” 12 Earlier, the 
southern Communists had voiced similar views.13 * * In January 1937, 
however, the organ of NIANKP—the Scientific Research Association for

C onversation , Zaki KhairT, June 1958.
7'T he paper was under complete Communist control.
Q

The founding members of the association were Kamil ach-ChSdirchT, 
minister of economy and public works; Yusuf Izz-ud-DTn Ibrahim, minister of 
education; ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'Tl, editor of Al-AhalT(ior IsmaTl see also Table 
14-2); Makki Jamil, editor of Al-Haris, a paper with leanings similar to those 
of A 1-Ahali; Muhammad Salih al-Qazzaz, labor union leader; and the lawyer 
Sadiq Karamunah. Iraqi P olice  F ile No. J 57, entitled “ Jam'iyyat al-Islah ash- 
Sha'bT”  refers. *

^The National Bloc in Syria and the Arab Higher Committee in Palestine.
10Program of the A ssociation  of the P eople ’s Reform, Articles 2b, 3a, 3d, 

and 6.
**For Yusuf Isma'Tl, see Table 14-2.
12■‘ Yusuf Isma'Tl, Inqitab Tis'a wa ‘ ishfTn TishrTn-il-Awwal (“ The Coup of 

29 October” ) (Baghdad, 1936), pp. 53-55.
1 ĴSee statement of ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud in Al-AhatT, No. 450 of 29 November

1936.
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the Study of National and Colonial Problems—in Moscow did not approve 
unqualifiedly of the People’s Reformists. “ It is necessary to observe,”  
Revoliatsionnyi Vostok wrote, “ that while they speak of the elimination 
of exploitation in general, they mean the elimination of one definite 
form of exploitation, namely feudal exploitation.” 14 Referring to their 
timid agrarian demands (“ the reclamation of waste land and its distribu
tion to the peasantry. .. , ”  “ the abolition of unjust agricultural 
laws .. . , ” 15 etc.), the journal added that “ the carrying out of all these 
measures will not even completely do away with feudal exploitation.” 16 
The journal, however, hastened to acknowledge that “ for all their pure
ly bourgeois program of struggle against feudalism, the young Iraqi 
democrats will still run against enormous difficulties.. .  .” 17

Revoliatsionnyi Vostok’s reservations, if known to Iraq’s Commu
nists, did not abate their enthusiasm for the People’s Reform. Only 
years later—in 1942—when the association had long become a thing of 
the past, did they come to regard it more critically, and even with a 
certain degree of hostility.18

But in the fall of 1936 and the winter of 1936-1937, it was precisely 
because the People’s Reformists formed part of the new regime that the 
Communists concerned themselves so much about its fate. This comes 
out very clearly in a Communist pamphlet entitled The Coup of 29 Octo
ber which appeared at that time, and which is of some interest on still 
another score: its anticipation of the policies adopted by the Commu
nists in the months after the 1958 Revolution.

If the new regime was to endure—declared Yusuf Isma‘11, the author 
of the pamphlet—it had to sweep clean from the government and the 
army all elements lacking in honesty, competence, and “ devotion to the 
masses.”  It had to pursue and strike down the remnants of the enemy 
beaten by the coup, and thus deprive them of any opportunity to reorgan
ize. For this “ a new, upright, and resourceful Criminal Investigations 
Department”  would be needed. In order to forestall or crush any opposi
tion that might arise, it would not be enough to strengthen the army; a 
dabitah ahliyyah—a people’s curbing force—must be created. Moreover, 
in the schools only teachers “ who could be relied upon to unite the 
people”  should receive appointments. Inasmuch as every new situation 
creates new enemies, an alliance with “ the foreign forces to whose ad
vantage the coup redounded”  was also indispensable. In all this, as in

COUPS D’ETAT (1936-1941)

1^Revoliutsionnyi Vostok, No 1(41) of 1937, p. 88.
^'’Article 3, Para, c  and g of their program.
1^Revoliutsionnyi Vostok, No 1(41) of 1937, p. 89. .
17Ibid., p. 91.

AshShararah ("T h e  Spark” ), No. 15 of August 1942, maintained that the 
association marked “ the opening of the activities of the Iraqi Mensheviks.”
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carrying out the sweeping reforms promised to the people, the time fac
tor should not be lost sight of: expeditiousness was decisive. The 
government that “ attained power with bombs”  should know before 
everything that “ it lives and dies by quick deeds.” 19

But the Communists had exaggerated the popular character of the 
army officers who were the real backbone of the new regime. The lead
er of these officers, Bakr SidqT, was animated chiefly by the desire to 
build a strong army. He may also have toyed with the notion of a mili
tary dictatorship. His followers, for their part, talked of “ drastic”  re
forms, but only in general and vaguely. By belief, by aspirations, by 
temperament they and the People’s Reformists were anything but homo
geneous. They had met originally in a feeling not of mutual affection 
but of common contempt for the government which they jointly van
quished. If they acted later—and for the briefest period—in the same 
way, they acted from different motives. Even as makeshift allies, the 
People’s Reformists proved eventually inconvenient.

Thus when, in the winter of 1936-1937, the general elections were 
held, the Reformists found themselves hindered at every turn, and 
could only with difficulty secure 12 seats out of the 108 that the new 
Chamber comprised.20 The Communists, for their part, were not alto
gether unhappy with the results. For the first time, two men that stood 
very close to them, ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Ism§Tl and ‘Aziz Sharif, had won 
their way to Parliament. Both later attained prominence in the Commu
nist movement, the former as member first of the Syrian and then of the 
Iraqi Central Committee, the latter as leader of the Peace Partisans of 
Iraq.

But Communists and Reformists were yet fated for utter disillusion
ment. On 17 March 1937, General Bakr SidqT suddenly and unexpected
ly opened an attack on the Communists. There were people—he began— 
who talked of “ a predisposition for communism in this country.”  “ But 
where are our factories and our workers?”  he queried. “ Where are our 
capitalists and the capital with which they could cause oppression. . . ? ” 
Those who favored communism, therefore, could only “ belong to one of 
two groups—either people who are naive and wanting of knowledge. .. 
or people who intend evil by the country.. . and are beyond doubt moved 
by foreign hands.”  He ended up on a note of menace. “ Communism,”  
he said, “ is incompatible with royal government. . . and I, as chief of 
the Reform Force. .. hereby declare that the army is prepared. . .  to 
crush any movement-Communist or otherwise-which infringes upon the 
throne. . . in however slight a degree.” 21

19Yusuf Isma'Tl, InqilSb, pp. 33-42 and 71.
20Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. J 57.
21A1-Bilad, Year 8, No. 821 of 18 March 1937.
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The People’s Reformists could not have read Bakr SidqT’s words 
without misgivings. Clearly he was out to placate the more conserva
tive and nationalist-inclined elements of the population. Clearly he 
aimed beyond the Communists who, by themselves, were still—when all 
is said—a force of no considerable account. In hurriedly convoked 
meetings, the Reformists settled down, therefore, to deliberate how 
they should counter Bakr SidqT’s move. It would appear—if police re
ports are accurate—that they considered in earnest withdrawing alto- . 
gether from Cabinet and Parliament.22 But counsels of supineness 
ultimately prevailed.

There were, however, reactions on another plane. As if in answer 
to Bakr SidqT’s query “ Where are our workers?”  the workers at the Port 
struck on 24 March 1937, and were followed on 5 April by the laborers 
of the National Cigarette Co. in Baghdad and of the Iraqi Petroleum Co. 
at Kirkuk. The strikes then spread in rapid succession to the various 
drilling areas and oil-pumping stations, to the Kut barrage, the Baghdad 
railway workshops, the Najaf weaving factories, and the Habbaniyyah 
military base.23

The movement, though embracing most of the important industrial 
projects in the country, involved no more than 20,000 workers, but de
noted nonetheless that the infant laboring class was beginning to make 
its mark, and had already discovered the inherent power of what was 
still in Iraq a new mode of action.

The strikes were only in part politically motivated, for many of the 
workmen suffered terribly, and the authorities would not enter into their 
grievances. The masalTkh—“ the naked ones”  who loaded and unloaded 
cargo at the Port—to cite one specific example—earned as little as 45 , 
fils (11 d.) for fourteen hours of work.24 More generally, unskilled in-/ 
dustrial male laborers received from 40 to 60 fils (lOd. to Is.2d), and . 
children from 10 to 40 fils (2j4d. to lOd.) for a 10-hour day.25

But if the ground for the strikes had been prepared by discontent, 
the initiative came partly from the Communists—in particular, from the 
group of GhalT Zuwayyid in Basrah26 and that of ZakT KhairT in Bagh-

COUPS D’ETAT (1936-1941)

22Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. J 57, entries dated 18, 19, and 24 March 1937.
23Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 846 on ‘ ‘ Muhammad Salih al-Q azzaz”  (labor union 

leader), entry dated April 1937; Al-Bitad, Year 8, No. 836 of 6 April 1937; un
published Communist manuscript entitled “ For Imposing Militant Unions after 
a Quarter of a Century of Labor Union History”  (in Arabic), pp. 20-26; and 
Stephen Longrigg, Iraq 1900 to 1950, p. 252.

24Statement to this writer by ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud, who helped to organize the 
strike at the Basrah Port.

2 S *Great Britain, Department of Overseas Trade, Economic Conditions in 
Iraq, 1933-1935 (London, 1936), p. 30.

^Conversation  with ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud, prominent ex-Communist from 
Basrah.
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dad,27 and partly from the “ left”  members of the Association of Peo
ple’s Reform, such as ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'Tl, and more especially Mu
hammad Salih al-Qazzaz, the founder of the Iraqi labor union movement.28

Events now began to move toward their logical denouement. On 
April 8, 1937, while the strike wave was still at its crest, Reformist 
al-Qazzaz was arrested and banished for one year to the town of ‘Anah 
in the northwest of Iraq.29 On 6 May, the moderate Communist, Yusuf 
Isma‘11, bowed out of the scene by accepting, on the advice of Kamil 
ach-ChadirchT, Reformist member of the Cabinet, an appointment with 
the Iraqi Legation in Paris.30 The more irreconcilable Communists 
had, in the meantime, made themselves increasingly scarce, and for a 
while went underground completely. On 19 June, the Reformist minis
ters, by now well-nigh redundant, and driven to the end of their patience 
by SidqT’s harsh treatment of one of the then endemic tribal rebellions 
on the mid-Euphrates, finally withdrew from the government. The finish
ing stroke came on 12 July, when the Association of People’s Reform 
was abolished and its members dispersed.31 Shortly thereafter, ‘Abd- 
ul-Qadir Isma'Tl, the most active of the Reformists, set forth on a for
eign exile that was to endure for twenty years.

But the regime of the coup d’etat, whose advent the Communists 
had greeted with so much enthusiasm, was—from their point of view—to 
end its days on a yet more sinister note. On 10 August 1937, one day 
before the assassination of Bakr SidqT, the regime stripped ‘Abd-ul- 
Qadir Isma'Tl and his brother Yusuf of their nationality,32 thereby be
queathing to its successors a novel and “ pernicious”  weapon.

Under the uneasy civilian rule that set in on August 17, 1937, Com
munist work became even more hazardous. The established classes, 
stirred by the Reformist interlude, were making themselves felt. The 
police had also grown in experience. As was bound to happen, all but 
the most persevering of Communists abandoned the field. Leadership 
passed to the hard-bitten ZakT KhairT.33 *

97 A collaborator of Khairi—Yusuf MattT—was seen by police agents flitting 
about among labor leaders in Baghdad exhorting them to strike. Iraqi P olice 
F ile No. 846 has reference.

28Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 846, entry dated 8 April 1937; and F ile No. J 57, 
entry dated 12 July 1937.

20Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 846.
30Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 3076; and Paris letter from YUsuf Ism5‘Tl to his 

companion, NurT RufaTl, dated 12 October 1937, in F ile  No. 367.
31Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. J 57.
OO _

Articles prejudicial to Bakr SidqT were published in Lebanese news
papers. Isma'Tl was suspected of being the author, whereas in fact the articles 
were written by TahsTn al-'AskarT, brother-in-law of NurT as-Sa'Td.

^ F o r  KhairT, consult Table 14-2.
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If anything distinguished KhairT from other Communist leaders in 
matters of policy, it was the great significance he attached to propa
ganda in the army. The rank and file, in particular, formed the object 
of his interest. The officers seemed beyond reach, or not yet ready for 
the ideas he held. At any rate, he did not seriously attempt to make 
conversions among them. The 1936 coup had revealed, it is true, how 
crucially placed were the high and middling commanders in the configu
ration of state power. But what if at the moment of crisis the men and 
noncommissioned officers would refuse to go along with their superiors? 
Surely, in the alienation of the soldiery from the existing order—thought 
KhairT—lay one of the principal tasks of the revolution.

In an unpublished Communist manuscript entitled The Iraqi Army 
and which, from internal evidence, appears to have been prepared by 
ZakT KhairT in 1953 for the instruction of the cadre in Kut prison, an 
account is given of the beginnings of Communist work in the armed 
forces. In 1935, according to this document, “ a number of revolution
aries” —for certain ZakT KhairT and Yusuf MattT, among others34—entered 
“ by some means”  a place in Eastern Karradah—a suburb of Baghdad— 
where about twenty soldiers and laborers belonging to a secret nation
alist organization had gathered and were discussing “ with fervor and 
simplicity”  political questions of general import. The soldiers and 
laborers believed in the method of terrorism. The assassination of the 
British ambassador and certain of his choice Iraqi clients, they naively 
thought, would be enough to bring freedom to the people of Iraq. The 
Communists fell to arguing with them. The destruction of individuals, 
they explained, would never accomplish the object they had in view. , 
The smitten individuals could always be replaced. They were face to 
face with a system, they added, and the point was to attack and over
throw it. The correct method lay in organizing the people and preparing 
them for all forms of revolutionary struggle.33

The soldiers, who were thus won over, undertook and proceeded to 
form cells in the Communications Battalion* 36 to which they belonged, 
and which was then stationed at the Quarantine in Baghdad. In due 
course the cells multiplied and found their way to the Second Army 
Division at Kirkuk and near GawurpaghT.37 The movement picked up
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T ill November 1935, when KhairT fe ll into the clutches of the police , ' 
political work in the army was carried on by KhairT and MattT; and thereafter— 
and until his release from prison in October 1936—by MattT and MahdTHashim. 
Source: letter from chief of C.I.D. to minister of interior, 17 January 1938, in 
Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 333.

33Unpublished 
Arabic), pp. 54-55.

internal Communist manuscript entitled The Iraqi Army (in -

36Battalion is here rendered for lawj.
37* *‘ ‘ The Garden of the In fid e ls /' which is situated between the town of 

Kirkuk and the oil fields.
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strength, particularly in the months after the 1936 coup. At that time a 
special Communist military committee was set up and entrusted with 
responsibility for agitation in the army.38 The committee obtained its 
instructions and reported on its progress to ZakT KhairT and his closest 
supporter, Yusuf MattT, who throughout acted entirely on their own. In 
the wake of the assassination of Bakr SidqT in August 1937 and the en
suing discontent among the Kurdish troops—SidqT was a Kurd by origin- 
the movement grew further. In this promising direction, KhairT, himself 
a half-Kurd and now unchallenged in the underground, threw all the ener
gies left in an otherwise declining party. By November 1937, when the 
police finally succeeded in getting on its track, the movement had at
tracted, according to an internal Communist source,39 no fewer than 
four hundred soldiers and noncommissioned officers. The authorities, 
however, arrested only sixty-five men, and ultimately penalized twenty- 
two of them. Three of the military organizers, Sergeants ‘AIT ‘Amer, 
‘ Abd-ur-Rahman Daud, and DahT Fajr—were condemned to death. Their 
sentence was subsequently commuted to fourteen years of prison on the 
intercession of the nationalist leader Ja'far Abu-t-Timman. The other 
soldiers received terms varying from three to ten years. The leading 
spirit of the entire enterprise, ZakT KhairT, got away with two and a 
half years. His principal civilian assistants—Yusuf MattT and Hasan 
‘Abbas al-Karbas—were condemned to the same term.40

With the shattering blow dealt to ZakT KhairT’s organization, com
munism in Baghdad seemed once again dead. All its prominent votaries 
had disappeared. Yusuf Isma'Tl settled in Paris and in time joined the 
French Communist party. His companion, NurT Rufa’Tl, left Iraq on 19 
November 1937, one day after the arrest of ZakT KhairT, and ended up in 
Spain with the International Brigade, serving as a sergeant-major at an 
observation post in the Catalonian front, and ultimately earning the 
certificate of “ activist.” 41 Earlier, on 6 October 1937, MahdTHashim 
was deprived of his citizenship and deported to Iran, where he entered

O Q  .

“ Report from director general of C.I.D. to minister of interior, 17 January 
1938 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 333.

39Communist manuscript entitled “ The Iraqi Army,”  pp. 55-56.
40The sentences were passed on 6 March 1938. Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 414 

on “ Zaki Khairi”  has reference. The spread of revolutionary ideas to the army 
alarmed the government and impelled it to add on 1 May 1938 a specia l a rtic le - 
Article 89a—to the Baghdad Penal Law, which declared adherence to commu
nism a criminal offense and threatened anyone upholding or spreading this doc
trine among the troops or the police with death, or hard labor for life , or prison 
for a period not exceeding 15 years. Similar activities among civilians incurred 
milder penalties.

4*The idea of enlisting in the International Brigade was suggested to NurT 
Rufa’Tl by Yusuf Isma'Tl in a letter dated 12 October 1937; Iraqi P o lice  F ile 
No. 367.
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the service of Tudeh. The other Communist leaders of Baghdad lan
guished in Iraq’s unwholesome prisons, or had drifted into remunerative 
occupations.

Meanwhile, the nationalist tide was in full flow, and in the next few 
years—1938 to 1941, when the Four Colonels42 became the arbiters of 
power in Baghdad—was to sweep every local force before it. This was 
also the period when fascism became the popular amusement of the stu
dent class and of youth generally.

But the tendency to communism, it would appear, was ineradicable. 
Cropped off in one place, it cropped up in another. In the fall of 1937, 
shortly before the uncovering of KhairT’s organization, a southern Com
munist by the name of ‘Abdallah Mas'ud enrolled in the Baghdad School 
of Law, and there on his own, and quite independently of KhairT, began 
forming the cells that eventually restored the movement to life.

‘Abdallah Mas'ud,43 whom we would find at the head of the little 
band of Communists in the stormy months of April-May 1941, when Iraq 
bad defiance to England, was born to a religious ShT'T family in the vil
lage of Gardalan in the Shatt-al-‘Arab “ in the year the local mosque 
was built,”  that is, in 1911. He received his first instruction at the 
kuttab, the Qur’an school. From his father, who was a qari’—a profes
sional reader—he early learned to recite religious poetry, and when he 
was a little older and while still a student at the elementary school at 
al-‘Ashar, the town nearest his village, he was to be found on the ap
propriate days of the year at Shl'T gatherings mourning in sad verses 
the martyred Husain. It must have been no slight change of mental en
vironment for young Mas'ud when in 1929, owing to the lack of means 
for his support as a boarder at Basrah, he was sent to the American 
Mission School at al-‘Ashar. But he had, it seems, remarkable powers 
of self-adaptation. He had scarcely been a year at the school, say his 
adversaries, when in order to find favor with Van Ess, the director, he 
wrote a brochure in which he sang the praises of Christ. This may be 
no more than malicious slander, but it is a certainty that all he came in 
for at the Mission School did not excite him as much as a prohibited lit
tle book, which he read in 1935 when he was a teacher at al-‘Ashar, and 
which the leader of the Basrah Communist circle, GhalT Zuwayyid,44 
had left in his hands. The book was Niqula al-Haddad’s Al-Ishtirakiy- 
yah (Socialism). The author, a Lebanese writer and novelist, presented
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43Salah-ud-DTn as-Sabbagh, Kamil ShabTb, Mahmud Salman, and Fahml 
Sa'Td, commanders of the Third Division, the First Division, the air force, and 
the mechanized troops, respectively.

43The biographical and other details that follow  were obtained, unless
otherwise stated, from Mas'ud himself and from his collaborator, Wadi* Talyah.

‘*4For Zuwayyid, see Table 14-2. .
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reasoned arguments against private property, and predicted with assur
ance a socialist future for the world, but readily dismissed the method 
of revolution as “ a menace to human society.” 45 His inspiration came 
more from the Fabians and Henry George than from Marx and Lenin. The 
book was not, however, without its uses in a period when the Commu
nists had hardly a literature of their own. For Mas'ud, at least, most 
of the contentions of the author were quite unlike anything he had 
heard or read in the past and their logic subdued him, as it were, at 
once and, it seems, for good. “ The book effected in me a revolution,”  
he was to say later.

When in 1937 Mas'ud turned up at Baghdad Law School, he restless
ly cast about in and outside the school for people who could be drawn 
to the ideas he newly acquired, or who could be of use in revolutionary 
work. At first the going was difficult. Few would have anything to do 
with communism. The subject was almost unmentionable and could be 
broached only indirectly. However, before long some of the remnants 
of ZakT KhairT’s organization gravitated toward Mas'ud. Moreover, as 
nationalism grew apace, uneasy Jewish young men began to seek him 
out. It was only at this point and after more than a decade of Commu
nist history, it should be parenthetically noted, that the Jews first 
found their way into the movement.

Since neither their limited means nor the unfavorable circumstances 
then prevalent permitted them to take even faint initiatives, the Com
munists thought that they could best occupy their time by catching up 
on their Marxist education. They were pitifully poor in theory, and they 
knew it. They threw themselves, therefore, upon such classics as they 
could obtain from Mackenzie’s bookshop or through clandestine chan
nels from Syria and Iran. They literally studied the World News and 
Frews and the Labour Monthly, and translated into Arabic the more im
portant articles for those of their comrades who could not read them in 
the original.

The return of Yusuf Salman Yusuf from the Soviet Union on 30 Janu
ary 193846 marked an epoch in the life of ‘Abdallah Mas'ud’s group. No 
one in the group knew how to link theory to practice or, more concrete
ly, to apply the Marxist conceptions to Iraq’s peculiar conditions. There 
was simply no trained or experienced man around to whom the members 
could turn for confident guidance. Yusuf Salman Yusuf was eventually 
to fill that role.

‘Abdallah Mas'ud still remembers a phrase that Yusuf uttered when 
he first met him early in 1938 at the house of his friend, the Iraqi pcet 
Hafidh al-Khusaibl. “ Even though we are Communists,”  said Yusuf, 4

4^Niqula al-Haddad, Al-Ishtirakiyyah  (Cairo, 1920), pp. 45-46, 80, 88. 
^E ntry o f that date in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 487 on “ Yusuf Salman Yusuf.”
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“ we do not want to realize communism now; we cannot force the hand 
of history.”  This is a well-known Marxist proposition, but at that time 
Mas‘ud found the remark very striking.

At first, Yusuf, whose party name in 1938 was “ Sa‘Td”  ( “ The Happy 
One” ), was seldom near at hand. For months on end he would be away47 
and Mas'ud could not reach him. However, when in December 1940 
Mas'ud’s group felt strong enough to launch the party organ Ash-Shararah 
(“ The Spark” ), Yusuf Salman Yusuf hurried to Baghdad, made pertinent 
criticisms, and demanded that the paper be handed over to him. Mas'ud 
demurred but promised, if Yusuf would settle in Baghdad, to refer to 
him for advice and to pay him out of party funds a monthly stipend of 4 
dinars (£4). Yusuf agreed, and thus became a member of the self
constituted leading body which now took on a title it had heretofore 
been too diffident to assume—that of the Central Committee of the Com
munist Party. Apart from Mas'ud and Yusuf, the committee came to con
sist of Wadi' Talyah, George Yusuf Sattu—both converts of Zaki KhairT48 
—and of Na'Tm Tuwayyeq and Husain Taha (consult Table 16-1.).

The party did not have at that time any printing facilities. Ash- 
Shararah was produced with a stenciling machine belonging to the gov
ernment. ‘Abd-ul-Karlm ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar as-Saffar, supervisor of the 
Typewriters’ Division of the Directorate General of Land Registry, per
formed this task every month without fail until 1942, when the party ac
quired a machine of its own. The circulation of Ash-Shararah was no 
more than 90 in the first month,49 but approached 300 in the next few 
months, and in 1942 touched 2,00050—which in Iraq is scarcely a trifling 
achievement.

Ash-Shararah differed a great deal from Kiiah-ush-Sha‘b, the first 
official organ of the party. Kifah-ash-Sha1 b wore, so to say, the mark 
of youth upon it. Its atmosphere was one of fervor, intransigence, revo
lution. Its ideals were thoroughly out of keeping with realities, and the 
tasks with which it saddled Communist devotees were impossible of 
achievement. By contrast, Ash-Shararah was almost innocent of revolu
tionary passion. It expressed its opinions, on the whole, with measure 
and restraint. It emphasized more transitional than ultimate ends. For * 4
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Yusuf was not for long in any one locality. For a while he would be in 
Nagiriyyah with his brother Daud, and then would move to Basrah, where his 
brother Faraj lived. O ccasionally and for brief periods he sojourned in Bagh
dad.

4®For KhairT, see Table 14-2.
^Conversation with Mas:ud and as-Saffar and the statement of the latter to 

the police on 8 February 1943 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 31/43. As-Saffar was 
bom in Baghdad in 1917, the son of a brass founder, and had had a secondary 
education. F ile  No. 1562 refers. .

^Statement of ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud to this writer in October 1957.
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TABLE 16-1

Central Committee of the Communist Party 
(January -29 October 1941)

Name Na ti on
Religion  
or s ec t

Date
of

birth

P lace
of

birth Profession
Yusuf Salman Yusuf a (See Table 14-2)
‘Abdallah Mas‘uda>b Arab ShT'T 1911 Ardalanc E x-elem entary  

sch oolteach er; 
law  student; 
sub seq u en tly  
law yer

Wad? Talyahe Arabized
Chaldean

Chris tian 1913 Baghdad1 E x -o il  worker; 
petty clerk  at 
private garage

George Yusuf Sattue Arabized Christian 1912 Baghdad Employee of the
Chaldean railways

NaTm Tuwayyeq Jew 1909 Baghdad Translator,
Az-Zaman
newspaper

Husain Taha1 Arab Sunni 1917 Baghdad Employee of 
Survey Depart-
ment

aNominally Mas'ud was the secretary, but he looked to Yusuf Salman Yusuf for 
guidance.

bA d iscip le of GhalT Zuwayyid, for whom see Table 14-2. 
c In province of Basrah.
dQari’ = reciter of verses lamenting Husain, grandson of Prophet. 
eA d iscip le of ZakT KhairT, for whom see Table 14-2.

His family originated, however, from Tal Kayf, a village in Mosul province.

its watchwords it turned not to the Communist Manifesto but to the 
Qur’an51 and to ‘AIT ibn AbT Talib, the fourth caliph of Islam. And it 
showed more solicitude for the Constitution of the country than the 
government itself ever did.

^ T h e  watchwords of the following issues of Ash-Shararah were as shown 
below:

February 1941: “ But the scum is thrown off and that which is useful to 
mankind remaineth on earth”  (13:16).

September 1941: “ And they who act unjustly shall know hereafter how they 
shall be overturned”  (26:227).
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TABLE 16-1 (Continued)

Education Class origin

D ate (and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist 
movement

Prior 
poli tical 
activity

Subsequent
history

American 
School at 
al-‘Ashar; 
Law School

Lower middle 
class; son of a 
qari’ of Husaini 
lamentations d

1935 (24) Member of
National
party

Arrested October 1941; 
reassumed membership 
of Central Committee 
on his release; broke, 
with Fahd November 
1942; member of al- 
Ittihad al-WatanT party 
1946 ‘

Elementary
(Chaldean
School,
Baghdad)

Lower middle 
class; son of a 
poor grocer.

1934 (21) Broke with Fahd No
vember 1942; member 
of factional Unity of 
the Struggle 1943; 
member of ash-Sha‘ b 
party, 1946

Secondary Peasant c lass; 
son of a 
peasant

1934 (22)
"

Left party 1943; after 
July Revolution writer 
in Sawt-il-AhrarS

Secondary
(Alliance
Israelite)

Middle c lass; 
son of a 
merchant*1

1937 (28)
"

Left party 1945

Elementary Middle class; 
son of a real 
estate owner

1941 (25) Left party 1948

*=A leftist newspaper.
''The father of Tuwayyeq, it should perhaps be noted, remarried and the latter 

was brought up by his uncles.
1 Coopted after January 1941.
Source: ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud and W adlTalyah in conversations with this writer, 

and Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 31/43 entitled “ Case of ‘Abdallah M as'ud.”

But we shall need to understand more particularly the Communist 
policies as echoed by Ash-Shararah, and for this it is necessary to 
bring into view the Iraqi movement of April-May 1941 that bears the 
name of Rashid ‘All al-Gailani.

The 1941 movement had two distinct aspects. From an internation
al standpoint, it was no more than a peripheral incident in the Second 
World War, with a purely fortuitous pro-German coloring. Viewed, how
ever, in the context of Iraqi internal history, it was an important phase 
in a long process of struggle, a continuation in another form and by 
other social forces of the 1920 uprising. Now pan-Arab middle-class 
army officers, and not the localistically inclined tribal shaikhs and
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sayyids as in 1920, we re the chief motive force; but the principal im
mediate aim was the same: the elimination of British influence from 
Iraq.

One could say that, by reason of their international perspective, 
the attitude of the Communists toward the world war governed their atti
tude toward the 1941 movement. But, surely, this is a bit of an over
simplification, for while Yusuf Salman Yusuf and ‘Abdallah Mas'ud and 
their companions had, in more than a superficial sense, become Commu
nist, they had not ceased to be Iraqis.52 Moreover, the links between, 
the Iraqi party and Communist parties abroad were still only crudely de
veloped, and the Iraqi leadership had not as yet been internationally 
recognized, so that coordination of policies was still somewhat diffi
cult of attainment.

As is commonly known, the Second World War falls, from a Commu
nist point of view, into two qualitatively different periods. Prior to the 
German invasion of the USSR, that is, from 1939 to June 22, 1941, the 
war was purely and simply “ an imperialist war”  of the classical type, 
that is, a war for the redivision of colonies and zones of influence; 
thereafter—and to its consummation in 1945—it became, at least as far 
as the Soviet Union was concerned, “ a war of liberation.”

As long as the “ imperialist”  phase of the war lasted, the Iraqi Com
munists stood for neutrality. For a more elaborate formulation of their 
policy in that period, it is sufficient to refer to an official party state
ment published in February 1941. “ The Iraqi Communist Party,”  the 
statement read,

appeals to all compatriots regardless of their class ties or political 
inclinations. . .  to strive for the formation of a united national front 
which would agree .. .

(1) to maintain the neutrality of Iraq in the present war;
(2) to forbid the transformation of our country into a battlefield 

for the armies of the belligerents;
(3) to work for the conclusion of an Arab alliance for collective 

defence and the preservation of the neutrality of the Arab 
countries—an alliance which would be “ clean”  . . . and but
tressed by Arab cooperation on the popular level and through 
Arab plebeian organizations;

(4) . . .  to establish commercial relations with all states with a 
view to extricating our country from the economic crisis into

■ which it has fallen in consequence of our special connec
tions with certain powers . . ,53

^2In this connection, however, Jewish communists should be placed in a 
category of their own, given the peculiar conditions of their coreligionists in 
Iraq and abroad.

Ash-Shararah No. 3 of February 1941, pp. 3-4. It is of interest that the
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The party still adhered to this policy when, on April 1, 1941, the 
famed Four Colonels54 marched troops on Baghdad, installed the neu
tralist RashTd ‘All as premier, and precipitated the flight and eventual
ly the deposition of the pro-British Regent ‘Abd-ul-Ilah.

These events, which mark the beginning of the 1941 movement, 
created unusual excitement, which undoubtedly communicated itself to 
at least some of the members of the party. The leadership realized 
that the popular enthusiasm for the new regime was genuine and spon
taneous. Nonetheless, at first it was cautious and wary in its attitude. 
However, on May 3, the morning after the outbreak of the “ Thirty-Days’ 
War”  between Britain and Iraq—a war into which the Four Colonels had . 
helplessly, and almost inexorably, drifted, the party issued a special 
handbill calling upon the people to rally round the regime and give it 
unstinting support. The handbill appears to have been prepared and 
distributed in the absence of Yusuf SalmSn Yusuf, who on being ap
prised of its content, took exception. The support offered, he felt, 
should not have been unqualified.55 As a result, on May 7 the party ad
dressed the following private letter to RashTd ‘All:

To His Excellency, the Esteemed Prime Minister Rashid All al- 
GailanT:

The Iraqi Communist Party congratulates your Excellency on the 
affection and backing you have won among the people. . .  and fully 
appreciates how difficult is the responsibility you bear in this criti
cal stage of our history. . . .  If it has been unable to express its 
sympathetic sentiments in a legal manner, it has not neglected to 
use other means, and in its well-known handbill perhaps preceded 
others in upholding the movement and acquainting the people with 
its real meaning. In thus lending its support, the Party was not act
ing casually or haphazardly, but in accordance with scientific stan- . 
dards derived from the revolutionary teachings of Marx and Lenin. . . . 
These teachings will also be our guide in assessing any turn which 
the movement may take in the future... .

The Party believes—and has made this quite plain in . . . Ash- 
Shararah—in the necessity of exclusively relying on the power of the 
people who should, for that end, be allowed to enjoy without diminu
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idea of an “ Arab alliance for co llective  defence '7 does not appear in the proc
lamations of the Communist Party of Syria and Lebanon relating to this period, 
although these proclamations call for “ the solidarity of the Arab peoples 
against war and imperialism.’ * Otherwise Iraqi and Syrian statements corre
spond. See Nidal-ush-Sha‘b (“ The Struggle of the P eople” ) (organ of the Com- ' 
munist Party of Syria and Lebanon), No. 8 of August 1940, p. 8, and No. 15 .of 
March 1941, pp. 6-7.

^ S e e  note 42 above.
^Conversation with WadT Talyah, then a member of the Central Committee.
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tion all their constitutional rights. To rely on a force other than 
that of the people or proceed in a manner inconsistent with their as
pirations would be inexpiable treason. On this basis and in such 
spirit and driven by its sense of national duty, the Communist Party 
feels called upon to present to your Excellency its opinion in regard 
to certain matters. . . which are prejudicial to the national move
ment.

In the first place, the Communist Party regrets, nay abhors, the 
acts of provocation hatched against our Jewish brethren by the re
tainers of British imperialism on the one side, and the propagandists 
of German imperialism on the other. The violation of liberties, the 
intrusion into homes, the plundering of possessions, the beating and 
even murder of people are, your Excellency, acts which not only 
contravene law and justice but run counter to this nation’s natural 
disposition for generosity, gallantry, and high-mindedness. . . . Such 
criminal acts injure the reputation of the national movement and lead 
to a fissure in the ranks of the united national front and hence to 
failure and who could benefit from this but the imperialists? While 
thus expressing our disapproval, we do not in the least deny the ex
istence of traitors who belong to the Jewish sect and who have made 
common cause with the wicked band of ‘Abd-ul-Il3h and NurT as-SaTd 
and their henchmen but we feel that punishment should be meted out 
to them according to the provisions of the law.

Secondly, we are of the opinion that in regard to propaganda, the 
directorate concerned should orient the Iraqi people along proper 
nationalist lines but we have observed not without distress. . . that 
it has deviated into paths which could only bring harm to the 
people.. . . Lately we have heard only drummings about the “ just 
cause”  of the Axis pow ers.. .  and you, no doubt, agree with us, 
your Excellency, that the powers in question are no less imperialist 
than Britain.

Thirdly, there is the matter of foreign assistance. Your repeated 
statements on the immunity of the national movement from any foreign 
blemish have been reassuring. . . .  To depend on the help of any im
perialist state is tantamount to a betrayal of the movement and a 
lapse into another imperialism and this is surely what your Excellen
cy does not desire. . . . We are dwelling on this point in view of the 
widely spread report, attributed to a responsible source, that foreign 
troops will arrive in the capital allegedly in order to defend the in
dependence of Iraq side by side with the brave Iraqi army. If, con
trary to what we hope, this is true, then our national movement has 
been sullied and become part of the Second Imperialist War, a war 
from which we warned the country to hold aloof. . . .  Moreover, we 
asserted in the past and we now assert once again that the only 
state on which we could depend without the slightest risk to our
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national sovereignty is the Soviet Union. We believe that your Ex- . 
cellency shares this view. Some might erroneously contend that as
sistance by the Soviet Union would entail the advance of Communism 
in this country but it is enough to point out that the Soviet Union 
helped Turkey and Iran in their wars of independence and both coun
tries remain uncommunized. Besides, Communism is not a parcel 
that one could carry from one state to another, but a mass movement 
which springs from the conditions of economic production and dis
tribution in the first place.

Another question. . .  is that of the political prisoners. . . .  We re
gret that your compassion has not so far extended to the courageous 
Communist soldiers on whom sentences were passed in 1938. .. .

. . .  We would also like to repeat our previous appeals as to the 
necessity of combatting the high cost of living.

In conclusion, we have deemed it advisable to express our views 
in a private letter to your Excellency rather than in an open state
ment to the public in order to give you the opportunity to work calm
ly in the interest of the national movement but we shall not hesitate ’ 
to publicize these view s. . .  if we detect any deviation from the aims 
of the movement as determined by our Party. We support a person 
only in measure as he benefits the people for in serving the people, 
and the people alone, lies our mission.

7 May, 1941 The Communist Party of Iraq56 *
Rashid ‘All responded by freeing the Communist soldiers who had 

been rounded up in 1937 and had belonged to ZakT Khaki's organiza
tion. His government would not spurn the hand held out by the party 
when it nursed the hope of obtaining material aid from the Soviet Union. 
It was for that purpose that it had suggested to the Soviets on May 3 
the immediate establishment of diplomatic relations between the two 
countries.5,7 Its eyes were, to be sure, fixed on Germany in the first 
place, but its need for friends, wherever they could be found and irre
spective of their ideological complexion, was great and urgent. More
over, from the point of view of supply of arms, the Soviet Union was 
geographically the closest to Iraq.58

On May 12 the USSR extended the desired recognition. The custom
ary notes were exchanged at Ankara four days later.59 Pravda, which
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®6Only repetitive phrases that do not add or detract from the meaning of the 
letter have been omitted. The letter was published shortly after the 'collapse of 
the Rashid ‘ A ll movement in issue No. 6-7 of May-June 1941 of Ash-Shararah, 
pp. 12-14. In February 1964 the author reread the text of the letter to RashTd 
‘ All, who confirmed having received it.

Izvestiya, 13 May 1941.
^Conversation with RashTd 'A ll.
59Pravda, 18 May 1941.
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had heretofore simply reproduced in brief versions Western and German 
news reports on Iraq without comment, now remarked that the happen
ings in that country “ graphically illustrate the unenviable lot of small 
countries which are looked upon by both warring camps as regular or 
occasional bridgeheads, no regard whatever being shown to the will and 
wishes of the peoples inhabiting them.” 60 This guardedly sympathetic 
observation—the only such Soviet observation oh record—was made, it 
will be noted, fifteen days after the Iraqi Communist party had pledged 
its support to the Rashid ‘AIT government. When it is further taken in
to account that the connections between the Iraqi party and the Commu
nists abroad were not at this point regularized, it becomes difficult to 
maintain, as one writer did,61 that “ the Iraqi Communist stand reflect
ed the Soviet attitude.”  Moreover, if—as another writer has suggested62 
—Soviet recognition was primarily intended to placate the German gov
ernment, the letter of May 7 from the Iraqi Communist party to Rashid 
‘AIT, which has just been quoted, was anything but friendly to that gov
ernment. Obviously, facile equations between Soviet conduct and local 
Communist behavior are misleading. We are not in the presence of a 
mathematical relationship permitting a priori determinations.

The idea of turning to the Soviet Union for aid originated with an 
Iraqi who at more than one point, as we shall see, entered into the 
plans of the Communists without ever emerging from his own and who, 
if only on this account, is entitled to a niche in these pages. I have in 
mind Yunis as-Sab‘awI.

As-Sab‘ awl, a man of a restless and active mind, who was born to 
a vegetable seller in the city of Mosul around 1906, belonged to the lead
ing nucleus of the 1941 movement and, at least in his inflexible devo
tion to its ideals, represented it far more genuinely than Rashid ‘All.
The latter was at bottom a politician of the traditional kind, and with a 
marked spirit of accommodation to the demands of the moment. Like 
as-Sab‘awI and the Four Colonels, he was a pan-Arab, but never in a 
sharp or passionate manner. Though less pliable when it came to Brit
ish influence, he was nonetheless capable of shutting his eyes even in 
this connection, if it were politically necessary. But Rashid ‘A ll’ s 
elasticity apart, it is clear that his links with the Four Colonels did 
not antedate March 1940, so that his presence a year later at the very 
height of the movement was an accident. It merely suited the army offi
cers and their principal mentor, the mufti of Jerusalem, to have him—an 
ex-prime minister—in that spot. It does not follow, of course, that his 
role was largely decorative, but it would be a mistake to so present the

60Pravda, 18 May 1941, article by N. Sergeev.
01Laqueur, Communism and Nationalism, p. 182.
®^Max B eloff, The Foreign P o licy  o l Soviet Russia (1929-1941), II (London, 

1949), 379.
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events of 1941 as to suggest that he was the pivot around which the 
movement revolved. A balanced picture would show him more as the 
chief spokesman than the chief initiator of policy in the critical months 
of April and May of that year. It would also bring out in sharper relief 
the part played by Yunis as-Sab‘awT.

No civilian, not even the mufti, was more akin in thought and feel
ing to the pan-Arab army officers than as-Sab‘awT. The reason is not 
far to seek. A link had been forged between him and Sal5h-id-DTn as- 
Sabbagh, the most prominent of the Four Colonels, as early as 1929, 
when the nucleus of the pan-Arab military group that eventually 
achieved political dominance came into being.63 In the following 
years as-Sab‘awT deepened his connections in the army. This and the 
fiery nationalist views he propagated whenever opportunity offered per
haps explain the remark that NurT as-SaTd is reported to have made, 
when in exile in Cairo in 1936, to Muwaffaq al-AlusT, one-time Saudi ' 
Arabian ambassador to Rome. “ This man,”  said NurT referring to as- 
Sab'awT, “ will one day turn Iraq upside down!” 64 From 1936 to 1939, 
however, as-Sab‘ awT threw himself into more modest undertakings. With 
the connivance of at least Colonel as-Sabbagh, he organized the smug
gling of arms and ammunition out of Iraq’s military depots and into the 
hands of Arab fighters in Palestine.65 The climax of his troubled ca
reer came with his meteoric rise to the membership of the secret Com
mittee of Seven66 which in the months of April and May of 1941 guided 
the destinies of Iraq.

At this point the inscrutable figure of Qasim Hasan, a former lead
ing member of the Association Against Imperialism and a founder of the 
Iraqi Communist party,67 loomed in the background. Hasan was more 
than a mere acquaintance to as-Sab‘awT. Both had studied at the Da
mascus School of Law.68 Both had admired and worked for Al-AhalT.
In 1936, when as-Sab‘ awT was engaged in gun-running, he discovered 
that Communists associated with Hasan had a working smuggling appa
ratus. Hasan turned out, therefore, to be the very man he needed. 
Thereafter for many months he and Hasan worked hand in glove. With * 84
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°F or this item I am indebted to SiddTq Shanshal, director of propaganda 
under the RashTd ‘ AIT regime and a brother-in-law of as-Sab‘ awT. Shanshal 
joined the group in 1935.

84Mrs. Sabah as-Sa‘Td, daughter-in-law of NurT as-Sa‘Td and daughter of ‘A ll 
Pasha FahmT, an ex-Egyptian senator and landowner, conversation with this 
writer in London, January 1962.

^Conversation , Qasim Hasan.
®®The committee included among others Colonel as-SabbSgh and the mufti. 

There is some question as to whether RashTd ‘ All belonged to the committee.
®^For Qasim Hasan, see Table 14-2.
DOHasan for one term only.
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the help of Nadhira HamTd, the deputy director of customs at ar- 
Ramadr,69 they conducted their illicit cargoes across thejrontier be
yond Rutbah without any trouble. From there Fu’ad Nassar, then a 
leader of Arab guerillas and a secret intermediary between Communists 
and nationalists, and presently the First Secretary of the Jordanian 
Communist party, took charge, and by one means or another managed to 
carry the arms into the Palestinian localities to which they were
destined.70 _ . TT

These common exploits gave Fu’ad NassSr and Qasim Hasan a 
point of contact with as-Sab‘ awT, and an influence upon his thoughts.
The latter, of course, never developed any leftist leanings but became 
convinced that the leftists generally could be depended upon in the 
nationalist regime’s life-and-death struggle with Britain. Significantly 
enough, in the critical last days of May, when the merchants held up 
grain and extreme scarcity of food threatened, as-Sab‘awi placed left
ists in charge of all the ‘alawis-the .granaries-of Baghdad.7 In a 
word, during the “ Rashid ‘ Allperiod’ ’ the Iraqi left enjoyed a certain 
degree of influence at the highest level.

When the question of obtaining arms from the Soviet Union arose, 
as-Sab‘ awT naturally thought of his old friend Qasim Hasan, and sug
gested sending him to Moscow with the necessary instructions. The 
Communist party got wind of this through Nasir al-Gailant, one of its 
supporters and a cousin of the prime minister. It sent word to the gov
ernment that Qasim Hasan had long since severed his connections with 
the Communist movement and that the party was prepared to despatch 
to Moscow one of its own members-it had in mind Yusuf Salman Yusuf- 
who would be more likely to achieve results.72

For the moment nothing followed. The government’s political de
marches were not keeping pace with developments in the battlefield. 
Hardly ten days after Iraq and the Soviet Union exchanged their letters 
of recognition, that is, by the fourth week of May, it was already appar
ent that the 1941 movement was heading infallibly towards shipwreck.

But even after everything was over and as-Sab‘awi himself lay in 
exile in Teheran, his spirit badly bruised, he could still warm himself 
with the hope that the cause was not yet lost. The people, he believed, 
were in their overwhelming numbers on the side of the nationalist move-
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69HamTd was also a supporter, if not a member, of the Communist party m 
the eariy forties. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 2 /42, entries dated March 1942 refer.

^C onversation , Qasim Hasan. Earlier in 1936, Sab'awT, backed by Yasin 
al-Hashiml, then prime minister, used the tribe of Shammar for the same 
purposes.

^C onversation , 1 AzTz Sharif.
^C onversation , ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud, then member of the Central Committee 

of the Communist party. For Mas'ud, see Table 16-1.
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ment which, in challenging the English, had simply given expression to 
feelings that for long stirred in their hearts. If proof for this were need
ed it was amply provided, he thought, by the furious mass outbreaks 
that gripped Baghdad on June 1 and 2, close upon the collapse of the 
nationalist regime. The grave, breath-taking events of the past months 
had no doubt brought the people to a pitch of dangerous passion. Re
bellion had entered deeply into their minds and they were now ripe for 
any action; only the appropriate means were lacking. These were the 
optimistic conclusions that as-Sab‘ awT reached, and which early m 
June he set before the Soviet embassy in the Iranian capital, making 
them the ground for his appeal for aid from the USSR. The 1941 move
ment, he hastened to assure the Soviet officials, was “ a patriotic move
ment directed against the imperialists”  and had “ no connection with 
Nazism.”  If arms were made available by the USSR in sufficient quan
tity, a popular rebellion could easily be started. As-Sab‘awi also 
pressed for the recognition of the Rashid ‘All government-in-exile as 
the legal government of Iraq.73 * The Soviets reacted a week later by 
expressing their readiness to receive an Iraqi delegation in MoscowJ:o^ 
discuss the matter further. Qasim Hasan, who had followed as-Sab awl 
to Teheran and had attended the meeting at the Soviet embassy, now 
left for Moscow by way of Pahlevi and Baku. He arrived in the Soviet 
capital on June 15, and met with a high-ranking Arabic-speaking official 
of the Narkomindel. The latter and his secretary, an Orientalist by the 
name of Ivan Ivanovich Kozlov, promised to give the Iraqi proposal â  
most sympathetic consideration. In the meantime, in Iran, as-Sab awi, 
accompanied by his confederate, Colonel as-Sabbagh, set out for Zen- 
jan, a small town midway between Teheran and Tabriz, from which they 
expected to be led across the borders into the USSR. However, shortly 
after their arrival at Zenjan, the German armies marched on the Soviet 
Union, thereby altering political relationships completely.

Qasim Hasan was to remain on Soviet territory until late 1944. What 
he did in the interval is not altogether certain. According to his own 
account,74 he lived for a while in a boarding house on Gorky Street in 
Moscow at the expense of the Soviet authorities, then was moved to 
Novosibirsk and eventually to Ufa, the capital of the Bashkir Autono
mous Republic, to which-as is known-the headquarters of the Comin
tern had been transferred from Moscow in the autumn of 1941. He him
self, however, professed ignorance of this fact, and with no less 
emphasis denied having attended the Comintern school which, until its 
dissolution in 1943, was located in the village of Kushnarenkovo, forty 
miles to the northwest of Ufa. From the outset, he maintained, the
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^Conversations, Qasim Hasan and SiddTq Shanshal in 1957.
^ T o  this writer in 1957.
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Soviets were very reserved with him. They afforded him hospitality75 
but at the same time kept him under observation. He attributed their 
distrust to an unfavorable report forwarded in the mid-thirties by Zaki 
KhairT76 to Khalid Bakdash, secretary general of the Syrian Communist 
party, and which he suspected to be in their possession. As a matter 
of fact, in 1935 an internal party circular warned revolutionaries that 
Qasim Hasan was “ a traitor and a spy”  who had insinuated himself in
to the confidence of the Communists only to betray them to the police.77 
British Intelligence, however, was no less mistrustful of QSsim Hasan, 
as can be seen from the following communication which the British 
“ technical adviser”  sent to Iraq’ s chief of political police on May 29,. 
1945, some time after Hasan’s return from Russia:

This man was flown from Moscow to Teheran in a Russian plane. 
Russians don’t do that for a person who is a “ nobody”  or not likely 
to be useful to them. Immediately on arrival in Teheran he contact
ed the British and said he had important information and wanted to 
work for them. They said “ Oh yes: thank you, you’d better contact 
our people in Baghdad if you feel that way.”  So far, however, he 
has not contacted CICI or any British organization. This is, of 
course, a very common Russian way of doing things and it seems 
quite obvious that Master Qasim Hasan has come here to work for 
them.78

What precisely happened afterwards is not known. All that could be 
said with certainty is that in late 1945 Qasim Hasan became the legal 
agent of the Imperial Chemical Industries, a position that he maintained 
till 1958. In 1946 he also joined the ranks of the National Democrats 
and rose quickly to the Secretariat of their party. After the 1958 Revo
lution, he served General ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim in the capacity of Iraq’s 
ambassador, first to New Delhi and then to Prague. Subsequent to the 
Ba'thT coup of February 1963, he became associated with the American 
Interstruct Corporation—seemingly a financial concern with headquarters 
in Vienna. All this while the Communist accusation that he was “ a 
tool of the imperialists”  had not been laid to rest.

The strange career of Qasim Hasan has carried us far ahead of our 
account, and we must now retrace our steps to the Baghdad of June 1941.

75And in 1943 paid him 500 rubles a month for teaching Arabic to Soviet 
students.

75For KhairT, see Table 14-2.
77Intemal Party Circular No. 120 of December 1935 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile 

No. 272 on “ Qasim Hasan.”  Earlier, in July 1935, when Bakdash and Hasan 
were in Moscow attending the Seventh Comintern Congress, Bakdash com
plained of Hasan’ s fondness for luxury, and doubted whether he would ever 
make a good revolutionary.

75Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 272.
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The defeat of the nationalists in that month had brought with it a dis
may more overwhelming than any that had yet fallen upon the capital 
since the collapse of the 1920 uprising. In this atmosphere, and in the 
light of the crucial events that had come crowding on—the British re
occupation of the country, the return of Regent ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah, the German 
invasion of the Soviet Union, and the shift in power relationships-the 
Communists were making something in the nature of a reappraisal of 
their policies. The party had come under heavy fire, mainly from Jew
ish members whose passions were no doubt aroused by the loss of 
several hundred Jewish lives in the mass outbreaks of June 1 and 2.
The party, they charged, had mixed itself with men whose association 
with the Nazis was an abundant advertisement of their dubious charac
ter. The critics, the party leadership retorted, were riddled with Trot
skyism. Lenin himself had said that the interest of the revolution re
quired at times that responsibility for it be left even in the hands of • 
reactionaries, “ for the force of the patriotic movement could push its 
leaders—reactionaries though they be—to continue in its service.”  
Throwing the responsibility on them was like throwing a rope around 
their necks which would tighten in measure as they inclined to break 
faith with the revolution. The Rashid ‘Alt government was not, to be 
sure, above reproach. By withholding from the people their constitu
tional right to organize themselves in parties and trade unions, it took 
the heart out of the national movement. You cannot grapple with the 
mightiest empire in the world by ignoring the power of the masses. Did 
this not leave the rear of the army unprotected and allow the agents of 
the enemy to range about without hindrance? Was it really wiser to 
count on the help of the Nazis? Indeed, for its blunders the Rashid 
‘All government merited the verdict of treason. But the defects of the 
leaders in no way detracted from the “ immaculacy”  of the 1941 move
ment and the unalloyed popular enthusiasm that it had called forth. The 
policy that the party had pursued was, therefore, prudent and appropri
ate.79 Within two years, however, the Communists would have cause 
to change their mind. “ Our support of the Rashid ‘All movement, 
though not unqualified, was a political mistake,”  they would admit with 
reluctance.80 By the time of the First Party Conference (March 1944), 
Fahd, the secretary general, would be disdainfully dismissing the move
ment as a “ foolhardy venture,” 8* and a decade later the principal organ 
of the party would denounce it as “ fascist”  and “ criminal.” 82
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79Ash-Shararah, Nos. 6-7 of May-June 1941, pp. 3-7.
^®A1-Qa‘ idah, No. 5 of June 1943, p. 5.
81“ The Report of Comrade Fahd at the Party Conference”  in Qadiyyatuna- 

1-Wataniyyah ( “ Our National Cause” ) (Baghdad, 1945), p. 39.
82E .g ., Al-Qa'idah, No. 3 of April 1953.
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The Communists could not in June 1941 radically alter their ap

praisal of the nationalist movement without giving affront to popular 
sentiment, or even risking ostracism. But it was not purely a matter of 
sensitivity to local realities. Many of the Communists were themselves 
not unaffected by the wave of bitterness that swept through the nation.
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OF THE GENERAL CAUSES 
THAT MADE FOR THE INCREASE 

OF COMMUNISM IN THE TWO DECADES 
BEFORE THE JULY REVOLUTION

In the forties communism became a factor in the life of Iraq. It did not 
implant itself in the visible citadels of power but in the hearts and 
minds of youth. In terms of continuity, organization, and number of 
supporters and sympathizers, it rose to first rank among political move-; 
ments.l “ Its doctrines,”  wrote Bahjat ‘Atiyyah, the chief of the politi
cal police, in April 1949, “ spread so widely in the big towns. . .  that 
by the last days of the Party nearly fifty per cent of the youthful ele
ments of all classes had been carried away by them.. . .  It even found 
its way into the prisons which for a time took much the aspect of insti
tutions of Communist learning. . .  . ” * 2 ‘ Atiyyah’s men had some months 
before broken up all the important organizations of the party: hence 
the unduly confident reference to its “ last days.”  In 1935, upon 
grounds no less solid, his predecessor reached an identical conclusion; 
and in four and ten years the Ba'th would be falling into the same 
mistake.

Far from dying out, communism became in the fifties a more power
ful passion, its ideas evoking feelings akin to faith, and assuming with 
many of the youth the force of being beyond argument. Its rhetoric, its 
mood, its style of thinking affected even its opponents. In the last

^The largest legal organization in Iraq—the National Democratic party- 
counted in April 1947 6,961 members (see p. 592). The Iraqi Communist party 
(Fahd’ s organization) embraced in that year, according to a reliable estimate 
(see p. 642) from 3,000 to 4,000 “ members,”  but a much greater number of 
“ organized”  and “ unorganized supporters”  (see p. 639). In addition, the 
“ nationalist today, Communist to-morrow”  P eop le ' s party of A ziz Sharif 
totaled about 2,171 members (see p. 592), and the Marxist-oriented National 
Union party of Fattah IbrahTm, at least 500 members (see p. 305). In any com
parison of strength, account must also be taken of the fact that many of the 
rank and file  o f the National Democratic party owed real loyalty to the Commu
nist leadership.

2From a memorandum on “ Communism in Iraq”  prepared by the Director, ' 
C.I.D. and forwarded to P. B. Ray Esq. c /o  A.H.Q. Detachment, R .A .F . Bagh
dad, British Forces in Iraq, pp. 2-3. Perhaps the figure of 50 percent is exag
gerated, but there can be no question that the influence of Communist ideas 
was in the forties widespread among youth.
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years of the monarchy, the right-wing Independence party, though quite 
devoid of the Marxist ethos, spoke and grumbled in a Marxist way. In 
1951, when the public had not yet learned to distinguish “ socialism”  
from “ communism,”  the one-time Prime Minister Salih Jabr christened 
his party, which was anchored on landowners and semifeudal tribal 
shaikhs, the Socialist Party of the Nation: he was only one of many 
who in that decade wrapped themselves with the cloak of socialism in 
the hope of borrowing a little of its popularity. A glance at the present 
declarations of the Ba‘ th or at the speeches of ‘Abd-ul-Kanm Qasim, or 
even of the out-and-out Moslem ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref would be enough to 
realize that communism had provided a whole generation of Iraqis with 
not a few of their categories of thought.

Many factors prepared the soil on which communism recurrently 
grew. Perhaps the most basic was the little affection or loyalty that 
the existing institutions inspired in wide strata of the people. In the 
sixties many Iraqis would look back nostalgically to the epoch of the 
monarchy, but under the monarchy many more felt that they could not be 
worse governed than they were. Coups or outbursts of national or local 
significance characterized, in fact, almost the entire life span of the 
monarchy—the period 1921-1958 (see Table 17-1). However, in certain 
of its aspects this restlessness or instability was not a special feature 
of the monarchy, but a chronic condition of Iraq. It was, indeed, more 
acute and injurious in the nineteenth and earlier centuries, and had its 
roots in one all-encompassing social fact: Iraq was—and to a lesser 
degree remains—a country of many different tribes, sects, and races, 
with many different opinions, impulses, and passions. More specifical
ly, this instability was a natural result of the iridecisiveness—till well 
into this century—of the long-drawn-out twofold conflict between the 
small areas of permanent settlement—the riverine cities—and the mobile 
or semimobile tribesmen of the surrounding plains and mountains over 
food-producing or cultivable regions, on the one hand; and between the 
chief riverine city, Baghdad, and the independence-minded lesser towns 
and townlets, on the other. One consequence of this state of affairs is 
of special importance from the point of view of our study: the govern
ment at Baghdad, the traditional breaker of tribes and town-states, was 
long regarded as an enemy. Moreover, in Baghdad itself, the rulers 
were by and large disconnected from those upon whom they exercised 
their will, less by reason of their foreign—Georgian Mamluk or Turkish— 
origin than because they were prone to be arbitrary and violent, and in 
general insensitive of the feelings of their subjects. To the lowly, who 
were seldom tended and almost always shorn, government—any govern
ment—became something against which one had to shelter himself, an 
object of distrust and hatred. The Sunni character of the government, 
which rendered it a usurpation in the eyes of the Shi*! majority, turned 
popular enmity into an act of faith. Escape from government-as from
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TABLE 17-1
Uprisings, Coups, and “ Revolutions,”  etc. in 

Iraq since the British Occupation

Year

Uprisings, efc. 
of national 

significance L ocal uprisings

1919 Kurdish uprising under Shaikh 
Mahmud

1920 Ath-Thawrah against the 
British

1924 Kurdish uprising under Shaikh 
Mahmud

1927 Kurdish uprising under Shaikh 
Mahmud

1930 Kurdish uprising under Shaikh 
Mahmud

1931 Kurdish uprising under Shaikh 
Ahmad of Barzan

1931 14-day general strike
1933 Rebellion of the Assyrians
1935 Rebellion of the YazTdTs
1935 Rebellion of shaikh of Barzan
1935 R eb e llion  of mid-Euphrates 

tribesm en

1936 Rebellion of mid-Euphrates 
tribesmen

1936 Bakr SidqT military coup
1937 Tribal rebellion in DTwaniyyah
1937 Military counter-coup
1941 “ Rashid ‘ AIT”  coup
1943 Kurdish rebellion  under Mulla 

Mustafa o f Barzan
1945 Kurdish rebellio ji under Mulla 

Mustafa o f Barzan

1947 Rising of the peasants of 
‘Arbat (a Kurdish village to 
the southeast of Sulaimamyyah) 
against their landlord, ash- 
Shaikh LatTf, son of Shaikh 
Mahmud

1948 al-Wathbah (mass urban 
uprising against the 
monarchic government, 
but much in the nature of
a mass hunger revolt)

1952 Rise of the peasant-tribesmen 
of al-Azairij against their over
lords in the province of 
‘ Amarah

1952 al-Intifadah (a Wathbah 
o f le s se r  proportions)

R ise of the peasant-tribesmen 
of D iza ’ i in the province of ' 
ArbTl

1953
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TABLE 17-1 (Continued)

Year

Uprisings, etc . 
o f national 

significance L ocal uprisings

1953 Rise of the peasants of 
Warmawah subdistrict in the 
Sulaimaniyyah province

1953 Rise of the peasants of Hurain 
Shaikhan subdistrict in the 
Diyalah province

1954 R ise of the peasants of 
Shamiyyah in mid-Euphrates

1955 Rise of the peasants of Baril 
Zuraij at Rumaithah in 
DTwaniyyah province

1956 . Rise of the town of al-Hayy in
Kut against Shaikhs A1 Yasin

1956 Intifadah (occasioned by 
the Tripartite Attack on 
Egypt)

1958 (April) R ise of the peasants in the 
regions Dagharah-Rumaithah in 
DTwaniyyah province

1958 (July) Ath-Thawrah
1959 Abortive Shawwaf coup

in Mosul
1961-1975 Kurdish revolt under 

Mulla Mustafa of Barzan
1963 (Feb.) Ba'thT coup
1963 (Nov.) Coup under ‘ Abd-us-Salam 

* Aref
1964 Abortive Ba'thT coup
1965 First abortive coup by 

‘ Aref ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq
1966 Second abortive coup by 

‘ Aref ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq
1968 (July 17) Ba'thT—'Abd-ur-Razzaq 

Nayef coup
1968 (July 30) Ba'thT coup

scorching heat-led at Najaf to the development of an underground 
town; part of this city is in the very bowels of the earth; every old 
house in it has subterranean chambers, sometimes three or four stories 
deep, and connected by passages with those of other houses, so that a 
person can move from one end of the old city to the other without being 
seen-a condition obviously affording limitless opportunities for under
ground movements. Briefly, then, opposition to government became 
with most Iraqis a matter of instinct, so to say, and continued to mani
fest itself even after the threads tying them to their tribal or belief- 
group snapped or wore thin. The saying of the Arab poet:
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Half the people are enemies .
to the holder of power and this if he is just

applies with special force to Iraqis. We can now make the point at 
which we have been aiming: communism, insofar as it is a powerful 
ideological battering ram against existing authority, accords with a 
sentiment by which Iraqis are animated and which reaches very deep. 
This must certainly be accounted as one factor in its remarkable prog
ress in the forties and fifties.

If in certain respects the restlessness that marked the period of the 
monarchy was an old fact corresponding to conditions that stretched in
to the distant past, in other respects it was quite novel and without 
analogy in Iraqi history. The tribal rebellions of the first decades of 
the monarchy—and more so the Arab than the Kurdish rebellions—appear 
in retrospect as the gasps of a tribal world approaching its end. The 
rural rebellions of the last decade of the monarchy were of an entirely 
different character. They were rebellions not under shaikhs but against 
them (take another look at Table 17-1), and were made by tribesmen 
whose customary ideas and norms of life had been shaken to their foun
dation. In consequence of the progress of imperialist influence in the 
latter part of the nineteenth century, the linking of Iraq to the world 
economy, the deepening of this link after the British occupation the in
troduction in the 1870s of the tapu semi-private property, and in 1932 
of the analogous lazmah system, the permanent settlement of the tribes, 
the usurpation by the shaikhs of the communal tribal domain, and the 
conversion of the land from the self-sufficient to the market-oriented 
economy—in consequence of all these factors, the old, patriarchal, life" 
furthering relationship which once tied the tribesmen to their shaik 
had given way to an overlord-quasi-serf relationship which chained them 
to distress and privation, and the idea now sank into them that this was 
not an unalterable state of things. The idea was, of course, spread by 
Communists and in certain instances by National Democrats, but i 
was the change in their social conditions in the first place that made
them accept it. _____________

The restlessness in the towns also underwent a qualitative trans
formation in the period of the monarchy. To speak of the'towns-. is to 
all effective purposes to speak of Baghdad, to which, with the decline 
of the tribal world, the political center of gravity had definitively and 
decisively shifted, and which in the space of a few decades_absorbed 
unto itself much of the vitality of the entire country. Baghdad, it must 
be said at once, had known much unrest in premonarchic times. It ex-

3The guiding hand of 
‘ Amarah, and Kut peasant 
Diwaniyyah unrest.

the Communists was evident in the Sulaimaniyyah, 
uprisings, and that of the National Democrats in the
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perienced sudden changes, as in 1831, when the reign of the Georgian 
Mamluks came to an abrupt end; mass demonstrations, as the one engi
neered in 1869 by the town magnates against the too efficient Turkish 
governor Midhat Pasha; food riots, as in 1877, when famine threatened. 
But all these disturbances had limited or strictly political aims. The 
early unrest under the monarchy partook of the same character. The 
general strike of 1931 had little object but the defeat of an unpopular 
municipal taxation law and the toppling of an unpopular Cabinet. The 
military coup of 1936, as that of 1937 or of 1941 did nothing more than 
exchange one government with another. But in the late forties and fif
ties outbursts bore a hitherto unfamiliar stamp. The discontent, up to 
then political, now became social. It was no longer directed in the 
first place at a particular Cabinet, or at the manner of government, but 
at the order of society. In the rise of this new kind of consciousness 
it is not difficult to discern the influence of communism. But things 
must be ascribed not to their proximate but to their ultimate causes- 
the life conditions that made for the outbursts, no less than for suscep
tibility to the type of consciousness that the Communists promoted.

At the root of the problem lay deep-reaching urban structural un
balances. 4 Their presence can be inferred from the effects thatjihey 
had upon the livelihood of the mass of the inhabitants of Baghdad. As 
is plain enough from Table 17-2, there was a direct relationship between 
the cost of living and the uprisings of the last decade of the monarchy. 
The official price-of-food index, based on the requirements of unskilled 
labor, reached its record peak at 805 points (1939 = 100) in 1948, the 
year of the Wathbah.5 It dropped to a low 599 in 1949, and lower to 548 
in 1950, but from this level it moved up, attaining another peak at 665 
in 1952, the year of the Intifadah.6 After falling and rising again, it 
headed toward still another peak in the year before the July Revolution. 
The general cost-of-living index followed a similar trend. The infla
tionary pressure at work had its origins in the circumstances that at
tended the Second World War. The conflagration brought in the British 
military forces, who set in hand many constructional works, and were 
for a time spending at a rate nearly three times that of the Iraqi budget 
and capital works’ expenditure combined.7 The increasing money sup
ply (consult Table 17-3) was accompanied not only by the fall of im
ported consumer goods to between half and one-third of the prewar 
volume, but also by heavy British purchases of Iraq’s grain. Once

4see also pp. 351-352.
s For the Wathbah, see  Chapter 22.
6For the Intifadah, see Chapter 30.
7Great Britain, Iraq, R eview  o f Commercial Conditions (London, February 

1945), p. 13.
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TABLE 17-2

Popular Uprisings in the Forties and Fifties 
and the Cost of Living Index 

for Unskilled Laborers in Baghdad City

(Base yeai■ 1939 = 100) --------- —

Year
Popular

uprisings

Monthly average
General

Foodstuffs index 
index numbed

1939 100 100

1945 655 590

1946 628 566

1947 689 601

1948b al-Watbbah 805 573

1949 599 540

1950 548 491

1951 581 523

1952c Intifadah 665 564

1953 560 490

1954 549 480

1955 573 495

1956d Intifadah 616 527

1957 651 554

aCovers foodstuffs, clothing, fuel, light, rent, and other items.
bYear of Portsmouth Anglo-Iraqi Treaty.
cYear of Egyptian Revolution.
dYear of the Tripartite attack on Egypt.
Source: for Indices: Iraq. Ministry of Economics, Statistical Abstract 

1956 and 1957, pp. 158 and 152, respectively.

begun, the inflation fed upon itself, and profiteering and speculation 
carried it to higher levels. Goods continued in short supply for a num
ber of years after the war, and cereals were exported in increasing 
quantities without regard to the consumption requirements of a growing 
urban population:8 9 in the twelve months before the Vathbah, when the 
city poor were already seriously short of bread, 298,829 metric tons; of 
grain, pulses, and flour were exported;* and in the year before the 1952 
Intifadah, 529,734 tons10-an  increase of 81 percent over the 1939 
figure'.11 No commensurate rise in grain production appears to have

8For the growth of the population of Baghdad, see Table 2-2.
9Iraq, Ministry of Economics, Statistical Abstract 1949, p. 201.
10Iraq, Ministry of Economics, Statistical Abstract 1953, p. 197.
l lp o r  the 1939 figure (286,608 tons) see Statistical Abstract 1943, p. 147
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Private Deposits in Banks, Currency in Circulation 
and Wholesale Prices (1939-1958)

(in millions of dinars)
1 dinar = £ 1

TABLE 17-3

Private d epositsa 

in banks with sarrafs^3

Index
bank

deposits
Currency in 
circulation Index

Wholesale
prices
index

March 19391 2.0 c 100 4.7 100 100
March 19431 9.0 c 450 26.2 557 590
January 19482 18.3 c 915 33.7 717 612
November 1952^ 15.8d c 790 29.9 636 498
June 19584 47.7 1.4 2,385 53.5 1,138 433

a1939, 1943, and 1948 figures for government deposits are not available. Those 
for 1952 and 1958 were 17 and 18 million dinars, respectively, 

kSarraf = money changer. 
cNot available.
dIt would appear that the migration of the Jewish community in 1949-1951 was 

accompanied by a migration of capital from Iraq.
Sources:

^Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Statistical Abstract 1943, pp. 181-184.
^Statistical Abstract 1949, pp. 262-263 and 291.
3Statistical Abstract 1953, pp. 160-162 and 255.
4Statistical Abstract 1959, pp. 92, 305, and 307.

taken place.12 But the real factor making for inflation from 1952 on 
was the oil boom, or more accurately, the great flow of money that, as 
a result, was infused into the Iraqi economy.

These conditions profoundly disturbed the existing distribution of 
incomes and fortunes. While the peasants, who in their greater part 
were still outside the money economy, were not directly affected, the 
numerous class of unskilled city laborers suffered very severely. Their 
wages lagged far behind prices. In the terrible year 1948—the year of 
the Wathbah—their average daily earnings were only about 400 percent 
above the 1939 level, whereas the price of their food was 805 percent 
higher (see Tables 6-14 and 17-2). A calculation made in 1953 showed 
that a bare subsistence wage for a worker with a wife and two children 
was about 330 fils a day.13 But in that year the Baghdad general rates * *

12This is suggested by the Ministry of Agriculture’ s estimates of the 
yields of the principal crops, and in particular of barley, the principal item of 
export, for the years 1942-1952. See Statistical Abstracts 1949 and 1953, pp. 
116-117 and 109-111, respectively. No figures for the period 1939-1941 are 
available.

*3Great Britain, Overseas Economic Surveys, Iraq (July 1953), p. 26.
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for unskilled labor ranged from “ less than”  200 to 250 fils a day (see 
Table 6-14). In 1954, when the cost of living dropped slightly from the 
level at which it stood in 1953 (see Table 17-2), a budget enquiry, con
ducted by the government, deduced that the average daily income of 
wage earners living in Baghdad’s sarTfas was 188 fils, and that of the 
more fortunate wage earners living in the city’s built-up areas, 310 
fils .14 After due allowance for a certain amount of understatement of 
incomes, for sampling errors, and other statistical deficiencies, there 
is no escape from the conclusion that great numbers of unskilled city 
laborers fared palpably worse in the forties and first half of the fifties 
than in 1939. A number of factors worked unerringly to their disfavor.
In the first place, they always abounded or, to speak in the inhuman 
language of economics, they were never a scarce commodity. The 
large-scale movement of people to Baghdad from all parts of the coun- ' 
try—the population of the capital more than doubled between 1922 and 
1947, and rose by half as much between 1947 and 1957 (see Table 2-2)— 
and especially the steady stream of peasant-tribesmen which saddled 
Baghdad with innumerable sarTfas and mud houses,15 greatly intensi
fied their struggle for life. The closing of workshops at the end of the 
war by the mammoth employer of labor—the British military forces15— 
added frightfully to their woes. The de facto denial of their right to 
combine for mutual protection—except for a very brief period in the mid
dle forties—placed them completely at the mercy of men of capital.

No less sadly disturbed in their daily lives were those sections of 
the middle class who were bound to fixed money earnings, such as the 
civil servants, the teachers, the clerks of commercial houses, and the 
salaried writers and journalists. As shown in Table 17-4, the pay, in
cluding high-cost-of-living allowance, of the lowest and most numerous 
classes of the civil service—classes III and IV—had risen by the time 
of the Wathbah of January 1948 to 54—140 percent and by the time of 
the Intifadah of November 1952 to 86—280 percent above the 1939 level, 
while the index of wholesale prices (see Table 17-3), comparing with 
base year 1939 at 100, stood in 1948 at 612 and in 1952 at 498 points. 
Notwithstanding substantial salary increases in 1956, the bulk of the 
civil servants had not by the July Revolution reattained their prewar

4Iraq, Ministry of Economics, Principal Bureau of Statistics, Report on 
the Household Budget Enquiry in the City of Baghdad and its Environs (1954), , 
p. 18.

15For the great peasant migrations, their causes and their e ffects, see 
pp. 132 ff.

15According to Fahd, the secretary general of the Communist party (see 
Al-Qa'idah, Year 2, No. 3 of March 1944) who was, as a rule, excellently in
formed on matters relating to labor, 60,000 to 70,000 workers were in the em
ploy of British forces in 1943.



TABLE 17-4
Pay of Civil Service (Including Teachers) 
in 1939, 1948, 1952, and 1958 in dinarsa

Class
P ay in 

1939

Scales of monthly pay, including high-cost-of-living allowance 
of o fficia ls who were married and had more than one child, 

or were widowers and had more than two children*3
Pay in Pay in Increase Class  

January 1948c Increase November 1952  ̂ over 1939 in 1958
Pay in 

July 1958e
Increase 

over 1939

Distinguished — — — 115 - I 160-180
I 45-70 60-94 33%-34% 67-100 44%-43% II 120-145
II 30-40 44-55 47%-38% 51/500-61/500 72%-54% III 90-110
III 15-25 27-38/500f 80%-54% 33-46/500 120%-86% IV 67/500-85
IV 5-12 12-23/500 140%-96% 19-29 280%-142% V

VI

43-62/500

23-39

187%-150%, 
(compared with 

Class III 
in 1939) 

360%-225%> 
(compared with 

Class IV 
in 1939)

al dinar = 1,000 fils = £ 1.
^In other words, these are the maximum scales for the classes indicated. The singles or widowers, or the married without children or with 

one child, or the widowers with one or two children received, of course, a smaller pay. 
c The month and year of the Wathbah.
^The month and year of the Intifadah. 
e The month and year of the Revolution.
^1.e . , 38 dTnars and 500 fils.
Sources: For 1939, C ivil Service Law No. 64 of 1939 in Al-Waqai' al-'lraqiyyah (Iraqi O fficial Gazette) No. 1753_of 18 November 1939. For 

January 1948, High Cost of Living Allowance Law No. 16 of 1942, adopted on 11 April 1942 and published in Al-Waqai' al-'lraqiyyah No. 2016 
of 14 April 1942, as amended by Law No. 52 of 1942 (Al-Waqai' al-'lraqiyyah  No. 2061 of 24 November 1942), and Second Amendment Law No. 2 
of 1944 (.Al-Waqai• al-'lraqiyyah No. 2153 of 26 January 1944). This latter law was superseded only on 19 July 1948, i.e ., six months after the 
Wathbah, by Ordinance No. 9 of 1948; see Al-Waqai' al-'lraqiyyah No. 3641 of 21 July_1948. However, an emergency ordinance (No. 2 of L21 
April] 1948, increased all allowances by 50% for a period of three months; see  Al-Waqai' al-'lraqiyyah No. 2603 of 24 April 1948. For the Novem
ber 1952 figures, Law Amending Civil Service Law No. 1 of 1952 in Al-Waqai' al-'lraqiyyah No. 3061 of 6 February 1952, and High Cost of 
Living Allowance No. 9 of (July) 1948, which remained in force until superseded by Ordinance No. 3 of (March) 1954. For the July 1958 figures, 
C ivil Service Law No. 55 of 1956 in Supplement to Al-Waqai' al-'lraqiyyah No. 3804 of 12 June 1956.
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standard of living.17 This is no less true of the army officers, even 
though the latter enjoyed privileges such as servant and housing allow
ances, and quick promotions (see Table 41-1). In a sense—and this 
applies more truly to the forties—the lower middle class was worse off 
than the unskilled laborers, an undoubted effect of its inferior capacity 
to endure hardships.

While the greater number of people led a precarious existence, at 
the other end of the social scale, a thin layer—landowners, merchants, 
speculators, politicians, and others—was visibly enriching itself. Private 
deposits in banks rose from 2.0 million dinars18 in March 1939 to 18.3 
million dinars in January 1948, that is, 815 percent, and to 47.7 million 
dinars in June 1958, that is, 2,285 percent. These figures and corre
sponding data on the currency in circulation, when considered in con
junction with the movement of wholesale prices19 and in the light of - ' 
the impoverishment of the laboring and salaried middle classes, in
escapably point not only to a gross maldistribution of the benefits de
riving from the oil wealth of the country, but also to a transfer of. real 
income from the many to the few, at least in the period between 1939 
and 1948. We get an inkling of how part of this transfer took place from 
letters intercepted by the British political police and written in 1943— , 
when the process was still in its initial stages—by Munawwer al- 
HashimT to her husband Taha al-H3shimT, an ex-minister of defence, 
who had incurred the displeasure of the regent and was in exile in ' 
Istanbul.

It is unfair [wrote Mrs. Al-Hashiml] to remain in Istanbul after re
ceiving the permission. Please come without losing time. The con
trary advice you receive are from people who do not want you to 
come here, being afraid that when one day you become a minister 
you will be an obstacle in the way of their stealing. Rats are multi
plying so quickly that the number of cats is not sufficient.. . .  Peo- 
pie who used to ride in oxen drawn carts formerly are now driving 
automobiles with their pockets full of playing cards. Those who dis-. 
like your coming are such kind of people. Amongst them are plenty .. 
of friends and relatives. . . .

. . .  My dear, life is very expensive. The dinar has dropped to 
the rate of one fils.20 . . .  Even the cucumber costs 300 f i ls . . .  .
Printed chintz sell at 250 fils the local yard. . .  , you can guess the 
pitiful state. . . .  I asked Ahmad ShawqT whether the government 
would take any preventive measures. . . . He replied: “ We have no

17Compare Table 17-4 with wholesale price index in Table 17-3.
181 dinar = £1.
19See Table 17-3.
201,000 fils — 1 dinar.
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right whatever to interfere because trade is free and everyone may 
sell his goods at the rates he desires.”  I am wondering why such 
ignoramuses remain in the towns.21

Actually, half-hearted and largely ineffective price controls were intro
duced in 1943 but abandoned late in 1944.

The new wealth, by lifting the few, who benefited from it, high 
above the bulk of the people, and by engendering luxury amidst dis
tress, stiffened the psychological barriers between the classes and en
dangered the structure of society. The rich increasingly took thought 
for themselves alone and they and the rest of Iraqis could no longer 
see eye-to-eye on basic issues.

This was the fundamental historic setting in which Communist feel
ings grew. But there were other contributory factors. One of these was 
the inability of the injured classes to better their conditions or redress 
their grievances in a legal manner. The laborers and the salaried mid
dle class were, of course, excluded from political power. The narrow 
circle of rulers that rested essentially on an alliance of bureaucrat- 
mallaks, ex-Sharlfian officers turned mallaks, shaikh-ma/lafts, and 
moneyed interests, had grown accustomed to regard the other classes 
as immature and not deserving of political rights. From the disbanding 
of the People’s Reformists in 1937 till 1946, no parties were permitted 
to function. After that, under popular pressure, freedom of political ac
tivity was hesitantly conceded, but was so circumscribed in practice 
that—except for very brief and intermittent periods—it amounted to no 
more than a fiction, until finally prohibited by ordinance in 1954. Simi
larly, from the quashing of trade unions in 1933, the combination of 
workmen for economic ends was seldom viewed with indulgence. The 
Labor Law of 1936 did pay lip service to the rights of labor, and in 
1944-1945 the rulers, in a tolerant mood, legalized several unions, but, 
apparently feeling that they had only opened a Pandora’s box, quickly 
put the lid on them. One further experimentation with unions in 1951
1952 ended in the same way.22 Except in the years mentioned, press
ing for a higher wage or for fewer working hours or for a strike was 
equivalent to political disloyalty, and often meant loss of livelihood.
All these circumstances made for a radicalization of the popular will, 
and tangibly strengthened the hand of the Communists. Since the exist
ing distribution of the goods and powers of life did not favor the bulk of 
the people—a socially objective fact which became magnified when re
flected on the level of social consciousness—and since no change com
patible with current and incessantly mounting desires could be brought

^ L e tte rs  dated 12 January and 5 May 1943 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 1111 
entitled “ Taha al-HashimT. *9

22jraqi P olice  F ile  No. J /556 refers.
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about by legal action, and as some form of action was unavoidable, the 
underground—the by now natural habitat of Iraqi Communists—came into 
its own. The road of social reform was barred: for the discontented 
there remained only the alternative of social revolution. By social re
form is meant here the reform of the basic structure of society. The 
understandable lack of interest on the part of the rulers in such type of 
reform did not, of course, preclude advances in certain areas of l ife -  
such as education (see Table 17-5)—advances which were bound soon
er or later to undermine vested social interests. The reader will surely 
be able also to distinguish between social reform and economic prog
ress, which was certainly taking place. The whole point at issue was 
that, in the existing social context, economic progress—for the time 
being and apart from its long-run effect—redounded disproportionately 
to the benefit of a minority.  ̂ '

One other factor that added to the chances of communism, and 
which flowed logically from the situation just described, was the huge

TABLE 17-5

Number of Students in Colleges and Secondary 
and Vocational Schools in Selected Years

1921, 
year of 

founding of 
monarchy

1927, 
year of 

first student 
demonstration

1948, 
year of 

Wathbah

1952, 
year of 

Intifadah

1958, 
year of 

Revolution
Colleges 99 77 4,212 4,851 8,568
Educational missions 9 24 180 125 859
Secondary schools 

a) Government 229 1,086 14,745 29,941 73,911
b) Nongovernment * * 8,302 10,626 24,672

Industrial schools 167 148 296 491 2,339
Agricultural schools — — 150 80 1,236
Primary rural teachers* 
training schools and 
educational courses 92 387 1,798 1,391 10,994
Health o ffic ia ls ’ and 
nursing schools 50 264 347
Home arts schools — — 113 236 2,528
Fine arts institute — — 253 243 204
Total 596 1,722 28,099 48,248 . 135,658

Rough Proportion of 
Students in Baghdad * 64% 54% 48% 45%

Figures not available
Sources: Iraq, Ministry of Education, At-Taqnr-us-SanawT ‘An Sayr-il-Ma‘arif 

(“ Annual Report on the Progress of Education” ) for 1955-56, pp. 54, 57, 61, 68, 69, 
75, 95, 175, and 176; for 1922-23, p. 16; and for 1927-28, pp. 11 and 14-16; Ministry 
of Econom ics, Statistical Abstract 1949, p. 69; Statistical Abstract 1953, pp. 60-61; 
and Ministry of Planning, Statistical Abstract 1959, pp. 65, 66, 67, 70, and 73.
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political void beneath the edifice of power. To put this differently, be
low that edifice moved a mass hostile to what was above it, but affirm
atively uncommitted, and with unsatisfied needs and unverbalized de
mands, and with ranks ripe for organization. The field was, in an 
effective sense, clear for the Communists. In other Arab countries they 
had to contend with strong rivals—the Ba'th in Syria, the Syrian Nation
al party and the Phalanges in Lebanon, and the Wafd and Moslem Broth
ers in Egypt. There was nothing comparable to these forces in Iraq.
The National Democrats, the heirs of Al-AhalT group, could have per
haps qualified, had there been a genuine and continuous party life. The 
Iraqi Ba'thists were late comers and did not become of account until 
after 1958. Up to then, as it happened, the Communists alone had the 
true characteristics of an organized political party and, in an unquali
fied sense, alone could claim the advantages that a high degree of con
tinuity bestows. They also had been on the scene earlier than any of 
the other forces, antedating, as they did, even Al-Ahali group, as al
ready noted.

This superiority of position is not unconnected with the fate that 
overtook the pan-Arab nationalists after the collapse of the military 
movement of 1941. Prior to this event, the nationalists had been on 
the upgrade. Indeed, between 1937 and 1941 they had the whole politi
cal field to themselves. State power came then under their influence, 
and mass processes moved in their direction. But their aspirations ex
ceeded their capabilities and brought them into a headlong collision 
with the English. As could be expected, nothing went well with them 
after that. In the wake of the English reconquest of Iraq, which fol
lowed, a campaign of repression was let loose upon them. Their cen
tral nucleus, the Muthanna Club, and the youth organizations-the Jaw- 
wal and Futuwwah-which they had set on foot, were quickly broken up. 
Their press was shut down. Their followers were hunted and driven 
out of the army, the administration, and the schools, and some three 
hundred of them were herded into concentration camps at Fao, ‘Amarah, 
and Nuqrat as-Salman.23 But these physical blows scarcely explain 
the dissipation of much of their influence. Their real problem was that 
they had only political formulas and no thought-out views. Their slogan 
of pan-Arabism struck deep chords, but they were unable to impregnate 
it with a social content. More than that, they got caught on the hook of 
fascist propaganda and when fascism, which was for a while in fashion, 
fell into bad odor, they were psychologically left out at heels.

This, of course, significantly changed the balance of local forces 
and helped in no small measure the progress of the Communists-a con
summation not altogether undesired at the time by the Iraqi government
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23iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 1747, entitled “ Rashid ‘ A ll al-GailanT.”



and its British advisers. “ Close upon Britain’s alliance with Russia 
in the world war,”  wrote Bahjat Atiyyah, the chief of the political 
police, in a 1946 confidential report, “ police measures against the 
Communists were relaxed. This was felt to be necessary under the cir
cumstances . . .  : the Communists were regarded as a sort of ‘ sixth 
column’ in the struggle against Nazi propaganda.” 24 In Pursuance of 
this, policy, an official directive (No. S/6/415) was issued on April 22, 
1943, prohibiting the courts of law from hearing cases involving Com
munists without prior permission from the Ministry of Justice. It did 
not follow that the harassment of Communists ceased entirely.25 The 
policy was flexible and pursued in the sense indicated by the momen
tary interests of the government. This attitude of qualified tolerance, 
which was abandoned in 1946, finds typical expression in the following 
comments of the British adviser to Bahjat Atiyyah on the application 
for a license presented by the Communist-oriented People’s party of 
‘AzTz SharTf:

I do not think that the fact that any particular signatory is not rich, 
or that others do not come from a well known family, or is not other
wise well known has anything to do with the question of their suita- r 
bility to form a political party. . .  . One is reported to have been 
arrested for “ communism” :26 is that a disqualification? There are 
many others who also have been so arrested but against whom it 
would be difficult to allege that they are otherwise unworthy citi- ' 
zens. . . .  If subsequently it proves that any of the signatories of 
the party misbehaves the remedy is in the hands of the government- 
shut it down.27

The effects of this transient policy and of the more enduring inter
nal circumstances already referred to tended to be reinforced by the 
course of international events. Undoubtedly, the rise of the Soviet 
Union in the world, the successes of its armies in the war, the victory 
of communism in China, and the Russian exploits in space did much for 
the prestige of Iraqi Communists in the minds of the people. From this
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24Report from the director, C .I.D ., to the minister of interior, dated 12 
March 1946 and entitled “ Survey of the Situation of the Communists in Iraq as 
of the 1st March 1946,”  p. 4. .

25In fact, on 13 May 1943, the authorities launched a general search for 
Communists. Subsequently, however, the pressure on them eased.

25Actually at least three out of the six members of the first Central Com
mittee of the P eople ’ s party were Communists, and one had served on the Cen
tral Committee of the Iraqi Communist party from 1940 to 1942; see Chap. 24, 
n. 68.

27Letter from the technical adviser to the director, C.I.D. No. T A /4 1 0 / 
50/601 of 24 March 1946, in Iraqi P o lice  F ile entitled “ The P eop le ’ s Party.” ;
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standpoint, however, the international behavior of the Soviet state was 
not always helpful. The Soviet attitude towards the Palestine problem, 
for example, severely damaged the chances of the Communists in 1948
1949. On the other hand, the Soviet support of the Arab national move
ment in 1955-1957 appreciably contributed to their swift recovery.
These are facts that are widely known and need no further elaboration.

Thus far in this chapter, only the more concrete conditions to which 
the growth of communism corresponded have been pointed out. But 
other influences of a less tangible nature were also at work. There 
was, to begin with, an unassuaged thirst for ideals. The elements 
directly affected were, of course, the youth of Iraq, and especially its 
students. The Islamic (ShT‘T or Sunni, Suff or orthodox) ideas, which 
had for long been the mainstay of the people, were in a state of pro
gressive decomposition. At least as then formulated and interpreted, 
they were out of accord with the needs, desires, and life experience of 
an ever-widening number of socially conscious Iraqis. Islam, to be 
sure, still preserved its impressive outward front, but in reality had 
lost much of its life-furthering power. Nationalism was in a crisis, in 
effect at an ebb and formed, at any rate, no substitute. Some of its in- 
sufficiences have been already mentioned. One or two general points 
need, however, to be stressed. Nationalism, whether of the pan-Arab 
or particularist variety, appealed, it is clear, to the heart and had little 
to offer to the mind. It consisted of sentiments, memories, and an ex
cess of rhetoric. Its preoccupations were essentially political: inde
pendence; unity. It was strongly oriented toward a romanticized past, 
and only feebly conscious of the actual conditions and wants of the 
mass of Iraqis. We are speaking, it must be remembered, of pre-Ba‘ thi 
nationalism,28 that is, of a nationalism that had not yet borrowed theo
retical—and organizational—weapons from the armories of Marxism. If 
the reformist ideas of Al-AhalT group and of the National Democrats 
were more developed, they nonetheless bore the impress of unfinished
ness, and lacked a distinct philosophical basis. Moreover, by reason 
of the propensity of the governing class to monopolize political activi
ties, these ideas seemed destined to perpetual frustration.

Not unrelated to this state of things was another element: the stu
dents—and the intelligentsia in general—were, so to say, intellectually 
disarmed. For one thing, their fund of ideas was extremely meager; for 
another, they lacked the habit of disciplined thinking. In part this was 
simply one facet of the underdeveloped condition of the society. To a 
degree the trouble related directly to the tendency in schools and col
leges toward learning by rote. But it was also explained by the fact 
that the government feared thought. In an Iraqi context, thought-of the

^®The Iraqi branch of the Ba‘ th party was founded in 1952 and acquired 
significance only after 1958.
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more serious kind—was essentially unsettling. To think meant to raise 
.questions that would have involved, sooner or later, probing into the 
foundations of society and a rejection of much of what existed, things 
being what they were. Naturally enough, the government did not mere
ly clamp down at will on open manifestations of independent thought, 
but never introduced political philosophy or anything directly bearing 
on politics into the school or college programs. The result was ironic- 
but perfectly congruent: in times of suppression—which were frequent— 
the Communist underground enjoyed a nearmonopoly in the propagation 
of theory.

The inherent vigor of Marxist theory is not a matter in dispute. To 
discuss its virtues or its imperfections is beyond the scope of this 
study. One point must, however, be brought out. In the Iraqi environ
ment, Marxist theory, with all its shortcomings, was, at least in its ' 
trenchant class criticism, relevant. It translated, even if in an exag
gerated direction—and exaggeration engenders strength in an emotional
ly charged climate—what the Iraqi now persistently sensed around him: 
the crude class reality of Iraq. Iraqi class differences, it must be re
membered, are bare and brusque, and have none of the subtlety or grada
tion that in other societies serve to disguise their reality or mitigate 
their effects. The impact of the theory, particularly on minds that 
lived on ancient ideas—ideas that assumed that poverty and wealth 
were something fated, unalterable features of life—can be imagined. An 
Iraqi of a religious family, who was brought up according to the tradi
tional ShTT precepts and became a member of the Politbureau of the 
Communist party in the forties, recalled in a conversation with this 
writer how when reading a forbidden book he first came across the idea 
that the distinctions between men were not God-given but were due to 
human and .historical causes, the idea was to him “ something like a 
revelation.”  There was nothing in his previous experience to suggest ' 
anything different. He had taken for granted the Qur’anic injunction: 
“ And as to the means of livelihood we have preferred some of you to
others. ” 29

It remains to refer to one other conjunction of circumstances that 
facilitated the spread of Communist ideas: all the classes principally .' 
affected—the students, the unskilled laborers, the sarTfa-dwellers, and 
the civil servants—were not only growing in numbers at a rapid pace, 
but tended also to be concentrated to a high degree in a geographical 
and occupational sense. Thus the number of students in colleges and 
secondary and vocational schools increased from some 2,000 in 1927, 
the year of the first student demonstration, to 28,099 in 1948, the year 
of the Wathbah, and 135,658 in 1958, the year of the Revolution. In

^C onversation  with ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud in May 1958. For the latter see 
Table 16-1. For the injunction, see 16:71 in the Qur’ an.
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1948 around 54 percent and in 1958 around 45 percent of these students 
were enrolled in the educational institutions located in Greater Bagh
dad. 30 Similarly, the number of industrial and transport workers in 
enterprises employing 100 or more rose from 13,140 in 1926 to 62,519 
in 1954, that is, 375 percent.31 Of all industrial workers in 1954, 33.1 
percent were employed in Greater Baghdad and 17.4 percent in Basrah 
province.32 Moreover, in that year large-scale industry (that is, estab
lishments employing over 100 men) accounted for 43.5 percent of all in
dustrial laborers.33 The sarnfa-dwellers of Greater Baghdad, for their 
part, numbered no fewer than 92,173 in 1956, and 56 percent of them . 
were grouped in the Karradah and ‘ Adhamiyyah centers.34 Finally, 
government officials-excluding foreign personnel, employees of the 
port and the railways, and Iraqi mustakhdims, that is, holders of non
pensionable appointments—increased from 9,740 in 1938 to 20,031 in 
1958, that is, 106 percent.35 They were, of course, largely centered in 
the capital.

The explanation for the advance of communism in the two decades 
prior to the July Revolution has not been really exhausted, for we have 
not yet spoken of the important role of Yusuf Salman Yusuf—Fahd a 
subject that must now occupy our attention.
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30See Table 17-5.
31 Computation based on figures provided by Great Britain, R eport. . . on 

the Administration o f Iraq for 1926, p. 28; The Iraqi O fficial Guidebook for 
1936 (in Arabic), p. 772; KifSh-us-Sijjtn ath-Thawn (The Struggle of the Revo
lutionary Prisoner), No. 6 of 16 December 1953, p. 12; Iraq, Report on the In
dustrial Census of Iraq, 1954, p. 21; and Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Statisti
cal Abstract 1956, pp. 142 and 193.

32Iraq, Report on the Industrial Census of Iraq, 1954, passim.

33ibid., pp. 21 and 211.
34Iraq, Ministry o f Economics, Report on the Housing Census o f Iraq for 

1956, p. 15.
35Iraq, Ministry of Finance, Budget o f the Iraq Government fo r jh e  Finan

cial Year 1938, Consolidated Statement Q, p. 14; and Iraq, Al-Waqai'-ul-‘Iraqiy- 
yah, No. 14122 of 29 March 1958, Schedule “ Q”  of General Budget Law for the 
Financial Year 1958.
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Fahd succeeded where many had failed. From the founding of the party 
in 1935 to the year 1941, the efforts of the Communists recurrently 
lapsed into individualism, disaccord, and spinelessness. Between 
1941 and 1947, however, Fahd turned the party into a compact and ef
fective political force and built a mass base of support and belief. The 
greater possibilities of communism were, of course, to be inferred from 
the social, economic, and political circumstances of the forties,* but • 
the leadership of Fahd was by no means a minor element in endowing . 
the possibilities with real life. The significance of this leadership be
comes the more obvious in the light of the difficulty of joining Iraqis 
in any sustained common endeavor.

However, it must be added at once that Fahd’s leadership was not 
in the forties something extraneous to the Communist movement, a 
mechanical addition to it, so to say. On the contrary, Fahd himself 
was to a large extent its product: he had been by degrees selected, 
prepared, and tested out during the previous two decades, that is, since 
1927, when he united with others to form in the city of Basrah the first 
Communist circle in Iraq.

But what distinctive individual traits did Fahd bring to bear? As 
could be expected, his personality is surrounded with controversy. His 
followers invest him with imaginary virtues, his enemies with imaginary 
faults. There is, however, enough evidence—his writings, his actions, 
his depositions to the police or in courts of law, the impressions and 
testimony of the more reliable of his contemporaries-to enable us to 
form an idea, albeit incomplete.

Externally, there was nothing out of the common about Fahd. In- . 
deed with casual acquaintances, he was apt to leave the impression of 
inconsequence. In the few non-Communist gatherings at which he is 
known to have been present, he tended to keep a quiet distance of his 
own. If he talked at all, he talked briefly. Even when he was alone 
with his followers, he would often sit for hours without uttering a word.2 
He simply detested long and formless discussions and would have noth
ing to do with what he called “ coffeehouse Communists.”  But devotees 
or liberal politicians, who had had tete-a-tete conversations with him,

^Consult Chapter 17.
2Kifah-us-Sijjm ath-Thawn, No. 14 of 14 February 1954.
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say that when it came to interpreting a point of doctrine or a line of 
policy, he could be less chary of words. Once-after his arrest in 1947 
-Bahjat ‘ Atiyyah, the chief of the political police, had to interrupt him 
and protest'that he didn’t care to embrace communism. “ Fahd had 
strong powers of persuasion and the gift of explaining things in a clear 
and simple manner,”  ‘ Atiyyah later3 told this writer. He did not how
ever, possess a very broad culture, ‘Atiyyah added. Many of Fahd s 
erstwhile companions share this view.* 4 * Nonetheless-if his writings 
are any proof-he appears to have grasped better than any other Iraqi 
Communist the ideas of Marx and Lenin-the result, evidently, of sheer, 
effort and application.

In the view of Kamil ach-ChadirchT, the leader of the National Demo
cratic party, “ Fahd showed confidence in himself to the point of pre
sumption. ” 5 Communists, who could collaborate with Fahd only for a 
brief period, also complained of his unalterable conviction that he alone 
could lead the party. His excessive faith in himself, however, while re
pelling politicians and political intellectuals, inspired the humbler peo
ple with whom he had his most active relations.

While Fahd could on occasions show flexibility,6 * on the whole he 
did not know how to meet people halfway. This in Iraq is probably 
more of a social than an individual phenomenon. At any rate, it hin
dered the realization of fronts with other forces, when, from the point 
of view of the Communist party, such fronts were absolutely 
indispensable.

One other quality of Fahd that perhaps is as much an expression ot 
the Iraqi as of the Bolshevik temperament is the fierce bitterness with 
which he resented opposition. In the recriminations that normally fol
lowed, he was prone to go to extreme lengths. In a letter to the Syrian 
Communist leader WasfT al-BunnT, Zhu Nun Ayyub, who was ousted by 
Fahd from the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist party in August 
1942, complained that, “ the Communists in Iraq look upon me and my 
companions as “ spies”  and “ Nazis”  while the “ Nazis”  and the police 
look upon us as Communists-----  It is easier for a Nazi and a Commu
nist to agree than for two Communists to work hand in hand.  ̂ Earlier, 
and in connection with the dispute that led to Ayyub’s expulsion, Fahd

^In June 1958.
4Conversations with ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud, Jamil Tuma, Daud Sayegh, Salim 

‘Ubaid an-Nu'man, etc.
^Conversation with this writer, June 1958.
6See, e .g ., p. 500.
7The letter—dated 1944—was intercepted by the police  and quoted by the 

director o f criminal investigations in his report to the minister of interior of 12 
March 1946, entitled “ Survey of the Situation of the Communists in Iraq as of 
the 1st March 1946,”  p. 6.
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saw fit to publish the following letter in the party paper Ash-Shararah: 

Our beloved leader Fahd,
. . .  We have been much upset by what happened lately. We 

await impatiently the orders of our party. We are ready-at a word 
from you—to cut the necks of the traitors with the teeth of our saws.

A group of carpenters.8 ■

In his reply, Fahd did call for a deeper understanding of Marxism- 
Leninism, but that he should publish the letter at all shows to what 
crude lengths he could go to frighten his opponents.

To such crudity of method cannot be attributed the rigorous disci
pline that came to mark the party in his days-for in time Fahd gained 
in discrimination and refinement. The explanation lay rather in his out
standing capacity as an organizer. Even his bitterest rivals admit that 
he was unsurpassed in the party in the art of grouping and leading men. 
Anyhow, by the middle forties Fahd succeeded under very difficult con
ditions in commanding implicit obedience from the entire membership.

However, the real clue to the readiness of the revolutionaries to 
follow him lay perhaps in the fact that he had faith in his ideal and 
gave up his life to it. While to others, struggle in the underground was7 
no more than a temporary escape from frustration, an excursion from the 
boredom that was their life, a means of expression when other outlets 
were denied to them, to Fahd the underground was his home, his life. 
All other things-happiness, family, a real home-were canceled for him. 
The party became the point of his existence. He ceased to care about 
anything else.

Fahd hardly ever referred to his private life. Asked once—by one 
of his comrades in the prison of Kut—about his age, he answered: “ My 
age begins from the day I entered the national movement; the rest is 
not of my age.” 9 In fact, Fahd was born on 19 June 1901 in the city of 
Baghdad.10 His family had come a decade or so before from an over
crowded Chaldean village11 in the province of Mosul. The economic 
necessity that uprooted it eventually—in Fahd’s seventh year—carried 
it to the town of Basrah.

Little is known about Fahd’s father, Salman Yusuf, apart from the 
fact that he made a living by selling pastry and sugared cakes. The 
contentions that he came in his youth “ under the influence of socialist

^Ash-Shararah, No. 15 of August 1942, p. J.
9Kilah-us-SijjTn ath-Thawri, No. 16 of 3 March 1954, pp. 9-10.
10Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 487.
11Bartallah, according to ZakT Khairl; al-Qosh, according to Jamil Tuma. 

For KhairT and TOma see Table 14-2.
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ideas,” 12 or that he visited Russia at the beginning of the century and 
returned “ a social democrat with Bolshevik persuasions” 13 * are un
doubtedly myths. . , , .

Fahd’s early years are no less obscure. It is clear, however, that 
he passed his childhood in an environment very much dominated by the 
norms of the Christian millah, the semiautonomous, ideologically self
sufficient Christian community of Ottoman days. It is equally clear 
that his father spared no sacrifice over his education. In 1908, as Iraq 
was beginning to feel the effects of the Young Turk Revolution, he 
sent him to the Syrian Church School at Basrah, where he remained un
til he was thirteen years old. Subsequently, a few months after the 
outbreak of World War I, which was to bring Iraq a new overlord-the 
British-and in other respects change the country so profoundly, he en
rolled him in the American mission school at al-‘Ashshar. In later years, 
even after Fahd’s conversion to communism, it would be possible to 
tell that he had had a dose of American learning. A placard which he 
posted on the walls of Nasiriyyah on the eve of the 1932 parliamentary 
elections and in which he called upon the workers to elect deputies 
from their own class, carried under the emblem of the hammer and 
sickle the watchword: ‘ ‘No taxation without representation.

There is one circumstance relating to his two years at the Ameri
can school which is of more than purely external interest. In the class 
with him sat a boy of the same age15 16 but from a prominent landowning 
family of Qurnah. They were conscious of each other’s presence, but 
did not mix because Fahd was from too “ low”  a class to be good com
pany for the Qurnah boy-as the latter explained long afterwards. The 
whole rhythm was simply different. In not many decades, however, 
their lives would be fatefully connected. While Fahd’s name would 
echo and re-echo through every secret gathering in the country, the boy 
from Qurnah-Bahjat ‘Atiyyah-would rise to be the chief of the 
cal police17 and the bane of revolutionaries. Eventually Fahd would 
fall into Atiyyah’s hands and lose his life. Even in his death, however, 
Fahd would continue-by virtue of the forces that he would have stirred 
-to  exert against Bahjat ‘Atiyyah a deep-moving influence and would 
finally help to pull him down to his ruin and destruction. But we are 
running ahead of our account.

12KifSh-us-SijiTn ath-Thawn, No. 15 of 20 February 1954, p. 8.
12[bid ., No. 14 of 14 February 1954, p. 16.
1‘'Great Britain, Abstract of Intelligence, (Iraq), para. 1058 of 1932, 

Appendix ‘ A .’
!% le  too was bom in 1901.
16To this writer in June 1958.
17Or, more officia lly , the director general of criminal investigations.



Fahd never finished his studies at the American school, for his 
father succumbed to illness and the family fell on bad days. It thus . 
became necessary for him to bear his share of the burden. In late 1916 
he found employment as a clerk with the British forces that had landed 
at Basrah two years before.*8 In his eyes, no disgrace as yet attached 
to serving the new imperialist regime. Indeed, the mild Basrites gen
erally had been too quick to adapt themselves to its requirements. When, 
however, in 1919 Fahd moved to the Muntafiq province to help his 
brother operate a small grain mill in the town of Nasiriyyah, he found 
himself in an entirely different atmosphere.

Rebellion was almost a second nature to the people of the Muntafiq. 
The inhabitants of no other province in Iraq were as jealous of their 
freedom, as disdainful .of law, or as opposed to any form of government. 
“ The Muntafiq Arabs,”  wrote a British political officer in 1919, “ can 
be compared to gunpowder, the slightest spark will set them off.” * 19 * 
The explosion came early in the summer of 1920, in conjunction with . 
other other risings on the Euphrates and in Diwaniyyah and Diyalah. In 
Iraqi annals, these outbreaks are referred to as a th-Tbawrah—the Revo
lution. The immediate effect in the Muntafiq was the disappearance of 
the British from most of the country outside Nasiriyyah. Eventually, r 
however, the “ Revolution”  was put down and the British fetters 
reimposed.

It is difficult now to recapture the impressions that these stirring 
events made on young Fahd. Most probably his manner of thought had 
not as yet been completely freed from the narrow outlook of the millah. 
Besides, Iraqi patriotism was still a young and feeble growth. None
theless, Fahd himself later asserted20 that the Thawrah of 1920 had 
stirred in him the first feeling of love for his country. Communist 
sources also lay stress upon it as a significant factor in the early
stage of his development.21 -

The real turning point in Fahd’s life, however, was his meeting in 
Basrah in 1927 with Pyotr Vasili, a preacher of the revolution. Fahd 
had returned to that town three years earlier to fill a vacant clerical 
post at the Electric Supply Authority. The meeting appears to have, 
been purely fortuitous, but its results were incalculable. Into Fahd’s 
eager ear Vasili instilled the first principles of communism. These 
were things-it appears-that he himself had felt, if vaguely, but did

■^Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 487.
19Iraq, Administration Report of the Nasiriyyah Division for the Year 1919, 

p. 92.
2°In a statement to the police  dated 18 January 1947, which is in the Iraqi 

P olice  F ile  entitled “ Case No. 4 /4 7 .”
21see, for example, Kifah-us-Sijjm ath-ThawrT, No. 14 o f 14 February 1954.
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not know that they were called communism. Gradually and in the 
course of the many meetings that followed a new, animating view of 
life unfolded before Fahd and he awakened for the first time to his own
reality. • n

Fahd spent the next few years organizing, with other Iraqis, small
secret societies in Basrah and the Muntafiq. In 1929, however, he sud
denly gave up his job at the Electric Supply Authority and applied for a 
passport to travel abroad for four years as a “ globe trotter. His 
avowed object was to familiarize himself with the life of the peo
ples.” 22 * * * Questioned as to his means, he said he had none but would 
earn his living on the way “ by selling photographs.”  His application 
was denied, but before long he found means to slip away. He crossed 
and recrossed the Iraqi frontiers several times undetected, traveling on 
foot through Khuzistan, Kuwait, Transjordan, Syria, and Palestine. The 
journey proved arduous and trying, and for a time he fell prey to ill
ness. 23 But he did not abandon his plans and intended to push on to 
Egypt when-according to his own account2 4-news reached him of the 
conclusion, on June 30, 1930, of the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty.26 He there
upon hurried back home. There was, of course, little that he could do 
other.than urge his thinly spread supporters to join in the National 
party’ s campaign of condemnatory speeches, leaflets, and press arti
cles. An. opportunity for more effective action came a year later, in 
July 1931, when a wave of strikes, set off by the introduction of a new 
municipal tax, hit many of the Iraqi townships. There had been nothing 
like it in Iraq before. The tense excitement that gripped the country 
for a whole fortnight made it impossible for Fahd and his followers to 
lie still.26 It is perhaps not without significance that in the Muntafiq 
and in Basrah—where the Communists had active centers—the strikes 
took a violent turn and led to bloody clashes with the police and the 
grim display of British warships near the estuary of Shatt al-‘ Arab.27
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22His application dated 3 April 1929 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 487 refers.
26Nasiriyyah police officer ’ s letter of 10 September 1931 in Iraqi P olice  

F ile  No. 487 has reference.
24jjis  statement to the police  dated 18 January 1947 in Iraqi P olice  F ile 

entitled “ Case No. 4 /4 7 .”
^6The treaty permitted British forces to maintain air bases in time of 

peace and to enjoy manifold facilities in time of war.
26Ittihad-ushSha'b of 20 February 1959 affirms that Fahd led the demon

strations in Nasiriyyah and then, eluding the police, slipped to^Basrah, where 
his role was also significant. The paper adds that Hasan ‘ Ayyash, one of the 
Basrite agitators, who was subsequently executed by the authorities, was a 
friend of Fahd.

27See ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-WizSrat-il-Iraqiyyab, III, 133-144 
and Stephen Longrigg, Iraq, 1900 to 1950, pp. 184-185.
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At around this time Fahd began to spread his circles to other parts 
of the south and in particular to Drwaniyyah and ‘Amarah. Simultane
ously, the authorities were learning more about his travels of the pre
vious year. A report from the Palestine political police reaching Iraq 
in August 1931 told of his endeavors to contact the Comintern through 
the Palestine Communist party and to obtain funds for the financing of 
the “ cadre”  that he intended to form in Iraq.28 Subsequent information, 
derived from documents originating at the Oriental Section of the Com
intern and seized in Jerusalem in March 1933, indicated that he was 
“ either the medium or the receptacle”  of important interparty corre
spondence.29 It also became clear that during his visit to Syria he 
strengthened the connections established as early as January 192930 
with the Communists of that country who, according to an intelligence 
report,31 operated now openly under the cover of Jam‘iyyat-ul-Wifaq-il 
‘Arab!, The Association of Arab Accord.

It was allegedly with the encouragement and financial backing of 
this association32 that Fahd set out on 3 February 1935 for Moscow for 
a course of training at the Communist University of the Toilers of the 
East, KUTV. He reached the Soviet Union at the latest in July,33 and 
remained in that country till the summer of 1937. Of the intervening 
period, which is of some moment in his life, there is disappointingly 
little to report. The only account on hand—that of Kifah-us-Sijjiti ath- 
Thawfl, an internal journal of the fifties intended for the guidance of 
the Communist cadre in the prison of Kut—is not very revealing:

From 1935 to 1937 Comrade Fahd underwent training at KUTV.
Of the Iraqis who passed through that university none showed great
er zest for learning or put to better advantage the knowledge gained.
At the end of July and in the first days of August 1935 he attended 
the Seventh World Congress of the Comintern. The Communist Party 
of Iraq was at that time still in its infancy and did not, therefore, 
possess the right to vote. . . . [But the mere watching of the pro
ceedings was in itself an invaluable experience.] . . .  ,

In the summer of 1937 Comrade Fahd and graduates from other 
countries took their leave from Comrade Kalinin at the seat of the 
Presidium of the Supreme Soviet and left farewell letters to their

28Letter of 30 August 1931 from the Palestine C.I.D. (Criminal Investiga
tions Department) to the Iraqi C.I.D. in Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 487.

^9Entry dated 8 March 1933, ibid.
30Entry dated 10 August 1929 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ Al-Hizb al- 

Hurr a 1-LadmT’ ’ (The Anti-Religious Liberal Party).
31Entry dated 6 June 1935 in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 487.
32Entry which was undated, but from context appears to have been written 

in or after 1938; Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 487.
33He stayed for a time in Syria, Italy, and France.
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wives freeing them from their marital ties—for the farewell of 
spouses who dedicate themselves to the selfless service of the 
Revolution could be eternal-and it was so unfortunately in relation 
to our immortal Comrade. . . .  .

Only his complete biography-and no such biography is possible 
unless the Communist International shares in preparing it—will throw 
light on the mission he undertook in Western Europe in the autumn 
and winter of 1937. .. but it is certain that he lived for a time in 
France and Belgium as he himself later related to his companions in 
the. prison of Kut.. . .34

Fahd returned to Iraq on 30 January 193835 and settled down to re
pair the havoc wrought among Communists in his absence. He proceed
ed slowly and with method, and at first confined his efforts entirely to 
the south, where the movement had had its real birth. Earlier, even 
while Fahd was preparing himself at KUTV, a police agent foretold of 
the role he was now about to play. The reorganization of the Commu
nist party, the agent reported on 5 August 1936 “ is not expected to take 
place until after the return from Moscow of an important Communist who 
led cells in Basrah, Nasiriyyah, DTwaniyyah, Baghdad, Kirkuk, ‘Amarah, 
Kut, and in other places. . . . The Communist in question is Yusuf Sal
man, an inhabitant of Nasiriyyah. . . . ” 36

At Baghdad itself, as noted elsewhere, it was another southern Com
munist, ‘Abdallah Mas'ud, who took the initiative; but the latter, it will 
be remembered, had hardly started the party there in earnest when Fahd 
put in an appearance, and though at first was content with the humble 
role of a simple member of the Central Committee, he became in time— 
by virtue of his experience and greater grasp of theory—the real moving 
spirit of the party. We are now on ground already fully covered. It re
mains, however, to note that on 29 October 1941, ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud was 
arrested by the police and that, in consequence, Fahd assumed at last 
the position to which his revolutionary record entitled him, the general 
secretariat of the party. From this point, the life of Fahd merges com
pletely in the Iraqi Communist movement and becomes indistinguishable 
from it. * 36

34Kiffih-us-Sijjm ath-Thawff, No. 14 of 14 February 1954, pp. 7-8. 
3%raqi P o lice  F ile  No. 487.
36Ibid.
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TOWARD A TIGHTLY KNIT, 

IDEOLOGICALLY HOMOGENEOUS PARTY

Fahd’s first years as secretary of the party were largely absorbed in 
forging a solid organization of revolutionaries out of the loose, amateur
ish, many-willed elements that he had inherited or had himself won over. 
Initially his efforts led only to splits, purges, and a depletion in party 
strength. Indeed, at one point and while he was absent in Moscow, the/- 
overwhelming majority of the members deserted him, and he had in ef
fect, on his return, to build again from scratch.

In part, the difficulties of Fahd were due to certain characteristics 
that mark many of the Iraqis of these times, and more particularly the 
stratum of the intelligentsia: a strong aversion for discipline, a disin- ' 
clination to act in subordinate roles, an open contempt for authority—in / 
short, an intense individualism that sometimes verges on anarchy. ;

But Fahd also courted trouble, and defeat for his own ends, when 
he chose to include in his first Central Committee men who had never 
before been in the party, and had only very vague notions of communism 
and underground work. Nor did it help him subsequently that he should 
have given little thought to the old Central Committee, which found it
self all of a sudden unceremoniously displaced. Fahd, however, did 
retain Wadi1 Talyah,1 who recounted years later2 * * how the change of - 
leadership took effect:

About a week after the arrest of ‘Abdallah Mas‘ud3 and his exile 
to Fao—that is, in early November 1941—Comrade Fahd came to see 
me and asked me to call later that day at the house of Safa’-ud-DTn 
Mustafa^ in al-‘ Adhamiyyah.5 When I got there, I found, apart from 
Comrade Fahd, Daud Sayegh, Zhu Nun Ayyub, Amlnah ar-Rahhal, 
Safa’ud-DTn Mustafa, and Husain Muhammad ash-ShabTbl, most of 
whom had not up to then been connected with the Communist move
ment.6 Evidently all had been handpicked by Comrade Fahd, who

^For Wad? Talyah, see Table 16-1.
2T o this writer in February 1964.
^For ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud, see Table 16-1.
“̂ Consult accompanying Table 19-1.

. 6An urban d istr ict in Greater Baghdad.
6Daud Sayegh confirmed to this writer in November 1957 that he was 

appointed to the Central Committee on the day of his admission to the party.



TABLE 19-1
Fahd’s First Central Committee 

(Early November 1941 to 20 November 1942)

Name Nation and religion
Date and place  

o f birth P rofession
Members ot 
the Politbureau 
Yusuf Salman 
Yusuf (Fahd)a 
‘ Abdallah Mas'ud'3 
Safa’u-d-DTn Mustafa3

(See Table 14-2)

(See Table 16-1) 
Arab, Sunni 1911, Baghdad Elementary school

teacher and editor 
of Al-Qafilah

Husain Muhammad 
ash-Shabibl3

Arab, ShTT 1914, Najaf Elementary school
teacher

Other members of 
the Central Committee 
Wad? Talyah3 
Na'Im 'J'uwayyeqc 
Daud Sayegh3

(See Table 16-1) 
(See Table 16-1) 
Arab, Christian 1907, Mosul Ex-schoolteacher;

lawyer

Zhu Nun Ayyub3 Arab, Sunni 1908, Mosul Secondary school
teacher; novelist

AmTnah ar-Rahhala>d 
(female) ’ "

Turkoman mother, 
Arab father; Sunni

1919, Baghdad Law student

ZakT BasTmc Arab, Sunni 1913, Baghdad Ex-learner-worker 
in a tannery; clerk 
in Water Depart
ment

aMember of Central Committee as of November 1941.
^Assumed position after his release from detention on 27 April 1942. 
cCoopted to Central Committee early in 1942.
^Sister of Husain ar-Raljhal.



TABLE 19-1 (Continued)

Education Class origin

Date (and 
age) link

with earliest Prior 
Communist politica l 
movement activity Subsequent history

Intermedia te; 
dramatic art at 
University of 
Berlin

Middle c lass ; son of 
Ottoman army 
officer

1941 (30) - Broke with Fahd 
20 November 1942

Secondary;
1 year 
Law School

Lower middle c lass; 
son of a man of 
religion (mu'azzT)

1941 (27) Member of Central 
Committee till 
arrest in 1947; 
hanged 1949

Higher Teachers’ From a petty- 1941 (34) Supporter Member of Central
Training College; bourgeois family of of National Committee till
Law School goldsmiths and men 

of religion; son of 
an auctioneer

party arrest in May 1943; 
formed factional 
League of Iraqi 
Communists, Feb
ruary 1944; member 
Central Committee, 
1957, expelled 
same year; founded 
bogus Communist 
party in 1960 under 
General Qasim

Higher Teachers* 
Training College

Lower middle c lass; 
son of a small 
merchant

1941 (33) Expelled from 
party 16 August, 
1942, formed fa c
tional “ Congres- 
s is ts ” ; director of 
guidance and 
broadcasting 1959

Law School Middle c lass; 
daughter of Ottoman 
army officer

1941 (22) Dropped from Cen
tral Committee 
1943; Inspectress 
of Education 1959
1963

Secondary Lower middle c lass; 
son of a pharmacist

1942 (29) Member of Central 
Committee till 
arrest in 1947; 
hanged in 1949

Sources: Conversations with Daud Sayegh, Wadi* Talyah, and ‘Abdallah Mas'ud 
and Iraqi P o lice  F iles No. 487, 3347, 3436, 31/43, 2 /47, 3 /47, 4 /47, and report of 
director general of criminal investigations to the minister of interior dated 2 July 
1947, in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 487.
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next opened the meeting with a brief statement from which we 
gathered that the persons present and the exiled ‘Abdallah Mas'ud 
formed the new Central Committee. When Comrade Fahd ended his 
remarks, Zhu Nun Ayyub asked him whether he had any mandate 
from abroad, that is, from the Comintern, to organize a command for 
the party. Comrade Fahd replied in the affirmative. He did not 
show us any document but we were satisfied. Thereupon the meet
ing took a vote confirming him as secretary of the party. I had at 
that time some misgivings about a Christian leading the organiza
tion,7 but in view of Comrade Fahd’s assurance to Zhu Nun Ayyub 
I did not voice them and voted along with the rest.. . .

Fahd must have had a hint from this meeting that Zhu Nun Ayyub 
would be giving him trouble. He seemed unprepared to follow Fahd’s 
lead without question. It would have been surprising, indeed, if Fahd 
had taken his subservience for granted, for Zhu Nun was the only mem
ber in the new committee who had made some mark in public life. He 
had won a reputation—and no little popularity—as a novelist and ex
poser of abuses, and had already written his chief work, Dr. Ibrahim,8 
a scathing attack on current social and political norms.

Nonetheless, in the matter of communism he could learn a great 
deal from Fahd. Strictly speaking, before the latter crossed his path 
there was little of that ideology in his writings, except for certain 
vague and elusive references, even though his sympathy for the poor 
and the toilers generally was not to be mistaken. Of course, a degree 
of obliqueness was unavoidable at a time when talk about communism 
was fraught with risks, but a Communist, even under those conditions, 
would have written differently. His language was more that of the re
former than of the revolutionary. He could, it is true, be sweeping in 
his denunciations. But when it came to remedies he seldom went out
side the liberal tradition.9

The real difficulty, however, did not arise from his antecedent be
liefs or the lack of his ideological preparation, but from the fact that he 
was utterly unfitted for professional revolutionary work. He was overly 
sensitive, tended to see people and ideas in too sentimental a fashion, 
and could not bear the constraints of organizational ties. In the under
ground he was simply out of his element.

What ultimately occasioned the rupture between him and Fahd—and 
here we are depending on the version put out by Ash-Shararah, the party 
organ—was his involvement with a faction that began to take shape in

7WadF Talyah and Daud Sayegh were the only other Christians present.
®The first edition of Dr. IbrahTm appeared in 1939.
®For example, the peroration of his principal work, Dr. IbrahTm, was per

fectly  within that tradition.
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June 1942 or thereabouts, when a member of a primary party committee 
—Ya'qub Cohen,10 the son of a well-to-do Jewish merchant and a stu
dent at the Medical School—fell to advocating the possibility of realiz
ing socialism in Iraq at theJhand of the students, the intelligentsia, 
and the “ petty bourgeoisie”  generally. There would be no point to re
lying on the workers; they were simply too few and lacking in class 
consciousness, he is said to have maintained. Fearing the spread of 
what was obviously an ideological heresy, Fahd caused Cohen to be 
tried in July 1942 before a party court,11 which took pains to remind 
him that the task before the party for the time being was not the bring
ing about of socialism but of a “ bourgeois-democratic”  regime. The 
court also called upon him to retract his “ erroneous and sterile”  theory 
and to wade more deeply in the classics.12 But instead of mending his 
course, Cohen proceeded to make light of the court’s decision and as
sailed the party’s leaders in the name of the party’s interests, where
upon Fahd, with the concurrence of “ some”  of the members of the Cen
tral Committee, ordered his expulsion from the party. Cohen was not, 
however, to be deterred. He now prevailed upon Zhu Nun Ayyub and a 
number of party organizers13 to join with him in issuing an unauthorized 
statement in an attempt to “ sow confusion”  in the ranks of the party 
and undermine the authority of its leaders. This was an intolerable 
manifestation of factionalism. Consequently, on 16 August 1942, a 
meeting of the Central Committee, hastily summoned by Fahd, decided 
without a dissenting vote14 to expel Zhu Nun and his “ scheming”  
associates, and to consider them thenceforth as “ traitors”  and 
“ renegades.1,15

It is difficult to say whether in this affair Zhu Nun actually played 
second fiddle to a mere member of a primary committee—as suggested 
in the preceding account—or the facts and sequences were circum
stanced by Fahd after his own manner in order to disparage the apparent

10“ Comrade F adil”  in party literature.
^ T h e  court consisted of Fahd, “ Riyad”  ( ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud), “ Salih”  

(Safa’u-d-Dm Mustafa), and “ Qadir”  (Zhu Nun Ayyub). It appears from subse^ 
quent development that Zhu Nun was not in sympathy with the decision  of the 
court, but Ash-Shararah made no reference to this at the time.

12Ash-Shararah, No. 13 of July 1942, p. 12.
13Ash-Shararah named only one organizer, “ Comrade Mahmud”  (Yusuf 

Harun Zilkha, a Jewish railway employee). But there were others, such as 
‘ Abd-ul-Malik ‘ Abd-ul-LatTT NurT, a Moslem writer, and George Tallu, a Chris
tian engineering student, who later rejoined the party and became in the late 
fifties a member of the Politbureau.

14Actually, the faction succeeded at first in attracting another member of 
the Central Committee, AtriTnah ar-Rahhal (“ Comrade Fatimah” ), but Fahd 
quickly won her back.

13Ash-Shararah, No. IS of August 1942, pp. A-B.
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leader of a fledging rival faction. Be that as it may, when Zhu Nun 
and his followers, who now called themselves “ Al-Mu’tamariyun” — 
“ The Congress-ists” —published in November 1942 their own organ, II- 
al-Amam (Forward),* 16 they gave a different version of the issues in
volved. They brushed aside the ideological deviation of Ya'qub Cohen. 
The real source of the conflict, they contended, was the absence of any 
internal party rules. There existed, for example, no definition of the 
powers of the secretary, the Politbureau, or the Central Committee, nor 
were the conditions for admitting or expelling party members known. 
They had pressed—they said—for a rectification of this state of things, 
only to meet with the exasperating assertion that the rules of the party 
“ are the principles of Leninism and the history of the Bolshevik party 
and of Marxism in general.”  Clearly, their opponents17 did not care to 
give up their “ absolute power.”  What they wanted was simply a party 
marked by ready and unthinking obedience. The crisis, “ the Congress- 
ists”  concluded, could only be resolved by convoking a congress repre
senting all the Communists of the country. Without a congress there 
could be no legitimate Central Committee and no valid internal rules, 
and without internal rules no party could exist.18 Hence the holding of 
a congress would be their principal watchword. Hence also their name 
—“ the Congress-ists.”

Fahd’s rebuttal did not come until many months later, for in early - 
November 1942, a few days before the appearance of the Congress-ists’ 
Il-al-Amam, he left on a party mission to Iran and the-Soviet Union. In 
the meantime, another faction no less hostile to Fahd’s leadership 
reared its head.

The prime mover in the new faction was the ex-secretary of the 
party, ‘Abdallah Mas'ud ( “ Comrade Riyad” ). The latter, it will be re
called, had been under detention at Fao since October 1941. On April 
27, 1942, however, he was suddenly released. At the time, this devel
opment seemed somewhat ambiguous, and in not many months was to 
give rise to broad hints that the authorities had purposely let him loose 
for the undoing of good Communists. The letter of the minister of in
terior ordering his release simply referred to “ new extenuating circum
stances.”  Perhaps a contributory cause was the severe beating he suf
fered in the month of Match at the hands of what an entry in his police 
file described as “ Nazi”  detainees.19 The explanation that he himself 
gave to his colleagues on the Central Committee was that he had ad

^  Forward (or Vperyod) is the name of a paper founded by Lenin in 1904.
Ash-Shararah, it should also be remembered, is  the Arabic word for Iskra.

■^Zhu Nun and his associates did not particularize, but they actually were 
referring to Fahd.

^Il-al-Amam, No. 1 of 7 November 1942, p. 1.
l^The reference is to the partisans of the RashTd ‘ AIT movement.
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dressed a petition to the British Embassy in which he protested his , 
loyalty to the “ democratic cause,”  expressed bewilderment at being 
confined together with “ fascists,”  and solicited an early intervention 
on his behalf.20

Anyhow, ‘Abdallah Mas'ud became Fahd’s deputy and a member of 
the Politbureau. This may have come to him as a disappointment. He 
had perhaps expected to regain his old position. But he voiced no com
plaint, and seemed at first to cooperate unreservedly with Fahd. In 
less than six months, however, Fahd found himself confronting in the 
Central. Committee a solid phalanx composed of Mas'ud himself, 
Mas'ud’s old associate, Wadi1 Talyah, NaTm Tuwayyeq21—whom Fahd. 
had cast aside but who was reinstated in the spring of 1942 on Mas‘lid’s 
insistence-and Safa’u-d-DTn Mustafa, who had grown to resent Fahd’s ■ 
“ peremptory”  ways. Husain Muhammad ash-ShabibT, Daud Sayegh, 
Amlnah ar-Rahhal, and ZakT Baslm22—who was coopted early in 1942— 
remained loyal to Fahd. But Baslm was at some point given “ a special 
party assignment”  and ceased to attend the meetings of the Central 
Committee; and ash-Shabibi, who taught school in the remote province 
of ‘Amarah, seldom showed up. When, in the first week of November 
1942, Fahd left Iraq for the USSR, not only was the stimulus of his own 
presence withdrawn, but a clear majority was assured to his opponents, 
who now proceeded to capture the entire organization.23

Actually, the crisis began three or four days before Fahd’s depar
ture, when he called a meeting of the Central Committee and proposed 
that Wadi* Talyah be dropped from that body. He charged him with 
laziness, incompetence, and indiscipline. His opponents interpreted 
this move as an attempt on his part to hit them severally, in order the 
more easily to destroy them. They sprang to the defence of Talyah, 
and made counter-charges of their own. They accused Fahd of interfer
ing in every cell and primary committee. They deplored his reluctance 
to adopt a program and rules for the party. Fahd, they heatedly com
plained, wanted to concentrate and absorb in himself all the forces of 
the movement. The dispute became sharp and bitter. Two long sittings 
did not bring the Central Committee anywhere near a decision.

^ S ou rce : Daud Sayegh in an interview with this writer in October 1957. 
The petition was delivered to the embassy by his mother.

"^Consult Tables 16-1 and 19-1.
22 Ibid.
2^Sources for above and for what follow s, unless otherwise stated: ‘ Abdal

lah Mas'ud, Wadi* Talyah, Daud Sayegh; Ash-Shararah, No. 21 of December 
1942; Al-Qa'idah, No. 1 of January 1943; Internal Party Bulletin issued by 
Fahd and dated May 1943; and Fahd, Hizb Shuyu'T La IshtirSkiyyah DimuqrStiy- 
yah (“ A Communist Party Not a Democratic Socialism ” ) (1944).
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In the third sitting, which was held on November 4, Fahd did not 

put in an appearance, but sent word by means of Aminah ar-Rahhal inti
mating that he would be proceeding on a journey abroad. He also de
puted ‘Abdallah Mas'ud to preside over the party in his absence, and 
urged a comradely resolution of the pending conflict. The message, 
which, incidentally, shows that Fahd could on occasions be very sup
ple, helped to soothe and allay excited feelings. The brief remarks 
that an emissary of Tudeh made as the meeting got under way had the 
same effect.

The emissary was MahdT Hashim, a founder of the Iraqi Communist 
party, but since 1937 a member of the Iranian organization.24 He ap
parently served as a regular link between the two parties, for he had 
reportedly crossed from Iran to Iraq and back under false names five 
times in months past, using either the Khaniqin or the Ahwaz—Basrah
road.2 5

Hashim had sat through the acrimonious exchanges of the previous 
two sessions of the Central Committee, and felt it now necessary to 
bring his personal weight into play. He revealed that he had come in 
order to accompany Fahd to Iran and from thence to Soviet territory.
This was, therefore, no time for quarrels, he added. Only the enemy 
stood to benefit; the party might be hurt if not imperiled. He ended 
with an appeal for the composing of differences and the closing of 
ranks.

The Central Committee entered into his views and, before the meetr 
ing drew to a close, unanimously resolved to lay aside all “ bickerings”  
and to condemn factious and disruptive tendencies. It also pronounced 
itself in favor of convoking a congress for the purpose of electing a 
representative leadership and drawing up a program and statutes for the 
party, but agreed to take no action in this regard until after Fahd’s 
return.

Within two weeks, however, ‘Abdallah Mas'ud and his confederates 
reneged on the resolutions and summoned a congress on their own initi
ative and without informing the other members of the Central Committee. 
The congress met on 20 November 1942,26 and called itself “ the Con
sciousness of the Iraqi Proletariat.”  The twenty-six “ delegates”  who 
attended it hailed from Basrah, ‘Amarah, an-Najaf, Kirkuk, and Baghdad, 
and purported to represent “ the no less than one thousand”  members of 
the party. They were, in fact, to a man loyal to Mas'ud’s group and, as 
could be anticipated, elected a central committee that designated 
Mas'ud as secretary. Five of the eleven members of the committee * 25

24por Mahdl Hashim, see Table 14-2.
25Report by Agent M carrying no date, but written in late 1942 or early 

1943 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 487. ’
2^Ash-Shararah, No. 21 of December 1942.
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were drawn from the Jewish component of the party, which had support- . 
ed Mas'ud from the very beginning. All of Fahd’s followers were ex
cluded but, significantly enough, Fahd himself was retained.27 It was 
apparently hoped that Fahd would, on his return to Iraq, accept the fait 
accompli.

Although Mas'ud and his committee now took into their hands the 
party printing press and the party organ Ash-Shararah, and succeeded 
in commanding overwhelming support among the rank and file, in party 
annals they cease as of this point-to represent the party, and become 
merely the “ New Shararah faction.”  “ The rule,”  Fahd would say after 
his return, “ is the subordination of the minority to the majority, but the 
majority is bound by the Leninist line. Should it swerve from it, it 
would cease to be a majority entitled to obedience, and would degener- . 
ate into a deviation incompatible with the principles of the Comintern.” 28

Admittedly,29 Fahd’s supporters now dwindled to a tiny handful, 
but-in the eyes of the faithful of later years-remained the visible em
bodiment of the party and its truest expression. At the time, the sec
tion of the Central Committee, which had persisted in its loyalty to 
Fahd (see Table 19-2), thought of itself also in this light and, in reply- ■ 
ing to Mas'ud’s maneuvers, acted accordingly. On November 24, 1942, 
that is, four days after the holding of Mas'ud’s congress, in a forceful
ly worded statement it disavowed the legitimacy of the congress and de
nounced Mas'ud and his group as “ saboteurs”  and “ apostates.”  On 
February 12, 1943, it put forth its own paper Al-Qa‘ idah (The Base),30 
a name that was meant to suggest that the base—the rank and file—had 
kept faith, and that it was the base and not the apex that formed the 
core and essence of the party.

For their part, the Congress-ists showed indignation at having been 
completely ignored by Mas'ud, and refused to give any weight to his 
“ sham”  and “ undemocratically constituted”  congress.31 32

At this juncture, reports began to circulate in the underground that 
Fahd would be returning soon from Russia armed with the necessary 
mandate entitling him to lead the party.32 Fahd arrived in mid-April
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27Apart from Mas'ud, Fahd, Safa’ u-d-DTn Mustafa, and Talyah, Mas'ud’ s 
Central Committee included Hamid Hindi-, a mechanic, and ' Abd-ul-Wahhab Abd- 
ur-Razzaq, a school teacher (See Table 19-3), both Sunni Moslems. The Jew
ish members were Yusuf Mukammal, an employee of a tobacco company and a 
cousin of Ya'qub Cohen; Ibrahim Naji Shmayyel, an apothecary; and three 
shoemakers, of whom Mas'ud could remember (in 1958) only Ibrahim Zhtb.

28Fahd, A Communist Party Not a Democratic Socialism  (in Arabic), p. 7.
29Kifah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT, No. 15 of 20 February 1954, p. 8.
30The first number of Al-Qa'idah carried, however, the date January 1943.
31Il-Al-Amam, No. 3 of January 1943, pp. 47-48.
32Entry written in January 1943 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 487.



TABLE 19-2

Fahd’s Second Central Committee 
24 November 1942 to February 1945

Name
Nation Date and place  

and s e c t  o f birth P rofession Education
Class
origin

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

communism
Subsequent

history

Yusuf Salman 
Yusuf (Fahd)
Daud Sayegh3 ’ '3 
ZakT BasTm 
Husain Muhammad 
ash-ShabTbT 
Aminah ar-Rahhalc 
Ahmad ‘ Abbas, 
known as ‘ Abd 
Tamrd

(See Table 14-2)
(See Table 19-1)
(See Table 19-1)

(See Table 19-1)
(See Table 19-1)
Arab, Sunni 1914, Baghdad Ex-railway 

worker; 
mechanic with 
British forces

Did not corn-
complete
elementary

Peasant 
c lass; son 
of a peasant

1934 (20) No trace of 
whereabouts 
after 1948

aLed Central Committee during Fahd’ s absence from Iraq (November 1942 to April 1943).
^Arrested May 13, 1943; on his release on December 12, 1943, put on an inactive status by Fahd, which drove him to 

abandon the party and form factional League of Iraqi Communists.
^Dropped from Central Committee in 1943.
^Co-opted to Central Committee in 1943.
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1943. When the news reached Mas'ud’s camp, they hurriedly sent word 
to him that there was no need to perpetuate the division and that the 
issues were negotiable. “ I agreed to negotiate with them,”  wrote 
Fahd afterwards,33 34

in the hope of coming to an understanding or at least to get to know 
personally their pretexts for plotting the schism and seizing the 
party paper and the party publishing facilities. On the first day, 
they said that they were prepared to forget what happened and to re
vert to the situation previously existing, that is, to consider their 
congress null and void and to reinstate the old Central Committee.
But on the next day their leader Riyad [ ‘Abdallah Mas'ud] took an 
altogether different attitude. He demanded the recognition of their 
congress and their central committee as properly constituted organs 
of the party, in other words, the recognition of their faction as the 
Communist Party of Iraq. He claimed that I had written to him ap
proving the convoking of the congress, although I have not written 
any such thing. 34 He also insisted on expelling from the Party the 
persons who signed the statement which exposed his opportunism.35 ■ 
He assured me of a place on the Central Committee and gave me a 
verbal guaranty that I would be reelected as Secretary, but threat- - 
ened to take steps against me should I not agree to their conditions. 
When I enquired as to the nature of the steps envisaged, he said 
that they would expose me. I told him that they had already done so. 
He replied: “ We exposed your personal acts; we shall now expose . 
your party acts and capacities.”  I then thanked him for his noble
mindedness and the noble-mindedness of his group, and said that I 
would lay their conditions before the party and act as it would 
direct me.

To Fahd it must have seemed that Mas'ud’s real purpose in dangling 
before him the secretariat was to compromise him by making use of him 
to hit at his own supporters. In any event, his growing mistrust of 
Mas'ud and the realization that concessions were neither prudent nor 
necessary induced him to break off the negotiations. Nothing would 
content him, he intimated, short of Mas'ud’s complete surrender.

The police now interfered to solve for Fahd part of his problems. On 
May 13, 1943, they unexpectedly launched a general and systematic 
search for Communists. Mas'ud, his entire committee, and all who took
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33Internal Bulletin Issued in Pursuance o f a R esolution ol the Central 
Committee of the Communist Party (May 1943) (in Arabic), pp. 1-2.

34Mas‘ ud told this writer in 1957 that in the message that Fahd sent with 
Amtnah ar-Rahhal before his departure from Iraq he wrote that he would abide 
by any decision  that the Central Committee would see fit to take.

3^The statement of 24 November 1942, see p. 501.
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part in his congress were nabbed.36 The leading Congress-ists and a 
number of Fahd’s adherents, including Daud Sayegh,37 his chief lieu
tenant, also fell into the carefully spread net, but Fahd himself eluded 
it. Six years later he recounted to his companions in the prison of Kut 
the circumstances of his narrow escape.38 There was, he said, a 
knock at the door. He went to see who it was and found himself face 
to face with the police. For an instant he paused, losing some of his 
assurance, but quickly recovered his normal poise on being assailed by 
a question impatiently asked: “ Does Yusuf Salman live here?”  The 
police officer, who could have had for a lead only a sixteen-year-old 
photograph, had not recognized him. Fahd pointed to the upper floor of 
the house. As the officer and his company made for the staircase, Fahd 
made for the door and the alley that lay between himself and safety.

The blows struck by the police left most of the Congress-ists little 
heart for further struggle. On 14 June 1943, they resolved to discon
tinue the.publication of ll-al-Amam. “ To go on issuing conflicting 
journals,”  they declared by way of apology, “ could have only a bane
ful effect on .sincere Communists and would be nothing less than wanton 
destruction. ” 39

Ash-Shararah, Mas'ud’s organ, also ceased to appear. Those of its 
editors who had escaped arrest made their peace with the authorities 
and professed to take their cue from “ the Soviet Government’s decree”  
of 16 May 1943 dissolving the Communist International.40

Many of Mas'ud’s followers, however, refused to give up the fight 
and wrote to Fahd appealing for unity “ at any cost,”  but at the same 
time insisted on “ a provisional parity Central Committee,”  with an 
equal number from each of “ the Shararah and Qa‘idah groups”  to pre
pare for a party congress. “ A ‘ foreign’ comrade had warned us months 
ago that if we would not combine with one another, we should find our
selves combined together in the prisons at the hand of the reaction.
His prophecy is well-nigh realized.” 41

“ Not.every split makes for weakness nor is every unity a source of 
strength,”  Fahd replied. He expressed his readiness to accept back 
the members of “ the new Shararah faction”  individually or en bloc, but 
would not agree to conditions that could not be reconciled with the

3°Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled C ase No. 31/43.
^7Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled C ase No. 2/42.

Kit5h-us-Sijj7ri ath-ThawrT, No. 14 of 14 February 1954.
^°From “ A Statement to the Comrade-in-Arms”  published on 16 June 1943.
40Ash~Shararah, Year 3, No. 10 of June 1943, p. 3. The decree was, of 

course, formally issued by the Presidium of the Executive Committee of the 
Communist International.

41Text o f their letter in AI-Qa‘ idah, No. 4 of June 1943, p. 7.



good of the party. The demand for a parity committee was simply a de
mand for “ two organizations, two commands, two policies in one 
party.’ ’ Without unity of will there could be no common action and 
without common action the unity sought after would be chimerical. As 
to the holding of a party congress—a cry first raised by the Congress- 
ists and in which the entire opposition now warmed and blinded itself— 
it was time to come to grips with the real conditions of the party: -

To begin with, the party is still in a malleable stage, its forma
tions are strikingly deficient and its cadres limited and lacking in 
experience. Under the circumstances a congress can only produce 
an empty bluster, if not an ideological muddle.

Secondly, in the existing international conditions the holding of • 
congresses by secret Communist parties in countries adhering to the 
democratic camp could provoke collisions between the Communists 
and the authorities that are in the interests of neither side nor to 
the good of the peoples struggling against fascism .. . .

Thirdly,. .. the party is illegal, works in circumstances charac
terized by intimidation, and is ever and anon pestered by police 
raids. . .. This being the case, it is scarcely possible to assemble 
a truly representative congress without the police knowing about 
it. . . .42

Fahd reverted to this subject in his essay, A Communist Party Not 
a Democratic Socialism.43 He again refused to have anything to do 
with congresses, appealing this time to the experience of other secret 
parties.

The Communist Party of India [he pointed out] held its First 
Congress in 1943, that is, fifteen years after it was founded (and 
had by then emerged from illegality). After turning from open to ' 
clandestine struggle, the Communist parties of Germany, Italy,
France, and Spain did not organize any congresses. The meeting of 
the First Congress of the Russian Social-Democratic Labour Party 
in 1898 was quickly followed by the arrest of its Central Committee 
and many of its prominent members. Its other congresses assembled 
in foreign countries out of the reach of the Tsarist p o lice .. .  .44

All the “ chatter”  in Iraq about calling a congress, Fahd concluded, 
could have no other object but to expose the most active revolutionaries 
and deliver them into the jaws of the authorities.45 * 45

42A l-Q a‘ idah, No. 4 of June 1943, pp. 4-6.
4^Fahd began working on this essay in December 1943, and published it 

on February 15, 1944.
44pahd, Hizb Shuyu'T La Ishtirakiyyah Dimuqratiyyah, p. 10.
45/bid ., p. 11.
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If the holding of a party congress was impractical, how then was 
the leadership of the Iraqi party to be selected, and on what principles 
was the party to be organized? In the essay just quoted, Fahd felt that 
he must also give a considered answer to these questions. He con
ceded at once that the Bolshevik party was the model for all the other 
Communist parties, that its organization was “ the highest form of 
organization,”  and that as then constituted it rested on the principle of 
“ democratic centralism.”  He hastened to add, however, that the ex
perience of the Bolshevik party could not be applied “ blindly”  to 
Iraq.46 Moreover, there could be no “ fixed principle”  of organization. 
The circumstances in which the party would find itself at any one stage 
in its development had to be taken into account. In the background now 
lay the power of imperialism, an inexperienced Iraqi working class, and 
“ a government by intimidation” —all of which militated for a “ crusad
ing,”  “ semi-military,”  “ centralized”  Communist party. In such condi
tions, the Central Committee would most likely consist of the founders 
of the party and of members co-opted by them. By the same token, the 
leaders of a lower party body would be “ nominated or appointed”  by 
the leaders of a higher party body, although the nominees or appointees 
could, for good grounds, be rejected by the lower body concerned. Brief
ly, in the Iraqi situation “ democratic centralism”  had to give way to 
out-and-out “ centralism.” 47

Fahd wound up his essay with a warning to his opponents and de
tractors: “ Let the opportunists take notice. . . that we shall concen
trate against them 90 percent of our forces and this will not be in vain, 
for we shall wage the fight in the spheres of class and national mass 
action. ”

There were sufficient reasons for this stern warning. In February 
1944, as Fahd was adding the final touches to his essay, not only did 
the remnants of the Congress-ists and Ash-Shararah group show new 
signs of life—in March they would join hands and issue Wahdat-un-Nidal 
(Unity of the Struggle)—but Fahd’s one-time deputy, Daud Sayegh, broke 
with him and steered a course of his own founding the factional League 
of Iraqi Communists.48

Daud Sayegh,49 who would return to plague the Communists in more 
crucial moments, was a lawyer without cause, one of a class at no time 
more abundant in Iraq than in the forties. A native of Mosul, he de
scended from a well-known Chaldean family of goldsmiths and men of

46It would have been more appropriate for Fahd to refer to the underground 
phase in the experience of the Bolsheviks, when their party was organized on 
a purely centralist principle, in fact and in theory.

47H iz6 Shuyu'TLa Ishtirakiyyah Dimuqratiyyah, pp. 2-10.
4®Rabitat-ush-Shuyu‘ iyyih-il-IraqiyyTn.
4®Consult Table 19-1.



religion. His grandfather is said to have headed in the middle of the 
nineteenth century a movement of opposition to the spread of papal 
power over the Chaldean Church-“ the first liberation movement in 
Iraq,”  in Sayegh’s reckoning.50 A source of no less pride to him was 
his uncle, Sulaiman, a priest, novelist, historian, an upholder of nation
alism in the years of outright British rule, and in the fifties the Chalde
an Bishop of Mosul.

Daud himself possessed some ability, much ambition, and no little 
faith in his own worth. His ability was of the negative kind: he was 
more his natural self, it appears, as a critic, as an oppositionist, than 
in other roles. His enemies-with his later services to General Abd-ul- 
KarTm Qasim more particularly in mind—contend that he was quite with
out principles, and would not have hesitated from ruining the party in 
order to raise himself. Perhaps it would be fairer to say that he had 
the very common failing of mixing his private desires with the good of 
the party, and the no less frequent inability to march in step. .

At any rate, his break with Fahd was prompted, it is clear, by pure
ly personal considerations. He had been arrested, it will be remem
bered, during the vigorous police raid of May 1943. On his release on 
bail on December 14, Fahd relegated him to an inactive status on the 
grounds that he was under close police supervision and his immediate . 
reinstatement would expose the party to unnecessary dangers. “ This,”  
says a contemporary police account, “ was taken by Daud Sayegh as a 
personal insult and led to his estrangement from the party.” 51 Obvious
ly Fahd had thought of the welfare of the movement, without taking into 
account Sayegh’s vanity. Nonetheless, when Sayegh turned against the 
party, he could not refrain from representing his action as a principled 
rebellion against Fahd’s “ autocracy”  and “ left-deviation,”  and, like 
the older oppositionists, went into print—issuing in April 1944 Al- 
‘Ama/52—and raised the cry for a party congress.53 *

A l-‘Amal appeared only intermittently, and remained a gray and 
colorless journal. Partly for this reason, partly because Sayegh lacked . 
finish as an organizer, and partly on account of insufficient funds—his 
first year in opposition resulted in a deficit of eighty dinars5^—Sayegh s 
League of Iraqi Communists made little headway, and never really 
amounted to much. The investigations that followed the uncovering of 
the organization in 1947-1948 revealed that the league had altogether
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50Interview with this writer in October 1957.
51Undated report in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 3/1947.
^ “ Action”  or “ Labor.”
53A l- ‘Amal, No. 1 of April 1944. See also No. 3 of December 1944.
34A l- ‘Amal, No. 4 of February 1945, p. 3.
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forty-two active members,55 including seven army officers, one of whom 
—Staff Captain SalTm FakhrT—was later to figure in a role of some 
prominence.56

The splits, polemics, factional maneuvers, and so on, inspired 
doubts in Fahd as to the fitness for party leadership of lawyers, littera
teurs—the “ petty-bourgeois intellectuals”  in general.57 They talked, 
debated, criticized, played at democracy, made many bones about free
dom of opinion, accepted discipline only platonically, cloaked petty 
passions with ambitious Communist phrases, and were constitutionally 
unable to involve themselves in the struggles and miseries of the work
ers and peasants. Fahd’s respect for the revolutionary value of people 
from humbler origins increased rapidly.

However, as Fahd went forward with his efforts to cover the country 
with a network of underground cells, he realized the difficulty of ex
cluding the intelligentsia from leading roles. The relatively small num
ber of industrial workers were, in their bulk, illiterate, inexperienced, 
limited in their outlook, of recent peasant or artisan origin, and, there
fore, still devoid of the qualities—the organizational habits—that only 
prolonged exposure to the discipline of the factory engenders; in brief, 
they were not as yet ready for command. All that Fahd could do, while 
taking in hand the training of a number of select workers, was to choose 
the members of the intelligentsia with care. He enrolled only the less 
argumentative types, the ones more disposed to act and accomplish 
things, and preferably those who came from poor and lowly families—in 
Fahd’s words “ the people’s intelligentsia.” 58

Even so, Fahd henceforth retained all real power entirely in his own 
hands, and kept a vigilant eye on everything that happened in the party. 
Important decisions now emanated from him alone, and his colleagues 
on the Central Committee functioned only in his shadow. At the same

55The number of its actual followers was probably in the few hundreds: it 
was strong in Mosul, where Fahd had almost no adherents.

55The other officers were Captains Ghadban Hardan as-Sa‘ d, ‘ Abd-ul- 
Qadir-il-Lah WairdF, and Lieutenants Husain ad-DurT, ‘ Aid Kati‘ a l-‘ AwadT, and 
MahdFSalih Drai'F. The occupation of the other members was as follow s: stu
dents, 8; workers, 9; lawyers, 2; schoolteachers, 2; shopkeepers, 3; government 
employees, 4; craftsmen, 2; unemployed, 3; soldiers and noncommissioned o ffi
cers, 2. Of the 42, 35 were Moslem Arabs, 3 Moslem Kurds, 3 Christians, and 
1 Sabean. The Central Committee in 1945-1946 consisted of Sayegh; ‘ Abd-ul- 
Amlr ‘ Abbas, a mechanic; Akram Husain, keeper of a bookshop; Kadhim 
Hamadah, a schoolteacher; and Khala Yusuf, a craftsman. Sadiq Ja'far al- 
FalahT, a textile worker who later became a member of the Central Committee 
of the C .P . of Iraq (see Table 29-1) belonged to this organization. Iraqi P olice  
F ile  entitled C ase No. 3/47 refers.

57See, e .g ., Fahd, Hizb Shuyu'T, pp. 12-13.
58Fahd, H izb Shuyu'T, p. 27; and Al-Qa' idah of October 1943, p. 7.
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time, Fahd wielded his power with greater discretion than before, and 
consulted closely with several of his faithful and durable followers and, 
above, all, with ZakI BasTm.

BasTm39—Fahd’s own discovery—appears to have been a somewhat 
limited man, but quiet, reliable, hard-working, and of rare single
heartedness. He came from a family of humble extraction and in his 
childhood passed through all manner of distress. He had to leave 
school at a very early age and spend years in coarse and ill-paid toil 
as a learner-laborer in a tannery in Baghdad. When he grew up, his 
strength of character spurred him on to continue his interrupted educa
tion. He made up the lost ground in a night school, and obtained his 
elementary certificate in 1936 at the age of twenty-three, and his 
secondary baccalaureate five years later. In the meantime he had aban
doned the tannery, and at first served as a deliveryman and then rose 
to a clerkship in the government’s Water Departments. In 1942 he met 
Fahd, who conquered him completely. ‘ ‘ I found him,”  Basim subse
quently told the police,* 60 “ a patriot who worked in the public interest 
with unwavering fidelity and conviction. . .. He opened his heart to me 
and asked me to join with him in the struggle.. .  ...Having realized how 
badly off the country was . . .  I decided to accept.”  In time Fahd and 
BasTm became very intimate in thought and action. They lived in the 
same house, looked into every problem, together, and acted invariably 
in unison. But Fahd was twelve years’ Bastm’s senior, and head and 
shoulders above him in his knowledge of the theory and art of commu
nism. It was basically, therefore, a relationship between teacher and 
pupil. BasTm never questioned Fahd’s power of ultimate decision, and 
all too eagerly drew his intellectual nourishment from him. On the 
other hand, BasTm was the only individual with whom Fahd shared the 
whole process of his thought.61

Two other men on whom Fahd leaned heavily were ‘AIT Shukur62 
and Ahmad ‘ Abbas.63 ‘ AIT Shukur was a proletarian down to the marrow 
of his bones. The son of an extremely poor laborer, and with only three 
years of formal schooling, he ground out a livelihood by working in the 
railways as a locomotive driver. Ahmad ‘Abbas—better known as ‘Abd-
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39Consult Table 19-1.
60BasTm’ s statement of 18 January 1947 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled Case 

No. 4/1947 and F ile No. 487.
61Sources, among others: BasTm’s P olice  F ile  No. 3347; Fahd’ s P olice  

F ile  No. 487; F ile  entitled Case No. 4/1947', Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of 20 February 
1959; conversations of writer with Daud Sayegh (see Table 19-1) in October 
1957; with Malik Saif (see Table 19-3) in October 1957 and February 1964; and 
with Salim ‘ Ubaid an-Nu'man in February 1964.

62Consult Table A -l.
63Consult Table 19-2. '
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Tamr, “ the dates’ slave,”  because his diet consisted of bread and 
dates and little else—was the son of an indigent peasant. While still a 
child he helped his father in the fields, but unable to provide for his 
needs, he abandoned agriculture in 1927—at the age of thirteen—and 
went to work at the main railway repair shops at Shalchiyyah, in the 
western outskirts of Baghdad. He remained there until 1940, and after 
spending the next two years in a textile factory, ended up as a mechan
ic with the British forces of occupation. Unlike ‘ All Shukur, who was 
converted by Fahd himself and only in 1941, ‘Abd-Tamr had been won 
over by Baghdadi Communists as early as 1934. But both Shukur and 
‘Abd-Tamr supported Fahd from 1941 onwards through every vicissitude, 
and showed energy and dedication in fulfilling the tasks he set for them. 
He accordingly took them under his wing, trained them personally and 
with care, and eventually charged them with the execution of the party’s 
labor policies. He also chose ‘All Shukur to head the Railway Workers’ 
Union, the forefront labor organization in the years 1944-1945, and 
raised ‘ Abd-Tamr to membership of the Central Committee and the Polit- 
bureau of the party.64

Of the other Communists in whom Fahd reposed confidence, the 
most noteworthy was Husain Muhammad ash-ShabibT,65 an elementary 
schoolteacher and the son of an ‘alim—a divine—from Najaf. A disciple 
of Fahd, a member of the Central Committee since 1941, he rose to the 
Politbureau in 1945, and had charge in the years 1944-1946 of the en
tire southern party administrative division—and the only such division 
at the time—embracing party organizations in the provinces of Basrah, 
‘Amarah, and Muntafiq.

‘Abd-ul-AzTz ‘Abd-ul-HadT, a native of al-‘Adhamiyyah, a district of 
Greater Baghdad, was also highly valued by Fahd. ‘Abd-ul-HadT began 
life as a second lieutenant in the army, but in 1940—in his twenty-third 
year—was brought to trial before a special martial court on the charge 
of plotting the assassination of the Four Colonels, the then real rulers 
of the country. He was acquitted by his judges, but the authorities dis
missed him from the army and placed him under police surveillance. In 
1941 he joined the Communist party, but in October of the same year 
his reported participation in the RashTd ‘ AIT movement led to his re
arrest and exile, at first to Fao66 and later to ‘Amarah. On his release 
in 1943, he entered the School of Law and rejoined the party. Fahd pro
moted him quickly, and made him responsible for the military cells af
filiated to the party and—under ZakT BasTm’s over-all supervision—for 
activities among college students.

64F ile  No. 487 and F ile  entitled C ase No. 4/1947; and conversations— 
among others—with Salim ‘Ubaid an-Nu'man.

6SConsult Table 19-1.
66F ile  entitled C ase No. 4/1947.



These were the men that stood nearest to Fahd and at the very cen
ter of all party work in the years 1943 to 1947. They differed from 
their predecessors in that they never called Fahd’s authority in ques
tion, trusted implicitly in his judgments, and carried out his orders 
without hesitation. With their help, Fahd pulled the party out of the 
morass into which the bitter controversies of the past had driven it. 
Particularly from 1945 onwards, underground cells multiplied, not only 
in Baghdad and other important towns, but even in remote and insignifi
cant places. Revolutionary doctrines also spread into the military 
camps, from which the authorities were specially determined to avert 
their temptations. Moreover, the activities of the party shed their spas
modic and incoherent character, and its organizations gained in solidity 
and ideological homogeneousness.

These gains could be attributed only in part to the inner cohesion 
of the party’s new leading nucleus. To no small degree—at least as 
far as the advance in numbers was concerned—they followed from the 
new external circumstances of the party.6? A share of the credit was 
perhaps also due to the opposition which Fahd had so strongly resent
ed, for Fahd ended by drawing up a program and internal rules for the 
party, and by calling at first a party conference, and ultimately a party 
congress. In thus acting, Fahd not only put the party on a firmer foot
ing, but attracted back into the party folds many of the dissident Com
munists. But his concession to the opposition was purely formal. The 
program and the rules came entirely from his hands. The members of 
the conference and congress were hand-picked by him personally; while 
they supplied information, they advanced no arguments, raised no ob
jections, and approved all what was laid before them. Of course, the 
conditions of the underground rendered any real elections impractical, 
and Fahd’s theoretical knowledge and practical experience were so 
superior that the conferees could in effect do nothing other than nod 
approval.

For all that, there was clearly a reversal of attitude on the part of 
Fahd. The latter—it appears—had come to realize that while “ the 
principles of Leninism and the history of the Bolshevik party and of 
Marxism in general”  established the basic and ultimate orientation for . 
the Iraqi Communist movement, there was need for a program and rules 
that would take into account the specific features of Iraqi life, define 
precisely the immediate objectives and the transitional means of strug
gle, ensure correct internal relations, and, in general, provide a sound 
theoretical foundation for a broader and more consistent activity.* 68
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6^See pp. 465 ff.
68Fahd’ s report at the First Party Congress entitled “ Strengthen the 

Organization of Your Party. Strengthen the Organization o f the National Move
ment”  in Al-Qa'idah, Year 3, No. 15 of March 1945. See also  Al-Qa‘ idah, Year 
2, No. 3 of March 1944.
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Perhaps in coming round to this view—and he came round to it rather 
suddenly—Fahd was less influenced by the opposition than by the fact 
that a congress of the legally recognized Communist Party of Syria and 
Lebanon met in Beirut from December 31, 1943, to January 2, 1944, 
and adopted a charter and an appropriate body of rules. Fahd must 
also have felt that, after all, he had now a firmer grip on the party, and 
that a conference or a congress was less likely to produce unorthodox 
or undesirable ideas. Moreover, in measure as the attitude of the Iraqi 
government toward the Soviet Union mellowed, its vigilance relaxed so 
that the organization of party meetings entailed fewer risks than former
ly. This, however, became more truly the case after the opening of 
formal Iraqi-Soviet relations, that is, after 25 August 1944.

The party conference—the first in Communist annals—met in strict
est secrecy in March 1944, in the house of the locomotive driver AIT 
Shukur in Baghdad’s working-class district of ash-Shaikh ‘Umar, and 
was attended by the four members of the Central Committee69 and by 
fourteen other Communists chosen from the different local and branch 
party organizations (consult Table A-l). In its composition, the con
ference reflected more or less adequately the distribution of party 
strength in the provinces and among the nationalities. At the time, the 
Iraqi Communist party was an overwhelmingly Arab, urban, and lower- 
middle-class party, and drew its followers primarily from Baghdad and 
the southernmost provinces of Muntafiq, Basrah, and ‘Amarah. It had 
also a small concentration of supporters in Najaf. Its Kurdish compo
nent was still piteously weak, as most Kurdish Communists had either 
enrolled in the Shursh organization70 or had sided with the opposition
ist Wahdat-un-Nidal. The latter group had also absorbed the majority 
of the Jewish Communists.71 That a little less than half of the atten
dance had been associated with the party for only one or two years is 
telling evidence of the erosive effects of factionalism.

Fahd, who was known to many of the participants only by his party 
name, opened the conference on behalf of the Central Committee and 
began immediately by reading a report on the international and Iraqi 
conditions of the party. He spoke, as was his custom, in a slow man
ner and without emotion. He referred to the victories of the Soviet army, 
the dissolution of the Comintern, the resolutions of the Moscow and 
Teheran conferences on the independence of the peoples, the marked

69For the Central Committee in March 1944, see Table 19-2.
7®Shursh ( “ Revolution” ) was the organ of the “ Communist Party in Iraqi 

Kurdistan,”  which was formed in 1943 by a group of independent Kurdish 
“ Marxists.”  For a time the group cooperated with the Wahdat-un-Nidal, faction 
but eventually—in 1946—many of its members came over to the Iraqi Communist 
party. The others joined the Kurdistan Democrats.

71For the stand of the Jewish Communists, see also  p. SOI.
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advance in Iraq of British influence and of foreign exploitation, the 
steady and odious decrease of internal liberties, and the ever-widening ; 
chasm between the government and the people. All this, he added, 
necessitated a clear definition of the immediate aims and tactics of the 
party. Hence the need for adopting a program without delay.72 73

ZakT Baslm ( “ Comrade H3zim” ) rose after that and delivered a 
paper on “ Party Work among the Youth.” 73 He was followed by Husain 
Muhammad ash-Shablbl (“ Comrade Sarim” ), who spoke on “ The Educa
tional Duty of the Party.” 74 The other delegates, to whom the confer- ' 
ence had come as a complete surprise, sat throughout in shy and diffi
dent silence and, when the time came, approved unanimously and with 
little debate the party program that Fahd had drawn up.75

The program or, more properly, the National Charter of the party,7® 
combined patriotic and democratic postulates with a more or less petty- 
bourgeois perspective. It gave strong expression to the desires of the . 
small producers and petty traders. In regard to the workers, it confined 
itself almost entirely to legalist and “ economist”  demands. Social 
antagonisms found very faint echoes in it, and the semifeudal power 
that pervaded the countryside came in only for a feeble arraignment. In 
brief, had it had no title, it would have been difficult to infer that this 
was the program of a party engaged in a Communist struggle.

To be more specific, the Charter77 called for “ the true indepen
dence of our country,” 78 for “ a genuinely democratic regime.. .  and
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72“ The Report of Comrade Fahd at the 1944 Party Conference”  in Qadiy- 
yatuna-1-Wataniyyah (“ Our National Cause” ) (Al-Qa‘ idah Press, 1945) and A l- 
Qa'idah, Year 2, No. 3 of March 1944.

73The text of BasTm’ s paper was published in Al-Qa'idah, Year 2, No. 6 of- 
April 1944, pp. 1-10.

74AI-Qa'idah, Year 2, No. 3 of March 1944.
73Conversation of writer with Malik Saif (for Saif see Table 19-3) in Novem

ber 1957. Although Malik Saif, who betrayed the party in 1948, is far from being 
an impartial w itness, his testimony in this particular connection has the ring of 
authenticity and is strongly supported by likelihood. Yahuda SiddTq (see Table 
19-3), who suffered death by hanging, said much the same in a November 1948 
testimony to the police  about the delegates of the party congress of March 1945. 
Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 3882 and F ile  entitled C ase No. 4/47 refer.

76The discrepancy between the analysis which follow s and that in 
W. Z . Laqueur’ s Communism and Nationalism in the Middle E ast (New York, 
1956), pp. 187-188, is due to the fact that Laqueur mistakes the Internal Rules 
for the National Charter of the party.

77The Charter was published in Al-Qa1 idaht Year 2, No. 3 of March 1944 
and, as amended by the First Party Congress in March 1945, in Qadiyyatuna al- 
Wataniyyah (Baghdad, 1945), pp. 13-16.

78Art. 1.
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the revival of the Constitution,” 79 for “ supplying the basic necessi
ties of life to the people at prices commensurate with their level of in
come,” 80 for “ the development of the national economy,” 81 for “ de
livering the people. . .  from the monopolistic hold of foreign companies 
. . .  on our agricultural products . .  . and the creation of free markets,” 82 * 
for “ stopping the plunder of state lands by those in authority. . .  or 
their alienation to the tribal shaikhs . . . and the distribution of these 
lands in small patches to the peasants without charge,”  for “ freeing 
the peasants from illegal and unjust rents, fees, and khawas, ” 83 for 
“ organizing the workers, the recognition of their unions, and the pass
ing of laws favorable to them,”  for the “ fulfillment and expansion of 
the rights acknowledged in Labor Law [No. 72 of 1936] and its amend
ments,” 84 85 for “ lifting the tax burden from people of low incomes, ex
empting craftsmen and shopkeepers from municipality fees, and reducing 
all indirect imposts,” 88 for “ the spreading of learning among the 
people,” 86 “ the granting of equal rights to women. . .87 and to the 
Kurdish. . . and other national minorities,” 88 for “ giving the soldier 
good care, . . . training him in a democratic way, . . . and freeing him 
from flogging and other inhuman methods,”  for “ purging the army from 
fifth columnists and reactionary elements,” 89 for “ cooperating in the 
political, economic, and cultural spheres with all the democratic peo
ples,”  and, last but not least, for “ the opening of diplomatic relations 
with the Soviet Union.” 90

79Art. 2. Many of the provisions of the Iraqi Constitution—and, in particu
lar, those relating to freedom of expression, assembly, and so on—were in 
practice ineffective.

80Art. 3.
81Art. 4a.
82Art. 4b.
88Art. 5. Khawas were arbitrary impositions by shaikhs of nomadic tribes.
84Art. 6.
85Art. 7.
86Art. 8.
87Art. 9.
88Art. 10.
89Art. 11.
90Art. 12. In many of its passages, the program resembled the charter of 

the Syrian Communist party adopted on January 1, 1944. There were, however, 
a number of notable omissions. The Iraqi program did not call for “ raising the 
standing of the intellectuals, scientists, and artists and the protection of pro
fessors and teachers”  or for “ reviving the Arab intellectual heritage”  or for 
“ the strengthening of relations. . . with the Arab countries”  (Articles 10, 9, 
and 4, respectively, o f the Syrian charter). However, an amendment to the 
Iraqi program in the sense of the last article was adopted by the F irst Party



Although free from any tinge of revolution, the Charter was regarded 
as an expression of revolutionary realism. In effect, it was more a 
political weapon than a program for action and, of course, it was any
thing but the last word of the party. It rested on the implicit premise 
of the inevitability of a number of stages and turning-points in the prog
ress of communism in Iraq and answered to what the Party Conference 
defined in its final resolution as “ the stage of national liberation and 
of the struggle for democratic rights.’ ’ 91 For the party to chase in the 
Iraq of 1944 the shadow of revolution was purely and simply to cut it
self off from life.

The delegates of the Conference ended their meeting by adopting 
for their own the Syrian Communist formula: “ A Free Homeland and a 
Happy People,”  which has remained to this very day the central watch- ' 
word of Iraqi communism. They also declared themselves with Fahd to 
the end and inseparably.

The year that separated the First Party Conference from the First 
Party Congress passed uneventfully, that is, on the surface and insofar 
as the inner life of the party was concerned. There were no new divi
sions, no intrigues, no war of words, no police raids. But the party , 
grew in silence. Fahd never worked harder in his life. He went to and 
fro, wrote, inculcated, enjoined, warned, organized, improvised, planned, 
and accomplished and left his mark everywhere on the party. In March 
1945 he finally decided that the time had come to call a congress and 
give the movement a fresh impulse.

The Congress assembled in the house of the schoolteacher Yahuda 
SiddTq92 in al-Karkh in Baghdad. Of the twenty-seven Communists who 
attended it, seventeen had been present at the First Party Conference. 
Its makeup (consult Table A-2) distinctly reveals that the party had not 
in the interval changed to any significant degree its ethnic, religious, 
or class complexion, and that it continued—in the main—to anchor itself 
on Baghdad and the south of Iraq, despite its undoubted growth in size.

Fahd’s influence at the Congress was, it goes without saying, com
plete. But he dominated the members without constraining them. They 
surrendered their will into his hands less by reason of his tough and unr 
yielding temper than because they felt he knew more and saw farther 
than anyone present.93

As at the conference, Fahd began by reporting on the external condi
tions of the party. The central point of this portion of his remarks was
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Congress held in March 1945. The Syrian charter was published in a pamphlet 
entitled The R esolutions of the National Congress of the Communist Party of 
Syria and Lebanon (Beirut, 1944) (in Arabic), pp. 12-14.

91A1-Qa‘ idah, Year 2, No. 2 of March 1944.
92For Yahuda Siddlq see Table 19-3.
93Conversation with Malik Saif in November 1957.
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that no fundamental change had taken place in the year gone by in the 
Iraqi or the world situation and that, therefore, the general policy that 
had found expression in the National Charter remained valid. Fahd 
then turned to “ the urgent question of the hour.”

The Charter, he said, fulfilled only one of the needs of the party.
It proclaimed the aims of the Communists without ambiguity and re
vealed to the people the “ patriotic,”  “ popular,”  “ progressive,”  and 
“ humane”  essence of communism. However, one other need, which 
was no less vital, had thus far not been met. The party was still with
out internal rules. “ Evil people”  cast aspersions on it for that reason. 
He himself had opposed in the past the calling of a congress to deal 
with the problem. The cadre was then simply too deficient in con
sciousness and experience. This could not be said of the delegates 
now assembled, who truly formed “ a unity of will and action and thus 
possessed the right to formulate rules, make policies, and elect their 
own leaders.94 * * * 98

Here Fahd presented to the congress the draft of the Internal Rules 
which—he said—the Central Committee had ordered him to prepare 
and which comprised basic views on the character, class ingredients, 
long-range aims, and internal relations of the party.9®

“ The Iraqi Communist Party,”  the Rules declared, “ is the party of 
the Iraqi working class.” 9® But it also included in its ranks peasants, 
craftsmen, the intelligentsia of the people,. .  . the lower employees, the 
petty traders, and the kasabah,” 97 inasmuch as the working class 
sought “ national sovereignty, democratic freedoms, progress, and well
being not only for itself but for all the classes and strata of the peo
ple. ” 98 Even in the long run, it aimed at “ liberating not merely the 
workers”  but to no lesser degree “ the peasants, artisans, small pro
prietors, and the intelligentsia from all forms of exploitation.” 99 All 
the same, the party clung to “ the teachings of Marx and Lenin and, in 
its remote ends, was at one with the world Communist parties.” 100

Inasmuch as the Iraqi working class confronted “ organized and 
powerful enemies” 101 and “ hordes of opportunists,”  and lived in a
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94Al-Qa' idah, Year 3, No. 5 of March 1945.
9®The text of the Rules were published in a brochure entitled The Internal 

R ules o f  the Communist Party of Iraq (in Arabic) (Baghdad, 1945).
90 Art. 1.
9?The kasabah are humble people who have no regular employment and 

earn their livelihood by doing various odd jobs.
98Art. 4.
" ib id .
100Art. 5.

• 101<ijnternationai fasci s ts . . .  im p eria lis ts ... and loca l reactionaries.”
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society dominated by “ arbitrary and Nazi laws,’ ’ 102 the Communist 
party, by constraint rather than by choice, had taken on the character 
of “ a secret, fighting party welded together by iron discipline.. . and 
committed to the practice of self-criticism. ” 103 The party also ad
hered to “ democratic centralism”  but applied this principle “ in a man
ner consistent with the nature of underground work.” 10*

This particular formulation involved a departure, however qualified, 
from the purely “ centralist”  view expressed by Fahd in February 1944 
in his essay, A Communist Party Not a Democratic Socialism. But in 
their main drift, the Rules tended in fact to reassert the principle of 
“ centralism.”  Thus, while recognizing an elective party congress
meeting if possible once in two years and in extraordinary sessions 
when necessary-as “ the highest organ of the party,” 105 the Rules 
barred it from looking into party acts-or from auditing party accounts- 
which, by reason of the circumstances of the underground, the Central 
Committee did not deem prudent to disclose.106 * Moreover, the Rules 
empowered the Central Committee “ to annul or suspend the resolutions 
of party congresses.. . should the grounds that led to their adoption 
lapse or if, in the wake of a change of conditions, their continued en
forcement would bring harm to the party.” 102 The Central Committee 
was also to assume the responsibilities of the party congress in times 
of trouble, or if the party came to grief in consequence of “ external 
terrorism or internal sabotage.” 108

Of no little interest is the article of the Rules relating to the quali
fications and duties of party members. It contained, of course, the 
usual “ Paragraph 1”  for which Lenin had fought in vain in 1903 at the 
Second Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labour party, 
namely,

A party member must. . .  J-. accept the party program and rules,
2. support the party financially, and 3. participate personally in
one of the party organizations.109

But there were also in the article a number of more or less original 
provisions:
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102Art. 2. '
103Art. 3.
1(*Ibid.
10SArt. 9.
106Art. 9e.
102 Art. 13b. .
108Art. 21. .
109Art. 5. Incidentally, this paragraph has also  found its way into the

latest version of the Rules of the Ba‘ th party. • .
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5a. No party member is permitted to work with any of the intelli

gence or propaganda services of foreign states.
b. No party member may join the local p o lice . . .  or enter into con

tact or establish a relation with high officers of the state or 
high departments of the government without the knowledge and 
approval of the party.

c. No member may belong to another party or group except with the 
consent of the party.

d. It is incumbent upon a party member to avoid the agents of the 
police and of foreign powers and the reactionary and Trotskyite 
enemies of the party.

e. No member may leave his town or party organization without ad
vance notice to the party.

Some of these paragraphs seem to be purely protective in their intent: 
there were simply too many provocateurs around, and the party could 
stand a tightening of its defenses. A certain desire—evident else
where110—to avoid giving the authorities unnecessary provocations ap
pears also to express itself here. Other paragraphs were clearly related 
to the factional struggle. The points touching on foreign states (in 5a 
and d) ought perhaps to be read in the light of the arrival a month or so 
before of Krikorii Titovich Zaitzev, the first Soviet minister in Baghdad. 
Fahd could not shut his eyes to the possible complications for the party 
entailed in official Soviet presence, nor could he have wished to em- 
barass the new Soviet minister or hinder his diplomatic work in any way. 
There were other more secure channels for communicating with inter
national communism. Fahd was at the same time anxious to ward off 
accusations that the Communists were the “ hirelings”  of the Soviet 
Union or engaged in “ espionage”  on its behalf.

With a unanimity that was never in doubt, the congress gave its ap
proval to all the paragraphs referred to, and to the remaining rules that 
formalized an already existing structure of party branches, provincial 
committees, and primary organizations.111 It also compensated for the 
omission of any reference to inter-Arab relations in the National Char
ter by adding to it a number of appropriate articles.112

Before dispersing, the congress elected the new Central Committee 
of the party or, more accurately, consented to a list drawn up by Fahd
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110See p. 505.
111The organization of the party is d iscussed in another chapter.
112A1-Qa‘ idah, Year 3, No. 5 of March 1945. The added articles were: 

A rticle  13a. “ We struggle. . .  for political cooperation among the Arab peoples 
and among their democratic parties and associations with a view to achieving 
the independence o f Palestine and the colonized and ‘ protected’ Arab countries 
and with a view to perfecting the independence of Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, and 
Egypt.”



and his colleagues BasTm, ash-Shablbl, and ‘ Abd-Tamr, who were now 
elevated to the revived Politbureau. Besides these three and Fahd, 
the new Committee included as full members Sharif Mulla ‘Uthman, a 
Kurdish coffee-man; Krikor Badrossian, an Armenian musician; and the 
schoolteachers Sami Nadir, a SunnT Moslem; Malik Saif, a Sabean; and 
Yahuda SiddTq, a Jew (for full particulars see Table 19-3). .At the con
gress they were, of course, identified only by their conspirative pseudo
nyms. The preponderance of teachers in this committee (seven of its 
sixteen members)113 is noticeable at once. This perhaps fitted with 
the party’s stage of development: the whole party was still, so to say, 
at school—struggling, to be sure, with the alphabet of revolution. The 
schoolteachers, it should also be noted, formed one of the more sorely 
pressed strata of the petty bourgeoisie. In a period of high prices and 
shortage of necessities, they were bound to fixed money incomes aug
mented by wholly inadequate cost-of-living allowances.

The new Central Committee would seldom occupy the center of the 
stage in the next few years. It was to meet in plenary sessions only 
twice: in September 1945 and in the summer of 1946. The direct lead
ership of the party remained conclusively in the hands of Fahd and 
ZakI BasTm, who came to constitute what might be termed as the stable 
party center. Who participated with them in any particular decision de
pended upon the particular question to be settled, or upon the particular 
party sector or party organization involved. If it was a matter touching 
on workers, then advice was sought from 'Abd Tamr or ‘AIT Shukur, or 
both. If the problem related to the soldiers or the students, then ‘Abd- 
ul-‘AzTz ‘Abd-ul-HadT, a member of the party’s Military Committee, or 
Yahuda SiddTq, one of the basic organizers of the students of Baghdad 
contributed to the solution. And so on. Underground conditions almost 
inevitably led to this mode of decision making.

In the meantime, as an immediate sequel to the Party Congress, the 
faction of W ahdat-un-N idal submitted to the party unconditionally.114 
There would be no point, its leaders wrote to Fahd on 20 April 1945, 
for the movement to keep tearing at its own vitals. “ Now that the Con
gress of Al-Qa‘ idah115 has adopted a program and rules for the party,
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Article 13b. “ We struggle for the conclusion of an honest alliance which would 
facilitate the realization of these aim s.”
A rticles 14 and 15, which called for soc ia l and econom ic cooperation among the 
Arab peoples and countries.

113The candidate members of the Central Committee are included in these 
figures. Consult Table 19-3.

114Almost the entire Jewish component of Wahdat-un-N idal rejoined Fahd.
A number of its non-Jewish members preferred to cease their activities and 
later enrolled in the legal left-wing Ash-Sha‘b party.

Al-Qa'idah , it w ill be remembered, was the main mouthpiece o f the 
Iraqi Communist party.



TABLE 19-3
Fahd’s Third Central Committee 

(February 1945 to 18 January 1947)

Name

Party position  
and function 

in 1945

Nation
and

religion

Date
and place 

of birth P rofession

Members of the Politbureau
Yusuf Salman Yusuf Secretary general
(Fahd)
ZakT Baslm C losest assistant 

of Fahd
Husain Muhammad Secretary of 
a'sh-Shablbi Southern Party 

Zoneb
Ahmad ‘ Abbas Member of Labor 
(known as Committee 
‘Abd Tamr) attached to

Central Committee

Other Members of the Central Committee 
Sami Nadir Mustafa Mas’ul0 of Basrah 

' L ocal Committee

(See Table 14-2) ‘ 

(See Table 19-1)

(See Table 19-1)

(See Table 19-2)

(See Table 14-2)

Sharif Mulla 
‘ Uthman

Secretary of 
Kurdish Branch

Kurd,
Sunn!

1925, Arbll Coffee-man

Krikor Agop 
Badrossian

Secretary of 
Armenian Branch

Armenian,
Christian

1906,
‘ Ein Tab, 
Turkey

Musician

Malik Saif Mas’ul o f ‘ Amarah 
L ocal Committee

Arab,
Sabean

1917,
‘ Amarah

Elementary
schoolteacher

Yahuda §iddlq Member of Jew (of 
Baghdad L ocal Persian 
Committee and origin) 
M as’ul o f students

Candidate Members o f  the Central Committee

1914,
Samawah

Secondary
schoolteacher

Ism s'll Ahmad Member Basrah 
Local Committee; 
Mas’ul of workers

Arab,
SunriT

?, Basrah Shoe-worker

Musa Muhammad Nur Member ‘ Amarah 
L ocal Committee; 
Mas’ ul of students

Arab,
ShI‘T

?, ‘Amarah Elementary
schoolteacher

Muhammad ‘AIT Member Baghdad Arab, 1917, Secondary
Zarqa L ocal Committee ‘ AlawT Alexandre tta schoolteacher

Muhammad ‘ AIT 
ash -S hahltnd

Mas’ ul of Najaf 
Local Committee

Arab,
ShTr

1920, Najaf O fficial of
Irrigation
Department

‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Member Baghdad Arab, 1922, Elementary
‘Abd-ur-Razzaq L ocal Committee; 

Mas’ ul o f Northern 
and Southern 
Q i(a 'se  of Baghdad

Sunni Baghdad schoolteacher

David Salman Yusuf^ Mas’ ul Nasiriyyah 
Local Committee

Arab (of 
Chaldean 
origin), 
Christian

1894,
Baghdad

Electrician

Has kail Ibrahim 
SiddTqg

Mas’ul of Law 
School students

Jew (of 
Pers ian

1921,
Samawah

Law student

origin)



TABLE 19-3 (Continued)
Date 

(and age) 
earliest 
link with

Communis t ,
Education Class origin movementa Subsequent history

Private religious Lower middle c la ss ;  
son  of a man of 
religion

1943 (18) Left party 1948

American University 
of Beirut (2 years)

Lower middle c lass ;  
son  of a miller and 
victim of Turkish 
massacres

1943 (37) Exiled to Lebanon 1953

Elementary Teachers’ 
Training College

Lower middle c la ss ;  
son of a silversmith

1941 (24) Betrayed party 1948

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Lower middle c la s s ;  
son of an itinerant 
petty trader

1941 (27) Hanged 1949

Elementary Working c la s s ;  son 
of a baker

1942 (?) Killed in battle of Kut 
prison 18 June 1953

Elementary Teachers’ 
Training College

Lower middle c lass ;  
son  of a man of 
religion

1943 (?) Left party 1948

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Lower middle c lass 1935 (28) Expelled from Iraq 1945, 
and from Syrian Com
munist party in 1957

Secondary Lower middle c lass ;  
son  o f  a man of 
religion

1941 (21) Left party 1948

Elementary Teachers’ 
Training College

Lower middle c la ss ;  
son of a butcher

1942 (20) Betrayed party 1948

Elementary Lower middle c la ss ;  
son of a 
con fect ioner

1927 (33) Left party 1948

Law School Lower middle c lass ;  
son  of an itinerant 
petty trader

1942 (21) ? '



aNone of the members for whom information is given in this table had prior 
political activity.

6The Southern Party Zone embraced in 1945 the party organizations in the 
provinces of Basrah, ‘Amarah, and Muntafiq.

cMas’ ul or Ar-RalTq al-Mas’ ul = Comrade-in-charge.
^Brother of Husain Muhammad ash-Shabibi.
e Qita‘ : urban administrative division of party.
1 Brother of Yusuf Salman Yusuf (Fahd).
^Brother of Yahuda Siddtq.
Sources'. In addition to writer’ s personal investigations, Iraqi P olice  File 

No. 4/1947 entitled The C ase of Fahd; and F iles No. 487, 3347, 3436, 6140, 
3546, and 7680.

the differences between us have vanished.” 116 In point of fact, they 
had begun to feel that against an old and tried Communist like Fahd 
they could go nowhere. Nobody was listening to them any more, and 
Fahd’ s steady advance threatened to drive them off the underground.

With the dissolution in early 1946 of the Kurdish Shursh organiza
tion, only Daud as-Sayegh’s spineless League of Iraqi Communists re
mained in opposition. The launching in the autumn of 1946 of a new 
rival group, the National Revolutionary Committee, by the veteran Com
munist Zaki Khairi117 only lightly ruffled the life of the party. However, 
the emergence in the same year of the legal People’s party under Aziz 
Sharif presented Fahd, as will be seen in due course, with a serious 
challenge. Be that as it may, Fahd’s active following numbered by this 
time already in the several thousands. The nearly desperate conditions 
of the poorer classes in the immediate postwar period, which were to 
lend to the Wathbah its unusual vehemence, added greatly to the party’s 
force of attraction. More and more working people now turned toward it 
and identified their thoughts and their passions with its watchwords.

Thus by 1946, the party was a far cry from the frail and ineffectual 
organization that Fahd inherited in 1941. It commanded incomparably 
more supporters and sympathizers. It had become also more resolute, 
more tempered, and more tightly welded. ’
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116AI-Qa‘ idah, Year 3, No. 6 of April 1945, p. 8.
117 — . —_ For Zaki Khairi, see Table 14-2. His principal collaborator was the

‘Anah-bom Moslem Sunni' lawyer Sharif ash-Shaikh. For the latter, see Table 
37-1. Khaim's committee never counted more than 30 members (P o lice  F ile  No. 
414, Malik Saif’ s testimony of 26 December 1948).
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NEW SITUATIONS, 
NEW APPROACHES

When Fahd became secretary in October 1941, the party faced, by dint 
of its native roots and its international viewpoint, a most embarrassing 
dilemma. Hitler’ s sudden invasion of the “ Country of Socialism,”  
which turned the English and the Soviets into allies overnight, pointed 
plainly to the necessity of lending aid to Britain’s war effort in Iraq. 
Under the conditions prevailing locally, however, there was no surer 
way for the party to cut the ground from under its own feet. The nation
alist forces had only a few months before taken to arms and fallen be
neath British blows. I The people were still tense, bitter, and dispirit
ed. The days of June 1 and 2, when emotions went out of hand—many 
shops were gutted and several hundred persons killed—revealed some
thing of the fires that burned under Baghdad’ s now tranquil exterior.
Yet it seemed as if in such an atmosphere, and with open eyes and a 
full understanding, the party had to extend the hand of friendship to 
Iraq’s overlords.

Fahd had at first refused to accept—or failed to discern—the logical 
consequences of the Anglo-Soviet alliance. Back in late June, close 
upon the German attack on Russia, he and the then secretary, ‘Abdallah 
Mas'ud, had worked out a solution that seemed to provide for the new 
developments. They carefully, distinguished between Britain’s “ imperi
alist war of conquest”  and the “ just war of defence”  that the Soviet 
Union was waging. They appealed to the people of Iraq to give support 
to the Soviets by striving more determinedly than ever for their own in
dependence and freedom. “ The Soviet struggle against international 
fascism,”  they asserted, “ finds its complement in the Iraqi struggle 
against internal fascism. . . i .e ., against the dictatorial regime that 
British imperialism had forced upon the country.. . . ”  “ It is an error 
to contend, ’ ’ they added by way of reply to the few dissenting voices 
in the party, “ that the struggle against imperialism is out of conso
nance with the struggle against fascism: imperialism is in many lands 
making use of fascism to strike at the liberation-movements. 2

In the summer and autumn of 1941, the party showed no haste to 
abandon this approach. Whether it knew that Communists abroad were

*For the RashTd ‘ A ir movement and the Thirty-Days’ War between Britain 
and Iraq, see pp. 451 ff.

2Ash-Shararah, No. 6-7 of May-June 1941, pp. 1-3.
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on the whole altogether differently oriented, it is not now possible to 
determine. Labour Monthly, a periodical of the British Communist 
party, which carried weight among Communists in many colonial and 
semicolonial countries, was read by party leaders only as frequently as 
it could be smuggled into Iraq. No Syrian Communist papers, the party’s 
normal sources of reference, circulated at the time. Sawt-ush-Sha‘b, 
the mouthpiece of the Syrian party, did not reappear until 20 January
1942. .

In the meanwhile, the party’s leadership had begun to adapt itself 
to the demands of the international situation, if cautiously and reluc
tantly. Toward the end of November 1941, the party’s organ Ash- 
Shararah addressed an unusual reproach to the British authorities:

A section of the British officials in the Iraqi government and at 
the embassy and probably the British ambassador himself have thus 
far been unable to adjust to the requirements of the time.. . . True 
to their old traditions, they continue in the pursuit of their policies 
to lean upon a set of reactionaries with exclusive interests.. . .  If 
the British government would instead seek support in the thick of 
the multitude, by allaying the cruel crisis in which they are choking3 
and by recognizing—and for the moment satisfying if only in part— 
the claims of the Arab peoples. . .  then the free and enlightened 
Arab youth, backed by wide Arab masses, would even take up arms 
and fight for the democratic front which is also our front.4

Ash-Shararah ended by offering the cooperation of the Communist party, 
but upon conditions. The paper demanded that—among other things— 
the problems of high prices, low wages, and unemployment be earnestly 
taken in hand, that democratic and trade union freedoms be conceded in 
practice, that “ a formal statement be issued by the British government 
or its representatives attesting to the applicability to Palestine and all 
the other Arab countries of the right of national self-determination as 
provided in the Atlantic Charter and that concrete measures be taken 
forthwith in that sense.” 5

The party’ s stand was still out of accord with the internationalist 
formula of unqualified and unconditional support for the war and for 
Russia’s allies.6 Even three months later, that is, in February 1942, 
the Central Committee could give, in a special resolution, nothing more

3This is a reference to the rise of prices by leaps and bounds and the 
acute shortage of needed supplies. See Table 17-2.

4Ash-Shararah, No. 13 o f November 1941, p. 4.
5/f>id., pp. 4-5.
6For the internationalist position, see e.g. R. Palme Dutt, “ Notes of the 

Month,’ ’ Labour Monthly o f September 1941.
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than lip service to that formula. “ With the entry of the Soviet Union 
and the Chinese Republic into the war and in consequence of the atti
tude shown by the American and English peoples, the hostilities,”  the 
resolution declared, “ have shed their imperialist character.”  Indeed,
“  ‘the war is now the war of all of humanity for upon its outcome de
pends the fate of every nation----- ’ The war is, therefore, also our war
and we must take our place in the front of the democratic and free peo
ples.” 7 On the face of it, the resolution conformed perfectly to rule.
But it did not carry its thought through to the end, and shied away from 
any practical conclusion. In other words, it did not indicate what was 
concretely to be done in Iraq and specifically vis-a-vis the English, 
and thus never came to the point. .

It was not until May 17, 1942, that Fahd finally steered the party 
along lines entirely congruent with the views of the international Com
munist community. In a ruthlessly straightforward report to the Central 
Committee, he seized the bull by the horns:

Insofar as the harm that befalls any part of the united world 
democratic front is bound to affect the Soviet Union, our party re
gards the British army, which is now fighting Nazism, as an army of 
liberation. In other words, our support of the united world democrat
ic front means that we are on the side of the English.. . .  We must, 
therefore, help the British army in Iraq in every possible way, and 
in particular facilitate the transport of war material by railway,8 and 
be on the lookout for plotters and saboteurs and for such incidents 
as the recent blow-up of a train at Hillah. To take thus the side of 
the English does not signify. . . that our acts are guided by them or 
result from their interference. The acts of our party flow, of course, 
from an independent policy . . .  a policy based on the interests of the 
peoples fighting fascism and the interests of our country, our people, 
and our working class.9

Siding with the English meant, in practice, siding with Regent ‘Abd- 
ul-Ilah, who occupied the monarchical summit, with the quasi-feudal 
landed’ shaikhs and aghas who dominated the countryside, and with the 
upper tiers of bureaucrat-ma/M/rs and ex-Sharlfian officers turned mal- 
laks who controlled directly the official apparatus of the government. In 
varying degrees the different elements of this composite ruling stratum 
lived and nourished themselves in the years 1941-1946 more upon their

NEW APPROACHES

7Ash-Shararah, No. 5 of February 1942, pp. 1-2.
8It must be remembered that in 1942 a sizable British military organization 

based in Basrah forwarded through Khaniqin and across Iran much-needed sup
plies to the Russian armies.

9“ Report o f Comrade Fahd at a meeting of the Central Committee held on 
the 17 May 1942,”  Ash-Shararah, No. 10 of May 1942, pp. 2-3.
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connections with the English than with their own people. In effect, the 
government at Baghdad was to no inconsiderable extent a kind of medi
ating agency between its people and the English and, understandably 
enough, lay in the focus of a general hostility, and governed more by 
martial law10 and emergency decrees than by normal constitutional pro
cesses. Its political independence—particularly in the critical years of 
the world war—was more form than essence or, to be more accurate, it 
could not act politically in a fundamental manner except with British 
advice and approval.

In this system as in others, cabinets came and went—only more fre
quently. No fewer than nine were formed during the years of Fahd’s 
leadership of the party. But changes of cabinets did not produce 
changes in basic policy. The differences were simply in the temper of 
the individual premiers, in the means used, in the degree of competence 
or incompetence shown. The changes were induced sometimes by Brit
ish dissatisfaction, sometimes by petty personal divisions, once by 
popular agitation, and more often than not by disagreements between 
the archpolitician of the system, the subtle and seasoned NurT as-Sa‘Td, 
and the somber, spiteful, and intriguing regent.

The attitude of the party toward this regime corresponded more or 
less to its attitude toward the English. At first it shrank from temporiz
ing with it. Thus in June 1941, a few weeks after the collapse of the 
Rashid ‘All movement, the party unreservedly denounced the new, tran
sitional, and relatively mild government of Jamil al-Midfa‘111 * as “ a 
species of fascism. ” 12 In November, however, the party desisted from 
all direct polemics, even though its secretary, ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud, had 
been arrested shortly before,13 and the premiership had in the meantime 
passed into the vigorous hands of the unpopular Nurl as-Sa‘Id.14 The 
party also showed readiness to collaborate, but insisted on the prior 
granting of constitutional liberties.15 This and offers in a similar vein 
made subsequently met only with chilly indifference. Nonetheless, in 
February 1942, at the risk of stultifying its own position, the party

^*^Martial law was declared on 3 June 1941, that is , after the collapse of
the Rashid ‘ A ll  movement, and was lifted only on 2 March 1946. The martial
law was, strictly speaking, less related to world war conditions than to the 
basic unpopularity of the government.

11Al-Midfa‘I, an ex-Sharlfian officer and mallak, filled the office  of prime 
minister from 2 June 1941 to 7 October 1941.

1^Ash-Shararah, No. 6-7 of May-June 1941, p. 3.
15Mas‘ ud was arrested on 29 October 1941.
*4NurT as-Sa‘Td, also an ex-Sharlfian officer, took o ffice  on 9 October 1941 

and remained as premier till 3 June 1944.
^■^Ash-Shararah, No. 13 of November 1941, pp. 4-5.
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threw in its lot with the government.16 But it continued at the same 
time to press for freedom of thought and action.

Your Excellency [As/i-S/iararah appealed to Premier Nun as- 
Sa'Td] could not but have observed the degree of cooperation be
tween the Free French authorities and our comrades, the Commu
nists of Syria. Democrats are not harassed in that country. . .  and 
the Communists openly and freely publish their own newspapers and 
journals and have even access to the Beirut broadcasting station 
and can thus address the sons of the people directly. There .
couldn’t be that much difference between the circumstances of Syria
and Iraq___  Unleash, therefore, Your Excellency, the democratic '
freedoms in these lands.17 * * * 2 '

NurT as-Sa'Id, to be sure, did not respond and, as could be expected, 
the support lent him by the Communists lacked throughout any real 
warmth. An unmistakable note of restraint persistently recurred in their 
utterances. Thus in his report of May 17, 1942, Fahd pointedly remind- . 
ed the Central Committee that “ the government which is now combatting 
Nazism . . . consists of the self-same persons who in the days just gone ' 
by persecuted democracy.” 1® Again, Ash-Shararah of June 1942 dis
tressingly noted the absence of any genuine rapport between the govern
ment and the people.19 The party meant to leave its followers in no 
doubt that in holding out its hand to the authorities it was yielding to 
the logic of overpowering events, and yielding with a heavy heart.

This restrained support, which occasionally lapsed into ambiguity 
and half-wayness, remained completely one-sided until after the middle 
of 1943, when the government fell, if timidly and hesitantly, to condon
ing communism-a path onto which it did not venture very far.20 The 
question of affording the party open and legal existence, of course, 
never arose.

Although allowed more rope than at any time in the past, the party 
began before very long and quite unexpectedly to speak with a wholly 
different voice. “ The government and the English are at this moment 
sitting on a barrel of gunpowder and the anger of the people against 
them is sharpening from hour to hour. . . . ’ ’21 Thus Fahd in January 
1944_eleven months after the Soviet victory at Stalingrad. Mass urban
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16Resolution of the Central Committee entitled “ Our Attitude toward the 
Present Government”  in Ash-Shararah, No. 5 of February 1942, pp. 3-4.

^Ash-Shararah, No. 8 of April 1942, p. 5.
1®Ash-Shararah, No. 10 of May 1942, p. 1.
1^Ash-Shararah, No. 12 of June 1942, p. 3.
2®See pp. 478-479.
2 lA l-Q a‘ idah, Year 2, No. 1-14 of January 1944, p. 2.



discontent, engendered by the excessive rise in the cost of living and 
by crude economic exploitation, was real enough, but the explosion was 
still four years off. Fahd’s warning sounded, therefore, like a rhetori
cal outburst, and was indeed denounced by his Communist opponents as 
sheer left-infantilism.22 But quite apart from the high color in Fahd’s 
expression, and even though the opposition to the government and the 
English was quickly keyed down to a more moderate tone, the warning 
signified that the party had cast loose from a policy that hampered its 
growth and which, in the feeling of not a few Iraqi “ Marxists,”  carried 
it to the very boundaries of opportunism, if it did not involve a direct 
abandonment of Marx.23

The words “ national liberation”  now reappeared in the party vocab
ulary, and with the adoption of the National C harted  in March 1944 
the freedom of Iraq became the foremost demand of the Communists.23 
Simultaneously, the party developed a printed agitation for a “ genuine
ly democratic government”  and for the recognition of “ democratic par
ties and trade unions.” 22 * 24 25 26 * In concrete terms, all this did not lead in 
the following months to anything more than verbal pinpricks. One other 
thing is worthy of notice: not a shaft was directed against British mili
tary forces or their use of Iraq’s bases and lines of communication.

A certain softness crept into the policy of the party after the resig
nation of the government of Nun as-SaTd and its supersession on June 
4, 1944, by a cabinet headed by HamdT al-Pachachr, an elderly politi
cian descended from a family of bureaucrat-maf/afts.22 The slight 
change in the party’s attitude was induced by the new cabinet’s opening 
of diplomatic relations with the Soviet Union on August 25, and by its 
licencing on September 7 of the Communist-led Railway Workers’ Union. 
In his report to the First Party Congress in March 1945, Fahd paid a 
subdued tribute to the government for complying in this partial degree 
with the desires of the people”  and, without changing tone, reproached 
it for its failure to allow political parties and personal freedoms.28
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22Al-'Amal, No. 3 of 1944, p. 14.
Ash-Shararah, No. 10 o f May 1942, p. 5, contains the party’ s answer to 

this charge.
24For the main provisions and an analysis of the Charter, see pp. 513 ff.
25This found expression, of course, in the central watchword of the party: 

“ A Free Homeland and a Happy P eop le .”  See Al-Qa'idah, No. 3 of March 1944, 
p. 1; No. 4 of March 1944, p. 1; No. 7 o f May 1944, p. 1; and No. 8 o f June 1944,
p. 1.
- 26Article 2 of Charter; and Al-Qa'idah, No. 3 of March 1944, p. 1; No. 7 of

May 1944, p. 1; No. 8 of June 1944, p. 1; No. 9 of August 1944, p. 1; No. 10 of 
September 1944, p. 1, etc.

A l-Pachachr remained as premier till 31 January 1946.
28  —Qadiyyatuna al-Wataniyyah (Al-Qa'idah Press, 1945), pp. 6-7.



In April 1945—a month or so prior to Germany’s unconditional sur
render and five months before the end of the hostilities in the Far East 
-the immunity from criticism enjoyed by the British forces abruptly 
lapsed. Al-Qa‘ idah tersely declared: “ the war effort in our country 
has become an undiluted imperialist effort.” 29 Simultaneously, the 
party passed over to action. It led a fifteen-day strike of railway work
ers that well-nigh paralyzed all military and civilian transport by rail.30 
How far the international factor entered then into the calculations of 
the party it is difficult to say, but there can be no question that its 
initiative was at least in part prompted by the great distress of the 
workers. The strike ended in a partial defeat: the strikers were grant
ed wage advances, but their union was prohibited.

Thereafter Communist shafts against imperialism and the govern
ment flew thicker. It is not without interest, however, that throughout 
the rest of 1945 and well into January 1946, the party did not call for 
the outright abolition of the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty, but simply for a “ revi
sion”  of its clauses “ along lines consistent with national indepen
dence.”  Similarly, the party insisted only on “ the canceling of the 
concessions granted to foreign companies during the war” 31—the date 
export monopoly enjoyed by Andrew Weir and Co., for instance—and 
passed over in complete silence the long-standing concession of the 
Iraq Petroleum Company.

On 29 January 1946-shortly after the inauguration, in the Soviet- 
occupied zone of neighboring Iran, of an autonomous Azerbaijan and of 
the Mahabad Kurdish Republic32-and in an atmosphere of deepening 
discontent nourished by the incessant rise in the cost of living and the 
unrelenting denial of political freedoms, Fahd turned the helm of party 
policy sharply to the left. “ The correct road for our democratic libera
tion movement,”  he roundly asserted, “ is the road of revolutionary 
struggle. To depend on stirring the conscience of ministers or of Brit
ish imperialism will not take us one step forward towards our goals.” 33 
The party had, of course, all along lived in the underground and acted 
secretly, in other words, its very form of existence was a revolutionary 
form of existence. But it had since 1935 shelved the revolutionary 
principle and abandoned the revolutionary manner of speech. So that 
the note now struck sounded quite new.

29Al-Q a‘ idah, Year 3, No. 6 of April 1945, p. 1.
30P olice  F ile  No. J 344, entitled “ The Railways Workers’ Union.”
31E .g., Al-Qa'idah, Year 3, No. 13 of July 1945, p. 2; Fahd’ s report to the 

Central Committee at its Plenary Meeting of September 1945; Al-Qa'idah, Year 
3, No. 17 of September 1945, p. 3; and memorandum of the Iraqi Communist 
party to head of state dated 21 November 1945.

32The Kurdish Republic was proclaimed on 22 January 1946, and the 
Azerbaijan”  autonomy on 12 December 1945.

33A1-Qa‘ idah, Year 4, No. 5 of 1 February 1946, pp. 1-2.
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For the time being, however, the call for “ revolutionary struggle”  
did not issue in anything concrete: the thoughts of the party were 
quickly deflected by exceptional and unanticipated events.

A breath of liberalism seemed to stir in the commanding monarchic 
heights. The regent had not been unaware of the state of public feeling 
or of the fact that royal power rested on a narrow political foundation, 
and apparently began to nurse the hope of rallying the more conscious 
elements of the middle class to the crown by giving them a limited 
stake in the body politic and instituting economic reforms and constitu
tional liberties. The regent had pledged his regime to such a path in 
an unusual speech that he delivered on December 27, 1945. A whole 
month, however, slipped away after that, and not a sign of change 
could be discerned. The established classes that directly controlled 
the state apparatus, fearing a diminution of their influence, demurred. 
The feeling gained ground in popular circles that no real concessions 
would be forthcoming. 34

However, on January 31, 1946, the recalcitrant government of al- 
PachachT33 * * fell. There followed what came to be popularly known as 

the crisis of the ruling class.”  For twenty-three days no new cabinet 
could be formed. In the end, the resistance to the liberalization of the 
regime by the cautious politicians of the reaction was overcome. The 
helm was entrusted on 23 February 1946 to Tawfiq al-Suwaidl, a mallak- 
politician, descended from a family of ashrai and ‘ ulama’ . The distin
guishing feature of the new cabinet was the conferring of two key port
folios—Interior and Finance—on persons known for their progressive 
views^ Sa‘d Salih, a widely respected ex-governor, and ‘Abd-al-Wahhab 
Mahmud, a lawyer-mallak who had been associated in the early thirties 
with the Basrah Communist circle.36

This somewhat unorthodox cabinet lasted no more than three months, 
but they were months rich in events. On March 2, 1946, martial law ’ 
was lifted, press censorship ended, and Iraq’s only detention camp
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The reconstruction of events in this and the following paragraphs is
based in part on information in the P o lice  F iles entitled “ The National Demo
cratic Party,”  “ The P eople ’ s Party,”  “ The Independence Party,”  “ The 
National Union Party,”  and “ The Party of National Liberation,”  and in part on 
an interview with ex-Premier Tawfiq as-Suwaidi in 1965 and on conversations 
in 1957 with K5mil ach-Chadirchi, Muhammad Hadid, Husain Jamil of the 
National Democratic party, Muhammad Mahdi Kubbah, Siddiq Shanshal, and 
F a ’ iq as-SamarraT of the Independence party,‘A ziz Sharif of the P eop le ’ s party, 
and Salim ‘ Ubaid an-Nu'man of the Party of National Liberation. A detailed 
National Democratic party statement dated 1 December 1948, which surveyed 
1946-1948 events, and which was made available to this writer by ach-Chadirchi, 
was also  consulted, as w ell as the documentation in Abd-ur-Razzaq al-HasanT, 
TarTkh-ul-Wizarat-il-IrSqiyyah, VI, 293-297 and VH, 1-88. '

35For Al-PachachT, see Table 7-4.
36See Table 14-2.
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closed. On April 2, five political parties were permitted: the right
wing, more or less pan-Arab Independence party, the centrist Liberal . 
party, the left-of-center National Democratic party, the left-wing Party 
of National Union, and the Communist-influenced37 People’s party.
The interesting thing about all these parties is that their leadership 
was predominantly drawn from the middle class or, more accurately, 
from the intelligentsia of the middle class. In this regard, however, 
the National Union and particularly the People’s party were distinctly . 
petty bourgeois, while the other parties afforded more congenial anchor
age for the middle and upper bourgeoisie.38

Under the new circumstances, the tactic of revolutionary struggle . 
adopted by the Communist party in January no longer made sense. Fahd, 
therefore, shelved it. He had, however, no great opinion of the Suwaidr 
government, and refused to give it support. He took umbrage because 
the Party of National Liberation, an auxiliary of the Communist party, 
was not officially licensed.3® But the latitude allowed to that organi
zation in practice and the full recognition of another Communist front, 
the League Against Zionism, took the sting out of Fahd’s opposition.
In fact, the policy of the party toward the government vacillated and 
lost focus. Fahd shifted his attention to imperialism, and concentrated 
all his fire in that direction.40

The glowing passion with which the more militant of the legal par
ties plunged into activity in those fervid months, and the attendant pop
ular excitement alarmed the conservative classes, who reacted by 
staging “ the Senators’ Strike”  of 23 May 1946: their representatives 
absented themselves from the Senate, leaving Suwaidrs government 
without funds, thereby precipitating its downfall. It was a consumma- . 
tion that the regent, it appears, secretly promoted.41 The latter had 
had, evidently, a change of heart. Liberalization had strayed from his 
ideas. The impulse given to the body politic threatened to disturb the 
existing correlation of social forces. A reversal of course became un
avoidable. The result of the whole experiment could be imagined. By 
first launching a liberal reform and then checking it halfway, the regent 
frightened the pillars of the monarchist reaction without gaining the
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37The influence on the P eop le ’ s party came from the Syrian rather than the 
Iraqi Communist party.

38por a more concrete identification of the more important of these parties, 
see pp. 299 ff., 305 ff., and 586 ff.

^C onversation  with Salim ‘Ubaid an-Nu'man, secretary of the National 
Liberation party.

40A 1-Qa'idah, Nos. 9, 10, 11, and 12 of 1, 8, 22, and 28 April, 1946, re
spectively; and No, 13 of 15 May 1946.

“̂ Conversation of writer with Tawflq as-Suw aidfin  Beirut on March 19, 
1965. -
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goodwill of the disaffected middle class. Perhaps more crucial was 
the further radicalization of this class and, in particular, of its lower 
layers, which ultimately only redounded to the advantage of communism. 
Moreover, the notion gathered force that, in a fundamental sense, the 
regime simply could not change its spots.

Under the next premier—Arshad al-'UmarT, a member of an ancient 
bureaucrat-mallak family of Mosul42-reaction spread its wings. In the 
language of the opposition, freedom itself was trampled underfoot. The 
parties were not formally abolished, but their hands were tied and their 
journals muzzled or suppressed. As in other lands, under similar con
ditions, the reaction glided into violence from loss of nerves or from 
mere want of discernment. Indeed, in the days of al-‘UmarT, government 
became with wide strata of the people a synonym for repression. Literal
ly, this was the only significant achievement of his five-month cabinet.

Al-UmarT’s hand was so heavy that the Communist party found it im
possible to issue Al-Qa‘ idah, and it was not until 20 October 1946- 
three weeks before his resignation—that the paper reappeared. From 
the outset, however, the party determined on direct action. On 28 June 
1946, at its bidding, the League Against Zionism and the unlicensed 
National Liberation party organized a demonstration in Baghdad in 
which upwards of 3,000 workers and students took part. The marchers 
shouted against injustices in Palestine and for the expulsion of the 
British from Iraq. After they crossed from ar-Rasafah to the Karkh side 
of Baghdad, and as they approached the British Embassy, the police 
descended upon them and, having failed to disperse them with clubs, 
fired at close range. One demonstrator, Shaul Tuwayyeq, a member of 
the Communist party, was killed, and four others injured.4-* The inci
dent is historic, marking as it does the opening of the storm that was 
to reach its climax in the Wathbah of 1948.* 44 It formed also a mile
stone in another respect: it was the first time in the history of the 
monarchy that the police had opened fire on a demonstration. Needless 
to say, it provoked mordant criticism from the entire opposition, even 
from the right-wing Independence party.

But the incident of June 28 was soon overshadowed by the “ massa
cre of GawurpaghT.”  On July 3, some 5,000 workers of the Iraq Petro
leum Company went on strike in Kirkuk. The initiative definitely came 
from the Communist party, but the inflation, the low wages, the strang
ling of the trade unions laid the road to the strike. Throughout the next 
eight days meetings were held continuously at GawurpaghT—“ the Gar

4^Al-‘ UmarT took o ffice  on June 1, and resigned on November 14, 1946. 
4^P olice F ile  No. J 384, entitled “ The National Liberation Party’ ’ ; and 

Ash-Sha’ b o f 29 June 1946.
44For the Wathbah, see Chapter 22.



dens of the Infidels” 45-which lay to the west of Kirkuk. The strikers 
listened to orations, poems, and reports on the latest developments.
The guiding hand of the party was everywhere evident. The culminat
ing point came on July 12 when the police, in an attempt to break up 
the meetings, fired volleys on the workers, killing at least ten and 
wounding twenty-seven.46 The outrage not only added fire to the re
sentment against al-‘UmarT’s government but, more significantly, gave 
point, in the eyes of the strikers, to the Communist argument that the 
government was the guardian not of the workers but of the oil company. 
Indeed, many of the workers came, as a result, to regard the Commu
nists as their real friends.

The party now summoned “ all patriotic organizations”  to united 
action against the government.47 But that was really unnecessary: 
the events themselves were whipping the various parties into a de facto 
political alliance, which became fully evident in August, when another 
wave of indignation swept the country in the wake of an increase of 
British troops at Shu'ayab—a move avowedly directed against a Tudeh- 
led strike which broke out on July 16 in the ‘Abadan oil fields.

The government could not answer except with repression, but re
pression was helpless in the long run, and had not even then cowed the 
opposition or broken its will. It only deepened the gulf between the 
government and the people. Al-‘UmarT had no other alternative but to 
resign. He did so on November 16.

As often at acute moments, NurT as-Sa‘Td returned to the scene. If 
al-‘UmarT was direct and dealt straightforward blows, NurT went tortu
ously to his ends and seldom did the things he seemed to do. His first 
act as premier was characteristic. With promises to conduct free elec
tions and unchain political freedoms, he induced the unwary Liberals 
and National Democrats to join his cabinet.48 The effect upon the 
other three parties was precisely that upon which NurT had counted.
They forgot for the moment their quarrel with the regime and turned 
their fury—the People’s party to a lesser degree than the others— 
against their erstwhile allies.

Fahd, for his part, was utterly taken aback. He was, of course, 
hardly exercised about the conduct of the Liberals, who politically 
were only a thing of straw. The National Democrats were, however, an
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^ T h e  word is Kurdish and the gardens were so called because their own
ers were Christians.

46See pp. 622 ff.
47A 1-Qa‘ idah, No. 14 of 20 October 1946.
4®Text o f letters exchanged on 20 November 1946 between NurT and Kamil 

ach-ChadirchT, leader of the National Democrats in Internal Bulletin o f  the 
National Democratic Party, No. 8 o f 1 February 1947 (in Arabic), pp. 6-8.
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altogether different matter: they formed “ an important pillar of the gen
eral democratic front. ’ ’ That they should lend their prestige to a gov
ernment led by NUrT as-Sa‘Td was far from anything he had expected. He 
could not suspect opportunism where they were concerned, but he was 
convinced that they had made a mistake. In his view, the line taken by 
NurT argued more craft than sincerity: the latter did not have the least 
intention of turning a new leaf or honoring his promises, and availed 
himself of the cooperation of the National Democrats only to abuse it 
in his interests.49

Beyond this and an open warning as to the danger entailed, Fahd’s 
criticism of that party did not go. Biting attacks on its leader, Kamil 
ach-Chadirchl were—he thought—most inopportune, and “ would only 
drive him into the arms of NurT as-SaTd. ’ ’ Toward the end of November 
or in early December, he sent urgent word to this effect, by means of 
Salim ‘Ubaid an-Nu‘man, to ‘Abd-ul-Fattah Ibrahim of the National 
Union party and to ‘Aziz Sharif of the People’s party. But, according 
to our source,50 both leaders felt that ach-Chadirchl had swung to the 
right and “ ought to be exposed.”

The line pursued by Fahd was probably influenced by a message 
which he received from a regular party correspondent in Damascus.51 
“ My dear uncle,”  the message dated December 1, 1946, read,

. . .  I discussed the new situation two days ago with all the breth
ren52 here. They take an attitude contrary to that of the managers 
of the big company53 and do not believe—as the latter allege—that 
freedom of commercial intercourse54 is possible under the existing 
conditions. . .  . The best way, they feel, is to criticize their plans 
objectively and to refrain from leveling accusations against them, 
thus keeping their line of retreat continually open.55

49Conversation with Salim ‘Ubaid an-Nu'man, secretary of the unlicensed 
National Liberation party and A l-Q a‘ idah, Year 5, No. 2 of December 1946, 
pp. 1 and 5-6.

5®An-Nu‘ man.
51The reader should not leap to the a priori conclusion  that Fahd took for 

law any advice coming from Damascus. For Fahd’ s relations with the Syrian 
Communist party, see pp. 579 ff.

52This could be simply a reference to the Iraqi Communists living in 
Syria, or a reference to the latter and the Syrian Communist leaders.

53I.e ., the leaders of the National Democratic party.
54I.e ., freedom of political action.
55The letter was among the papers found on Fahd on 18 January 1947, and 

is  in the seven-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ The Papers of the First Central 
Committee.”  This is , o f course, a po lice  c lassification , as Fahd’ s committee 
was not the first Central Committee of the Communist party.
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On December 5—whether before or after the receipt of the quoted 

message, it is not possible to say-Fahd directed a private appeal to 
ach-ChadirchT himself in the name of the Party of National Liberation:56

We were initially bewildered by the participation of your party in 
the government of NurT as-SaTd .. . knowing how profound is the 
cleavage that separates you from a group of people who have worked 
throughout their political life for the furtherance of imperialist proj
ects. But your public statements have since illumined your 
motives. . .  .

It is our conviction, however, that NurT as-SaTd intends (from 
the present interim cabinet) nothing more than the assembling of a 
parliament with a reactionary majority and the eventual formation of 
a ministry that would renew the treaty with Britain. . . .

We accordingly suggest that you reconsider the question of your 
cooperation with this government. .. . You are only endowing it in 
the eyes of the people and the world public with democratic attri
butes of which it is entirely innocent. . . . The longer your associa- . 
tion with i t . . . the greater the ease with which it would achieve its 
real purposes.57

Earlier on November 26, the party in a widely distributed special 
handbill took pains to point out that “ Nun as-SaTd, Salih Jabr,58 Sadiq 
al-Bassam59 and their friends,’ ’60 who formed the real core of the cabi
net, were the “ very same clique”  that had guided the authoritarian Ar- 
shad al-'UmarT from behind the scenes and plotted the fall of SuwaidFs 
liberal government. Therefore, the party added, “ the inevitably tempo
rary”  understanding reached between NurT on the one hand, and the • 
Liberals and National Democrats on the other, connoted in practice 
“ only a truce from one side—the side of the people and its organiza
tions, and a gain of time for the government and for imperialism.”  From 
this the party passed to the conclusion that NurT as-SaTd’s government 
constituted a danger to the whole national movement, and ended with an 
appeal for its immediate overthrow.61

This handbill brought forth a comment and advice from Syria:

56For the Party of National Liberation, see p. 593.
57The copy of this letter is in the seven-volume P olice  fo lio  entitled “ The 

Papers of the First Central Committee.”
58§alih Jabr was minister of finance and, as it subsequently came to light, 

was already earmarked to head the next cabinet.
50A1-Bassam was the then minister of education and a collaborator of Jabr.
60I am including this passage here in view of its relevance to the comment 

from Syria that follows.
61The handbill was reprinted in Al-Qa'idah, No. 2 of December 1946, 

pp. 5-6. •
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Dear Brother al-Hajj62
It would have been, to greater advantage had you in your hand

bill concentrated the weight of your attack on British imperialism. . . 
and for the rest aimed at NurT as-Sa‘Td alone and refrained from 
mentioning the others.63 This is, of course, only a temporary tactic 
and helps in splitting up enemies and averting their simultaneous 
combination. Besides, the immediate danger lies in NurT’s game 
and his success in forming the government. . . .

The people should not be led, in the manner of the other parties, 
to attach first importance to the overthrow of cabinets. . .  or to 
nurse the illusion that under imperialism a national democratic gov
ernment, responsive to their interests, could ever take office........
The clue to the problems of Iraq at this stage is not in the change 
of cabinets but in British withdrawal and the cancellation of the 
Treaty. . .  .

In brief, national64 slogans should take precedence over every
thing e ls e .. . and the point pressed home that imperialism lies at 
the bottom of all present troubles.65

The letter, bearing the date of December 17, was unsigned but 
penned beyond question by ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘11, an old Iraqi revolu
tionary66 and at this time a member of the Central Committee of the 
Syrian Communist party.

Before Fahd could act on the advice offered or take any other step, 
and before the opposition—rejoined since December 26 by the Liberals 
and National Democrats-could recover from the disarray into which it 
had been thrown, NurT as-Sa‘Td quietly struck another blow. On January 
18, 1947, the police suddenly arrested Fahd and his principal associ
ates, thereby inflicting upon the Communist party a deep and living 
wound, and bringing to an abrupt end another phase of its history.
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62This was one of the nicknames attached to Fahd in the correspondence 
originating from Syria. Al-Hajj in Islam is, of course, the title of one who has 
performed the pilgrimage to Mecca.

63The reference here is definitely to SSlih Jabr and Sadiq al-Bassam. 
Whether by “ others”  are meant also the Liberals and National Democrats is 
doubtful, for in another passage—omitted from the text above—Fahd is commend
ed for his attitude toward the two parties.

64National or patriotic (wataniyyah), not nationalist (qawmiyyah).
65The original o f this letter is  in the seven-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled 

"T h e  Papers of the First Central Committee.”
66For Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘11, see  Table 14-2.
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THE ARREST 

OF FAHD AND AFTER

Fahd and his closest comrade, ZakT BasTm, were apprehended in the 
afternoon of January 18, 1947, in the house of an apothecary in the 
Salhiyyah quarter on the Karkh side of Baghdad, within a stone’s throw 
of the private residence of the minister of interior. Unresisting and 
placidly resigned, they suffered themselves to be led whither the police 
pleased.

They were taken to the headquarters of the Investigation Depart
ment in Central Baghdad. “ On our arrival at about five o ’clock ,”
BasTm recounted four months later to the examining magistrate,

iron fetters were riveted on us and we were flung like dogs into a 
latrine overflown with filth. . . .  At around two after midnight I was 
let out. . .  and conducted before Inspector Na’il al-Hajj ‘Tsa, who at 
once met me with harsh words and then blurted out an order. On 
that, six policemen seized me, laid me on the floor, and inserted my 
feet in the sling of a rifle; an assistant, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ‘Abd-ul- 
Ghaffur, reached for a cane and driving it violently, beat me on the 
soles. I was at the time out of health and in great pain but he took 
no pity on me. When his hands wearied, two policemen, grasping me 
under the arms, carried me into a courtyard, and ran me around for a 
w h ile .. . after which the beating was resumed, Na'il al-Hajj ‘Isa 
himself now inflicting the blows. . . . When he left off, he delivered 
me into the hands of the chief sergeant. “ To the tomb of Shaikh 
Ma'ruf,” 1 he said briefly. I found myself back in the latrine and re
mained in the foul dampness until seven-thirty in the morning when 
I asked to see the Chief of Investigations and protested in the name 
of the law and article 7 of the Constitution2 against the inhumani
ties to which we were exposed.3

The police preferred to cane first and interrogate after, the object 
being to unnerve the prisoner and bring him to an “ appropriate”  frame 
of mind. But this time the method did not work. Nothing substantial 
could be wrung out of ZakT BasTm.

*The name of a famous Moslem saint.
2Article 7 prohibits torture.
3Deposition by ZakT BasTm of 19 May 1947 in P o lice  F ile  entitled Case 

No. 4/1947. '
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Fahd, whose turn had come earlier—at 9:45 of the same night—was 

as unyielding. He readily admitted that he was the party’s secretary 
general, a fact already known to the authorities, but refused to give his 
associates away, taking the entire responsibility on himself.

“ Who participated with you in reorganizing the Iraqi Communist 
party in recent years?”  the investigating officer asked him.

“ The Iraqi Communist party is a secret party; party discipline pro
hibits me from divulging the name of any of its members or laying bare 
any of its organizations,”  Fahd replied.

“ Aren’t you and your comrades, members of the party, aware that. . . 
the propagation of Communist ideas is liable to punishment under the 
Penal Code . . . ? ”

“ The relevant article 89 a of the Code,. . .  is out of accord with the 
Iraqi Constitution, which has conceded the freedom of belief to every 
Iraqi citizen.” 4

There were more cross-examinations in the ensuing days, but at 
length the authorities realized that the captives were of a substance 
that became the harder the more hammered upon, and had them trans
ferred to the AbT Ghraib military prison.

The cells in which they were deposited were narrow, damp, and 
without air, and so dark that they soon lost the sense of day and night. 
One of the basic organizers of the party, ‘Abd-ul-‘AzTz ‘Abd-ul-HadT, 
who had been caught with Fahd and BasTm and committed to the same 
prison, could not resist the strain and for a time went out of his mind. 
When, after two weeks, they were let out in the sun for fifteen minutes, 
the event excited in them a feeling almost of elation.

Later, they were provided with light and with books and newspapers 
“ of the right kind.”  They were also allowed to exercise daily for half 
an hour. However, as the months wore on, rigorous confinement gradu
ally wore them away. Repeated petitions by Fahd for their transfer to 
healthier cells remained unanswered. On June 13, 1947, they declared 
a hunger strike, “ preferring,”  as Fahd subsequently told his judges, 
“ death from hunger to the slow death”  to which they had been 
condemned.5

On the eighth day of the strike, the prisoners, now only shadows of 
themselves, were brought to trial before Iraq’s High Criminal Court. 
Their case had been heard earlier—in May—by a court of first instance. 
The manner in which the proceedings were then conducted left some

4Fahd’ s deposition of 18 January 1947, ibid.
5Fahd’ s statement before Iraq’ s High Criminal Court in the session  of 21 

June 1947; Az-Zaman and Ar-Ra’ id of 22 June 1947; conversations of writer 
with Ibrahim NajT Shmayyel, the apothecary in whose house Fahd and BasTm 
were arrested, and with Salim ‘Ubaid an-Nu'man, the then secretary of the 
National Liberation party and a sharer in Fahd’ s ordeal.
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doubt in the public mind as to the disinterestedness of the justiciary 
and the immaculacy of the justice dispensed: the accused first saw , 
their counsels in court, and one of the counsels, Kamil QazanchT (who 
was destined, twelve years later, to suffer death in Mosul at the hands 
of Colonel Shawwaf’s followers) was arrested on the charge of advocat
ing communism after making a spirited plea on behalf of the defendants; 
the other nine attorneys, remonstrating, refused to have anything further 
to do with the trial.

The higher tribunal was, as regards the forms of law, more correct.
Its president spoke with restraint, treated the prisoners with judicial 
propriety, and listened patiently to what they had to say. .

The charges preferred against them were of a grave character: reli
ance on “ foreign sources of income” ; contacts with “ a foreign state” — 
the Soviet Union—and with Tudeh of Iran and “ the party of Khalid Bak- 
dash” ; designs subversive of the constituted order and incitement to 
armed insurrection; and, most serious of all, the propagation of commu
nism among members of the armed forces.

In support of the first charge, the prosecution pointed to the discrep
ancy between the humble origins of the accused and their apparent 
poverty on the one hand, and, on the other hand, “ their publishing, in a 
period of war and high prices, of leaflets, pamphlets, and journals in 
large quantities.”  In his defense, Fahd maintained that the charge 
rested purely on a supposition and was not backed up by a single mate
rial proof. The Communist party depended for its income, he added, on ' 
the sales of its paper, Al-Qa‘idah, and the contributions of members and 
sympathizers.

He also flatly denied, as noted elsewhere, that the party had had 
contacts with the USSR or any of its representatives, casting doubt on 
the authenticity of a seemingly corroborative letter that had been pro
duced in court but had not been shown to him.® The police, he insisted, 
had had no lack of opportunity to slip in false documents among the 
seized papers of the party, their search having been effected after his 
removal from the house in which his arrest took place—a course in con
flict with the rules of law and prejudicial to his interests as an accused.

In regard to the relations between the Iraqi Communists and Commu
nist parties abroad, Fahd said that the public prosecution had yet to 
prove that these relations were of an organizational nature. No evi
dence even faintly suggestive of this had been or could be brought for
ward. The Iraqi Communist party, he affirmed, was independent in its 
policies, finances, and organizations. He conceded, however, that 
“ Iraqi comrades”  residing abroad wrote from time to time to the leader- * 7

®For this point and the text of the letter in question see pp. 576 ff.
7For the international ties of the party, .see Chapter 24.



ship in Baghdad, volunteering comments on the general party line or on 
a specific aspect of party activity.8 .

To the counts of subversion and armed insurrection, Fahd pleaded 
that parties could only be judged on what they did and said, and that 
there was nothing in the acts, appeals, watchwords, or program of the 
Iraqi Communists that could be construed as inimical to the institution 
of the monarchy or to the democratic order defined in the Constitution.
A party calling for armed insurrection, he argued, would have at least 
armed its followers, but there had not been so much as a hint of evi
dence that arms were found in the possession of the accused or of any 
Communist.

Upon the count of propagandizing the soldiers—a hanging matter, in 
the view of the law—Fahd could say nothing that would have weighed 
in his favor. The evidence was conclusive and could not be 
controverted.

“ Among the names of party members were found the names of sol
diers and officers.9 What do you say to that?”  asked the president of 
the court.

“ I am at a loss to understand,”  Fahd replied, “ why I was not ques
tioned on this thing at the time of the preliminary interrogation or be
fore the court of first instance. If in truth, names of soldiers appear in 
the [captured] papers, I emphatically assert that none of them are mem
bers of the Iraqi Communist party. Some of our comrades had been ad
vised by us to get to know good citizens and might well have noted 
down the names of a number of soldiers. This does not mean, however, 
that the party or the national movement could make use of all the per
sons whose names were put upon record.”

If the government of the day had no other reason to hang Fahd, the 
interest he undoubtedly took in the army would have been reason and to 
spare. The times were difficult; Baghdad writhed in distress; dark 
clouds warned of an approaching storm; and the men in power, ill at 
ease, had resolved upon intimidating the opposition or, at least, setting 
an example. The judgment was foregone.

On 23 June 1947 the court found Fahd guilty and condemned him to 
death. Zakl Baslm, his right-hand man, and Ibrahim Najl Shmayyel, the 
apothecary in whose house Fahd had been apprehended, were given the 
same penalty. Thirteen other Communists were sentenced to varying 
terms of hard labor.10
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8For the contents of some of the letters received from abroad and found on 
Fahd, see pp. 534, 536, and 595.

9In fact, the list captured by the government was not that of the members
of the Communist party but of the National Liberation party, an auxiliary 
organization.

10Iraqi P o lic e  F i le  entitled C a s e  N o . 4 / 1 9 4 7 ; and F ile s  No. 487, 3347,
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To the end the authorities remained ignorant of the real party func

tion or significance of most of the accused. The legal punishment was, 
therefore, in many instances, inappropriate. Two Communists who were 
merely members of the Diyalah Local Committee,* 11 were condemned to 
servitude for fifteen years, whereas ‘AIT Shukur, an indispensable or
ganizer and a member of the Labor Committee attached to the Central 
Committee, and Husain Muhammad ash-Shabibl, a member of the Polit- 
bureau and secretary of the Southern Zone of the party, got only four 
years. ‘Abd Tamr, another member of the Politbureau, was acquitted.

The protests aroused by the death sentences in neighboring Arab 
lands and in Europe came somewhat as a surprise to official Baghdad.1'2 
There were, of course, people from the extreme right who argued that 
the government in Iraq knew what it was doing. But there were also . 
non-Communists who felt that no authority had the right to take away 
the life of human beings “ simply because they are Communists.” 13 
Rumors ran about that even “ the representatives of the imperialists”  
had discreetly dropped hints that the execution of the prisoners would 
be ill advised. On 13 July 1947 the death sentences were commuted, 
that of Fahd to penal servitude for life, and that of BasTm to the same 
for fifteen years.14 One day later, orders came for their removal from 
the “ execution chamber,”  in which they had been immured since June 
23. They were now lodged in the Third Citadel of Baghdad’s Central 
Prison, but not for long. During the night of August 14-15 they were 
transferred to Kut, some one hundred and eighty kilometers to the south
east of the capital.15 .

After the dreariness of AbT Ghraib and the Baghdad citadel, the Kut 
prison seemed almost a cheerful place. Fahd and BasTm did not live 
now in solitary cells but in a mass qawush,16 and enjoyed a compara
tive freedom of movement. The watch kept over them was, to say the 
least, indifferent. If it were not so, it would be difficult to understand 
how they were able in a short time to turn the prison into a veritable 
Communist school. Never before had so many revolutionaries been 
brought together under the same roof, and the opportunity was not to be

and 3436; Az-Zaman and Ar-Ra'id o f 22 June 1947; Al-Bilad  and Ash-Sha'b of 
24 June 1947; and Al-Qa'idah No. 4 of July 1947.

11Rashad Hatim and ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab ar-RahbT.
12 *•‘ The government received protests even from Shaikh A s ‘ ad Qaddurah, the

muftT of Safad, and Shaikh Jamal-ud-DTn as-Sa'dT, the imam of aj-Jazzar Mosque
in Acre.

13See, e .g ., Al-Hadaf (a Beirut newspaper) of 2 July 1947.
14Shmayyel’ s penalty was identically altered.
13P olice  F ile  entitled Case No. 4/47; and Kilah-us SijjTn ath-ThawrTof 14 

February 1954.
1®A sort of a prison barrack.
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wasted. Past party actions were studied, mistakes analyzed, and les
sons drawn. Stress was laid on practical methods of clandestine strug
gle, but theory was not neglected. Special attention was devoted to 
inmates who were on short sentences and would soon be released. The 
party’s prison organization quickly flourished and, as defectors later 
testified, reached a degree of rigor and discipline scarcely attained by 
the party organizations on the outside.

Before August was over, Fahd had also succeeded in restoring his 
long-broken contacts with the underground in Baghdad. He wrote his 
instructions to the party with invisible onion juice, on the back of let
ters addressed to the family of the prisoner ‘All Shukur. To bring out 
the writing, the recipients simply heated it with the flame of a kerosene 
lamp. Fahd had previously been able to smuggle out orders on only 
two occasions—in April and June 1947, and in both instances by means 
of the wife of the apothecary NajT Ibrahim Shmayyel—but his correspon
dence with the party became now regular and continuous.17

When back in January 1947, the news of Fahd’s arrest got around, 
a sense of gloom settled on the party. He had guided all and ruled over 
all. No sooner had the threads fallen from his hands, than in every 
rank certainty gave way to doubt, resoluteness to vacillation. Under 
the spur of fear, some members drew away, others went into hiding.
Even the more disciplined strata faltered. Many cells disintegrated.
The underground press fell into silence. The party stood still.

However, in measure as it became known that the captives had not 
weakened under torture, spirits rose and cells gradually came back to 
life. In February, Yahuda SiddTq, a secondary schoolteacher of Jewish 
mercantile background18 19 and a member of the Central Committee who 
had escaped arrest, pulled himself together and took the Baghdad party 
organization in hand. But the shoulders of SiddTq could not carry the 
mantle of Fahd. He was without political instinct or theoretical re
sources. More than that, in Iraq in any season and, a fortiori, in the 
critical forties—even if the Palestine problem had not been maturing to 
a climax-it was scarcely in the interest of the party to have a Jew at 
the helm. This factor was decisive. In April or thereabouts from with
in the prison walls, from Fahd personally, came explicit instructions: 
send for Comrade Kamal and turn over the responsibility to him.1®

17P olice  F iles No. 487, 3347, 3436, and 7680; and Kilah-us-SijjTn ath- 
Thawn, No. 16 of 3 March 1954, pp. 9-10 and 16. ’

18For SiddTq, see Table 19-3.
19This is  clear from a letter written to SiddTq by Fahd on 17 May 1948, 

calling attention to the latter’ s decision  of a year before. A copy of the letter 
is in the twenty-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Second Central 
Committee.”
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Comrade Kamal was the conspirative name of Malik Saif, another 

member of the Central Committee2 0 and, by common consensus, the 
most intelligent—but as it later turned out, not the most steadfast-of 
the secondary leaders of the party. Saif was of the Mandeans or the 
Subbah, a wary and secretive sect with an intense faith in the vivifying 
power of flowing water and, in Iraq, numbering no more than six thou
sand. As many others of his people, Saif descended from a family of 
silverworkers and was born and raised in ‘Amarah. At one point he 
taught school in that town, but in 1947 lived in Basrah and, while keep
ing an eye on a bakery, ran the Southern Branch of the party. .

Summoned now by Yahuda SiddTq, Malik Saif moved to Baghdad—but 
not before initiating and seeing through a strike by the workers at the 
port. He arrived in the capital at the beginning of June, and put up in 
a house in the plebeian quarter of Bab-ish-Shaikh. SiddTq handed over 
to him the party paper, Al-Qa‘ idah, which reappeared shortly afterwards, 
bearing an editorial that Fahd had written in prison.21

But SiddTq did not relinquish to Saif the reins of the party, and con
cealed from him the precise extent of Fahd’s instructions. Whenever 
Saif sought to draw from SiddTq a disclosure of what was going on in 
the Baghdad underground or in the Kurdish Branch, SiddTq became re
served and vague or simply said: “ What good will it do you?”  and 
changed the subject.20 21 22 Worse still, when on July 22, 1947, he had to 
take to his heels, having been tipped off by a Jewish sergeant in the 
Investigations Department, he did not leave the party in the charge of 
Saif but of his brother, Haskail SiddTq, a law student and an inferior 
Communist.23 It was only toward the end of August, when Haskail was 
arrested, that Saif at last assumed command and became effectively the 
first mas’£?/,24 as the on-the-spot leader of the underground was now 
known. By then a steady connection with the party center in Kut prison 
had been established.

The strange behavior of Yahuda SiddTq may perhaps raise questions 
as to his possible motives. People close to the party later wondered 
whether he had been a bona fide Communist: Zionist feelings were tak
ing hold of many BaghdadT Jews at the time. But this is a line which, 
in the absence of concrete indices, cannot profitably be pursued.'

With Fahd now shaping major decisions from behind prison bars and 
the energetic Malik Saif in direct day-to-day control—and Saif then

20For Saif see Table 19-3.
21̂ The editorial was entitled “ The meaning of the reactionary attack 

against the democratic elements in Iraq,”  and described the'conditions of the 
captive Communist leaders. A l-Q a‘ idah, No. 3 of June 1947, pp. 1-4.

^C onversation , Malik Saif.
23For Haskail SiddTq, see Table 19-3.
24- **I.e ., comrade-in-charge.
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served the party as zealously as he subsequently served the police— 
the Communists recovered their poise and lifted their chins.

In the ensuing months they went from strength to strength. They at
tracted new followers and harnessed new allies. In September, the rank 
and file of the factious League of Iraqi Communists, whose chief organ
izer, Daud as-Sayegh, had been captured at about the same time as 
Fahd, returned unconditionally to the fold. In November, the activists 
of the People’s party, facing suppression, sank their differences with 
the Communist party and, on its initiative, joined with it and with the 
Kurdish Democrats25 and the Progressive Wing of the National Demo
crats in forming a united front with an executive body, the Cooperation 
Committee.

On 27 November in a letter from the prison, Fahd indicated the line 
that was presently to be followed. “ Lead the Cooperation Committee,”  
he wrote to Malik Saif, “ and expand its activities, stressing for now 
the question of bread and democratic freedoms but have care to preserve 
the independence of our party and afford no opportunity for any inter
ference in its affairs.” 26 Thus, by the early winter of 1947-1948, in 
the left camp as a whole—even if reservations continued to exist—the 
spirit of accord had effectively dissipated the spirit of rivalry. The 
striking power of the Communist party was, as a result, increased sev
eral times over. This was a political fact of first importance, for Bagh
dad was on the eve of great and troublous days: a gigantic storm, that 
had been slowly gathering momentum, was now relentlessly heading 
toward the breaking point.

25The Kurdish Democratic party—a continuation, in part, o f the Ruzkari 
Kurd (see Chap. 27, n. 2)—was formed in 1946 by the Kurdish lawyer Hamzah 
‘ Abdallah and others, and identified itse lf with the cause o f Mulla Mustafa al- 
BarzanT. It had its support among urban Kurds and, though influenced by Marx
ist ideas, stood mainly for the creation of a “ Democratic State of Kurdistan”  
combining the region of Khaniqin and the provinces of Mosul, ArbU, Kirkuk, 
and Sulaimaniyyah, and linked “ federally”  to Iraq, but “ free to conclude trea
ties of friendship or alliance with any of the democratic states.”

26Letter from al-Hajj (Fahd) to the first m as’ul (Malik Saif) dated 27 Novem
ber 1947. A copy of the letter is  in the twenty-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled 
“ Papers of the Second Central Committee.”
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AL-WATHBAH

A1-Wa thbah—the Leap—was the most formidable mass insurrection in 
the history of the monarchy. It sprang from the same conditions of ex
istence that had since the first years of the forties been making for the 
advance of communism.1 Its aspects were many and diverse. It was 
the social subsoil of Baghdad in revolt against hunger and unequal bur
dens. It was the students and Schalchiyyah workers2 braving machine 
guns on the Ma'rnun Bridge and dying for their ideas—or, as cynics 
would have it, for vain illusions. It was the political representatives 
of the various layers of the middle class—the National Democrats, the 
Liberals, the Independence party—resentful of constraints or plotting 
for political gain. It was the privileged stratum of ex-Sharlfian officer- 
mallaks, bureaucrat-mallSks, and shaikh-mal/afts menaced in their polit
ical power and social interests. It was British overlordship shaken, 
the Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930 sapped, and the Portsmouth Agreement 
of 1948 abolished. It was the rule of Regent ‘Abd-ul-Ilah momentarily 
supplanted by the rule of the demos. It was also the first great test of 
the Iraqi Communist party.

Iraq had been for some time moving toward the Wathbah—the rest
lessness of the parties, the demonstration of 28 June 1946, the “ mass
acre”  at GawurpaghT had been so many prefatory notes or premonitory 
symptoms—but it was from the moment that the regent and NurT as-Sa‘Td 
proceeded to enmesh their people in another treaty with the English 
that the Wathbah broke forth.

The old treaty—that of 1930—which virtually reduced Iraq into an 
appendage of the British Em pire ,3 had become something of an anach
ronism. However, from the point of view of NurT and the regent, its

*See Chapter 17.
^For the Schalchiyyah workers, see pp. 617 ff.
^The 1930 Treaty obliged Iraqis, among other things, 1. to consult c lo se 

ly with Britain in all matters of foreign policy affecting its interests; 2. to ex
tend to Britain in times of war or “ a threat of war" all the facilities and 
assistance that Iraq could give on its territory; 3. to admit the importance of 
protecting at a ll times “ the essential communications of His British Majesty”  
through Iraq; and 4. to “ permit”  Britain to occupy two air bases—Shu‘ ay bah 
near Basrah and Habbaniyyah to the w est of the upper Euphrates. The related 
Financial Agreement required Iraq to turn the Port of Basrah and the Iraqi Rail
ways into semiautonomous corporations. The corporations came under the vir
tual control o f British officia ls. See Iraq, Treaty of A lliance between Iraq and 
Great Britain Signed on 30th June, 1930 (Government Press, Baghdad).
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annulment was out of the question. Such a course was not only beyond 
their power, but hardly in accord with their interests. If to many of 
their subjects, the treaty seemed like a millstone round their necks, in 
their own eyes it constituted a protective shield against indigenous 
revolutions. But with the peoples on the move everywhere in the East, 
the English, NurT, and the regent realized the necessity of redefining, 
sooner rather than later, their relationships in a manner that, at least 
in words, would be as inoffensive as possible to national sentiment.

Extending the treaty under the guise of revising it—this is really 
what, on close examination, the Portsmouth Agreement amounted to— 
was in any circumstances a risky affair, and markedly the more so when 
the regent and NurT did not have both feet on the ground. In retrospect, 
it is clear that they had only an insufficient idea of the seriousness of 
their situation. But they could and did foresee trouble, even though its 
scale and intensity, when it came, caught them completely by surprise. 
It was in the hope of averting it or, at least, blunting its edge, that 
they had, months beforehand, resolved upon an unusual step: in March 
1947 NurT vacated the premiership, yielding that high office, for the 
first time since the founding of the monarchy, to a ShTite, that is, to a 
member of the sect that embraced a clear majority of the population.
The ShT'ite chosen was Salih Jabr.

Jabr had other attributes to commend him, besides ShT'ism.4 For 
one thing, he was a man of no mean ability—a quality which, however, 
thoroughly failed him at the critical moment. Descending from a poor 
artisan family of Nasiriyyah and beginning life as a petty clerk of the 
British Revenue Officer in Muntafiq, he rose quickly to responsible 
posts in the government. Undoubtedly, the protection afforded him by 
Rustum Haidar, a ShTT and a close adviser of Faisal I, helped him a 
great deal. He also became closely connected with the semifeudal 
shaikhly stratum through his marriage with the daughter of Shaikh ‘Addai 
aj-Jaryan, the chief of Albu Sultan, a tribe inhabiting the Hillah district. 
But what perhaps clinched the premiership for him was another factor. 
Since his days as a clerk at the British Revenue Office in Nasiriyyah 
he had, his adversaries say, realized on which side the bread was but
tered. By 1947, at any rate, he had gained the good graces of the Eng
lish which, as could well be imagined, was much like having gained 
hold of a political passe-partout in monarchic Iraq. 5

Raising a ShT'T to the premiership proved eventually to be of little 
avail. It meant nothing to the workers without bread, the lawyers with
out lawsuits, the forgotten clerks, the students clandestinely propagan

^For Salih Jabr, consult also Table 7-4.
% o r  the biographical details on Salih Jabr, I am indebted to Kamil ach- 

Ch5dirchT, leader o f the National Democratic party, and to TawfTq as-SuwaidT, 
one-time prime minister of Iraq.
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dized, and the parties held in leash. It took now only a few incidents 
to precipitate the thinly disguised, long-seething ferment in which all 
these elements were caught.

On the 28 December 1947, at the instance of Nun and after secret 
preliminary negotiations with the British government, the regent sum
moned to the palace a number of senior politicians, including the ex
premiers, to feel them out on the contemplated treaty revision. The 
leaders of the parties heard of the meeting on the radio or read about it 
in the morning papers. NurT and the regent had not troubled to give - 
them any thought whatever. “ The men of the parties,”  reads a contem
porary secret police report,

wonder why they have not been invited to the Rihab Palace..  . and 
are putting it about that to ignore them in this fashion and in a mat
ter of such gravity goes only to show that the government does not 
set great store by the parties and intends to revise the Treaty along 
lines already agreed upon at the time of the last visit of His Excel
lency NurT as-Sa‘Td to London.6

A few days later—on 3 J anuary 1948—a statement attributed by .the 
“ Arab”  News Agency (Reuters in Arab skin) to F5dil aj-JamalT, the 
then foreign minister, provided another stimulus. “ Party politics rath
er than justice,”  aj-JamalT reportedly said in London, “ were behind 
much of the criticism levelled in Iraq at the 1930 Treaty, although that 
instrument is certainly not without flaws. . . .  If attacks upon it have 
continued unabated, a large number of Iraqis have, in the meantime, 
become sensitive to its merits.”  The statement was immediately disa
vowed by the prime minister, but this made no difference. On the night 
of 4 January, according to a report from the director of investigations 
to the minister of interior,

a secret meeting was held at the headquarters of the Independence 
party. Faiq as-Samarra’i, SiddTq Shanshal, and Isma'Tl GhSnim, mem
bers of the party’s Supreme Committee, and the law students ‘Adnan 
Farhad, Muta‘ al-Khudaiff, Nadir ash-Shaikh Khaz'al, Mustafa al- 
Wa'idh, MahdT ash-Shams, and Mahmud HilmT were present. They 
talked on the subject of a manifestation. . .  and stressed the need of 
going into the streets on the next day at whatever cost, even if it 
meant using force against the police. Excitement ran high. One of 
the students, MahdT ash-Shams, expressed himself ready for any

6Iraqi P o lice  Report of 30 December 1947 in F ile entitled Case No. 5/48. 
The formal preliminary negotiations were conducted in Baghdad by Salih Jabr, 
but the parties felt that the latter was no more than ah instrument by which 
NurT and the regent sought to advance their aims, and that the talks that mat
tered were effected by NurT or the regent.
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sacrifice, even the assassination of some of the leaders and, at 
their head, the premier and the foreign minister. But the others op
posed him and had at the end, in view of his vehemence, to turn him 
out of the meeting. The majority resolved upon a demonstration.
SiddTq Shanshal dissented.7

On the following morning, students from al-Karkh Secondary School 
took to the streets and, after crossing the river, merged with the stu
dents of al-A‘dhamiyyah, who had also come out. The procession-its 
banners decrying the statement ascribed to aj-Jam§ll— moved peacefully 
toward the School of Law. From there it expected to advance, with 
swollen ranks, on the royal palace, its ultimate focal point. But as it 
approached the Law School, mounted policemen suddenly appeared and 
barred its way. Law students, who rushed out of their classrooms to 
join the demonstrators, were driven back, at first with clubs and then 
with a discharge of firearms. Several of them fell wounded.8 Thirty- 
nine others were arrested, and the Law School shut down. The reaction 
was swift. On 6 January, the students of all the other colleges went on 
strike. The authorities relented: on the eighth, the apprehended stu
dents were released and the Law School reopened.9 Thus came to an 
end what might be termed the preliminary phase of the Wathbah.

In this first series of incidents, the initiatory role belonged undoubt
edly to the Independence party. At the same time, it is beyond question 
that that party had no idea what it was ushering in. All that it had in 
mind was a manifestation of narrow scope. Indeed, the manifestation of 
January 5 could be described in no other way. The strike of the sixth 
had not been premeditated, and was triggered by the unnecessary vio
lence of the police and the closure of the Law School. In an effective 
sense, the movement retained throughout this phase a strictly student 
character. No other social force took part in it. The Wathbah had not 
yet begun in earnest.

Was the Iraqi Communist party sitting with folded arms all this 
while? The party organ, Al-Qa‘ idah, commenced to advocate the over

n
Report o f the Directorate of Investigations dated 7 January 1948 in F ile 

entitled “ The Independence Party” ; and F ile  entitled Case No. 5/48. In 
assessin g  the content of the report and, in particular, the reference to the use 
of force, the date of the report must be kept in mind. The reference might 
have been inserted to excuse the ruthlessness shown by the police  on 5 
January. „

Q
Report dated 5 January 1948 from Husain ‘ AIT, dean of the Law School to 

the minister o f defence, entitled “ Clash between the P o lice  and the Law Stu
dents in the Morning of Monday, the 5th January.”

^P olice F ile  entitled Case No. 5/48; Salma Yusuf, editor. The Immortal 
Wathbah (in Arabic) (Baghdad, March 1948), pp. 12-14; and Mahmud al-QadT, 
January, the Month o f National Struggle (in Arabic) (Baghdad, March 1948), 
pp. 23-34.
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throw of the government of Salih Jabr as early as November 1947. It , 
charged it at that time with conducting negotiations on the revision of 
the treaty and concealing their substance from the people.10 In Decem
ber, it stepped up the attack and, after warning of “ the dangers”  that 
lurked in the forthcoming final talks in London, called upon “ all honest 
citizens”  to unite in a common struggle for the severance of the treaty 
ties and the replacement of the Jabr government by a democracy.11 
However, although the party was, as always, intuitive to approaching 
storm, and in November united the “ left”  parties under a “ Cooperation 
Committee,”  its appeals in Al-Qa‘ idah did not thicken in December or 
earlier into practical preparations for an uprising. There is no evidence 
in the party records of any such preparations. - This is corroborated by 
the testimony of Malik Saif, the then first mas’ul12 of the party, and 
who had since defected.13 It was, in fact, the unexpected initiative of 
the Independence party that coaxed the Communists into life. Their 
student cells were quickly set in motion and contributed actively to the 
events of January 5-7. As is clear from the party registers captured 
ten months later, six of the students arrested for leading roles in the 
events referred to were members of the Communist party or of its auxil
iary, the National Liberation party.14

From 8 to 15 January, the Baghdad of the opposition paused, so to 
say. On the surface it looked as if the spirit of protest had dissolved. 
But the calm was deceptive. An acute and tense watchfulness pre
vailed. All eyes were riveted on London, whither an official delegation 
headed by Jabr and including NurT had gone for final negotiations and 
the signature of a new treaty. The Communists, for their part, were not ■■ 
exactly marking time. A letter had come from Kut prison, in which Fahd 
vigorously demanded that the party make serious preparation to send its 
forces into the street. A hasty mobilization of the party’s means began. 
An adjunct of the “ Cooperation Committee,”  the “ Student Cooperation 
Committee,”  came into being. Kamil QazanchT, a Mosul lawyer, a 
friend of the Communists, an orator of great power, and the head of the

1®A1-Qa‘ idah, Year 6, No. 1 of November 1947, p. 9.
^1 A l-Q a‘ idah, Year 6, No. 2 of December 1947, pp. 1-2.
12I. e ., comrade-in-charge.

•^Conversation with this writer in November 1957. Yahuda Siddtq, Saif’ s 
collaborator, testified to the same effect in his statement to the police  of 
October 1948. Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 7680 refers.

14They were Amin ZakT, Sa'Td ad-DujailT, ‘ Awad Mahdt a l-‘AzzawT, and 
Ibrahim HamadT ar-Rubai‘T—all law students—and JSsim Muhammad Rajab and 
TawfTq al-Alusr, students at the secondary schools of a l-‘ Adhamiyyah and of 
al-Karkh, respectively. ’



“ Cooperation Committee”  since November, was earmarked to lead the 
demonstrations, which were now only a few days away.15

The surface stillness broke abruptly with the announcement on 16 
January of the terms of the treaty signed the day before at Portsmouth. 
Although abundantly oiled over with the idioms of mutuality, the new 
agreement committed Iraqis to “ a firm alliance”  with Britain, to poli
cies in foreign lands congruent with its interests,16 and to the recogni
tion of Iraq’ s air bases as links in its “ essential”  communications.17 
The agreement also pledged Iraq to “ invite”  British forces to its terri
tory in time of war or of a threat of war, and to furnish them with assis
tance and sundry facilities,18 and, further, to permit the continued use 
of the Shu'aybah and the Habbaniyyah bases by the R.A.F. until the 
withdrawal of the “ allied armies”  from “ all ex-enemy countries.” 19 
In the conditions of the then unfolding “ Cold War,”  such a withdrawal 
was scarcely in view and, indeed, in the case of Germany, has not come 
about to this very day. In brief, the Portsmouth Agreement was—except 
for relatively minor points—little more than the 1930 Treaty with a coat
ing of new-fashioned terminology.20 Its gloss of mutuality carried as 
much conviction as the remark made months before by Ernest Bevin, 
the secretary of state for foreign affairs. Britain regarded Iraq as “ a 
member of the family,”  he had said, tongue in cheek.21 *

The publication of the agreement sparked a three-day strike and 
continuous demonstrations by college students. The movement bore 
from the beginning a grim earnestness, and developed with unaccus
tomed force. Behind the seething students, stimulating them, urging 
them on, welding them together, was the Communist-led “ Student
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1 C onversation , Malik Saif; Saif’ s statement to the police  of November 
1948; and (Secret) Report from the Director o f Investigations to the Minister of 
Interior dated 7 December 1948 and entitled “ The Events of Last January”  in 
P o lice  F ile  entitled C ase No. 5/48.

16Article 1 o f Treaty.
17 ''A rtic le  la  of Annex of Treaty.
^ A rtic le  lb  of Annex.
19Article Id  of Annex. Majid KhaddurT, the author of Independent Iraq 

1932-1958 (London, 1960), lost sight of this crucial article in affirming un
qualifiedly (on p. 267) that the two air bases “ were handed back to Iraq.”  
KhaddurT also read Article lb  of Annex as meaning that Britain’ s use of fa c ili
ties “ would be dependent on Iraq’ s invitation”  (p. 266). The article, however, 
makes it quite clear that the extension of the “ invitation”  was mandatory. The 
“ innovation,”  as KhaddurT calls it, was, it is plain, purely terminological.

20For a summary of the more essential clauses o f the 1930 Treaty, turn to 
p. 545, n. 3.

21Quoted in cable dated 10 October 1947 from Regent ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah to 
Premier Salih Jabr. Text of cable is in ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq al-Hasani, TarTkh-ul-
Wizarat-il-’IrlSqiyyah, VII, 216-217.
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Cooperation Committee.”  On 16, 17, and 18 January, not only the Com
munists and their confederates—the Progressive Democrats, the Popu
lists, and the Kurdish Democrats, but also students from the National 
Democratic and Independence parties, worked with the Committee and 
followed its lead. On the nineteenth, however, the Independence party, 
which stood farthest to the right, ordered its student elements to sepa
rate themselves from the Committee and bide their time.22 The Nation
al Democrats held on, and to the end would play a role by no means 
inconspicuous. However, from this point, the Communists emerged un
mistakably as the fundamental force of the Wathbah, with the “ Coopera
tion Committee”  and the “ Student Cooperation Committee”  as their 
chief levers. The stormy mass march of 20 January, in which for the 
first time the Schalchiyyah workers and the hungry shargawiyyas23 took 
part, was a distinctly Communist initiative. Blood was shed that day 
in Baghdad. In a vain attempt to disperse the demonstrators, the police 
losing its senses or acting under instructions, fired murderously into 
their midst. Lead, however, did not dissipate resistance. The multi
tudes became only bitter and more defiant. On the succeeding day pas
sions rose higher. Student delegations who wanted to escort the bodies 
of some of the victims to their final resting place were fired upon by 
the police inside the Royal Hospital. Two fell dead and seventeen 
others were wounded. One of the pharmacy students, whose brains 
were blown out by a bullet, was carried by his companions to the dean 
of his school who, shuddering in horror, submitted his resignation. The 
faculties of Pharmacy and Medicine and the physicians at the hospital 
followed his example. As word of the outrage spread, resentment 
mounted to a fever heat. Tempestuous protests pervaded the streets. 
Crowds, thick with Communists, and armed with huge canes, clashed 
with the police, who became much like aidless flotsam in a wrathful 
sea. An atmosphere redolent of social revolution enveloped Baghdad. 
The regent, overtaken by happenings more authoritarian than himself, 
took fright. Unsure of the army, he effected an about-face: in the night 
of January 21, after summoning a palace council, to which this time he 
invited the representatives of the parties, he openly disowned the 
treaty.24

^ (S ecre t) Report from the Director of Investigations to the Minister of In
terior, dated 7 December 1948 in F ile entitled Case No. 5/48.

^ T h e  shargawiyyas (literally the "E asterners” ) are the people of the 
mud-huts that migrated to Baghdad from the southeast, and particularly from 
the province of ‘Amarah.

24P olice  F ile  entitled Case No. 5/48', Salma Yusuf, editor, The Immortal 
Wathbah (in Arabic) (Baghdad, 1948), pp. 18-31; Munir al-QadT, January, the 
Month of National Struggle (in Arabic) (Baghdad, 1948), pp. 90-94; Kamil 
Qazanchl (head of the “ Cooperation Committee” —see p. 549), The Glorious 
Wathbah o f the P eop le  (in Arabic) (Baghdad,,1948), pp. 1-6; al-HasanT, TarTKh- 
ul-Wizarat-il-Iraqiyyah, VII, 255-262.
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The regent’ s change of front had the immediate effect of splitting 
the opposition. The Independence party, which had recommitted its 
forces on 21 January, now held back again. It pronounced itself em
phatically against any further display of feeling. “ His Highness and 
loyal personages must be given time to deal with the situation,”  ran a 
statement issued in its name. 2 5 The National Democrats could not 
help noting that while the treaty had been laid aside, the government 
that signed it continued in office. They enjoined the people to remain 
on their guard, but counseled no action. 26 The Communists set them
selves determinedly against any decrease in the movement. The over
throw of the Jabr cabinet was now within arm’s reach; a letup in mass 
pressure would be tantamount to renouncing victory, they argued. From 
their point of view, the only sane course was to sharpen the agitation 
and push it through to the end. 27 The declaration of Jabr from London 
on 22 January, in which he dismissed the movement as the work of a 
few seditionists, played into their hands.

On the twenty-third, enormous crowds, roused by Communists, 
streamed through Baghdad’s main arteries. They met with no resis
tance. The uniformed police had disappeared, but not the secret agents 
of the Investigations, who left us an authentic, if perhaps pruned, ac
count of what happened:

A number of Communist students. . . assembled this morning in the 
square in front of the School of Medicine. About seventy of them 
left at once, in separate groups, heading for al-Muadhdham Gate.
There they began inciting the people to demonstrate. In the mean
time, in the square itself, the congregating students increased to 
about 350. . . and, forming in ranks, now marched toward the afore
said gate, shouting “ Down with the Government of Salih Jabr!”
“ Down with NurT as-Sa‘Td!”  “ We are for a People’s Revolution!”  
“ Long Live the Unity of the Workers and the Students!”  In measure 
as they advanced, great numbers of workers and some women ad
hered to them. When they reached the brass founders’ market, Mu- 
hammed Salih Bahr-ul-'Ulum* 26 * 28 29 excitedly addressed them and wrought 
them up to vehement passion___  They next halted before the head
quarters of the Investigations, and swinging Bahr-ul-‘Ulum and 
Kamil QazanchI29 to their shoulders, shouted “ Down with Black 
Bread!”  “ Provide Bread to the People!”  “ Down with the Investi

26jndependence party leaflet of 22 January 1948.
26Statement of 22 January by Kamil ach-ChadirchT, leader of the National 

Democratic party. Sawt-ut-Ahrar of 23 January 1948 refers.
^Com m unist party circular of 22 January 1948.
28A poet o f decidedly Communist sympathies.
29The head of the “ Cooperation Committee.”



gations!”  “ Salih Jabr, Nufi as-Sa‘Td, Bahjat Atiyyah30 to the Gal
lows!”  . . .  When they arrived at King Faisal’s Square, Kamil 
Qazanchi leapt to the roof of the WadT Coffeehouse and made a 
speech. Catching sight of about thirty onlooking soldiers, he loud
ly hailed the “ brave army”  with the obvious intent of sowing dis
cord between the military and the p o lice .. . . Then, pointing to the 
workers, he cried: “ We want a people’s government representing 
these classes.”  . . . After that, the procession moved on. As it 
made toward the Eastern Gate, a number of Istiqlalis31 appeared and 
began distributing the statement of their party.32 Demonstrating 
workers at once fell upon them, beat them up and, snatching the 
leaflets from their hands, tore them to p ieces .. . .  In front of the 
petrol station, where the procession again halted, the throngs-after 
listening to another inflammatory speech by Bahr-ul-'Ulum—broke 
into “ Long Live the National Liberation Party!” 33 “ Long Live the 
People’s Struggle!”  “ Long Live the Communist Party!”  . . .  Here 
some Istiqlalis raised their voices crying out: “ Hi! you people! 
These are all Communists! Leave their ranks! Do not let them lead 
you astray! They are determined to sell the Kingdom to the Rus
sians!”  About a third of the crowd withdrew, while the others re
sumed their march, their cries rolling forth. At length they came to 
the precincts of the Sa‘dun34 statue. “ Release the Leader Fahd!”  
“ Release the Lions of Kut!” 35. . . “ Long Live the Republic!”  they 
shouted. When their voices died down, Kamil Qazanchi sprang up on 
the plinth of the statue and made them swear “ in the name of God 
the Great and upon the anniversary of the birth of the Prophet Mu
hammad, the youth of the beloved King, and the wisdom of the exalt
ed Regent, and in the name of the People, the Motherland, and upon 
the blood of the Martyrs”  to continue the struggle until the demands 
of the people36 are met. . . .  “ Long Live the Protector of the Peo
ple!”  the crowds cried. “ Pardon! Pardon! I am only the servant of 
the People!”  Qazanchi answered.

Arkady Suvorov, the secretary of the Russian Legation, was 
seen wandering in the street in his car and inquiring about the
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36The ch ief of Investigations.
31Members of the Istiqlal or Independence party.
32I .e ., the statement of 22 January 1948 enjoining calm.
33An auxiliary o f the Communist party.
34Late prime minister o f Iraq.
35I .e ., the Communist prisoners in Kut.
3®The dism issal o f the Jabr government, the unleashing o f democratic free

doms, the abolition of the treaty, and the complete withdrawal of British forces, 
among other things. See Kamil QazanchT, The Glorious Wathbah o f the P eop le  
(in Arabic), pp. 5-6.
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demonstrations. At around two o ’ clock in the afternoon he came to 
the Tigris Pharmacy in the Haidarkhanah quarter and asked Zokian, 
its proprietor and the head of the Armenian Migration Committee, for 
more details.37

Shouts of “ Long Live the Republic!”  had not been planned. In its 
circular of 22 January, the party had warned against “ unauthorized 
cries,”  and enjoined members to be on the lookout for “ provocateurs”  
who would “ contort”  the demonstration from its determined aims.38 
The tactic of the day was to split the regent from the English, Nurl, 
and Jabr. To call the monarchy into question was, therefore, inexpedi
ent, if not injurious.

Baghdad was still in an agitated state on 26 January, when Jabr 
and Nurl returned from London. Both had not yet given up hope of sal
vaging the treaty. In NurT’s view, there was only one way in which to 
meet insurgent crowds—put them down. The “ dignity of the govern
ment”  had to be restored, whatever the cost. Jabr, for his part, was 
firmly convinced that he could handle the situation. The regent, allow
ing himself to be persuaded, wheeled about once again. In consequence, 
at 10:15 that night Jabr broadcast a statement in which he appealed for 
calm, and affirmed that the nation would shortly have a detailed expla
nation of the clauses of the treaty and could then say its final word on 
it. The statement acted as a signal. Active masses of people immedi
ately took to the streets. Denunciatory cries soon resounded deafening
ly through the air. Not long after, at around midnight, came the rattle 
of machine guns. The Baghdadis who stayed at home could hear the 
echoes in the distance, and spent the remaining hours of the night won
dering what the morrow had in its womb.

In the morning Baghdad looked more like a field of battle than a 
city. There had been more than a vague presentiment that decisive 
things were about to happen, and rulers and ruled had made their 
preparations.

The first event of that climactic day was the release of a manifesto 
by the Central Committee of the Communist party. The manifesto began 
by denying “ tendencious allegations”  that the government, in its flurry 
of alarm, had been widely propagating: “ There is no danger of ‘ civil 
war’ or of ‘a Communist revolution’ or of other such prattle.. . .  The 
real danger lies in foreign interference in the affairs of our country.”

The manifesto went on to affirm that “ hired agents of the Investiga
tions and of the imperialists”  had been insinuating themselves into the

37(Secret) ‘ ‘ Special Report of the Directorate of Investigations on the 
Demonstrations o f the 23rd January 1948”  in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled Case 
No. S/48.

38Communist party circular of 22 January 1948 in the twenty-volume P olice  
fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Second Central Committee.”
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demonstrations and sending up “ extremist and imbecile shouts”  to pro
vide the government with excuses against the people. It wound up with 
an appeal to the citizenry to continue the struggle arm in arm until the 
defeat of the Portsmouth Treaty, the overthrow of the Jabr cabinet, and 
the formation of “ a national democratic government. ” 39

Even as the manifesto was being distributed, dense crowds of stu
dents and youthful workmen, brandishing canes, were pouring from vari
ous parts of ar-Rasafah—East Baghdad—and from the northern suburb of 
al-A‘(Jhamiyyah toward the Ma’mun Bridge (see Map 4). Their immedi
ate object was to cross over into al-Karkh—West Baghdad—and join 
forces with the students of the right bank and the Schalchiyyah railway 
workers, who were simultaneously moving in the direction of as-SuwaidT 
Square at the western entrance of the bridge. The forces of the police 
were also going into action. They quickly occupied key points in the 
streets and on the roofs of houses and khans, and the minaret of al- 
Muradiyyah mosque.40 They had strict orders to turn back and break up 
the demonstrations and, if necessary, shoot to kill.

The first clash occurred in ar-Rasafah near the Royal Hospital, 
where crowds, comprising Communists, if not led by them, were fired on. 
They lost four dead but put to flames an armored car4* and, forcing the 
police to withdraw into GhazT Street, streamed into ar-Rashld, Bagh
dad’s main thoroughfare. As they pushed on, new groups clung to them. 
When, however, they reached AmTn Square, some four hundred meters 
from the eastern end of the Ma’mun Bridge, they ran into strong police 
reinforcements which, for a while, succeeded in pinning them down.

At about the same time, on the other side of the river, parts of the 
Karkh crowds, reckless of life, thrust away an armed police force that 
had been disputing their passage and swarmed onto the fifty-foot-wide 
bridge, intent upon effecting a union with their comrades in ar-Rasafah. 
But their forward ranks had scarcely gained the left bank when sudden
ly a pitiless fire was let loose upon them by armored car detachments 
that had rushed from the markets of as-Sarai and at-Tuhafiyyat. Several 
were instantly killed or wounded. The others turned round and tried to 
regain the opposite bank, but were spattered with machine-gun fire from 39 40 41

39Statement by the Central Committee dated 27 January 1948 and entitled 
“ Declaration of the Communist Party on the New Imperialist Conspiracy.”

40In its letter No. 1825 of 3 February 1948, the Directorate General of 
Awqaf (Religious Endowments) protested to the Ministry of Interior against the 
“ violation”  by the police  of the sanctity of the mosques^ on 27 January. The 
text of the letter is in Al-Hasant, TSrTkh-ul-Wizarat-il-Itaqiyyah, VII, 272.

41 An internal Communist source identified “ Party member ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman”  
as the person who set fire to the car: undated internal party report addressed 
to the Central Committee and entitled “ A Comprehensive Description of the 
Heroic Acts of the Demonstrators on the 27th January”  in the twenty-volume 
P olice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Second Central Committee.
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the top of a khan in as-SuwaidT Square. The bleeding of the crowd was 
terrible. Bodies lay all over. Some were entangled in the iron of the 
bridge. Others had dropped into the river below and were carried along 
by the current.

More blood was yet to flow. The demonstrators that had been halt
ed in Amin Square became now uncontrollable. The police force that 
had contained them pulled back and withdrew at a run in the direction 
of the bridge. There the detachments that had just dealt destruction to 
the Karkh crowds were waiting with their armored cars and machine 
guns. The demonstrators advanced, seemingly determined to cross in 
spite of any losses. For an instant the police, losing some of their 
assurance, hesitated. A few minutes later, however, a volley of shots 
burst forth. Only a fifteen-year-old girl, ‘Adawiyyah al-Falaki, who 
carried a banner and marched at the head of the column, crossed un
scathed. Her four immediate companions and others behind them had 
fallen. The firing had ceased. The bridge now echoed only with mur
murs of pain and cries of grief.

Apparently appalled at the extent of loss of life and noticing that, 
far from dispersing, the crowds on both sides of the bridge were begin
ning to reform, having recovered from their stupefaction, the police 
withdrew completely from the scene.

How many fell that day cannot be determined. Numerous bodies 
were buried without being registered. Others drifted down the Tigris. 
The total figure for dead and injured is commonly set at between three 
and four hundred.42

The sequel is already known. Late that evening Premier Salih Jabr 
fled for his life to the Euphrates, and eventually to England. The re
gent charged Muhammad as-Sadr, a Shl‘1 sayyid and man of religion, and 
a leader of the 1920 uprising,43 with forming a new government.

Months later, the Ministry of Interior was seeking for an alien hand 
in the events just described. “ Information reaching us,”  the ministry 
wrote to the Directorate General of Police in December 1948, “ indi
cates that the Sa'udl and Russian Legations had had a part in initiating 
the demonstrations.”  Could any light be shed upon this matter? “ The 
Sa'udI Legation,”  the directorate replied, “ was in touch with some of 
the members of the Independence party during the days of the Wathbah 
and, as rumors had it then, supplied them with funds and light arms and

42Internal Communist Party Report to the Central Committee entitled "A  
Comprehensive Description of the Heroic Acts of the Demonstrators on the 27th 
January*’ ; Al-QadT, January, the Month of National Struggle (in Arabic), pp. 131
133; Yusuf, The ‘immortal Wathbah (in Arabic), pp. 43-46; Al-HasanT, Taflkh-ul- 
Wizarat, pp. 262-274; and P olice  F ile  entitled Case No. 5/58.

43For as-Sadr, see  also Table 7-4.
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incited them to demonstrate.”  In regard to the Russians, the director
ate only brought out that their legation had been reportedly visited at 
that time by Krikor Badrossian,44 * the secretary of the Armenian Branch 
and a member of the Central Committee of the Communist party.

In the same letter, the Ministry of Interior noted that in the “ days 
of January”  numerous lorries transported women, students, and workers 
to the scene of the demonstrations from outlying districts and from the 
provinces. ‘ ‘Who furnished those lorries. . . and how were those people 
provided for, when it was so difficult for nonresidents to find food in 
Baghdad and especially bread?”  the ministry wondered. The movement 
from the provinces was organized by the Communist party, the director
ate said. The people coming from the south used the railroad and trans
ferred to lorries at the station. The travel costs were defrayed by the 
provincial party mas’uls,46 who led the “ delegations”  and who, when 
in need, turned to Had! ‘Abd-ir-Rida, a liaisonman of the Communist 
party center. The expenses were met, the directorate added, “ from con
tributions, amounting at times to about five hundred dinars46 monthly 
and collected from Jewish merchants by the Jewish Communists Ibrahim 
Sha’ul, MTr Ya'qub Cohen, and Sayyun al-Bazzaz. ” 47

However, the party’s summary of accounts, which fell into the hands 
of the police, indicates that relatively insignificant amounts were spent 
by the party in the month of the Wathbah and the succeeding month.48

PA R TY ’ S RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURE 
FOR JANUARY AND FEBRUARY 194849

Month R eceip ts  Expenditure
January 168 dinars 995 fils  89 dlhars 150 fils
February 308 dinars 971 fils  205 dinars 855 fils

The political weight of the party was obviously out of all proportion 
to its financial resources.

44For Badrossian, see Table 19-3.
46I.e ., “ comrades-in-charge. ”
461 dinar = 1,000 fils = £1.
^7 (Secret) letter of 6 December 1948 from the Ministry of Interior to the 

Directorate General of P olice ; and letter of 7 December 1948 from the director 
of investigations to the minister of interior. Both letters are entitled "T h e  
Events of L ast January,”  and the one from the Investigations is based on state
ments made by Malik Saif, the defecting first mas’ul of the party. F ile  entitled 
C ase No. 5/48.

48The party’ s receipts and expenditures increased in subsequent months, 
however. See Table 28-1.

4^The summary of accounts is in the twenty-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled 
“ Papers of the Second Central Committee.”
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The Wathbah gave the party a strong thrust forward. Its appeal 
widened and its following grew apace. The trained cadre, however, 
was in a comparative sense too thin to cope organizationally with the 
flow into the party’s ranks. One hundred and twenty-five seasoned 
Communists-Fahd’s own trainees in many instances-lay in the prison 
of KutSO and could not be easily replaced. As a result, the quality of 
the members palpably declined. Not unrelated to this state of affairs 
was the curious tendency in the months after the Wathbah toward the 
commingling of the Communist party with its auxiliary, the National 
Liberation party, which led to the clouding if not “ the breakdown of 
membership standards,”  as an internal party critique later put it.51 * 
The fusion with the Communists on 19 March 1948 of the National Rev
olutionary Committee, an organization diminutive in respect of numbers 
but weighted on the leadership side, 52 brought only a slight improve
ment. The party, however, gained a new mouthpiece, the Committee’s 
legal paper, Al-Asas (The Base).53

Perhaps a greater degree of attention would have been given to the 
qualitative weaknesses in the party had the pressure of external events 
been less severe, but to some extent the neglect of this problem could 
be laid to the disharmony that reigned for some time at the highest 
level of the party. Yahuda SiddTq, a member of the Central Committee, 
who had. gone into hiding in Kirkuk in July 1947, returned to Baghdad 
in March 1948 and proceeded to pick a quarrel with Malik Saif on the 
matter of leadership. He doubted Saif’s capacity, disputed his right to 
continue in command, and ended by insisting on the Kurdish Branch of 
the party being placed exclusively under his supervision. Both eventu
ally appealed to Fahd, who settled the issue in Saif’ s favor. “ A year 
ago,”  Fahd wrote to Yahuda SiddTq on 17 May,

We asked. . . that responsibility be turned over to Kamal.54 Why did 
we do this? Because we discerned in him the needed political ma
turity and the other attributes which qualify him to lead the move
ment in the existing circumstances. Time has justified us in our 
choice. . .. What he did and is doing, was done and is being done 
with our knowledge. . . .

A L - W A T H B A H

^ L etter  which is  undated but written in May 1948 by Fahd in KOt prison to 
the first mas’ul of the party (Malik Saif), ibid.

^Undated internal manuscript written in 1950 by Baha’ -ud-Din NurT, the 
then party secretary, and entitled “ Truths about the Deviations that Occurred 
in the Party,”  pp. 3-4.

® T h e  Committee first appeared in the Autumn of 1946.
^Conversation, ZakT Khairx, leader of the Committee, June 1958; and 

P olice F ile No. 414 on “ ZakT KhairT. ”
^4“ Kama 1”  is Malik Saif’ s party name.
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TABLE 22-1

Fahd’s Fourth Central Committee 
(August 1947 to 12 October 1948)

Name

Nation Date 
and and place 

religion of birth P rofession

Full Members 
MIlik Saif3 
Yahuda Siddlq 
Ahmad ‘ Abbas 
( ‘Abd Tamr)
Krikor Agop Badrossian 
Sami Nadir Mustafa 
Isma‘11 Ahmad 
Nafi‘ Yunisc

(See Table 19-3)
(See Table 19-3)
(See Table 19-2)

(See Table 19-3)
(See Table 14-2)
(See Table 19-3)
Kurd, Sunni 1924, Arbll Lawyer

Jasim Hammudlc Arab, Sunni 1922, Basrah Secondary
schoolteacher

Candidate Members 
Musa Muhammad Nur 
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq Matarc

(See Table 19-3)
Arab, SKIT 1920, Najaf Engineering

student
‘ Abd-us-Salam an-Nasiric Arab, SKIT 1924, Basrah Clerk at the port

Yusuf Hannac Assyrian, 1922, Shaqlawahd 
Christian

Ex-elementary 
schoolteacher; 
weaver

It appears from your report that you desire to split the respon
sibility in the party and carve out spheres of influence.. . . But it 
rests upon every one of us to realize that the party, in all its com
ponent branches and organizations, constitutes an integral whole.55

One other development in the sphere of inner party life in this peri
od must be pointed out: the reorganization in May of the Central Com
mittee, five new members and candidate members being coopted on 
Fahd’s direct instructions from the prison of Kut56 (consult Table 22-1).

55Letter from al-Hajj (Fahd) to Comrade Majid (Yahuda Siddtq) dated 17 May 
1948 by the twenty-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Second Central 
Committee.”

^ L e tte r  which is  undated but written in May 1948 by Fahd to the first 
m as’ui (Malik Saif), ibid.
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TABLE 22-1 (Continued)

Education Class origin

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist 
movement Subsequent history

School of Law, 
Baghdad

Lower middle class 1945 (21)b Member of Central 
Committee 1961-1963; 
killed 1963

Higher Teachers’ 
College

Lower middle class 1945 (23) Left party

School of
Engineering
Secondary

Lower middle class 

Lower middle class

? ( ? )  

1945 (21) In prison 1948-1958; 
member of Central 
Committee 1958 to 
present

Secondary Lower middle class 1946 (24)

aSaif was the First Mas'ul, i .e ., comrade-in-charge.
^Formerly member of Shursh.
c Co-opted in May 1948 on instructions from Fahd. 
dA town in ArKil province.

The Wathbah left its imprint also on the policy of the party. In 
general, it made for a greater radicalism of attitude. But in this regard 
the party was also influenced by the line taken by the Information Bu
reau of the Communist and Workers’ parties, which had been founded at 
a meeting held in Poland in September 1947. This perhaps explains 
why the party inclined to the left pronouncedly more in its theoretical
formulas than in its actual tactics.

Theoretically, the perspective of the party, as defined in an inter
nal statement circulated in February 1948, was that of “ a democratic 
bourgeois revolution”  under “ the leadership of the proletariat. The 
underlying postulates were uncompromisingly anti-imperialist,
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antifeudalist, and—this was a new note—antibourgeois. On this view, 
the Iraqi “ national bourgeoisie”  was “ weak politically and economi
cally ,”  and “ being apprehensive”  of “ the growing over of the demo
cratic into the socialist revolution,”  “ disposed to come to terms with 
the imperialists at the expense of the masses.” 57 However, a docu
ment drawn in the following summer for the guidance of the members of 
the Central Committee reformulated the general position of the party in 
the terms indicated below:

in alliance with
Leadership (natural partners) against
The workers all the peasants imperialism and the

big landowners

paralyze for
the wavering national liberation and a
bourgeoisie P eople ’ s Democracy55

Interestingly enough, the party’ s earlier formulations—those of Feb
ruary—appear to reflect the radical views of the Yugoslavs who, at the 
time, had an active role in the Information Bureau. Proceeding from the 
premise of the growth of the bourgeois into the socialist revolution, the 
Yugoslavs stood for an out-and-out antibourgeois orientation in the col
onies.59 This standpoint differed from that of E. Zhukov, the foremost 
Soviet specialist on Asia, who drew a distinction between “ the big na
tional bourgeoisie”  and “ the small and middle bourgeoisie,”  attributing 
the “ betrayal of national interests”  only to the former, while reserving 
for the latter “ in many countries of the East”  a place within the anti
imperialist coalition led by the Communist parties and “ uniting. . . the 
proletariat, the peasants. . . , and the other strata of the workers.” 60 

The later formulations of the Iraqi party—those of the summer of
1948—clearly diverged from the postulates of the Yugoslavs without, * 259

cn
Statement of the Communist party entitled "T h e  E ssence of Our Movement 

for Independence”  and dated 1 February 1948.
C O

Internal paper of the Central Committee in manuscript form entitled “ Stra
tegic L in es”  in the twenty-volume P olice  fo lio  entitled "P apers of the Second 
Central Committee.”

^ T h e  Yugoslav point of view was set forth in an article by E. Kardelj, 
which exerted an influence also upon the Communist Party of India and was 
published in Bombay in 1947 in a pamphlet form under the title Problems of 
International D evelopm ent: A Marxist A nalysis. See G. D. Overstreet and 
M. Windmiller, Communism in India (Berkeley and Los Angeles, 1959), pp. 258
259 and 268-269.

®®E. Zhukov, "O bostrenie Krizisa Kolonial’noi sistem y”  (The Aggravation 
of the Crisis of the Colonial System), Bolshevik, 15 December 1947, pp. 51-64. 
For a French translation of excerpts from this article, see  H. C. d’ Encausse 
and S. Schram, L e  Marxisme e t  I’A sie  1853-1964 (Paris, 1965), pp. 365-368.
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however, coinciding with those of Zhukov. Of course, by that time the 
Yugoslavs had fallen out with the Communist camp. The revolutionary 
tide, climactically expressed in the Wathbah, had also ebbed away.

Was there any parallelism between theory and the actual course 
steered by the party?

In the period extending from 27 January—the culminating point of 
the Wathbah—to the early summer of 1948, that is, roughly during the 
term of office of the government of Muhammad as-Sadr,61 protests, meet
ings, marches, and demonstrations, initiated by the party, attained, in 
regard to extent and vigor, unheard-of proportions. Strikes were de
clared in the railways on March 18, April 14, and May 12, and at the 
port on April 4 and 6, and May 2 and 18. The important K3 oil pumping 
station was paralyzed from April 23 to May 15, and its workers led in a 
250-kilometer masTrah62 on Baghdad—an Iraqi variant on a diminutive 
scale of the Chinese epic of the Long March. Party activity was no 
less intense among the students. In February, Communist student so
cieties literally ran the Teachers’ Training and Engineering Colleges 
and other schools in which they were strongly entrenched. Deans and 
professors were then heard to complain of a “ government by students”  
and of collegial “ anarchy.” 63 In April, the party assembled the first 
national student congress and created the General Union of Iraqi Stu
dents, which gave it added leverage over the schools and colleges. It 
was also in this period that the revolt of the villagers of ‘Arbat, sparked 
by the party, came to a head.64

All this was wholly in the spirit of Fahd’s insistent urgings from 
the prison. The government of as-Sadr which, apart from the leader of 
the rightist Independence party and a few inconsequential or politically 
indistinctive members, embraced representatives of the old powers of 
society, never found favor with Fahd. Later the “ Committee of Arab 
Democrats in Paris,” 65 headed by Yusuf Isma‘11, a denationalized Iraqi 
and a member of the French Communist party,66 would brand as-Sadr 
“ ange gardien mais agent camoufle de 1’imperialisme britannique. ” 67

®*The government o f as-Sadr held o ffice  from 29 January to 16 June 1948.
62See pp. 626-627.
63Even Kamil ach-ChadirchT, the leader of the National Democratic party, 

felt it necessary to speak out against the indiscipline and “ conceit”  of the 
students. Ach-ChadirchT, FT-t-TawjTh-il-WatanTBa‘d-il-Wathbah (On National 
Guidance after the Wathbah) (Baghdad, 1948), pp. 32-38.

64See pp. 611 ff.
65_, .This committee comes into view for the first time in 1948.
®®For Yusuf Isma'Tl consult Table 14-2.
®2“ Guardian angel [as-Sadr was a man of religion] but a disguised agent 

of British imperialism.”  Le Comite"des Democrates Arabes a Paris, M essage 
de solidarite et salut tratemel au peuple Iraqien a l ’occasion  du /e  armiver- 
saire du soulevem ent Al-Wathbah (January 1949), p. 1. •
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Even then the disguise was, in the view of Fahd, only too thin. The 
Sadr government, he felt, had no other role but soaping the rope for 
those who would strangle the Wathbah and negate its results. “ The ob
ject of this government,’ ’ he wrote to the first mas’ ul early in February,

is not to bring about a fundamental change concordant with the de
mands of the masses but to calm the people and return the waters to' 
the old beds, that is, in effect to afford the imperialists and their 
hangers-on enough time to weave plots. . . and regain control. . ..
Keep your eyes open, therefore, and guard against whatever could 
steal away the gains of the people-----  The masses must be mobi
lized and urged on to demonstrate, form delegations, tender peti
tions, and press for. . . the abolition of the 1930 Treaty,. . .  the . 
evacuation of foreign troops, the unshackling of democratic free
doms, . . .  the provision of decent bread to the people. . .  and the 
punishment of NurT as-Sa‘Td, the ranking imperialist agent.6^

One slogan had to be advanced with insistence: the release of the po
litical prisoners.68 69 * 71 Events were too much for the secondary leaders of 
the party. From the point of view of Fahd, it was indispensable that 
its authoritative guiding layer should be at large.

Fahd did not toss the “ national bourgeoisie’ ’ over into the imperial
ist camp. On the contrary, he instructed the first mas!ul to push for a 
government consisting of Liberals and National Democrats, or of mem
bers of these parties and other “ clean and patriotic elements.” 70 The 
leadership of the Liberals—a group of merely episodic significance— 
was, like that of the National Democrats, drawn from the middle and 
upper bourgeoisie.71

More than that, Fahd recommended that “ the unity of ranks in the 
national movement”  be safeguarded. “ No partial difference,”  he ad
jured, “ should be allowed to develop into a total difference, that is, 
disagreement on some points should not lead to a rupture of relations.
It is necessary to turn to account all patriotic elements, whatever their 
social inclinations, that are willing to come along even if half of the
way.” 72

68Letter written to Malik Saif in early February 1948 but undated, in 
twenty-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Second Central Committee.”

69Fahd would again stress this demand in a letter to Saif dated 19 March 
1948, ibid.

^ L e tte r  of February 1948.
71 The leadership of the Liberal party embraced members of well-known 

bourgeois families and included Kamil al-KhudairT, the president of the Bagh
dad Chamber of Commerce. However, the heart of the party was the popular ex
provincial governor Sa‘ d Salih.

^ L e tte r  of February 1948.
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Obviously Fahd’s instructions ran counter to the party’s theoretical 
formulations of February 1 and to the Yugoslav postulates upon which 
the formulations were based. Of course, there is no inconsistency, 
from the standpoint of pure Bolshevik doctrine, in cooperating political
ly with the bourgeoisie while at the same time attacking it ideological
ly. But here it is a question of conflicting ideological characterizations. 
In the one case, some elements not only of the middle but also of the 
upper bourgeoisie are viewed as “ clean”  and “ patriotic.”  In the other 
case, the entire bourgeoisie is lumped together with imperialism and 
feudal power. Be that as it may, the party acted as Fahd desired. The 
theoretical formulations simply dropped out of sight.

However, although Fahd would subsequently dwell more than once 
on the need of strengthening relations with the Liberals and National 
Democrats,73 no advance whatever could be achieved along this line. 
After the triumph of the Wathbah, the two parties gave the Communists 
the cold shoulder. Their informal collaboration in the days of January 
had merely reflected a transitional coincidence of interests. The Lib
erals and National Democrats now set themselves unambiguously 
against any breach of “ tranquility.”  They did not, however, support 
the government of as-Sadr. They did not oppose it, either. They 
pressed by purely literary means for genuine elections and wider con
stitutional and party liberties, among other things.74 Otherwise, they 
confined themselves to a basically “ wait and see”  attitude.

Hardly less disconcerting, from Fahd’s viewpoint, was the decom
position into its constituent elements of the political front which had 
found expression in the Cooperation Committee. Under unremitting con
straint, the Progressive National Democrats, the Kurdish Democrats, 
the People’s party, and the Communists tended to coalesce. But with 
the first breaths of freedom, the old spirit of rivalry reasserted itself.
“ If the leaders of these parties. . . refuse to work with you,”  Fahd 
wrote to the first mas’ ul on 19 March, “ do not neglect their followers. ” 75 
But the tactic of united front from below was in the new circumstances 
as unavailing as the tactic of united front from above.

The party suffered infinitely less from these failures than from the 
stand it abruptly took on the question of Palestine on July 6. Its lead
ers realized fully enough that in backing the partition of that country, 73 74

73Letters to Malik Saif written in late February and on 19 March 1948 in 
the twenty-volume P o lice  folio  entitled “ Papers of the Second Central 
Committee. ”

74Consult, e .g ., Sawt-ul-AhalT o f 10 and 11 February and 1 and 2 March 
1948. See also the joint statement of the Liberals, National Democrats, and 
the Independence party of 6 March 1948 in al-Hasam, TTirTkh-ul-Wiza rZIt-i 1- 
Iraqiyyah, VII, 287. '

75Letter to Malik Saif of 19 March 1948. .
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they were acting against the whole logic of their internal situation, in 
other words, along a line that was self-damaging to the extreme, but 
they had no choice.76 The decision, to be sure, gravely compromised 
the Communists in the eyes of the popular mass, deepened the gulf be
tween them and nationalists of all shades, and brought terrible confu
sion into the party’s own ranks.

The old powers of society were not retarded in taking advantage of 
the turn of events, and began by bending to their own purposes the mar
tial law that had been imposed on May 15 in connection with the out
break of the war in Palestine. They pulled up the reins on the entire 
opposition, but came down with special force on the Communists and 
their traveling companions. Before long, NurT as-Sa‘Td reentered politi
cal life, which in effect meant that the interlude of freedom had run its 
course. In other words, the only positive conquest of the Wathbah had 
been dissipated.

It is against this background—one of ebb and isolation insofar as 
the Communists were concerned—that the party’s theoretical revaluation 
of the summer of 1948 has to be viewed. By that time the party was, of 
course, no longer capable of revolutionary initiative. The revaluation 
was, therefore, of a purely academic character.

76,For the Communists and the Palestine question, turn to Chapter 25.



THE DISASTER; THE DEATH 
OF FAHD ON THE GALLOWS;. 

THE “ CHILDREN COMMUNISTS”

2 3

In the last months of 1948, the party seemed to be crumbling to dust.
Its center was disrupted. Its best organizers and agitators were cap
tured and thrown into prison. Hundreds of nuclei of Communist stu
dents and workers were discovered and broken up. Hastily reformed 
cells were wrecked before they could be steadied. The underground 
printing press was swept away. The party’s registers and piles of cor
respondence in cipher were seized. All the secrets became known. An 
anguished sense of disintegration settled upon the remnants of Commu
nists. Some of them left the country, others wavered in their purpose 
or lost their nerve and deserted the ranks. Many people talked of the 
party as if it was a thing of the past.

The misfortunes of the Communists began when ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab 
‘Abd-ur-Razzaq, an ex-candidate member of the Central Committee,^ 
turned informer and divulged to the authorities the address of the party 
headquarters: house no. 17/166 in the Haitawin quarter of Baghdad. 
This occurred on 9 October 1948. Three days later, the police raided 
the house and arrested Malik Saif, the first mas’ ul', Yahuda Siddiq, his 
predecessor; Jasim Hammudt, a member of the Central Committee;* 3 * and 
a number of other revolutionaries.

Why ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq, whose family, incidentally, had in the past 
rendered invaluable services to the Communists, chose the path of be
trayal cannot be unerringly established. On one view, he was consump
tive and in low spirits at the time, and had tired of living in holes and 
hideaways.3 On another view, he bore a grudge against the party: back 
in 1946 Husain Muhammad ash-Shablbl, a member of the Politbureau,^ 
had befriended ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq’s sister but had refused to marry her.5 
Fahd, who on principle and for security reasons, frowned upon any kind 
of intimacy with the opposite sex, had suspended ash-Shabibi from all

C o r  ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq see Table 19-3.
3For HammudT see Table 22-1.
3Salim ‘Ubaid an-Nu'man, leader o f the Communist prison organization in 

1949: conversation with this writer, February 1964.
‘*For ash-ShabTbT see Table 19-1.
C onversation , Malik Saif, first mas’ul in 1948, February 1964.
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his functions. But this, it seems, had not entirely reconciled ‘Abd-ur- 
Razzaq. Obviously neither of the interpretations set upon his motives 
contradicts the other.

For many months ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq had not been deep enough in the 
confidence of the party. His information was, therefore, out of date.
He told the police that Yahuda SiddTq was the Communist that mattered. 
Various means of compulsion were used to persuade SiddTq to talk, but 
for twenty-eight days he kept a dogged silence. On 11 November, how
ever, he broke down and disclosed that the real first mas’ ul was Malik 
Saif. Confronted with the disclosure, Saif, his courage all gone out of 
him, made a full revelation and supplied the police with all the evi
dence they needed against the party. Indeed, from this point on, to 
save his own skin he set himself to work the will of the authorities and 
the ruin of his followers.

The defection of Malik Saif was the starting point of a wide and 
thorough search that ultimately enmeshed hundreds of Communists. It 
also led to the summary retrial of the foremost leaders of the party.

On 10 February 1949, Fahd and two members of his Politbureau, 
ZakT BasTm and Muhammad Husain ash-ShabTbT, were brought before a 
quasi drumhead court martial, convicted of the charge of having led the 
party from the prison, and condemned to be hanged by the neck till dead.

The sentences were carried out at daybreak on 14 and 15 February. 
The three leaders were strung up in different squares of Baghdad city, 
ash-ShabTbT at the gate of al-Mu'adhdham, BasTm at the east gate, and 
Fahd in al-Karkh in the open space that is now called the Square of the 
New Museum. Their bodies were left hanging for several hours so that 
the common people going to their work would receive the warning.
Cheap notices posted close by depicted the offense for which they died. 
When the authorities permitted, BasTm and ash-ShabTbT were delivered 
to their next of kin. Fahd was buried by the police at an unknown hour 
in an unmarked grave in the common corner of al-Mu‘ adhdham cemetery.6

Moments before the close of his life, as he was being led up to the 
gallows, Fahd is said to have exclaimed in a defiant tone: “ A people 
that offers sacrifices will not d ie !. .  . Communism is stronger than 
death!”  This is how the organ of the Communist prison organization 
reported it in 1954.7 Five years later, the mouthpiece of the Central 
Committee maintained that in those final moments Fahd also said: ‘ ‘We

^P olice F iles No. 487, 3347, and 3436; internal report from “ Sa'Td,”  the 
mas’ul o f workers in Baghdad, to the party center dated 16 February 1949 in 
the seventeen-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Third Central Com
mittee” ; Kifah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT, No. 16 of 3 March 1954; A 1-Aha IT of 15 
February 1959.

7KifSh-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT o f 3 March 1954.

i
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are bodies and thoughts; if you destroy our bodies, you will not destroy 
our thoughts.” 8 Back in 1949, in the day after the hangings, the smith 
of the prison passed it about that shortly before the execution, as he 
was binding Fahd’s feet with iron, Fahd asked if he could put him a 
question. On the smith’s nod of assent, Fahd enquired whether there 
had been any demonstration in the streets that day or in the days before. - 
“ No!”  the smith answered. After that Fahd relapsed into silence.9 
This last account is perhaps the only one that accords with the facts.

The destruction of the Communist leaders provoked comments from 
Arkady Suvorov, the secretary of the Soviet legation, which the ubiqui
tous agents of the police have preserved for us. “ Does NurT as-Sa‘Id 
or the ruling class,”  said Suvorov to some of his visitors, “ think that 
the hanging of these men or of others will put an end to the Communist 
movement in Iraq? They are only being foolish. . . . They may now 
shatter the party and incarcerate thousands of its members. . .  but this 
will not avail them for long. The rotten state of things will of necessi- - 
ty rouse the people and not only the Communists to protests and even
tually to revolution.” 10

On the whole Suvorov was, of course, correct: the happenings of 
the fifties would corroborate his judgment. To what he said we should 
add that Fahd dead proved more potent than Fahd living. Communism 
became now surrounded with the halo of martyrdom.

In the meantime, as police blow succeeded police blow, and party 
unit after party unit disintegrated, confusion reigned in the underground. 
Recurring rumors that the party was riddled with spies or that wreckers 
had insinuated themselves into the highest ranks were especially de
moralizing. More serious was the slipping into sensitive party posts of 
accidental or inexperienced figures. For a number of weeks in Novem
ber 1948 a twenty-year-old-petty clerk by the name of SabrT ‘Abd-ul- 
KarTm bluffed his way to the top leadership of the party by pretending 
to be the agent of an authorized first mas’ul who answered, he said, to 
the conspirative pseudonym of “ Comrade ‘All”  but was, in fact, the 
product of his own fancy. No less significant was the tendency for 
children and youngsters to swamp the party as more and more grown-ups 
vanished into the state prisons or abandoned the fight. Indeed, insofar 
as the bulk of the party members were concerned, the period under dis
cussion—the last months of 1948 and the first half of 1949—may not in
appropriately be termed the period of the “ Children Communists”  or of

®Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b of 20 February 1959.
^Internal letter from “ Sati‘ ”  to the party center dated 17 February 1949 in 

the seventeen-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Third Central 
Committee.”  ■

*9Entry dated 12 March 1949 in P olice  F ile  entitled “ Russian Propaganda.”
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the “ Teenaged Communists.”  Many, if not most, of the primary party 
organizations were then led by boys aged thirteen to seventeen.11 In 
the same months eleven of the mas’Ols of provinces and twenty-nine 
other members of the local party committees were younglings fifteen to 
twenty years old. A similar state of affairs prevailed in the Baghdad 
organization.12 Even the first mas’uls of the period were—but for one 
exception—only twenty-one or twenty-two years of age (consult Table 
23-1).

Neither the Central Committees that these first mas’uls formed nor 
the policies that they pursued were ever acknowledged or legitimated.
In fact, none of them accomplished anything except for Shlomo Dallal,13 
who ran the party from December 2, 1948, to February 19, 1949, and 
whose contribution was, from the Communist standpoint, of the most de
structive kind. In party annals he figures as a “ crasher-in,”  a “ wreck
er,”  an “ infantilist,”  and a “ treacherous Trotstkyite. ”  Under condi
tions that were clearly advantageous to the police, and when the only 
sane thing for the Communists to do was to retire into their shells, he 
transformed the remnants of the party into a military organization and in 
January 1949—in commemoration of the Wathbah and with the announced 
aim of rescuing the life of Fahd—repeatedly ordered into the streets 
“ all members”  or “ all members except the provincial mas’ uls and the 
mas’uls of workers,”  advised them to carry arms and bombs, and to 
demonstrate “ continually until further notice”  or under the slogan 
“ They want it a war of annihilation, let it be a war of annihilation!” 14 * 
On 30 January he despatched a letter to the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of Syria and Lebanon, in which he gave notice that the 
Iraqi Communists were delivering “ the decisive battle,”  and went on to 
remind the Syrians of their “ international duties towards the proletariat 
of a neighboring country”  and to press them to organize all the Commu
nist parties of the Arab East into a “ revolutionary proletarian front.” 13 
It was all fantastic, unreal, absurd. The tasks that Dallal set for the 
party were, it goes without saying, utterly beyond its strength. There 
were only several hundreds of Communists left in the whole country.

X1See Table A-23.
12See Table A-22.
13See Table 23-1.
1 in stru ction s from the party center dated 1, 16, and 23 January 1949 in 

the seventeen-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Third Central Com
mittee” ; and undated internal manuscript written in 1950 by Baha’ -ud-Dm Nun, 
the then party secretary, and entitled “ Truths about the Deviations that 
Occurred in the Party,”  pp. 7-8.

X ̂ Letter dated 30 January 1949 from the Central Committee of the Commu
nist Party of Iraq to the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Syria and 
Lebanon in the P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Third Central Committee.”
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The call to deliver a battle of annihilation was, therefore, in effect a 
call to annihilate the party. The result was virtually just that. The 
senselessness of Dallal well-nigh consummated what the defection of 
‘Abd-ur-Razzaq had begun. But perhaps Shlomo Dallal was not so 
senseless. Perhaps he was not concerned at all about the fate of the 
Communists. Perhaps the “ frenzied”  and “ suicidal”  demonstrations 
he set on foot had nothing to do with the rescue of Fahd’s life, but 
were really in the nature of a diversion and ought to be read in connec-. 
tion with what was going on at the time in Palestine. Perhaps, in other 
words, the authorities were right in suspecting that he was a Zionist. 
Dallal’s first “ important appeal”  to “ prepare for decisive action”  was 
issued on 25 December 1948.16 On the twenty-first Fahd had been 
transferred from Kut prison to Baghdad for retrial. On the twenty- 
second the Israelis had launched their offensive in the Negev against . 
the Egyptian army. Did Dallal’s initiative relate to the one or to the 
other of these events? Was it all a coincidence? Here again, as in the 
earlier case of Yahuda Siddfq,17 we find ourselves on the unprofitable 
and dead-end alley of conjecture.

If the period from November 1948 to June 1949 was, from one point 
of vision, the period of the “ unauthorized mas’uls”  or the “ unauthor
ized committees”  and, from another point of vision, the period of the 
“ Children Communists,”  from still a third point of vision, it was the 
period of the extreme fractionalization of the party. The Communists 
split into five mutually hostile groups—A 1-HaqTqah (The Truth), An- 
Najmah (The Star), As-Sawai (The Right), Al-Ittihad (The Union), and 
the old Qa‘ idah group. To all intents and purposes, by the middle of 
1949 the party had ceased to matter. But the basic conditions of exis
tence that had made for communism since the first years of the forties 
persisted, and would in the next decade evoke and reevoke forces which 
it would not be within the powers of the police to lay.

^®The appeal is in the P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers o f the Third Central 
Committee.”

17Seep . 543. '
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The Unauthorized and Unacknowledged Central Committees 
(October 1948 to June 1949)

Name

Nation
and

religion

Date
and place  

o f birth Profession  .

October 1948-November 1948 
‘ A ziz  al-Hajj ‘ A lt Haidar*3 Failiyyah 1926, Secondary

Kurd, Baghdad schoolteacher
ShtT b

Muhammad ‘ Abd-ul-Latifc Arab, 1921, Hillah Assistant
ShtT professor of 

engineering
Hashim ‘ Abdallah al-ArbilT0 Kurd, 1927, ArbTl Engineering

Sunni student

2 Decem ber 1948-19 February 1949
Sasson Shlomo Dallal* Jew 1927, Secondary school

Baghdad student
Raflq Tawfiq Jallak Kurd,

Sunni
1925, _ 
Sulaimaniyyah

Elementary
schoolteacher

SabrI ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Arab, 1928, Basrah Employee, Basrah
Sunni Oil Co.

February 1949-Aprii 1949
Jasim Muhammad at-Ta‘ an* Arab, 1917, Mechanic

ShTi Kadhimiyyah
Samir ‘ Abd-ul-Ahad George Arabized 

Chaldean, 
Chris tian

?, Baghdad Commerce student

Mahdr Hamid Kurd, 1922, Ex-lieutenant in
Sunni Sulaimaniyyah the artillery

Hamid ‘ Uthman Kurd, 1927, P etitions’ writer
Sunni BIr Daud

•» village^

8 April 1949-13 June 1949 
Hamid ‘ Uthman* (See above)
‘ AIT Hasan an-Najafl Iranian, 1929, Najaf Student

ShIT

Ya'qub Manahim Qojman Jew 1925, Pharmacy student
Baghdad

*First m as’ul, i.e ., comrade-in-charge. '
aArrested on 13 November 1948.
bFailiyyah Kurds are ShlT Kurds who live in Baghdad, Basrah, and the mid- 

Tigris and Gharraf regions.



T A B L E  2 3 -1  (Continued)
Date (and 

age) earliest

Bduca tion Class origin

link with 
Communist 
movement Subsequent history

Higher T eachers’ 
College

Working c lass; son 
of a porter

1946 (20) In prison 1948-1958; 
member of Central Com
mittee 1958-1967 (in 
Soviet Union and C ze
choslovakia 1959-1967); 
led factional “ Central 
Command”  Group from 
17 September 1967; 
arrested March 1969; 
released 1970

Engineering School, 
Baghdad

Middle c lass; son of 
a grain merchant

1945 (24) In Eastern Germany 
in 1964

Engineering School, 
Baghdad

Lower middle class ? ( ? ) ?

Secondary Lower middle class; 
son of an ironmonger

1946 (19) Hanged in 1949 ■

Secondary Lower middle class 1946 (21) Joined police force 
in 1949 ’

Secondary Lower middle class; 
son of a small real 
estate owner

1943 (15) Left party in 1949

Elementary Working class 1947 (30)d Left party; now a 
petty trader

School of Commerce Lower middle class ? ( ? ) ?

Military College 
(1942-1945)

Lower middle class 1945 (23)e In prison 1949-1958; 
played a lea ding role in 
Mosul events of March 
1959; executed 1963

Secondary Lower middle class 1944 (17) In prison from 1949; 
escaped 1954; s e c 
retary of party from 
16 June 1954 to June 
1955; ousted from the . 
party 1956; now a 
member of Kurdish 
Democratic party

Secondary Lower middle c lass; 
son of a man of 
religion

1948 (19) Left party ■

School of Pharmacy Lower middle class 1948 (23) Member, Central 
Committee 1949
1951; arrested 1951; 
in prison till 1958

c Arrested late November 1948.
dFormerly belonged to National Revolutionary Committee. 
eFormerly belonged to RuzkarT Kurd.
^Arbil province.
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FAHD, THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONAL, 
THE SOVIETS, THE SYRIAN COMMUNISTS, 

AND THE PEOPLE’S PARTY

The Iraqi Communist party is by definition not a shut-in, self-sufficient 
party—at least in an ideological sense. Its consciousness has been 
from the beginning permeated, if imperfectly, by the perspective of inter
nationalism; and as time went on and, in particular, after Fahd took the 
helm, it became more and more genuinely a part of the common, world
wide ideological realm that the Bolshevik Revolution had created. From 
this supranational orientation flowed necessarily supranational loyalties 
and links.

In the days of the Communist International, the Communists them
selves rationalized their ties beyond the frontiers in a more explicit 
manner, and with particular reference to imperialism. Imperialism, the 
enemy of the Iraqi people—ran their argument—was itself an internation
al phenomenon and had most of the world for its stage. Communism, in 
fact-the argument went on-derived its international character from im
perialism, for communism and imperialism were but opposite sides of 
the same dialectical world reality. Moreover, internationalism was not 
only an expression of the essence of that reality, but a political weapon 
imposed by it and absolutely indispensable. To shed internationalism 
meant in effect to disarm the peoples of the colonies and the toiling 
classes generally, and to surrender victory to the imperialists.

It is significant that the thinking of British political officers in Iraq 
proceeded from similar premises. In a 1949 letter to the Iraqi director 
of the “ Criminal Investigations Department,”  P. B. Ray, an intelligence 
officer attached to the British Royal Air Force, emphasized, in the mat
ter of combatting communism, “ the necessity for very close liaison”  
between the police forces of Iraq and those of neighboring lands, and 
added: “ All police officers to whatever country they belong are in ef
fect brothers in arms against a common enemy and there should be no 
barriers of creed, nationality, or selfish interests. There should be the 
closest interchange of information and complete cooperation in efforts 
to deal with the problem in hand.” 1

1Letter No. SF 6 /2  of 20 April 1949 from P. B. Ray Esq. c / o  A.H.Q. D e
tachment R .A .F . Baghdad, British Forces in Iraq to Bahjat al-Atiyyah, director 
C.I.D. Baghdad. '
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While clinging to internationalism, the Communists protested their 

love of their country and people. In their view, the two loyalties were 
only seemingly opposed but, properly understood, internationalism 
heightened patriotic feelings. “ I threw myself into the national struggle 
before I embraced communism,” 2 said Fahd in June 1947, in answer to 
a question from the judge of Baghdad’s Penal Court, “ and after embrac
ing communism.. . I felt a greater responsibility toward my country.” 3 
A few years before, in an editorial in the party paper, he defined “ Lenin
ist communism”  as “ the science and tactics of national liberation,”  as 
“ our guide and weapon in our struggle for freeing our homeland and 
bringing happiness to our people.”  “ In thus understanding communism,
I am confident,”  he added, “ that I sully in no way my belief in the 
internationalist principle.” 4 In fact, however, a complete synthesis be
tween the two loyalties was never achieved, and the inherent tension 
broke forth again and again in the life of the party or of its individual 
members.

But what did the internationalism of the Iraqi Communist party mean 
in the concrete? Did the party become in any real sense a detachment 
of the Communist International? Did it develop living relations with . 
brother parties in the neighboring lands? To what extent, if at all, did 
the Soviet party participate in its growth or influence its behavior?

Undoubtedly the Communist International had a role in the develop
ment of Iraqi communism. It would be enough to cite in this regard the 
presence in Iraq in the twenties of the Comintern worker, Pyotr Vasili; ' 
the intermittent correspondence in the same and following decades be
tween Iraqi revolutionaries and the League Against Imperialism, an 
auxiliary of the Comintern; the desultory activity in the early and mid
die thirties of the “ Center for the Unity of the Communist Parties in the 
Arab Countries,”  sanctioned by the December 1926 decision of the Com
intern’s Secretariat for Oriental Affairs; the training at KUTV of ‘Asim 
Flayyeh, a founder of the party, and of Fahd himself; and the trip of the 
latter to the Soviet Union in November 1942 to April 1943 on an apparent 
summons from the Comintern.

At the same time, it is beyond dispute that the relations between the 
party and the Comintern were never continuous. Moreover, though the 
Comintern could be said to have had a hand indirectly in the founding of 
the party in 1935, its reorganization in 1940 occurred spontaneously and 
on solely Iraqi initiative. Indeed, throughout the period ending with the

2Fahd was a supporter of the Nationalist party prior to joining the Commu
nist movement.

3P olice  F ile  entitled Case No. 4/47', and Al-Qa'idah, Year 5, No. 3 of 
June 1947, p. 2.

4A l-Q a‘ idah, Year 2, No. 12 of November 1944, p. 6.
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dissolution of the Comintern in May 1943, the Iraqi Communists seldom 
came under the close and direct guidance of that organization, and were 
to all effective purposes on their own. They did reportedly receive on 
one occasion—in April 1943—“ piles”  of Communist books in English 
from Moscow, and in one or two other instances a supply of badly needed 
paper and stationery for Al-Qa‘ idah from Ivanov, an allegedly prominent 
Comintern emissary previously serving in Shanghai, and in the forties a 
member of a Basrah-based Soviet committee for the forwarding of Lend- 
Lease equipment to Russia.5 But there is no evidence that they were 
propped up by the Comintern in any other way.

Did the coming of a Soviet legation into residence in Baghdad in 
late 1944 increase the opportunities for Soviet assistance to the party 
or contribute in other respects to a closer Soviet-Iraqi Communist inter
relationship? The records of the police are quite unequivocal on this 
point:

Despite the prevalent belief that Communist activity in this country 
is guided by the Russian legation and by Russian agents [wrote 
Bahjat Atiyyah, Iraq’s chief of political police on 12 March 1946], 
we have thus far been unable to discover any evidence to this effect 
or even a ground for suspicion. As a matter of fact, information 
gathered from reliable sources indicates that the Russian legation 
shirks from any interference in such actions. . . . The contacts, that 
Monsieur Arkady Suvorov [the secretary of the Legation] had had of 
late with Armenian residents, related to the Soviet appeals for migra
tion to Soviet Armenia. Inasmuch as a large number of Armenians 
are employed in the railways, at the Basrah port, and with the oil 
companies, it was deemed necessary to place them under tight 
supervision.6

When Fahd was arrested on 18 January 1947, one of the first ques
tions asked by his captors bore on his relations with the Soviets and 
with Communists outside Iraq. Fahd categorically denied that the Iraqi 
party had “ organizational ties”  with other Communist parties or any 
connection whatever with foreign states. He repeated his denial before 
Baghdad’s Higher Penal Court on 23 June 1947 after the state prosecu
tor had declared that a letter was found on him on the day of his arrest

•’ Statement of 10 November 1948 to the police  by Malik Saif, who led the 
party from September 1947 to October 1948. However, Yahuda SiddTq, Saif’ s 
predecessor, asserted on the strength of a conversation he had had with ZakT 
BasTm, Fahd’s c losest confident, that the paper for Al-Qa'idah was procured 
secretly from The Times press in Basrah. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 7680.

6Report of the director of criminal investigations to the minister of interior 
of 12 March 1946 entitled “ Survey o f the Situation of the Communists in Iraq 
as o f the 1st March 1946,”  p. 3.
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bearing witness to an exchange of correspondence between Iraqi Com
munists and Moscow by the medium of the Soviet ambassador in Teheran 
The letter, according to the prosecutor, had been sent to Fahd from 
Syria on 17 December 1946 by an Iraqi Communist whose name there 
was “ no justifying reason to mention.”  The accusation, Fahd protest
ed to the court, cast a shadow on “ the moral reputation”  of the party. 
The “ alleged”  letter, he added, was not shown to him either during the 
preliminary investigations or subsequently. He requested therefore, to 
have a look at it, but the court ignored his request.7

A decade later, as I was pursuing my study of the records of Iraq’s 
Investigations Department, I came upon the letter in question. A trans
lation of its more pertinent passages follows:

Tuesday, 17/12/1946
Honored8 and Respected Ustaz,9

.. . Muhammad Husain al-FirtawsT10 * * * told me. .. that he met on Sat
urday with “ Ustaz”  ‘Abd-ul-Qadirl 1 from 3:30 to 8:30 P.M . and that 
they discussed the question of the League*7 and the Communist 
party.18 Al-FirtawsT showed him copies of letters sent from Moscow 
to the League through the Soviet ambassador in Teheran. The 
League [he explained] had informed Moscow of the errors of the Com
munist party and of its decision to break away. Moscow’s answer 
was: “ If a break-away is unavoidable, you must not adopt slogans 
against the Communist party.”  Thereupon ‘Abd-ul-Qadir left him to 
tell Comrade Khalid14 about these things. Al-FirtawsT was called 
after that to the room of Comrade Khalid, who said that he knew of 
this exchange of letters, but that it had not taken place in his days 
but under the supervision of the leader of the Moroccan Communist 
party, who had charge at that time of the organizations of the Middle 
East. (It appears that Comrade Khalid substitutes for the Moroccan 
Communist Party chief who has [since] been killed by the French.)

7P olice  F ile  entitled Case No. 4/1947; F ile  No. 487; Al-Bilad  of 24 June 
1947, and A l-Q a ‘ idah, Year 5, No. 4 of July 1947.

8In Arabic Hadrat: a respectful form of address.
^Literally “ professor,”  a form of address to intellectuals.

member of Daud as-Sayegh’ s factional League of Iraqi Communists.
111 Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'il, an old Iraqi revolutionary and in 1946 a member of 

the Central Committee of the Syrian Communist party. See Table 14-2.
*2 l.e ., League of Iraqi Communists. „
18I .e ., the Iraqi Communist party.
l4 Khalid Bakdash, secretary of the Syrian Communist party.



I myself have not set eyes on any of the letters. I tried to see them
but I failed. . . .

Devotedly,
Husain ‘Alwan ar-Rufai‘115

The letter is a curious document. It is unlike any other letter from 
Syria, and indeed unlike any Communist piece of writing. The form of 
address, the tone, the style, the terms in which the letter is couched 
are definitely not Communist. No party member referred to Fahd, who 
prided himself on his proletarian connections, as ustaz—an appellation 
distinctively attaching to intellectuals. Communist letters from Syria 
were usually unsigned or bore only a party name—often that of “ Haris”  
( “ Guardian” ), Fahd’s regular correspondent—seldom a full signature. 
They did not as a rule contain very explicit references. Thus the Com
munist Party of Iraq appears in the letters as the “ Iraqi company”  or 
“ the party of good people”  or “ the party of al-Hajji,”  al-HajjT ( “ The 
Pilgrim” ) being one of Fahd’s nicknames. Moreover, in regard to con
tent, the letter—in paragraphs other than the one quoted here—is sub
stantially similar to a letter sent by “ Haris”  from Damascus on 4 
January 1947. That the Soviets would have corresponded with an in
significant Communist faction or risked compromising their ambassador 
in Teheran for that purpose is also open to doubt. Nor would it have 
been in their tradition to permit secession or factionalism. Even the 
meticulousness of the letter as to day and hours seems a bit unnatural. 
Other strange features are the reluctance of the state prosecutor to re
veal in court the name of the sender, and the absence of the name of 
Husain ‘Alwan ar-Rufai‘T, a known Najafi Communist, from the key lists 
of Communists kept in the Investigations Department. And then there is 
the inconsistency in which the letter appears to involve itself: it pur
ports to reveal that the Communist parties of the Middle East were under 
the supervision of Khalid BakdSsh, the Syrian party secretary—and earli
er of the Moroccan Communist party chief-while implying that this was 
news to the correspondent and to Fahd himself. In other words, the 
Iraqi Communist party came under Bakdash but did not know it!

In what relation did the Communists of Iraq stand to the Syrian 
party? Were they in fact subordinate to Bakdash? And how did the 
chief Communist in a country as far off as Morocco happen to come into 
the picture? Data of a greater degree of reliability indicate that for a 
time in the thirties both the Iraqi and Syrian parties fell under the “ Cen
ter for the Unity of the Communist Parties in the Arab countries,”  and 
that this center was led for some months in 1936-1937 by Mahmud al- 
MaghribT, a KUTV-trained Palestinian Arab of Algerian origin. The sur
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l^The letter is  in the seven-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the 
First Central Committee.”



name “ al-Maghribl” -in  Arabic, “ North African”  or “ Moroccan’ ’ -per- 
haps explains the reference in the letter just discussed to the Moroccan 
party leader. This in turn suggests that its writer was—in addition to 
all his other insufficiencies-not very well up in his Communist chronol
ogy: the League of Iraqi Communists—one of the sides to the alleged 
correspondence-came into being only in 1944, whereas al-MaghribT was 
arrested in Beirut in 1937 and exiled at first to Palestine and eventual
ly to Algeria.16

At any rate, by the end of 1937-to return to the more important ; 
question of the relations between the Iraqi and Syrian Communists—the , 
center for Communist unity had ceased to exist. The Syrian party now 
shifted completely for itself, and laid more and more stress on its char
acter as a national party. The Iraqi Communists, for their part, had 
fallen into ruin: their central organization had been swept away and 
their beliefs were scarcely kept glowing in isolated and widely dis
persed cells.

When, however, in 1940 a process of revival set in and the Iraqi 
party was reconstituted, one of the first thoughts of the new command ; 
was to build up ties again with Syria. With that end in view, it des
patched letters to Khalid Bakdash, but through prudence or lack of in-  ̂
terest, or for other unaccountable reasons, no response whatever came.17 
Perhaps some of the letters never reached their destination: back in 
September 1939 the Syrian party had been forced into the underground.
But even after its reemergence in January 1942, its strange reticence 
remained unbroken. If its publications began shortly afterwards trick
ling into Iraq, this was due solely to the initiative of Iraqis studying in 
Syria.

Indeed, at this stage the Communists in Baghdad were largely left 
to their own devices, and could count only on the support of their neigh
bor to the east-Tudeh. The old Iraqi revolutionary MahdT HSshim,18 an 
exile in Iran since 1937, acted as a secret channel of communications 
between them and may have been instrumental in securing the printing 
press that Fahd is said to have brought with him from Iran in April 
1943,19 and which greatly facilitated the work of the party.

So far as the available documentation goes, no direct contact with 
Syria was made until the spring of 1944, when Krikor Badrossian, the
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16For the data on al-MaghribT, Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 1831.
^C onversation  with WadT‘ Talyah, member of the Central Committee of the 

party 1940-1942. For Talyah, see Table 16-1.
18For MahdT Hashim, see Table 14-2.
19-Malik Saif, member of Fahd’ s Central.Committee, told the police  in 

November 1948 that he had heard from Yahuda SiddTq, a lso  of the Central Com
mittee, that Fahd obtained the printing press from Ttldeh. SiddTq, however, 
denied any knowledge about this matter. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 7680 refers.
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secretary of the Armenian branch of the Iraqi Communist party sought 
out Bakdash in Damascus on the instructions of Fahd. There was some 
thought, it appears, of linking up the Iranian, Iraqi, and Syrian Commu
nists by a system of surreptitious communications. As part of the plan, 
a wireless set, which Fahd expected to receive from Iran, was to be 
smuggled to Bakdash. But the latter’s clear-headed caution had been 
left out of reckoning. Had Badrossian not insisted, Bakdash would not 
have seen him at all and even then, as Badrossian later told the police, 
“ he refused to understand anything of what I said or to hear me any 
further. ” 2 0

As likely as not, it was only in the middle of 1945, when Muhammad 
‘All az-Zarqa, a Syrian schoolteacher and a candidate member of the 
Iraqi Central Committee,21 returned to the land of his birth, that some
thing more than a random or desultory connection with the Syrian party 
was established. It was also about that time that the Iraqi emigre ‘Abd- 
ul-Qadir IsmaT122 began to write to Fahd, but his letters were few and 
far between. The habitual correspondent of Fahd after 1945 was 
“ Haris, ” 23 one of his trusted disciples and a student at the Syrian uni
versity. He was, so to say, his eye and ear in Damascus. He gathered 
news, felt out moods and opinions, and reported to Fahd on them. His 
letters were not sent, to be sure, through the post or by special party 
couriers, but were entrusted to safe travelers for personal delivery.

All these links remained, in Fahd’s time, on a purely informal level 
and never developed into systematic or organized relations. Their ef
fects were visible mostly in the realm of ideas, and in this regard the 
Iraqis were clearly more receptive than the Syrians. Interestingly 
enough, when physical connections were weaker, the Iraqis were more 
open to such influences: in 1944, for example, they drew up a charter 
similar to the program of the Syrian Communist party and adopted as 
their own its basic watchword. And they did so entirely of their own 
accord. When, however, connections improved, their emulation of the 
Syrian party became less marked.

Contrary to current notions, the two parties were not in any way re
sponsible for each other. Khalid Bakdash neither gave the Iraqi Com
munists their line of policy, nor acted as a kind of foster-father to them. 
The records, in fact, create the impression that Fahd and Bakdash did 
not see eye-to-eye on vital issues, and that for a time their relations 
were severely strained.

20]3adrossian to the police in November 1948. Iraqi Police File No. 6140 
has reference.

^ F o r  az-Zarqa, see Table 19-3.
22por ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Ism5‘Tl, se e  Table 14-2.
23“ Haris”  was in all probability Constantine Sam'an, a native of Mosul, 

later a dentist. 1



The differences between the two leaders had their roots in the dif
ferent living situations that they faced. By comparison with Iraq, Syria 
was then, as later, more homogeneous in its population and in its senti
ments and impulses. The disparities between its propertied and proper
tyless were less extreme and less visible. The yoke of government 
was lighter, speech freer, political action more independent, and the 
Syrian Communist party-unlike its Iraqi counterpart-basked in the full 
warmth of legality. Milder conditions naturally tend to engender milder 
views. It is thus no accident that in Syria, communism has always been 
more restrained and more moderate in its expressions, and in Iraq more 
impassioned and more uncompromising. The sharp and bitter divisions 
in this latter country lend its social and political problems an explosive 
force, and render its underprivileged sensitive to the most daring of 
revolutionary ideas. Bakdash reportedly complained once that Fahd had 
a “ Bolshevik”  cast of mind and a partiality for “ armed insurrection.” 24 
The complaint, if truly made, was in point and the complainant in 
character.

Bakdash and Fahd were really two different types of Communist. 
Fahd was first and foremost a revolutionary, and at home only in the 
underground. Bakdash was from top to toe a politician, and in this re
spect—as became fully evident in the fifties—excelled as much on the 
open parliamentary stage as in moves behind the scenes. Moreover, 
Bakdash was markedly more flexible, more calculating, and more disci
plined in his ideas than Fahd. He was also better read, and had defi
nitely a broader horizon.

To these differences in quality and temperament must be added dif
ferences in personal background and history. Bakdash was an Arabized 
Kurd, Fahd an Arabized Chaldean. Bakdash descended from a Moslem, 
Fahd from a Christian family. Bakdash, who was born in Damascus in 
1912,25 was also eleven years younger than Fahd. It is not clear in 
what type of milieu he grew up. His father was, in one version, an ex
Ottoman officer, in another a lowly and devout warden who guarded 
olive trees on the Qasyun, a hill overlooking Damascus. At any rate, 
he cared well for Bakdash’s rearing, and put him through good schools 
with the help, it appears, of wealthy Kurdish landowners and in particu
lar of ‘All Agha Zalfu, who continued to show interest in the Bakdash 
of later days—even to the extent, it is reported, of financing his cam
paigns for the Syrian Chamber of Deputies in 1943 and 1954.25 All * 17
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24From a statement of Malik Saif (see Table 19-3) given to the police  on
17 October 1948; Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 7680 refers. This statement was not in 
eluded in the version of Saif’ s testimony published by the government in 
Mawsu'ah Siriyyah Khassah (1949).

25iraqi P olice  F ile entitled “ The Syrian Communist Party.’ ’
26j am indebted for the information in this passage to Professor Yusuf 

Ibish, a member of a prominent Kurdish landowning family of Damascus.
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Agha Zalfu, incidentally, was also the father-in-law of ‘Abd-ul-HamTd 
as-Sarraj, Syria’s one-time strong man.

Thus Bakdash was spared the distress that had forced Fahd to 
leave school prematurely and, for his part, made the most of his oppor
tunities. He showed brilliance in his studies and developed an avid 
passion for solid reading. In 1930, at the age of eighteen, and three 
years after the founding of the Basrah Communist circle by Fahd and 
his companions, Bakdash joined the Syrian Communist party. He was 
then a first-year student at the Damascus School of Law, and had come 
under the influence of young Armenian Communists. From this point, 
and for the next few years, his life paralleled that of Fahd. In 1931
1933, he was imprisoned at intervals by the French for carrying on agi
tation among the students and for taking part in political demonstrations. 
Ordered into exile by the party in 1933, he went to Moscow and attended 
in 1934-1936 the Communist University of the Toilers of the East. His 
high abilities attracted the attention of D. Manuilskii, an aide of Stalin 
and the head of the university, who henceforward—it is said—took him 
under his wing. It was also at this university that Bakdash first met 
Fahd. How they took to each other at that time is a matter for specula
tion. Whether the impressions then left with Bakdash had anything to 
do with the chilly skepticism with which he later met the rise of Fahd 
in the Iraqi Communist party is equally conjectural. In 1935, both at
tended the Seventh World Congress of the Comintern, Fahd as a mere 
observer and Bakdash as chairman of the Syrian delegation. In 1936— 
as Fahd entered on his second-year course of revolutionary training— 
Bakdash returned to Syria and assumed full charge of the party. In the 
summer of the same year he left for France, where a Popular Front gov
ernment had shortly before come to power, and helped the delegates of 
the National Bloc, Syria’s principal political grouping, in the negotia
tions for the Franco-Syrian Treaty. In 1937 he revisited France and the 
USSR, and apparently met Fahd again and for the last time. In the fol
lowing years, while Fahd struggled in Iraq in obscurity and under very 
difficult conditions, Bakdash was continually in the glare of Communist 
publicity, attending one international conference after another: among 
others, a meeting of the Profintern in Paris and party congresses in 
Morocco, Algeria, and Tunisia. From 1940 to 1941, however, he led the 
Syrian underground against the Vichyites. But this proved to be no more 
than an episodic interlude. In 1942 he reemerged into view, and a year 
later ran for the Chamber of Deputies, suffering defeat but receiving a 
surprisingly substantial number of votes. Eventually, of course, he won 
his way to the Chamber and became the Arab World’s first Communist 
deputy, but this occurred in 1954, five years after the death of Fahd on 
the gallows.27
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27For data on Bakdash, Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ The Syrian Communist



In view of their peculiar and diverse careers, it is not surprising 
that by the middle forties, when the relations between them became , 
strained, Bakdash should have been already a recognized figure in the 
Communist world and a pacemaker of ideas within Arab communism, 
while the name of Fahd should scarcely have been known outside Iraq.

If in the qualities, temperaments, and circumstances of Bakdash 
and Fahd there was more contrast than similarity, the same could be 
said of their ideas and policies, particularly from 1944 on. The Bak
dash of the forties was a very unorthodox Communist. He as much as 
threw by the board the Marxian concept of the inherent connection be
tween party and class. He went even further. He disassociated mem
bership in the Communist party—surprising as it may seem—from loyalty 
to Marxism-Leninism. “ All citizens irrespective of their social and 
philosophical ideas,”  declared Bakdash at the December 1943-January 
1944 Congress of the Syrian Communist party, “ are welcome to our - 
party so long as they accept its charter.” 28 And the charter of the 
party called for nothing more than national independence, democratic 
freedoms, and very timid reforms.29 It was as if Bakdash intended to 
flood the party with elements alien to its basic point of view or to con
vert it into a broad, ideologically indistinct organization. It is proba
ble, however, that he proposed at the same time to separate from it a 
purist guiding nucleus, although on this point evidence fails us. At the 
basis of Bakdash’s policy was the premise that the Arab countries were 
still in “ the stage of national liberation,”  a stage which required an 
emphasis on what unites rather than on what divides “ between the sons 
of the one homeland.” 89 Bakdash had sounded this note from the time 
his party emerged from illegality in 1942, if not earlier, and had coupled 
it with liberal assurances to the established classes:
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Party”  and the biographical article in the Communist weekly Al-Akhbar of 10 
June 1962, p. 2.

28Khalid Bakdash, Al-Hizb-ush-Shuyu‘7 IT-n-Nidal L i ’ajl-il-Istiqlal wa-s- 
Siyadat-i 1-Wataniyyah (The Communist Party in the struggle for National Inde
pendence and Sovereignty) (Beirut, 1944), p. 74. See also articles 2 and 3 of 
The Internal Rules of the Communist Party of Syria and Lebanon, adopted on 
January 1944.

It is true that Lenin was for recruiting workers—and as a rare exception ad
mitting even priests—who believed in God, but only in order to educate them in 
the spirit of the party’ s Communist program. Bakdash’ s 1944 charter, on the 
other hand, could not be said to have been Communist in character.

29See National Charter of the Syrian Communist party in Qararat ul- 
Mu’ tamar-il-WatanT 1-il-Hizb-ush-Shuyu‘ T fi Suriyyah wa Lubnan (The Resolutions 
of the National Congress of the Communist Party of Syria and Lebanon) (1944), 
pp. 12-14. ..

30Bakdash viewed the dissolution of the Comintern as facilitating the reali
zation of the desired internal national union, Bakdash, Al-Hizb~ush-Shuyu t f7~ 
n-Nidal, p. 7.
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We assure the national capitalist, the national factory owner that we 
do not look with envy or with malice at his national enterprise. On 
the contrary, we desire his progress and vigorous growth. All what 
we ask is the bettering of the conditions of the national worker. . .  .
We assure the owners of land that we do not and shall not demand 
the confiscation of their property. . . . All what we ask is kindness 
towards the peasant and the alleviation of his misery-----  “ A ma
neuver! A maneuver!”  some would cry out! But what maneuver?
We write these things in our papers and our books, we speak of them 
before tens of thousands, and we educate our comrades and friends 
in their spirit.31

Repeatedly Bakdash went out of his way to drive home the point that 
his party was “ not in the first place a party of social reform.”  This 
was something “ pinned on us by people who are bent on relegating us 
to the margin of national life so as to have the national movement all 
to themselves.”  “ The Communist Party of Syria and Lebanon is above 
all and before every consideration a party of national liberation, a party 
of freedom and independence.” 32 “ We are and have been patriots and 
nationalists from the time our eyes opened to life .” 33 “ We do not de
rive our policy ..  . from Moscow, we base it on the interests of our 
homeland.” 34 This was also the party’s point of departure in the matter 
of Arab relations with the Soviet Union:

This is a question that life itself places before us . . . a question 
that can no longer be evaded. The time is past when a politician or 
a “ nationalist”  could say: “ Why bother with the country of the 
Soviets? It is a strange land and remote from us!”  . . . But the ques
tion now is that of a country that has as great a say today in the 
conduct of the international war as it will have tomorrow in the or
ganization of the world. To cut the way on winks and innuendoes 
we hasten to add that we, on our side, approach this issue as
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31Khalid Bakdash, Al-H izb hsh-ShuyuT ITSUriyyah wa Lubnan. Siyasatuhu 
at-Wataniyyah wa Bamamijuhu al-WatanT(The Communist Party in Syria and 
Lebanon. Its National P olicy  and its National Program) (Beirut, 1942), pp. 
23-24.

32Khalid Bakdash, Ba'du Masa’ ilina al-Wataniyyah (Some of Our National 
Questions) (Beirut, 1943), p. 18; see  also Bakdash, Al-Hizb-ush-Shuyu‘ TIT-n- 
Nidal, p. 74.

33/hid., p. 49.
34Khalid Bakdash, Nidaluna-l-WatanT wa AkhtSr-ul-Fashiyyah al-Kharijiy- 

yah wa-d-Dakhiliyyah (Our National Struggle and the Internal and External 
Dangers of Fascism ), report of Khalid Bakdash at the meeting of the Central 
Committee and of the representatives of the principal organizations of the party 
held on 23 July 1944 (Beirut, 1944), p. 24.



patriots and as Arabs. . .  and are not so much concerned because the
Soviet Union has a particular social system----- 35

Independence for the peoples and freedom for the nationalities 
. are of the nature of the Soviet state. . . .  But if some call to 

question this basic point of principle, what cannot be controverted 
is that it is in the interests of the Soviet Union as a state and a re
quirement of its security . . .  that the Arab East shall not become a 
focal point for the concentration of forces that might one day threat
en it from the side of the Caucasus or from any other side. In other 
words, the security of the Soviet Union requires. . .  an Arab East
free from' imperialist influence and in control of its own affairs-----
From whichever angle we view Soviet policy nothing but good for all 
the Arabs can come from i t . . . .  As patriots and as Arabs we must, 
therefore, adopt an unequivocal attitude towards the Soviet state.. . .  
This is not a partisan matter. . .  but one of national interest and of 
concern to the people as a whole. 36

Would Fahd have quarreled with these conclusions? Wherein did he dif
fer from Bakdash? Briefly, on all the points just raised, Fahd was a 
conventional Communist through and through. Thus on the issue ° f  re
lations with the Soviets, Fahd never argued from national interest, but 
always from Communist princip led  But this is perhaps a trivial matter. 
More significantly, Fahd never divorced, not even for purely tactical pur
poses, the concept of national interest from that of class, nor the con
cept of class from that of party, nor membership in the party from 
allegiance to Marxism-Leninism, as Bakdash appears to have done.

Fahd clung to the classic Communist idea that there is no general
ized national interest: the nation is split into classes and the clasaes 
have conflicting interests. He agreed that the existing stage of Arab 
development was “ the stage of national liberation,”  and that the fore
most question of the day was the national question, but insisted that 
“ the working class”  had its own special view of this question, and that 
only “ the peasants, the craftsmen, the ‘earners’38 and the people s in
telligentsia”  had “ national and class interests compatible with that * 36 * *
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35Bakdash, Ba‘ du M ass’ ilina al-Wataniyyah, pp. 17-18. Cf. Bakdache, La 
Charte Nationale du Parti Communiste en Syrie e t au Liban (Beirut, 1944), 
p. 15. .

36Bakdash, Ba'du M asa’ ilina al-Wataniyyah, pp. 22-24. It is not without 
interest from the point of view of the relations between the Soviet Union and 
its Western a llies that Bakdash delivered this speech on 6 November 194 .

37see, e .g ., Al-Qa'idah, No. 11 of November 1943, pp. 4-5; No. 4 of March 
1944, pp. 1-2; and No. 1 of 7 November 1945, pp. 3-5.

33“ Earner” : kasib  in Arabic: a general term in Iraq referring to a ll 
people of humble status who earn their livelihood by labor.
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view.” 39 * From these classes alone, and particularly from the proletar
iat, the party was to draw its members.49 No hostile “ bourgeois”  in
fluence was to be allowed to creep into its ranks.41 For “ effendis and 
their like of fellow travellers”  its doors were to remain firmly bolted.42 
Of course, the term “ people’s intelligentsia”  was somewhat vague, and 
it was often empirically difficult to tell the difference between an “ ef- 
fendi”  and an “ intellectual of the people,”  as Fahd himself found out 
from experience. At any rate, for Fahd the ultimate criterion was fideli
ty to Marxism-Leninism, which remained in Iraq a sine qua non of party 
membership.43

Bakdash could have gone on spreading unorthodox ideas in Syria as 
long as he pleased, and Fahd would not in all probability have been the 
least exercised, had not Bakdash-in his own indirect manner and quite 
over the head of Fahd—attempted to apply these ideas to Iraq. Here, in
deed, lay the immediate source of the tension between the two leaders. 
This brings us to the affair of Hizb-ish-Sha‘b, or the People’s party.

The People’s party was in reality the brainchild of Fahd. The lat
ter had long felt the need for a legal spearhead that could at least pro
vide a platform for the coming of his followers into the open. The idea 
first occurred to him in October 1941, and from July 1943 onward became 
a constant burden of his thought.44 In March 1944, it received the for
mal blessing of the First Party Conference,45 but did not acquire con
crete shape until the following June, when two of Fahd’s lieutenants— 
ZakT BasTm and Husain ash-ShabTbl—approached the well-known lawyer 
and journalist Yahya.Qasim and seven of his companions,46 all contrib
utors to the anti-fascist publications Rasa’ il al-Ba‘ th47 (“ The Renais
sance Letters” ), and induced them to petition the government for the

39Al-Qa' idah, No. 4 of February 1945, pp. 5-6.
49Article 4 of Party Rules adopted in March 1945; and Al-Qa' idah, No. 5 

of June 1943, p. 8.
41Al-Qa'idah , No. 5 of June 1943, p. 8.
42/bid ., p. 5.
43Article 5 of Party Rules.
44See, e .g ., Ash-Shararah, No. 13 of November 1941, p. 2, and No. 5 of 

February 1942, pp. 9-10; and A.1-QS'idah, No. 6 of July 1943, p. 8, No. 3 of 
March 1944, p. 2, and No. 13 of November 1944, p. 1.

45Statement o f Malik Saif to the police  on 17 October 1948; Iraqi P olice  
F ile  No. 7680 refers.

46The lawyers Mahmud §alih as-Sa‘Td, ‘Abd-ul-Arrur AbH Turab, Ibrahim al- 
KhudairT, Ibrahim ad-DarkazlI, Yusuf Jawad al-Mi‘ mar, Tawfiq Munir (later of 
the Peace Partisan Movement), and ‘Abd-ur-Rahtm Sharif (a member of the Cen
tral Committee of the Communist party in the fifties and early sixties). Source: 
Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ The P eople ’ s Party.’ ’

42These publications, which first appeared in 1943, were not in any way 
connected with the Ba'th party.



licensing of a “ People’s Party.”  On receipt of the petition, Arshad al- 
‘Umarl, the dominant figure in the ruling cabinet, sent after Yahya 
Qasim, offered him a post in the Ministry of Supply, and suggested that 
he “ quit babbling about a People’s party and other such idle talk.
Qasim turned down the offer, but within two months-in August, to be 
precise-broke with the other “ founding members”  of the party,* 49 who 
now resigned themselves entirely into the hands of ‘Aziz Sharif, the 
publisher of Rasa’ il al-Ba‘ th and an ex-deputy, a judge, and a friend of
Bakdash. .

‘Aziz Sharif-the future leader of the Iraqi Peace Partisans and win
ner of the Lenin Peace Prize-was not, strictly speaking, an adherent 
of communism. He himself categorically denied having ever been a 
member of the Communist party, although he admitted to “ an identity of 
views with the Communists on many issues.” 50 Yet it would be far 
from correct to say that he merely hung around the Communists. In a 
sense, he was a living embodiment of intermediacy and transitoriness, 
“ a nationalist today, a Marxist-Communist tomorrow”  even in the eyes 
of his own followers,51 or, as a contemporary preferred to describe him, 
a Marxist who believed that the time had not come to make an open 
avowal of his faith.52 Sometimes he was uncharitably relegated to the 
fellowship of Communists who did not wish to pay dearly for their com
munism. It is perhaps true that he did not, like Fahd, seek danger, and 
preferred to struggle in comfort. He certainly had no taste for under
ground life.

In at least one respect he had the better of Fahd: he was a Moslem. 
This was very important in a country like Iraq. In this particular sense, 
Fahd was more of a liability than an asset to the Communist cause. If 
ideologically the Christian origin of Fahd was a trifle, objectively it 
was another dagger in the sheath of the enemy, Bakdash must have 
reasoned. From the point of view of propaganda and public sensibility, 
the whole background of ‘ Aziz Sharif told indeed in his favor.

‘Aziz Sharif was born in 1904 in ‘Anah, a four-thousand-year old 
Sunni townlet on the upper Euphrates, to a family of small independent 
farmers and highly respected men of religion. Although brought up on
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4®Entry dated 1 July 1944 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  on “ The P eople ’ s Party.
49Entry dated 30 August 1944, ibid.
50Conversation, 'AzTz SharTf, Damascus, 14 July 1958. It should be noted, 

however, that ‘ AzTz SharTf became a member of the Central Committee of the 
Communist party after the 1958 Revolution.

S1A1-Qa‘ idah, No. 11 of July 1945, p. 5; and internal report of 15 August 
1947 delivered by Kamil ach-ChadirchT at a plosed meeting of the Central Com
mittee of the National Democratic party, ChadirchT’ s Party Book (which he 
kindly allowed this writer to peruse), p. 2. '

52ChadirchT’ s Party Book, p. 2.
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the old beliefs, he did not take after his father, a khatlb (preacher) at 
the local mosque and the virtual leader of the town. He did attend at 
first the kuttab (Qur’an school) but later modern state schools, where 
he imbibed nationalist ideas and hatred for imperialism. Like so many 
other Iraqis of his generation, his initiation into politics dates from the 
1928 demonstration against Alfred Mond. In the same year, he joined 
the Baghdad School of Law, and after his graduation in 1932 helped in 
the editing of the reformist Al-AhalT. Raised to the bench in 1934, he 
resigned his appointment ten months later: without providing the evi
dence prescribed by law, the authorities had required him to issue a 
warrant for the arrest of ‘Abd-ul-Hamld al-Khatlb,* 54 55 a Communist by 
reputation but secretly a cat’s paw of the police. In 1936-1937 he sup
ported the military government of Bakr SidqT, became a People’s Reform
ist, and represented Basrah in the Chamber of Deputies. In 1941 he 
hymned the praises of the “ Rashid ‘AIT movement”  for its challenge of 
the English, but disapproved of its approaches to fascism. Shortly 
after taking a hand in 1942 in the revival of Al-AhalT, he disagreed with 
its sponsors and began publishing Rasa’ il al-Ba‘ th. Reappointed judge 
in 1943, he relinquished his position in the following year to devote 
himself entirely to the People’s party.54

The People’s party began now to take shape. No official license 
for it had as yet been secured. All the same, statements appeared in 
the press bearing the signature “ Founding Members of the People’s 
Party,”  and ‘Aziz Sharif’s men stumped Baghdad and other towns can
vassing for support. • The government did not seem to mind, but Fahd 
did. Things were not developing as he had envisaged. ‘Aziz Sharif 
was not the type of person whom he could keep under his thumb—that 
was clear from the beginning. But he had hoped at least to procure his 
cooperation. This was not forthcoming. ‘Aziz Sharif quietly ignored 
Fahd, and trod a path of his own.

Worse than that, ‘Aziz Sharif and his collaborators began before 
long—according to Fahd—to agitate for “ the liquidation of the secret 
struggle and the dissolution of the Iraqi Communist party.” 55 Subse
quently, “ being at their wits’ end, they attributed this false slogan to 
the leaders of the Syrian Communist party . . .  and by representing it as 
a recommendation that must be carried into effect because it came from 
Syria, were able to bend [to their purpose] a number of persons who are 
fascinated by everything that comes from outside Iraq. ” 56
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55For al-Khatib, see Table 14-2.
54Conversation, ‘AzTz Sharif; Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled ‘ ‘ The P eople ’ s 

Party;”  and F ile  No. 357, entitled ‘ ‘A ziz Sharif.”
55See A l-Q a‘ idah, No. 14 [should be No. 3] of February 1945, pp. 3-7; No. 5 

o f April 1945, pp. 1-2; and No. 11 of July 1945, pp. 3-5.
55Al-Qa‘ idah, No. 17 of September 1945, p. 6.



More than a decade later, in reply to a question by this writer,
‘Aziz Sharif denied having at any time called for the dissolution of the 
Communist party, but did not elaborate. 57 On the other hand, Malik 
Saif, a member of Fahd’s Central Committee and a defector, affirmed 
that’ ‘Aziz Sharif undertook a journey to Syria in the late summer of 
1944, and on his return told Fahd that he had seen Bakdash and had ex
plained to him his plans for the People’s party, and that Bakdash felt 
that there was no longer any need for a conspiratorial organization.
Fahd is then said to have coolly remarked that it would have been more 
proper for Bakdash to refer ‘Aziz Sharif to the Iraqi Communist Party.1’8 

At any rate, in February 1945 Fahd opened in the columns of Al- 
Qa‘ idah an attack on the “ liquidators,”  which gathered in vigor and 
pungency as the months went by. He declared the continuance of the 
Communist party “ a national necessity.”  No other social force had 
“ the experience and steadfastness of the working class m the combat
ting of world imperialism,”  and “ the working class wishes to-and must 
-struggle under its own standard.”  The premise that Iraq lived m t e 
“ stage of national liberation”  could not serve as a pretext for the liqui
dation of the party, for the working class did not separate the national 
from the social content of liberation. From its point of view, national 
liberation is but the starting point of “ a fundamental change in the life 
of the people.” * 58 59 “  ‘But where is the Iraqi working class? the liquida
tors would say.”  If proof were needed for its existence, it was suffi
ciently provided by: the Labor Law No. 72 of 1936; the founding of a 
Labor Department in the Ministry of Social Affairs; the licensing of 
unions for laborers in industries embracing “ upwards of 100,000 
hands; and the employment of 67,000 Iraqi workers by the various agen
cies of the British army.60 What, then, did the call for the dissolution 
of the Iraqi Communist party really mean? “ It meant depriving the 
workers of their means of defence and abandoning their unions to fate
and ‘spontaneousness.’ ” 61 .

The hostile campaign against the “ liquidators”  ran its course in 
September 1945, when Fahd received a remarkable letter from Beirut
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57conversation on 14 July 1958 in Damascus.
58Conversation with this writer in November 1957. Cf. with his statement 

to the police of 17 October 1948, Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 7680.
59A l-Q a‘ idah, No. 14 [should be No. 3] of February 1945, pp. 3-7.
60Al-Qa'idah, No. 5 of April 1945, p. 1; Longrigg in Iraq 1900 to 1950, 

p. 316 gives the rough figure of 60,000 as the total number of laborers employed 
by the British army in wartime. According to the officia l Report on e n u 
trial Census o t Iraq, 1954, pp. 6-7, 90,291 workers were engaged m the indus
trial establishments of the country in that year. This figure does not inci 
the workers in the oil field, but embraces workers m  small family workshops.

^A l-Q a'idah , No. 5 of April 1945, p. 2.
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containing definite assurances from the Syrian Communist party, and 
which Fahd at once and triumphantly published:

My dear Secretary General of the Iraqi Communist Party,62
Greetings. When I was in Syria I had a meeting with. .. ,63 mem

ber of the Central Committee of the Syrian Communist party and one 
of the persons to whom the statement relating to the “ dissolution of 
the Iraqi Communist party”  had been attributed. . . .  He made plain 
to me first in the presence of Wasfi al-BunnT64 and later in a heart- 
to-heart conversation what follows:

The Syrian Communists individually and collectively are inno
cent of this slogan. The party in Syria cannot, under any circum
stances, adopt or recommend for adoption slogans of this sort, 
neither with regard to Iraq nor with regard to Syria. The secret 
struggle and the party organization are two keystones that cannot be 
dispensed with, particularly at a time when the reaction not only in 
Iraq but also in Syria is striving by every means to suppress demo
cratic freedoms and hinder the advance of the free and progressive 
forces. . . .  It is not indeed improbable that the legal Communist 
parties will be compelled under pressure to revert to underground 
work. This is on the one hand. On the other hand, no slogan bear
ing on Iraq can emanate from the party in Syria and Lebanon. The 
party in Syria does not have the right to dictate slogans to the pro
gressive movement in Iraq. For one thing, it is not in possession of 
the basic data which would enable it to formulate slogans, and, sec
ondly, an Iraqi Communist party is in the field and nearer to local 
issues and movements. The party in Syria and Lebanon has never 
interfered in party affairs in Iraq, neither in connection with the cal
lers for “ the dissolution of the party”  nor with any other group, and 
accordingly commissions the Iraqi Communist party to give the lie to 
all reports and rumors ascribed to it whatever their character.

Was this a formal disavowal of an informally inspired policy? Was 
Bakdash, in other words, shifting his ground? Or had the slogan been 
falsely attributed to him, to begin with? Of course, a call for the disso
lution of the Communist party would have gone against the whole grain 
of the Leninist tradition.63 But was this precisely the purport of the

^ T h e  letter here reproduced was published by Fahd in A l-Q a ‘ idah No. 17 
o f September 1945, p. 6, and is  obv iou sly  a d ecoded  version  of the original, 
w hich has not survived.

63C learly, ‘ Abd-ul-Q adir Isma'Tl. F or the latter, s e e  T ab le  14-2.
64Member o f the Central Committee of the Syrian Communist party.

^However, a decade later—in April 1965—the Egyptian Communist party 
would d issolve itse lf and be commended for its application of Marxism “ in a 
creative way.”



recommendation that was said to have been made by Bakdash? Or was 
the intention merely to transform Fahd’s organization into a more broad
ly based party-in the image of the Syrian Communist party-and to bring 
it under a leadership which was more supple and showed deference to 
Bakdash’s views? These are questions that cannot be definitively 
answered. But it is perhaps significant that the disavowal, though free 
from ambiguity, was not made by Bakdash himself, and came after the 
controversy had gone a long way and at a time when the Founding 
Members of the People’s Party”  seemed to have been caught in a blind 
alley, the government turning only a deaf ear to their repeated appeals 
for legitimacy. No less significant is the attitude taken by Bakdash 
after the government reversed its position and licensed the People s 
party, that is, after April 2, 1946. But to grasp the real meaning of that 
attitude, a few words need to be said first about the party that now 
entered upon the political arena.

The People’s party was in all important aspects modeled on the 
Syrian Communist party. Like its prototype in Syria, it spared no pains 
to pass in the thought of the public for a strictly national party, and 
flung its doors open to all patriots without regard to their social origin 
or their social views.®® The only qualification upon which it insisted 
was an implacable opposition to British influence. On that basis it 
showed readiness to stand shoulder to shoulder even with “ chauvinists,, 
men of religion, and out-and-out capitalists,” ®7 as one well-informed 
contemporary put it. At the same time, its leaders®8 reportedly mcul- 
cated Communist ideas to selected members in closed circles, and while 
impressing upon them that they formed “ the genuine nucleus of a future 
Communist party,”  warned them against demonstrating their true inclina
tions in “ the present stage of Iraq’s history.” 69 But despite this curi-
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®®The main objectives (national independence and democratic freedoms) 
and membership requirements of the two parties were identical. See Article 2 
of the Program of the P eople ’ s Party and Article^6 of its Internal Rules in 
pamphlet entitled Mirths] Hizb ash-Sha1 b (Baghdad, 1946).

®7“ Secret”  Report by Kamil ach-ChadirchT, leader of the National Demo
cratic party, delivered at a closed  meeting of the Central Committee of this 
party on 15 August 1947, p. 3 of ChadirchTs Party Book.

®8The first Central Committee of the party, which was elected on 26 April 
1946, consisted, apart from ‘ AzTz Sharif, of Khalil Mahdland ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab 
al-Mashtah—both petty traders; Hamid Hindi and W ad! Talyah—both mechanics, 
and o f ‘Abd-ul-Amlr Abu Turab, a lawyer. The last three persons were ex
members of the Iraqi Communist party. Talyah served on Fahd’ s Central Com
mittee in 1940-1942. The Second Central Committee of the P eople ’ s party, 
elected on 6 January 1947, included ‘ Abd-ur-Rahim Sharif and TawfTq Munir, 
brother and cousin of A ziz Sharif, respectively, and both lawyers and with 
prominent roles in the Iraqi Communist movement in the late fifties.. Source; 
Iraqi P o lice  F ile  on ‘ ‘ P eop le ’ s Party.”

®9‘ ‘ Secret”  report of ach-Chadirchl, pp. 2-3 and 33; and K ifah-usSijjm
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ous attempt to disguise their real selves, its leaders were widely regard
ed as Communists or Marxists, but of the bloodless and second-rate 
variety or, as the authorities appear to have thought, of the coffee-house 
type. They “ spend so much time talking like a lot of chattering crows,”  
noted in their dossier the Interior Ministry’s British Technical Adviser, 
“ and seem to think that this world and all on it is made by talking.” 70

The size of the party was also not very impressive. In February 
1947, it numbered 1,171 members in the city of Baghdad and “ about 
1,000”  in the rest of the country,* 71 while the National Democratic party, 
the largest legal organization in Iraq, had in April of the same year a 
total strength of 6,961 members.72 Its numerical weakness was, of 
course, a direct consequence of the division of the leftist movement 
against itself.

In terms of social composition, it is clear from Table 24-1 that the 
main organization of the party had its anchorage in the proletariat and 
petty bourgeoisie, and particularly among the railway and construction 
workers and the carpenters, who together formed 55.3 percent of the 
total Baghdad membership. One conspicuous feature is the very thin 
proportion of the intelligentsia in the party (6.1 percent), although it 
had the helm in its hands. This contrasted sharply with conditions in 
Fahd’s organization, where the intelligentsia was heavily represented 
in all the different echelons and among the active rank and file,73 de
spite Fahd’s distrust of this stratum an  ̂ his bitter diatribes against the 
“ effendis.”  The explanation lay in the legal exclusion from any form 
of political life—the dubious voting privilege excepted—of students, 
teachers, and state officials, who constituted between them the bulk of 
the intelligentsia. (The students referred to in Table 24-1 appear to 
have slipped in under a different rubric:. in the People’s party records 
they were listed under “ Miscellaneous.” ) One other thing stands out: 
unlike Fahd’s organization, the People’s party did not include in its 
ranks any Iraqis of the Jewish faith.7 4 This was the result of calcula-

ath-Thawn, Year 1, No. 15 of 20 February 1954, p. 12, and Year 2, No. 8 of 
27 August 1954, p. 8.

7®Entry by technical adviser dated 6 January 1947 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  en
titled ‘ ‘ P eop le ’ s Party.”

71 Report dated 15 February 1947 from assistant director of police , Bagh
dad Province to minister of interior in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled ‘ ‘ The P eop le ’ s 
Party.”

72Report dated 5 April 1947 from assistant director of police  Baghdad 
Province to minister of interior in Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled ‘ ‘ The National 
Democratic Party,”  I.

7^See Tables A-4 to A-7.
7^The only exception was made in favor o f NaTm Dankur, a Jewish 

publicist.
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TABLE 24-1

The People’s Party: 
Occupation of Members Belonging to 

Baghdad Organization of Party in 1947

593

Total Percentage

Students
C ollege
Secondary school 

Members ot professions  
Teachers 
Lawyers

Workers and semiproletarians 
Construction workers 
Railway workers 
Porters 
Drivers

P etty  bourgeoisie: craftsmen 
and petty traders 

Carpenters 
M iscellaneous
(craftsmen and petty traders) 

Total

54
2

4
11

277
182

73
84

189

295

56

15

616

4.8

1.3

52.6

484

1,171

41.3

100.0

Source: Figures are taken from a report by the Assistant Director of 
P olice  Baghdld Province to the Minister of Interior, dated 15 February 1947, 
and from an entry bearing the date April 1947 in the Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled 
“ The P eople ’ s Party.”

tion. “ Our policy,”  explained later a member of the Central Committee 
of the party,75 “ was not inspired by racial bias but by a prudent regard
for the objective conditions of the country.”

From the point of view of Fahd, the coming of the People’s party on 
to the political stage was, to say the least, an inconvenient fact. Its 
growth he feared, could only divide and bewilder the working people. 
From the outset, therefore, he bent every effort to reduce it to power
lessness. He began by launching a rival party, the National Liberation 
party, which, although never officially authorized, had free play tor 
three whole months, from April to June 1946.76 Fahd then shifted to 
another tactic: he introduced detachments of his own into his antago
nist’s citadel. Of the 1,171 members of the People’s party Baghdad

75WadI‘ Talyah to this writer in February 1964.
75Fahd designated Husain Muhammad ash-Shabibi to head this party. Most 

of its work was, how ever carried under thfe direct s u p e r v is e  ° f , f n^ Z  
Salim ‘ Ubaid an-Nu'man, a SunnT lawyer bom of a petty trader in Anah in 
1921 and a Communist since 1942. Source: Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ The 
Party of National Liberation.”
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organization in 1947, 51 actually belonged—it was found out subse
quently—to the Iraqi Communist party, 125 to the National Liberation 
party, and 24 to the League Against Zionism.77 All the while Fahd did 
his best to coat the leaders of the People’s party with the tar of oppor
tunism, and to isolate their followers and weed them out of the workers’ 
and craftsmen’s unions. As in all his fights, he went the whole length 
and gave no quarter. In consequence, the People’s party was never 
able to rise to any serious role. Moreover, much bad blood was gener
ated. In Basrah, the partisans of ‘Aziz Sharif yelled threats at the par
tisans of Fahd: “ We know who is your leader.. . . We will expose you!’ 
But they only showed their teeth and did not bite. At one point—in 
1946—incensed at the crowding out of his followers from the Port Work
ers’ Union, ‘Aziz Sharif bluntly denounced the Union’s Administrative 
Bureau as “ fascist.”  When he next put in an appearance at al-Ma‘qil, 
the site of the main wharves, the port workers met him with hisses, 
jeers, and threats, and well-nigh beat him up.78 The two sides seemed 
to be driving things to the extremity of mutual frustration.

The conflict between the Iraqi Communist party and the People’s 
party revealed itself before long as a conflict between Fahd and Bak
dash. This is what gives it its exceptional interest. Despite the 
scarcely year-old protestations of noninterference in Iraqi affairs, Bak
dash came down on the side of the People’s party. As was his wont, 
he himself said nothing in public. But it was noticed that his paper 
Sawt-ash-Sha‘ b gave prominence to the activities of the People’s party 
and completely ignored the Iraqi Communist party or its auxiliary, the 
National Liberation party. Simultaneously, ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘U79 
assured Fahd’s correspondent in Syria: “ We here recognize only the 
party of al-Hajjl, ” 80 that is, of Fahd. But it seemed as if ‘ Abd-ul- 
Qadir said one thing and Bakdash did another. Moreover, Fahd had rea
son to believe that Bakdash was working against him among the young 
Iraqis studying in Syria. In November 1946, he wrote to ‘Abd-ul-Qadir 
complaining of the “ improper guidance”  given to them,81 and by way of

77From the L ist of Members of the party in Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ The 
P eop le ’ s Party.”  The League Against Zionism was a front organization of the 
Iraqi Communist party.

78From an internal report sent to Fahd by a member of the Port Workers’ 
Union’ s Administrative Bureau entitled “ Wrecking Activities of the Members 
of the P eop le ’ s Party in the Port Workers’ Union.”  The report is undated, but 
from internal evidence appears to have been written in or around June 1946, 
and is in the seven-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ The Papers of the First Cen
tral Committee.”

7®For ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'U see Table 14-2.
®®From a letter by “ Haris”  to Fahd written in November 1946 which is in 

the seven-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the First Central Committee.’
81Letter from ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘11 to Fahd dated 17 December 1946 refers,

ibid.



counter-measure planned to establish a branch for his party in Damascus, 
but ‘Abd-ul-Qadir interposed his firm and conclusive objection. 1 
talked to the elder Iraqi brother,” 82 wrote Fahd’s correspondent in Da
mascus on 14 November 1946, “ about opening a special branch for our 
company that would be only morally connected with them. But he and 
brother Muhammad83 thought ill o f such a form of activity and said that 
commercial usage84 * required adherence to them. Subsequently,
'Abd-ul-Qadir insisted on the necessity of submitting to the party com
mand in Damascus all letters originating in Syria and addressed to Fa 
on the ground that the senders were organizationally tied to the Syria
Communist party.86 Then on 17 December 1946, Abd-ul-Qadir wrote to 
Fahd reproachfully:

I am astonished at your statement that we here improperly guide the 
brethren from Iraq. . . .  This is truly a mistake It is strangeE sta te  ' 
you form an incorrect opinion and attempt to act with us as one state 
with another, that is , to retaliate by forming a special orgamzatio 
in Svria You surely must know that all [Communist] organizations 
“  f c o u 'J y  com . unde, the [Communist] part, o f t o t  co u r t* . Any 
other arrangement is impermissible and would conflict with pary 
principles. Only to other than the true brethren we say join which
ever Iraqi group you wish, but to the true brethren we indicate only
the party.87

Even as Fahd and ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir exchanged reproaches Bakdash’s 
Sawt-ushSha‘ b broke its strange silence on the Iraqi C° “ ™un*;f 7
and published for the first time a statement issued by Fahd ^ d  bearing 
on the situation in Iraq.88 Was this a sort of an olive branch? Or had 
the experiment of the People ’s party not lived up to Bakdash s expecta
tions? Only further developments could tell, but the development that 
now occurred was entirely unforeseen: on January 18, 1947, Fahd and 
his closest companions were nabbed by the police.
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82I.e., ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'il.
&3l.e., Muhammad ‘ AIT az-ZarqS. For az-Zarqa see Table 19-3.
84u  is par't o f Communist p ractice  that Communists resid ing  in a foreign  

country even  if  tem porarily, are con sidered  members o f the Communrst party 
of the country of residen ce  and not o f the Commurust party o f the country o f
origin. .

86The letter is in the P olice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the First Central
Committee.”  , . . . j

86better to Fahd from “ H aris,”  Damascus, dated 16 December 1946, ibid.

87Letter from ‘Abd-ul-Qadir, ibid.
88The reference is  to Fahd’ s statement of 26 November 1946, in which he 

defined his attitude to the government of the day. See p. 535.
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With Fahd out of the way, the field seemed clear for ‘Aziz Sharif 

and his followers. But they had reason to know better. The government, 
which had already shut down their daily paper Al-Watan, “ counted their 
every breath. ’ ’ If for a little longer they were able to act with some 
slight vestige of freedom, on September 27, 1947, they were formally 
suppressed. Shortly after, ‘Aziz Sharif left Iraq for Syria.

The People’s party did not, however, come to an end. Even though 
deprived of a center and of leadership, a minority of members persevered. 
They quickly buried the hatchet and established a bridge with the Com
munist party, and in this manner prepared the ground for the forming of 
the “ Cooperation Committee,”  which was destined to play an important 
part in the Wathbah of January 1948.89

But the three-year-old conflict between Fahd on the one hand and 
Bakdash and ‘Aziz Sharif on the other did not die out. It came to life 
again for a few brief months after the Wathbah, when ‘Aziz Sharif re
turned from Syria, the People’s party reemerged, and Bakdash once more 
descended—from Fahd’s standpoint—on the wrong side of the fence.90

It is not without interest that Fahd, now an inmate of Kut prison, 
came to entertain doubts as to the “ Bolshevism”  of Bakdash, although 
—according to an internal Iraqi Communist source—he forbad any criti
cism of the Syrian Communist leader or any reference to his “ devia
tions.” 91 However, when in 1948 Bakdash admitted to “ opportunist 
leanings in the Syrian and Lebanese Communist parties”  and traced 
their roots to “ some of the erroneous tactical positions taken by the 
two parties in important political questions,” 92 and word of Bakdash’s 
mea culpa was brought to Fahd in the prison, Fahd turned to his com
panions and quietly said: “ Comrade Bakdash has given proof of his 
Bolshevism!” 93

®9For the Wathbah see Chapter 22.
90Fahd took particular exception to an article written by Bakdash entitled 

“ The Miracle of Iraq”  and published in the P eople ’ s party’ s organ Al-Watan in 
Nos. 396 and 397 of 24 and 25 March 1948. The article depreciated by implica
tion the part played by the Iraqi Communist party in the Wathbah. But what d is 
pleased Fahd even more was that the article should have been published in A l- 
Watan and not in his own At-TaharrUr.

91Kifah-us-SijjTn ath-Thawn (The Struggle of the Revolutionary Prisoner), 
No. 16 of 3 March 1954, p. 7.

92Xntiladat-ush-Sha‘ b-il-‘ IraqT wa Atharuha fT Tatawwor-il-Qadiyyah al- 
‘Arabiyyah (The Uprising of the Iraqi People and its E ffect on the Development 
o f the Arab Question), a study authorized and approved by the leadership of the 
Communist parties of Syria and Lebanon and Assigned for discussion  in all 
committees and circles  of the two parties (1948), p. 20.

93Kifah -us-Sijjm ath-Thawn, No. 16 of 3 March 1954, p. 7.



THE COMMUNISTS AND 
THE QUESTION OF PALESTINE
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On 14 May 1947, in a statement before the United Nations General As
sembly, Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko declared that “ the 
legitimate interests of both the Jewish and Arab populations [of Pales
tine] can be duly safeguarded only through the establishment of an inde
pendent, dual, democratic, homogeneous Arab-Jewish state,”  but added 
that “ if this plan proved impossible to implement. . . ;  then it would be 
necessary to consider the second plan.. . which provides for the parti
tion of Palestine into two independent autonomous states, one Jewish 
and one Arab.” 1 Five months later, on 13 October, S. Tsarapkin, the 
Soviet delegate at the U.N., maintained that the relations between Arabs 
and Jews had become so tense that their points of view could no longer 
be reconciled and that, therefore, the partition plan offered “ more hope 
of realization. ” 2

These words and the vote that the Soviet government cast on Novem
ber 29-together with the United States and other powers—in favor of the 
plan signified a clear break with the position that it had occupied on 
the question of Zionism for the previous three decades—that is, since 
the founding of the Soviet regime—and, from the standpoint of the over
whelming majority of the indigenous people of Palestine, involved a de
nial of their right to determine their own fate; a shifting against them of 
the consequences of Europe’s inhumaneness to Jewry; and the aliena
tion of the more fertile and bigger portion of their country—56.5 percent 
of its land area—to a community that formed less than one-third of the 
population, held only one-sixth of the cultivable area, and 5.7 percent 
of the total land area, and consisted, in its eight-tenths, of recent mi
grants from Europe.3

1United Nations, Oliicial Records o f the First Special Session of the 
General Assem bly, 1947, I, 134.

2lJnited Nations, Official Records o f  the Second Session o f the General 
Assem bly, 1947, Ad Hoc Committee Palestinian Question, pp. 69-70.

3In 1918 the Jewish inhabitants of Palestine, many of whom were migrants 
from Eastern Europe, numbered about 56,000, or 8% of the whole population. 
Their proportion rose to 11.1% in 1922, and to 16.8% in 1931. In 1946 they 
counted about 608,000, or 31.4%, and the Arabs 1,293,000, or 66.8%. Out of the 
total land area of 6,580,755 acres, the Jews owned 162,500 acres in 1918, or 
2%, and 372,925 acres in 1945, or 5.7%; and individual Arabs 3,143,693 acres, 
or 47.8% in 1945. Almost a ll of the remaining area was mTrT, or state property.
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The abrupt renunciation by the Soviet Union of its old policy pro

duced shock, bewilderment, and disarray in the ranks of the Communists 
in Iraq. They had all along been educated in the spirit of “ enmity to 
the Zionist movement and to the idea of a Zionist national home in Arab 
Palestine.” * 4 Even the Jewish members of the party, who had regarded 
Zionism as “ a danger to the Jews,” 5 were perplexed. They themselves 
had, on 29 May 1946, sent an appeal to the head of the Soviet 
government:

We beseech you, Comrade Stalin, [they wrote] to lend support to the 
cause of Palestine when it comes before the United Nations. . . . The 
right of its Arab people to independence is unambiguous and their 
question is unrelated to the plight of the Jewish displaced persons.
We are confident that your government whose principles and foreign 
policy rest on respect for the right of the peoples to self-determina
tion will side with the Arabs in their tribulation.6

At first the Communists refused to abandon their old formulas or to 
bow down to the new Soviet view. “ The attitude that the Soviet Union 
has taken toward partition,”  affirmed the party command in December 
1947 in an internal directive,

has afforded the mercenary newspapers and the hirelings of the im
perialists an opportunity to defame not only the Soviet Union but 
also the Communist movement in the Arab countries. . ..

It is necessary, therefore, for the Communist party to define its 
position as regards Palestine in terms of the lines to which it has 
adhered and which may be summarized as follows:

a) Zionism is a movement that is racist, religious, reactionary, 
and false to the Jewish m asses.. . .

b) Jewish immigration. . . does not solve the problems of dis
placed Jews in Europe but is an organized invasion directed by the 
Jewish Agency. .. and its continuation in its present form.. . threat
ens the original inhabitants in their livelihood and freedom.

There were no significant changes in ownership between 1945 and 1948. See 
Palestine Government, A Survey of P alestine 1945-1946, I, 141, and Village 
Statistics 1945, p. 3; and Sami Hadawi, P alestine: L o ss  of a Heritage (San 
Antonio, Texas, 1963), pp. 13-14, 18, 130, 131, and 133.

4See, e .g ., Al-Qa'idah, No. 9 of October 1943, and No. 18 of October 1945; 
and Article 13a of the 1944 National Charter of the Communist Party of Iraq.

5Communist pamphlet entitled “ Program and Internal Rules of the League 
for the Combating of Zionism ”  (in Arabic), p. 3.

6The League for the Combating of Zionism, A l- ‘ Usbah fTKifahihah Dudd- 
i$-§ahyuniyyah ( “ The League in its Struggle against Zionism ” ) (Baghdad, 
1946), pp. 51-52. The appeal was signed by Yusuf HarOn Zilkha, chairman of 
the League.



c) The partition of Palestine is an old imperialist project.. .  
which rests on the presupposed impossibility of an understanding 
between Jews and Arabs.. . .

d) The form of government for Palestine can rightfully be de
termined only by the Palestinian people, by the people who live 
actually in Palestine, and not by the United Nations or any other 
organization or state or group of states. . . .

e) Partition is bound to lead to the subordination of the Arab 
majority to the Zionist minority in the proposed Jewish state.

f) Partition and the creation of the Jewish state will increase 
racial and religious enmities and will affect seriously the prospects 
of peace in the Middle East.

For all these reasons the Communist party categorically rejects 
the partition plan. .. .7

Al-Asas, a legal newspaper which served as the party’s mouthpiece 
from 18 March 1948 till its suppression in the following June, steered 
its course for upwards of two months in the light of this directive. Its 
central slogan ran: “ Sons of Our People! Struggle for the Preservation 
of the Arabism of Palestine and the Defeat of the Project for a Zionist 
State!” 8 However, on 24 May of that year it suddenly dropped this for
mula and began marking time, but not without deploring the “ political 
rigidity”  in the Arab position.9 In the end, on 6 July 1948, the Commu
nist command fell into line with Soviet policy and took for its guiding 
idea “ the establishment of an independent democratic Arab state in the 
Arab part of Palestine.” 10

But what considerations had been influencing the attitude of the 
Soviet government? Upon this subject a number of conjectures are pos
sible, but it is more useful to have recourse to testimony in available 
diplomatic correspondence. “ I had a long discussion,”  wrote the 
Syrian U.N. representative to his foreign ministry on November 4, 1947, 
“ with the head of the Soviet delegation and his assistants. Eventually 
he told me that they had supported the establishment of a Jewish state 
because they expect less good from the Arabs than from the Jews and 
claimed that most of the Arab states have thrown themselves into the 
arms of the Anglo-Saxons.” 11 The Syrian charge d’ affaires in Moscow 
was more specific. He laid the blame upon
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7 - • •The text of this internal directive is in the twenty-volume P olice  fo lio  en
titled “ Papers of the Second Central Committee.’ *

^See, e .g ., A l-A sas, No. 42 of 22 May 1948.
9See A l-A sas, No. 43 of 24 May 1948. _
^Statement of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist Party o f  6 

July 1948 in the twenty-volume P olice  folio  entitled “ Papers of the Second 
Central Committee.”

^ R eport No. 100 of 4 November 1947 from Faris al-KhurT, New York, to the
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the unfriendliness of most Arab governments to the Soviets and the 
Communist parties; their participation in blocs, as that of Ankara- 
Baghdad-'Amman;. . . their signing of English-influenced treaties 
aimed at the encirclement of the Soviet Union; the false belief cur-, 
rent among a large number of Arabs that support by the Soviets is 
assured in any case; the ensuing neglect to cultivate their goodwill; 
the turning of cooperation with them in the international arena into a 
matter of mere threat and the declaration of responsible Arab bodies 
that it is a cooperation with the devil and, in respect to this, the 
Soviets are very sensitive.

The charge d’affaires had additional explanations. He said that Moscow 
expected that its new policy would shake the position of England in the 
East and hasten her departure from Palestine and, over and above this, 
produce a more favorable mood among Jewish voters toward the candi
dacy of Henry Wallace in the approaching American presidential elec
tions. He further maintained that the Soviets had “ high hopes”  that 
“ the Jewish Communist party would transform Zionist capitalism in 
Palestine into a Communist state.” 12

But what reasons did the Communists themselves provide for Mos
cow’s change of orientation? “ It is a matter for regret,”  read a state
ment issued by “ the Arab Democratic Committee in Paris”  on June 11, 
1948, and circulated among party members in Iraq in the month of Au
gust, “ that progressive Arabs did not understand at the time the attitude
that the Soviet Union took with regard to the partition plan-----  Some
wasted and are still wasting their time in a futile search for the ‘oppor
tunist’ and ‘circumstantial-tactical’ motives behind this attitude.”  The 
Palestine question, the statement went on, was not a purely Arab or a 
purely Jewish, but an “ international”  question. It was also “ a ques
tion that is derivative and not fundamental, relative and not absolute: 
it is subject to the requirements of the general struggle against the in
ternational capitalist-imperialist system.”  The statement regarded as 
unfortunate that “ a considerable number of Arab democrats”  should 
have been unmindful of this principle or of the fact that “ the battle
ground of this general struggle is the world in its entirety,”  or should 
have forgotten that “ to expel imperialism from any one country now and 
at once not tomorrow is a victory for the progressive camp.”  As re
gards the Jews in Palestine, the statement emphasized that

600

Syrian Foreign Ministry, unpublished papers of JamTl Mardam Bey, former Syrian 
premier, which became accessib le  to this writer through the courtesy of Profes
sor WalTd al-KhalidT.

12Letter No. 10 /B  of 22 October 1947 from the Syrian charge d’affaires, 
Moscow, to the Foreign Ministry, Damascus; unpublished papers of Jamil Mardam 
Bey.



the question before us is not the Balfour Declaration [of 1917]... 
which is indisputably unjust. .. but the definition of our attitude 
towards the hundreds of thousands of Jews that have since migrated 
to Palestine. . .  and who form in fact an independent unit with its 
own rules, language, and aspirations . . .  and among whom can be 
seen—aside from . . .  exploiters, our enemies everywhere—workmen, 
peasants, and artisans, our friends everywhere. This new Israeli 
people. . .  has the right to determine its fate.

In conclusion, the statement, which bore the title “ Light on the Pales
tine Question,”  called upon “ Arab democrats and patriots”  not to fight 
but to uphold the partition plan and, more than that, “ not to oppose the 
new Israeli people as a whole. . .  but to support the progressive and 
patriot Jewish forces to enable them to take power in the new ‘Israeli 
state’ . . . and to put an end. . . to Zionism or Jewish reaction.” 13

In the Communist records there are references connecting with this 
statement Yusuf IsmaTl, an Iraqi Communist long resident in Paris,14 * 
but it is not clear whether he was its real inspirer. At any rate, its cir
culation in the Iraqi underground disquieted rather than convinced many 
of the basic organizers of the party, the more so as the statement identi
fied the extremist right-wing terrorist Stern and Irgun groups as “ pro
gressive organizations”  and contained such extravagant and patently 
false assertions as the one crediting the “ progressive parties”  in Pal
estine with “ the support of 75 percent of the Jewish people.”  In the 
ranks there were criticisms, protests, and, worse than this, a stepping 
away from the party. Anxiously a member of the cadre reproached the 
command: “ How did the party permit itself to circulate a statement on 
a question whose intricacies it has insufficiently grasped?” 13 It is 
significant that when the statement ultimately reached the prison of Kut 
and one of the members of the Communist Prison Organization began 
reading it aloud in the prison qawtrsh,16 Fahd, after listening to a few 
passages, ordered him to desist.17

But it was ‘Aziz Sharif, the future recipient of the Lenin Peace 
Award, who expressed openly what many members and supporters of the 
party really felt. He had anticipated the arguments of the Paris state
ment and had said at the end of May:
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13“ Arab Democratic Committee in P aris,”  Jpau’ ‘ala-t-Qadiyyah al- 
Filistiniyyah  ( “ Light on the Palestine Question” ) 11 June 1948 (Baghdad, 
August 1948), pp. 1-12, twenty-volume P olice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the Sec 
ond Central Committee.”

14For Yusuf Isma'Tl, see Table 14-2.
13Internal party letter dated 9 February 1949 and entitled Mulahadhat 'an 

Siyasat-il-Hizb ( “ Observations on the Policy  of the Party” ), p. 14.-
1®A mass prison barrack.
17Conversation, Salim ‘ Ubaid an-Nu‘man, a comrade of Fahd.
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It is not admissible that we should derive our position on national 
issues from that of the Soviet Union. . .  or that we should view a 
policy of a state like the Soviet Union as inspired in all eventuali
ties by considerations of principle. . .  . Hasn’t the Soviet Union 
passed over in silence the suppression of Azerbaijan by the govern
ment of Iran. . .  ? Hasn’t it established economic and political rela
tions with the government of Chiang Kai-shek alone when its sym
pathies were with the movement inimical to that government? . . .

The Soviet Union is a state that acts and reacts in an interna
tional [power] situation and formulates its policies in the light of
that situation with its contradictions and complications-----  Were
we to accept without question each and every policy that it sees fit 
to adopt.. . , we would arouse distrust in the national movement 
among the masses of the people. . . .

The state of Israel has been set up by an act of aggression and 
on the basis of the forcible seizure of Palestine from its rightful
people.. . .  _

If our resistance to Zionism was correct. . . before it reached its 
goals, why do they forbid us to resist it after its goals had been 
achieved? Actually, the declaration of the state of Israel is but the 
first [?] practical step towards their realization.18 19

Eventually the Paris statement of 11 June 1948 was repudiated. 
“ Some suspicious elements,”  said the Central Committee of the Com
munist party in a report issued in September of 1956, succeeded [in 
1948] in insinuating into the ranks of our party and our movement a num
ber of erroneous concepts with respect to Zionism . . .  among which were 
the destructive ideas that found expression in the statement entitled 
‘Light on the Palestine Question.’

In retrospect, it is quite evident that Moscow’s pro-Israeli orienta
tion of 1947-1948 was a mistake, even purely from the standpoint of the 
interests of the Soviet peoples. The proof lies in its episodic character: 
it had to be abandoned within less than two years. It is reasonable, 
therefore, to infer that it proceeded from premises which had a tenuous 
factual basis. To be more explicit, it would appear that the policy was 
founded, first, on an inadequate appreciation of the intimate links be
tween Zionism and Jewish capital, and between Jewish capital and
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18‘ A zTz  SharTf, As-Siyasat-us-SahThah Lihal-il-Qadiyyal-il-Filistiniyyah  
( “ The C orrect P o lic y  for the Solution  of the P a lestin e  Q uestion ” ) (Baghdad, 
1948), pp. 13-15 and 33.

19The Iraqi Communist Party, Our Political Plan for Patriotic and National 
Liberation in the Light of the Circumstances R evealed  by the Twentieth Con
gress o f the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (in Arabic). Report of the 
Central Committee as approved by the Second Party Conference, September 
1956, p. 32.



capitalism in the West; second, on an overestimation of the strength 
and possibilities of the Jewish left, at least in Palestine; third, on a 
lack of sensitivity to the moods and impulses of broad segments of the 
Arab people and on an insufficient awareness of the widening chasm 
dividing them from their traditional, Western-influenced rulers. In other 
words, the potential for change inherent in the Arab situation, which 
the Palestine tragedy merely accelerated,20 would seem to have re
mained largely outside Moscow’s field of vision. It could, of course, • 
be argued that the creation of the state of Israel greatly sharpened the 
internal tensions in Arab societies and at the same time made possible 
the powerful presence that the Soviet Union ultimately achieved in the 
Arab East, but it is very doubtful that the decision makers in Moscow 
foresaw these consequences in 1947. Such farsightedness would have 
demanded a different line of conduct-at the minimum, a sitting on the 
fence-the more so as the objective circumstances and the contemporary 
correlation of forces, on both the local and international levels, were 
such that the state of Israel would in all probability have come into 
existence, at least de facto, irrespective of how the Soviets behaved.

At any rate, Moscow’s policy had a very detrimental effect upon the 
Communists in Iraq. It weakened their authority among Arab workmen, 
disoriented and demoralized their supporters, tangibly reduced their 
ranks, and created the psychological preconditions for the ruthless sup
pression by the police of their cadres and organizations. Moscow’s 
policy became in effect the principal weapon of the government against 
the party and its sympathizers.

PALESTINE QUESTION 603

20In Iraq, for example, the great mass upheaval of 1948, the Wathbah, which 
pointed to serious structural trouble in the society, occurred months before the 
outbreak of the Palestine war and the defeat of the Arab armies.



THE CHARACTER, SCOPE, 
AND FORMS OF PARTY ACTIVITY

26

Party activity was by no means an indivisible whole. The acts of the 
party, in other words, were not all clearly related to one another or to a 
conscious ultimate end. Some of its acts were more manifestations of 
instinct than of calculation, others were mere reactions to the acts of 
its adversaries or to the pressures of the prevailing moment. Sometimes 
the party pursued immediate advantages for their own sake and without 
a thought for distant objectives; sometimes, because of lack of discern
ment, these objectives were prejudiced rather than advanced by the ac
tion taken. All the same, much of the activity of the party can best be 
understood in terms of the principal aims that the party set before 
itself.

In the forties, access to state power could not, of course, he said 
to have been an operative object of party action. Power was simply not 
within its reach. All that the party could hope for was to make relative
ly limited conquests: to establish bridgeheads in sensitive places-in 
the schools, colleges,, large-scale enterprises, the army, and the official 
apparatus of the state. The conquests, once realized, were subordi
nated to other short-term ends. What these ends were depended on the 
living situation of the party. Thus, while in the period 1942-1944, by 
reason of the Anglo-Soviet alliance, the party acted with a view to the 
immediate advantage of the English, in the period 1945-1948, with the 
change in world conditions, it acted with a view to their ultimate ruin.
As toward the English, so toward the government of Iraq which, in Com
munist eyes, had only a derivative significance. Congruently, in the 
first period the accent of the party was on reform, in the second-from 
1946-on revolution.1 By revolution, no swift coup or major threat was 
intended. That was beyond the party’s means. The Wathbah of 1948, 
it will be remembered, was unplanned and unforeseen. The party 
thought in altogether different terms. It aimed not at the sudden over
throw of Iraq’s rulers but, by repeated minor blows, at harassing and 
distracting them, at entangling them in a chain of repressive acts, alien
ating them further from the people, and gradually wearing our their will 
and their physical powers.

In pursuing its ends, the party worked on an ideological and a prac
tical plane. With its ideological efforts it hoped to infuse communism

1See Chapter 20.
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into the flesh and blood of the intelligentsia and the laboring classes / 
or, at least, to connect their needs, feelings, and life experience with 
Communist conclusions. To such efforts, much Communist energy was 
devoted in the years 1941-1943, when the party was still too feeble to 
assert itself on the practical level. Not only illegal but also legal 
channels were used: -the frank expositions of the party, organ, Ash- 
Sharatah (“ The Spark’ !)-later Al-Qa‘ idah (“ The Base” )-were supple
mented by the less.obvious arguments of the licensed journals Al-Majal-. 
lah (“ The Journal” ) and Al-Muthul-il-‘Ulya ( “ The Lofty Principles ” ) -  
and later of Al-'Vsbah (“ The League’.’ ) and Al-Asas (“ The Foundation” ). 
The party’ s practical struggle—after 1943—took partly an economic form, 
the party combined the workers in unions, led them in strikes, and 
strove to better their conditions of existence, winning them over in the 
process to its cause: at least twelve out of the sixteen workers’ unions 
authorized in 1944-1945 were under the direct control of the party; the 
drafts of their program were in Fahd’s own handwriting. But the most 
fundamental form of the party’s practical struggle was, of course, politi
cal. This in part manifested itself in direct action: in the period 1946- . 
1948, when the party threw down the standard of reform and took up that 
of revolution, it organized either through its own primary units or 
through its auxiliaries—the League Against Zionism, the Party of 
National Liberation, the Friends of the Peasants’ Societies, the Stu
dents’ Federations, and the Permanent Bureau of Labour Unions-collec- 
tive protests, public meetings, mass demonstrations, one peasant rising, 
one “ great march,” 3 and workers’ and students’ strikes, and contributed 
palpably to the completion of the Wathbah* However, the more distinc
tive, more usual, and surer method of the party’s advance was not that 
of action but of penetration. Penetration occurred gradually and secret
ly: the party remained unseen, intangible, and could not be easily hit 
or countered. Action, on the other hand, exposed the party sometimes 
to great risks: in the Communist demonstrations, for example, the 
spearhead, the guard on both sides, the shouters of slogans, the holders 
of banners, the messengers linking the “ internal command”  to the ex
ternal command,” 3 5 were more often than not members or at least “ organ
ized supporters”  of the party, and their arrest could have led to the 
uncovering of numerous cells and perhaps to irreparable loss. For a 
time in late 1948 and early 1949 the inexperienced and “ unauthorized 
committees6 were so action-happy that they well-nigh brought the party . 
to complete ruin.

^See pp. 611 ff. 
3See pp. 626-627.
^See Chapter 22. ' _
5The real leaders never took part in the demonstration but w® ê present in 

a place nearby, and communicated their orders to subordinates on the spot by
means of sp e c ia l m essengers.

^See pp. 569 ff.
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The party engaged in one other form of activity, one essentially of 

a protective nature and pursued exclusively against the political police. 
This was a special type of struggle, which was conducted sometimes in 
ingenious ways by both sides. At one point, Bahjat ‘ Atiyyah, the chief 
of the police, toyed even with the idea of creating a bogus Communist 
party. “ With a view to countering the existing Communist organization,” 
he wrote in a confidential memorandum,

it would be useful to set up a rival Communist party which would 
have a clandestine paper of its own. .. . Agents would run it along 
determined lines and in such a way as to conceal its true nature. . ..
It should aim at attracting Communists and others of similar leanings 
so that they could be brought to justice. . . .  It should adopt a hostile 
attitude toward the existing Communist party.. . and dispute its 
theories and its writings in the name of Marxism.7

It is not clear whether Bahjat ‘Atiyyah later put his idea into practice- 
in mid-1949 four organizations vied with the bona fide Communist party 
in the underground—but for the time being he was dissuaded from it. 
“ This is an excellent scheme,”  commented P. B. Ray, a British intelli
gence officer,

but very very difficult to work. Unless it is absolutely certain that 
its true nature can be kept secret it is better, judging by experience 
gained elsewhere, not to make the attempt. Failure only adds 
strength to the Communists. On the whole it is better to rely on a 
system of infiltration into the Communist party of a number of relia
ble and trained agents. When the police manage to arrest a number 
of Communists it is advisable to try and win over one or two of the 
lesser known of these. They should then be tried and sentenced 
with the other accused, allowed to serve their term of imprisonment 
and reintroduced into the party after their release. It may be some 
years thereafter before these agents rise to the top of the party but 
in the course of time they should become very valuable sources of 
information.8

Thus, in their war against the Communists, the police came to rely basi
cally on the same technique as that of the party: penetration. They had 
surely used this technique earlier, in the thirties, but in a crude and 
amateurish fashion. Now they became more polished, more sophisticated.

7Undated memorandum entitled “ Methods of Combatting Communism”  (in 
Arabic) prepared in early 1949 by Bahjat ‘ Atiyyah, director, Criminal Investi
gations Department, p. 2.

^Letter No. SF 6 /2  of 20 April 1949 from P. B. Ray Esq. c /o  A.H.Q. D e
tachment, R .A .F . Baghdad, British Forces in Iraq to Bahjat a l-‘Atiyyah, direc
tor, C .I.D ., Baghdad, p. 2.



Their characteristic practice was the employment of parallel agents, no 
one of whom was aware of the existence of the other. By way of 
counter-measure, the Communists appear to have planted on the police 
double agents, that is, agents who were really in their service, and to 
have succeeded at times in confusing the authorities by putting out con
flicting reports or partly true, partly false, or wholly spurious informa
tion.

All the forms of Communist activity discussed in the foregoing 
pages were in a sense unified by Al-Qa‘ idah (Ash-Shararah prior to 
1943), a monthly and the only official organ of the party. In the condi
tions of the underground, Al-Qa‘idah was not merely the most important 
instrument of the party’s agitation, or the chief transmitter of its theo
ries, or the focal means of expression for its literary forces, but also , 
the principal medium through which the experience of its individual or
ganizations was shared, their practices developed and systematized, 
and the oneness and continuity of the party made certain.

As is clear from Table 26-1, in 1947-1948-or to be more precise, in . 
the period extending from June 1947 to September 1948®—when the party 
was at a high point of its influence, Al-Qa‘ idah printed 3,000 copies. 
This may seem on a first glance insignificant, but few of the legal 
papers or periodicals of Iraq could claim a bigger circulation. More
over, the actual number of readers was a great deal larger, as the 
journal passed from hand to hand. If insufficient, the figures in the 
table furnish, nonetheless, an index not only to the relative intensity 
of Al-Qa‘ idah’s efforts in the various provinces or in the capital’s 
urban districts, but also to the geographical—and in a partial sense to 
the occupational—distribution of at least the literate members and sup
porters of the p a r t y . O f  course, a greater supply of Al-Qa‘ idah in one 
province than in another may not reflect only a greater demand for the 
paper, that is, a greater degree of actual support for the party, but also 
a desire on the part of the leadership for greater party gains; the extent 
of such gains at any one point is, however, ultimately limited by the 
gains already achieved. At any rate, it is plain that the deepest penetra
tion of Al-Qa‘ idah was in the discontented Kurdish provinces of ArbTl 
and Sulaimaniyyah, and within Greater Baghdad among the students—the
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®Prior to June 1947, the party was in a state of temporary disarray; in 
October 1948, its first mas’ul (comrade-in-charge) was arrested, which led be
fore long to the break-up of many of its organizations. Al-Q a‘ idah, it should be 
mentioned, did not appear for a number of months after the Wathbah of January 
1948, when the party confined its publishing effort to the issuing of Al-'Usbah, 
an open paper.

^®The figures in the table provide to a certain extent a check on or a cor
rective to the figures in Tables A-4 and A-26.
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TABLE 26-1

Distribution in 1947-1948 of Al-Qa£idah, 
Organ of the Iraqi Communist Party

P lace
No. of 
copies

% in 
Greater 

Baghdad

% of
grand
total

Population 
o f  qita‘ a 
as % of 

population 
of Greater 
Baghdad

Urban population 
of area 

or province 
as % of 

total 1947 
urban population 

of Iraq

Greater Baghdad
Qita‘s a

Northern 300 21.8 60.1
Southern 300 21.8
Al-Karkh 100 7.2 19.0
Al-Adhamiyyah so 3.6 11.4
Al-Kadhimiyyah 90 6.5 9.5 '

Schools and colleges
Trade schools (90)
Secondary schools (180) 410 29.7b
Colleges (140)

Workers 90 6 .5C
Armenians 10 .7
Armyd 30 2.2

Total Greater Baghdad 1,380 100.0 46.0 100.0 31.5

Provinces6
Southern Party Zone

Basrah 280 9.3 8.7
Muntafiq 120 4.0 3.5
‘ Amarah 100 3.3 3.9

Kurdish Branch
Kirlcuk 140f 4.7 6.0
Sulaimaniyyah 240f 8.0 3.6
Arbll 240f 8.0 3.1

Provinces under the
party center at Baghdad

Karbala’ 60 2.0 6.1
Hillah 80 2.7 4.6
Diyalah 40 1.3 3.3
DTwaniyyah 40 1.3 5.1
Kut 140 4.7 3.1
Mosul 140 4.7 12.9

Provinces with no
party organizations

Dulaim - “ 2.4
Province of Baghdad ,
outside Greater Baghdad - — 2.2

Grand Total 3,000 100.0 100.0
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TABLE 26-1 (Continued)
aQita‘s: sectors into which Greater Baghdad was divided for purposes of party 

activity.
' ’College and secondary and trade school students totaled 15,173, i.e .,  2.9 per

cent of the population of Greater Baghdad.
in du stria l and transport workers probably totaled about 30,000, i.e ., about 5.8 

percent of the population of Greater Baghdad.
‘'Only the initial “ A ”  (in Arabic) appeared in Communist manuscript. 
eFor the sectarian and ethnic characteristics of provinces, see Table 27-2. 
'M ost probably include figures for distribution of AzadT, the Kurdish edition of 

Al-Qa‘ idah.
Source: Communist manuscript in the twenty-volume P olice  fo lio  entitled 

“ Papers of the Second Central Committee.”

most numerous and most sensitive section of the Iraqi intelligentsia.
The progress or effort of the paper was also marked in Basrah, Iraq’s 
gateway to the sea, and in the Shi'i and feudally infested provinces of 
Kut, Muntafiq, and ‘Amarah; but pitiably inadequate in the Sunni town 
of Mosul,11 and completely nonexistent in the Sunni northern districts 
of the province of Baghdad or in Sunni Dulaim. Similarly, within Bagh
dad itself the advance of Al-Qa‘ idah was more pronounced in ShIT al- 
Kadhimiyyah than in Sunni al-Adhamiyyah. These are the more signifi
cant conclusions that can be drawn from the table. Obviously, the 
relatively small number of copies allotted to the workers is indicative 
neither of the degree of interest the party took in them nor of the degree 
of influence it enjoyed in their midst, but must be attributed in the first 
place to their generally low state of literacy. The same factor also 
accounted for the meager quota of the army: the party addressed itself 
primarily to the soldiers and noncommissioned officers.

This pattern of Al-Qa‘ idah’s penetration related only to the period 
June 1947-September 1948, and cannot be taken as necessarily charac
teristic, in the instance of each and every province or urban sector, of 
any preceding or succeeding period. The point cannot be emphasized 
sharply enough in view of the basic instability and the abrupt ebbs and 
flows in the fortunes of the party and of its individual organizations.

Thus far in this chapter, we have only cast light on the activities of 
the party in a general way. We must now descend to particulars and will 
begin by focusing briefly on Communist work among the peasantry.

On other pages much has been said about the conditions of Iraq’s 
cultivators in the period of the monarchy. Here it would suffice to bring 
out a few additional points more directly pertinent to our present discus-

11A substantial number of Christians lived in Mosul, but the urban popula
tion of the province was predominantly SunnT Arab, and its rural population 
predominantly Sunni Kurdish. AI-Qa‘ idah was, as a rule, distributed in the 
urban districts.
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sion. The great majority of the peasants were, it will be remembered, 
tribal sharecroppers of nomadic or seminomadic origin, and had only 
relatively recently settled down. Their connection with the land was, 
therefore, weak and unpassionate. It followed also that they had no 
such thing as a deep-rooted sense of property. Moreover, having been 
once free-living nomads, they were far from docile or submissive, and 
had not yet come to consider as given the change in their life—a change 
from which their overlord the shaikh alone derived benefit: they them
selves were sinking into a status akin to that of serfs, and now hovered 
on the margin of existence. Add to this that their mode of life did not 
really isolate them from one another: they did not live in the fields in a 
scattered condition, but were concentrated in villages.12 This brought 
them continually into mutual intercourse, and made for some conscious
ness of common interests, or at least facilitated the promotion of such a 
consciousness. One other most significant thing is that many of these 
peasants, being ex-warriors, were armed. This rendered it all the more 
necessary from the point of view of the authorities, especially in the 
circumstances of the forties, to shut them off from any unsettling urban 
influences—a physical impossibility, to be sure, although the subjection 
of tribal peasants directly to their shaikhs rather than to the official 
apparatus of the state and their virtual exclusion from the purview of the 
national law helped toward that purpose.

This was essentially the situation that the Communist party faced 
in the countryside. Its details and potentialities were grasped only by 
degrees: the party was in its beginnings, it will be recalled, made up 
exclusively of townspeople. In fact, at first the peasants stood totally 
outside the Communist range of vision. In Ash-Shararah, the party’s 
organ for the years 1940-1942, there is scarcely a passing reference to 
them. It was not until the March 1944 First Party Conference that their 
question was placed upon the order of the day. Instructions were then 
sent out to party cells in areas nearest to villages, requiring a close 
study of their problems and conditions of life.13 Subsequently plans 
were drawn out to bring them within the orbit of party activity. For 
spearhead, the party chose the rural schoolteachers; for means, informal 
and heart-to-heart conversations; for immediate aim, the creation of nu
clei of peasant-Communists. It gained its first footing among Al-Azairij, 
a composite, rice-cultivating tribe that lived in the province of ‘ Amarah 
along the Majarr as-SaghTr, and to the west of the Tigris. Its first peas
ant convert was F i‘ l Damad, a laborer of Al-Azairij and an ex-sirka/14 
who had been ousted from his land by Majid al-Khallfah, a shaikh of the

12See p. 140.
13A1-CS‘ idah, Nos. 4-5 of March 1944, p. 12.
14The sirkal is  the man directly in charge of cultivation in a shaikhly 

estate.
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powerful Albu Muhammad tribe.15 F i‘1 Damad,16 still burning with the 
sense of an injustice, surrendered himself wholeheartedly to the party. 
News of him reached Fahd, who called him to Baghdad and tutored him 
personally in the methods of agitation and underground work. F i‘1 
Damad reeked of the land, and one of his kind was of more worth to the 
party in the countryside than a whole string of rural teachers. The 
hopes set on him were not disappointed. Thanks to his energy and fa
miliarity with peasant ways, the slogans of the party penetrated into ' 
many of the salafs17 * * of ‘Amarah, and before long not a few of these 
salafs had cells and mas’ uls1& of their own. Captured party papers in
dicate that the Communists also succeeded in implanting themselves in 
the villages of Buhruz and Zuhairat in Diyalah, Barzinjah and ‘ Arbat in 
Sulaimaniyyah, ‘Ainkawah and Jatinhakah in ArbTl, and Huwaijah in 
Kirkuk province-in other words, in areas where tenure of land by shaikh, 
agha, or town mallak was of a most parasitic character. In all these 
villages, as in ‘Amarah, the party created Friends of the Peasants’ 
Societies with the avowed aims of enlightening the peasants as to their 
rights and interests, encouraging them to form cooperative organizations, 
offering them social, legal, and hygienic advice, and, above all, con
summating a union between them and the “ good people” 10 of the 
towns.20 In 1944 and 1945 the societies had a purely reformist and 
legalist character. This accorded with the general line of party policy 
and with the National Charter, which was adopted at the March 1944 
party conference, and which did not go beyond demands for freeing the 
peasants from oppressive rents and the distribution to them of state 
lands without charge.21

Communist work in the countryside remained essentially of a pre
paratory nature even after 1946, when the party abruptly altered its gen
eral course and committed itself unambiguously to revolutionary struggle. 
In most of the villages where it had put down roots, it was simply not 
yet strong enough for militant action. Precipitate action would have 
surely spoiled everything. Only at ‘Arbat, a village in the Kurdish 
province of Sulaimaniyyah, did it summon the peasants to a rising

1 C onversation  with Malik Saif (for Saif, see Table 19-3).
16For F i‘ 1 Damad see also Table A-2.
12Salaf: collection  of rural dwellings.
15Afas’ ul: comrade-in-charge.
10I.e ., the members, supporters, friends, and allies of the party.
20Fahd’ s report to the First Party Congress entitled “ Strengthen the R e

organization of Your Party. Strengthen the Reorganization of the National 
Movement.”  (Baghdad, 1945), pp. 14-15; and Articles 2-6 of the basic program 
of the Friends of the Peasants’ Societies, which is in the seven-volume P olice  
folio  entitled “ Papers of the First Central Committee.”

21 Artiele 5 of the charter. A1-Q3'idah, No. 3 of March 1944.
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against their shaikh, and the summons grew irresistibly out of the local 
events.

‘Arbat, which had 801 inhabitants in 1947, lies in the valley of 
Tanjaro, twenty-five kilometers to the southeast of Sulaimaniyyah, and 
serves as a religious center for sixty-nine of the surrounding villages.
In the Ottoman period, all its lands belonged to its peasants except for 
seven plots which had been set apart for the maintenance of the local 
dervish oratory. After World War I, Shaikh Mahmud, a sayyid ,^  a mem
ber of the Barzinjah family—the most powerful in southern Kurdistan- 
and the spiritual leader of the QadirT dervish brotherhood at Sulaimaniy
y a h ,23 gradually succeeded, by virtue of his religious influence and 
without a ground of right, in taking possession of the entire village. 
Years later-in the early forties-Shaikh Mahmud distributed his numer
ous holdings among his sons, and the village of ‘Arbat fell to the share 
of Shaikh LatTf. The latter was not as prudent or as easily contented 
as his father. Instead of collecting simply the customary tithe, which 
varied between one-twentieth and one-tenth of the produce, he imposed 
on the peasants a variety of other dues, including a marriage fee, a 
grazing charge, and a heavy water tax, which absorbed as much as one- 
third of the yield of the land. No less galling were the corvees by 
which he exacted forced and unpaid labor. Voices raised in protest 
were summarily silenced by his men-at-arms.

Such was the state of things when in 1945 the Communist party es
tablished its first bridgehead in the village. As can be imagined, it de
rived rapid advantage from the abuses by which the shaikh lived. More
over, as the authorities seemed utterly indifferent to the plight of the 
peasants, the party had no difficulty in being accepted by them before 
long as their only bulwark against oppression. The party gave, of 
course, a generalized expression to their bitter feelings, fertilized 
these feelings with Communist ideas, and promised, if only they could 
band together, a conclusion of their problems far more favorable than 
any they had dared to hope. In November 1947, it brought them from 
suppressed resentment to open action. The peasants now refused to 
take any further orders from the shaikh’s overseers, and boldly beat 
them up and expelled them from the village. Incensed, the shaikh hur
riedly despatched one of his lieutenants with a written warning which 
was read in the local mosque, and in which the peasants were peremp
torily enjoined to return to reason or expect the worst. Seeing that the 
warning went unheeded, the shaikh gathered four hundred of his armed 
men, swooped down upon the village, and had the mutinous peasants 
flogged one by one before their children and womenfolk. The party * *
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22Sayyid: person claiming descent from the Prophet Muhammad.
23-phg QadTrT brotherhood takes its name from its founder, Shaikh ‘ Abd-ul- 

Qadir al-Gailaril (1077-1166).



spread word of this happening in every direction, and ordered all its 
cells in southern Kurdistan to rouse popular sympathy on behalf of the 
afflicted village. In Sulaimaniyyah, a party stronghold, dense crowds 
led by Communist agitators marched through the streets demanding that 
the cause of the peasants be rescued and made triumphant. Simultane
ously, petitions rained upon the authorities appealing for official mea
sures against the shaikh and the assignment of legal title to ‘Arbat’s 
rightful owners. By all these moves, the Communists sought to convey . 
to the peasants that by relying on the party they were relying on a force 
that reached far and could make its will felt in their interests. Shortly 
thereafter, a land settlement committee appeared on the scene, conduct
ed a careful investigation, and upheld the right of the peasants to the 
land. But this made little difference. Instead of yielding, the shaikh 
tightened his grip on the village and flouted the authority of the govern
ment. The law remained inert and helpless. State justice could not be 
effectively set in motion when the shaikhs were the offenders, the party 
now told the peasants. At this juncture the Wathbah of January 1948 
broke out. The whole political climate changed. Delegations, under 
orders from the party, moved from province to province and between 
town and village exciting the people and rousing them to general pro
tests. At ‘Arbat the party built up fervor by organizing frequent peasant 
meetings. In April, after ceaseless pressure and in pursuance of in
structions from the emergency government at Baghdad, the matasarrif24 
of Sulaimaniyyah officially ordered the shaikh to leave the village in 
peace and to desist once and for all from any interference in its affairs. 
The shaikh still did not own defeat. He now cut off the peasants’ water 
supply. This led to more disputes, which soon thickened into nightly 
armed clashes between the peasants and the shaikh’s men. Although 
access to the water sources was regained, the fields of the village were 
now and anon raided and its crops burned. In the autumn of 1948 a new 
factor supervened: the cells of the party at ‘ Arbat, as at Sulaimaniyyah 
and in most of Iraq, were uncovered and smashed. Without the Commu
nists to guide them, and yielding to the intercession of the men of reli
gion on behalf of the shaikh, the peasants agreed to a compromise. The 
shaikh recognized their right to the land. In return they promised to sur
render to him one-eighth of the produce as charge for their use of ‘Arbat’s 
water, which he continued to claim as his own. All other dues or impo
sitions were forgone.25

The events at ‘ Arbat are historically significant, not only because 
they reveal the party in its first active role on the village level, but
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24The officer administering the province.
25The preceding account is based on an internal party report in manuscript 

form entitled “ The Movement of the Peasants of ‘Arbat”  prepared in. 1948 in 
Sulaimaniyyah for the information of the Central Committee of the Communist 
party.
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more importantly because they add up to the first uprising of its kind in 
the Iraqi countryside—an uprising against the landed shaikh instead of 
under his leadership—and in this sense set the tone to the fervid, if in
termittent, agrarian unrest of the fifties.

If in the country the Communists were, at the time of the ‘Arbat up
rising, generally still in the process of building up strength, in the 
towns they already constituted a vigorous and authoritative revolution
ary force. Their strongest anchorage, from the point of view of numbers 
but not necessarily of constancy of faith, lay in the thick of the stu
dents. This came about in spite of the party, rather than by its choice.
In the forties, no other stratum of the population was as compact, as 
dynamic, or as articulate as the students. Consistently enough, they 
provided the spearhead of all oppositional aspirations. Of course, in 
the Communist theoretical scheme they at no time figured as the verit
able social base of the party. This was a role assigned irrevocably and 
forever to the proletariat. Nonetheless, in the view of the party, the 
greater number of students and of educated youth approximated the 
skilled workers in their economic conditions, and were the natural car
riers of “ national and progressive”  values to the mass of young prole
tarians. 26 The party spared, therefore, no effort to draw as many of 
them as possible into the political struggle. To keep the students out 
of politics, as the government wished, was to deprive them of their 
civil rights, and meant in practice much the same as keeping them on 
the side of the existing order, the party insisted.27 Besides, in the 
Iraqi conditions of the forties to attempt to depoliticize the students 
was like attempting to change the leopard’s spots.

The degree of direct party gains in the ranks of the students and 
the remote and immediate factors accounting for these gains have been 
discussed elsewhere at some length. Light has also been shed on the 
important part played by the students in the various battles of the party, 
and especially in the Wathbah. How party students were organized has 
likewise been explained. But one aspect of party activity remains to be 
treated. As is common Communist practice, the Iraqi Communists did 
not only endeavor to win students to the party, that is, to turn them into 
Communists, but also to mobilize the mass of nonparty students for 
party ends. The earliest expedients used for the purpose were the “ Cul
tural Committees”  which were set up in 1944-1945 in various colleges 
and schools. The objects of these committees, as set forth in their 
open declarations, were “ to spread the spirit of culture among the stu
dents, further scientific criticism . . . ,  encourage free thought,. . .  pro

26Report of “ Comrade HSzim’ ’ (ZakT BasTm, a member of the Politbureau) 
at the First Party Conference, Al-Q5'idah, No. 6-19 of April 1944, p. 8.

27Al-QS‘ idah, No. 13 of 15 May 1946, p. 1.



mote patriotic feelings . .. and develop cultural links between the stu
dents of Iraq, the youth of brotherly Arab countries, and the democratic 
youth abroad.”  The means to be employed were the issuance of special 
student circulars, the holding of “ cultural”  gatherings, the exchange of 
correspondence and leaflets with movements in other countries, and the 
organization of “ cultural-scientific”  trips to foreign lands and to the 
factories, farms, law-courts, museums, and banks of Iraq.28 But the 
question which the committees immediately posed was that of assem- • 
bling a national student congress. Petitions in this sense, prepared on . 
the instructions of the party and submitted to the authorities in 1945, 
led only to the arrest and imprisonment of the chief petitioners.29 30 * Al
though subsequently the party gave a concentrated character to its cam
paign for a congress, its efforts did not bear fruit until April 1948, three 
months after the Wathbah. Student unions had shortly before sprung up 
in sixty of Iraq’s colleges and secondary and intermediate schools. , 
Fifty-one agreed to send delegates to the congress; the other nine, 
which were dominated by the nationalists, came out against its convoca
tion. 30 Leftists of all shades-National Democrats, National Unionists, 
and Populists—lent their support, but the threads were in the hands of 
the Communist party. Denied a license by the government, the congress 
defiantly assembled in the open air under Baghdad’s sun in the “ Field 
of Lions”  (al-Hashimi Field) on April 14. The attendance was esti
mated at from 5,000 to 6,000 by party sources.31 After listening to 
several speeches and to an ode by Iraq’s poet laureate, Muhammad 
Mahdr aj-JawahirT, the assembly passed a resolution creating the gener
al Union of Iraqi students (GUIS) with the tasks of solving student prob
lems, “ tying the student question to the social question,”  and mobiliz
ing the students “ in the service of independence and democracy and 
against imperialism.”  The Congress proceeded to appoint a permanent 
Executive Committee with Ja'far al-Labban, a Communist, a twenty-one- 
year-old ShT‘T from Hillah, and a student of the Higher Teachers’ Train
ing College, as president. Of the twenty-three members of the committee 
twelve were Communists. The Communists also dominated in the GUIS 
Secretariat: they occupied five of the seven places. Among the Commu
nist secretaries was Had! Hashim, who would in 1958 rise to membership 
of the Politbureau of the party.32
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28The text of the committees’ program is in the seven-volume P olice  folio 
entitled ilPapers of the First Central Committee.”

29par ŷ memorandum dated 21 November 1945 in same folio  refers.
30For a nationalist view of the congress, see Al-Yaqdhah of 3 May 1948.
3^A1-As3s (a legal paper loyal to the party) of 15 April 1948. #
32'j|le names of the members of the GUIS Executive Committee and Secre

tariat were cited in Al-Asas  of 17 and 19 April 1948. Data of a biographical 
nature or as to party affiliation were obtained from police files.
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The GUIS, which soon affiliated with the International Union of Stu
dents, became the main instrument of the party’s student policy-but not 
for long, having not survived the sudden disaster that overtook the party 
in the autumn of 1948.

Although the party found its thickest backing in the ranks of the 
students, it was not with the students, but with the workers, that it con
cerned itself most. There was always, it should be remembered, a 
shade of reserve in the attitude of its leader, Fahd, toward the students 
of the middle class. With many of them, communism-he feared-was 
more of a distraction, a whim, than an enduring commitment. Besides, 
in terms of the ideas that he had imbibed, it was not on account of the 
students but of the workers that the party existed. To the workers, 
therefore, he persistently turned for genuine and stable support. How
ever, unlike the students who came to the party often of themselves, the 
workers had to be sought out, and could be won over only with difficulty, 
at least at the beginning. This was due, in part, to the fact that they 
had not yet begun to live politically; and, in part, to their instinctive 
distrust of the intelligentsia which, in the early stages, dominated the 
party through and through. What have these people got to do with us? 
the workers probably thought. Indeed, only Fahd and a handful of Com
munists had then any conception of the workers or of their life or knew 
how to speak to them, let alone how to win their confidence.

However, after 1942, as the workers began to feel the rough edge of 
the wartime inflation, they showed more receptivity to the thoughts of 
the Communists. Moreover, men of their own class—‘ All Shukur, a work
er on the railway for upward of fourteen years, and ‘Abd-Tamr, a mechan
ic of peasant origin—now led the party’s agitators. ‘AIT Shukur and ‘Abd- 
Tamr lived and breathed with the workers, suffered as they did, and 
talked of their problems from knowledge rather than from fancy. Gradual
ly, active nuclei of worker-Communists formed around them, and the ad
vance of the party became smoother and more noticeable.

As a rule, the party did not take much notice of the workmen in the 
numerous handicraft establishments operating on traditional methods or 
in the modern small-scale industrial enterprises. It was still weak in 
its trained personnel, and could not afford to scatter its effort. More 
than that, in those undertakings the workers were often relatives, friends, 
or acquaintances of the proprietor, and still untouched by any class feel
ing, and thus not susceptible to Communist influence.

While not neglecting the few large native factories, the party concen
trated the weight of its force in the colossal enterprises that were 
foreign-managed or foreign-owned, and were at the same time most vital 
to the cquntry. More specifically, the party sought before everything 
else to convert the railways, the port of Basrah, and the oil fields into 
Communist fortresses. This constituted the key to its basic strategy.



The railways, which in December 1944 employed 9,634, and in De
cember 1945 employed 10,801 skilled and unskilled workers,33 were, in 
an administrative sense, separated from the rest of the country and 
came under a British director general with quasi-autonomous powers. On 
account of this fact, the feeling was widespread that the railways, even 
though Iraqi owned, were an alien body. This helped in no little degree 
to smooth the path for the party.

Of course, the party infiltrated where it could: by the middle forties 
it succeeded in organizing cells at the Ma'qil, Samawah, Drwaniyyah, 
Baghdad West, Baghdad North, Baghdad East, Kirkuk, and Jalawla’ rail
way stations. But the greater part of its resources were brought to bear 
on the most fundamental point in the entire system, the railway work
shops at Schalchiyyah. Here, four miles to the north of Baghdad West 
and on the right bank of the Tigris, were concentrated the main railway 
stores and all railway repair and maintenance work. Stoppage of activi
ty in this place for ten to fifteen days would have brought the movement 
of trains in the whole of Iraq to a complete standstill. As the various 
shops—the founding shop, machine shop, boiler shop, etc.—complement
ed one another, and the crippling of one would have led sooner or later 
to the crippling of all the others, the party did not have to spread its 
forces: it focused on a key shop, the machine shop, which teemed with 
workers.34 On Schalchiyyah the attention of the party would remain re
lentlessly riveted: to win solid influence at Schalchiyyah35 meant, it 
was obvious, to be able to interfere decisively in the railways at all 
times.

The railwaymen attracted into the party were at first simply instruct
ed to agitate for a railway union, and were kept steadily upon this 
course until September 7, 1944, when the union was at length licensed 
by the government. For the party, this was a significant step forward, 
it now possessed a legal means wherewith to widen and intensify the 
scope of its work. To strengthen the union in every possible way be
came its immediate preoccupation. Propagandists made the round of the 
workshops and the stations, summoning the workers to support the new 
organization. Simultaneously, party leaders made careful preparations 
for the union’s first congress, which eventually gathered in Baghdad on 33 * 35
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33The figures, which were supplied by a party organizer in the Directorate 
of Railways, are cited in a 1946 party memorandum which is in the P olice  folio 
entitled “ Papers of the Third Central Committee.”

34Article on the activities of the party among the railway workers written 
by a superior party organizer for the benefit of the party cadre in the prison of 
Kut, and published in the internal prison journal, Kilah-us-SijjTn ath-Thawff, 
No. 7 of 23 December 1953, pp. 1-5.

35The workers of Schalchiyyah numbered 1,265 in May 1945, i.e.,- about 
12 percent of all railway workers. Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. J 344 entitled Rail
way Workers’ Union”  refers.
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November 7, on the twenty-seventh anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolu
tion. Sixty-four delegates representing 1,692 members, that is, 17.6 per
cent of all railway workers, attended the congress. Everything proceed
ed as the party calculated. The assembly elected a supervisory council 
of twelve and an administrative bureau of seven members. In the first 
body the Communists occupied ten, and in the second four places, in
cluding that of president of the union, which was filled by ‘All Shukur, 
who had by now risen to membership of the Labor Committee attached 
to the Central Committee of the party.36 The congress also approved a 
budget of 2,130 dinars37 and accepted the union’s charter which Fahd 
had prepared, and which committed the union to strive by “ legal and 
correct means”  to better the life conditions of the railway workers, to 
teach them to read and write, to raise their qualifications and technical 
skills, to educate them in the spirit of cooperation and mutual help, and 
to cultivate brotherly ties among them in the interests of the working 
class, the Iraqi homeland, and “ international democracy. ” 38 The chart
er was in tune with current Communist policy, which allowed only peace
ful forms of social struggle, and strictly precluded any direct conflict 
with the state.

In the months that followed, the party quietly expanded its bases.
By early 1945, Communist nuclei in the railways had increased, and up
wards of one-third of all railway workers had been drawn into the union .36 * * 39 
At the same time, the party moderated or put brakes on the demands or 
complaints of the unionists. But this attitude did not last long. In 
April, the party abruptly switched its efforts into uncompromising chan
nels. The change may have proceeded from new international facts: the 
world war was nearing its end and the deep contradictions between the 
victorious powers were slowly reasserting themselves. But the plight 
of the railway workers was only too real, and continued inaction would 
have led to loss of influence by the party. At any rate, on April 11,
‘AIT Shukur, the president of the union, demanded in the name of the 
workers raises of 50, 40, and 30 percent on day-wages of less than 200 
fils ,40 of from 200 to 300 fils, and of more than 300 fils, respectively.41

36Ad-Daftar al-'UmmalT (The Workers’ B ook)-an  internal handwritten party 
record containing notes on party activity among the w orkers-pp. 3-4; The First 
Congress o f the Railway Workers’ Union (in Arabic) (Baghdad, 1945), pp. 6-7; 
and Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. J 344.

371 dinar = £1.
33Constitution of the Iraqi Railway Workers’ Union (in Arabic) (Baghdad, 

1944), Articles 2-7.
3^Ad-Daftar al-'UmmatT, p. 3.
401,000 fils  = 1 dinar = £1.
41 The text of the petition containing the demand is in Iraqi P dlice F ile  No. 

J 344.
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TABLE 26-2
Schalchiyyah Railway Workshops’ Strike 

(15 April to 1 May 1945):
Day-to-day Changes in the Strike Curve as Indicative of the 

Degree and Intensity of Party Influence over the
Schalchiyyah Workers _________

Date

Total 
no. of

Schalchiyyah
workers

Total 
no. of 

strikers

15 April 1945 1,265 1,225
16 1,229
17 (arrest of Administrative 

Bureau) 1,210
18 1,165
19 1,165
20 1,160
21 1,159
22 1,159
23 1,090
24 (threat to import Indian 

Labor) 905
25 951
26 909
27 909
28 807
29 697
30 121

1 May (strike ends) —

Source: P olice  F ile No. J 344 entitled “ The Railway Workers’ Union.”

Rebuffed, he ordered on April 15 an immediate national strike. The re
sponse was almost complete, but in the stations outside Baghdad the 
stoppage lasted only one or two days, that is, as long as union militants 
remained at large. However, at the crucial point, that is, at Schalchiy
yah, where the party had penetrated deepest, the strike attained a high 
degree of solidity and persistence (see Table 26-2). Caught by surprise, 
the chief authority in the railways, Major General H. C. Smith, at first 
hesitated. On April 16, however, the workers who lived in mud huts 
opposite the Schalchiyyah workshops and depended upon the railways 
for water, found their supply cut off. 42 On the night of the 17th, on the 
orders of the mutasarrif (governor) of Baghdad, the union was suppressed 
and the members of its administration bureau arrested. On the 19th, 
Smith warned the strikers to resume work, by the morning of the 21st or

^ P etition  of April 17 by the president of the union to the prime minister 
in same file  has reference.
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be considered “ as having left the service of the railway without notice.” 
All to no avail: except for few breakaways, the workmen remained firm. 
On the 22nd, Smith sounded a different note. “ Your interests are our 
interests,”  he appealed, “ therefore return to work and have confidence 
that the Administration. . . will improve your conditions as far as is 
reasonably possible. ” 43 No response! On the 24th the word got round 
that Smith threatened to import Indian labor, which brought protests and 
much Baghdadi criticism.* 44 * * Five days later, however, on a promise by 
the Ministry of Social Affairs of wage advances of 30, 25, and 20 per
cent, the strike quickly subsided. The party, which had insisted on the 
reinstatement of the union and the release of its leaders, could not keep 
the workers in line to the end. After the 28th, breakaways multiplied, 
the workers feared for their jobs and, from the point of view of the party, 
lost sense of their goal.4® The short-lived Railway Union would not re
emerge until after the destruction of the monarchy.

If, as the Schalchiyyah experience showed, the party did not possess 
unlimited influence over the workers, it nonetheless remained an indubi
table power in the railways. This is clearly corraborated by the testi
mony of the facts. Opposition from the party4® was thus enough to 
frustrate the “ Internal Labour Committees”  Set up in place of the closed 
union in May 1945 on the instructions of General Smith.47 That great 
numbers of the railway—and especially the Schalchiyyah—workers con
tinued to look to the party for guidance is also borne out by their ready 
obedience to the party’s calls of 27 February 1946 and of 18 March, 14 
April, and 12 May 1948 for strikes in support of additional wage in
creases or in furtherance of Communist interests, and by their massive 
response to its summons of 27 January 1948 to a direct grapple with the 
government of the day—a response which helped the Wathbah to seize 
the victory. The Communist party had succeeded in making itself so 
much a part of the life of the railway workers, and had learned to ex
press so clearly the thoughts inarticulately stirring in their minds, that 
they now recognized themselves in the voice with which it spoke. It is 
perhaps worthy of note that in one demonstration—as a party organizer

4®The texts of the warning and the appeal are in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No.
J 344.

44Entry dated 24 April 1945, ibid.
^A d-D attar a l- ‘ UmmSlT, pp. 6-8.
4®E.g., Al-Qa'idah, No. 9 of May 1945, pp. 5-6 and No. 18 of October 1945,

p. 11.
47In his letter (No. CM E/E11/4980) of 17 July 1945, the chief of the 

mechanical engineers reported that his workers refused to be represented by 
the Labor Committees. The committees were also overwhelmingly rejected by 
the Schalchiyyah workers in a referendum conducted by the Administration on 
27 September 1945.



disapprovingly reported-“ simple”  workers, who were in an excited con
dition, broke unexpectedly into fierce shouts of “ Long Live the Commu
nist Party of the Railway Workers!” 48 49 50

The party paid also very close attention to the workers at the port. 
The Basrah port, Iraq’s sole outlet to the sea and the entryway for the 
supplies destined to the Habbaniyyah and Shu'aybah bases, formed part 
of Britain’s Near Eastern complex of economic and strategic interests 
and, like the railways, was administered by a semi-independent British 
directorate. Its workers were of a variety of types. They were not dif
ferentiated only into skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled, or into casual 
and permanent laborers, but also into marine ratings, monthly laborers, 
day laborers, laborers on a contract, and laborers on a piece-work basis. 
But it is not so much this manifold division that made the workers diffi
cult to combine, as the fact that the bulk of them were drawn from two 
rival tribes—Nassar and Bahrakan. No little of the effort of the party 
was, therefore, consecrated to loosening the workers from their old 
tribal moorings and fastening them to new proletarian anchors.

Otherwise, the history of the party in the port largely paralleled its 
history in the railways: a concentrated campaign beginning in 1944 for 
a Port Workers’ Union; the licensing of the union on 15 August 1945; 
the holding of the union’s First Congress on 12 October, the election of 
a Council of Thirteen Supervisors, including seven Communists, and of 
an Administrative Bureau of eight, with seven Communists, and with a 
worker-Communist ‘Abd-ul-Hasan aj-Jabbar as president; the enrolment 
by April 1946, according to party sources, of 3,125 workers in the union 
(about 60 percent of the total); the inevitable trial of strength with the 
alien Port Administration: a strike from 21 to 25 May 1947, followed by 
the arrest of the union leaders, the closing down of their quarters at 
Ma‘ qil,49 and the expulsion of sixty-five agitator-workers from the port 
area; and finally the falling down of the curtain upon the union in the 
wake of the port strikes of 4 and 6 April and 2 May 1948.
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48Undated internal report in the twenty-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled 
“ Papers of the Second Central Committee.*’

49Ma‘ qil is the site of the main wharves.
50Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. J 367 entitled “ The Basrah Port Workers’ Union” ; 

unsigned and undated internal party document prepared in Basrah and entitled 
“ Report to the Central Committee on the Port Workers’ Union”  in the seven- 
volume P olice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the First Central Committee , A l- 
Watan, No. 15 of 26 October 1945, p. 20; Al-QS'idah, No. 11 of 22^April 1946, 
p. 10; Constitution o f the Port Workers’ Union (in Arabic) (Baghdad, 1945) and 
Kitah-us-Sijj7n ath-ThawrT, No. 6 of 16 December 1953, pp. 12-14, No. 7 of 23 
December 1953, pp. 7-8, and No. 8 of 2 January 1954, pp. 10-13.
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As could be expected, oil figured as prominently in the party’s 
plans as in the calculations of Iraq’s overlords. The oil industry, 
which in 1941 employed 3,137; in 1946, 12,753; and in 1948, 13,463 
blue and white-collar Iraqi workers,51 constituted, as a party directive 
put it, “ the mother-monopoly of imperialism in Iraq,”  and had to be con
verted into a “ mother-base”  of the Communist movement.

With a view to making the best possible use of the limited means at 
its disposal, the party concentrated its attention on the Kirkuk oil fields, 
and on the point of bifurcation of the Kirkuk-Haifa and the Kirkuk- 
Tripoli pipelines, the K3 pumping station near Hadithah, although it did 
not neglect entirely the Basrah camps.

Once the party established a cellular network of sufficient strength, 
it proceeded—as at the port and in the railways—to agitate actively for 
a union. The campaign, begun in 1946, was led by Hanna Ilyas, a 23- 
year-old Baghdadi, an ex-member of the Supervisory Council of the sup
pressed Railway Workers’ Union,52 a principal organizer of the 1945 
Schalchiyyah workers’ strike, and now an oil worker and a member of 
the Kirkuk local party committee. Ilyas was assisted by Hikmat Faris 
ar-Rubai‘1, a twenty-year-old mechanic from MandalT.53 *

The campaign for a union failed of its aim. It met with objection 
from the Iraqi Petroleum Company, which, however, permitted the forma
tion on 13 June 1946 at Kirkuk of a toothless “ Internal Labor Commit
tee”  under its own Mr. Todd, a staff director. How the members of this 
body were chosen is. not altogether clear. The elective principle 
appears to have been applied in part, but not before a number of 
“ trouble-makers”  and “ undesirable persons”  had been expelled from 
the company. All the same, the Communists and their traveling compan
ions succeeded in occupying five of the fifteen seats reserved for the 
workers. Even Hanna Ilyas, the chief Communist figure in the oil fields, 
turned up on the committee. 54 But he took a hostile attitude from the 
beginning, looking upon the committee as “ an imperialist device”  aimed 
at crippling the struggle of the workers for their basic rights. He argued 
in this manner at a meeting hastily summoned on the evening of that 
same day—13 June—and held in the local “ Hama Tobal”  coffeehouse. 
The five hundred or so oil workers, who had assembled to hear him and

51Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Statistical Abstracts 1947 and 1949, pp.
115 and 159, respectively.

5^Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. J 344.
53Undated internal party report, manuscript, “ The Struggle of the O il Work

ers at Kirkuk,”  pp. 9-10.
5^/bid., pp. 5-6. The other four were Fadil Jawad (Communist) and HajjT 

Ibrahim Yasln (traveling companion), representing the Engineering and Trans
port workers, and Rasul ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm (Communist) and Muhammad Rashid (pro
Communist), representing the city line workers.



whom inflation prices and shortage of necessities held at high tension, 
were persuaded before the meeting broke up to agree to a list of de
mands which included: the recognition of their right to form a union, 
the increase of the minimum basic day-wage from 80 to 250 fils ,55 the 
setting of an end to “ arbitrary”  dismissal of workers; and the introduc
tion of a sickness, disability, and old-age insurance system. Apprised 
of the demands on 17 June, the company agreed on July 1 to a 50 to 100- 
fils increase of the high-cost-of-living allowance,56 but not of the basic 
wage, and rejected the other points. On 2 July, a Higher Strikers’ Com
mittee of four, all worker-Communists,5? a Committee-in-Reserve of 
five, and five subordinate strikers’ committees of four to six members 
each, representing the workshop, engineering, city line, and motor 
transport workers, and the clerks and employees, came into being.58 
All the threads led to the party, which on 3 July gave the signal for the 
strike. About 5,000 oil workers, that is, the bulk of the hands at Kirkuk, 
obeyed the summons. On the fourth, the strikers marched through the 
town in proper order with banners bearing their demands. In the follow
ing days, as the strike spread and increased in intensity, command 
after command came from Baghdad to the local authorities insisting on 
conclusive counter-measures and the use of force if necessary. On 7 
July, however, the acting mutasarrif (governor) of Kirkuk reported that 
there had been “ no disturbance of the public tranquillity,”  and that “ in 
view of the strained situation”  he had “ not deemed it advisable to re
sort to force.”  He intimated that the demands of the workers were not 
unreasonable. “ However, the managing director of the company re
quired, out of regard for the company’s prestige, that the strikers should 
first return to work and only then would prompt consideration be given 
to their claims.” 59 The mutasarrif was quickly replaced.

It is not clear what instructions were impressed upon his successor 
by the higher powers, but events soon took an ugly turn. The strikers 
had been since 3 July marking their afternoons by meetings in the gar
dens of GawurpaghT, outside the Kirkuk town limits. On 12 July they 
streamed to the place, as usual, to exchange impressions, listen to re
ports, and receive directives from the Higher Strikers’ Committee. Be
fore the close of the day, mounted policemen appeared on the scene;
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551,000 fils = 1 dinar = £1.
66The minimum allowance was 120 fils.
5 '’Hanna Ilyas, Hikmat Faris ar-Rubai/T, Fadil Jawad, and Rasul ' Abd-ul- 

KarTm. .
58Undated internal party report, manuscript, “ The Struggle o f the O il Work

ers at Kirkuk,”  p. 9.
59Report No. 5336 of 7 July 1946 from acting Mutasarrif o f KirkHk to the 

minister of interior.
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their commander, in a voice audible only to the workers nearest him,60 
ordered the crowd to disperse. Those who heard him were said to have 
answered him with “ contemptuous laughter,’ ’61 62 * whereupon, at a signal 
from him, his men charged from three sides into the crowd. At first they 
struck at heads and shoulders right and left with their cudgels, tram
pling several under the hooves of their horses, and then as the workers 
scattered in the direction of the “ Jarf Maidan”  square, they let go vol
leys at them. When the shooting stopped, at least ten workers lay dead 
and twenty-seven wounded.62 The dead were all hit from behind, it 
later came out in court.63 As the news spread, a wave of indignation 
ran through the country. The party immediately laid the. responsibility 
on “ a high-up combination of government and company.”  The authori
ties, for their part, placed the blame on “ malicious elements.”

On 15 July, under the spur of events, the company announced the in
crease of the minimum basic day wage from 80 to 140 fils, and the total 
minimum day wage from 200 to 310 fils. On the sixteenth, the laborers 
returned to work. But they were never again the same. At GawurpSghT 
they discovered something of the nature of the forces that opposed them. 
Their experience also provided them with matter for reflection: they 
were suffering from want and only demanded their right; and the govern
ment, instead of helping them, sought to overawe them, and if it could 
not overawe them, it would “ massacre”  them. The process of their 
radicalization gained pace, and the theses of the party won wider cre
dence among them.

For the time being, however, the party lost its guiding layer at 
Kirkuk. It had made the mistake of appointing the real leaders of its 
oil field organization on the higher and subsidiary strikers’ committees, 
and thus contravened one of the basic axioms of secret struggle. After 
the strike they were naturally the first to be rounded up. Although sub
sequently released by virtue of a decision from the Kirkuk Penal Court, 
they never regained their jobs. In the Schalchiyyah strike, too, the 
party had exposed its foremost fighters with results no less damaging, 
but this time it drew the necessary inferences and revised its organiza

°°Testim ony o f the worker Muhammad ‘AIT Khadr before the Kirkuk Penal 
Court at its sitting of 11 May 1947.

61Testimony of police  agent Ni'mat Salman at the same sitting.
62In a statement made public by the director general of propaganda on 13 

July 1946, the figures of five dead and fourteen wounded were given, but in an 
internal report to the Central Committee, the party mas’Ut at KirkHk cited the 
names of ten of the dead and twenty-seven of the wounded, and mentioned that 
there were others whose bodies had been carried away and whose names were 
not known. Report entitled “ The Struggle of the Oil Workers at Kirkuk,”  pp. 
19-20.

^ D e c is io n  of the Kirkuk Penal Court of 1 June 1947.
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tional tactics. This came out clearly in the dramatic events that un
folded before long at the K3 pumping station south of HadTthah.

In the second week of April of 1948, in a period permeated by the 
spirit of the Wathbah, and at a time when “ revolutionary struggle”  was 
an obligatory formula for every party organization,. the K3 party commit
tee sounded out the primary Committee of Workers’ Organizers and the ' 
primary Committee of Clerks’ Organizers as to the possibilities for 
staging a strike at the desert station. On 13 April, in the light of opti- ' 
mistic reports, it resolved to act. As it could not, however, impose the 
strike on K3’s 3,000 workers and clerks, but had to bring them over to 
the position of the party, it first raised a preparatory agitation. On the 
evening of the twenty-second, accounting the time ripe, it called to
gether a mass meeting in the valley near al-GhTrT outside K3, and won 
assent for its plan by acclamation. On the twenty-third, the strike be- . 
gan. Simultaneously, a whole series of ad hoc organizations took flesh: 
a strike committee, which hid completely from view and was the living 
brain of the strike; a negotiating body, in effect a fapade for the strike 
committee and at the same time its chief lever; a string of meetings’ . 
organizers, with authority to recruit orators and reciters of poetry, and , 
to coordinate speeches and exhortations; a strike’s guard, consisting of 
prefects of meetings and strike’s prefects, and led by a chief of the 
guard. The prefects of meetings had charge of preserving order and dis
cipline at strikers’ gatherings. The strike’s prefects were composed of 
overseers, who exercised supervisory powers; of camp sentinels, who 
kept watch over the belongings of the workers; and finally of station 
patrollers, who enforced the strike. The station patrollers totalled 
fourteen at any one time, but were changed every four hours so that as 
many as eighty-four were needed daily. As the task was very trying 
and the party desired to “ break in”  the greatest possible number of 
workers, all the strikers had to serve as station patrollers in turn, ac
cording to a precise schedule maintained by the clerk of the guard. The 
station patrollers did their job so thoroughly that all K3 came to a 
standstill. A picket of the guard checked everyone leaving or entering 
the station, and the taking out of “ even a pint of gasoline” —K3 supplied 
with gasoline all pumping stations except K1 and K2—needed a written 
permit from the chief of the guard. “ In a word,”  wrote one of the 
closest leaders of the strike, “ the dictatorship of the proletariat was 
established at K3 on the 23rd April, if the comparison is apt. ” 64

The company, which until the evening of the twenty-second had no 
inkling of what was afoot, immediately took the position that the strike, 
unprefaced as it was by any warning, involved a breach of the law. It 64

64Undated internal party document, manuscript, “ Report on the Strike of 
the Oil Workers at K3,”  pp. 2-6.
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also cast doubt upon the representative character of the negotiating 
body. Confident of its powers, the party agreed to a referendum which, 
when conducted, came up to its expectations. Subsequently, as the 
strike showed no signs of subsiding, the company conceded a number . 
of minor claims, but with regard to the basic demand of wage increases 
of from 25 to 40 percent it refused to give way. The strike committee 
on its side stuck to its guns. All this while, K3 seethed with excite
ment. Demonstration followed demonstration. At continuous meetings 
enthusiasm was kept up, hesitations broken down, and Communist ideas 
and values inculcated. K3 became a practical Communist training 
ground not only for the company’s workers, but also for country people 
from neighboring Hadfthah, Alus, Jibbeh, Yarwanah, and Hiqlaniyyah.65

On 5 May, the fourteenth day of the strike, the situation abruptly 
changed. A strong mobile police force, supported by armored cars, occu
pied the station. Machine guns were set up in strategic places and near 
and around the workers’ quarters, and the strike’s guardsmen were 
brusquely ordered away. The party reacted cautiously. It gave strict 
injunctions: avoid the police at any cost; ignore “ provocations.”  But 
the government had yet other things up its sleeve. On the seventh it 
deprived the workers of food rations and cut their electric and water 
supply. The party could no longer mark time. Although Hiqlaniyyah 
made haste to share its bread with the strikers, it was too poor to go 
on doing it indefinitely. The same was true of the other villages. Under 
the circumstances, to drag things out would have led infallibly to the 
collapse of the strike.' The party would have also just as surely ruined 
itself in the eyes of the workers. At K3 there was nothing left to be 
done. An encounter with the police was out of the question. The party 
took, therefore, the unusual step of ordering a march on Baghdad, which 
lay 249 kilometers away.

Thus with the sunrise of the twelfth of May, the mass of the workers 
at K3 set out on what in .Communist annals has come to be known as 
al-MasTtah ( “ The March” ), the cheers of the men of Hiqlaniyyah and 
the shrill, trilling cries of its women sounding after them, as they 
spiritedly walked away. At the head of the long column streamed a 
huge banner: “ We the Oil Workers Have Come to Claim our Violated 
Rights. ”

As the day advanced and the desert sun rose in the sky, the heat 
became very painful, and by the time the workers reached the Huran 
valley about twenty-four kilometers to the southeast of K3, fatigue had 
grown upon them, and it was with much difficulty that they were able to 
cover the next six kilometers to the village of al-BaghdadT. By then

6 -’Undated internal party document, manuscript, “ Report on the Strike of 
the Oil Workers at K3,”  pp. 7-15; consult also Sawt-ul-AhStT, No. 1504 of 7 
May 1948; Liw a’ -ul-Istiqlal, No. 367 of 7 May 1948.



many had broken down and lost consciousness. But relief came toward 
the afternoon. Eight lorries arrived for them from Hit. Rumor had sped 
to that town with the news of their amazing march, and its aroused in
habitants decided that they should lend a hand. Their transport to Hit, 
begun at once, ended only the following morning. Some, therefore, 
passed their first night in the mosques of Hit or in its alleys, others lay, 
writhing in the desert sand.

On 13 May the workers left Hit on foot. The local authorities had ' 
made quite sure that no other means of movement was afforded them. To 
the many who had not slept the night before, every hour of the march 
was now a pain, but the overmastering sun did not spare the others, 
either. At the height of noon the workers, their heads aching, their 
limbs weary, halted and partook of the hospitality of al-Muhammadi 
Arabs, who fired rifles and chanted hausas (tribal chants) in their honor.

The next leg of the journey was the most trying. The workers had 
resolved on a night march, and toward seven o ’clock, in pitch dark, 
found themselves in a zone infested with wild beasts. They formed 
rows of five, held hands, tied the front to the rear, and hesitantly moved 
forward. By midnight they could advance no more and lay down on the 
bare ground groaning for the first morning light. They were now near a 
place called al-Warrar, one kilometer to the north of ar-Ramadl and 126 
kilometers to the west of Baghdad.

Before daybreak, they were afoot again and started traversing the 
waters of the overflown Euphrates in flat-bottomed shakhtnts (boats). , 
When all were across, they drew up in order and entered ar-Ramadi in 
an organized procession, with their banner rising above them and their 
rallying cries ringing through the town.

Crowded on trucks and in cars procured with donations made by the 
people of ar-Ramadl, they rode off in the afternoon, wondering at the 
strange inaction of the government. Hours later, as light was fading 
and as they approached the bridge leading into Fallujah, they fell into . 
a carefully laid police trap. Some of them were arrested and led away 
to jail, and the others sent home or back to K3.^6

The MasTrah ended, therefore, in a defeat. Wages were not in
creased, nor were the conditions of labor palpably ameliorated. A seg
ment of the workers directly concerned stepped back from the party.
More than that, as a result of the wholesale dismissals that followed, 
the party lost all its cells at K3. But the Masitah left an indelible mark 
upon the imagination of many workers, and helps, with the strikes at 
Schalchiyyah and at the port, and the tragedy of Gawurpaghi, to explain 
the incomparable prestige that the party would enjoy in their midst in 
the next decade. •

PARTY ACTIVITY

^U ndated internal party document, “ The Strike of the Oil Workers at K3,”  
pp. 17-29.



THE ORGANIZATION, MEMBERSHIP, 
AND SOCIAL STRUCTURE OF 

THE PARTY (1941-1949)

27 ; . .

Elsewhere enough has been said of the history, internal relations, and 
working processes of the party command at the highest level. For the 
purposes of this chapter, it will be only necessary to bring back to mind 
the fact that the locus of party power and initiative shifted over the 
years. To put this in more precise terms: in 1941-1942, when the party 
was still in its malleable stage, a multiopinioned Central Committee, 
acting to no small degree on a collegiate basis, stood at the pinnacle; 
but from 1943 onward, with the weeding out of factions, and as party re
lationships gained in method and solidity, real power came to reside in 
what we chose to call “ the stable party center,”  which consisted of 
Fahd, the secretary general, and ZakT BasTm, his closest associate and 
a member of the Politbureau—a change that was latent from the begin
ning in the nature of the Iraqi Communist party as a clandestine party. 
After the arrest of Fahd and BasTm in January 1947, primary responsi
bility fell on a first mas’ul (comrade-in-charge) who, however, guided 
the party—from August 1947 to October 1948—in the light of directions 
sent by Fahd at intervals from inside the prison of Kut. Subsequently, 
the helm passed into unauthorized hands: this occurred in the chaotic 
period October 1948 to June 1949.

To complete the picture, a word or two must now be added in regard 
to the intermediate and grass-roots organizations of the party. When the 
command was able to spread a net of cells over many of the provinces 
and to formalize party interrelationships—an effort begun in earnest in 
1943, and much in advance by the time of the March 1945 First Party 
Congress—a graded structure of organizations came to life (see Table
27-1). .

Immediately below the “ stable party center”  stood the secretaries 
of the Armenian branch, the Kurdish branch, and the Southern Party Zone. 
The Armenian branch was a small affair, and embraced no more than 
twenty-five members.1 The Kurdish branch grew rapidly after 1945, 
when Kurdish Communists who had cooperated with the fractional 
Wahdat-un-Nidal or had linked themselves with the Shursh group or the

1Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 6140, Malik Saif’ s statement of November 1948.
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Ruzkari Kurd2 joined the Iraqi Communist party.3 4 Under its secretary 
came the mas’uls of the local committees of the preponderantly Kurdish 
provinces of Sulaimaniyyah, ArbTl, and Kirkuk. The secretary of the 
Southern Zone, for his part, supervised the mas’uls of the local commit
tees of Basrah, ‘Amarah, and Nasiriyyah-the provinces which provided 
Fahd with his most enduring support. The mas’uls at Najaf and of 
Hillah and Diyalah and the other middle provinces of Iraq answered 
directly to the party center at Baghdad. In Dulaim no organization 
existed.4 Mosul had a mas’ ul only in 1948-1949, that is, after the merg
er of the Mosul-entrenched League of Iraqi Communists with Fahd’s fol
lowers. For more details on the provincial mas’uls and for the dominant 
ethnic and religious character of each province in the forties, refer to
Table 27-2. .

The Baghdad organization possessed a local committee but no 
mas’ul of its own, its reins being firmly held by the secretary general 
himself. Its sphere of action did not extend beyond the capital and its 
suburbs: there was not even a glimmer of party life in the rest of Bagh
dad province. Its structure, as is evident from Table 27-1, was built 
partly on territorial and partly on occupational principles. In other 
words, it consisted of a network of territorial cells as well as workplace 
and studyplace cells. Thus, on the one hand, Greater Baghdad was 
broken down for party purposes into five qita’s  or sectors—the qita s of 
al-Kadhimiyyah, al-Adhamiyyah, and al-Karkh, and the northern and 
southern qita‘s - e ach with its own mas’ul,5 who communicated directly 
with the secretary general. On the other hand, the party units in educa
tional institutions reported not to the mas’uls of qita‘s  in which the in
stitutions were located, but to the mas’ ul of students,® who also had _ 
direct contact with the party center. Similarly, party units in workers 
establishments or military camps came under the m asyi of workers and 
the mas’ul of soldiers, respectively. All these mas’uls formed the

2Formed in 1945, the Ruzkari Kurd party or Party of Kurdish Liberation 
was originally an auxiliary organization of the Kurdish Communist Shursh 
group. However, in 1946, after the adherence to the Iraqi Communists of a part 
of its membership, the Ruzkari Kurd, linking hands with a number of Kurdish 
nationalists, renamed itself the Kurdish Democratic party.

% ovem ber 1948 statement of Yahuda §iddTq Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 7680 
refers.

4Fahd told the police on 25 January 1947 that the party had no organiza
tions in Dulaim and Mosul; Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 487 refers.

®Also known as munadhdhim: organizer.
^Sometimes there was no over-all mas’ui of students, and responsibility 

was divided between a mas’ul o f colleges and a mas’ul of secondary schools, 
both being raised to membership in the Baghdad L ocal Committee. O ccasional
ly the mas'ul of a particular college, e .g ., the School of Law, was given that 
status, and thus reported directly to the center.



Diagram of the Iraqi Communist Party Organization in 1946 
(with the Baghdad Organization Shown in Some D etail)3

“ Stable Party Center”

TABLE 27-1

Secretary of the 
Armenian Branch

Secretary 
of the 
Kurdish 
Branch

Mas'ulb 
of the 
Diyalah 
Local 
Committee

Mas’ul 
of the 
Najaf 
Local 
Committee

Secretary 
of the

Mas’ul M as’ul Mas 'u 1 Southern :
of the of the of the Party Zoit
Sula imaniyyah ArbTl Kirkuk -
L ocal , L ocal Local I-------------------
Committee Committee Committee Mas’ul Mas’ul

of the of the
Basrah ‘ Amarah ;
L ocal Local
Committee Committee

Baghdad

Committee |

Mas’ul Mas 'ul Mas’ul Mas’ul fi
of of of of
Northern Southern al-Karkh KadhimiyyL

' - ,  "V. Qita‘ c Qita‘ Qi ta‘ Qita1

1 1 1 —.5
Mas’uls
° f  .
Mantaqasa

Munadhdhims 
o f territorial 
ce lls

aIn 1946 no party organizations existed in provinces of Dulaim and Mosul. Organiza
tions in Kut and DTwaniyyah provinces were in process of formation.
bAfas’ul or ar-RalTq al-Mas’ul: comrade-in-charge. This term was often used inter
changeably with the term munadhdhim: organizer.
c Qita‘ : party unit based on district.
^Mantaqah: party unit based on subdistrict.



Politbureau Central Committee

Mas’ul 
of the 
fjillah 
Local 
Committee

Committees attached to 
Central Committee

Committee of Workers’ Students’
Party Fractions Committee Committee
in non-party 
organizations

Military
Committee

Mas’til 
of the
Nasiriyyah
Local
Committee

1 . 
as’uf

r
Mas’ul

1
Mas’ul

f . of of
kdhamiyyah
iff

j
workers military

Mas’uls o f workers 
in particular branches 
of industries

Mas’uls of workers 
in particular factories 
or unions

I b
Munadhdhims D Of 
workers’ Primary 
Committees

Munadhdhims of 
workers’ ce lls

Mas’ ul Mas’ul
of ° f
women students

Mas’Ul of Mas’Ul of
colleges schools

Mas’ uls of 
all schools

I------------ in a particular
|

Mas’uls of 
students in 
particular
co lleges or '
schools

Munadhdhims of 
students in 
particular 
classes

Munadhdhims of 
students’ ce lls



TABLE 27-2
Mas’uls of Local Party Committees 

(1943 to June 1949)a
Centers Predominant ethnic Years No. of
with a and sectarian character in which centers su ccess iv e

mas’ulb Province of province in forties had a mas’ul mas’ uls
Local committees under the secretary of the southern party zone

Basrah Basrah Arab ShTT; Basrah town: near Sunril- 
ShTF parity and active Jewish and

Throughout period 5

Christian congregations; Zubair 
town: out-and-out Sunni

Nasiriyyah Muntafiq Arab ShlT Throughout period 7
‘ Amarah ‘ Amarah Arab SKIT; tiny but active Sabean 

congregation
Throughout period 5

L ocal committees under the secretary o f the Kurdish Party Branch
Kirkukc Kirkuk Kurdish with a substantial number 1945-1949d 5

of Turkomans (including Christian 
Turkomans) in urban areas

Sulaimaniyyahc Sulaimaniyyah Kurdish 1945-1949d 4
ArbTlc Arbll Kurdish 1945-1949d 5 '

Local committees communicating directly with the party center in Baghdad
Najaf Karbala’ Arab ShT'i; active Persian 1944-1949 4

congregation
Karbala’ e Karbala’ April-June 1949 1
Hillah Hillah Arab ShlT 1946-1949 4
Musayyibe Hillah 1948-February 1949 3
Ba'qubah D iyllah Mixed Arab-Kurdish, with Shl'r- 1946-October 1948

Sunni parity (intermittently), 
April-June 1949 3

Dlwaniyyah DTwaniyyah Arab ShTT 1947-1948 2.
Kut Kut Arab SKIT 1947 -1948 2



Mosul Mosul Predominantly Sunrii Arab in urban 1948-February 1949f 2
areas, Kurdish in rural areas, with 
a large community of Christians 
and a substantial number of YazTdis

Provinces with no party organization
Dulaim Arab Sunn!

Province of Baghdad® outside Arab Sunrii
Greater Baghdad

____ Total_______________________________________________
aThere was no stable organizational structure prior to 1943.
^Mas’ ul or at-RaiTq al-Mas’ul. comrade-in-charge.
c These centers communicated at times (as in 1947 and 1949) directly with the central party command, and at times 

(as in 1945-1946 and in 1948) through the secretary of the Kurdish Branch of the party.
dprior to 1945, most of the Kurdish Communists belonged to the fractional Wahdat-un-Nidal, to Ruzkari Kurd and to 

the Shursh group.
eIt is not clear why the “ unauthorized”  Central Committees (November 1948-June 1949) decided to establish 

separate party centers in these localities. The presence of military factories in Musayyib could be a factor.
^Up, to the arrest of Fahd in January 1947, the party had no organization in Mosul. The Mosul Communists who 

joined the party subsequently had belonged to the fractional League of Iraqi Communists.
Sin Greater Baghdad—a predominantly Arab area with a slight Sunni majority and a substantial and active Jewish 

community in the forties—the members of the L ocal Party Committee came directly under the party center and had no 
mas’ul of their own.

hThe discrepancy with the total shown in Table A-6 is due to the fact that three Communists held each two su cces 
sive appointments at different centers.

52 h
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TABLE 27-3

Basrah Party Organization in 1948

of Basrah Local Committee

*Mas’ u2 of 
a l-‘ Ashshar 
District

*Mas’ul of 
Basrah d istrict

Mas*ul of 
a l-‘ Ashshar 
Subdistrict

Munadhdhims 
of 4 area ce lls  
(4-5 members 
each)

Munadhdhim 
of one ce ll in 
al-Multazimah 
(4 members)

Munadhdhims 
of 3 ce lls  in 
‘ Urafa’ 
Karwalan 
(3-4 members 
each)

Munadhdhim 
of one cell 
of 4 soldiers

Munadhdhims 
o f 2 ce lls  in 
al-Hajjaj 
(7 members)

Mas'ul o f 
a 1-Man awl 
Subdistrict

Munadhdhim 
of one cell 
in a 1-Man awl 
(5 members)

vMunadhdhim 
of one ce ll 
in as-Saif 
(4 members)

Munadhdhim 
of one ce ll 
in Manawi 
al-Lajm 
(3 members)

Mas’ul of 
Umm as-Sadd 
Hajj
Subdistrict

Munadhdhim 
of one cell 
in Mishraq 
(3 members)

Munadhdhim 
of one cell 
in Mahjaran 
village 
(2 members)

Munadhdhims 
o f 2 ce lls  
(7 members)



M a s ’ u l of Basrah L o c a l Committee

Mas’ul of 
Basrah 
Secondary 
School

Munadhdhims 
of classes

Munadhdhims 
of 5 celis 
(3-4 members 
each) + many 
supporters

* Mas’ul of 
students

Mas’ tils of 
schools 
in a l-‘Ashshar 
District

Mas’ul of
Teachers’
A ssociation
Preparatory
School

Mas’ul of
Teachers
A ssociation
Intermediate
School

Mas’ul of
schools 
in Basrah 
Dis trict

Munadhdhim 
of one ce ll 
in Basrah 
Intermediate 
School 
(3 members)

Munadhdhim 
of one cell 
in Silas 
KhaddurT 
School 
(2 members)

Munadhdhims 
of c lasses

Munadhdhims 
o f c lasses

Munadhdhims 
of 3 ce lis  
(13 members) 
+ supporters

Munadhdhims 
o f 2 ce lis  
(7 members) 
+ supporters



TABLE 27-3 (Continued)

f Mas’ul of Basrah L ocal Committee

Mas’ul of 
port workers

Muna dhdhims 
o f 6 ce lls  at 
the port 
(24 members)
+ one ce ll of 
2 candidate 
members + 6 
c ircles of 
supporters and 
friends

Mas’ul of
Abu-l-KhasTb
Branch

Mas’ul of 
az-Zubair 
Branch

Mas’ul of
al-Fao
Branch

Munadhdhims 
o f 2 ce lls  at 
al-Ma‘ qal 
(7 members)

Mas’ul of 
Basrah Oil

Munadhdhim 
o f one ce ll 
at Hakmiyyah 
(4 members)
+ several circles 
of friends

Munadhdhim 
o f one ce ll 
at ArtawT 
(3 members) 
+ one circle  
of friends

Munadhdhim 
o f one ce ll 
at Rafidain 
Oil Co.
(4 members) 
+ one circle  
of friends

(no details given)

Mas’ul of 
o il workers

M a s ’ u l  of 
al-Qurnah 
Branch

Mas’ul of 
workers’ 
establishments 
in al-‘ Ashshar

Mas’ul at 
K. M ackenzie" 
Co.

Munadhdhims 
of 3 celis  
(11 members) 
8 of whom 
discharged by 
company

Munadhdhim 
of one ce ll 
at the Electric 
and Water 
Supply 
(3 members)

Munadhdhim 
of one ce ll 
in 3 local 
factories 
(3 members)

Munadhdhim 
of one cell 
at the Tele
phone and 
Telegraph 
(3 members)

*Members of the Basrah L ocal Committee.
Mas’ul or ar-Raftq al-Mas’ul: comrade-in-charge.
Munadhdhim: organizer.
Source: Letter which was undated but written in 1948 by the mas’Ul o f the Local 
Basrah Committee to the first mas’ul in Baghdad. ■



Baghdad Local Committee. Beneath the mas’ul of a qits‘ was the 
mas ’ul of a mantaqah-a subdistrict party unit-and then the munadhdhim 
-organizer-of a territorial cell. Beneath the mas’ul of workers was the 
mas ’ul of workers in a particular branch of industry, the mas’ul of work
ers in a particular factory, the munadhdhim of a primary workers’ com- - 
mittee, and the munadhdhim of a workers’ cell, in that order. And like- ... 
wise in regard to student-Communists, as indicated in Table 27-1. To 
the mas’ul on every level was attached a committee that consisted of 
the mas’uls (or munadhdhims) of the next lower level.

Provincial party organizations rested on the same principles (con
sult Table 27-3, which shows in detail not only the structure of the 
Basrah party organization, but the actual size and distribution of its 
membership). However, where the local organization was still in an in
fant stage or had been unable to make any headway, the provincial ' 
mas’ul combined in his person several or all of the functions which in 
Baghdad or Basrah were divided among the various mas’uls of qitS's 
and the mas’uls of students and workers. A concentration of responsi
bilities was also characteristic of organizations under heavy police 
harassment. The subsidiary organizations in towns or localities other 
than the headquarters town of the province were modeled on the organi
zation of the headquarters town, and had their own mas’ ul who was re
sponsible to the provincial mas’ul. Where the party had penetrated into 
the countryside, the local committee included a mas’ul of peasants,7 
who was often himself a mas’ul of a village and under whom came the , 
mas’uls of collections of dwellings in the village—the salafs, as they 
were called in the south of Iraq.

A number of points remain to be briefly noted in regard to this hier
archy of organizations. First, the party was atomized into cells of from 
three to five members: a device essentially directed against provoca
teurs. Second, no direct intercourse occurred between these cells: they 
were only connected through the mas’ul at the next level (see Table 
27-3); the linkage, incidentally, between the party center and the provin
cial mas’uls, and between the latter and their subordinates in the coun
try towns, was often effected through party murasils, that is, couriers, 
who in many instances were reliable and well-trained children. Third, 
if the Basrah organization was true to type, the percentage of occupa
tional cells in the party appear to have been higher than the percentage 
of territorial cells (see Table 27-4):8 this follows from the party’s
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7The loca l committees of ‘ Amarah, Hillah, Diyalah, as-Sulaimaniyyah, and 
ArbTl had mas’uls of peasants. The village's which possessed  a mas’ul were: 
Buhruz and Zuhairat in Diyalah, Jatinhakah and ‘ Ainkawah in ArbTl, Barzinja 
in Sulaimaniyyah, and Huwaijah in Kirkuk. In ‘ Amarah, Communist activity was 
conducted among peasants of the Azairij and Albu Muhammad tribes.

®Table A-4 appears to substantiate this point.
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- Summary of Table 27-3

TABLE 27-4

Type of celts
No. of 
cells %

AJo. of 
members %

T erri toria 1 23 43.4 between 80 and 97 between 43.0 and 46.6
Occupational

Soldiers’ ce lls 1 4 between 1.9 and 2.2
Workers’ ce lls

Port workers 8a 3 1 )
Oil workers 3b 11 [ 62 between 29.8 and 33.3
Other workers 6 20 J

Students’ ce lls 12c between 40 and 45 between 21.5 and 21.7
Total occupational 30 56.6

General total 53 100.0 between 186 and 208 100.0

aPlus one ce ll of 2 candidate members and 6 circles of supporters and friends. 
'-’Plus several circles of friends. 
c Plus “ many”  supporters.

primary interest in students, teachers, and workers. Fourth, nomination 
of mas’uls (or munadhdhims) from above was practiced on all levels. 
Fifth, in the system as a whole, the institutional factor mattered less 
and the personal factor mattered more because of the instinctive resis
tance of Iraqis to form, and because Fahd tended to interfere and leave 
the impress of his personality at many points. This somewhat negated 
the advantages of atomization, and increased the party’s security prob
lems. Finally, centralism characterized the entire structure, that is, 
the mas’uls of lower units were not as a rule answerable to the members 
of their own units, but only to the mas’uls of higher units. Many of 
these features were obviously inevitabilities of successful clandestine 
combat.

Centralism and appointment from above notwithstanding, a remark
able degree of freedom of opinion permeated all party units. A different 
situation would have been out of keeping with the nature of Iraqis. 
Sometimes, in fact, freedom verged on indiscipline. Here is a sample:

I, as mas’ul at Mandali,9 object to your organization plan. I be
lieve that this is something of your own devising and not a project 
of the party.. . .  Its only effect would be to bring the entire member
ship under your personal influence.. . .  If the party did approve such 
a plan then it must have been unaware of opinions other than the 
ones you hold. I must therefore, state my point of view to which my

9Town in the province of Diyalah.
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experience in the struggle of the past year gives an undoubted prac- , 
tical value.10 . '

This was written by a subordinate mas’ul to the mas’ ul of the Diyalah 
Local Committee. Here is another letter addressed to Fahd himself 
which shows that members could communicate their complaints to the 
party center over the head of their mas’Uls:

The person whom you have charged with responsibility in our ,
province11 * . . . behaves in an arbitrary manner and shows no interest 
in the comrades nor cares for our education. . . . Moreover, he has ,
not helped our brethren here nor collected sums from us for their - 
support. Thus ‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar az-Zuhaifi^ remained without food 
for two whole days. . . .  We ask that you appoint another was ul in .
his stead.13

This letter is, by the way, significant on another account: it sheds 
light on an aspect of the Iraqi Communist party hitherto overlooked, 
the party as an organization for mutual support, as a means of relief for 
the individual against economic vulnerability, in other words, as a sort 
of continuation of the asnaf— the old workers’ guilds.

So much for organization. It is time now to cast a glance on the 
following of the party. The first thing about it to catch our notice is 
its multiple nature. Five categories can be discerned: the members 
proper, the candidate members, the organized supporters, the unorgan
ized supporters, and the friends—a differentiation dating only from 1943. 
The member proper took part personally in one of the party units, paid 
periodic subscriptions, pledged himself to further the cause of the party, 
and could only be expelled by the secretary general or the Central Com
mittee. The candidate member was in all respects a member except 
formally: he had to pass through a probationary period of at least two 
months if a worker, and at least six months if he belonged to another 
class.14 The organized supporters were incorporated in cells and led 
by regular party members; they had only the right to offer suggestions 
to the party, and under normal conditions constituted a sort of reservoir
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10The letter, bearing the date of December 1946, is in the seven-volume 
P olice  fo lio  entitled “ Papers of the First Central Committee.

11 This is a reference to the mas’ul of the Kirkuk L ocal Committee, who 
was at that time (January 1947) a person from Shaqlawa, ArbU.

1^A worker. ,
13Letter to Fahd from members of the Kirkuk organization dated 7 January 

1947. The letter is in the P olice  folio  entitled “ Papers of the First Central 
Committee. ”

14Fahd’ s statement to the police dated 25 January 1947 in Iraqi P olice  
F ile No. 487; and F ile entitled Case No. 4/1947.
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from which the ranks of candidate members were replenished when the 
need arose, or if this suited party policy. The unorganized supporters 
were linked only to individual members, or candidate members, or organ
ized supporters; they did not receive the internal party circulars and 
were brought into action only on occasions. The appellation of “ friend”  
was attached to sympathizers who made donations or, by lending their 
names, helped the party to put out a paper or hold public meetings.

According to Malik Saif, the first mas’ ul of the party in 1947-1948, 
in the country as a whole the number of supporters exceeded that of 
regular members.15 On the other hand, the proportion of candidate mem
bers appears to have been extremely low. The Greater Basrah party or
ganization, for example, embraced in 1948 fifty-three cells of at least 
186 members, and only one cell of 2 candidate members (see Tables 
27-3 and 27-4). The explanation lay in the policy that Fahd adopted in 
1946, which aimed at keeping the majority of membership applicants in 
the status of supporters for a protracted period, so that—as Fahd subse
quently explained—“ those of them who are not real Communists will 
sooner or later find their way to the licensed national democratic parties 
and thus add to these parties’ capabilities for action.” 15 This was 
also in line with Fahd’s long-standing emphasis on quality than on 
sheer numbers.

Perhaps the most significant feature of party membership was its 
high degree of instability. The relatively brief standing in the Commu
nist movement of many of the members of the Central Committee bears 
out this point (see Table 27-5). As much as 67.9 percent of all mem
bers of Fahd’s Central Committees (November 1941-October 1948) had— 
on attaining that status—belonged to the party for less than five years. 
Moreover, none of the members of the “ unauthorized”  Central Commit
tees (October 1948-June 1949) were of more than five years’ standing. 
Table 27-6 brings out even more clearly the acute fluctuations in party 
membership. The figures given are, of course, estimates, but in the 
opinion of this writer, do not go substantially—if at all—beyond the truth. 
They point to two types of changes in the size of the party. On the one 
hand, a recurring up-and-down movement can be discerned. The reasons 
for it are not far to seek. In the thirties, when the party was still a 
delicate and sensitive growth, the ups and downs of membership corre
lated closely with the slackening and intensification of police vigilatice. 
This factor continued to be crucial in the forties: harassment by the 
authorities was instrumental in the defection of a series of first mas’uls 
in 1948-1949, with disastrous consequences for the party. But the sharp 
drop in membership in 1943 was a direct result of inner party conflicts,
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15Saif to this writer in November 1957.
1®Fahd’ s statement to the police  o f 25 January 1947 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  

No. 487; and F ile entitled Case No. 4/1947.
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TABLE 27-5

Members of the Central Committees (1941-1949):
Length of Association with the Communist Movement

prior to Reaching Central Committee Status

No. of years

Fahd’s Central Committees 
November 1941-October 1948a

Provisional and “ unauthorized”  
Central Committees 

October 1948-June 1949h

No. of members % No. of members %
_ c 6

_  >

1 1 2
2 5 l  67.9 3 8 3 .4 '
3 3 2
4 4 i
5 -  J 2 J
6 1
7 2 —

10 1 . 25.0 —
13 1 —
14 1 —
18 1 .

No particulars 2d 2d
Total 28 12

aSee Tables 19-1, 19-2, 19-3, and 22-1. 
bSee Table 23-1.
cAppointed to Central Committee in year of enrollment in party. 
dNo definite particulars, but of less than six years’ standing.

while the sharp rise in 1947-1948 could be attributed in part to the clos
ing of Communist ranks, but more essentially to the postwar economic 
crisis. In addition to the up-and-down movement, there was also a pro
gression in party membership, in other words, after each decline the 
party reemerged in greater strength (take another glance at Table 27-6). 
The explanation for this phenomenon has already been supplied in the 
chapter dealing with the general causes for the increase of communism 
in Iraq.17 .

But let us for a while abandon the realm of numbers and descend to 
a more concrete level by quoting on this same subject of party instabili- . 
ty from an unusually vivid report prepared in 1948 by the mas’ul of 
Diyalah:

17See Chapter 17.
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TABLE 27-6

Estimates of Iraqi Communist Party Membership 
1933-1949 as Illustrative of Membership Instability

Year Members Source

1933 60a Kifah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT (an in
ternal journal of the Communist 
party prison organization), No. 14 
of 14 February 1954, p. 7.

Middle 1935 “ a few hundreds” Qasim Hasan, founding member of 
party and member of Central Com
mittee (May-December 1935), to 
this writer in 1957.

Early 1936 — Ibid.
November 1937b ‘ ‘no less than 400” c Communist manuscript, “ The 

Iraqi Army,”  pp. 55-56.
1940 80 ‘ Abdallah Mas'ud, secretary of the 

Central Committee (1940-1941) to 
this writer in 1957.

November 1942^ “ more than 1,000” Ibid. Mas'ud was a member of the 
Politbureau in 1942.

1943e “ a tiny handful” Ibid.-, and Kitah-usSijjTn ath- 
ThawrT, No. 15 of 20 February 
1954, p. 8.

January 1948^ “ from 3,000 to 4,000 
members and a much 
greater number of 
supporters’ ’

Malik Saif, the first mas’ul of the 
party in 1947-1948, to this writer 
in 1957.

End of 1949S ‘ ‘ a few hundreds” Ibid.

aThis was the size of the Communist circles active in that year rather than 
of the party, which was founded only in 1935.

^I.e ., prior to the discovery of the army ce lls  by the police. 
c Overwhelmingly soldiers and noncommissioned officers.
^1. e . , prior to the party schism of that year. 
eAfter the schism.
^I.e., at the time of the Wathbah.
EAfter the break-up of the organizations of the party.

In the days of the local committee appointed by Fahd18. . . mem
bership was on the increase. Workers, soldiers, students, peasants 
joined our ranks. Then terror came and the committee was 
arrested.. . .  Some members lost heart and fell out.. .  . An oppor
tunist wrecked the work of the party in the village of Buhruz.. .. 
Nothing was left in the province apart from isolated individuals with 
no organizational bonds.. .. Although I was then a simple member 
and responsible for the training of no more than five students, I 
found myself at the head of the organization and under circumstances

18I.e ., in the days prior to January 1947.
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of extreme difficulty___  Then the people made its mighty Wathbah10
and the masses of workers and students who had been maltreating us 
now rushed to our support and began to show us respect after having 
looked down on us and to take pride in our company after having 
shunned it . . . . And party work returned to its old rhythm, but I had 
no true familiarity with the principles of organization nor knew how 
to lead a party unit which embraced now more than a hundred mem
bers. . . . Before I could learn the ropes. .. martial law was de
clared,* 20 terror returned. .. and the organization again fell apart.21

We now turn from the more general to the more particular character
istics of party membership, that is, to the composition of membership by 
occupation, age, sex, education, religion, sect, ethnic origin, place of 
birth, and place of activity. Tables A-3 to A-33 supply the relevant 
data and are self-explanatory, so that we need not here encumber the 
text with more than an introductory word and a number of general 
observations.

We should begin by noting that the analysis includes only members 
of the Iraqi Communist party, in other words, it excludes “ supporters”  
of the party as well as members of the party’ s auxiliaries such as the 
National Liberation party or the League Against Zionism, except for the 
members of these auxiliaries who were simultaneously members of the 
Iraqi Communist party. Moreover, the analysis does not embrace all 
party members,22 * but only the members who came to light in 1947-1949 
and earlier, including members whose names appeared in Communist 
party records and members who were cited in statements by arrested 
party leaders. On the other hand, it must be remembered that in those 
years almost all the organizations of the party were broken up, and all 
important Communists and most of the active Communists became known. 
The analysis thus comprises all the members of the Central Committees 
of the period November 1941-June 1949,23 almost all Communists of the 
middle echelons for the period 194324-June 1949, and the majority of the 
lower echelons and “ active”  rank and file—as defined in Table A-3—that 
is, a total of 1,058 party members. In regard to these Communists, our
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10The Wathbah (see pp. 545 ff.) occurred in January 1948.
20In May 1948.
21The letter is in the P o lice  fo lio  entitled “ The Papers of the Second Cen

tral Committee.”
22For an estimate of the total number of party members in 1948 see Table 

27-6. •
20A s is evident from the tables found at various points in this treatise, the 

writer has not relied entirely on police records but has carried painstaking in
vestigations of his own to determine the members of the Central Committees.

24Prior to 1943 there was no stable and formalized structure of echelons.
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data are nearly complete in all the respects indicated. In addition, data 
have been gathered on the occupation of 774 other Communists, 512 of 
whom belonged to the rank and file of the civilian organization of the 
party and were not considered by the authorities sufficiently “ active”  
or “ dangerous”  to merit a police investigation. The remaining 262 
were members of the military organization of the party and were, it 
appears, more fully examined by the services of army intelligence.

Before proceeding with the analysis, one other clarification must be 
added: party membership in the years under study was obviously not in 
a state of rest but continually moving, not in the sense that it expanded 
and contracted—we are not concerned with this type of movement here— 
but in the sense of inner upward mobility: the mas’ uls of local party 
committees, for example, changed in many provinces no less than five 
times between 1943 and June 1949.2 5 The same is true of the members 
of the Central Committee. This problem has been kept in view through
out the analysis. Accordingly, Communists who belonged, say, to the 
“ middle echelons”  of the party at one point during that period, but had 
reached Central Committee status before the end of the period, were 
analyzed with the members of the Central Committee and not under 
“ middle echelons.”  To put this in general terms: every member of the 
party has been taken into account only once in this analysis.

We can now devote our attention to Tables A-4 to A-8, relating to 
occupational distribution. Out of the total of 1,832 known Communists, 
27.6% were students, .3.4% cadets, 25.7% workers and semiproletarians, 
11.8% soldiers and noncommissioned officers, 9.7% members of the pro
fessions (7.2% teachers, 1.2% lawyers), 9.1% white-collar workers, 3.1% 
craftsmen, 2.9% small shopkeepers, and only 2.6% peasants (see Table 
A-4). Obviously, the Communist party was a party of several classes 
and rested basically on an alliance of elements of the workers, soldiers, 
and the middle and lower middle-class intelligentsia.

On the other hand, it is clear from Tables A-5 and A-6 that the all
crucial role in this alliance was played by the members of the profes
sions, and especially the teachers, and by the students and white-collar 
people. Thus, while the workers and semiproletarians formed only 
17.8% of the members of Fahd’s Central Committees, 8.3% of the mem
bers of the “ unauthorized”  Central Committees, 6.1% of the provincial 
mas’uls, 11.1% of the members of the local party committees, and 6.9% 
of the middle echelons of Greater Baghdad, the proportions of the teach
ers in the positions named were, respectively, as high as 35.7%, 25.0%, 
28.6%, 19.2%, and 12.6%; those of the students: 14.3%, 41.7%, 24.5%, 
28.6%, and 23.0%; and of the white-collar workers: 10.7%, 8.3%, 14.3%, 
21.4%, and 24.1%.

^ T h e  changes occurred for the most part between January 1947 and June 
1949.
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How far communism had progressed in the colleges and schools can 
be roughly gathered from Tables A-9 to A-12. Penetration was, it is 
clear, deeper among the teachers and students—the state secondary 
schoolteachers and the college students in particular-than among the 
lawyers, the industrial workers, or other segments of the population 
(see Tables A-13 and A-14).

It may, therefore, be justifiably maintained that in the forties the . 
principal vehicles of hostility to the existing social order were the 
teachers and students, and the center of gravity of the Communist move
ment lay not in the factories or other workers’ establishments but in the 
colleges and schools. Indeed, for a time in the forties, and particular
ly in the year of the Wathbah, the colleges in Baghdad had more the ' 
character of revolutionary beehives than of educational institutions.

A number of consequences followed from the centrality of colleges 
and schools in the life of the party. On the one hand, the party gained 
the power which the fervor and idealism of students generate. But with 
the increment in power came undoubted weaknesses. In the first place, 
insofar as the party depended on the students, it tended to have a semi
seasonal character. The rhythm of party life became to some extent a 
function of the rhythm of school life. Thus vacations or examination 
periods decreased the likelihood, or at least reduced the chances, of 
serious or large-scale party action in Baghdad or Basrah, and in certain 
country towns, like Kut or Ba'qubah, brought the party at times to a 
complete standstill. In the second place, students being the least 
anchored in life, were also potentially the least stable of party members. 
There was no surety that once they settled down in an occupational 
sense or became tied to wives and children they would continue in the 
movement. They are thus to be accounted as another factor in the 
party’s chronic instability.26

How did the schools and colleges come to be real nurseries of revo
lution? Why did communism find a welcome among the teachers and stu
dents? The circumstances of a general order which urged various 
classes of Iraqis towards Communist ideas in the forties have been al
ready described.27 It would, therefore, suffice here to refer briefly to 
particular and more specifically relevant causes.

“ As is the teacher, so is the school.”  The Communist leadership 
was as heedful as the government was heedless of the advice expressed 
in this old adage. Who was more sensitively placed than the teacher to 
sow the seeds of revolt in the heart of the rising generation or to im
plant in its mind the relation between communism and the problems of 
everyday life? But the attention given to the teacher by the Communist
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76See above, pp. 640 ff.
27See Chapter 17.
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party in itself explains nothing. The really important point is his open
ness to its appeals. At the bottom of this was the fact that in the for
ties he was in an utterly disaffected frame of mind. For one thing, he 
derived no satisfaction from his work. The curriculum and materials of 
instruction imposed upon him were dull, lifeless, and irrelevant, and 
deadened any natural initiative or resourcefulness he may have 
possessed. The contrast afforded by Marxist ideas—simply formulated 
and applied concretely to things he saw and felt on every hand—can be 
imagined. Moreover, communism brought enthusiasm into his dreary 
little world and elevated him in his own eyes. But the real cause, the 
effective cause that drove him toward communism, was the hand-to- 
mouth existence that he led. Except for an assistant professor at the 
School of Engineering, all the Communist teachers, it will be remem
bered, taught in elementary and secondary schools (see Table A-4). The 
basic pay of elementary schoolteachers in the forties ranged from 6 to 
21 dinars a month,28 and that of the overwhelming majority of secondary 
schoolteachers from 18 to 35 dinars.29 In other words, the elementary 
and secondary schoolteachers, who between them accounted in 1948
1949 for 38.0% of all government officials,30 belonged in greatest part 
to the lowest classes (classes III and IV) of the Iraqi civil service. 
Moreover, increments to their pay were not automatic nor dependent in 
the first place upon their length or excellence of service, but upon the 
availability of a vacancy,31 and vacancies were rarer in the forties in 
the cadre of teachers than in the cadre of other civil servants. The key 
point, however, is not that their earnings were meager or that their op
portunities for promotion were limited, but that their basic pay had lost 
much of its real value and that the high-cost-of-living allowance, added 
to it, had little relationship to the prices, which in the war and immedi
ate postwar periods were steadily and inordinately rising.32 Worse than

281 dlnSr = £1. Their sca le  of. pay at the beginning of the forties was 8 to 
18 dinars (Cadre Law No. 30 of [ l5  April] 1940: al-Waqai‘ al-Iraqiyyah, No.
1793 of 29 April 1940) but was altered on 29 March 1942 to 6 to 21 dinars (Law 
No. 14 of 1942 amending Cadre Law No. 30 of 1940: al-Waqai' al-Iraqiyyah, No. 
2013 of 9 April 1942) and was only raised to 8 to 40 dlhars in April 1951 (Edu
cational Service Law No. 21 of 1951: al-Waqai' al-IrSqiyyah, No. 2958 of 11 
April 1951).

29This scale  applied to graduates of the Higher Teachers’ Training College, 
was fixed by Cadre Law No. 30 of 1940, and remained in e ffect until changed to 
18 to 60 dlhars by Educational Service Law No. 21 of 1951. The pay of gradu
ates of junior co lleges ranged in the forties from 12 to 25 dinars, while holders 
of a bachelor’ s degree from outside Iraq could earn as high as 40 dinars, and 
those with a degree of specialization  beyond the bachelor’ s degree, 50 dinars. 
Law No. 14 o f (29 March) 1942 amending Cadre Law No. 30 of 1940 refers.

30The total number of government officia ls was 17,145 and that of teachers 
6,522.

31Article 19a of C ivil Service Law No. 64 of 1939.
32See pp. 470 ff.



that, this economic trend, while driving teachers and other Iraqis with 
fixed money incomes to despair, enriched in a conspicuous manner, as ■ 
already noted,33 a relatively small number of merchants, landowners, 
and speculators. It was natural enough under the circumstances that 
the teachers, the most socially conscious of the adversely affected 
classes and the poorest and neediest of the Iraqi intelligentsia, should 
come to be estranged from the prevailing order, and to seek in commu- ' 
nism or other protest movements a way of escape from the hardships 
that afflicted them.

If the teacher was the heart and soul of the school, what could have 
had greater strategic significance in the entire educational system than 
the institutions that produced teachers, and preeminently the Higher 
Teachers’ Training College in Baghdad? A center for the supply of , 
teachers to all parts of Iraq, it became also a center of Communist inter
est (see Tables A-4 and A-9). The aim was, of course, to make the 
Communist outlook part and parcel of the graduate’s professional equip
ment. A factor inherent in the situation-the unattractiveness of the 
teacher’s pay—facilitated the task of the party. In this college, as not 
in others, tuition, board, and lodging were provided free of charge. Its 
students were also given pocket money, even allowances for barbering, 
occasionally clothes, and were guaranteed employment on graduation.
As a result, it stood in a category of its own and had a distinctive com
position. Most of its students came from very poor families, while in 
the other colleges middle and lower middle-class boys predominated.
The middle-class families felt also, to be sure, the pinch of the war and 
postwar inflationary trend. But if here too the economic factor was at 
work, its explanatory value could easily be overestimated. It does not 
account, for example, for the relatively large proportion of student- 
Communists in the School of Engineering (see Table A-9): in this in
stance the chance presence of a Communist on the faculty clearly 
exerted its effect. Moreover, in all colleges and secondary schools, the 
enthusiasm of youth for ideals, indignation at the sufferings of others— 
in short, the most disinterested and unadulterated of motives—played 
their part. The suppression of debate, the strictures on independent 
thought, in general the police outlook toward colleges, no doubt also 
nourished revolutionary sentiments.

One other respect in which the schools and. colleges had signifi
cance ought to be mentioned: they were the chief springs that fed the 
female contingent of the party. Thus no less than 80.4 percent of the 
women Communists were students (see Table A-18). But in general, 
women were very thinly represented in the party: they formed in the for
ties only 2.5 percent of the members of the Central Committees, 1.9 per
cent of the middle echelons, and 5.3 percent of the known lower echelons
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33See pp. 475-476.
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and “ active”  rank and file (see Table A-16). This in part reflects the 
Iraqi social situation, but is perhaps also a peculiarity of all secret 
Communist parties.34 At any rate, as could be expected, all the known 
women Communists belonged to the Greater Baghdad party organization 
(see Table A-19), the resistance to the liberation of women being nar
rower in the capital than in the provinces. One striking feature is the 
predominance of Sunni Arab women (60.9 percent of the total: see Table 
A-17), which appears to be only a symptom of their greater educational 
opportunities.

The key role of the schools and colleges manifested itself also in 
the relatively high educational level of the party membership: 52.5 per
cent of the top leadership, 22.5 percent of the middle echelons, and
16.4 percent of the known lower echelons and “ active”  rank and file 
had a college education. However, 20.0 percent of this latter group had 
had no education whatever (see Table A-20).

Moreover, the presence of students in great strength was bound to 
influence the age pattern of the membership, but with regard to all Com
munists irrespective of occupation one fact is scarcely in dispute: 
youth provided the vital force of the party. As is evident from Tables 
A-21 to A-23, 32.1 percent of the members of Fahd’s Central Commit
tees, 66.7 percent of the members of the “ unauthorized”  committees, 
61.2 percent of the provincial mas’uls, 68.3 percent of the members of 
the local party committees, 62.0 percent of the middle echelons of 
Greater Baghdad, and 74.1 percent of the known lower echelons and 
“ active”  rank and file were under the age of twenty-six. The same 
tables clearly show that the number of party members above the age of 
forty was quite insignificant. This situation is not necessarily a par
tial mirroring of the age structure of the Iraqi population. It is true that
59.4 percent of all Iraqi males (excluding nomads) were in 1947 below 
the age of thirty (see Table A-24). On the other hand—to make only one 
contrast—while no less than 46.7 percent of the lower echelons and 
“ active”  rank and file of the party were between the ages of twelve 
and twenty-one, only about 15.0 percent of all Iraqi males were in that 
age group.

The concentration in Baghdad of all college students and of no less 
than 40 percent of secondary school students explains to a certain de
gree the overconcentration of the activity of the party in the capital 
(see Table A-26), but at bottom both phenomena are really consequences 
of the fact that Baghdad had drawn to itself in the decades after World 
War I much of the vitality of the country. The flow of people from the 
provinces to the metropolis, which is an aspect of this development,
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34gVen seven years after the Communist assumption of power in Russia, 
i.e .,  in 1924, women totaled only 8.2 percent of a ll the members o f the Bolshe
vik party.
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accounts at least in part for the difference between the percentage of 
party members active in Baghdad (see Table A-26) and the percentage 
of those born in that city (see Table A-25). But a number of other and 
more significant points emerge from the tables just referred to. First, 
the party was in the forties an essentially urban phenomenon: out of 
1,058 Communists belonging to all echelons and the “ active”  rank and 
file, only 9 (that is, 0.9 percent) were active in villages.33 * * Second, ■ 
the Kurdish provinces of Sulaimaniyyah and ArbTl provided a percentage 
of party strength acutely out of proportion to their percentage in the 
total urban population. Third, the ShT‘1 provinces of ‘Amarah, Hillah, 
Muntafiq, and Karbala’ were relatively important membership-feeding ■ 
sources, whereas the Sunni provinces of Dulaim and Mosul, and espe
cially the former, were of little consequence in the life of the party. 
Lastly, Basrah—Iraq’s seaport—and to a lesser extent Kirkuk—Iraq’s 
principal oil center—figured prominently in the party’s scheme of activi
ties. Interestingly enough, only one out of the five mas’uls and one out 
of the ten members of the local party committees of Kirkuk belonged to 
it by birth, which points not only to a strong movement of people into 
the province but also to the eschewing of communism by its Turkoman 
middle classes. The Turkomans, it should be explained, had had close 
links with the bureaucracy of Ottoman times: this, added to their indus
triousness, materialized into an advantageous economic position.

Tables A-27 to A-29, relating to the ethnic and sectarian complex
ion of the party, while reinforcing many of the points just made, place 
them in a more appropriate perspective. One of the instructive facts 
which these tables reveal and which at once leaps into view is the rela
tive strength of the SunnT Arabs in the higher levels (that is, in Fahd’s 
Central Committees) and their relative weakness in the middle and low
er levels of the party. In other words, the position the Sunni Arabs 
occupied in the party somewhat paralleled the position they occupied in 
the Iraqi society as a whole. This suggests that the social advantages . 
enjoyed by the Sunnis, at least in the past—in the days of the Ottomans, - 
and which had in part their roots in prejudice or calculation, now oper
ated without the help of these factors—in a natural way, so to say, and 
irrespective of existing social policy. In clearer terms, the Arab Sunnis 
led in the party as they led in the society because by historical prepara
tion they were more fitted than other Moslems for the tasks of leader
ship. However, their relative position of dominance in the party, when 
viewed over a length of time, shows a steady decline: they formed 60 
percent of the members of the Central Committee in 1935, but only 40 
percent in 1941-1942 and 31.3 percent in.1945-1947.36 As in the society
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33See notes of Table A-26. Bear in mind, however, the data on peasants
in Table A-4.

^®The percentages are based on data in Tables 15-1, 19-1, and 19-3.
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at large, the other elements were enhancing their own weight, but the 
change is also explained by the transformation of the Communist party 
in the forties from an overwhelmingly Arab organization to one more 
representative of the racial and religious heterogeneity of Iraq.

In absolute numerical terms, the dominant place in the party be
longed to the underprivileged ShT‘1 Arabs: they constituted 36.6 percent 
of the middle echelons (see Table A-28), and 33.6 percent of the known 
lower echelons and “ active”  rank and file (see Table A-29). But ShTT 
Arabs totaled in 1947 no less than 41 percent of urban Iraqis, and 51 
percent of all Iraqis, so that in reality they were underrepresented in 
the party. This fact, and their secondary role at the top level, lend 
hardly any substance to the notion that Iraqi communism is little more 
than old ShT'Tsm in a modern garb.

The relatively high proportion of Kurds in the party is to a consider
able degree connected with the sense of frustrated national rights under 
which they labored. Their insignificance in the Central Committees of 
1941-1948 seems at first glance an anomaly, but is fully explained by 
their late entry into Fahd’s organization. Their preponderance in the 
“ unauthorized”  committees reflected in part their copious flow into the 
movement in the years 1947-1948, but was more truly a byproduct of the 
confusion that seized the party subsequently.

A great point is sometimes made of the role of the Jews in Commu
nist history. In this connection, there are a number of facts that cannot 
be successfully disputed. In the first place, Iraqis of the Jewish faith 
took no part whatever in the founding of the Communist party in 1935, 
and came into the picture only after 1940. Even then, and until the 
arrest of Fahd in 1947, they were of no considerable account in the top 
layers of the party command. None belonged to the leading nucleus, 
the “ stable party center,”  or to the Politbureau. Their representation 
in the various Central Committees of the period 1941-1947 or at the 
1944 Party Conference and the 1945 Party Congress was not very 
marked, whether absolutely or in a relative sense (see Tables 19-1,
19-2, 19-3, A -l, and A-2). They did, however, exercise leading func
tions in the League Against Zionism and in the women’s organization 
of the party and, concentrated heavily as they were in the capital, con
tributed in strength to the middle and lower echelons of the Greater 
Baghdad party organization (see Tables A-28 and A-29). Moreover, for 
brief periods after the capture of Fahd—to be precise, in April to August 
1947 and in December 1948 to February 1949—Jews guided the destinies 
of the party.37 Access to the top leadership occurred in both instances 
in conditions of utter disarray, and primarily by virtue of the penetrative 
ability of the individuals concerned, and in the former instance in defi
ance of Fahd’s explicit orders from prison.38

37See pp. 542-543 and 570-571.
38See p. 543.
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The conspicuousness of the Christians in the party can be essen
tially understood in terras of the social disabilities to which religious 
minorities are normally subject. But in the case of the Jews this was 
really a minor factor. They do not appear to have minded much their 
exclusion from certain political or social roles, and in an economic 
sense were better off than all the other communities. Indeed their rela
tive prosperity amidst general distress became a source of danger to 
them. This factor, and to a much greater extent the aftereffects of the 
advance of Zionism in Palestine, combined to place their entire posi
tion in Iraq in jeopardy. It is, therefore, in the first place to a growing 
sense of insecurity that has to be attributed the drift of Jews toward 
communism in the forties. “ Minorities,”  read a 1946 handbill issued 
in the name of the “ Free Jewish Youth,”  “ cannot have peace of mind 
nor will their social existence be secure until the Iraqi working class 
attains power: this is what drives the vanguard of the conscious Jew
ish youth towards the party of the toiling masses. . . . ” 39

It remains to say a few words on the membership of the military or
ganization of the party. The known soldier-Communists totaled in the 
forties 285, that is, 15.6 percent of all known party members (see Table 
A-4), and between 0.6 and 0.7 percent of the entire strength of the Iraqi 
army.40 Out of the 285, 21.7 percent were military students, 44.6 per
cent privates, 9.1 percent soldier-craftsmen, 22.5 percent noncommis
sioned officers, and only 2.1 percent commissioned officers. On the 
other hand, the latter provided 66.7 percent of the military component 
of the higher and middle echelons of the party (consult Table A-30).

The available data appear also to reveal that the party had succeed
ed relatively more with the Kurdish and Shi‘ i soldiery than with other 
elements (see Tables A-32 and A-33). The high proportion of Arab Sun- 
nTs, as that of Sunni Kurds, in the higher and middle echelons is primar
ily explained by the preponderance of the two denominations in the Iraqi 
officer corps. In terms of geographical distribution, it would seem—as 
Tables A-31 and A-33 suggest-that the penetration was deepest in the 
military establishments situated in and around Baghdad and among the 
units of the Third Division, which had its headquarters in the capital. 
There was also pronounced activity in the Reserve Mechanized Brigade 39
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39The handbill was drafted by Maurice Sabbagh, a Jew ish  Communist, and 
is in the seven-volum e P o lic e  fo lio  entitled “ Papers o f  the F irst Central 
Com m ittee.”

4®The Iraqi army counted between 40,000 and 50,000 men in 1947. Source. 
“ Report of Captains Muhammad Safa and ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman Mardam Bey |of the 
Syrian army] on their Observations during Their Stay with the Units of the 
Iraqi Army in the Period 13 July-7 September 1947.”  The report, dated 13 Sep
tember 1947, is among the unpublished papers of Jamil Mardam Bey, once prime 
minister of Syria, and was shown to this writer by Professor WaUd al-KhalidT.
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at Ja la w la ’ ,41 the Third Communications’ Battalion at Ba'qubah, an 
engineering regiment at Mosul, and in the units of the Second Division 
at Kirkuk and the First Division at DTwaniyyah, Basrah, and Nasiriyyah. 
As Table A-33 makes clear, nearly all branches of the armed forces 
were affected, but the Communications’ School and the communications’ 
units intensely more than the other schools or services. The artillery 
and armored units also appear to have come in for especial attention. 
The relatively large number of infantrymen-Communists is only a reflec
tion of the disproportionately large number of infantrymen in the army.

On the whole, the progress of communism among the soldiery was 
more serious than the authorities had anticipated. In part, and insofar 
as the Kurdish party members were concerned, the explanation could be 
sought in the discontent generated by “ disciplinary”  actions against 
the Kurdish tribes, and in particular by the execution in 1946 of the 
four Kurdish officers who had fought for the rebellious Mulla Mustafa of 
Barzan. But in general, the root cause lay in the lamentable condition 
in which the army was left after the failure of the military uprising of 
1941. Soldiers went about in shabby uniforms and torn boots, and lived 
in dilapidated barracks. In the specially hard times of the forties they 
could rely only on a pitiable pay and miserly food rations. It was a 
calculated state of affairs, and was meant by the regent and Nurt as- 
Sa'rd as a sort of collective punishment.

^ Ija law la ’ is  in Diyalah province to .the northeast of Baghdad.
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THE FINANCES OF THE PARTY

Little light can be shed on the state of the party finances. The accom
panying Table 28-1 comprises much of the information that is on hand.
It shows that in the period January to September of 1948, the total re
ceipts of the party amounted to about £2,543 and its total expenditure
to about £2,170. , n  ,

The money came in part from monthly membership dues. The rates
for both members and candidate members, as fixed by a plenary meeting 
of the Central Committee held in February of 1945,1 were as follows:

Monthly earnings
Up to 6 dinars^
Over 6 and up to 15 dinars 
Over 15 and up to 25 dinars 
Over 25 dinars

Rate

1%
2%
3%
5%

However, members with three or more dependents or members who had . 
enrolled in other organizations with the party’ s approval were exempted
from half of the dues. ,

Donations by individuals, in most instances by non-Communists and, 
in particular, by sympathetic merchants, formed another-and m 1948 
the principal-source of party funds. For example, 95 dinars came from 
a ShT'T trader of Hillah, and another 10 dinars from a sarraf-money- 
changer-of Najaf. However, according to the first mas‘ul, in the year 
referred to the largest amounts were collected by party members of Jew- , 
ish origin from Jewish shopkeepers in the cloth and Shurjah markets.

The main heads of expenditure were: rent on party houses-the 
party had five such houses in Baghdad alone; support for the families 
of imprisoned Communists; salaries for professional party members e 
first mas’ul, for example, received a monthly stipend of 15 dinSrs, - 
bursements reaching a yearly total of 424 dinars m connection with the 
printing and distribution of the clandestine Al-Qa idah; and subsidies, 
amounting to 150 dinars in 1948, to the legal A l-Asas*  The peak of

1A l-Q a‘ idah, No. 15 of March 1945.
^1 dinar = £1. .
3Shurjah is one of the main markets of Baghdad. (Seen*) lettf ' d* ^ .  f 

December 1948 from the Directorate of Investigations to the Minis y 
in Iraqi P o lice  File entitled Case No. 5/48.

U ndated internal party paper in the twenty-volume P o lice  fo lio  entitled 
“ Papers of the Second Central Committee.”
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TABLE 28-1

Summary of the Iraqi Communist Party’s 
Receipts and Expenditure 

lor the Months January-September 1948

Month
R eceip ts  

dinars fils
Expenditure 
dinars fils

- January 168.995 89.150
• F ebruary 308.971 205.855

March 487.299 218.100
. April 183.660 200.285

. May 307.650 492.380
! " June 386.180 204.350
' July 104.900 222.430

August 278.103 345.703
September 316.998 191.648

. ' Total 2,542.756 2,169.901
. 1 dinar = 1,000 fils  = £ 1.

Source: The summary is  in the twenty-volum e P o lic e  fo lio  entitled 
“ Papers of the Second Central C om m ittee.”

expenditure, reached in May (see Table 28-1), appears to be related to 
the increase in the number of protests, strikes, and demonstrations 
sponsored by the party in that month. The insignificance of the amount 
spent in the month of the Wathbah (January) seems rather strange, and 
remains inexplicable. It must be remembered, however, that on the 
whole the party’s capacity for action did not depend so much on its 
pecuniary resources as on its ideological influence.

The figures for January to September 1948 cannot be said to be 
typical of the party revenue and expenditure in any earlier or subse
quent period. As has been indicated more than once, the party recur
rently suffered sharp ups and downs of fortune. It would suffice to 
mention that from October 1948 to June 1949-a time of troubles for the 
Communists—the inflow of donations almost entirely ceased, and the 
party or, more accurately, its remnants, lived in dire penury.

It is appropriate to introduce at this point two other tables-Tables
28-2 and 28-3—relating to the finances, first of the “ nationalist today, 
Communist tomorrow’ ’ People’s party and, second, of the National Dem
ocrats who then constituted, in a numerical sense, Iraq’ s strongest 
legal organization. Unfortunately, the figures for the latter two parties 
refer to the financial year 1946-1947, whereas those for the Iraqi Com
munist party refer to the year 1948. This no doubt detracts from their 
comparability, the more so as the first half of 1948, bearing as it did 
the impress of the Wathbah, was a period of a marked growth in the life 
of the parties and probably, therefore, in their money receipts and
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The People’s Party’s Revenue and Expenditure 
for the Period 1 April 1946 to 31 January 1947

TABLE 28-2

Revenue ___________ Expenditures

Main sources Dinars filsa % Main heads DTnars i ilsa %

Contributions 357.409 46.1 Salaries 31.000 4.1
Membership dues 361.362 46.6 Rent of party 

house 350.000 45.8
Other (sale of Party meetings 62.273 8.2
programs, lottery 
etc.) 55.579 7.3

C ost of 
furniture^ 225.050 29.5
Printing and 
stationery 95.220 12.4

Total 774.350 100.0 763.543 100.0

al  dinar = 1,000 fils = £1.
^This was not a regular item of expenditure but applied only to the year 

under consideration, this being the year of the founding of the party.
Source: Report dated 15 February 1947 from assistant commissioner of 

police, Baghdad Province, to the minister of interior, in P olice  F ile  entitled 
“ The P eople ’ s Party.”

TABLE 28-3

The National Democratic Party’s Revenue 
and Expenditure lor the Period 

1 April 1946 to 28 February 1947
Revenue Expenditures

Main sources DTnars iilsa % Main heads DTnars filsa %

Contributions 404.232 20.7 Salaries 308.969 16.2
Membership dues 
Loan from

435.375 22.4 Rent of party 
house 440.000 23.1

A 1-A half, the Party meetings 231.183 . 12.1
party’ s paper 940.000 48.3 Furniture*3 223.820 11.8
Other (sales of Printing and

20.6party literature,
8.6

stationery 392.552
etc.) 165.366 Travel 

Other (tele-
78.800 4.1

phone, water, 
electricity, loan 
to local branch, 
etc.) 229.506 12.1

Total 1,944.973 100.0 1,904.830 100.0

al dinar = 1,000 fils = £ 1.
bThis was not a regular item of expenditure but applied only to the year 

under consideration, this being the year of the founding of the party..
Source: Report dated 5 April 1947 from assistant commissioner of police, 

Baghdad Province, to the minister of interior, in P olice  F ile  entitled “ The 
National Democratic Party,”  I.
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expenditure. All the same, in the absence of more pertinent data, we 
cannot refrain from making the following comparison:

Party

A verage A verage 
monthly monthly 
revenue expenditure 

(in rounded dinars)

Period for 
which average 
was calculated

Iraqi
Communist party 283 241 January-September 1948
P eop le ’ s party 77 76 April 1946-January 1947
National 
Democratic party 177 173 April 1946-February 1947

These figures suggest that in 1948 the Communist party was possibly 
in as strong a financial position as the National Democratic party, and 
probably better off. In this connection it may be mentioned that in 
April 1947 the Interior Ministry’s inspector of accounts reported that 
the National Democrats were in a bad shape financially; that, although 
some of them were quite wealthy, none had contributed large sums to 
the party;5 and that out of the 6,961 members that the party counted, 
only 24 had paid their dues regularly and in full.6 In fact, had its lead
er, Kamil ach-ChadirchT, not advanced the profits of his paper, Al-AhalT, 
it would scarcely have been able to keep its feet. It is not without sig
nificance that the People’s party, with only less than one-third of the 
membership of the National Democratic party,7 well-nigh approximated 
its revenue from dues and contributions—assuming, of course, that all 
the books were in order. As to the expenditure of these parties, there 
is no need to say anything, the relevant tables being sufficiently clear.

^The party included in its leading ranks Muhammad HadTd, manager and 
part owner o f a thriving industrial enterprise; ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab Mirjan, a land
owner of great affluence; and ‘Abd-ul-Karim al-UzrT, a w ell-to-do rentier.

^Report dated 5 April 1947 from assistant commissioner of p o lice , Baghdad 
Province, to the minister of interior, in P olice  F ile  entitled “ The National 
Democratic Party,”  I.

n
'T h e  P eop le ’ s party numbered in 1947 about 2,171 members, see  p. 592.
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REBUILDS THE PARTY

29

In the fifties, as in the forties, the tendency to communism or, at least, 
the revolutionary impulse, inhered in the existing social situation.1 * 
The severest repressive measures could have had, therefore, no lasting 
effect. The year 1949-one of the gloomiest in party history-is a tell
ing testimony. In its first half, the underground was literally laid .
waste; in its second half the few and solitary Communists who had 
evaded arrest and had not abandoned faith were finding one another and 
attracting new converts. Already in late June, the Central Committee 
had been reconstituted (see Table 29-1). In July, clandestine notices, 
written now in longhand, were again passing around. In August, a sten
ciling machine, smuggled with one of the army units returning from Pal
estine, reached the party. 3 In September, there was a setback, two of 
the three members of the revived committee being arrested, but others 
quickly took their place. In November, a new internal journal, Al-Injaz 
(“ The Accomplishment” ) was put out. Finally, in February 1950, the < 
old Al-Qa‘ idah reappeared. Simultaneously, a policy of orderly re
treat”  was announced, and a campaign to rebuild the party under the 
watchword “ Resuscitate the Principles of Comrade Fahd”  got under 
way.3 To shut out the influence of the “ class enemy”  and purge from 
the ranks “ the weak-willed, the opportunists, and other unworthy ele
ments,”  all members, even old-time comrades, had to reapply for admis
sion into the party and to pass through a new probationary period.4 
Moreover, in the interest of greater security the cell system was.for the 
time being replaced by individual contact, so that in effect the party 
became a union of individuals instead of a union of organizations. Not 
unrelated to these revivatory measures was the arrival in Russia in the 
course of 1950—if a telegraphic despatch from the Iraqi Legation in 
Moscow to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Baghdad can be depended

1See Chapter 17.
^Deposition of September 1949 by Had! Sa‘Td, member of the Central 

; Committee.
|  3Chart of the party center entitled “ Two Basic Stages in the History of our

Party”  in nine-volume P o lice  fo lio  containing the papers of Baha’u-d-DTn Nun; 
I. and Al-Qa' idah, Year 8, No. 1 of 8 February 1950.
£ 4Intemal Communist party circular dated 12 May 1950.
I"' •



TABLE 29-1
Baha’u-d-Dm Nun’s Central Committees 

(25 June 1949 to 13 April 1953)

Date
Nation and place

Name and s e c t of birth P rofession Education
1st Committee, 25 June-September 1949
Baha’u-d-DTn NurTa Kurd, Sunni 1927,  ̂

Dalujah3
Night student Secondary

ZakT Watban3 Arab, SunnT 1924,
Basrah

Technician ?

Had!" Sa‘Td Kurd, SunnT 1928, Arbll Student Elementary
Teachers’

2nd Committee, September 1949-August 1951 College
Baha’u-d-Din NufI (See above)
Bilal ‘ AzTz Kurd, SunnT 1929, Arbll Student Elementary

Teachers’
College

Ya'qub ManahTm (See Table 23-1)
Qojman
‘Atshan Dayyul 
al-AzairjawT

Arab, Shi'T 1921, Ex-army Military College
Nasiriyyah lieutenant (Supply Division)

Sadiq Ja‘ far Arab, ShT'T 1919, Textile worker Elementary
al-Falahid Kadhimiyyah

3rd Committee, August 1951-13 April 1953
BahaJu-d-Din Nuri, 
secretary

(See above)

‘ Atshan Dayyul 
al-Azairjawl 
Sadiq Ja'far 
al-Falahi

(See above)

(See above)

Nasir ‘Abbud Arab, Shi'T 1927, Port worker; Elementary
Basrah mechanic

Muhammad Radi Arab, ShTT 1928, Clearing agent, SecondaryShubbar Kadhimiyyah customs
Baqir Ja‘ far Arab, ShT‘ T 1924, Brick worker Elementary
Muhammad Kadhimiyyah Qur’ an school
‘ Abdallah ‘ Umar 
Muhyi-d-Din

Kurd, Sunni 1921, Kirkuk Flour mill 
worker

Elementary

aNun was first mascul until July 1949, when he turned over the responsibility for 
the-cells in southern Iraq to Watban, retaining control over the ce lls  in the north; 
but on the arrest of Watban in August he reassumed full charge.

A village in the Qarah Dagh district of the province of Sulaimaniyyah.



TABLE 29-1 (Continued)

Class origin

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist 
movement Subsequent history

Lower middle c lass; son of 
a religious teacher and 
small mallak

1944 (17) In prison 1953-1958; member of Polit- 
bureau 1958-1961; member of Central 
Committee 1964 to date.

Lower middle class 1946 (22) Arrested 1949; left party.

Lower middle class 1945 (17)c Arrested 1949; left party.

Lower middle class 1948 (19) Arrested 1951; left party.

Son of a peasant policeman 
from Al-Azairij tribe

1944 (23) Member, Central Committee 1955-1957; 
1958-1960 had direct charge of the mili
tary organization of the party.

Working c la ss ; son of a 
textile worker

1945 (26) Arrested April 1953; escaped June 1953; 
rearrested after serving another term on 
Central Committee; in prison 1954-1958; 
member Baghdad Committee 1962-1963.

Working c lass; son of a 
worker

1947 (20) Arrested 1954; escaped prison; member 
Central Committee 1955-1963 and 1964
1965, but inactive in late fifties on 
account of consumption; dropped from 
committee at the plenary meeting of 9 /10  
October 1965.

Lower middle c lass ; son of 
a sayyid  and petty trader

1946 (18) Left party 1955; now a commission agent.

Working c lass ; son of a 
soap factory worker

1947 (23) Arrested April 1953; defected July 1957; 
now a police agent.

Working class 1946 (25) p

cFormerly member Ruzkari Kurd. 
^Co-opted in mid-1950.
Sources: Report of Directorate of Investigations, No. 18428 of 19 June 1953, and 

undated statement by Staff Major Salih MahdT as-Samarra'F in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 
8025; statement of Baqir Ja'far Muhammad dated 20 July 1957 in FUe No. 12690; 
conversation with Baqir Ja'far, February 1967; 1963 statement of §adiq Ja'far al- 
Falahl to the police  in F ile  No. QS/45 and F iles No. 8025, 8261, 29213, and 6715.
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upon—of about two hundred young Iraqis for purposes of systematic 
training in insurrectionary practice.5 *

If before 1951 had passed the party was back on its feet, the credit 
clearly belongs to a quiet, soft-spoken young Kurd, one Baha’u-d-DTn 
NurT, the son of a propertied mudarris—religious teacher—in the Sah 
Rahlmain Mosque of Sulaimaniyyah, and a relative, on the women’s side, 
of the well-known Kurdish chieftain, Shaikh Mahmud. Baha’u-d-Din NurT 
was, to be sure, no Fahd. He had little revolutionary experience. His 
grasp of theory was none too solid. His sentiments were rather simple 
—love for the Kurds and an unquestioning faith in the future of commu
nism. His outstanding characteristics were his perseverance and cour
age in adversity. As to his life, not very much is known. According to 
his own account, he was born in 1927 in Dalujah, a village in the dis
trict of Qarah Dagh. Until the age of twelve the only school he had 
attended—as he himself put it in 1954 in a letter to his wife Madeleine, 
then a party member and an inmate of the Women’s Prison—was “ the 
forest with its huge rocks and high hills, and the savage valleys inhab
ited by wild boars.” ® In 1939, however, he left his native village and 
went with his father to Sulaimaniyyah, the rallying point of Kurdish mal
contents, and a hub of radical thought. It was while undergoing school
ing there that he fell under the influence of Jamah Jalaw, one of his 
teachers, who awakened in him his first feeling for communism and dis
sipated many of the Islamic assumptions of his childhood. In 1944 he 
adhered to the party. Four years later, having acquitted himself well in 
the days of the Wathbah, he was elevated to a cell organizer. The de
pletion in the cadre caused by the unremitting pressure of the police 
and the defection of key Communists brought him in April 1949 to the 
position of mas’Ul of the Sulaimaniyyah Local Committee. Before two 
months had gone by, and when he was barely twenty-two, he found him
self at the head of the heavily stricken party. At first, he chose to 
share responsibility with an Arab technician from Basrah by the name 
of ZakT Watban, but on the arrest of the latter in September 1949 he 
assumed full charge and, notwithstanding a reorganization of the party 
center in August of 1951 (see'Table 29-1), remained, at least until Feb
ruary 1953, in firm and uncontested control.7

®Entry dated 10 August 1950 in Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ MahdT Hashim. ”  
For the latter see Table 14-2.

^Letter dated 14 August 1954 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 8025 entitled 
“ Baha’u-d-DTn NurT.”

C on versation  of writer with Baha’u-d-DTn NurT in the prison of Ba'qubah, 
June 1958; Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 8025, and especially  June 1953 report o f Staff 
Major Saleh MahdT as-SamarraT, ibid.
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TABLE 29-2

Distribution of Al-Qa‘idah, Organ of the Communist Party, 
in the Autumn of 1952 Compared with That in 1947-1948

Province

Urban population 
o f province 

as % of 
total 1951 

urban population 
of Iraq 

(estim ate)

No. of 
copies  
(1952)

No. of 
copies  

(1947-1948)°

Arab Stu‘ i provinces
Karbala’ 6.6 200 60
Muntafiq 3.7 75 120
Hillah 4.8 100 80
DTwaniyyah 5.5 100 40
* Amarah 4.1 125 100
Kut 3.3 120 140

Arab Sunm provinces
Dulaim 2.5 25b -

Kurdish provinces
ArbTl 3.3 not available 240c
Sulaimaniyyah 3.7 not available 240c

Mixed provinces 'i
Baghdad 

Greater Baghdad
31.0

not available 1,380
Rest of province 30e -

Basrah 8.7 400 280
Mosul 13.3 120 140
Diyalah 3.3 not available 40
Kirkuk 6.2 300 140

aSee Table 26-1.
bA ll distributed in the town of ‘Anah.
c Figures for Kurdish edition of Al-Qa'idah, i.e ., of AzadT (Freedom).
^For predominant ethnic and sectarian character of these provinces, con

sult Table 27-2.
eAll distributed in the town of Takflt.

The recovery of the party reflected itself in a new spell of revolu
tionary activity. As is apparent from the accompanying table (Table
29-2) on the distribution of ATQa‘ idah, the oil center at Kirkuk, the 
Basrah port, and the sensitive ShT‘1 province of Karbala’ were the ob
ject of a sharp increase in effort. Greater Baghdad and Kurdistan re
ceived, no doubt, their due share of attention, but the purely Arab Sunm 
areas—Dulaim, the northern districts of Baghdad province, and the bulk 
of Mosul town—remained in party perspectives of decidely marginal 
significance.
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The steadiest flow of propaganda was directed at the hired laborers. 
The seeming insensitiveness into which this class had fallen in 1949 
and 1950 gradually passed. Without troubling to obtain a license from 
the authorities, workers-agitators, acting under the instructions of the 
party, launched in the autumn of 1951, a “ Workers’ Unions’ Permanent 
Bureau,”  rented a house in an-Nu‘ man Street in Baghdad, attracted to 
it the hands at the cigarette and textile factories, and the printing, con
struction, and mechanical workmen, and throughout November held 
weekly meetings, organized protests, and openly agitated against NurT 
as-Sa‘Td’s “ government by starvation.”  Outside Baghdad, the move
ment among the workers took on more vehement forms. In June 1952, 
there was a strike, a clash, and casualties at the British military base 
of Habbaniyyah. From 23 to 27 August widespread protests paralyzed 
the port and water and electric installations at Basrah. Ensuing en
counters between the demonstrators and the police brought death to 
three workmen and injury to twenty-nine others.8

In the countryside, two revolts flared up in late 1952 and early 1953, 
one in the south in ‘Amarah among the peasants of the Arab Shl'r tribe 
of Al-Azairij, the other in the north in Arbil among the peasants of the 
Kurdish tribe of Diza’ i. Both revolts flowed fundamentally from a deep- 
seated agrarian discontent. However, in the Diza’ i rising, in which at 
least ten peasants were killed and a few thousands driven from their 
homes, the party appears to have taken a direct hand. An internal party 
source admits and deplores that the Communists “ alone carried arms. . .  
and clung only to the military command, forgetting that they are politi
cal leaders” —a course which led to defeat and loss of support.9 On 
the other hand, the Communists had, it is certain, no determining role 
in the Azairij movement. The bitter feelings of the peasants were 
aroused by a decision on the part of the government alienating the cus
tomary lands of the tribe to the dominant shaikhs and their families. 
Bitterness thickened into a refusal to pay dues, and eventually—on 5 
November—into a bloody clash. Two of the peasants were killed and a 
shaikh’s man-at-arms was burned to death. The alarmed tribal chief
tains sent out a cry for help. A mobile police force arrived on the spot 
and brutally put down the rebellion. Many of the peasant tribesmen 
fell. Throughout, the principal motive force was the tribal sirkals, that 
is, the inferior chiefs who had direct charge of cultivation. It must be 
borne in mind, however, that the Communist party had had a footing

8Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. J/S56; al-HasanT, Tar7kh-ul-WizSrat, VIII, 276; memo
randum dated 23 December 1952 from the Iraqi Union of Democratic Youth to the 
Committee on Human Rights; and Kifah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT, No. 8 of 27 August 
1954.

Supplem ent to A l-Q a‘ idah, No. 7 of late January 1955, entitled “ Tactical 
Observations with a View to Guiding the Revolutionary T ide ,”  p. 5.
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among Al-Azairij since the days of Fahd, that the very first peasant- 
Communist, F i‘ l Damad, had been a sirkal and had labored with this 
tribe,10 and that the watchwords of the party had left a mark upon its 
consciousness. One of the contemporary party appeals, addressed spe
cifically to the Azairij peasant reads: “ The land is yours; you are its 
real master. Rise against the criminal feudal lord; deny him your prod
uct; resist him boldly; and strike down the members of his hushiyyah11 
that attack and rob you. And remember that you are not alone, that .the 
workers, students, intellectuals, and all good people are with you.”
The peasants were illiterate, but rural teachers or health or agricultural 
officers, members of the party, read the appeals to them.12

The risings in ‘Amarah and Arbil and the workers’ unrest in Basrah 
and Habbaniyyah were as nothing to the storm which broke out in Bagh
dad in November of 1952, and to which close attention must now be 
given.

BAHA’U-D-DIN NURl

10See pp. 610-611.
11The shaikh’ s men-at-arms.
^Internal communication from ’ Amarah to the party center dated 18 August 

1952, and entitled “ Report on A l-Azairij”  in nine-volume P o lice  fo lio  contain
ing the papers of Baha‘u-d-Din NurT; party proclamation of 9 October 1952, en
titled “ Long Live the Peasants’ Struggle for the Land” ; Al-Qa‘ idah, Year 10, 
No. 24 of mid-October 1952, p. 6; and Nidal-ul-Fallah (The Struggle o f the Peas 
ant), No. 1 of December 1952, pp. 1-2.
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; 30
THE INTIFADAH OF NOVEMBER

The Intiiadah of November 1952 was the continuation of the Wathbah of 
January 1948. At work in both uprisings were the same material facts, 
the same first causes. Except that popular discontent had dug a deep
er course owing to the loss of Palestine, little had really changed in 
Iraq in the intervening years. The same regency governed in the old 
manner, that is, as it deemed fit, through the same narrow ring of privi
leged oligarchs, under the same thin pretense of constitutional politics. 
On occasion, as before, the parties, the publicists, the colleges drew a 
breath. The regime had to concede that much to preserve itself. But, 
as before, the freedoms hesitantly granted were hurriedly snatched back, 
or allowed only in form and frustrated in practice. Lower-class Bagh
dad, the Baghdad of the shargawiyyas, of the mud huts, still lived in 
squalor, ate polluted food, and drudged long hours at impossible wages. 
The minority that enjoyed the power had heard the mounting rumble be
neath its feet, and begun to suspect that Iraq could get along without 
it. The fall of Faruq in Egypt in July of 1952 had pressed the point 
home. But, locked in the logic of its own position, it could not bring 
itself to grant any genuine concession to the classes contending 
against it.

The opposition, on its side, had been able to draw one appropriate 
inference: discord had caused the Wathbah to fall amiss; without a 
closing of ranks it would be idle to enter into a new test of strength. 
Gradually the various antigovernmental forces—the Independents, the 
National Democrats, the United Popular Front, and the Partisans of 
Peace—drew close to one another. The Independents were now, as ever, 
essentially a party of the right but scarcely, on that account, less zeal
ous than others in the advocacy of reform. The National Democrats had 
since 1950 officially committed themselves tc the political precepts of 
“ democratic socialism.” 1 The United Popular Front, founded in May 
1951 and led by Taha al-Hashiml, an ex-premier, was little more than 
an incidental group of ex-ministers and ex-deputies who, in their majori
ty, merely itched for office.2 The Partisans of Peace first made them

1Resolution of the Central Committee of the National Democratic party 
dated 26 October 1950. Kamil ach-ChadirchT’ s Party Book, p. 159.

2The United Popular Front had originally embraced members of the National 
Democratic party, but had to exclude them from its ranks to obtain a license 
from the government. Iraqi P o lice  F iles, entitled “ The United Popular Front”  
and “ The National Democratic Party,”  I.

I
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selves felt in mid-1950, rapidly progressed after that among the mem
bers of the professions, and, under the leadership of ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab 
Mahmud, the president of the Lawyers’ Association, served now as the 
principal forward arm of the Iraqi Communist party. With elements so 
diverse, the road to a coalition could hardly have been untroubled by 
obstacles. The Communists happened also to be in one of their anti- ■ 
bourgeois moods. More than that, Taha al-Hashiml, a conservative at 
heart, was not easy in his mind about cooperating with the Peace Parti
sans. On November 11, 1952, he expressed his misgivings to Kamil 
ach-ChadirchT, the leader of the National Democratic party. The inclu
sion of the Peace Partisans in any front entailed, he felt, too great a 
risk: the chief levers might fall into their hands. 3 But ach-ChadirchT , 
swept his objections away. Eventually, a formal understanding was 
reached at a secret conclave held on November 17, and attended by 
Fa’ iq as-Samarra’T on behalf of the Independents and by ach-ChadirchT, 
al-HashimT, and ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Mahmud on behalf of their respective 
organizations. The understanding involved the creation of a “ Contact 
Committee,”  with the object of facilitating the exchange of views and 
ensuring uniformity of action. On al-HashimT’s insistence, however, no 
explicit mention was made of the Peace Partisans in the text of the 
agreement, the indefinite terms “ and any other organization”  being 
used instead.* 4

Except for the Peace Partisans, who held no converse with the 
authorities, the oppositional forces had earlier—on October 28— 
addressed petitions to the regent in which they insisted that the head 
of state should reign but not govern. They also demanded the granting 
of liberties and a change from the rigged, two-stage method of voting to 
a free and direct electoral system. The Independents and National Dem
ocrats pressed beyond this for a limit on ownership in land, a policy of 
nonalignment, and the abolition of the treaty with England.5 The regent 
acknowledged, in his reply, the need for reform, but denied that the mat
ter lay within his powers. There was a responsible government in 
office. There was a properly elected Parliament. It was all up to 
them.6 The make-believe of a due process of law would not be laid 
aside. However, on 3 November, as tension heightened, the regent 
found himself compelled to invite the leaders in opposition and the

^Letter from ach-ChadirchT, Baghdad, to Muhammad HadTd, London, dated 
14 November 1952. HadTd, a member of the Central Committee of the National 
Democratic party, was then on a v isit to London. Source: ach-ChadirchT’ s 
Party Book. .

4Letter from ach-ChadirchT to HadTd dated 20 November 1952.
SFor the texts of the petitions, see al-HasanT, TStTkh-ul-WizSrSt, VHI, 

286-295. '
®For the text o f the regent’ s reply see ibid., pp. 299-300.
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favored circle of senior politicians to a meeting at the palace, but the 
discussion that ensued, instead of grappling with the problems of the 
day, degenerated into an irrelevant wrangle between al-HashimT and the 
regent. To the more serious segments of the opposition, peaceable pro
tests seemed now a mere waste of breath; the struggle had to be con
ducted by other means.

On the morning of 22 November-five days after the formation of the 
“ Contact Committee’ ’-banners were raised in various parts of Baghdad. 
Workers, craftsmen, and street vendors at once sprang into action. Col
lege students, who since the nineteenth had been on an ostensibly non
political strike, merged with them. Before long a terrible seething 
agitated both the east and west sides of the city. Shouts of “ Down 
with the Treacherous Regent ‘Abd-ul-Ilah!”  went up. There were also 
cries of “ Anglo-American Imperialists, Leave our Country!’ ’ In al-Fadl 
quarter on the left bank, the crowds clashed with the police. According 
to the Special Branch report for that day, firearms had to be used, as 
the demonstrators threw stones and fired shots on a retreating police 
force and threatened to overwhelm al-Fadl police station. One person 
was killed and fifty-two others, including thirty-eight policemen, were 
wounded. The incident only aggravated the passions of the crowds and 
led that same evening to the hurried exit of the government in power— 
that of Mustafa al-‘UmarT, a ma/Iaft-politician from Mosul.7

On 23 November the agitation, instead of abating, broadened and in
tensified. It also assumed a more distinct plebeian aspect. The stu
dents, who had up to then been conspicuous, fell into the background.
Of the twenty-five wounded demonstrators that the authorities seized on 
that day, only four were students, whereas ten were workers; six, crafts
men; two, street vendors; two, unemployed; and one, a clerk of a private 
firm.8 Moreover, if on the previous day it was possible to distinguish 
two active organizing centers for the demonstrations, one unmistakably 
Communist and the other that of the League of Nationalist Youth, a 
cover for the nascent Iraqi Branch of the Ba'th party, on the twenty- 
third the Communists firmly caught hold of the current and led it whither 
they willed. The other parties, which in mass tactics were no match at 
all to the Communists, completely lost influence over the street. While 
their leaders sat in their headquarters or in drawing-rooms and watched 
events from above, Baha’u-d-DTn NurT, the secretary of the Communist 
party, Muhammad RadT Shubbar, a member of the Central Committee, and * 23

7(Secret) Report from as-Sarai precinct to the Special Branch O fficer dated
23 November 1952 and entitled “ Daily Report for the 22nd November” ; A l- 
Qa'idah, No. 26 of late November 1952, p. 5; Al-AhalTof 23 November 1952; 
and al-Hasam, TarTkh-ut-W izarat, VIII, 310-316.

S p e c ia l  Branch O ffice report dated 26 November 1952 and entitled “ The 
Names of the Wounded in the Demonstrations.”
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Haidar Hatem, a basic Communist organizer, determined on the spot the 
nature and rhythm of the movement. It was under their direct guidance 
that in the morning crowds, crying “ We Want Bread not Bullets!”  
stormed the Qambar ‘AIT police station. Baha’u-d-DTn NurT was also 
present when at about one o ’clock in the afternoon the United States In
formation Service library was burned. At a word from him, Communist 
party member Yahyah Husain had forced open the gate of the building 
housing the library, and party member ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ‘Abdallah had led 
the demonstrators in setting fire to the books and furniture. Baha’u-d- 
DTn NurT was again on the scene when, later in the afternoon, insurrec
tionary workers occupied and burned the Bab-ish-Shaikh police station. 
They had been provoked to anger by a fierce fusillade which, according 
to the Special Branch report of the day, brought death to twelve of their 
comrades. With revenge in their heart, they seized a policeman, who 
had had no time to escape from the station, dragged him to the street, 
and burned him.9

By sundown it became clear that the situation had gotten out of 
hand. The army was quickly called in, and General Nur-ud-DTn Mahmud, 
the chief of staff, a Kurd by descent but a Turk by type, was given the 
mandate to form a new government. Within hours he proclaimed martial 
law, dissolved the opposition parties, locked up their leaders, and 
ordered arrests all over Baghdad. But the real power over the insurrec
tionary crowds, the invisible Communist party center, remained intact. 
On the morning of 24 November, therefore, the demonstrations, now de
crying the “ dictatorship of the English spy Nur-ud-Din Mahmud,”  began 
again, and did not subside until the evening, when the troops opened 
fire on the crowds in the plebeian quarter of Bab-ish-Shaikh and killed 
eighteen and wounded eighty-four.10

Interestingly enough, in the demonstrations on that day there were 
repeated shouts for “ a democratic government under Kamil ach- 
ChadirchT,”  the leader of the National Democrats. The Communist 
party secretary would later explain that the slogan was of a purely

^Report from as-Sabbakhanah precinct to the Special Branch officer dated 
25 November 1952 and entitled “ The Demonstration of the 23rd November” ; 
report from the Second as-Sabbakhanah precinct dated 26 November 1952 and 
entitled “ Daily Report for the 23rd November” ; unplaced report to the Special 
Branch officer dated 23 November 1952, bearing the title “ Report on the Dem
onstrations” ; statement to the police dated 20 July 1957 by Baqir Ja'far 
Muhammad, a member of the Central Committee of the Communist party (see 
Table 29-1) in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 12690; Al-Qa‘ idah, No. 26 of late Novem
ber 1952, pp. 5-6; and Al-Injaz, No. 13 of February 1953, p. 12.

10Report from the Second as-Sabbakhanah precinct to the Special Branch 
officer dated 26 November 1952;’ and al-HasanT, TarTkh-ul-Wizarat, VIII, 
317-323. ’
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“ tactical”  significance and should it have found flesh, would have 
been merely “ one step forward on the road to a people’s democracy.” 11 

The events in Baghdad found echoes in several provincial towns, 
and especially in Najaf, but here no guiding initiative was felt from the 
party secretariat. In the November days, wrote subsequently the mas’ul 
of the Najaf Local Committee, “ we could sense that the country was in 
the grip of a revolutionary crisis but we had no idea where the party
stood nor were we kept informed of developments-----  We learned from
people in the streets. . . that the masses had gone into action in Bagh
dad . .. and we felt that our organization had to do its part.” 12

The provinces were also affected by the wave of repression that 
swept Baghdad. By the end of November, in the entire country 958 per
sons had been thrown into jail, 2,041 temporarily detained, and 2 con
demned to death. But this solution, or the other measures taken by the 
military government, scarcely touched-it goes without saying-the ker
nel of Iraq’s social maladies.

670

11Comrade Basim [Baha’u-d-Dui NurTs party name], Concerning the Amend
ment o f the Party’s  Charter (in Arabic) (early April 1953), pp. 19-20.

1 ̂ Report from the Najaf L oca l Committee to the Party Center dated 16 F eb
ruary 1953 and entitled “ Our Organization in the Last Uprising”  in the nine- 
volume P o lice  fo lio  containing the papers of Baha’u-d-Din NurT.



MORE AND MORE EXTREMISM, 
LESS AND LESS SENSE

From the days of November and—excepting a brief interlude—for a few 
years afterwards, the Iraqi Communists steered an increasingly uncom
promising course. In this they were partly keeping step with Commu
nist parties abroad, but for a time they drifted farther and on their own. 
The extremism of their line neither fitted the concrete correlation of 
forces, nor fell in with the demands of the moment and, as could be ex
pected, bounded back damagingly on themselves.

The Communists had, in practice, been oriented leftward since their 
effective reentry into the life of Iraq in the autumn of 1951, but the 
trend now gathered in intensity and found formal expression in a new 
National Charter of the party.

The charter, which was circulated among members as early as 
December 1952, but officially adopted only in March 1953, clearly 
lacked the elasticity of the old 1944 party program and involved, in par
ticular, the abandonment of Fahd’s mild demand for (a genuinely demo
cratic regime”  within the existing framework of society and its substi
tution by the formula of “ a People’s Democratic Republic representing 
the will of the workers, peasants, and popular masses. 1 This was the 
essential point of the charter. It was also its most extreme and most 
unreal element, but at the same time an ideologically necessary adapta
tion to the international Communist line.2 Other points were more con
sonant with contemporary popular feelings and included the annulment 
of imperialist treaties . .. and of concessions granted to imperialist

l The National Charter o f the Iraqi Communist Party (in Arabic) (approved 
by the Central Committee of the party in early March 1953), Article 2. The 
charter was published in Al-Qa‘ idah, Year 11, No. 2(30) of middle March 1953. 
It should be noted that the slogan of “ a P eople ’ s Democratic Government”  had 
been raised earlier on four occasions (see p. 562 and Al-Qa'idah, Year 7, No. 1 
of 7 February 1949; Year 8, No. 3 of April 1950; and Year 8, No. 11 of mid- 
January 1951) but had been lost sight of. During the November 1952 demonstra
tions, for example, the party shouts were for “ a democratic government under 
Kamil ach-Chadirchl. ”

^The Syrian Communist party had adhered to the slogan of “ a P eople ’ s 
Democratic Regim e”  since January 1951, if  not earlier. See Khalid Bakdash, 
To Struggle with Success in the Interest o f P eace, National Independence, and 
Democracy, It Is N ecessary  to Turn Determinedly toward the Workers and P ea s
ants (in Arabic) (Damascus-Beirut, 1951), p. 7.
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companies,” 3 and “ the confiscation of the estates of the feudalists 
and big proprietors and their distribution with all mui lands4 in small 
plots to the peasants without charge.” 5 The charter also bound the 
party to “ unconditional cooperation with the forces of p ea ce .. . led by 
the Soviet Union. ” 6 .

The publication in December of the draft of the charter provoked a 
heated party debate, and brought to full development differences that 
had in the past existed in germ. Eventually, the ranks sundered: in 
February 1953 seventy-three Communists, belonging for the most part 
to the ArbU and Sulaimaniy.yah organizations and identifying themselves 
as “ the disciples of Fahd”  or “ the comrades devoted to the teachings 
of Fahd,”  but dubbed by the Central Committee as “ right deviationists”  
and “ agents of the Palace,”  were expelled or seceded from the party.7 
In no long time they put out a.paper of their own, Rayat-ushShaghghYlah 
(“ The Banner of the Workers” ) and launched into an implacable criti
cism of the party leadership. They accused it of exaggerating the 
weight of “ the revolutionary forces,”  belittling the role of “ the liberal 
bourgeoisie,”  and attempting to skip “ the stage of national liberation.”  
There were no objective grounds, they declared, for a change in the 
strategy of the party or the adoption of a new program. To the “ sono
rous and empty”  slogan of “ a People’s Democratic Republic”  they 
opposed the “ pertinent”  watchword of “ a national, democratic, and 
peace-loving government.” 8

The moving spirit of the new faction was Jamal al-HaidarT, a scion 
of a well-known landowning Kurdish family of ArbTl, and the nephew of 
‘Asim al-HaidarT, an ex-minister of the awqaf.9 He was in some degree 
an old-timer, having joined the party in late 1945, but had earlier be
longed to the anti-Fahd Wahdat-un-Nidal and to the factious Shursh. As 
he now unashamedly claimed to have been “ in the confidence of Com
rade Fahd,”  the party command did not tarry in raking up these discred
itable passages of his revolutionary career.10

3Article 2.
4I .e ., state lands.
5Article 9(a).
0 Article 1.
Supplem ent to Ai-Injaz, No. 13 of middle February 1953, entitled “ A Party 

D ecision  on the Expulsion of Right D eviationists,”  pp. 1-2; Al-Qa' idah, No. 1 
of late February 1953, p. 2; and Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 3506, entitled ‘ ‘Jamal 
Haidar ‘ Asim al-HaidarT,”  entries dated 7, 9, and 30 March 1953.

8.Let Us Work to Save Comrade Fahd’s Party from the Grip of the Alien  
Injazists  (in Arabic) (ash-ShaghghTlah Press, March 1953), pp. 1-10; and Rayat-
ush-ShaghghTlah, No. 1 of April 1953.

°I .e ., o f religious endowments.
10Iraqi P o lice  F i le  No. 3506; and A l-Q a 'id a h , No. 1 of late February 1953.
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The group of al-HaidarT was not alone in challenging the authority 

of the leadership in the underground. Another rival organization, drawn 
from the remnants of the People’s party and consisting basically of 
members of the intelligentsia, could be noticed at this time. It had 
been active intermittently since June 1949, and at one point called it
self “ The Committee for the Spreading of Marxist Consciousness,”  but 
from 1952 onward went under the name of “ The Party for the Unity of 
the Communists in Iraq,”  although it tended to be more of a disruptive 
than an integrating force. Its chief threads were in the hands of ‘Abd- 
ur-Rahlm Sharif, an Arab Sunni lawyer from ‘Anah, and the brother of 
‘Aziz Sharif, ex-leader of the People’s party. In its mouthpiece, An- 
Nidal ( “ The Struggle” ), it cast doubt on the “ legitimacy”  of the Cen
tral Committee of the Communist party and called for the election, by a • 
duly constituted Communist congress, of a genuinely representative 
leadership.11

Close after the split in ranks came an event which had not been in 
any one’s reckoning, and which led eventually and, as it were, fortui
tously, to a marked exaggeration of the trend toward left extremism. On 
13 April 1953, Baha’u-d-Dln NurT, the secretary of the Central Commit
tee, fell into the hands of the police.12 Authority in the party passed 
to ‘Abd-ul-Karlm Ahmad ad-Daud, a Kurdish ex-schoolmaster from ArbU 
(see Table 31-1). '

Ad-Daud was, in the secretariat, definitely out of place. He had 
only a smattering of Marxism and was, in a political sense, still unde
veloped. The ideas or, more accurately, the formulations, for which he 
was immediately responsible revealed a man of somewhat muddled intel
lect.13 His seconding in late June by Salim ach-Chalabl—an ex-postal 
employee from a prominent ShI‘T and mercantile family of al-Kadhimiy- 
yah,14 and a Communist from Fahd’s days who escaped from prison in

^Internal letters from party organizer No. 999 to the party center dated 2 
and XI June 1949; An-Nidal, No. 1 of July 1949; Al-QS‘ idah, No. 11 of mid- 
January 1951 and No. 14 of early May 1951; Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 357 entitled 
“  ‘AzTz Sharif,”  entry dated 12 November 1952; P olice  F ile  No. 2610 entitled 
“  ‘ Abd-ur-Rah7m Sharif” ; P olice  F ile entitled “ The P eople ’ s Party” ; and An- 
Nidal, Nos. 1 and 2 of 5 January and 13 February 1953.

12Sadiq Ja‘ far al-FalahT and BSqir Ja'far Muhammad, both members of the 
Central Committee, were arrested with NurT, and on July 19 all three were sen
tenced by a military tribunal to hard labor for life. Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 8025 
entitled “ Baha’u-d-DTn NurT”  refers.

13For example, in June 1953 he postulated “ the seizure of power by the 
proletariat”  as "th e  immediate task of the workers, peasants, and toiling 
masses (s ic )”  (Al-Injaz , No. 16 of June 1953, p. 7). Earlier, in May, he had 
described “ the capture of power. . . in conjunction with all the patriotic and 
anti-imperialist forces”  as “ the basic task of our party.”  (Al-Qa'idah, No. 4 
of mid-May 1953, p. 6).

14See Table 31-1.

f



TABLE 31-1
Central Committees of the Communist Party 

(April 1953 to June 1955)

Name

Nation
and

religion

Date
and place  

of birth P rolession Education

Committee from April 1953 to 16 Jun e 1954
‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Kurd, Sunni 1922, ArbTl Ex-schoolteacher Elementary
Ahmad ad-Daud Teachers’
(secretary)3 C ollege •
Nasir ‘ Abbud^ (See Table 29-1)
‘ Abdallah ‘ Umar (See Table 29-1)
MuhyT-d-DTn
Husain Ahmad Arab, ShTT 1924, Najaf Ex-schoolteacher Elementary
ar-Radr Teachers’

College
Muhammad Salilj Arab, Sunni 1927, Ex-bookstore Two years
a l-‘ Abalir Baghdad keeper at Law 

School
Salim ‘ Abd-ul-GhanT Arab, ShTI 1910, Ex-postal Secondary
ach-ChalabTa>c Kadhimiyyah employee

Sadiq Ja'far (See Table 29-1)
al-F alahTc

Committee from 16 June 1954 to June 1955 
HamTd ‘ Uthman (See Table 23-1)
(secretary)
‘ Abd-ul-Kanm 
Ahmad ad-Daud

(See above)

Salim ‘ Abd-ul-GhanI
ach-Chalabld

(See above)

Muhammad 5}alih 
a l- ‘AbalH

(See above)

George Hanna Tallii Arabized 1922, Ex-railway Engineering
Chaldean, Baghdad employee School; im
Christian prisoned 

before  com 
pletin g  course

Farhan Tu'mah Arab, ShTT 1927,
Kadhimiyyah

Ex-grocer Intermediate

‘ Abd ‘ Alwan at-Ta’I Arab, ShTT 1922,
‘ Amarah

Ex-schoolteacher Elem entary
T ea ch ers ’
C o llege

Nasir ‘ Abbude (See Table 29-1)
H ad! Hashim Arab, Sunni 1926, al- Ex-student Secondary
al-A ‘dhamTe A'dhamiyyah

‘ Amer ‘ Abdallahe Arab, Sunni 1924, ‘ Anah Lawyer Law School

aFrom July 1953 to June 1954 Salim ach-ChalabT seconded ad-Daud in the 
secretariat.

k Arrested February 21, 1954.
c Ach-ChalabT and al-Falahl became members of the Central Committee after their 

escape from the prison of Kut in June 1953.



TABLE 31-1 (Continued)

Class origin

Date (and age) 
earliest link 

with Communist 
movement Subsequent history

Lower middle class 1945 (23) Arrested October 1955; member Cen
tral Committee 1958-1963 and 1964 to 
date

From a family o f sayyids of 
lower middle income; son of 
a petty clerk at a flour mill

1943 (19) First party secretary 1955-1963; died 
under torture, 1963 '

Peasant c la ss ; son of a 
small farmer

1945 (18) Member Central Committee 1955-1963; 
attended 22nd Congress of C.P.S.U.; 
killed 1963

Upper middle class; im
poverished son of wealthy 
merchant and landowner

1943 (33) Expelled from party 1955

Lower middle class; son of a 
railway employee

1941 (19) Member Central Committee 1955-1963; 
killed 1963

Lower middle c lass; son of a 
shopkeeper

1948 (21) Member Central Committee 1955-1958; 
arrested and defected January 1958

Peasant c lass; son of a 
peasant

1945 (23) Left party in mid-fifties

Lower middle c lass; son of a 
petty government officia l

1945 (19) Member Politbureau 1958-1963; re
vealed party secrets after Ba’ thi in
vestigators broke his back

From a family of sayyids of 
lower middle income; son of 
a mu'azzinf and shopkeeper

1951 (27)8 Member Politbureau 1956-1961; mar
ried Bulgarian Anna Nkova, 1959; in 
East Europe 1961-1964; member Cen
tral Committee 1964 to date; minister 
of state (1972 to date)

^Left in early 1955 to Czechoslovakia for medical treatment; subsequently ex
pelled from party.

eCo-opted early 1955, ‘Abbud and al-A ‘ dhamT after their escape from prison.
1 Caller to prayer. .
^Formerly member of P eople ’ s party.
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that month—scarcely helped, for, whether in regard to his understanding 
of the theory or his exercise of the craft of revolution, ach-Chalabi was 
pretty much cut out of the same cloth.

Ad-Daud’s rise to first place clearly derived from the solid support 
he received from Hamid ‘Uthman,15 an ex-petition writer from BTr Daud, 
a village in the province of ArbTl, a veteran Communist with many sym
pathizers in the Kurdish Branch and among the extremists in the pris
ons, and the leader of the party organization in the Kut jail. ‘Uthman 
had now—it only followed—as much say in the party as communications 
between the jail and the underground permitted. It would even appear 
that the new secretariat had seldom any will that was not the echo of 
his own. At any rate, the ideas which it circulated—“ a People’s Revo
lution,”  “ a People’s Republic,”  ‘ ‘ the capture of power by the proletar
iat”  as “ an immediate ta sk .. . ” 16 bespoke the exaggerated extremism 
with which he was reputedly associated.17

However, in the late summer or early autumn of 1953, with the 
apparent softening of the left line of Communist parties in neighboring 
lands,18 a moderate group led by Husain Ahmad ar-Radi, an ex
schoolteacher from Najaf and the future first secretary of the party,19 
succeeded—as can be inferred from subsequent events—in persuading 
the Central Committee to temper its zeal. On 2 September new instruc
tions were issued requiring the party to devote its efforts in the immedi
ate situation to the bringing about of “ a national democratic government 
which would serve peace and realize the demands of the people.” 20

1 ̂ Statement of Communist leader Baqir Ja'far Muhammad dated 20 July 1957 
in Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 12690.

10See, for example, Al-Injaz, No. 16 of June 1953, pp. 7 and 10.
17Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 4424 entitled “ Hamid ‘Uthman.”
18In Iran, for example, the Tudeh party shifted in September 1953 from a 

“ mistaken”  attitude of hostility to Muhammad Musaddiq, the ex-premier, to one 
of full support for him. A l-Q a‘ idah, No. 9 of late October 1953 refers. For their 
part, the Syrian Communists, under Khalid Bakdash, had been, since 1951 if not 
earlier, wedded to the extreme formula of a “ P eop le ’ s Democratic Regime —a • 
regime which, on their characterization, was to be a mere stepping stone to 
socialism . (See Bakdash, To Struggle with S u ccess in the Interest o f P eace, 
National Independence, and D em ocracy, It Is N ecessary to Turn Determinedly 
toward the Workers and Peasants  [in Arabic], p. 7.) However, in the autumn of 
1953, the Syrian Communists retreated, it would appear, from this position. An 
implication to this e ffect is contained in a statement by Bakdash in For a L ast
ing P ea ce , For a P eo p le ’s D em ocracy  of 20 November 1953. By February 1954, 
at the latest, Bakdash was calling for “ a national democratic government”  that 
would “ unleash democratic freedoms”  and “ realize national ends”  (see as- 
Sarkhah o f 14 February and Bakdash, The Struggle for a United Front and for a 
National Democratic Government in Syria (in Arabic) (Damascus-Beirut: Bureau 
of Popular Publications, 1954), pp. 15-19).

19For ar-Radi, see  Table 31-1 and Chapter 37.
20Intemal circular entitled “ Instructions to a ll Party Organizations and 

Fractions”  dated 2 September 1953, p. 4.
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Due to discordant opinions and an insufficient political consciousness, 
this change in course was not, however, carried through to its practical 
conclusions until May 1954. Moreover, hardly a month after that-on 
June 16, to be precise-Hamid ‘Uthman21 broke jail, assumed command, 
charged Husain Ahmad ar-RadT with “ right deviationism,”  ousted him 
from the Central Committee, and eventually brought the party back onto 
a left extremist path.22

‘Uthman was certainly brighter than ad-Daud, his predecessor, but 
he was also more impulsive and, at any rate, scarcely more fitted for 
the foremost role in the party. In everything he did or said, he showed 
much enthusiasm but little sound judgment. More than that, the ends 
upon which he fastened were far from realizable and wholly out of 
accord with the means in hand or the policy of other Arab Communist 
parties. Elsewhere his line of conduct is discussed in its proper objec
tive context. Here it may be mentioned briefly that he recurrently threw 
the Communist party into costly and senseless encounters with the 
police.23 On one occasion—in September 1954—he raised the slogan of 
“ a general political strike,” 24 * on another—in January 1955—that of 
“ armed struggle.”  He also pressed for the building of “ a people’s 
revolutionary army”  and the covering of the countryside with “ revolu
tionary strongholds.” 23 It is beyond doubt that he was in this period 
under the influence of the ideas of Mao Tse-tung. He himself empha
sized more than once the relevance of the Chinese Communist 
experience.26

Not ail the members of the Central Committee stood solidly behind 
‘Uthman. Some of them did not hesitate to tax him with squandering the 
party’s forces and frustrating its real aims. But ‘Uthman would contin

21See Table 23-1.
22Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 4424 entitled “ HamTd ‘ Uthman”  and F ile No. 3401 

entitled ‘ ‘ Husain ar-RadT.”
2^Iraqi P olice  File No. 4424.
^A I-Q 3* idah, No. 12 of mid-September 1954, p. 1.
2Supplement to Al-Qa‘ idah, No. 7 of late January 1955, entitled “ Tactical 

Observations with a View to Guiding the Revolutionary T ide ,”  pp. 3-5.
26/bid., pp. 2 and 9; and article entitled “ The Countryside Is in Need of 

Organization in the Light of the Teachings of Mao Tse-tung on the Peasants 
Movement,”  in Munadil-ul-Hizb (“ The Party Combatant’ ’ ),. Year 1, No. 2 of late 
December 1954, pp. i 1-13. * In connection with the raising of the watchword of 
“ armed struggle”  by ‘ Uthman, it is not without interest that, in a speech made 
in Peking in November 1949, Liu Shao-Ch’i  referred to “ armed struggle”  as 
“ Mao Tse-tung’ s way”  and as “ the principal form of struggle for national liber
ation in many colonies and sem icolonies” ; and that a Chinese Communist tract 
published in December 1950 and reprinted in January 1952 ascribed to this for
mula universal validity. It is also noteworthy that in November 1951, E. M. Zhu
kov, corresponding member of the Oriental Institute of the Academy of Sciences
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ue to have his way until June 1955, when the futility of his tactics 
would become all too evident and he would be abruptly thrust aside. 27 

In this chapter we have described the extremist policy which the 
Communists pursued without setting it against the weighty facts of the 
day, but these must now be brought in to show how inappropriate the 
policy was, particularly in regard to what it necessarily implied for the 
relations between the Communists and other opposition parties; and 
how, therefore, defeat was its logical and inescapable consummation.

of the USSR, pointed to the “ danger”  of “ considering the Chinese revolution 
as a sort of stereotype for the revolutions of popular democracy in other coun
tries of A s ia .”  See H. C. d’ Encausse and S. Schram, L e Marxisme e t  l ’A sie  
1853-1964 (Paris, 1965), pp. 382, 386, and 387 ff.

27Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 4424; and Report by P o lice  Agent, nicknamed “ the 
Kurd,”  dated May 1956 in F ile  No. 357.
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A DEFEAT FOR THE PARTY, 

OR THE BIRTH OF 
THE BAGHDAD PACT

The foremost Western powers had, as early as 1950, begun to devise 
ways of involving a distrustful Arab East in military arrangements 
answering to their interests, and which they at one time euphemistical
ly described as the “ Middle East Defence Organization.”  Whatever 
their stated or unstated motives-and the motives proper to each power 
obviously differed, their circumstances not being identical—it was popu
larly believed that what they truly aspired at was nothing else than to 
keep the area with its bases, communications, and oil wealth under 
their thumb and, in general, implicate it in their conflict with the Soviet 
Union. Anyhow, they were initially unable to make the slightest prog
ress. Their very first formal try—the hurried attempt in October 1951 to 
preserve old British positions by merely substituting for the existing 
unequal bilateral treaties (the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936 and Anglo- 
Iraqi Treaty of 1930) an unequal multilateral pact embracing, among 
others, Britain, the United States, and the principal Arab countries-ran 
immediately aground. More serious were the endeavors made later and 
out of which grew that well-known sequence of agreements—the treaty 
of “ friendship and cooperation for security”  between Turkey and Paki
stan of April 2, 1954; the “ military assistance”  understanding between 
Iraq and the United States of April 21, 1954; the Turkish-Iraqi “ mutual 
cooperation”  pact of February 24, 1955; the Special Agreement between 
Iraq and Britain of April 4, 1955, and so on—which crystallized into the 
political-military bloc ultimately designated as the Baghdad Pact.

The opposition in Iraq was not caught unawares, but the resistance 
it put up was remarkably feeble when compared to the fierce and impla
cable agitation with which it met the Portsmouth Treaty seven years 
earlier. And yet, from its point of view, the Baghdad Pact was but an
other Portsmouth Treaty and worse. The pact not only perpetuated the 
undesired connection with the English and guaranteed them the privi
leges they had hitherto enjoyed, but also entailed a severing of Arab 
ranks and an open taking of sides in the “ cold war.”  It alienated, in 
other words, neutralist, nationalist, and pan-Arab opinion. It was also, 
of course, a direct challenge to the Iraqi Communist party. But the re
action it evoked was not even faintly suggestive of what happened in 
1948. How is this to be accounted for?
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It might be tempting to say at once that this time NurT as-Sa‘Td took 

better precautions. This he undeniably did. As a rule, true to his old 
Ottoman upbringing, he preferred to pull the strings from behind the 
scenes, but on 2 August 1954, that is, more than six months before the 
conclusion of the pact with Turkey, he openly came on stage. A few 
weeks later-on 22 August-he decreed the denationalization and banish
ment of Iraqis “ convicted”  of communism, but on 1 September restricted 
the disadvantage to hardened and unrepenting members of the party.1 
By virtue of a series of further decrees—Decrees No. 18, 19, 24, and 25 
of 19542—he abruptly canceled the skinny freedoms that had been re
stored in October 1953 close after the abolition of martial law. Parties, 
unions, and clubs were suppressed, public meetings restricted, and 
opposition papers silenced. This would enable the American ambassa
dor to Iraq to remark later that “ editorial comment in the Baghdad press 
on the proposed Turkish-Iraqi agreement was uniformly favorable.” 3

But Nun’s decrees or his heavy hand would not have forestalled a 
mass protest movement, had grounds for it existed in the real life- 
relations of the people, as in 1948. Then the poor of Baghdad were 
hungry, desperate, and saturated with insurrectionary feelings. By 1954 
they had sunk into an inactive mood, and could not easily be brought to 
their feet. The official price of food index stood now at a low of 549 
points (1939 = 100) and in 1955 would rise only to 573, compared to the 
peak of 805 in 1948.4 The earnings of labor had also relatively im
proved.5 Moreover, in the mid-fifties the country disposed of ample oil 
revenues. A narrow class of moneyed people, it is true, benefited un
evenly and conspicuously from the new wealth.6 On the other hand, the 
heightened tempo of the economy and the development projects, initiated 
by the government, cut tangibly into the heavy unemployment that char
acterized Iraqi towns in the days of the Wathbah and the Intifadah.

However, although the conditions of the masses were no longer in
tolerable, privations were still very widespread, and expectations had 
noticeably risen so that an agitational effort skillfully deployed and of 
sufficient scale could have gone far. But the Communists were not 
capable in 1954-1955 of mounting such an effort single-handedly. For

1Decree No. 17 of 22 August'1954 and explanatory statement by minister of 
interior of 1 September 1954 in Al-WaqaV al-'IrSqiyyah (Iraqi O fficial Gazette) 
No. 3455 of 14 September 1954. Incidentally, in November NurT would close  
his legation in Moscow for “ reasons of economy”  and in January 1955 would 
break all o ffic ia l relations with the Soviet Union.

2Of 22 August, 22 September, 10 October, and 12 October 1954, respectively.
SWaldemar J. Gallman, Iraq under General NUrT (Baltimore, 1964), p. 37.
^ e e  Table 17-2.
Ssee Table 6-14.
6See pp. 475-476.



one thing, in consequence of repeated police blows and a split in the 
ranks, they were now at roughly one-eighth their strength in 1948. '
Qualitatively, their condition left also a great deal to be desired, and 
scarcely bore comparison with the standard attained under Fahd. This 
made it all the more necessary for them to join forces with the other 
elements of the opposition, particularly in such a battle as that of the 
Baghdad Pact in which, as one Communist paper put it, real danger • 
threatened “ directly”  and “ at the very core”  “ the international prole
tarian cause .. . and the interests of the working class and popular 
masses.” 7

But to attract to a front elements of varied colorings demanded cor
rect attitudes, a high order of suppleness, and an ability to overcome 
the natural prejudices of good “ bourgeois”  politicians against casting 
in their lots with the Communists. The front had also to be prepared 
for and nourished long enough in advance to prevent successfully any 
attempt by Nufi as-Sa‘Td to paralyze it. But the ideological orientation 
of the Communists and the low political level of their leadership stood 
in their way.

In late 1950, when it first became known that the Western powers 
were exploring possibilities for towing the Arab East more securely to 
their camp, the National Democrats took up at once an opposing atti- 
tude,8 * and not long after raised the banner of “ neutralism. ” 9 Subse
quently, in the spring of 1951, two other non-Communist forces, the 
Popular Front and the Independence party arrived at the same position. 
The Communists greeted them only with scorn, dismissing the neutral
ist idea as unreal. The choice for Iraq, they affirmed, lay between 
“ the camp of peace, liberation, and democracy . .. and the camp of war, 
imperialism, and reaction . . .; no third camp exists.” 10 Later, in 
October 1952, while linking neutralism to “ opportunist”  practical con
clusions, they discriminated between its proponents. The guiding nu
cleus of the Independence party consisted of irremediable “ fascists,”  
and at heart sympathized with the other camp. The neutralism of the 
Popular Front was also a smokescreen, its central figures being “ open 
hirelings”  or “ hirelings-in-reserve”  of the imperialists. The National 
Democratic leaders, issuing from the “ liberal bourgeoisie,”  stood in a 
class apart. “ For the present,”  they genuinely resisted the roping of 
Iraq to imperialism, but their “ bourgeois nature”  and their “ fear of 
revolutionary movements”  impelled them also into an attitude of aloof
ness toward the “ camp of the peoples”  led by the Soviet Union.11 The
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7Rayat-ushShaghghTlah, No. 23 of April 1955, p. 4.
®Sada al-AhSlT o f 17 December 1950.
°Sada al-AhSIT o f 11 January 1951.
^ A l-Q a ' idah, No. 13 of early April 1951, p. 2.
11Al-Injaz, No. 11 of October 1952, pp. 23-26.
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Communists had, nonetheless, to win them and the rank-and-file mem
bers of the other organizations of the bourgeoisie and petty bourgeoisie, 
including the “ deceived elements”  in the ranks of the Independence 
party, to a “ tactical”  anti-imperialist front, basically anchored on the 
workers and peasants. The helm was not to be surrendered under any 
circumstances into the hands of the bourgeoisie, the latter being in
clined “ by reason of its class interests, unstable ideology, and special 
methods of struggle . . .  to compromise with the imperialists at the most 
acute moments.” 12 *

On the eve of the Intifadah, in November 1952, the Communists 
softened their attitude and allowed the Peace Partisans to enter into an 
understanding with all three of the “ neutralist”  parties.12 But their 
overforceful tactics during the uprising and the ease with which they 
moved into the center of things, crowding the others out and supplanting 
them in the leadership of the crowds, created alarm and added to the 
distrust which the rest of the opposition already entertained.

After the collapse of the Intifadah and the imposition of martial law, 
the Communists lashed at the “ sham”  opposition of the Popular Front 
and the Independence party, reproved the National Democrats for their 
“ oscillation between the people and the treacherous bureaucratic 
rulers,”  and declaratorily fixed their hopes on a “ popular patriotic 
front”  composed of “ the genuine opponents of imperialism”  and resting 
essentially on “ the proletarian workers,”  “ the poor peasants,”  and 
“ the revolutionary strata of the petty bourgeoisie (the students, intel
lectuals, craftsmen, little traders, etc.).” 14 *

In January 1953, Kamil ach-Chadirchl, the leader of the National 
Democrats, tried to talk the Communists into altering their tactics. 
“ There are indications,”  he confided to a representative of the Commu
nist party,

that the competent quarters intend to carry to a decision the project 
for the “ Defence of the Middle East.”  They will act in the light of 
international developments and when the government will feel sure 
of its strength. . .. Only external action—i.e., the going of the mass
es into the streets—could then defeat the project. This is why the 
government will cling to martial law. Of course, by the government 
I do not mean the wealthy politicians, who have no organized plan 
of their own, but Nurl as-Sa‘Id, who is in constant touch with the 
English and knows well the nature of the schemes that are to be put 
into effect and who reckons on martial law to wipe out the progres
sives . .. and settle with the opposition.

12Al-Injaz, No. 11 of October 1952, pp. 23-26, and No. 10 of October 1952,
pp. 3-9.

*^See p. 667.
^A l-Q a'idah, No. 26 of late November 1952, pp. 3-5.
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Attacks by the Communists on the Independence party, added ChadirchT 
—and he said he was singling out this party because the Popular Front 
had really bitten the dust—were in the circumstances ill-advised. All 
the forces of the opposition had to obey the logic of the situation and 
stand shoulder to shoulder.15 .

But the advice of ChadirchT was not accepted. The Communists 
did not think that the Independence party was deserving of confidence. 
More than that, before long the class which, in the Communist view, 
ChadirchT’s party incarnated, came itself under fire.16 “ The liberal 
national bourgeoisie,”  an inner Communist journal put it pointedly in =. 
June 1953, “ now fears the people’s revolution more than the feudal- 
imperialist dominance and has, therefore, become a class hostile to the 
revolutionary aims and interests of the people.” 17 With such a flourish . 
of ultraleftist phraseology, the Communist leadership covered up the in
appropriateness of its political course.

This ultraleftism was not, to be sure, an inference from Iraqi facts 
or from the living problems that the party confronted. The leadership 
cited in justification the speech of J. V. Stalin at the nineteenth con
gress of the Communist party of the Soviet Union, held in Moscow in 
October 1952.18 “ The bourgeoisie, the principal enemy of the libera
tion movement,”  Stalin affirmed on that occasion, “ has sensibly 
changed, has become more reactionary, has lost its links with the 
people.. . .  At present it sells national rights . . .  for dollars. . . .  It is 
now undoubtedly up to you, the representatives of the Communist and 
democratic parties, to lift the banner [of national independence and 
national sovereignty] and carry it forward.. .  . There is nobody else to 
lift it.” 19

The antibourgeois note in the Soviet view of the dependent countries 
dated from 1947, that is, roughly from the time when the “ cold war”  be
gan to take definite shape, and pervaded Soviet writings down to 1953.20

18Internal report to the Communist party center written in January 1953 and 
entitled “ Text of a Conversation between J [a representative of the Communist 
party] and K [Kamil ach-Chadirchl]”  in nine-volume P o lice  folio  containing the 
papers of Bah3’u-d-DTn NurT.

1®Al-Injaz, No. 13 of February 1953.
17Al-Injaz, No. 16 of June 1953, p. 7.
18Al-Injaz, No. 13 of February 1953, p. 21.
19Pravda of 15 October 1952, p. 1.
^9See articles by E. Zhukov, the prominent Soviet expert on Asia, in B ol

shevik  o f 15 December 1947, pp. 51-64; and in Voprosy Ekonomiki, No. 9 of 
September 1949, pp. 54-61; and by G. Akopyan, another Soviet specialist, in 
Voprosy Ekonomiki, No. 1 of January 1953, pp. 58-75. Of course, in referring 
to the “ bourgeoisie,”  Stalin had really the “ big bourgeoisie”  in mind. The 
distinction was explicit in Zhukov, who ranked the “ petty bourgeoisie”  and “ a
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These writings provided also a clear theoretic sanction for an anti
neutralist attitude.* 21

The same unambiguous antibourgeois and antineutralist thread ran 
through the contemporary statements of the Syrian Communist party sec
retary Khalid Bakdash. His first attack on neutralism came in an inner 
brochure, published in February 1948, and was unequivocal and 
unqualified:

The division of the world into two camps . . .  which our two Central 
Committees22 were late in noticing . . .  and on which the conference . 
of the nine European Communist parties, held in Warsaw last Sep
tember, shed light . .  . utterly controverts-as is continually demon
strated by events—the existence of a “ third”  or “ intermediate”  or 
“ neutral”  camp. But the ruling circles of Syria and Lebanon .. . 
still babble about “ neutralism”  . . .  and the imaginary “ third force,”  
seeking by this maneuver to cover up their assiduous progress to
ward closer understanding with foreign imperialism.23

Bakdash was no less categorical in condemning the neutralism of the 
Syrian and Lebanese opposition. In a .report to the plenary session of 
the Central Committee in January 1951, he called for the “ exposure”  
of parties that “ claim to be socialist such as the Arab Socialist party, 
the Muslim Socialist Front, the Ba'th party in Syria, and the Socialist 
Progressive party of Jumblat in the Lebanon,”  and that, among other 
things,

strive to preclude the increase of popular sympathy for the world 
camp of peace and socialism and its vanguard, the Soviet Union, by 
propagandizing for . . .  a so-called “ neutralism” —which, in practice, 
leads to a breaking up of the mounting wave of hatred and struggle

684

part of the middle bourgeoisie”  with the anti-imperialist forces. Akopyan also 
distinguished between “ the revolutionary petty bourgeoisie”  and “ the concilia 
tory big bourgeoisie,”  but laid stress on the necessity, in any assessm ent of 
the role of the various c lasses , for each Communist party to proceed, as Lenin 
had advised, from its distinctive national situation, and to turn to account the 
slightest possibility  of securing mass allies even though they be vacillating, 
unstable, and unreliable.

21Thus in his 1949 article, referred to in the preceding footnote, Zhukov 
wrote: “ The national-reformists of colonial and sem i-colonial countries affirm - 
fa lsely—their desire to ‘ keep a loof’ from the struggle between the two camps . . . 
but,' in fact, joining hands with the reactionary bourgeoisie, they calumniate the 
USSR and actively aid the imperialists”  (p. 58).

22I.e ., the Central Committees of the Communist Parties of Syria and 
Lebanon.

23The Uprising o f the Iraqi P eop le  and Its E ffect on the D evelopm ent of 
the Arab Question  (in Arabic) (1948), pp. 23-24.
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against war and the aggressive plans of the Anglo-American 
imperialists.24

. The antibourgeois tendency of the Syrian Communist party went 
hand in hand with its antineutralism,25 26 and found its climactic expres
sion in the 1951 report just cited.25 Bakdash made, however, a quali
fication. “ Some elements of the national bourgeoisie,”  he said, “ may 
lend support to the revolutionary movement . .. under certain conditions 
and in a provisional and limited manner.” 27

Wherever applied—in Syria, Iraq, or elsewhere in the Arab East— 
these views, which, in practice, involved an attitude of opposition to 
groups and parties of every coloring other than their own, naturally left 
the Communists little scope for political maneuver. By the autumn of 
1953, it had become amply evident to them that to continue to stand by • 
the current formulas could only help rather than hinder Western plans. 
The death of Stalin in that year which, in general, made for a greater 
degree of flexibility in Soviet ideas and behavior, must have smoothed 
the way for a change. Insofar as the Arab East was concerned, Khalid 
Bakdash was the first to draw, or perhaps more accurately to spell out, 
the necessary inferences. “ We Arabs,”  he declared in November 1953 
in the journal of the Information Bureau of the Communist and Workers’ 
Parties, “ have but one path, the path of a broad [anti-imperialist] 
national front which must unite the workers, peasants, middle strata of 
the urban population, and large sections of the national bourgeoisie. 28 
Bakdash, in other words, broke with the antibourgeois formula. At the 
same time he let fall silently the twin slogan of antineutralism. By 
February 14, 1954, he was calling for a “ comprehensive national front”  
inscribing on its banners the demand for a “ national democratic govern
ment”  and uniting “ the workers, peasants, all the producers; the men 
of the national economy be they industrialists, merchants, or farmers; 
the intellectuals, students, and women—a front to which the mass of 
the soldiery and all honest national officers would assuredly extend 
their hand.” 29 * In May he pledged his solidest support in the then ap
proaching Syrian elections to “ every national democratic candidate

24Khalid Bakdash, To Struggle with Success in the Interest o f P eace, 
National Independence, and Dem ocracy, It Is N ecessary to Turn Determinedly 
toward the Workers and Peasants (in Arabic) (Damascus-Beirut, 1951), pp. 14-15.

2 '’See, e .g ., The Uprising ot the Iraqi People, p. 22.
26See Bakdash, To Struggle with S uccess, p. 8.
27/bid ., pp. 11-12.
28For a Lasting P ea ce , lor a P eo p le ’s Dem ocracy  o f 20 November 1953.
29Statement by Bakdash in As-Sarkhah o f 14 February 1954. See also Bak

dash, The Struggle lor the National Front and for a National Democratic Govern
ment in Syria (in Arabic), pp. 15-16.
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whatever his party, group, orientation, or social status . .  . provided he 
resists imperialism and its war projects . . . and works for democratic 
freedoms.” 30 “ We have never sworn to stand to the left of all people,”  
he added in August.31

Bakdash’s change of policy paid good dividends. In September he 
was elected to the Chamber of Deputies, and in due course his party 
helped to no little degree in defeating plans for the extension to Syria 
of the proposed Baghdad Pact. Undoubtedly Syrian political conditions 
greatly eased the tasks of Bakdash: on 25 February 1954 the dictator
ship of the military that had weighed on the Syrian people since March 
1949 gave way to a tolerably open regime, and a year later a neutralist 
left, tending toward the Communists, conquered the political initiative.

In Iraq, the objective situation was in 1954-1955, if anything, un
favorable to the Communist party. This has been already noted. How
ever, by its own conduct the party made things only worse for itself. It 
did, it is true, in September 1953—that is, about one month before the 
abolition of martial law and the restoration of relative liberty for non
Communist opposition parties—shelve the implicitly antibourgeois watch
word of a “ People’s Democratic Republic”  and replace it by that of a 
“ National Democratic Government.” 32 But due to inexperience, a hazy 
ideological state, and a want of harmony in its higher echelons, the 
party remained in the ensuing crucial months in a half-way position. As 
late as April 1954 it still thought in terms of a united front oriented 
“ principally”  toward the workers and peasants and “ for limited pur
poses”  toward the National Democrats and the rank and file, but not the 
leading layer of the Independence party.33 It was only after the signing 
of the Military Assistance Understanding between Iraq and the United 
States on 21 April, and after a lively election campaign—the freest in 
the history of the monarchy—had set in, that the party carried the change 
in its line through to the end. On May 8 it adjured in a special appeal 
“ all national parties and organizations, . . .  the Peace Partisans, and 
independent democratic personalities”  to contest the elections in uni
son and on a program specifically committing them “ to reject war plans 
and American assistance and work for the evacuation of imperialist 
troops and the unleashing of democratic freedoms. . . . ” 34 The National

O f )
Statement by Bakdash entitled “ The Parliam entary E lection s  in Syria and 

the Attitude of the Communist Party ’ 1 in As-Sarkhah  o f  23 May 1954.
^ As-Sarkhah  o f  1 August 1954.
32See pp. 676-677.
3 o , _

Internal party circular entitled “ Party Directives to A ll Organizations and 
Fractions”  (Baghdad, early April 1954), pp. 6, 13, and 15.

3^Resolution o f the Central Committee of the Communist party entitled “ The 
Attitude o f Our Communist Party toward the P olitical Situation and the Question 
of E lections”  (Baghdad, early May 1954), pp. 15-16.
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Democrats and the Independence party responded, but very guardedly. 
They agreed on 12 May to enter into a “ National Front”  with “ demo
cratic organizations representing wide strata of the people,”  that is, 
with the auxiliary forces of the Communist party, the Peace Partisans, 
among others. They also agreed to a charter for the front incorporating 
the items just cited, which, in any case, fell in with their own aims.35 36 * * * 
But, as the Communist party subsequently complained, they apportioned 
seats on the National Front Committee in an “ undemocratic”  manner, 
refused “ to allow the Communist party to participate in any of its activi
ties,”  conducted all affairs at their own discretion and “ in isolation of 
the masses and without their supervision or the supervision of the co
founding organizations.”  They also would not lend the prestige of the 
front to any demonstration or other “ affirmative action of the people.”  
Moreover, after “ a number”  of their candidates had been elected— 
thanks, in part, to Communist or pro-Communist votes—they served 
notice that there was no further need for the front and that opposition in
side parliament would suffice, although the other organizations had no 
representatives in the majlis,35 Obviously, the leaders of the National 
Democrats and of the Independence party were, to an extent, acting 
their natural “ bourgeois”  selves, so to say, but the Communist party 
was also, in a sense, making payment for the high-handedness and over
confidence of its past behavior.

If the National Front disappointed the Communists, it made an im
pression on the government. Despite “ considerable undisguised pres
sure by local officials” 3? and the usual juggleries of the elective 
method, the front won in the June 9 elections eleven seats in a majlis 
of 135.38 The significant thing about the results was not so much that 
the front acquired a new forum for airing its grievances, but that it had 
made concentrated gains in sensitive areas: it captured four out of the 
ten constituencies of Baghdad and four out of Mosul’s nine. These 
were sufficiently good grounds for “ the consternation of the Palace and 
conservative elements. ” 39 Even the imperturbable Nun as-Sa‘ id was 
“ very much impressed by the superior organization and discipline”  of 
the Front.40 It is a mystery why the powers that be decided to risk

35The charter as published in the press—see, e .g ., Sawt-ul-AhSTT o f 13 May 
1954—bore the signatures of the leaders of the National Democrats and of the In
dependence party and of the “ representatives of the workers; the peasants; the 
youth; the students; the lawyers; and the physicians.”

36Munadil-ul-Hizb ( “ The Party Combatant” ), Year 1, No. 2 of late Decem
ber 1954, pp. 7-8.

3?Gallman, Iraq under General NurT, p. 6.
33Sawt-ul-AhalToI 11 June 1954.
30Gallman, Iraq under General NUrT, p. 4.
40lbid., p. 101.
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semifree elections at this juncture. They had, it is true, developed the 
habit of alternately loosening and tightening the reins, but from their 
own standpoint this could scarcely have seemed the time for tolerance. 
Probably they only wanted to test the strength of the opposition. Possi
bly the undiscerning ‘Abd-ul-Ilah approved the idea merely because 
NurT as-Sa‘Td, whom he hated, disapproved of it. At any rate, the new 
parliament was never allowed to do anything. It met only once on 26 
July 1954, in a brief inaugural session, and was unceremoniously dis
solved on 3 August, the second day after NurT as-Sa‘Td took office.

The policy of unsparing repression, described elsewhere, went now 
into effect. The Communist party alone reacted, and rashly. Back in 
June a devil-may-care secretary had taken charge.41 He decided at 
this point to give battle when it would have been prudent to decline it. 
He repeatedly ordered his followers into the streets of Baghdad, enjoin
ing them to erect barricades and burn police posts.42 Such tactics 
scarcely corresponded to the means of the party and, considering the 
impassiveness of the mass of Baghdadis, were foredoomed to failure. 
According to the then American ambassador to Iraq, the “ daily clashes 
between the police and Communists”  that ensued “ so disrupted the 
Communist party that in less than a year it became impossible for it to 
carry on a coordinated campaign against the government.” 43

By mid-January 1955, after the visit to Baghdad of Adnan Menderes, 
the prime minister of Turkey, and about one month before the conclusion 
of the Iraqi-Turkish Pact, the party had well convinced itself that it 
could not, unaided, make any dent on NurT as-Sa‘Td. It therefore sent 
its “ compliments to all the brothers in the oppressed National Demo
cratic party, to all lovers of their country in the Independence party, 
the Ba‘th, and among the Kurdish Democrats, and to the loyal men of re
ligion and honest liberal politicians,”  and, after reminding them that 
alignment with Turkey meant “ alignment in the wheel of war policy . . .  
and the tearing of the unity of the Arab world,”  meaningfully added:

We confess that, due to political inexperience, stiff and wrong atti
tudes were taken by us in the past, especially in the matter of rela
tions between parties. However, in the most critical periods we 
have not closed our eyes to our national duties. We expect that our 
brothers will also realize their mistakes from which only the imperi
alists and reactionaries have benefited.

The party finally appealed for “ the closing and bolstering of ranks,”  
and made assurance that “ the simplest joint action will throw the gov-

41 See p. 677.
42Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 4424 entitled “ HamTd ‘Uthman.”
43Gallman, Iraq under General NurT, p. 93.
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emment of Nun as-Sa‘Td out of power. ” 44
But it was too late. The party leadership had been too slow in di

gesting the facts of the day, if it had digested them at all. The other 
forces of the opposition were in a state of paralysis. Besides, if this 
appeal was meant to win their good-will, the actual tactics that the 
party pursued and the slogans of “ armed struggle”  and of “ a people’s 
revolution”  in the countryside, that it raised a fortnight later,45 could 
only have frightened them away.

The government won: the Baghdad Pact was concluded. But the 
government had, of course, won only a round, for the people of Iraq had 
not yet said their final word.

44statement of the Central Committee of the Communist party dated 15 
January 1955, in Al-Qa'idah, No. 17 of mid-January 1955.

45see p. 677
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A BIT OF FORGOTTEN HISTORY, 

OR THE TRAGIC OCCURRENCES AT 
THE BAGHDAD AND KUT PRISONS

In the last decade of the monarchy, as in the first decade of the repub
lic, common criminals were more humanely treated in the prisons than 
political offenders. More often than not, abuse, torture, ruin of health 
awaited the Iraqis who took the wrong side politically. The public was 
predisposed to expect even worse things from Iraq’s jailkeepers and 
political police. But in 1953 two incidents occurred in the prisons 
which shocked the country and had powerful reverberations.

At the time, there were altogether about 312 Communists behind 
bars, 164 in the Baghdad Central Jail,1 123 in Kut prison,2 * * and 25 in 
Nuqrat as-Salman,3 a fortress in the midst of the Southern Desert."1 In 
earlier years most of these prisoners were lodged in the remote and for
bidding Nuqrat as-Salman, but a ten-day hunger strike in July 1951 and 
tumultuous demonstrations by their relatives persuaded the authorities 
to transfer them to nearer and healthier jails. In more critical periods, 
as in the months after the Wathbah of 1948 or the Intiiadah of 1952, the 
number of prisoners had been greater, but the less hardened had subse
quently been released. Some had also succeeded in making their 
escape. On the morning of 11 February 1952, for example, the guards 
at the prison of Kut discovered that the Communists had hollowed out a 
subterranean passage 13 meters long and 1 lh meters deep, and that four
teen of them had gotten away during the night.5 Seven were, however, 
immediately tracked and recaptured, and on 13 February conveyed to 
Nuqrat as-Salman. How the prisoners were able to secure the requisite

1Report No. 2779 of 18 June 1953 from the chief of police  of Baghdad 
Province to the mutasarril o f Baghdad Province, in Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 5 /3 /34 .

2Report of the chief of police  of Kut Province dated 6 September 1953 in
Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 5 /3 /3 4 ; and internal Communist report in manuscript form
entitled “ The Dreadful Incidents at the Kut P rison ,”  p. 38.

5As-SijjTn ath-ThawfT ("T h e  Revolutionary Prisoner” ) No. 1 of 9 May 1953.
^Many of these men were subsequently transferred to the prison of Ba'qubah, 

which in September 1954 held 210 Communists. Letter No. S/556 of 30 Septem
ber 1954 from the mutasarril o f Diyalah Province to the minister of interior in 
Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 414 has reference.

5Letter dated 11 February 1952 from the superintendent of Kut Prison to 
the Directorate General of Prisons in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 414.
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tools or where they hid the mass of earth that they dug up remained un
solved puzzles. The prison superintendent thought that a number of 
the warders on sentry duty must have been in sympathy with them.
Later, in March and again in June 1953, there were more get-aways from 
the same prison and the escapees were not missed until roll call.6 But 
such happenings were as nothing to the incidents which must now be 
described and which were utterly unheard of and without parallel in 
Iraqi prison history.

The time was June of 1953. For months past there had been an 
undercurrent of restlessness among the Communists in the Baghdad cit
adel. They had been moved to bitter feelings by prolonged imprison
ment and a hard and ruthless jailor—one ‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar Ayyub, who 
afterwards did not conceal from this writer that if it were left to him he 
would have summarily finished them all off. ̂  Things swelled to a cli
mactic point on 18 June. That day Ayyub unexpectedly announced to 
the prisoners that they were to be transferred to another jail. Special 
buildings had been prepared for them at Ba'qubah, fifty-five kilometers 
to the northeast, as the Baghdad citadel was found to offer too many 
opportunities for clandestine communication with the underground. Left 
in ignorance as to their real destination, and conceiving themselves 
about to be sent to Nuqrat as-Salman, the prisoners refused to move 
and, according to the chief of police of Baghdad province, shut them
selves in the wards, turning into a weapon everything they could lay 
their hands on—bottles, water pipes, kitchen utensils, and bricks that 
they plucked up from the corridors. Detachments of mobile and local 
police rushed to the scene and took up positions on roof tops, in the 
prison yard, and the adjacent streets. They began by using tear gas in 
the hope of forcing the Communists out, but to no avail. Streams of 
water were next directed at the wards from a fire-fighting engine, but 
the Communists answered only with antigovernment cries that now rang 
sharply and persistently through the prison. Eventually, however, under 
the pressure of water and the battering of the police and the wardens, 
the gate gave way. A shower of bricks and bottles held the assailants 
in check, but only momentarily. Reinforced, they hurled forward, cut
ting their way with clubs or the butts of rifles. But, on the official ver
sion, the resistance that they met was so furious that they had in the 
end to open fire. Seven prisoners were killed, including Isma‘11 Ahmad, 
a candidate member of the Central Committee in the time of Fahd, and 
Had! ‘Abd-ur-RidS, a liaison official of the Communist party center in

BAGHDAD AND KUT PRISONS

6Iraqi P o lice  F iles  No. 3506 and 414. 
^Conversation , 6 June 1958.
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1948. Eighty-one others were wounded, one of whom subsequently died 
in hospital. Seventy-four policemen and warders suffered injuries.8

Before a month was past, things began to happen in another prison, 
that of Kut, which were to lead to an incident no less ghastly. On July 
5, 1953, the 123 Communists lodged there addressed a petition to the 
authorities in which they complained that the food was meager and in
edible, and protested, in fierce and bitter language, against the torture 
inflicted upon Baha’u-d-DTn NurT, the secretary of the party ,jand three 
of his companions. On July 27 a special tribunal came to Kut from 
Baghdad with instructions to deal with the petitioners upon the count 
of abusing and defaming the government. But the prisoners refused to 
take their trial and secured themselves inside the wards. In the follow
ing days they ignored roll calls, prevented searches by the guard, and 
by means of crude devices, called ma‘aj7I, tossed ‘ inflammatory leaf- • 
lets into the neighboring streets. On the morning of 2 August, the be
wildered inhabitants of Kut heard sharp cries from the direction of the 
prison. Above the general din resounded insistent appeals carried by 
an improvised trumpet: “ People of Kut! We have been deprived of 
food . . . ! Our lives are in danger! The traitors are set on murdering us 
all!”  Despite a statement by the prison superintendent that the Commu
nists had themselves declined to receive their rations, violent demon
strations gripped the town on 4 August, and units of the mobile police 
had to be called in. Ten days later, two prisoners fell dead after a 
sudden discharge of firearms. According to the police, an assault by 
the Communists on warders carrying provisions provoked the incident. 
According to the Communists, who immediately trumpeted their losses 
to the public, the police had tried to storm the prison but failed. But 
the worst was yet to come. On 2 September, the stored-away foodstuffs 
which the prisoners had received from relatives prior to the “ siege”  
ran out. Exhaustion and fainting fits now disposed them to allow the 
search desired by the authorities. The search, carried out forthwith, 
was meticulous and complete. It began at 3:30 in the afternoon and 
ended at 4:45 of the following morning. Manuscripts, leaflets, sharp in
struments, and appliances of all sorts were confiscated. Everything 
went smoothly up to that point, but when next the prison superintendent 
demanded that fifteen Jewish Communists be promptly delivered to him, 
the prisoners reverted to their" defiant attitude. The superintendent

8Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 5 /3 /3 4  and especially  Report No. 2779 of 18 June^ 
1953 from the chief of police  of Baghdad Province to the mutasarrif of Baghdad 
Province; conversation, ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar Ayyub, superintendent o f Baghdad Cen
tral Jail; note of protest from the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist 
party to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights dated 27 June 1953; 
and Ittihad-ush-Sha' b, No. 122 of 20 June 1960: account by A ziz  ash-Shaikh, 
member of the Central Committee of the party in 1960 and a prisoner at the 
Baghdad citadel in June of 1953.
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instantly informed his superiors and then reiterated his demand but, 
realizing that the prisoners were firmly determined, asked the chief of 
the police to do his “ duty.”  What happened now differed from what 
happened at the Baghdad citadel in only a number of particulars. For 
one thing, the prisoners were in this instance virtually weaponless. For 
another, the police did not restrict itself this time to pistol or rifle fire, 
but put a machine gun into action. And then there was the cutting off 
of the electric current during the short, sharp fight, which caused no 
little confusion. The Communists claim that moments before the fusil
lade the authorities opened all the sluices of the Kut barrage so that 
the roar of the water would drown the sound of gunfire. Be that as it 
may, when the firing ceased, 8 prisoners had been killed and 94 wound
ed out of the total of 121. Twelve policemen and 16 warders sustained 
bruises.9

The news of the Kut incident, following upon that of the Baghdad 
citadel, produced something of a general outcry of indignation. The 
government itself seemed excessively annoyed at the flagrant disregard 
of human lives by the police. Sober-minded people wondered what 
world the representatives of law and order were living in. The opposi
tion questioned whether there was not here some premeditated plan for 
the expeditious elimination of the prisoners.10 The Communists, it 
goes without saying, gained credit from both incidents. Even the lead
ers of the rightist Independence party found it impossible to withhold a 
certain sympathy from them.

^Report dated 15 August 1953 from the superintendent of the Kut Prison to 
the Directorate General of Prisons; and report dated 6 September 1953 from the 
ch ief o f po lice  of Kut Province in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 5 /3 /3 4 ; internal Com
munist report in manuscript form prepared in 1953 by members of the Kut Prison 
party organization and entitled “ The Dreadful Incidents at the Kut P rison.”

10Memorandum from the Independence party to the prime minister dated 12 
September 1953. The National Democratic party had expressed suspicion of the 
existence of such a plan back in June. See Muzakkiiat al-Hizb al-Watam ad- 
DimoqratT ( “ Memoranda of the National Democratic Party” ) (party publications 
for 1953), p. 29.



A DEBATE ON RELIGION

In the unsettled years after the Wathbah of 1948 and the Intifadah of 
1952, the classes in authority tried to avail themselves of religion to 
keep the people in hand and stem the advance of communism. Signifi
cantly enough, the initiative in this regard came from the representa
tives of English power. “ Communism,”  wrote P. B. Ray, an 
intelligence officer, in a letter to the director of Iraq’s secret police 
dated April 20, 1949, “ will never be completely eradicated by what we
may term “ police methods”  alone-----  The security forces can do little
of their own volition to prevent communism other than to watch for signs 
of its growth and then apply corrective action.”  Among the “ correc
tive”  methods recommended by Ray was what he called “ the religious 
approach.”  “ Communism,”  he elaborated, “ is fundamentally anti
religious. . . . Although in Iraq it seems clear that the Communists have 
been at pains not to raise the problem of religion, it would seem that 
this matter could be made use of against them by the government.” 1 It 
was apparently in the pursuit of this line that later—on October 6, 1953 
-Sir John Troutbeck, the English ambassador to Iraq, made direct con
tact with the chief Shl'T mujtahid, Shaikh Muhammad al-Husain Kashif- 
ul-Ghata’ . He visited the shaikh at his school in Najaf and discussed 
with him, as the shaikh subsequently put it, the matter of “ the common 
enemy”  whose “ dark propaganda has—unassisted by logic or proof and 
without the benefit of funds or patronage or dignity of rank-spread so 
widely that numerous cells, embracing spirited and ardent young men, 
thrive today in its name in this very city which is a center of Islam and 
holiness.” 2 In the course of the conversation the ambassador is said 
to have taken trouble to impress upon the shaikh that “ the combating of 
communism is dependent upon the awakening of r the ulatna and the 
spiritual leaders, . .  . the warning of the young against these principles 
that upset the conditions of the world . . .  and their proper guidance in 
the schools and the clubs.” 3

1 Letter No. SF 6/2 o f 20 April 1949 from P. B. Ray c /o  A.H.Q. Detachment, 
R .A .F ., Baghdad, British Forces in Iraq, to Bahjat a l-‘ Atiyyah, director, C.I.D., 
Baghdad.

^Muhawarat-ul-Im5m-il Muslih Kashif-il-GhatS* ash-Shaikh Muhammad at- 
Husain ma‘ as-SalTtain al-BaritariT wa-l-AnunkT (“ The Conversation o f the Re
formist Imam Kashif-il-Ghata’ a’sh-Shaikh Muhammad al-Husain with the British 
and American Ambassadors” ) (Najaf, 1954), pp. 4-5.

3/b id ., pp. 15-16.
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The Communists were not unaware of the attempts to mobilize the 

religious forces against them, and studiously avoided giving the slight
est offense to the convictions of the people. Indeed, since 1929, that 
is, since the demise of al-LadlhT party, they had completely kept away 
from the issue of religion. However, in 1954 in the reclusion of the 
Ba'qubah prison, where then lodged a goodly portion of the hard core of 
the Communist cadre, there took place a debate which is relevant and 
unique, and to which justice can be done only by lengthy quotations.

The debate—it must first be explained—revolved around the specific 
question of “ al-Arb‘Tniyyat al-Husainiyyah,”  literally, the Husaini For
tieth Days, that is, the ceremonial processions in memory of the return 
of the head of Husain, the grandson of the Prophet, on the fortieth day 
after his death—20 Safar. In the ceremonies, which always attract a . 
vast concourse of pilgrims, parties from the principal towns vie with 
each other in representing the tragic occurrence, and hundreds of be
lievers chastise their bodies with chains and swords in atonement for 
the suffering that Husain endured.

The debate appears to have been set off by some incidental remarks 
on the “ Arb'Ihiyyat”  in an article in the clandestine prison paper. 
Kiiah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT, ( “ The Struggle of the Revolutionary Prison
er” ) of February 2, 1954. “ Oftentimes,”  wrote the author of the article,

freethinkers and honest revolutionaries give expression to feudalist 
concepts . . . without realizing it. This happens because the threads 
of feudal thought and culture extend way back in time . . .  and pene
trate into every area of life. . . .  Nowadays you still can come 
across a revolutionary who is under the spell of outworn traditions 
. . .  who would, for example, attach great importance to attending al- 
Arb‘Tniyyat al-Husainiyyah . . . and while he may repair to these 
crowded gatherings in the hope of infiltrating into them and collect
ing signatures for the peace movement, you will find him devoid of 
any desire to liberate the masses from the archaic traditions to 
which they are bound, thus forgetting that the attraction of vast 
crowds to these ceremonies of mourning is by itself a great gain to 
the enemies of the people.4

A long rebuttal of this position appeared in Kifah-usSijjin ath- 
ThawrT more than three months later, although in the interval the ques
tion had been much argued in the prison wards. The rebuttal was by a 
certain “ Comrade NasTr”  and was entitled “ What is Our Attitude toward 
the Husaini Processions?” ® “ This question,”  wrote “ Nasir,”

4Kilah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT, Year 1, No. 13 of 2 February 1954, p. 8. 
sKif8h-usSijjTn ath-ThawrT, Year 2, No. 3 of 30 May 1954, pp. 5-7.
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has aroused a great deal of controversy in our organization----- The
problem is whether we should war against these processions and 
aim at putting an end to them, or seek their transformation from a 
weapon in the hands of the enemy to a weapon of the revolutionary 
movement? To be able to cope with the problem I feel it is neces
sary to take into account that these processions exist regardless of 
our will .. . and the indications are that they will not vanish or de
cline in the near future. On the contrary, they have been growing 
year after year (!! !)6 and will assuredly persist even after the es
tablishment of a People’s Democracy in Iraq. Indeed in Russia they 
endured for more than fifteen years after the founding of Soviet 
power. By opposing beliefs that would, at need, be defended rather 
than readily forsaken, we will only isolate ourselves from the toiling 
masses of the people.

If then it is not possible to eradicate the Husaini processions, 
can we turn them to good account? Or to pose a more pertinent 
question: Is it in our interest—at the present time at least—to weak
en these processions and in particular those of Karbala’ and Najaf?
It is well-known that the Communists-and the revolutionaries, gen
erally—can influence a part of the masses and persuade them to de
sist from going to Karbala’ , Najaf, and Kadhimiyyah. Would this be 
the right thing to do? I do not think so and for the following 
reasons:

(1) Lenin said: “ Act where the masses are” ; and I doubt 
whether the masses can congregate in such numbers anywhere in 
Iraq other than in these places of pilgrimage.. .  .

(2) In a country like Iraq where reactionary and fascist laws 
prohibit gatherings and demonstrations except for religious pur
poses . . .  it is incumbent upon us to think seriously of utilizing 
these legal possibilities in the interest of the democratic movement 
and for the cause of peace. For fear of incurring the wrath of the 
reactionary circles, the government will long hesitate before med
dling with the processions. . . .

(3) NurT as-Sa‘Td’s Constitutionalists7 and the followers of 
Salih Jabr8 have been exploiting the processions in a special way
. . .  and recently succeeded in some towns in splitting [the pilgrims] 
into two factions. Under the circumstances, are we not duty-bound 
to set the masses against these bands, against their masters?

(4) The history of our revolutionary movement . . .  is itself a 
testimony to the importance of these gatherings as a means of

6T h ese  exclam ation  marks were added by the editors o f  the prison  paper.
7T h is is  a reference to NurT as-S a ‘Td’ s C onstitutional Union party.
®For Salih Jabr, an ex-prime minister, see Table 7-4.
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rousing the masses against imperialism.. . .  On such occasions the 
Peace Partisans distribute their pamphlets, collect signatures, and 
spread their ideas .. . and I for one have not forgotten . . .  how 
[these processions] served in crystallizing the rallying cries . . .  
that facilitated and nourished the popular upheaval of November 
1952....

There is also another side to this question.. . . [Consider the 
benefit to] the peasant who never thinks of going into the town , 
neighboring his village, but would walk hundreds of kilometers to ' 
visit Karbala’ . . . . His horizon surely widens.. . .  He may shed , 
some of the superstitions that flourish in his feudal environment and 
cease to believe in the fables of the ignorant malalTs.9 . . . He will 
know even if incidentally that there is in the wide world other Mos- ■ 
lems . . . and will hear of their problems . . . and their struggles. . . . 
And then didn’t Husain revolt against injustice . .  . and would not 
this excite in him a greater sense of the injustice of his own condi
tion? . .. All this in addition to what he will hear from the 
revolutionaries. .. .

Accordingly, the right course for us is to turn the processions 
into a weapon of the revolutionary movement without neglecting to 
combat the more reactionary practices and traditions associated 
with them.

The editors of KHah-us-SijjTn ath-ThawrT, who were also, of course, 
members of the leading party prison committee, took great exception to 
what “ Comrade NasTr”  wrote and thought that his remarks were “ an 
astonishing hodgepodge of erroneous concepts from the point of view of 
both principle and reality.’ ’ “ In the first place,”  the editors added,

the comrade places us before two alternatives: either to oppose re
ligious beliefs or to support them, either to utilize them or strive to 
exterminate them. We wonder whether this is a realistic and princi
pled interpretation of our well-known attitude toward the convictions 
of the people? Are we really under compulsion to choose between 
these two courses?

Second, we are surprised . . .  at the way in which he applies the 
teachings of Lenin to the religious processions. . . .

Third, in regard to the “ usefulness”  of the ceremonies . it 
must be said that all those who voice revolutionary slogans on such 
occasions do not learn them on the tomb of Husain but from revolu
tionaries who reach them at their factories or their villages and. 
through revolutionary influences remote from Husain’s shrine.

VMen of religion.
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Last, the citing of Husain on injustice, which Comrade “ NasTr”  
favors, is also something worthy of rejection.10

With this determinative pronouncement, the unusual debate on the 
pages of Kifah-us-Sijjm ath-Thawn was brought to a close. By “ our 
well-known attitude toward the convictions of the people,”  the editors 
had in mind the long-standing policy of the Iraqi Communists to avoid 
giving umbrage to religion or to the religious powers and, in general, to 
forbear publicly from the problem at all costs.

Did such a policy entail an abandonment of Lenin? Far from it. 
Lenin, in line with Engels, branded as “ foolishness”  any frontal attack 
on religion under unfavorable circumstances. “ A Marxist,”  added 
Lenin,

must be a materialist, i.e., an enemy of religion, but a dialectical 
materialist, i.e., one who puts the fight against religion not abstract
ly, not on the basis of remote, purely theoretical, unvarying preach
ing, but concretely, on the basis of the class struggle which is going 
on in practice and is educating the masses more and better than any
thing else.

In other words, in the view of Lenin, the Communist struggle against 
religion “ must be linked up with the concrete practice of the class move
ment, which aims at eliminating the social roots of religion.” 11

10Kiiah-usSijjTn ath-ThawrT, Year 2, No. 3 o f  30 May 1954, p. 6.
11Lenin, Marx, Engels, Marxism (Moscow, 1951), pp. 274, 277, 279-280; 

and Lenin, C ollected  Works, XV (Moscow, 1963), 403, 405, and 407-408.



THE COMPOSITION OF
THE PARTY (1949-1955)

In Iraqi Communist history the period 1949-1955 may not inappropriate
ly be identified as the period of the ascendancy of the Kurds. They in
dubitably constituted in these years the real axis of the party, even 
though the weight of numbers was, in an absolute sense, on the side of 
the ShTT Arabs. To be more specific, in this period the Kurds not only 
provided all the general secretaries but, as Table 35-1 reveals, account
ed for as high as 31.3 percent of the entire membership of the Central 
Committees. This represented quite a leap from the 4.5 percent that 
was their share in the party leadership in the time of Fahd, that is, in 
1941-1948. To be sure, as the same table makes clear, the ShTT Com
munists entered now into their numerical rights, so to say, their com
ponent in the highest layer of the party having risen from 20.5 to 46.9 
percent in the years referred to; but ShTT Arabs, it must be remembered, 
formed in 1951 about 44.9 percent of the total urban population of Iraq, 
whereas the Kurds added up to only 12.7 percent.

Another striking thing in regard to the composition of the top party 
command in this period is the sharp decline in the role of the non
Moslem minorities. The representation of the Christians at that level 
decreased from 22.7 percent in 1941-1948 to 3.1 percent in 1949-1955, 
that of the Jews from 9.1 to 3.1 percent, and that of the Sabeans from 
4.5 percent to nil. However, the weight of the SunnT Arabs also shrank 
from 36.4 to 15.6 percent.

The explanation for these changes which to an extent, as will be 
noted at the appropriate point, characterized also the party at large, 
must proceed from the fact that there was a break in succession. In 
1949 the whole old leading cadre lay behind bars, and much of the party 
was in ruins. That the rebuilding of the underground was carried out 
upon the initiative of the Kurds determined to no little degree the char
acter of the new cadre. However, in measure as the party got back on 
its feet, the representation of the Kurds on the Central Committee pro
gressively declined. Thus in June-September 1949, it was 66.7 percent, 
but in September 1949-August 1951, 40.0 percent; in August 1951-April 
1953, 28.6 percent; in April 1953-June 1954, 28.6 percent and in June 
1954-June 1955, 20.0 percent.1 The relative security of their part of

1The percentages are based on data in Tables 29-1 and 31-1.



TABLE 35-1
Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to Members of the Central Committees

for the Period 25 June 1949 to June 1955 (1)__________________ _ _ _

Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin: Membership o f Committees of 1949-1955 Compared with Membership o f Committees of 1941-1948
Committees of 1949-1955 Fahd’ s com m ittees: 1941-1948

S ect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated  % 
in total 1951 

urban

Moslems 
ShTT Arabs 
Sunni Arabs 
‘ AlawT Arabs 
Kurds 
Turkomans 
Persians

Jews

Christians 
Arabized Chaldeans 
Arabized Assyrians 
Armenians

Sabeans

YazTdis and Shabaks
Total

aIn this column, individuals who served on more than one committee are counted 
Sources'. Based on Tables 19-1, 19-2, 19-3, 22-1, 29-1, and 31-1.

S ect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated  % 
in total 1947 

urban

lo. of 
imbers %

No. of 
individualsa %

population  
of Iraq

No. of 
members %

No. of 
individualsa ■ %

population 
o f Iraq

15 46.9 9 42.8 44.9 9 20.5 6 21.4 41.9
5 15.6 4 19.0 28.6 16 36.4 9 32.2 26.7

_ _ 1 2.3 1 3.6
10 31.3 6 28.6 12.7 2 4.5 2 7.1 11.8

3.4 _ — — — 3.2
_ _ — — 3.3 - - - - 3.1

1 3.1 1 4.8 .3 4 9.1 3 10.7 7.0

1 3.1 1 4.8 7\ 4)
... _ 16.4 1 UO 22.7 1 6 21.4 5.9

— — - - 1 2 J

_ — — - .3 2 4.5 1 3.6 .3

.1 _ _ — — .1

32 100.0 21 100.0 100.0 44 100.0 28 100.0 100.0
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the country, where the hold of the government was never very firm, un
doubtedly helped the Kurdish Communists in seizing the initiative: for 
a time in 1949-1950 the party was led from Kurdistan and not from Bagh
dad. But it must be borne in mind that the Kurds formed with the Shl‘1 
Arabs the most underprivileged sections of the population. Like the 
ShTTs, they were also not prone to knuckle down under repression. Not 
much of the same could be said of the Christian Communists who, how
ever, belonged to a more physically exposed community and appear, per
haps on that account, to have been sufficiently impressed by the severe 
blows that fell upon the party. The decline of the position of the Jews 
within the leading stratum is basically explicable by the exodus of 
some 120,000 of their coreligionists from Iraq in 1949-1951, that of the 
Arab Sunnis by the ebbing away from the party of Sunni students and . 
members of professions, largely by reason of its unpopular Palestine 
policy.

Another conspicuous change was the increase of the worker com
ponent of the Central Committees from 2.3 percent in 1941-1948 to 28.1 
percent in 1949-1955, and of the peasant component from 5.8 to 15.6 
percent at the expense of people of middle class origin, whose propor
tion decreased from 90.9 to 50 percent (see Table 35-2). In the instance 
of one committee, that which led the Intiiadah of November 1952, the 
ratio of the workers reached as high as 57.1 percent (see Table 29-1). 
This enhanced importance of the laboring classes was the result of de
liberate party decisions. It must not be overlooked, however, that 
while the figures relating to the workers reflected descent as well as 
current status, those relating to the peasants referred only to extraction, 
as none of the members of the Central Committees of this period lived 
by agriculture (see Table 35-3).

There were also in these years substantially fewer members with 
higher education and more with secondary schooling at the command 
level than under Fahd (compare Table 35-3 with Table A-20). This is 
obviously not unrelated to the conscious party emphasis on the humbler 
classes.

As life in the underground was now more hazardous than ever, youth 
dominated the highest organ of the party to a greater extent than in the 
time of Fahd: in 1949-1955, 33.3 percent of the members were under 
twenty-six years, 95.2 percent under thirty-six, and only 4.8 percent 
above thirty-five (see Table 35-3). The corresponding figures for 
Fahd’s period were 32.1, 78.6, and 14.3 percent (see Table A-21). All 
the same, the members of the Central Committee had now, on the whole, 
relatively longer standing in the Communist movement than in Fahd’s 
days (compare Table 35-3 with Table 27-5).

In regard to the composition of the party at large, the information on 
hand is less precise; but membership lists relating to the provincial

COMPOSITION (1949-1955)



TABLE 35-2

Class Origin: Membership o f Committees of 1949-1955 Compared with Membership of Committees o f 1941-1948

Sum m ary o f  th e B io g ra p h ica l D ata  R ela tin g  to  M em bers o f  th e  C en tra l C o m m itte e s
for th e P e r io d  2 5  J u n e 1 9 4 9  to  Ju n e 1 9 5 5  (2)__________________ ___

Committees of 1949-1955 Fahd’s committees 1941-1948

No. of 
members %

No. of 
individualsa %

No. of No. of 
members % individualsa %

Working class 9 28.1 4 19.0 1 2.3 1 3.6
Peasant class 5 15.6 3 14.3 3 6.8 1 3.6
Lower middle class 16 50.0 13 61.9 36 81.8 23 82.1
Middle class - - - - 4 9.1 3 10.7
Upper middle class 2 6.3 1 4.8 — — _

Total 32 100.0 21 100.0 44 100.0 28 100.0

aIn this column, individuals who served on more than one committee are counted once.
Sources: Based on Tables 19-1, 19-2, 19-3, 22-1, 29-1, and 31-1.
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TABLE 35-3

Sum m ary o f  th e B iog ra p h ica l D ata
R e la tin g  to  M em b ers o f  the C en tra l C o m m itte e s
for  th e P e r io d  2 5  Ju n e 1 9 4 9  to  J u n e 1 9 5 5 a (3)

Education Sex Occupation

No. % No. No. %
Elementary 4 19.0 Male 21 Students 5^ 23.8
Secondary 11 52.4 Female — Members of
College 5 23.8 Total 21 professions 6C 28.6

No particulars 1 4.8 White collar 3 14.3
Total 21 100.0 Workers 4 19.0

Members of
armed forces l d .4.8
Trading
petty bourgeoisie 2 9.5
Total 21 100.0

Age Group in Year of Length of Association
Accession to Committee .with Communist Movement

No. % in Year of Accession
to Committee

20 years 1 4.8 No. o f
21-25 years 6 28.5 years N o. o f  m embers
26-30 years 10 47.6 2
31-35 years 3 14.3
43 years 1 4.8 o 57.1%
Total 21 100.0 5 4

6 1 1
8 2
9 2 42.9%

10 3
13 1

Total 21

aIndividuals who served on more than one committee are taken into account only 
once in these tables.

^One college student; 4 secondary school students, 
including 3 ex-schoolteachers. 
dEx-lieutenant.
S ources: Based on Tables 29-1 and 31-1.

party organizations, captured on 13 April 1953 with Baha'u-d-DTn NOrT, 
the party’s general secretary, and lists relating to the Baghdad party 
organization, captured on 21 February 1954 with Nasir ‘Abbud, a mem
ber of the Central Committee, yield data ample enough to permit a num
ber of conclusions. Instructive facts also emerge from membership 
forms found at the Communist headquarters pertaining to Iraqis who
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were admitted into the party in 1952 and the first quarter of 1953. The 
relevant details are presented in Tables A-34 to A-42. In these pages 
it would be sufficient to indicate the more general trends.

It is not certain what proportion of the total strength of the party 
the members cited in the seized lists represented, but they most proba
bly formed the greater part, if we do not count the steady and occasion
al supporters and sympathizers who, as a rule, were far more numerous 
than the full-fledged party members. At any rate, the members, whose 
names were inserted in the lists, added up to 507.

Of these, ninety-two, or 18.1 percent belonged to the military organi
zation of the party (see Table A-34), which, in its bulk, clearly consist
ed of common soldiers and noncommissioned officers. A comparison 
with the state of things under Fahd reveals a steep decline in the im
portance of military students (see Table A-35). In terms of geographi
cal distribution, the advance of the military organization would appear 
to have been deepest, as Table A-36 suggests, in ar-Rashid camp in 
the south of Baghdad, al-Washshash camp to the west of al-Karkh, and 
Jalawla’ camp in Diyalah. The infantry, communications, tank and ar
mor, transport, and artillery units were, in that order, the most affected 
(see Table A-37). It must be kept in mind, however, that infantrymen 
formed the bulkiest portion of the army.

Insofar as the ethnic-denominational complexion of both the military 
and civilian components of the party is concerned, it is evident from 
Table A-38 that, as at the command level, so also at all other levels, 
the non-Moslem minorities scarcely mattered in this period. Further
more, as can be inferred from Table A-39, ShTi Communists were pre
ponderant among the civilians: they dominated, numerically speaking, 
the party organizations, not only in the purely Shi‘ i provinces, but also 
in Basrah and to a lesser extent in Baghdad and Diyalah. The weight 
of the Kurds was also not confined to ArbTl and Sulaimaniyyah but could 
be felt in the Kirkuk, Mosul, Diyalah, and Baghdad organizations. Be
sides, the seventy-three Communists who seceded or were ousted from 
the party in February 1953 and came to be known as the faction of the 
Banner of the Workers, were Kurds for the overwhelming part.

As is clear from Table A-39 and from other evidence, the party was, 
in the first half of the fifties, concentrated in Baghdad, in the port of 
Basrah, in the holy city of Najaf, and at Nasiriyyah in the Muntafiq. The 
Communists were also strong in ArbTl and Sulaimaniyyah, and to a more 
pronounced degree than the figures in the table indicate, most of the 
members of the group of the Banner of the Workers being from these two 
provinces. The concentration of the party in Baghdad had, it will be 
noted, a less sharply expressed character than in the days of Fahd.
This is perhaps not unlinked to the increased efficiency and greater 
watchfulness of the metropolitan police. Similar factors explain the 
relatively poor showing of the party at the Kirkuk oil center.
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The party remained in these years essentially a party of the towns. 

Despite attempts to broaden its basis in the countryside, the proportion 
of peasants in its ranks was still negligible (see Tables A-40 and 
A-42). Rural teachers or health, survey, or irrigation officials consti
tuted now, as formerly, the backbone of its piteously feeble rural 
branches. On the other hand, the party would appear to have invigor
ated its claim to represent the workers, craftsmen, and other little 
people of the towns. It is significant in this connection that out of the 
66 Iraqis who were admitted into the party in 1952 and the first quarter 
of 1953, no fewer than 45.5 percent—as is brought out by Table A-42— 
came, according to their own definition, from the “ working”  or “ toiling 
or “ earning”  class, and 25.8 percent from the “ peasant”  or “ worker- 
peasant”  class; that 24.2 percent were actually engaged as workers, 
13.6 percent as semiproletarians,2 and 12.1 percent as craftsmen; and 
that 12.1 percent were unemployed, while 19.7 percent had a monthly 
income of 1 to 5 dinars,3 31.8 percent of 6 to 10 dinars; only 3 percent 
had an income above 30 dinars, and none above 40. In other words, the 
bulk of them came from the poverty-stricken or low-income urban groups

Tables A-40 and A-42 would seem to point also to a marked decline 
in the role of students and members of professions. Indeed, the period 
of Baha’u-d-Dln Nurl (June 1949-April 1953) has sometimes been re
ferred to as the “ anti-intelligentsia”  period in the history of the party.

As could be expected and as is strongly suggested by Table A-42, 
the party consisted in its majority of unmarried and extremely youthful 
people. The same was true of the League for the Defence of Women’s 
Rights (see Table A-41), which was founded in May 1952 and consti
tuted in effect the women’s organization of the party.

COMPOSITION (1949-1955)

2I.e ., coffee-servants, porters, janitors, and other menial workers.
31 dinar = £1 = $2.80.
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Figure 2. An “ aristocrat” -officia l 
(Mahmud Shawkat, 1909).

Figure 3. A son of an 
“ aristocrat” -officia l (Kamel 
ach-ChadirchT, 1907).

Figure 1. Naqib-ut-Ashraf of 
Baghdad and chief of the QadirT 
mystic order (‘ Abd-ur-Rahman al- 
Gailaril, c. 1919).

Figure 4. A mujtahid (Shaikh 
Muhammad Mahdl al-KhalisI, c. 1921).



Figure 5. A ShTT sayyid ‘alim in traditional attire (Muhammad as-Sadr) greet
ing Faisal I in 1926. The king and his aides (from left to right, NurT as-Sa‘ id, 
Jamil ai-Midfa‘1, and ‘ Abd-ul-Husain Chalabi) are wearing the sidarah, the 
characteristic headdress of the offic ia l and professional strata in the first two 
decades of the monarchy.

Figure 6. A ShiT merchant-sayyid (Hasan 
al-Bassim , c. 1912).



Figure 7. ChalabTs, that is, merchants of high socia l status, in 1907. In the 
center is the youthful ‘ Abd-ul-Hadr ChalabT, who, fifty years later, would stand 
in Baghdad at the very peak of mercantile wealth.

Figure 8. A tribal sayyid  (Muhsin Abu Tablkh, 
c. 1924).



Figure 9. A tribal 
shaikh (chief of the 
Dulaim, c. 1919).

Figure 11. A Kurdish town sayyid  
(Shaikh Mahmud of Barzinjah as 
hukumdar—governor—of Sulaimaniyyah, 
1920).

Figure 10. A charkhachT, thar 
is , a member of a shaikh’s 
mounted guard, c. 1910.

i[



Figure 13. A Kurdish town agha 
(Shamdm Agha, c. 1930).



Figure 14. Arab towers pulling a mahailah upstream.

Figure 15. A Kurdish peasant ploughing 
northern plains.



Figure 16. An Arab peasant ploughing a palm grove in the south.



Figure 18. A Sabean silver workman.

l



Figure 20. An Arab peasant girl harvesting Figure 21. A college girl at
wheat near Mosul, the library of Sulaimaniyyah

University.

Figure 22. Female members of the “ P eople ’s Army.”



Figure 23. Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, 
leader o f the National party 
(c. 1933).

Figure 24. Kamel ach-ChadirchT, 
leader of the National Democratic 
party (behind the bars of the 
Baghdad prison, 1957).

Figure 25. Arsen Kidour, a leader 
of the Armenian Hentchak party.

Figure 26. Khalid Bakdash, secre
tary general of the Syrian Communist 
party from 1936 to the present.



Figure 28. Fahd (Yusuf Salmln 
Yusuf), secretary general of the 
Iraqi Communist party, 1941-1949.

Figure 27. Husain ar-Rahhal, father 
of Iraqi Marxism.

Figure 29. Husain ar-RaiJT, first 
secretary of the Iraqi Communist 
party, 1955-1963.



Figure 30. From left to right, Communist Central Committee member ‘Abd-ul- 
KarTm Ahmad ad-Daud, Politbureau members ZakT KhairT, Baha’ -ud-DTn NurT, 
and Muljammad Husain Abu-l-‘ Iss, candidate member of Central Committee^
‘ Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘ 11, and Politbureau members ‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah and Jamal 
al-Haidarf, leading the historic Communist demonstration of May 1, 1959.

Figure 31. ‘ Aziz Muhammad, first secretary of the Iraqi Communist party from 
1964 to the present, and President Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr signing on July 17, 
1973, the ‘ ‘ National Action Charter of the Progressive National Front.”



Figure 32. R if'at al-Hajj SirrT, 
founder of the Free O fficers’ move
ment.

Figure 33. *Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim, 
chairman of the Supreme Committee 
of the Free O fficers, 1956-1958, and 
premier of Iraq, 1958-1963.

Figure 34. 1 Abd-us-Salam 'Aref, president of the Republic, 1963-1966.



Figure 35. ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ Aref, 
president of the Republic, 1966
1968.

Figure 36. Taher Yahya, prime 
minister, 1963-1965 and 1967-1968.

Figure 37. Naji Taleb, prime 
minister, 1966-1967.



Figure 38. General Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, president of the Repubiicv chairman 
of the Revolutionary Command Council, and secretary general of the Iraqi Ba'th 
from 1968 to the present, with Michel ‘ Aflaq, founder of the Ba'th party.

Figure 39. Fu’ ad ar-Rikabi, secretary of 
the Iraqi Ba'th, 1952-1959.



Figure 40. At extreme right ‘ All Saleh as-Sa‘ di, secretary of the Iraqi Ba'th, 
1960-1963, with other members of the 1963 Ba'th Command.

Figure 41. Saddam Husain, Iraqi 
Ba'th secretary, 1964-1968, and 
Iraqi Ba'th assistant secretary 
general and deputy chairman of the 
Revolutionary Command Council from 
1968 to the present, in the uniform of 
a general of the armed forces.



THE COMMUNIST HELM CHANGES HANDS 
THE COMMUNIST RANKS CLOSE

The policy of “ going into the streets”  and of direct all-out struggle 
against the government, by which the impatient Hamid ‘Uthman had 
sought the defeat of the Baghdad Pact,1 came to nothing. The party, 
unprepared for the task as it was, suffered heavily. ‘Uthman himself 
was effectively, but not yet completely, played out. In June 1955, a 
majority of the members of the Central Committee, who had tried in vain 
to apply the brakes and bring ‘Uthman to reason, interfered decisively 
against him. They took the party printing press into their hands, re
moved ‘Uthman from the secretariat, reorganized the Central Committee 
(see Table 36-1), and, eventually, turned over the chief responsibility 
to Husain Ahmad ar-Radl,2 whom ‘Uthman had only the year before 
castigated for “ right deviationism. ” 3 In a statement circulated among 
party members subsequently, they explained why they found it necessary 
“ to pull down the individual barrier”  which stood between them and the

TABLE 36-1

Husain Ahmad ar-RadFs First Central Committee 
(June 1955 to the Unification of the Communists in June 1956)

Name
Biographical

data

Husain Ahmad a r-Radi" (Secretary) 
‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah 
‘ Abd-ul-Karim Ahmad ad-Dauda 
Farhan Tu'mah1’
George Hanna Tallu 
Muhammad Salih a l-‘ A ballI 
HadFHashim al-A ‘ dhamTa 
‘ Atshan Dayyul al-AzairjawT 
Nasir ‘ Abbud

See Table 31-1 
See Table 31-1 
See Table. 31-1 
See Table 31-1 
See Table 31-1 
See Table 31-1 
See Table 31-1 
See Table 29-1 
See Table 29-1

aArrested October 1955.
' ’Appointed in fall of 1955 secretary for the mid-Euphrates region.

i

'S ee  pp. 677-678 and 688-689.
2For Husain Ahmad ar-RadT, see Table 31-1 and Chapter 37.
3See p. 677.
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performance of their “ duties.”  ‘Uthman had.been guilty of a “ one
sided outlook,”  “ individualistic decisions,”  and “ hysterical ordi
nances.”  He had not only initiated undertakings characterized by “ ad
venturism and foolhardiness,”  and thrown the best fighters of the party 
into “ suicidal battles,”  or shown an inability to carry out a common 
policy with other patriotic forces, thus isolating the party politically; 
but had also been moved by “ a spirit of conceit and enmity toward 
fraternal parties”  and had paid “ no real attention to international 
experience. ”  4

‘Uthman did not submit readily to the new leadership. He forthwith 
“ broke discipline,”  made contacts “ behind the party’s back,”  and 
attempted “ to stir up . . .  anti-party elements”  in the Kirkuk and 
Sulaimaniyyah organizations.5 But in April 1956, he sent a letter to 
the party center in which he recanted, owned to “ the greater part of the. 
responsibility”  for past mistakes, and placed himself “ unconditionally”  
at the disposal of the party.6 Later, however, he abandoned the ranks 
and joined the Kurdish Democrats.7

The change of leadership paved the way for the ending of the schis
matic situation in the Communist movement. Efforts had been made in 
the past to heal the breach, but could not be brought to a happy issue. 
According to a sensitively placed agent of the police, nicknamed “ The 
Kurd,”  a delegation from the “ Unity of the Communists”  group went to 
the Soviet capital early in 1955 and attempted through MahdT Hashim, a 
political commentator on Moscow Radio,8 * to interest the Russians in 
the question of unity, but was unable to present its views. At a subse
quent point, however, the same group succeeded in having the ear of 
Tudeh. As a result, three accredited representatives of the Iranian 
party came to Baghdad, met with Jamal al-Haidari of the “ Banner of the 
Workers”  and with Salim ach-ChalabT,9 a member of the Central Commit
tee, and reportedly formed the impression that there was “ no genuine 
Marxist-Communist party in Iraq.”  One of the Tudeh representatives 
proceeded afterwards to Damascus, talked the matter over with Khalid 
Bakdash, and joined with him in recommending the “ fusion”  of the

4D ecision s of the Central Committee o l the Iraqi Communist Party adopted 
at the Plenary Session o f July 1955 and Relating to the Individualistic Leader
ship in the Party and the R esponsibility  of Comrade S [Hamid ‘ Uthman] (in 
Arabic), pp. 13-14.

®Ibid., and Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 4424 entitled “ HamTd ‘ Uthman,”  entries 
dated 1 and 5 November 1955, and 6 April 1956.

®Mtmadil-ul-Hizb, Year 2, No. 3 of early April 1956, p. 8.
7Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 4424, entry dated 1 April 1958.
®For Hashim, see Table 14-2.
®For ach-ChalabT, see Table 31-1.
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various groups. Both also expressed the opinion that 'Aziz Sharif,, a 
personal friend of Bakdash, was “ the best educated”  of the Iraqi Com
munists. But Hamid ‘Uthman, the then still party secretary, “ fearing 
for his position,”  brushed the recommendation aside and would only 
consent to “ cooperation”  on limited issues. So much for “ The Kurd’s ”  
account,10 which incidentally would explain the reference to ‘Uthman’s 
“ conceit and enmity toward fraternal parties”  in the just-quoted July 
1955 resolution of the Central Committee.

With ‘Uthman now out of the way, moves for union were made from 
all sides. Negotiations followed. Coming to terms did not seem diffi
cult. Differences on matters of doctrine had vanished. The new lead
ership was inclined to see from the point of view of the rival .groups, 
and openly admitted that the old policy of “ left isolationism”  had re
futed itself.11 All.flowed smoothly until Jamal al-HaidarT of the “ Ban
ner of the Workers”  insisted on a parity central committee, and would 
not yield on the point. His demand was tactfully.but firmly rejected. 
Thus at first only the “ Unity of the Communists”  group merged with 
the Iraqi Communist party. In exchange for tribute paid to its fighters 
for “ their sacrifices in the struggle against imperialism”  it admitted, 
in a joint communique drawn on April 25 but published only in mid-June 
of 1956, to “ the error”  of having created and maintained an independent 
organization, and recognized that the coming into being, of the Iraqi 
Communist party was “ a national and class necessity.”  Jamal al- 
HaidarT and his faction did not return to the fold until 17 June 1956, 
when agreement was reached that the “ Unity of the Communists,”  the 
“ Banner of the Workers,”  and the Communist party would be represent
ed in the first unified Central Committee in the proportion of 1:2:8, re
spectively, and that in the future selections to the. highest as to all the 
various bodies of the party would be made “ solely”  on the basis of 
ability, firmness, and ideological orthodoxy. Jamal al-HaidarT duly 
acknowledged that in separating himself from the party in 1953 he acted 
in “ a wrong and destructive way”  and “ as though the party is a group 
of individuals and not a political and moral entity known to the 
masses.” 12 The old Al-Qa‘ idah, Rayat-ush-Shaghghilah, and An-Nidal 
ceased publication. The united party issued on July 22, 1956, a new 
journal, Ittibad-ush-Sha'b ( “ The Union of the People” ).

10Report from “ The Kurd”  dated 16 May 1956 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. 357.
11 July 1955 resolution of the Central Committee of the Communist party in 

Muriadil-ul-Hizb, Year 2, No. 1 of late August 1955, pp. 1-2.
^ K5yat-ush-Shaghgh71ah, No. 28 o f October 1955 and No. 32 of end o f F eb

ruary 1956; A l-Q a‘ idah, Year 13, No. 11 of December 1955 and Year 14, No. 6 
of mid-June 1956; Muriadil-ul-Hizb, Year 2, No. 4 of end of June 1956; and Iraqi 
P olice  F ile  No. 3506, entitled ‘ 'Jamal Haidar ‘Asim al-HaidarT,”  entries dated 
20 January and 17 June 1956.



37
THE NEW STRONG MEN OF .

THE COMMUNIST PARTY: HUSAIN AHMAD AR-RADI,
‘AMER ‘ABDALLAH, AND JAMAL AL-HAIDARl

Three men stood at the head of the new unified Central Committee (see 
Table 37-1), and would in the coming critical years remain the prime 
and pivotal figures of the movement: Husain Ahmad as-Sayyid ‘All ar- 
RadT, ‘Amer ‘Abdallah ‘Umar al-‘AmirT, and Jamal Haidar ‘ Asim al- 
HaidarT. They stemmed from the three principal communities of Iraq: 
Husain ar-Radl1 was an Arab ShTT, ‘Amer ‘Abdallah an Arab SunnT, and 
Jamal al-HaidarT a Kurd. Nationalists, who are under the ideological 
compulsion to link communism with non-Arabism, insist that ar-RadT was 
a Persian, but the people of Najaf, his home town, say differently.2 As 
in the instance of many other outstanding Communists, all three leaders 
descended from religious families.3 The father of ar-RadT was a man of 
piety and a sayyid, that is, a claimant of kinship with the Prophet Mu
hammad. The father of ‘Amer ‘Abdallah was also a sayyid and a caller 
to prayer at the local mosque in ‘Anah. The HaidarTs-a very old sayyid 
family—provided in past centuries many of the muftVs4 of the HanafT and 
Shafi'T rites,5 and not very long ago—during the reign of Sultan ‘Abd-ul- 
Hamld (1876-1909)-one Shaikh al-Islam,6 the highest religious dignitary 
of the Ottoman Empire. If the three Communist leaders were born into 
the sayyid order, they nonetheless did not belong in an economic sense 
or in terms of prestige to the same social class, for the sayyids, it will 
be remembered, did not form one but several classes. The family of al- 
HaidarT was one of high-born landowners who had grown impoverished. 
The family of ‘Amer ‘Abdallah approached the middling rank, and earned 
enough from its small linen shop to live in relative comfort. The family 
of Husain ar-Radl was never far from the poverty line. His father was a 
petty clerk at a flour mill, his brothers artisans of meager income. “ I

*Also known as ar-RadawT.
^According to NajT YUsuf, ar-RadT’ s father-in-law, there have been inter

marriages with Persians in ar-RadT’ s family which is , however, definitely Arab: 
conversation with this writer.

3For an explanation of this phenomenon, see p. 1000.
4The muftTs are authoritative expounders of Islamic law.
^Hanafls and Shafi'Ts are followers of different schools of Islamic law.
®I.e., ch ief muftT,
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must tell you,”  wrote ar-RadT in 1953 to ThamTnah NajT Yusuf, the . 
young woman who shortly afterwards became his wife, “ that I dispose 
of no material means, nor have any property or high degree or assured 
occupation. . . .  I come from a family which is ill off but honorable and 
of good repute. . . .  My life is not mine. The danger of arrest and tor
ture hangs perpetually over me. . .. But I can promise . . .  to do my 
best to provide the wherewithal which would enable you to lead a vir
tuous life .” 7

Husain ar-RadT, a poet, painter, schoolteacher, street vendor, and 
the secretary general of the party from 1955 till his death in prison in 
1963, was born at Najaf in the year 1924.8 His formal education went 
no farther than the Elementary Teachers’ Training School in Baghdad.
In 1942, before completing his course of study, he first heard of the 
Iraqi Communist party: an instructor had searched through the students’ 
bags and found in one of them copies of the clandestine Communist 
paper. In the following year, not many months after his appointment to 
a teaching position at DTwaniyyah, he joined the party and took on the 
secret name of “ Mukhtar. ”  In 1946 the authorities formed uneasy im
pressions concerning him, and turned him out of his job. He now moved 
to Baghdad and earned his living by selling broiled meat in the streets. 
On January 19, 1949, after a political demonstration, he was arrested 
and committed to prison. On his release in 1951 he assumed charge of 
the Southern Division of the party and became a familiar figure among 
the port workers at Basrah. In 1953 he rose to membership of the Cen
tral Committee and represented Iraq at the Second London Conference 
of the Communist Parties within the Sphere of British Imperialism. In 
1954, having advocated an abandonment of the current “ left”  line, he 
was banished, so to say, to the mid-Euphrates but, as already noted, 
was recalled to Baghdad in June 1955, and advanced to the foremost 
rank of the party. He adopted at first the pseudonym of “ Hashim”  then 
of “  ‘Ammar,”  and after the July 1958 Revolution that of “ Salam ‘Adil.” 9

Not much is known about the personal qualities of Husain ar-RadT. 
The impressions he left on people who came in contact with him do not

n
'Iraqi P o lice  F iles  No. 3401 entitled “ Husain Ahmad as-Sayyid ‘ AIT ar- 

RadT” ; No. 6244 entitled “ ThamTnah NajT Yusuf at-TnlaqanT” ; No. 3386 en
titled “  ‘Amer ‘ Abdallah ‘ Umar al-‘ AmifI” ; and No. 3506 entitled “ Jamal Haidar 
‘ Asim al-HaidarT” ; Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities. Baghdad and 
Kadhimain, p. 26; Al-Akhbar, No. 451 of 24 March 1963, p. 2; and conversations 
with natives of Najaf and ‘ Anah, who prefer to remain nameless.

^According to his family and to Pravda of 12 March 1963, but in 1922 accord
ing to Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 3401.

®Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 3401; statement to the police  dated 28 January 1958 
by Farhan Tu'mah, member o f the Central Committee, in F ile  No. 5062; conver
sation o f writer with NajT Ynsuf, father-in-law o f Husain ar-RadT, February 1964; 
and Al-AkhtiSr of 24 March 1963.



TABLE 37-1
Husain Ahmad ar-RadT’s Second Central Committee 

(from the Unification of the Communists in June 1956a to the 
Plenary Session of the Central Committee Held in September 1958)

Name Faction
Nation 

and s e c t

D ate
and p lace  

of birth Profession

Members of the Central Committee after the Union of the Communists in June 1956 
Members of Politbureau (e lec ted  at the plenary session  o f the Central Committee 
held in September 1956)
Husain Ahmad
ar-Radl
(Secretary)

Communist
party

(See Table 31-1)

‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah Communist
party

(See Table 31-1)

Jamal al-HaidarT “ Banner of Kurd, Sunni 1926, ArbU Ex-student, pro
the Workers” fessional revolu

tionary

Other full members of the Central Committee
‘Atshan Dayyul 
a 1-Azai rja w7c

Communist
party

(See Table 29-1)

Nasir ‘ Abbud Communist
party

(See Table 29-1)

Muhammad fjalih 
al-‘AballT '

Communist
party

(See Table 31-1)

George Hanna 
Tallu ‘

Communist
party

(See Table 31-1)

Farhan Tu'mah^ Communist
party

(See Table 31-1)

Candidate members o f the Central Committee
‘ Aziz Communist Arab, Sunni 1929, ‘ Anah Ex-schoolteacher;
ash-Shaikhe party college professor 

in late fifties

Salih al- “ Banner of Kurd, Sunni 1923, Arbll Ex-government
(laid'arlf> S the Workers” employee

‘ Abd-ur-Rahlm 
Sharlfe '

Unity of the 
Communis ts 
party

Arab, Sunni 1917, ‘ Anah Lawyer

Candidate members added at the Second Party Conference held in September 1956 
Hikman Faris — Arab, Sunni 1926, Mandall Oil worker; ex-
a'r-Rubai'Ti craftsman-soldier

Daud as-SayeghJ 
Salih ar-Raziqlk

Full members co-opted  in 1957 
Sharif ash-Shaikh —

(See Table 19-1)
Arab, ShI‘ I  1920,

Dlwaniyyah

Arab, Sunni 1916, ‘ Anah

Petitions’ writer;
ex-government
employee

Lawyer



TABLE 37-1 (Continued)
Date (and age) 

earliest link 
with Communist

Education Class origin movement Subsequent history

Higher Teachers’ From an upper-class 1945 (19)b Member Politbureau 1956-1963; 
Training College family of sayyids; killed 21 July 1963.

son of an impoverish- 
landowner

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Secondary

School of Law

From a family of 1951 (22) 
sayyids o f middling 
income, son of a 
man of religion and 
small mallak
From an upper-class 1943 (20) 
family of sayyids; 
son of an impoverish
ed landowner
From a family of 1950 (33)b 
sayyids of middling 
income; son of a 
small farmer and re
ligious preacher

Member Central Committee 
1956-1958 and 1958-1963.

Joined the United Democratic 
party of Kurdistan 1957. .

Member Central Committee 
1956-1958 and 1958-1963; 
killed 1963.

Elementary; 
Military Crafts 
School

Peasant c lass; son 1944 (18) 
o f  a peasant

Arrested 10 July 1958; ex
pelled from party subsequently.

Secondary Lower middle c lass 1949 (29) Arrested 1957; member Central
Committee 1958-1963; now no 
longer in party.

School of Law From a family of 1947 (31)^ 
sayyids o f middling "
income, son of a re
ligious preacher

Member Central Committee 
1957-1963; defected 1963.
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TABLE 37-1 (Continued)

Nation
Name Faction end s ec t

Date
and place  

of birth Profession

Full members co-opted  in 1957 (Continued) 
Muhammad — Kurd, SunnT 
BafcilT, known as 
KakT Fallahm

1928,
Sulaimaniyyah

Grocer

Full members co-opted  in 1958 before the July Revolution  
HadTHashim — (See Table 31-1) 
al-A'dhamT11
£Abd-ul-KarTm — (See Table 31-1) 
Ahmad ad-Daudn

aThe Unity of the Communists party merged with the Communist party on 25 April 
1956 and the “ Banner of the Workers”  Group on 17 June 1956.

^Formerly member of Shursh.
cDropped from the Central Committee in 1957.
^Arrested January 1958; defected subsequently. 
eElevated to full membership 1957; arrested January 1958.
1 Expelled from the party in 1957 after joining the United Democratic party of 

Kurdistan.
^Brother of Jamal al-Haidarl.
^Formerly member of P eople ’ s party.
1 Dropped from the Central Committee in 1958 on account of inefficiency, arrested 

10 July 1958; expelled from the party subsequently.
^Dropped from the committee in 1957 for alleged “ cowardice. ”  Daud Sayegh had 

led in 1944-1947 the factional League of Iraqi Communists.

completely tally. Predispositions toward him of a friendly or unfriendly 
nature could in part account for the discrepancy. And then men have 
their different moments and their natures do not always consist of com
patible elements. Muhammad Hadtd, minister of finance and unquestion
ably the most influential civilian in the first years of the Qasimite 
regime, referred to Husain ar-RadT as “ a very quiet and courteous man.”  
He added, however, that ar-RadT was not-easy of access and kept to the 
background, seldom appearing in public.10 Kamil ach-ChadirchT, the 
leader of the National Democratic party, set ar-RadT down as a “ sly
boots.”  At the same time, ar-RadT was—ChadirchT felt—too rigid in his 
ideas and “ looked neither to his left nor to his right.” 11 Somewhat in 
a different vein was the judgment passed by a hostile member of ar- 
RadT’s Central Committee in a statement he made to the police in Janu-

10Conversation, February 1962. 
^Conversation , February 1962.
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TABLE 37-1 (Continued)

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist
Education Class origin movement Subsequent history

Elementary Peasant c lass; son 
of a peasant

1946 (16) Resigned and left party 1957.

^Formerly cofounder of National Revolutionary Committee.
""Resigned and left the party in late 1957.
"Coopted after his escape from prison in the first part of 1958.
Sources: Statement to the police made on 28 January 1958 by Farhan Tu'mah, 

member of the Central Committee, in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 5062; undated statement 
made in 1963 by Hikman Faris ar-RubaiT, another member of the committee, in File 
No. QS/119; undated statement made in April 1963 by ‘ A ziz al-Shaikh, a lso  a mem
ber of the committee in P o lice  F ile  No. QS/26; supplement to verbal statement of 
Sharif ash-Shaikh, member of the committee, dated 27 March 1963 in F ile No. QS/26; 
conversation of writer with SharTf ash-Shaikh, 9 February 1964; and F iles Nos. 3401, 
3386, 3506, 5062, 2610, 5504, 799, 3368, 4583, QS/45, and QS/61.

ary 1958: “ He is sociable to the extreme; captivating; unusually persua
sive; highly trained in party matters; liberal in his spendings; much 
prone to adventure; and guileful though feigning meekness and inno
cence.’ ’ 12 In the view of NajT Yusuf, an ex-school inspector, a lawyer, 
a member of the left wing of the National Democratic party, and ar-Radl’s 
father-in-law, ar-Radi “ was calm and nearer to shyness than to ostenta
tion.”  “ I saw him only on rare occasions,”  added Najf Yusuf, “ and 
did not discover that he was-the secretary general of the Communist 
party until after the July Revolution, but I could say that he was the 
type of man who gives himself over wholeheartedly to the cause in 
which he believes.” 13 Friend and foe agree that he had strong Commu
nist convictions. He, anyhow, suffered torture and death rather than be
tray the confidence that his party had reposed in him.14

1^Entry dated 13 January 1958 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 3401.
1 ̂ Conversation, February 1964.
14See p. 986.



TABLE 37-2 

Summary of Table 37-1
Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin

S ect or
■ Members ethnic group’s

o f committee estimated  %
Members prior to A ll members in total 1951

of committee July 195S shown in urban population
in June 1956 Revolution table of Iraq

No. % No. % No. %
Moslems

ShTT Arabs 4 36.4 2 22.2 5 27.8 44.9
SunnT Arabs 4 36.4 4 44.5 7 38.9 28.6
Kurds 2 18.2 2 22.2 4 22.2 12.7
Turkomans —  — — _ — — 3.4
Persians -  - -  - - - 3.3

Jews -  - ■ -  - - .3

Chris tians l a 9.0 l a 11.1 2a 11.1 6.4
Sabeans -  - .3

YazTdFs
and Shabaks -  - -  - - - .1

Total 11 100.0 9 100.0 18 100.0 100.0

Education (all members) Class Origin (all members) Sex
No. % No. % No.

Elementary 3 16.7 Working class 1 5.6 Male 18
Secondary 6 33.3 Peasant class 4 22.2 Female —
College 9 50.0 Lower middle class Total 18

18 100.0 a) sayyid  families 5 27.8
b) others 6 33.3

Impoverished upper
sayyid  c la s s 2 11.1 Length of A ssocia-
Total 18 100.0 tion with Commu-

nist Movement in
------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------------  Year of A ccession
(Former) Occupation Age Group in Year of to Committee

(all members) A ccession  to Committee No. of No. of
No. % No. % years members

Ex-student*-1 2 11.1 27-29 years 5 27.8 5 2
Members 30-34 years 8 44.5 6 1
of professions 7C 38.9 35-39 years 3 16.7 7

8
1
1

White collar 3 16.7 40 years 1 5.5 9 2
Workers 2 11.1 49 years 1 5.5 10 1
Members of Total 18 100.0 11 3
armed forces l d 5.5 12 2
Trading 13 3
petty bourgeoisie 3 16.7 15 2
Total 18 100.0 Total 18

aArabized Chaldean. ^After leaving school: in prison or in underground.
c 4 lawyers; 3 ex-schoolteachers. dEx-lieutenant.
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Husain ar-RadT, it appears, felt most at home in matters of prac

tice.15 In issues of ideology he yielded to ‘Amer ‘ Abdallah, his clos
est associate and the party’s highbrow. ‘Amer was of the_same age as 
ar-Radl, having also been born in 1924. His birthplace, ‘Anah, is re
markable in that, among other things, it is the oldest town in Iraq, reck
ons in almost no illiterates, and has produced Communist leaders but no 
Communist followers.16 Its people are celebrated for their tenacity and 
unremitting application. ‘Amer formed no exception. As a pupil, he 
stood out, earning in 1941 a scholarship to the newly-founded King 
Faisal’s College, a unique boarding institution which accepted only a 
limited number of the best students from each province. But the college 
had to be closed down not long afterwards, as it was found to harbor 
too many Communists. ‘ Amer transferred to the Law School, and in due 
time completed the prescribed course. Under the influence of Marxist 
ideas since his days at King Faisal’s College, he participated in 1946 
in founding the People’s party, but after its suppression in 1948 fell out 
with its leader, ‘Aziz Sharif, drawing closer to the orthodox Communists 
and formally joining them in 1951. He may or may not have been associ
ated for a time with the factional “ Banner of the Workers.”  At any rate, 
he rose quickly in the party hierarchy and early in 1955 was coopted in
to the Central Committee.

For force of personality, few Communists compared with ‘Amer. Even 
Husain ar-RadT, who was nine years his senior in the party, dimmed 
somewhat beside him. As can be gathered from a testimony by a mem
ber of the Central Committee,17 ‘ Amer was a man very sure of himself- 
too sure, it is alleged, even to bother engaging in argument. He was 
also well-read18 and, according to ChadirchT,19 flexible, quick of under
standing, and ready of resource. In the very crucial years of 1958 and 
1959, he came to the forefront, rising to de facto first leadership of the 
party. The favor he found with General ‘Abd-ul-Kaffm Qasim had pro
pelled him to preeminence. At the time, as an associate later put it,20 
“  ‘Amer could go to Qasim at any minute, the borders between them 
being open.”  When later he—and the Communists generally—fell from 
Qasim’s grace, his influence declined, and in 1961 he lost his position 
in the Politbureau and, with his Bulgarian wife, Anna Nkova, whom he

1 ̂ Conversation in February 1964 with SharTf ash-Shaikh, formally a member 
of the Central Committee from 1957 to 1963, when he defected.

1^For this point, see pp. 995 and 998.
17‘ Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'Tl in a statement made on the radio and television on 

10 March 1963: Iraq News Agency, Supplement to Bulletin 63, 10 March 1963.
^Conversation , SharTf ash-Shaikh, February 1964.
^Conversation , February 1962.

Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'Tl, 10 March 1963.
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had married in 1959,21 left Iraq for Eastern Europe. With ‘Amer out of 
the scene, decisive authority in the party passed to Husain ar-RadT.22

It remains to say a word or two on Jamal al-HaidarT, the third in the 
line of leadership and, before the July Revolution, the first of the Kurds 
in the underground. Al-HaidarT had been born in 1926 in ArbTl. At the 
age of nineteen and in his last year of secondary schooling, he came 
under the influence of the Communists. A year later, he enrolled in the 
Higher Teachers’ Training College but, after a demonstration and when 
still a sophomore, he was sentenced to four months’ imprisonment and 
expelled from the college “ for ever.”  Afterwards he complained to a 
group of Kurdish students that he had been signally punished because 
he was a Kurd and that Arab Communists had been more mildly treated, 
but one of the students reproved him and urged him to “ persevere to the 
end and cling to . . .  the internationalist principle.”  “ The only solution 
to the Kurdish problem,”  the student added, “ lies in communism and in 
standing side by side with the Arab Communists.” 23 In subsequent 
years al-HaidarT would appear to have had less of a Kurdish conscious
ness. In 1953, at least, he strongly opposed the creation of a distinct 
leading committee for the Kurdish Branch of the party and the incorpora
tion in the party program of an article that admitted “ the right of self
determination, including that of secession, for the Kurdish people.” 24 
It was in part on this issue, but mainly in protest against the Central 
Committee’s extremist cast of thought, that he broke with the party in 
the same year and formed the splinter group of the “ Banner of the Work
ers.”  After rejoining the ranks and elevation to the Politbureau in 
1956, and more especially after the July Revolution, he did not emit 
more than a faint light. There would be suspicions in 1957 and 1958 
that a man in the higher councils of the party was passing on treason
able information to the British Intelligence Service, and rumors would 
point to al-HaidarT as the culprit, but the Communist leadership would 
not take the rumors seriously. Al-HaidarT would in 1963 lay down his 
life in the service of his party.

At no other time in its history as in the first years of the leadership 
of the men whose lives and characters have just been sketched, did the 
party listen more attentively to what Bakdash had to say. “ The Syrian

2*For ‘ Amer’ s marriage, see Ittihad-ush-Sha'b o f 27 April 1959.
22Iraqi P olice  F iles No. 3386, 3401, 5062, 2610, and 479; and conversations 

with HanTal-FkaikT and Muhsin ash-Shaikh Radi, members of the Ba'th Party 
Command, 6 September 1964. The latter had charge of the investigation of the 
Communists in the period February-November 1963.

^Entry dated November 1957 in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 3506.
^A l~Q a ‘ idah, Year 11, No. 2 of middle March 1953; and “ Comrade Basim,”  

Howla Ta‘d71 MTthSq-il-Hizb ( “ Concerning the Modification of the Party’ s Pact” ), 
early April 1953, p. 5.
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Communist party and its eminent leader, Comrade Khalid Bakdash, ”  
read a decision taken by the Central Committee on 15 September 1955, 
“ occupy the place of honor in the struggle and hearts of the masses of 
the people not only in Syria but also in Iraq and all the Arab coun
tries. ” 25 Bakdash’s rise to deputyship in the Syrian parliament had no 
doubt greatly added to his prestige. One must guard, however, against 
projecting the authority he now enjoyed among Iraqi Communists back
wards, that is, to the period prior to June 1955, or forwards, that is, to 
the period after 1959, when his influence sensibly declined.

^Supplement to Al-Qa'idah, Year 2, No. 9 o f late September 1955, p. 1.



THE BA‘TH OF THE FIFTIES: 
ITS ORIGINS, CREED, 

ORGANIZATION, AND MEMBERSHIP

At the point now reached, it is necessary to bring into view a political 
force which from the mid-fifties onward would make itself increasingly 
felt in the life of Iraq and, therefore, of the Communists: the Arab 
Socialist Ba'th party. !

Ba'thi beginnings are still to some extent wrapped in obscurity.
Old Ba'thists themselves do not agree on the facts or their precise se
quence. It is beyond question, however, that the Ba'th of the fifties 
emanated from three initially distinct groups (see Table 38-1).

One group embraced young men—students for the most part—who had 
first come together in 1939 under the impact of the “ disaster”  that had 
that year befallen Alexandretta. With some exceptions, they were, in 
their core, a tiny fraction of the thousands who abandoned their homes 
and moved into Syria when the district, which had a minority of Turks, 
was annexed by Turkey with the consent of France and in the teeth of 
bitter protests from its Arab and Armenian elements. Their recognized 
leader was 38-year-old ZakI al-ArsuzT, a graduate of the Sorbonne, a 
secondary schoolteacher, and a son of a lawyer and middling landowner 
of Antioch; who descended from a family of Arsuz, a village in the dis
trict of Alexandretta, and belonged by faith (like the majority of the 
Alexandrettan Arabs) to the Nusairls or ‘AlawTs—an ultra-ShTT sect that 
believes, among other things, that it is of the elect, that Islam has an 
allegorical and “ hidden”  sense accessible only to the initiated in its * 7

^The following account of the origins of the Syrian Ba'th is based, unless 
otherwise indicated, upon conversations with ZakT al-ArsuzT, 17 July 1958; 
Michel ‘ Aflaq, 9 July and 13 July 1958; Salah-ud-DTn al-BItar, 13 July 1958 and
7 December 1970; Akram al-HuranT, 18 July 1958 and 28 February 1970; and 
other Ba'thists in various years who do not wish to be named. It is also based 
on a precis of the history of the party given in an internal Ba'thT circular I 
found in the library of Iraq’ s Internal Security, and which is entitled A l-B a ‘ th 
al-'ArabT min Khilal NidaiihT (“ The Arab Ba'th through Its Struggle” ) (1949); 
as w ell as on SamT aj-Jundi (an old Ba'thist), Al-Ba'th  (Beirut, 1969); and a 
mimeographed internal publication entitled TaqrTr ‘An Azamat Hizbina (“ A R e
port on the Crisis of Our Party” ) put out in 1960 by the “ Revolutionary Nation
al Command,”  a dissident group which in the early sixties opposed ‘ A flaq ’s 
c la ss ica l Ba'th, and which was led by ‘Abdallah ar-RimawT of Jordan and Fu’ ad 
ar-RikabT of Iraq, both members of the first Pan-Arab Command of the Ba'th.
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TABLE 38-1

The Three Headsprings of the Syrian 
Ba'th Party of the Fifties

P la c e  
o f  origin  
o f  group

Y ear
o f

birth L eading figures

Principal 
s p e c i f i c  

factor  
giving r ise  
to groupa

Main
contribution  
to the B a'th

Predominantly 
District of 
Alexandretta

1939 ZakT al-ArsuzT 
(Moslem ‘ AlawT 
schoolteacher and 
son of a lawyer- 
middle landowner)

Syria’ s loss of 
Alexandretta

Ardor possessed  
only by injured 
people

Damascus 1939 Michel ‘Aflaq 
(Christian Ortho
dox schoolteacher 
and son of a 
middle grain mer
chant) and Salah- 
ud-DTn a 1-Bitar 
(Moslem SunnT 
schoolteacher and 
son of a middle 
grain merchant)

Anxieties, 
questionings, 
and restless
ness of in
telligentsia

Ideology '

Hama 1938 Akram al-HuranT 
(Moslem Sunni' 
lawyer-politician 
and impoverished 
son of a wealthy 
landowner)

Big landlordry 
in Hama

Mass peasant 
support and 
foothold in offi
cer corps*5

aThe general factors in the development of all three groups were: 1. the 
French occupation; 2. the partition of the Arab provinces of the Ottoman em
pire and the resultant hindrances to the old trade routes; 3. the decline of the 
Islamic soc ia l order (and the Christian millah structure) and of the old values 
and loyalties; 4. the impact of European ideas; and 5. the enfeeblement of the 
traditional nationalists, that is , the nationalists predominantly drawn from the 
upper landed and mercantile c la sses  and loosely  organized in the National 
Bloc.

^It should be noted, however, that the peasants and officers were not for
mally enrolled in the party but remained attached to the person of Akram al- 
HuranT.

ranks, and that ‘All, a cousin and the son-in-law of Muhammad, was an 
em&nation of the divinity and had drawn so close to it as to become its 
ma‘na, its “ meaning.”  While ZakT al-ArsuzT remained much of a ‘AlawT 
—in 1942 in his book Al-‘Abqariyyah al-‘Arabiyyah fTLisaniha ( “ Arab 
Genius in Its Language” ), in an obvious blending of idealism with 
Nusairism, he interpreted the nation as “ a guiding and creative ma‘na”  
—politically he drew his inspiration from racialism. At least, this 
formed the central theme of the intense agitation that he led against the 

’ Turks in Alexandretta between 1936 and 1938, and which brought about 
his expulsion from the district. From the misfortune of which his fellow 
Alexandrettans became now the victims, he deduced the need to arouse
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the youth of the nation. He thought of his group as a first step toward 
that end. For membership in it he set only one condition: to write or 
translate a book contributing to the resurrection (“ ba'th” ) of the Arab 
heritage. According to his own account,2 in 1939. he divided the group 
into two sections: one political, which he called “ The Arab National
ist Party,”  and the other cultural, which he named “ The Arab Ba'th.”  
However, on a version put out by one of his disciples, he did not signi
fy his intention to create the “ Arab Ba'th”  until November 29, 1940, 
the anniversary of the loss of Alexandretta, by which time his “ Arab 
Nationalist Party”  had been allowed to lapse.3 By still another ver
sion, the “ Arab Ba'th”  was merely the name given to a bookshop that 
served as a meeting place for his group.4 At any rate, by degrees his 
followers grew in number, but never to a considerable extent. They 
were attracted, it would appear, by the force of his speech and his 
great fervor. Why in the end they drew away from him is not altogether 
clear. They may have found his racism intellectually unsatisfying, or 
they perhaps thought that he was not sufficiently practical. The pover
ty into which he had sunk—he struggled along no one knew how—also 
affected him badly: he became depressed, irritable, bitter, and began 
to think of himself as a persecuted man. Anyhow, in 1944 his support
ers abandoned him, and in the following year, led by Wahib al-Gh5nim, 
a physician-to-be and the son of a ‘AlawT landowner, merged with a 
group which had an independent beginning and which, from a historical 
standpoint, is far more important. To this group, however, they, and in 
particular the Alexandrettans amongst them, brought an energy and a 
warmth of passion that cannot be overestimated. Suffice it to say that 
FSyez Isma'Tl and Wasfr al-Ghanim, who planted the first seeds of 
Ba'thism in Iraq, were from Alexandretta and, incidentally, also 'Alawis.

The group to which the disciples of al-ArsuzT adhered had received 
its impulse from Michel ‘Aflaq and Salah-ud-DTn al-BTtar. ‘Aflaq and al- 
BTtar were in 1944 in the prime of life: the one was thirty-four years of 
age, the other thirty-two. Both had been born in Damascus and in the 
same quarter of the city, that of al-Maydan, a memorable area that is 
closely bound up with the history of the great rising of 1925-1926. Here 
the little people of the capital fought the French fiercely in street and 
garden, and remained unshaken in spirit despite a three-day shelling by 
the French artillery and widespread destruction. In brief, nationalism 
was in the very air of al-Maydan, and young ‘Aflaq and al-Bltar could 
not help imbibing it. The quarter was noted for one other thing: it in
cluded the bawayeft—Damascus’ granaries-and formed the chief center
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^Conversation with ZakT al-ArsuzT, 17 July 1958.
% am i aj-JundT, Al-Ba'th, pp. 22 and 26.
4“ The Revolutionary National Command,”  TaqrTr ‘An Azamat Hizbina, p. 18.
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for the grain trade of southern Syria. It was not by chance that the 
fathers of ‘Aflaq and al-BTtar lived there: they were both middling grain 
merchants.

But although the principal founders of the Ba'th belonged to the 
same quarter and the same economic class, their paths did not cross in 
the early phases of their life. The barriers that differences in religion 
raised were more difficult to surmount than the barriers characteristic 
of classes. Al-BTtar was a Sunni Moslem and descended from a long 
line of ‘ulama’ . For upwards of two centuries his family had been pro
viding imams (leaders of congregational prayer) and khatlbs (preachers) 
to the local mosques. His grandfather, Shaikh Salim al-Bltar, had a 
wide reputation for religious learning in cities as far apart as Cairo and 
Istanbul. Al-BTtar grew up, therefore, in a very conservative environ
ment. He attended a private Moslem-oriented elementary institution and 
was later sent to al-‘Anbar Secondary School, from which so many of the 
younger leaders of Syria graduated. ‘Aflaq had, on the other hand, been 
raised in the Christian Orthodox faith and Christians, on the whole, had 
not yet escaped the illiberal influence of the millah, the largely self
governing, ideologically self-contained Christian community of Ottoman 
times. However, by virtue of his frequent travels, his commercial deal
ings with men of different denominations, and his personal friendships 
with Sultan al-Atrash, the chief of the Druzes, and with the Moslem lead
ers of the 1925-1926 rising, ‘Aflaq’s father had freed himself from many 
prepossessions against things Moslem. All the same, he sent his son 
to a priest-run secondary school in the Christian quarter of Bab-Tuma. 
With an already antisectarian cast of thought, young ‘Aflaq found the 
prevalent climate very uncongenial. “ I was,”  he said long afterwards,5 
“ an exception among Christians and, on that account, constantly at 
odds with my companions and teachers.. . .  In the final year, after a 
clash with the administrator . . . , I transferred to the state preparatory 
school.”

It was only in 1929, and at the Sorbonne, that ‘Aflaq and al-BTtar 
first met. They became in no time intimate friends. They shared experi
ences, read the same authors—Nietzsche, Mazzini, Andre Gide, Romain 
Rolland, Marx, and Lenin, among others—and were caught in the same 
Marxist wave that swept over the European campuses during the world
wide slump and financial crisis of 1929-1932. “ We came to socialism,”  
they explained in 1944, “ by the way of thought and science and found 
ourselves before a new, masterly, and fascinating explanation of all the 
political and social problems which harass the world generally and from 
which we Arabs in particular suffer.” 5 One factor had, however, eased

' ’Conversation, 13 July 1958. .
^Bureau of the Arab Ba'th, Al-Qawmiyyah al-'Arabiyyah wa Mawqifuha min- 

ash-Shuyu'iyyah (“ Arab Nationalism and Its Attitude toward Communism” ) 
(Damascus, June 1944), pp. 3-4.



their transition to the left: in the Paris of the early thirties only the 
Communists and socialists showed sympathy for Syria’s cause.7

‘Aflaq returned to Damascus in 1933 and al-BItar in 1934. The one 
became a teacher of history, the other of physics. To judge by the 
views aired in At-TaTT‘ah, a weekly which, in conjunction with a num
ber of their colleagues, they published for six months in 1935-1936, 
their preoccupation in this period was more with the social than with 
the national question. They were also clearly more at home with the 
Communists than with any other party, though they were never linked to 
them organizationally.

1936 marked a turning point in their ideological development: in 
that year the socialists and Communists scored a brilliant victory in 
France. A by-effect of this was the emergence of the Syrian Communist 
party from underground and the increase and widening of its support.
But in their victory they showed their true colors-----  It was plain now
. . . that their sympathy for our cause was merely a pretense. No serious 
step was taken by them to restore our usurped rights to freedom and in
dependence. The Syrian Communists, for their part, became nothing 
more than cat’s-paws of the French Communists and, by and large, of 
the French government.” 8

These “ events and symptoms”  and mounting evidence of the 
“ transformation of Soviet Russia into a nationalist state”  and of its 
“ abandonment of international communism”  produced in ‘Aflaq and al- 
BItar “ a profound spiritual and intellectual crisis”  which kept them 
from writing or engaging in any work of a political kind for the next two 
years.9 * “ This was a period,”  said ‘Aflaq l a t e r , “ of exploration,^ of 
a feeling out of fundamental lines, of preparedness for a movement. It 
coincided with the falling into disrepute of the National Bloc, that had 
up to that point led the struggle against Franee and had been unable to 
fulfill Syria’s hopes or avert the loss of Alexandretta. “ Everyone, 
added ‘Aflaq, “ sensed that there was a vacuum, that the old leadership 
had gone bankrupt,. . .  that a new movement had to be set on foot.”  With 
the outbreak of the world war, this feeling sharpened.

In the autumn of 1939 small circles of students began forming secret
ly around ‘ Aflaq and al-BItar, but the nucleus of what afterwards came 
to be called the Arab Ba‘th party was not constituted until September  ̂
1940.11 By that time France had been defeated, and ‘Aflaq and al-BItar 
had become less circumspect. The first handbill that they circulated—
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7Bureau of the Arab Ba'th, Ai-Qawm iyyah a l- ‘A rabiyyah wa Mawqituha mm- 
ash-Shuyu ‘ iyyah  ( “ Arab Nationalism and Its Attitude toward Communism” ) 
(Damascus, June 1944), p. 3; and conversation, Salah-ud-DTn al-BTtSr, 13 July 1958.

8Bureau of the Arab Ba‘ th, Al-Q aw m iyyah, pp. 7-8.
9Ibid ., pp. 8-9.
^^Conversation, 13 July 1958.
^C onversation , ‘ Aflaq.
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in late February 1941 in support of a strike against the French—bore 
the name of “ al-Ihya’ al-‘ArabI (“ The Arab Renaissance” ). They did 
not use the appellation “ al-Ba‘th al-‘ArabT,”  which has the same mean
ing, until months later. Initially, their activity was on a very narrow 
scale. After resigning their posts as teachers on the 24 October 1942, 
they stepped up their efforts. Their advance, however, remained pain
fully slow. In 1943, their party counted “ fewer than ten members” 1̂  
and was still of a diminutive size in 1945, when its executive organ, 
the Bureau of the Arab Ba'th, became elective in character. Apart from 
‘Aflaq and al-BTtar, the bureau included Madhat al-BTtar,13 a physician 
from Damascus, and Jalal as-Sayyid, a middling landowner from Dayr 
az-Zur. After the shelling and air bombing of Syria’s capital by the 
French in May of that year, and the rallying to the party of al-ArsuzT’s ' 
group in the following June, the Ba‘th, which came now into the open, 
rapidly gained ground. To this contributed the agitation conducted by 
the party paper, Al-Ba‘ th, which first appeared on 3 July 1946. By 4 
April 1947, when the first party congress opened, the membership, ex
cluding supporters, “ numbered in the hundreds,”  most of whom were 
students, the others being teachers or lawyers or medical practitioners 
or from other strata of the intelligentsia.14 The congress approved the 
party’s constitution and internal rules, and reorganized the party’s 
executive, electing ‘Aflaq as ‘AmTd ( “ Doyen” ), al-BTtar as secretary 
general, and Jalal as-Sayyid and Wahib al-Ghanim as members.15

The tragedy of the Palestinian people in 1948 and the period of 
political unsettlement and military coups which it ushered in increased 
the Ba'th’s power of attraction. In 1949, however, the party suffered a 
momentary setback. This was occasioned by the appearance in the 
press, after one of ‘Aflaq’s experiences of imprisonment, of a meek and 
adulatory letter bearing his signature, dated 11 June at al-Mazzah jail, 
and addressed to Husni az-Za‘Tm, the leader of the first of Syria’s 
putsches. “ We are prepared,”  the letter read, “ to keep an impartial 
course and hold our tongue if you so desire. . . .  As for me, I have de
cided to retire definitively from politics.. . .  I believe that my mission 
has come to an end and that my method is not appropriate to the new 
era.” 15 Why ‘Aflaq signed the letter is still a matter for speculation. 
The prevalent opinion is that he was not physically tortured. At any

1 9“ “ Aflaq in a speech at the first congress of the Ba'th party, Al-Ba'th  
(Damascus), 5 April 1947. .

°Madhat al-BItar is not a kinsman of Salah-ud-Din al-BItar.
14Conversation, ‘ Aflaq, 13 July 1958.
1SA1-Be‘ th, 10 and 15 April 1947.
1®The text of the letter was reprinted in Al-Akhbar (Beirut), 17 February 

1963. I have it on the most unimpeachable authority that the text is authentic.



rate, the episode produced the impression of an inherent faint-hearted
ness of character. His followers were, to begin with, shocked; but in 
the end, in view of his undoubted earnestness and the devotion that his 
sincerely held ideas inspired, they forgave him his all-too-human lapse 
and forgot the affair. The public also forgot. If the personal prestige 
of ‘Aflaq somewhat declined—his holding of the portfolio of Education 
from 14 August to 19 November 1949 under Colonel SamT al-Hinnawx, 
the second of Syria’s military dictators, was, if anything, a political 
mistake—the party before long resumed its growth. By 1952, the number 
of its members had increased to about 4,500.1? Nonetheless, it still 
lacked a mass support. Partly for this reason, partly due to the impa
tience of its leaders and their predilection for quick and effortless 
political ascents, but also under the pressure of the oppressive rule of 
Adlb ash-ShishaklT, HinnawT’s successor, the Ba'th linked its fate to 
that of a more broadly based group led by Akram al-Hur3nT.

HurSni’s group had come into being mainly as a reaction against big 
landiordry in Hama. This district of acute social contrasts—of exorbi
tant wealth on the one hand and repelling poverty on the other-was 
virtually held in fief by a few landed families. In Hama and the neigh
boring area of Masyaf, the BarazTs alone owned forty-nine villages, the 
Adhms twenty-five, and the GailanTs twenty-four.* 18 They had their own 
armed men and did with their peasants what they pleased. The state 
and the men of religion were wholly on their side. Their dominance 
over the townsmen was also well-nigh complete.19

HuranT had himself been born, in 1912, to an affluent landowner of 
Hama; but an elder brother squandered the possessions of the family.
He, therefore, never had enough money and had to live very frugally in 
his youthful years. He began his education in Hama, then attended the 
TajhTz, a Damascene public preparatory school. Upon graduation, he 
entered the Medical College at the Jesuit University, but had to with
draw in 1932, having been implicated in an attempt upon the life of 
SubhT Barakat, a pro-French ex-head of the Syrian state. In 1936, how
ever, he was admitted to the Damascus Law School. That same year he 
joined the pan-Syrian P.P.S.—the Parti Populaire Syrien—but left its 
ranks in 1938, when he returned to Hama to practice law. Soon after, 
he took the reins of Hizb ash-Shabab (Youth Party), which ‘Uthman al- 
Hur3nT, a cousin of his, had set on foot. He gave the organization two 
basic aims—independence from the French and a just redistribution of 
the national wealth—and one central slogan: “ Hatu al-Quffah wa-l-Kurek 
Lina'sh a 1-Agha wa-l-Bek” - “ Fetch the Basket and the Shovel for the
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^C onversation  with a Ba'thT who wishes to remain nameless.
18See Jacques Weulersse, L e Pays des A laouites  (Tours, 1940), I, 363.
19Conversation on 16 July 1958 with Sharif ar-Ras, one of the Hama lead

ers of HtirariT’ s Arab Socialist party.
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Burying of the Agha and the Bey.”  Against the landowners who were 
harsh with their peasants, HuranT did not hesitate to use violent means. 
Groups of daring qabadays—tough young men—captained by ‘Ala’-ud-DTn 
al-HarTrT, a devotee and owner of a plebeian coffeehouse, went into 
action as soon as word reached them of an injustice done by a landlord 
or by his armed retainers. Before long, HuranT took on a romantic 
aspect in the eyes of the peasants. Someone was at last paying their 
oppressors back in their own coin. By degrees his fame spread to the 
neighboring districts and farther. His hurrying to the aid of Iraq’s mili
tary movement in 1941 at the head of a number of spirited young officers 
from his home town added appreciably to his prestige. In 1943, he was 
elected as Hama’s deputy, and proceeded to hurl defiance at privilege, 
raising the social question for the first time in Parliament. In 1945, he 
attacked shaikhly power so fiercely that Tarrad al-Mulhem, chief of al- 
Hsainah, a branch of the Ruwalah tribe, fell on him, pistol in hand, but 
other representatives slipped between them. In the radical circles of 
the day he was now dubbed as the “ daring”  or “ free deputy”  and the 
“ demolisher of feudal leaderships.”  His command of groups of irregu
lars in raids upon Zionist settlements in 1948 procured him still more 
political support, and particularly in the officer corps, where he already 
had a foothold, having at an early date persuaded many of his sympa
thizers to enroll at the Homs Military Academy. His name was associ
ated with all three of the coups of 1949, though on his precise role 
little light can as yet be shed. He became, anyhow, surrounded with a 
certain shade of mystery. His enemies began to refer to him as “ the 
fox with the manicured claws.”  In the meantime, his political organiza
tion had been growing steadily. By 1950, when he decided to change 
its name into the Arab Socialist party, it counted no fewer than 10,000 
members and was able to attract as many as 40,000 people from the 
countryside when in the same year it convoked at Aleppo the first peas
ant congress in Syria’s history.20

It was, to a large extent, this power to draw forth mass interest and 
sympathy, a power unaffected by the vicissitudes of his relations with 
the military, that turned the Ba'th party toward HuranT. More than that, 
in the eyes of many Ba'thists, he complemented their own leaders in 
essential respects. ‘Aflaq and al-BTtar were and remained at bottom 
teachers. They dealt primarily with ideas and spread these ideas main
ly in sitting rooms. Their feet were not always firmly on the ground. By 
contrast, HGranT was a “ man of the people”  and at the same time en
dowed with a political instinct and a genuine gift for leadership, not to 
mention his good grasp of the issues of the hour.

20Conversations with Akram al-HuranT, 18 July 1958 and 28 February 1970; 
SharlT ar-Ras of IJama, 16 July 1958; and Salah-ud-DIn al-BItar, 13 July 1958.
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The “ merger”  between the two parties took effect in November 1952. 

To the new command were appointed three leaders of the old Ba'th— 
‘Aflaq, al-BTtar, and as-Sayyid-and two leaders of the Arab socia lists- 
Huranl and Anton MaqdisT, a Christian Orthodox Damascus University 
professor from Yabrud, a village in the district of Qalamun. The move
ment was henceforth to be called “ The Arab Socialist Ba'th party.”
For its basic program, it adopted without any alteration the Ba'th con
stitution of 1947.21

In practice, the “ merger”  was only partially realized. The officer 
and peasant following of HuranT, for example, were never incorporated 
into the party, but continued to be attached to him personally. Nonethe
less, the step propelled the Ba‘ th into a historical role of first impor
tance. But the “ merger”  had its adverse side. This partly manifested 
itself in the domain of ideas—a domain to which it is now necessary to 
turn.

Ideologically, the Ba'th was in the forties, to a predominant extent, 
Michel ‘Aflaq writ large. Intellectualizing for the party tended to be his 
preserve. All Ba'thists recognized him then as their authoritative 
teacher. In the fifties, however, in Syria, partly in consequence of the 
“ merger”  just discussed, and partly as a result of the rapid and abrupt 
expansion of the ranks, ‘Aflaq’s “ doctrinal monopoly”  was broken. So 
was also the party’s unity of thought. By 1957, as a contemporary in
ternal publication suggested,22 the Syrian Ba'th had become a babel of 
conflicting ideological currents. But in Iraq the faithful would, for the 
next half decade, continue to seek guidance in the pages of ‘Aflaq: in 
their eyes ‘Aflaq and orthodox Ba'thism were inseparable.

‘Aflaq’s ideas are nowhere systematically developed. They are 
scattered through his public speeches, impromptu remarks to “ disciples,” 
and very short essays composed, for the most part, under the pressure 
of events.23 When drawn together, they do not add up to an entirely con
sistent point of view. This is not unrelated to ‘Aflaq’s tendency to rely 
more on feeling and “ faith”  than on analysis and induction from facts.
It has also to do with ‘Aflaq’s language, which is akin to that of the 
poets and is distinguished more by its suggestiveness than by its logi
cal lucidity.

But the logical difficulties that, on examination, his ideology be
trays, are not due merely to his romantic style, but also to his undisci

2^Conversation, ‘ Aflaq, 13 July 1958.
22See pp. 823-824.
23The earliest collection  of his speeches, remarks, and essays appeared in 

1953 in 68 pages, the second in 1959 in 252 pages, and the third in 1963 in 348 
pages. The first bore the title FTSabTl al-Ba‘ th a l-‘Arabi (“ For the Cause of 
the Arab Ba'th” ), the others FTSabTl al-Ba‘ th ( “ For the Cause of the Ba'th” ). 
Unless otherwise indicated, the references below are to the 1959 edition.
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plined eclecticism: his thoughts are a mixture of an essentially human
itarian nationalism and aspects of the individualism of the Enlighten
ment, the democratism of the Jacobins, the youth idealization of 
Mazzini, the class standpoint of Marx, the elitism of Lenin, and over 
and above that, a strong dose of Christian spirituality and a national- 
istically interpreted Islam. The mixture is often mechanical. In other 
words, ‘Aflaq makes no serious attempt to synthesize the ideas that he 
imbibed.

At the risk of producing a more compact impression than is justified 
by his writings and speeches and the 1947 constitution of the Ba‘th 
party—which, in substance, is his brain child—it will help to bring to
gether his more general notions, beginning with those that may be sub
sumed under.his ideology of ends. •

“ Unity, Freedom, Socialism” —the ends that ‘Aflaq projected for 
his followers—were not, he would insist, fashioned by his mind, but de
rived from the “ soul”  .and “ depths”  of the Arabs. They express not 
merely the “ interests”  of the nation, but also the “ truth”  that it pos
sesses and which will “ declare itself, however the power of the exist
ing conditions. ” 24 The three ends demand and complete each other: 
they are “ an indivisible whole.”  None can be realized at the expense 
of the others.24 25

“ Unity,”  that is, the unity of the Arabs, is not a means to an end 
or something useful, It is a “ natural right.” 26 * The nation, in other 
words, ought to live in one state. This is a moral necessity. At the 
same time, unity is historically inevitable. The nation has a natural 
and irresistible tendency to cohere, to gather its parts: “ None of the 
Arab countries can, in isolation from the others, fulfill the conditions 
necessary for its life” ; “ all differences among the sons [of the nation] 
are incidental and false and will vanish with the awakening of Arab 
consciousness.” 2,7

In an official pamphlet explaining the party’s aims, the inevitability 
of the union of the Arabs is feebly and hastily linked to empirical, or 
what purports to be empirical, factors: the oneness of their language; 
their “ common history”  (they have “ one memory” ); the “ identity of 
their present experience”  (they all suffer from imperialism and confront 
problems analogous in nature); the interdependence of their “ defence 
interests”  and of their basically “ feudal agrarian”  economies; and the 
similarity of their geographical habitat (whereof the saying that “ in 
every Arab country you find a coast, a mountain, a desert, a tent, a

24‘ Aflaq, FTSabTl al-Ba'th, p. 147. ,
25Ibid., p. 188.
26The Arab Socialist Ba‘ th Party, Ad-Dustur (“ The Constitution” ), First 

Principle.
22 Ibid.



date-palm, and a camel. ” ) .2 8 But these factors are not examined with 
any care. Historical divergences are lightly dismissed. Adverse or 
divisive present-day facts are nowhere looked in the face. The whole 
discussion is impelled by what is at bottom, an a priori conviction of 
the desirability of unity.

In ‘Aflaq, the necessity for the synthesis of the Arab countries is 
really logical. It flows from the characteristics that he attributes to 
the nation and to nationalism, and from his view of the nature of the re
lations between the nation and the individuals of which it is composed.

The nation is “ a living being. ” 29 The connection tying the indi
vidual Arab to it is “ organic,” 28 29 30 that is, he has no meaning apart from 
the nation and can attain fulfillment only as a member of it: if he is in
sensitive of his national roots, he will live a life of barrenness.3*

As a living being, the nation has a “ mission”  that is “ eternal”  in 
the sense that it is continually renewed.32 What is meant by this was 
at one time the subject of much curiosity among Ba'thists, but they 
were never able to extract a satisfactory explanation out of ‘Aflaq. The 
“ Arab mission,”  he maintained, does not consist of “ definite aims”  or 
of “ principles to be embodied in programs,”  nor is it something inert 
divorced from the souls of the sons of the nation and from its life and 
its trials.”  It is, rather, a “ propensity”  or “ a belief before everything 
e lse .” 33 The “ earnest and daring”  manner in which the Arabs cope 
with their present, their “ sensitivity”  as regards the evils marring 
their life, the “ candor and courage”  with which they admit their own 
shortcomings, the “ tribulations”  which they suffer, their “ manly deter
mination”  to liberate themselves.by their own effort-all this is “ the 
beginning of the eternal mission,”  for “ through this experience they 
will discover anew the meaning of truth, righteousness, loyalty, work, 
sacrifice, sound and independent thinking, thinking that is unafraid of 
the pressure of the rabble.” 3* In short, through the “ eternal mission”  
expression is given to “ all the elements of goodness, life, and creativi
ty”  that are latent in the nation.35 Or better still, all the acts of the 
Arabs—past, present, and future—which evoke what is best in them and
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28The Arab Socialist Ba'th Party, Sharh-ud-Dustur ( “ The Explanation of the 
Constitution” ) (undated), pp. 7-9.

29Ibid ., p. 18. .
30Michel ‘ Aflaq, Fikratuna (“ Our Idea” ), essay entitled “ Our Idea Is Living 

arid A bsolute”  (1948), p. 20.
31(Aflaq, FTSabil a l-B a ‘ th, PP- 31-32.

* 32Sharh-ud-Dustur, pp. 17-18 and Ad-Dustur, Third Principle.
33‘ Aflaq, FTSabTl al-Ba'th , pp. 79, 149, 109, 79, 76.
34/b id ., p. 109.
35Sharh-ud-Dustur, pp. 17-18.
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by which they contribute to the common good of humanity, constitute 
their “ eternal mission.” 36 Obviously, ‘Aflaq is here particularizing 
with regard to the Arabs a familiar concept that comes from the German 
Enlightenment, and especially from Herder.

He also, repeats Herder when he asserts that the nation., is possessed 
of a “ soul”  or a “ spirit.”  This “ soul”  he at times identifies with 
Islam: “ Arabdom [is] a body whose soul is Islam” ; “ Islam is the 
tremor that stirs the latent forces of the Arab nation.”  At other times, 
however, he speaks of Islam as something distinct from the Arab soul 
(“ Islam . . . produced a revolution . . .  in the soul of the Arabs” ), as an 
embodiment of “ fixed absolute values” 37 (that is, values which, at 
least in their origin, are independent of the Arabs38), as “ a heavenly 
message”  which the Arabs, by reason of “ essential excellences and • 
virtues”  with which they are endowed, were “ chosen”  to communicate 
to the world. Again, sometimes ‘Aflaq speaks as if Islam is fundament
al and Arab nationalism is derivative: “ Islam is universal and eternal. 
. . .  In every important period of history . . .  it gives expression to one 
of the infinite meanings that are latent in it from the start.. . .  Its 
[present] meaning . . .  is the need to orient all efforts toward the 
strengthening and uplifting of the Arabs and to confine these efforts 
within the bounds of Arab nationalism.”  The point is clinched in an
other passage: “ Today . . . the force of Islam . . .  discloses itself in a 
new form, that of Arab nationalism.”  Elsewhere, however, ‘Aflaq 
appears to reverse the relationship between nationality and religion: 
“ Islam, in its pure essence, arose out of the heart of Arabism” ; it is ‘ 
“ a part of it, feeding it and revealing the most significant of its spiri
tual and idealistic aspects.” 39 But the thing that matters here is not 
‘Aflaq’s disregard of logic, but the very practical aim that lies behind 
his romantic rhetoric: the harnessing of the emotions called forth by 
Islam in the service of the Arab national movement or, to be specific, of 
the Ba'th party.

If the nation is a “ living being”  with a distinctive “ soul”  and an 
“ eternal mission,”  then Arab nationalism cannot be said to be an 
“ idea”  or a “ theory,”  or something imported from abroad. It is rather a 
“ spirit”  which, “ like life, is from us and its awakening is the awaken
ing of life in us.” 40 It exists “ in our past achievements and our

36See, e .g ., FrSabTt al-Ba'th, pp. 76-82, 109-110, and 149-150.
37Ibid., pp. 47, 43-44, 79, 81.
33“ (With the rise of Islam) . . . values were no longer derived from the group 

nor were they imposed by the individual, but issued from a source above the in
dividual and the group alike.”  Ibid., p. 79.

39Ibid., pp. 45-49, 26-27.
40<Aflaq, Fikratuna, pp. 18-19.



present agonies, in our virtues and our vices, in our written history and 
in the history engraved deep inside us.”  It is “ love before everything 
e lse ,”  the selfsame love that ties the individual to his family, for “ the 
nation is but an extended family.”  It is also fated. An Arab is not at 
liberty to bex>r not to be a nationalist: “ Nationalism . . .  is like the 
lineaments of our face which are bequeathed to us even before our 
birth. . . .  It is an overpowering fate. ” 41 Because it has its basis not 
in race or blood, but in the “ Arab spirit,”  and because the Arab is 
bound not only to his nation but also to mankind,41 42 which is but “ one . 
mass with common interests and common values,”  Arab nationalism is 
humanitarian in tendency:4  ̂ “ He who feels the sacredness of national
ism is driven to revere it in all people. Nationalism is thus the best 
road to an authentic humanism.” 44 * Again, because it is spiritual in 
essence, Arab nationalism is oriented toward “ freedom,”  which brings 
us to the second fundamental theoretic end of the Ba'th party.

“ Freedom”  means, first, the freedom of the nation to direct its own 
affairs which, in turn, means its freedom from external control as well 
as from indigenous arbitrary rule. The nation has a “ natural right”  to 
be sovereign, and national sovereignty is synonymous with popular 
sovereignty. The theoretical commitment of the Ba'th to a “ democratic”  
state is unambiguous: “ the people alone are the source of all authori
ty ;;.45 “ in the Arab state . . .  the executive branch of the government 
shall be responsible to the legislature which shall be directly elected 
by the people” ;46 “ democracy is indispensable, but . . .  by virtue of 
the insufficiency and muddled state of education, the perversion of 
morals, and the very bad economic and health conditions, the people . . . 
may not be able to exercise their rights in a proper manner and to the 
fullest extent. We do not on that account call for depriving them of 
their rights. On the contrary, we ought to work through them . . . and in 
this way strive to raise their standards. . . .  For us they are the end 
and the.means. Our aim is to serve the people by means of the 
people.” 47 However, as will be shown in a little while, some of the 
concepts related to the Ba'thists’ ideology of means strongly detracts 
from their “ democratism.”  Moreover, it must be remembered, especial
ly in this connection, that Ba'thT theory is one thing and Ba'thT practice 
another or, more precisely, that the Ba'thist as an aspirant to power is
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41FTSabtl al-Ba'th, pp. 28, 29, 31.
42‘ Aflaq, Fikraturia, pp. 27-28.
4^Ad-Dustur, Third Principle.
44FTSabTI al-Ba‘ th, p. 29.
4^Ad-Dustur, Article 5.
46/6id ., Article 14.
47Shaih-ud-Dustur, pp. 43-44.
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quite different from the Ba‘thist as a holder of power. 48 But this, of 
course, is not something peculiar to the Ba'th.

“ Freedom”  means also the freedom of the Arab individual. In deal
ing with this theme, ‘Aflaq now and then appears to shift the emphasis 
away from the “ nation”  or the “ people”  or “ the greater number,”  to 
use one of his own definitions of the “ nation.”  He thus maintains that 
“ the individual alone vivifies and renews the group”  and that “ the 
group produces only relative values.” 49 “ Some say,”  he adds,

that Arabism is above everybody and they mean by Arabism what the 
group decides. There is danger in such talk. For our part, we be
lieve that Arabism is above everybody in the sense that it is above 
[narrow] interests, egotism, and transient and false considerations.
But there is one thing which we believe to be above Arabism and 
that is Truth.. . .  Our watchword, therefore, ought to be Truth above 
Arabism until Arabism merges with Truth.50

What this precisely means remains a question, but the apparent implica
tion is that the practical rendering of the watchword is in the showing 
of regard for the personality of the individual and the taking of precau
tions against the “ tyranny of the group.”  This finds expression in the 
following rule, which is embodied in the Second Principle of the Ba'th 
constitution:

freedom of speech, freedom of assembly, freedom of belief, and free
dom of art [are] sacred things which no authority can diminish [em
phasis added].

As it stands, this formulation seems to ascribe a sort of absoluteness 
or inherent value to personal freedoms, and to put forth on behalf of the 
individual an indefeasible claim upon the nation and the state. In other 
words, it seems to assert in this context the primacy of the individual. 
But the indefeasibility of the claim is vitiated and the primacy of the 
nationalist principle restored in other clauses, and explicitly in Article 
41 (2) of the constitution: 4

4®In the Tripartite Union "Talks held in Cairo in 1963, one of the Ba'thT 
participants remarked: ‘ ‘When revolutionary movements find themselves in 
power, they discover that many of their antecedent ideas need to be recon
sidered. While still in the stage of popular struggle, they ca ll for democracy 
so that they could carry on their activity under the best possible conditions, 
but when in the government they find that this bourgeois democracy is a great 
danger to the revolution.”  Al-Ahram, Transcript o f the Union Talks (in Arabic) 
(Cairo, 1963), p. 159. '

49‘ Aflaq, FTSabTi al-Ba‘ th, pp. 125, 81, 82.
S0Ibid., p. 82.



The state shall be responsible for the protection of the freedom of
speech, publication, assembly . . .  within the limits of the higher
Arab national interest . . . [emphasis added].

Indeed, the more dominant tendency in ‘Aflaq is toward restricting free
dom to the Arab individual “ who is bound up with the spirit of his na
tion. ” 51 Even though he insists that the individual is “ the foundation”  
and “ the most important thing,”  he at the same time affirms that as 
“ an individual in a nation,”  he has to fulfill the “ conditions”  that the 
national tie entails.* 52 But who ultimately determines what these “ con
ditions”  are or what constitutes “ the higher Arab national interest ?
The nation defined as “ the greater number” ? The “ minority,”  that is, 
the Ba'th party, in whom, as ‘Aflaq suggests in one place,53 * the living 
“ idea of the nation”  or of Arabism becomes incarnate? But, as already 
noted, ‘Aflaq also says that “ Truth is above Arabism.”  To whom does 
one have to refer for that? The trouble is that the formula is thrown in 
without warning and is nowhere elaborated. In short, in connection 
with the concept of “ freedom”  as in other connections, there is in 
‘Aflaq an undissipated haziness and, more than that, no real examina
tion of ideas, no attempt to draw out and reconcile the implications of 
differing principles, no thinking of arguments through to the end.

The same deficiencies characterize what he has to say with regard 
to the third general aim of the party: “ socialism.”  Although here the 
influence of the Communists upon him is indubitable, he is at pains 
from the first to point out that a wide gulf separates him from them.
This in part is demanded by his contention that “ socialism,”  like the 
other objectives of the Ba'th, issues from the “ depths”  of the Arab 
nation.54 He has, however, basic differences with the Communists. In 
the first place, his socialism is not connected with a materialist inter
pretation of life, but with a standpoint in which, to use his own words, 
“ the spirit is the great hope and the deep motive force of our rebirth.” 55 
Even later, in the sixties, when many of his followers would move to 
the left and he himself would somewhat shift his position, he would 
still maintain: “ I am not against Marxism but the Ba'th is scientific 
socialism plus spirit.” 56 In the second place, his socialism is not 
“ the first philosophy, the view that guides all life ,”  but merely a “ trib
utary deferring to a source, which is the national idea.”  Being thus 
fundamentally nationalist, Ba‘ thT socialism cannot constitute “ a factor
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5l ‘Aflaq, Fikratuna, pp. 28-29.
52‘ Aflaq, FTSabTl al-Ba‘ th, p. 154.
53See pp. 740-741.
5^See p. 731 and Ad-Dustur, Article 4.
55FTSab7l al-Ba'th, p. 86.
56See p. 1021.



of internal division and conflicts. ” 57 Does this imply a commitment to 
the thesis that the nation is essentially a harmonious whole? The 
First Principle of the Ba'th constitution affirms as much: “ all differ
ences among the sons [of the nation] are incidental and false.”  For 
his part, ‘Aflaq goes at one point as far as saying that the Arab nation 
“ which expressed itself . . .  in manifold ways in the laws of HamurabT, 
the poetry of the Age of Ignorance, the religion of Muhammad, and the 
culture of the epoch of [Caliph] al-Ma'mun is, through the different eras, 
moved by one feeling and one aim, notwithstanding the intervals of dis
ruption and deviation.” 58 it is not clear what this aim or feeling is, 
but it has apparently to do with that most abstract of concepts, the 
“ eternal mission.”  At any rate, what could his statement mean if not 
the intrinsic concord of the nation? This is what ‘Aflaq should have ■ 
held, but he doesn’t all the time. “ A minority,”  he points out in one 
place, “ owns most of the wealth of the nation and controls and dis
poses of power in a manner that accords with its desires.”  This “ ex
ploiting class will not give up its wealth or its interests by a mere ' 
appeal in the name of nationalism or of the spirit or of progress. Strug
gle is, therefore, inescapable.” * 58 59 This is, despite the ritual reference 
to the “ spirit,”  the Marxian concept of class conflict, which cannot be 
married, even mystically, to the view of a basically harmonious nation.60

Anyhow, if with regard to the just-mentioned concept the Marxists 
and the Ba‘th are on common ground, in their respective attitudes to 
property they diverge again. In one sense, according to the Communist 
Manifesto, “ the theory of the Communists may be summed up in the 
single phrase: Abolition of private property.” 61 But the Ba'th consti
tution proclaims “ ownership and inheritance”  as “ natural rights,”  
assures their persistence “ within the limits of the national interest”  
(Article 34), and looks forward to the guaranteeing by the state of a 
“ minimum”  of real property for all citizens (33). At the same time, how
ever, the constitution calls for the “ cancellation”  of foreign companies 
and concessions; the nationalization of banking services, public utili
ties, major natural resources, and big production and transport facilities 
(29 and 35); the limiting of the ownership of small industries to a de
gree “ congruent with the economic standard enjoyed by the rest of the 
citizens”  (31); and the narrowing of agricultural ownership conformably 
to “ the ability of the owner to cultivate the land fully without exploiting
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FTSabil al-Ba‘ th, pp. 86, 89.
58Ibid., p. 77.
69/6id ., pp. 107, 90.
60The inherent contrariety o f ‘ A flaq’ s position cannot be laid to the time 

factor, for the concept of class struggle and the notion that Ba'thT socialism  is 
repugnant to internal division occur in one and the same essay.

®^Marx and Engels, S elected  Works (Moscow, 1951), I, 45.
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the efforts of others”  (30). Other envisaged measures include economic 
planning (37); direct control by the state of internal and external trade 
(36); workers’ profit-sharing and participation in factory management 
(32); social security against old age (40); free medical services (39); 
and free education for all citizens in all stages (46). This is as far as 
the “ socialist”  vision of the classical Ba‘th goes. Of course, from the 
standpoint of the Communists, it never rises above the “ petty bour
geois”  horizon.

What theoretical justification does the Ba‘th give for its “ social
ism” ? Differing arguments are put forward here and there in the party’s 
literature. One lacks any tangibility, and seems to be an argument from 
self-evidence: it .simply ranks the “ idea of socialism”  among the 
“ eternal verities”  which are “ clear and powerful.” 62 Another is mani
festly an argument from the nature of the Arabs: “ the personality of the 
Arab nation is distinguished by a strong desire for . . . equality”  which 
must be satisfied.63 The Ba'th’s “ socialist”  conclusions also flow 
from such ethical premises as “ all citizens are equal in regard to 
human value,”  or “ the existing distribution of wealth in the Arab home
land is unjust.” 64 Moreover, there are arguments that are strictly utili
tarian, as is this one: “ the [national] struggle at the present time can 
only be based on the generality of the Arabs and these will not take 
part in it if they are exploited.” 65 There is, finally, the argument that 
claims that “ socialism is a necessity issuing from the depth of Arab 
nationalism, being the ideal system which will allow the Arab people to 
realize its potentialities and develop its genius to the full.” 66 67 The 
word “ necessity”  appears in this context to refer merely to moral com
pulsion. However, in view of the Ba'thT belief that “ unity,”  the first of 
the basic ends of the party, is both morally and physically necessary, 
and that “ unity”  and “ socialism”  demand each other, the Ba'th would 
have also to contend that “ socialism”  is historically obligatory.

It is time now to turn from the Ba'thists’ ideology of ends to their 
ideology of means, that is, to their view of the method of obtaining 
their ends and of the instrument by which these ends are to be attained.

According to ‘Aflaq, the distinctive method of the Ba'th is al- 
inqilabfi7 This term is commonly used to refer to a coup d’etat. But 
this is not the sense that ‘Aflaq attaches to it. By inqilab he actually

62FTSabTl al-Ba'th, p. 96.
63Sharh-ud-Dustur, p. 15.
6^Ad-Dustur, Articles 28, 27.
65FrSabTl al-Ba'th, p. 87.

Ad-Dustur, Article 4.
67FTSab71 al-Ba'th, pp. 126 ff.
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means “ revolution.”  He does not employ the more current word ath- 
thawrahfiS partly because he is, as ever, anxious to differentiate his 
movement from that of the Communists, even in matter of terminology. 
His notion, however, has also its own peculiarities. For him, the 
inqilab is first and foremost a spiritual phenomenon, a revolution in 
Arab values,-in the Arab way of thinking. In ‘Aflaq’s words, it is the 
“ awakening”  or “ rebirth of the Arab spirit,”  the curing of the “ nation”  
before the curing of the “ state,”  for “ what is the state . . .  but a body 
without a soul. ” 69 However, in measure as this change in the inner 
spirit of the nation takes place, it makes its impact felt—as appears to 
be the implication—on external reality in a “ decisive”  manner, produc
ing not a partial or superficial but a thoroughgoing transformation in all 
aspects of life .* 69 70 Now and then ‘ Aflaq speaks as if this process is de
termined: “ We fight the status quo not only because it is diseased but 
because we are compelled to fight,”  for “ the nation, despite its back
wardness . . . possesses truth and this truth manifests itself, however 
the power of the existing facts; the inqilab is this manifestation, this 
attestation of the existence of truth.”  At other times, however, ‘Aflaq 
is more in the voluntarist vein: “ The practical expression of the idea 
of inqilab is struggle . . . and by struggle is meant . . . the recapturing 
by the nation . .  . , after that long slumber . . . , of its yearning to wrestle 
with life and with fate; its viewing of existence deeply and heroically; 
and its seeing of value in effort before its seeing it in the fruit of 
effort. ” 71

How will the external phase of this inqilab be realized? Peacefully 
or violently? ‘Aflaq’s language is often indicative or suggestive of 
militancy. Moreover, he appears to exclude peaceful means in his re
mark that the politically dominant and economically exploiting class * 
will not voluntarily surrender its position.72 In one passage his com
bativeness reaches surprising lengths: “ The national action that is 
susceptible of success is one which evokes hatred to the death toward 
those who personify an idea antithetical to [nationalism]. It is idle for 
the members of the movement to combat antagonistic theories and say 
why should we bother with persons. An antagonistic theory does not 
exist by itself. It finds its incarnation in persons who must perish so 
that it too may perish.”  This is a lapse into the most frightening fanati
cism and calls to mind the brutalities that the Ba'th committed against 
the Communists in Iraq in 1963. This is not to suggest that there is

the sixties, however, ‘ Aflaq would use this term frequently.
69FTSabTJ al-Ba’ th, pp. 101, 103, 145, 92.
79Ibid., pp. I l l ,  151; and Ad-Dustur, Article 6.
71FTSabTJ al-B a‘ th, pp. 146, 147, 102.
72See p. 737.



here a causal connection. Moreover, in fairness to ‘Aflaq, it ought to 
be said that this is the only instance where he gives expression to 
such a grim and appalling idea. His diametrically opposite observation 
to the effect that “ nationalism, like every lov e ,. . .  is as distant from 
hatred as possible”  is indubitably more representative of the general 
tendency of his thought. At the same time, there is no question that 
‘ Aflaq is for pressing “ hard”  by the Ba'th on others to restore them, 
as he puts it, to their “ true selves”  and their “ true selves”  must be, 
it is legitimate to infer, Ba'thI selves.73

But how does ‘ Aflaq relate the Ba‘th party itself to the inqilab? Of 
course, the Ba'th is the chief instrument by which the nation is to be 
reshaped. The need for the inqilab has called the party into existence. 
Indeed, its existence denotes that the inqilab has already begun, for 
the inqilab, in its incipient form as a conscious feeling of the necessity 
for change, takes effect at first not in the wide mass of the people but
in “ a minority.”  ‘ Aflaq, who in another connection has said: “ by the
nation I intend the greater number,”  maintains in this connection that 
numbers are not in themselves “ sacred,”  that the nation is not an 
arithmetical collection but an “ idea”  embodied in “ all or some”  of its 
members and that, therefore, those in whom this idea is personified 
have the “ right”  to speak in the name of the whole nation.74 In other 
words, here ‘Aflaq pushes the democratic majoritarian principle to the 
background and brings the elitist principle to the fore. But what kind 
of sociological formation is this minority, this elite, or, to be specific, 
the Ba'th party, supposed to be? Its main element comes from the youth 
of the nation, for the inqilab is a renewal and where could renewal come 
but from youth. The spontaneity, the dash, the idealism, the selfless
ness of youth are among the most precious treasures that the nation 
possesses.75 Of course, not every young Arab qualifies, for the party 
must “ in the first place”  represent “ the element of the spirit”  and con
stitute a portrait in miniature of “ the pure, healthy, and advanced 
nation”  that it seeks to build.76 It will, therefore, rest upon a distinct 
kind of youth. It will count in its ranks those who “ when they see right 
on one side, will for its sake oppose all other sides and instead of try
ing to please all people will infuriate those whom they believe to be 
corrupt and in the wrong.”  Its members will be “ hard on themselves 
and hard on others.”  They will be armed with “ science”  and will de
vote themselves fully to revolutionary party activity. They will also be 
conscious of the conditions of their nation, loyal to its cause, jealous
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73FTSabTt al-Ba'th, pp. 40-41, 29, 103.
74Ibid., pp. 116, 125, 64.
73Ibid., pp. 155-157.
76Ibid., p. 92.
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of its rights, and responsive to the aspirations and needs of the people. 
Their sincerity, their distinctiveness will be recognized from their ordi
nary doings, from their daily conduct, even from “ the inflection of their 
voice. ” 77

Inasmuch as the Ba'th has, as is the implication, come to incorpo
rate such elements, its appearance was a “ revolution”  in Arab history, 
“ a scission, a wilful conscious break with what came before it and, 
despite [unavoidable] blemishes . .. , an ascent to a new level of think
ing and morality.” 78 For that same reason, it is also a true expression 
of the national spirit. Who, therefore, is distant from the Ba'th is dis
tant from the nation.79 The path of the nation is the Ba'thi path. No - 
other party can take its place. The logic of history is on its side:80 
“ Our movement is the destiny of the Arabs in this age.” 81 This is ob
viously an echoing of Lenin’s dictum: “ the future is with us in any 
case. ”

By degrees, the current of feeling and thought, started by ‘Aflaq, 
found its way into the countries neighboring Syria.82 In the first half 
of 1949, when the debacle in Palestine was urging minds in many parts 
of the Arab East to question the existing order of things, embryonic 
Ba'thT circles came to life in Iraq upon the initiative of a number of 
young Alexandrettans, notably Fayez Isma'Il, a student at the Baghdad _ 
School of Law and the son of an Arab ‘AlawT artisan, and WasfT al- 
Ghanim, a student at the Higher Teachers’ Training College and the 
brother of Wahlb al-Ghanim, a member of the Syrian Ba'th Command.

77Ibid., pp. 18, 119, 120, 116, 33.
78Ibid., p. 238.
79The Arab Socialist Ba'th Party, Bimatha Tattisim u Harakatuna ( “ What 

Characterizes Our Movement” ), p. 14.
80F7Sab71 al-B a'tb , p. 133.
Q |

The Arab Socialist Ba'th Party, Iraqi Region, A Talk G iven  by Comrade 
M ichel ‘A fla q  during the V is it o f  Som e L e b a n es e  B a ‘ th ists to the H eadquarters 
o f  the P a rty  in D am ascus on 10 April 1955 as R ecord ed  by O ne o f  the Com rades 
(in Arabic), p. 1.

82 •^The following account of the beginning of the Iraqi Ba'th rests on conver
sations in Cairo and Beirut with Fu’a'd ar-RikabT, secretary of the first Iraqi 
Ba‘ th Command, 31 January 1962; Sa'dun Hammadi, member of the first Iraqi 
Ba'th Command, 27 December 1962; and Faisal HabTb al-Khaizaran, member of 
the second Iraqi Ba'th Command, February 1963; as well as on: Internal 
(Syrian) Ba'thT Circular No. 1 of 16 February 1949; Report of 11 April 1952 to 
the secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist party from “ ‘ Amer,n a 
Communist who had been a Ba'thT from 9 December 1949 to the summer of 1951; 
report of 28 May 1952 by Basrah’ s director of police to the director general of 
police, Baghdad; and undated memorandum by Baghdad’ s director of security 
written in June 1955. Iraqi police dossier on the Ba'th party refers.



Another figure who played a role in this initial stage was Sulaiman ‘Isa,
a Sunni Arab poet from Aleppo. _

The nascent organization took footing first in Baghdad’s colleges 
in the suburb of al-A‘dhamiyyah, but gradually extended its influence 
to Nasiriyyah, Ramadl,' Basrah, Najaf, and other places. Its converts 
were, for the most part, college and secondary school students, who 
could find little outlet for their enthusiasm in the ranks of the national
ist Istiqlalls (Independents). Quite a few had, indeed, been members 
of this party, but had broken with it on account of its political half- . 
wayness and the temperamental inability of its leaders to live illegally.

At first the chief Ba'thT organizer was Fayez Isma‘U, but upon his 
return to Syria in 1950 the leadership passed to ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ad- 
Damen, a native of al-A‘dhamiyyah, a student of law, and the son of an 
Arab Sunni merchant from Basrah. In the party ad-Damen is remembered 
as “ a noble-minded young man who rendered some services.”  His role 
was, in any case, brief. In 1951, Fu’ad ar-RikabT took the helm and re
tained it in his hands for the next eight years.

Ar-RikabT, an engineer-to-be and a ShT‘I, had been born in 1931 at 
Nasiriyyah. His father was a poor government official but his mother, 
a second cousin of ex-Premier Salih Jabr, came from a middle-class 
family and belonged to the tribe of Ban! Rikab, whence the name by 
which he chose to be known. At school, in his home town, he imbibed 
the pan-Arabism that strongly colored the courses taught under the 
monarchy. Politics began to attract him when he was sixteen^or seven
teen years of age. At the time he leaned towards the Istiqlalls, though 
he never formally hooked up with them. While still in Nasiriyyah and 
later, after his entry into the College of Engineering at Baghdad in 
1949, he had occasions to witness the Communists in action, and real
ized that they were far superior to the Istiqlalls in tactics, organization, 
and theoretical resources. The nationalist cause needed new concepts, 
new methods, new stimuli. These things the Ba‘th, whose stirrings  ̂  ̂
had found an echo in his college, seemed to provide. In 1950 ar-Rikabi 
joined the party. How he came a year later to have the reins in his own 
hands is unclear. Part of the explanation may lie in his penetrative 
ability. There was apparently also a division in the ranks. Ad-Damen 
himself fell ill and drew off. Anyhow, under ar-RikabT the party rose in 
number and in quality. From a total of only about 50 members in 1951, 
it increased to more than double this figure in the middle of 1952, when 
it was recognized as a constituent branch by the parent body in Syria. 
After that, it went on growing, counting 289 members, excluding support
ers, in June of 1955. As is suggested by Table 38-2, it drew its 
strength largely from the student population and from the city of Bagh
dad, as well as from Nasiriyyah, ar-RikabT’s home province. If at this 
point it received a blow by the police that led to the break-up of some 
of its organizations, it recuperated in less than a year and, though it
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TABLE 38-2

Membership of the Iraqi Ba'th Party in June 1955
Geographical Distribution

N o. o f  
members

Baghdad
Iraqis 72
Non-Iraqi Arabs 28a

P rov in ces
Nasiriyyah 69
Mosul 11
Diyalah 6
Ramadi 5
Karbala’ 4
Hillah 4
Basrah 3
DTwaniyyah 2
Sulaimaniyyah 1

U n sp ecified 84
Total 289

Religion
N o. o f  

m em bers

Moslems 284
Christians 5

Total 289

Occupation
N o. o f

m em bers

U n sp ecified 164
Students 102

Secondary school 15
Colleges

Law 17
Medicine 13
Teachers*

training 8
Commerce 5
Arts and

sciences 3
Pharmacy 2
Other 4
Unspecified 35

Others
Peasants 12b '
Government officia ls 8C
Lawyer 1
Labor union officia l 1
Telephone operator 1

Total 289

in clu d in g  15 Jordanians (and Palestinians), 5 Bahreinis, 1 Libyan, 1 Tunisian, 
1 Saudi Arabian, 1 HadramT, and 1 Lebanese.

“All from Nasiriyyah province.
in clu d in g  Fu!ad ar-Rikabt, who worked as an engineer in the Ministry of 

Development.

Source: Based on the Ba'th membership list seized by the police  on 25 June 
1955. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  on Ba'th party refers.

continued to be relatively weak in a numerical sense, it exerted a 
weight in the antimonarchic camp out of proportion to its size by virtue 
of its youthful energy and the discipline that ar-Rikabl had imparted to it.

The founding of a branch for the Ba'th in Iraq in 1952, and earlier in 
Jordan and Lebanon—in 1947 and 1949, respectively—added to the 
“ merger”  in 1952 with the group of Akram al-HuranT, led to the adoption 
in 1954 of new internal rules for the party. .

Under the older rules—those of 1947—a number of features distin
guished the organization of the Ba'th.
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In the first place, its structure was simple. The basic unit was the 
firqah (“ division” )) which consisted of at least twelve men. Two or 
more firqahs formed a shu‘bah (“ section” ), and two or more shu'bahs a 
fir' (“ branch” ). Above the fir's came hay’at al-qiyadah (“ the command 
staff” ), which was composed essentially of the heads of the party’s 
Administrative, Cultural, Labor, Athletics, and Finance Bureaus, and 
of the head and members of the Politbureau. At the peak of the whole 
structure stood the ‘AmTd (“ Doyen” ).®3

In the second place, the appointment of the leadership of the vari
ous units from above characterized all levels except the highest. In 
other words, the rule did not apply to the ‘AmTd, who was elected for a 
period of two years by Majlis al-Hizb ( “ Party Council” ), which was 
meant to meet twice yearly and had the power to determine the general 
policy of the party. The Majlis al-Hizb comprised “ natural members,”  
that is, the ‘AmTd, the heads of the bureaus and of the fir's, and the 
members of the Politbureau, as well as “ elected members,”  represent
ing the various fir's. The elective members outnumbered the others by 
at least two to one.83 84

In the third place, the organization emhraced “ members”  and “ prin
cipal members.”  The “ principal members”  were defined as the mem
bers “ specially responsible for the activities and progress of the 
party.”  From their ranks were drawn the secretaries of the “ divisions”  
and the “ sections”  and the members of the administrative bodies of 
the “ branches”  and of the various bureaus and, of course, the ‘Amid 
himself. They alone had the right to elect members to Majlis al-Hizb,85

Most interesting of all were the powers vested in the ‘AmTd who, 
though elected by and responsible to Majlis al-Hizb, was somewhat in
congruously referred to in the rules as “ the highest authority (marja' ) 
of the party in all its policies and the director of all its organizations.”  
He alone made the appointments to all the key party posts.86 His 
“ command staff”  had a purely consultative function. More than that, 
no Ba'thI could rise to “ principal membership”  without his approval.87

The internal statutes of 1954 differed from these rules in several 
important respects.

First, two new units of organization were added, one, the three-to- 
seven-men halaqah (“ ce ll” ), at the very bottom, the other, the qutr 
( “ region” ) directly above the “ branch.”  The “ division”  remained the
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83Paragraphs 13, 22, 26, and 46 of the Internal Rules (of 1947).
84Paragraphs 14, 23, 26, 27, 28, 31, and 42 of the Internal Rules.
86Paragraphs 6, 8, and 29 of the Internal Rules.
86He appointed, among others, the leaders of the “ branches”  and the 

heads and members of the various bureaus.
87Paragraphs 7, 48, 54, 70, and 71 of the Internal Rules (of 1947).
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basic unit, but comprised now three to seven “ ce lls .”  The “ region”  
covered a whole country. Thus Iraq became a “ region”  with its own 
“ regional command”  and “ regional secretary.” 88

Second, the elective principle was substituted for the method of . 
appointment from above at every level except the lowest, that of the 
“ ce ll,”  whose secretary had to be chosen by the leadership of the 
“ division.”  Under the new articles, the “ regional secretary”  was to 
be elected by the “ xegional command”  from among its members and the 
“ regional command”  by a “ regional congress”  made up of .the secre
taries and other leading members of the party’s “ branches.” 89

Third, the old differentiation between “ members”  and “ principal 
members”  was abolished. The new categories were “ candidates”  and 
“ active members,”  and a “ candidate”  became an “ active member”  
automatically after a six-month probationary period unless notified in 
the meantime of his ineligibility.90 In practice, as will be noted in due 
course, other kinds of.membership, such as “ organized partisan”  and 
“ organized supporter” 91 were introduced, at least in Iraq.

But the most significant change was the drastic diminution of the 
powers of the ‘Amid. The title itself was annulled. Michel ‘Aflaq was 
made the secretary general of the “ national command,”  to which “ all 
the bodies, organizations, and commands of the party “ became formally 
subject and which now supervised “ all party affairs having a national 
character.”  But as secretary general, ‘Aflaq had merely the authority 
to preside over and call for meetings of this command, to keep the rec
ord of its sessions, to represent it in all contacts and discussions with 
party and nonparty bodies and individuals, and to act as its mouthpiece 
“ on all national questions.”  However, as one of its members, he had, 
of course, a voice in its deliberations and resolutions.92

The first national command was constituted in March 1954 and com
prised, in accordance with the rules,98 the secretaries of the regional 
commands and others elected by the members of these commands from 
among theonselves. The Iraqi, Lebanese, Jordanian, and Syrian party 
“ regions”  were represented in the proportion 1:1:2:3, respectively.94 
This proportion was later changed several times, essentially in keeping 
with the change in the relative strength of the different party “ regions”

Articles 13 and 14 of the Internal Rules of 1954.
O Q

See the Introduction and Articles 13 and 14 o f the Internal Rules. 
^ A rtic le  8 of the rules.
^ S e e  p. 1010.
^ A rtic le s  18 and 19 of the rules.
^ A rtic le  14 of the rules.
9^The first national command consisted of the first seven persons listed in 

Table A-50.



TABLE 38-3
Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to the Members of the National (Pan-Arab) Command of the Ba‘ th Party (1954-1970)

(Summary of Table A-50)___________________________________________________
Nationality

No. of
No. o f indi-

members % vidua lsa %
Syrian 26 29.6 12 26.7
Syrian of 
Lebanese origin 1 1.1 1 2.2
Iraqi 23 26.1 14 31.1
Lebanese 21 23.9 9 20.0
Lebanese of 
Palestinian origin 3 3.4 1 2.2
Jordanian - - - -
Jordanian of 
Palestinian origin 2 2.3 2 4.5
Jordanian of 
Syrian origin 7 8.0 2 4.5
Jordanian of Saudi 
Arabian origin 1 1.1 1 2.2
Saudi Arabian 2 2.3 1 2.2
Adenite 1 1.1 1 2.2
Sudanese 1 1.1 1 2.2
Total 88 100.0 45 100.0

Religion
R eligion  and s e c t  o f Syrian, 

Iraqi, Jordanian
R eligion and s e c t  o f all members _____ and L eban ese members

No. of 
members %

No. of 
indi

viduals1a %
No. of 

members %

S ect’ s estimated  
% in total 1970 

population of 
Syria, Iraq, 

Jordan, 
and Lebanon

Moslem Sunnis 43 48.9 22 48.9 40 47.6 42.2b
Moslem ShTIs 18 20.5 10 22.2 18 21.4 26.7C
Moslem ‘ Alawls 5 5.7 4 8.9 5 6.0 3.3
Moslem Z a id l 1 1.1 1 2.2 — - __
Druzes 6 6.8 3 6.7 6 7.1 1.7
Orthodox
Christians 14 15.9 4 8.9 14 16.7 3.3d
Catholic
Christians 1 1.1 1 2.2 1 1.2 4.3d
Total

<U0000 100.0 45e 100.0 84 100.0

Age groupf in year of 
accession  to command

Education
No. of

individualsa
College 44
Secondary 1
Total 45

Sex
No. of 

individualsa
Male 45
F emale —

T otal 45

No. of 
individualsa

23-24 years 2
25-29 years 10
30-34 years 14
35-39 years 8
40-44 years 10
45-49 years 1
Total 4 5



O ccupation
No. o f

individualsa %
Army officersS 6 13.3

Lieutenant general 1
Major generals 3
Brigadier 1
Lieutenant colonel 1

Civilians
Party workers 11 24.5
Members of
professions 28 62.2

College professors 2
Schoolteachers 8
Lawyers 9
Engineers 4
Physicians 4
Pharmacist 1

Total 45 100.0

aIn this column, individuals who were elected or appointed to the 
command for more than one term are counted only once.

^The percentage is for Sunni Arabs only. Kurds, Turkomans, etc., 
not included.

c The percentage is for SKIT Arabs only.
^The percentage is for Christian Arabs only. 
eExcept for two Arabized Kurds all are Arabs.
^Approximate.
gRank in year of a ccess  to the Ba'th National Command.



C la ss  Origin

No. of
individualsa %

No information i 2.2
C lasses of low income 8 17.8

Peasants 3
Workers 3
O fficial (policeman) 2

C lasses of lower middle income 13 28.9
Tradesmen 6
Men of religion 2
Petty landowners 3
Artisan 1
Petty agricultural 
entrepreneur 1

C lasses of middling income 20 44.4
Landed men of religion 2
Trading men of religion 2
Men of religion 2
Trading local za'Tm 
(leader) 1
Merchants 4
Landowners 7
Impoverished landowning 
aristocrat 1
Military aristocrat 1

C lasses  of high income 3 ■ 6.7
Landowning shaikh 1
Landed aristocrat & chief 
o f a religious sect 1
Landed shaikh of sufT 
(mystic) path 1

Total 45 100.0
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or as other circumstances dictated. For the subsequent national com
mands, turn to Table A-50. As we do not intend to refer again to any of 
these commands, except where required by our account of the events in 
Iraq, one or two observations regarding them are in order here. From 
the summary analysis of their composition in the period 1954-1970, in
cluded in the accompanying self-explanatory Table 38-3, it is clear 
that the commands were drawn predominantly from the members of the 
professions and the middle and lower middle classes. In terms of reli
gion and sect, the representation of Orthodox Christians, Druzes, and 
‘AlawTs was noticeably higher than their proportion in the total popula
tion of Syria, Iraq, Jordan, and Lebanon. The Shi'i element was rela
tively weak, particularly after 1963,95 but the weight of the Sunnis was 
adequate. The educational qualifications of the members were high 
and, in so far as age was concerned, the commands were, in a marked 
degree, youthful in character.

The composition of the national commands may be compared with 
that of the Iraqi regional commands for the years 1952-1970 shown in 
Table A-49 and summarized in Table 58-1. Though we will be returning 
to this table more than once, we will briefly note here that the Iraqi 
commands came from reaches of the economic order lower than those 
from which the national commands emanated. Thus 25.5 percent of the 
members of the Iraqi commands originated from the classes of low in
come, 38.3 percent from the classes of lower middle income, and 29.8 
percent from the classes of middling income. The corresponding figures 
for the members of the national commands were 17.8, 28.9, and 44.4 
percent. Perhaps part of the explanation lies in the fact that in the fif
ties and sixties the middle class was much broader in Syria, Lebanon, 
and Jordan than in Iraq. It will further be noted that the majority (53.8 
percent) of the members of the Iraqi commands of 1952-1963 came from 
the underprivileged Arab ShT‘1 sect. However, the sectarian physiogno
my of the subsequent commands radically changed. On this as on the 
growing role of the military after 1963 we will have more to say at a 
more appropriate point. 95
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95,rhe weakening of the ShTT representation was due to the change in the 
sectarian com position o f the Iraqi Ba'th leadership after 1963, see pp. 1078
1080.



\ THE ARABIZATION OF 
THE COMMUNIST PARTY’S VIEW AND 
THE RISINGS AT NAJAF AND HAYY

The undoing of Hamid ‘Uthman in June of 1955 put an end to the ascen
dancy of the Kurds in the Communist party. It also facilitated the 
Arabization of its standpoint—a process essentially induced by the de ■ 
facto meeting of the Soviets, Arab Communists, and Arab nationalists 
on the common ground of irreconcilable opposition to the Baghdad Pact. 
In internal directives issued toward the end of August, that is, about 
one month before the conclusion of the Soviet-Egyptian arms- agreement, 
the new Communist leadership deplored the “ negative”  and “ isolation
ist”  attitude that the party had been taking with regard to the problems 
of the Arab peoples. “ The Arab comrades in our party,”  read the 
directives,

fearing a fall into chauvinism, sometimes hesitate to defend Arab 
causes and in justification falsely adduce the fact that there exist 
two main national groups in Iraq.. .. But the fraternal Kurdish peo- 
pie has no interests which are incompatible with the interests of 
any of the Arab countries. . . . Support for the national struggles of < 
the Arab peoples is a noble duty which common national ties impose 
and is but a constituent part of international solidarity. Internation
alist sentiments, if underived from deep national roots and from a 
craving for national liberation, turn into a dream, an empty phrase, a ; 
cosmopolitanism. .. . Our taking pride in our Arabism and our feel- , 
ing of brotherhood with the Arab peoples form, therefore, important 
spurs . . .  in our struggle against the dominance of the imperialists 
and of reaction.1

The party had no inkling that back in March President Gamal Abd- 
un-Nasir had sounded out Chou En-lai in Rangoon in regard to the pur
chase of arms from the Soviet Union, and that the ground for the 
transaction, which Moscow approved and which was to weaken in a radi
cal way the overpowering influence of the Western countries in the Arab 
East, had by now been smoothed.2 Only days before the twenty-eighth 
of September—that is, before the world first learned of the transaction—

1Mtmadil-ul-flizb, Year 2, No. 1 of end of August 1955, p. 7.
^Al-Ahram (Cairo), 25 December 1958.
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the party circulated in a special supplement of Al-Qa‘ idah a speech that 
Khalid Bakdash delivered at Damascus on 26 August and in which he 
referred to the Egyptian regime in hostile and unmeasured terms.3 After 
28 September, however, no trace of unfriendliness toward the govern
ment of ‘Abd-un-Nasir remained and, as the Arab national movement 
entered a decisive phase, the Arab character of the party’s orientation 
became clearer and more pronounced. As of November 13, in pursuance 
of instructions from the Central Committee, the party began to wage a . 
political struggle under the slogan “ For a National Arab Policy ’ ’ and 
to agitate for “ a national democratic government”  that would pull Iraq 
out of the “ aggressive Baghdad Pact,”  and bring it onto “ an indepen
dent Arab national path” —a path of “ neutralism”  and “ solidarity with 
the Arab countries.” 4 * After the nationalization of the Suez Canal on 
26 July 1956, the party identified itself completely with “ the battle of 
Arabdom.”  As has not happened at any previous party occasion, the 
Second Party Conference, held in September of that year, closed with 
cheers for “ Arabism.”  At the same conference the party recognized 
that the Arab national movement was “ progressive and democratic in 
form and content,”  that “ the territory inhabited by the Arab people in 
Iraq constituted an indivisible part of the Arab homeland,”  and that 
“ the Arabs are one nation . . . inasmuch as they form a stable historical 
group, live on a common territory—notwithstanding the present artificial 
frontiers—speak a common language, possess the prerequisites of a uni
tary economy, and have a common psychological makeup which finds its 
expression in a common. Arab culture and common traditions and in their 
fervent desire for unity.”  The party, however, tied the fulfillment of 
the pan-Arab idea to “ the disappearance of imperialism from the Arab 
world and the carrying out of democratic reforms.” 3 In all this the party 
was but sharing a position that the Syrian Communists had taken on May 
7, 1956.6 It was also obviously influenced by the Soviet reappraisal of 
national revolutionary movements and of the role of “ the national bour
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3Bakdash referred to “ the bloody massacre and acts of terrorism to which 
a group of patriots [read Moslem Brothers] and democrats [read Communists] 
were exposed .”  Supplement to Al-Qa‘ idah, Year 2, No. 9 of late September
1955, p. 8.

^Al-Qa'idah, Year 13, No. 10 of 15 November 1955; and Munadil-ul-fiizb, 
Year 2, No. 2 of end of December 1955.

3The Iraqi Communist Party, Our P olitical Plan for Patriotic and National 
Liberation in the Light o i the Circumstances R evealed  by the Twentieth Con
gress o f the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (in Arabic). Report of the 
Central Committee as approved by the Second Party Conference, September
1956, pp. 2 and 27-29; and IttihSd-ush-Sha'b, Year 14, No. 9 of mid-October
1956, p. 8. ’

^D ecision of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of Syria and 
Lebanon on the Question of Arab Unity, An-Nur (Damascus), No. 1375 of 17 
May 1956, p. 4.
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geoisie”  in newly independent countries—a reappraisal on which the 
Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, held 
in February 1956, set the seal.

In the Second Party Conference just referred to, the Central Commit
tee made also a point of defining the nature of the “ battle”  that lay be
fore the party, the people, and Arabdom. While not dismissing the 
likelihood of a popular uprising in Iraq or, in that eventuality, of a 
direct intervention by Turkey or the English on the strength of the Bagh
dad Pact, or, further still, of “ an armed interference by the imperial
ists”  against the emancipated Arab countries, the Central Committee 
was more inclined to the view that the coming battle would be one of 
“ a predominantly peaceful character,”  and would in Iraq “ count essen
tially upon a mobilization of the national forces in a wide front and the 
application of pressure in a concentrated manner and in various forms 
with a view to changing the existing policy into one consonant with the 
independent Arab national trend.”  The Central Committee, however, 
made haste to add that “ the question of violence is for us a question.. . 
determined by the behavior of the enemy—by his willingness or unwill
ingness to bow down to the will of the people.” 7

The attack on Egypt by Britain, France, and Israel in late October 
1956, the parallel intrigues against Syria carried on by the governments 
of Iraq, Britain, and the United States8—with the transparent aims of 
isolating Egypt and pulling Syria into the orbit of the Baghdad Pact— 
and the ruthlessness with which the authorities suppressed Iraqi crowds 
demonstrating in support of Egypt, altered the party’s perspective and 
impelled it to switch to an insurrectionary policy.

But in Baghdad itself, the Communists were unable to mount any 
large-scale action against the government, in view of heavy concentra
tions of police forces and weak coordination with the Ba'th, the only 
other active opposition party.9 Accordingly, like the Ba'th, the Com
munists could set on foot only a series of relatively small, rapidly mov
ing, and lightly armed demonstrations in dispersed districts of the 
capital. Similar tactics were applied, when necessary, elsewhere, and 
especially in Mosul and Kirkuk. But it was in Najaf and Hayy, where 
they were strongest, that the Communists launched uprisings of impres
sive power.

NAJAF AND HAYY, 1956

^The Iraqi Communist Party, Our P olitical Plan tor Patriotic and National 
Liberation, pp. 16-17.

Q

For details of these intrigues, refer to Patrick Seale, The Struggle tor 
Syria (London, 1965), pp. 263-282.

joint “ Field Command”  embracing representatives of the Communists, 
the Ba'th, the National Democrats, and the Independents had been created on 
29 October 1956, but could not accomplish anything due to the speedy arrest of 
its members.
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A number of factors contributed to the strength of the Communists 
at Najaf, the holiest city of the ShT'ah. For one thing, Najaf was still, 
as it had been for centuries, the seat of oppressive wealth and dire 
poverty. For another, Najaf was and remains at one and the same time 
a center for the most stubborn religious traditionalism and a ferment for 
the most advanced of revolutionary ideas. Politically speaking, there 
is no town in Iraq that is more independent or more refractory. Its peo
ple have in reality never reconciled themselves completely to the fact . 
of government. Moreover, the subterranean chambers and passages with 
which it abounds make it an ideal haven for rebels of all kinds, and 
especially for underground parties. There were also circumstances of a 
more particular order which proved to be of immense help to the Commu
nist cause. To begin with, many of the active Communists in Najaf 
were sons or close relatives of the ‘ulama’ and religious scholars10—a 
class with a strong pull over local police and administrative officers. 
Furthermore, it so happened that the judge of Najaf, Baqir Kamal-ud- 
DTn, was much under the influence of local forces and of his son, ‘ Adnan, 
a revolutionary, and dealt most leniently with the Communists who were 
brought up before him for sentence. The Communists were also fortu
nate in the physicians, members of the party, men like Dr. Khalil Jamil 
aj-Jawad, Dr. Muhammad Rida at-Tarlhl, and Dr. ‘Abd-ul-KarTm al- 
KadawT, whose fame went through Najaf and who ministered to the poor 
of the town free of charge.11 Another asset of the Communists was as- 
Sayyid ‘AIT as-Sayyid ‘Abbud as-Sayyid Salman, a member of the Najaf 
Party Committee. He descended from a family of well-known and ex
tremely influential sayyids, who provided the hereditary heads of the 
Zuqurt, one of the two town tribes or municipal factions which through 
the better part of the nineteenth century and down to the First World 
War dominated the life of Najaf.12 In the fifties, the family still carried 
enough weight in Huwaish, one of the four quarters of the old town, that 
it was well-nigh impossible to track or arrest a Communist within its 
limits.13 In other words, as-Sayyid ‘All as-Sayyid ‘Abbud as-Sayyid 
Salman had pressed the elaborate structure of old loyalties into the 
service of the party.
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10For an explanation of this phenomenon, turn to p. 1000.
11Letter dated 13 January 1957 from the director of criminal investigations 

to the mutasarrif of Karbala’ in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 5 /3 /2 2 . This writer, who 
visited Najaf in 1958 prior to the Revolution, could sense the affection in 
which Dr. aj-Jawad was held by many Najafis.

12For the historical role of these sa yy id s  and o f the Zuqurt see Great 
Britain, (confidential) P e rso n a litie s . Iraq (E x c lu s iv e  o f  Baghdad and Kadhi- 
main), p. 68; and “ Annual Administration Report, Shamiyyah D ivision, from 1st 
January to 31st December 1918”  in R ep orts  o f  Adm inistration for 1918 . . .  I, 65 
and 108 (entry entitled as-S ayyid  M ahdTas-Sayyid Salman).

13Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 5 /3 /2 2 , letter of 13 January 1957.
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It was from the Huwaish quarter that began many of the manifesta- 

. tions sparked by the tripartite attack on Egypt. The guiding role of the 
Najaf Party Committee was not to be mistaken. But nationalists, led 
by Shaikh Ahmad, son of the famed Shaikh ‘Abd-ul-Kanm aj-Jaza’iri and 
a member of the old Independence party, took also an active part. On 
the placards, carried into the streets, ran the inscriptions: “ Down with 
the Martial Courts!”  “ Down with the Criminal NurT as-Sa‘id!”  “ Long 
Live Jamal ‘ Abd-un-Nasir! ”  “ For a People’s Government That Would 
Act in Harmony with the Liberated Arab Countries!”  Beginning on 
November 1, 1956, the movement increased with every succeeding day, 
reaching a climax on the twenty-fourth of that month, when, according 
to a secret official report, members of the police, beset on every side 
by angry crowds armed with daggers, pistols, stones, and huge canes, 
“ began to think of themselves and their fate and, falling a prey to 
panic, fired in the air.” 14 * In the official version, two of the demon
strators were killed, and twenty-seven others and nine policemen were 
injured. But the tally was generally believed to be well below the 
actual figure. The incident so heightened popular ill feeling that on 
the morrow the ‘ulama’ refused to perform their religious duties. The 
police now completely disappeared from the streets. Called out, the 
troops, instead of doing the government’s bidding, fraternized with the 
crowds. “ The demonstrators,”  wrote Iraq’s chief of secret police, 
“ climbed up on army cars, . . .  inveighed against His Excellency NurT 
as-Sa‘Td, and shouted for the downfall of His Majesty the King, . . .  .
while the troops watched, most of them in manifest approbation. ” ! 5 
Apprised of the turn of events, NurT as-Sa‘Td requested two ShT‘T nota
bles and ex-ministers, the Kadhimiyyah merchant and banker ‘ Abd-ul- 
HadT ach-ChalabT, and Hillah’s principal landowner ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab 
Mirjan, to proceed to Najaf on 28 November and talk the ‘ulama’ into 
calming the people. The ‘ulama’ proved willing, but made their inter
vention contingent on the release of political prisoners, the compensa
tion of the victims, and the punishment and transfer of the responsible 
policemen. The government immediately acceded to their demands, and 
withdrew fifty-eight members of the police from the city. The unrest, 
however, mounted and spread to neighboring Kufah. Invited to a meeting 
at Karbala’ by ShT'T members of the cabinet on the evening of the twenty- 
ninth, the ‘ ulama’ , in the words of a confidential police report, “ now 
presented altogether different demands and their demands varied and 
multiplied, each ‘alim giving vent to his own desires.” 16 It soon

^ Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 5 /3 /2 2 , entry dated 24 November 1956; and report 
of P o lice  O fficer ‘ Abdallah Mustafa dated 13 December 1956.

^ L etter  dated 13 January 1957 from the director of criminal investigations 
to the muta$arril of Karbala’ in Iraqi P olice F ile  No. 5 /3 /2 2 .

16Report o f po lice  officer ‘ Abdallah Mustafa dated 13 December 1956, and 
entitled “ The Incidents at Najaf”  in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 5 /3 /2 2 .
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became apparent that the ‘ulama’ had no real influence over the demon
strators, for when at last they did formally exhort the people to keep the 
peace and tried to impress upon them that disturbances were “ inconsis
tent with the commands of religion,”  their appeal—to quote from the 
same police source—“ had no effect as most of the common people, 
being Communists or nationalists or their fellow-travelers, were of a 
different mind and in an obdurate disposition.” 17 Although the com
mander of the armed forces in Najaf took pains to remind the populace . 
on December 8 that the ‘ ulama’ had spoken and that their word was “ a 
shat'T fatwahl & compelling obedience to their orders and compliance 
with their wishes,” 19 popular excitement did not subside until a week 
later, and not before a wave of strikes and demonstrations in support of 
Najaf had swept through Baghdad, Mosul, Kirkuk, Sulaimaniyyah, and 
ArbTl, and had led to the arrest of the principal opposition leaders, the 
indefinite closure of schools and colleges, and the severance of up
wards of three hundred students from academic life.

The flame of unrest had not yet gone out in Najaf when it flared up 
in Hayy, a town of about 25,000 people, lying on the Gharraf some 225 
kilometers to the southeast of Baghdad. Communist organizations not 
only in the capital city but in all the various districts, and especially 
in Najaf and Hayy, where the party felt firm ground under its feet, had 
been summoned on December 9 to take more resolute measures of strug
gle in the hope of beating down the government.20 The party would 
have, however, been contented if NurT as-Sa‘Td was merely kept occu
pied or, more accurately, as the Central Committee subsequently inti
mated, if his hand was stayed and “ the plotting against Syria”  
abandoned.21 A special statement, put out by the party on December 
11, made plain that the perils looming on the Arab horizon were upper
most on its mind. While acclaiming the issue of the aggression at Suez 
as “ a historic victory of the Arab liberation movement,”  and averring 
that that movement was “ not an accidental manifestation or a temporary 
policy of one of the governments but an important fact of modern history 
. .. and a force which is impossible to overcome,”  the party warned that
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17Report o f police  officer ‘ Abdallah Mustafa dated 13 December 1956, and 
entitled “ The Incidents at Najaf”  in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 5 /3 /2 2 .

18°I .e ., an opinion consonant with the Islamic religious law.
19Entry dated 8 December 1956 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 5 /3 /2 2 .
20Letter from the ch ie f o f po lice , Baghdad, to the mutasarrif o f Baghdad 

Province dated 9 September 1956 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ Communist 
A ctivities in Kut P rovince.”

21 The Iraqi Communist Party, The Uprising o f 1956 and Our Tasks in the 
P resen t Circumstances (in Arabic) (Baghdad, March 1957), a report written on 
the basis of d iscussions held by the Central Committee in February 1957, p. 65.
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“ the battle of Arabism”  was not yet at an end. Defeated at Suez, the 
imperialists had now, with a view to “ segregating Egypt,”  shifted their 
attention to Syria and Jordan-where nationalist, pro-Nasir, and 
Communist-backed governments held office-and would “ undoubtedly re
turn to the attack with greater cunning and in unknown ways.”  Simul
taneously, the party admitted that, in its forecast of the previous 
September, it had underestimated “ the aggressiveness of the enemy”  
and that the onslaught of events had since conclusively refuted the per
spective of “ a predominantly peaceful”  struggle and now clearly im
posed “ a predominantly violent”  line of march.22

In the light of the new directives, the Hayy Party Committee, which 
had been initiating strikes and demonstrations since December 2, pro
ceeded to steer a course toward an armed uprising. Its leader, ‘All ash- 
Shaikh Hmud, a local bookseller, was very sure of his ground. Much of 
Hayy was on his side. The explanation is not far to seek. Economical
ly speaking, the town was in a blind alley. It was literally unable to 
expand, being surrounded on all sides by the villages of Shaikh ‘Abdal
lah Muhammad Al-Y5sTn, the paramount chief of the Mayyah section of 
BanT Rabi'ah. Shaikh ‘Abdallah was, as all Iraq knew, a callous and 
ruthless man. Back in September 1920, being apparently worried about 
his influence as a landholder and a tribal chieftain, he was responsible, 
as the British political officer of the Muntafiq Division duly noted, for 
the murder of his elder brother, Abd-ul-Muhsin.23 in his administrative 
report for 1921, the same officer described" Shaikh ‘Abdallah and his 
younger brother Balasim in these words: “ The sons of Muhammad Al- 
YasTn, ‘Abdallah and Balasim, are notoriously bad in every sense of 
the word.. . .  They have no backing in Hayy neither in the district nor in 
the town. All loathe them, but fear them more. ” 24 By 1956 the two 
brothers had managed, by one way or another and with the help of the 
government, to gain title to 270,341 dunums,2 5 that is, to more than one- 
third of all the cultivable lands in the district of Hayy. The town, in 
consequence, suffered a great deal. It had even difficulty finding 
ground to bury its dead. ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm al-UzrT, a minister of finance 
under the monarchy, related to this writer how he had at one time 
attempted to persuade Shaikh ‘Abdallah to part, in the public interest, * 11
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99 .^Statement of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist party dated
11 December 1956 and entitled “ On the Results of the Aggression against 
Egypt and the E ffects on the P olitical Situation in Iraq.”  See also The Upris
ing o f 1956 and Our T asks in the P resen t C ircum stances, pp. 54 and 60-62.

O ' }  . . _ _
°Great Britain, A dm inistrative R ep ort on the Muntafiq D iv is ion  for 1921,

p. 8.
24Ibid ., p. 42.
2^A dunum equals 2,500 square meters. The figure was obtained from the 

Ministry of Agrarian Reform in February 1964.
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with ten square kilometers of his land, only to meet with the exasperat
ing retort: “ If you take ten square kilometers today, you will take one 
hundred tomorrow. What will remain of our property?” 26 In brief, at 
the time of the events under study, the shadow of the shaikh lay, as 
could well be imagined, like a curse on Hayy and its unfortunate 
inhabitants.

The accumulating embitterment was bound to break to the surface.
All that the Local Party Committee had to do was just to touch the 
match to the fuse. Already by December 6, before the receipt of the 
new party directives and in part as a reflex to the excitement raging in 
Najaf, an extremely tense atmosphere permeated the whole of Hayy. 
“ Communism,”  wrote the local Special Branch officer on that day,
“ has penetrated among all classes and the people have grown so reck
less that they no longer show any regard for the government or pay any 
attention to the law.. . . ”  In the following days, as popular discontent 
took on increasingly more active forms, appeals went out for the speedy 
despatch of police reinforcements. On December 17, and apparently in 
response to instructions delivered by FawzT Mahdi al-Ahmar, a lawyer 
and a liaison officer of the Provincial Party Committee at Kut, the agi
tation reached the point of armed revolt. Telephone lines with Baghdad 
were cut off and, according to a police telegram, men of the people, 
armed with rifles and machine guns (?) and supported by firing from the 
windows and roofs of houses, forced police patrols to withdraw from 
several parts of the town and, pouring forth, attempted to reach the 
Saray, the seat of the local government, but were in the end driven back. 
The market area, however, fell completely into their hands. Revolution
ary committees and “ people’s guards”  at once sprang into life and pro
ceeded to organize resistance and erect barricades at key points. A 
Communist party statement, published in Baghdad four days later, main
tained that the barricaded area was still under siege by a strongly rein
forced police, but the chief of police of Kut province reported that the 
forces under him charged through the area and dispersed its defendants 
on the afternoon of December 18, and that by the evening the town had 
been wholly subdued. One policeman was killed and seven others were 
wounded. The number of victims among the people is not known. On 21 
December, ‘All ash-Shaikh Hmud, the secretary of the Hayy Party Commit
tee, and ‘Ata Mahdi ad-Dabbas, a basic collaborator, were arrested. On 
the following 10 January, the two men died on gallows planted in the 
public square.27 10

^Conversation , March 1958.
^ L etters  from the ch ie f o f police of Kut Province to the director general of 

police , Baghdad, dated 5, 18, and 21 December 1956; telegram from police  o ffi
cer of Hayy dated 17 December 1956; entries dated 6 and 17 December 1956 and
10 January 1957 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ Communist Activities in Kut 
Province” ; and statement of the Iraqi Communist party dated 21 December 1956 
entitled “ R ise in Support of the Brave Masses of Hayy in Their Armed Uprising.”
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The uprisings of 1956 demonstrated beyond dispute that popular 
action, however serious and determined, mounted against the govern
ment in provincial towns—even in a city as sensitive as Najaf—could 
never be decisive. Deadly blows could only be struck at Baghdad, but 
here too a real triumph over the government in street struggle had be
come extremely difficult. The police had gained in experience and in 
equipment. It had also carefully studied the layout of the capital and 
drawn plans to meet all sorts of contingencies. At the first physical 
signs of trouble, specially trained forces went into action, blocked 
roads selected beforehand, occupied tactical rooftops, and tried and 
often succeeded in breaking up demonstrations before they had even 
time to form. In 1956 the party simply could not organize any sustained ■ 
large-scale action against the government in Baghdad.

NurT as-Sa‘Td rode out the storm. If the Communists and other oppo
sition parties succeeded in staying his hand from Syria, they failed to 
shake him down. On the other hand, NurT as-Sa‘Td was now less firmly 
in the saddle than ever before, due in large measure to the discomfiture 
at Suez of the English—his only genuine point of support. The joining 
of the Military Committee of the Baghdad Pact by the United States in 
March 1957 did little to bolster him. The “ Eisenhower Doctrine”  
adopted in the preceding January, after loud references to a so-called 
vacuum in the Middle East, gave less aid and comfort to NurT than to 
the Communists. Although the doctrine purported to be concerned with 
countering possible “ overt armed aggression”  from countries “ con
trolled by international communism,”  few nationalists disagreed with 
the comment that it drew from Ittihad-asb-Sha‘ b, the principal organ of 
the Communist party. “ The main aim of the Eisenhower Doctrine,”  the 
paper maintained, “ is to put an end to the Arab liberation movement 
under the guise of combating the ‘Communist danger.’ ”  “ They, speak 
of a ‘Communist danger,’ ”  the paper went on to say, “ but the thousands 
killed in Port Sa'Td, Sinai, and Palestine were not killed by Soviet arms. 
The arms with which the Arabs defended their home and dignity were 
Soviet arms. ” 28
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THE FORMATION OF 
THE SUPREME NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 

FEBRUARY 1957

In the mid-fifties, communism gained ground in several parts of the Arab 
East. In Jordan, in the elections of 1956—the freest ever held—the 
Communist-led National Front polled 51,398 votes, that is, 12.7 percent 
of the total; the Moslem Brethren secured only 22,518; the Ba'th 34,220; 
and the largest but the most incidental of the parties, the National 
Socialists, 72,467 votes.1 In Syria, Khalid Bakdash, now a member of 
Parliament, had never as in this period enjoyed so much consequence 
among wide sections of the working people and could count on support 
even in the Army Command Congress, the nucleus of real immediate 
power. In Egypt, Marxists of all colorings were released from jail en 
masse, and not a few of them advanced to the forefront in the radio, 
press, theatre, and publishing fields. In Iraq, the Communists at long 
last broke their isolation and formally joined hands with the National 
Democrats, the Ba'th, and the Independence party.

The coalescence of the Iraqi opposition was only to be expected. 
Practical, ideological, and temperamental obstacles had dissolved under 
the red-hot pressure of that swift series of breath-taking events that lay 
at the base of the rising trend toward the Communists: the Baghdad 
Pact, the Soviet-Egyptian arms agreement, the withdrawal of the Aswan 
Dam aid, the nationalization of the Suez Canal, and the tripartite attack 
on Egypt. Of course, the new Communist attitudes induced by these 
events—the abandonment of left sectarianism, the Arabization of the 
party’s point of view, and its more supple tactics generally—helped to 
no little degree in smoothing things over.

The question of a united front was not raised from the Communist 
side in a serious manner until late April 1955, that is, until a few weeks 
after England’s adherence to the Baghdad Pact. At that time the party 
center commissioned ‘Aziz ash-Shaikh, a member of the cadre,2 to sound * 23

1In the same elections, two members of the Central Committee o f the. 
Jordanian Communist party won seats in Parliament: Dr. Ya'qub Zayadih, a 
Christian physician from Jerusalem, and F a ’ iq Warrad, a Moslem schoolteacher 
from Ramallah. ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir ag-Salib, a traveling companion and the Jordan
ian minister o f agriculture in 1956, was also returned. Aj-Jumhuriyyah (Cairo),
23 October 1956.

or ‘ AzTz ash-Shaikh, see Table 37-1.
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out the feeling of the other groups.3 Ash-Shaikh first approached, 
through a third party, Kamil ach-Chadirchl, the leader of the National 
Democrats, who did not prove unresponsive. But ChadirchT knew pre
cisely where he stood, and on June 3, in notes jotted on a piece of 
paper, spelled out the indispensable conditions that he felt would open 
the road to a genuine alliance.4 “ The various elements of the Left, 
however moderate their program, will be tagged as Communists .. . and 
fought savagely on that basis, if they will unite only among themselves,’ 
ChadirchT maintained. They had also, therefore, to confederate with 
“ independent national elements and others.”  Moreover, ChadirchT add
ed, there could be no chance of success for a front if “ some elements 
of the Left”  did not abandon “ the idea of bossing others”  or adhere 
steadily and “ in complete faith”  to an “ unprovocative”  course. Effec
tive guarantees had to be provided to quiet the fears of prospective part
ners that they might be utilized or thrust “ into situations or battles that 
they had not envisaged or agreed to beforehand.”  The policy of “ con
fronting others with an accomplished fact’ ’ could not be admitted 
“ under any circumstances.”  The fabrication of charges or the indis
criminate heaping of abuse, in the event of differences of opinion, had 
to be avoided at all costs. Every side to the front had to be reassured 
that it would not be regarded as merely “ incidental”  to the movement 
but as an authentic part of it “ without limitation of time” : “ in clearer 
terms, there should be absolutely no bringing up of the question of ‘the 
historical stage,’ which some reiterate in season and out of season.”  
Finally, efforts had to be applied to the end of dissipating the prevalent 
“ erroneous impression”  that the leftists or progressives did not care for 
Arab nationalism. What had to be made clear to all was that the leftists 
or progressives conceded nothing to others in the genuineness of their 
feeling for the nation, but that they were nationalists without being 
chauvinists. The clarification of this point would, ChadirchT suggested, 
facilitate the attraction into the movement of elements identified as 
“ nationalists”  and whom it would be undesirable to ignore.

ChadirchT obviously demanded much, and very nearly the impossible, 
in at least one regard—the effective and not only nominal divorce of the ' 
alliance from any “ limitation of time.”  After all, alliances of every 
kind—those in which the Communists enter and those in which the Com
munists do not enter—are by their essence transitional, inasmuch as 
they are always predicated on conditions which by the very nature of 
things will not endure.

o _
1963 Statement of ‘ AzTz ash-Shaikh to Ba'thT investigators; Iraqi P olice  

F ile No. QS/26 refers.
4Ch5dirchT was kind enough to provide this writer with a photostatic copy 

of the handwritten notes.
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The Communist party was, however, willing to oblige, but not com

pletely at once. “ We, the Communists,”  declared its new Central Com
mittee in a resolution circulated in August but adopted at a meeting 
held in July,

must be conscious of a special responsibility, a fraternal responsi
bility, in the national movement. We must sincerely respect the 
opinions of others, even if they be opposed to our own. Reiterating 
the phrase: “ We are alone in the field,”  which has so often been 
affirmed in pride and vanity is wrong . .  . and reflects an unreal esti
mate on our part of the other national forces.. . . Revolutionary lead
ership, the leadership of the working class, never means browbeating 
[confederates], or placing them in a tight spot but strengthening them 
in a spirit of tolerance, watchfulness, and self-sacrifice. .. . The 
strife in regard as to who will lead the national movement must 
change into a struggle for showing the necessary leadership ability. 
The masses will deliver their standard to the men who, in their set
tled belief, are fit to lead them.5

Simultaneously, the party began facing in a pan-Arab direction6 and 
would have no doubt gone farther and come down to particulars had the 
Ba'th and the Independents not held back cautiously, and ChadirchT and 
his group not shown reluctance to enter alone into the hoped-for front.

The historic Soviet-Egyptian arms agreement brought renewed Com
munist offers for common action. “ Cooperation between the national 
forces is possible and indispensable,”  read a statement issued by the 
Central Committee on November 13, 1955. More than that, it was worth
while to come to an agreement “ even with those who oppose only one 
aspect of NurT as-Sa‘Td’s policy.”  “ We do not have the slightest incli
nation,”  the Central Committee concluded reassuringly, “ to impose our 
political program on any one.” 7

The appeal was not without effect. The contemporary edging of the 
Syrian Ba‘ th toward the Syrian Communists also helped. In December, 
the First Congress of the Ba‘th of Iraq expressed itself in favor of start
ing a dialogue with the other “ national parties,”  and instructed its lead
ers to spare no effort to clear the path to a coalition. A series of 
contacts ensued, with the National Democrats serving as the connecting 
link between the Communists and the other groups. The only tangible 
result, however, was the forming toward the end of 1955 of a “ broad and 
open committee of educated youth,”  representing every shade of the left 
and nationalist opposition. The committee did little more than propagan
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^Muriadil-ul-Hizb, Year 2, No. 1 o f late August 1955, p. 4.
6See pp. 749-750.
7Al-Qa'idah , Year 13, No. 10 of 15 November 1955.
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dize for the official licencing of a new party, the Congress party, in 
which the Independents and National Democrats had just fused. Even 
in this respect its efforts came to nothing: the desired licence was 
definitively denied on 16 June 1956. After that each party seemed to 
lapse back onto its own separate road.8

The months of acute tension that came in the wake of the nationali
zation of the Suez Canal argued powerfully in favor of the movement for 
a front, but the Independents, unable to overcome their qualms about 
mixing themselves up with the Communists, still dragged their heels.

The Communists attempted persuasion. “ The National Front,”  de
clared their Central Committee in a report approved by the Second Party 
Conference held in September 1956, “ poses itself today as a historic 
necessity. . . .  The defeat of the common enemy is a difficult task that 
no party can accomplish single-handed.”  “ Some are of the opinion,”  
the committee went on to say,

that our National Front policy is nothing more than a concealed plot 
and that the object aimed at is merely to “ utilize”  or “ exploit”  the 
national forces in the battle of national liberation and then abandon 
them half-way and proceed without them or even against them toward 
socialism. . . .  In support of this opinion they invoke the experience 
of the Soviet Union and of other countries that traveled their own 
special road . . . under compelling circumstances.. . .  It is indeed a 
matter for regret that some of the beginners in our party . . .  behave 
toward the national forces under the influence of this erroneous con
cept. . . . The radical changes that have taken place in the inter
national situation deny the necessity of applying the Soviet experi
ence or its like in our country. Moreover, the practice of modern 
China . . .  refutes the “ half-way”  theory or the idea of “ utilizing”  
or “ exploiting”  others. The democratic organizations and parties 
that made common cause with the Chinese Communist party in the 
War of Liberation are still moving hand in hand with it along the road 
to socialism .. . . Today as the bright horizons of socialism unfold 
before the liberation movements, the national forces in our country 
will not be in need at any time of a “ permit”  to travel the last half 
of the road. The path is open all the way to all men who are sincere, 
far-sighted, and ready to keep pace with the movement of life and 
persevere in serving the cause of the people. .. . Upon us and all

8 ■Report o f the Fourth Regional Conference of the Arab Socialist Ba‘ th 
Party in Iraq, dated mid-November 1957 and entitled “ The Front o f National 
Union” ; Iraqi P olice  F ile  entitled “ The National Democratic Party,”  II; P o lice  
F ile  entitled "T h e  Ba‘ th Party” ; Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. QS/26; and ‘ A ziz  ash- ” 
Shaikh, “ The Front o f the National Union before the Revolution,”  Ittihad-ush- 
Sha'b, Year 2, No. 143 o f 17 July 1960, p. 8. '



the national forces . .. devolves the task of raising the slogan “ To
gether to the End of the Road. ” 9

To give further proof of its moderate cast of thought, the Central 
Committee recognized, as Fahd had done in his days, that in the pres
ent circumstances”  the existing Iraqi constitution could, “ in spite of 
its defects,”  serve as “ a basis for bringing about changes in the inter
ests of the people.” * 10 .

These reconciliatory statements-admittedly inspired by the favor
able attitude taken by the Twentieth Congress of the Communist party 
of the Soviet Union with regard to the “ national bourgeoisie”  of depen
dent countries—may have weighed, at least to a degree, with the other 
parties; but what eventually swept aside all hesitations was the tripar
tite attack on Egypt. On the very day of the Anglo-French ultimatum— 
October 30, 1956-a joint “ Field Command,”  embracing representatives 
from every element of the opposition—except for the United Democratic 
party of Kurdistan11—and empowered to lead the active struggle against 
the government, came into being. That same night, however, all its 
members were arrested. The violence-studded risings that gripped vari
ous parts of Iraq in the months of November and December lacked, in 
consequence, the coordination they sorely needed.

But, if interrupted, the process of unification could not for long be 
held in check. The imposition of martial law and the heightened weight 
of NurT as-Sa‘Td’s authoritarianism gave it only added momentum. And 
so, in the last week of February of 1957, there was finally brought into 
birth the Front of National Union, with a mild five-point program calling 
for the removal of the government of NurT as-Sa‘Td; the withdrawal of 
Iraq from the Baghdad Pact and the bringing of its policies into accord 
with the trend in the liberated Arab countries; the combating of imperial
ist encroachments and the pursuit of positive neutralism; the unleashing 
of democratic and constitutional freedoms; and, lastly, the abolition of 
martial law, the release of political prisoners, and the reinstatement of 
students, teachers, and employees expelled for political reasons. The
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9The Iraqi Communist Party, Our P o litica l Plan for P a trio tic  and National 
Libera tion  in the L igh t o f  the C ircum stances R e v e a le d  by the T w entieth  Con
g res s  o f  the Com munist P arty o f  the S ov iet Union (in Arabic), report of the Cen
tral Committee as approved by the Second Party Conference, September 1956, 
pp. 20-21 and 26.

10Ibid., p. 18; and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, Year 14, No. 9 of mid-October 1956,
p. 8.

11The Kurdish organization was not represented in the “ field  command”  
partly on account of reservations from the side of the Independents and the 
Ba'th. Moreover, the Communists and the United Kurdish Democrats were not 
on the best o f terms by virtue of the circulation of a slogan calling for the d is
solution of the branch of the Communist party in Kurdistan.
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program, which advisedly did not refer in an overt or covert manner to 
the institution of the monarchy, came from the secret printing press of 
the Iraqi Communist party on 9 March 1957, and was distributed through
out the country.

The central rallying point of the new front was the Supreme Nation
al Committee, a body of four men: Muhammad Hadtd, an industrial 
executive and the deputy leader of the National Democrats;*2 Fu’ad ar- 
RikabT, an engineer and the secretary of the Ba'th party; Muhammad 
MahdT Kubbah, a middling merchant and the leader of the Independents; 
and ‘Aziz ash-Shaikh, an ex-schoolteacher and a candidate member of 
the Central Committee of the Communist party. After the arrest of 
‘Aziz ash-Shaikh in January 1958, Kamal ‘Umar NadhmT, a Communist ' 
lawyer and the son of an ex-minister of the interior, substituted for him. 
Both acted in the light of instructions transmitted to them in writing or 
by word of mouth from the party center.

The Supreme National Committee functioned on the basis of the 
unanimity principle, and implemented its decisions through a Central 
Organizational Committee and a network of inferior provincial and 
branch committees. Of course, the dividing line between the front and 
its constituent parties was never effaced, and to the end the front re
mained no more than a collection of diverse detachments.

Even so, it succeeded not only in unifying the behavior of the par
ties, but also in inspiring a similar process among the oppositional 
army elements, and building a link with their directing nucleus, the 
Supreme Committee of the Free Officers.* 13

It would not perhaps be going too far to say, therefore, that the 
front marked a qualitative change in the political situation. It at least 
polarized Iraqi society more than ever before, and to a point of genuine 
threat to the structure of the monarchy.

13Kamil ach-Chadirchi, the leader of this party, was at the time in the Bagh 
dad prison.

131963 Statements of ‘AzTz ash-Shaikh and Kamal ‘ Umar Nadhtril in Iraqi 
P olice  F iles No. QS/26 and QS/119, respectively; entries dated 4 January, 3, 
14, and 24 April; and 14 July 1957 in files entitled “ The Ba‘ th Party”  and 
“ The National Democratic Party,”  II; Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, Year 15, No. 2 o f mid- 
April 1957, p. 1; Year 15, No. 3 of early June 1957, p. 1; and Year 2, No. 143 
of 17 July 1960, pp. 8 and 14; and conversations with Kamil ach-ChadirchT, 
Muhammad Hadtd, and Fu’ ad ar-RikabT. For the relations between the Supreme 
National Committee and the Free Officers Movement, see also pp. 794-795 and 
803. -
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“ Akram HuranT of the Ba'th Party,”  wrote a secret agent of the Iraqi 
government from Damascus in 1957, “ greeted me the other day with the 
question: Tsma‘11! Have you in Iraq no hornets yielding honey?’ ‘ Is 
there no hope in the army?’ I asked back. ‘There is hope in the army 
of Ibn Sa'ud and there is no hope in your army?!’ he answered.” 1

Few of the discontented elements in Iraq would have shared 
HuranT’s optimism. Only a handful of opposition leaders had an inkling 
of what was taking place. To the others the army seemed politically 
numb, and the current opinion was that its officers had been bought off 
with promotions, fat salaries, grants of land, and other privileges. Even 
NurT as-Sa‘Td was disposed to dismiss lightly the possibility of a 
threat from that direction, though he made sure to keep the powerful 
units out of Baghdad and without ammunition for their weapons. His 
allies seemed no less confident. “ The army officers,”  a sensitively 
placed Western diplomat told this writer a few weeks before the July 
Revolution, “ are far better paid than in Iran or Turkey. The crown 
prince keeps well in touch with them, and on Army Day gave out from 
his own land for the building of their homes.”  “ There is some nation
alism among junior officers,”  he went on to say, “ but no real gripes. 
They are not heavily infiltrated by political parties nor are there any 
cliques, as in Faruq’s army.”  “ It is nothing like Egypt,”  he 
concluded.

In fact, the strong feelings that simmered in the depths of the peo
ple, simmered also in the depths of the army. It is not difficult to dis
cover the reasons. The army had since 1935 rested largely on universal 
conscription, and tended on that account to mirror the society in all its 
various layers, and was bound eventually to reflect its basic passions 
and antagonisms. More than that, unlike other state institutions such 
as the Parliament or the Cabinet, which were enclaves of privilege, the 
bulk of the officer corps was drawn from the poor and middle classes. 
This was in part the result of a situation inherited from Ottoman times, 
and in part the logical consequence of the crown’s alliance in the twen
ties with the ex-Sharlfian officers who, in their overwhelming number,

1Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ The Ba'th Party.”
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came from very humble families. The discomforts of army life were 
also too repelling for the dainty young men of the upper urban classes. 
The monarchy, from its earliest years, went out of its way to attract to 
the military academy the sons of tribal shaikhs, but many of them were 
unlettered or lacked the patience for the mechanics of training, or could 
not easily adapt themselves to the strenuous discipline of a military 
career.

But if the mass of the officers did not differ much in class origin 
from the discontented elements of the people, they were, on the other 
hand, far from representative of the various sectors of society to which 
these elements belonged. The officer corps, it must be remembered, 
was predominantly Arab SunnT in composition. From the time of the ' 
Barzani Rebellion, that is, from the middle forties, fewer and fewer 
Kurds had been admitted into the Staff College. Moreover, the Arab 
Shl'Ts—the majority of the people of Iraq—were only very thinly repre
sented in the ranks of staff major and above.

All the same, many of the Arab SunnT officers shared, to a lesser or 
greater degree, the popular discontent, especially those who descended 
from families that were in a lowly condition and that had not long been 
established in Baghdad, or who hailed from small provincial towns such 
as ‘Anah or TakrTt, whose old local economies and old social structures 
had been disrupted by the flow of European industrial goods or under 
the impact of the new communications.2 Some of these provincial town 
officers tended, it is true, to be narrow in their horizons or inclined 
toward sectarianism or localism: such men could theoretically commit 
themselves to as wide a view as pan-Arabism, but in practical matters 
would relapse into an excessive clannishness. Even so, they shared 
not a few of the sensibilities of the people at large. The military en
vironment and military training of the men of the army had not, after all, 
sealed them off from the political currents around them. The military 
system was not, it must be remembered, very old in Iraq, nor was it set 
about with traditions. The officers had not yet lost the Iraqi impulse to 
dissent, nor had they become thoroughly imbued with the sense of obe
dience or the spirit of discipline. Nor was conformity or an apolitical 
trend encouraged by the contemporary examples of Syria and Egypt, or . 
the direct interference of the army in Iraqi political life in 1936-1941, 
or the use of the troops by the government in 1952 in Baghdad and in 
1956 in Najaf as an adjunct of the police and a means for the repression 
of popular protest.

In respect to the greater part of the group that ultimately organized 
themselves as the Free Officers, the moods of revolt did not arise in a 
sudden manner or from a single event, but accumulated slowly and 2
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gradually. However, in the days of the collapse of the military move
ment of 1941, not a few of the younger officers began to turn away, per
haps irretrievably, from the monarchy, which by linking its destiny in 
that fateful year with the fortunes of the English had, in their eyes, 
vitiated itself as a symbol of the nation.

The subsequent execution of the leaders of the movement, the 
forced retirement of many of the officers, the reinstitution of British 
military advisers, and the breakup of much of the army—the army had, 
by the summer of 1943, lost nearly three-fourths of the 44,217 men that 
it counted in its ranks at the beginning of 19413—spurred on the process 
of disaffection. The partial rehabilitation of the military system after 
1944_the greater rigor in recruitment and training, the repair of camps 
and barracks, and the reequipment of the units from old British stocks— 
did not mollify feelings.

The war in Palestine, the feeble conduct of the campaign, the 
strange inactivity of the troops in the months of October-December 1948, 
when Egyptians and Israelis were locked in crucial combat, and the in
sistently rumored secret contacts of Jordan’s king, ‘ Abdullah bin 
Husain, with Zionist leaders, left more and more officers with fewer 
and fewer illusions about the ruling Hashemite family.

The soaring prices and the lack of necessities in that decade could 
also not fail to disturb deeply the daily lives of the military class, 
fastened as it was to relatively stable money incomes. Except, per
haps, for the receivers of grants of land, it is doubtful, in view of the 
oil boom and another inflationary current, whether the bulk of the offi
cers reattained or surpassed before the July Revolution the pre-1939 
level of living of their class, despite all the solicitude lavished upon 
them from the middle fifties on (consult accompanying Table 41-1), and 
even though they now lived better than most of the salaried people in 
the society.

The spirit of opposition increased when, in 1955, in utter indiffer
ence to public feeling, NurT as-Sa‘Td sponsored the Baghdad Pact and 
in the process, while closely tying the country to Western policies, un
wittingly isolated it from the rest of the Arab world. The modern arms 
which the Egyptians now received from the Soviet Union, in impressive 
quantities when compared with the little that was of real worth that 
NurT obtained from his allies, could not but have raised doubts as to 
whether the course he pursued was to the best interests of the army.
The attack upon Egypt in the autumn of 1956 by the English in league 
with the Israelis put NurT and the regime he epitomized further out of 
countenance.

The “ union”  with Jordan in 1958—the Hashemites’ reply to the 
founding of the United Arab Republic—only added to the resentment. It
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3See pp. 30-31.
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looked then as if Iraq was merely being saddled with the thankless bur
den of financially shoring up the Jordanian army to the narrow advan
tage of an unpopular dynasty.

The Free Officers had by this time become settled in the conviction 
that an irreconcilable conflict existed between the monarchy and the 
needs of Iraq-or, more accurately, their conception of these needs-and 
now simply waited for the opportune moment to strike their blow.4 S

But who were the Free Officers? When did they come to life? Who 
led their way? What concrete organizational form did their movement 
acquire? How widely did they ramify? To what aims did they bind 
themselves? How homogeneous were they in outlook and in interests? . 
It is indispensable to answer these questions, if only to render more in
telligible the veerings and vicissitudes of the Revolution of 1958.

Comparatively little of objective value has up to now been pub
lished about the Free Officers. The basic sources for their history are 
rare. One account—that which appeared in the Egyptian periodical Rose 
al-Yusef in 1966 under the title of “ The Memoirs of ‘Abd-us-Salam 
‘A ref” 5 _ is very unsatisfactory. For one thing, it is factually skinny, 
and here and there vague or inaccurate. For another thing, it consists 
of various undifferentiated layers: passages dictated by ‘Aref himself,. 
passages drawn by the editor from some of ‘Aref’ s personal papers, 
more or less obvious journalistic touchings-up, and, to fill gaps, a 
weaving in of material derived from “ other sources.” 6 There is also 
an unmistakable tendency to build up the role of ‘Aref and detract from ' 
that of ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim and—by implication—of other members of 
the movement.

A more reliable and more substantial account was published in 1968 
by Retired Colonel SabTh ‘AIT Ghalib, a member of the Supreme Commit
tee of the Free Officers.7 But it must be noted that its author was in 
London in 1952 when the movement was started, and remained there
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The preceding paragraphs draw basically upon conversations in 1962,
1967, and 1970 with Engineer C olon el Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd, secretary o f the 
Supreme Committee of the Free O ffice rs ; Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DTn ‘A bd-ul- 
Hamid, the first chairman of the com m ittee; General ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ A ref, a 
member of the com m ittee and ex-president of Iraq; C olon el ShafcTb al-FatflT;
Staff Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Farhan; and Retired Staff Major Mahmud ad-Durrah.

SR o se  a l-Y usef (Cairo), Nos. 1979-1981 of 16, 23, and 30 May 1966, pp. 15
17, 26-29, and 26-27, respectively.

^Obviously, among others, from the letter of resignation addressed to ‘ Abd- 
ul-KarTm Qasim on 26 March 1959 by F a ’ iq as-SamarraT, ambassador of Iraq to 
the United Arab Republic.n .

Retired Colonel Sablh ‘ A ll Ghalib, Q issat Thawrat Arba'ta'shar Tammuz , 
wa-d-Dubbat al-AhrSr (The Story of the 14 July Revolution and of the Free Offi
cers” ) (Beirut, 1968).



TABLE 41-1
Monthly Pay of Commissioned Officers

(in dinars)3

P a y  in 1947 P a y  in 1958? before the R evo lu tion  o f  Ju ly 14
High M ili- High

Corre- Ser- cost Ser- tary c o s t
spond- O tto- vant o f In- vant clo th - H ous- of In-

ing man P a y P a y al- living crea se a l- ing ing li ving crea se
E nglish army P a y  in in in B a s ic low - allow - Total o v er  B a s ic low - allow - allow - allow - Total over

C lass Rank rank pay1 19222, b 1933% 19394,0 payS ,danced  anceO ,e paye 1939{ payg ance ance ance^1 ance6 pa ye 19391

’Umara’ MushTr Field __ __ 100 120 5 24 149 49% 180 8 5 27 36 256 156%
(generals)

‘ AmTd
marshal
General 150 85 100 5 24 129 51.8% 160 8 5 24 36 233 174.1%

FarFq F irst 112/500 — — — — — —

awwalJ general)
FarTq Lieu

tenant
general

90 75 75 90 5 24 119 58.7% 140 8 5 21 36 210 180%

7AmTr Major _ 65 65 75 5 24 104 60.0% 120 8 5 18 36 187 187.7%
liwa’ general

Qadah Za'Tm Briga- 28/125 63/750 50 50 60 5 18 83 66.0% 100 8 5 15 27 i 55 210%
(field dier
officers) ‘ AqTd Colonel 23/438 48/750 42 42 48 5 15 68 61.9% 85 8 5 12/750 25 135/750 223.2%

Muqad- Lieu- 18/750 41/250 36 36 40 5 14/500 59/500 65.3% 65 8 5 9/750 24 111/750 210.4%
dam tenant

colonel

A ‘wan Ra’ is Major 12/188 33/750 30 30 35 3 14 52 73.3% 55 5 5 8/250 23 96/250 220.8%
(“ a ides” ) awwal

R a ’ is C aptain 9/844 30 26 26 30 3 13/500 46/500 78.8% 45 5 5 6/750 22/500 84/250 224.1%
M ulazim First 7/500 22/500 21 21 25 3 13 41 95.2% 35 5 5 5/250 20/500 70/750 236.9%
aw w al lieu 

tenant
M ulazimi Second 6 /5 2 3 1 8 /7 5 0 17 17 20 3 1 2 /5 0 0 3 5 /5 0 0 1 0 8 .8 %  27 5 5 4 /0 5 0 19 6 0 /0 5 0 2 5 3 .2 %
t Via riT lie u -

le nant



al dTnar = 1000 fils = £1.
^Converted from rupees at rate of i rupee = 75 fils.

. ° An CO" W recf ivf  an additional 25 dinars monthly if  appointed as ch ief o f staff, and 10 dinars if appointed to the command of a divi
sion and holding the rank of major general, and 13 dinars if  holding the rank of brigadier or colonel.
in the1a frafo” ceX.imUm ° f ^  dIh5rS m° nthly for officers appointed as chief of staff; plus a possible 14 dinars for umara’ and 9 dinars for qadah if 

a These figures are for persons married, with more than one child. The singles or married with one child received, as a rule, smaller allowances 

tics sLeti“ S ? A r s"r fc t ° « T 7 'epal239St ° f ^  ^  UnSkiUed lab° rerS' 501' 4%' Iraq’ Ministry ° f Economics, Principal Bureau of Statis- '

f o r c ^ ^ c e ^ e d  S  T r f  than°the r ^ e s  ^ 3 ^  P° SlS ° f ^  ° f St3ff’ commanders ° f  d iv is ion s , e t c . ; o fficers  serv in g  in the air
. 15 Percent o f b a s ic  pay granted unless o ffice r  occu p ied  a governm ent-owned house.
1 Rise in same period of general cost of living index for unskilled laborers, 435.8%. S ta tistica l A bstra ct 1958, p. 124 
J This rank was in use only in 1920s.
Sources:
yAl-W aqai• a l- ’Iraqiyyah  (O fficial Gazette) No. 1580 of 7 July 1937.
2Iraq Y ear B ook , 1922, p. 69.

Law of Iraqi Army O fficers’ Service No. 52 of (11 July) 1933, published in Iraqi O ffic ia l G uidebook  for 1936 (in Arabic), pp. 435-440 
5 aw of Iraqi Army O fficers’ Service No. 31 of 1937, published in Al-W aqai' al-IrSqiyyah  No. 1579 of 3 July 1937.
6Law No. 24 of 1947 Amending Army O fficers’ Service Law No. 31 of 1937, in A l-W aqai ‘ al-Iraqiyyah  No. 2494 o f 'l5  July 1947

1 0 “  — «  -V r .w  No. 52 » o .
Figures obtained from the Ministry of Economics in June 1958.
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until 1955 and, though subsequently elected to the committee, ceased 
to have direct and continuous contact with it after his transfer in late 
1956 from the Directorate of Military Training at the Ministry of Defence 
to the Fourteenth Infantry Brigade at Nasiriyyah.

The brief statements made by members of the Supreme Committee or 
the Committee-in-Reserve of the Free Officers during the trial of ‘Aref 
in the months of December 1958-January 1959 form our only other pub
lished basic source. 8 Some of these statements are, to be sure, not 
free from reticence or deliberate evasion, or are distinctly guided by 
fealty or flattery to Qasim and antipathy or even enmity to ‘ Aref, and, 
in at least one instance, 9 deviate outright from the groundwork of fact. 
Others, however, appear to portray faithfully the events of the past and 
deserve closer consideration.

The paucity of published sources enhances the importance of a man
uscript dating from 1959, but so far preserved in secrecy and comprising 
the reminiscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul-Majld, secretary 
of the Supreme Committee of the Free Officers. If this work is, natural
ly enough, not devoid of a point of view—its author is a nationalist by 
inclination—or of a measure of retrospective appraisal, it appears none
theless to be inspired by a conscientious regard for the facts. It has 
also the virtue of not being a portrait depicted for the public of the day 
or, to put it more accurately, it does not give the impression of having 
been prepared with immediate publication in view. But it is necessary 
to point out that though many of the aspects of the history of the Free 
Officers emerge clearly from these reminiscences, others are only faint
ly glimpsed or remain shrouded in obscurity, and could not be brought 
fully to light on the strength of testimony by other witnesses, due to 
the death of some of the principal figures involved. It is pertinent to 
add that the present writer has been fortunate enough to read the manu
script in question in 1962, but has not felt it proper to reveal its con
tents earlier, inasmuch as they were still too intimately tied up with 
living events.

The real initiator of the Free Officers’ movement was indubitably 
Engineer Major Rif'at al-Hajj SirrI. It is also almost certain that it was

^Statements of Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-Din ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, Colonel R if'at 
al-Hajj SirrT, Staff Colonel ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab AmTn, Colonel WasfT Taher, Staff 
Major J5sim Kadhim a l-‘ AzzawT, Staff Major SubhT ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, Staff Major 
‘ Abd-us-Sattar ‘ Abd-ul-LatTf, Staff_Brigadier NajT TSleb, Colonel Taher Yahya, 
and Staff Colonel ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref in: Ministry of Defence, Supreme Com
mand of the Armed F orces, Muhakamat al-Mahkamat al-'Askariyyah a l-‘ Ulya 
al-Khas^ah (“ Proceedings o f the Special Supreme Military Tribunal” ) (1959) V, 
passim.

9The details in regard to the way in which ‘ Aref was accepted into the 
Free O fficers movement given by Staff Colonel ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab AmTh, ibid., pp. 
2004-2005, are now definitely known to have been manufactured.



with his close friend and companion-in-arms Engineer Major Rajab ‘Abd- 
ul-MajTd that he first discussed the idea of spreading a network of 
secret cells in the armed forces.

Born in Baghdad in 1917 to an Arab Sunni officer of the Ottoman 
army, SirrT was, it appears, a man of very attractive qualities. Accord
ing to his associates,10 he was unassuming, simple in his habits, 
strongly attached to his family, free from the slightest shade of any
thing like malice, and reputedly one of the bravest officers of the Iraqi 
army. But he was so trustful, so ready to believe others, that he not in
frequently placed himself and his comrades in jeopardy: this would one 
day cost him his life. He was also of an unyielding temper: once he 
reached an opinion, he became insensible to argument. But even with 
these faults, it was impossible not to like him. Indeed, many of the 
men and officers of the Engineering Corps held him in especial 
esteem.11 Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, who had been born in ‘Anah in 1921 to 
a sheep merchant from the Fa‘ur House of the Ruwalah tribe, was less 
popular than SirrT, but more accommodating and, in general, more dis
posed to caution.

Like others of their class, SirrT and ‘Abd-ul-MajTd were of moderate 
means. It is not possible to be more precise in regard to the financial 
status of ‘Abd-ul-MajTd. As to SirrT, it is known that when he died he 
left his wife and children a house, some land, and a debt of fifty 
dinars12 * 14 which he owed to a local trader.13 On the other hand, SirrT en
joyed a social standing higher than that of many of his brother officers 
by virtue of his relationship to JamTl al-MidfaT, an ex-prem ier.^

In bent and feeling, both SirrT and ‘Abd-ul-MajTd were distinctly pan- 
Arab, but Sim inclined more than ‘Abd-ul-MajTd to a conservative view 
of things. He was also full of Islamic principle. Nowhere is this 
better revealed than in his last farewell to his family. “ I hope,”  he 
wrote to his wife on September 19, 1959, on the eve of his execution 
for complicity in the Mosul Revolt,

that my death will not cause you much pain. . . .  This is God’s will 
(Say, only that will befall us which God has decreed for us).1® ..  .
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10Brigadier Muhyi-d-Dih ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul- 
Majid, Colonel ShakTb al-FadlT, and Brigadier ‘ Abd-ul-Karun FarhUn.

^Unpublished reminiscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajTd; and 
conversation with the colonel in February 1962.

1^One dinar = f l .
1 ̂ The text of his w ill was published in the clandestine Nashrat Talabat- 

il-'Iraq al-Ahrar (Bulletin o f the Free Students of Iraq), No. 1 of January 1960,
P. 7.

14A1-Midfa‘ T was his maternal uncle.
Qur'anic verse.
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I hope also . . . that you will bring the children up to be upright and 
to believe in God, in the Holy Qur’an, and in the faithful Prophet 
and that you will nourish them on the love of their homeland and 
their people and on the doing of good to all.

My children . . .  I ask of you to honor and obey your mother and 
to look after her in her old age . . . and to discharge your duty to 
your nation and all your Arab countries, including your Iraq.16

This Islamically embedded pan-Arabism was not a peculiarity of Rif'at 
al-Hajj Sirrl, but formed the basic thought of many—though certainly not 
all—of his associates. It is even more powerfully expressed in the 
testament of Nsdhim at-Tabaqchall, a prominent Free Officer and a 
sharer in SirrT’s fate: “ I beg your mercy, O God, O God of the Arabs,
O God of Islam! I turn to you, O God, as a Moslem and as a believer in 
my nation and in my Arabism. . . .  I beg your forgiveness, O God and 
bear witness that there is no god but God and that religion is truth, and 
Arabism is truth, and the Qur’an is truth, and Islam is truth!” 17

This state of mind is very akin to that of the officers who consti
tuted the backbone of the 1941 military movement. In the memoirs of 
Salah-ud-DTn as-Sabbagh, the leader of these officers, every ideological 
position consciously taken is backed by a Qur’anic verse or a Prophetic 
tradition. In support of Arabism, his dominant passion, as-Sabbagh ad
duces, not altogether contextually, two sacred lines: “ We have re
vealed it an Arabic Qur’an perchance you may see reason,”  and “ You 
were the best nation sent unto the world.” 18

In brief, it would appear that the military rebels of 1941 and the pan- 
Arab-oriented segment of the Free Officers were ideologically more or 
less of the same lineage. In other words they were, in at least this 
sense, an historical continuity. But it must be kept in mind that there 
was, as will become apparent in due course, not an inconsiderable .lum
ber of Free Officers with other perspectives and other values.19

The idea of a blow by the army was in the early fifties in the air, 
so to say. It did not, therefore, occur to Rif'at al-HSjj Sirrl alone.
Quite the contrary: it came near the heart of many an officer. However, 
before 1952, when Sirrl and Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajTd organized their first 
secret cell, the idea was little more than a reverie, or an individual * 1
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1®Nashrat Talabat-il-'Iraq al-Ahrar, No. 1 of January 1960, p. 7.
1^/6id., p. 6.
1®Staff Colonel Salah-ud-DTn as-Sabbagh, Fursan-ul-'Vrubah fT-l-'Iraq (The 

Heroes of Arabism in Iraq) (1956), pp. 9-10.
1 ®Apart from the few Ba'thT and Communist Free O fficers, the movement 

would by 1958 embrace a substantial group of Iraqist Free O fficers, of whom 
Qasim would in time become the ch ie f spokesman.
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temptation, or a topic only vaguely and hushedly discussed. An iso
lated clandestine officers’ circle had, it is true, been formed in Basrah 
as far back as 1942,20 but it was broken up and had no sequel. Of 
course, the Communists had been active in the army all along, but they 
progressed, principally, among the common soldiers and noncommis
sioned officers. The Ba‘th, for its part, did not come effectively into 
the picture until much later.

In taking the first practical step, Rif‘ at al-Hajj SirrT and Rajab ‘Abd- 
ul-Majid were clearly inspired by the coup which Gamal ‘Abd-un-N5sir 
and his little group of Free Officers pulled against Faruq on 23 July 
1952, and which marked the beginning of the modern Egyptian revolu
tion. In his reminiscences, ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd explicitly acknowledges the 
fact, and relates how one day in September, about two months after that 
event, at a meeting in Sirrl’ s quarters at the engineering barracks in ar- 
Rashid Camp, he and SirrT agreed to start clandestine work, SirrT in the 
Engineering Corps and ‘Abd-ul-MajTd among the mechanical and electri
cal engineering units. They also resolved on SirrT’s insistence, and 
not without protest from ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, that the group of which SirrT . 
would become the center should remain distinct and unacquainted with 
the group that ‘Abd-ul-MajTd would form.

This is how the movement took birth. That it should have been led 
off by officer engineers rather than by officers from the other services 
could perhaps be attributed to a greater incidence among them of quali
tative excellence and to their generally higher sensitivity to political 
developments.

SirrT fell without delay to canvassing for support, but ‘Abd-ul-MajTd 
was ordered in October to England for training with the British army, 
and did not return to Baghdad until April of 1953. In the interval he en
listed only one recruit: Staff Major SabTh ‘AlT Ghalib, the assistant to 
the military attache at the Iraqi embassy in London. Although ‘Abd-ul- 
MajTd now took up the work in earnest, his advance was painfully slow, 
and in 1954, after a general increase of officers’ salaries, ceased alto
gether. However, in 1955, in the tense months that followed the signing 
of the Baghdad Pact and the Soviet Egyptian arms agreement, ‘Abd-ul- 
MajTd’s hopes revived. His rise in the same year to the post of comman
dant of the School of Aerial Crafts gave him an added leverage. The 
tide of enthusiasm called forth by the nationalization of the Suez Canal 
redounded also to his favor. By the end of the summer o f 1956, he had 
organized four cells of Free Officers, one each at the air force quarters 20
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20Reference to this circle  is  made in "T h e  Memoirs o f ‘Abd-us-Salam 
A re f,"  R o se  al-Yusef, No. 1979 o f 16 May 1966, p. 16, and in a statement by 

the Communist Staff Major Salim al-FakhrT on 31 December 1958, in the course 
of ‘Aref’ s trial before the Special Supreme Military Tribunal. See Ministry of 
Defence, Muhakamat al-Mahkamat al-'Askariyyah al-'XJlya al-Khap$ah, V, 2150.
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and in the camps of ar-Rashtd, al-Washshash, and al-Musayyib.21 He 
had in addition succeeded in winning over two high-ranking officers: 
Staff Colonel NajT Taleb, the commandant of the Senior Officers’
School, Baghdad; and Staff Colonel Muhsin Husain al-Habib, the com
mander of the Heavy Artillery Regiment at al-Washshash camp.22

Rif‘ at al-Hajj SirrT had in the meantime made deeper and wider 
gains: he had drawn into the movement, among others, Major ShakTb al- 
FadlT, commander—at quarters opposite the Rihab Palace—of the Support 
Squadron of the HashimT Cavalry Regiment of the Royal Guard Brigade; 
Lieutenant Colonel Salih ‘Abd-ul-MajTd as-Samarra’T, commander at ar- 
RashTd camp of the Independent Tank Squadron, which comprised the 
then recently acquired 27 forty-ton Churchill tanks, the heaviest that 
the Iraqi army possessed; Lieutenant Colonel WasfT Taher, the future 
aide-de-camp of NurT as-Sa‘Td; Staff Lieutenant Colonel Shaker Mahmud 
ShukrT, commander of an infantry battalion at Jalawla’ ;23 Staff Lieuten
ant Colonel Isma‘71 aj-JanabT, commandant of the Engineering School; 
Staff Lieutenant Colonel Isma‘11 al-‘Aref, the secretary of the chief of 
staff; Staff Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Amin, assistant director of military 
operations at the Ministry of Defence; and Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DTn 
‘Abd-ul-HamTd, senior instructor at the Military Academy.24

If SirrT outdistanced ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, he tended, on the other hand, to 
accept officers into his group without sufficient scrutiny. Word of his 
activities was bound sooner or later to reach the ears of the authorities. 
Surely enough, one day in the late summer of 1956 he was summoned to 
the Ministry of Defence for a cross-examination. Staff Lieutenant Gen
eral RafTq ‘Aref, the chief of staff, told him at once that he knew of the 
plot’ s existence and true purpose, and held proof of his guilt, and end
ed by threatening to arraign him and his fellow conspirators before a 
military tribunal. But SirrT protested that he was not in this thing at all, 
and that evidence must have been fashioned against him by enemies out 
of malice and for personal reasons. The chief of staff permitted himself 
to be persuaded, but took the precaution of transferring SirrT to the in
ferior post of recruiting officer in the province of Kut. He also demoted 
or exiled to missions abroad several of the other implicated officers.

Before his departure for Kut, SirrT confided to his friend ‘Abd-ul- 
Majid that during the investigation the chief of staff referred to details 
which had been discussed at a meeting attended only by himself, Staff * 99
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21 The camp of ar-RashTd is to the southeast and that of al-Washshash to 
the west of Baghdad. The camp of al-Musayyib lies about 60 kilometers to the 
south of the capital. The air force quarters are within ar-RashTd camp.

99■‘ ■‘ Unpublished rem iniscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-Majid. 
JThis camp is in Diyalah province.

^C onversations with Colonel Shaklb al-FadlT in May 1967 and with Staff 
Brigadier MuhyT-d-Dui ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd in February 1967.



Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Amin, Staff Lieutenant Colonel Isma'fl al- 
Aref, and Lieutenant Colonel Salih eAbd-ul-Majrd as-Samarra’T; and 

that he had reason to think that it was Isma'il al-‘Aref who betrayed 
him.25 But others suspected AmTn, and still others as-Samarra’T. The 
government, for its part, reduced Amin to a staff officer at the Director
ate of Supply in the Ministry of Defence, and sent as-Samarra’I to Am
man as assistant military attache. IsmaTl al-‘Aref was, on the other 
hand, ordered to the United States on an unspecified mission and, five 
months later, made the military attache in Washington. This all but 
convicted him in the eyes of many a Free Officer, but could well have 
been intended as a sort of a blind to deflect attention from the real in
former. After the Revolution, only as-Samarra’T was led to prison, and 
upon insufficient presumptive grounds. IsmaTl al-‘Aref, a very close 
friend of Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim, became a minister of education, and 
Abd-ul-Wahhab AmTn a minister of social affairs. As-SamarraT, how

ever, was never brought to trial, and in 1959 broke prison and left Iraq. 
Sometime afterwards he settled in the village of Halat, thirty-five kilo
meters or so to the north of Beirut, Lebanon. Who of the three officers 
betrayed Rif'at al-Hajj SirrT in 1956 is still a mystery. ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Qasim himself pressed the ex-chief of staff to disclose the identity of 
t e traitor, but in vain. He either had no knowledge of him or else 
withheld his name from Qasim. To the end he insisted that the crdwn 
prince did not let him in on the secret.26

The ex-chief of staff appears to have had some sympathy for the 
Free Officers. At least this is what he claimed after the Revolution.
In the latter part of July of 1958, when in confinement at ar-RashTd 
Camp, he related to ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, then the commandant of the camp, 
that one day in 1956 he was bidden to call at the Rihab Palace. On’ 
arrival, he found Bahjat ‘Atiyyah, the chief of the secret police, with 
Crown Prince ‘Abd-ul-Ilah, who was out of humor and a prey to great 
excitement. Handing him a list containing the names of SirrT, ‘Abd-ul- 
Majid, and other prominent Free Officers, the prince reproached him 
with keeping an indifferent watch over the army. Although aware of 
what was really afoot, the chief of staff denied-always according to 
his own account-that there was any plot against the government, and 
convinced the prince that the thing was manufactured. He also urged 
that the police should not meddle in the affairs of the army, and assured 
the prince that he had nothing to fear from the officers, and that he per
sonally vouched for their loyalty. On that the prince is said to have 
closed the case.27
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^U npublished reminiscences o f  Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajTd.

Conversations with Colonel ShakTb al-FadlTand Staff Brigadier Muhyi-d- 
UTn Abd-ul-HamTd. ' •

27 " •
Unpublished reminiscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd.
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The Free Officers movement was far from stifled. Only a part of 
Sirfl’ s cells were broken up; those of ‘Abd-ul-MajTd remained intact. 
Some of their supporters, it is true, lost heart or succumbed to a mood 
of pessimism and drew back. But ‘Abd-ul-MajTd and the foremost offi
cer in his group, Staff Colonel NajT Taleb, resolved to go forward, and 
succeeded in inducing three of Sim ’s senior confederates to work in 
concert with them: Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DTn ‘Abd-ul-HamTd, Staff 
Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Amin, and Lieutenant Colonel WasfT Taher.

Nothing gave the reviving movement greater strength than the tripar
tite invasion of Egypt in the autumn of 1956. The spirit of revolt rose 
sharply. Some of the officers could not conquer the shock to their emo
tions, and well-nigh embarked upon foolish ventures, but were subdued 
at the last moment by their more prudent colleagues. The defeat of the 
invasion and the further shaking of the already badly shaken prestige 
of the government steeled the Free Officers in their purpose. Their 
ranks now palpably increased. It was at this time that Colonel Taher 
Yahya, a commander of an armored regiment at Jalawla’ and a future 
premier of Iraq, lent the movement the weight of his support.

Before the end of 1956, cells had so multiplied that the Free Offi
cers felt the need for a more regular form of relationship. After a 
series of contacts and feelings-out, a Supreme Committee took shape, 
with Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DTn ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, Staff Colonel NajT 
Taleb, Staff Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab AmTn, Staff Colonel Muhsin Husain 
al-HabTb, Retired Colonel Taher Yahya, Engineer Lieutenant Colonel 
Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, Staff Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Farhan, 
Lieutenant Colonel WasfT Taher, Staff Major SabTh ‘AIT Ghalib, and Re
tired Air Major Muhammad Sab‘ as members (for biographical and other 
details on these officers, see Table 41-2).

The committee assembled for the first time in all probability in 
December of that year, in the house of the Retired Air Major Muhammad 
Sab‘ in al-A‘dhamiyyah district of Baghdad. At this meeting every mem
ber took an oath on the Qur’an in these words:

I swear by God, the noble Qur’ an, and my military honor: to serve 
my homeland with my brother officers who are taking part with me in 
liberating it from the imperialists and their henchmen and from the 
autocratic rule by which the Iraqi people is oppressed; to act with
out fear or hesitation in the interest of the people as my brothers, 
the Free Officers, will determine; and to guard the secrets of the 
Free Officers and protect them from harm in all conditions and cir
cumstances, as God is my witness.28 28

28  •In h is rem iniscences, Engineer Colone l Rajab ‘Abd-ul-Majid quotes the
oath from memory.
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Perhaps in regard to the orientation of the Free Officers, this oath 
scarcely carries the weight that one might be tempted to place on it. . 
Nonetheless one could note in parenthesis the purely political charac
ter of the aspirations to which it gives voice. The attachment of the 
Committee to at least the forms of Islam is also quite clear and re
quires no explanation.

Before dispersing, the committee approved a notion by ‘Abd-ul- 
Majid to regard Rif at al-Hajj Sim as one of its members. However, in 
view of the tight watch kept on him, SirrT was never able to participate 
in its work.

At a meeting held a week or so later at the same place, the commit
tee elected Staff Brigadier Muhyi-d-DTn f Abd-ul-HamTd, the foremost 
member in rank and seniority, as its chairman, and ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, now 
an engineer lieutenant colonel, as its secretary. It also adopted a body 
of rules which, in essence, ran as follows:

A. Membership in the Free Officers Movement
1. Membership is open only to officers of the army.
2. Membership is denied to officers whose loyalty to the home

land is in doubt or who are of questionable moral character.
3. No officer can be admitted to membership except with the 

recommendation of two of the Free Officers and the approval of the 
Supreme Committee.

4. Officers who are in the active units of the army will be pre
ferred to others.
B. The Organization of Cells

1. Every cell should come under an organizer and consist of 
only four officers.

2. Every member of a cell has to organize a new cell.
3. A member of an original cell cannot accept any officer into 

his subsidiary cell except with the endorsement of the leader and 
one member of the original cell and the approval of the Supreme 
Committee.

4. The leader of a subsidiary cell should under no circumstances 
reveal to the members of this cell or to others the names of the mem
bers of his original cell.
C. The Supreme Committee .

1. The Supreme Committee should consist of three cells and 
each of these cells of only four officers.

2. Every member of the Supreme Committee should be responsi
ble for the organization of no more than three cells.

3. No one should be admitted into the cells of the Supreme Com
mittee except with the consent of all the members of the Committee.

4. The Supreme Committee should form from among its members 
the following branch committees:
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The Supreme Committee of the Free Officers

TABLE 41-2

Name and year 
co-opted  into committee

Rank and p ost on eve  o f Date and place
1958 revolution o f birth

‘ Abd-ul-Karim Qasim 
(chairman), 1957

Staff brigadier; commander, 19th 1914, Baghdad; 
Infantry Brigade 3rd D ivision, originally from 
Mansur camp3 Suwairah

Muhyi-d-DTn ‘ Abd-ul-Hamtdb Staff brigadier; ch ief o f staff, 1914, Baghdad 
(first deputy chairman), 1956 4th Armored Division,

Washshash campc

Naji Taleb (second deputy 
chairman), 1956

Staff brigadier; commander, 15th 1917, Nasiriyyah, 
Infantry Brigade, 1st Division, originally from 
Basrah Syria

Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd Engineer colonel; commandant, 1921, ‘ Anah
(secretary), 1956 School of Aerial Crafts

‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab Amin, 1956 Staff colonel; commander, 14th 1918; Baghdad
■ Infantry Brigade, 1st Division,

Nasiriyyah

Muhsin Husain al-Habib, 
1956 '

Staff colonel; commander, Heavy 1916; Shatrah 
Artillery Regiment, Washshash '
campc

‘ Abd-us-Salam *Aref, 1957 Staff colonel; commander, 3rd
Battalion, 20th Infantry Bri
gade, 3rd Division, Jalawla’ 
campd

1921, Baghdad; 
originally from 
neighborhood of 
Sumaichah, 
RamadT Prov.



TABLE 41-2 (Continued)

Ethnic origin 
and s e c t

Arab father, 
FaiirKurdish 
mother; SunnT 
(mother: ShTT)

Arab; SunnT

Arab; ShlT

Arab; SunnT

Arab; SunnT

Arab; ShT'T

Arab, SunnT

Class origin 
and father’s
occupation Education Subsequent history

Working class;
carpenter-
worker

Military middle 
c la ss ; army 
brigadier

Upper landed 
c la ss ; landown
er, mayor of 
Nasiriyyah, 
member of 
Parliament

Middling com
mercial c lass; 
sheep merchant

Lower landed 
c la ss ; land
owner

Lower landed 
c la ss ; land
owner

Trading lower 
middle c lass; 
draper

Military Academy 
(1932-34), Staff C ol
lege (1940-41); Senior 
O fficers’ School, 
D evizes, England 
(1950)
Military Academy 
(1935-36), Staff C ol
lege (1941-43), Law 
School (1945-50),
Senior O fficers’ School, 
Devizes (1953)

Military Academy 
(1936-38) British 
Military Academy 
(1938-39), Staff C ol
lege, British Staff 
College, Camberley

School of Engineer
ing (1936-39) Lough
borough College, 
England (1947-51)

Military Academy, 
Staff College

Military Academy, 
Staff College

Military Academy 
(1938-41), Staff 
College

Prime minister, minister 
of defence, supreme com
mander of armed forces 
14 July 1958-8  February 
1963; executed 9 Febru
ary 1963.
Commander, 4th Armored 
Division 14 July 1958
7 February 1959; minis
ter of education 1959-60; 
minister of industries 
1960-63; imprisoned '
9 February-September 
1963; now retired. 
Minister of soc ia l affairs 
14 July 1958-7 February 
1959; resigned; minister 
of industries, 9 February 
-7  October 1963; minis
ter of foreign affairs 
1964-65; prime minister 
9 August 1966 - 9 May 
1967.
Director general, minis
try of Development 
2 August 1958-8 March 
1959; retired; ambassa
dor to Cairo November
1963-  August 1966; 
deputy prime minister 
and minister of interior 
9 August 1966 - 9 May 
1967.
Director, Military Opera
tions July 14-18, 1958; 
Military attache Cairo 
1958-59; minister of 
socia l affairs 1959-60; 
resigned on account of 
illness, 22 October 1960l 
Commander of artillery, 
Washshash camp; retired 
March 1959; minister of 
communications June - 
November 1964; minister 
of defence 14 November
1964 - 2 September 1965; 
ambassador to Moscow
1965- 1968.
Deputy prime minister, 
minister of interior, and 
deputy supreme com
mander of armed forces 
14 July 1958; relieved o f 
last-mentioned post 12 
September and of other 
posts 30 September 1958; 
arrested 5 November; 
tried on charge of 
attempting t6 a ssa ss i
nate Qasim and con
demned to death; par
doned and released



TABLE 41-2 (Continued)

Name and year 
co-opted  into committee

Rank and p ost on eve  o f D ate and place
1958 revolution o f birth

JSher Yahya, 1956 Retired colonel; on retired list 1914, Baghdad;
originally from 
TakrTt

‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ A ref,e 1957 Colonel; commander, Faisal
Armored Regiment, 6th Brigade, 
4th Armored Division, 
Washshash campc

1916, Baghdad; 
originally from 
neighborhood of 
Sumaichah, 
Rama dT Prov.

R if‘ at al-Hajj SirrT,f 1956 Retired engineer lieutenant
colonel; on retired list

1917, Baghdad; 
originally from 
HadTthah

‘Abd-ul-KarTm Farhan, 1956 Staff lieutenant colonel; com- 1919, Suwairah
mander, armored unit, Mafraq,
Jordan

‘Abd-ul-Wahhab ash-Shawwaf, Staff lieutenant colonel; director, 1916, Baghdad
Training D ivision, Directorate of 
Military Training, Ministry of 
Defence



TABLE 41-2 (Continued)

Class origin 
Ethnic origin and lather’s 

and s e c t  occupation

Arab; SunnT Trading lower 
middle c lass; 
'alawjT (grain 
tradesman)

Arab; Sunni Trading lower 
middle class; 
draper

Arab; SunnT Military middle 
c lass; colonel

Arab; SunnT Lower landed 
c lass ; land
owner

Arab; SunnT Landed reli
gious c lass of 
high income; 
son of a land
owner and head 
o f the Shar’T 
(religious) Court 
of Cassation

Education

Military Academy

Military Academy 
(1936-37)

Military Academy 
(1937-39)

Military Academy 
(1939-42), Staff 
College, Law 
School

Military Academy, 
Staff College, . 
Senior O fficers’ 
School, Devizes

Subsequent history

October 1962; president 
of Republic from S F eb
ruary 1963 till death in a 
helicopter crash 13 April 
1966,
Director general of 
police 14 July 1958-7 
December 1958; retired; 
chief o f staff 8 February 
1963-18 December 1963; 
prime minister 20 Novem
ber 1963-2 September 
1965; member of Ba‘ th 
party 1963; retired; 
deputy prime minister 10 
May - 10 July 1967; prime 
minister 10 July 1967
17 July 1968.
Commander, 6th Armored 
Brigade; commander 
Armored Corps; retired 
21 August 1962; com
mander, 5th D ivision 8 
February-18  December 
1963; acting ch ief o f 
staff 18 December 1963
17 April 1966; president 
of Republic from 17 April 
1966 and president and 
prime minister 9 May - 
10 July 1967; president 
10 July 1967-17 July 
1968.
Director, Military Intelli
gence 14 July 1958-8 
March 1959; arrested, im
prisoned for implication 
in Mosul Revolt, March 
1959; executed 20 Sep
tember 1959.
Commander armored regi
ment 1958-59; retired 
1959; commander, 1st Di
vision 9 February 1963 
till arrest on 16 May; 
minister of orientation 20 
November 1963-5  July 
1965; resigned; impli
cated in abortive coup of 
30 June 1966; arrested, 
released 1966; supporter 
of Movement o f Arab 
Nationalists 1963; minis
ter of agrarian reform 10 
May 1967 - 6 July 1968. 
Commander of Mosul 
garrison 14 July 1958 to 
8 March 1959, when he 
led revolt in that town 
and was killed.
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TABLE 41-2 (Continued)
•/

Name and year 
co-opted  into committee

Rank and post on eve  of 
1958 revolution

Date and place 
of birth

WasfTTaher,8 1956 Lieutenant colonel; aide-de-camp 
of NurT as-Sa‘Td

1918, Baghdad

SabTh ‘ AIT Ghalib, 1956 Staff major; staff officer, HQrs 
2nd Division, Kirkuk

1920, Baghdad

Muhammad Sab‘ , 1956 Retired air major; on retired list 1916, Baghdad

aA camp about 95 kilometers to the northeast of Baghdad.
^Chairman of committee before co-optation of Qasim.
CA camp directly to the west of Baghdad.
^A camp about 140 kilometers to the northeast of Baghdad.

a) a Military Committee of three which will study the military 
situation and draw out the necessary plans for the carrying out of the 
revolution;

b) a Political Economic Committee of three which will take 
stock of the local and international political conditions and gather 
the important data that could help in the solution of political and 
economic problems that may arise at the time of the carrying out of 
the revolution;

c) a Cooperative Committee of three which will collect contribu
tions from the Free Officers for the benefit of their brothers who may 
incur disadvantage.

5. All the members of the Supreme Committee will be responsi
ble for procuring information on the enemies of the Free Officers and 
their strength in the army and police and on the agents of foreign em
bassies and other servants of the imperialists and of the governing 
authorities.29

The rules are silent on one important point: except in regard to ad
mission into the cells of the Supreme Committee (C.3 above), there is 
no indication as to whether the committee functioned on the basis of the 
majority or unanimity principle. In practice, deliberations would appear 
to have gone on until unanimity or near unanimity was reached. But at 
the decisive moment, as things turned out, it was the opinion of the 
commanders of the crucial units that really mattered.

29Unpublished reminiscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-Majid.
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TABLE 41-2 (Continued)

Ethnic origin 
and s ec t

Class origin 
and father’s 
occupation Education Subsequent history

Arab father, 
Kurdish 
mother; SunnT

Lower military 
middle c lass; 
army officer

Military Academy Aide-de-camp of Qasim 
14 July 1958-8  February 
1963; killed 9 February 
1963.

Arab father, Lower officia l Military Academy Military attache, AnkaraTurkish middle c lass; (1939-42), Staff Col- 14 July 1958 - 8 February
mother; Sunni court clerk lege (1949-50) 1963; retired.
Arab; SunnT Military middle 

c la ss ; army 
officer

Aviation school Director of Aviation 
Association  1958-59; 
retired.

eA brother of ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref.
Sirn, being c lose ly  watched, did not attend any of the meetings of the committee. 

*=A cousin of Zaki Khairi, member of Politbureau of Iraqi Communist party (1958
1962; 1964 to present); withdrew from committee in May 1958, but remained a Free 
Officer.

It is not clear whether in formulating its rules the committee had 
drawn on the experience of other secret groups, that of the Free Offi
cers of Egypt, for example. However, the structure that emerged bears 
certain resemblances to that of the Communist party. For one thing, it 
is as highly centralized. For another, it too rests ultimately on ex
tremely small basic units—cells of four. This is a question not so much 
of direct influence, but of clandestineness observing its own natural 
manner of procedure. Besides, the organizational pattern of the Free 
Officers is less complex than that of the Communists: there are few 
intermediate organs between the Supreme Committee and the original 
cell. The explanation for this lies in the relatively small number of 
Free Officers: in 1957 there were only 172 Free Officers30 and on the 
eve of the Revolution a little more than 200,31 that is, less than 5 per
cent of the entire membership of the officer corps.

At the time of the organization of the Supreme Committee, the two 
officers destined to play the first role in the Revolution, Staff Brigadier 
‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim, commander of the Nineteenth Infantry Brigade 
Third Division and Staff Colonel ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref, commander of the 
Third Battalion Twentieth Infantry Brigade Third Division, were in • 
Mafraq, Jordan. They had entered that country on 2 November 1956

30Conversation with Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-Dih ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, February

31Conversation with Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd, February 1962.



TABLE 41-3
Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to the Supreme Committee

of the Free Officers

Rank on Eve of Revolution Place of Birth Age Group in 1958
No. No. No.

In a c t iv e  s e r v ic e Baghdad 1 37-39 years 4
Staff brigadiers 3 M iddle-size provincial town 1 40-44 years 11
Staff colonels 3 Small provincial town 3 Total 15
Engineer colonel 1 Born in Baghdad but to a

1 family of recent migrants
Staff lieutenant colonels 2 from provincial district or 

small provincial town 5
Religion and Sect

Lieutenant colonel 1 Born in Baghdad but whose iVO.

Staff major 1 place of origin could not be Moslem SunnT 12
On retired  l is t determined 5 Moslem ShTF 2

Colonel 1 Total 15 ShT F-SunnT 1
Engineer lieutenant colonel 1 Total 15
Air major 1 Class Origin

Total 15 No. Fate by 1970

Ethnic Origin

Arab
No.

12
Arab-Kurd 2
Arab-Turk 1
Total 15

C la s s e s  in high incom e  
brackets

Landed c lass 1
Religious landed c lass 1

C la s s e s  or strata in middle 
in com e brackets

Middling military stratum 3
Middling commercial c lass 1

C la s s e s  or strata in low er  
m iddle incom e brackets  

Lower military middle class 1
Lower trading middle c lass 3
Lower landed class 3
Lower o ffic ia l middle c lass 1

Working c la ss  1
T o t a l  15

No.

Killed or executed 4
Killed in air crash 1
Retired from service 10
Total 15_



after the tripartite attack on Egypt, but had been at “ H3,”  close to the 
frontiers, since September and did not return to their original position 
at al-Mansur32 and Jalawla’* 33 * * 36 camps until 3 January 1957.

Both already belonged to a group of dissident officers that com
prised, among others, Colonel ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref, commander of the 
Faisal Armored Regiment at al-Washshash, and Staff Brigadier Nadhim 
at-JabaqchalT, commander at Jalawla’ of the Twentieth Infantry Brigade 
Third Division. Later, Staff Brigadier ‘Aziz al-‘UqailT, commander of 
the Fourth Infantry Brigade Second Division, Brigadier Fu’ad ‘Aref, 
commander at Hillah of the Ninth Infantry Brigade First Division, and 
Staff Colonel Khalil Sa'Td, commander at Kirkuk of the Third Infantry • 
Brigade Second Division, would cast in their lot with them. 34

Research fails to establish in a conclusive manner how this group 
originated. From “ The Memoirs of ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref”  as published 
in Rose al-Yusef in 1966, it is possible to infer that the initiative per
tained in an immediate sense to ‘Aref, and ultimately to Rif‘ at al-Hajj 
SirrT. In fact, in the memoirs the role of ‘Aref is placed on a level with 
that of Sim. In ‘ Aref’s own words or, perhaps more accurately, in the 
words ascribed to ‘Aref: “ One night in December of 1952 I met with 
the martyred Rif‘at al-Hajj SirrT . . .  in the Officers’ Club___  Our meet
ing had to do with the conditions in our country. . .  . From the first in
stants there was a common realization that the decisive moment for 
revolutionary work was at hand. ” 35 And then at another point in the 
memoirs: “ Among [the high-ranking officers who took up the organiza
tion of forces for the day of the Revolution] was ‘Abd-ul-Karlm Qasim 
whom I first approached on the matter of participating with us . . .  [in 
1954 or 1955] when I served under him as a commander of one of the 
battalions of the Nineteenth Brigade. ” 36

Whether these passages were dictated by ‘Aref himself or inter
posed by the editor of the memoirs remains uncertain, but they clearly 
do not harmonize with the account of a 1958 statement by Rif'at al-Hajj 
SirrT given in Volume V of the “ Proceedings of the Special Supreme 
Military Tribunal.”

At the beginning of our activities . . . [runs the account] the Retired 
Colonel Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref did not belong to our organizations but
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on
A camp about 95 kilometers northeast of Baghdad.

33A camp about 140 kilometers northeast of Baghdad.
^C onversations with Colonel ShakTb al-Fadlr, May 1967; Retired Major 

General FU’ ad ‘ Aref, August 1968; ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman MahmUd Rhayyem, a long
time c lose  personal frtend_of ‘ Abd-us-SalSm ‘Xref, October 1968; and Retired 
General ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref, ex-president of Iraq, February 1970.

R o se  al-Yusef, No. 1979 of, 16 May 1966, p. 17.
36R o se  al-Yusef, No. 1980 of 23 May 1966, p. 26.
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in 1956, to my belief, His Excellency Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim 
first broached [the subject] with him. . .. This made us wonder, 
lacking confidence, as we did, in the Retired Colonel on account of 
his showing off and want of discretion. . . .  I only met him about two 
months before the Revolution . . .  and found then that he shared our 
feelings and the aims and policy of the Revolution. . . .  I could not 
hide my surprise at this and told him that our impression of him had 
been very unfavorable.37

Of course, due attention must be given to the circumstances in 
which SirrT made the statement: ‘Aref was under a cloud and standing 
trial for his life. Besides, a tampering with the statement could not al
together be ruled out. However, other testimonies offered in ‘ Aref’s 
interest were not altered. For instance, in answer to a question by the 
court as to ‘Aref’ s role in the Free Officers’ movement before the Revo
lution, Staff Brigadier NajT Taleb affirmed that “ the accused was one 
of the brothers who associated with us in this thing from beginning to 
end.” 38 At first glance, this may seem to contradict Sirfl’s statement, 
but the contradiction vanishes when account is taken of the fact that 
NajT Taleb was drawn into the movement only in 1956.39 Moreover, 
Sirri’ s statement has the ring of authenticity. The version in “ The 
Memoirs of ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref”  may also be something in the nature 
of an attempt to remold ‘Aref’s past or, at least, to push back the date 
when he first joined in with the Free Officers.

Be that as it may, and regardless of whether or not the group in 
question owed its origin directly to ‘Aref and ultimately to SirrT, there 
is one point which is beyond dispute: in 1955, when the group began 
to make itself felt in the circles of the Free Officers, Qasim stood at 
its head and guided it independently from the main movement. At the 
time it consisted of only a few commanding officers without any under
structure of cells. This did not render SirrT, who was still active, any 
the less eager to secure its support. With that end in view, he sent 
Major ShakTb al-FadlT, who had studied under Qasim at the Military 
Academy back in 1939, to Qasim’s quarters in the camp of al-Mansur. 
Al-FadlT showed Qasim all the cards, so to say. Qasim, in turn, shared 
with him his inner thoughts. He too, he said, disapproved of the exist
ing regime and had revolutionary plans of his own. He pledged to be in 
Baghdad with his brigade within five hours if SirrT and his followers
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37Ministry of Defence, Mahakamat al-Mahkamat al-'Askariyyah al-'Ulya 
al-Kha$$ah, V, 2001. ‘ '

38Ibid., p. 2086.
on
° 3Mention of this fact is made in Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd’ s unpub

lished reminiscences.
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took any action, but felt justified to expect help from them should the 
opportunity arise for him to deliver a blow.40

Qasim began now to cooperate closely with the main movement, but 
before very long-in the summer of 1956-he broke contact. He did this 
apparently in self-protection. The government had just found out about 
SirrT’s role. Later, it would be put about that Qasim had had a hand in 
this event, and that the spur that urged him to betrayal was the desire 
to win the confidence of the authorities so that he could proceed with 
his own plans unhampered. The prospect of dominating the field by 
eliminating rivals was—it would also be suggested—a further temptation 
to him. But the tale is too lightly attested to carry conviction. It was 
first thrown out, and as a mere supposition, in 1959, when the strife ' 
between Qasim and the nationalists was at its bitterest.* 4* It re
appeared seven years afterwards in “ The Memoirs of ‘Abd-us-Salam 
‘Aref, ”  but this time as a full-grown fact. 42 It rests, it would seem, ■ 
upon no other foundation than the personal friendship that tied Qasim 
to Staff Lieutenant Colonel Isma‘11 al-‘Aref, one of the officers upon 
whom suspicion had fallen. Anyhow, in 1956 no scrap of a doubt ap
pears to have attached to Qasim. Otherwise it would be difficult to ex
plain how SirrT’s colleagues came in less than a year to entrust Qasim 
with the leadership of their movement.

This occurred after Qasim and his brigade had gone to and returned 
from Jordan. By that time the Supreme Committee of the Free Officers 
had been set up and had made no little headway. It had also in several 
sittings given thought to the best means by which it could prevail 
against the government, and had reached the conclusion that the focal 
point of its whole problem lay in winning over trustworthy commanders 
of powerful units. It was in pursuit of this line that in April 1957 or 
thereabouts it deputed Lieutenant Colonel Wasfr Taher, one of its mem
bers, to seek Qasim and feel him out on the possibility of a union of 
efforts. Qasim expressed readiness, and in May, after conferring at his 
house in ‘Alwiyyah, Baghdad, with Staff Brigadier NajT Taleb, another 
member of the committee, merged his group in the main movement.

A month later, Qasim came to a meeting of the committee accompa
nied by_Colonel ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref. As no invitation had been extend
ed to ‘Aref, nor had the matter of his membership been under considera
tion, his appearance came as a surprise. Qasim read this in the 
glances of the members, and hastened to assure them that he had firm
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^Conversation  with Colonel ShakTb al-FadlT.
4*See the letter of resignation addressed to ‘Abd-ul-Karlm Qasim on 26 

March 1959 by F a ’ iq as-Samarra’f, ambassador of Iraq to the United Arab R e
public in Kutub Qawmiyyah (Nationalist Books), No. 10 (Cairo, 1959), p. 9. 

42f?ose al-Yuset, No. 1980 of 23 May 1966, p. 27.
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trust in ‘Aref. Whereupon both Qasim and ‘Aref took the oath of fideli
ty on the Qur’an, and were formally coopted into the committee. In def
erence to his rank and order of seniority, Qasim was in the following 
July raised to the position of chairman. Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DTn 
‘Abd-ul-HamTd, the previous presiding officer, became first deputy 
chairman, and Staff Brigadier NajT Taleb second deputy chairman. Engi
neer Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajTd remained as secretary.43

Except for the withdrawal in May 1958 of Lieutenant Colonel WasfT 
Taher and his replacement by Staff Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab 
ash-Shawwaf, the Supreme Committee would, from this point down to 
the eve of the Revolution, be composed as shown in Tables 41-2 and 
41-3. From these tables it is plain enough that the members of the com
mittee were, in their majority, Arab Sunni Moslem colonels or lieutenant 
colonels of lower-middle-class origin, and born in provincial towns or 
in Baghdad, but to families of recent migrants from provincial towns.44 
They were also in their late thirties or early forties or, in other terms— 
to borrow a saying which old Ottoman Iraqis made current in the twen
ties—they belonged to the generation of Awlad-us-Suqut— “ The Children 
of the Fall” —that is, they grew up after the fall of Baghdad (1917), 
when a taste developed for what to the generality of the people seemed 
then as the strange and wanton ways of Europe.45 One other thing in 
regard to the composition of the committee is worth mentioning. All its 
members, with the exception of Qasim, attended the military academy 
after 1934, and none before 1932. These are two important dates in the 
history of the academy. In 1932, direct British supervision came to an 
end. In 1934, the admission policy was changed: a secondary school 
education became a basic requirement. Qasim himself had had training 
at the secondary level. But many of the top officers of the Iraqi army 
were only elementary school graduates. They also had been more ex
posed to the influence of British military instructors and advisers.
These were factors that to a greater or lesser extent differentiated be
tween them and most of the Free Officers, and undoubtedly made for a 
certain degree of psychological distance.

The winning over of Qasim and his supporters was followed by a 
fresh accession of strength: in November 1957 a group of close to
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43Unpublished rem iniscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-Majrd and 
statement of Staff Brigadier NajT Taleb before the Special Supreme Military 
Tribunal in MuhakamSt al-Mahkamah al-'Askariyyah a l-‘ Ulya al-Khas$ah, V, 
2089. ' ’ ‘

44The point made in the text with regard to the place of birth of the mem
bers of the committee should be read in connection with the remarks on pp.
765, 998, and 1088.

45Conversation with Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DTn ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd.



eighty junior officers joined the main movement. The group appears to 
have originally taken shape under the influence of Rif'at al-Hajj SirrI, 
but at this time Staff Major ‘Abd-us-Sattar ‘Abd-ul-Latrf-who would 
years later play a key role in the destruction of Qasim-functioned as 
its foremost spokesman. It had also a leading committee of nine which, 
by virtue of a decision of the Supreme Committee, was now transformed 
into a Committee-in-Reserve of the Free Officers (see Table 41-4), with 
the obvious task of continuing the struggle in the event of the failure 
of the Supreme Committee.

While, as a rule, the group in question would henceforth march in 
step with the Supreme Committee, it would not invariably offer it un
questioning obedience. Indeed, at one point-in late 1957—it would re- ' 
quest that three of its members be allowed to attend the meetings of 
the committee, but the request would be denied. At another point—in 
mid-1958—perturbed by the apparent want of progress, it would threaten 
to break off relations with the committee. Basically it would feel that 
the committee practiced excessive caution. The committee, for its 
part, would think that the group, being youthful, was impatient, and 
that impatience was too perilous a mood to bring to conspiratorial 
undertakings. It is perhaps this mood that would help to drive the 
group close to Colonel ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref, who forever inclined to 
bold courses, and who, having offered to serve as a connecting link be
tween the group and the Supreme Committee, would act in that capacity 
from May 1958 onwards.

As the Free Officers grew in strength, the Communist party became 
alive to their importance, and had of necessity to take a stand toward 
them which, when ultimately defined, flowed, at least in part, from the 
particular view of the army in which it had educated its followers.

The party had always drawn a distinction between the army and the 
police. From its standpoint, policemen were simply hopeless. They 
were “ against the people and with the government in everything.”  This 
was a trait that adhered to them and from constant practice tended, in
sofar as they were concerned, to acquire much of the characteristic of 
a second nature. It was idle, therefore, to seek support in their midst. 
The army, on the other hand, was a more complex and heterogeneous 
social phenomenon. For one thing, it included in its ranks more con
scripts than volunteers, and in general conscripts, torn as they were 
from their homes and families, cared as little for the army as for the 
government and were thus, in the opinion of the party, the most open to 
Communist persuasion. The volunteers had also to be differentiated. 
Many of them were soldier-craftsmen-carpenters, smiths, electricians, 
wireless operators, etc.—who had more of a proletarian than a military 
character and, being better educated than others, could more easily 
grasp the ideas of the Communists. The party did not wash its hands
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TABLE 41-4
Committee-in-Reserve of the Free Officers

Name
R ank and p o s t  on e v e  o f  

1958 revolution
D a te  and p la ce  

. o f  birth
Nation

and s e c t

Muhammad Majrd Staff lieutenant colonel; staff 
officer, Directorate of Military 
Operations

1921, Baghdad; 
originally from 
‘ Anah

Arab, Sunni

Khalid Makki 
al-HashimT

Staff major; staff officer, 
Directorate of Supplies

1926, Baghdad Arab, Sunni

Jasim a l-‘AzzawT Staff major; staff officer, 
Directorate of Military Engi
neering and Works

1924,_ Baghdad Arab, Sunni

‘ Abd-us-Sattar
‘ Abd-ul-Latlf

Staff major; staff officer, 
Directorate of Electrical 
and Mechanical Engineering

1926,
al-A ‘ dhamiyyah

Arab, Sunni

Ibrahim Jasim 
at-Takrltl

Staff major; instructor, Mili
tary Academy

1925, Takrit Arab, Sunni

SubhT
;Abd-ul-HamId

Staff major; instructor, Staff 
College

1924, Baghdad Arab, Sunni

Hasan Mustafa 
an-Naqlb '

Staff major; staff officer, 
Directorate of Military 
Operations

1925, Samarra’ Arab, Sunni

‘ Isa ash-ShawT Staff major; instructor, Mili
tary Academy

1924, Takrit Arab, Sunni

Taha ad-Durl M ajorjd inspector, Directorate 
of E lectrical and Mechanical 
Engineering

? , Baghdad; 
originally from 
ad-Dur

Arab, Sunni

aMovement'of Arab Nationalists.
^Khalid Makki al-HashimT is  a nephew of Taha al-HashimT, a ch ief of staff under 

the monarchy.



TABLE 41-4 (Continued)
C lass origin and P o li t ica l  Salien t poin ts in

father’ s  occu pa tion  a ffilia tion  su bseq u en t career

Trading lower middle 
class; tradesman

Military middle class;*3 
Ottoman army officer

Trading lower middle 
class; dealer in wheat

Official lower middle 
class; civ il official, 
Defence Ministry

Trading lower middle 
class; dealer in wood

Military lower middle 
class; army officer

Middle landowning 
ashrafc  class; landed 
marshal of ashraf at 
Samarra’

Middle landowning 
shaikhly class; a chief 
of the tribe of ‘Ubaid

Trading lower middle 
class; tradesman

Pro-HarakiyyTna
1964-1966

Ba'thi since 1960

Director, Military Planning, February 
1963; pensioned off, September 1965; 
arrested 30 June 1966 for participation 
in abortive coup; subsequently released. 
Commander, Al-Mansur Tank Regiment 
July 1958-March 1959; arrested March 
1959; commander, 4th Tank Regiment 
July 1959-January 1963; commander 
Armored Corps and assistant chief of 
staff February-November 1963; retired, 
November 1963; Minister of Industry, 
1968.

Independent
nationalist

Ba'thi"from the 
mid-fifties; broke 
with party 1963

Independent
nationalist

Pro-Harakiyyma
1963-1967

Ba'thi" since 1960

Independent
nationalist

Independent
nationalist

Private secretary of minister of defence 
(Qasim) July 1958-February 1963; re
tired February 1963; minister of agrari
an reform, July 1968-July 1969.
Staff officer, Supreme Command of 
Armed forces, July 1958-March 1959; re
tired 1959; arrested and imprisoned 
1960-61; member o f Ba'th Command and 
of the Revolutionary Council and Minis
ter of Communications, 1963; minister 
of interior May 10-July 10, 1967. 
Commander, tank regiment July 1958- 
March 1959; killed in fighting that 
attended Ba'thi"coup of February 1963. 
Staff officer, Ministry of D efence 1958
1959; director, military operations, 
February-November 1963; minister of 
foreign affairs 1963-64; minister o f  in
terior 1964-65; participated in abortive 
coup of 30 June 1966.
Military attache, Washington, 1958-60; 
commander, 1st Tank Regiment, Febru- 
ary-November 1963; commander, 8th In
fantry Brigade, 1967; commander, Iraqi 
troops in Jordan, 1968 to 1970. 
Commander, Engineering Regiment, 
Hillah, 1959-60; commander 14th Infan
try Brigade, 1963-64; director general, 
Military Engineering Directorate, 1966; 
military attache, London, 1967.
Assistant director general of security 
July-December 1958; commander, ad- 
Dorah Sector, February 1963; military 
attache, Teheran, 1966; commandant, 
School of Electrical and Mechanical 
Engineering, 1967.

c Claimants of descent from the Prophet Muhammad.
^This officer attended only the Military Academy; a ll the others attended both the 

Academy and the Staff College.
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even of the professional fighters, for they too had difficult conditions 
of living which continually nourished in them the live seeds of disaffec
tion. When it came to the officer corps, the party maintained that its 
middle and lower layers embraced many “ noble patriots,”  while its 
highest-ranking members ranged themselves unequivocally with “ the 
enemies of the people.”  To these formulations the party, however, 
attached a qualificative warning: there was need where the army was 
concerned of “ a great deal of flexibility and political resourceful- 
ness.” 46 Such were the general guidelines that inspired the party’s 
behavior down to the 1958 Revolution, and which the Communist cadre 
drew in 1954 on the basis of two decades of underground experience in 
the army.

The party had, of course, its own military organization. From early 
1955 it functioned under the title of “ The Union of Soldiers and Offi
cers.”  This, by the way, set it off at once from the Free Officers’ 
movement which accepted only officers in its ranks. Tied in its formal 
program to purely national aims—the combating of the Baghdad Pact, 
the expulsion of foreign military experts and foreign military missions, 
the raising of the living standards of the soldiers, and the transforma
tion of the army from a tool of the imperialists into an instrument of 
patriotic policy—“ The Union of Soldiers and Officers”  attracted also 
non-Communists. But it remained firmly in the hands of the party, and 
came directly under Atshan Dayyul al-AzairjawT, a 34-year-old Arab 
ShTT ex-army lieutenant of peasant origin and from the town of Nasiriy- 
yah, and a member of the Central Committee since 1949. Its foremost 
figures in the army were Colonel Ibrahim Husain, a battalion commander, 
and Staff Brigadier Isma‘11 ‘Air, commander of the artillery of the First 
Division. Both were in their forties, and Sunni Arabs from the tribe of 
aj-Jubur. Husain, however, hailed from Baghdad and ‘A ll from Mosul. 
Husain was a card-carrying member of the party, whereas ‘A ll appears 
to have been a mere traveling companion.47

The sponsoring of “ The Union of Soldiers and Officers”  by the 
party could be said to mark something of a shift in its outlook. As late 
as 1954, the party, mindful of the interference of the troops against the 
uprising of November, reckoned on the possibility of a head-on conflict 
with the military forces of the state. “ We will not at all be surprised,”  
the party affirmed at the time,
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^Internal Iraqi Communist party manuscript written in 1954 and entitled 
“ The Iraqi Army,”  pp. 22-27.

47Hurriyat-ul-Watan (“ The Freedom of the Homeland” ) (organ of “ The 
Union of Soldiers and O fficers” ), Year 1, No. 2 of late January 1955; and Year 
2, No. 1 of 2 April 1956; unpublished reminiscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab 
‘ Abd-ul-MajTd; and 1963 statement of Brigadier IbrahTm Husain in Iraqi P olice  
F ile  No. QS/5.
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if circumstances will compel us in the future to collide with this 
army. . . .  It is incumbent upon us, therefore, to take advantage of 
the existing conditions of “ peace”  to build wide support in the 
thick of the soldiers, forge cordial bonds with them and prepare 
them for the decisive days. The greatest gift that we can offer to 
the revolutionary workers and peasants is to win over to their side 
a part of the armed forces of the enemy.48 .

The first appeal by “ The Union of Soldiers and Officers”  rested on a 
somewhat more optimistic view of the army, and was couched more in 
national than class terms. Issued on 30 January 1955, when the party 
was battling to ward off the Baghdad Pact, the appeal urged “ the men 
of lofty courage . . . the zealous conscripts and volunteers in all the de
tachments of the army . .. and the noble-minded officers, who love their 
country”  to come out into the streets in their uniforms—no mention was 
made of their arms—and stand shoulder to shoulder with the people 
against “ the imperialists and traitors.” 49 *

Later, the party became more distinctly hopeful in its conception . 
of the army. In the party’ s appraisals increasing emphasis was placed 
on “ the importance of the role of the national military forces in the 
national revolution.”  The Second Party Conference, held in September 
1956, put the seal on this trend. By that time Staff Brigadier Isma'Tl 
‘All of “ The Union of Soldiers and Officers”  had established contact 
with Qasim. Subsequently, Qasim entered into relations, on an informal 
and irregular basis, with the Communist party proper, and maintained 
these relations after he rose to the chairmanship of the Supreme Commit
tee of the Free Officers, using as intermediaries Rashid Mutlak, an old 
personal friend, and Lieutenant Colonel Wasfi" Taher,80 a cousin of the 
veteran Communist ZakI Khairt.51 On occasions in 1958, in the months 
before the Revolution—and every time after using all the precaution he 
could—Qasim met directly with Kamal ‘Umar Nadhnu, the Communist 
member of the Supreme National Committee of the Front of National 
Union. In all this Qasim acted on his own and without the knowledge 
of the Supreme Committee of the Free Officers.
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4R •Internal Iraqi Communist party manuscript written in 1954 and entitled
“ The Iraqi A r m y /1 p. 28.

^ A p p e a l o f the National Com mittee o f the Union o f Soldiers and O fficers 
of 30 January 1955.

^ F o r  W asfTTaher, s e e  Table 41-2.
^ F o r  Khain, see  T able 14-2.
A1963 statement o f Kamal ‘Umar NadhmT to Ba'thT Investigators in Iraqi 

P olice  F ile  No. QS/119; statement of Colonel Fadil ‘ Abbas al-MahdawT at a 
session of the Special Supreme Military Tribunal held on 5 September 1959 in 
Muftakaniat, XIX, 7604; statement of Staff Brigadier Isma‘H ‘AIT before the 
tribunal in 1958, ibid., II, 481; conversations with Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DIh
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The Supreme Committee had, on the day it was founded, resolved to 

forbid all contacts between the Free Officers and civilians of any 
coloring. But this proved to be impracticable. For one thing, the agi
tation of the Communists affected to some extent the work of the com
mittee. For another, the Ba'th had for some time begun to build cells 
of its own in the Military Academy and Aviation School. Some of the 
leaders of the Independence party, notably Fa’ iq as-Samarra’T, had also 
personal connections with individual officers. Moreover, with the alli
ance of the parties in the Front of National Union in 1957, their efforts 
in the army increased and took on, to a degree, a coordinated form.
This could not leave the Supreme Committee unconcerned, the more so 
as it felt that the front was too amateurish and did not distinguish 
“ patriotic”  from “ corrupt”  officers. The Directorate of Security and 
the Military Intelligence were more watchful than might be suspected. 
There were also undercover men working for a number of foreign em
bassies and for “ international Zionism.”  The front thus little appreci
ated the perils that missteps could bring upon the Free Officers. Under 
the circumstances, the necessity for it to desist from any further con
tact with the members of the army was, from the point of view of the 
Supreme Committee, undeniable. The committee accordingly deputed 
Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajFd, its secretary, to find means to convey to 
the front a warning in this sense. He approached for the purpose ‘Abd- 
as-Sattar ‘Air al-Husain, a lawyer and a member of the Independence 
party, who passed on the warning to SiddFq Shanshal, a leader of this 
party and one of its representatives in the front. The warning was not 
without its effect. The Ba'th ordered its military supporters to affiliate 
themselves to the Free Officers. The Communists made sure that their 
“ Union of Soldiers and Officers”  would not be in the way: on the re
quest of the Supreme Committee, this organization put an end to its 
printed propaganda. The front as a whole effected the needed adjust
ment in its line of policy. At the same time, it expressed the desire to 
have one of its members sit on the meetings of the Supreme Committee. 
While the desire was not granted, it was agreed early in 1958 that con
tacts should take place, whenever necessary, between Colonel Rajab 
‘Abd-ul-Majid on behalf of the committee and SiddFq Shanshal on behalf 
of the front. But, as already indicated, Qasim himself did not abide by 
this arrangement and kept up independent connections, not only with the 
Communists but also with the National Democrats.53
Abd-ul-HamTd and with Kamil ach-ChadirchT in February 1962; and ‘ AzTz ash- 

Shaikh (member of the Central Committee of the Communist party), “ The Front 
of National Union before the Revolution,”  Ittihad-ushSha'b, Year 2, No. 143 
o f 17 July 1960, p. 8. '

C O

-’ Unpublished rem iniscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab 'Abd-ul-MajTd; 
and conversations with Fu ’ad ar-RikabT, secretary of the Ba'th party in the fif
ties, and with Kamil ach-Chadirchi and Muhammad HadFd, chairman and deputy 
chairman, respectively, o f the National Democratic party.
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During the first half of 1958 the Supreme Committee of the Free 

Officers met frequently to consider the varying problems that the en
visaged coup entailed. It had not only to draw out an appropriate plan 
of action or agree on the main features of the future regime, but also to 
weigh and provide for every likely counter-move that it could discern.
In taking up these problems, or one or the other of the aspects or ele
ments natural to them, the committee did not always proceed with 
method or in a strictly logical order, but according to its own light and 
as circumstances dictated.

One problem that pressed itself insistently on the attention of the 
committee early in 1958 was the possible armed interference on the 
part of some or all of the other powers of the Baghdad Pact. The com
mittee came to look upon this contingency as the most serious obstacle 
to staging the coup, and naturally grew anxious to ascertain how far it 
could, at the critical moment, count upon the friendly help of the United 
Arab Republic and the Soviet Union. A proposal to send abroad a mem
ber of the committee to make the necessary enquiries did not find 
enough support. Eventually the decision went in favor of entrusting 
Siddlq Shanshal of the front of National Union with the mission. In the 
course of February, Shanshal flew to Egypt, met President Gamal ‘Abd- 
un-Nasir, and received definite assurances from him that the United 
Arab Republic would back the revolution without reserve. The Soviet 
ambassador in Cairo, with whom ‘Abd-un-Nasir took up the matter, also 
affirmed that, in the event of a hostile counter-action, his country 
would stand by the Iraqis, as it stood by the Egyptians during the tri
partite aggression in 1956. It is not certain whether anyone sought 
clarification as to what the Soviet promise meant in real practical terms. 
At any rate, the Supreme Committee apparently drew much comfort from 
the results of Shanshal’s mission. It also committed itself unanimously 
to a proposal by Staff Brigadier Najf Taleb to proclaim the immediate 
union of Iraq with the United Arab Republic upon an antagonistic inter
vention by any of the parties to the Baghdad Pact.

One or two months later, in the spring of that year, the committee 
addressed itself to the question of the future revolutionary regime. 
Slowness of decision was not one of its characteristics. Where politi
cians would have crawled, the committee leapt. In one night sitting it 
settled upon a republic. In another it determined upon a number of 
other important steps: to exile King Faisal II; to bring to trial without 
delay Crown Prince ‘Abd-ul-Ilah and Premier Nurl as-Sa‘rd, and prompt
ly carry out the judgments passed upon them; to try on a charge of 
“ treason and collaboration with the imperialists and Zionists”  some of 
the ex-premiers and other members of the oligarchy; to purge the army 
and government from “ opportunists” ; to appoint army officers to the 
governorships of provinces and directorships of police and internal se
curity; to create a three-man Sovereignty Council to exercise the
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prerogatives of the republic; to form either a cabinet composed predomi
nantly of army officers and of only three civilians for the posts of min
isters of finance, health, and justice, or a mixed cabinet in which the 
premiership and the posts of ministers of defence and interior would be 
military preserves; to organize a Revolutionary Council, with powers 
to be defined after the revolution, from the members of the Supreme Com
mittee and from other Free Officers, and to place directly under it all 
the armed forces of the state.54

To its more immediate task, the preparation of the coup, the commit
tee devoted itself at various points. In measure as it perceived an ob
stacle, it grappled with it. Often it could calculate and build only on 
the basis of expectations or on what was merely probable. This is be
cause in endeavors of this nature, as could well be imagined, plans 
are easily upset by the play of chance or the intervention of an accident.

Of course, the committee had no difficulty defining the aim to which 
the coup had to be directed: to occupy simultaneously or in a planned 
order the key technical institutions and the commanding political sum
mits in the city of Baghdad. The heart of the problem lay in appending 
to this aim the appropriate series of acts that would lead to it and in 
giving the result a decisive and overwhelming character.

Concretely speaking, the problem was in effect threefold. Partly, 
it was one of means. The committee had enough striking units at its 
disposal, but they were all without ammunition. The entire army was 
in this condition. The government hoped thereby to shield itself from 
any blow from that quarter. But the Free Officers got round the diffi
culty. They did not, as was subsequently rumored, acquire what they 
needed from Egypt or Syria, but deviously, painstakingly, and over many 
months appropriated some of the ammunition used in night maneuvers. 
Moreover, on the day of the coup, the striking units carried off the am
munition stored at the Infantry Training School and at one of the mobile 
police centers.

Another no less crucial side of the problem related to the necessity 
of investing the blow with all the advantages of a surprise. For this, 
secrecy and swiftness did not suffice. It was also absolutely essential 
that the striking units should move from their camps to Baghdad without 
arousing the least suspicion, the more so as the government had up its 
sleeve a contingency plan envisaging the systematic destruction of de
files, bridges, bottlenecks, and so on, to forestall a coup d’etat and 
“ freeze”  the army in its barracks.55 This meant, in effect, that the 
attempt should coincide with a march of troops toward or through Bagh
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54Unpublished rem iniscences of Engineer Colonel Rajab ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd. 
'’Staff Colonel (Abd-ul-Wahhab AmTn, a member of the Supreme Committee, 
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dad permitted by the authorities. The troops had also in that circum
stance to be sufficiently infiltrated by Free Officers. Two ways were : 
thus open to the Supreme Committee. One was to strike on Army Day- 
the sixth of January—taking advantage of the habitual commemorative 
parade. Back in December 1957 the committee had entertained the idea 
in earnest. The plan was simple: instead of moving to the parade 
ground at ar-Rashld camp, the units led by the Free Officers were to 
take over the capital. At the time, by the way, the committee had not 
yet considered the obstacle that the Baghdad Pact could offer, nor at
tempted to formulate the political principles by which it should steer 
its course. But it was not for these reasons that the idea was aban
doned. Colonel ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref, commander of the Faisal Ar- ' 
mored Regiment, the chief force in the plan, had simply refused to go 
along with the committee: he maintained that he did not have enough 
ammunition for his weapons, could rely on only a few of his subordinated 
officers, and should expect trouble from his deputy, Colonel Salman al- 
Hassan, with whom he was on bad terms. As the committee could not 
afford to wait till another Army Day, it now pinned its hopes on the con
tingency of one or the other of the brigades, officered by men loyal to 
it, passing through Baghdad on duty. This was the alternative way ly
ing before it.

Obviously, the problem of achieving surprise, inextricably bound as 
it was with the opportune moving of the troops, resolved itself into-be- 
came in fact the same as—the problem of the timing of the coup. In this 
respect, the committee had only to take one other circumstance into ac
count. Since, from the spring of 1958, the overthrow of the monarchy 
became the first motive of the committee, it followed that if the blow 
was to go home, it had to be delivered on a day when the foremost 
representatives of the monarchy, NurT as-Sa‘rd, Crown Prince ‘Abd-ul- 
IIah, and the king, would be in Iraq. Only the capture of all three of 
them could make the success of the coup complete.

In the latter part of June information reached the Supreme Commit
tee that the Twentieth Infantry Brigade had received orders to move on 
3 July—the move was later put off to the seventh and then to the night 
of 13-14 July—toward Jordan from its camp at Jalawla’. Two of the 
three battalions of the brigade was led by Free Officers, and the bri
gade had to pass through Baghdad over the Khirr bridge, which lies 
close to the royal palace. The committee at once realized that zero 
day was at hand. But as it now stood on the threshold of the revolution, 
it split apart. '

Tension had been building up in the committee for some time. It de
rived to no little extent from the impatience of the younger strata of the 
Free Officers. Craving for action and wearied with cautious counsels, 
many of them had, only three or four weeks before, threatened to break
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away and go forward on their own. In the committee itself, this spirit 
found its best representative in Staff Colonel ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref. A 
man of undoubted courage but- hasty judgment, he inclined to urge haz
ardous undertakings, but could not carry his colleagues with him. He 
did not relent, however. One day, a Thursday—in all probability the 
twelfth of June—at a meeting of the committee he announced on a sud
den that he and Staff Brigadier ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim, who was not pres
ent, had decided to pull the coup on the following Saturday. This came 
as a bolt out of the blue. Some of the members of the committee were 
clearly offended. They protested, not without heat, that decisions 
could not be made in this fashion, that the day chosen was inopportune 
as the crown prince was out of the country, that to proceed with so rash 
an enterprise would be to court bitter failure. But ‘Aref did not budge.
It would be Saturday or never, he retorted. It was, incidentally, at this 
same meeting that without preliminaries and for no apparent reason 
‘Aref exclaimed: “ I tell you, brothers, maku za‘Tm ilia Karim— there is 
no leader other than KarTm,”  that is, other than Qasim. In not many 
months the Communists would pick up the rhyme phrase and turn it 
against ‘Aref himself.

‘Aref’s oddities caused Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DTn ‘Abd-ul-HamTd, 
the first deputy chairman, Staff Brigadier N5jr Taleb, the second deputy 
chairman, and Staff Colonel ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab Amin, another senior mem
ber, to offer their resignation, but at the next meeting they were pre
vailed upon to withdraw it. Undaunted, ‘ Aref pressed again for early 
action. Staff Colonel Muhsin Husain al-Habib tried to put a curb upon 
his impatience, and in the process apparently said some hard things to 
him. Feeling himself affronted, ‘Aref boycotted the committee from this 
day onward. This happened a fortnight or so before word came that the 
move to Jordan of the Twentieth Infantry Brigade had been decided upon.

Strange things began now to take place. A meeting of the commit
tee, convoked toward the end of June in order to set the day of the coup 
and make the necessary final preparations, scarcely got under way 
when it ran into trouble. The underlying cause is not entirely clear, 
but there is little doubt as to the precise circumstances. At the open
ing of the meeting, someone proposed—and the proposal was quickly 
carried—that a branch committee be created and given the task of mak
ing recommendations for filling the high administrative posts in the 
future revolutionary regime. The name of Retired Colonel Taher Yahya 
and then that of Retired Major Muhammad Sab‘ were put up as candi
dates for election to this committee. After that, Qasim himself entered 
the name of ‘Aref. To this last candidature Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-uF 
Majld immediately objected, and was about to state his grounds—‘Aref’s 
boycott of the Supreme Committee and his remoteness from Baghdad— 
when Qasim cut him short and in bitter and unsparing terms accused him 
of being the cause of ‘Aref’ s estrangement and of intriguing for the ex
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elusion of certain members from the Supreme Committee. He also laid 
to him the widening breach in the ranks of the Free Officers. No one 
had expected this outburst, and least of all ‘Abd-ul-Majrd, who appar
ently had little to do with the ‘Aref affair, but may not have been en
tirely innocent of factious activity—though on this evidence fails us. 
‘Abd-ul-MajTd, from whose memoirs these particulars are drawn, affirms 
that at this point he felt that the attack upon him had been prepared in 
advance, and that it aimed at “ certain results”  which could be turned 
to account in the future, and would be used to justify the treatment 
actually meted out to some of the members of the Supreme Committee 
after the triumph of the revolution. Anyhow, at the time ‘Abd-ul-Majrd, 
intensely resentful, requested an immediate investigation to establish 
the truth of the facts, and resolutely added that he was not prepared to 
cooperate with a man who could level against him such serious and 
completely groundless accusations. The atmosphere grew so tense that 
the meeting had to be adjourned.

_ The committee next assembled on the third or fourth of July at 
Qasim’s house in ‘Alwiyyah without ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, who refused to 
attend. It looked into the question of the precise timing of the coup 
and was, among other things, to choose the members of the revolution
ary cabinet, the Revolutionary Council, and the Sovereignty Council 
but it never did so. A knock came at the door of the house. An un
known person entered, closeted himself briefly with Qasim, and left. 
Qasim then announced that the Military Intelligence had gotten knowl
edge of the gathering and would effect arrests at any moment. His con- 
sociates hurriedly dispersed. It was only after the revolution that thdy 
realized that he had played a game with them.

The committee never came together again. Its members waited in 
the next days in vain for a sign from Qasim. He treated them as if they 
did not exist. He even tried through Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Latlf ad-DarrajT, 
whom Staff Colonel Muhsin Husain al-Hablb and Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul- 
MajTd met by accident at the Officers’ Club on Friday evening the 
eleventh of July, to convey the impression that the date of the coup had 
een put off and that the Twentieth Infantry Brigade would not strike on 

its approach from Jalawla’ but would first pass through Baghdad and 
move to al-Fallujah and then, on a day to be subsequently fixed, wheel 
ack and carry out the coup. The members of the committee were not 

so easily taken in this time. They now moved, however, in painful un
certainty, and on the night of 13-14 July remained without sleep, inward- 
y. in turmoil, and sick with impatience for daybreak.

Later, it came to be believed that Qasim and ‘Aref had laid their 
heads together a fortnight in advance of the coup and schemed to ex
clude their colleagues from any leading role in the revolution or in the 
regime to which it gave rise. This belief finds some support in the 
statement made by ‘Aref before the Special Supreme Military Tribunal on
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31 December 1958. “ The leader said to me,”  he affirmed, “ let us be 
courteous to them as brothers . . . but the decisive action is between 
me and you.” 56

At 2100 hours on the night of 13-14 July, the Twentieth Infantry 
Brigade, led by Staff Brigadier Ahmad HaqqT and consisting of three 
battalions of about a thousand men each, broke camp at Jalawla’ and, 
with Jordan as its ultimate destination, moved toward Baghdad, 140 
kilometers to the southwest. At about 2:30 in the morning it came to a 
halt at Ban! Sa‘d, within 10 kilometers of the capital. As preconcerted, 
Staff Colonel ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref, commander of the Third Battalion, 
went at this point into action. By some little stratagem, he beguiled 
Brigadier HaqqT into preceding the unit to al-Fallujah. He then tried 
to persuade Staff Colonel YasTn Muhammad Ra’uf, commander of the 
Second Battalion, to join in the coup, and wasted precious time in the 
process but, failing, arrested him with the help of Colonel ‘Abd-ul- 
Latif Jasim ad-DarrajT, commander of the First Battalion, who was in 
on the thing from the start. Taking full command, he assembled all the 
officers in the brigade and, in brief and spirited terms, disclosed to 
them the aim of the movement and the plan designed to attain it. What 
he said may have leapt with their own instincts, or some of them, at 
least, may have been too timid or too passive to offer any obstacle.
And then not a few were Free Officers, and must have prepared the 
ground psychologically for the approval which all now voiced. His 
mind delivered of any apprehensions on this score, ‘Aref gave word for 
the advance to be resumed.

At 4:30 A.M., or thereabouts, the brigade entered Baghdad. Colonel 
ad-DarrajTs First Battalion rolled at once into ar-Rasafah on the east 
bank, and had to take possession of the administrative high points, in
cluding the Ministry of Defence. The Second Battalion, now under Lt. 
Col. Fadil Muhammad ‘AIT, pushed forward to al-Karkh on the west 
bank, and had to neutralize the mobile police center at as-Salhiyyah 
and wrest its munitions depot. ‘Aref’ s own battalion also crossed to 
al-Karkh and had to seize the radio station, NurT’s house, and the royal 
palace. Simultaneously, several officers’ groups, guided directly by 
the Committee-in-Reserve of the Free Officers—which, it will be re
called, had been in connection with ‘Aref since May—moved, as agreed 
upon beforehand, to occupy ar-Rashld camp and round up the chief of 
staff and other brass-hats.

Everything fell out as planned except for the escape of NurT as- 
Sa'Td. It would also appear that the shooting down of the royal family

56Ministry of D efence, Muhakamat, V, 2179, 1993, 2014, and 2089-2090; 
unpublished reminiscences o f Colonel Rajah ' 1 Abd-ul-Majid; conversations with 
the latter and with Staff Brigadier MuhyT-d-DIh ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd; and Ghalib, 
Q issat, pp. 65 ff., and 76 ff.
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in the palace grounds was not premeditated. According to Lieutenant 
Faleh Handhal of the Palace Guard, who did not identify himself with 
the Revolution and now lives in Abu Dhabi, the Guard did not retaliate 
to the small-arms firing which began at around 6:15 A.M. or to the 
shelling half an hour later from an antitank gun that belonged to Colo
nel ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref’s Faisal Armored Regiment, and that had 
been brought up from al-Washshash camp to support the original attack
ing party of about forty men. From the outset, Prince ‘Abd-ul-Ilah 
seemed to lack the will for resistance. Possibly he feared that all or 
some of the two thousand royal guardsmen would go over to the insur
rection if ordered out of their barracks. Probably he realized that the 
game was up, and that he was face-to-face with an irreversible march 
of events. Meanwhile, the shelling had set off a fire. From the burn
ing upper hall of the palace, columns of thick smoke were rising to the 
sky. On the outside the movement was growing. More and more sol
diers were coming into action. From the various city districts crowds 
of people were streaming toward the scene, and soon united with the 
troops. At about 7:45 A.M., after a brief parley of its commander with 
emissaries of the besiegers, the Royal Guard surrendered. A little be
fore 8:00, the king, the prince, and other members of the royal house
hold stumbled out the back entrance of the palace into the courtyard to 
face half a circle of officers. Moments later, from the front entrance 
emerged at a run, a submachine gun in his hand, Captain ‘Abd-us-Sattar 
Sab‘ al-‘AbusT, one of the emissaries, who, instantly and from behind, 
fired into the royal family. His action touched off a burst of bullets 
from every direction and from everyone bearing arms. Not only did the 
king and his party fall to the ground, but also three of the officers that 
had stood in the semicircle. Captain al-'AbusT, who was not privy to 
the insurrection and had joined in on hearing ‘Aref’s appeal over the 
radio, subsequently admitted to Lieutenant Handhal that at the time he 
was in a state of frenzy and felt as if a black cloud had covered his 
vision and that he pressed on the trigger of his submachine gun uncon
sciously and without realizing what went on around him. ” 5?

As for NurT as-Sa‘Id, he was, as is known, caught the next day dis
guised as a woman, and was at once done to death by an air force ser
geant. His body was, after burial, disinterred by an angry crowd and, 
like that of the intensely hated crown prince, dragged through the 
streets, strung up, tom to pieces, and finally burnt. Inhumaneness? It 
is perhaps not appropriate to pass judgment, but it must be added, not 57
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to justify but to explain, that NurT and the prince were never tender 
with the lives of their people. And then is it very strange that inhu
maneness should issue from the dehumanizing conditions in which the 
shatgawiyyas—the mud-hutters—of Baghdad subsisted?

Ninety minutes or so before the destruction of the royal family, at 
about 6:30 A.M., ‘Aref in person had begun to read over the radio 
“ Proclamation No. 1,”  thus giving the public the first word of the coup. 
The proclamation, to which was prefixed the auspicious Qur’ anic form, 
“ In the name of the all-merciful God,”  ran as follows:

Noble People of Iraq,
Trusting in God and with the aid of the loyal sons of the people 

and the national armed forces, we have undertaken to liberate the 
beloved homeland from the corrupt crew that imperialism installed. . . . 
Brethren,

The army is of you and for you and has carried out what you de
sired. .. . Your duty is to support it . . . (in the wrath that it is pour
ing on the Rihab Palace and the house of NurT as-Sa‘Td).58 * Only by 
preserving it from the plots of imperialism and its stooges can vic
tory be brought to completion. We appeal to you, therefore to report 
to the authorities all offenders, traitors, and corrupt people so that 
they could be uprooted.. . .
Citizens,

(While admiring your fervent patriotic spirit . .. , we call upon 
you to remain calm and maintain order and unity . . .  in the interest 
of the homeland.)59 
O People,

We have taken oath to sacrifice our blood and everything we 
hold dear for your sake. Rest assured that we will continue to work 
on your behalf. Power shall be entrusted to a government emanating 
from you and inspired by you. This can only be realized by the cre
ation of a people’s republic, which will uphold complete Iraqi unity, 
tie itself in bonds of fraternity with the Arab and Moslem states, act 
in keeping with the principles of the United Nations and the resolu
tions of the Bandung Conference, and honor all pledges and treaties 
in conformity with the interests of the homeland. Accordingly, the 
(new) national government shall henceforth be called the Republic 
of Iraq. .. .

The Commander-in-Chief of 
the National Armed Forces

CO
These words were omitted in the subsequent rebroadcasts o f the 

proclamation.
^ T h e se  words were added to the proclamation after the new government 

took fright at the violence o f the crowds.
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Within hours of this announcement, the will of the revolution pre

vailed everywhere. One unit of the army after another had rallied to its 
support or had been seized by Free Officers. At noon Qasim, who had 
been waiting for the results at al-Mansur camp, 95 kilometers away, 
entered Baghdad at the head of his Nineteenth Infantry Brigade and in
stalled himself at the Defence Ministry. The monarchy had come to an 
end. A few rounds of shelling had sufficed to shake it down. Except 
for the feeble resistance of the guard at NurT’s house, not a hand had 
been lifted in its defense.60

Did the Communists and their partners in the Front of National 
Union contribute in any way to the ease with which the monarchy crum- ' 
bled? It is now certain that the Communists knew beforehand of the in
tentions of Qasim. Officers close to him kept the party command fairly 
well posted on what was going on. Moreover, on Friday July 11, Qasim 
himself informed Kamal ‘Umar NadhmT, the Communist member of the 
Supreme Committee of the Front of National Union, of the precise day 
of the coup. Word in the same sense reached also Kamil ach-ChadirchT, , 
the president of the National Democrats; Siddiq Shanshal, the secretary 
of the Independence party; and Fu’ ad ar-RikabT, the leader of the 
Ba'thists. Appropriate measures for the support of the initiative of the 
Free Officers were promptly taken.61 The Communist party center, for 
its part, placed all the party organizations on the alert on the night of 
July 13-14, alluding only in the vaguest manner to the reasons for this 
step. Simultaneously, it issued a “ general directive”  to the mas’uls of 
the principal party committees. The directive, which was unsigned and 
bore the date of July 12, is well worth citing, not only because it nailed 
down the basic positions of the party on the eve of the coup, but also 
because it already looked beyond July 14 and foreshadowed the tragic 
nationalist-Communist conflict that was to come:

In view of the critical posture of affairs, internally and on the 
Arab front, and the possibilities of its evolution from one moment to 
another, and in order to assure the unity of the political acts of our 
party organizations in a sudden emergency or in complicated circum
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stances, we deem it necessary at present to emphasize that our 
fundamental slogans are as follows:

1. Withdrawal from the Baghdad Pact, abolition of the bilateral 
agreement with Britain, and resistance to the Eisenhower doctrine.

2. The unleashing of democratic freedoms for the masses of the 
people . .  . and the release of political prisoners. . . .

3. The adoption of effective measures to protect our national 
wealth and our national economy . . .  and solve the problems relating 
to the livelihood of the masses.

4. The coming into being of a government that will pursue an 
independent Arab national policy . . . serve the peace . . . convert the 
“ Arab Union”  into an authentic union between Iraq and Jordan . .. 
and unite on a federal basis with the U.A.R. [This position was in 
line with that adopted by the Front of National Union back in April 
1958.]62

We further deem it opportune to lay stress on:
1. the necessity of avoiding ambiguous or extremist slogans or 

slogans glorifying this or that leader of the national or Arab move
ment and thereby throwing our essential watchwords into the shade 
and belittling the struggle of the masses and the national front 
[this is a clear thrust in the direction of Nasirite hero-worshipers]; 
and

2. the necessity of showing great vigilance toward various 
kinds of intrigues and conspiracies [this is a mise en garde against 
the Ba'th and others, induced by the experience of the Communists 
in Syria63] and toward the activities of the agents of imperialism. . .  .

Finally, it is indispensable to look upon the mobilization of the 
widest popular masses in support of the correct slogans at any 
given moment and around the paramount watchwords of our national 
democratic movement as our fundamental task under all conditions.64

The directive had not been many hours in the hands of basic party 
organizers when the first shots fired by ‘ Aref’s soldiers at the royal 
palace rang out. Members of the party began issuing from their homes 
or underground hideaways. The movement increased from minute to 
minute until, about 8:00 A.M., the whole active following of the party 
was on the streets. Nationalists of all hues had also come out. Before 
very long the capital overflowed with people—shargawiyyas and others— 
many of them in a fighting mood and united by a single passion: “ Death
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to the traitors and agents of imperialism!”  It was like a tide coming in, 
and at first engulfed and with a vengeance NurT’s house and the royal 
palace, but soon extended to the British consulate and embassy and 
other places, and became so terrible and overwhelming in its sweep 
that the military revolutionaries, ill at ease, declared a curfew and 
later, in the afternoon, martial law. When in the end, after nightfall, 
the crowds ebbed back, the statue of Faisal, the symbol of the monar
chy, lay shattered, and the figure of General Maude, the conqueror of 
Baghdad, rested in the dust outside the burning old British Chancellery.

Did this mass movement, in which on a conservative estimate at 
least one hundred thousand people in Baghdad alone took part, and 
which in the succeeding days grew in scale and intensity, have any 
historical significance? The amazing thing about the act of govern
mental overturn proper is that the troops that achieved it numbered no 
more than three thousand, and that two-thirds of them carried no ammu
nition at all; and the remainder—‘Aref’s own battalion—only a few 
rounds per man. In the light of this fact, the coming out of a hundred 
thousand people into the streets and the ruthlessness with which at 
least some of them proceeded to give vent to their feelings must have 
had a greater weight in determining the historical outcome of that fate
ful day than one might at first glance be disposed to admit. We are not 
forgetting, of course, that ‘Aref counted on eventual support from other 
units under the command of Free Officers. This, however, does not de
tract from the part that the movement of the populace played. For one 
thing, by clogging streets and bridges not only in Baghdad but in many 
other towns, it hindered possible hostile counteractions. More than 
that, by virtue of its vehemence, it had a tremendous psychological 
effect. It planted fear in the heart of the supporters of the monarchy, 
and helped to paralyze their will and give the coup the irresistible 
character that was its surest bulwark.

But this is, no doubt, only part of the explanation for the ease with 
which the monarchy went to pieces. Quite aside from the suddenness 
and efficiency of the military coup itself, there is also the very impor
tant fact that on July 14 the royalists possessed at bottom little more 
than the appearance of power, and had for some time lost its authentic 
premises-the confidence and loyalty of the widest sections of the 
politically conscious elements in the army and among the people at 
large. In other words, the coup succeeded so swiftly and so conclusive
ly because it expressed a basic bent in the society, if only in a nega
tive sense.

Do the events of July 14 amount to a revolution, or do they merely 
constitute a coup d’etat? Waldemar J. Gallman, ex-United States am
bassador to Iraq, takes the view that what happened on that day can in 
no way be called a revolution. “ It was simply a seizure of power by a 
small, determined group.”  He admits that there were demonstrations
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but these, he adds, were devoid of any “ spontaneous”  character and 
the “ hordes of unruly jubilant people”  who took part in them were, he 
insists, “ not representative Iraqis but hoodlums recruited by agita
tors.” 65 Gallman lays on the color a bit too thickly. Surely the par
ticipation of about one hundred thousand people in the demonstrations 
constituted something more than what he represents. This is not to 
deny that there were “ hoodlums”  among the crowds, but “ hoodlums”  
make their appearance in almost every revolution, and revolution, after 
all, is an indelicate, rough, and violent affair, at least in part. More
over, the elements of agitation and conscious organization are not in
herently alien to the notion of revolution, as Gallman appears to 
suppose. But quite apart from the question of the participation of the 
populace, it must be admitted at once that if one were to confine one’s 
vision to the initiatory role of the Twentieth Brigade under ‘Aref, or 
even to the long preparatory work of the Free Officers, one would have 
to agree that what occurred on July 14 was an enterprise planned by a 
small group in secrecy from the people. And it was, of course, partly 
so. But again one must take a wider view of things. One must, at 
least, place the events of July 14 in their natural historic context.
From this perspective, they appear as the climax of the struggle of a 
whole generation of the middle, lower-middle, and working classes, the 
culmination of an underlying, deeply embedded insurrectionary tendency 
of which the coup of 1936, the military movement of 1941, the Wathbah 
of 1948, the Intifadah of 1952, and the risings of 1956 were other mani
festations. The Free Officers were, by visible and invisible threads 
and in a very profound manner, caught up in this tendency, and it was 
in part their realization—as clearly comes out in their talk—that action 
on the popular level alone could not bring down the old regime, that 
drove them to seize the initiative.66 But it is not enough to look back
wards. We have to include in our field of vision not only what pre
ceded, but also what followed the events of July 14. Indeed, a glance 
at the consequences is enough to make us realize that we are in the 
presence of a genuine revolution. A superficial political phenomenon 
could not have released passions so vehement or aroused fears or 
hopes so serious as came to pervade the years 1958-1959. July 14 
really brought more than a mere change of government. Not only was 
the monarchy demolished or the whole Western position in the Arab
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East weakened in a radical manner, but the fortunes of whole classes . 
were also deeply affected. The social power of the greater landed 
shaikhs and the big town mallaks was to a considerable extent de
stroyed, and the position of the urban workers and the middle and lower- 
middle strata of society qualitatively enhanced. The pattern of life of 
the peasants was also altered, partly by the transfer of property, and 
partly by the abolition of the Tribal Disputes Regulations and the bring
ing of the countryside within the purview of the national law. It is true 
that the revolution did not go deep enough, but this tends to be the 
characteristic of all revolutions in which middle-class elements play 
the guiding role. It is also true that the revolution has been erratic in 
its course and has had its ups and downs. This is partly due to the 
heterogeneity of the middle class, and the splits within its ranks and 
within the ranks of the officer corps, which is its armed segment and 
leading layer. Another causative factor has been the pressure from the 
classes below, that is, from the Communist-led classes that work with 
their hands. There is also the very crucial fact that in upsetting the 
old power structure and the old class configuration, the revolution has 
disturbed the delicate balance between the various ethnic and sectarian 
communities of Iraq, and basically between the Arabs and Kurds and the 
ShTTs and SunnTs, mainly owing to the unevenness in the social develop
ment of these communities. One particularly unhappy consequence has 
been the revolt of the Kurds, which added in an especially acute way to 
the vicissitudes of the revolution. For these reasons, and because of 
recurrent coups d’etat, the revolution is still in a state of fluidity, and 
it is doubtful whether it will in the foreseeable future attain a tolerably 
durable social equilibrium. But this is to generalize and anticipate.

JULY 1958 REVOLUTION



“ SOLE LEADER,”  DUAL POWER

The phrase “ Sole Leader”  possibly originated with a worthless flatter
er, but could well have been a carefully prepared political formula. The 
words were, it is almost certain, first used in October 1958, by a junior 
officer in Qasim’s entourage. As, however, no one seems to be able to 
identify this man, there is no way of determining whether he was or 
was not connected with the Communists—who, anyhow, at once adopted 
the slogan and gave it the widest possible circulation. Indeed it be
came, in a period when serious danger hovered over them, the principal 
note in their public appeals, enabling them to give a clear focus to very 
vague currents traversing broad masses of very different Iraqis and, by 
pulling these masses behind them, to emerge in strength from the shad
ows into the open stage and turn, for a time, the course of the revolu
tion in their favor. No other cry could have served their purposes 
better: it not only ingratiated them with Qasim, but hit at all their im
mediate rivals simultaneously—at ‘Aref, ‘Abd-un-Nasir, the Ba'th, and 
all other pan-Arab nationalists. Armed with it, they proceeded to build 
organs of power at the popular level, even as the cry began taking flesh 
and state authority at the top narrowed and became simpler and increas
ingly isolated, and thus perilously vulnerable. In brief, the cry appears 
much like the natural answer to the dramatic situation that they faced 
after July 14. But it is necessary to elaborate.

The regime that emerged from the Revolution of July bore, at least 
in its first months, the imprint of ambiguousness. There was, to begin 
with, no indubitable focus of political authority. No one person, force, 
or institution, in other words, dominated the scene. On paper, as of 
July 27, 1958—that is, with the enactment of the provisional constitu
tion—the legislative and executive powers were vested in the Council of 
Ministers.1 But Colonel ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref, who, as direct commander 
of the military unit that pulled the coup, enjoyed great prestige, said 
and did things without reference to that body and, with new levers in 
his hands—the posts of deputy commander-in-chief of the armed forces, 
deputy premier, and minister of interior—seemed to be reaching for the 
heights. Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-Karim Qasim, the co'mmander-in-chief, premi
er, minister of defence, and official leader of the Free Officers, was

1Articles 21 and 22 of the provisional constitution. The power of making 
laws was to be exercised with the approval of the Sovereignty Council.
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also in his own right a center of independent influence, pulling more 
often_than not in a direction different than that of ‘Aref. But neither he 
nor ‘ Aref felt strong enough to ignore completely the Commanders’ 
Council, which came into being immediately after the Revolution, com
prised some of the more prominent of the Free Officers (see Table 42-1), 
and now shared, on a somewhat irregular basis, in the determination of 
policy and the distribution of military offices. The three-man Sovereign
ty Council, which was meant to exercise the functions of the presidency 
of the Republic, and especially its chairman, Staff Major General Najlb 
ar-Rubai'T, a widely respected officer, were also at the time more than 
a decoration. Moreover, now as later, in view of the inexperience of 
the army officers and their low political level, some civilians in the 
cabinet and, in particular, those with expert knowledge and the right 
kind of abilities-the very few men like Muhammad HadTd, the minister 
of finance, to be specific-carried much weight in actual government, 
and in their patient and indirect manner gave the lead in many things, 
even if they often ceded to the caprice of the officers, and though the 
latter might have imagined that they were pursuing their own devices.

To the uncertainty, induced by the absence of a central point of 
power, added not only the growing rivalry between Qasim and ‘Aref, but 
also the discord that had set in among the Free Officers shortly before 
the Revolution,2 and which now seethed and festered below an extreme
ly slender outward harmony. Many of the Free Officers could not readi
ly forgive their exclusion at the last moment by Qasim and ‘Aref from 
any important part in the coup for which they had long worked,2 3 4 and 
strongly resented that, when all made sacrifices, Qasim and ‘Aref 
should alone enjoy the glory. Their bitterness was the greater because 
of the cavalier manner in which the latter ignored the agreement to 
create a Revolutionary Council,4 and packed the Council of Command
ers with brigadiers and colonels from their own faction. Not a few of 
the members of the Supreme Committee of the Free Officers had also in
dividual reasons to be aggrieved. Colonel Rif'at al-Hajj Sim, the direc
tor of military intelligence, smarted from a sense of inadequate apprecia
tion: his role as the founder of the movement was only long afterwards 
publicly recognized. Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhsb ash-Shaww3f viewed his 
ordering to the command of the garrison at Mosul as a sort of unmerited 
exile. The appointment of Colonel Rajab ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, the secretary 
of the committee, to the minor post of secretary of the Development 
Board scarcely flattered his self-esteem. All these things were bound 
at length to end in serious trouble.

2See pp. 797 ff.
3See pp. 799-800.
4See p. 796.



The Commanders’ Council in 1958

TABLE 42-1

Status or ro le  
in fr e e  o f f i c e r s ’
m ovem ent prior D a te  and p lace

Name Rank and p o s t  to revolu tion  o f  birth

Staff brigadier; com- Chairman, Supreme 
mander-in-chief of Committee of Free 
armed forces; prime Officers 
minister; and minis
ter of defence
Staff colonel; deputy Member, Supreme 
commander-in-chief Committee of Free 
of armed forces; Officers 
deputy prime minis
ter; and minister of 
interior

‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim

‘Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref

NajTb ar-Rubai‘T Staff major general; 
president of Sover
eignty Council

Sympathizer of move
ment and widely re
spected by its 
members

1914, Baghdad; 
originally from 
Suwairah

1921, Baghdad, 
originally from 
the neighborhood 
of Sumaichah, 
Ramad~ province.

1904, Baghdad

Ahmad SSlih al-AbdT Staff brigadier; ch ief Member of Qasim-'Aref 1912, Baghdad 
' of staff and military group within Free Offi-

governor general cers ’ movement

MuhyT-d-DTn . 
‘ Abd-ul-HamTd

Staff brigadier; com- First deputy chairman, 1914, Baghdad 
mander of Fourth Supreme Committee of
Armored D ivision Free Officers

‘AzTz al-Uqaiir Staff brigadier; com- Member of Qasim-'Aref 1920, Mosul 
mander of First group within Free Offi-
D ivision cers ’ movement

Nadhim at-Tabaqchair Staff brigadier; com
’ ’ mander of Second

D ivision

Member of Qasim-'Aref 1913, Baghdad; 
group within Free Offi- originally from 
cers ’ movement Hama, Syria.

Khalil SaTd 
‘Abd-ur-Rahman

Staff colonel; com- Member of Qasim-'Aref 1918, Baghdad 
mander of Third group within Free Offi-
D ivision cers ’ movement

Jalal al-AwqatiC Staff air colonel; Supporter of Iraqi Com- 1914, Baghdad; 
commander of the munist party; on good originally from 
air force terms with Qasim ‘Anah.

aAgent of a big landowner in direct charge of cultivation. 
^Leader of prayer.



TABLE 42-1 (Continued)

Nation Class origin and Political
and s e c t  father s occupation inclinations Subsequent history

Arab (mother: Working c lass; son of Iraqist with an active Killed 9 February 1963. 
Failiyyah a carpenter-worker sympathy for the poor 
Kurd), Sunni 
(ShTT mother)

Arab, Sunni

Arab, Sunni

Commercial petty 
bourgeoisie; son of a 
draper

Middling landowning 
shaikhly class; grand
son of a shaikh of 
RabIah tribe; son of a 
high government 
officia l

Pan-Arab with a 
strong attachment to 
Islamic values

More of an academic 
than a political 
soldier

1
Relieved of post of deputy 
commander-in-chief on 12 
September 1958 and of 
other posts 30 September 
1958. For other details 
see Table 41-2.
President, Sovereignty 
Council till 8 February 
1963; died 1964.

Arab, Sunni Petty landowning Apolitical; socially
c lass ; son of a small a conservative; an 
landowning sirkala old personal friend

of Qasim
Arab, Sunni Military middle class; Influenced by the

son of an army briga- ideas of Al-AhalT 
dier group and of the

National Democratic 
party

Arab, Sunni Working class; son of Pan-Arab of con- 
a camel driver servative leanings

Arab, Sunni

Arab, Sunni

Arab (mother:
Turkoman),
Sunni

Religious middling 
proprietary class; son 
of a propertied owner 
of Bayn an-Nahrayn 
newspaper, which 
appeared in Turkish 
period.
Religious petty pro
prietary class; son 
of a propertied imam*3 
of a mosque 
Commercial middle 
bourgeoisie; son of a 
middling merchant

Pan-Arab with a 
strong attachment 
to Islamic values

Apolitical and 
religious -minded

Communist

Retained same posts till 
8 February 1963, when he 
was retired.

Appointed as minister of 
education on 9 February 
1959 and in 1960 as min
ister of industries, a post 
which he retained till 8 
February 1963, when he 
was imprisoned and then 
retired.
Removed from his com
mand on 18 February 1959; 
tried in September 1959 
on a charge of complicity 
in Mosul revolt, but ac
quitted because of insuffi
cient evidence; leader of 
an army faction 1963
1967; retired.
Removed from his com
mand on 14 March, 1959; 
executed on 20 September 
1959 for complicity in 
Mosul revolt.

Retained post t i l l8 F eb 
ruary 1963, when he was 
retired.

Retained post till 8 F eb
ruary 1963, when he was 
killed.

Jalal al-Awqatl is a cousin of Hashim Jawad al-Awqati, minister of foreign 
affairs in 1959-1963. '



Members of Sovereignty Council and of Qasim’s First Cabinet

TABLE 42-2

Name
P ost and

political affiliation
D ate and 

place of birth
Nation 

and sect

Staff Major General 
NajTb ar-Rubai'T

President, Sovereignty 
Council

1904, Baghdad Arab, SunnT

Muhammad MahdF 
Kubbah

Member, Sovereignty Coun
c il; president, Independence 
party

1900, Baghdad Arab, ShTT

Khalid an-Naqshbandi Member, Sovereignty 
Council

1916, BamimT 
village, Mosul 
prov.

Kurd, Sunni

Staff Brigadier 
‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim

Prime minister and minister 
of defence

1914, Baghdad Arab father, 
Fa ilT Kurdish 
mother, SunnT 
(mother: ShTT)

Staff Colonel _ 
‘Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref

Deputy prime minister and 
minister of interior

1921, Baghdad Arab, SunnT

Muhammad HadTd Minister of finance; v ice 
president, National Demo
cratic party

1906, Mosul Arab, SunnT

Dr. ‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar 
aj-Jomard

Minister of foreign affairs ? , Mosul Arab, SunnT

Mustafa ‘ AIT Minister o f justice 1900, Baghdad Kurd, SunnT

Dr. IbrahTm Kubbah Minister of economy; Marxist 
but not tied to Communist 
party

1919, Baghdad Arab, ShTT

Dr. Jaber ‘ Umar Minister of education ? , Rawah Arab, SunnT

Staff Brigadier 
NajT Taleb

Minister of soc ia l affairs 1917,
Nasiriyyah

Arab, Sh7‘T

Baba ‘ AIT Minister of communications 
and works

3
Sulaimaniyyah

Kurd, SunnT

Fu’ ad ar-RikabT Minister of development; 
secretary, Ba'th party

1931,
Nasiriyyah

Arab, ShT'i

Dr. Muhammad 
Salih Mahmud

Minister of health ? , Kirkuk Kurd, SunnT

Hdaib al-Hajj Hmud Minister of agriculture; mem
ber, National Democratic 
party

1918,
DTwaniyyah

Arab, ShTT

SiddTq Shanshal Minister of guidance; secre
tary, Independence party

1910, Mosul Arab, SunnT

aMerchants o f high status but not necessarily of high income. 
^Leaders of religious mystic path.



TABLE 42-2 (Continued)
O ccupation  

b efore revolution

Ex-commander, 3rd Division; 
ambassador to Saudi Arabia 
from 1957

Proprietor; ex-deputy; ex
minister of supply

Ex-staff lieutenant colonel; 
retired from army, 1952; 
governor, ArbU prov. 
Commander, 19th Infantry 
Brigade, 3rd Division

C la ss  origin and
fath er’ s  occu pation  Subsequent h is to ry

Middling landed shaikhly class; President, Sovereignty 
grandson of a shaikh of RabTah Council, till 8'Febra- 
tribe; son of an enlightened ary 1963; died 1964. 
high government offic ia l
Landed chalabl3 class, o f upper Resigned, 7 February 
middle income, trading in loca l 1959. 
products; son of a man of 
religion
Landed su frm urshidb class of Member, Sovereignty 
upper middle income and high Council till 8 February 
status; son of a landowner 1963.
Working c lass; son of a Killed 9 February 1963.
carpenter-worker

Commander, 3rd Battalion, 
20th Infantry Brigade, 3rd 
Division

General manager and part 
owner Vegetable Oil Ex
traction Co.; ex-deputy; ex
minister of supply 
Lawyer; ex-deputy

Ex-teacher; lawyer; judge, 
Court of Appeal, Basrah

Ex-professor, C ollege of 
Commerce; employee of a 
private firm

Ex-dean, Law School; pro
fessor Syrian University
Commander, Basrah Garri
son '

Ex-minister of economics; 
landowner

Engineer; ex-employee of 
Ministry of Development

Physician

Landowner

Trading lower middle c lass; 
son of a draper

Landed chalabl^  c lass of high 
income, trading in loca l prod
ucts; son of a merchant

Middling mercantile c lass; son 
of a merchant
Working class; son o f a carpen
ter-worker (and of a personal 
friend of Qasim’ s father) 
Landed chalabla class of upper 
middling income, trading in 
local products; son of a 
merchant
Trading lower middle class; 
son of a draper 
Landed class of high income; 
son of a landowner, merchant, 
deputy, and mayor of 
Nasiriyyah
Landed sa yy id c  and sufTmur- 
s/iidb class of high income; son 
of Shaikh Mahmud, famed Kurd
ish rebel, landowner, and spiri
tual leader of Qadiriyyah mystic 
path in Sulaimaniyyah 
Lower middle class; son of a 
government employee

Landed class o f high income; 
son of a liberal landowner

Relieved of posts, 
September 1958. See 
also Table 55-1 and 
Table 41-2. 
Resigned, 23 April 
1960.

Resigned, 7 February 
1959.
Resigned, 13 May 1961 
for health reasons.

Appointed minister of 
agrarian reform, 1959; 
relieved of post, 16 
February 1960. 
Relieved o f post, 30 
September 1958. 
Resigned, 7 February 
1959. See also Table 
41-2.

Appointed minister of 
state 30 September 
1958; resigned 7 F eb
ruary 1959.
Resigned, 7 February
1959.
Resigned, 5 January
1960.

Resigned, 7 February 
1959.

Lawyer Mercantile c lass of.h i^ i in 
come; son of a grain merchant

cClaimants of descent from the Prophet Muhammad.

Resigned, 7 February 
1959.
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Another factor making for uncertainty was the hybrid character of 
the forces supporting the new regime. This had its mirroring in the com
position of the cabinet, which embraced men widely different in their 
origin, temperament, ideas, and interests [see Table 42-2], Premier 
Qasim, an officer of middling income but from a poor working family, 
was a strangely elusive person, and with as yet no distinguishable 
political persuasion. His deputy, Colonel ‘Aref, who descended from a 
petty draper, was very impulsive, very mercurial, and very Moslem—and, 
to a noticeable degree, susceptible to the most opposite and uninte
grated of political views. Muhammad Hadld, the talented National Demo
cratic minister of finance, the son of an affluent and reputed merchant 
and a relative by marriage of the SabunjTs, one of the wealthiest fami
lies of Mosul, had abstract socialistic sympathies, but concrete connec
tions with the rising industrialist class. As general manager and owner 
of about 5 percent of the shares of the Vegetable Oil Extraction Compa
ny, he had a point of coinciding interest with the big Baghdadi manufac
turer, NurT Fattah, the vice chairman of the company and one of its key 
shareholders and, among other things, the chairman of the Commercial 
Bank of Iraq, the managing director of the Fattah Pasha Spinning and 
Weaving Company, and a principal proprietor of the United Cement Co., 
and the Iraqi Cement Co. By contrast, the minister of economy, Dr. 
Ibrahim Kubbah, was a Marxist ex-professor of commerce, and came from 
a well-known trading family which was most successful in the nine
teenth century but had, for one reason or another, become impoverished. 
The minister of education, Dr. Jaber ‘Umar, a former dean of the Facul
ty of Law and a participant in the 1941 Rashid ‘A ll Movement, had, for 
his part, rubbed shoulders with the Nazis during World War II. The 
minister of agriculture, Hdaib al-Hajj Hmud, an owner of about 10,000 
dunums6 of rich rice land in the province of DFwaniyyah, was an ad
mirer of Leo Tolstoy, and already before the Revolution treated his 
peasants in an exemplary fashion, turning over to them, as reward for 
their labor, 60 percent of the produce and causing, in consequence, no 
little tension in local agrarian relationships. The minister of communi
cations and works, Shaikh Baba ‘All, was the cultured son of Shaikh 
Mahmud, a sayyid, a spiritual leader of the mystic QadirT order, a mem
ber of the Barzinjas—the most prominent family of Sulaimaniyyah—an 
owner of 39,874 dunums of rain-fed land in 1956, the year of his death,6 
and, to boot, the most renowned of the Kurdish rebels. The suave, mild- 
mannered minister of guidance, Siddlq Shanshal, a Sorbonne-educated 
lawyer from a mercantile background and the director of propaganda 
under Rashid ‘All, was the secretary of the right-wing, pan-Arab Indepen

61 dunum = 0.618 acre.
®The figure was obtained from the Ministry of Agrarian Reform.
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dence party. The youngest of the ministers, Fu’ ad ar-RikabT, an engi
neer of humble origin and a very energetic man, but really still a neo
phyte in politics, held the portfolio of Development and was at the 
same time the secretary of the left-wing, pan-Arab Ba'th.

A team so ill-assorted and so self-contradictory could scarcely 
have been expected to work in real harmony or to endure for very long.
In fact, the coalition of forces which this team reflected and which had 
met on the common ground of enmity to the old regime, was now, with 
the monarchy in ruins, continually on the verge of breaking apart.

What above all hastened to turn the apparent concord into fierce 
division was the issue of Arab unity. To weld the Arabs into one na
tion and bring them under one government had been only a year previous
ly a vision of idealists, a vague popular feeling, a weapon in the 
arsenal of ambitious parties, or the cry of calculating merchants in 
search of a wider market. In February of 1958, however, the pan-Arab 
idea achieved, rather abruptly, a partial fulfillment: with but few pre
liminaries and moved more by sudden impulse than calm reflection,
Syria and Egypt merged in the United Arab Republic. If it will be known 
only much later that the new link was, in its immediate origin, essen
tially an impromptu answer to the inner feuds that were wasting the 
Syrian officer corps away and to the fear that the Syrian Ba'th felt for 
its interests, and which the rising power of the Communists had in
spired, it became, on the other hand, amply clear in the succeeding 
months that the United Arab Republic rested more on an intangible tie 
between the person of ‘Abd-un-Nasir and the wide mass of his Syrian 
admirers than on any genuine organic connection between the people of 
Syria and the people of Egypt. One other characteristic of the new 
state was from the outset unmistakable: by the very principle of its 
being, it had an inherent tendency to reach out beyond its frontiers. In 
fact, it stood little chance of enduring if it did not exceed them. This 
was apparent even at that time. In view of the preponderance of the 
Egyptians, at least in a numerical sense, the accession to the U.A.R. 
of one or more of the neighboring eastern Arab states was, from the 
standpoint of the Syrians, a matter of singular urgency, if only because 
it would have added to their role and given the union a stronger and 
more authentic pan-Arab character. This seemed in the given circum
stances to entail a strengthening of the hand of the inter-Arab-based 
Ba'th. This is why, when the Revolution of July 14 had scarcely begun 
feeling its path, the branch of the Ba'th in Iraq placed the question of 
unity with the U.A.R. upon the order of the day.

Michel ‘Aflaq, the party’s secretary general, launched the campaign 
in person. On 24 July, of a sudden, he arrived in Baghdad and lost 
little time in making his voice heard. “ Iraq,”  he told a gathering of his 
followers, “ has always been the standard-bearer of Arab unity.”  He
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also impressed upon them that the “ mission”  which Arab nationalism 
had to fulfill “ does not cease because Arab nationalism is life itself.

According to a well-informed Ba'thi, who prefers to remain unidenti
fied, Fu’ad ar-Rikabl, the party’s secretary in Iraq, was somewhat ad
verse to forcing the issue, but ‘Aflaq had his way, and acted in the 
main through Sa'dun HammadT, another member of the local command 
and the editor of the party-lining Aj-Jumhuriyyah. At the same time, 
both ar-Rikabi and HammadT insist that it was not ‘Aflaq but “ the . 
masses of the party”  that pressed for unity and in a purely “ spontane
ous”  manner. Crowds, ar-Rikabi adds, could be heard over Baghdad 
Radio on the very first morning of the Revolution chanting: “ We are 
your soldiers, Jamal ‘Abd-un-Nasir. ” 7 8

The important point is that the Ba'th was unequal to the battle 
which it now had to fight. After all, in Iraq it was of relatively recent 
growth: it dated, it will be remembered, only from 1949. Its local lead
ers were without name and without experience. ‘Aflaq, a Syrian, was 
himself unknown to the masses and, to boot, a Christian. As could be 
expected, its devotees were not considerable. In 1956 they counted 
scarcely more than three hundred. However, in the months of intensive 
political life that followed the Revolution, the party may have sharply 
grown—perhaps to about three hundred “ active members,”  twelve hundred 
“ organized partisans,”  two thousand “ organized supporters,” 9 and ten 
thousand unorganized sympathizers, as Ba'thists claim.10 Even then, its 
force of attraction hardly compared with that of its Communist rivals.

But what the party lacked in strength, it compensated for in vehe
mence of agitation. It also posed the question of unity in such a man
ner that Iraqis with views different than its own stood fair to being 
suspected in their loyalty to the Arab cause. Furthermore, it did not 
hesitate to make ample use of Nasir’s magic name. Al-Wahdah Bakir 
Bakir ma‘ -il-Asmar ‘Abd-in-Nasir—“ Unity Tomorrow Tomorrow with the 
Brown ‘Abd-in-Nasir” —became the principal rhyme-chant of its follow
ers. And as it had tried in Syria to leap, with minimum effort, to great 
influence—in 1952 by uniting with Akram HuranI, the popular deputy 
from Hama, and in 1958 by hitching its star to that of Nasir—so now too 
it made a rush for its goal by climbing on the shoulders of ‘Aref and 
cloaking itself with his prestige. In this, ambition was not the only 
spur of the Ba'th. It was also impelled by the genuine zeal for the 
ideal of unity that animated its ranks.

It would perhaps be inaccurate to say that ‘Aref allowed himself to
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7A1-Bilad (Baghdad), No. 5275 of 25 July 1958, p. 4.
C on versation  with ar-Rikabi in Cairo in January 1962, and with HammadT 

in Beirut in September 1968.
9For a definition o f these categories of membership, turn to p. 1010.
1 C onversation  with ar-RikabT, January 1962.
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be used. He may have perceived in pan-Arabism his opportunity. Pan- 
Arabism may also have been a true expression of his deepest feelings. 
At the same time, from every indication, he felt warmly for Nasir.

Stirring apparently to his own impulse and without the knowledge of 
Qasim or any authorization from the new government, ‘ Aref had, in fact, 
brought up the question of unity with the U.A.R. as early as 18 July 
1958, when he first met with Nasir in Damascus. According to ‘Aref’s 
own account, Nasir took the position that the Revolution had, before 
everything else, to consolidate itself. 11 This fits in with the state
ment that ‘Aref made on his return to Baghdad. “ The relations between 
the U.A.R. and Iraq,”  he declared, “ rest on a unity of objective and the 
unity of the peoples.” 11 12 He said nothing at all about a merger or any 
other link of a constitutional nature. However, in the ensuing agitated 
weeks, as he went from town to town inflaming, with his ecstatic vehe
mence, popular sympathy on behalf of the revolutionary regime, he made 
a point of mentioning Nasir in every speech he delivered, referring to 
him as “ the hero,”  “ the great liberator,”  “ our beloved brother,”  or 
“ our elder brother-in-the-struggle. ” 13 Simultaneously, he drew closer 
to the Ba‘ th and hobnobbed with its leaders. On 5 August he abruptly 
sounded a new note. He called,- in a rather incidental manner, for “ a 
republic within (dimn) the U.A.R.” 14 15 * On the seventh he reiterated the 
formula with more pointedness,13 but did not elaborate. He simply em
phasized and thenceforward more insistently that the Iraqi republic “ is 
an indivisible part of the Arab nation,”  that “ the Arab nation is one 
people,”  and that “ unity will be realized, God willing.” 13

‘Aref’s unabating ardor for pan-Arabism produced a very tense at
mosphere. It raised high hopes, excited widespread fears, and brought 
all latent differences between Iraqis into the open, deepening and en
venoming them.

The irrepressible ‘ Aref had, in all probability, no notion of the full 
meaning of the challenge he and the Ba'th threw down. A synthesis 
with the U.A.R. implied a sharper turn in the life of Iraq and the Near 
East than that involved in the Revolution of July 14. It would have in
novated upon many a condition, and threatened many a vested local and 
international interest. Every force with a stake in a fragmented Arab 
people was, sooner or later, bound to resist it. As it was, the founding

11‘ ‘ The Memoirs of ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref,”  R ose  al-Y usef of 30 May 1966, 
p. 27.

^Aj-Jumhuriyyah (Baghdad) of 22 July 1958, p. 1.
13See, e .g ., Al-Bilad  (Baghdad) of 27, 28, 31 July and of 4, 6, 8, 16, and 

27 August 1958, pp. 4, 1, 1, 8, 1, 1, 1, and 8, respectively.
l4 /6id ., 6 August 1958, p. 1.
15Ibid., 8 August 1958, p. 1.
^ S e e , e -g-, ibid., 16, 20, and 27 August 1958, pp. 1, 1, and 8, respectively.
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of the U.A.R. had caused no little misgiving among the big powers with 
a footing in the area. The prospect of its expansion rendered them 
even more uneasy. Israel, Iran, the oil interests, and all the Arab king- 
lings and shaikhs felt, for their part, positively menaced. The project 
had also strong opponents in Iraq itself. The ShT‘1 majority did not, in 
its bulk, care to be integrated in what appeared in its eyes as a state 
of a predominantly Sunni coloring, even though neither Nasir nor the 
leaders of the Ba‘ th in Iraq—ar-RikabT and Hamm5dT were both of a ShT‘1 
extraction—ever thought in narrow sectarian terms. The important Kurd
ish community did not also relish the likelihood of a vindication of the 
Arab idea, fearing as it did its own decline into an ineffective minority. 
Even in the army, which was for long the stronghold of the most stead
fast pan-Arabism, there had always been a distinct particularist trend.
It embraced officers of Kurdish, Turkoman, or mixed ethnic origin, or 
Arab officers—ShT‘T or Sunni—who, for one reason or another, desired no 
change in the existing distribution of social power.

Qasim, who before the Revolution had left the dominant pan-Arab in
clined segment of the Free Officers with the impression that he shared 
its feelings, did not after July 14 immediately take a position one way 
or the other. “ Union”  he declared on July 27, “ is something not for 
one individual but for the peoples of the Arab states to decide.” 17 
Later he gave nationalist officers reason to think that he was not 
against union, but against a headlong rush into it.18 By the end of the 
summer of 1958, however, no one could mistake that Qasim had thrown 
his weight on the side of particularism and become the center of its 
hopes, even if he went on asserting that he was “ above trends and 
inclinations. ” 19

The National Democrats, while protesting their eagerness for the 
entry of Iraq into a federation with the U.A.R. upon a guarantee of a 
free party life and other democratic liberties,20 rallied in effect to 
Qasim. But the most powerful and, in the event, conclusive support for 
him came from the Iraqi Communist party.

The party was not particularist in any fundamental sense. The con
cept of communism and that of Arab unity are not necessarily antitheti
cal, however different their philosophical underpinnings. In their days, 
Marx and Engels, arguing from “ the interests of the proletariat”  opposed 
“ the perpetuation of the division [of their native land] into petty states”

17Al-Hayat (Beirut), No. 3765 of 27 July 1958.
18 . Conversation with Fu ’ ad ar-RikabT, ex-secretary of Bafth party, February

1967.
19See p. 843.
^C onversation  with Kamel ach-ChUdirchT and Muhammad HadTd of the 

National Democratic party.
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and stood unambiguously for “ a single, indivisible, democratic German 
Republic.” 21 But one does not have to go back to the fathers of the 
movement in order to prove the point. It is more than amply confirmed 
by the attitudes that the party took in the past toward the Arab question. 
A rapid review of these attitudes would make it easier to see the be
havior of the party in 1958 in its true perspective.

In its beginnings, the party was oriented upon a pan-Arab course. 
This is evidenced in the character of the first auxiliary association 
that it sponsored—the clamorous but ineffectual Jam'iyyat al-Ahrar (The 
Association of Liberals). “ To regard all Arab countries as one coun
try” 22 was a basic item in the program that the association published 
in 1929, and to give point, as it were, to its dedication to this ideal, it' 
had its followers, as an earnest of their loyalty, go through the ritual 
of making oath upon “ the honor of Arabism.” 23 Consistently enough, 
it also made known its intention to spread its principles “ in all the 
Arab lands.” 24 In fact, its very appearance in Iraq denoted the forging, 
however tenuously, of an overt inter-Arab organizational link; for in 
Syria, and on the self-same sentiments, had been thriving from 1925 a 
parent society of the same name. When in late 1929 the Iraqi Jam'iyyat 
al-Ahrar precipitated, by its rash conduct, its own ruin, its Syrian coun
terpart carried on for a few more years, but renamed itself al-Wifaq al- 
‘ArabT (The Arab Accord)—a step calculated to give added emphasis to 
its pan-Arab character.

This partiality for pan-Arabism—which, by the way, reflected less 
the appeal that the idea exerted in the eastern Arab lands than the in
terest taken in it at the time by the Soviet and world Communists25 *—did 
not simply characterize the less orthodox Communist endeavors. It is 
discernible, though in a sharply radicalized form, in the first placards 
to appear in Iraq with the symbol of the hammer and sickle, and which 
were posted in Nasiriyyah on the night of December 13, 1932. The plac
ards held up the watchword “ Long Live the Union of Workers’ and Peas
ants’ Republics of the Arab Countries.” 25 The watchword was not 
something hastily thrown out by some novice in the as yet unfledged 
local movement. It was put forward a year before in a resolution adopted

^1K. Marx and F. Engels, S elected  Works (Moscow 1962), II, 332.
22Article 9 of the associa tion ’ s Program. A copy of the program is in the 

P olice  dossier entitled 1 ‘ Al-Hizb al-Hurr al-LadTnT”  (‘ ‘ The Anti-Religious 
Liberal Party” ).

23 •Article 4 of the rules of the association. A copy of the rules is in the 
same police  dossier.

24Article 3 and 9 o f the rules.
25See pp. 1154-1155.
25Iraqi P olitica l P olice , Abstract o f Intelligence of 1932, para. 1058 of 14 

December 1932.
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at a joint conference of the Communist Parties of Syria and Palestine27 
and, in its unreality—the fanciful reference to “ Workers’ and Peasants’ 
Republics” —mirrored the extreme radical line enjoined in 1928 by the 
Sixth Congress of the Comintern. The resolution in question, it must 
be added, made it utterly clear that the union toward which the Commu
nists had to steer their course was to be “ voluntary”  and “ federal,”  
and to subsume “ the complete national-state independence”  of the 
Arab countries adhering to it.28

At the first touch of realism, the expression “ Workers’ and Peas
ants’ Republics”  evaporated, but the formula, relating to a voluntary 
and federal Arab union, survived. A conference of the Arab Communist 
parties, held in the autumn of 1935, reaffirmed it. Writing on the con
ference from memory eight years afterwards, and without referring once 
to the earlier resolution, the secretary general of the Iraqi Communist 
party maintained that

the delegates, having studied the [Arab] question from every side, 
came to the conclusion that the slogan of “ Arab Unity”  \al-Wahdah 
al-‘Arabiyyah] was unworkable owing to the uneven development of 
the Arab countries . . .  and the unwillingness of the kings and amirs 
to abandon their thrones. . . . The delegates resolved, therefore,. . . 
to hold up a realizable watchword . . .  and settled on “ Arab Federa
tion”  (al-Ittihad al-‘ArabT), that is, on advocating a voluntary feder
al union embracing the independent Arab countries.29 30

The party did not, however, hail with enthusiasm the discussions 
that began in 1942 and culminated, three years later, in the founding of 
the Arab League. It could not ignore in that regard the initiatory role 
of Anthony Eden, the British foreign secretary, and feared lest the 
coalition in view should be turned into a vehicle for anti-Soviet policies. 
It therefore set itself squarely against “ a union of kings,”  or one with 
“ aggressive”  aims, or which would be manipulated by the imperialists, 
or used in any manner against one of the states belonging to “ the Front 
of the United Nations.”  Instead it called for “ a union that would draw 
its strength from the Arab people . . . and from the international demo
cratic movement,”  and would incorporate only the Arab countries that 
enjoyed true sovereignty and practiced democracy “ in deed and not in 
word. ” 30
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27A Russian translation of this resolution is in L. Madyar, and others, 
Programmnye Dokumenty Kommunisticheskikh Partii Vostoka  (“ Programme- 
Documents of the Communist Parties of the E ast” ) (Moscow, 1934), pp. 160-169.

28Ibid., p. 167.
2^A1-Qa‘ idah, Year 1, No. 8 of September 1943, p. 5.
30Ibid., p. 8.
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When eventually, in 1945, the Arab League came into being, the 

party retreated to a position of watchful wariness which, on occasions 
in 1946-1947, gave way to one of open but restrained criticism. Later, 
the party became too absorbed in the Wathbah and its sequel, and then 
had to live through repressive blows of such a scale that it had no time 
to worry about the League which, at any rate, proved to be neither anti
Soviet in essence, nor of much account in real power terms. Pan-Arab 
enthusiasts had themselves grown disenchanted with it, and identified 
it more and more with the rival particularist trend.

Nevertheless, the party was now as far from the pan-Arab position 
as ever. The attitude it had to take in 1948 with regard to Palestine 
estranged it from nationalists of every coloring in the deepest possible 
manner. Simultaneously, and for the same reason, it suffered a sharp 
decline in its Arab membership. This no doubt facilitated the rise of 
the Kurds in 1949 to the highest places in the party which, in turn, ex
plains, to a large degree, why throughout the first half of the fifties the 
party paid very little attention to Arab issues. To feel in such issues 
an interest which is genuine and unforced was, it goes without saying, 
temperamentally difficult for Kurds, whatever their persuasion. But 
there was also another influence at work. The logic of the “ Cold War,”  
which carried Communists everywhere far to the left, increased the dis
tance between them and all the “ national-bourgeois”  parties, including 
the pan-Arabists. In 1949, E. Zhukov, the Soviet specialist on oriental 
affairs, tied the hastening of “ the process of social and national libera
tion of the peoples of colonial and dependent countries”  to “ the piti
less denunciation of the reactionary national-bourgeois ideology in its 
various forms, be it Kemalism or Gandhism, Zionism or Pan-Arabism.” 31 
It is scarcely necessary to add that, at least as far as Iraq was con
cerned, this line of thought badly harmonized with the living human situ
ation. Even the most superficial glance at the facts would have 
revealed that pan-Arabism embraced diverse political forces, some tra
ditional, others radicalist in complexion, and that the traditional forces 
were already on the wane.

The mood to which Zhukov gave voice gradually faded out, and in 
1955 the interest of the Iraqi Communist party in the pan-Arab cause re
vived. Behind the change in its attitude lay the “ Thaw,”  the shedding 
by the Russians of their left theories, their recognition of the “ third 
camp,”  the passage of the leadership of the pan-Arab movement from 
conservative to revolutionary hands, the dangers for nationalists and 
Communists inherent in the Baghdad Pact, the turning of Egypt and 
Syria to the Soviet Union for military and economic assistance, the edg
ing of the Syrian Ba'th toward the Syrian Communists, the sharpening of

■^E. Zhukov, “ Questions of the National and Colonial Struggle after the 
Second World War,”  Voprosy Ekonomiki, No. 9 of 1949, p. 58.
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pan-Arab feelings engendered by the rise of Nasir in popular favor, and 
the arabization of the command of the Iraqi Communist party.

The Communists began now facing determinedly toward the national
ists, and in 1956 reinscribed Arab unity on their banners.32 They, how
ever, linked the attainment of the idea to the realization of “ democratic 
reforms.”  In clearer terms, they admitted only of a unity which would 
countenance, at the very least, their right to exist. More than that, they 
made unity conditional upon the overthrow of imperialism in the Arab 
countries which, in effect, meant that they did not view unity as an im
mediate historic task. Indeed, at the time unity seemed to be nowhere 
on the horizon.

But in the latter part of 1957, the horizon suddenly changed. What 
had appeared as an academic idea became overnight a practical princi
ple. In neighboring Syria, the Ba‘ th posed the question of a federal link 
with Egypt in an extremely sharp manner and as a thing of extraordinary 
urgency.

The move was wholly in accord with that party’s pan-Arab perspec
tive, but at the same time grew directly out of the state of its relations 
with the Communists. The uneasy and informal alliance that held to
gether the Ba'th and the followers of Khalid Bakdash from 1955 to mid- 
1957 and enabled them to push Syria’s traditional forces into the back
ground had dissolved. Bakdash no longer thought, as he did in May 
1956, that “ an entente between the two great popular and patriotic par
ties, the Communist and the Arab Socialist Ba‘ th”  was historically 
obligatory.33 The leaders of the Ba'th, for their part, had had their 
reservations all along. In an internal publication circulated in January 
1956, they took pains to emphasize that communism, with its interna
tional affinities, was wholly uncongenial to their way of thought, that 
strictly speaking there was no Ba'thi “ co-operation”  with the Commu
nists, but merely a temporary “ concurrence”  of two otherwise incompati
ble lines of action. While appreciating the need, in matters of tactics, 
for “ realism, flexibility, and a regard for circumstances,”  they warned 
that the “ danger”  of the Communists mounted, the nearer their policies 
approximated Arab interests, for this could only add to the ease with 
which they would affect minds unarmed with the necessary Ba'thi gen
eralizations: along with slogans perfectly congruent with nationalism 
would filter through “ Communist doctrinal formulas that are of longer 
range and deeper significance than any accidental meeting of political 
attitudes. ” 34
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32F or the resolu tion  on Arab unity adopted at the Second Party Conference 
held in 1956, see pp. 750-751.

3^See the 7 May 1956 decision  of the Central Committee of the Communist 
Party of Syria and Lebanon on “ The P olicy  of the Communist Party and Its 
Tasks in Syria”  in An-Nur (Damascus), No. 106 of 17 May 1956, p. 3.

3“̂ The Arab Socialist Ba'th Party, Internal Circular on Our P olitical Atti-
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But the developments which inspired the anxiety that began to 

weigh upon the leaders of the Ba'th in 1957 were of a more practical 
and immediate character. Popular gratitude for the help that the Soviet 
Union extended to Egypt and Syria had redounded in conscious sympa
thy for the Communists. Their social support grew immensely. Under 
the impulse of pressures by the Baghdad Pact powers, a people’s re
sistance force thick with Communist organizers entered upon the stage. 
More ominous, from the point of view of the Ba'th, was the gravitation 
toward the Communists of an important group of officers, the “ Neutral
ists,”  led by Brigadier Amin an-Nafurl, deputy chief of staff, and Lieu
tenant Colonel Ahmad ‘Abd-ul-KarTm, the head of the Third Bureau 
(Operations), even as Khalid al-‘Azm, an old-style aristocratic landown
er and the deputy premier and minister of defence and finance coquetted 
with Khalid Bakdash. The Ba‘th, which had its own man, Lieutenant 
Colonel Mustafa Hamdun, at the head of the First Bureau (Personnel) 
and an ally, Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abd-ul-HamTd as-Sarraj, as chief of 
the Second Bureau (Military Intelligence), clearly feared being out- 
maneuvered by the new coalition, to which also belonged Major General 
‘Afff al-Bizri, the chief of staff and a confirmed Communist 
sympathizer.35

The turn of events would not have been so menacing to the Ba'th, 
had the party not been simultaneously going through a severe inner 
crisis. A restricted report, prepared by an extraordinary party commit
tee in July 1957, revealed that the rank-and-file members were torn be
tween “ different currents, some of which accord with Marxist interpreta
tions while others harmonize with Nazism or fascism or with Western 
European socialism . . .  or with the principles of the Egyptian . . .  or the 
Algerian revolution.”  Over and above that, “ in the minds of many the 
meaning of the ‘Arab mission’ has become confused with Islam.”  The 
report also drew a picture of an advanced state of moral disintegration.
It referred to the “ breakdown of discipline,”  to “ chaos”  in the ranks, 
and to a widespread spirit of “ self-centeredness”  and “ egotism.”  “ We 
sacrificed a great deal for the party but got nothing out of it.”  “ Were 
it not for the party, we would have been freer and better o ff.”  So ran 
the complaints again and again. The party had in effect turned into “ an 
alien social institution.”  The report went on to lament “ the profound 
chasm”  that divided the leaders and the members at large. “ The leaders

tude toward Communism (in Arabic), January 1956, pp. 1-3 and 24. The circular 
was penned by Michel 'Aflaq and Jamal al-AtasT.

35For an account of the events from the standpoint of the “ neutralist”  
grouping of officers, see Lieutenant Colonel Aljmad ‘Abd-ul-KarTm (head of the 
Third Bureau [Operations] in 1957), Lights on the Experiment o f the Union (in 
Arabic) (Damascus, 1962), especially  pp. 80 ff. For a highly informative d is
cussion, sympathetic to the Ba'th, see Patrick Seale, The Struggle for Syria 
(London, 1965), pp. 307 ff.
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. . .  act in isolation from the party . . . and view it as a heavy burden 
and a hindrance to their freedom.”  In the ranks, doubt and defeatism 
had grown so rampant that they extended to the question of “ the exis
tence of the party itself: is it worthy of enduring or is it an experiment 
doomed to inevitable failure?” 36

To this highly expressive report must be added the apposite remark 
made by ‘Abd-un-Nasir years later, in March 1963, during the trilateral 
negotiations for a federal Arab union. Said ‘Abd-un-Nasir, addressing 
the leaders of the Ba'th: “ My information about the party at the time 
of the unity talks—those held in January 1958—was that it had problems 
which were almost insuperable . .. and we all imagined that you your
selves desired its dissolution.” 37

Whatever may have been in the mind of the Ba‘thi leaders with re
gard to their party,38 it is quite evident that at this critical point they 
fastened upon a constitutional link with Egypt as upon an anchor of 
deliverance, and had no difficulty in rousing the people and fanning the 
flame of pan-Arab passion.

The situation now changed as abruptly as the shifting of the scenes 
on the stage. Bakdash grasped the essence of the new development at 
once. The threat in the direction of his party was unambiguous. The 
Ba'thi leaders could well invoke, in the eventuality of a union, the 
anti-Communist Egyptian laws in order to disperse his following with
out themselves bearing responsibility. At first he reacted by trying to 
mend his bridges with the Ba'th. On December 31, 1957, he warned 
against “ attempts by American imperialism”  to create differences be
tween the Ba'th and the Communists. 39 Later he put it about in an in
formal manner and through Dr. Badr-id-Dln as-Siba‘T, a member of the 
Homs Local Party Committee, that all the shouting about a federation 
with Egypt was merely a screen that concealed the desire of the Ba‘ th 
“ to monopolize power”  and that “ the Communists have their eyes wide 
open and will not allow the Ba‘th to play them false behind their 
backs.” 40 But at the popular level the wave in favor of union was 
sweeping up very high, and obviously called for more imaginative

^ T h e  Arab Socialist Ba'th Party (a publication for party members only), 
Text o f the Report Submitted by the Preparatory Committee to the Provisional 
Party Conference o f the Syrian Region on 9 July 1957 on the Situation in the 
Party and on the Tasks of the Transitional Stage. First discussion, entitled 
“ The Crisis of the Party—A General View”  (in Arabic), pp. 1-7.

^ T h e  Institution of Al-Ahram, Transcript of the Unity Talks (in Arabic) 
(Cairo, 1963), p. 73.

O O

JOMichel ‘Aflaq, the secretary general of the Ba'th, said on 23 October 1968 
in the presence of this writer that the proposal to d issolve the party came as a 
shock to him.

S^An-Nur (o ffic ia l organ of the party) of 31 December 1957.
40Iraqi P o lice  F ile  entitled “ The Syrian Communist Party.”
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tactics. On January 11, 1958, apparently with Bakdash’s knowledge, 
the Communist-inclined General al-BizrT and the “ neutralist”  Brigadier 
an-NafurT and Colonel ‘Abd-ul-KarTm, taking the Ba‘ th utterly by sur
prise, persuaded the Army Command Council into an appeal for a com
plete and immediate merger with Egypt. The appeal, which was 
included in a note that a delegation of the council submitted the next 
day to ‘Abd-un-Nasir, proceeded, significantly enough, from an inter
nationalist premise. “ Whereas,”  it read,

the present circumstances, which have arisen out of the victory of 
our Arab people in Egypt and Syria, have tied, in a great measure, .
our Arab cause to world peace and have opened up an opportunity -
for speedy and positive steps by us concordant with the importance 
of our victories, and in view of the possibility of a change in these 
circumstances, particularly should the imperialists achieve a state 
of readiness enabling them to risk a local or world war, their vital 
interests in the Arab homeland being in jeopardy, we, therefore, call 
for the necessity of determining, with dispatch, the fundamental 
structure of a comprehensive unity with Egypt and of carrying the 
thing through right away.41

Bakdash’s ally, Deputy Premier al-‘Azm, was quick to take up the 
cry in public, maintaining that a merger was “ more natural”  than a 
federation.42 The Ba'th did not hide that it saw through the maneuver. 
The intention to “ obstruct”  the union talks was too patent.43 However, 
the officers associated with the party, being cornered, had adhered un
qualifiedly to the appeal of the army command, and the rest of the mem
bership now followed suit.

Bakdash himself took up a formal position different than that of al- 
‘Azm. In a statement published on January 13, his party appealed to 
the Egyptian and Syrian governments to set up a joint committee to con
sider “ forms of union”  in the light of “ the objective circumstances in 
the two countries.”  The party also stressed the need to build the union 
on “ national-democratic foundations”  and in such a manner as would 
“ close every breach”  in the face of enemies, and would “ attract the 
popular masses in the other Arab countries toward a strengthening of 
their struggle for liberation and unity.”  Beyond that, the party gave 
voice to its faith that the contemplated union would “ consolidate the 
existence of the two liberated Arab republics and increase their weight 
in international life for the benefit of the Arab cause and world peace.” 44
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^ F o r  the text of the note see ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm, Light on the Experiment of 
the Union, pp. 92-97.

^ S e e  An-Nahar (Beirut) o f 15 and 19 January 1958.
^ An-Nahar o f 15 January 1958.
^A n-N ur  o f 15 January 1958.



This last passage strongly suggests that Bakdash hoped for nothing 
more than a loose confederal arrangement.

But Bakdash was out of harmony with the spirit of the drama that 
was now hastening to its unforgettable climax. As often happens in 
history, the outcome was quite different from the initial aims of the 
forces that produced it. On January 19 ‘Abd-un-Nasir accepted what no 
one had originally desired—the Ba‘ th, the Communists, their allies, or 
he himself. Total merger was decided upon, and to merger were tied 
the dissolution of the parties and the depoliticizing of the army.

The conclusion was from this point foregone, and could no longer 
be fought off. But Bakdash remained in an oppositional mood. “ No 
Communist party in the world has ever dissolved itself,”  he declared 
defiantly on January 2 8 .4 5  At about the same time, he assured the 
“ neutralist”  group of army officers, as has since been disclosed by 
one of them—Lt. Col. Ahmad ‘Abd-ul-Karim—that the unity in view was 
no surprise to America and the other Western powers, but had their 
approval, affording, as it did, the possibility of annihilating “ the pro
gressive movement in Syria” —something that “ the conspiracies, pres
sures, and the straightforward aggression”  of the imperialists had
failed to accomplish. 46

However, on February 2, the day after Egypt and Syria officially 
proclaimed their unity, Bakdash, adapting his line of conduct to the 
altering circumstances, but apparently also bowing to a current of opin
ion within his own party, redefined his position. “ It is true,”  he said,

that . . .  we have had our view as to the form of union between Egypt 
and Syria.. . . Understandably some frogs hastened to put a false 
construction on this in order to delude the public into the belief that 
the Arab Communists are against Arab unity on principle. . . . But 
the croaking of frogs remained a croaking of frogs .. . and did not 
mislead the masses of the people. . . .

We, the Communists of Syria, have, before the founding of the 
United Arab Republic, lent our support to the basic lines of Egyp
tian and Syrian policy. What has changed now? . . . What we worked 
for and struggled for previously, we will work for and struggle for 
under the aegis of the unified Arab state. We will pursue no other
course.47

All the same, when the Chamber of Deputies met on February 5 to 
ratify the constituent principles of the new republic, Bakdash did not 
show up. Four years later, a central organ of the party would describe
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45Aj-JarTdah (Beirut) o f 29 January 1958.
Abd-ul-KarTm, Light on the Experiment of the Union, p. 208. 

47An-Nur o f 3 February 1958.



this gesture as “ the first warning to the people against the faulty basis 
of the union. ” 48 gut at the time the rank-and-file Communists, who 
were in mood much closer to the masses, would appear to have, in their 
greater number, objected to Bakdash’ s behavior.* 49 * Some of them would 
soon leave the party altogether and for good. Even the more steadfast 
voted overwhelmingly in favor of the merger and the presidency of ‘Abd- 
un-Nasir in the plebiscite that took place on February 21. This did not, 
however, save them from suppression and legal nullity. The discom
fiture of communism in Syria was, in fact, well-nigh complete.

This denouement was not lost on the Communists in Iraq, who had 
all this while been watching and assimilating what was going on and 
drawing the inevitable inferences.

Naturally, a certain coldness crept henceforth into their relations 
with the Iraqi Ba'thists, but for the time being they did not turn their 
backs on them. On the contrary, they continued to act inside the Front 
of National Union as they had previously acted. With the Baghdad Pact 
still a reality and NurT as-SaTd very much alive, no other sensible line 
seemed open to them. They went even farther: in April 1958 they gave 
their support to a resolution of the front favoring a federal link with the 
United Arab Republic.

But the fall of the monarchy on 14 July altered the whole aspect of 
things. Many of the political premises changed and with the premises, 
the aims, moods, and interrelationships of the various parties. The in
compatibilities in the life interests of the nationalists and the Commu
nists would have risen to the surface sooner or later, but were actually 
thrown into the sharpest relief in the very first weeks of the Revolution 
when the Ba‘ th, impelled, as already noted, by the logic of its position 
in Syria, posed merger with the U.A.R. as the task of the day. This in 
itself would have been enough to cause a certain uneasiness among the 
Communists. But when next Colonel ‘Aref, leaping to the foreground, 
set about exciting the'enthusiasm of the people and army for ‘Abd-un- 
Nasir, a keen anxiety took hold of them. They had no illusion as to 
what a merger would portend for their party. An underground existence 
under ‘Abd-un-Nasir could never be quite the same as an underground 
existence under NurT as-SaTd. Their very survival as an effective his
torical force was at issue. They therefore interpreted the initiative of 
‘Aref and the Ba‘th as nothing less than a summons to mortal conflict.
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4®Al-Akhbar of 10 June 1962, p. 2.
49See in this connection the observations of Amin al-A ‘war, an ex-leader 

of the Lebanese Communist party in Al-Muharrer (Beirut) of 3 August 1967, p. 5.
^C onversations with Fu’ ad ar-Rikabl in Cairo in January 1962, and with 

Kamel ach-ChadirchT in Baghdad in February 1962; ‘AzTz al-Hajj (candidate 
member of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist party), Where D o They 
Stand and Where Iraq Stands (in Arabic) (1959), p. 12.
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On the seventh of August, with the blessing of Qasim, who, for reasons 
of his own, scarcely relished the prospect of a repetition in Baghdad of 
what happened in Damascus, the Communists descended into the streets 
of the capital in strength. It was a mere display of muscle, but re
vealed in an irrefutable manner the power they had over the masses of 
the workers and the poor. “ Hundreds of thousands”  of people took part 
in the manifestation, according to the contemporary Al-Bilad, 51 which 
had not yet unequivocally chosen sides.52 An official but pro
Communist source later put the figure at “ about half a million. ” 53 The 
manifestation, which was to usher in a wave of extraordinary turmoil, 
was, at any rate, sufficiently impressive to shake the Ba'th and like- 
minded nationalists badly. Of course, not all the demonstrators were 
under Communist influence. The Kurdish Democrats and the National 
Democrats played a role. Qasim’s favor counted also for a great deal. 
But the Communists far outdistanced the other elements, at least in 
their organizational resources, and the direct leadership was manifestly 
in their hands.

The chief slogan under which the Communists marched on that day 
ran: “ A Federal Union and Soviet Friendship!”  In its first part, the 
slogan—unlike the shout of “ Unity”  that the Ba'th sent up-harmonized 
with the purpose by which the National Front had laid its course. But 
the federalism of the Communists was in truth a mere formality. While 
strictly keeping the word, they had essentially rejected the idea, at 
least for the immediate future. There was more than a hint of that in 
the memorandum which they had submitted to Qasim on the evening of 
July 14 and in which they expressed themselves as favoring federal re
lations “ with the U.A.R. and the Yemen,” 5** thus leaving Qasim with 
the inference that they desired only a link of the most unsubstantial 
kind. The “ United Arab States,”  in which the U.A.R. and the Yemen 
met was, as Qasim well knew, nothing more than a fapade. Perhaps 
some scent had already reached the Communists bf Qasim’s particular- 
ist feelings—a thing that escaped even the most intimate of his nation
alist associates. Significantly enough, in the statement that they 
simultaneously addressed to the people, they treaded more delicately,
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5 lAl-Bilad  (Baghdad), No. 5289 of 9 August 1958.
CO __

' A t that time it was st il l  describing ‘ Aref as “ the hero”  and “ the Messen
ger of the R evolu tion .”

C o  _
Republic  o f  Iraq, T he R evolu tion  o f  July 14 in its  F irs t Y ear  (in Arabic),

p. 260.
_ ^Memorandum of the Iraqi Communist party to Premier ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm 
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speaking only of “ a federal union with the U.A.R.”  and making no men
tion of the Yemen whatever.* * 55 .

As political lines sharpened and the discord between Qasim and 
‘Aref grew keener, the Communists became more outspoken. In a decla
ration placarded on 3 September 1958 throughout Baghdad, they warned 
that “ the proponents of a merger with the U.A.R.”  were getting ready 
to carry their plan through “ in spite of the absence of any decision or 
inclination in this sense on the part of the government of the Republic 
or the commanders of the army.”  Acting “ apart from the people,”  they 
intended, “ in a very short time to take the national forces and the 
masses by surprise and place them before an accomplished fact.”  From 
this the Communists led up, not without a degree of caution, to a criti
cism of the U.A.R. “ It is extremely helpful,”  they maintained,

to weigh the experience of the unity between Egypt and Syria . . . 
which, if attended by positive achievements, has also yielded nega
tive results. .. .

Today . . . when the masses of the Iraqi people . . . hear of the , 
[proposed] merger,. . . they are filled with uneasiness . . .  on account 
of the want of freedom of opinion and of party and social organiza
tion in the U.A.R. . . .

The Kurdish people . . . too is worried about the fate of its 
national rights. . . .

The Iraqi army and its brave officers . . . cannot, for their part, 
but be perturbed about the way in which the [Egyptian and Syrian] 
armies were united. . . .

Undoubtedly cooperation between the economies of Iraq and the 
U.A.R. is possible to the utmost limits . . . but their merger . . .
[could only] narrow the opportunities of the retarded Iraqi economy. . . .

It is an error to say that before such a great objective as unity 
. . . negative results, however serious, dwindle in importance or that 
the interest of the part could be sacrificed in the interest of the 
whole, for if a merger would have an unfavorable effect on Iraq and 
would neither serve democracy in the U.A.R. itself nor attract the 
sentiments of the other Arab peoples, what great interest could im
pel us towards it? '

At the same time, the Communists affirmed that they were of the opinion 
that the Arab nation was making “ wide strides”  towards “ a democratic 
federal republic”  extending “ from the Arab Gulf to the Atlantic Ocean,”  
but insisted that this republic could not be realized unless the peoples
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of the various Arab countries determined for themselves “ by genuine 
democratic means and without pressure or interference”  their interest 
in building it. The Revolution of July, they went on, “ has opened up a 
great possibility in favor of emancipated Arab unity, and it is not to the 
good of Iraq or of the Arab cause to abort this possibility by having re
course to sentimental and impromptu measures.”  The “ best step”  that 
Iraq could take in the existing circumstances was “ to accede to the 
union . . .  which has been created between the Yemen and the U .A.R.,”  
the Communists concluded.56 _

Later, on 13 February 1959, more than four months after ‘Aref’s 
downfall, ‘Amer ‘Abdallah, a member of the Politbureau and the party’s 
foremost ideologist, gave, in a lengthy public lecture, an elaborate 
theoretic defense of the Communist position, together with a forecast 
on dialectical lines of the future course of “ the movement toward Arab 
unity.”  “ The problem of unifying the Arab nation,”  he affirmed, “ can
not be abstracted from its real world and lifted to a world of dreams.”  
Unification is a complicated, objectively conditioned process. By vir
tue of differences in their material and cultural life, the various Arab 
countries “ do not proceed at the same pace, either in the general move
ment of their evolution or in their march toward unity.”  They will, 
therefore, be ripe for union at different points of time. The forms of 
union will also, in each case, “ vary in strength and degree of compre
hensiveness,”  and ought to be “ the most natural”  in the given circum
stances, that is, conducive to “ the release of the utmost energy for the 
forward march of the particular Arab country and, consequently, of the 
entire Arab procession.”  These differing forms will not be rigid or im
mobile but “ will gradually grow into higher forms”  and “ draw closer to 
one another”  until ultimately, under favorable international conditions, 
an “ all-embracing Arab union”  is attained. Obviously ‘Amer ‘Abdallah 
assumed as given that the Arab countries are all in the long run tending 
toward one common point—unity—and gave no thought to the likelihood 
of alternative or reverse directions. He most probably made this assump
tion for purely political purposes. For apparently the same reason, he 
operated the dialectic badly: his argument tended to underestimate anti
thetical tendencies and, in its substance and culmination, worked more 
in the sense of Hegel than of Marx.

In the same lecture, ‘Amer ‘Abdallah made a point of disputing the 
nationalists upon their claim of a “ monopoly”  over the struggle for 
Arab unity. The Arab unity movement was “ the movement of all the 
Arabs,”  he roundly declared. “ It will not have,”  he went on,
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56The Politbureau of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist Party, 
“ Statement of the Iraqi Communist Party Concerning Union with the U.A.R. 
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one single center or one single nucleus—neither the U.A.R. nor the 
Iraqi Republic. . . . Consequently, it will not have one single leader
-neither Jamal ‘ Abd-un-Nasir nor ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim-----  And it
will not be solved by one party or one government . . .  but as a re
sult of an arduous general struggle in which all the Arab peoples, 
with all their classes, parties, and leaders, regardless of their ide
ologies and political programs, will take part. 57

All this formed but one side of the position of the Communists, the 
phraseological one. In practice, they had been steering an out-and-out 
particularist course. This became clear beyond a shadow of doubt from 
the second week of October 1958, when they appropriated the anti
unionist cry of “ Sole Leader”  and set themselves the task of populariz
ing it to the limit.

The conflict between nationalists and particularists, which at more 
than one point found expression in violent clashes between the Ba th 
and the Communist party, led, in the short run, to a number of important
political results. .

In the first place, the pan-Arab trend met with a clear but indecisive 
defeat. To this pointed a rapid sejies of widely known events: the re
moval on September 12, 1958, of ‘Aref from his post as assistant 
commander-in-chief of the armed forces; his loss of his jobs as deputy 
premier and minister of interior on September 30; his appointment to the 
embassy in Bonn on October 12 after his unsuccessful attempt upon the 
life of Qasim; his arrest on November 4 on account of his unauthor
ized”  return to Baghdad and for his “ repeated endeavors to disturb the 
public peace” ;58 the closure on November 7 of Aj-Jumhuriyyah, a 
mouthpiece of the Ba‘th, and the apprehension of its editorial staff; the 
scattering on December 8 of the ill-founded “ conspiracy”  led by the 
old-style nationalist Rashid ‘ A ll al-GailanT; the trial of ‘ Aref in camera 
in the last week of December, and the passing upon him on February 5, 
1959, of the sentence of death, but with a recommendation for ̂ clemency; 
the resignation on February 7 of the nationalist members of Qasim s 
cabinet; and, finally, the collapse of the March 8 military revolt at 
Mosul.59 The year 1963 would give proof of the indecisiveness of this 
sequence of nationalist frustrations.

57The lecture, entitled “ The Historical Road to the Unity of the Arab Na
tion,”  was delivered in the Hall o f the People in Baghdad on 13 February 1959, 
and was published in lttihad-ush-Sha‘ b, Nos. 19-21 and 23-26 of 16-18 and 22
25 February 1959, respectively.

58Communique by Qasim in Al-Bilad, No. 5340 of 5 November 1958. .
59For the Mosul revolt, turn to Chapter 44.
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In the second place, the cloudiness that permeated authority at its 

highest point in the first months of the Revolution dissolved: state 
power passed unequivocally into the hands of Qasim.

Simultaneously, at the popular level the Communists, beating back 
one obstacle after another, swept to conspicuous and immense strength, 
surrounding, in the process, state institutions with organs of power of 
their own making.

If one sought to account for these developments one would have, 
first of all, to bring back to mind that pan-Arabism was not in Iraq an 
idea as received and uncontradicted as in Syria: although it counted 
not a few ShiT devotees, for its mass support it could draw only upon 
Sunni Arabs, who formed but one-fifth of the population. This, however, 
was to some extent outweighed by the fact that the officer corps and 
the Free Officers were, in their greater number, Arab Sunni by extrac
tion and pan-Arab by sympathy. At bottom, the problem of the national
ists lay in their incoherence as a political force: they represented a 
maze of jealous and discordant groups with roots in the different seg
ments of the Sunni middle classes—students, lawyers, writers, army 
officers, petty traders, wealthy merchants, and so on-and with a wide 
spectrum of opinion ranging from a wobbling, indefinite left to the ex
treme right. In addition to the Ba‘th, the Independents, and the Arab 
Nationalists, there were the incidental groups, like the Nationalist 
Rally, the Nationalist League, and the diminutive faction that for a 
time gravitated around Rashid ‘A il al-Gailanl. Over and above that, 
the classes overthrown by the Revolution—the greater tribal shaikhs 
and other big landowners—heartened by the division of the new forces, 
began seeking a comeback, but under pan-Arab banners which made for 
no little confusion. Even within one and the same nationalist party, a 
union of wills could not always be achieved. For example, Siddlq Shan- 
shal, the secretary of the Independence party, was for going slow on 
the question of unity, whereas Fa’ iq as-Samarra’I, its vice-president, 
sided with the Ba‘ th in pressing for immediate merger with the U.A.R. 
Again, the command of the Ba‘ th, unable to agree, after the fall of ‘ Aref, 
on a common policy towards Qasim, split off: ar-Rikabl, the party’s 
secretary, preferred not to cut all ties with Qasim and remained in his 
post as minister of state, while his colleagues insisted on his withdraw
al from the government.60 At the same time, no real harmony reigned 
between the military and civilian nationalists. ‘ Aref, apparently appre
hensive lest Rashid ‘A ll play first fiddle, unsuccessfully opposed his 
return from exile.61 Siddlq Shanshal could not hide his misgivings con
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cerning ‘Aref from Waldemar J. Gallman, the American ambassador.62 . 
Rashid ‘ AIT complained: “ These army men of ours . . . what do they ' 
know? . . .  They can’t make anything of the simplest of diplomatic 
rules. . . . This country is not theirs exclusively; blunders do not con
cern them alone.” 53 The nationalist Free Officers, for their part, had 
no identity of feelings or mutual confidence. Some were for ‘Aref all 
the way; others shared his pan-Arab but not his social outlook, or sim
ply objected to his hasty methods; still others envied him his fame or 
deplored his airs of greatness, and drew comfort from his downfall.

In a way, the nationalists were unfortunate in ‘ Aref, in whom their 
whole movement became, with the advent of the Revolution, suddenly 
concentrated. ‘ Aref was a man of strong passion, and seemed at his . 
ease only in extremes. Often he acted from impulse rather than upon 
thought. If, in 1963 and after, he would show considerable skill as a 
political maneuverer, in 1958, with his as yet weak sense of current • 
Iraqi realities, he used with little discretion the power that the Revolu
tion had brought him. His chief liability was his unbridled radical rhet
oric. In many speeches in the provinces he gave voice to incomplete 
egalitarian ideas in an elemental and extremely guileless manner, going 
far beyond the feeling of the majority of the nationalist officers. 
“ Henceforth,”  he told tens of thousands of people at Najaf, “ there 
shall be no feudalism, no rich and no poor, no disparities and no class
es. You are all God’s creatures!”  He repeated these words in many 
keys everywhere he went. At DTwaniyyah he said to the crowds: “ This 
republic is your republic, a popular, patriotic, socialist republic. . ..
The sons of the people now represent the people in the service of the
people___  Rejoice, therefore 0 peasant, rejoice O worker, rejoice O
son of the country!. . . Rejoice at the coming of freedom, brotherhood, 
justice, and equality!”  At Mosul he placed on a par the well-to-do 
quarter of Bab as-Saray with the plebeian quarter of Bab al-Baid. At 
Kut, noticing that the authorities had seated the notables in a venti
lated meeting hall and confined the multitudes to an open courtyard, he . 
spoke in the courtyard to the “ real sons of the people”  then entered 
the hall and declared: “ Brethren! It is not of the principles of the re
public to address the elite, for this a people’ republic . . . [which admits 
of] no differences, no privileges, and no ranks. . . . The people is one.
. . .  The republic is one!” 64 ‘Aref seemed to be calling into question, * 6

main unnamed, confirmed, in a conversation with this writer, the accuracy of 
al-MahdawPs statement.

62Gallman, Iraq Under General NurT, p. 206.
6^Quoted in Iraq, Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat, V, 1855.
64por these speeches and others in a similar vein, see Al-Bilad, No. 5277, 

5278, 5280, 5284, 5286, 5287, 5289, 5296, 5307 of 27, 28, and 31 July, and 4,
6, 7, 9, 16, and 27 August 1958, respectively.
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possibly without intending it, the entire social system. Property own
ers, and nationalist property owners no less, grew uneasy. “ I sensed,”  
said later, at ‘Aref’s trial, Staff Brigadier Ahmad Saleh al-‘AbdT, the 
military governor general,

that some people, on hearing his speeches, took alarm. They imag
ined that no palaces and no other things signified the seizure of 
property.
The President of the Court: Did this affect the market?
The Witness: I believe it did.65

In fact, ‘Aref’s speeches breathed a spirit of initiative into the peas
ants. Many of them put down their hoes. Others, especially in ‘ Amarah 
and Kut, began taking possession of the land or sacking the estates of 
the shaikhs. At the same time, in the towns the restlessness of the 
laborers and the poor increased. Naturally, affluent nationalists ceased 
to cherish amiable thoughts concerning ‘ Aref, and the more the latter 
talked, the more his political base in the officer corps thinned. This 
made it easier in the end for Qasim to pull him down. ‘Aref had unwit
tingly hurtled against the objective interests of important classes, and 
the interests proved too formidable. Even the Communists, who turned 
to account the revolutionary fervor he had whipped up, shook their heads 
at him because, as ‘Aziz al-Hajj, a candidate member of the Central 
Committee, explained, ‘ ‘ the objective and subjective conditions”  for 
‘ ‘ a socialist republic and the abolition of classes”  had not ‘ ‘ ripened”  
and because ‘Aref’s slogans entailed in effect “ the throwing of patriotic 
social strata into the lap of imperialism.” 66

At his trial ‘Aref—whom many Iraqis at the time compared to “ a 
butterfly that had rushed to the light and burned itself” —would assert 
that what he said in his speeches to the people he said “ in good faith 
and out of a simpleness of heart.”  He would also ask: “ If my words 
did not accord with the policy of the government, why was I not re
strained after my first tour of the provinces? Why was I not restrained 
after my second tour or after they got wise to the thing, seeing, in par
ticular, that I am new to politics?” 67 Rather than pulling in on him, 
Qasim actually gave him the reins: he simply had no interest in shield
ing him from the ill will that his own words could not but have brought 
down upon his head. Qasim possessed the art of rendering him whom he 
would ruin unacceptable by his own acts. In more general terms, he had 
a great deal of cunning. This was perhaps his chief resource. He was
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also a very careful mover. While ‘Aref was overtalking himself, he, on 
his side, was gradually and quietly easing him out of his power. His 
first step came soon after the July 14 coup, and may or may not have 
been politically motivated: in answer to the landing of American •' 
marines in Lebanon and British parachutists in Jordan, Qasim ordered 
the whole of the Fourth Armored Division, including the armored regi
ment commanded by ‘ Aref’s brother, from its encampment just east of 
Baghdad to H3, not far from the Jordanian frontiers.68 69 The orders did 
not go out in his name, but in that of Staff Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab 
Amin, the director of military operations. Qasim next sought to alien
ate ‘ Aref from the more prominent of the Free Officers by throwing on 
him alone the responsibility for laying aside the idea of a revolutionary 
command council,60 although he himself had beyond doubt a hand in the 
decision.70 In early September, or shortly before smoothly relieving 
‘Aref from his military commands, Qasim transferred from the capital 
many of the officers of ‘Aref’s own Twentieth Infantry Brigade.71 When 
finally, at the end of September, he removed him from his political 
posts, he simultaneously removed his brigade to Jalawla’ , some 140 ■ •
kilometers to the northeast of Baghdad. Most significative of the times 
was the passing of the command of the brigade’s Third Battalion, which 
‘Aref once led, to Colonel Hasan ‘Abbud Ibrahim, a Communist,72 and 
of the brigade itself to Staff Colonel Hashim ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar, also a 
Communist.73

There were other sides to Qasim’s character that aided him in his 
rivalry with ‘ Aref. The bad in him, it should be remembered, had not 
yet grown to maturity, as after his drift into personal dictatorship.
There was in those days still no sign of his capriciousness or errati- 
cism. His own destiny as providential leader of Iraq had not yet be
come his main passion in life—really the after-effect of his attempted 
assassination in the streets on October 19, 1959. Friend and foe still 
recognized that he was humble, dedicated, intense, hardworking, ascet
ic, and incorruptible. Reflective of Qasim at this stage is a remark he 
made one November day in 1958 to Muhammad Hadid, his minister of 
finance. Coming out of a congress of lawyers at Baghdad Hotel, where 
his praises had been sung in every tone, he turned to Hadid and said.

68Iraq, Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat, V, 2012.
69Ibid., V, 2005 and 2132.
70Compare ibid., V, 2194 with XVIII, 7223 and XIX, 7587.
71“ The Memoirs of ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref,”  R ose al-Yusef, No. 1981 of 30 • 

May 1966, p. 28.
72February 1963 statement of Retired Brigadier Hasan ‘ Abbud Ibrahim in 

Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. QS/87.
73February 1963 statement of the Communist Brigadier Ibrahim Husain aj- 

JuburT in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/5.
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“ Abu Haitham, I truly fear that I should be stricken by vanity.” 74 * In a 
congruent vein is the image given of Qasim by Hashim Jawad, his minis
ter of foreign affairs from 1959 to 1963. “ At the beginning,”  Jawad 
relates,

Qasim was accessible, open-minded, and very anxious to learn. . . .
But events brought more and more power into his hands. . . .  I still 
recall how, in the months after the abortive Mosul coup when confu
sion reigned in the administrative apparatus, ministers would not 
take any initiative or decide on anything without referring to him. . . . 
And so the unopiniated, unassuming Qasim whom I knew in 1958 
gradually got the taste of being the only man in the country. In 
other words, we built a dictator. . . . Our people are in truth builders 
of dictators.71’

One characteristic of the Qasim of 1958 that Hashim Jawad does 
not mention, and which distinguished him sharply from ‘ Aref and had 
its weight in the play of power, was his reticence. Except on uncon
troversial matters, precisely where he stood remained for many crucial 
weeks after the Revolution something of a mystery. On some issues he 
did not commit himself to any opinion simply because he had no con
sidered opinion of his own. On other issues he kept his opinion to him
self because he felt safer that way. As the army officers were on any 
one issue of different minds, his reserve worked in his favor. Inciden
tally, in those weeks he wanted so badly to gain the goodwill of every 
social force that he put out various stories as to his kinship: to the 
Sunnis he said he was Sunni, to the ShT'Ts, ShlT, and to the Kurds, 
Lurish, that is, a Failiyyah Kurd from the south of Iraq. Only slowly 
did he allow his real intentions to show and in many respects never 
fully: a certain indefiniteness continued to characterize his regime to 
the very end.

However, when he felt firm ground under him, he could be sufficient
ly unambiguous. Thus on the social question he early took a distinct 
middle course. “ The conditions of living of the poor,”  he declared on 
September 30, 1958, the day ‘Aref fell, “ must be raised to a level of 
honorable human living without intentionally decreasing the just stan
dard of living of the rich.” 76 This was no passing thought of his, but 
a note that he would strike again and again,77 and which perhaps ex
pressed a side of his own essence: he was of a middle condition but
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had tasted the bitterness of poverty; his father possessed in his old 
age a small barley farm on the Tigris, but had begun as a humble 
worker-carpenter. However, in this Qasim, primed by Muhammad HadTd, 
the well-known affluent industrial executive and the chief of his eco
nomic and fiscal advisers, was also clearly bidding for the support of 
the propertied middle classes whom ‘Aref had, with his declamatory 
socialism, unwittingly alienated.

In line with that ideal-really a variety of the ancient notion that 
hings are best in the mean-was the agrarian reform that Qasim pro

claimed on that same September 30. The reform limited the holdings of 
any one^person to a maximum of 2,000 dunums78 of rain-fed land, or
1,000 dunums of land irrigated by free flow or by artificial means,79 
leaving unscathed 250,451 petty and middling landowners, and striking 
-but against a specified compensation8° -a t  only 2,803 shaikhs and 
other large proprietors81 who, however, owned between them, as is evi- 
ent from Table 5-1, more than 18 million dunums, that is, more than 56 

percent of the total of privately held land. The reform was to be spread 
over five years, and the seized estates were to be distributed in lots of 
at least 30 and not more than 60 dunums of irrigated land, or at least 60 
and not more than 120 dunums of rain-fed land, to actual cultivators, by 
first preference to tenants and farmers with the largest families and the 
least income.87 Obviously, while cutting up the power of the lords of 
he soil, long the anchor of the monarchy, Qasim hoped for a wide base 

o rural support in a greatly expanded class of landowning peasants.
Hut, it should be pointed out in parenthesis, the actual process of re
distributing the land would prove difficult, in view, among other things, 
ot legal complexities, the absence of maps, and the shortage of survey
ors, engineers, and agricultural and land specialists. By the end of 
september 1963, that is, more than seven months after the destruction 
of Qasim, only 1,800,461 dunums had been distributed to 35,104 peasant 
amilies, though an additional 2,802,366 dunums had been seized and 

with 4,237,498 dunums of state-owned land, leased out by the Organiza
tion for the Temporary Management of the Agrarian Reform to 244 691 
peasant families.83 ’ '
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One dunum = 0.618 acre.
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In 1958, Qasim did not limit the wealthy classes in any direction 
other than the land. Later he would lay higher taxes upon them: on 
June 3, 1959, if we may be permitted to anticipate, he would raise the 
maximum income tax rate, after allowing for the usual deductions, from 
40 percent on incomes over 8,000 dinars to 60 percent on incomes over
20,000 dinars in the instance of individuals residing in Iraq-nonresi- 
dents being saddled with a heavier burden—and from 30 percent on in
comes over 4,000 dinars to 45 percent on incomes over 15,000 dinars in 
the instance of limited liability companies, with milder charges for 
other juristic persons excepting the oil companies, which would contin
ue to incur the same flat 50 percent as in the last years of the monar
chy. 84 Qasim would subject to the new tax scale the class living by 
the rent of agricultural land which, under the Hashemites, had until 
1957-when it paid a mere 10 percent-scarcely been taxed at all. He 
would also impose, as of 1959 and for the first time in the history of 
Iraq, a death duty reaching as high as 25 percent on net estates valued 
at over 50,000 dinars, and an inheritance tax reaching to 12 percent on 
the net shares of individual inheritors exceeding 20,000 dinars.84 85 In 
1961, however, the inheritance tax would be repealed and the death duty 
remodeled in such a way as, among other things, to allow for a wider 
limit of exemption, free 30 percent of the value of industrial shares and 
properties, and reduce the liability of estates worth 90,000 dinars and 
less, while increasing to 30 percent that of estates worth more than
130,000 dinars.86 It goes without saying that opportunities for tax eva
sion would remain as wide as they had ever been.

Save for these changes in the tax pattern, for concessions to wage 
earners, and for an insecurity intrinsic to the times and which was be
yond his power to dissipate, Qasim encouraged national capita^ all 
along. In fact, if we may anticipate again, to the end of the Qasim 
period the classes living by profits would go on growing, except for the 
merchants, and the latter only in the tempestuous years 1958-1959. At 
the highest point of Communist influence-in mid-May 1959-Qasim 
would take these classes under his wing.87 88 In 1960 he would appeal to 
them: “ Plunge forward and do not fear anything for we are with you.” 8

84Compare Article 12 of Income Tax Law No. 85 of (20 June) 1956 in A l- 
Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 3828 of 12 July 1957 with Article 13 of Income Tax 
Law No. 95 of (3 June) 1959 in Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 184 of 13 June 1959.

85See Articles 2 and 3 of Estate and Inheritance Tax Law No. 157 of (Sep
tember 29) 1959 in Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 243 of 12 October 1959.

86Articles 1-6 of Law No. 17 of (March 14) 1961 Amending Estate and In
heritance Tax Law No. 157 of 1959 in Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 499 of 22 
March 1961.

87Iraq, The Principles o f the July 14 Revolution in the S peeches of the 
Leader ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim, 1959 (in Arabic), p. 91.

88Iraq, The Principles o f the July 14 Revolution in the S peeches of the 
Righteous Son o f  the P eop le  . . . 1960 (in Arabic), p. 492.
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The manufacturers, in particular, enjoying throughout special rights- 
income tax and customs tariff exemptions, protection against foreign 
goods, and liberal credit from the state Industrial Bank-at first under 
the Law for the Encouragement of Industrial Enterprises No. 72 of 
195589 * * and Industrial Bank Law No. 87 of 195 6 ," and later under the 
Industrial Development Law No. 31 of 196191 and Industrial Bank Law 
No. 62 of 1961,92 would never have it so good, as comes out in their 
conversations, and as is clear from the post-Qasim official estimates 
of the contribution of the overwhelmingly private manufacturing sector 
to the net national product in the decade 1953-1963, shown in the 
accompanying Table 42-3. This should perhaps explain why the manu
facturers, while not supporting Qasim fully, never opposed him, even at 
the height of his alliance with the Communists.

If, by partial limitations and ample encouragement, Qasim sought to 
secure the goodwill of the men of capital, he, at the same time, showed 
a passionate concern for the wide masses of the laboring poor.93 This, 
he explained once, “ is a filial obligation that I am discharging, I the 
son of my father and of the working class. ” 94 On another occasion he 
said to an assembly of workers: “ I am one of you. You are my family 
and my tribe.. . . Whenever I look into your faces, a certain force 
strikes me and I am led to help the toilers everywhere. ” 95 jn all this 
there was no affectation, nor was his motive one of expediency. In this 
connection his very last appeal to the people—the one he prepared on 
February 8, 1963, after the beginning of the Ba’thT coup and was never 
able to broadcast-is very revealing. “ Sons of the people,”  the appeal 
read, “ I am ‘Abd-ul-Karim Qasim and stronger and more resolute for the 
sake of the poor” ; and then again: “ Don’t pay any attention to the 
traitors.. . . Crush them, especially for the sake of the poor! ” 96

Qasim did not feed the poor with words. He acted in a tangible 
manner, at first in concert with ‘Aref and then on his own, to ease their

89 -See^Article 4 of the law as amended by Article 1 of Law No. 51 of 1956 
in Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 3636 of 9 June 1955, and No. 3807 of 18 June 
1956.

90See Article 2 of the law in Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 3825 of 7 July 
1956. ,

91See Article 8 o f the law in Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 520 of 4 May 1961
92See Article 3 of the law in Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 578 of 18 Septem

ber 1961.
93 ■This concern found reflection recurrently in his speeches, see, e .g.,Iraq, 

The Principles of the July 14 Revolution in the S peeches o f the Leader 1958 
(in Arabic), pp. 24, 29, 62; and 1959, pp. 22, 26, 34, 49, 51, 65-66, and 78-79.

94Ibid., 1960, p. 55.
95Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 9 July 1959.
96The text of the appeal was published in Al-Fajr-uj-JadTd (Baghdad) 24 

February, 1963.



TABLE 42-3

Net Contribution of the Contribution o f the Contribution o f the
national petroleum sector3 manufacturing sector  agricultural sector
product

Estimates of the National Income of Iraq for 1953-1963,
and of the Contribution of the Most Important Sectors of the Economy in Constant 1956 Prices

Year
million 
dThS'rsb million dinarsb % million dinars^ % million dinarsb %

1953 262.8 64.5 24.5 20.0 7.6 86.5 32.9

1954 322.6 75.0 23.2 22.7 7.0 114.8 35.6

1955 298.9 80.5 26.9 27.2 9.1 69.4 23.2

1956 334.7 76.0 22.7 32.0 9.5 89.2 26.6

1957 348.4 53.5 15.3 33.9 9.7 117.7 33.7

1958 363.1 88.0 24.2 36.5 10.1 90.4 24.8

1959 368.6 102.0 27.6 43.5 11.8 67.7 18.3

1960 412.6 118.0 28.5 53.1 12.8 77.5 18.7

1961 468.6 122.0 26.0 57.8 12.3 98.3 20.9

1962 503.1 123.0 24.4 62.8 12.5 115.1 22.9

1963 489.4 140.5 28.8 61.9 12.7 81.5 16.7

aFigures apparently include, among other things, Iraq’ s share of the oil profits and wages and salaries paid by the 
oil companies in Iraq.

^One Iraqi dinar = £ 1.
Source: Minister of Finance (Shukfl Salih ZakT), (Secret) Report on the Economic P o licy  in Iraq (in Arabic) (1965, 

mimeographed), p. 2.



lot. For one thing, he reduced the rents of rooms by 20 percent, of .
houses by 15 to 20 percent, and of shops by 10 to 15 percent, 97 but 
this was a measure that above all benefited the propertyless middle and 
lower middle classes. More significantly, he brought down the price of 
the flat loaf of bread from 6 to 4 fils ,98 and of the sammunah-an oval 
150-gram loaf-from 10 to 8 fils; and, commensurately, the price of flour 
supplied to bakeries, loading the difference upon the public treasury 
and keeping the prices at the same level even when, by virtue of the un
certainty of agrarian relationships, agriculture deteriorated. 99 Qasim 
also limited night work to seven hours and day work, including that of 
seasonal laborers, 100 to eight hours; 101 obliged industrial establish
ments employing more than a hundred hands to build houses for their 
workers; 1°* 1 2 * enforced provisions for social insurance against sickness 
and unemployment; 103 and j n tbe first year of his regime allowed wage 
earners to combine freely and to federate in a general union. 104 If the 
peasants, who were now apportioned by law a share of 40-50 percent of 
the crop grown-minus the equivalent of the seeds if advanced by the 
landlord, 105 would nevertheless, with the decline in agricultural produc
tion, fare worse in the early years under Qasim than formerly, the urban 
laborers, by contrast, would pull up sensibly: a pick-and-shovel work
man, for example, earned a minimum of 380 fils a day in 1959, an in
crease of 52 percent over his minimum wage on the eve of the July 14 
coup. But 1959 was the year of the “ revolutionary tide”  and part of 
the credit for the rise of the workers to their feet belongs more appropri
ation the Ilaqi Communist party. It remains to mention that in 1959
1960 Qasim would build a whole town for the mud-hut dwellers of Bagh
dad-more than 10,000 houses with roads, markets, schools, medical
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97 a  •_A rticles 2-4 of Rents’ Control Law No. 6 of (6 August) 1958 in Al-Waqai• 
al- Iraqiyyah, No. 7 of 9 August 1958.

98 iooo  fils = 1 dinar = £ 1.
99 •

1 Republic of Iraq, The July 14 Revolution in its First Year (in Arabic) 
p. 197; and Muhammad Hadid, conversation, February 1962. ' .
l o c o  G° vemment statement in Al-Waqai' aI-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 14 of 17 August 1958, p. 7.

^ r t ic le  7 of Law No. 82 of 1958 Amending Labor Law No. 1 of 1958 in 
Al-Waqai al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 99 of 24 December 1958. ’

92Article 2 of Law No. 84 of 1958 Obliging Owners of Industrial Establish
ments to Build Houses for Workers, Al-Waqai' al-'Iraqiyyah, No. 101 of 28 
December 1958.

103 -
Iraq, The July 14 Revolution in its First Year (in Arabic), pp. 320 ff.

04Article 18 of Law No. 82 of 1958. ' .

30 September 19^58° ? R ef° rm LaW’ A t-Wa^ ‘ ‘ ^ Ira q iy y a h , No. 44 of
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dispensaries, and'public baths. The town would carry the name of Ath- 
Thawrah—The Revolution.106

However, it is significant that when, in his addresses to the people, 
Qasim identified himself with the laboring poor, he not infrequently 
threw in: “ but I shall not maltreat the proprietors,”  or “ I also protect 
the rich [or the employers],”  or “ workers and employers are brothers,”  
or some such expression; or held up as an example his father’s native 
village of as-Suwairah, where “ rich and poor supported one another in. 
good and bad days.” 107 _

In a word, upon the vital issue of interclass relationships Qasim, 
as we set out to demonstrate, occupied a distinctively intermediate 
position. This no doubt helped him in consolidating his victory over 
‘Aref and withstanding other challenges to his power. Conducive to the 
same effect and involved, of necessity, as a consequence—even if logic 
was not Qasim’s strength—was the essentially centrist course that he 
steered in politics, too. This, however, took longer to become apparent, 
averse to definiteness and to showing his hand as he was in the early 
period of the Republic. It is also possible that at the time he himself 
was not yet settled in his views, and that circumstances increasingly 
pushed him upon that path. At any rate, after February 9, 1959-that is, 
after he reconstituted his cabinet to fill the places left vacant by the 
withdrawal of the nationalist ministers—it grew less difficult to know 
where he really stood. His centrism could already be inferred from the 
new physiognomy of his cabinet (consult Table 42-4). Of its eight civil
ian members, five belonged or had belonged to the intermediate, mildly 
“ socialist”  National Democratic party, and a sixth, Hashim Jawad, the 
minister of foreign affairs, stood very close to them both in a social and 
ideological sense. More than that, Staff Brigadier Muhyl-d-DTn ‘Abd-ul- 
HamTd, the minister of education, had in his youth come under the influ
ence of Al-AhalTgroup, the real progenitor of the National Democrats.108

But more explicit evidence would be forthcoming as to Qasim’s cen
trist outlook. “ The Rightists,”  he would say to a journalist on Septem
ber 7, 1959, “ will, as time goes by, proceed towards the center and so 
will the Leftists.” 109 He could not have been more expressive of his 
political essence.
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106In a speech on July 14 1960 (Iraq, The Principles of the July 14 R evolu 
tion in the Speeches . . . of Qasim, [in Arabic], p. 281), Qasim said that in 1958
1960 25,000 houses were built for the poor and for people of limited income.

107E .g ., Iraq, The Principles of the July 14 Revolution in the S peeches of 
the Leader . . . 1958, p. 35; 1959, pp. 79, 81, 88, and 91; and 1960, pp. 491-492 
and 504.

1 ̂ C onversation  with Staff Brigadier ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, February 1967.
109Iraq, P ress Interview between Major-General 'Abd-ul-Kanm Qasim, the 

Premier and Mr. Sangal, A ssistan t Editor o f Link, 7 September 1959, p. 12.
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At first glance the phrase “ I am above trends and inclinations,”  

which in 1958 and 1959 was recurrently on his lips,110 seems at vari
ance with the point just made. What did he specifically mean by this 
phrase? “ The one says,”  he himself explained on March 2, 1959, a 
week before the Mosul Revolt, “ this is a nationalist, the other says 
this is a Communist, this is a Ba'thT, and this is a democrat. I say 
this is a patriot and a son of this country.” 111 On another occasion- 
in May 1959—he was more elaborate. “ I staged the revolution,”  he de
clared, “ for the good of all the people; I am always with all the people; 
I am always above tendencies and currents; I have no affiliation with 
any particular side; I belong to the entire people; I care for the interest 
of all of them; I proceed forward with all; they are all my brethren. ” H2 
But these are all characteristically centrist expressions, for only a cen
trist is capable of imagining himself above all conflicts.

In reality Qasim, of course, did not stand above the struggles of 
parties, and especially of the two main forces—the nationalists and the 
Communists—nor did he attempt to mediate between them. On the con
trary, he only prevailed by keeping them divided, by playing them off 
one against the other, and hedging them with their mutual aversions and 
antipathies. He could not act in any other way. For one thing, the 
National Democratic party, his natural point of support, did not have a 
wide enough political base. For another, and this is the decisive rea
son, he did not command a solid backing among army officers. He did 
all he could, it goes without saying, to bring them to his side. On 
December 24, 1958 he raised their basic pay by 9 to 16 percent (see 
Table 42-5), although they already constituted the most privileged sec
tion of the salaried classes. In the course of the following four years, 
he would also make available to them more of the amenities and values 
of life than they had ever enjoyed. Among other things, he would con
struct or begin the construction, for them and their families, of 1,200 
houses, with schools, markets, bakeries, cinemas, swimming pools, and 
health centers, and would allocate 7,464,819 dinars for the purpose.i1  ̂
But all to little avail. The only officers upon whom Qasim could count 
were old cronies from his school or Palestine days, like Staff Brigadier * 16

°He used the phrase in his interview with the N.B.C. representatives on 
14 October 1958 (see B.B.C. Summary o f World Broadcasts, Part IV, No. 681 of
16 October 1958, p. 13); at the Fourth Arab Lawyers Conference on 26 Novem
ber 1958 (see Iraq, The Principles of the July 14 Revolution . . . 1958, p. 63); 
and in his address to the Partisans of Peace on 14 April 1959 (see Iraq, The 
Principles of the July 14 Revolution . . . 1959, p. 61).

The Historic Address of the Leader o f the P eop le  to the Graduates 
of the R eserve C ollege on 2 March, 1959 (in Arabic) (1959), p. 3.

119B.B .C . Summary of World Broadcasts, Part IV, M E /40 /A /2  of 1 Tune 1959.
Iraq, The Iraqi Revolution in its Fourth Year, pp. 441 and 447-449113



TABLE 42-4
Members of Qasim’s Second Cabinet (Appointed on 10 February 1959)

Date
P ost and and place Nation

Name party affiliation of birth and s ec t

Staff Brigadier 
‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim

Premier and minister of 
defence

1914, _ 
Baghdad

Arab father, 
F a il! Kurd
ish mother; 
Sunni
(mother'
ShTT)

Muhammad Hadld Minister of finance; 
National Democratic party

1906, Mosul . Arab, Sunni

Mustafa ‘ Air Minister of justice 19°°, _ 
Baghdad

Kurd, Sunni

Dr. Ibrahim Kubbah Minister of economy and 1919, Arab, ShTT
agrarian reform; Marxist 
but not tied to Communist

Baghdad

Hdaib al-Hajj Hmud
party
Minister of agriculture; 1918, Arab, ShTT
National Democratic party Diwaniyyah

Staff Brigadier 
Ahmad Muhammad Yahya

Minister of interior 1916, Mosul Arab, Sunni

Brigadier Dr. Muhammad 
‘ Abd-ul-Malik

Minister of health 1917, _ 
Baghdad

Arab, Sunni

ash-Shawwaf

Hashim Jawad Minister of foreign affairs; 1911, Arab, Sunni
c lose  to National Demo
cratic party

Baghdad

Staff Brigadier
MuhyT-d-DIn
‘ Abd-ul-HamTd

Minister of education 1914,
Baghdad

Arab, Sunni

Husain Jamil Minister of guidance; 1908, Arab, Sunni
National Democratic party Baghdad

Staff Brigadier Minister of soc ia l affairs 1918, Arab, Sunni
‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Amin Baghdad

Arab, ShTTTal'at ash-Shaibanl Minister of development; 
ex-member of National 
Democratic party

1917,
Al-Huwaidir
village,
Diyalah
prov.

Hasan at-Talabanl Minister of communica 1913, Kurd, Sunni
tions; ex-member of 
National Democratic party

Baghdad

Retired _Brigadier 
Fu ’ad ‘ Aref

Minister of state 1912,
Sulaima-
niyyah

Kurd, Sunni

aMerchants of high status but not necessarily of high income. 
^Maker of rawas: water vesse ls made of skin.



TABLE 42-4 (Continued)

Occupation Class origin and
before revolution father’s  occupation Subsequent history

Commander, 19th Infantry 
Brigade

Working c lass; son of a 
carpenter-worker

Killed 9 February 1963.

General manager, Vegetable 
Oil Extraction Co.

Landed chalabta c lass of 
high income; son of a 
merchant

Resigned 23 April I960

Judge Working c lass; son of a 
carpenter-worker

Resigned 13 May 1961 
for health reasons.

Ex-college professor Landed chalabl3 c lass of 
upper middle income; son 
of a merchant

Relieved of post 16 
February 1960.

Landowner Landed class of high in
come; son of a landowner

Resigned 5 January 
1960.

Commander of a brigade in Petty industrial c lass; son In cabinet till February
Jordan of a rawatchi° 1963.
Army physician Landed religious class of 

high income; son of a land
owner and head of the 
SharT (religious) Court of 
Cassation

In cabinet till February 
1963.

Representative of Iraq at Professional middle class; Minister of foreign
the U.N. son of a schoolteacher affairs till 9 February 

1963.
Chief of staff, 4th Armored Military middle c lass; son In cabinet in various
Division of an army brigadier capacities till 9 Febru

ary 1963.
Lawyer; minister of justice, Professional middle c lass; Resigned 12 February
1949 son of a judge 1959 after Qasim’ s re

scinding of his order 
suspending the Com
munist paper Ittihad- 
ush-Sha fb.

Commander 14th Infantry Lower landed class; son Resigned on account of
Brigade of a landowner illness 20 October 1960.
Ex-college lecturer; secre- Middling landed c lass ; son In cabinet in various
tary, Federation of 
Industries

of a middle landowner capacities till 9 Febru
ary 1963.

Provincial governor Sufi- murshidc c lass of 
tipper middle income; son 
o f a man of religion

Resigned 1961.

Commander, 9th Infantry Middling landed sayyid^ Resigned September
Brigade at Hillah class ; son of a landed 

man o f religion
1961 on account of 
Qasim’ s Kurdish policy.

c Leader of religious mystic path.
^Claimants of descent from the Prophet Muhammad.
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TABLE 42-5

Monthly Pay of Commissioned Officers (December 1958)

Class Rank

Monthly 
basic pay 
in dinars 
in 1958 

after the 
July

Revolution

% increase 
over monthly 

basic pay 
on the eve  
of the July 

Revolutiona

Generals Field marshal 210 16.7
General 180 12.5
Lieutenant general 155 10.7
Major general 135 12.5

Field Officers Brigadier 115 15.0
Colonel 95 11.8
Lieutenant colonel 75 15.4

Aides Major 60 9.1
Captain 50 11.1
First lieutenant 40 14.3
Second lieutenant 30 11.1

aFor basic pay on eve of Revolution, see Table 41.1.
Source: Article 7 of Army O fficers’ Service Law No. 89 of (24 December) 

1958, Al-Waqai' a l-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 104 of 1 January 1959.

Ahmad Saleh al-‘Abdr, his chief of staff and military governor general, 
and Staff Brigadier Ahmad Muhammad Yahya, his minister of interior; 
or kinsmen like Brigadier Abd-uj-Jabbar Jawad, commander from 1960 
of the newly created Fifth Division, and Colonel Fadil ‘Abbas al- 
MahdawT, president of the Special Supreme Military Tribunal (“ The 
People’s Court” ); or apolitical professionals like Staff Brigadier 
KhalTl Sa'Td ‘Abd-ur-Rahman, commander of the Third Division; or 
Iraqists like Colonel Muhsin ar-RufaiT and Staff Brigadier as-Sayyid 
Hamid as-Sayyid Husain, both members of the Shi'f community, and in 
1959 director of military intelligence and commander of the First Divi
sion, respectively. By the way, Qasim was a relative of Major Muham
mad AIT Jawad, the chief of the air force in the time of the Iraqist Bakr 
SidqT, and the victim of an assassination organized in 1937 by pan- 
Arab officers. In other words, Qasim was linked by more than ideologi
cal ties with the Iraqist trend, which in the army, however, hardly com
pared in strength with the rival pan-Arab group. To the thinness of his 
support among army officers testified, first, his frequent shuffling of 
the commands of brigades and regiments; second, his reliance for per
sonal intelligence almost entirely upon noncommissioned officers; and 
finally, his appointment, in 1959-1960, to the command of three out of 
the five army divisions of officers who were not graduates of the Staff
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College,114 in direct contravention of Article 9 of Army Officers Ser
vice Law No. 89 of 1958.115

From this crucial weakness flowed Qasim’s necessity of maneuver
ing between the nationalists and the Communists, counterpoising one 
against the other, and harassing and patronizing them by turn, as cir
cumstances dictated. His very survival depended upon his not allowing 
any of the two forces to become too strong or both to reach an accord. 
For the better part of his period he did his seesawing artfully enough 
and with success, but at other times it looked more as if he were being 
buffeted by one wind and then the next. Indeed, at some points the 
pendulum seemed to sway too far to one side, as in the first half of 
1959, when it swung sharply in a Communist direction. This needs now 
to be explained in detail.

The Communists, by virtue of their influence upon segments of the 
soldiers and noncommissioned officers and upon the broad mass of 
laborers and the poor, constituted the only organized force capable of 
offsetting the nationalist officers who, if divided on almost everything 
else, became more and more at one in their anxiety for Qasim’s ruin. 
This is, in essence, why the latter began giving in to the demands of 
the Communists. What these demands were they had made clear from 
the first. “ Scoring a victory,”  they wrote to Qasim on the evening of 
July 14, 1958,

is much easier than maintaining and consolidating it. . . . There will 
always be those who, in the name of keeping the peace and warding 
off “ anarchy,”  will seek so to sway us as to benumb our vigilance . 
and determination. . . . We will do well to remember at this moment 
the government of Musaddeq which, in its eagerness not to provoke 
the enemy, withheld its confidence from the people and refrained 
from arming them, lulling them instead into tranquillity, with the re- ' 
suit that it fell under the blows of a handful of ruffians and thieves'. '

Upon this and similar grounds, the Communists adjured Qasim: “ to % 
grant the people the freedom to organize, publish and assemble and, be
yond that, to release the political prisoners, encourage the formation of 
People’s Committees for the Defense of the Republic and of a People’s 
Resistance Force and arm this force without delay.”  The Communists 
also protested against the “ crying disregard”  by Baghdad Radio of 
“ the Kurdish people . . . and of hundreds of telegrams of support”  from * 11

114These were Brigadier Mahmud ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq, Brigadier ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar 
as-Sa‘ dT, and Brigadier ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar Jawad, commanders of the Second D ivi
sion, the Fourth Armored Division, and the Fifth Division, respectively.

11®For this law see Al-Waqai' a t-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 104 of 1 January 1959.
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their own followers during the first day of the Revolution and deemed it 
“ highly important that the media of propaganda and broadcasting be de
livered into national democratic hands.’ ’ 116

At the time, the Communists did not wait for Qasim to accede to 
their demands but, riding on the wave of mass fervor kindled by the 
coup and benefiting from the indignation aroused by the landing of 
American marines in the Lebanon, proceeded to set up, on their own, 
“ resistance’ ’ nuclei in various quarters of Baghdad. In an internal cir
cular issued on July 15 for the guidance of these nuclei, they left little 
doubt of their ultimate intention to create an armed force alongside that 
of the state, and free from its control and entirely dependent upon their 
party. The more essential passages of the circular in question ran as 
follows:

7. . . . The central directives of the party are obligatory upon all the 
organs of the Resistance.
12. The Resistance must at the present concentrate on demanding, 
first, arms from the government . . . and, second, drill instructors 
from the army; these instructors must come under the control of the 
Resistance. . . .
13. The People’s Resistance . . . must shape itself up into a kind 
of popular power, exercising its responsibilities wisely and, as far 
as in it lies, careful in avoiding collision with the government and 
helpful to it in every patriotic step but this, as must be reempha
sized, should in no way involve an impairment of the authority of its 
own leading bodies which is decisive as regards the units of the 
Resistance.117

However, on 20 July, Qasim, pressed by the officers of the army 
and himself not unaware of the implications of the Communist initiative, 
ordered all the recruiting centers for the People’s Resistance to be 
shut down.118 To leave the Communists under no misapprehension, the 
provisional constitution promulgated a week later vested in the state 
alone the right to create bodies of armed men.119 The Central Commit
tee of the party, meeting in an emergency session at the end of July,
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116Memorandum of 14 July 1958 from the Central Committee of the Iraqi Com
munist party to Premier ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim (Iraqi Communist Party, For the 
Sake o f Preserving the Gains of the Revolution and Buttressing Our Iraqi Repub
lic [in Arabic], pp. 7-8).

117The Politbureau of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist Party, 
Circular E xclu sively  for Party Members (in Arabic), 15 July 1958.

11®Notice No. 16 by Military Governor General, Al-Waqai‘ a l-’Iraqiyyah,
No. 1 of 23 July 1958, p. 17.

119Article 18 of the Provisional Constitution of 27 July 1958.
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decided to yield to Qasim.120 121 But the latter had not really put aside 
the idea of a People’s Resistance. He simply thought along lines dif
ferent from those of the Communists. What he had in mind was a force 
which, while serving his ends, would not grow into a threat to his 
power, in other words, a force which he could at will evoke, restrain, 
or lay to rest. It was with such an object and from fear of a shift in the 
power balance to the advantage of the nationalists that on the first of 
August he authorized the forming of a People’s Resistance, and 
attached it directly to the Ministry of Defence, that is, to himself per
sonally. 121 He thus met one of the substantive demands of the Commu
nists, but on his own terms. This did not annoy them in the least, for 
they knew that they alone—the Ba'th had yet to learn the ropes—had the 
genuine capabilities for an undertaking of this kind. In response to an 
appeal by their Central Committee,122 party members and sympathizers 
hurried to enroll in the Resistance, which by August 21 already counted
11,000 young men and women.123 By way of caution, the weapons 
issued to the Resistance were, on Qasim’s orders, to be returned after 
each training exercise or tour of duty to police stations, where they 
were to be kept under the strictest police control. “ This,”  commented 
later an internal Communist circular, “ meant in effect keeping the arms 
for the defense of the Revolution under the control of the Counter
Revolution, for the police of the dictatorship of Qasim was the self
same police of NurT as-Sa‘rd and of the dictatorship of 8 February 
1963.” 124

In the course of August, Qasim granted one other demand of the 
Communists: he set at liberty all the Communist prisoners. This was 
a real boon for the party, particularly in the unusual circumstances it 
then faced. The July 14 Revolution had aroused to political life thou
sands of people from the classes working with their hands, and many of 
these had turned toward the Communists who, however, did not have 
enough trained cadre to cope with the expected flow into their ranks.
TJie experience that the prisoners could provide was, therefore, very

120intemal Circular of the Communist party issued in 1967 and entitled 
“ An Attempt to Appraise the P olicy  of-the Communist Party of Iraq in the 
Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in Arabic), p. 10.

121P eople ’ s Resistance Law No. 3 of 1958; Al-Waqai' at-1 Iraqiyyah, No. 4 
of 4 August 1958.

12^Communist party leaflet entitled “ Appeal to the P eop le ,”  6 August 
1958.

123Statement by Staff Colonel Shaker Air, commander of the Resistance, • 
quoted in Al-Hayat (Beirut) o f 22 August 1958.

12<1Intemal Communist circular issued in 1967 and entitled “ An Attempt to 
Appraise the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958- 
April 1965”  (in Arabic), p. 10.
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badly needed. But their liberation produced at first something of a 
party crisis. The Politbureau apparently showed no little reluctance to 
reincorporate them en bloc and preferred that some, at least, be placed 
under probation, partly for fear lest the existing distribution of influ
ence within the party be palpably disturbed and, partly on the ground 
that many had been for years out of the active work of the party and 
could have lost some of the needed receptivity to its views, or might 
not be sufficiently close to the current mood of the people.125

This problem, and that of the continued flow of support for the party, 
were considered along with related organizational matters at the plenum 
of the Central Committee held in September 1958. The plenum, while 
apparently insisting on a probationary period for the bulk of the freed 
Communists, readmitted at once to full status many of the leading for
mer prisoners, and elevated two of them, Baha’ -ud-DTn NurT and ZakT 
Khain, to the Politbureau, and seven others to the Central Committee, 
which it reconstituted as shown in Table 42-b-in a degree for their 
benefit, but essentially in order to keep pace with the new situation of 
the party. It also coopted to the committee three ex-exiles—‘Aziz 
Sharif, ‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘11, and Muhammad Husain Abu-l-Tss. How
ever, the helm of the party remained conclusively in the hands of 
Husain Ahmad ar-Radl, its_ secretary; Jamal al-Haidarl, the secretary of 
the Kurdish Branch; and ‘ Amer ‘Abdallah, its foremost spokesman and, 
as already indicated, by far the most influential of its leaders.126 At 
the time, it was persistently rumored that Khalid Bakdash personally 
approved the new list of Central Committee members, but this cannot, 
for lack of evidence, be confirmed.

In regard to the pressure emanating from “ the widest section of the 
masses”  for admission into the party, the plenum took up a middle atti
tude, condemning both the “ leftist trend”  which wanted to close the 
party to further would-be recruits, or at least to restrict the intake 
severely, and the “ liberal trend,”  which favored admitting any one who 
applied, regardless of fighting fiber or level of political consciousness.
It acknowledged a shortage of cadre, but nonetheless called for an in
tensified enrollment of workers and peasants. It also created a Central 
Organizational Committee under ‘Aziz Muhammad, a Kurd and ex-tin 
worker from Sulaimaniyyah, to bring the party nuclei qualitatively to the 
dimensions of the new tasks.

At the same time, the plenum defined its position vis-a-vis the two- 
months-old military regime. Characteristically, it warned against * 1
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12 ■^ T h is  account is based on information given me in February 1964 by 
Salim ‘ Ubaid an-Nu'man, a veteran Communist and in the forties a principal c o l
laborator o f Fahd.

1 Q C
_ ^°For a d iscussion  of the role and character of ar-Radf, a l-Haidarl, and

‘Amer ‘Abdallah, turn to Chapter 37.
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“ ideas which regard the army as a mass separate from the class makeup 
of society and uninfluenced by its laws and which, therefore, exagger
ate its role in the national movement.”  The regime that issued from the 
July 14 Revolution, it affirmed,

is a revolutionary national bourgeois regime. It does not represent 
all the national forces but [simply] the various strata of the petty, 
middle, and big bourgeoisie. From this springs the [present-day] 
contradiction. On the one hand, the forces that lead and take part 
in the national movement are those of the workers, peasants, and 
petty and national bourgeoisie; on the other hand, the forces that 
appropriated the reins of power after the Revolution are those of the 
small and national bourgeoisie. This contradiction is the main rea
son for the existence and deepening of the disaccord between the 
parties and groups inside the national movement. It is an error to 
regard this situation . . .  as natural nor is it proper to surrender to 
it. . . . We can, by mobilizing the masses, weaken this contradiction 
and then remove it to a great extent.127

The party, in other words, upped its aims: it in effect conveyed, 
but in an internal publication and as yet only to its members, that it 
aspired to a share in the government. It would not signify this wish to 
Qasim until two months later or, more precisely, until 5 November 
1958.128 129

In the meantime, the party concentrated on strengthening itself polit
ically. For this purpose it did not merely make use of the leverage it 
had over the laboring classes. By virtue of its adoption in October of 
the cry of “ Sole Leader,” 129 it was able also to pull behind it a vast 
crowd of antiunionist ShT'Ts, Kurds, Chaldeans, Assyrians, Persians, 
and so on, which it could not have attracted by purely orthodox appeals. 
Moreover, by focusing the hero worship of the masses on Qasim, it 
touched a weak chord in him, and thus inclined him further toward the 
path which it favored and to which his own interests already urged him. 
Eager even to find a way to the propertied middle classes or, at least, 
to neutralize them, it came out in patently moderate colors: it demanded

127Politbureau of the Iraqi Communist Party, “ Summary of the Proceedings 
of the Plenum of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist Party held in 
Early September 1958”  in internal party publication entitled In the Interest ot a 
Full Comprehension of the P o licy  o f the Party (1958) (in Arabic). For an Eng
lish translation of this report, see  Iraqi R eview , I, Nos. 5, 7, 9, and 12 of 25 
June, 9 July, 30 July, and 23 August 1959. For the quotations in the text, see 
Iraqi R eview  of 30 July 1959, p. 8; and of 23 August 1959, p. 5.

128See p. 899.
129See p. 808.



TABLE 42-6
Husain Ahmad ar-RadPs Third Central Committee 

(September 1958 -November 1961)

Date
Nation and p lace

Name Party function in 1959 and s e c t  o f birth

Members o f the secretariata
Husain Ahmad 
ar-Radl

Baha’ u-d-DTn
Nur’ b .c

Hadi Hashim 
al-A ‘ dhamT

First secretary, with ex
clusive supervisory powers 
over military organization 
of party
Probably m as’uld of Finance 
Bureau and of correspondence 
with party zones and branches 
Mas’ul of Workers’ Bureau

(See Table 31-1)

(See Table 29-1) 

(See Table 31-1)

Muhammad Husain 
A bu-l-T sse -f

Mas’ul of Peasants’ Bureau Arab, ShTT 1917,
Kadhimiyyah

Other members of Politbureau
‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah Foremost spokesman of party

and responsible, among other 
things, for Ittihad-ushSha‘ bh 
and for relations with Qasim 
and with Communist parties 
abroad

Jamal al-Haidari 

George Hanna Tallu

ZakT KhairTc >i

Mas’ul of Kurdish Branch of 
party
Temporarily incapacitated by 
reason of wounds received 
10 February 1959; hospital
ized in Moscow
Member of editorial staff of 
Ittihad-ush-Sha' b

(See Table 31-1)

(See Table 37-1 

(See Table 31-1)

(See Table 14-2)

Other full members of 
‘ Atshan Dayyul 
al-AzairjawT 
Nasir 'Abbud

Muhammad Salih 
al-'AballT ‘ ‘

Central Committee 
Direct mas’ ul of military 
organization of party 
On leave of absence for 
study in Bulgaria

‘ A ziz ash-Shaikhc 
‘ Abd-ur-RahTm
Sharif c

Sharif ash-Shaikh

‘ Abd-ul-KarTm 
Ahmad ad-Daud 
Hamzah Salman 
aj-Jubiir1c

Mas’ul of Central Party Zone 
Mas’ul of party’ s Education 
Bureau and Economic Com
mittee
Mas’ ul of relations with 
national parties 
Member, Kurdish Branch 
Committee
Mas’ul of Southern Party 
Zone

(See Table 29-1)

(See Table 29-1)

(See Table 31-1)

(See Table 37-1)
(See Table 37-1)

(See Table 37-1)

(See Table 31-1)

Arab, Shl'T 1925, Baghdad



TABLE 42-6 (Continued)

Pro Educa

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist
Prior

political Subsequent
fession tion Class origin movement activity history

Lawyer Law From a family of 
School sayyidsS  of mid

dling income; son 
of a small land
owner and atten
dant in the holy 
places at 
Kadhimiyyah

1942 (25) Active with Removed from 
Tudeh prior Central Commit- 
to July tee, November .
Revolution 1961; killed 7 

March 1963.

Lawyer Law Peasant c lass ; son 1943 (18) In prison Arrested 1961; in
School of a peasant- 1949-58 prison 1961-63;

boatman killed February
1963 by Ba'thT

’ . “ National Guard”
. . .  . at al-Ma’ mun

. . . . police station.
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TABLE 42-6 (Continued) __________________

Name Party function in 1959
Nation 

and s e c t

Date
and place 

o f birth

‘ A ziz Muhammadc >l Mas’ul of Central Organiza
tional Committee

Kurd, Sunni 1933,
Sulaimaniyyah

‘ Abd-us-Salam Mas’ul of Baghdad 
an-Nasir1c >J
Candidate members o f Central Committee

(See Table 22-1)

‘ A ziz Shanff Mas’ul of Peace Partisans’ 
movement

Arab, Sunni 1904, ‘ Anah

‘ A ziz al-Hajj 
‘ AIT Haidarc

Member of Editorial Staff 
of Ittihad-ush-Sha'b; deputed 
in 1959 to Prague as repre
sentative of party on journal 
Problems o f P ea ce  and 
Socialism

(See Table 23-1)

Salih ar-Raziq1c Mas’ul of Mid-Euphrates 
Party Zone

(See Table 37-1)

‘ Abd-ul-Qadir
Ism allf.J

Ceremonial functions (See Table 14-2)

aThe Secretariat was created by virtue of a decision  of the Central Committee 
plenum of July 1959. Prior to 1959, ar-RadT was the only secretary. 

bIn Moscow for medical treatment January - April 1959. 
c Released from prison, August 1958.
^Mas’ ul: comrade-in-charge.
eE lected to the Central Committee at the Plenum of September 1958 and raised to 

the Secretariat at the Plenum of July 1959.
f  .

Former expatriate.
&Sayyid\ claimant of descent from Prophet.

the encouragement of “ national capital” ^®  and, as noted elsewhere, 
censured ‘Aref for his inopportune socialist slogans. It showed, indeed, 
at this time such a flexibility of attitude that when, after the arrest of 
‘Aref, the nationalists, finding themselves in an exposed position, 
called for the reconstitution of the Front of National Union, it did not 
retard in responding favorably, despite the bad blood between it and the

130poiitbureau of the Iraqi Communist Party, “ Summary of the Proceedings 
of the Plenum of the Central Committee . . . held in Early September 1958,”  
Iraqi Review , I, No. 9 of 30 July 1959, p. 8.
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TABLE 42-6 (Continued)

P ro
fession

E d uca
tion C la ss  origin

D ate  
(and a g e )  
ea rliest  
link with 

Communist 
movem ent

Prior
p o litica l
a c tiv ity

Subsequent
h istory

Worker 
in tin

Elemen- Working class; son 
tary of a worker

1948 (15) In prison 
1948-58

First secretary of 
party late 1963 to
present.

Lawyer; Law From a family of 
ex-judge School sa yy id sS  of mid

dling income; son 
of a small land
owner and relig
ious preacher

1942 (38) A founder 
of AI-AhalT

Candidate member 
of Central Com
mittee 1958-63; 
minister o f ju s
tice 1970-71; min
ister of State 
1971-76.

U
"Central organ of Iraqi Communist party.
1Elected to the Central Committee at the Plenum of September 1958 and raised to 

the Politbureau at the Plenum of July 1959.
J Co-opted at the Central Committee Plenum of July 1959.
Sources: Undated statement made in April 1963 by ‘ A ziz ash-Shaikh, candidate 

member of Politbureau in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. QS/26; supplement to verbal state
ment of Sharif ash-Shaikh, member of the Central Committee, dated 27 March 1963 in 
File No. QS/26; conversation of writer with Sharif ash-Shaikh in Baghdad Central 
Prison, 9 February 1964; and P olice  F iles Nos. 3401, 4583, 3506, 3345, 2610, 479, 
3078, 4877, 7909, 4242, 357, 3368, and QS/40, QS/59, QS/61, and QS/120.

Ba'th. Accordingly, on 16 November, ‘ Amer ‘Abdallah joined on its be
half with Kamil ach-ChadirchT of the National Democrats, Fu’ ad ar- 
RikabT of the Ba'th, and Muhammad MahdT Kubbah of the Independence 
party in signing a covenant in which all solemnly promised to discard 
any dispute that might lead to division among the people.13  ̂ ‘ Amer 
‘Abdallah proved “ so accommodating and so different from other Com-

^3^For a summarized version of the covenant in question, see B.B.C. No. 
710 of 19 November 1958, p. 10. For the full text see AI-Bilad, No. 5361 of 26 
November 1958.



TABLE 42-7
Summary of the Biographical Data

Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin . Education
Sect or No. %

ethnic group’s 
estimated % Elementary 2 9.1

in total Secondary 7 31.8
1951 urban College 13 59.1
population Total 22 100.0

No. % of Iraq

Moslems 
ShTT Arabs 7 31.8 44.9 Class Origin
SunnT Arabs ga 40.9 28.6 No. %
Kurds 5b 22.7 12.7 —

13.6Turkomans _ — 3.4 Working class 3
Persians — — 3.3 Peasant class 3 13.6

Jews _ - .3 Lower middle class
Christians l c 4.6 6.4 sayyid  families 7 31.8
Sabeans — — .3 others 8 36.4
YazTdTs and Impoverished
Shabaks - — .1 upper sayyid  c lass 1 4.6
Total 22 100.0 100.0 Total 22 100.0

Sex

Male
No.
22

Female -
Total 22

Age Group in 1959 
No. . %

26 years 1 4.6
30-34 years 8 36.4
35-39 years 6 27.3
40-44 years 3 13.6
45-49 years 2 9.1

53 years 1 4.5
55 years 1 4.5

Total 22 100.0

Former Occupation
No. %

Students^ 3 13.6
Members of professions 12e 54.5
White collar 3 13.6
Workers 2 9.1
Members of armed forces I f 4.6
Trading petty bourgeoisie 1 4.6
Total 22 100.0

Length of Association
Communist Movement in 1959

No. o l years No. o f members

8 2
9 1

10 1
11 1
12 2
14 6
15 2
16 2
17 2
18 1
31 2

Total 22
in c lu d in g  1 of mixed Arab-Kurdish parentage and 1 of mixed Arab-Indian 

parentage.
^Including 1 Failiyyah ShTT Kurd. 
c Arabized Chaldean.
^After leaving school: in prison or underground
e7 lawyers; 1 journalist; 3 schoolteachers; 1 college  professor.
^Ex-army lieutenant.
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munists,”  ar-RikabT later remarked, “ that one wondered whether he was 
at all committed to communism.” 132 When, however, with the uncover
ing on December 8 of the Rashid ‘ AIT plot, the front again collapsed, 
the Communist party gave proof that it could unite to its supple tactics 
a high degree of relentlessness. Turning to advantage Qasim’s fear of 
the nationalists, it pressed hard upon them, and pushed its way forward 
with characteristic tenacity of purpose. William Rountree, the American 
assistant secretary of state for the Near East, landing in Baghdad on 
December 15, felt briefly the intensity of its determination. The party’s 
groups in the People’s Resistance now came into their own and began 
to rule unhindered in the thoroughfares of Baghdad. Fa’iq as-Samarra’T, 
the ambassador of Iraq to the U.A.R. and a prominent nationalist, who . 
arrived at this juncture from Cairo, had to stop and submit to search by 
detachments of this force nine times in ar-Rashld Street, which is no 
more than three kilometers in length.133 But, while overzealous in its 
watchfulness and, when resisted, rough in the handling of its rivals, 
the party still exercised considerable self-restraint. This, however, 
soon changed. The unleashing on December 23 by President ‘Abd-un- . 
Nasir of the campaign against the Syrian Communists, really an answer 
to Khalid Bakdash’s thirteen-point program of December 14,134 raised 
the conflict between the party and the nationalists in Iraq to a fiercer 
level. The appearance of what one Communist-inclined newspaper de
scribed as “ criminal gangs, using daggers, fists, and guns to spread 
chaos,” 135 and the stabbing to death of ‘Aziz Swadl, a Communist and 
a member of the People’s Resistance, and the wounding of others in an 
attack on the organization on the night of December 29136 added fuel to 
the flame. Violent street encounters followed. Fearing its opponents’ 
fear of it, and impelled by the conviction that were it in their power they 
would act just the same and perhaps worse, the party did its best to 
render the ground intensely hot under their feet. By keeping its vastly 
superior masses in ferment and lashing their passions into fury, it main
tained the nationalists out of balance, and in the end drove them com
pletely off the streets.

The party now grew swiftly. Its opportunities to influence the peo
ple also increased to a marked degree. To this contributed a series of 
happenings which took place in the last half of December 1958 and the

^^Conversation wjth this writer, February 1967.
133Letter of resignation addressed to Qasim on 26 March 1959 by F a’ iq as- 

SSmarra’ I, ambassador of Iraq to the U .A.R., published in No. 10 of the series 
entitled “ National B ooks”  (Cairo, 1959), p. 18.

134For this program, see p. 861.
^^Sawt-ul-Ahrar o f 31 December 1958.
136AI-Bilad  o f 31 December 1958; and B.B.C. No. 747 of 6 January 1959, 

p. II.



first days of January 1959: the formation by the General Union of Iraqi 
Students', which had gone Communist in nationwide students elections, 
of auxiliary policing units; the appointment of Staff Major Salim al- 
FakhrT, a Communist, as director of broadcasting; the nomination of 
Kamal ‘Umar NadhmT, the Communist representative on the Front of 
National Union in 1957-1958, as deputy prosecutor general in the 
“ People’s Court”  and the turning of the court into a rostrum for the 
party; the chiming in of the independent Iraqi daily Al-Bilad and of 
other papers with Sawt-il-Ahrar of Baghdad and Al-Ayyam of Najaf, 
which had from the first given voice to the Communist point of view; 
the emergence of the committees of the Peace Partisans, the Teachers, 
Engineers, and Lawyers’ Associations, the Iraqi Democratic Youth Fed
eration, and the League for the Defence of Women’s Rights; the spring
ing up, under the name of the Committees for the Defence of the 
Republic, of popular, Communist-inspired bodies for the purge and sur
veillance of the departments of the government; and, finally, the desig
nation of Staff Colonel Taha ash-Shaikh Ahmad, who had been retired to 
the reserves in 1953 for his Communist sympathies, as head of Qasim’s 
new personal intelligence service.137

The party so overshadowed its rivals, and developed such self
confidence, that on January 14 Qasim, feeling uncomfortable, suddenly 
drew in the reins. He thanked “ the noble citizens belonging to the 
Popular Resistance, the General Union of Students, and the other patri
otic bodies”  for “ the great and valuable efforts”  which they had shown, 
but added that, in view of “ some regrettable incidents”  prejudicial to 
the public peace—the searching of army officers—at the hands of “ cer
tain elements”  who were “ trying to fish in troubled waters,”  the Re
sistance and the Student Union were not in the future to perform any 
policing duties without “ a clear order from the supreme command of the 
armed forces or from the military governor general.” 138

By thus curbing the Communists, Qasim hoped at the same time to 
propitiate the nationalist members of the cabinet and the nationalist offi
cers of the army139 * * who, while still at their desks or in formal command
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137Statement given by Kamal ‘ Umar NadhmT in February 1963 to Ba‘ thT in
vestigating officers, Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/119; conversation in August 1968 
with Staff Major General Fu’ ad ‘ Aref, a classmate of Qasim and holder of minis
terial portfolios under Qasim, the Ba‘ th, and ‘ Aref; and conversation in February 
1962 with Kamel ach-ChadirchT.

138A1-Bilad, No. 5401 of 16 January 1959.
13^The question of restraining the Popular Resistance had been brought up

at the divisional commanders’ meeting of 29 December 1958. See statements 
made on 23 August and 3 September 1959 before the “ P eop le ’ s Court”  by Staff
Brigadier Nadhim at-TabaqchalT and Staff Brigadier ‘AzTz al-‘ UqailT, both 
nationalists and at the time of the meeting commanders of the Second and First 
Division, respectively; Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat, XVIII, 7227; and XIX, 
7588.
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of troops, had—except for the Mosul commandant140—been shorn of any 
real function. He was either considering or was being urged to take 
further steps in their favor, for on 17 January the Communist leader 
‘Aziz al-Hajj roundly condemned in Sawt-il-Ahrar what he described as 
attempts to “ rehabilitate plotters under the pretense of bringing about 
an equilibrium between the nationalists and the Communists.” 141

It is not clear what caused Qasim in the succeeding week to veer 
again toward the Communists. Probably reports began coming in that a 
new “ conspiracy”  was hatching against him: such an eventuality, as 
he knew well enough, could have best been countered or fended off by 
massive popular intervention, which only the Communists could secure 
for him. Be that as it may, on 25 January he granted the laborers the • 
right to combine.142 This, of course, meant placing one more lever in 
the hands of the party. On the same day, Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b, the official 
organ of the Central Committee, appeared openly for the first time, and 
proceeded to put forward the demand for the participation of all the 
national parties—the Independents, the Ba'th, the National Democrats, 
the Kurdish Democrats, and the Communists—in “ the responsibility of 
power”  shoulder-to-shoulder with “ the national military figures”  and 
under the leadership of “ the true son of the people, ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Qasim” 143—a demand that Party Secretary Husain ar-RadT (“ Salam 
‘Adil” ) would renew on 2 February in his speech before the Twenty- 
First Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union.144

Next, on 5 February, came the announcement of the death sentence 
upon ‘ Aref, followed on the seventh by the resignation of the nationalist 
and conservative ministers. From this point on, the party did all it 
could to keep popular excitement alive: on 8 February there was a huge 
rally to press for the licensing of peasants’ societies; on the fourteenth 
a mass march in commemoration of Fahd and the Communists hanged 
with him in 1949; from the sixteenth to the twenty-second a congress of 
the General Union of Students; and on the twentieth another big gather
ing to celebrate the legalization of trade unions.145

March opened with an aspect of something imminent. The political 
structure seemed insecure, self-contradictory, unnatural. At the top, all 
the government had well-nigh become centered in Qasim, but a Qasim 
beset by fears and surrounded by rumors and intrigues. At the root 
levels, in the streets, in the factories, in many of the government

^40This exception derived from the relatively strong influence enjoyed by 
the nationalists at Mosul.

^4^Sawt-ul-Ahrar, No. 53 of 17 January 1959.
14^Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, No. 1 of 25 January 1959.
1431 bid.
*44Pravda and Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b of 3 February 1959.
145Ittihad-ushSha‘ b of 9, 16, 17, and 22 February 1959.
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offices, and in some of the military camps, the real initiative belonged 
to the Communists. The people, for their part, seethed with opposite 
emotions. The swift-moving, terribly serious events had sharpened the 
divisions between the various sects and ethnic groups. At the same 
time, the laborers and the poor, regardless of race or religion, feeling 
their strength, were voicing openly their desires and expectations, 
while property owners and conservative people looked with eyes of 
alarm at the unusual processes around them and, in their greater num
ber, pinned their hopes upon the nationalists who, spurred by danger, 
had closed ranks and now secretly labored to encompass Qasim’s ruin 
and turn the tide in their favor.



MUTUAL ANTAGONISM,
MUTUAL DEFEAT

Before turning to one of the climactic points in the struggle between 
the nationalists and the Communists—the Days of March at Mosul—it is 
necessary to pause briefly and say a few words about some of the 
effects the struggle was already having abroad, and was ultimately to ' 
have in Iraq itself, on the fortunes of communism and pan-Arabism in a 
general way.

In view of its origins and the nature of the forces involved, the 
struggle could not but exceed the confines of Iraq. Indeed, in a short 
time it led to a political polarization all over the Arab East: everywhere, 
even in Jordan where the Communist leadership refused to take up an 
anti-Nasir stand, Communists and nationalists were thrown sharply into 
adversary roles. The struggle also precipitated a crisis in the relations 
between the U.A.R. and the Soviet Union. ^

The initiative in generalizing the conflict was not ‘ Abd-un-Nasir’ s, 
as is often imagined, but that of Khalid Bakdash, the Syrian Communist 
leader. Bakdash, who at heart had never made his peace with the 
Egypt-Syria merger, had all along been involved in happenings at Bagh
dad, but at a remove and obliquely. However, the progress of the com
munists in Iraq encouraged him to open up a frontal war upon the U.A.R. 
itself. This crystallized in the so-called thirteen-point program, which 
was first published on 14 December 19581 and which aimed, among 
other things, at restoring political and ideological freedoms in Syria, 
and in effect turning the U.A.R. into a loose federation.l 2

It was these demands, which at the time had some appeal in Syria, 
that provoked Nasir’s famous anti-Communist blast of December 23,
1958. By name Nasir denounced only the Syrian Communists—he 
accused them of “ rejecting Arab nationalism and Arab unity” 3—but his

l Al-Akhbar (Beirut), 14 December 1958. Bakdash recapitulated the pro
gram in a speech on 2 February 1959 before the Twenty-first Congress of the 
C .P.S.U ., Pravda, 3 February 1959; and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 4 February 1959.

2The program called for the creation “ by democratic means on the basis of . 
universal and absolutely free e lection s”  of “ a parliament and government for 
the Syrian region and a parliament and government for the Egyptian region, in 
addition to a central parliament and government for national defense, foreign 
affairs, and other common matters.”

3Al-Ahiam  (Cairo), 24 December 1958., ,
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words had the effect of pitting Nasirites against Communists wherever 
Nasir carried weight. Simultaneously, close to two hundred members of 
the cadre of Bakdash’s party were arrested, and a furious storm that 
did not differentiate between Syrian and other Arab Communists broke 
out in the nationalist press and radio.

Not a word was said against the Russians. Depending heavily on 
their military and economic aid, Nasir had no interest in antagonizing 
them. But Bakdash, according to a former leading member of his party,4 * 
missed no opportunity to complain in Communist capitals about the 
treatment meted out to his followers and, playing upon existing differ
ences in the Communist camp, pressed for a show of “ international 
solidarity. ”  The Russians may also have desired, for reasons of their 
own, an easing of the pressure on the Iraqi Communists. Besides, 
Khruschev would have been out of character had he let the storm pass 
in silence. At any rate, on 27 January 1959, at the Twenty-first Con
gress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, Khruschev deemed it 
necessary “ as a Communist”  to state that “ in the U.A.R. . .. the Com
munists are wrongly accused of assisting in the weakening and splitting 
of national efforts in the struggle against imperialism. . . .  To the cause 
of this struggle there are no people more steadfast and more faithful 
than the Communists. . . .  It is no accident that the imperialists direct 
the spearhead of their attack against them.”  “ Campaigning against the 
Communists . . .  is a reactionary affair,”  he added. This was as harsh
est as he went. He recognized that the Soviets and “ certain leaders of 
the U.A.R.”  held “ different views in the domain of ideology,”  but in 
the fight against imperialism and for peace their attitudes coincided.
The differences, he insisted, should not be allowed to “ hinder the de
velopment of friendly relations between our countries. ” 5

At about the same time, Nasir was toning down his campaign. “ The 
Syrian and other Arab Communists,”  he said on the twenty-seventh in 
Cairo, “ are Arabs first, Communists after.” 6 To Khruschev’s mild re
proach, Nasir himself made no answer. The riposte came on the twenty- 
ninth from his unofficial spokesman, Hasanein Haikal, who reminded 
Khruschev of a statement which he made back in 1957 at the Polish em
bassy in Moscow and in which he said: “ We support Gamal ‘Abd-un- 
Nasir, although we know he is not a Communist and, to boot, throws the 
Communists of his country in prison. This, however, is a domestic 
question which concerns him and his people. We support him because 
he is a patriotic leader.”  The accusation formulated in Cairo, Haikal 
went on, did not concern communism as an idea. “ Under other circum-
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^Amln al-A ‘ war in an article in Al-Muharrer (Beirut) of 3 August 1967.
®Pravda, 28 January 1959.
®Al-AhrSm, 28 January 1959.



stances the idea produced undeniable results. The Soviet Union itself 
and People’s China are a proof of this.”  But the idea “ does not 
answer to the conditions prevalent in our country.”  Nor did the accusa
tion concern all the Communists. “ Some Communists . . . Nikita Khrus- 
chev himself, for one . . . are considered heroes by our people.”  “ The 
members of the Communist party in our country,”  Haikal added, “ have 
adopted an orientation which we consider incompatible with the inter
ests of our homeland. Is it permissible for us to keep quiet? Does any
one else have the right to speak? . . . Finally, we desire that Nikita 
Khruschev should know that in our country the friends of the Soviet 
Union are greater than the number of the Communists', that all our peo
ple love and respect the Soviet Union for its attitude toward us; and ■ 
that they love it and respect it not because of the local Communists but 
in spite of them.” 7 _

Pravda, answering back on 19 February, chose to regard Haikal as 
speaking only for himself “ despite his use of the pronoun ‘we’ re
ferred to his “ old connections with certain American circles” ; took him 
to task for interfering—in an article in Al-Ahram—in the affairs of Iraq 
“ under the cover of words about Arab nationalism” ; and disputed that 
it was up to him to say whether or not communism suited the Arab East. 
This was something “ that will be shown by history,”  it maintained.8

But the quarrel was of no advantage to either side, and was 
smoothed over in the last third of February in an exchange of letters be
tween Nasir and Khruschev.9

However, the Mosul coup in March, its collapse in blood, Nasir’s 
undoubted connection with its authors, the general rout of the national
ists in Iraq, and the accompanying torrent of Communist invective 
against the U.A.R. reopened the quarrel, carrying it to a higher pitch. 
Nasir plunged into his bitterest denunciation of the Arab Communists, 
branding them as “ agents of a foreign power,”  and accusing the Iraqi 
Communists specifically of attempting to pry Syria loose from the U.A.R 
and incorporate it in “ a Communist Fertile Crescent.” 10

This was too much for Khruschev. Addressing an Iraqi government 
delegation in Moscow on 16 March, after the signature of an economic 
and technical cooperation agreement under which the Soviet Union 
pledged to loan Iraq 550,000,000 (old) rubles ($137,000,000), Khruschev 
asserted that, in attacking the Communists, Nasir was arming himself 
with “ the language of the imperialists.”  He also accused him of trying
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7Al-Ahram of 29 January 1959.
8Pravda of 19 February 1959, p. 4.
9The exchange was revealed in Nasir’ s speech of February 21, Al-Ahram 

o f February 22, 1959.
10Nasir’ s speeches of 11 and 13 March at Damascus, Al-Ahram, 12 and 14 

March 1959.
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to thrust a premature union upon an unwilling Iraq. The USSR did not 
interfere in such things, he protested. “ On the other hand, it is not a 
matter of indifference to us what situation arises in a region not far 
from our borders.”  While affirming that Soviet relations with the U.A.R. 
“ will remain the same as hitherto,”  he did not conceal his preference 
for the “ more advanced”  system of the Iraqi Republic.11

In his counterreply on the same day, Nasir treated with disdain 
Khruschev’s charge that he had sought to force Iraq into the U.A.R. . 
and declared the support of “ a minority of Communists in our country”  
unacceptable and “ a defiance to our people.” 12

At the height of the dispute, Khruschev treaded on more delicate 
ground. In a press conference at the Kremlin on 19 March, he was said 
to have described Nasir as “ rather hot-headed”  and “ rather a young 
man”  who “ took upon himself more than his stature permitted.” 13 

Eventually, as Qasim began to turn his back on the Communists, 
the dispute was allowed to subside. Seizing upon a statement by 
Khruschev on May 20 to the effect that “ the people of the U.A.R. have 
no more faithful a friend than the Soviet Union,”  and that “ the Soviet 
Union definitely has no desire to interfere,”  Hasanein Haikal rejoined: 
“ We accept all of Khruschev’s words. We accept the friendship which 
he affirms and sincerely forget all that took place on March 16 and hope 
that relations will [now] be restored to normal.” 14

This whole war of words between Moscow and Cairo was the least 
disquieting aspect of the conflict between the Communists and the pan- 
Arab movement. It had, of course, its consequences. It left the im
pression that the Soviet Union was opposed—at least at that crucial 
moment in the history of the Arab people—to the creation of a united 
Arab state “ in a region not far from its borders.”  It also swiftly dissi
pated much of the Arab goodwill that the Soviet Union had built for it
self in the preceding few years.

But terribly more serious and more real was the struggle fought out 
in Iraq between the Communists and Arab nationalists. It is a central 
fact in contemporary Arab history, truly tragic and, in a high degree, 
decisive. It left Iraq with indelible scars, and bitterly and more deeply 
divided than at any time in recent memory. It widened and exaggerated 
the differences between Iraq and the U.A.R., and by effectively isolat
ing, in its results, the Iraqi people from the main pan-Arab current, 
checked the momentum of the trend toward unity, strengthened the
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11Pravda, 17 March 1959; and Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 18 March 1959.
1^Al-Ahram , 17 March 1959.
1 ̂ This is  according to the New York Times o f 20 March 1959, but in the 

version of the conference published by Pravda only these words occurred: “ He 
is still a young president, and passionate.”

14A1-Ahram, 21 May 1959.



forces of division in the U.A.R., and ultimately contributed to the se
cession of 1961. It also did irreparable damage to the Arab Communist 
parties outside Iraq-in most instances politically choking them and, in 
an operative sense, ending their role perhaps for good.15 And if in Iraq 
the Communists were immediately triumphant, their triumph proved of 
short duration. Nor did the eventual turning of the tables on them give 
the nationalists conclusive victory, for faced with the hostility of the 
Communists-a considerable and enduring force-no nationalist rule can 
be secure. More than that, the conflict redounded to the clear advan
tage of interests they both opposed: it greatly eased the task of British 
imperial diplomacy which, fearing the implications of a unified Arab 
people for the oil interests, sought from the first months of the Revolu- . 
tion to drive a wedge between the new Iraq and the chief Arab power in 
the Near East.

Undoubtedly the conflict was a great misfortune to the two sides, 
and yet immanent in the historical situation and unavoidable. It flowed 
from the very inner course of development of communism and of pan- 
Arabism-in its Nasirite and Ba'thT forms; from the intolerance of any 
competition, whether in the sphere of ideas or of power, which they all, 
in various degrees, shared, but which was essentially time-conditioned, 
and, finally, from the whole sequence of circumstances that brought the 
U.A.R. into being, and that dictated the Ba'thT attempt to rush Iraq into 
a union for which Iraq was neither objectively nor psychologically 
prepared.

But we have been running ahead of our account, and must now go 
back and try to trace thread by thread, if we can, the history of the 
events that constitute a high point in this conflict and that unfolded at 
Mosul in March of 1959, for perhaps in no other events in our times did 
Iraqi society bare itself as much or disclose more of its secrets.
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15The notable exception is the Sudanese Communist party which, inciden. 
tally, abstained from attacks upon the U.A.R.



MOSUL, MARCH 1959

The events of March at Mosul illumined with a flaming glare the com
plexity of the conflicts that agitated Iraq and disclosed its various 
social forces in their essential nature and in the genuine line-up of 
their life interests. For four days and four nights Kurds and YezTdis 
stood against Arabs; Assyrian and A'ramean Christians against Arab 
Moslems; the Arab tribe of Albu Mutaiwit against the Arab tribe of 
Shammar; the Kurdish tribe of al-Gargariyyah against Arab Albu 
Mutaiwit;1 the peasants of the Mosul country against their landlords; 
the soldiers of the Fifth Brigade against their officers; the periphery of 
the city of Mosul against its center; the plebeians of the Arab quarters 
of al-MakkawT and WadlHajar against the aristocrats of the Arab quar
ter of ad-Dawwasah; and within the quarter of Bab al-Baid, the family 
of al-Rajabu against its traditional rivals, the Aghawat.2 It seemed as 
if all social cement dissolved and all political authority vanished. In
dividualism, breaking out, waxed into anarchy. The struggle between 
nationalists and Communists had released age-old antagonisms, invest
ing them with an explosive force and carrying them to the point of civil 
war.

What added to the acuteness of the conflicts was the high degree of 
coincidence between the economic and ethnic or religious divisions.
For example, many of the soldiers of the Fifth Brigade were not only 
from the poorer layers of the population, but were also Kurds, whereas 
the officers were preponderantly from the Arab middle or lower middle 
classes. Again, many of the peasants in the villages around Mosul 
were Christian Arameans, whereas the landlords were, for the most part, 
Moslem Arabs or Arabized Moslems.

Where the economic and ethnic or confessional divisions did not 
coincide, it was often not the racial or religious, but the class factor 
that asserted itself. The Arab soldiers clung not to the Arab officers, 
but to the Kurdish soldiers. The landed chieftains of Kurdish al- 
Gargariyyah sided with the landed chieftains of Arab Shammar. The old 
and affluent commercial Christian families such as the Baituns, Sar- 
sams, and Rassams did not make common cause with the Christian peas
ants. When acting on their own initiative, the peasants, whatever their

1T h e^ lb u  Mutaiwit live along the foot of Sinjar Mountain; Shammar between 
ash-Sharqat and Sinjar; and al-Gargariyyah to the west of Mosul (consult Map 5).

2For the position of the quarters mentioned in the text, see Map 6.
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nation, poured their wrath upon the landlords indiscriminately and with
out regard even to political alignment: they killed among others, ‘AIT 
al-‘UmarT, a Moslem Arab and an anti-Qasimite; Qasim Hadld, a Moslem 
Arab and the uncle of Muhammad Hadld, Qasim’s most trusted minister; 
and Yusuf Namrud, a fence-sitter and a notorious Christian Aramean 
landed usurer. For their part, the poor and the laborers of the Arab 
Moslem quarters of al-MakkawT, al-Mashahadah, and at-Tayyanah stood 
shoulder to shoulder with the Kurdish and Aramean peasants against 
the Arab Moslem landlords. In all three quarters, and especially in al- 
MakkawT, the influence of the Communists was widespread: al-MakkawI 
was the home of ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-Qassab, a member of the Local 
Party Committee and the most authoritative Communist in Mosul. But ' 
there were Moslem Arabs from the poorer classes on the other side too: 
these were either attracted to the pan-Arab cause of ‘Abd-un-Nasir or 
of the left-inclined Ba‘ th—the effective leader of the Ba‘th in Mosul,
Fadil ash-Shagarah, was a humble construction worker—or were clients 
of traditionally dominant families such as al-Aghawat in the quarter of 
Bab al-Baid or of established bullies—qabadayat—such as the Kash- 
mulas in the Manqushah quarter and the SinjarTs in Ra’s aj-Jadah.3

The tribal, ethnic, and class conflicts had been ripening for years. 
The ill feeling between the settled cultivating tribe of Albu Mutaiwit 
and the originally warring mobile tribe of Shammar went back at the 
latest to 1946, when a dispute over land led to a bloody encounter in 
which 144 men from both sides met their death.4 The Assyrians, a 
foreign and unassimilable people, whom the English had employed as 
mercenary troops and whose very name still irritated Iraqis, had nursed J 
a bitter hatred against Arab Mosul ever since 1933, when officers from’ *' 
this town played a prominent role in the crushing of a forlorn Assyrian 
rebellion. The Kurds, for their part, had long regarded Mosul as a thorn 
in their flesh—an Arab rampart projecting into territory which they con
sidered their own. Moreover, they as yet remembered the murder by 
angry Mosul crowds in 1909—with eighteen of his retainers—of Shaikh 
Sa‘Td of Barzinjah, father of the famed rebel Shaikh Mahmud and leader 
of Sulaimaniyyah’s mystic QadirT order.5 The hostility of the peasants

3The details which form the basis of the generalizations in the preceding 
paragraphs were obtained on different occasions from knowledgeable Mosulites 
of various leanings, most of whom prefer to remain unidentified. They include 
Muhammad HadFd, Qasim’ s minister of finance; ‘ Abd-ul-GhanT Mallah, secretary 
of the National Democratic party in Mosul; and Dr. Salih al-‘ AlT, a professor of 
history at Baghdad University. Some of the facts are also derived from a March 
1963 statement by Brigadier Hasan ‘ Abbud, one-time commander of the Mosul 
Garrison. Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. QS/87 has reference. •

4Az-Zaman (Baghdad) of 16 August 1946.
3For a description of the murder of Shaikh Sa‘ rd and his retinue, see letter 

of V ice Consul Wilkie Young, Mosul, to Sir G. A. Lowther, Constantinople, of 
14 January 1909, in British Record O ffice F ile  FO 195/2308 of 1909.



of the Mosul country toward their landlords was also deep seated, and 
had its source in genuine, long-standing grievances. “ There are indi
cations,”  wrote Mosul’s British political officer in 1919,

that the bulk of the land in the Division was originally in the hand 
of peasant proprietors, each man tilling his own land, but at the 
present day most of the land has passed into the hands of large pro
prietors, the Ashab Tapu,6 or as they are referred to locally, the 
Aghawat or Begat [gentlemen of high rank] who are generally inhabi
tants of Mosul. Complaints as to how this process was brought 
about are frequent. One hears stories of a peasant being offered 
25% of its real value for his land and, on his refusal to sell, being 
cast into prison on a trumped up charge of a murder which had never 
been committed, to remain there for years unless he changed his 
mind and sold out. The introduction of Tapu7 seems to have given 
the city magnates opportunities to defraud the peasants of large 
quantities of land by means of spurious documents of sale etc. 
Mortgages were another favorite weapon. Be the causes what they 
may, the land has by now almost all passed into the hands of Tapu 
owners, who are often absentee landlords who have never even seen 
the land they own.8

If at that time the peasants took things lying down, in 1959 they 
were in a different mood. The July Revolution and its aftermath had 
greatly speeded up their political consciousness. They had also been 
traversed by powerful Communist currents. Even the Albu Mutaiwit cul
tivators had not remained unaffected: Salih al-MutaiwtF, a man of reli- 
tion from the Albu Mutaiwit, became in 1958 a member of the Peace 
Partisans’ movement, and succeeded in pulling the whole tribe behind 
him. But what above all let loose the long-simmering indignation was 
the attempt by the large proprietors to beat down the Agrarian Reform 
Law of September 30, 1958. To the peasants this was the real meaning 
of the Mosul Revolt, although the raising of the pan-Arab cry by the 
Ba'th did play a role in galvanizing the non-Arab elements among them 
against that ill-fated, many-colored venture.

That the revolt was to a considerable degree the work of the more 
active stratum of the propertied class is beyond dispute. Among its 
chief figures was Ahmad ‘AjU al-Yawer, paramount shaikh of Shammar. 
The new agrarian law threatened the very core of his social position. 
Not only did he and his family stand to lose the bulk of the 346,747 
dunums53 that they owned, but his hold over his 30,000 tribesmen was

6I.e ., the holders of tapu land. Tapu is  a type of permanent, heritable, and 
transferable land tenure.

? I .e ., the system of registration of tSpu land.
8Great Britain, Administration Report ot the Mosul D ivision for 1919, p. 21.
®One dunum = 0.618 acre.
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thereby also put in jeopardy. His cousins, the Farhans, who possessed 
310,314 dunums, attached themselves to him. So did the Shallals, also 
of Shammar; the Khudairs, shaikhs of the Juhaish tribe; and the Nasir 
Mirzas, chieftains of the Yezldis-all landlords and holders of 62,363; 
84,592; and 47,358 dunums, respectively. The Kashmulas, who owned 
42,178 dunums and dominated the Manqushah quarter, and the Aghawat, 
who owned 39,509 dunums and dominated the Bab al-Baid quarter, 
struck in with them.10 ‘Abd-ur-Rahman as-Sayyid Mahmud and al-Hajj 
Hashim, affluent merchants of Mosul, and Retired Brigadier Husain al- 
Umari and attorney-at-law Sami Bash'alim, both members of the well- 

known ‘UmarT family, whom the July Revolution had despoiled of social 
eminence, also joined in the plot.

However, the real lever of the revolt was an army group, from a mid
dle or lower middle-class background, led by Captain Mahmud ‘Aziz, 
adjutant to the commander of the Fifth Brigade at Mosul; Lieutenant 
Colonel ‘AzTz Ahmad Shahab, adjutant to the commander of the Second 
Division at Kirkuk; and Colonel Rif'at al-H5jj SirrT, chief of the military 
intelligence11 and, it will be remembered, founder of the Free Officers’ 
movement. These men, it goes without saying, cared very little about 
the large proprietors’ fear for their land or the probable forfeiture by the 
shaikhs of their tribal position. Indeed, some of their followers could 
not hide their uneasiness about cooperating with the old classes. An 
explicit demand is even said to have been voiced for the exclusion 
from the affair of Sami Bash'alim and Retired Brigadier Husain al- 
‘UmarT “ because they are relatives of [the ex-Premier] Mustafa al- 
‘UmarT and may have connections with the English or the Americans and 
could desire a turbulence in Iraq.” 12 What impelled the group to act 
against Qasim differed from officer to officer. Some, like Colonel SirrT, 
were undoubtedly sincere nationalists or had, like Captain Mahmud 
‘AzTz, drawn close to the Ba'th and been alienated by Qasim’s particu- 
larist policies. Very probably motives of self-advancement were here 
simultaneously at work. There were, however, instances where pan- 
Arabism was a mere cloak beneath which hid the pettiest of passions. 
Some officers, like Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab ash-Shawwaf, commander of 
the Fifth Brigade-who, although one of the last to join in, would give 
his name to the undertaking—particularly resented the access to the 
highest posts of men who were only incidental to the July Revolution, 
such as Brigadier Ahmad Muhammad Yahya, Qasim’s minister of interior. 
Others, like Captain ‘Abd-uj-Jawad Hamid, who had captured the royal

10A11 the figures cited in this paragraph were obtained from the Ministry of 
Agrarian Reform in February 1964.

, 11Iraq, Ministry of Defence, MuhakamSt, XVIII, 7315-7316 and independent 
investigations of this writer.

12Iraq, Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat, XVIII, 6916-6917.



palace on July 14 and was now commander at Mosul of the^Second Com
pany Third Battalion Fifth Brigade, were ‘Abd-us-Salam Aref s own 
men, officers of the famed Twentieth Brigade, whom Qasim had dis
persed and who never reconciled themselves to the fall of their leader. 
Still others, like Brigadier NSdhim at-Tabaqchalr, commander of the 
Second Division at Kirkuk and the highest ranking officer that the plot 
could attract, dreaded above all the progress of the Communists. This 
was perhaps a sentiment that most of the disaffected officers shared, 
and which provided the common ground upon which they and the large 
proprietors met. .

The nationalist and conservative parties were, of course, also in 
on the thing. Least effective were the Arab Nationalists, then still a 
diminutive group. Next in strength were the Independents, who formed 
an organic segment of the propertied class. Qasim Mufti, their Mosul 
secretary, was from an old sayyid family and himself a landowner. But 
their capabilities were essentially financial. More important were the 
elements connected ideologically with the Moslem Brothers and report
edly financed by the wealthy merchant ‘Abd-ur-Rahman as-Sayyid 
Mahmud. However, only the Ba'th, which in that city counted about 150 
full members and four times as many committed supporters, was able to 
bring into play genuine organizational resources on the mass level and 
turn to advantage the fervent sympathy that wide sections of Mosulites 
had for ‘Abd-un-Nasir. The ties that the party had developed with the 
army officers gave added significance to its role. In the upper ranks of 
the Ba'th could be found men who were linked with the landed class. 
Thus the father of ‘Adnan ‘ Abd-un-Nafi‘ , one of the local leaders of the 
party, held 4,041 dunums.13 The branch secretary himself, ‘Adil al- 
BakrT, a physician, descended from a well-known landowning family.
But the real heart and soul of the branch, 29-year-old Fadil ash- 
Shagarah, was, as already noted, an authentic worker and extremely 
popular among the lowly classes of Bab an-Nabi Shit, his native 
quarter.14

The U.A.R., too, was closely tied to what was afoot. Naturally it 
had all along sympathized with the elements in Iraq that looked in its 
direction, but not being altogether sure of their efficacy and disinclined 
to cut all its bridges with Qasim, it had in the past backed them in a 
circumspect and half-hearted manner; but, seeing that this only made 
things generally worse, and despairing wholly of Qasim, it now under
took to give them unstinting support.
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All these various forces began drawing toward one another around 

the beginning of 1959, but practical preparations for a revolt did not 
get under way until after the resignation of the nationalist and conser
vative ministers on February 7. At first the idea was for the Ba‘ th 
party to eliminate Qasim physically in the streets of Baghdad, and then 
for the officers to lay hold of the high points of the state.15 Eventual
ly, however, a different plan was adopted. The nuclei of disaffection 
in the garrison at Mosul, that is, in the Fifth Brigade, were to take the 
lead and, having gained full possession of the city, to broadcast a 
revolutionary manifesto, thus giving the signal for their associates in 
Baghdad to occupy, under Colonel SirrT, the Ministry of Defence, arrest 
Qasim, exile him or finish him off, and achieve the conquest of power. 
Simultaneously, other officers including Brigadier at-Tabaqchalr, com
mander of the division at Kirkuk, were to declare their support for the ■ 
insurrection. Whatever money the undertaking needed, the large pro
prietors offered to supply. Upon the parties, and especially the Ba'th, 
fell the role of organizing the street. The paramount shaikh of Sham- 
mar undertook to transport arms and a radio transmitter from the Syrian 
region of the U.A.R., whose authorities had, in addition, promised, if 
necessary, to prop up the basis of the rebellion with a battalion of 
commandos and a squadron of MIGs.16

It is not difficult to understand why the organizers of the rising 
pitched upon Mosul. Mosul was reputed as both a nationalist and con
servative stronghold. It was also the home of between one-fourth and 
one-third of all the officers of the army. Beyond that, it lay close to 
the Syrian frontiers. No less conclusive was the fact that many of the 
officers of its garrison had already been won over to the rebellion.

Before the preparations had gone a long way, the Communists 
sensed that something was brewing, and on 23 February informed 
Qasim.17 At about the same time, Lieutenant Colonel Muhammad 
Yahya Sayegh, an Arab officer of the Fifth Brigade from a family of 
artisans, passed on particulars of the plot to Colonel Taha ash-Shaikh 
Ahmad, the pro-Communist head of Qasim’s personal intelligence ser- 
vice.18 A confirmation came also from the Mosul branch of the Nation
al Democratic party. The disclosure accorded with the premier’s fears, 
and inclined him more decisively toward the Left.

1^See Fu’ ad ar-Rikabi (secretary of the Ba‘ th party), At-Hall-ul-Awhad 
("T h e  Sole Solution” ) (Cairo, 1963), pp. 28-29. .

1®For this last point, see Retired Staff Major Mahmud ad-Durrah (who 
played a part in the events being described), "T h e  Mosul ‘ Revolution’ after 
Seven Years”  (in Arabic), Dirasat 'Arabiyyah (“ Arab Studies” ) (Beirut), Year 2, 
No. 6, April 1966, pp. 58-59.

17See Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of 11 March 1959.
°T h is  is based on information given me by a reliable ex-officer from Mosul

who does not w ish to be identified.
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The Communists, Qasim—and their partners, the National Demo

crats, who were only a small group in Mosul—did not together command 
enough stable support in the city proper to cope with the forces that 
the nationalists and conservatives were marshaling. The weight of 
numbers here was not in favor of the Communists, as in Baghdad and 
Basrah. The secretary of the National Democrats, Mosul Branch, 
placed the membership of the local organization of the Communist party 
in March 1959 at about two thousand.19 But a knowledgeable person 
close to the Communists estimated that the figure was no more than 
four hundred. This appears to be borne out by the incomplete data 
shown in Table 44-1 and derived from the Security Directorate of the 
Ministry of Interior. Although only a tiny fraction of the 180,000 inhabi
tants of Mosul,* 20 the party could nonetheless give in the crucial days 
of March a Communist direction to a People’s Resistance force, which 
numbered on the twelfth of that month about seven thousand men.21 
This is easily accounted for. For one thing, the Communists enjoyed 
wide and active sympathy in the poorest districts, such as at-Tayyanah 
and al-Mushahadah. For another, the quarter of al-MakkawT belonged 
almost completely to them: the ground had been broken for the Commu
nists in al-MakkawT as far back as 1941 by Zhn Nun Ayyub, a peda
gogue and a man of letters, who grew up in the locality and whom Qasim 
would shortly appoint as director general of guidance and broadcasting.22 
It was no chance occurrence that ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-Qassab, the de 
facto leader of the party, and ‘Abbas Habbalah and Sa'rd Sulaiman, two 
other members of the Local Committee (consult Table 44-2), should 
have been natives of al-MakkawT. More significantly, because both al- 
Qassab and Habbalah, and their fathers before them, and the father of 
Sulaiman, had been butchers, the bulk of the butchers of Mosul stood 
solidly behind the Communists. Many of the Kurds in the peripheries— 
and especially in an-NabT Yunis—and the Christians of as-Sa‘ ah, al- 
Qal'ah, and al-Maydan districts, were also responsive to the party. The 
susceptibility of these elements finds a reflection, even if inadequate
ly, in Table 44-2. Elsewhere in Mosul, the party could only count upon 
the small following in the quarter of Bab al-Baid of Muhammad ‘Abdal
lah Al-Rajabu, a farmer, a traditional enemy of the powerful family of 
al-Aghawat, an uncle of Zhu Nun Ayyub, and the father of the Commu
nist engineer Hazim ‘Abdallah Al-Rajabu.
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10The secretary, ‘ Abd-ul-GharfI Mallah, a merchant, cited the figure in a 
conversation with this writer on IS August 1966.

20For the population of Mosul, see Iraq, Ministry of Planning, Statistical 
Abstract, 1959, p. 40.

21For the strength of the P eop le ’ s Resistance Force in Mosul, see  state
ment by ‘Umar Muhammad Ilyas, member of the Mosul Party Committee, Ittihad- 
ush-Sha‘ b of 29 March 1959.

22For Zhu Nun Ayyub, see Table 19-1.
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TABLE 44-1

Known Membership and Composition 
of the Communist Party’s Mosul Organization 

at the Time of the Mosul Revolt
No. Rem arks

M em bers o f  the L o c a l P arty
Committee 12 For details see Table 44-2

M ilitary Organization o f  the 
party

Army officers 15 For details see Table 44-3
Soldiers and noncommissioned 
officers not available

W orkers* P arty C om m ittee
Members of committee 5a
Worker-communists under 
committee 42

P e a sa n ts* Party C om m ittee
Members of committee 4a
Peasant-communists under 
committee not available

Party Com m ittee for the 
In telligen tsia

Members of committee 5
Members under committee 

S tud en ts ’ P arty C om m ittee
not available

Members of committee 12
Student-communists under 
committee not available

Party Com m ittee for Small 
E n terp rises

Members of committee 5a
Members under committee 

M arkets* P arty C om m ittee
not available

Members of committee 5a
Members under committee not available

Total known 105 ■ •

aExcluding secretary of committee, who was also a member of the L ocal 
Party Committee

Source: Security Division, Ministry of Interior, Iraq.

Outside the city of Mosul, the Communists had access to the nearby 
Aramean villages such as Bartillah and Tall-Kayf, and to the Arab tribe 
of Albu Mutaiwit—in the latter case, as already intimated, thanks to 
their ideological power over the Peace Partisan and man of religion 
Salih al-Mutaiwtr.

In the garrison itself they had on their side many of the noncommis
sioned officers of the Engineering Regiment: the Military Crafts’ 
School, from which these men graduated, had been under their influence, 
if interruptedly, since the days of Fahd. They were also sure of fifteen 
commissioned officers (see Table 44-3), the highest placed being



TABLE 44-2
Civilian Communists with Leading Roles 

in the Mosul Events of March 1959
Nation

Name Party position or rote and religion

Hamzah Salman aj-JuburT Member, Central Committee and 
Politbureau’ s specia l delegate 
to Mosul

Arab, Shi'T

Mahdr HamTd Commander, P eople ’ s R e s is 
tance Force, Mosul

Kurd, SunnT

Hashim Husain Secretary, Mosul Party Commit- Arab, SunnT
tee and secretary, Peasants’ 
Party Committee

‘ Abd-ur-Rahman al-Qassab Member, Mosul Party Committee; 
de facto  leader of party at 
Mosul and responsible for the 
party’ s relations with the 
government

Arab, SunnT

‘ Umar Muhammad Ilyas Member, Mosul Party Committee Arab, SunnT

‘ Adnan Jilmiran Member, Mosul Party Committee 
and secretary of party’ s L ocal 
Military Organization

Arabized Kurd, 
SunnT

‘ Abbas Habbalah Member, Mosul party Committee 
and secretary, Markets’ Party 
Committee

Arab, SunnT

FakhrT Butrus Member, Mosul Party Committee, 
head of Workers’ Union, and 
secretary of Workers’ Party 
Committee

Arab, Christian

Sa'rd Sulaiman Member, Mosul Party Committee, 
and head of Teachers’ Union

Arab, SunnT

Yusuf as-Sayegh Member, Mosul Party Committee Arab, Christian

Anton YazTdiyyah Member, Mosul Party Committee Arab, Christian

JamTl Yalda Member, Mosul Party Committee Arabized Aramean, 
Christian

Muhsin SaTd Member, Mosul Party Committee 
and secretary of Party Commit
tee for the Intelligentsia

Arab, SunnT

‘ Adil Safar Member, Mosul Party Committee Arab, Christian

Khalil ‘ A bdul-'A ziz Head of Students’ Union Arabized Kurd, 
Sunni

GurgTz Murad Head of Peasants’ Union Aramean, Christian

Source: P o lice  F iles QS/26 and QS/87 and independent enquiries of writer.



TABLE 44-2 (Continued)
Date and 

■ place o f birth Occupation Class origin
1925, Baghdad Lawyer Peasantry; son of a peasant- 

boa tman.

1922, Sulaimaniyyah Ex-lieutenant in the 
artillery

Petty bourgeoisie.

1925, Mosul Unskilled worker Working c lass; son of a worker.

1926, Mosul Butcher; small sheep 
trader

Petty bourgeoisie; son of a 
butcher.

1917, Mosul Ex-sergeant in the air Peasantry; son of a peasant.

1926, Mosul No occupation Bourgeoisie; son of a w ell-to- 
do merchant, ex-deputy, and . 
one-time secretary, Mosul 
Chamber of Commerce.

1920, Mosul Butcher Petty bourgeoisie; son of a 
butcher.

1927, Baghdad Mechanic Petty bourgeoisie; son of a? 
small trader.

? , Mosul Secondary schoolteacher Petty bourgeoisie; son of a 
butcher.

1921, Mosul Secondary schoolteacher Petty bourgeoisie; son of a 
goldsmith.

? , Mosul Accountant Petty bourgeoisie; son of a . 
tradesman. -

? , Mosul Elementary sch oo l
teacher

Peasantry; son of a peasant.

? , Mosul Lawyer Middle bourgeoisie; son of a 
merchant. :

1932, Mosul Carpenter Petty bourgeoisie; son of a 
carpenter.

? , Mosul Student Petty bourgeoisie; son o f a 
shaikhanah (tea-shop) keeper.

? , ? Peasant Peasantry; son of a peasant.



TABLE 44-3
Communist Army Officers in the Mosul Garrison 

(the Fifth Brigade) at the Time of the Mosul Revolt
P lace

of Father’s
Name Rank Unit Nation Religion birth occupation

‘ Abd-ur-Rahman Colonel Communications A rabized Sunni Mosul Merchant
Jilmiran Kurd
Ibrahim Qustu Colonel Guards Arab Christian Mosul Merchant
NurT Sa'dallah Lieutenant co lo n e l Hospital Arab Christian Mosul Tradesman
Jasim Muhammad Major Engineering Arab Sunni Mosul Seller of onions
S a 'd i Jamil Captain Hospital Arab Sunni Mosul
Salim Sallu Captain Engineering Arab Sunni Mosul Seller of 

vegetables
Salim Daud Captain Engineering Arab SunnT Mosul Stone cutter
Muhammad Jamil F irst lieutenant 3rd Battalion Kurd Sunni Zakho
Ibrahim Husain First lieutenant p Arabo- Sunni Mosul Seller of water-
al-Asw ad Kurd melons
Ha shim al-AbaichT First lieutenant Artillery Arab SunnT Mosul Maker of ‘aba’as 

(woolen cloaks)
‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab F irst lieutenant Torpedo boat Arab Sunni Mosul
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq detachment
Salah-ud-DTn Ahmad First lieutenant Artillery Arab SunnT Mosul Construction

worker
GhazT Jamil Second lieutenant 3rd Battalion Arab SunnT Mosul
Ha shim Qasim Second lieutenant 3rd Battalion Arab SunnT Mosul Confectioner
Adlb al-Khairu Legal lieutenant Court Arab Sunni Mosul Small landowner

Sources: Independent enquiries of writer; and February 1963 statement of Communist Brigadier Hasan ‘ Abbud, com
mander of the Mosul Garrison after the suppression of the Revolt. Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. QS/87 refers.
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Colonel ‘Abd-ur-Rahman Jilmiran, a cousin of Adnan Jilmiran, a mem
ber of the Local Committee and secretary of the Military Organization 
of the party (see Table 44-2). Excepting Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abdallah 
ash-Shawi, commander of the Engineering Regiment and a number of 
other military personages who were unequivocally committed to Qasim, 
the remaining officers of the Fifth Brigade were either dubiously dis
posed or determinedly for the rebellion. On the other hand, Qasim was 
extremely popular among the soldiery: he had not long before raised 
the monthly pay of conscripts from 400 fils to 4 dinars, and that of vol
unteers from 4 to 9 d in a r s .23 He could not, however, know for sure how 
they would actually behave at the decisive point.

At any rate, it is clear that Qasim and the Communists strongly felt 
that the correlation of forces within Mosul was not to their advantage, 
and rather than wait for their enemies to strike in their own good time, 
decided to anticipate them. From the first the Communists showed no 
hesitation as to the course best to be adopted. On 23 February, even 
as they were opening Qasim’s eyes to the plot, they announced that a 
Peace Partisans’ rally would be held in that city on March 6.23 24 25 * As it 
soon became evident, this was to be no ordinary, routine affair: they 
aimed at nothing short of inundating Mosul with their supporters. By 
this means they apparently hoped to force the opposition to show its 
hand prematurely, or at least to smoke out some of its nuclei and smash 
them to pieces, while at the same time buttressing the position of the 
local Communists. Perhaps it ought to be mentioned that at this junc
ture or, more precisely on 24 February, Husain Ahmad ar-Radl, the 
party’s secretary general, left for Bulgaria and did not return to Baghdad 
until March 3.25 Nothing is known about the real purpose of his trip, 
nor is it possible to determine whether it had anything to do with the 
events being described. In the meantime-on 27 February-Qasim had 
given his consent to the holding of the peace rally26 andj to assure its. 
success, proceeded to bring every governmental lever into play: the 
radio, the television, the railways—he scheduled a special train to 
Mosul at half rate27 *—even the security services.28 The Communists
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23My source for this is an army officer. I was, however, unable to trace the 
relevant decision  in A l-W aqai‘ al-Iraqiyyah.

24Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b of 23 February 1959.
25Ibid., 6 March 1959.
2^Ibid., 27 February 1959. •
27Ibid., 2 March 1959.
2 8 t _‘ Abd-ul-GhanT Mallah, the secretary of the Mosul Branch of the National 

Democratic party, relates in his book At-T ajribah  S a ‘d A rba ’ ta 'shar Tammuz 
( The Experience after July 14” ), p. 23, that the Security Officer, Mosul, told 
him at the time that he had received definite instructions to prop up the Left, 
but that “ the National Democrats refused to participate in this plan.”  ’
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had, in any case, been under standing instructions that “ should the 
authorities waver or be dilatory, they were themselves to suppress any 
conspiracy against the Republic with all the force and means they 
could muster.’ ’29 Now they took the fullest advantage of Qasim’s sup
port, and developed such an agitation for the rally that the political 
atmosphere became extraordinarily tense. In the nationalist and con
servative quarters of Mosul, people began warding themselves in as if 
against an invasion. A rumor that there was going to be “ a massacre”  
flew in all directions. The fear of the propertied classes, in particular, 
was extreme.

All these things caused the opposition to move more hastily toward 
the coup. A message went out from Colonel Rif'at al-Hajj SirrT in 
Baghdad calling for action on 4 or 5 March, that is, before the peace 
festival, but it never reached Mosul. Instead an advice to mark time 
was passed on by persons, loyal to Qasim, who had wormed themselves 
into the movement.30

On the fifth, Communists, Peace Partisans, and other supporters of 
the government began pouring into Mosul from various parts of Iraq. 
They arrived by every sort of conveyance—by bus, car, train, on trucks, 
and in ‘arabanas (two-wheeled, horse-drawn vehicles). Many came on 
foot. An attempt to tear up the railway line near Hamam-il-'Affl did not 
check the human flow. By 3:30 in the afternoon of the following day, 
as was officially claimed, some 250,000 people had massed in the city 
—most of them from the nearby villages and towns or from the neighbor
ing northern provinces—and now marched through the streets chanting: 
“ Our Sole Leader is ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim!”  “ There is no Za‘ Tm [lead
er] other than Karim!”  Except for a minor incident in the quarter of 
Bab al-Baid, everything went on peacefully. The nationalists and con
servatives, not desiring to give battle under unfavorable conditions, 
stayed at home.31

By mid-morning of the seventh, the Peace Partisans had departed, 
but many Communists remained behind, including Hamzah Salman aj- 
JuburT, a member of the Central Committee; Kamil QazanchT, a leader 
of the Peace Partisans; and ex-artillery Lieutenant Mahdl Hamid, who 
would soon organize and lead a local People’s Resistance Force.32

The rest of the seventh was filled with demonstrations and counter
demonstrations, which progressively grew in intensity. Toward 2:00 in
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29Statement to Ba'thI investigating officers in February 1963 by Mahdl 
Hamid, a member of the Communist party and commander of the P eople ’ s R es is 
tance Force at Mosul. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/87 refers.

30Ad-Durrah, “ The Mosul ‘ Revolution,’ ”  p. 55.
31Al-Bilad  and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of 8 March 1959; and Rashid Badr (a 

nationalist), Majzarat-ul-Musil ( “ The Massacre at Mosul” ) (Cairo, 1960), p. 18.
32For aj-Jubuff and Hamid, see Table 44-2.
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the afternoon, Ba'thists and their sympathizers from an-NabT Shit, led 
by Fadil ash-Shagarah, flowed through Faruq Street and attacked and 
burned to the ground a number of leftist bookshops and ‘A ll al-Khajju 
coffee-house-a rendezvous of the Communists. Later, around 4:00, 
near the Post Office, the Ba'thists, now reinforced by clients of the 
Kashmulah family, several of whom were armed, ran into the Commu
nists who had come out to meet them from al-MakkawT quarter under 
‘Abbas Habbalah.33 The tussle was attended by a discharge of fire
arms and casualties. The army interfered and a curfew was ordered.34 35

At dawn on March 8, after anxious enquiries by Colonel SirrT, who 
had been wondering why his earlier summons to action had gone un
heeded, the long-expected revolt may be said to have begun. Around 
sixty Communists were arrested, among them almost all of the members 
of the Local Committee, but not MahdT HamTd or Hamzah Salman aj- 
Jubun. Although forewarned, the Communists had allowed themselves 
to be caught off guard.

The open call to revolt was not issued until 7:00 A.M . A manifesto, 
broadcast at that hour over Mosul Radio and heard only in the city, de
clared that Qasim had “ betrayed”  the July 14 Revolution and his own 
brothers, the Free Officers; allowed the country to lapse into “ chaos,”  
the economy to deteriorate, confidence to disappear, and money to “ go 
into hiding” ; “ warred against Arab nationalism”  and “ let loose”  the 
radio and the press against the U.A.R., “ which had risked its exis
tence for the triumph of our revolution” ; and, driven by “ an insane am
bition”  was leaning on “ a category of people belonging to a certain 
political doctrine”  which had no appeal for Iraqis. At the end, after 
associating with the rising Staff Brigadier Nadhim at-Tabaqchalr, com
mander of the Second Division, and “ all of the Free Officers,”  the 
manifesto carried the name of Staff Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab ash- 
Shawwaf, commandant at Mosul, as “ the leader of the Revolution.” 35 

Ash-Shawwaf, the son of a landed one-time head of the Shar‘1 (Reli
gious) Court of Cassation,36 had been drawn into the movement only on 
March l . 37 His casting of himself now as its leader was not calculated 
to enhance its chances. In the army he had the reputation of being an 
unstable officer: up to a few months before the revolt he was known to

33For Habbalah, see Table 44-2.
34February 1963 statement to Ba'thI investigators of SamT Bashir Habbabah, 

member of the Communist party and of the Mosul P eople ’ s Resistance Force. 
Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/26 has reference. A lso Al-BitSd of 13 March 1959. 
and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b o f 11 and 18 March 1959.

35A1-Ahram (Cairo) o f 9 March 1959. '
3®For other biographical details about ash-Shawwaf, consult Table 41-2.
37Ad-Durrah, “ The Mosul ‘ Revolution,’ ’ ’ p. 53.
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harbor Communist sympathies.38 Some of his civilian associates also 
do not seem to have had a great opinion of him. The big Mosul mer
chant ‘Abd-ur-Rahman as-Sayyid Mahmud testified that whenever he 
broached a subject with him he would say: “ I am rich, I have money,
I am not chained to the government, I can now go and live in Switzer
land!” 39 Much more serious was the fact that Colonel SirrT and the 
other officers in Baghdad had understood that the right of leadership 
would belong to ash-Shawwaf’s immediate superior, Staff Brigadier at- 
TabaqchalF.40

In many of its other practical aspects, the revolt leaves the im
pression of a work not maturely considered, and done hurriedly and 
without care. The short-wave transmitter furnished by the U.A.R. 
arrived late and in bad working order, and did not go on the air until 
after 9:00. The manifesto was neither prepared nor approved by the 
officers in Baghdad: it was drafted on the eve of action by Retired 
Staff Major Mahmud ad-Durrah, who was, it would appear, wholly inci
dental to the revolt.41 The bombing of the Baghdad Radio transmitters 
at AbT Ghraib was also decided at the last moment and on the run, and 
poorly executed.

Apart from an insignificant demonstration by the Ba‘ th on the Karkh 
side of Baghdad and the rallying to ash-Shawwaf of the garrisons at 
‘Aqrah and ‘Amadiyyah,42 the revolt had no response outside Mosul. 
Colonel SirfT and Brigadier at-TabaqchalF did not lift a finger. They 
did not act mainly because they could not act: Qasim and the Commu
nists kept too close a watch over them. In fact, at 5:00 in the evening 
at-TabaqchalF was compelled to express his support to Qasim. The 
U.A.R. simply ignored its undertaking to provide commandos or air 
cover for the insurgents.

In the meantime, the heads of the Communist-sponsored unions and 
organizations—the General Union of Students, the Federation of Peas
ants’ Associations, the Peace Partisans, the League for the Defence
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38Statement of Colonel R if'a t al-Hajj SirrT on 5 September 1959, see Minis
try of D efence, Muhakamat, XIX, 7689-7690. SirrT’ s statement has been con
firmed to this writer by ‘Abd-ul-Fattah IbrahTm, well-known leftist leader and 
brother of leftist Lt. Col. Musa IbrahTm, who knew ash-Shawwaf w ell and did 
service under him.

39Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat, XVIII, 499.
49Ad-Durrah, “ The Mosul ‘ Revolution,’ ”  pp. 56-57.
41My authority for this is a well-informed person from Mosul whom I cannot 

name, who knew Colonel SirrT w ell and was very c lose  to ‘ Abd-us-Salam ‘ Aref. 
He told me that ad-Durrah was not SirrT’ s emissary, as he represented himself 
to be, but had literally “ thrust him self”  upon the movement. Later ad-Durrah 
claimed that he was actually sent by NajTb ar-Rubai‘T, the president of the 
Sovereignty Council.

42‘Aqrah and ‘Amadiyyah are townlets to the northeast of Mosul. See map 5.



of Women’s Rights, and so on-had appealed to “ valiant citizens”  . 
everywhere to prepare to nip “ treason”  in the bud and “ crush”  all 
those who tried “ to play havoc”  with the existence of the Republic or 
to oppose the “ good son of the people, ‘ Abd-ul-Karlm Qasim.”  They 
also called upon “ the faithful leader”  to mobilize and arm the 
masses.43

Having no other recourse-doubtful, as he was, of the loyalty of 
most of the officer corps—he partially responded to their appeal. He 
gave the People’s Resistance Forces a free hand, but continued to 
withhold ammunition from them. At the same time he afforded the Com
munists and their tens of thousands of supporters the run of the streets 
in Baghdad and other towns. This completed the paralysis of the 
nationalists and conservatives. .

Only in Mosul did the rebels gain mastery of the situation, and not 
before subduing and disarming the recalcitrant Engineering Regiment 
and imprisoning its commander, Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abdallah ash- 
ShawT, and three of its commissioned and twenty-one of its noncommis
sioned officers. Even then, by nightfall of March 8, they could already 
sense the doom that was infallibly moving upon them.

Toward 8:00 in the morning of the next day, four planes of the Iraqi 
air force—which since July 14 had been under the command of Commu
nist Air Staff Colonel Jalal al-AwqatF— bombed the headquarters of the 
Fifth Brigade. Slightly wounded, ash-Shawwaf rushed to the hospital 
but, according to the Communists, was spotted by soldiers from the 
Engineering Regiment, one of whom, Muhammad Yusuf, stabbed him 
with his dagger, throwing him to the ground, and then, snatching his 
machine-gun, fired repeatedly at him, quenching his life. In the nation
alist version, however, he was killed at a dressing-post by a Kurdish 
medical attendant; and in still another version, by four soldiers acting 
upon orders from Flight Major Ahmad Habib. At about the same time, 
elements from the Engineering Regiment, arming themselves with canes 
and iron bars, marched on the military prison in al-Hajariyyah barracks 
and, breaking it open, released their officers and all the Communist de
tainees, but could not save their commander, ‘Abdallah ash-ShawT, who 
was cut down by Captain Mahmud ‘AzTz, Shawwaf’s adjutant. Peace 
Partisan leader Kamil Qazanchr was also found dead. In al-GhuzlanT 
camp many of the artillerists and infantrymen who, holding to discipline, 
had sullenly gone along with the revolt, now abruptly changed sides, 
openly declaring for Qasim. Bloody clashes followed. Yezldfand Bar- 
zani Kurdish tribesmen and Aramean peasants from Tall-Kayf, swarming 
into Mosul from the countryside in answer to appeals from Baghdad, 
threw themselves into the fray. Elements of the Third Battalion, led by
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43See B .B .C . No. 801 of 10 March 1959, pp. 16-17.
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Communist Second Lieutenants GhazT Jamil and Hashim Qasim rushed 
the arsenal and, seizing the arms, distributed them to the Communists 
and the men of the people.44

When last heard at 12:37 in the afternoon, the rebel radio was 
threatening to “ tear apart”  all those who abetted “ the traitor Qasim.” 45 
Feelings became very inflamed and the clashes more and more bitter, 
attaining in a short time the full fury of civil war. The social hatreds, 
fermenting for years, had been let loose.

The sequel was recounted in the following manner to Ba'thT investi
gators in 1963 by Mahdi HamTd, a Kurdish ex-artillery lieutenant from 
Sulaimaniyyah, a supporter in 1945 of Mulla Mustafa al-BarzanT, a mem
ber of the Communist party since 1948, an inmate of royalist prisons 
from 1949 to 1958, and soon the commander of the People’s Resistance 
Force at Mosul:

Fighting in the streets grew keener from hour to hour. The people 
were seized with panic and there was much loss in life and property, 
as unavoidably happens in such circumstances, authority and disci
pline having fallen away. At this critical moment it occurred to 
me46 to put on a military uniform and bear the rank of First Lieuten
ant especially as I had, after my release from prison, made petition 
to be reaccepted into the army. . . . As'ad al-BSmirnT, a friend and 
the owner of Baghdad Hotel, . . . procured me [an officer’s suit] and, 
with great difficulty, the requisite rank. Taking from him a small 
pistol, I made my way into the police station and entering upon its 
Superintendent, YasTn DarwTsh, announced to him that I was an offi
cer from the Ministry of Defence and had been entrusted to cooperate 
with him. He gave me welcome, expressed readiness to assist me 
to the full, and provided me with policemen and the needed ammuni
tion. Sahib al-Quraishl, the Director of Security, also proved help
ful, placing at my disposal his own office and another room.

In the meantime men of the people, tribesmen by the thousands, 
soldiers that had abandoned their units, and others . . . had been 
swarming into the police station. . . .
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44February 1963 statements of SSmT BashTr Habbabah, member of the Com
munist party, and of MahdT HamTd, commander of the P eople ’ s Resistance 
Forces at Mosul, in Iraqi P olice  F iles No. QS/26 and QS/87; statement of 22 
August 1959 by Brigadier Nadhim at-TabaqchalT before the Special High Military 
Tribunal in Mubakamat, XVIII, 7211-7213; statement by Flight Major Ahmad 
Habib, ibid., XII, 4910-4911; Retired Staff Major Mahmud ad-Durrah, “ The Mosul 
‘ Revolution,’ ”  pp. 58-59; and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 18, and 23 
March 1959.

45B.B .C . No. 801 of 10 March 1959.
45While these things were in progress, MahdT HamTd was at Sumer or Sarjun 

Hotel. He had come to Mosul on 5 March with the Baghdad Peace Partisans’ 
delegation.
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What I had to do, first and foremost, was to gain a hold upon 

things, organize the popular resistance, contain the firing, and min
imize the losses in life and possessions. .. .

During my presence at the police center, extremely deplorable 
incidents occurred in the city. There were assaults on the lives of 
people through private hatred or from a desire for vengeance or by 
reason of family feuds or on the ground that they carried arms 
against the government or had aided the rebellion. These illegal 
acts were perpetrated by ill-willed, politically unattached elements 
or by sections of the soldiery that had broken discipline. -

Thus when a person was arrested at his house and accused of 
bearing arms, he was either killed out of hand or if, as seldom hap
pened, he did reach the police station in safety, he was liable to be 
shot if a single voice called out: “ A conspirator! ”  When one of . 
the officers-his name, I think, was Hazim al-Hamatanl-entered into 
the police station with a Sterling machine gun in his hand, a soldier 
cried out: “ A plotter!”  or “ A follower of ash-Shawwaf!”  whereupon 
a sergeant, one Faisal, fired at him, killing him instantly. I tried to 
take stern measures against this sergeant but, as I was not from -
Mosul and a stranger to them, the soldiers and men of the people ,
turned upon me. The sergeant himself remained adamant, reiterating 
that that was the fate of traitors! He was very excited and could 
have at that moment done to death any one who stood in his way. . . . 
Again the mere mention of the name of the Kashmulas . . .  who had 
been putting up an armed resistance . . . was sufficient to cause a 
crowd of soldiers and armed men to fire upon some members of this 
family on their arrival at the police station. The latter were severe
ly wounded and died on their way to the hospital. I was out making j. 
contact with the military post when this incident occurred. In an
other instance, the soldiers and a part of the populace tried to 
assail some ten officers who had been brought from Tall A'far and 
had intended to escape to Syria but, interfering, I threatened to kill 
any one who would lay hands upon them and indeed saved their 
lives, but during the night the car in which they were being carried 
to al-Hajariyyah barracks was fired at when its driver failed to re
spond to a challenge from the commander of the Guard. Captain 
‘Abd-uj-Jawad [Hamid] was killed. I hope that with a view to truth 
. . . there will be an enquiry about this incident by reason of its rele
vance and the strong light it throws upon the other events.47

The summary vengeance to which the soldiers and armed multitude 
resorted in their moments of wild anger was, in large part, a paying- 
back for the terrible bleeding that they had suffered. They had come at

47
February 1963 statement of Mahdi HamTd in Iraqi P o lice  F i le  No. QS/87.'
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several points under fire from houses where nationalists and landown
ers had fortified themselves. In the palace of the shaikh of Shammar, 
machine guns had been set up and could not be silenced until Commu
nist soldiers had brought up tanks and fired several shells at the 
palace.

Violence was to reign for three more days, and there was no length 
to which it did not go. “ Conspirators”  were strung up on lampposts 
or their bodies dragged about in the streets. “ As soon as it came to 
the knowledge of the [crowds] that so-and-so was wealthy . . . there 
was a beating of drums on the next morning before his house which was 
then searched or pillaged.” 48 The police remained utterly helpless.
The army officers, even those who had had no sympathy for the revolt, 
kept within doors, as the idea spread in the ranks that all officers were 
“ traitors.” 49 When Brigadier Hasan ‘Abbud Ibrahim, a Communist and 
the new commandant of the garrison, arrived in the evening of 10 March, 
he found

the confusion at its height and the army killing and plundering with 
the help of people from the outskirts of the city. .. . Our soldiers 
and noncommissioned officers . . . were saying that the officers were 
conspirators and would not submit to any direction. . . .

In addition to the chaos in the city, there was a shedding of 
blood all over the province. In [Kurdish] Dohuk, District Governor 
‘Abdallah aj-Juburi was cut down. At [Shi‘T Turkoman] Tall A'far 
many Shammar tribesmen perished. In [Christian Aramean] Tall 
Kayf [the landed lawyers] Hazim al-Muftl and Salem ash-Sha‘ ar came 
to a violent death. Many clashes occurred also between the tribe of 
al-Gargariyyah and that of Albu Mutaiwit. . . .50

In Mosul itself it was not until the arrival on March 12 of two battal
ions of the First Brigade that the new commandant was able, “ by favors, 
rewards, and grants of leave,”  to withdraw the defiant units into their 
barracks.51 The departure on the same day of the Yezldl and Kurdish 
tribesmen helped to restore peace to the city.52

Not all the violence had been spontaneous and unguided. By night
fall of March 9, several of the districts of Mosul were in the power of

48 Statement, 17 March 1963 on Iraqi radio and television by ex-Brigadier 
Hasan ‘Abbud, who succeeded ash-Shawwaf in the command of the Mosul 
garrison.

49March 1963 statement to Ba'thi investigators by Brigadier Hasan ‘ Abbud 
Ibrahim. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/87 refers. ’

50Ibid.
®1Ibid.

52February 1963 statement of M ahdl Hamid in Iraqi P o lice  F i le  No. QS/87.
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the Communists, and many of the soldiers of the Engineering Regiment 
and the Third Infantry Battalion were taking orders directly from them, 
even though their authority remained incomplete and unstable. A round
ing up of their armed enemies began at once all over the city. The 
police station became in effect their headquarters, and at the same time 
a “ people’s court.”  Theirs was clearly the responsibility for the sum
mary trial and execution on the tenth of Ahmad Surl, a bookstore keeper, 
and Salih Hantush, head of the Taxi Drivers’ Union, both members of 
the Ba'th party. 53 They, and especially Mahdr Hamid, the commander 
of the People’s Resistance Force, were also beyond doubt answerable 
for the conviction and shooting on the fourteenth at Damlamajah, five 
or so kilometers to the east of Mosul, of seventeen other persons,54 in
cluding one Shammar shaikh, one Nasserite, three Ba'thls, and seven ■ 
qabadaySt—bullies—several of whom were members of the Kashmulah 
family. This incident, it will be noted, took place after all tumult had 
ceased.

Later in 1963, Mahdr Hamid would claim that at the time Qasim is
sued orders “ to annihilate any one who offered resistance or carried 
arms against the government,”  and that this encouraged “ impetuosities”  
and “ revengeful acts,”  and that, furthermore, at one point QSsim indi
cated through the commandant of the garrison that “ there is no need to 
send such a large number of detainees to Baghdad. What shall we do 
with them here? Get rid of them there at Mosul.”  Mahdr Hamid would 
also maintain that

the power to arrest and investigate was granted to us [i.e., to the 
People’s Resistance] formally and in an official letter from the .
commandant, who was not, however, called as a witness at our trial : 
[in 1960], even though we had requested that he give evidence. . . .  
Indeed, all the blame was cast upon us. . . .  But the primary re
sponsibility lay with Qasim . . . and the Mosul commandant.. . .  
Otherwise why didn’t they hinder us . . . which they could have done 
. .. especially after the arrival of the First Brigade. 55

Communists would, in addition, point out that, shortly after the Mosul 
events, Qasim invited Mahdi Hamid and Mosul’s Communist leaders to 
Baghdad, commended them for their loyalty, presented them with revolv
ers, and made a gift of 1,500 dinars to the Communist party and that, . 
furthermore, he reaccepted Mahdi Hamid into the army and, promoting

C O

February 1963 statement of Communist SamT Bashir Habbabah in Iraqi ' 
P olice  F ile  No. QS/26; and Hilal NajT (a Ba'thT), Hatta La'Nans a (So That We 
Would Not Forget) (Cairo, 1960), pp. 7-9. '

^^See text of 26 December 1960 decision  of First Martial Court on the 
Damlamajah incident in Al-Bayan  (Baghdad) of 28 and 29 December 1960.

^ February 1963 statement of Mahdr Hamid in Iraqi P o lice  F i le  No. QS/87.
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him to the rank of captain, placed him in command of the People’s Re
sistance Forces in the entire northern part of the country. 56

On the other hand, it can be inferred from a deposition by the com
mandant of the garrison that the shooting at Damlamajah was carried 
out in secrecy and without his knowledge.57 More than that, at a press 
conference held in 1960, Qasim, referring to the Mosul incidents, took 
the pain to stress that “ in the First Manifesto of the Revolution . . .  we 
did not say: ‘ Take the law into your hands.’ ” 58

All the same, Iraqis still recall how, at one point during the trial of 
Mahdr Hamid and his colleagues before the First Martial Court in 1960, 
the public hearings were stopped in a sudden manner and for an undis
closed reason. The general impression at the time was that the trial 
was yielding evidence that would have implicated QSsim himself. It is 
significant that although the court condemned the accused to death by 
hanging, they were subsequently set at liberty.

Today nationalists, in particular, insist that Qasim had a long
standing grudge against Mosul: in 1937 a relative of his, Major Muham
mad ‘A lljaw ad, the then chief of the Iraqi air force, was killed in this 
city. The nationalists also maintain that Qasim was well aware that 
the non-Arab country people bitterly hated the Arab inhabitants of 
Mosul, and yet appealed to them to suppress the revolt.

In regard to the summary executions on March 10, an accusing finger 
has likewise been pointed at the Kurds: a Communist eyewitness 
affirmed in 1963 that Mulla Anwar editor of Khabat and member of the 
Democratic Party of Kurdistan, and a number of Barzanis, led by one of 
the sons of Mulla Mustafa, probably Luqman, formed part of the ad hoc 
firing squad.59

No matter how one apportions the responsibility, one cannot help 
feeling, as one goes over the record, that at the root of much of the ag
gressiveness in the days of March at Mosul was a common fear to which 
all the sides to the conflict seem to have succumbed: the fear that 
failure at that crucial historical point might well entail destruction at 
the hands of their adversaries.

Estimates of the number of victims varied widely at the time, and 
ran as high as 5,000, but it is now generally agreed that they were in 
the hundreds rather than in the thousands. The Communists count about * 5

COMMUNISTS, BA'THISTS, FREE OFFICERS

■^February 1963 statement of MahdrHamtd in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/87; 
and February 1963 statement of Communist Sami'Bashir Habbabah in Iraqi 
P o lice  F ile  No. QS/26. 'e7

March 1963 statement of Brigadier Hasan ‘Abbud IbrahTm in Iraqi P olice  
F ile  No. QS/87. '

5®Az-Zaman (Baghdad) of 28 May 1960.
■ ^February 1963 statement of Communist Sami BashTr Habbabah .in Iraqi

P o lice  F i le  No. QS/26. ’
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110 killed and 300 wounded at Mosul proper, 30 of the former and 20 of 
the latter followers of ash-Shawwaf, and the rest soldiers and “ men of 
the people. ” 60 The nationalists have been able to count up at least 
48 killed in their own ranks and in the ranks of their allies.61 They 
also place the total number of dead at around 200.60 61 62 So does Muham
mad Hadrd, Qasim’s minister of finance and a trustworthy witness.63

60Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b o f 7 March 1960.
61The names of the 48 persons are cited in NajT, Hatta L 3 Nansa, pp. 7-9, 

16, 100-105, 112, 114, and 193. ‘
62Conversation with Professor S51ih al-‘ AlT, February 1962.
DOConversation with Muhammad Hadrd, February 1964.
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Already before the rebellion at Mosul, the Communists had been calling 
for drastic steps against “ traitors,”  “ plotters,”  and “ suspicious ele
ments,”  and for a “ merciless”  cleansing of the army and the state 
machine and a “ tightening of the screws to the last thread.” 1 They 
had also been insisting on the need to place arms within the reach of 
the People’s Resistance and to pull Iraq out of the Baghdad Pact with
out delay. Now they pushed these demands with greater vigor in an un
interrupted series of mammoth marches, rallies, and demonstrations, 
arousing the intensest excitement. They did not assert themselves only 
in the streets. As a later internal party document put it, not without 
some overcoloring: “ We so fastened the rings of our influence around 
Qasim . . . that every word from us and every political memorandum we 
privately presented to him became at once official policy.” 2 In their 
favor worked the flurry of alarm that the rebellion had produced in 
Qasim. The fierce verbal war that the U.A.R. opened up on him on 11 
March 1959 also played into their hands.

The long overdue formal withdrawal from the Baghdad Pact came on 
the twenty-fourth of that month. But more important was the purge that 
now got under way on a scale hitherto unknown in Iraq. It affected, on 
a conservative estimate,3 no fewer than two thousand people. In many 
departments of the government, and especially in the Ministries of Edu
cation, Guidance, Economics, Development, Health, and Communica
tions and Public Works, Communist-led Committees for the Defence of 
the Republic, made up by and large of attendants, laborers, and the 
humbler officials, came to the fore, keeping guard, giving orders, dis
missing undesired functionaries or herding them into prison. An analo
gous process set in in the army. Nationalist commanders of units and 
branches at every level and many nationalist junior officers were 
placed on the retired list or committed to the overflowing Second Tank 
Regiment’s Detention Camp, headed by Lieutenant Colonel Fadil al- 
Bayatr, a Communist, and eventually brought before an implacable in
vestigating committee, presided over by Staff Colonel Hashim ‘ Abd-uj-

1See, e .g ., Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 1 March 1959.
2Quoted in internal circular of the Iraqi Communist party issued in 1967 

and entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise the P olicy  of the Communist Party of 
Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in Arabic), p. 7.

°That of Hashim Jawad, Qasim’ s minister for foreign affairs: conversation, 
April 1969.
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Jabbar, also a Communist.4 The purge attained such an intensity that 
it pretty much paralyzed the will of the wide non-Communist segment of 
the officer corps, rendering it, at least for the time being, incapable of 
effective action. In the same sense worked the weakening in the ranks 
of the old habit of obedience that the course of the Mosul rebellion had 
revealed.

Simultaneously, the Communists were making rapid conquests in the 
armed forces. They might not have been after power, but they surely 
sought to hold the ultimate key to it. By late April they had in their 
hands or in the hands of officers close to their party the commands of 
the Second Division at Kirkuk, the Fifth Brigade of the Second Division 
at Mosul, the Twentieth Brigade of the Third Division ( ‘Aref’s brigade) 
at Jalawla’ , the First Brigade of the First Division at Musayyib, the ■ 
Sixth Armored Brigade and the Second, Third, and al-Muthannah Tank 
Regiments of the Fourth Division at Abu Ghraib, and the Third Battal
ion of the Twenty-seventh Brigade of the Third Division at al- 
Washshash camp (see Table 45-1). These were gains which, under the 
pressure of circumstances—the danger threatening from the side of the 
nationalists—Qasim himself had willed, so to say, though not without 
prodding from the Communist-inclined Staff Brigadier Taha ash-Shaikh 
Ahmad,5 one of the more able and resourceful of the army officers and 
at this juncture “ the power behind the throne,”  as Qasim’s minister for 
foreign affairs would later put it.6 On the other hand, it is clear that 
Qasim did not will the considerable strength that the Communists were 
accumulating at the roots in the various units, and in particular among 
the troops of the First Division stationed at Basrah, Nasiriyyah, and 
Drwaniyyah.7 In 1963, when the party would generally be in a weaker 
position than in 1959, it would be discovered that in Basrah alone no 
fewer than 38 officers and 181 soldiers and noncommissioned officers 
belonged to the party (see Table 45-2). At a secret meeting of the Com
munist command, held in Prague in 1965, ZakT Khairl, member of the 
Politbureau, would complain: “ We had the First Division in our hands 
and yet failed to put this to use when the coup of February came.” 8

41963 statement by Communist Staff Major Kamel Muhsin, Iraqi P olice  F ile  
No. QS/119, and Iraq, Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat, XVIII, 6944; and XIX, 
7620. For al-BayatFand ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar, consult Table 45-1.

5For Taha ash-Shaikh Ahmad, see Table 45-1. .
6To this writer in February 1967.
7The strength of the Communist position in the garrisons mentioned above 

is deducible from statements made in 1963 to Ba'thT investigators by various 
Communist officers. For the names of some of these officers, see Table 45-4. 
Iraqi P olice  F iles QS/5 and QS/119 refer.

8I.e ., the coup by the Ba'thists in 1963. Record of the meeting of the Iraqi 
Communist party’ s Committee for the Organization Abroad held on 19 November 
1965 in Prague. For extensive excerpts from this record, see pp. 1048 ff. A 
copy of the record fe ll into the hands of the authorities and was made available 
to this writer by the First Branch, Directorate General of Security, Baghdad.



TABLE 45-1
Army Officers Who Were Communists or Supporters 
of the Communist Party and Held Important Military 

or Political Positions in 1959

Name Rank and post
Nature of link 

to Communist party

Jalal al-Awqatia

Taha ash-Shaikh 
Ahmad

Daud Salman 
aj-JanabT

Air staff brigadier, Reserves; 
commander of air force

Staff brigadier, Reserves; 
director, military planning, 
ministry of defence; head of 
Qasim’ s personal military 
intelligence service

Staff brigadier; commander, 
Second D ivision at Kirkuk

Retired from air force in 1952 
for his Communist sympathies; 
member, World P eace Council, 
1954; cited as member of C.P. 
by several Communist army 
officers; trusted by Communist 
leadership
Retired in 1953 from his com
mand of 3rd Engineers’ R egi
ment for Communist tendencies; 
actively cooperated with Com
munists in 1959 but fe ll out 
with them in 1960; cited as 
member of C .P. by several 
Communist officers 
Member of C .P. but of the 
wishy-washy variety.

Hashim
‘Abd-uj-Jabbar

H asan ‘ Abbud

Staff colonel; commander, 
20th Infantry Brigade 
( ‘ Aref’ s brigade) at 
Jalawla’ b
Colonel; commander, 5th 
Brigade at Mosul

Card-carrying member of C .P .; 
party name: Abu Nidal

Card-carrying member of C.P. 
by his own admission

WasfTTaher

IbrahTm Husain 
aj-JuburT

Salman ‘ Abd-ul- 
MajTd al-Hassan

Fadil al-'AzzawT

Khaz'al 
‘ AIT as-Sa‘dT

Fadil al-BayatT

Ghadban Hardan 
as-Sa‘ d

Colonel; Qasim’ s chief 
aide-de-camp

Colonel; commander, 3rd 
Battalion,_27th Brigade at 
al-Washshash cam pc

Colonel; commander, 6th 
Armored Brigade at Abu 
Ghraib^
Colonel; commander, 1st 
Brigade at Musayyib
Lieutenant colonel; com
mander, al-Muthannah Tank 
Regiment at Abu Ghraibe 
Lieutenant colonel; com
mandant, detention camp of 
2nd Tank Regiment at Abu 
Ghraib
Staff lieutenant colonel; 
Qasim’ s military secretary

Sympathetic to the Communists; 
cousin of ZakTKhairT, member 
of Politbureau of Communist 
party
Card-carrying Communist; lead
ing member of Communist 
“ Union of Soldiers and O ffi
cers”  1955-1958 
Sympathetic to the Communists

Sympathetic to the Communists 

Card-carrying Communist

Mas’ uld of the Communist party 
in the Tanks’ Camp at Abu 
Ghraib

Card-carrying Communist since 
1945

Salim Daud Staff lieutenant colonel;
al-FakhrT director of broadcasting

‘ Adnan al-Khayyal Lieutenant colonel; com
mander, 2nd Tank Regiment 
at Abu Ghraib

Active Communist since 1944; 
member of Central Committee 
of League of Iraqi Communists, 
1946
Sympathetic to the Communists



TABLE 45-1 (Continued)
D ate

and p la ce  
o f birth

Nation  
and s e c t

F a th er ’ s
occupation Subsequent h istory

1914, Baghdad, 
originally from 
‘Anah

Arab, Sunni Middling merchant Killed in February 
1963. ^

1917, ‘ Amarah, 
originally from 
Baghdad

Arab, Sunni Middling merchant Killed with Qasim in 
February 1963.

1918; Baghdad Arab, Sunni Army officer Pensioned off on 29 
June 1959; killed 11 
February 1963.

1917; Baghdad Arab, Sunni Petty trader In underground, 1963
1967.

1915; Hillah Arab, ShT'F Executed in 1916 
for part in uprising 
against Turks

Recalled to Baghdad, 
December 1961; con 
demned to life im
prisonment 1963.

iy i8 ; Baghdad Arab father, 
Kurdish mother; 
Sunni

Army officer Killed February 1963.

1917; Baghdad Arab, Sunni , Peasant Imprisoned 1963; sub
sequently released.

1916; Baghdad 

? ; Baghdad

Arab, SunnT 

Arab, SunnT

Horse merchant Imprisoned 1963; re
leased 1967.

? ; Ba ghdad Arab, ShT{7 Tradesman Killed 1963.

1920; Baghdad Arab, SunnT Shoemaker Killed 1963.

1920; al-Qurnah Arab, Sunni P o lice  officer Appointed military 
attache, Moscow, May 
1959; inspector of ' 
army March, 1960.

1920; Mosul Arab, Sunni Middle landowner- 
sa yy id

Leader of pro
Chinese Military 
Revolutionary Com
mittee in sixties.

ly23; Baghdad Arab, Sunni Army officer Sentenced to im
prisonment 1963; re
leased 1966.
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TABLE 45-1 (Continued)

Name R ank and p o s t
Nature o f  link  

to  Communist party

Husain Khadr 
ad-DurT

Lieutenant colonel; deputy 
commander, 2nd Battalion, 
20th Brigade at Jalawla’ ; 
member of “ P eop le ’ s 
Court”

Active Communist since 1945; 
member, League of Iraqi Com
munists, 1946

LutfT Taher Major (veterinary surgeon); 
head of press censorship

Cited as Communist by Com
munist officers; cousin of ZakT 
KhairT, member of Politbureau 
of party
Member of the Communist party 
since 1945

Sa‘ id Kadhim 
Matar

Major; deputy commander 
of military police

dA camp about 140 kilometers northeast of Baghdad. 
c This camp is to the west of Baghdad.

However, in line with Qasim’s balancing technique, the officer com
manding the division in 1959 was the ShT'T and pronouncedly conserva
tive Staff Brigadier Sayyid Hamid Sayyid Husain. All in all, when the 
Communist tide was at the flood, 235 army officers at the least, includ
ing 3 brigadiers, 18 colonels, and 27 lieutenant colonels (see Table 
45-4) were Communists or had, in one way or another, signified their 
support to the party. In a purely numerical sense, this was no mean ad
vance: the Free Officers’ movement that pulled the July 14 coup 
counted only 172 officers in 1957.9 Of course, the Communists had 
more powerful—and more solid—backing among the rank and file and, 
above all, in ar-Rashid camp, which lies to the southeast of Baghdad.10 
But perhaps their strongest anchor was in the air force. Its commander, 
Air Staff Brigadier Jalal al-Awqatr, was their man (see Table 45-1).
More than that, in 1963 no fewer than 70 out of the total of about 300 
pilots that the force comprised, turned out to be Communists.11

In the meantime, the expansion of the People’s Resistance Force 
was going forward. Its strength rose, on a conservative estimate, from

9See p. 783.
10Statement in 1963 by Sultan Mulla ‘ Air, member of the Communist party’ s 

leading Military Committee, in Iraqi P o lice  F iles  No. Q S/5 and QS/120.
11 Conversation in September 1967 with Taleb ShabTb, member of the Ba'th 

Command and o f the Ba'th Military Bureau and minister for foreign affairs in 
1963; and interview in March 1963 with Husain Jamil of the National Democrat
ic  party.
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Date
and place  

o f birth

TABLE 45-1 (Continued)

Na tion 
and s e c t

Father’s

1920; Baghdad, 
originally from 
ad-Dur

Arab, Sunni Small dealer in 
wood Executed 11 February 

1963.

1916; Baghdad Arab father, 
Kurdish mother; 
SunnT

Army officer Imprisoned 1963; re
leased later.

1919; Najaf

dT „ ____, .

Arab, ShT'T Municipal clerk In underground, 1963
1967. ■

2The Abu Ghraib camp lies about 15 kilometers to the west of Baghdad.

11,000 in August 195812 to about 25,000 in May 1959.13 A s to its 
dominant coloring, there was little doubt. Although its chief, Taha al- 

amirm, was not a member of the party, its organizers were frequently 
graduates of the Reserves C olleg e ,14 which was thick with Communists. 
Many of the unit commanders were also Communists. Thus the detach
ments in the north of the country came under Communist Captain Mahdr 
Hamid, and those in the south under Communist Major Jawad Kadhim. 16 

Throughout Iraq, even as the Ba'thTs went to earth, and the right
wing nationalist Independence party was dying away; the Communists 
were moving ahead and, in Baghdad and the south, with giant strides.
The appointment i n  March of the Communist LutfrTaher1? as chief
Cf " f ° r„and ° f Zhu Ntin Ayyab- an ex-member of'the Central Committee 
ot the Communist party, 18 as director general of guidance, by enabling

l 2 * 4See p. 849.

rr 1 3 c° nversatlon with Mr- Hashim Jawad, Qasim’ s minister for foreign 
affarrs April 1969. Edouard Sablier in L e Monde o f 28 May 1959 estimated the

ize o the force at 50,000, and The New York Times o f 7 May at 35,000 but 
these figures are clearly wide of the mark.

4i963 statement by Captain Ihsan Mahdi al-BayatT, a Communist and a 
commander of the Resistance, Iraqi P o lice  F ile No. QS/119.

^ F o r  Mahdr HamTd see Table 44-2.

<A,_ J j f . W®dIKa^h“ n was identified as a Communist by Communist Staff Colonel 
A ll Khalid, Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/119 refers.

Lulv T 'p her was identified as a Communist also by Staff Colonel ‘ AIT 
IQialid. Hashim Jawad told this writer that Taher admitted in his presence that 
he was a Communist.

18For Zhu Nun Ayyub, see Table 19-1.
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TABLE 45-2

Basrah’s Communist Party Military Organization in 1963: 
Members Known to the Authorities

Rank
N o. of 

members

D istribution
o f

m em bership No.

C ivilians 10a Members of Basrah Party
. . . Military Committee 6

Recruiting officers 2Majors 1 Air base 3Captains 4 Eighth Squadron 37First lieutenants 16 Radar unit 17; Second lieutenants 17b Naval base 14
R ank and F i le Naval base workshops 5

Noncommissioned Riverine force 3
, officers 47 Coastal battery 13

Soldiers 134 Port 4
•, Total 229 Fifteenth Brigade 11

-  * Twenty-Third Regiment 4
Electricity Department 9
Unspecified 101
Total 229

in c lu d in g  5 members of Basrah Military Party Committee.
^Including 1 member of Basrah Military Party Committee.
Source: Data taken from a chart at the Directorate of the First Branch, 

Directorate General of Security, Baghdad.

them to tighten their grip on the radio and the press, gave them addi
tional leverage over the masses. Their own central organ, Ittihad-ush- 
Sha'b, attained at this time a daily circulation of 23,000, when a year 
before no newspaper in Iraq could sell more than 2,000 copies.19 Their 
cells also multiplied many times over. At full tide, according to a vet
eran Communist and a companion of Fahd,20 the party counted some
20,000 registered members and candidates. This accords with Ba'thT 
estimates.21 However, on the basis of testimony by Communist prison
ers, the First Branch of the Directorate General of Security puts the 
figure at no less than 25,000. The auxiliary organizations of the party 
or the associations that moved within its orbit grew at an even swifter 
pace. The league for the Defence of Women’s Rights comprised on * 29

19Iraq, T he July 14 R evolu tion  in its  F irs t Year (in Arabic) (1959), p. 254. 
This publication was put out when the Communists still enjoyed strong influ
ence in the government.

29Conversation, Salim ‘ Ubaid an-Nu‘ man, February 1964.
n i  #
■^Conversation, September 1964, with HanT al-FkaikT, member of the Ba'th 

Command in 1963.
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March 8, by its own reckoning, 25,000 members22 and, according to one 
of its leaders,23 24 * 40,000 in the middle of 1959. The Iraqi Democratic , 
Youth Federation, which was licensed on March 29, claimed in mid-June 
a strength of 84,000 members. 2<* The National Conference of Peasants’ 
Associations, held in Baghdad on April 16, was said to represent about
2,000 associations with a total membership of 250,000.23 The General 
Federation of Trade Unions maintained on July 8 that it spoke for 51 
organizations embracing 275,000 workers and artisans of all sorts.26 
The figures are probably inflated and,because a person could partici
pate in more than one of these bodies, the counting is duplicative. How
ever, the people who lived through those times still remember with a 
certain awe the vast sea of men that the party could evoke at a 
moment’s notice.

But how deep, how stable, how real was this movement of people 
toward the party? A good many of the individuals concerned and, in 
particular, those that attached themselves to the party’s auxiliary 
organizations, were of the variety of what came to be called “ the July 
14 Communists”  or “ the Communists of the flood-tide” -time-servers, . 
bandwagon-climbers, people who thought that Qasim favored the party, 
people to whom the party seemed unbeatable. There was also the

TABLE 45-3

Communist Party Military Organizations in the Camps in 
the Central Region, Including Greater Baghdad, in 1963:

Camp Position  of camp
No. of 

members
al-Washshash Camp West of Baghdad 67
Abu Ghraib Camp Northwest of Baghdad 71
ar-RashTd Camp

ais,T_ . . . . .  « .........................
Southeast of Baghdad a

t j - ----  iuciuuicu ouiLdii iviuiia a i i , member or the party’ s
leading Military Committee, as “ the most important stronghold of the party 
trom the point of view of both greatness of number and oldness of standing”  
(.Statement in Iraqi P olice  F iles No. QS/5 and QS/120),

Source: Data taken from a chart at the Directorate of the First Branch 
Directorate General of Security, Baghdad.

22Iraqi Review , 30 July 1959.
23 •Conversation, Dr. Rose KhaddurT, February 1964.
24World Federation of Democratic Youth, Iraqi Youth. Their Movement and

Tasks (Budapest, 1964), pp. 13-14.
2 5

^  Statement of ZakTKhain, member of Politbureau, in Iraqi Review , 11 June

26'Iraqi Review , 23 July 1959.
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Number, According to Rank, of Known Army Officers 
Who Were Communists or Supporters 

of the Communist Party in 1959

Rank

No. of 
members or 
supporters 

of party

Brigadiers 3
Colonels 18
Lieutenant colonels * 27
Majors 37
Captains 34
First lieutenants 52
Second lieutenants 64
Total 235

Source: Based on lists of Communist officers or of officers supporting the 
C.P. furnished to Ba‘ thT investigators in February-March 1963 by Communist 
Colonels IbrahTm Husain aj-JuburT, Hasan ‘ Abbud, ‘ AIT Khalid, ‘ Abd-ur-Rida 
‘Ubaid, Communist Major Muhammad Jawad al-‘ AsalT, Communist Captains 
Kamel Muhsin and MahdT Ihsan al-BayatT, and Communist First Lieutenant 
Tareq Taha DarwTsh. Iraqi P olice  F iles Q S/5 and QS/119 refer.

element of fear at work, such fear as prevails in revolutionary times. 
Significantly, on May 24 the party’s central organ carried under the 
title “ Let people free themselves from fear!’ ’ the following item:

We are “ bugbears” ! How terrible! I heard this from the mouth of a 
“ friend.”  . . .  He said: “ I know a senior official who places 
lttihad-ush-Sha‘ b on his desk and does not read it. He is simply 
warding off a suspicion. I also know a district which has only five 
Communists but the district acclaims your party. This is terror!
The people, fearing you, shout applause to you!” 27

But fear is certainly not a decisive explanation: in 1963, when the 
boot was on the other foot, the Ba'th was never able at any time to 
bring together one-third of the crowds that the Communists attracted in 
1959. Nor is it simply or essentially a matter of greater organizational 
resources or of differences in the public mood in the two contrasted 
years. When all is said, it must be recognized that the Communists 
also possessed a genuine mass support. If, for example, in the nation
alist quarters of al-A'dhamiyyah and at-Takartah, or in the well-to-do 
district of al-Mansur, they inspired fear, in such poor and strictly labor
ing places such as ath-Thawrah town or Tabbat al-Akrad on ar-Rasafah 
side, and Kreimat or ash-Shawwakah districts on the Karkh side of

27 Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 24 May 1959.



Baghdad, a thrill of hope greeted their rise to great influence. This a 
faithful history must put on record.

On 28 April 1959, as the flow of people toward the party was at its 
fullest, the Communists put forward a demand for an overt role in the 
Council of Ministers. Back on 5 November 1958, their Central Commit
tee had sought to impress upon Qasim, in a private memorandum, that 
the “ efficient and overwhelming”  forces of the party formed the “ real 
shield”  of his government, and that the continued exclusion of Commu
nists from the cabinet would produce “ an insurmountable contradic- 
tion,” 28 but had failed to move him. After the collapse of the Mosul 
rising, the committee had reopened the subject, and in long-drawn-out • 
secret negotiations29 had attempted to soften Qasim and win him over 
to the idea. At one point, ‘Amer ‘Abdallah, member of the Politbureau, 
‘Abd-ul-Qadir Isma‘11, the editor of lttihad-ush-Sha‘b, and other leading ' 
Communists had signified to him their eagerness to take four ministerial 
portfolios, including that of Interior.30 Qasim had seemed at first to 
turn a willing ear to them, but had in the end put his foot down. Now 
the Central Committee took its demand to the people, giving it wide 
publicity, and presenting its fulfillment as an “ urgent national need.”  
The party, it maintained, was still the object of an “ unjustified dis
crimination,”  although it had shouldered “ the greatest responsibility 
on the popular level.”  This “ unnatural”  situation had in the past 
affected negatively “ the progress of the Revolution”  and was bound in 
the future “ to harm and weaken the confidence between the people and 
the national government.”  The committee, therefore, called for the ; 
“ faithful representation”  in the cabinet of “ all the loyal national 
forces”  and for “ the abandonment of the sensitivity concerning our 
party.”  “ It is high time to settle this issue,”  it concluded.31

The party’s move echoed far and wide. CENTO felt uneasy. In 
neighboring Arab lands nationalists beat an alarm. In Washington, Allen 
Dulles, the director of the Central Intelligence Agency, described the 
situation as “ the most dangerous in the world today.” 32
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n o
^“ Excerpts from the memorandum were published in an article by Baha’ -ud-

DTn NurT, member of the Politbureau, in Ittihad-ush-Sha'b  of 10 May 1959.
29 *Iraqi Communist party, internal circular entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise

the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  
(“ An unofficial appraisal made by a number of comrades and by decision  of the 
plenum of the Central Committee, held in February 1967, presented for con
sideration by the cadres of the party and its leading bod ies” ) (in Arabic), p. 12.

Conversation with Hashim Jawad, Qasim’ s minister for foreign affairs, 
February 1967.

31 Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 28 April 1959.
32The New York Times, 29 April 1959.
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Qasim reacted on April 30. “ Narrow groupings, partisanship, and 

parties,”  he declared at a reception given by the Federation of Trade 
Unions, “ are of no benefit to the country at this time”  and could only 
bring comfort to “ imperialism,”  which had been trying hard “ to split 
our ranks . . . and play us one against the other. ” 33 * It was more than a 
public rebuff: the need for the party’s existence in an indefinite “ tran
sitional period”  was called in question.

Undeterred, more than 300,000 people—one million in the Communist 
estim ated—led by members of the Central Committee of the party, 
marched on the following day-the first of May-through ar-Rashld Street, 
chanting rhythmically: “  ‘Asha Za‘ imi ‘Abd-ul-Karimi, al-Hizb ash- 
Shuyu‘ i iT-l HukmTMatlabon ‘AdhTmT” —“ Long Live the Leader ‘Abd-ul- 
KarTm! The Communist Party in the Government is a Mighty Demand!” 35

For its part, and for the first time, Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b chopped logic 
with Qasim, but without once mentioning his name. It rejected as 
“ faulty”  and “ highly harmful”  his “ assumption”  that “ party life is a 
cause of dissension.”  “ Fascists”  and others, it said, had in the past 
argued in the same strain to justify their “ dictatorial rule.” 36 If the 
country was going through “ a period of transition,”  as Qasim had main
tained, the difficult tasks characteristic of such periods necessitated 
all the more a truly representative coalition government.37 Ittihad-ush- 
Sha‘b also suggested that the introduction of Communists into the cabi
net could put an end to the “ spontaneous”  behavior of the masses of 
the people. It was, it affirmed, in great part by virtue of “ the form of 
composition of state power”  and “ the presence of weak or suspect ele
ments in authority”  that “ the.masses had time and again been forced 
to appropriate into their hands the question of rectifying some deficien
cies, blocking certain gaps, and safeguarding the peace and security of 
the Republic.” 38

On May 11, as tension heightened, the British government announced 
that it was selling “ substantial”  arms to Iraq in the hope of propping 
Qasim up and enabling him, in the words of its minister of state, “ to 
maintain an independent line of action.” 39 Three days later, in a
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33Iraq, T he P r in cip le s  o f  the July 14 R evolu tion  in the S p eech es  o f  the 
L ea d er  'Abd-ul-KarTm QSsim 1959 (in Arabic), p. 80.

3 Î ttihad-ush-Sha‘ b , 4 May 1959.
33The cry, it would appear, had not been among the authorized slogans, but 

was raised during the demonstration on the initiative of militant elements in the 
party command: conversation with a member of the Baghdad L ocal Committee of 
the Communist party who wishes to remain unnamed.

36Ittih ad -u shS ha 'b , 6 May 1959.
37Ibid ., 7 May 1959.
38 Ibid ., 8 May 1959.
39The AJew York T im es, 12 May 1959.
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speech to Iraqi industrialists and men of capital, Qasim made a point of 
emphasizing that “ we are a neutral people”  and renewed his opposition 
to “ parties and partyism”  in the current stage.40 Then cunningly and 
with the help of Muhammad HadFd, the vice-chairman of the National 
Democratic party—its not so accommodating chairman, Kamel ach- 
ChadirchT, had gone to Moscow for medical treatment—Qasim defied the 
Communists to choose between hanging on to his sleeve or striking out 
entirely on their own. The defiance was implied in a statement that 
HadFd put out on May 19 in the name of the National Democrats, in 
which he said that they could not remain insensible to the wishes of 
“ the leader of the country”  and were, therefore, abandoning all activity 
forthwith.41 This came like a bolt out of the blue, for only eleven days 
earlier the National Democrats had spoken up in favor of the Commu
nists entering the government.42 '

Shortly afterwards, the Politbureau of the party met behind closed 
doors to deliberate upon what it should do next. Its members were not 
of one mind: some, the more militant, led by Husain ar-RadT, the 
party’s secretary, stood apparently against any yielding of ground, but 
most shared ‘Amer ‘Abdallah’s mood to meet Qasim halfway.43 A rec
ord of their discussions is unfortunately not available. But an idea of 
what went on can be gathered from the remarks that follow, which were 
made at a secret conclave of the Communist command held in Prague on 
19 November 1965:

Comrade JalTl (ZakF Khairl, member of the Politbureau): The ques
tion of power was taken up in earnest for the first time in 1959. .. . 
Those who opposed44 the participation of the party in the govern
ment stubbornly refused to consider the matter in class terms, al- j 
though the command of the party45 wanted it discussed from such a 
standpoint. The momentary political view prevailed: Qasim was . 
looked upon not as the leader of the bourgeois class but as a mili- " 
tary individual of diverse inclinations. . . . Had the party been 
oriented after 1958 toward power, the Revolution would have tri
umphed. This was the basic shortcoming and not the need for army 
officers. . . .  t

40Iraq, T he P r in cip les  o f  the July 14 R evo lu tion  in the S p eech es  o f  the 
L ea d er  (in Arabic), pp. 89-90.

41Al-AhalT, 20 May 1959.
42Ibid ., 8 May 1959.
43That ar-Radf led the hard-liners and ‘Amer ‘ Abdallah the moderates I have 

from a Communist who does not wish to be identified. .
^ L itera lly : “ The ideas opposing. . . . ”
45By this is meant apparently the secretary o f the party. .
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Comrade Ma’mun (Thabet Habib al-‘AnI, member of the Central Com
mittee): What is your opinion of the decisions adopted by the Cen
tral Committee at its meeting in 195946 and of the committee’s 
appraisal of this very issue? Was this diffidence as regards partici
pation in the government the attitude of some of the comrades or of 
whole organizations?
Comrade Jalil: I do not wish to elaborate. I was among those whose 
erroneous ideas led the meeting astray. I have already admitted my 
error. . . . The rub of the matter is that since the discussions of 
1959 there has been no daring for victory.47

It is not difficult to think of the reasons that could have led the 
Politbureau to refrain from showing its teeth to Qasim or from making a 
direct bid for power. The majority of the Politbureau, at least, knew 
that not a few of the old members of the party were still apprentice- 
Communists, that many of the new members had not been properly 
screened, that a great part of the enormous bandwagon that the party 
had called to life could swiftly vanish in any test of strength with 
Qasim, and that furthermore, as party documents of a later date reveal,48 
a course toward seizure of power could very well ensue in a murderous 
civil war. The majority must also have realized that much of the 
party’s recently won support among the army officers was of the wishy- 
washy kind. Moreover, if it had reason to be confident about the party’s 
influence on the rank and file in the First Division and, to a lesser de
gree, on the command of the Second Division, it could not afford to dis
count the popularity of Qasim with the soldiers and noncommissioned 
officers in all the divisions, nor ignore that Brigadier Siddlq Hasan, 
commander of the Fourth Division, reputedly tended toward conservatism; 
and that the apolitical Brigadiers Khalil ‘Abd-ur-Rahman and Ghalib 
‘Abd-ul-‘AzIz, the commanders of the Third and Fifth Divisions, were 
Qasim’s personal friends. When, sometime after the meeting of the 
Politbureau, Communist Colonel Ibrahim Husain aj-Juburi, commander 
of the Third Battalion Twenty-seventh Brigade, and Communist Lieuten
ant Colonel Khaz'al ‘A ll as-Sa‘dI, commander of Al-Muthannah Tank 
Regiment, pressed at a party gathering in the house of Communist Major 
Kadhim ‘Abd-ul-Karlm, for a seizure of power, ‘Atshan Dayyul al-

^ I .e . ,  at its plenary meeting, which was held in July 1959.
47Record o f the Meeting of the Iraqi Communist party’ s Committee for the 

Organization Abroad held on 19 November 1965 in Prague. A copy of the record 
fe ll into the hands of the authorities and was made available to this writer by 
the First Branch, Directorate General o f Security, Baghdad.

A Q

E .g ., Iraqi Communist party, internal circular entitled “ An Attempt to 
Appraise the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958- 
April 1965”  (in Arabic), pp. 12-13.
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AzairjawT, secretary of the Military Organization of the party,49 ad
duced Qasim’s popularity to discourage them.50

But perhaps the factor that had the greatest weight in the decision 
to beat a retreat was the pressure that the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union appears to have brought to bear upon the Iraqi Communist 
leadership. According to ‘Adnan Jilmiran, the then member of the Mosul 
Local Committee, the Russians sent at this point to Baghdad George 
Tallu, a member of the Iraqi Politbureau, who had been undergoing 
medical treatment in Moscow, with an urgent request to the Iraqi party 
to avoid provoking Qasim, and withdraw its bid to participate in the 
government.51 * The Russians apparently had no wish to cut all their 
bridges with Nasir, or jeopardize their new policy of “ peaceful coexis
tence,”  or wreck the chances of a visit to Washington which Khruschev 
contemplated and which he would eventually make in September. Later 
it would be rumored that the Russians pointed out to the Iraqi Commu
nists that a Communist state in Iraq, if it did not invite an intervention 
by the West—according to Qasim’s minister for foreign affairs, the Ameri
cans did at the time move warplanes from Germany to Adana air base5^— 
would, at the very least, consolidate all the Arab governments against 
them; and that, having no common frontiers with their country, they 
could not intervene militarily to save their necks, should they attempt a 
coup and fail, or succeed in seizing the power but have trouble in hold
ing on to it.

The disfavor with which left-wing Communists viewed the decision 
to fall back would not find expression in party literature until years 
later, and then in an intensely sharpened form, as in the following pas
sages from a 1967 internal circular:

Our enemies and bourgeois friends frightened us with the possibility 
of civil war, a possibility for which, it is true, there were objective 
grounds; but had the civil war taken place at that time it would have 
in all probability turned in our favor and not in a dreadful slaughter 
of Communists and revolutionary democrats, as after 8 February 
1963, when it actually broke out and the reaction triumphed, having 
itself chosen the appropriate moment to set it off. Our shying from 
civil war in 1959, rather than securing us, made the disaster 
inevitable. . . .

49For al-Azairjawi, see  Table 29-1.
^Statement to Ba'thT investigators in 1963 by Communist First Lieutenant 

Tareq Taha Darwlsh, who was present at the gathering in question. Iraqi P olice  
F ile No. QS/119 has reference.

*^For the text of Jilmiran’ s statement, see Iraq News Agency, Home News 
Bulletin  (in Arabic), Fifth Year, Supplement to Issue No. 79 of 28 March 1963.

^Conversation , Hashim Jawad, April 1969.
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We let slip through our fingers a historic opportunity and allowed 
a squandering of a unique revolutionary situation to the detriment of 
the people: after the defeat of the Mosul conspiracy Qasim had 
found himself in a tight spot and for a brief period, that of the flood- 
tide, could not balance against the Left the discomfited Right. Our 
party became, in effect, the master of the situation . . .  and should 
have gone on to conquer power .. . —even though civil war and 
foreign intervention appeared possible, if not unavoidable. To say 
that the masses, loving Qasim, would have stood against us is un
true. . .  . Had we seized the helm and without delay armed the 
people, carried out a radical agrarian reform, secured the masses in 
their interests and their rights, granted to the Kurds their autonomy 
and, by revolutionary measures, transformed the army into a demo
cratic force, our regime would have with extraordinary speed 
attained to the widest popularity and would have released great 
mass initiatives, enabling the millions to make their own history.53 54

Already on 20 May 1959, Ittihad-ushSha'b had begun smoothing the 
path for a retreat. The Communists, it said “ have not and will never”  
make the grant to them of a share in the government “ a condition for 
supporting .. . the leader Qasim,”  nor did they consider that there was 
anything “ urgent”  about'the official recognition of their activity.

The actual falling back came two days later, when the Politbureau 
gave notice that, by reason of the importance it attached to “ the unity 
of the national forces,”  and inasmuch as the “ widest masses of the 
people”  had been won over to the party’s viewpoint, it was calling off 
its “ educational”  campaign for seats in the Council of Ministers.55 In 
an accordant internal circular, it directed that for the earlier policy of 
unconditional support of Qasim and his regime, the party was hence
forth to substitute the formulas “ Solidarity-Struggle-Solidarity”  and 
“ Criticism-Unity-Criticism,”  and to be guided by the objective of a 
“ government resting on a sound democratic basis.” 56

At the same time, in another public statement—even as a consider
able splinter left-wing group of National Democrats were putting their 
feet down and openly refusing to disband-the Politbureau made plain

C O

',JIraqi Communist party, internal circular entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise 
the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  
(in Arabic), pp. 12-13.

54Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 20 May 1959.
55Ibid., 23 May 1959.
^C onversation  with a member of the Baghdad L oca l Party Committee who 

prefers to remain anonymous; and 1967 Communist internal circular entitled 
“ An Attempt to Appraise the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the 
Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in Arabic), p. 16.
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that the Communists had no intention of abandoning their political 
activities. “ Loyal party work,”  it said, “ can under no circumstances 
be viewed as a defiance of the government.”  By deciding to immobil
ize their party, the National Democratic leaders had put an unwarranted 
“ negative”  construction on the words of the premier. Calling back to 
mind the past services of the Communists, the Politbureau brought out 
that at one point “ when danger hanged threateningly over the Republic 
and the democratic policy represented by the leader ‘Abd-ul-KarTm,”  
the party took “ the grave decision to defend the Republic by force of 
arms, if necessary.” ?7

By way of retort, Qasim declared on the evening of 23 May, at a 
hastily convened news conference, that the step of the National Demo
cratic leaders “ entirely accords with my views,’ ’ .and that it would not . 
be proper to permit “ certain groups”  to start defending “ special inter
ests.” 57 58 “ I had no partners,”  he added, “ when I exploded the volca
noes of revolution. . . .  Is it not then my right to ask for time in order 
to explode the remainder of that which I possess?” 59 But Qasim’s re
buke of the Communists remained mild and, for the most part, indirect. 
Indeed, in an interview on the twenty-eighth with the British journalist 
Anthony Nutting, he made clear that he considered them to be “ strug
gling for the good of the country.”  “ They are sons of the people; they 
are faithful people,”  he said.60 ' '

Qasim, however, was taking no chances. On 24 May, he pulled up 
the reins on the People’s Resistance Force: he forbad it from carrying 
out arrests or house searches without the sanction of the military gover
nor general. On the same day, he began easing the Communists out of 
their influence in the broadcasting field:61 * * * by 12 June the Communist- 
inclined Sawt-ul-Ahrar would be calling Baghdad Radio “ a den of oppor
tunists and reactionaries. ” 62 Next Qasim turned his attention to the 
apparatus of the state, but here he appears to have proceeded more cir
cumspectly: “ news is arriving from here and there,”  complained 
Ittihad-ushSha‘b on 12 June, “ of the institution of special branches in 
a number of government departments to keep watch on the progressive 
elements.” 65 Qasim took also other steps. Reverting to his method of

57Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 23 May 1959.
^Ath-Thawrah, 24 May 1959. -
59Baghdad Radio, Home Service, 24 May 1959, as quoted by B.B C 

M E /38 /A /1  of 29 May 1959.
60Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b, 31 May 1959; and B.B.C. M E /40 /A /2  of 1 June 1959.

The first anti-Communist radio commentary was broadcast on that day,
and drew an attack from ‘A ziz al-Hajj, member of the Central Committee, Sawt-
ul-Ahrar, 27 May 1959. ' '

Sawt-ul-Ahrar, 12 June 1959.
Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 12 June 1959.
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balance, he arranged for the issuing of an amnesty order on 11 June,64 
under which several hundreds of nationalists and some supporters of 
the monarchy were freed from prison or exile.65 By the same token, he 
strengthened the hand of the National Democrats, lending them the 
weight of official favor in a fierce contest which they were then having 
with the Communists over the control of the newly licensed Peasants’ 
Associations: being unable to compete with the Communists in the 
cities, the National Democrats sought to dig in in the countryside.

The Communists answered in the only ways open to them: they 
tightened their hold over their auxiliary organizations by creating a ' 
Supreme Executive Bureau of the Committees for the Defence of the Re
public66 and activating the Liaison Committee of the Federations, 
Associations, and Trade Unions;67 they displayed their huge mass sup
port in the streets repeatedly; they sent up thundering and insistent 
shouts of “ No Deviation! No Reaction!” ;68 they wondered in caustic 
tones about the “ secret”  of the “ sudden enthusiasm”  of the National 
Democrats for “ manufacturing”  peasants’ delegations, petitions, and 
demonstrations right in the wake of the decision to “ freeze”  their 
party;69 they warned of grave peril for the premier’s life, of “ new plots”  
being hatched, and of impending “ destructive actions which will be 
blamed on the Communists.” 70

As the first anniversary of the Revolution approached, things 
seemed to be moving toward a showdown. There had been violence from 
about the middle of June onwards in various parts of the country. On the 
thirteenth, a deputation of National Democratic peasants, carrying peti
tions to Qasim against the leaders of the General Union of Peasants’ 
Associations, was set upon and beaten up by a Communist crowd in 
front of his office in the Defence Ministry.71 “ They had been chanting 
suspicious slogans, which angered the people,”  explained Ittihad-ush- 
Sha‘b afterwards.72 On 15 June in the Muntafiq province, the landlord 
Muhammad an-Nasrallah fired upon his peasants for anticipating their 
right to the crop, killing five of them.73 There were similar shootings
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04Ittibiad-ush-Sha'b, 12 June 1959.
6 577ie Times (London), 24 June 1959.
66Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 15 June 1959.
67Ibid., 16 June 1959.
68 Ibid., 13, 17, and 19 June 1959.

■ 69Ibid., 15 June 1959.
70Ibid., 16, 17, and 22 June 1959.
71Al-AhalT, 14 June 1959.
7^Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 15 June 1959.
73Qasim referred to this incident in his speech of 5 July; see Al-Bilad, 7 

July 1959.
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in other places such as al-Hayy, Suq-ush-Shuyukh, and Diwaniyyah.7/t 
Sensing that the ground was slipping under the feet of the Communists,, 
landowners already breathed more freely, and in certain instances were' 
taking the law into their own hands and settling with the more active „ 
peasants or members of peasants’ associations. On 21 June the Secre
tariat of the Democratic Youth Federation also complained of “ wicked 
attacks’ ’ on its followers and its branches in certain conservative dis
tricts in Baghdad and elsewhere, and of the indifferent attitude of the 
local authorities, and warned that “ the situation is critical and could 
at any moment lead to serious consequences,”  and that “ while our 
Federation has been urging its members not to reply to provocations, it 
is not in a position to sit with folded arms . . . and can on its own put 
an end to the criminal acts by committing its forces and crushing the • 
gangs to pieces. ” 75

But far more disturbing from Qasim’s point of view were persistent 
reports of imminent attempts to use Communist-officered army units 
against him. Although it is now clear that there was no foundation to 
any of the stories, Qasim apparently believed, at least for a time, that 
the Communists were out to get his scalp. In a series of speeches on 
14, 15, and 16 June at the Staff College, the Officers’ Club, and to the 
Twenty-fifth Infantry Brigade and the soldiers and noncommissioned 
officers of the Baghdad garrison, he hammered on one theme: the need 
to keep the parties out of the army. “ I do not belong to any party” ;
“ I do not wish parties or tendencies, whatever their color, to penetrate 
into the ranks of the armed forces under any circumstances,”  he said 
over and over again.76 On the twenty-fourth, the nationalist-Qasimite 
Ath-Thawrah directly charged “ a certain party”  with trying to involve 
the military in politics.77 This was followed by the administering of 
two heavy blows to the Communists: on the twenty-sixth Qasim termi
nated the armed nightly patrols by the People’s Resistance Force and 
prohibited the use of weapons by its members except for training pur
poses or the carrying out of authorized special assignments;74 75 * 77 78 79 0n the 
twenty-ninth he pensioned off six Communist army officers, including 
Staff Brigadier Daud aj-Janabl, commander of the Second Division.79

74
For names of victims and other details, see Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of 12 and 

18 July 1959. ’
75Ibid., 22 June 1959.

Iraq, The Principles o f the July 14 Revolution in the S peeches o f the 
Leader ‘Abd-ul-KarTm QSsim (in Arabic), pp. 116-118, 123-124, 126, and 129.

77Ath-Thawrah, 24 June 1959; and B.B.C. M E /62 /A /10  of 26 June 1959.
78As-Sahafah, 28 June 1959.
79The other officers, who apparently held positions under aj-JanSbT, were 

Major Shaker Abd-uj-Jabbar al-KhatTb, Captains Hassun Aswad az-Zuhair? and 
Jabbar^Khudair al-Haidar^ and First Lieutenants HSshim MarT and FakhrT‘ Abd- 
ul-Kanm, Al-Waqai' al-Iraqiyyah, No. 202 of 27 July 1959, p. 2.
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To the first blow, the Communists replied by combining themselves 
on 28 June with the left-wingers of the National Democrats and of the 
Kurdish Democratic party in a “ National Union Front,”  and using this 
body to prop up demands for a rearming “ on a wide scale”  of an expand
ed People’ s Resistance Force and “ the inclusion of the representatives 
of all the political forces defending the Republic . . .  in the responsibili
ty of rule at the present time or after the establishment of a democratic 
parliamentary regime.” 80 They thus renewed, but in a less exigent 
manner, their bid for a place in the government.

To the second blow, their Politbureau reacted more sharply. It put 
all party members on the alert, and in an internal circular issued on 3 
July enjoined them

not to permit the wresting by the authorities or by criminal gangs of 
any of the party’s gains and to answer with firmness, especially in 
the regions and towns where the party enjoys widespread influence, 
every measure directed against the party or any of the popular organi
zations, even if this should lead to clashes or mutual fighting.81

Clearly the hard-liners had succeeded in asserting themselves in 
the councils of the party. However, the position to which the circular 
gave voice was, it will be noted, in essence merely one of active self
defense.

At any rate, on the night of July 4, bloody encounters occurred in 
the districts of al-A‘dhamiyyah and al-Fadl in Baghdad between the 
Communists and members of the People’s Resistance, on the one hand, 
and Ba'thT and conservative elements, on the other. Fahd Nu'man, a 
Communist, was killed, and sixteen from both sides were injured.82

This brought the Resistance a reproof from Qasim, but in the gen
tlest terms. “ The loyalty of certain of its members, nay their extreme 
loyalty . . . , ”  he said at a reception given on July 5 by the commander 
of the force, “ led them to exceed their duties. . . . They were prompted 
wholly by their devotion and their chivalry . . . and did not understand 
the results of their actions.”  While emphasizing that under the law the 
Resistance must take its orders only from the military command, he de
scribed it as “ the impregnable fortress of the country.”  On the whole, 
in this speech Qasim showed a disposition to conciliate the Communists. 
He thus promised to make the transition period “ a very short one,”  after 
which “ I myself will ask the parties to come into action”  and “ will 
give support to the establishment of the National Front.”  All the 
parties, he added, * 2

®°Articles 1 and 5 o f the charter of the Front, Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 29 June 
1959. '

®*The Politbureau of the Iraqi Communist party, “ Circular Restricted to 
Members,”  3 July 1959.

S2A1-Bilad, 5 July 1959.
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are my brethren. The Democratic party is a brother party and is in 
accord with me. The Communist party is a brother party and is in 
accord with me. The [Kurdish Democratic] party is a brother party . 
and is in accord with me. And the free in this homeland and the in
dependent are my brethren and in accord with me and all are behind 
the leader(!) . . .  It is I who unite . . . between the different parts of 
this people.83 84 * * *

On the same day, the Politbureau cancelled the instructions con
tained in its internal circular of 3 July,84 but in a public statement on 
the ninth made clear in no uncertain terms that it was not prepared to •=’ 
prostrate itself before the premier. “ Much as our party,’ ’ it declared, •

has given regard to the standpoints of the leader ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Qasim, it has, by virtue of the status it possesses among broad sec-  ̂
tions of the people, expressed, and will in the future continue to ex
press, its own special views on some political questions—the need 
for party life and a National Union Front, among other things—if it 
deems that such views are better calculated to safeguard the Re
public or the common interest.

But the Politbureau had not the least intention to carry its disaccord 
with Qasim to the point of an irrevocable parting of ways: “ in adopting 
such independent attitudes . . . our party is only exercising one of its 
elemental democratic rights . .. and this should in no way be taken to 
connote a desire on its part to oppose the national government.”  Its 
very demand for cabinet representation “ reflects the confidence it re
poses . . .  in the leadership”  of the premier. On the other hand, the 
Politbureau found it

necessary to affirm a well-known truth, namely, that the Iraqi Com
munist party, strong in the support and trust of the widest masses 
of the people and solidly tied to the widest democratic groups in 
the National Union Front, constitutes, together with its allies, the 
basic political force in the country upon whose firm and sincere 
backing the national government could rely for the preservation of 
the Republic and the assuring of its triumphant march toward liber
ation and democracy.83

Obviously, there is in the statement a blending of two distinct notes, 
defiance and conciliation-a mirroring, in other words, of a compromise 
between the hardliners and the moderates within the Politbureau, that 
is, essentially between Husain ar-Radl and ‘Amer ‘Abdallah.

®^Text of Qasim’ s speech in ibid., 7 and 9 July 1959. •
84̂ Conversation in May 1969 with an ex-member of the Baghdad L ocal Com

mittee of the Communist party who prefers to remain unidentified.
^^Ittihad-ush-Sha* b, 10 July 1959; emphasis added.
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At the time, unaware of the retreat of the party from the militant 
position expressed in the internal circular of July 3, outside observers 
caught only the first note, making much of it.

There was also an attempt to attribute the partial hardening of the 
party’s stand to the influence of the Chinese Communists: according 
to the Middle East correspondent of The Christian Science Monitor, “ a 
group with a very real interest in an accurate assessment of the situa
tion in Iraq”  believed that while the Russians might have been pressing 
the Iraqi Communists for a slowdown in activity, the Chinese or, to be 
specific, Burhan ShahTdT, the Moslem-born vice-chairman of the National 
Committee of the Chinese People’s Consultative Congress,86 egged 
them on to push strongly forward. 87 However, there is no evidence of 
any kind to support the notion of a Chinese interference in the affairs 
of the Iraqi party. Burhan ShahTdT was not in Baghdad at this point: he 
had arrived on March 17 at the head of a Chinese cultural delegation,88 
but had left for home on April 21 .89  This is not to deny that the state
ment of the Politbureau just referred to may have found favor with Pe
king and disfavor with Moscow, if one is to judge by the promptitude 
with which Peking publicized it and the utter neglect which it incurred 
in Moscow.* 90

But what manner of response did Qasim give to the statement? He 
abruptly abandoned his dilly-dallying: on 13 and 14 July, in moves to 
mollify the Communists and at the same time place them on the defen
sive, he undertook to legalize political parties after six months, and 
appointed Dr. NazThah ad-DulaimT, a gynecologist, a card-carrying Com
munist, and the leader of the League for the Defence of Women’ s Rights, 
as minister of municipalities; Dr. Faisal as-Samir, a left-wing National 
Democrat, a traveling companion of the party, and the president of the 
Teachers’ Union, as minister of guidance; and ‘AwnT Yusuf, also a 
friend of the Communists and a Kurdish Democratic higher justiciary, 
as minister of works and housing.91 * All three had appended their signa
tures two weeks before on the Charter of the National Union Front.9  ̂
While still regarding themselves, in an official sense, unrepresented in 
the regime, the Communists telegraphed the premier: “ By coopting 
faithful and patriotic elements into the cabinet, you have taken one
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86por this officia l title of ShahidT, see Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 19 July 1959. 
The Christian S cience Monitor, 9 July 1959.

* 88j^ew china News Agency Bulletin (English Edition), 17 March 1959. 
&9Ibid., 21 April 1959.
90See Donald S. Zagoria, The Sino-Soviet Conflict 1956-1961 (Princeton, 

1962), p. 259.
91A1-Bilad, 14 July 1959; and Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 18 July 1959.
9^See Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b of 29 June 1959.



further step . . . toward strengthening the solidarity between the people 
and their national government under your leadership.” 93

Qasim had feared lest the reins should slip from his hands, and had 
been anxious to keep the Communists away from the more critical posi
tions from which they might have been able to pull him down. The last 
thing he desired was to make an end of them, for it was obvious to him 
that were he to settle with the Communists, it could not be long before 
the nationalists would make him pay in full the bitter score that lay 
between them.
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93See Ittihad-ush-Sha'b o f 18 July 1959. The date of the telegram was not 
indicated, but it should be noted that the paper did not appear from 15 to 17 
July on account of the celebration o f the first anniversary o f the Revolution.
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KIRKUK, JULY 1959

Nothing harmed the Communists more than the bloody doings at Kirkuk 
on July 14-16. Yet it is now certain that these doings were neither pre
meditated nor authorized by their leaders in Baghdad. In part, they ' 
must be ascribed to the nature of the times: acts of extreme cruelty 
against adversaries are not uncommon in moments of social instability 
and extraordinary agitation. But the more immediate blame falls clear
ly upon fanatic Kurds of differing tendencies. It is significative that 
all but 3 of the 31 officially reported as killed, and all but 6 of the 130 
known to have been injured in the incidents were Turkmen, and that all 
but 4 of the 28 perpetrators of excesses executed on 22 June 1963 were 
Kurds.1 There were, it is true, assaults on the lives of people through 
private malice. For example, the mother of one of the victims testified 
before the Second Martial Court that the accused, who were members of 
the People’s Resistance, had feared that her son would win away the 
headship of a district from their father, a rival candidate.2 Again, a 
personal grudge seems to have been the motive of the member of the 
Youth Union who was behind the killing of two of his employers, the 
owners of Al-‘Alamein Cinema in Kirkuk.3 On the whole, however, it 
was in the inveterate enmity between Kurds and Turkmen that the out
rageous fury that gripped the city had its roots.

The Communists did take an active part in the outbreak, but as 
Kurds. The ends they sought were not Communist but Kurdish ends. 
Their communism was, in most instances, skin deep. What, in effect, 
seems to have happened was the bending by the Kurds of all the auxil
iary organizations of the Communist party to their own needs, that is, 
to the pursuit of their deadly feud with their old antagonists, the 
Turkmen.

^Letter No. 497 of 15 July 1959 from the Kirkuk ch ief of po lice  to the
mutasarrii (governor) of Kirkuk province; letter No. 6433 of 17 July 1959 from 
the Kirkuk ch ie f of security to the director general of security, Baghdad; letter 
No. 5725 of 23 June 1963 from the Kirkuk chief o f security to the mutasarrif of 
Kirkuk; undated letter to Premier Qasim from the Turkmen leaders TahsTn 
Ra’ fat and Retired Colonel Shaker Saber; and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of 4 August and
3 December 1959. The Kirkuk security and police  letters referred to in this 
and other footnotes in this chapter were perused by this writer at the Kirkuk 
P o lice  Headquarters in February 1964.

or the text of her testimony, see Al-Hurriyyah, 22 September 1959.
O *

■See proceedings of Second Martial Court in Ath-Thawrah, 4, 6, and 14 
April 1960.



Kirkuk, an oil center, lying 180 miles north of Baghdad, had been 
Turkish through and through in the not too distant past. By degrees, 
Kurds moved into the city from the surrounding villages. With the 
growth of the oil industry, their migration intensified. By 1959, they 
had swollen to more than one-third of the population, and the Turkmen 
had declined to just over half, the Assyrians and Arabs accounting, in 
the main, for the rest of the total of 120,000.4 Other Turkish towns, 
such as ArbTl, had undergone a similar process: ArbTl itself was in 
great measure Kurdified, and the change occurred peacefully. But the 
Kirkuklis, who maintained close cultural links with Turkey, were of a 
tougher fiber and united by a stronger sense of ethnic identity.

As at Mosul, the animosity was sharpened by a near parallelism be
tween the racial and economic divisions: in a preponderant sense, the 
creditors were Turkmen, the debtors Kurds; the big merchants, the mid
dling shopkeepers, the artisans Turkmen; the oil workers, the menial 
laborers, the petty vendors Kurds. But there were many poor Turkmen, 
and not a few well-to-do Kurds. ’

After the July 14 Revolution, the animosity assumed a distinct 
political form for, according to the Kirkuk chief of police, “ on the 
founding of the associations, organizations, and trade unions, most of 
the Kurds adhered to them . . . whereas the Turkmen banded together 
under Turkmenian nationalist colors.” 5 *

Naturally, the situation became very tense. In the last week of 
October 1958, a serious clash occurred. The troops, ordered out to re
store peace, split along ethnic lines, the Kurdish soldiers joining in 
with their blood brothers against the Turkmen. When in the end the 
tumult was composed, the Arab local commander, Staff Brigadier Nadhim 
at-Tabaqchali, tried to persuade the two communities to work together 
through a “ Committee for National Cooperation. ” 6 But in the following 
January there were more disturbances, this time apparently sparked by 
an assault by armed Kurds on one of the Turkish quarters. Several peo
ple reportedly died.7 On 22 March, as the country was entering “ the 
period of the flood-tide,”  the Kirkuk Local Committee of the Communist 
party, now the chief power in the city, found it necessary to issue a 
special handbill in which it warned that “ reactionaries and chauvinists
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The 1957 offic ia l census showed a population of 120,402, of whom 12,691 
were Christians and the remainder Moslem, except for a few hundred Sabeans, 
Yazidis, and members of other denominations: Iraq, Ministry of Interior, Statis
tical Compilation Relating to the Population Census o f 1957 (in Arabic! I 
Part IV, 170. ’

•’ Letter No. 497 of 15 July 1959 from the Kirkuk ch ief o f police  to the 
mutasarrif of Kirkuk province.

Statement of Brigadier at-TabaqchalT before the “ P eople ’ s Court’ ’ on 23 
August 1959, Iraq, Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat. . . XVIII, 7231-7232.

^ B.B .C . No. 755 of 15 January 1959, p. 8.
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were exciting in the hearts of Turkmen the fear of Kurds and Arabs and 
at the same time arousing suspicions and spreading calumnies among 
the Kurdish masses against their Turkmen brethren,”  and summoned all 
the citizens to “ vigilance, . . .  unity, and brotherhood.” 8 From the 
point of view of the Kurds, violence no longer made sense, for not only 
was the Communist Local Committee in their hands, but also much of 
the government of Kirkuk. Ma'ruf al-BarazanchT, the Kurdish Commu
nist secretary of the Peace Partisans, was the chief of the municipali
ty. ‘AwnT Yusuf, a Kurdish Democrat, was the president of the court. 
The Kurdish Communist Captain Mahdl Hamid was the leader of the ' 
Resistance Forces. Staff Brigadier Daud aj-JanabT, an Arab, who had 
taken over command of the troops on 14 March, belonged, as pointed out 
elsewhere,9 to the Communists; and inasmuch as the Kurds, in their 
bulk, had from the beginning taken the side of his party and now consti
tuted its most natural support, there was no wish or intention of theirs 
that he did not fulfill. In brief, the Kurds reigned virtually unopposed. 
For the solution of their historic conflict with the Turkmen, they had at 
their disposal well nigh the entire legal and political machinery of the 
city, and had indeed already begun adapting it to their purposes.

It was the threat to this ascendancy implied in the sudden removal 
on 29 June of Brigadier Daud aj-Janabl and Captain MahdT Hamid that 
probably changed the mood of the Kurds, and so charged the atmosphere 
as to make possible the ghastly violence in the days of July 14-16.

It is still uncertain whether the outbreak was a planned thing, or 
simply an extreme variant of recurrent—almost instinctive—effusions of 
ethnic hatred, or the result of a conjunction of the one and the other.
The Turkmen in Kirkuk insist that it was prepared beforehand, and pin 
the blame on the Kurdish leaders of the Communist organizations—more 
specifically, among others, on ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar Beiruzkhan, chief of the 
Union of Democratic Youth; Retired Captain Fatih Mulla Daud aj- 
Jabbarl, a founder of the National Front; and on the already mentioned 
secretary of the Peace Partisans. In support, they adduce alleged warn
ings by certain members of these organizations to relatives and acquain
tances to evacuate their women and children from Kirkuk before 14 July 
and to be sure, if remaining behind, to wear only Kurdish costumes or 
the costumes of the People’s Resistance. They also claim that Kurdish 
tribesmen had been introduced into the city from the neighboring country 
in the days preceding the outbreak.10 But well-informed foreign diplo
matic officers, who do not wish to be named, doubt that the violence 
was contrived, and are inclined to the view that it was touched off by
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8Ittihad-ushSha'b, 27 March 1959.
9See p. 891 and Table 45-1.
10Undated letter to Premier Qasim from the Turkmen leaders TahsTn R a’fat 

and Retired Colonel Shaker Saber.
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the fierce determination of the Kurdish Communists and Kurdish Demo
crats to have only one city-wide July 14 procession and to run it them
selves, and the no less grim resolve of the Turkmen to organize their 
own independent column. For their part, the Kirkuk chief of police and 
the Kirkuk chief of security, who appear to have had opposite sympa
thies,11 do not agree about the side from which the initial provocations 
came: the chief of police points to the Turkmen,12 the chief of securi
ty to “ the noncommissioned officers and some of the soldiers”  of the 
predominantly Kurdish Works’ Company and Military Police Detachment 
of the Second Division.13 As for the Communists, they point to paid 
hirelings of the Anti-Subversion Committee of CENTO.

Anyhow, according to the chief of police—and his account, if 
sketchy, is the only on-the-spot inside account that could be traced— 
this is what happened on July 14:

The Kirkuk Committee for the Celebration of the Anniversary of 
the Revolution had appointed for six in the evening of 14 July a pro
cession of the popular organizations that was to march through the 
principal streets of the city. In view of the deep-rooted enmity be
tween the Kurds and the Turkmen . . .  and provocative acts by the 
latter both before and during the festivals, appropriate precautionary 
measures were taken by us. . . .

At about seven, as the procession got to the Qld Bridge on its 
way to the Qal'ah side (see Map 7), it came upon a demonstration of 
Turkmen riding in army vehicles. Intervening, I kept the two sides 
apart. The procession moved on, with myself at its head. On enter
ing Independence Street, I saw a column of about 60 soldiers carry
ing ropes and marching in the opposite direction. On my orders, the 
police deflected them into the side street of the Directorate of Edu
cation. When the procession, flowing forward, reached the Four
teenth July Coffee-house, a haunt of the Turkmen, shots rang out.
Who did the firing could not be determined, but the marchers became 
excited and a scuffle followed in which at first stones and the 
sticks of streamers were used, but which quickly led to discharges 
of firearms by soldiers and the men of the people and of the Resis
tance. Twenty Turkmen were killed and their bodies dragged about 
in the streets. Among the dead were Retired Captain ‘Ata Khairal- 
lah, Uthman ach-Chaichi, owner of the Fourteenth July Coffee-house,
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11They were respectively Jasim Mahmud as-Su‘ udrand NurT al-Khayyat, 
both Arabs, but the first tepidly for and the other warmly against the Communists.

No. 497 of 15 July 1959 from the Kirkuk chief of police to the . 
mutasarrif of Kirkuk province.

^Letter No. 6433 of 17 July 1959 from the Kirkuk ch ie f o f security to the 
director general of security, Baghdad.
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and [a daughter and two sons of] Fu’ ad ‘Uthman, the head of al- 
Khassah quarter. The injured numbered 130. In addition, 70 shops, 
cafes, and casinos were sacked. All this was the doing of the sol- 
diets, the members of the Resistance, and the men of the people. 
Elements of the Resistance also attacked the Imam QSsim Police 
Station, broke into the arsenal and seized the weapons belonging to 
the Resistance and 18 police rifles. .. . This attack, we have since 
learned, was carried out upon the initiative of Retired Police Com
missioner NurT Wall and his group. 14 15 *

The account leaves unanswered a number of questions: Why were 
the Turkish demonstrators riding in army vehicles? Who led out the 
rope-carrying soldiers or was behind their clearly provocative manifesta
tion? What kind of group did retired police commissioner, NurT Wall, • 
command, and what were his possible motives?

No light can be shed on the first question. As to the rope-carrying 
soldiers, they may have belonged to the Works’ Company and the Mili
tary Police Detachment which, according to the chief of security, 
figured prominently in the happenings on that day and had played an 
effective role in the time of the ex-commander of the Division, the 
Communist Staff Brigadier Daud aj-Janabi.4® This, if true, would sug
gest that the guiding thread in this case may have been in the hands of 
Kurdish Communists. With regard to the retired police commissioner, 
NurT Wall, it would appear from independent evidence given in the Sec
ond Martial Court that his group was in some degree made up of his rela
tives, and engaged in violence in part at least to settle purely personal 
scores. Its appeal was not to political but to ethnic feelings: an eye
witness, a sergeant in the army, attested that on issuing from the Imam 
Qasim police station, NurT Wall handed out the arms to a crowd waiting 
outside which, shortly afterwards, hurriedly set off in the direction of 
the bridge and the Qal‘ ah, firing in the air and crying: The Turkmen 
have slaughtered all our Kurdish brethren!” !®

If the version of the chief of police is obscure on certain counts, 
its description of the outcome clearly suggests that the Turkmen were 
essentially unarmed. This makes it doubtful that the mysterious shots 
that crackled near the Fourteenth July Coffee-house came from their 
side, and raises the question as to whether these shots were a pre
arranged signal, or a thoughtless initiative, or the act of a third party— 
a question that cannot be settled.

KIRKUK, JULY 1959

14Letter No. 497 of 15 July 1959 from the Kirkuk chief of police  to the 
mutasarrif of Kirkuk province.

15Letter No. 6433 of 17 July 1959 from the Kirkuk ch ief of security to the 
director general of security, Baghdad.

!®For this testimony see Al-Hurriyyah, 22 September 1959.
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If the element of deliberateness is not plainly discernible in, at 

least, the first incidents on July 14, it seems, on the other hand, to 
have characterized the events of the next two days. On July 15, Kurd
ish soldiers from the Fourth Brigade, using mortars, shelled the Turkish- 
owned Atlas and ‘Alamein Cinemas and some of the Turkish houses in 
al-Qal‘ ah from which, they claimed, fire had been aimed at them. But 
the Kirkuk chief of security wrote to Baghdad subsequently that the 
firing on the soldiers was a put-up thing, and blamed it on the Youth 
Union and the Resistance.17 In another report he maintained that it 
had come to light that on the fifteenth, Retired Captain aj-Jabban of 
the National Front, Beiruzkhan of the Youth Union, and others, accom
panied by certain members of the military police, were “ designating to 
be slain and dragged about every person whom they considered to be 
hostile to them and whom they happened to meet at the gate of the Divi
sional Headquarters or the local club,”  where many Kirkuklis had taken 
refuge.18 * * Later, on 29 July, at a press conference, Qasim asserted, 
apparently on the strength of complaints by Turkmen, that “ the anar
chists proceeded to houses that had been marked on maps beforehand, 
brought out their residents, and put them to death. ” 1® Nothing about 
this could be traced in the contemporary Kirkuk police accounts. How
ever, in a letter on 27 July, the chief of security, charging the Youth 
Union with the misdeed, reported that “ lately,”  that is, not during but 
several days after the disturbance, marks had appeared on a number of 
houses in the city, which excited fear in the Turkmen and occasioned 
the flight of about four hundred families to Baghdad.2 °  Upon this sub
ject the principal organ of the Communist party remarked a few days 
afterwards: “ It has been said that signs had been put on certain houses 
with the intention of attacking their residents, whereas now it is known 
that the Department of Electricity was doing that for its own 
purposes.” 21 '

Order was not fully restored in Kirkuk until after the arrival on 17 
July of military reinforcements from Baghdad and the disarming of the 
Kurdish soldiers of the Fourth Brigade. All in all 120 houses, cafes, 
and stores were gutted or plundered. As to the victims, the chief of 
security wrote on 20 July that the known dead were 32, but estimated
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17Letter No. 6857 of 27 July 1959 from the chief o f security of Kirkuk to 
the Directorate General of Security, Baghdad.

18Letter No. 6694 of 20 July 1959 from the Kirkuk chief of security to the 
Directorate General of Security, Baghdad.

1^Al-Bilad, 30 July 1959; and Ittihad-ush-Sha' b, 30 July 1959.
2(1Letter No. 6857 of 27 July 1959 from the Kirkuk ch ief of security to the 

Directorate General of Security, Baghdad.
^Ittihad-ush-Sha' b, 4 August 1959.
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that there were 20 others buried in places that were still being 
searched.22 On 2 August, Qasim put the total at 79,23 but on 2 Decem
ber, that is, just after his recovery from bullet wounds inflicted upon 
him by members of the Ba'th party, he retracted the figure, and said 
that only 31 were actually killed and that the confusion was due to the 
fact that “ each corpse was photographed many times from various 
angles.” 24 The final official estimate for the injured was 130.

Qasim reacted sharply to the news of the bloodletting at Kirkuk.
“ It is within our power,”  he declared on 19 July, “ to crush anyone who 
confronts the sons of our people with anarchic acts stemming from 
grudges, rancor, and blind fanaticism.”  He also called on all soldiers 
and officers “ to obey only orders issued by the high command.” 25 
When he later saw pictures of the frightfully mangled corpses he was 
shocked. “ Hulagu in his time did not commit such atrocities, nor even 
the Zionists!”  he exclaimed in a meeting with Iraqi journalists on the 
twenty-ninth. “ Can these be the acts of . . . organizations which allege 
to be democratic?”  he asked. But, while passionately denouncing the 
perpetrators as knaves “ without honor or conscience”  and “ baser than 
Fascists,”  he made clear in that meeting, and again in an address to 
the representatives of unions and vocational organizations on 2 August, 
that he was not blaming nor had any intention to call to account any 
particular party or principle. “ Individuals,”  he said, are responsible 
for these catastrophes and I shall deal with them as individuals. I do 
not want to persecute organizations.” 26

Upon the Communist leadership in Baghdad, news of the savagery 
at Kirkuk came like an ill wind. It had obviously nothing to gain from a 
senseless slaughter of Turkmen. But it had been for many months under 
the influence of the paralyzing idea that “ the opposing of excess would 
weaken the revolutionary spirit of the people.” 27 That is why it did 
nothing to condemn the shady elements that had hooked up with the
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22His letter No. 6694 of 20 July 1959 to the Directorate General of Security, 
Baghdad.

23lttihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 5 August 1959.
24Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 3 December 1959; and Iraqi Review , I, No. 20, 23 D e

cember 1959.
25Iraq, The Principles o f  the July 14 Revolution in the Speeches o f  the 

Faithful Son of the P eople, the Leader ‘Abd-ul-Karim Qasim (in Arabic), 11(1959), 
pp. 44, 47.

26Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b and Al-Bilad  of 30 July and 3 August 1959; and B.B.C. 
M E /92 /A /1  of 31 July and M E /95 /A /1  of 5 August 1959.

27I am not here unquestioningly accepting the explanation given by the Cen
tral Committee Plenum of mid-1959. The ex-Communists Sharif ash-Shaikh and 
Daud a§-§ayegh confirmed to this writer in February 1964 that this was, in fact, 
the argument given in the party prior to July 1959 for the command’ s silence on 
the excesses at Mosul.
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party and had, back in March at Mosul, indulged, in its name, in besti
alities to settle long-standing private grudges or family or ethnic feuds 
in their own interests. But then it could afford to shut its eyes. It was 
entering the period of its maximal power. The violence could also be 
extenuated: there had actually been a revolt. Now, however, it was 
impossible to cover up for the Kirkuk Communists or pseudo-Communists, 
although at first the party leadership tried to do just that, by throwing 
the blame on the “ Turanians” 28 and the agents of the imperialists, 
while at the same time, to appease Qasim, placing “ unrestrictedly”  at 
his disposal “ all the forces and capabilities of the party.” 29 But after 
Qasim’s shaking of his fist at the “ anarchists,” 30 and as the news
papers, hostile to communism, began giving wide play to the atrocities, 
the Central Committee of the party met, upon urgent summons, in an ex
traordinary plenary session. Its debate was vehement from the very 
start. According to ‘Aziz ash-Shaikh, a member of the committee,31 the 
demand was voiced at one point for the removal of Husain ar-Radi, the 
general secretary, but ar-Radr produced a secret report by the new com
mander of the Second Division, in which the latter affirmed that the 
army had put into effect the “ Kirkuk Security Plan,”  but meeting with 
resistance, used mortars, killing a number of people; and that, moreover, 
the leaders of the “ popular organizations”  had placed themselves at 
his disposal with a view to the restoring of tranquillity.32 The Central 
Committee, having no reason to doubt the authenticity of the report, 
gave it credence; but, in view of its inaccuracies, to say the least, it 
would appear that some elements, perhaps Kurdish Communists in the 
Second Division, were leading not only Baghdad but their own party 
command astray. It is extremely unlikely that ar-RadT would have him
self manufactured the report. At any rate, the plenum insisted that the 
party must take an unequivocal attitude against “ torture, the dragging 
about of bodies, the plunder of property, and other violations of the 
law.” 33

The feeling of the plenum soon found reflection in Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b. 
In one of its more expressive editorials, that of 2 August 1959, the 
paper wrote:

28I.e ., Turkmenian nationalists.
^Ittihad-ush-Sha' b, 18 July 1959.
30In his speech of 19 July 1959.
31For ‘ AzTz ash-Shaikh, see  Table 37-1.
32Statement to Ba'thT investigators in April 1963 by ‘ AzTz ash-Shaikh, mem

ber o f the Central Committee from 1956 to 1963, in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  QS/26.
33/dem., and report in summary form of the Plenum of the Central Committee 

held in mid-July 1959, published in I ttihad-ush-Sha'b of 3 August 1959.
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It is laid to us that we believe in violence within the frame of 
the national movement and in the relations with the other patriotic 
forces. This is a sheer libe l.. . .

In well-known articles published a long time ago we stressed 
that “ the method is the touch-stone. ”  But it seems that there is a 
deliberate intent to confuse this correct and firm attitude . .. with 
the impetuosities of some simple nonparty masses. . . .

We utterly condemn any transgression against innocent people 
. . .  or the harming or torture even of traitors. . . . We condemn these 
methods on principle. . . .34

The apologia of the plenum was published on 3 August in summary 
form, and on the twenty-third in full. It referred to the “ practical im
possibility”  under the monarchy of educating the masses and habituat
ing them to organized political work; to the difficulty of taming their 
energies, once liberated; to a party “ mistakenly embarrassed”  and hesi
tant to rebuke them for fear of abating their enthusiasm; to the continua
tion of clandestineness in organization despite the open character of 
the party’s political activity—which, as cells greatly multiplied, 
hindered the command from closely supervising the rank and file and 
facilitated the “ misapplication”  of the party’s policy by “ some of the 
less experienced party organizations,”  and the perpetration of “ ex
cesses”  by nonparty elements “ pretending to be Communists.”  The 
plenum also admitted that the party was in the wrong in not standing 
firmly against such occurrences at the time, and called for stern disci
plinary measures against every party member who could be shown to 
have been involved in culpable behavior.35

But the owl of Minerva began its flight too late.

KIRKUK, JULY 1959

34Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 2 August 1959.
33Ibid., 3 and 23 August 1959.



THE EBB

The Communists had attained and passed the apogee of their power 
before the outbreak at Kirkuk. When in May of 1959 they meekly aban
doned their bid for a share in the government, the flow of people toward 
them ceased. However, it was only after Kirkuk that there began a real 
ebbing away of support from them.

For this process there were causes other than the grnve moral 
damage inflicted upon the party by the madness at Kirkuk.

One important factor was the change in the mood of the country. A 
people cannot for long live on its nerves. After the convulsions of the 
first year of the revolution, Iraqis began thirsting for repose. This did 
not augur well for the Communists, who developed and ripened best m 
tempestuous times.

Another factor, very much at work in the initial abrupt flight from 
certain of the mass unions and organizations, was the nature of many of 
the individuals that the party had swept along with it in its great surge 
forward: men of unstable and ephemeral inclinations and now, as the 
tide turned, the first to decry what they had before exalted; or men of 
more durable opinions but not ready to struggle, or sacrifice, or brave 
repression. In the changed climate, the responses to basic party organ
izers, trying to command attention, were often: “ We are occupied!”  or 
“ We have families!”  or “ We can live with both sides!”  or some such 
thing.1

Still another contributory factor was the widening gulf between 
Qasim and the Communists. Many Iraqis had lined up behind the party, 
not on account of what it itself stood for, but by virtue of its partner
ship with Qasim. As its bonds with him loosened and conflict set in, 
they quickly drew off.

The blows that Qasim dealt to the party also had their effect. In 
the period from July 19 to August 12, 1959, he arrested “ hundreds”  of 
rank-and-file Communists and traveling companions; put the People’s 
Resistance Force “ in abeyance” ; closed down the branches of the 
Democratic Youth Federation in provincial towns; threatened “ penalties 
to persons “ arrogating to themselves”  the appellation of ‘ Committees 
for the Defence of the Republic” ; sealed the offices of the General Fed
eration of Trade Unions; and demobilized no fewer than 1,700 reservists,

1For these responses: conversation with a member of the General Students’ 
Federation who wishes to remain unnamed.
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including the entire Communist-influenced Thirteenth Reserve Officer 
Class.2 Although on 13 August—concomitantly with a declaration by 
him to thie effect that he “ shall not permit the defeat of the democratic 
forces in this land” 3—Qasim eased the pressure on the Communists in 
the cities, he not long afterwards began acting against them in the 
countryside. Most hurtful was his abrogation on September 6 of Law 
No. 78 of 9 May 1959, which had in effect vested in the predominantly 
Communist Founding Committee of the General Federation of Peasants’ 
Associations the power to license local units. Under the new Law No. 
139 of 1959, this responsibility devolved upon the governors of prov
inces.4 All these measures undoubtedly played a causative role in the 
movement of people away from the Communists.

But one must guard against exaggerating the decline in the party’ s 
support at this juncture. Wide masses \yere still hospitable to its 
ideas. Besides, the ebb affected more the auxiliary organizations of 
the party than the party itself. To some extent this was due to the 
greater tenacity of party members. To a considerable degree, however, 
it is explicable by the fact that the brunt of Qasim’s attacks fell upon 
the auxiliary organizations, that is, the outposts of the party rather 
than on its inner core. It is not only that the outposts were more visi
ble, but Qasim was also acting advisedly: pursuing as ever his policy 
of balance, he sought not the destruction of the Communists but merely 
their enfeeblement. It is in this light that must be apprehended his 
just-quoted statement of 13 August.

The ebb affected also different auxiliary organizations differently.
It was not simply a question of which ones Qasim singled out as targets 
for his attack. Other elements were at work. Thus the associations 
organized territorially, such as the Democratic Youth Federation, could 
not as easily be held together as those organized occupationally, such 
as the Oil Workers’ Union. Again, the organizations whose members 
were directly dependent on the government for their livelihood, such as 
the Construction Workers’ Union, proved—except where simultaneously 
other influences had play—the least resistant to its pressure. Further,, 
the organizations in which the Communists had deep historical roots, 
such as the Federation of Students or the Railway Workers’ Union, re-

^■Ittihad-ush-Sha' b, 26 and 30 July and 3 August 1959; Al-Bilad  and Sawt- 
ul-Ahrar, 30 July 1959; Christian S cience Monitor, 24 July 1959; Iraqi Review, 
23 August 1959; B .B.C. M E /88 /A /1  of 27 July, M E /93 /A /4  of 1 August and 
M E /95 /A /1  of 5 August; and World Federation of Democratic Youth, Iraqi 
Youth. Their Movement and Tasks, p. 18.

3Iraq, The Principles of the July 14 Revolution in the S peeches of the 
Leader (in Arabic), II (1959), p. 56.

4Cf. Article 7 of the old law with Article 3 of the new law; Al-Waqai‘ ul- 
‘Iraqiyyah, No. 166 of 10 May 1959, and No. 225 of 9 September 1959.
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mained firm in their attachment to the party. By contrast, the party lost 
no little of its hold over the associations of peasants, among whom it 
had traditionally been weak. A higher degree of political conscious
ness also mattered, as in the case of the Union of Teachers, which em
braced the poorest of the intelligentsia and, therefore, the segment of 
this class most dependent on the state for its means of living—and yet, 
at the same time, many of the most steadfast supporters of the party.
But here, too, the party was gathering in the harvest of long, unremit
ting effort.

Many of these things the hardened Communist organizers sensed 
only intuitively, or in a general way, or more clearly at a later point. 
That their party was experiencing a decline did not, of course, escape 
them but they had no means of assessing its precise extent. For one 
thing, the period of the ebb—July-October 1959—coincided, insofar as 
the students and teachers were concerned, with the period of the sum
mer vacation. For another, it was the period of the party’s “ orderly re
treat,” 5 so that there was scarcely any opportunity to test in action the 
strength of old or recently formed loyalties.6

But there were some signs. Already in the latter half of July, the 
anti-Communist paper Al-Fajr-tij-Jadid (The New Dawn), was reportedly 
outselling the party’s organ, Ittihad-ush-Sha'b.J Moreover, on 28 August 
the nationalists won control of the Lawyers’ Association. Their candi
date, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq ShabTb, drew 456 votes, the Communist ‘ Aziz 
Sharif 267, and the National Democrat Hasan Zakariyyah 165. But the 
elections in this instance were not without their peculiarity: many Com
munist or Communist-inclined lawyers, having taken government jobs in 
the time of the flood-tide, were excluded, on a ruling by Iraq’s highest 
tribunal, from membership of the association on the ground that they 
were no longer practicing at the bar.® Apart from a contest on 7 Septem
ber for the Association of Journalists which, in view of the still un
shaken hold of the Communists on the press, issued in the election as 
president of Muhammad Mahdr aj-Jawahirf, a poet and the editor of the 
party-lining Al-Ayyam, the Communists had no other concrete indices by 
which they could measure their losses, for a month later the Ba'thT 
attempt on Qasim’ s life abruptly interrupted the ebb in the party’s 
fortunes.

COMMUNISTS, BA'THISTS, FREE OFFICERS

5See p. 929.
C on versations with a member of the Baghdad L ocal Committee of the Com

munist party, and a member o f the Federation of Students who do not wish to 
be identified.

^The New  York Times, 19 July 1959.
®Hilal NajT (a member of the Ba'th party), Lights on the Regim e of 'Abd- 

ul-Kanm Qasim (in Arabic) (Cairo, 1962), p. 30; Ittihad-ush-Sha' b, 9 September 
1959; and New York Times, 7 October 1959.



Before turning to the new chapter in the history of the Communists 
that now opened, it is necessary to consider briefly one of the most 
striking features of the period of the ebb: the party’s public recanta
tion of August of 1959.
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THE “ SELF-FLAGELLATION”

In the thick of its crisis, and while suffering blow upon blow, the party 
unexpectedly took, in the words of a subsequent secret Communist 
resolution,! the road of “ flagellating itself”  before the whole country.

On the morning of 3 August, Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b appeared with what 
purported to be the gist of a “ detailed report”  in the course of prepara
tion by a “ special committee,”  which was to incorporate the “ thoughts 
and decisions”  of a plenum that the Central Committee was said to 
have held in mid-July. The report was eventually published on 23
August.2 _

As already noted, the report condemned the “ excesses”  at Kirkuk 
and elsewhere, but over and above that, it found fault in nearly every 
important aspect of party life and behavior. It pointed to the “ contra
diction”  between the growth of the party in numbers and its falling off 
in quality; to the decreasing capacity of the party organizations to 
grasp and remain faithful to the ideas and policy of the party, and the 
weakening of their “ guiding role”  among the masses; to the develop
ment of a “ bureaucratic style”  at the different party levels, and the 
taking of decisions of a weighty character either “ individually”  or 
after consulting only “ some comrades of the Politbureau, ”  in violation 
of “ the rights of the Central Committee”  and “ the principle of collec
tive leadership.”  To these organizational failures the report linked 
causally the failures in policy. Seized by “ dizziness of victory,”  the 
party had, the report maintained, overrated itself; belittled the role and 
possibilities of the government and “ the other patriotic forces”  in “ the 
struggle for the preservation of the Republic” ; set too low a value upon 
the importance of collaborating with the National Democrats and Kurd
ish Democrats in the defense of the “ democratic rights”  won “ by the

!ln  the resolution, which was adopted at a meeting held in July 1960, the 
Central Committee took the view that in the first year of the Revolution the 
party committed only “ simple and tactical errors, “ but at the same time de
cided not to publish this appraisal so as to avoid another “ self-flagellation ’ ’ : 
1967 internal Communist circular entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise the Policy 
of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in Arabic), 
p. 9.

2For the “ abridged”  version, see Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 3 August and Iraqi R e 
view, 6 August 1959; for the full version, Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 23 August and 
Zraqi Review , 6 September 1959. For a French translation of the full report, 
see Orient (Paris), No. 11, 3e trimestre 1959, pp. 175-221.
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people” ; made a bid for a share in the responsibility of power—and of 
this more presently—without taking cognizance of the realities of the 
situation; adopted in regard to the decision of the National Democrats 
to suspend their activities so “ crude”  and “ sectarian”  an approach, 
and launched the Front of National Union in such a structural form and 
so inopportunely, as to deepen the differences with the regime and 
blight the prospects of cooperation between “ all the patriotic forces.”  
The report added, however, that the call to constitute the Front was in
dispensable, that in the face of the self-freezing of the National Demo
cratic party, the Communists had to open up an ideological and political 
activity “ in defense of the democratic course of the Republic,”  that, 
furthermore, the National Democrats took up a “ severe attitude”  toward 
“ every suggestion”  to combine efforts, and that “ the unity of the patri
otic forces”  did not depend “ solely”  upon the policy of the Communists. 
But these and other extenuating formulations did not detract from the 
force of the party’s self-censure.

It is necessary at this point to indicate that the brief account of the 
views of the plenum published on 3 August was, strictly speaking, not 
a resume of the full report published on the twenty-third. Substantially 
the same ideas were, it is true, expressed in the one as in the other, 
but with a certain difference in language and, here and there, in tone 
and shadings. Moreover, there was one important variation: the attitude 
of the plenum toward the party’ s April bid for a place in the government 
was, to a noticeable degree, differently portrayed in the two versions.
“ In view of the need for a more solid alliance with the ruling power and 
the patriotic forces on the official level and for the strengthening of the 
authority of the government and of its democratic course . . . , ”  read the 
version of 3 August,

the party’s demand for participation in the responsibility of power 
was, in its essence, correct . . . but the failure to calculate ade
quately the consequences, the erroneous way in which the slogan 
was imparted to the masses and its spread to the demonstration of 
May 1, to official gatherings, and among members of the army . . . led 
to the impairment of the party’s relations with the national 
government.

On the other hand, the version of 23 August, while bringing out that the 
plenum had laid emphasis upon the sharing of “ the political representa
tives of all the patriotic classes”  in a coalition government as “ the 
mode of power best suited to the period of the national democratic revo
lution,”  admitted in the same breath that

our bid proved in practice to be a mistake, having been made without 
regard to the concrete situation, the correlation of forces in the 
country, and the dependence of the revolution in its development '. 
upon the Arab and international posture of affairs.



The different portrayal gives an inkling of the tensions that pervad
ed the plenum and its “ special committee.”  The report, in fact, had 
not been adopted without strong opposition from the more militant mem
bers of the Central Committee, headed by party Secretary Husain ar- 
Radr. There are echoes in subsequent internal party literature of the 
hot debate they had with the other wing, led by ‘Amer ‘Abdallah, who 
continues to this day to be identified with the “ right”  of the party. In 
the form it appeared later, the contention of the “ right”  was that some 
comrades spoiled everything by showing no tact in their talks with . 
Qasim and indeed by provoking him” ; that the participation of the party 
in the government could have been arranged with Qasim privately, and 
that it was “ rash”  and “ foolhardy”  to take the issue to the streets, 
that the intelligent thing, to use a folkloric saying, was not “ to kill the 
watcher of the vine”  but “ to eat the grapes” ; that “ instead of striving 
steadily and calmly to strengthen the positions already won . . .  and 
gradually and quietly going on to achieve small, even if very small, but 
continuous triumphs,”  the party “ raised a great deal of noise”  in every 
sphere, even in the army, made “ unjustifiable manifestations, such as 
the appearance of Comrade ‘Ammar [one of the party sobriquets .of 
Husain ar-Radr] in military camps and at military celebrations,”  reiter
ated unnecessarily such phrases as “ we are the strongest party in the 
land”  or “ the widest masses are on our side,”  and used in its daily 
political work such outright “ leftist”  methods as “ to create not only 
among many people but also inside our own party the illusion that we 
aim at a rapid seizure of power.” 3 * * In counterarguing, the “ left”  main
tained that the “ utmost”  to which the command of the party had aspired 
in raising the slogan for a share in the government was the participation 
of “ some prominent Communists”  in a cabinet that was little better 
than a “ dummy”  in the hands of Qasim, and that the slogan consisted 
of two parts, the first of which read: “ Long Live the Leader ‘Abd-ul- 
KarTm.”  Where in this manner of action lay the element of “ adventur
ism,”  the “ left”  wondered. The “ right”  of the party, it added, fancied 
that things could be fixed by “ tact”  and “ behind the scenes,”  and ex
plained “ political and social developments of great weight”  in terms of 
“ the temper and caprice of Qasim”  and the use or nonuse upon him of 
“ the magic of diplomacy.”  Contrary to the view of the “ right,”  Qasim 
was not “ one of kindred officers with no ties of private property and no 
integrated political ideology.”  The “ mentality”  with which he conduct
ed the policy of the country, “ his fears from the first moment of the 
spread of the influence of the Communist party and the eruption of the 
working class and the peasant masses,”  his “ forbearance”  with the
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3Quoted in 1967 internal Communist circular entitled “ An Attempt to
Appraise the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-
April 1965”  (in Arabic), pp. 7-8 and 13-14.
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political reaction and his retainment of the old state machine, even as 
the party was “ steering a course of solidest alliance with him . . . and 
playing the foremost role in creating illusions about his person” -a ll  
this indubitably showed that he was “ from the very beginning a con
scious representative of the national bourgeoisie.”  His “ painstaking” , 
preservation of the records of the monarchy on the activities of the 
party, and his “ exertion of every effort”  to keep the Communists from 
filling any position in the Ministry of Interior or in the leadership of , 
the police or the local administration, told more than enough about 
what he had really in view for the party.4

These are all verbalizations of a later date, but they are reflective 
of the mood of the two sides at the plenum of mid-1959. Of course, at . 
the plenum the “ right,”  which still had faith in Qasim’s “ good inten
tions”  and argued that the Communists’ best hopes lay in the pledged 
revival of an unshackled party life, got the upper hand. A majority pro
nounced itself emphatically in favor of cooperating with Qasim. An out-, 
and-out fight against his regime was too grim an alternative to envisage. 
Barring any half-way approach, the plenum insisted on the need to avoid 
saying or doing anything that could strain the party’s relations with him. 
With that end in view, it took measures to “ freeze”  Communist activity 
in the army.5 It also advised the rank and file that the party was enter
ing a phase of “ orderly retreat.” 6 Simultaneously, the authority of 
Husain ar-Radr was diluted by the substitution for the one-man Secre
tariat of a Secretariat of four. Ar-Radr became first secretary. Baha’u- 
d-DTn NurT, who had led the party from 1949 to 1953, HadT Hashim al- . 
A dhami, a Sunni Arab from al-A‘dhamiyyah and a professional Commu
nist from his student days, and Muhammad Husain Abu-l-‘Tss, an Arab 
ShT'r lawyer from al-Kadhimiyyah (consult Table 42-6) were appointed 
as his assistants. They all belonged to the “ right”  wing of the 
Politbureau.7

The party’s “ self-flagellation”  and the triumph of the “ right”  trend 
at the highest level marked the beginning of a psychological divorce be
tween a widening segment of hardened rank-and-file and middle echelon

^Quoted in 1967 internal Communist circular entitled “ An Attempt to 
Appraise the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958- 
April 1965”  (in Arabic), pp. 6-9 and 13-14.

For this, ibid., pp. 16 and 24; and 1963 statement to Ba'thT investigators 
by Communist Captain Ihsan Mahdral-BayatT in Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. QS/119.

Munadil-uI-Hizb (“ The Party Straggler” — an internal Communist publica
tion), July 1959.

71963 statements by 'A ziz  ash-Shaikh and Sharif ash-Shaikh, members of 
tte Central Committee, in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/26; and conversation with 
Sharif ash-Shaikh in Baghdad Central Prison, 9 February 1964.



Communists and the party command-or, more accurately, a majority of 
it -a  divorce which with time was to increase in acuteness, and which 
sprang from a feeling in the lower levels that the party had unnecessari
ly humbled itself, and that far from averting thereby further blows from 
the side of the government, it was only inviting them and adding, at the 
same time, grist to the mill of the reaction.8

With the “ other patriotic parties” —the National Democrats and the 
Kurdish Democrats-the spirit of contrition did not help the Communists 
a whit, at least immediately. But it did find favor in the eyes of Qasim 
and disposed him, for the time being, to smooth down his pressure upon 
the party. Its prostration before him must have titillated his sense of 
his own importance.

What about the reaction of the public? There is, of course, not one 
public in Iraq but several, each responsive to dissimilar influences. 
What of the public that edged toward the Communists? Could it have 
seen in the report of the plenum something other than meekness? Could 
it perhaps have viewed it as a sign of political vitality or even an act 
of moral courage? These are aspects that the report also presents to 
the mind, but they were not the aspects that that segment of the public 
perceived. In the report it only read that the party was beating a full 
retreat, and no public in the country admires a force in retreat or cares 
to hang on to it.
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C on versation  with a member of the Baghdad L ocal Committee of the Com
munist party who w ishes to remain unidentified.
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THE RECOVERY

In the autumn of 1959 a wave of revival swept the party. Its support, 
which had been narrowing, widened. Its banners and placards reap
peared. Its organizers perked up. Its masses were alive again.

This new energy did not arise from any initiative on the part of the 
Communists, but from a sudden attempt by their chief opponents to over
turn the political situation. '

At about 7:30 in the evening of 7 October, Baghdad Radio interrupt
ed its program and announced that an hour earlier, while Qasim was 
driving along ar-Rashid Street, a “ sinful hand”  fired at his car and 
wounded him “ very slightly”  in the shoulder and arm.

The “ sinful hand”  was that of the Ba‘th party. From its standpoint 
and in its situation, the killing of Qasim meant the cutting of the Gordi- , 
an knot. It lacked the resources for any other kind of conclusive action 
against him. -

The idea had been on the mind of its leaders since before the Mosul 
revolt,1 and after that ill-starred venture it became their sole preoccu
pation. From mid-April on, they fell to preparing in earnest the means 
by which they hoped to succeed. Weapons, including machine guns, 
were purchased from “ smugglers and some nationalist and allied ele
ments and from friends.”  Volunteers were trained in “ a remote place 
inside the desert which stretches beyond Musayyib. ”  The Arab Nation
alist Movement was contacted and informed of the plan. So was SiddTq 
Shanshal of the old Independence party, who pledged to back the enter
prise with money. By early June, everything was ready but, instead of . 
striking, the Ba'thists held their hand. They suddenly realized that by 
dooming Qasim now they would as surely be dooming themselves: they 
would be enabling the Communists, who were still at a high point of 
their influence, to attain at a single stride their ultimate end. More 
than that, Qasim had given “ certain political circles”  to understand 
that he would soon be leveling blows at the Communists. The plan was . 
accordingly shelved, and was not revived until after Q§sim’s statement 
of 13 August, in which he made clear that he would not allow the un
doing of “ the democratic forces.” 2 The execution on 20 September of 
Staff Brigadier Nadhim at-Tabaqchali, Colonel Rif‘at al-Hajj Sirff, and 
eleven other officers for their role in the Mosul revolt-this, to borrow .

1See p. 873.
2For this statement, see p. 923.



from Talleyrand, was worse than a judicial slaying, it was a political 
blunder—and the wave of anti-Qasim demonstrations that the execution 
set off in the nationalist districts, steeled the Ba‘th party in its pur
pose By this time other elements had been drawn^into the plot.
Through Staff Major Salih MahdT ‘Ammash, a Ba'thi, a number of Free 
Officers signified their preparedness to keep the Communists in check 
and place themselves at the helm in the eventuality of Qasim’ s death. 
Staff Lieutenant General Najlb ar-Rubai‘T, the president of the Sover
eignty Council, who was also won over, undertook, if the thing was 
done, to don his military uniform and help in gaining mastery of the 
situation. The attempt was set for 3 October. Qasim’s car was to be 
fired on with machine guns at Ra‘ s-ul-Qaryah, where ar-Rashid Street 
is at its narrowest, and the traffic and press of people very heavy, and 
where alleys abounded, affording the would-be assailants easy escape. 
But Qasim took that day a different route from his house in ‘ Alwiyyah 
to his office at the Ministry of Defence. The action had to be post
poned more than once, and could only be effected on the seventh.

Nothing fell out as the Ba'thists had hoped. Qasim was only 
wounded, but more badly than Baghdad Radio had at first intimated.
The Free Officer-conspirators wavered and pulled different ways. The 
chief of staff, Ahmad Salih al'AbdT, who refused to have anything to do 
with them, proved a formidable obstacle. His prudence may not have 
been unconnected with a happening that he revealed only in 1963. In 
that crucial hour “ scores of Communist officers,’ ’ he said, had to all 
practical intents possessed themselves of the Ministry of Defence.3 4 
The popular demonstrations that broke out within minutes of the shoot
ing had also some effect. Members of the Central Committee of the 
Communist party went into the streets to calm the crowds, and persuade 
them to disperse and abide by the curfew ordered by al-‘Abdi.5 More
over, according to an internal Communist circular,

despite the . .. freezing of our organization in the army . . . and the 
absence of clear and definite instructions from the party, and al
though the incident at Ra‘ s-ul-Qaryah took the party utterly by sur
prise, the masses of the soldiers expelled, on their own initiative, 
suspected and reactionary officers and spontaneously gained mas
tery over the military, camps.6
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3Fu’ ad ar-RikabT (secretary of the Ba'th party), Al-Hall-ul-Awhad (“ The 
Sole Solution” ), pp. 30-87; and Iraq, Ministry of Defence, Muhakamat, XX, 
7854-7857.

4See article by Michel Abu Jawdah in An-Nahar (Beirut), 19 February 1963.
31967 internal Communist circular entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise the 

P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in 
Arabic), p. 11.

6Ibid., p. 24.
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This, if true, may have been the most decisive factor in the rapid 

crumbling of the plot.

One of the byproducts of the attempt upon Qasim’s life was the 
working out by the Communist leadership of an “ emergency plan”  that 
was propagated throughout the party, and provided an answer to the 
question: “ What should you do, Comrade, if you hear on the radio a 
putschist communique?” 17 Practical guidelines were prepared for both 
civilian and military cells, which were not to wait for orders “ from 
above”  but to move “ promptly”  into action.

A member of the Military Section of the party gave on 20 February 
1963 the following account of the origin and substance of the plan:

After the attempt to assassinate Qasim, the Communist party, having • 
examined the situation, came to the view that the apparatus of 
Qasim was weak and could not keep a sharp eye upon enemies. The 
Politbureau, therefore, gave by word of mouth an order to its Mili
tary Section to take stock of its potential and address itself to the 
question: “ What can we do in the event of a conspiracy against the 
regime?”  Out of the close and patieqt study that ensued, evolved a 
plan which was called “ The Emergency Plan”  and which in essence 
ran as follows:

Should Qasim be wounded, all forces would hold themselves in 
readiness to take instructions from him and readiness means the 
arrest of some of the “ reactionary”  officers and soldiers and the 
cheering of Qasim with the intent of rallying all supporters, precau
tion being taken not to use the name of the Communist party or any 
slogans which could upset the elements backing Qasim but not the 
Communists.

Should Qasim be killed, however, the party would consider that :
the regime had come to an end and would repose no confidence even ; 
in al-‘Abdr [the chief of staff and military governor general]. In that 
eventuality, members must be prepared to rush the arsenals and 
arrest and even kill any one offering resistance. . . .

There has been an intention to extend the plan and appoint a 
Communist command inside every regiment and sector but arrange
ments to this effect have not as yet been completed.8

n _
11967 internal Communist circular entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise the 

Policy of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965’ 9 (in 
Arabic), pp. 19-20.

°Statement to Ba thi investigators by Sa‘ d Yahya Q. in Iraqi P olice F iles 
No. QS/2 and QS/10. Portions of this statement have been quoted, but not a l
together faithfully, in the Directorate General of Security’ s Al-Harakat-ush- 
Shuyu'iyyah fT-l-'Iraq (“ The Communist Movement in Iraq’ ’ ), (Baghdad, 1963),
n, 8.



The whole plan rested on the basic premise that the issue would be 
decided in Baghdad and “ especially in the military camps,”  and that 
the “ masses”  would play only “ a supporting role.” 9

It is clear that the initiative and, therefore, the advantages of sur
prise were left entirely to the opponents of the party. Moreover, the 
fighting weight of the Military Section was probably overestimated.
That the moral and physical forces of the party could be held in a state 
of readiness indefinitely was also an assumption that events would 
prove to have been gratuitous.

Another effect of the attempt upon Qasim’ s life was the effacement 
from public consciousness of the outrage at Kirkuk. With this came a 
shift of mood toward the party and a renewal in its strength. These 
changes found a vivid mirroring in various elections held in the winter 
of 1959-1960. Th>us on 26 November, 118 Communist and only 4 Nation
al Democratic and 32 nationalist college candidates, and 194 Commu
nist and 73 nationalist preparatory school candidates succeeded in 
elections for the Students’ Federation, in which 13,000 college students 
and 50,000 preparatory school students participated.10 Again, on 11 
December, the Communists and their traveling companions won 381 out 
of the 560 votes cast in the elections for the Association of Econo
mists.11 * Further, on 11 February the General Federation of Trade 
Unions, which had regained its legal status on 11 N ovem ber,^  elected 
a Central Council of ten, all Communists.13 Finally, on 13 February 
the Communist-led United Vocational Front got 453 out of a total of 
500 seats on the General Council of the Iraqi Teachers’ Union in elec
tions in which more than 20,000 teachers took part.14

But the party did not bang drums or crash cymbals. Its ambition 
now was merely to achieve “ small, even if very small but continuous 
triumphs,”  and as quietly as possible. It also went out of its way to 
put its moderate face forward. Toward Qasim its policy became unre
servedly one of accommodation, toward the National Democrats and 
Kurdish Democrats, one of closing of ranks. It even extended its hand 
to “ loyal nationalists”  who, it said, had “ the right to disseminate 
their ideas and compete with the other patriotic forces peacefully and 
with the political means sanctioned by the law,”  but appealed to them
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91967 internal Communist circular entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise the 
P olicy  of the Communist Party o f Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965’ ’ (in 
Arabic), p. 24.

l°Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 27 and 29 November 1959.
11/b id ., 12 December 1959.
12/bid., 12 November 1959.
13Al-Akhbar, 13 February 1960.
14Az-Zaman, 14 February 1960; and Iraqi Review , 24 February 1960.
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to “ isolate themselves”  from the “ traitorous Nationalist Front”  that 
had plotted against Qasim.15 * Moderateness was also the keynote of 
the mammoth procession which the party organized on December 4 in 
honor of Qasim’s discharge from the hospital: its followers marched 
under the slogans: “ Hand in Hand with the National Government for 
the Preservation of Order!”  “ More Grain for Your People, Brave Peas
ants!”  “ Produce More, O Valiant Workers!”  “ Long Live the Solidari
ty of the People, the Army, and the Government under the Leadership 
of ‘ Abd-ul-Karrm Qasim!” 15 When the National Democrats organized a 
rival demonstration of peasants on December 18, the party took guard 
not to interfere, but simply questioned in mild terms whether this “ dis
play of special forces”  would help “ the unity of the peasants and of . 
the national ranks.” 17

However, the resurgence of the Communists, and perhaps what was 
said to have happened on October 7—the occupation by Communist offi
cers of the Ministry of Defence and the seizure by soldiers of military 
camps—disposed Qasim .now to move against the party in a more serious 
manner.

1®Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 11 and 12 November 1959.
1®/6ic?., 23 October and 6 December 1959.
17/bid ., 16 December 1959.



THE BOGUS PARTY

On January 1, 1960, in seeming fulfillment of the promise given by him 
on the first anniversary of the Revolution, Qasim passed the Law of . 
Associations, which formally permitted the resumption of party life in 
Iraq.1

On the ninth, ZakI KhairT, a member of the Politbureau, forwarded 
on behalf of fifteen “ founding members” 2 the notice, required by the 
new law, advising the minister of interior of

our desire to form a political party, bearing the name of the Iraqi 
Communist Party, . .. and aiming at the reinforcement of the inde
pendence and national unity of the country, the consolidation of the 
Republican regime, the furtherance of democratic government, and 
the accomplishment of these aims by peaceful democratic means and 
conformably to the provisions of the constitution and the valid laws.2

The notice was accompanied by the National Charter and the Inter
nal Rules of the Party. The National Charter-an appellation attaching 
to the party program since the days of Fahd—bore, as everything else 
emanating from the party in this period, the imprint of studied restraint.
It explicitly excluded “ socialist aims”  from its immediate range of 
vision; underscored the need “ in the current historical stage to re
spect private property”  and to “ encourage”  and “ guide”  private nation
al capital; and represented the cooperation of “ all the patriotic politi
cal forces”  in a United National Front as an “ historical necessity.” 4 
For the workers it demanded only “ a proper standard of living, the re
inforcement of trade union rights, and more solid security against unem
ployment, disease, and old age,2 and for every peasant a complete

lLaw No. 1 of 1960, Al-Waqai'-ul-'Iraqiyyah, No. 283 of 2 January 1960.
2'phe “ founding members”  included eight members of the Central Commit- 

tee-Z akT  KhairT, Husain ar-Radi, ‘AzTz ash-Shaikh, ‘ Abd-ur-Rahim Sharif, 
‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah, ‘ Abd-ul-Qadir Isma'Tl, Karim Ahmad ad-Daud, and Muhammad 
Husain Abu-l-‘Tss (see Table 42-6). The otherj'founding members”  were the 
workers TawfTq Ahmad Muhammad, Ilyas Kohari, and ‘ Abd-ul-Amir ‘ Abbas al- 
‘Abed; the peasants Kadhim aj-Jasim and Ahmad Mulla Qadir; and the physi
cians Dr. Khalil Jamil Jawad and Dr. Husain al-Wardf.

3por texts of notice and accompanying Charter and Rules of Party, Ittihad- 
ushSha'b, 10 January 1960; and Iraqi Review , 18 and 25 January 1960.

4Introduction and Chapter 2 of Charter.
^Article 11 of Charter.
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emancipation from “ the injustices of feudalism”  and “ a share of arable 
land”  through the reclamation of state-owned lands, and the lowering 
of the maximum limit of agricultural ownership in respect to lands of 
high productivity.6 Insofar as the oil companies were concerned, it 
even called for nothing more than the increase of Iraq’s share from the 
oil profits, the restriction of the companies’ concessions “ to the limits 
of the presently exploited wells,”  and the determining of payments to 
Iraq on the basis of prices in the world market and “ not on the basis 
of prices fixed by the major oil monopolies in the Mediterranean Sea.” 7 
Inasmuch as the belief was widespread in the higher levels, no less 
than in the ranks, that in any freely conducted national election the 
party would win a plurality if not a majority, the Charter was bound to 
give special accent to the importance of enabling the people to assert 
their will, and the creation for this purpose of authentic democratic in
stitutions, including a properly elected National Assembly.8

Such, in the view of the Charter, were the “ basic tasks”  of the day. 
They were essentially of a “ democratic-liberational”  character. Carry
ing them out would be, it declared, in the interest of “ all the national 
classes.” 9 -

On the whole, Marxist categories were sparingly used, but the party 
did profess that, in defining its aims, it had been guided by the “ princi
ples of scientific socialism.” 10 Moreover, its Internal Rules committed 
it expressly to Marxism-Leninism,11 but even here only in a general 
way and more as a matter of form.

On the same day that the party sent its notice to the minister of in- . 
terior, another notice was submitted by Daud as-Sayegh,12 on behalf of 
a manifestly imaginary Communist party. As-Sayegh, it will be remem
bered, had been won over to communism by Fahd in 1941, but broke 
with him three years later, and from 1944 to 1947 led the factional 
League of Iraqi Communists to which had belonged, among others, Staff 
Lieutenant Colonel SalTm al-Fakhrl, Qasim’s director of broadcasting in 
1959, arid Staff Lieutenant Colonel Ghadban Hardan as-Sa‘d, Qasim’s 
military secretary in 1959 and his inspector of the army in I960.13 
Qasim himself may have at some point come into contact with the

0 Article 7 and Chapter 4.
7Article 10.
^Chapter 1, Article 2.
in troduction  of Charter.
10 Ibid.
11Rules of Party, Chapter 1, Article 1.
1^Al-Ahal~, 10 January 1960.
1^See p. 508, n. 56 and Table 45-1.
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League or some of its members but for this there is no conclusive evi
dence. At any rate, in 1956, after duly criticizing his past, as-Sayegh 
rejoined the main movement and at the Second Party Conference, held 
in September of that year, was elevated to candidate membership of the 
Central Committee.14 However, in 1957, having, according to the party, 
“ refused to go underground,” 15 he was ousted from the committee16 
and ceased to attend party meetings altogether.

The filing of as-Sayegh’s notice did not take the Communists by 
surprise. Talk had been rife for some time in Baghdad of Qasim’s in-- 
tention to float through as-Sayegh a rival Communist party.17 For this 
there were signs that the Communists could read as fluently as any one 
else. Qasim not only authorized as-Sayegh to start on November 21, 
1959, a new newspaper, Al-Mabda’ , but as a way of conferring his bless
ing, he invited him to his hospital quarters and favored him with an ex
clusive interview on matters of moment. By December 4, Ittihad-ush- 
Sha‘ b had already put two and two together and reached the appropriate 
inference. “ One party for the working class in each country—that is 
the principle which was upheld by Lenin against .. . all kinds of oppor
tunism,”  it declared.18

All the same, the Communists could not now hide their fury at this 
barefaced attempt “ from outside the party”  to appropriate its name and 
“ steal its history,”  or their fierce satisfaction when on 13 January six 
of the ten “ founder signatories”  of as-Sayegh’s application openly with
drew their support.19

As-Sayegh was stung by this desertion to bitter and repeated attacks 
upon the party, but these were interspersed in the last week of January 
with insistent appeals for unifying the two applications.20 Anxious, as 
it was, to go legal, so to say, the party decided to find out what he or, 
more precisely, Qasim was up to. On 1 February and again on the third, 
a party delegation headed by ZakT Khairl met with as-Sayegh, who had 
at length succeeded in scraping together a new list of “ founding mem
bers.”  As-Sayegh set forth a number of proposals, some of which he 
had had previously occasion to air. He requested, first of all, the purge 
or “ freezing”  of Husain ar-RadF, ‘Amer ‘Abdallah, and Jamal al-Haidarl,
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'  14See Table 37-1.
^■^Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 12 January 1960.
16Conversation on 9 February 1964 in Baghdad Central Prison with Sharif 

ash-Shaikh, ex-member of the Central Committee.
17Ahmad Muhammad Yahya, Qasim’ s minister of interior, revealed on 18 

January 1964 that as-Sayegh had been on Qasim’ s secret payroll.
18Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 4 December 1959.
19/bicf., 14 January 1960.
20See Al-Mabda’, 23 and 30 January 1960.
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the three leading members of the Politbureau, whom he charged with 
“ direct responsibility”  for the party’s “ left deviations.”  This step, 
he said, should be made public by formal announcement. He also in
sisted on the setting up of a joint founding committee on which both 
sides would be equally represented. Such was Qasim’s price for com
ing to terms with the bona fide Communists, but it was too high. The 
party’s delegation could not accept it. The proposals, it maintained, 
conflicted with two “ basic”  principles of the party—its unity and its 
“ independence in the choice of its leaders.”  Over and above that, 
“ the three comrades”  to whom as-Sayegh had referred enjoyed “ the 
full confidence of the party and its Central Committee.”  In a counter
proposal, the party’ s delegation offered to form a “ special committee”  
to look into the “ opinions and problems”  of as-Sayegh’s group, if it 
consented to withdraw its application from the Ministry of Interior.21

As-Sayegh turned down the counterproposal, but eight of the new 
“ founding members”  who may, to begin with, have joined him on the 
party’s instructions, now abandoned him with a bang, unreservedly 
accepting the party’s point of view,22 and thus, strictly speaking, de
priving his group once again of its legal status.23 But this made no 
difference with the government which, five days later, that is, on 9 Feb 
ruary, simultaneously with its licensing of the National Democrats and 
Kurdish Democrats, confirmed as-Sayegh as the leader, for every legal 
intent, of “ the Communist party in its open form.”  At the last minute 
it had gotten him all the “ founding members”  he needed. Commented 
Ittihad-ush-Sha' b: “ If Daud as-Sayegh imagines that by a flourish of 
ideological phrases, a paper with signatures, a stamp, a desk, and a 
few chairs and a handful of hangers-on, he can become a leader . .. , he 
is mistaken. ” 24 But in a more serious note, the paper warned that “ at
tempts to hinder the Iraqi working class from exercising its right to 
organize itself politically . .. are not only prejudicial to democratic 
life . . . but also harmful to the preservation of the Republic.” 25 

Earlier, on 6 February, the minister of interior had written to the 
party that he had several objections against its application. The party 
met them all promptly and without argument. Among other things, it de
leted upon his request the term “ revolutionary”  from its program and 
inner rules, and explained for his benefit that it did not look upon

2 iAl-Mabda’ , 4, 5, and 6 February 1960; and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 4 and 5 Feb 
ruary 1960.

22For their statement, see Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 4 February 1960.
9  Q *■“ Their withdrawal left his group with only four “ founding members,”  

whereas the Law of A ssociations required no fewer than ten.
^Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 10 February 1960. Article by “ Abtl SaTd. ”

°Ibid., editorial under title “ Explanations.”
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“ Marxism-Leninism”  as a “ prescription”  to be blindly followed, but 
allowed for “ the needs of the society, its conditions, and its national 
and local characteristics.” 26

To overcome one further obstacle which had now become foresee
able, it wrote to the minister on the fourteenth that it had decided to 
change its name to the Ittihad-ush-Sha' b party or the Party of the Peo
ple’s Union, “ in view of your approval of another application bearing 
the name of the Communist party-a fact that may lead to some legal 
confusion.” 27 To the public it announced that the number of citizens 
that had written “ from all over the country”  to the government in sup
port of its application had reached by the fifteenth of the month
183,000.28

However, on 22 February-six days after the dropping from the cabi
net of Ibrahim Kubbah, the Marxist minister of agrarian reform29-the 
minister of interior refused to alter the party’s name and informed its 
leaders that their application had been rejected essentially on the 
ground that “ the aims and purposes envisaged in your program and inner 
rules are more or less identical with those of the already licensed Iraqi 
Cofnmunist party,”  and that the Law of Associations30 “ does not per
mit the founding of two political parties with nearly the same 
objectives. ” 31

Husain ar-RadT, the party’s first secretary, reacted defiantly. “ We 
do not need a license to exist,”  he said, “ our party has been in exis
tence for a quarter of a century!” 32 But the refusal to legalize the 
party came as a bitter blow to the leaders of its dominant right wing. 
Their belief in the “ good intentions”  of Qasim, who had not even 
bothered to answer an appeal addressed to him personally,33 was rude
ly shattered. Support from Radio Moscow34 and a letter of solidarity 
from the Syrian Communist party35 were not much of a consolation. The 
party found itself politically in a dead-end alley. Anything but a Com
munist alternative was worse than Qasim’s regime, but a Communist
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2^Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 8 and 9 February 1960.
22 Ibid., 16 February 1960.
23Iraqi Review , 24 February 1960.
29A1-Bitad, 17 February 1960.
30See Article 19 of the Law: Al-Waqai'-ul-'Iraqiyyah, No. 283 of 2 January 

1960.
3^For text of the minister of interior’ s letter, see Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 24 Feb

ruary 1960.
32Quoted in L ’Orient (Beirut), 8 March 1960.
^Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 8 March 1960.
34/b id ., 1 March 1960.
35Text o f letter, ibid., 10 March 1960.



alternative was now out of the question. The party simply had to con
tinue to bolster him up and bear with good or bad grace whatever he 
chose to inflict upon it. ZakT KhairT, member of the Politbureau, put it 
very plainly: “ To deny [the oldest and largest of the political parties 
in Iraq] legal recognition is a bad omen for democracy. . . . Nevertheless 
we will not [oppose] the existing national regime, rather we shall de
fend it to the last, while criticizing every negative aspect of its 
policies. ” 36 * * *

As for as-S5yegh’s group, it was unable, three months after its . 
licensing, to muster a national congress, as required by the Law of 
Associations. “ In a big, nearly empty office, in a big, nearly empty 
building,”  wrote The New York Times on May 1, as-Sayegh “ sits wait
ing these days for ‘ comrades’ to join him. ” 37 On May 7 the Commu- ' 
nists, who had not yet given up hope of making use of his license, 
offered through Baha‘-ud-DTn NurT, a member of their secretariat, to lend 
him, “ pending the solution of all differences,”  “ some comrades”  so 
that he could hold his congress. 38 But on May 10 the ministry of interi
or came to his assistance, granting him, in view of the “ unusual condi
tions”  surrounding his group, a delay of six months.39 A few days : v 
later, much to the astonishment of the rank and file of the party, the . 
Communist leaders signified their willingness to accept all the propo
sals that as-Sayegh had put forward in the February meetings,40 but 
this no longer suited Qasim. Eventually—in November—as-Sayegh’ s 
group succeeded by some means or other in holding its congress.41 
After that it sank into insignificance. Qasim thought no more of it. It 
had served its purpose.
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30Statement of Khairi as translated by Iraqi Review , 23 March 1960.
The New York Times, 1 May 1960.

3SA1-Mabda’ , 10 May 1960.
30/f>jd., 28 April and 11 May 1960.
40Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 19 May 1960.
41Al-Mabda’, 10 November 1960.



FROM PILLAR TO POST

After the winter of 1959-1960, the Communist party fell on hard times. 
The next three years were for it years of unrelieved decline. Its influ
ence waned. Its membership shrank perceptibly. Its subsidiary mass 
organizations were by and large broken up. The current that had been 
running in its favor washed over into hostile nationalist channels.

For this new reversal in the fortunes of the Communists there is, of 
course, no single explanation. Nonetheless, the hand of the govern
ment could be discerned in nearly every step of their decline.

Qasim had from his hospital days or, more precisely, from about 
November of 1959, been quietly preparing to take the wind out of their 
sails. His refusal to grant them a license was one step in a campaign 
whose main lines had been already determined. But he may have been 
spurred to more serious action against them by the incidents that attend
ed the week-long official visit to Iraq in April 1960 of Anastas I. Miko- 
yan. In the words of Hashim Jawad, his foreign minister, “ that was the 
last straw!” 1

The immense crowds that the party mobilized to greet the Soviet 
first deputy premier on his arrival in Baghdad on the eighth went into 
such a delirium of enthusiasm that at many points the car conveying 
him and Qasim from the airport could scarcely proceed at all, and took 
more than one hour to reach az-Zuhur palace,, which was normally less 
than ten minutes away. Qasim was very upset, the more so as the sup
port of the populace for him had been subsiding: a year before, when
ever he drove through the streets hundreds cheered him, but for some 
time now few people even turned to look.2 The episode, it would appear, 
so rankled in his mind that when on 9 or 10 April, at a meeting in which 
Jawad and Gregory Zaitzev, the Soviet ambassador, were also present, 
Mikoyan complained of the rough time that for some months the Commu
nists of Mosul had been having at the hand of the local authorities,
Qasim exploded. “ I do not permit any interference in the internal 
affairs of my country!”  he said heatedly. Mikoyan became instantly 
apologetic. “ I am not interfering, I am appealing to you!”  he protested. 
After that, as soon as he could, he turned the conversation to a more 
agreeable subject. He spoke of economic aid. “ We want to help you!”

C on versation  with this writer 15 April 1969. 
2see The New  York Times, 21 April 1960.
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he affirmed, “ Just tell us what you need!”  “ Whatever we should need, 
we would pay for!”  Qasim answered sullenly.3

When a few days later, on 12 April, Mikoyan went to visit the rail
way workshops at Schalchiyyah, strict instructions preceded him en
joining all hands “ to attend to their duties”  during his presence at the . 
installations. “ But to our great distress,”  wrote afterwards the direc
tor general of railways, “ our orders were ignored and all the laborers 
left their work and thronged around the guest. . .. Was this behavior in
tended to convey to him that they are Communists?”  “ It was shock
ing,”  he added, “ to see one of the workmen fall on his knees and kiss 
the hand of the guest.” * 4

Subsequently Pravda would complain of the “ excessive activity of 
the police”  and of the rough handling of crowds friendly to Mikoyan.5 
But already by 10 April, it had become obvious to foreign journalists 
that the restraint in the official welcome accorded to the Soviet visitor . 
had “ mounted to what appeared to be a ‘semi-freeze.’ ” 6

It was perhaps no accident that on 17 April, the day after Mikoyan 
left Iraq, Ittihad-ush-Sha1b, the party’s principal organ, was prohibited 
in Drwaniyyah.7 This proved to be the first in a series of measures 
that ended in the suppression of the whole licensed Communist press.
If with Mr. Mikoyan Qasim had been impulsive and forthright, now, as ■ 
was more his wont, he did not move precipitately nor straight to his 
goal but, acting through his subordinates rather than directly, proceed
ed step by step and by tortuous ways. Thus on 18 May, the ban on 
Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b was lifted in DTwaniyyah but imposed in Samawah.8 
On June 2 it was reimposed in DFwaniyyah and extended to all the 
seven provinces of southern Iraq,9 but on July 28 it was lifted in three 
of these provinces—Basrah, Nasiriyyah, and Kut10—only to be reim
posed on August 30, and extended to the central provinces except for 
Greater Baghdad.11 “ Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b,”  complained the Communists 
at this point, “ has become again a ‘ criminal evidence’ as in the days 
of the old regime.” 12 The fate of the paper was, in a legal sense,

^Conversation, Hashim Jawad, 15 April 1969.
4For the text of his memorandum to the Chief Mechanical Engineer at 

Schalchiyyah, see Al-Hurriyyah, 21 April 1960.
5Pravda, 15 April 1960.
®The New York Herald Tribune, 13 April 1960.
2Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 25 April 1960.
8Ibid., 19 May 1960.
9Ibid., 3 June 1960.
10/6id., 29 July 1960.
11/6 id ., 31 August 1960.
12 Ibid.
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sealed on October 1, when a martial court suspended it for ten 
months.13 Qasim feigned surprise at this conclusion,14 but although a 
friend of the party pleaded with him personally that “ Ittibad-ush-Sha‘ b 
has more than sixty editors and many workmen and cost its owner over
80,000 dinars,” 15 he never permitted it to reappear. Similar measures 
were applied to other Communist papers. On 22 June Sawt-ut-TalFah, 
the party’s mouthpiece in Basrah, and Sawt-ul-Furat, its mouthpiece in 
the mid-Euphrates, were closed down.16 * * On 7 November came the turn 
of Sawt-ush-Sha‘ b, the successor of Ittihad-ush-Sha‘6;17 on 10 Novem
ber of Ittihad-ul-Vmal, the organ of the General Federation of Trade 
Unions, and of Al-Hadarah and Ath-Thabat, two Communist weeklies- 
turned-dailies;13 and on 28 December of Al-Insaniyyah, a bi-weekly.19 
Only the Communist-inclined Sawt-ul-Ahrar survived to the end of the 
Qasim regime, but it had by 1961 become pretty spineless. Of course, 
paragraph and article from one ordinance or another were duly given for 
every move by the authorities. Ittihad-ush-Sha’b, for example, was sus
pended under an ordinance issued in the time of the monarchy—Publica
tions Ordinance No. 24 of 1954: it had commented on the murder on 
August 5 of a street vendor in al-Kadhimiyyah while the case was still 
under consideration by a Baghdad court.20 21 But every one perfectly 
understood that the grounds cited in this, as in the other instances, 
were mere legal pretexts for a political action mapped out long 
beforehand. ,

Qasim also removed by degrees nearly all of the supporters and 
sympathizers of the party from sensitive government positions. On 22 
June, Zhu Nun Ayyub lost the nominal control he had retained of the 
Department of Broadcasting and Television.21 On November 15, NazT- 
hah ad-Dulaiml, who had on May 3 been demoted from minister of muni
cipal affairs to minister of state, was dropped from the cabinet 
altogether, jointly with ‘AwnT Yusuf, minister of public works.22 Briga
dier Hasan ‘Abbud was relieved from his command of the Mosul garrison 
on February 21, 1961,23 and Faisal as-Samir from his post as minister

l3 Az-Zaman, 2 October 1960.
14Ath-Thabat, 4 October 1960.
16Al-Hadarah, 22 October 1960.
167ttihad-ush-Sha'b, 23 June 1960.
12Al-AhalT, 7 November 1960.

Az-Zaman, 10 November 1960.
19Al-Hayat, 29 December 1960.
20l  ttihad-ush-Sha'b, 28 September 1960.
21Ibid., 22 June 1960.
22A1-Akhbar, 16 November 1960.
2^A1 'Ahd-uj-Jadid, 22 February 1960.



of guidance on May 14.24 ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab Mahmud resigned as ambas
sador to the Soviet Union on the following July 5.25 By that time,

. Staff Brigadier Hashim ‘Abd-uj-Jabbar had been retired as commander 
of the Twentieth Brigade at Jalawla’ . In 1961, a curtain also fell on 
the career of Staff Brigadier Taha ash-Shaikh Ahmad, but in late 1962 
he was back at his job as director of military planning. Staff Brigadier 
Jalal al-AwqatT, commander of the air force, who now to all appearance 
scrupulously abstained from politics, remained by Qasim’s side to the 
end.

Qasim’s severest repressive measures descended on the party’s 
auxiliary mass organizations. His police, to quote an internal party 
document, “ destroyed the organizations proper and not simply their 
Communist leadership.” 26 It would appear, however, that the destruc-' 
tion was short of complete, and that the different organizations were 
not uniformly dealt with.

One of the more seriously affected was the Democratic Youth Fed
eration. On May 7, 1960, all its centers in Baghdad27 excepting its 
headquarters were closed down.28 Its strength, which at the Commu
nist flood-tide attained 84,000, had dropped to 20,000 when its second 
and last congress met on June 15,29 and dwindled further when next a 
wave of arrests hit its cadre of activists. By the end of July, no fewer 
than 226 of the latter were under detention.30 This was followed in 
October by a police raid on its headquarters, and by the shutting up in 
prison of its secretary general, NurT ‘Abd-ur-Razz§q Husain. The fed
eration was finally dissolved in April of 1961 on the ground that it was 
pursuing a policy “ contrary to the interests of the country.” 31

A similar fate overtook the Partisans of Peace. On May 7, 1961, : 
all their offices and centers were sealed up by order of the military 
governor general.32 However, their mild and discreet Secretary General
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24Az-Zaman, 14 May 1961.
26Al-Mustaqbal, 6 July 1961.
261967 internal Communist circular entitled “ An Attempt to Appraise the 

P olicy  of the Communist Party o f Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in 
Arabic), p. 16.

27Its provincial centers had been liquidated in the wake of the Kirkuk 
incidents.

28A l-Istiqlal, 10 May 1960.
29World Federation of Democratic Youth, Iraqi Youth, Their Movement and 

Tasks, p. 18.
^Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b and Ar-Ra’u-l-'Am, 31 July 1960.
^1 World Federation o f Democratic Youth, Iraqi Youth, pp. 22-23.
3 2Al-Mustaqbal, 8 May 1961.
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‘Aziz Sharif,33 a recipient of the Lenin Peace Prize,34 was neither 
molested nor silenced. Moreover, the Partisans of Peace were never 
officially disbanded. But they had never been officially authorized, 
either. Qasim had himself conveyed to them in 1960 that they did not 
need to apply for a license because “ the peace movement is not an 
association but the movement of the entire people.” 35 The closing of 
their centers did not now deter the Communists in their ranks from try
ing from time to time to reimpose their existence or operate in a quasi
legal fashion.36 .

The League of Iraqi Women37 was allowed to keep its Baghdad 
offices open, but was greatly hampered in its activities from mid-1960 
onward. Most of its 53 branches were gradually shut down. So were 
also the illiteracy-combating and housework-training centers that it had 
once maintained.38

The Students’ Federation suffered its full share of harassment. With 
the abolition on September 16, 1960, of all its branches in secondary 
schools,39 * it lost at one swoop the bulk of its members. But the hold 
of the Communists upon its central executive committee was not broken, 
at first by reason of the strength and cohesiveness of their followers, 
arid after 1961 in view of Qasim’s need to play them off against the 
newly formed, Ba'thT-led, underground National Union of the Students 
of Iraq.

By far the hardest blows fell to the lot of the Communist trade 
unionists. Action against them began after the failure of the party to 
achieve legal recognition, that is, after February 22, 1960, and by May 
was in full swing. The authorities were not overparticular as to choice 
of means. Sometimes, as on March 8, in the case of the Basrah Port 
Workers’ Union, the whole Communist administrative committee was 
thrown in prison and its premises sealed.46 This was usually accom
panied by large-scale arrests of active rank-and-file unionists.41 * At 
other times the Communist union leaders were turned out in elections in
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3^For ‘ A ziz  Sharif, see Table 42-6.
34Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 5 May 1960.
35Sawt-ul-Ahrar, 25 February 1960.
^6See, e .g ., ibid., 12 December 1961.
Q<7 #

T h is  is  the name by w hich the Iraqi League for the D efen ce  o f Women’ s 
R ights was known after March 7, 1960; Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 8 March 1960.

o o  *

■^Conversation February 1964 with Dr. R ose Khaddurl, a leader of the 
League.

A l-Istiqlal, 17 September 1960.
4®Ittih5d-ul-‘ Ummal, 9 March 1960.
41By March 20, according to Ittihad-ush-Sha'b of March 21, 1960, no fewer

than 114 port and other workmen had been interned in Basrah alone.
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which the dice had been well loaded, or which were conducted under 
open or scarcely veiled threats. In the railways, for example, in May,

. a few days before the elections to the workers’ union, Retired Briga
dier Salih ZakT TawfTq, the director general, issued the following 
circular:

There is an inflation of over 25 percent of officials and workers : 
in the Railways. . . .  We have, therefore, decided to terminate the 
employment of every official or worker who shirks his duty or mis
behaves, or does not attend regularly, or is incompetent, or inter- ■ 
feres with politics during working hours, or slanders others by 
spreading false news. In this way we will get rid of the inflation 
and at the same time clear the institution of such people.42 .

The point of the circular could not be missed: you had better vote for 
the Directorate’s ticket or you might find yourself among the redundant 
25 percent. But the workmen did not knuckle under and in the end the 
Directorate had, it would appear, to tamper with the ballot.43 The in
terference of the government against the Communists in this and other 
elections was, by the way, one of the reasons for the split in the 
National Democratic party in that year. In Kamil ach-ChsdirchT’ s own 
words:

In 1960 . . . the authorities adopted in the elections of the trade ' 
unions a certain attitude which was adverse to the Communists.
Some persons in our party [the reference is to Muhammad Hadid and 
his followers] began to underline the necessity of cooperating with 
the authorities in that direction but it was against the tradition of 
the party to cooperate with any side for the purpose of striking down 
other organizations whatever their political color.44

The threat of summary dismissals that the director general of railways 
uttered was no empty gesture. Nor was it a mere aberration of his, but 
an expression of a considered general policy. Thus in a communication 
to Qasim, ‘All Shukur, the president of the Federation of Labour Unions, 
brought out that in the whole of the country 2,512 laborers had been - 
“ arbitrarily”  discharged from their work up to mid-April I960.45 In a 
further statement he indicated that by mid-September the figure had ex
ceeded 6,000.46 With the aid of this and other harrying methods, the 
government was able eventually, in May of 1961, to snatch out of

42For the text of the circular, see Ittihad-ush-Sha* b, 7 June 1960.
43Ittihad-ul-'Ummal, 27 May 1960; and Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 7 July 1960.
44Article by ach-ChadirchT in Al-Muwatin, 23 September 1962.
45Ittihad-ul-'Ummal, 15 April 1960.
45Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 18 September 1960.
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Communist hands the Central Council of the General Federation of 
Labour Unions, but it had first made sure to put ‘AIT Shukur and other 
Communist members of the Council under lock and key.47

The crackdown on the Communists in the peasants’ associations 
proceeded on somewhat different lines. Cognizant of the relative thin
ness of their support in the countryside, Qasim had back in 1959 begun 
by undermining them at the very center of their power, the legally sanc
tioned Founding Committee of the General Federation of Peasants’ 
Associations. To be more specific, from about the beginning of the 
summer in that year, Qasim concentrated on building up ‘Arrak az-Zigam, 
a rich peasant, a member of the National Democratic party, and an exec
utive of the Federation and, by pitting him against its Communist Presi
dent Kadhim Farhud, a rural medical attendant, and encouraging him to 
set up a parallel extralegal founding committee, and to compete with the 
Federation in chartering local units, he succeeded before the summer 
was over in splitting the peasant movement and shaking the grip that 
the Communists had upon it.48 Next, on September 6, when enough con
fusion had set in, he caused, as already noted, a new law to be pub
lished which, by vesting the power to charter associations in the gover
nors of provinces, impaired the effectiveness of the Federation and, by 
stipulating for the election of the leading organs by the lower units, 
called in question the legal standing of the founding committee itself.49 
Except in rural Kurdistan, where balancing considerations apparently 
necessitated a contrary line of conduct, the provincial authorities now 
consistently withheld charters from the new or confirmation from the old 
peasant associations sponsored by the Communists or suspected of 
being sympathetic to them. All told, on a party reckoning, 3,260 asso
ciations were denied recognition under one pretext or another. In gen
eral-outside the Kurdish zone—the greater the influence of the Commu: 
nists in a province, the lesser was that province’s share of peasant 
associations. Thus in five provinces—Basrah, ‘Amarah, Nasiriyyah, 
Hillah, and Karbala’—where the Communists had substantial backing, a 
total of only 371 associations were licensed, whereas in Dlwaniyyah, 
the home province of the National Democratic landowner and one-time 
Minister of Agriculture Hdaib al-Hajj Hmud, the right was granted to as 
many as 779 associations.50 By such tactics, and by the arrest and

47Ath-Thawrah, 21 May 1961.
4 Q
H°1967 internal Communist circular, “ An Attempt to Appraise the P olicy  of 

the Communist Party o f Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in Arabic), 
p. 15; and Ittibad-ush-Sha'b, September 18, 1959.

49See Articles 6 and 7 o f Law No. 139 of (September 6) 1959 in Al-Waqai'- 
ul-'Iraqiyyah, No. 225 o f 9 September 1959.

50Sawt-ul-Furat, 5 March 1960; Iraqi Review , 9 March 1960; Ittihad-ush- 
Sha'b, 15 April 1960 and 9 September 1960; and World Marxist Review , Novem
ber 1961, p. 96.
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banishment of peasant-Communists and other rural party devotees,51 * 
the government greatly smoothed the path before ‘Arrak az-Zigam and 
his followers. But az-Zigam also relied heavily on the peasant nota
bles, most of whom were well-off or of middling condition, and whom 
many peasants, on the Communists’ own admission, 52 plainly favored 
as leaders of their associations. At any rate, az-Zigam was able be
fore long to win the provincial councils53 and ultimately, in October 
1960, the presidency of the Peasants’ Federation. By that time Kadhim 
Farhud lay behind bars.54 To this consummation no doubt contributed 
the impetuous course that the party steered in the heyday of its power. 
As ZakT KhairT, member of the Politbureau, recognized:

The chief error into which some of the strugglers had fallen was pre- •. 
cipitancy. They tended toward removing rich and even middle peas
ants from the leadership of the associations by force or in an artifi
cial way, that is, before satisfying by argument the widest masses 
of the peasantry. This was an isolationist error. It helped the 
bourgeoisie to split the peasant movement by throwing in its lap the 
rich and some of the middle peasants who drew along peasant mass
es that still had faith in them.55

The party, which had in 1959 oriented itself upon the poor peasants, 
now altered its tactics. Its guiding line in the countryside became: 
“ depend”  on the poor peasants, including the agricultural laborers, 
“ unite”  with the middle peasants, “ win over”  the rich peasants and 
small landowners, “ neutralize”  the middle landowners, and “ deliver 
the main blow”  to the big landowners.56 But the change came too late . 
to benefit the party in any tangible way.

The hold of the Communists on the vocational associations was 
also broken. In all the elections to the congresses or administrative 
committees of the associations held after 1960, they found themselves 
in a minority. They lost to nationalist or conservative candidates or to

51Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b, 2 June and 20 August 1960; and Sawt-ul-Ahrar, 24 Feb
ruary 1960. ' '

53Zakr KhairT (member of Politbureau), Taqnr ‘An Mas'S’ it fT-l-Islah az- 
Zira‘ 7 (“ Report on Questions of Agrarian Reform” ) (1960), pp. 51-52.

C O

The Communists at the time accused the authorities of ‘ ‘ crudely fa lsify 
ing”  the elections to the peasant unions: Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b, 2 and 25 March 
and 30 June 1960.

54At-Taqaddum, 10 October 1960.
55Zakr KhairF, Taqnr, pp. 52-53.
^ Ib id ., pp. 50 and 53-57. See also ‘A ziz  al-Hajj, member of the Central 

Committee, remarks in World Marxist Review , March 1961, pp. 64-65. The “ big”  
landowners were identified as those owning "more than 2,000”  (and the “ mid
dle”  landowners as those owning between 400 and 2,000) dunums o f rain-fed 
land, or the equivalent o f land irrigated by free flow or by artificial means.
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people who turned their faces with every wind. They fell lowest in the 
elections of the Association of Lawyers, among whom the nationalists 
had powerful and stable support: in August 1959, when they were first 
swept out of the association’s executive committee, they drew 30 per
cent of the 888 votes polled; 5? in October 1962, in the last elections 
under Qasim, they got 107 out of 534 votes, that is, only 20 percent.58 
But, if in 1959, as already noted, many Communist or pro-Communist 
lawyers who were in the employ of the government were not allowed to 
participate in the elections, in 1962 no fewer than 728 lawyers ab- • 
stained. In other words, either because of faintheartedness, or loss of 
illusion, or fatigue, or mere choice, the bulk of the country’ s 1,262 law
yers sat on the fence, or fell back, or just held to a condition of politi
cal inertness. In other associations, the Communists and their sympa
thizers, even though going down, did better. Thus in the elections of 
the biggest of the professional associations, the Union of Teachers, 
they fared as shown below:

Known votes
for pro-Communist Total known

Date list vote %

January 1959 9,279 11,488 80.7
February 1960 11,622 19,760 58.8
February 1961 7,884 20,159 39.1
February 1962 5,094 17,448 29.2

Detailed results are given in Table 51-1. The figures for 1959 and the 
statistical shifts toward the anti-Communist list in 1961 and 1962 only 
in part mirrored the genuine preferences of the voters. In those years 
the elections were not held in such an atmosphere of freedom as, to a 
comparative degree, in 1960, and do not for that reason provide as reli
able an index of the actual distribution of the influence of the Commu
nists or of their opponents. Anyhow, it is clear that in 1959 and i960 
the pro-Communist list won in all but two of the country’s fourteen 
provinces. It lost in Ramadr, a stronghold of nationalist and conserva
tive opinion, and in Kirkuk, where the majority appears to have gone to 
an independent Turkoman-dominated ticket. On the other hand, the 1962 
balloting indicates that their strength remained unshakeable only in 
‘Amarah, even though they triumphed also in Arbll. In view of the un
doubted change in the public mood, their losses in Karbala’ and Bagh
dad are probably authentic, but in Nasiriyyah, Hillah, DTwaniyyah, Kut, 
Basrah, and Diyalah are too acute and may have been to no little extent 
artificially induced. The roll-up of Sulaimaniyyah and of a portion of

5?See p. 924.
58Al-Mustaqbal, 20 October 1962.
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the vote of ArbTl by independent Kurdish groups may be explained by 
the semineutral attitude that the Communists took up toward the rising 
of Mulla Mustafa al-BarzSnl. Their total eclipse in Mosul was beyond 
question directly caused by what came to be known as the “ Black 
Terror.”

The retreat of the Communists under Qasim’s blows encouraged cer
tain elements of the extreme right to institute a reign of terror, which 
took an unbridled character in the city of Mosul but made itself felt 
also in Kirkuk, in the province of ar-RamadT, in the A'dhamiyyah dis
trict, and in at-Takartah and other quarters on the Karkh side of Bagh
dad. The terror assumed many forms—pelting the offices of Ittihad-ush- 
Sha‘ b with stones and its editorial workers with abuse; armed assaults 
on the processions of the Communists or on the centers of their forward 
organizations; and, most frequently, the mauling or murder of individual 
members or sympathizers of the party.59 The local police, either 
through fear or affinity, or acting under orders, looked the other way. I t . 
was, to some extent and in some of its features, the situation of the 
first half of 1959, dramatically inverted. The Communist vexation broke 
out in an article in Sawt-ul-Ahrar. Said the paper:

We ask of our government neither heavy industry nor luxury nor a 
bright future; all we ask is peace, stability, and to sleep undis
turbed. We all know that in the time of the old regime the security 
forces wiped out all gangs and highwaymen. We, therefore, request 
the government to answer this question: “ Why don’ t they do the 
same today?60

Behind much of the terrorism were, it would seem, obscurantist vested 
interests, which for a brief period in 1960 functioned in the open under 
the name of the Islamic party. They apparently had links with powerful 
conservative officers and felt that, by physically annihilating a few 
hundred Communists, they could annihilate the will of all the others.
For this purpose they exploited persons who had suffered in the after
math of the Mosul rising and were urged by the quest for vengeance.
They also hired gangs of accomplished villains. The National Demo
cratic leader Kamil ach-ChadirchT told this writer that the killing of 
Communists in Mosul became a sort of a profession, and that well-known 
merchants of the city offered as high as ten dinars for dead members of 
the party.61 * 11

59See, e .g ., Ittihad-ush-Sha'b, 8 and 23 March, 21, 22 and 24 April, 1 and
11 May, 12 and 22 June, 18 July, 8, 24 and 25 August, and 20 September 1960; 
and TarTq-ush-Sha‘ b, Year 19, No. 1 of late March 1962.

Sawt-ul-Ahrar, 18 May 1960.
^C onversation , February 16, 1964.



TABLE 51-1

Elections to the 1959, 1960, 1961, and 1962 Congresses of the Teachers’ Union
V otes, United Professional L ist 

(proc ommun is t)
V otes, Tutorial Front 

(anticommunist)

January February February February January February February February
1959a 1960 1961 1962 1959a 1960 1961 1962

Arab ShTT Provinces
Karbala’ *3 c 541 475 497 c c 593 601
Nasiriyyah 370 699 elections 106 25 333 elections 771

cancelled cancelled
tfillah 621 787 224 112 102 410 677 602
DTwaniyyah c 683 448 56 c 76 498 661
‘ Amarah 380 622 547 605 17 367 492 543
Kut c won 299 19 c 403 344

unopposed
Arab Sunni Provinces
Ramadl c - - 14 c 754 701d 671

Kurdish Provinces
ArbTl c 616 510 473 c - 111 e

Sulaimaniyyah c won 524 c f g
unopposed

Mixed Provinces
Baghdad*1 5,708 3,975 3,157 2,749 992 3,537 4,844 4,985
Basrah1 953 1,286 1,252 244 j 750 1,072 1,106

1,247 1,683 998 1,313 won won
unopposed unopposed

Diyalah^ c 730 71 17 c 598 1,011 969
Kirkukm c c 377 202 c c 1,002 930



aProcommunist list won in all provinces except RamadT and Kirkuk.
^Karbala’ has a substantial minority of Persians. 
cFigures not available.
^An independent list received 425 votes.
eA list called the “ Republican T icket”  got 171 votes.
^An “ Independent Professional L ist”  received 446 votes.
®An independent list won unopposed.
^Composition ofJ3aghdad: overwhelmingly Arab; outside Greater Baghdad, predominantly Sunni'; in Greater Baghdad, 

probable Sunni-Shi‘ i parity.
^Composition of Basrah: predominantly Arab ShTT; Basrah town: near SunriT-ShTT parity.
1 An independent list obtained 75 votes.
^Composition of Mosul: predominantly SunnT Arab in Mosul city and Kurdish in countryside; about one-fifth of urban 

anil one-ninth of rural population Christians; a substantial number of YazTdTs.
Composition of Diyalah: about one-fourth of population Kurds; one-half ShTT Arabs; rest SunnT Arabs. 

mComposition of Kirkuk: about half of population Kurds; rest Turkomans, Arabs, and Assyrians.
Sources: Teachers’ Union; Sawt-ul-Ahrar, 24 and 25 January 1959; Az-Zanian, 24 and 25 January 1959; AI-AhalT, 26 

January 1959; Al-Bilad, 14 February 1960; Al-Bilad, 11 and 12 February 1961; Az-Zanian, 3 February 1962.

i.
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As to the number of victims, there are no complete figures. Nor is 

it now possible to check the accuracy of the figures on hand. Anyhow, 
on 23 October 1961, at the Twenty-second Congress of the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, Communist First Secretary Husain ar-RadT 
maintained that up to that date 286 “ Communists and democrats’ ’ had 
died “ in broad daylight”  at the hands of assassins.62 At about the 
same time, another Communist source put the total of wounded at 1,572, 
and of the “ registered cases of police and bandit raids”  on the prem
ises of Communist-influenced organizations at 7,510. It was also ' 
affirmed that 3,424 families had been compelled to leave their homes.63 
By the end of the Qasim regime, the terror’ s toll of killed and displaced 
had swelled: in Mosul alone, according to the secretary of the Mosul 
Branch of the National Democratic party, no fewer than 400 people, only 
a fraction of whom were “ real”  Communists, had been killed, and as 
many as 50,000 had been forced to migrate to Baghdad and other places. 
Often the killings were perpetrated by the same roughs who had been 
involved in the atrocities of 1959.64

In fighting the Communists, the extreme right did not merely have 
recourse to violence. It pressed into its service another weapon, that 
of religious casuistry. Thus on April 3, 1960, Shaikh Murtada al-YasTn 
of Najaf delivered a fatwa—a formal religious opinion—which appeared 
in Al-Fayha’ , a mouthpiece of the Islamic party, and in which he stated 
that “ adherence to the Communist party or lending it support is one of 
the greatest sins which religion denounces.” 65 In the same month, 
Mirza Mahdf ash-ShTrazT, also of Najaf, held that prayers and fasting by 
Moslems who had embraced communism were “ unacceptable, because 
of lack of faith.” 66 Later, in June, ash-ShlrazI further affirmed that it 
was not permissible for Moslems to buy meat from a sheep butcher who 
believed in Communist principles, and that a youth of this persuasion 
was not entitled to inherit from his father.67

But the ‘ulama’ had, as a class, declined in stature, and people did 
not pay as much attention to what they had to say as in decades gone 
by. Nonetheless, the iatwas now published had some effect. While 
benefiting the right, they simultaneously greased the wheels of Qasim’ s 
own campaign against the Communists.

A number of other factors also strengthened the hand of the govern
ment. One was the decline in the spirit of many of the Iraqis, which

62TarTq-ush-Sha'b (the party’ s underground paper) of early November 1961.
65W,or/d Marxist Review , November 1961, p. 95.
64Conversation, ‘Abd-ul-GhanT Mallah, 15 August 1966.
65A1-Fayha’ , 23 April 1960.
66Ai-Hurriyyah, 6 April 1960.
®7At-Hurriyyah, 10 June 1960.
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manifested itself in apathy, disenchantment, lassitude, and a yearning 
for tranquillity—a decline which, as pointed out elsewhere, began to be 
perceptible after mid-1959, but which now sharpened.

One other factpr was the deterioration of the economy, and more 
particularly of agriculture. Thrown into fright by the revolution, some 
of the landed shaikhs migrated soon after to the towns, and with them 
went their capital. Others put all their machines and all their seed 
into the fields that the Agrarian Reform Law permitted them to retain. 
Some of the lands, being abandoned before they could be redistributed, 
were left untilled or uncropped. The officials sent to help the peasants 
had much ardor but little technical skill or administrative experience. 
But it was not so much due to the shake-up in agrarian relations as to 
the two successive seasons of drought with which Iraq was afflicted 
that agricultural production failed appallingly in 1959 and 1960. To a 
considerable extent the failure, as a glance at Table 42-5 will show, 
was a cyclical and recurring thing. All the same, cries soon arose from 
the right as well as from the center blaming the Communists for this 
state of affairs68 and demanding a reining in of the countryside and a 
decisive reassertion of “ the power of the law. ”  This fitted in with 
Qasim’s plans.

The political isolation of the Communists also helped Q5sim a 
great deal. They had tried repeatedly in 1959 to break out of this con
dition, but in vain. In 1960 they stepped up their efforts. They recir
culated the slogan of “ United National Front,’ ’69 held out an olive 
branch to the National Democratic party, expressed “ surprise”  at not 
finding A 1-AhalTupon “ its previous course of struggle in favor of de
mocracy”  and with them “ against the subversive activities of our 
enemies,”  and wished “ from the bottom of our hearts for a reconsidera
tion of its present policy.” 70 As their situation worsened, their 
appeals became more intense. Wrote their mouthpiece, Ath-Thabat, in 
November: “ Those who stand in the face of national unity [and no one 
mistook whom the paper meant] make no difference between this or that 
party. They support one group to strike the other, afterwards abandon
ing it. Their only object is to crush the national movement in its en
tirety.” 71 72 At first the National Democrats gave the Communists the 
cold shoulder. “ By their ‘United National Front’ slogan, the Commu
nists,”  they said, “ merely seek to transform all the other national par
ties into their satellites. ” 72 But soon they began to speak with two

68See, e .g ., Al-AhalT, 3 March 1960.
®^See, e.g ., Sawt-ul-Ahrar, 3 February; and Ath-Thabat, 6 February 1960.
7®Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b, 3 March 1960.
71 Ath-Thabat, 8 November 1960.
72A1-Ahair, 10 March 1960.
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different voices. Old Kamel ach-ChadirchT, who had been out of poli
tics because of his strong antipathy to the military regime and to 
Qasim’s cult of personality, now, reentering the arena, openly deplored 
that his party, instead of working toward the aim for which it was 
founded—a genuine democratic life—should be offering itself as a tool 
for Qasim’s campaign of repression against the Communists. He also 
demanded that the party should quit the government rather than continue 
to share in unpopular policies which it was not itself initiating. It was 
on this issue that he broke with his erstwhile lieutenant Muhammad 
Hadid who, clinging to a “ positive line”  toward Qasim, led his support
ers out of the ranks in May 1960 and in the following June formed his 
own National Progressive party.73 The result was not so much the end
ing of the isolation of the Communists as the weakening of the National 
Democrats. When in February-April 1961 the party was riven by a fur
ther dispute, and Husain JamTl, ChadirchT’s other principal lieutenant, 
fell out with him also on the question of a rapprochement with the Com
munists, the party became completely ineffective, and in October sus
pended all its activities.74 ChSdirchT took the position that “ the 
Communists have made mistakes but are not criminals.” 75 Later, in 
answer to cries from the right that he was a Communist, he said: “ Had 
I been a Communist, I would have joined the Communist party, for I do 
not consider communism as something disgraceful.”  “ My fault,”  he 
added, “ is that I am very frank, too frank for a politician in a country 
like Iraq.” 76 However, although he and the Communists occasionally 
rowed in the same boat—in October 1960, for example, they put up a 
common candidate in the elections for the presidency of the Peasants’ 
Federation—he nevertheless refused right along to enter into a formal 
front with them, unless the other parties, including the Ba'th, joined 
in.77

The Ba'th party, whom a chasm of blood separated from the Commu
nists, would not in 1960-1961 even consider the idea. However, in 
early 1962 it relented. A meeting took place between ‘Abd-us-Sattar 
ad-DurT, a member of its Baghdad Branch Command and a Communist
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73Chadirchrand Hadid, conversations with this writer, 11 and 12 February 
1962; Al-Ahal~, 28 April, 12 and 20 May, and 3 June 1960; Al-Bayan, 30 April,
6 and 13 May 1960; The Progressive Democrats in Banks and Money-changing 
O ffices, Limazha Inbathaqa al-flizbu-l-WatanT at-TaqaddumT ( “ Why the National 
Progressive Party Came into Being” ) (1960), pp. 12, 17-26, and 34-45.

74A1-'Ahd-uj-Jadrd, 24 February and 17 April 1961; and Al-Ahal~, 13 March, 
1 and 13 October 1961.

75A l- ‘Ahd-uj-Jadtd, 24 February 1961.
f^Al-Muwatin, 23 September 1962.
77E .g ., Al-AhSlT, 13 March 1961; and 1967 internal Communist circular,

“ An Attempt to Appraise the P olicy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the 
Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in Arabic), p. 17.
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leader of middling rank, in which the possibilities of common action 
were felt out. The prospects seemed promising enough for the Commu-. 
nists to express, at a subsequent point, interest in contacts at a higher 
level, but it was conveyed to them that there could be no hope of an 
agreement unless they first adopted an “ unequivocal and daring atti
tude”  against the Qasim regime. Upon this the talks foundered. Thus 
goes the Ba'tht version of what happened.78 But, according to the 
Communists, after the Ba'thists and their allies had begun “ conspiring”  
to pull Qasim down, they realized that the “ insurmountable obstacle”  
in their way was “ first and last”  the Communist party. Therefore, to 
make things easier for themselves, they “ tried to induce us by prom
ises and threats to abandon his regime—in truth only by threats: if you 
do not come to its defense, we will not massacre you!”  Simultaneous
ly, through elements loyal to them, they were pressing Qasim “ to push 
forward with his persecution of our party and of the very forces by 
which our party had determined to defend his regime” —a regime “ which 
although military and dictatorial in character was nonetheless patriotic, 
for which reason attempts at its overthrow had been forbidden by our 
party.” 79 '

At any rate, it is indubitable that the Communists never turned 
their backs on Qasim. Moreover, they took his blows without serious 
resistance. They also withstood for many months strong pressure from 
their own rank and file for a reversion to underground struggle. When 
in June 1960 a clandestine radio, “ The Voice of the People,”  went on 
the air and began broadcasting in the idiom peculiar to the party, . • 
Ittihad-ush-Sha‘b hastened to express its disapproval.80 If afterwards 
the Communists fought Qasim back, as in November 1960, when they 
organized a sit-down strike at a tobacco factory in Baghdad, or in 
March 1961 when they joined in a protest of taxi drivers initiated by 
the Ba‘th party against an increase of the excise tax on gasoline, they 
fought him half-heartedly or on a limited scale. From their central 
political line, “ to fix the regime firmly upon democratic foundations,”  
they did not swerve.81 The slogan implied that the regime could still 
be “ democratized,”  that is, induced to restore their freedom of action— 
a wholly unrealistic premise, it goes without saying. But the line, 
when coupled with their determination to oppose any attempt to bring 
Qasim down, left no one in doubt that they had tied their fate to that of 
the premier. * 7

78Ham al-Fkaiki and Muhsin ash-Shaikh Radi, members in 1963 of the Ba'th 
Iraqi Command: conversations, 6 September 1964.

7^1967 internal Communist circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  p. 17. 
&®Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b, 30 June 1960.
^ 1 9 6 7  internal Communist circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  p. 17.
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With Qasim’s sharp fall in public esteem, particularly after the out

break of the Kurdish war in the summer of 1961, this continued identifi
cation with his regime cost the Communists much in popular support 
and must be accounted as another factor in their decline. The dissatis
faction in the ranks also steadily grew and, pushing up, found a path in 
November of that year to the summit of the party. Turning it into 
account, First Secretary Husain ar-Radr opened, at a session of the 
Central Committee, a resolute attack upon the “ right”  elements in the 
Politbureau.82 He began by asserting that he had for some time be- ' 
come convinced of the need for a tougher attitude toward Qasim, but 
could not press his point of view because of a bloc led by ‘ Amer ‘Abdal
lah, ZakT KhairT, Muhammad Husain AbB-l-Tss, and Baha’-ud-DTn NurT.83 
He then accused ‘Amer ‘Abdallah of being an “ agent”  of Qasim, and 
requested that he and his three collaborators be purged from the Polit- 
bureau. The Central Committee yielded to him and, upon his recommen
dation, reorganized itself as shown in Table 51-2. ‘Amer ‘Abdallah 
left soon after for Eastern Europe. Husain ar-Radr, who, in addition to 
his duties as first secretary and his exclusive supervisory powers over 
the party’s military section, took now direct charge of the Baghdad 
organization, became henceforth the all in all in the party.

The change in the command did not, however, bring a change in 
strategy, but merely in tactics. The only really new thing was the de
cision to reissue clandestinely the central party paper under a new 
name, Tanq-ush-Sha’b ( “ The Path of the People” ), and to raise to a 
higher key the criticisms levelled at Qasim. The leadership did not 
hide that it was doing this with a heavy heart. “ The Communists,”  it 
said, “ have been forced to issue their battling paper secretly . . . de
spite the prominence that this gives to contradictions between classes 
which must stand together against imperialism and the reaction—contra
dictions which it is not necessary to bring out with such sharpness in 
the existing stage, the stage of realizing national democracy.”  While 
pointing out that “ the evils of personal rule”  had not only “ encom
passed all the classes of the people and the political groups regardless 
of their tendencies,”  but had also by virtue of the war in Kurdistan 
“ attained the acme of danger to national unity”  and, while calling upon 
“ all the patriotic forces”  to step up their struggle “ against one-man 
rule and for the fixing of the regime upon national democratic founda
tions,”  it appealed at the same time to “ the premier personally to mend

^ T h e  following account is  based upon a conversation on 6 September 1964 
with Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadF, a member of the Ba‘ th Party Command, who had 
charge of the investigation o f the Communists in 1963, and who read the record 
of the proceedings of the committee, which unfortunately appears to have since 
been lost.

®3For these members of the Politbureau, see Table 42-6.
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the situation before it is too late and to rise to a sense of national re
sponsibility. ” 84 In its report on the session of the Central Committee 
just concluded, it dotted the i ’s: "We are not enemies [it affirmed] of 
the person of General Qasim but of his method of one-man rule . .. and 
his denial of the rights of the people and [oppose him] to this extent 
only. On the other hand, we are with him insofar as he contributes to 
the defense of national independence and the combating of imperialism 
and war.”  It also declared that the party still clung to its resolve to 
resist any attempt to overturn the government by force:

The correlation of forces being what it is [it explained], any coup 
that is likely to be pulled in the present circumstances cannot be in 
the interest of democracy and the people. The liberal bourgeoisie • 
is not capable of undertaking such an action unless it leans on the 
forces of the right and of the reaction. A coup from above could 
only, therefore, have for result a strengthened and more oppressive 
dictatorship.85

In view of the fact that Husain ar-Radr made no fundamental change 
in policy, it may be wondered what was at bottom behind his purge of 
‘Amer ‘Abdallah. It is, of course, possible that their conflict was mere
ly a conflict as to tactics rather than as to strategy, but could also 
have been less a conflict of ideas than between personalities. Anyhow, 
at least at this point of time, things were for the party what they were, 
not because of ‘Amer ‘Abdallah or of his ‘ ‘ right”  tendencies, but be
cause they were inherently difficult. No other strategy was really open 
to the Communists. Their situation had remained essentially the same 
ds after mid-1959: they could not take the reins, into their hands, and 
any alternative to Qasim’ s regime could only be worse for them.

The relative hardening of the tactical line of the party may have .. 
sharpened Qasim’s sense of isolation, which in turn could explain his 
release in December 1961 of all political, including Communist, detain
ees.86 His not unconnected decision in the same month to annul the 
concession of the oil companies in areas not actually under exploita
tion87 could be viewed as another attempt on his part to recapture some 
of his lost popular support. The November 30 Soviet veto on the admis
sion to the United Nations of Kuwait, to which he had laid claim in 
June, also brought a shift in his mood toward the Communists, who now

^Tariq-ush-Sha'b, Year 18, No. 1 of early November 1961.
®6Iraqi Communist Party, Report of the Central Committee of the Communist 

Party Adopted at Its Ordinary Meeting of November 1961, para. 5 and 6.
86Sawt-ul-Ahrar, 12 December 1961; and Arba‘ ta‘shar Tammuz (“ July 14” ), 

18 December 1961.
87Law No. 80 of (11 December) 1961.



TABLE 51-2
Husain Ahmad ar-Radi’s Fourth Central Committee 

(November 1961 to February 1963)

Name

Date
Party function Nation and p lace

in February 1963 and religion of birth

Members o f Secretariat
Husain Ahmad ar-Ra(JI

HadT Hashim 
a l-‘ AdhamI 
Jamal al-Haidarl

George Hanna Tallu

First secretary with 
exclusive supervisory 
powers over military 
organization of party; 
m as’ ul o f Baghdad 
Mas’ ul of Workers’ 
Bureau
Mas’ ul of Peasants’ 
Bureau
Mas’ ul of relations 
with Communist 
parties abroad^

(See Table 31-1)

(See Table 31-1) 

(See Table 37-1) 

(See Table 31-1)

Other full members of Politbureau 
Muhammad Salih Mas’ul of correspon-
al-‘ Abalir dence with party

Zones and Branches
‘ AzTz Muhammad

‘ Abd-us-Salam
an-Nasirl

Mas’ ul of Kurdish 
Branch of party 
Ex-m as’ ul of Baghdad; 
in Moscow 1963

(See Table 31-1)

(See Table 42-6) 

(See Table 22-1)

Candidate members of Politbureau
‘ AzTz ash-Shaikh Mas’ul of Committee of (See. Table 37-1)

Democratic Guidance0
‘ Abd-ul-Kaflm Member of Bureau (See Table 31-1)
Ahmad ad-Daud of Kurdish Branch of

party .
Baqir Ibrahim Mas’ ul o f Mid- Arab, SKIT ? , Kufah
al-MusawI Euphrates Party Zone

Other full members of Central Committee 
‘ Abd-ur-Rahlm Sharif Mas’ul o f Education 

Bureau, Economic 
Committee, Press 
Committee, and editor 
of TarTq-ush-Sha’ b

Sharif ash-Shaikh

‘ Abd-ul-Qadir
IsmaTl

Mas’ul of Relations 
with national parties^
Mas’ ul of Finance 
Bureau

(See Table 37-1)

(See Table 37-1) 

(See Table 14-2)

Hamzah Salman 
aj-Juburl 
Nasir ‘ Abbud 
Salih MahdTDuglah

In prison 1961-1963 (See Table 42-6)

In Bulgaria since 1959 (See Table 29-1)
M as’ul o f Southern Arab, ShTT 1923, ‘ Amarah
Party Zone

Member of Bureau o f Kurd, Sunni 
Kurdish Branch of 
party

‘ Umar ‘ A ir 
ash-Shaikh

1924, _
Sulaimaniyyah



TABLE 51-2 (Continued)

Profession

Schoolteacher

Engineer

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with 

Communist
Education Class origin movementa

From a family of 
sayyids  o f middling 
income; son of a 
small trader

Elementary Lower middle class 1943 (20)
Teachers’
Training
School

Engineering Lower landowning 1945 (21)
School c la ss ; son of a

small landowner

Subsequent
history

Member, Central 
Committee, 1963 to 
present.

Arrested 1963 but 
broke prison in 
June; member, Cen
tral Committee 
1963 to present. 
Member, Central 
Committee, 1963 to 
present. .
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TABLE 51-2 (Continued)

Name
Party function 

in February 1963

Date
Nation and place 

and religion of birth

Husain Sultan Mas’ ul of Mid- Arab, ShTT 1920, Najaf
Euphrates Party 
Zone 1962; in 
M oscow 1963

Nafi‘ Yunise Mas’ul of military 
organization of party

(See Table 22-1)

Candidate members of Central Committee
‘A ziz  al-Hajj Party representative (See Table 23-1)
‘ All Haidar at Prague on journal 

Problems of P ea ce  
and Socialism

‘A ziz  SharTf Mas’til of Peace 
Partisans

(See Table 42-6)

Salih ar-Raziql Member of Bureau of 
Mid-Euphrates Party 
Zone

(See Table 37-1)

Ara Khajadur In Prague 1963 Armenian, Christian 1924, Baghdad

Sultan Mulla ‘ AIT Member, Military- 
Committee of party

Arab, ShT'i ? , Basrah

‘Abd-us-Sattar 
Mahdp Muhammad 
Rida

Member, Military 
Committee of party

Arab, Sunni ? , Baghdad

Thabet Habib Member, Military Arab, Sunni ? , ‘ Anah
al-‘ AnT Committee of party

aNo members listed here in full had prior political activity.
^Exact title: m as’ul of external relations.
c This committee directed the activities of the Union of Students, the Youth Fed

eration, and the League for the Defense of Women’ s Rights, among others.
^Exact title: mas’ul of national relations. 
eMarried to the sister of ‘ AzTz Shaikh.

abandoned their direct attacks upon him. But the political truce be
tween them was broken off when, after a sizable demonstration by the 
Communists in May 1962 calling for peace with the Kurds, Q5sim put 
many of their followers under arrest. In July, the party was accusing 
his government of degenerating into a “ police state,”  but was still
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TABLE 51-2 (Continued)

Profession Education Class origin

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 

link with 
Communist 
m ovem ent

Subsequent
history

Textile
worker

Elementary Working class; son 
of a worker

1943 (23) In prison 1963 to 
present.

Ex-clerk with 
a private firm; 
oil worker

Secondary Lower middle class 1946 (22) Member, Central 
Committee, 1963 to 
1968; arrested 
1968, released sub
sequently.

Worker Elementary Working class; son 
of a worker

In prison 1963, re
leased later.

Schoolteacher Elementary
Teachers’
Training
School

Peasant c lass; son 
of a peasant

Killed 1963.

Surveyor Secondary Lower middle class Member, Central 
Committee, 1963 to 
1968; arrested 11 
April 1968, re
leased subsequent
ly.

Sources: Undated statement made in April 1963 by ‘ A ziz  ash-Shaikh, candidate 
member of Politbureau, in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. QS/26; supplement to verbal state
ment of Sharif ash-Shaikh, member of the Central Committee, dated 27 March 1963, 
in F ile No. QS/26; conversation of writer with Sharif ash-Shaikh in Baghdad Cen
tral Prison, 9 February 1964; and P olice  F iles Nos. 3401, 4583, 3506, 3345, 2610, 
479, 3078, 4877, 7909, 4242, 357, 3368 and QS/40; QS/59, QS/61.

appealing to him for a new departure in internal policy.88 In fact, it 
never forsook him.

®8Communist party statement of 8 July 1962, TarTq-ush-Sha‘ b, Year 19, No. 4 
of early July 1962.



TABLE 51-3

Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to Ar-RadPs Fourth Central Committee
Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin

S ect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated  % 
in total 1951 

urban 
population

Education Class Origin Sex

No. % o f Iraq
Moslems

SKIT Arabs 9 34.6 44.9 .
Sunni’ Arabs ga 34.6 28.6
Kurds 6b 23.1 12.7

No. % No. % No.

No particulars 1 3.9 Working class 5 19.2 Male 26
Elementary 5 19.2 Peasant class 3 11.6 Female —
Secondary 8 30.8 Total 26
College 12 46.1 class
Total 26 100.0 sayyid  families 6 23.1

Age Group in 1961
No. %

Turkomans
Persians

Jews
Christians 
Sabeans 
YazTdTs and 

■ Shabaks 
Total

- 3.4 No particulars 4 15.3
— — 3.3 28 years 1 3.9
— — .3 30-34 years 3 11.5
2C 7.7 6.4 35-39 years 12 46.1

O 40-44 years 3 11.5. O 45 years 1 3.9
55 years 1 3.9

— — .1 57 years 1 3.9
26 100.0 100.0 Total 26 100.0

Occupation 
or Former Occupation

No. %
Students^ 2 7.7
Members of 
professions 14e 53.8

" - White collar 3 11.5
Workers 5 19.2
Trading
petty bourgeoisie 1 3.9
No particulars 1 3.9
Total 26 100.0

in clu d in g  1 of mixed Arab Indian parentage. 
'-’Including 1 Failiyyah SKIT Kurd.
C1 Arabized Chaldean and 1 Arabized 

Armenian.
''A fter leaving school: in prison or under

ground.
e6 lawyers; 5 schoolteachers; 1 college pro

fessor; 1 engineer; 1 surveyor.

others
Impoverished 
upper sayyid  
class 
Total

11

1
26

42.2

3.9
100.0

Length of Association Fate by the Time
with Communist of the Collaps e

Movement in 1961 of Ba'thT Regime
No. of No. of No.
years members Killed or died 

under tortureNo particulars 4 8
10 years 1 Revealed party
11 years 1 secrets under
12 years 1 torture 2
13 years 1 Defected 214 years 2 In prison15 years i 3
16 years 7 In underground
18 years 5 or abroad u
19 years 1 Total 26
20 years 
33 years 
Total

1
1

26
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It seems curious that Qasim should have been whittling down the 

strength of the Communists, even as the nationalists were sharpening 
their weapons. Was this not in conflict with his characteristic policy 
of balance? Actually in his last years, Qasim did not do his see
sawing as skillfully as in 1958-1959. His power of discernment weak
ened. The governing of Iraq, never an easy task, had proved too 
onerous. Moreover, after the Mosul rising, Qasim was prone to think 
too little of the nationalists. He became anchored in the belief that 
the greater peril to him was from the left. The attempt of the Ba'thists 
upon his life he interpreted as a desperate act, as a sign of weakness. 
Their disenchantment and falling out with ‘Abd-un-Nasir in 1959, the 
split in the Iraqi Ba'th’ s own ranks in 1961-the ex-Ba‘th Secretary 
Fu'ad ar-RikabT taking the side of the Egyptian leader—and finally the 
secession of Syria from the U.A.R. confirmed Qasim in his views. At 
the same time, he left the underground cells of the Communists by and 
large intact, and their chief leaders free and unmolested. However, by 
relentlessly cutting up their auxiliary mass organizations, he deprived 
them of the means by which they could have perhaps successfully de
fended him. .



THE BATHISTS MAKE PREPARATION, 
THE COMMUNISTS GIVE WARNING

The coup that was to destroy Qasim in February of 1963 was essential
ly the conception of the Ba‘th, but of a reconstructed and reenergized 
Ba'th. The miscarrying of the 1959 plot to kill the premier had brought 
misfortune upon the party. Activists were one after the other nabbed 
and committed to prison. Whole organizations disintegrated. Fu’ ad ar- 
RikabT, the secretary in the Iraqi Region, fled to Syria. The few cells 
that remained intact were left in the care of Hazem JawSd, a 24-year- 
old ShTT from Nasiriyyah, a descendant of a poor mu‘azzT— religious 
condoler—and a cousin of ar-Rikabi. However, in January 1960 or 
thereabouts, a special organ, the Bureau of Iraq, came into being in 
Damascus, and took in hand the task of helping Jawad to put the party 
back on its feet. One of the three members of the bureau was Faisal 
Habib al-Khaizaran, a 33-year-old Arab SunnT lawyer from ash-Shuhani, 
a village in Diyalah, and the son of the landed shaikh of the tribe of al- 
‘Azzah. Another was Taleb ShabTb, a 29-year-old Arab Shi'i engineer 
from Rumaithah, a scion of an impoverished landowning aristocratic 
family, and a grandnephew of Shaikh Khawwam al-‘Abd ‘ Abbas, chief of 
the tribe of adh-Dhawalim. The third and chief figure in the bureau and 
the man with whose name the party would be indissolubly linked in the 
next three critical years of its history was ‘A ll Saleh as-Sa'dF.1

As-Sa‘dr was bom in 1928 in Baghdad. Although his grandfather, a 
peasant from Hibhib—a village in the province of Diyalah—is said to 
have been a full-blooded Kurd, he himself appears to have had no kind 
of Kurdish consciousness and was, in the words of a nationalist 
source,2 “ in practice an Arab.”  His father, an agricultural agent of 
the well-known family of al-Haidarl, came to Baghdad from Hibhib in 
the twenties and, according to Kamel ach-Chadirchl,3 took to wife a 
girl from the quarter of Bab-ish-Shaikh; but having remarried afterwards, 
relieved himself of responsibility for her upkeep and his son’s upbring
ing. The boy led for a time a vagabond life, somewhat in the manner of

^Conversations with Taleb ShabTb, September 1967; Fu’ ad ar-RikabT, Feb
ruary 1967; Muhsin ash-Shaikh Radr and HanT al-Fkaikr, September 1964; and 
F aisa l Habib a’l-Khaizaran, February 1963. For these persons, consult Table 
A-49. '

2The source wished to remain unnamed.
^Conversation, February 1964.
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young Rousseau. But he was resourceful and created his own opportuni
ties. Though never a good scholar, he managed to work his way through 
the School of Commerce. While still a student, he fell under the influ
ence of the Ba'th Secretary Fu’ad ar-RikabT. In 1952 he joined the 
party and, possessing qualities suited to underground struggle—courage, 
self-confidence, ruthlessness, and a marked organizing capacity—had 
by 1958 risen to membership in the Command of the Iraqi Region. Hunt
ed by Qasim’s police, he slipped away in November 1959 to Syria. When 
two months or so later, partly upon his initiative, the Bureau of Iraq 
was created in Damascus, he quickly showed himself to be its most 
able figure, attracting the notice of the over-all National Command, 
which in or around April 1960 ordered him back to Baghdad to take ‘ 
charge of the Iraqi branch of the Ba'th party.

His talent as an organizer and his practical efficiency proved now 
invaluable. The cells were reformed and steadied. Secrecy was ob
served. Discipline became strict. Simultaneously, the appeal of the 
party grew. To this contributed the general mood of disenchantment 
with Qasim and the growing incoherence and arbitrariness of his govern- , 
ment. The daring attempt upon Qasim’s life, the defiant spirit of which 
several of his assailants gave proof at their public trial in 1959-1960, 
and their defense of their ideas rather than of their persons, had also 
surrounded the Ba'th with an aura of heroism in the mind of the nation- 
alistically inclined segment of the populace. The breaking away from 
the mother organization on 24 June 1961 of ex-Secretary Fu’ad ar- 
RikabF and his small band of followers and his laying of “ contacts with 
British Intelligence”  to the charge of “ certain elements of the National • 
Command” 4 may have ruffled the party, however lightly. On the other 
hand, in its favor worked the unsuccessful war against the Kurds, the 
deepening disaffection of the officer corps, and the palpable decline of 
the economy.

By 1962 as-Sa'dlhad succeeded not only in rehabilitating and ex
panding the party, but also in converting it into a guiding nucleus for a 
wider grouping, the Nationalist Front, which, apart from the Ba'th, con
sisted of allied nationalist officers, remnants of the Independence party, 
and members of the National Union of Students, the Teachers’ Federa
tion, and other professional associations. In early May of the same 
year, as-Sa'dF felt confident enough to call a secret congress of the 
party in Baghdad and arrange for the election of the leadership, which 
later that month the Ba'th National Command, meeting at Homs, would 
summon to prepare a coup against Qasim.

The newly elected center or, to call it by its proper name, Command 
in the Iraqi Region, which was composed as shown in Table 52-1, pro- ‘
ceeded to make the forces of the party ready for the governmental over- -

4See S a w t-u l- ‘ Urubah  (Beirut), 25 June 1961.
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TABLE 52-1

Command of the Ba‘ th Party in the Iraqi Region 
at the Time of the Coup of 8 February 1963

Name
Nation 

and s ec t
Date and place  

of birth P rolession

'AIT Saleh as-Sa'dT 
(Secretary)

Arabized 
Fuwaili 
Kurd, ShTT

1928, Baghdad; 
originally from 
Hibhib3

Party worker

Hazem Jawad Arab, ShTT 1935, Nasiriyyah Party worker

Taleb Shablb Arab, ShiTT 1931, Rumaithah Engineer

HamdT
‘ Abd-ul-MajTd

Arab, SunnT 1929, Baghdad; Secondary 
originally from schoolteacher 
‘ Anah

KarTm Shintaf Arab, SunnT 1934, RamadT; Schoolteacher; 
originally from employee of 
‘ Anah the Ministry of 

Guidance
Muhsin ash-Shaikh 
RadT

Arab, ShTT 1934, Najaf Party worker

Hamid Khalkhal Arab, ShTT 1932, Hindiyyah Secondary
schoolteacher

Faigal yabib
al-KhaizaranC

Arab, SunnT 1927, ash-Shuhanld Lawyer

aA village in the Diyalah province. 
^For political reasons.

turn. In the months that followed, it set on foot in the more significant 
towns and especially in Baghdad a network of “ Alarm Committees”  
which later would constitute the core of what came to be known as the 
“ Nationalist Guard,”  and whose members, mostly student-Ba'thists, 
were, at a signal from the party, to take to the streets, with their sub
machine guns and other arms concealed in their civilian clothes, and to 
await further orders.

The strictly military plan was drawn up by a Military Bureau of six, 
with as-Sa‘dr as secretary and Hazem Jawad, Taleb Shablb, Retired 
Brigadier Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, Staff Lieutenant Colonel Saleh Mahdl 
‘Ammash, and Retired Staff Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abd-us-Sattar ‘Abd-ul- 
Latlf as members. Al-Bakr, a 48-year-old Sunni Arab Free Officer from 
a family of small landowners which had provided the chieftains of the 
Begat tribe in TakrTt for decades, and a Ba'thl since 1960, had previ-
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TABLE 52-1 (Continued)

Education Class origin

P olitica l activity  
prior to 

adherence to 
Ba'th party

College of Commerce Peasant c lass ; son of a 
gardener and agent of the land
owning al-HaidarT family

Member of Indepen
dence party.

Expelled from Higher 
Teachers’ Training 
College15

Trading religious lower middle 
c lass; son of a mu‘azz7  
(condoler) and kahhal (distri
butor of primitive medicaments)

Completed three Landowning aristocratic c lass; Member of Com-
years at the School son of an impoverished land- munist party 1948-
of Engineering, 
London University

owner 1951.

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Trading lower middle class; 
son of a petty trader

—

College of Arts Transport workers’ class; son 
of a truck driver

-

Expelled from Religious lower middle c lass; Supporter of Inde-
College of Medicine*5 son of a mu’min (man of 

religion)
pendence party.

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Peasant c lass; son of a 
peasant

-

Law School Landowning shaikhly class; 
son of the shaikh of the tribe 
of a l-‘ Azzah

Member of Indepen
dence party.

CA1-Khaizaran was “ frozen”  by the Fifth National Congress of the Ba'th 
party held in Homs in 1962.

village in the Diyalah province.

ously—two months after the July Revolution—been involved in a plot 
against the Qasim regime. ‘Abd-us-Sattar ‘Abd-ul-LatTf, a 36-year-old 
SunnT Arab from al-A‘ dhamiyyah, a son of a civil official at the Ministry 
of Defence, and a member in 1957-1958 of the Committee-in-Reserve of 
the Free Officers,5 had joined the party in the middle fifties, and was 
regarded as “ one of the boldest and most intelligent of the officer- 
Ba'thists.”  ‘ Ammash, who was born in 1925 in Baghdad of a SunnT 
Arab peasant-damman,6 had adhered to the Ba'th as early as 1952^ and

' ’Consult Table 41-4.
®A type of peasant-entrepreneur.
<7
'T h e  Arab Ba'th Socialist party, internal document: The Second Utterance 

of Comrade Michel ‘ Aflaq at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Congress, 2 
February 1964 (in Arabic), p. 5.



to the Free Officers’ movement in 1956, had had a role, as noted else
where, in the attempt upon Qasim’s life, and now served as head of the 
administration in the air force, directly under its Communist commander, 
Brigadier Jalal al-Awqatf. From time to time a number of other Ba'thT 
officers took part in the proceedings of the Military Bureau, notably 
Staff Colonel Khalid Makki al-HashimT, commander of the Fourth Tank 
Regiment at Abu Ghraib; Staff Lieutenant Colonel Hardan at-TakrTtT,8 
commandant of the air base at Kirkuk; and Flight Major Mundhir al- 
WandawT,9 a deputy squadron leader at al-Habbaniyyah.10

The immediate task that the Military Bureau set for itself was not 
so much the widening of the foothold of the Ba'th in the army, as the 
winning over to the idea of a coup of the chief officers of important 
striking units, regardless of how they felt about the social views of the 
party. These views were not, in any case, very clearly spelled out.

The plan of action that the bureau ultimately adopted was, of course, 
inspired by the situation it was facing. With ease it traced the weight 
of Qasim’s power to two centers of gravity: the Ministry of Defence, 
within the capital on the east bank of the Tigris, where he had concen
trated some 2,500 men from his own brigade, the Nineteenth, and pro
vided them with heavy arms, antiaircraft guns, and ample ammunition; 
and ar-RashTd Camp, six miles southeast of Baghdad, where, with a 
view to a swift transition to the counterblow in an emergency, he had 
organized a special striking force of infantry, tanks, and MIGs. That 
“ most of the no fewer than seventy Communist pilots”  were, according 
to Taleb Shabib, member of the bureau, stationed at ar-RashTd, made a 
direct and powerful stroke against the base all the more necessary from 
the point of view of the Ba‘th. It was also deemed vital to liquidate the 
Communist air force commander, Brigadier al-AwqatT, from the beginning. 
Other primary targets pointed themselves out: the radio transmitter at 
Abu Ghraib, nine miles to the west of Baghdad, and the broadcasting 
studio in the quarter of as-Salhiyyah on the Karkh side of the city. The 
Military Bureau forgot completely about the television station.

If the practical objectives of the coup were to a considerable extent 
determined by Qasim’s disposition of his defensive forces, the means by 
which the objectives could be secured were dictated by the particular 
distribution of the reliable support that the Ba'th had in the thick of the 
army. The ground units nearest to the capital in which the party had
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®For al-HashimT, and at-Takritl, see Table 55-1.
9Al-WandawT, who would on 16 February 1963 be appointed to the command 

o f the National Guard, was bom in Nasiriyyah around 1935. His mother was 
Turkoman, but his father, a cinema watchman, was a SunnT Arab.

^C onversations with Taleb Shabib, member of the Regional Command and 
of the Military Bureau, September 1967; and with Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadT, mem
ber of the Regional Command, September 1964. ’ '
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sufficient adherents or allies were the Fourth Tank Regiment at Abu 
Ghraib and the mechanized Eighth Infantry Brigade at Habbaniyyah.11 . 
The air unit closest at hand upon which it could count was the Sixth 
Squadron, also at Habbaniyyah. Qasim had apparently allowed the sta
tioning there and at Kirkuk of Ba'thT and other nationalist pilots in 
strength, to balance the concentration of Communist airmen at ar-Rashld 
and, to a lesser degree, at Shu'aybah, west of Basrah.

Toward the middle of December of 1962, the mode of the action was 
settled. The date was fixed for 9:00 in the morning of Friday, 18 Janu
ary 1963. The movement of troops was to start by day rather than under 
cover of night in order to avoid the raising of an alarm, the eyes of 
Qasim in the army being more adapted to nocturnal vigil. Friday was . 
chosen because it was the Moslem Sabbath, when many of the defenders 
would be off duty. At the concerted hour planes from Habbaniyyah, led • 
by Flight Major Mundhir al-WandawT, were to bomb the Ministry of De
fence, ground the MIGs at ar-Rashld air base, and prepare to interfere • 
promptly against any countermove by Qasim. Simultaneously, Ba'thl 
and pro-Ba‘thr officers belonging to the Armored Corps were to make 
their way into Abu Ghraib and, with the help of their people inside the 
camp, to gain control of the Fourth Tank Regiment. An armored column 
was thereupon to head for the radio transmitter, which was only few 
minutes away, and, overpowering its guards, to lay firm hold upon it.
The broadcast of “ Proclamation No. 1”  was to follow. As the tanks 
were equipped only with ammunition for their machine guns, a second 
column was to carry by assault the depot at al-Fallujah, twenty miles 
or so to the west, even as other detachments were to occupy the studio 
at as-Salhiyyah, surround the Ministry of Defence, and seal off the base 
at ar-RashTd. Eventually, the battalions of the Eighth Infantry Brigade 
which, if things worked according to plan, would in the meantime have 
been seized by the insurgents and placed under the command of Retired 
Colonel ‘Abd-ul-GhanT ar-RawI, a friend of the Ba‘th, were on their 
arrival from Habbaniyyah to cooperate closely with the tanks of the 
Fourth Regiment and take a direct hand in the capture of the Ministry of 
Defence. In all operations the armed members of the “ Alarm Commit
tees” —the future “ Nationalist Guard” —were to play a supporting role.1  ̂

The execution of the plan really started on 24 December 1962 with 
the declaration, upon the initiative of the Ba‘th, of a strike by national
ist students at ash-Sharqiyyah Secondary School in Baghdad, which on 
the following day spread to all other secondary schools and on the 
twenty-ninth to the university. The pretext was the beating up by mili
tary policemen of students who had picked a quarrel with the son of
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^Habbaniyyah is  about 45 miles to the west of Baghdad. 
^Conversation  with Taleb ShabTb, September 1967.



Fadil al-MahdawT, the president of the “ People’s Court,” 13 but the 
real intent was to divert the attention of Qasim from the army and throw 
out a screen for the forthcoming coup.

The Kurdish Democrats had, about a month earlier, come to the 
Communists with a proposal for common action against Qasim. “ If we 
join forces,”  they said, “ we can seize the power.”  But the Commu
nists did not think that a coalition between them was enough to tip the 
political balance in their favor, and turned down the proposal. The 
Kurdish Democrats, facing in the other direction, now ordered their 
student-followers to throw in their lot with the student-Ba'thists. The 
Communists, for their part, organized at once a special antistrike com
mittee and warned their cells that the strike formed part of “ a 
conspiracy. ” 14

In fact, by virtue of the footing they had in the First Company of 
the Fourth Tank Regiment—the Ba'th party was entrenched in the 
Second and, to a lesser degree, in the Third Company—the Communists 
sensed that something was afoot, and put Qasim on his guard.15 In a 
public statement issued on 3 January 1963 they declared:

Information at hand indicates that the armored regiments in the 
Baghdad camps16 and the Nineteenth Infantry Brigade have become 
the centers of activity of a good number of reactionary and adven
turous officers who hope to turn these centers into springboards for 
a sudden pounce upon the independence of the country, and with 
this end in view have been setting date after date. Their present 
date acquires a special significance by reason of the gravity of the 
existing political crisis and the number of visits which some of the 
senior American spies are now making to our country.17

The Communists went on to appeal to the government for a “ wide 
and effective”  purge of the army, the release of the “ thousands”  of 
political prisoners and detainees, and the reinstating of the party’s 
freedom of action. They also called upon the “ popular masses”  to be
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^^Al-Abram, 18 January 1963.
14For these details I am indebted to a contemporary member of the Baghdad 

L ocal Committee of the Communist party who does not wish to be named. For 
the participation o f the Kurds in the strike, see also Al-IshtirakT ( “ The 
Socia list” —an underground organ of the Ba'th party), January 1963.

1 ̂ Conversation in September 1964 with Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadT, member in 
1963 of the Ba'th Regional Command.

16The camp at Abu Ghraib formed part of the camps in Greater Baghdad.
17 ■A'T h e  text of the statement was republished in Al-AkhbSr (organ of the 

Lebanese Communist party), 3 March 1963. Excerpts from the statement were 
also broadcast by “ Peyk-e Iran”  on 8 March 1963. See B .B .C . E E /1199/A 4/2 -3  
o f 14 March 1963.
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“ vigilant”  and ready to reply “ as one man”  to the threats of “ the 
agents of the imperialists.”  They themselves, however, did not take 
any palpable practical measures to meet the impending overturn.18

Their warning to Qasim was not very precise, but it did ensue in 
the retirement from the army on 6 January of a number of the implicated 
officers, including Lieutenant Colonel Jaber Hasan Haddad and Lieu
tenant Colonel Sabn Khalaf of the Armored Corps. Moreover, orders 
were given for the radiators of the tanks belonging to the Fourth Regi
ment to be emptied of water after each spell of training, which had the 
effect of immobilizing the tanks completely. But the heart of the plot 
was not touched. The coup was put off to February 25, the day of 
Id-il-Fitr, the Moslem festival marking the end of the period of fasting. 
But Qasim hit again on February 3 and 4, pensioning off more officers, 
and this time apprehending ‘Air Saleh as-Sa‘dr, the secretary of the 
Ba'th Regional Command, and Lieutenant Colonel Saleh MahdF ‘Ammash 
member of the Ba'th Military Bureau. Fearing further arrests, the lead
ers still at large took the decision to deliver the blow on Friday, 
February 8 .19 1

1 8°1967 internal Communist circular entitled ‘ ‘An Attempt to Appraise the 
P o licy  of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965”  (in 
Arabic), p. 23.

^Conversations with Taleb ShabTb, September 1967; and with Muhsin ash- 
Shaikh RadT and HanT al-Fkaikr, September 1964.



“ THE BITTEREST OF YEARS”

The tragic Days of February—the Days of the Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth 
—which witnessed terrible collisions between one whole segment of 
Iraqis and another, opened with the shooting down of the Communist 
air force chief, Brigadier Jalal al-Awqatl. He had driven out with his 
child to a confectioner’s shop near his home. As he descended from 
his car, a motor vehicle suddenly drew up. Its passengers whipped out 
guns and fired at him. Struck in the shoulder, he tried to run for cover 
but was hit again in the head and fell to the sidewalk. His assailants 
sped away and vanished. The silence in the street was only broken by 
a child’s cry: “ Baba! Baba!” 1 It was shortly after 8:30 in the morning 
of the eighth, the fourteenth day of the holy month of Ramadan. Bagh
dad had not yet fully awaked out of its sleep, but within few hours 
would have the scars of a field of battle.

News of the killing of al-Awqatr had not reached Qasim when, at 
around 9:00, two Hawker-Hunter jets divebombed the Rashid aerodrome, 
making thd runway unusable. Minutes later, the same and other Hawker- 
Hunters and some MIG-17s, flying in groups of two or three, began alter
nating rocket and cannon passes at the Ministry of Defence. The action 
was led by Ba'thT Flight Major Mundhir al-WandawT, whom Qasim had a 
month before transferred to Baghdad, but who on the night of the 
seventh had slipped back to Habbaniyyah and, with the aid of Staff 
Colonel ‘Aref ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq and other nationalists inside the base, 
laid hold of the Sixth Air Squadron.* 2

Even as bombs were falling on the Defence Ministry, “ Nationalist 
Guardsmen”  from al-A‘dhamiyyah, a reputed Ba'thT safehold, appeared 
in strength outside the camp of ar-Rashld. They were soon joined by 
elements of the Fourth Tank Regiment, which had earlier in the morning 
been seized at Abu Ghraib by the Ba'thT officers of its Second Company 
—its Ba'thl commander, Staff Colonel Khalid MakkT al-Hashiml, having 
been pensioned off. Some of the armored cars inside ar-Rashid attempt
ed to break out, but in vain. About thirty Guardsmen were, however,

C onversation  with a member of the Workers’ Bureau attached to the Secre
tariat of the Central Committee o f the Communist party and a relative of 
al-Awqatr.

2For most of the details in this and the follow ing paragraphs I am indebted, 
unless otherwise indicated, to Taleb ShabTb, Muhsin ash-Shaikh Radi", and Ham 
al-FkaikX.



killed. Not long afterwards, a group of retired officers, armed “ with 
their high ranks”  and headed by Major General Taher Yahya, made 
their way into the camp and, according to the Communists,3 * “ through 
promises and threats and by dint of military prestige”  succeeded in ob
viating further resistance and taking control.

By that time another unit of_the Fourth Tank Regiment, which in
cluded Colonel ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref and Colonel Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, 
had already captured the Abu Ghraib radio transmitter, while a third de
tachment, led by Staff Colonel ‘Abd-ul-Karim Mustafa Nasrat, was 
trundling toward the square outside the Ministry of Defence, where it 
was to be joined by the bulk of the “ Nationalist Guard.”

At 9:40, the “ First Statement”  of the leaders of the coup or, as 
they styled themselves, the “ National Council of the Revolutionary 
Command,”  came over the air.4 As almost everything else about the 
regime it heralded, the statement bore the imprint of insufficient care. 
Repetitive and loosely constructed, it announced that “ with the help of 
God an end has been made of the regime of the enemy of the people 
‘Abd-ul-KarTm Qasim,”  and that the rising had been undertaken “ to 
continue the triumphant march of the glorious July Fourteenth Revolu
tion,”  and had to achieve “ first, the national unity of the people [that 
is, the unity of the Iraqi people5] and, secondly, the participation of 
the masses in guiding and administering the government.”  This en
tailed “ a strengthening of Arab-Kurdish brotherhood,”  “ a respect for 
the rights of minorities,”  “ an unleashing of public freedoms”  and 
“ support for the rule of law.”  The regime-to-be was also committed to 
“ a policy of nonalignment”  and to “ the honoring of international trea
ties and obligations.”  Interestingly enough, apart from a reference to 
the cutting off of Iraq under Qasim “ from the procession of liberated 
Arabism,”  the statement was permeated by the terminology of the Iraq- 
ists rather than by that of its pan-Arab authors. This clearly aimed not 
only at propitiating the Kurds, whose leaders had been already won over 
to the coup, but also at neutralizing the elements in the army which, 
while non-Qasimite, formed part of the particularist trend.6

Not long after reading the “ First Statement,”  the radio announcer 
gave, in a voice hoarse with emotion, the “ good news”  that the “ tyrant’ 
and “ criminal traitor”  had been killed at the hand of the officers and
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o
1967 internal Communist circular, "A n  Attempt to Appraise the Policy  of 

the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965’ ’ (in Arabic), 
p. 22.

^Al-Ahram (Cairo), 9 February 1963.
®This is clear from the use of the Arabic words al-wahdah al-wataniyyah 

rather than al-wahdah al-qawmiyyah.
®For the text o f the statement, see Aj-JamShTr (organ of the Ba'th of Iraq), 

12 February 1963.
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men of the Defence Ministry close upon the destruction of his “ den”  by 
the “ eagles of the air force.” 7

But there was nothing in it. Qasim had been at his mother’s house, 
and the television station was soon transmitting sequences showing 
the “ good son of the people”  very much alive and being wildly 
acclaimed in ar-Rashld Street by the Communists and the humbler 
classes of Baghdad. Anon, however, the station suddenly went dead.

At around 10:30, Qasim arrived at the Ministry of Defence, and 
whilst outside excited crowds were clamoring for arms and chanting in 
cadence “ There is no zaTm [leader] other than Karim,”  he settled 
down to weigh with his closest lieutenants8 the means by which he 
could turn the tables upon his enemies. Communist-inclined Brigadier 
Taha ash-Shaikh Ahmad, the director of military planning, pointed out 
that in most of the units the officers and soldiers were hesitating, and 
that resolute swiftness was all. Instead of shutting themselves up in 
the compound of the Ministry of Defence and awaiting their chance, he 
said, they should lead out the well-equipped force which was at their 
command and try that chance in a bold onslaught on the positions and 
headquarters of the rebellion. The very strength of the compound, he 
added, “ is the trap in which we will be caught.”  He also pressed for 
the giving out of light weapons and ammunition to the assembled 
crowds. But the ideas of ash-Shaikh Ahmad did not commend them
selves to Qasim, who, for the time being, opted for an essentially de
fensive line of action.9 '

The seething people in the square outside the ministry and the mul
titude that cheered Qasim in ar-Rashld Street had come out in response 
to an appeal by the Communists upon whom, as upon Qasim, the coup 
had burst like a thunderclap, despite the forewarning that they them
selves had given in January. When the bombs began falling on the 
Rashid air base, their first secretary, Husain ar-Radl, was in a house 
in Camp Sarah, a quarter neighboring the district of Eastern Karradah. 
Thither, upon summons by telephone, repaired in great hurry several 
members of the Central Committee and of the Baghdad Local Commit
tee. 19 They had instinctively perceived the peril to their party. In the 
pass to which matters had come, the fall of Qasim could only signify a 
free charter for their enemies and an unbridling of all the anti-Communist
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7 ’ _
For a translation o f the text o f the announcement, see B.RC. ME/1171/A/2 

of 9 February 1963.
^Brigadiers WasfTTaher, Taha ash-Shaikh Ahmad, ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm aj-Jiddah, 

and Fadil ‘ Abbas al-MahdawT.
C onversation , Kamel ach-ChSdirchT, February 1964.
l^Among others, Muhammad Salih al-‘ Abalir (see  Table 31-1), Basim 

Mushtaq (see Table 53-1), and ‘ Isam al-Qadf, an oil refinery employee from an 
Arab SunnT upper m iddle-class family.
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passions. Ar-RadF pointed out what he thought to be the only way open 
to them: armed resistance. This was, in any event, the course laid out 
in the party’ s standing “ Emergency Plan.” 11 Hastily ar-Radlpenned 
a proclamation, which soon after 10:00 was being placarded on the 
walls, or distributed by hand, or read by the party’ s orators. The proc
lamation was in a relentless and feverish vein:

To Arms! Crush the Reactionary Imperialist Conspiracy!
Citizens! Masses of our great struggling people! Workers, peasants, 
intellectuals, and all other patriots and democrats!
A worthless band of reactionary and conspiratorial officers have 
made a desperate attempt to seize the power in preparation for the 
putting of our country back into the grip of imperialism and reaction. • 
Having taken control of the radio transmitter at Abu Ghraib and bent 
on achieving their contemptible end, they are now trying to provoke 
a massacre among the sons of our brave army. .. .
Masses of our proud struggling people! To the streets!
Sweep our country clean of the traitors!
To arms in defense of our national independence and the gains of  ̂
our people!
Form defense committees in every military camp, every institution, 
every quarter, and in every village. . . .
The people, led by the democratic forces, will inflict shame and de
feat upon this vile conspiracy as they had done upon the plots of 
al-Gailanl, ash-Shawwaf, and others.
We demand arms from the government!
Forward! To the streets! Crush the conspiracy and the '
conspirators!12

No mention was made of Qasim because of the feeling that had de
veloped against him within the party, and to which ‘Abd-ul-Qadir 
IsmaTl had given voice only a few weeks before at a meeting of the 
Central Committee. “ For how long,”  he had asked, “ will we go on 
bearing this man on our shoulders?” 13 But the populace was still 
attached to Qasim, and the old shouts for him were already reechoing in 
the streets of Baghdad.

11See pp. 933-934.
12 • * -■‘‘Undated internal Communist circular which was found in one of the party’ s 

houses; and conversation with a member of the Baghdad Local Committee who 
was a witness to the day’ s events, and was entrusted by ar-Radr with the d is
tribution of the proclamation on the ar-Rasafah side of Baghdad. I am indebted 
for the text of the proclamation to Husain Jamil of the National Democratic 
party, from whom I obtained it on 3 March 1963.

13Statement by IsmS’Tl made on the radio and television on 10 March 1963:
Iraq News Agency, Supplement to Bu lle tin  63, 10 March 1963.



The proclamation had scarcely been out when thousands of 
Shargawiyyas began moving toward the Ministry of Defence and the 
main thoroughfares from Ath-Thawrah town and the mud huts east of the 
Tigris River flood dike. An hour or so later, tanks of the Fourth Regi
ment would occupy the embankment and check the flow of people which, 
in the meantime, continued. Simultaneously and in the same directions, 
poured workmen, porters, and artisans from the quarters bordering al- 
Kifah (old GhazI) Street, and especially from ‘Aqd al-Akrad. Waving 
the absurdest of weapons—mostly canes (Qasim would to the end refuse 
to give them firearms)—they had the tragic appearance of sheep rushing 
forth high-spiritedly to the shambles. With Muhammad Shkhaytem,14 a 
member of the Military Section of the Communist party, at their head, 
the bulk of these crowds formed the outer resistance ring around the 
Ministry of Defence, while the rest clogged the bridges and principal 
streets, hampering the advance of Colonel ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Mustafa 
Nasrat’s tanks and of the Nationalist Guardsmen streaming out of 
al-A‘dhamiyyah.

Meanwhile, on the other side of Baghdad, in al-Karkh, the mud- 
hutters of ash-Shakiriyyah and the capital’s poorest bakers, fishermen, 
and vegetable sellers from the Kraimat and Shawwakah districts, led 
also by Communists—Bilal ‘A ll Sabhah, a member of the Military Sec
tion; MattFHindrHindu, the mas’ul of the Eastern Karradah party zone; 
and Layla ar-Rumi, a member of the Baghdad Local Committee15—tried 
to rush Broadcasting House in as-Salhiyyah, to which the “ National 
Council of the Revolutionary Command”  had just moved, but were 
thrown back with heavy losses by a unit of the Fourth Tank Regiment.

However, in al-Kadhimiyyah the Communists and their supporters 
under the command of HadF Hashim al-A'dhamF, a member of the party 
secretariat; Retired Lieutenant Colonel Khaz'al Air as-Sa‘dr, a member 
of the Military Section of the party; and HamdF Ayyub al-‘AnT, a member 
of the Baghdad Committee, laid hold of the entire district after storming 
the local Directorate of Police and its arsenal and besieging the post of 
an-Najdah (Riot) Squad.16

At around 11:15,17 party First Secretary Husain ar-Radl sent forth a 
second appeal. “ Great People!”  it read,

14For Shkhaytem, see Table 53-1.
15For Sabhah, Hindu, and ar-RumT, see Table 53-1.
^Conversations with a member of the Baghdad L ocal Committee and a 

member of the Workers’ Bureau attached to the Secretariat of the Central Com
mittee of the Communist party, who had roles in organizing the resistance in 
‘ Aqd al-Akrad; statement of ‘ Abd-ul-Mawjud ‘Abd-ul-LatTf, the director of an- 
Najdah Post, in Aj-JamahTr, 26 July 1963; and statement of HamdT Ayyub al- 
'AnT over Baghdad Radio on 11 March 1963.

17And not at 15:00 hours, as subsequently announced by Ba'thT State Min
ister Hazem Jawad.
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the plotting traitors are surrounded in Abu Ghraib. Some bands are . 
trying to widen their operations in certain areas on the Karkh side.
The masses have the upper hand in all of Baghdad and the rest of 
the country.
We call upon the people to attack and crush at once and without 
mercy the reactionary pockets. Our national independence . . .  and 
the gains of the Revolution are in undoubted peril. . . .
Lay hold of arms from police stations or any other place and attack 
the conspirators, the cat’ s-paws of the imperialists!
They are trying to bomb from the air the cantonment of ar-Rashld, 
the Ministry of Defence, and the other military camps which the 
masses of the soldiers and the loyal officers have under control. '
The leader ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm, al-‘AbdF, al-MahdawT, and the rest of the 
officers who are defending our national independence hold fast now 
to the command of the army. . . .
Be firm and daring with a view to the safeguarding of independence. 
Exercise your democratic rights fully. The decrease of these rights 
gave the conspirators their opportunity. '
To arms! Take the offensive in every part of Baghdad and Iraq and 
crush the plotters, the agents of imperialism!18

But the appeal could not blot out the course that events had been 
taking. The cantonment of ar-RashTd had already fallen into the hands 
of the rebels. Besides, in contrast to the fierce resistance that the 
civilian component of the party was putting up, its military section re
mained relatively inert. According to a subsequent internal Communist ‘ 
circular, the party commanded the loyalty of “ thousands of soldiers 
and officers,”  and “ its forces inside the army, added to those of the 
middle-of-the-roaders, exceeded the forces of the putschists many times 
over.”  More than that, “ the majority of the soldiers were against the 
coup and kept the portrait of Qasim on their breast after his death and 
did not take it off except under threat.”  Nevertheless, “ only in the 
camps of al-Washshash and as-Sa‘d did some comrades undertake any 
initiative and on a very limited scale.” 19 At as-Sa‘d, which is about 
fifty kilometers to the northeast of Baghdad, two lieutenants, nineteen 
noncommissioned officers, and three privates seized in mid-morning the . 
headquarters of the Third Division and distributed arms to the Commu
nists, only to be subdued after a brief fight. In al-Washshash, which is 
directly to the west of Baghdad, a Communist lieutenant rushed the 
stores of the Field Artillery Regiment and gave out ammunition to some

18I am indebted for the text of the appeal to Husain Jamil o f the National 
Democratic party.

191967 internal Communist circular, "Attempt to Appraise,”  pp. 21-23.



of the soldiers, but to little purpose. In no other camp did the party’s 
“ Emergency Plan”  go into effect. First Secretary ar-RadT himself had 
in 1962 compared the Communist organization in the army “ to the re
volver of one of the comrades which, being unoiled and uncleaned, had 
rusted and no longer fired.” 20 The party had kept its hand on the trig
ger too long and when it finally pulled it, it didn’t act.

In Baghdad, in the meantime, the going had become very rough for 
the party. Colonel Nasrat’ s tanks, reaching the square outside the 
Ministry of Defence at about 11:30, effected a link-up with the National
ist Guardsmen and proceeded to deal with the Communist-led crowds.
In the words of the colonel, “ the attacking force faced many difficulties 
in removing these people from its path and thrusting them from the Min
istry of Defence. At first it tried by different means to pacify them . .. 
but in the end resorted to firmness and violence, sweeping them away.” 21 
Hundreds fell, including Muhammad Shkhaytem and many other members 
of the Communist party.

At around two in the afternoon, however, the followers of the party 
in al-Kadhimiyyah captured the arsenal and post of an-Najdah Squad, 
after a four-hour battle in which they suffered heavy casualties and 
killed three policemen and wounded forty others.22

Scarcely a quarter of an hour afterwards, the Eighth Infantry Brigade, 
which, as preconcerted,23 had been seized by nationalist officers at 
Habbaniyyah, entered Baghdad. Its First and Second Battalions hurried 
to al-Kadhimiyyah, except for one company that moved to secure Broad
casting House. The Third Battalion advanced toward the Ministry of 
Defence.

At 3:00, the decisive trial of strength—the battle-for Qasim’s head
quarters—began. The support that airplanes and tanks now gave the 
rebels was invaluable, but the real fighting fell to the lot of their foot
men commanded by Lieutenant Colonel Muhammad Yusuf Taha. Of the 
original 1,500 men that Qasim had under his hand within the compound 
of the Defence Ministry in the morning, only about 1,000 were still on 
their feet. The others had become casualties or, according to his ene
mies, had slipped away. As Qasim was too favorably placed for an 
attack upon the eastern wing of the ministry, the assailants concen
trated on subduing first the western side, and merely engaged his atten
tion elsewhere. But even here they found the going very rough and 
could not reach the Tigris until midnight. The trumpeting forth by
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201967 internal Communist circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  p. 24.
^ A  1-Haras al-QawmT (organ of the Nationalist Guard), No. 3 of September 

1963.
^Statement of ‘ Abd-ul-Mawjud ‘ Abd-ul-LatTf, the director of an-Najdah Post, 

in Aj-JamahTr, 26 July 1963.
23See p. 971.
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Colonel Nasrat at 5:30 in the evening that “ all resistance has 
stopped” 24 was anticipatory. The defenders had risen to the height of 
their task, fighting furiously every inch of the ground. Reinforcements 
had yet to be called and a good deal of blood to be shed before the 
eastern wing could be reduced. The battle was over only at noon of . 
the following day, February 9. Lieutenant Colonel Taha later related r 
that his men had to do the mopping up room by room, and at one point 
to bluff their way onward by shouting: “ There is no za‘Tm other than 
Karim!”  He added that on examining Qasim’s papers after the capture 
of his office, he discovered that his salary was being regularly dis
pensed to certain needy families of Baghdad.25

Qasim had in the evening of February 8 approached Colonel ‘Aref 
on the telephone, after hearing over the radio of his designation as pro
visional president of the Republic. “ I am your brother,”  he reminded 
him, “ and will never forget the bread and salt that we ate together.”  
‘Aref replied—and this is his own version of the conversation—that the 
question now was of “ principles and the deliverance of the homeland”  
and that the Revolutionary Council had decided that he should surrender 
at the Main Gate of the Defence Ministry with uplifted hands and with
out his military insignia.

On the morning of the ninth in the neighborhood of 11:00, that is, 
one hour before the rage of the fight for the ministry was spent, Qasim _ 
rephoned ‘Aref from the nearby People’s Hall to which he and his aides 
had moved. This time—always according to ‘Aref—he pleaded for his 
life and for permission to leave the country. The dice, however, were 
heavily loaded against him. He was left with no choice but to surrender 
unconditionally.26 *

His arrest was effected at 12:30. With him were al-MahdawT, Taha 
ash-Shaikh Ahmad, and a junior aide. After a brief confrontation with , 
the members of the Revolutionary Command Council, during which ‘Aref 
sought in vain to obtain an admission from him that ‘Aref alone had 
planned the July 14 coup, Qasim and his three associates were given a 
drumhead trial and with deadly despatch sentenced to be shot by a firing 
squad. The sentence was carried out at 13.30.

Thus ended the career of “ the enemy of the people,”  to use the 
words in which moments later Baghdad Radio spread the news. Today 
not a few of those who stood against him at that hour admit privately 
that, far from accounting him their enemy, the men of the people had 
more genuine affection for him than for any other ruler in the modern 
history of Iraq.

24B.B.C. M E /1172/A /1  of 11 February 1963.
^C onversations with nationalists who do not wish to be named.
^ “ President ‘ Aref Relates the Story of the D ecisive Hours,”  The R evolu 

tion ol July 14 Returns to Its Authors (in Arabic), (Beirut, 1963), pp. 49-50.



The destruction of Qasim tipped against the Communists the fright
ful balance of the scales. But they did not yet own themselves worsted. 
Only on the Karkh side did their resistance die away. In al-Kadhimiyyah, 
in ‘Aqd al-Akrad within Baghdad, and in the port of Basrah, the battle 
went on all through the day and night of February 9. The Communists 
fought as only men could fight who knew that no mercy was to be looked 
for in defeat. If they had had any illusions on that score, it was dissi
pated by Proclamation No. 13 issued by the Revolutionary Command 
Council at 8:20 in the evening of the eighth, and which read:

In view of the desperate attempts of the agent-Communists—the part
ners in crime of the enemy of God27 Qasim—to sow confusion in the 
ranks of the people and their disregard of official orders and instruc
tions, the commanders of the military units, the police, and the 
Nationalist Guard are authorized to annihilate anyone that disturbs 
the peace. The loyal sons of the people are called upon to cooper
ate with the authorities by informing against these criminals and ex
terminating them.28

But doubt of the issue had already entered the minds of the mass of 
sympathizers that had rallied to the Communists. Their auxiliary ranks 
had, in fact, been thinning out. Thus in ‘ Aqd al-AkrSd the resisting 
force amounted at the height of the struggle on February 8 to close upon
4,000, but by the afternoon of the ninth it had dwindled to some 1,500, 
and in the morning of the tenth counted only about 500, all now members 
or close supporters of the Communist party. Their leader, Muhammad 
Salih al-‘AballT, one of the party’s secretaries, surveying the situation 
at noon, finally admitted that ‘Aqd al-Akrad had not the power to shape 
the fate of Baghdad, and that the really important thing was to save the 
party and its cadre and thus, after a delaying action to permit the with
drawal of party members, brought the organized resistance in this dis
trict to an end. The defenders at al-Kadhimiyyah came to an identical 
conclusion at eight in the evening of that same day. In Basrah, however, 
the Communists, who had at one point possessed themselves of key 
government buildings, held out in a number of workers’ sections until 
sunset of 12 February.29
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97 • ̂ Literally ‘ ‘ the Generous,”  which is one of the Moslem attributes of God. 
The phrase was substituted for Qasim’ s first name, which means ‘ ‘ the slave of 
the Generous.”

Al-Waqai'-ul-'Iraqiyyah, No. 771 of 18 February 1963.
29Conversations with a member of the Baghdad L ocal Committee and a mem

ber of the Worker’ s Bureau attached to the Secretariat of the Central Committee 
of the Communist party, who assisted  Muhammad Salih a l-‘ AballT in organizing 
the resistance in ‘ Aqd al-Akrad; and Iraqi News Agency Bulletin No. 60 of 
March 1963.



It is noteworthy that all the districts that offered resistance to the 
Ba'thI coup—ath-Thawrah town, ash-Shawwakah, al-Kreimat, ash- 
Shakiriyyah, al-Kadhimiyyah, and ‘Aqd al-Akrad—were without excep
tion Shl‘1, the last being inhabited by Shi‘1 Fuwaiir Kurds, the others 
by ShiT Arabs. But it would not be proper on this account to leap to 
the conclusion that the sectarian factor imparted form or direction to 
the struggle, or played a crucial causative role. To begin with, the 
poorest of the poor of Baghdad lived in the districts referred to. In the 
extensive town of al-Kadhimiyyah, which embraced Shl'is from other 
ranks, armed opposition was confined to al-Bahiyyah, a quarter inhabit
ed by textile workers, to ash-ShuTah, an abode of mud-hutters, and to 
the Secondary School in al-Muhlt Street—also known as Moscow Street— 
which was manned by Communist students and workmen. Moreover, a 
sectarian explanation comes up against three other facts. In the first 
place, at this point—but not after 1963—the majority of the command of 
the Ba'th Party in Iraq—five out of eight members (see Table 52-1)— 
were Shl‘1. In the second place, by reason of the “ Black Terror” 30 
and the tendency of the Ba'thists in the preceding few years to turn the 
areas in which they predominated into “ closed”  party districts, a good 
many of the Arab Sunnis who were Communist or sympathetic to the 
Communists had sought safety in the poorest sections of the city, 
where the position of their own party was unassailable. To these same 
sections hastened still more Communist Sunnis, especially from the 
poor Sunni districts of al-Fadl and Qambar ‘All, with the raising of the 
Ba'thT standard of revolt. Thus, although the resistance took place in 
Shl‘1 country, the resisting force itself was composed of both Shl'fs 
and Sunnis. Finally, it is indubitable that the initiative and guidance 
were throughout provided by the Communist party. The interesting 
thing in this connection is that the principal figures in the actual fight
ing were, as indicated in Table 53-1, Arab Sunni in their majority. First 
Secretary Husain ar-Radf was, however, a Shl‘1. Nevertheless, when . 
all is said, it cannot but be admitted that no Sunni neighborhood stood 
in the face of the Ba'thT coup or on the side of the Communists. Part 
of the explanation for this lies in the fact that Arab Sunnis, being a 
minority in Iraq, are in the mass more pan-Arab oriented than other seg
ments of the population. But it must also be remembered .that the sec
tarian division in Baghdad, as elsewhere in the south of the country, 
hides beneath it an economic division. Shl'Ism, in other words, has 
here for long been by and large the ideology of the underdogs, just as 
Sunnism that of the socially dominant classes. This is not to say that 
there are or were no rich ShT'ls or poor Sunnis, or to deny that the Shi'is 
that waxed rich retained the psychology of the unprivileged, or that the
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TABLE 53-1
On-Scene Communist Leaders of the Resistance in Greater Baghdad, 8-10 February 1963

R esisting
district

Name of 
on-scene  
leaders

Position  
in the party

P lace  
of birth

Secf and 
ethnic origin

Father's 
occupa tion

Square outside the 
Ministry of Defence^

Muhammad
Shkhaytem

Member, Military 
Section

Mosul SunnT Arab Butcher

Al-Kadhimiyyah Hadr Hashim 
al-AfdhamT 
Hamdr Ayyub 
al-‘ AnT

Party secretary

Member, Baghdad 
Committee

A l-A ‘ dhamiyyah 

* Anah

SunnT Arab 

SunnT Arab

Petty government o ffic ia l

Retired Lt. Col. 
Khaz'al ‘ AIT 
as-Sa'dT

Member, Military 
Section

Baghdad ShT'T Arab Tradesman

‘Aqd al-Akrad Muhammad Salih 
al-'AballT

Party secretary Baghdad SunnT Arab Peasant

Basim Mushtaq Member, Baghdad 
Committee

Baghdad SunnT Arabized 
Turk

Higher government officia l; 
Director, Arab Bank (1945- 
1958); Ambassador to Turkey 
(1958-1964)

KarTm al-HakTm Member, Baghdad 
Committee

Ba'qubah SunnT Arab Schoolteacher

Latlf al-Hajj 
‘ AIT Haidar

Member, Military 
Section

Baghdad S E T  Arabized 
Fuwaili Kurd

Porter

Al-Kreimat, ash- 
Shawwakah, & ash- 
Shakiriyyahb

Layla Ar-RumT Member, Baghdad 
Committee .

Mosul Sunni Arab Religious shaikh

MatfT Hindi Hindu Mas’ul,^ Eastern 
Karradah Party 
Zone

Mosul Christian Orthodox 
Arab

Wealthy merchant

Bilal ‘ AlTSabhah Member, Military 
Section

Mosul SunnT Arab Sheep merchant (kilied British 
consul in Mosul in 1939)

aA large part of the crowds that assembled in the square came from ath-Thawrah town and the mud huts east of the Tigris River flood dike, 
and from ‘ Aqd al-Akrad and Kastem Karradah.

^The three quarters are contiguous to one another. 
c I .e ., com rade-in-charge.
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poor Sunnis could more easily than the poor ShTTs set the law to work 
in their favor. In any case, the point at issue was to show that the pic
ture was much less simple than a purely sectarian interpretation would 
suppose.

On the reckoning of the Communists, no fewer than 5,000 “ citizens”  
were killed in the fighting from 8 to 10 February, and in the relentless 
house-to-house hunt for Communists that immediately followed.31 
Ba'thists put the losses of their own party at around 80.32 A source in 
the First Branch of Iraq’s Directorate of Security told this writer in 
1967 that some 340 Communists died at the time. A well-placed foreign 
diplomatic observer, who does not wish to be identified, set the total 
death toll in the neighborhood of 1,500. The figure includes the more 
than one hundred soldiers who fell inside the Ministry of Defence and 
“ a good lot of Communists.”

At any rate, the wound to the Communist party was severe and, in- s 
sofar as its members were concerned, proved to be only the prelude of 
a seemingly unending year of horror. The new rulers had a past score 
to settle and, in their revengeful ardor, went to unfortunate extremes.
The districts that had risen against them were treated as enemy country. 
Nationalist Guardsmen and units of the armed forces spread through 
them combing houses and mud huts. Upon the slightest resistance or 
on a mere suspicion of an intent to resist, Communists—real or hypo- 
thetical—were felled out of hand. The number of those seized so taxed 
the existing prisons that sport clubs, movie theaters, private houses, 
an-Nihayah Palace and, in the first days, even a section of Kifah Street, 
were turned into places of confinement. The arrests were made in 
accordance with lists prepared beforehand. It cannot be unerringly 
established where these lists came from or who compiled them, but in 
this connection something that King Husain of Jordan affirmed seven 
months later in a tete-a-tete with Muhammad Hasanein Haikal, chief 
editor of Al-Ahram, at the Hotel Crillon in Paris, is well worth quoting:

You tell me that American Intelligence was behind the 1957 events 
in Jordan. Permit me to tell you that I know for a certainty that 
what happened in Iraq on 8 February had the support of American In
telligence. Some of those who now rule in Baghdad do not know of 
this thing but I am aware of the truth. Numerous meetings were held 
between the Ba'th party and American Intelligence, the more impor
tant in Kuwait. Do you know that . . .  on 8 February a secret radio

31Saleh Duglah, member of the Central Committee of the Communist party, 
at a press conference in Prague, Al-Akhbar (Beirut), 27 October 1963.

^ T h e  Ba'th Party ( ‘AIT Saleh as-Sa'dTs faction), The Crisis o f the Arab 
Socialist Ba'th Party as Seen from Its Experience in Iraq (in Arabic), (Beirut?, 
1964), p. 70.
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beamed to Iraq was supplying the men who pulled the coup with the 
names and addresses of the Commuaists there so that they could be 
arrested and executed? 33

It is not clear what prompted Husain to say these things. He had, of 
course, never been a friend of the Ba'th party. But his observations 
should be read in the light of the recent revelation that he has been 
since 1957 in the pay of the C.I.A.34 It is perhaps pertinent to add 
that a member of the 1963 Iraqi Ba'th Command, who asked anonymity, 
asserted in a conversation with this writer that the Yugoslav embassy 
in Beirut had warned certain Ba‘ thT leaders that some Iraqi Ba'thists 
were maintaining surreptitious contacts with representatives of Ameri
can power. The majority of the command in Iraq was, it would appear, 
unaware of what was said to have gone on. Be that as it may, it is 
necessary, in the interest of truth, to bring out that, insofar as the 
names and addresses of Communists are concerned, the Ba'thists had 
had ample opportunity to gather such particulars in 1958-1959, when the 
Communists came wholly into the open, and earlier, during the Front of 
National Union years—1957-1958—when they had frequent dealings with 
them on all levels. Besides, the lists in question proved to be in part 
out of date. They at least did not lead the Ba'th immediately to the 
Communists of senior standing. Some of the latter were, anyhow, out 
of the country. ‘Abd-us-Salam an-NasirT35 was in Moscow on an undis
closed mission, ‘AzTz al-Hajj36 in Prague on the staff of the World 
Marxist Review. Zakr KhairT had been in People’s China and, returning 
at this juncture, sought refuge with Tudeh. ‘Amer ‘Abdallah lived in 
exile in Bulgaria, by order of the party. Baha’u-d-DTn Nuri was recuper
ating from an illness somewhere in Eastern Europe. Other Communist 
leaders had slipped into Kurdistan or had changed their addresses. How
ever, HarndF Ayyub al-‘AnT, a member of the Baghdad Local Committee, 
fell into the net that the Ba'th had cast. Losing courage under exami
nation, he gave away party secretary Hadr Hashim al-A‘dhamT, from 
whose lips more secrets were forced, but only after he had been laid 
limp with a broken back. Ultimately, on 20 February, First Secretary 
Husain ar-Radr himself was taken. Although various means were em
ployed to make him speak, he did not yield. Four days later he died 
under torture. When eventually the new government gave official notice 
of his death, it circumstanced the facts after its own manner: on 9 
March it announced that ar-Radf, together with Muhammad Husain Abu-1- 
Tss,37 an ex-member of the Politbureau, and Hasan ‘Uwainah, a worker

Al-Ahram (Cairo), 27 September 1963.
^ T h e  International Herald Tribune (Paris), 19-20 February 1977.
3®For an-NasirT, see Tables 22-1 and 51-2.
3®For ‘AzTz al-Hajj, see  Tables 23-1 and 51-2.
37por A bu-l-Tss, see  Table 42-6.



and a liaison member of the Central Committee, had been condemned on 
the fifth to be hanged until they were dead for bearing arms “ in the 
face of authority”  and inciting “ anarchist elements to resist the revolu
tion,”  and that the sentences had been carried out on the morning of 
the seventh.38

One adversity after another now pounded the party. It was the 1949 
ordeal reenacted, but on a wider and more intense scale. The hurt to 
the cadre went this time very deep. Not a single organization in the 
Arab part of Iraq remained intact. Violence was perpetrated even upon 
the women. Executions by summary judgment grew rife. Sympathizers 
were paralyzed by despondency. The influence of fear became ex
treme.39 And once again—as in 1949—the sands of the party’s life . 
seemed to be running out.

This condition of things continued in one degree or another through
out the months that the Ba'thists held power. The latter did not go for 
half measures, hoping that they would overcome the Communists once 
and for all, or persuading themselves that they were only paying them 
wages long overdue and were, therefore, fully justified of their deeds. 
There was in April, however, some letup in the repression. The Com
munists who escaped arrest had by then vanished from sight. Jamal al- 
HaidarT and Muhammad Salih al-‘AballT,40 the two members of the Polit- 
bureau who succeeded to the direct leadership of the party, had 
concentrated their vision wholly on one vital point: the saving of as 
many Communists as possible and their withdrawal from Baghdad and 
other towns into rural Iraq, and more particularly into the Kurdish coun
try. The fight against the Ba‘ th was confined to polemics, and in this 
form was conducted entirely from abroad—by “ The Voice of the Iraqi 
People,”  which apparently had its studios in Leipzig and East Berlin 
and its transmitter in Bulgaria, and by the “ Higher Committee of the 
Movement Abroad for the Defence of the Iraqi People,”  which was 
founded in Prague on 22 March and was headed by the poet Muhammad 
Mahdr aj-JawahirT.41

However, the falling out of the Ba'th with the Iraqi Nasirites in May 
and with Nasir himself in July, and the resumption on June 10 of the 
Kurdish war, which had been interrupted upon the fall of Qasim, greatly * 4

38B.B.C. M E /1196/A /6  of 11 March 1963. The other factual details in 
this paragraph were obtained from the First Branch of Iraq’ s Directorate of 
Security and from persons, in a position to know, who do not wish to be named.

on
J’ For ample documentation of the violence committed by the Nationalist • 

Guard in this period, see Government of Iraq, Al-Munharifun (“ The Deviation- 
is ts ” ) (Baghdad, 1964).

4®For al-HaidarT and al-‘ Abalir, see Tables 31-1, 37-1, and 51-2.
4 ̂  This body also embraced, among others, the Central Committee members 

‘AzTz al-Hajj and Farhan at-Tu‘mah, the Communist Retired Brigadier Hashim 
‘Abd-uj-Jabbar, and former ministers Dr. Faisal as-Samir and Dr. Nazlhah ad- 
DulaimT.
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heightened the Ba'thists’ sense of isolation, and thereby the insecurity 
in which they now lived, which disposed them to be even more violent 
toward their enemies. Thus when the Communists, recovering in some 
measure their spirits, renewed on June 11 their resistance to Ba'th! 
power and openly took sides with the Kurds;42 and when, furthermore, 
some 150 to 200 Communist-inclined soldiers and noncommissioned 
officers attempted on July 3 to seize the most sensitive of Iraq’s mili
tary camps—that of ar-Rashld—and to storm the camp’s Prison No. 1, 
which held Communist civilians and army officers, and succeeded in 
detaining briefly Hazem Jawad, the minister of interior, Taleb ShabTb, 
the minister for foreign affairs, and Flight Lieutenant Colonel Mundhir 
al-WandawT, the commander of the Nationalist Guard, who had gone to 
the camp to negotiate,43 the Ba'thists reacted by resorting to fresh 
excesses. The soldiers involved in ar-RashTd incident did not belong 
to the Communist party proper, but to an independent ad hoc Communist 
organization, the Revolutionary Committee, headed by Muhammad Habib, 
nicknamed “ Abu Salam,”  a coffee-house attendant. This did not, how
ever, mitigate the case against Politbureau members Jamal al-HaidarT 
and Muhammad Salih al-‘Aballr, who shortly afterwards were made pris
oners and on July 21 put to death.

The oppression of which the Communists were the victims was once 
again in full swing. Only the fall of the Ba'th in November set a term 
to it. By that time, no fewer than 7,000 Communists were in the pris
ons,44 but at an earlier point—in March—the number of those arrested 
had perhaps topped 10,000. Moreover, during the brief period of Ba'thT 
rule official announcements were made of the execution of 149 Commu
nists (see Table 53-2). ■ Reflective of the spirit in which the taking of 
life was regarded is the anecdote that Colonel Muhammad ‘Umran, a 
Syrian member of the Ba‘th Pan-Arab Command, related at the Extraordi
nary Syrian Regional Congress of the party in 1964. “ After the Commu
nist plot,” 45 he said, “ one of the army officers was charged with the 
execution of twelve Communists but he declared in the presence of 
many people that he would only go to execute five hundred and would 
not stir for twelve.” 46

AÔ19 67  internal Communist circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  p. 25.
43Conversation, Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadT, member of the 1963 Iraqi Ba'th 

Command, September 1964; communique of the Revolutionary Command Council 
of 3 July 1963 in Aj-JamahTr, 4 July 1963; and statement o f the military prose
cutor general at the trial o f the participants in the rising in Aj-JamShTr, 18 July 
1963.

44The figure was obtained by this writer from the First Branch of the Direc
torate of Security in 1967.

45This is probably a reference to ar-RashTd Camp rising o f 3 July 1963.
^ T h e  Arab Ba'th Socialist Party, internal document (mimeographed), “ Re
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TABLE 53-2

Officially Announced Executions of Members or Supporters 
of the Communist Party in 1963

Date D etails Total

February 9 Brigadier Taha ash-Shaikh Ahmad, one-time 
supporter of party '

1

February 11 Brigadier Daud aj-JanabT, Colonel Husain 
Khadr ad-DurT, and Lt. Col. Ibrahim Kadhim 
al-MusawT—all Communists

3

March 7 First Secretary^Husain ar-RadT; Muhammad 
Husain Abu-l-‘ Iss, ey-member of Politbureau; 
and Hasan ‘ Uwainah, liaison officer attached 
to the Central Committee

3

March 11 2 lieutenants, 19 noncommissioned officers,
3 privates, and one civilian, for resisting the 
Ba'thT coup at Sa‘ d Camp —all Communists

25 •

May 26 Lt. Col. Khaz'al ‘ AIT as-Sa‘ dI, Lt. Col. Fadil 
al-Bayatl, 8 other officers, and one civilian 
for opposing the coup —all Communists

11

June 23 28 Communists for involvement in 1959 
Kirkuk incidents

28

July 2 11 Communists for ‘ ‘ anarchic a cts”  in 1959 
in Mosul

11 '

July 3 3 Communists for participation in 1959 Mosul 
incidents

3

July 13 21 Communists, 13 of whom soldiers, for 
taking part in the killing of Col. Shawwaf or 
for other activities at Mosul in 1959

21

July 21 Muhammad §alih a l-‘ AballI, Party secretary; 
Jamal al-Haidarl, member of Politbureau; and 
‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar Wahbeh, a prominent Com
munist journalist

3

July 31 21 Communist soldiers and noncommissioned 
officers for their part in the July 3 rising at 
ar-Rashld Camp

21

August 13 2 Communists for roles in 1959 Mosul events 2
September 3 15 Communists for “ plotting”  in Mosul 15
September
Total

2 Communists for July 3 ar-Rashld rising 2
149a

aTwelve soldiers and one civilian  were also sentenced in April for the 
Mosul incidents, but there was no officia l announcement of their execution.

The actual number of Communist prisoners who were deprived of 
life was much higher than the figure officially released. Thus no pub-' 
lie notice was given of the death of Central Committee members ‘Abd- 
ur-Rahlm Sharif47 and Hamzah Salman aj-Juburl,48 or of Nafi‘ Yunis,49

marks of Comrade Muhammad ‘Umran at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Con
gress,”  2 February 1964, p. 3.

47For ‘ Abd-ur-Rahlm Sharif, see Tables 37-1 and 51-2.
48For Hamzah Salman aj-Juburl, see  Tables 42-6 and 51-2.
49For Nafi‘ Yunis, see Tables 22-1 and 51-2.
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the secretary of the Military Section of the party, or of Lieutenant 
Hisham Ism5‘Tl Safwat, who had charge of the important Communist 
organization in the air force. Nor was an announcement made concern
ing Party Secretary George Tallu50 who, weakening before his captors, 
was on the verge of a disclosure when he was shot by his own compan
ion, ‘Abd-ur-RahTm SharTf, with a revolver that the latter had somehow 
contrived to conceal in his clothes.51 In fact, more than one-third of 
the full members of the Central Committee—seven out of nineteen—were, 
in one way or another, done to death.

It subsequently came to knowledge that the Nationalist Guard’ s 
Bureau of Special Investigation had alone killed 104 persons, the 
bodies of 43 of whom were found in 1963-1964 buried in aj-jazlrah and 
al-Haswah districts, seventy kilometers to the south and sixty kilome
ters to the west of Baghdad, respectively.52 In the cellars of an- 
Nihayah Palace, which the Bureau used as its headquarters, were 
found all sorts of loathsome instruments of torture, including electric 
wires with pincers, pointed iron stakes on which prisoners were made 
to sit, and a machine which still bore traces of chopped-off fingers. 
Small heaps of blooded clothing were scattered about, and there were 
pools on the floor and stains over the walls.53

The excesses against the Communists did not fail to arouse dissent 
within the Ba'th party itself, which has always included many worthy 
and high-minded people. Some months before the fall of the regime, 
“ rank-and-filers began,”  maintains a Ba'thT brochure, ‘ ‘ to ask day 
after day: ‘In whose interest is this policy?’ ” 54 Earlier, and on more 

• than one occasion, Michel ‘Aflaq, the founder and secretary general of 
the party, had taken pains to convey his disapproval. As he himself 
revealed at the 1964 Extraordinary Congress of the Syrian Ba'th:

In May [1963] or before, I begged Comrade HamdT55 to go to Baghdad 
and awake fellow members there to the dangers of improvisation. At 
that time .. . the whole Communist camp stood against us. . . .  I, 
therefore, urged him to ask the brothers in Iraq, in view of the course 
they had been steering, what had become of positive neutrality. 
Comrade HamdT is aware that I constantly warned against a policy 30 31 32 * 34
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30For George Tallu, see  Tables 31-1 and 51-2.
31Source: First Branch of the Directorate of Security.
32Al-Manar, 3 June 1964; and Government o f Iraq, Al-Munharifun, pp. 63-71.
53 'For documentation, Government of Iraq, Al-Munharifun, pp. 30-32, 39-41,

49-51, and passim.
34Ba‘ th Party, The C risis o f  the Arab S ocialist Ba'th Party as Seen from 

Its E xperience in Iraq (in Arabic), p. 74.
55HamdT ‘Abd-ul-MajTd, member of the Pan-Arab and Iraqi Ba'th Commands.

See Tab le  52-1.
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of bloodshed and torture, whomsoever might be its victims, for our . 
differences with the Communists cannot possibly justify such means. 
The revolution had in its first months a legitimate right to defend it
self against those who opposed it by force of arms but afterwards 
when no month or weeks passed without our hearing or reading of the 
execution of tens of men, I told Comrade Hamdr that this course 
brought great harm. He went to Baghdad and returned but to little 
purpose. It may be said that the nonparty elements in the regime56 
encouraged this policy, which is true, but how can the Ba'th shoul
der the responsibility of the revolution and of government in an Arab 
country if it can be manipulated by rightist elements with such ease? 
Was it permissible to give the reins to nonparty or poorly conscious • 
elements, to elements who, being out to win the favor of the right, 
had a basic interest in the killing of Communists or elements whose 
understanding or education urged them to such a course and were un
mindful of its harm and dangers to the country? In the end it is the 1 
party that is held to account before public opinion at home and 
abroad.57

It is necessary to add that in 1961-1963 the supporters of the Ba‘ th 
in Iraq increased so greatly and so swiftly that the command could have 
had at best only an incomplete idea of the type of people it was leading. 
Some non-Ba‘thT or nominal Ba'thT army officers of rightist leanings may 
have also pressed for an extreme anti-Communist line. On the other 
hand, it is doubtful, to say the least, that such old Ba'this as Flight 
Lt. Col. Mundhir al-WandawT, the commandant of the Nationalist Guard, 
or ‘Ammar ‘Alwash, the head of the Guard’s Bureau of Special Investi
gation, or the Iraqi Ba‘ th Command Secretary ‘AIT Saleh as-Sa‘df him
self could escape responsibility for the brutalities that were committed.

Years later, after the Communists had had time to heal their wounds, 
the question would be raised within the party whether it was not folly 
and bad leadership that had brought them into so disastrous a pass. 
“ Right-wingers,”  led by ‘Amer ‘Abdallah and Baha’-ud-DTn NurT, would 
brand the armed resistance to which the party and its masses were sum
moned on 8 February 1963 as an “ adventure”  that led only to a purpose
less “ massacre.”  Such a course, they would maintain, made no sense 
in the light of the failure of the party leadership to provide weapons to 
its followers or to take measures for their safety. They would also feel 
that the Communists could not be absolved of responsibility for the

~^For a d iscussion  of the regime and its composition, turn to Chapter 55. 
c n

'Arab Ba'th Socia list Party, internal document (mimeographed) “ The 
Second Utterance of Comrade Michel ‘ Aflaq at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional 
Congress,”  2 February 1964, p. 2.



introduction of violent means in the solution of political differences.58 
While admitting that the party did not arrange for the arming “ even of 
its own cadres,’ ’ “ left-wingers,”  headed by ‘Aziz al-Hajj, would insist, 
on the other hand, that the resistance that the party put up aroused the 
“ admiration”  of the people and “ raised their morale,”  and “ regained 
for the party the sympathy of some of the middle-of-the-roaders.”  Had 
no resistance whatever been offered, the loss in terms of prestige and 
popularity would have been incalculable. But the party had really no 
choice. No other course presented itself: “ the February putschists 
were bent upon settling accounts with us . .. regardless of the attitude 
we adopted.”  They “ knew only too well what great political force our 
party is and that to leave it intact would in itself constitute the great
est danger to them.”  “ The Right . . . forgets that in 1949 a disaster, 
as wide in its sweep, overtook us, although at the time the party did 
not give a thought to armed resistance.”  But if no alternative path lay 
open, mistakes were, nonetheless, made that could have been avoided. 
One of the gravest was the failure to bring about a prompt withdrawal 
of the cadres into places of safety after 10 February, that is, after the 
resistance had come to an end in Baghdad. “ The organizations were 
merely frozen in the usual manner” —a step scarcely “ appropriate”  
when the party had to do with “ a hostile and vicious regime.”  But 
“ the chief factor”  in the climax of ill fortune reached by the party was 
the line of “ passive defence”  that it had pursued in 1959-1963. In 
those years, “ the whole strategy of our party rested on a wrong princi
ple, namely, that, rather than initiating the civil war ourselves, we 
should avoid it at all costs. At the same time, the other forces . . . 
were sharpening their knives to massacre us at the most suitable 
moment. We abandoned, in other words, the initiative to the enemy, to 
the Counter-Revolution.”  The party had “ thousands of soldiers and 
officers”  inside the army, and a wide base of support among the masses, 
but four years of waiting were enough to spell the end of any “ revolu
tionary political army,”  which “ unlike a military army, cannot ever and 
again be set in motion at the beck and call of the commander-in-chief.”

The command of the military army holds the reins of military disci
pline which is marked by the force of habit. And this is a terrible 
force. At a signal, the troops move into action. . .. But the leader 
of the Revolution—the party—cannot at will call out the forces of the 
Revolution if they are not themselves impelled by a high insurrec
tionary temperament.

But on 8 February, insurrectionary feelings were “ at a low ebb,”  in 
part because of the continual harassment of the “ revolutionary elements”
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581967 internal Communist circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  pp. 20-22.
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in the army, but essentially by reason of the four years of Communist 
irresolution and “ passive defense.”

Had Lenin not committed his revolutionary political army in a deci
sive battle on 7 November 1917, had the summons to act been de
layed only 24 hours, he might have lost that army59 and the October 
Revolution might not have made history. As for us, we gave our
selves up to the delusion that we could preserve the mighty revolu
tionary army, which we built under the extraordinary revolutionary 
circumstances of 1958-1959, in a condition of passive defense or 
passive watchfulness indefinitely . . . thus disregarding the law of 
the Revolution formulated by Lenin: “ Waiting means death” —that .
is, the death of the Revolution. . . . We had lost the battle of 8 Feb
ruary 1963 since the year 1959!60

That the defeat of the party in 1963 is essentially traceable to its 
retreat in 1959 is no doubt true, but that the retreat in 1959 was a 
political mistake is not so obvious. For in 1959 as in 1963, though at 
the one point the party was surging upwards and at the other going 
down, things were for it intrinsically difficult. Then, too, the party 
does not appear to have had much of a choice, if only because of the 
world distribution of forces and its own international links. Indeed, by 
virtue of an inherent conflict between the demands of its internal situa
tion and the consequences of its external commitments, the party seems 
to be caught in a sort of fatality that enhances its liability to disaster.

If, given the whole previous sequence of circumstances, the defeat 
of 1963 was, in all probability, unavoidable, could the extreme violence 
that attended the defeat have been obviated? It is, of course, possible 
that the reaction of the Ba'thists might not have been as fierce, had the 
Communists been “ prudent”  or, if one prefers, “ timid,”  and offered no 
resistance on the day of the coup. But in truth the violence of 1963 is 
largely explicable by the violence of 1959 which, on a close reading of 
history, certainly did not mark a new departure in the political life of 
Iraq. For isn’t the violence of 1959 explained to no little degree by, 
for example, the violence in the royalist prisons in 1953,61 or by the 
previous tribal, racial, interquarter, and family violence and feuds in 
Mosul or Kirkuk, and these by still earlier violence? Evidently the 
chain of causation here is infinite. And if one is inclined to attribute

■^Compare with Lenin’ s 1917 remark: “ The su ccess of the Russian and 
World Revolution depends upon a two or three days’ struggle.”  But Lenin was, 
of course, consciously  exaggerating: the period favorable for a revolutionary 
overturn in the Russia of the autumn of 1917 was probably weeks or one or two 
months.

6^1967 internal Communist circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  pp. 20-25.
®^See pp. 690 ff.
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the violence, at least in part, to doctrinal influences, then one would 
have also to explain how these doctrines happened to arise, and why 
minds or masses of people came to be susceptible to them, in both the 
immediate Iraqi and the more distant and wider contexts. Clearly there 
is no end to this sort of enquiry. Indeed, when one takes the long view 
of things, one finds it increasingly difficult to blame or condemn, for 
more often than not political forces get entangled in complicated series 
of causes which they themselves did not set in motion, and which are 
largely beyond their power to master.
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THE COMPOSITION AND 
ORGANIZATION OF 

THE COMMUNIST PARTY (1955-1963)

The most salient change in the composition of the Central Committees 
in the years 1955-1963 was the sharp rise in the numerical weight of 
the SunnT Arabs. Their proportion, which had fallen as low as 15.6 per-' 
cent in 1949-1955, shot up in this period to 37.3 percent. In other 
words, they were now at the command level as strong arithmetically as 
in the time of Fahd, that is, as in 1941-1948 (compare Table 54-1 with 
Table 35-1). The change appears to be, to some extent, a corollary of 
the Arabization of the party line in 1955 and, in a greater degree, a con
sequence of the return to the fold in 1956 of the overwhelmingly Arab 
Sunni faction of the Unity of the Communists. There may have been 
also some link between this development and the towering importance 
in 1958-1961 of ‘Amer ‘Abdallah, an Arab Sunni. This should not neces
sarily be taken to mean that ‘Amer ‘Abdallah was still under the influ
ence of the sectarian principle, or that he may have found it politically 
expedient to push for the advancement of men from his own denomina
tion. There is no evidence for this at all. A localistic tendency may 
simply have been here at work, perhaps consciously, perhaps in an en
tirely natural manner: of the twenty-two members of the Central Commit
tee, that led the Communists in the days of the flood-tide, no fewer than 
five—‘Aziz Sharif, the mas’ul of the Peace Partisans; ‘Aziz ash-Shaikh, 
the mas’ul of the Central Party Zone; ‘Abd-ur-Rahlm Sharif, the mas’ ul 
of the party’ s Education Bureau and Economic Committee; Sharif ash- 
Shaikh, the mas’ul of Relations with National Parties; and ‘Amer ‘ Abdal
lah himself1—were from the Arab Sunni townlet of ‘Anah. But again, it 
is not known whether any of these men owed his position to ‘Amer 
‘Abdallah. We may have in this case no more than another illustration 
of the famed ability of ‘Anites to come to the front or, at least, to make 
themselves strongly felt in whatever field of life they happen to enter.
In the period being discussed, Staff Brigadier Jalal al-Awqatf, the com
mander of the air force; ‘A ll Shukur, the president of the Federation- of 
Labor Unions; Tawfiq Munir, the vice-president of the Peace Partisans’ 
Movement; Colonel Engineer Rajab ‘Abd-ul-M'ajld, the secretary of the 
Supreme Committee of the Free Officers; Staff Lieutenant Colonel

1See Tab le  42-6.



TABLE 54-1
Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to Members of the Central Committees 
______________ of the Communist Party June 1955 to February 1963

s  , ■

Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin

No. of 
members %

No. ot 
individuals3 %

Sect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated  % 
in total 1951 

urban 
population 

ol Iraq
Moslems

ShTTArabs 25 33.4 12 33.3 44.9
Sunni Arabs 28b 37.3 12c 33.3 28.6
Kurds 16d 21.3 9e 25.0 12.7
Turkomans — _ __ __ 3.4
Persians — — — — 3.3

Jews — — — — .3
Chris tians 6f 8.0 38 8.4 6.4
Sabeans — — — — .3
YazTdTs and
Shabaks — — — — .1
Total 75 100.0 36 100.0 100.0

Education
No. of 

individualsa %
Elementary 6 16.7
Secondary 13 36.1
College 16 44.4
No particulars 1 2.8
Total 36 100.0

Class Origin
No. of 

members %
No. of 

individuals3. %
Working class 10 13.3 5 13.9
Peasant C lass 12 16.0 6 16.7
Lower middle class 

Sayyid families 20 26.7 8 22.2
Others 29 38.7 15 41.7

Upper impoverished 
sayyid  c lass 4 5.3 2 5.5
Total 75 100.0 36 100.0



Sex * Si Age Group in Year Length of A ssociation
of A ccession  to Committee with Communist Movement in Year of

individualsa /Vo. of A ccession  to Committee
individualsa % No. of No. of

Female 25 years 1 2.8
years individualsa %

Total 36 26-30 years 7 19.5 5 years 2 5.5
31-35 years 11 30.6 6 -10 years 7 19.5
36-40 years 7 19.5 11-15 years 15 41.7

Occupation 41 years 2 5.5 16-18 years 6 16.7
47-49 years 2 5.5 30 years 2 5.5

No. of 52-54 years 2 5.5 No particulars 4 11.1
individualsa % No particulars 4 11.1 Total 36 100.0

Ex-s tudents 3 8.3 Total 36 100.0
Members of profess ions 17 47.2

Lawyers 9
Schoolteachers 6
Engineer 1
Surveyor 1

Low grade white
collar 5 13.9
Workers 6 16.7
Ex-army officer 1 2.8
Trading petty
bourgeoisie 3 8.3
No information 1 2.8
Total 36 100.0

this column, individuals who served on more than one central committee are counted only once. 
Including 2 of Arab-Indian parentage and 1 of Arab-Kurdish parentage, 

in c lu d in g  1 Arab-Indian and 1 Arab-Kurd. 
in c lu d in g  2 F a ilt ShT'T Kurds.
■eIncluding 1 FailT ShIT Kurd.
h  Arabized Armenian, the others Arabized Chaldeans.
Si Arabized Armenian, the others Arabized Chaldeans.

Sources: Based on Tables 36-1, 37-1, 37-2, 42-6, 42-7, 51-2, and 51-3.
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Muhammad Majrd, a member of the Committee-in-Reserve of the Free 
Officers; and Hamdr ‘Abd-ul-Majld, a member of the Regional and Pan- 
Arab Ba‘ th Commands, were all by birth or by origin from ‘Anah. So 
were also on their mother’s side the brothers ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref and 
‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref. The remarkable energy and persistence of the 
‘Anites and their urge for achievement can be explained from their 
social circumstances. Theirs has been a very harsh and niggardly en
vironment. Their town, whose history goes back to the eighteenth cen
tury B.C., to the days of Hammurabi, one of the greatest kings of 
Babylon—its name then was Hana—struggles along about twelve miles 
of the west bank of the Euphrates and has almost no depth, confined, 
as it is, by the cliffs of the desert that rise above it. Its cultivable 
land is so scarce that the inhabitants have been driven to plant date- 
gardens or huwaiqas, as they are locally called, in the midst of the 
river. ‘Anah had known happier times before the turn of this century.
It was, as ‘Anites say, the “ flower”  of ar-Ramadi province, and count
ed, not a mere 12,000 as at present, but between 30,000 and 40,000 
people. Not only did it act as a commercial link between aj-Jazlrah 
and the Syrian Desert, but also specialized in the production of ‘aba’as 
—Arab woollen cloaks. However, the penetration of Iraq’s markets by 
the goods of Manchester and the founding of modern weaving and spin
ning mills in Baghdad affected adversely ‘Anah’s handicraft industry, 
and gradually forced the majority of its inhabitants to migrate 210 miles 
to the southeast, to Baghdad, where the bulk of them or of their descen
dants now live on the Karkh side and the rest in the quarter of BanT 
SaTd in ar-Rasafah. Clearly these factors have as much to do with the 
strong fiber as with the revolutionary tendencies of at least some of 
Baghdad’s ‘Anites.

The significance of the plurality of the Arab SunnTs in the Central 
Committees of this period should not be exaggerated, for though the 
proportion o f Arab ShTTs at that level dropped from 46.9 percent in 1949
1955 to 33.4 percent in 1955-1963, and that of the Kurds from 31.3 per
cent to 21.3 percent (consult Tables 35-1 and 54-1), both groups con
tinued to play vital roles in the party. As was only natural, the Kurds 
held firmly in their hands throughout these years all the organizations 
of the Kurdish Branch. The ShT‘rs, for their part, occupied most of the 
crucial places in the party apparatus. Thus in the months when the 
Communists were at the pinnacle of their influence, Shl'ts filled not 
only the office of the first secretary, but also the posts of the mas’ uls 
of Baghdad, the Mid-Euphrates Party Zone, the Southern Party Zone, 
the Peasants’ Bureau, and the Military Organization of the party.2

Except for the Christians, who had a part commensurate to their 
numbers in the population, the non-Moslem minorities remained of no im
portance in the Communist command structure.
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A comparison of Table 54-1 with Tables 35-3 and A-21 would also 
show with clarity that the members of the Central Committees in this 
period were older and of longer standing in the Communist movement 
than at any previous stage in the history of the party. Thus now only 
2.8 percent were under twenty-six years, and no fewer than 36 percent 
above thirty-five. The corresponding figures for 1949-1955 were 33.3 
percent and 4.8 percent, and for 1941-1948 32.1 percent and 14.3 per
cent. Again, as many as 63.9 percent of the members had now a stand
ing of more than ten years in the party. The analogous figure for Fahd’s 
days was 10.7 percent^ and for 1949-1955 only 4.8 percent. The Com
munists had simply become an old party in the land of the Iraqis.

As at all earlier points, none of the members of the Central Commit
tees in 1955-1963 worked on the soil. Sixteen percent, however, were ; 
peasants by extraction. This was a very slight advance on the years
1949-1955. In the same periods, the proportion of members who were 
workers by origin declined from 28.1 percent to 13.3 percent, and of 
those who were workers by occupation from 19 percent to 16.7 percent.
No less meaningful was the reaffirmation by the members o f the profes
sions of their role, attaining in these years as high a percentage as
47.2. ’

Far more interesting is the fact that 32 percent of the entire mem
bership of the Central Committees came from sayyid families (see 
Table 54-1), including, as has already been noted,4 the top leaders 
themselves. This is a phenomenon that we meet also in other parties. 
Nowadays, for example, descent from the Prophet Muhammad is claimed 
for Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, the chairman of the present Revolutionary 
Command Council, and for Saddam Husain, its deputy chairman and the 
assistant secretary general of the Ba'th Regional Command. Whether 
there are grounds for the claim or not is not as significant as the fact 
that it is put forward. At any rate, in the instance of most of the Com
munist leaders concerned, it is a question of descendants of sayyids 
from small provincial towns and from the lower middle or still poorer 
classes. The incidence of learning being greater among them than 
among the other strata of humble and discontented people, it is not at 
all strange that they should stand at their head, or that they should be 
among the leaders of the waves of revolution or unsettlement that have 
been lashing at Baghdad since 1958-in fact since World War II-and 
that have their roots, in part, in the disruption of the old local econo
mies and the old rural social structures caused by the tying of Iraq to 
world markets. Indeed, the Iraqi Revolution is, in some of its aspects, 
a revolution of the country or the provinces against Iraq’s chief city or 
against the metropolitan governing class, a class which has in.effect, 3 *

3See Table 27-5.
^See p. 712.
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even if unconsciously, served as a kind of political wheel-greaser for 
the relentless forces of the advanced segments of the world economy: 
the Revolution, it will be remembered, has derived much of its energy 
from the elements of the population-Shargawiyyas, ‘ Anites, TakrTtTs, 
and so on—that have moved into Baghdad in the past four or five dec
ades from badly affected tribal villages and provincial towns.

Of equal significance is the fact that not a few of the Communist 
leaders-often the same that descended from sayyids—were sons of non- 
Baghdadi men of religion. The father of Baha’-ud-Dm Nun was a 
mucfarris—teacher—in the Sah Rahlmain Mosque in Sulaimaniyyah. The 
father of ‘Amer ‘Abdallah was a mu’azzin- a  caller to prayer-at the 
mosque in ‘Anah. The father of ‘Aziz SharTf and ‘Abd-ur-RahTm SharTf 
was a khatTb—preacher—in the same mosque. So was the father of 
SharTf ash-Shaikh.5 This sort of thing occurred, too, in the lower levels 
of the party. In Najaf, as has been indicated elsewhere,6 many of the 
militant Communists were sons or relatives of ‘ ulama’ . Many of the 
same factors appear to have been operative here as in the case of the 
provincial town sayyids: a decline in the prestige or the political in
fluence or the material situation of the men of religion, especially in 
the inferior ranks, due to the impingement upon the local existential 
structure of remote economic and political forces. The consequence of 
this was that their sons fulfilled a role not unanalogous to that played 
in the nineteenth century by the sons of the lower clergy in the history 
of the Russian revolutionary intelligentsia.

In this period, the party underwent extremely sharp changes in mem
bership, at first in an upward and then in a downward direction. On the 
Communists’ own reckoning, it numbered only in the “ several hundreds” 
on the eve of the 1958 Revolution.7 * * This, by the way, suggests that 
the 507 members whose names were found in the party lists seized by 
the government in 1953-1954 and to whom ample attention has been 
given in an earlier chapter,** formed in all probability the actual total 
strength of the party at that time. However, by mid-1959, as noted else
where,^ the membership had swollen to an estimated maximum of 20,000 
to 25,000. In other words, it had increased perhaps as much as fifty
fold. But in the late summer of that year it fell off and, after a brief 
revival in the autumn and succeeding winter, went down further. By the
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5See Tables 29-1, 31-1, 37-1, 42-6.
6See p. 752.
71967 internal Communist circular, “ An Attempt to Appraise the Policy of

the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965“  (in Arabic), 
p. 10.

®See pp. 703 ff.
9See p. 896.
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beginning of 1963 it had declined to nearly 10,000. The most important 
of the party’s organizations-that of Baghdad-counted apparently 139 
members in 1954,10 “ between 8,000 and 10,000”  in mid-1959, and 
“ around 5,000”  in February 1963,10 11 * 13 excluding the members of the mili
tary and police organizations of Greater Baghdad, which came directly 
under the Military Committee of the Communist party attached to the 
Secretariat of the Central Committee. *2 Explanations for these acute 
shifts in the strength of the Communists have already been provided. 13 

At other points in this work some details have been furnished on 
one aspect or another of the party cadre or the membership at large. 
Other pertinent details can be found in Tables A-44 to A-48. Unfortu
nately, they are too fragmentary or too specific to permit any general 
conclusions. Table A-44, which shows the occupation of 1,146 militant 
Communists held in 1964 in the desert fortress of Nuqrat-us-Salman, 
suggests that the soldiers, workers, officers, students, and members of 
professions formed the weightier components, and the tradesmen and 
peasants the components of least consequence in the cadre. Table 
A-45, relating to the Nasiriyyah organization in 1963, points toward 
the continued importance of the students in the party’s rank and file. 
But, as could be inferred from Table A-46, relating to the Baghdad Or
ganization in the same year, the incidence of membership among them 
was not, in relative terms, probably as high in the capital as in the 
provinces. The statistics in Table A-47, referring to the college stu
dents’ elections in November 1959, the freest held in the Qasimite 
period, clearly indicate that the Communists were weakest in the Liber
ation (Women’s) College and the College of Moslem Law; strongest in 
the various technical institutes and the Schools of Medicine, Dentistry, 
Agriculture, Education, and Commerce; and shared influence with the 
nationalists and conservatives in the Colleges of Arts and Sciences 
and the Schools of Law and Engineering.

The enormous growth of the party induced, of necessity, a prolifera
tion of cells and branches. The structure of the Baghdad organization, 
as it had developed by 1963, is shown in Table A-46, and that of one 
of the provincial organizations—Nasiriyyah’s—in Table A-45. The 
tables are self-explanatory.

As many of the new members had little Communist education and, 
sometimes, scarcely any mental kinship with the party, the leadership 
faced great difficulties in bringing them under methodic control. It was

COMMUNIST PARTY (1955-1963)

10See Table A-39.
^Conversation with a member of the 1963 Baghdad Local Committee.
^ F or the Military Committee, see Table A-43.
13See pp. 896-899, 922 ff., and 942 ff.
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in order to cope with this problem and widen the cadre and raise its 
caliber that a Central Organizational .Committee was formed in the 
autumn of 1958. For the same reason, an accent was placed on the 
role of the Central Committee’ s Education or Training Bureau and its 
subsidiary organs.

To tighten further the hand of the command over the party, a liaison 
apparatus was created and attached to the party Secretariat. To this 
apparatus were linked directly the mas’uls of the Workers’ Bureau, the 
Peasants’ Bureau, the Baghdad Committee, the Mosul Committee, the 
Kurdish Branch, the Southern Party Zone, the Central Party Zone, and 
the Mid-Euphrates Party Z o n e14 as well as the mas’uls of the party’s 
press and the party’s fractions in the auxiliary mass organizations—the 
Peace Partisans, the Students’ Union, the Youth Federation, and so on.

In addition, for one purpose or another, a number of other bodies 
took shape, such as the Emergency Bureau, which was established in 
1959 and devoted itself to the study of measures for countering attempts 
to overturn Qasim; or the Committee for Democratic Guidance, which 
from its inception in 1961 sought to infuse a new life in the mass organ
izations that Qasim had badly battered. An important committee, which 
may have been formed at an earlier stage in the history of the party, 
came now also to light: the Committee for External Relations, that is, 
for relations with Communist parties abroad.

Otherwise,, the structure of the party remained essentially the same 
as under Fahd, that is, it continued to rest on the occupational and 
territorial principles and to be dominated by vertical links and a thor
oughgoing centralization. .

14The Kurdish Branch included the party organizations in the provinces of 
ArbTl, Sulaimaniyyah, and Kirkuk. The Southern Zone embraced the organiza
tions of Basrah, ‘Amarah, and Nasiriyyah. To the m a s’ul of the Central Zone 
reported the organizations of Kut, Diyalah, and RamadH Under the m a s’ ul of 
the Mid-Euphrates came the organizations of Karbala’ , Hillah, and DTwaniyyah.



THE FIRST BA'THl REGIME, 
OR TOWARD ONE-PARTY RULE

After the fall of Qasim, the Ba'th party attained a great degree of 
authority. The crucial threads of government became almost entirely 
centered in its hands. It thus unambiguously dominated in the National 
Council of the Revolutionary Command, which constituted the core of 
real power in the new regime.1 As is evident from Table 55-1, out of 
the eighteen men who composed the council, sixteen were Ba'thists. Of 
these, ten, including ‘Air Saleh as-Sa‘di, the deputy premier and minis
ter of interior; Staff Lieutenant General Salih MahdF ‘Ammash, the min
ister of defence; Staff Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abd-us-Sattar ‘Abd-ul-Latlf, 
the minister of communications; Hazem Jawad, the minister of state for 
presidential affairs; Taleb ShabTb, the minister for foreign affairs; and 
Hamid Khalkhal, the minister of labor; were party members of more than 
five years’ standing. Brigadier Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, the premier, was 
a relatively recent recruit: he enlisted in 1960. Nonetheless, he was 
generally regarded as the party’s central military figure. By contrast, 
Staff Major General Taher Yahya, the chief of staff, who joined in 1962, 
was to all intents and purposes a chance Ba'thist. This could not be 
said of the other new entrants—Staff Major Anwar ‘Abd-ul-Qader al- 
HadlthT, the secretary of the council; Air Staff Brigadier Hardan ‘Abd- 
ul-Ghaffar at-TakrTtr, the commander of the air force; and Staff Colonel 
Khalid MakkT al-Hashimf, the assistant chief of staff—who would in 
future years give proof of a steadier and more enduring commitment. The 
two members of the council who did not belong formally to the party 
were Staff Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-GhanT ar-R5wT and Staff Marshal ‘Abd-us- 
Salam ‘Aref. Ar-RSwT, who had on the day of the coup led the Eighth 
Infantry Brigade into Baghdad, and now commanded the Third Armored 
Division, was a pan-Moslem by sympathy. ‘Aref inclined as ever to the 
side of Nasir, but at the same time was on the best of terms with the 
Ba'thists who, availing themselves of his wide repute, elevated him to

The council had the right, among other things, to make laws, appoint and 
dismiss cabinets, assume the supreme command of the armed forces and, as 
from 4 April 1963, of the police and the Nationalist Guard, and to supervise 
generally the affairs of the Republic, including those relating to militaiy in
telligence and public security. Proclamation No. 15 of 8 February 1963 and 
the National Council of the Revolutionary Command Law No. 25 of 4 April 1963 
refer: A l-W aqai'-u l-'Itaqiyyah , No. 771 of 18 February and No. 797 of 25 April 
1963.



TABLE 55-1
The National Council of the Revolutionary Command, 

February to November 1963

Name
. Position  in the government, party, 

or armed forces

Civilian Members 
‘AH Saleh as-Sa‘dTa>b Deputy premier (February 8-November 11); minister of 

interior (February 8-May 11); minister of guidance 
(May 13-November 11); secretary of the Ba'th Regional 
Command (till September 26); member of the Ba'th 
National (i.e., over-all) Command (till November 11); 
member of the Ba'th Military Bureau (February - 
November 11)

Hazem Jawadb Minister of state (February 8-May 11); minister of in
terior and for presidential affairs (May 13-November 
13); member of the Ba'th Regional Command (till 
November 13); member of the Ba'th National Command 
(till October 26); member of the Ba'th Military Bureau 
(February-November 13)

Talib ShaBlbb Minister for foreign affairs (February 8-November 13); 
member of the Ba'th Regional Command (till Septem
ber 26); member of the Ba'th National Command (till 
October 26); member of the Ba'th Military Bureau 
(February-September 26)

HamdT ‘Abd-ul-MajTda>b Member of the Ba'th Regional Command (till Septem
ber 26); secretary of the Ba'th Regional Command 
(September 26-November 11); member of the Ba'th 
National Command (till November 11); minister of 
labor and social affairs (October 7-November 11)

Karim Shintafb Member of Ba'th Regional Command (till November 13);
editor-in-chief of Aj-Jumhuriyyah (till November 13) 

Muhsin ash-Shaikh R adish Member of Ba'th Regional Command (till November 11);

HamTd Kha lkha Ui, b

member of Ba'th National Command (October 26- 
November 11) •
Minister of labor and social affairs (February 8- 
October 6); minister of public works and housing 
(October 7-November 17); member of Ba'th Regional 
Command (till September 26

HanT al-FkaikTa>b>c Member of Ba'th Regional Command (September 26- 
November 11)

Military Members 
Staff Marshal ‘Abd-us- 
Salam ‘Arefd

President of the Republic; independent nationalist of 
. Nasirite leanings and at first a friend of the Ba'th

Brigadier Ahmad Hasan 
al-Bakre

Premier (February 8-November 17); member of Ba'th 
Military Bureau (to this date); member of Ba'th 
Regional Command (September 26 to this date); mem
ber of Ba'th National Command (October 26 to this 
date); a Ba'thT since 1960

Staff Lieutenant General 
Salih MahdT ‘ Ammashb

Minister of defence (February 8-November 17); member 
of Ba'th Military Bureau (till November 17); member of 
Ba'th National Command (October 26-November 17); a 
Ba'thT since 1952

Staff Lieutenant Colonel 
‘Abd-us-Sattar ‘Abdul- 
LatTfh

Minister of communications (February 8-November 17); 
member of Ba'th Military Bureau (till ? ); a Ba'thT 
since the mid-fifties



TABLE 55-1 (Continued)
Nation D ate and place

and s e c t  o f birth Class origin Prior political activity

(See Table 52-1)

(See Table 52-1)

(See Table 52-1)

(See Table 52-1)

(See Table 52-1) 

(See Table 52-1)

(See Table 52-1)

Arab, ShT'T 1936, Baghdad 
(mother:
Sunni)

Lower professional 
middle class; son of 
a lawyer

Member of Peace Parti
sans Movement 1951
1954.

Arab, Sunni 1921, Baghdad;
o rig in a lly  from 
the neigh b or
hood of 
Sum aichah, 
ar-RamadT  
prov.

Arab, SunnT 1914, TakrTt

Arab, SunnT 1925, Baghdad

Arab, SunnT 1926,
al-A ‘dhamiyyah

Trading lower middle See Tables 41-2 and
class; son of a 42-2.
draper

Petty landowning 
class; son of a 
landed notable of al- 
Begat, a tribal group 
in TakrTt
Lower agricultural 
entrepreneurial 
class; son of a 
peasant-damman^
Class of middling 
civil servants; son of 
a civil official at the 
Ministry of Defence

Member of the Free Offi
cers’ Movement; attempt
ed a coup against Qasim 
in September 1958.

Member of the Free Offi
cers’ Movement.

Member of the Committee- 
in-Reserve of the Free 
Officers: see Table 41-4.
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TABLE 55-1 (Continued)

Name
P o s itio n  in the governm ent, party 

or armed fo rces

Staff Major General Taher 
Yahyag *

Chief of the General Staff (February 8-November 17); 
nominal Ba‘ thT since 1962

Staff Colonel 'Abd-ul- 
Karlm Mustafa Nasrata>e

Commander of the National Guard (February 8-Febru- 
ary 16); commander of the 4th Armored Division (Feb
ruary 16-November 17); a Ba’ thl from the late fifties

Staff Brigadier ‘Abd-ul- 
Gharii ar-Rawid

Commander of the armed forces in ar-RamadT province 
(February 8-February 16); commander of the 3rd 
Armored Division (February 16-November 17); a friend 
of the Ba’ th with strong pan-Islamic feelings

Staff Colonel Khalid MakkT 
al-Hashinua>e

Director, Armored Corps (February); assistant chief of 
staff (March-November 17); a Ba‘ thT since 1960

Air Staff Brigadier Harcfan 
1 Abd-ul-Ghaffar 
at-Ta kflfie>“

Commander of the air force (February 28-November 17); 
a Ba‘ th*I since 1961

Staff Major Anwar 
‘Abd-ul-Qader al-Hadlthie

Secretary of the National Council of the Revolutionary 
Command (February 8-November 17); a Ba'thT since 
1960

aSided with the wing of ‘ AH Saleh as-Sa‘dI in the intraparty conflict of 1963. 
^Ba'thils of more than 5 years’ standing. 
cCo-opted September 26, 1963.
^Non-Ba‘ thTs but friends of the party.

the presidency of the Republic. To this office they attached a purely 
honorific significance, but it would be going too far to maintain on this 
account that ‘Aref was a mere ornament, if only because of the support 
he still enjoyed in the army. ‘Aref had also grown in maturity and be
come more supple in his ideas, and of greater skill in adapting his con
duct to the necessities of the hour.

In the cabinet the Ba'thists occupied a majority or, to be specific, 
twelve out of the twenty-one seats,2 including all the key ministries. 
Three other seats were filled by prominent members of the old Free 
Officers’ movement—Staff Brigadier NajT Taleb, an independent nation-

2Nine of the twelve seats were held by full members and three by support
ers of the party. Seven of the full members were simultaneously members of 
the National Council of the Revolutionary Command, and are identified in 
Table 55-1. The two others were Dr. ‘Izzat Mustafa and Dr. Sa'dun HammadT, 
who were entrusted with the portfolios of Health and Agrarian Reform, respec
tively. For these men, see Table A-49. To the three supporters—Dr. ‘Abd-ul- 
Karlm al-‘AH", a SunnT Arab engineer from Mosul; Dr. Ahmad ‘Abd-us-Sattar aj- 
JawafT, a BaghdadT SunnT Arab and the head of the Teachers’ Union; and Dr. 
Musari' ar-RawF, a SunnT Arab college professor from Rawah—went the port
folios of Planning, Education, and Guidance.
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TABLE 55-1 (Continued)
Nation 

and s e c t
Date and place 

of birth Class origin Prior political activity
Arab, SunnT 1914, Baghdad; 

originally from 
TakrTt

Trading lower middle 
class; son of an 
'alawjT(grain trades
man)

Member of the Supreme 
Committee of the Free 
Officers 1956-1958.

Arab, SunnT 1926, Baghdad Military middle 
class; son of an 
Ottoman army officer

—

Arab, SunnT 1924, Baghdad; 
originally from 
Rawah

Middling religious 
stratum; son of a pro
fessor of Arabic and, 
in his later years, 
attorney-at-law

Member of the Free Offi
cers’ Movement.

Arab, SunnT 1926, Baghdad Military middle 
class; son of an 
Ottoman army officer

Member of the Committee- 
in-Reserve of the Free 
Officers; see Table 41-4.

Arab, SunnT 1925, TakrTt Rural petty official 
class; son of a 
policeman

—

Arab, SunnT 1927, HadTthah Trading lower middle 
class; son of a 
tradesman

eBa‘ thTs of 2 to 4 years’ standing, 
type of peasant-entrepreneur. 

^Ba‘ thi of less than 1 year standing. 
^Co-opted 28 February 1963.

alist; Brigadier Fu’ ad ‘Aref, a Kurd; and Staff Brigadier Mahmud Sheet 
Khattab, who sympathized with the Moslem Brotherhood.3 Of the Re
maining portfolios, one went to a member of the landowning Kurdish 
family of the Barzinjf Sayyids,4 two to ex-affiliates of the defunct, 
right-oriented Independence party,5 and three to specialists of distinct
ly conservative temperament.6 * * * * oil

By and large, in the capital as in the provinces, the Ba'th party 
tried to rule through its own cadres or, in more precise terms, through

3 __For Naji Taleb, who became the minister of industry, see Table 41-2. For
Brigadier Fu’ad ‘Aref, who was made minister of state, see Table 42-4. Briga
dier Khattab, who received the portfolio of Municipalities, was a SunnF Arab
from Mosul.

^Baba ‘All, son of Shaikh Mahmud, who was given the portfolio of agricul
ture. For this man, see Table 42-2.

Abd-us-Sattar ‘AlFal-Husain and ShukrF Saleh ZakF, both BaghdadF Arab 
Sunni lawyers, who were allotted the portfolios of housing and trade, 
respectively.

^Finance to Salih Kubbah, a BaghdadF Arab Shi*F upper government official;
oil to Dr. ‘Abd-ul-‘Aziz al-WattarF, an Arab SunnFprofessor of geology from 
Mosul; and justice to MahdF ad-Dawla‘F, an Arab ShFT judge from Baghdad.



TABLE 55-2

Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to the National Council
of the Revolutionary Command, February to November 1963

Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin Class Origin
S ect or No.

ethnic group’s 
estimated  % C lasses of low income 4
in total 1951 Peasants 2

urban Worker 1
popula tion Policeman 1

No. % of Iraq C lasses of lower middle
Moslems income 8

ShTT Arabs 5 27.8 44.9 Petty agricultural
Sunni Arabs 12 66.7 28.6 entrepreneur 1
Kurds la 5.5 12.7 Tradesmen 4
Turkomans _ _ 3.4 Member of profession 1
Persians _ _ 3.3 Trading man of religion 1

Jews .3 Man of religion 1
Christians 6.4 C lasses o f middling income 6
Sabeans - - .3 O fficial

Man of religion
1
1

Yazidis and Army officers 2Shabaks — — .1 Landed notable 1
Total 18 100.0 100.0 Impoverished aristocratic

landowner ^ 1
Total 18

Education
No.

College 18

Sex
No.

Male 18
Female —
Total 18

%
22.2

44.5

33.3

100.0 ~



Occupation

Civilians 
Party workers 3
Members of professions 5

Schoolteachers 3
Lawyer 1
Engineer 1

Army officers 10
Staff major 1
Staff lieutenant colonel 1
Staff colonels 2
Brigadier 1
Staff brigadier 2
Staff major general 1
Staff lieutenant general 1
Staff marshal 1

Total 18

Age Group in. 1963
No.

27-29 years 4
30-34 years 3
35-39 years 8

42 years 1
49 years 2

Total 18

aArabized Fuwaill Kurd.



P lace  of Birth

No.
Baghdad 4
Najaf 1
M iddle-size provincial town 2
Small provincial town 5
Born in Baghdad to family 
of recent migrants from, or 
from neighborhood of, small 
provincial town 4
Born in Baghdad to family 
of recent migrants from 
village 1
Born in Baghdad, place of 
origin could not be 
determined 1
Total 18

Party Affiliation
No.

Ba'thls of more than 5 years’ standing 10 
Ba'thls of 2 to 4 years’ standing 5
Ba'thT of less than 1 year standing 1
Non-Ba‘ tKIs but friends of the party 2
Total 18
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its “ active members.”  This type of membership—the ‘ udw ‘amil, to use 
the Arabic appellation—was not widely open or easily attainable. To 
reach that high in the party scale, a Ba'thT had to pass through five 
other stages, those of a mu’ayyid ( “ supporter” ), nasTr ( “ partisan” ) 
second grade, nasTr first grade, murashshah ( “ candidate” ), and ‘ udw 
mutadarrib ( “ member-trainee” ). In these stages there were no fewer 
than 15,000 Ba‘ thists in February 1963, whereas the “ active members”  
counted only about 830.7 In other words, the former outnumbered the 
latter by 18 to 1. The figures do not include the broad circle of un
organized “ friends”  (asdiqa’ ), who often shared in giving effect to the 
party’s will. Only the “ active members”  could participate in the elec
tion of party commands or rise to responsible party positions. The 
“ trainees”  and “ candidates”  were entitled to give opinions at party 
meetings, vote on party policy, and receive secret party circulars, but 
had no elective privileges whatever. The Ba'thists in the lowest 
stages enjoyed the fewest rights and bore by far the greater part of the 
burden. The highly exclusive character of “ active membership”  may 
further be inferred from the fact that from February to November 1963, 
the Ba'thists in this category scarcely increased, if at all, whereas the 
number of “ supporters”  and “ partisans”  more than tripled in the same 
period. The party had not always been so strongly stratified. The divi
sion of “ partisans”  into two grades and the introduction of the stage of 
“ supporters”  dated only from 1962, and aimed apparently at regulating 
the flow into the ranks. The party’ s elitism had also become more 
marked after ‘AlT Saleh as-Sa‘dT took the helm, and would before long 
form the subject of much controversy in inner party circles. At the 1964 
Extraordinary Syrian Regional Congress of the Ba‘ th party, Michel 
‘Aflaq would complain:

The Ba'th party in Iraq embraced thousands of tested Arab young 
strugglers. They were, however, deprived of the right of membership 
which was confined to hundreds, some say to fewer than eight hun
dred, others to fewer than seven hundred. These hundreds, distrib
uted over the different provinces . . . tens in each province, governed 
Iraq’s millions. From such a secret group no authentic will could 
emerge. This was wholly out of keeping with the spirit of our 
party’ s rules.8

Far more serious was the very thin spread of the party among offi
cers and in the army at large. This is why many sensitive military

C on versations with HanT al-Fkaiki and Muhsin ash-Shaikh Radi, members 
in 1963 of the Iraqi Ba'th Command, 6 September 1964.

Q
“ Arab Ba'th Socialist party, internal document, “ The First Utterance of 

Comrade Michel ‘Aflaq at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional C ongress,”  2 F eb
ruary 1964 (mimeographed, in Arabic), p. 8.
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positions were held by non-Ba‘thists. Thus at the head of the Fifth, 
Second, and First Divisions stood respectively Brigadier ‘Abd-ur- 
Rahman ‘Aref,9 the president’s brother; Staff Brigadier IbrahTm Faisal 
al-AnsarT, an independent nationalist; and Staff Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Farhan,10 who increasingly edged toward the HarakiyyTn, the Movement 
of Arab Nationalists. Toward this same party also tended the mood of 
Staff Colonel Muhammad MajTd,11 * * the director of military planning;
Staff Lieutenant Colonel SubhT ‘Abd-ul-HamTd, !2 the director of military 
operations; and Air Staff Colonel ‘Aref ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq, who led the air 
force from 8 to 28 February 1963. The commandant of the military 
police, Colonel Sa'Td SlaibT, was from aj-Jumailah, ‘Aref’s tribe. Staff 
Major General Taher Yahya, the chief of staff, was, as already noted, 
only a nominal Ba'thT. Of course, the pinnacle of the military structure, 
the post of minister of defence, was occupied by the veteran and tested 
Ba'thT Saleh MahdT ‘Ammash. The loyalty of Major MuhyT-d-DTn Mahmud, 
the chief of the military intelligence, was also beyond question. More
over, the party gave special heed to the air force and, as from February 
28, placed it under Ba'thi Staff Brigadier Hardan ‘Abd-ul-Ghaffar at- 
TakrTtT. Over and above that, it tried to hold fast to as many armored 
units as possible. In addition to the Fourth Tank Regiment, which 
pulled the coup and was now firmly in its hands, it gained control of 
the First and Third Tank Regiments, the commands of which were en
trusted to Ba'thT Staff Lieutenant Colonel Hasan Mustafa an-NaqTb and 
Ba'thT Staff Major Muhammad al-MahdawT. 13 It also appears to have 
won the political sympathy of Lieutenant Colonel SabrT Khalaf aj-JuburT, 
the commander of the Khalid Tank Regiment. At the same time, Ba'thT 
Staff Colonel ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Mustafa Nasrat14 was raised to the com
mand of the important Fourth Armored Division, and Ba'thT Staff Colonel 
Khalid MakkT al-HashimT allowed, it would seem, to combine his duties 
as assistant chief of staff and the directorship of the Armored Corps. 
However, as pointed out in another connection, the command of the 
Third Armored Division went to the pan-Moslem ‘Abd-ul-GhanT ar-RawT.

The thinness of the party’s military support and the passive or 
superficial Ba'thism of not a few of the newly won officers drove the 
civilian Ba'th command or, to be exact, ‘AIT Saleh as-Sa‘dT, the party’s 
secretary, to give increasing weight to the Nationalist Guard. On the 
day of the coup, in February, this force counted no more than 5,000 men,

9For ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ Aref, see Table 41-2.
10,
11

For 'Abd-ul-KarTm Farhan, see Table 41-2.
For Muhammad MajTd, see Table 41-4.

l^For SubhT‘Abd-ul-Hamid, see Table 41-4.
^ F o r  Hasan Mustafa an-NaqTb, see Table 41-4.

see Table A-49.
4̂F o r  Nasrat, see Table 55-1.

For Muhammad al-MahdawT,
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but by May it had grown to 21,000 and by August to 34,000.15 It was 
basically drawn from the “ supporters,”  “ partisans,”  and “ friends”  of 
the Ba'thists. In nonparty terms, it embraced enthusiasts, seekers of 
adventure, and, if one is to judge by their behavior, plain ruffians. Air 
Colonel Mundhir al-WandawT,16 its commander from mid-February to 
early November, and an officer-Ba'thist of long standing, took his 
orders directly from ‘A1F Saleh as-Sa‘dr, and continued to do so even 
after Law No. 25 of April 4 had formally brought the Guard under the 
National Council of the Revolutionary Command.17 The rapid rise in 
the authority of as-Sa‘dr and al-WandawF and in the numerical strength 
of the Guardsmen created in the country a sort of military dualism 
which, when joined to the great audacity that the force acquired, ended, 
as was bound to happen, by giving serious offense to the army and, in 
their majority, to the officer-Ba'thists themselves. The command of the 
Guard, remarked later an internal party critique, “ acted as though it 
were the highest authority”  and became so “ reckless and flushed with 
power”  that its men “ often stopped, searched, and even abused army 
officers.” 18 As the force was sustained by neither talent nor fore
thought, and as its fighting capacity was, in a relative sense, still 
negligible—it had only light weapons—it formed more a source of politi
cal disruption than of immediate menace to the ascendancy of the mili
tary. In other words, it merely inflamed the minds of the officers 
without, at the same time, strengthening, in any effective way, the hand 
of the civilian component of the party. Moreover, by its vindictiveness 
toward its political enemies and the great deal of cruelty which it 
worked, the Guard succeeded in making itself generally hated and in 
severely damaging the image of the party in the public mind. The issue 
led also, naturally enough, at first to contention in the inner councils of 
the regime and the party and, in the end, to an open and disastrous split.

There were other factors making for failure. One was the youth of 
most of the new leaders: four of the members of the Revolutionary Com
mand Council were in their twenties, eleven in their thirties, and only 
three in their forties.19 Of course, the presence of youth in government 
need not be in itself a liability, but in this case it was attended by a 
glaring ineptness and want of imagination. Said ‘Aflaq at a closed ses
sion of the party in 1964, with the members of the Iraqi Regional Com
mand in mind: “ After the revolution [i.e ., the February coup] I began to

COMMUNISTS, BA'THISTS, FREE OFFICERS

^C onversations with Ba'thists who do not wish to be named.
1®For al-WandawT, see Table A-49.
17See n. 1 above.
^8Arab Ba'th Socialist party, internal document, “ An Attempt at an Expla

nation of the Existing Crisis and at an Appraisal of the Party’ s Experience in 
Iraq”  (February 1964) (mimeographed, in Arabic), p. 4.

19See Table  55-2.
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feel anxiety about [their] individualistic and rash manner of procedure.
I realized that the caliber was not that of a leadership of a country, of 
a people, but corresponded to the circumstances of negative struggle.” 20 
He spoke also of other things—of a “ blind-eye attitude”  toward the 
mistakes of members of the party and the Nationalist Guard, of “ con
ceit,”  “ negligence,”  “ improvisation,”  “ personal rivalries,” 21 and “ a 
rush upon positions and fat emoluments.” 22 Matters, ‘Aflaq revealed,

reached such an extent that Comrade Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr—the 
premier—whom all esteem, at least to my knowledge, for his loyalty, 
high character, experience, and soundness of judgement,. . .  told me 
at the beginning of June: “ I used to behold affection in the eyes of 
the people but now I take unfrequented back streets to keep out of 
sight and avoid their looks of hate.23

Much of the trouble of the regime could be explained by its lack of 
a considered program. Indeed, its leaders often left the impression of 
losing their bearings. “ We got lost in the government,”  ‘A ll Saleh as- 
Sa'dl said later.24 He and his associates also admitted that the Feb
ruary coup had, in a great measure, the characteristic of “ a leap into 
the unknown.” 25 Three months or so before the coup, the Pan-Arab 
Command of the party had, it is true, passed a resolution calling for the 
preparation of “ a transitional program”  for the government-to-be. But 
when the Command met in Beirut on 13 February, that is, five days 
after the Ba'th had seized the power in Baghdad, it became apparent 
that the resolution had not been acted upon. Finally, Dr. MunTf ar- 
Razzaz, a Jordanian, and Dr. ‘Abdallah ad-Da’ im, a Syrian, neither of 
whom had any first-hand acquaintance with Iraq’s problems, sat together 
and in three days produced a program26—apparently, at least in essence, 
the very same that Premier al-Bakr read on the radio and television on 
March 1527 and which soon after was quietly put aside.

20<<The First Utterance of Comrade Michel ‘ A flaq,”  p. 4.
21/bfd., pp. 2-3 and 4.
22Arab Ba'th Socialist party, “ The Second Utterance of Comrade Michel _ 

‘Aflaq at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Congress,”  2 February 1964 (mimeO' 
graphed, in Arabic), p. 5. '

23“ The First Utterance of Comrade Michel ‘ A flaq,”  p. 3.
24Arab Ba‘ th Socialist party, “ The Remarks o f Comrade ‘AITSaleh as- 

Sa'dTat the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Congress,”  February 1964 (in 
Arabic), p. 3.

25Ba‘ th party (as-Sa‘ dFs faction), The Crisis of the Arab Socialist Ba'th 
Party as Seen from Its Experience in Iraq (in Arabic), p. 41.

20Dr. MunTf ar-Razzaz (secretary general of the Ba'th party, 1965-1966), 
At-Tajribah al-Murrah ( “ The Bitter Experience” ) (Beirut, 1967), p. 78 n.

2"in a nutshell and insofar as internal policy was concerned, the program
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The regime could find slight sustenance in the ideology of the party. 

The Ba'thists’ highbrow, Michel ‘Aflaq, had not been intellectualizing 
for them for some time. Events had outstripped the ideas that he had 
formulated in the forties and first half of the fifties. These ideas were, 
in any case, too general and too ill-defined, and contained much that 
was reminiscent of the products of the old romantic mills of Europe and 
little that was the result of disciplined thinking upon the living Arab 
situation. A Ba'thT would have looked in vain through the whole litera
ture of his party for a single objective analysis of any of the serious 
problems besetting Iraq. Instead of thought, he could find only wide 
and vague slogans. No one around seemed able to produce ideas, at 
least in a language that was comprehensible to a semiplebeian like 
‘Air Saleh as-Sa'dF. “ We searched till we wearied,”  he complained 
after the Ba'thT debacle, “ for socialist thinkers who might help us, but 
could find none.” 28 ‘Aflaq did not make the grade: as-Sa‘drand most 
of his companions regarded him as old fashioned and irrelevant. Poorly 
nourished on the intellectual side, they put too much trust in their 
physical powers. It was much simpler to govern in this way. “ Nothing,” 
said Dostoevsky once, “ is harder than to have an idea or easier than 
cutting off heads.”

It was because of too little forethought and an inadequate under
standing of their very difficult situation that the Ba'thists entered upon 
the fatal course toward one-party rule, and thus succeeded in turning 
against them forces from every point of the political compass. The 
logic of one-party rule, supplementing other antecedent impulses, drove 
the Ba'thists to carry their anticommunism to extreme lengths, in conse
quence of which they, by the way, alienated the whole Soviet camp and 
became unwittingly entangled in the game of the “ Cold War.”  The same 
logic—though here too deeper causative factors were simultaneously at 
work—was instrumental in their resumption of the campaign against the 
Kurds in June. By that time, the remnants of the Independence party 
and the Nasirites in general, including the HarakiyyTn and the recently 
formed Arab Socialist party,29 had also become hostile to the regime.
The HarakiyyTn had been for some months protesting against the denial 
of freedom of action to “ progressive nationalist”  organizations. In 
April, their mouthpiece in Beirut had spoken of “ bloody collisions”  in
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called for a regime in which the masses would take part in “ running, guiding, 
and supervising”  the government and which would rest not only on the Ba‘ th 
party, but on a front embracing all “ progressive and nationalist”  organizations. 
For the text of the transitional program as broadcast by al-Bakr, see A l-B a‘ th, 
No. 19 of 18 March 1963.

28Arab Ba'th Socialist party, “ The Remarks of Comrade ‘ AIT Saleh as- 
Sa'dT,”  p. 3. ‘ ’

29This was a diminutive Nasirite party led by ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq ShabTb, the 
president of the Bar A ssociation .
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Mosul, al-Karkh, and other places between their followers and the • 
Nationalist Guard.30 And then on May 25 had come an announcement 
by the Revolutionary Command Council, accusing “ the Harakiyyln, re
actionaries, ‘ tailists’ (the Ba'thT word for Nasirites), opportunists, and 
other rancorous elements”  of a “ dark conspiracy”  against the state31— 
an accusation which the Harakiyyln at once branded as “ entirely false”  
and “ merely an attempt to cover up a preconceived plan for the liquida
tion, both inside and outside the army, of progressive unionist elements 
known for their nationalist firmness and their struggle.” 32

A falling out with Iraq’ s Nasirites meant, in effect, a falling out 
with Egypt’s Nasir. Iraq’s Ba'thists had only the month before—on 
April 17—joined with him and the government of Syria in a declaration • 
of intent to federate their countries within two years. By July the proj
ect had collapsed. In retrospect, it appears that this consummation and 
the series of immediate causes that led to it could not have been obvi
ated. It had its roots in circumstances that antedated the Iraqi 
Ba'thists’ rise to power, and which were not of their making. A deep 
distrust, born of the experiment of the United Arab Republic of 1958
1961, divided Nasir and the Ba'th of Syria. Not unrelated to this was 
another very important fact: the growth since 1959 of a new Syrian 
Ba'th, acting independently of the parent body and deriving its impetus 
from a Secret Military Committee, with ‘ Alawf33 Colonels Salah Jadid, 
Hafidh Asad, and Muhammad ‘Umran34 as its leading nucleus. Still 
smarting from the treatment meted out to its members in the days of the 
Egyptian-Syrian union, this new military Ba'th was in 1963 dead set 
against any genuine constitutional link with Nasir. This is why it 
showed so little interest in the March-April Tripartite Union negotia
tions: only one of its members, Muhammad ‘Umran, went once to Cairo, 
and essentially in the capacity of an observer. But, having both feet 
firmly planted in the army, it formed the real heart of the Syrian govern
ment and proceeded to assert its will by instituting on 20 April a purge 
that was to embrace all Nasirite officers, thus wrecking the tripartite , 
pact in the very week it was concluded. This sudden move was aimed ;; 
also ultimately—though this was not yet apparent—at the leaders of the 
classical Ba'th themselves, Michel ‘ Aflaq and Salah-ul-BTtar, with whom 
the new military Ba'thists had very little affinity. By now directing all 
his fire against ‘Aflaq and al-BTtar, who never abandoned their belief in

■30Al-Hurriyyah (Beirut), 29 April 1963.
31Aj-JamahTr (Baghdad), 26 May 1963.
^ A l-A n w ar  (Beirut), 26 May 1963; American University of Beirut, 

Al-Watha’ iq-ul-‘ Arabiyyah ( “ Arab Documents” ) (1963), p. 533.
^3The ‘AlawTs are a small Moslem sect, forming some 10 percent of the

population o f Syria.
3^For these colonels, see Tab le  A-50.
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the indispensability of Cairo to any union, Nasir unwittingly played into 
the hands of the real enemies of pan-Arabism in Syria. These are mat
ters of inter-Arab history and, relating only obliquely to the present 
study, cannot here be set forth in greater detail. More about them could 
be read in the interesting pages of Munlf ar-Razzaz, one-time secretary 
general of the Ba‘th party.35 The point that concerns us is that it was 
in the toils of this sequence of events, of whose implications they were 
only incompletely aware, that the Iraqi Ba'thists got caught. .

The break with Nasir and the coming to naught of ‘ Aref’s efforts in 
August at reconciling Cairo and the Ba'thists widened in Baghdad the 
gulf between the party and its military allies which the dispute over the 
Nationalist Guard had opened up. Visiting Iraq in September, Syria’s 
Colonel Muhammad ‘Umran sensed that things were not going the 
Ba'thists’ way in the army, and that ‘Aref had changed and begun to 
conspire against the party.36

In the end, however, the regime of the Ba'thists was extinguished 
by the divisions within their own ranks. Not only had the civilian and 
military members of the party been acting at cross purposes, but both 
these components had also been living in faction.

This state of affairs could in part be explained by the fact that the 
Ba'th consisted of diverse social elements. On the levels of the com
mand and “ active membership”  it was, it is true, essentially a party of 
the middle and lower middle classes. But, of course, people in such 
income ranges tend, by reason of their sundry callings and sundry inter
ests, to possess a feeble aptitude for cohesion. Moreover, even at the 
levels indicated, the party embraced a substantial proportion of persons 
from low-income backgrounds. Thus, while 33.3 percent of the members 
of the National Council of the Revolutionary Command came from fami
lies of middle incomes; and 44.5 percent from families in the lower mid
dle ranks, 22.2 percent came from low-income homes (see Table 55-2). 
The corresponding percentages for the members of the Ba'th Regional 
Command, which led the February coup, were 12.5; 37.5; and 37.5, the 
remainder having a high-income status.37 Again, out of the approximate 
total of 830 “ active members” 38 of the party in 1963, about 5 percent 
were peasants, largely from the province of Drwaniyyah, 20 percent 
workers, in the main from the Karkh side of Baghdad, “ more than 50 per
cent students of diverse social origins,”  and the rest officers, officials, 
members of the professions, and “ other elements of the bourgeoisie and
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88See his At-Tajribah al-Murrah, especia lly  pp. 86-88 and 95-101.
^®Arab Ba'th Socialist party, internal document, “ The Remarks of Comrade 

Muhammad ‘Umran at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Congress,”  February 
1964 (mimeographed, in Arabic), pp. 2-3.

87These percentages are computed from data in Table 52-1.
88For “ active members,”  see p. 1010.
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petty bourgeoisie.” 39 There were, of course, larger concentrations of 
persons from low-income groupings among the “ partisans,”  “ support
ers,”  and “ friends”  of the party.

No less indicative of the diversity of the party’s composition was 
the fact that the officer-Ba'thists were, almost without exception, Arab 
Sunni and, by birth or origin, preponderantly from the country towns of 
the upper Tigris and the upper Euphrates, whereas the majority of the 
highest civilian leaders were ShF'Fs by extraction. Thus only three out 
of the eight members of the Ba'th Regional Command just referred to 
were Sunni" Arabs, whereas four were ShTT Arabs and one was of ShlT 
Fuwaili Kurdish descent (see Table 52-1). Again, out of the total of 
fifty-two members40 * of the various regional commands that guided the ' 
party from 1952 to November 1963, 38.5 percent were SunnT Arabs, 53.8 
percent Shl‘ r Arabs, and 7.7 percent ShF‘F FuwailF Kurds (see Table 
58-1). However, as ShF'Fs and SunnFs were to be found in both of the 
basic factions that will be identified presently, it would be an error to 
give the sectarian element a considerable weight in the party’s inner 
conflict.

Social heterogeneousness tended naturally to make for differences 
in impulses, passions, hopes, and turns of mind. Indeed, not long after 
their victory over Qasim, the Ba'thists discovered that their opposition 
to his government was the only factor that had held them together. 
Otherwise, they were merely “ unionists”  in general and “ socialists”  
in general. The very vagueness of the slogans that had facilitated their 
coalescence against Qasim now repeatedly threatened to rend them 
asunder.

The unsubstantiality of ideological links smoothed the path before 
other connections within the party. Thus Ba'thists from the same town, 
say TakrTt, or of the same profession—this is particularly true of the 
military members—or from similar social backgrounds tended to cooper
ate more readily with each other than with other Ba'thists. The tenuous
ness of the ideological nexus also fostered the growth of ties of private 
interest or of cliques around individuals. In this context fits the rivalry 
between ‘All" Saleh as-Sa‘dF and Hazem Jawad, the second civilian . 
figure in the party, who, after February 8, seemed unable to see eye-to- 
eye on anything.

39Conversations with HanFal-FkaikT and Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadF members 
in 1963 o f the Ba‘ th Regional Command, 6 September 1964. The distribution of 
the 830 ‘ ‘ active members”  by party branches was roughly as follows: Greater 
Baghdad (largely al-A ‘ dhamiyyah and al-Karkh), 300; the North (largely Mosul),' 
80; the Central Branch (ar-Ramadr, Ba'qubah, and Kut), 200; the Mid-Euphrates 
(Najaf, DFwaniyyah, and Hillah), 150; the South (Basrah, Nasiriyyah, and 
‘Amarah), 100.

40Individuals are counted here as many times as the number of terms for
which they were appointed or elected to the command.
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The division began taking shape as early as February 11. ‘A1F 

Saleh as-Sa'dlhas since brought out that on that day, after a “ clash”  
with ‘Aref in the Revolutionary Command Council, he told Hazem Jawad 
that “ this man was going to give us trouble. But my attitude did not 
find acceptance. When next the Regional Command met in Hazem’s 
house, I said I would resign from the government, but this too was re
jected. After that Hazem and Taleb [ShabTb] went off and told ‘Aref:
‘ ‘All is bent upon killing you.’ ” 41 ,

One discord now followed another. In March, the main point of con
tention was the Personal Status Law No. 188, which Qasim had passed 
in 1959 and which, among other things, placed, by implication, female 
and male relatives on an equal footing with regard to intestate inheri
tance. On the initiative of ‘Aref and Premier al-Bakr, this and other 
provisions “ inconsistent with the Shar'F (Islamic) Law”  were repealed 
on March 18.42 The step was taken, ‘A1F Saleh as-Sa‘dF subsequently 
complained, while he was away in Cairo, although he had warned in the 
Revolutionary Council that it “ would lead to a split.”  If the thing is 
carried through, “ how could we expect the world to look upon us as a 
progressive regime?”  he had said.43

In April the Ba'thists were in two minds about their attitude toward 
the Nasirites. Hazem Jawad, backed by Taleb Shabib and ‘Aref, argued 
for a political front with them and other nationalists. As-Sa‘dF, how
ever, clung to a tough line and had his way.44

In May the issue was as-Sa‘dF himself. He had up to this point pro
vided much of the driving power of the regime. By virtue of his force
fulness and the firm grip he had upon the machinery of the party, and 
the country’s police system and security services, his authority had 
gone on increasing. But to many in the Revolutionary Council he 
seemed impetuous in his decisions, extreme in his discourse, and so in
different to the feelings and opinions of others. This and the regime’s 
rapid decline in public favor worked to the advantage of al-Bakr and 
‘Aref, who had been eagerly awaiting an opportunity to diminish his 
power. On May 11, in a cabinet reshuffle, he was reduced to minister 
of guidance. The post of minister of interior, which he had occupied, 
went to his rival, Hazem Jawad. He retained, however, his title as 
deputy premier.

4^The Arab Ba'th Socialist party, ‘ ‘ The Remarks of Comrade ‘ A ll Saleh 
as-Sa‘ dr,”  p. 2.

4^Law No. 11 of 1963 Amending Personal Status Law No. 188 of 1959, 
Al-Waqai'-ul-'Iraqiyyah, No. 785 o f 21 March 1963; and the Ba'th party (as-Sa‘ dTs 
faction), The Crisis o f the Arab Socialist Ba'th Party, pp. 88-89.

43Ba‘ th party, ‘ ‘ The Remarks of Comrade ‘ A ir Saleh as-Sa'dF, p. 4.
44Conversation, Taleb ShabTb, 21 September 1967.



In June a high point was reached in the dispute over the Nationalist 
Guard to which as-Sa'dT, in the hope of recovering lost ground, had 
shifted his energies. On the fourth of that month, in a telegram to 
Colonel al-Wandawi, the Supreme Command of the Armed Forces threat
ened to disband the Guard should it not desist from proceedings ^prej
udicial to public security and the repose of citizens.”  Al-Wandawl, 
greatly daring, demanded the annulment of the telegram, “ since the 
Nationalist Guard is a popular force with an independent command and 
the right to issue orders of this sort does not belong to any person but 
only to a popularly accredited authority and, in the existing revolution
ary circumstances, to the National Council of the Revolutionary Com
mand exclusively. ” 45 '

However, after the revival of the war in Kurdistan on June 10 and 
the Communist rising at ar-RashTd Camp on.July 3, the Ba‘ thists, real
izing the danger of their situation, closed ranks. But the spirit of 
harmony rapidly passed away. In August we find Hazem Jawad, Taleb 
Shablb, al-Bakr, and ‘Aref turning over in their minds the idea of remov
ing ‘A ll Saleh as-Sa‘dr from the government, the Regional Command, 
and the Revolutionary Council, “ inasmuch as his presence has become 
a provocation to others”  and “ because he ruins everything.” 46 But, 
fearing the repercussions of such a move upon the regime, they held 
their hand.

In the meantime, as-Sa‘dfhad been solidifying his position in the 
party. At the Iraqi Regional Congress, which met on 13 September, he 
laid bare the real extent of his influence. He and three of his allies— 
HamdT ‘Abd-ul-Majld, Muhsin ash-Shaikh Radi, and Ham" al-Fkaikl47— 
were elected to the new Regional Command. Taleb Shablb was defeated. 
Hazem Jawad was, however, retained. Twenty-six out of the total of 
forty-five delegates had voted for him48 but, according to his opponents, 
only as a result of the “ moral terror applied by the military rightists 
jointly with Michel ‘Aflaq.” 49 The other successful candidates were 
Premier al-Bakr, Minister of Defence Saleh Mahdl ‘Ammash, and Karim 
Shintaf,50 the editor of Aj-Jumhuriyyah and a colorless figure.
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48Telegram No. 1610 of 4 June 1963 from the Supreme Command of- the 
Armed Forces to the Command of the Nationalist Guard; and letter No. 421 of • 
4 June 1963 from the Command of the Guard to the Ministry of Defence. T exts ’ 
in Government of Iraq, Al-MunharifUn, pp. 72-73.

46Arab Ba'th Socialist party, “ The Second Utterance of Comrade Michel 
‘A flaq ,”  pp. 3-4.

47For these Ba'thists, see Table A-49.
48Conversation, Taleb Shablb, 21 September 1967.
49Ba‘ th party (as-Sa'dT’ s faction), The Crisis of the Arab Socialist Ba'th 

Party, p. 65.
66For Shintaf, see  Table A-49.
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A “ new tune,”  to use ‘Aflaq’s words, began now to be heard in the 

party: “ the tune of ‘the right’ and ‘the left.’ ” 51 As-Sa‘dr took to call
ing his rivals “ right-wingers” —a label that clung to them for good. At 
the same time and quite suddenly he declared himself for “ Marxism.”  
He had as late as February 19 publicly disassociated himself from this 
standpoint. “ We are not Marxists,”  he had said, “ we only aspire at a 
nationalist democracy.” 52 But that now was “ bourgeois idealism”  
from which he hastened to wean his thoughts. He also washed his . 
hands of the blood of the Communists. This abrupt volte-face was 
possible only because as-Sa‘dr was ideologically very unsettled and 
very primitive. Together with this, however, there was the pull of his 
semiplebeian circumstances and connections. Moreover, the change 
may have been induced by the powerful radical currents that traversed 
the lower ranks of the party’s supporters, and in turn accounted for the 
increasing leverage he had henceforth upon them.

As-Sa'dF’s adoption of “ Marxism”  proved most opportune to his 
need: by enabling him to hitch horses with a similarly inclined seg
ment of the Syrian Ba'th, led by Hamud ash-ShufT, 53 the Syrian regional 
secretary, and abetted by some of the members of Syria’s Secret Military 
Committee, 54 it assured his triumph at the Ba'th Sixth National Con
gress, which sat in Damascus from 5 to 23 October. With a firm bloc of 
votes at their disposal—most of the twenty-five votes of the Iraqi dele
gation and of the eighteen votes of the Syrian delegation* 55_as-Sa‘dt 
and ash-Shufr dominated the proceedings from the very first day. They 
secured a working majority on the new National Command, 56 rode rough
shod over Michel ‘Aflaq’s classical wing, and carried the congress with 
them into declaring for “ socialist planning,”  “ collective farms run by 
peasants,”  “ workers’ democratic control of the means of production,”  
and “ a party resting essentially upon the workers and peasants.”  They 
also induced the congress to take a stand against the rise of “ ideologi
cal notability”  in the party “ at the expense of its principles . . .  and 
the interests of the nonparty masses.” 57 That was an unmistakable

5*Arab Ba'th Socialist party, “ The First Utterance of Comrade Michel 
‘Aflaq, ”  p. 3.

JZSee his statement to a Lebanese correspondent in Aj-JarTdah (Beirut) of 
20 February 1963.

55For ash-Shufil see Table A-50.
5^For this committee, see  p. 1015.
55Arab Ba'th Socialist party, “ The First Utterance of Comrade Michel 

‘A flaq ,”  p. 8.
55For the com position of the National Command, see  Table A-50.
•’ 'F o r  the text o f the resolutions of the congress, see A l-B a ‘ th (Damascus), 

28 October 1963.
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dig at ‘Aflaq who, after the close of the congress, is said to have 
affirmed: “ This party is no longer my party. ”  58

At the congress ‘Aflaq, who was at bottom a middle-of-the-roader, 
had tried to stave off the radicalization of the Ba'th. “ I talked and 
warned a great deal,”  he said later,

I referred unambiguously to a manner of proceeding which was alien 
to the Party . . . : the forming of blocs, the professional exploitation 
of the party’s Rules . . . and verbal quibble and sophistry. It doesn’t, 
make sense that Ba'thists should turn into men of this sort when 
they hold in their hands the fates of millions . . . and when the whole 
nation is waiting to see whether the Ba'thT experiment is worthy of 
life. . . . Let us speak plainly. On what basis have you risen to 
leadership? . . .  Is it to smooth the path for so-and-so, who only a 
year ago had been members of the Communist party, to conspire 
against our principles? . . . How did persons, who a year or so be
fore had been Communists in Syria and Iraq, attain to the highest 
command?59 . . .  I am not against Marxism, but the Ba‘ th is scien
tific socialism plus spirit. .. . With feelings of love I cautioned the „ 
members of the National Congress, but in vain. I told them word for 
word: “ I have become of the past. I have no longer any worldly am
bition. I put my life in this party and desire nothing other than to 
see it grow and truly prosper. This is why I am filled with 
anxiety. . . . ”  I told them to question me and not to prevent me from 
speaking, for things got to such a point at the congress that I once 
asked for the floor and was turned down.. . . When the time came for 
the election of the new National Command, I was put up as a candi
date but I withdrew my name . . . because I realized that I was going 
to be used as a screen. . . .  I had known that they would nominate me 
and elect me by unanimous vote, for they needed me, but why should 
I have assisted in concealing the truth from the Party? . . .  However, 
pressure was brought to bear on me from every side. . . . For two 
days I remained in a state of inner torment . .. and kept away from 
the congress. The sessions were, as a result, delayed. After that I 
went back and for one or two hours, while the elections for the com
mand were in progress, I watched silently and in a stupor of dismay. '

58Ba‘ th party (as-Sa‘ dPs faction), The Crisis of the Arab Socialist Ba'th 
Party, p. 132.

59A s far as the Iraqi leadership was concerned, ‘ Aflaq could only have 
meant HanT al-FkaikT who, however, had been merely a Peace Partisan and in 
1951-1954, that is, almost a decade before his rise to the Ba‘ th command. On 
the other hand, Taleb ShabTb was a full member of the Communist party in 1948
1951, but at the 1963 Ba‘ thrNational Congress he stood on the side of ‘Aflaq. 
Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadT, who was labelled a Communist by his opponents, had 
actually been a supporter of the Independence party before his adherence to the 
Ba'th.
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I deliberated in my mind whether to stay or walk out. In the end I 
told them bluntly: “ This command emanated from the action of 
blocs, which, if remaining at the helm, will, with their factious 
spirit, bring the party to ruin. If, on the other hand, the command, 
even though issuing from blocs, can still escape their influence and 
rise to a sense of responsibility, I will be prepared to serve on it. 
Otherwise leave me alone.”  . . . They gave me assurances [to this 
effect] .. . whereupon I proceeded with my work.60

‘Aflaq remained at the head of the National Command, but could 
neither turn the party back to its old position nor pull up on ‘ All Saleh 
as-Sa‘dT or Hamud ash-ShufF. More than that, the reins seemed to be 
completely slipping from his hands.

In the meantime, in Iraq the sharp turn to the left taken by the Sixth 
National Congress had alarmed wide sections of the officer corps. It 
also led to political regroupings, and accentuated and deepened the 
divisions within the party. On the side of as-Sa‘dr and his confederates 
in the Regional Command—HamdF ‘Abd-ul-Majid, Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadF, 
and HanT al-Fkaikl—now stood the Nationalist Guard, the Ba'thT- 
controlled Federation of Students and Union of Workers, the bulk of the 
party, and a handful of officer-Ba'thists, notably Khalid MakkT al- 
HashimT, the assistant chief o f staff, and Mundhir al-WandawF, the com
mander of the Nationalist Guard. With Hazem Jawad and Taleb ShabTb 
were most of the officer-Ba'thists, including Taher Yahya, the chief of 
staff; Hardan at-Takfftr, the commander of the air force; ‘Abd-us-Sattar 
‘Abd-ul-LatTf, the minister of communications; and Muhammad al- 
MahdawF, the commander of the Third Tank Regiment. As far as rank- 
and-filers could determine, Premier al-Bakr and Defence Minister 
‘Ammash kept a middle course and, when the issue came to a head, 
appeared, indeed, to be exerting themselves with a view to bringing the 
two sides to a mutual accommodation. But in the opinion of as-Sa'dfs 
faction, they were “ in fact shrewdly working to push the entire party 
and regime toward the right.” 61 * Michel ‘Aflaq also seemed to be play
ing two roles: openly he was evenhanded, but in the back part of the 
scene was thought to be urging on as-Sa'dfs opponents.

The critical test of strength began on 1 November with a presiden
tial edict replacing, in the command of the Nationalist Guard, Mundhir 
al-WandawF by Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abd-us-Sattar RashTd, a nonpolitical 
soldier. Al-WandawF, showing his teeth, refused to relinquish his post.

The next move was much more drastic. On 11 November, an Extra
ordinary Regional Congress met in Baghdad to elect eight additional
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66Arab Ba'th Socialist party, “ The First Utterance of Comrade Michel 
‘A flaq ,”  pp. 8-10.

61Ba‘ th party (as-Sa‘ dT’ s faction), The Crisis of the Arab Socialist Ba'th
Party, pp. 58-59.
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members to the Regional Command, and thus bring it to the new comple
ment of sixteen required by an amendment to the Internal Rules adopted 
at the Sixth National Congress. 6 2 The elections had scarcely got under 
way when some fifteen officers, openly armed, burst into the meeting- 
hall. One of them, Colonel al-Mahdawi, the commander of the Third 
Tank Regiment, stepped forward and, according to the version of the in
cident put out by as-Sa‘dr, exclaimed: “ I have been told by Comrade 
Michel ‘Aflaq, the philosopher of the party, that a gang lords over the 
party in Iraq and has its analogue in Syria, and that the two had laid 
their heads together and dominated the Sixth National Congress, where
fore they must be eliminated.” 63 He then attacked the resolutions of 
the Sixth Congress, and described them as a “ conspiracy”  against the ■ 
party. He concluded by demanding the election of a new Regional Com
mand. Amid “ the clatter of arms,”  the congress went through the make- 
believe of choosing the new leadership, the intruding officers, some of 
whom were not even Ba'thists, voting along with the rest. The parti
sans of Hazem Jawad naturally came out on top of the heap, but for 
appearances’ sake, the names of a few of as-Sa'dFs followers, includ
ing that of Mundhir al-WandawI, were inserted in the list of winners.* 64 
When the comedy was over, as-Sa‘dr, HamdF ‘Abd-ul-MajFd, Muhsin ash- 
Shaikh Radf, HanF al-FkaikT, and a fifth man, Abu Taleb al-HashimT, a 
deputy commander of the Nationalist Guard, were seized at gun point 
and bundled off aboard a military plane bound for Madrid.65

The news of the coup had the effect of a lighted match in a powder 
keg. On the morning of 13 November, the mass of the party’ s “ support
ers”  and “ partisans”  and of the Nationalist Guardsmen poured out into 
the streets of Baghdad. Guided by members of the,Baghdad Branch 
Command,66 they set up roadblocks, broke into police stations, and 
occupied the telegraph office, the telephone exchange, and Broadcast
ing House. Mundhir al-WandawI and another Ba'thT pilot, seizing two

^ A rt ic le  38 of the rules as amended.
6^In circulating in 1964 this version of al-Mahdawrs remarks, as-Sa‘drmay 

not have been unmoved by the desire to influence party events in Syria. This 
does not mean that it is necessarily in variance with the facts.

64The new Regional Command consisted of the following: Muhammad al- 
MahdawF, Hazem Jawad, Taleb Shablb, ‘Abd-us-Sattar ‘Abd-ul-Latiif, Taher Yahya, 
Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, Saleh MahdF ‘ Ammash, Tareq 'Azrz, ‘Adnan al-Qassab,
‘Abd-us-Sattar ad-DurF, ‘ A l l  ‘ Araim, Karim Shintaf, Fu’ ad Shaker Mustafa", Hasan 
al-Hajj Waddai, Fa’ iq al-Bazzaz, and Mundhir al-WandawF. For these men, see 
Table A-49.

66Ba‘ th party (as-Sa‘ dFs faction), The Crisis of the Arab Socialist Ba‘ th 
Party, pp. 114-116; and conversations with HanF al-FkaikTand Muhsin ash-Shaikh 
RadT, 6 September 1964, and with Taleb ShabTb, 21 September 1967.

66<A z Fz  al-MashhadanT, ‘ Adnan ‘Abbud, Muhammad ZakTYunis, Diya’ Faleh 
al-FalakF, and Hasan a l-‘ AmirT, among others. ’
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airplanes, bombed ar-RashTd air base, destroying five MIGs on the 
ground and, by way of warning, fired a rocket at the presidential palace.

At around 11:00, in a statement read by Defence Minister ‘Ammash 
over Baghdad Radio, Premier al-Bakr warned that “ there are now 
attempts . . .  to make a Ba'thist kill his comrade Ba'thist,”  which “ will 
only benefit the enemies of the party and the people,’ ’ and appealed for 
a “ return to sound relations of comradeship and to amity and brother
hood.’ ’67 By that time the greater part of the capital had fallen into the 
power of the rank and file of the party and the Nationalist Guard. Al- 
Bakr and ‘Ammash had refused to give orders to the army to interfere.

The Baghdad Branch Command, which had grasped the political 
initiative and would hold on to it till 18 November, at first demanded 
the recall of as-Sa‘d! and his four companions, but at length accepted 
the idea of referring the conflict to the Ba‘th National Command.

In the evening, within hours of an emergency appeal sent out by 
al-Bakr, Michel ‘Aflaq, General AmTn al-Hafidh, Syria’s head of state, 
and other members of the National Command68 arrived from Damascus 
and Beirut. From the first, ‘ Aflaq had uneasy thoughts about their com
ing to Baghdad. “ I felt at every moment,”  he revealed subsequently,

that our presence was unnatural. .. . The stepping in . . .  of the head 
of a state . . .  of a command from outside Iraq, in troublous days, 
when spirits were tense and when, in the wake of the decline of the 
preceding months, not one-fourth or, for that matter, any of the parts 
of the country was Ba'thT, was hard to bear. . . . Plunging directly 
into the atmosphere of work and meetings we overlooked also certain 
proprieties. . . . The idea of calling at the Presidential Palace was 
suggested to us, but we put the visit off and then forgot about it 
completely. . . .  For his part, ‘Abd-us-Salam [ ‘Aref] did not come to 
greet General AmTn [al-Hafidh] at the airport. Moreover, we sensed 
. .  . that there was in the Ministry of Defence some dissatisfaction 
at our presence. Anyhow, we had not considered the trip which we 
made in all its aspects, and whether it was opportune or not. We 
were, it would seem, carried away by our sentiments.. . . From the 
moment of our arrival, [the leaders of the Baghdad Branch] made 
haste to affirm that the authority belongs to the National Command 
but . . . the radio, the press, the country were in their hands and 
statements were being put out attacking in an unrestrained language 
the officers that had intruded into the Regional Congress. . . . And 
while they went on protesting that the National Command had 
supremacy, we could see in those critical days no sign of compli-

67B.B .C . M E /1404 /A /4  of 14 November 1963.
68Gcneral Salah Jadid, Jubran MajdalanT, Khalid a l-'A lf, and later Hamud 

ash-ShufT. For these men, see Table A-50.
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ance with its w ishes.. .  . The provocation and the clamor against 
the officers did not cease. The epithet “ traitor”  was flung openly 
at Hardan (at-TakritT) . . . and there were other things of the same 
kind.69

Contrary to the impressions formed abroad, the National Command, 
though behaving as if it were guiding the affairs of Iraq, never really 
held the helm. It is true that on November 14 it ordered into exile, over 
the head of ‘Aref, Hazem Jawad, the minister of interior, and Taleb 
ShabTb, the minister of foreign affairs. It is also true that on the same 
day it dissolved the Regional Command which had emerged from the ' 
Extraordinary Congress of November 11 and the Regional Command that 
as-Sa‘drhad headed; and declared that it was taking over temporarily ' 
the responsibilities of the party leadership in Iraq. But it did all this 
at the good pleasure or through the sufferance of the party’ s Baghdad 
Branch Command. In point of fact, it was this command that called the 
tune.

However, the political situation was fast becoming very perplexing. 
All the top civilian leaders of the party had been deported. The cabinet 
was, in consequence, in a condition of paralysis. The Baghdad Branch 
Command, content, for the present at least, to act from below, merely 
generated great noise and seemed incapable of doing much else besides. 
The National Command, while continuing to behave as though ‘Aref did 
not exist, itself hung in the air, so to say, and was becoming increasing
ly embarrassed at its position.

Meanwhile, the marriage de convenance between the Ba'thl officers 
and the civilian component of the party had been rapidly dissolving.
The process was accelerated by the coming out of the Ba'thT-controlled 
General Union of Workers at this juncture for “ the crushing of the heads 
of the bourgeois who have betrayed the party,”  the execution of the 
men of capital who were spiriting their money out of the country, and 
the immediate socialization of factories and collectivization of 
agriculture.70

All these things set the wind blowing in ‘Aref’s favor. On 18 Novem
ber, in concert with Brigadier ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref, his brother, and 
the commander of the Fifth Division; Staff Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Farhan, the commander of the First Division; Colonel SaTd SlaibT, the 
commandant of the military police; Ba'thl Staff Major General Taher 
Yahya, the chief of staff; and Ba'thT Air Staff Brigadier Hardan ‘Abd-ul- 
Ghaffar at-Takrltl, the commander of the air force, among others, ‘Aref 
suddenly tobk action. At daybreak airplanes from the Rashid base

69Arab Ba‘ th Socialist party, ‘ ‘ The Second Utterance of Comrade Michel 
‘A flaq ,”  2 February 1964, p. 5.

70Wa’y-ul-'Umal, No. 32 of 16 November 1963.
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soared for rocket runs at the headquarters of the Nationalist Guard in 
al-A‘dhamiyyah. Tanks and motorized infantry swiftly joined in. Simul
taneously, attacks were made elsewhere in the capital ~and principal 
towns, and continued until every barrack and outpost of the G_uard had 
been subdued. By sunset resistance had virtually ceased. ‘Aref had 
administered the coup de grace to the regime of 8 February.
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THE YOUNGER ‘AREF, 

THE NASIRITES, 
AND THE COMMUNISTS

The regime that ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref headed from 18 November 1963 till 
his death in a helicopter crash on 13 April 1966 passed through three 
phases, in each of which it underwent a change of skin.

In its first phase, which extended roughly from November 1963 to 
February 1964, it rested on a coalition of what might be loosely termed 
military ‘Arefites, military Ba'thists, and military Nasirites.

The core of the ‘Arefite group consisted of Colonel Sa'Td SlaibT, 
commander of the Baghdad garrison; Brigadier ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref, 
acting chief of staff, commander of the forces injhe field and of the „ 
Fifth Division;1 and, of course, ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref, who now occupied 
the posts of chairman of the Revolutionary Council, commander-in-chief 
of the armed forces, and president of the Republic and, in the latter 
capacity, enjoyed “ exceptional powers for one year, automatically re
newable if necessary.” 2 The bond tying Colonel SlaibT to the ‘Aref 
brothers was tribal. They all belonged to aj-Jumailah, which in 1918, 
according to a contemporary English report, was made up of seventy to 
eighty sayyid houses, subsisting by employment at the shrine of Shaikh 
Jamil, northeast of Sumaichah in ar-Ramadr province, and having “ no 
other means of livelihood, except possibly an occasional bite at cara
van. ” 3 There were perhaps many more Jumailis than the English sus
pected, for in 1933 one of their chieftains4 claimed that they counted 
1,300 to 1,400 houses. It would appear also that they were spread over 
a wide area and had their largest concentration in the district of al- 
Garmah. Be that as it may, it was from this tribe that came presently 
to be drawn many of the men and noncommissioned officers of the Twen
tieth Brigade, which ‘ Aref had led into Baghdad on July 14, 1958, and

1The appointments of SlaibT and ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ Aref to their respective 
posts were effective 16 December 1963. Decree No. 1178 refers. See A l- 
Waqai‘ -u l-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 896 of 28 December 1963.

2The Revolutionary Council’ s Proclamation No. 1 of 18 November 1963, 
Al-Waqai'-ul-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 892 of IS December 1963.

3Arab Bureau, Baghdad, Arab Tribes of the Baghdad Wilayat, July 1918, 
p. 137.

4Shaikh Muhammad al-Mushawwah. See ‘Abbas al-'AzzawT, ‘A sha ’ Tr-ul- 
‘Iraq (The Tribes of Iraq), III (Baghdad, 1955), pp. 139-143.
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had brought up from Kirkuk and thrown against Nationalist Guardsmen 
on November 18, 1963, and which he now converted into the Republican 
Guard and the army’ s most powerful striking unit. Embracing_three in
fantry battalions and a regiment of tanks, the Guard became ‘ Aref’ s 
personal instrument and the chief support of his political position.

At the head of the military Ba'thists stood Hardan at-Takrltl, the 
deputy commander-in-chief of the armed forces and the minister of De
fence; Taher Yahya, the premier; Brigader Rashid Musleh, the minister 
of interior and military governor general; and Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, the 
vice-president of the Republic. These men had a number of things in 
common: all were members of the Military Bureau of the Ba'th party; 
all were, by birth or by origin, from the town of Takrit; all, except for 
al-Bakr, were from ash-Shiyayshah, a TakrTtT tribal group, al-Bakr being 
from the socially dominant al-Begat. Again, all, save al-Bakr, shared 
notably in the November coup:5 Hardan at-Takfftl, by the way, com
manded in person the planes that strafed the Nationalist Guard into sub
mission. Nevertheless, in the instance of Yahya and Musleh, the spirit 
of accommodation to existing circumstances proved stronger than ties 
of party or town. In fact, their links with al-Bakr and Hardan were al
ready wearing thin and, before 1963 was over, would snap.

The central Nasirite military figures were staff Brigadier Muhammad 
Majid, the director of military planning; Staff Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Farhan, the minister of guidance; Air Staff Colonel ‘ Aref ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq, 
the commander of the air force;6 Staff Colonel Had! Khammas, the chief 
of military intelligence; Staff Colonel Rashid Muhsen, the director of 
public security; and Staff Lieutenant Colonel Subhl ‘Abd-ul-Hamld, the 
minister for foreign affairs. They were Nasirites, not in the sense that 
they were Nasir’ s men in Iraq, but by adoption, as it were, and the adop
tion was theirs, not Nasir’s. Some, by invoking his name, may not have 
been uninfluenced by the desire to advance themselves. Others were 
for him out of genuine enthusiasm for policies of which he was the 
living embodiment. Their Nasirism differed from that of ‘Aref in that 
they stood for an immediate union with the U.A.R. and a close pattern
ing of the Iraqi regime upon that of Nasir, whereas ‘Aref, not unaffected 
by Nasir’s own hesitations, had been inching away from his earlier 
stand and now inclined to a phased and more realistic approach. ‘Aref’ s 
Nasirism was also attended by a marked attachment to at least the visi
ble aspects of Islam. It was due to this characteristic of ‘Aref that in 
his period the serving of alcoholic drinks at state parties was disal
lowed, the breaking of the Ramadan fast in public prohibited, and the 
members of the Revolutionary Council obliged, before taking office, to

^Conversation with £Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ Aref, Istanbul, 18 February 1970.
6 As of 16 December 1963.



swear fidelity to their religion.7 One other thing set the Nasirites off 
from ‘Aref: their closeness to the HarakiyyTn, or the Movement of Arab 
Nationalists.

The HarakiyyTn had their beginnings in a small group of nationalist 
students which came into being in 1948 at the American University of 
Beirut, and was referred to as al-Halqah ( “ The Circle” ) .8 Under the 
impact of the defeat of the Arab armies in Palestine, the group, jointly 
with students from the Syrian University at Damascus and a number of 
youthful Egyptians from Alexandria, organized in the same year Kata’ ib 
al-Fid5‘-il-‘ArabT or the Phalanxes of Arab Redemption. The Beirut 
circle included George Habash, a Christian Orthodox medical student, 
later a physician, born in 1925 in Lydda of a middling rice and sugar 
merchant; and HanT al-HindT, a political science student born in 1927 in 
Baghdad of a lieutenant colonel in the Iraqi army and a participant in 
the 1941 Rashid ‘AIT movement. In the forefront of the Damascus group 
was twenty-year-old Jihad DahT, the son of an elementary schoolteacher 
from Jafar, a village in the district of Homs. The most noteworthy of 
the Egyptians was Husain TawfTq, a student-refugee who had in 1946 
shot dead the unpopular, pro-British, Wafdist ex-Minister of Finance 
AmTn ‘Uthman. Innocent of any doctrine and driven by the intensity of 
their feelings, these young men initiated in 1949 a series of explosions 
at the British and American legations in Beirut, Baghdad, and Damascus. 
Their organization, however, broke up in October of 1950, after a majori
ty had refused to approve an attempt upon the life of Syria’s dictator, 
Colonel Adlb ash-ShishaklT, which was made all the same, and fell 
through. After a brief pause, George Habash and HanT al-HindT of the 
Beirut group resumed their activities but in another form, linking them
selves in 1951 to al-‘Urwa-l-Wuthqa ( “ The Firm Bond” ), a nationalist 
students’ society, guided by Professors Constantine Zurayq and NabTh 
Faris of the American University, and through this society widened 
rapidly their circle of followers. Eventually, at a congress held in 
Beirut on 25 December 1956, a party was formally set on foot under the 
name of ash-Shabab al-QawmT al-‘ArabT ( “ The Arab Nationalist Youth” ). 
Beside Habash and al-HindT, its directing nucleus consisted of Wadi' 
Haddad, a Christian physician from Safad; Salih Shibl, a Sunni merchant 
from Acre; Hamid aj-JuburT, a ShTT government official from Hillah;
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7For this last point, see Article II of the National Council o f the Revolu
tionary Command Law No. 61 of (22 April) 1964, Al-Waqai'-ul-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 
948 of 9 May 1964.

®I learned this particular detail from Munah as-Sulh, a prominent Lebanese 
writer, who was at the time a student at the university. All the other facts in 
this section  I got on 23 February 1970 from HanT al-HindT, a leader and founder 
of the movement.
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Ahmad al-Khatlb, a Sunni physician from Kuwait; Muhsen Ibrahim, a 
S till teacher from an-Nabatiyyah, Lebanon; and four Sunni students, 
Hikam Darwazah, Thabet al-Mahaynl, Mustafa Baydun, and ‘Umar Fadel 
from Nablus, Damascus, Beirut, and the Cameroons, respectively. Six 
of the leaders9 were sons of merchants of medium status, the other five 
came from the official or professional, or religious middle or lower- 
middle classes. The party’s chief driving force was its ardor for Arab 
national unity and for the person of ‘ Abd-un-Nasir, upon whom it exclu
sively pinned its hopes. It betrayed as yet little curiosity in theory or 
in the social question. In both these respects it merely treaded in the 
steps of the Egyptian leader, but not without some foot-dragging on the 
part of the more conservative elements in its ranks. It was only much 
later, in 1967, in the wake of the disastrous Arab-Israeli war and after 
going through splits and overcoming resistances, that its prime movers— 
Habash, al-Hindl, and Haddad—would swing sharply to the left, launch
ing the militant, Marxist-oriented, guerilla-based Popular Front for the 
Liberation of Palestine.

The Iraqi branch of the party, which was the first to use in 1958 the 
name of Harakat al-Qawmiyyln al-‘Arab (“ The Movement of Arab Nation
alists” )10 that the parent body ultimately also adopted, did not make 
rapid progress in the beginning. Organized in embryo in 1955 by Shibl 
and aj-Juburl, it counted by the July Revolution no more than two hun
dred adherents. These were students for the most part. Thanks, how
ever, to Hashim ‘A ll Muhsen, a ShTT mud-hut dweller and cigarette 
worker who had been won over in 1957, the party succeeded in gaining 
a foothold also among the laborers of Baghdad. But it was the sympa
thy of the Nasirite officers that it attracted in 1963 that gave it a power
ful impetus and put it on the Iraqi political map.11

The coalition of military Ba'thists, ‘Arefites, and Nasirists was a 
coalition of competing groups and, therefore, inherently unstable. In 
the continual latent jostling, the Ba'thists were the least advantaged. 
The excesses and blunders which they committed when the reins were 
in their hands had turned the instincts of the country against them. By 
disowning the bulk of the civilian component of their party, they had 
also in effect struck at the foundation of their power. With little effort, 
‘Aref, acting in concert with the Nasirists, eased them out of one posi
tion after another: on December 4, 1963, Staff Lieutenant Colonel ‘Abd- 
us-Sattar ‘Abd-ul-LatTf lost the portfolio of communications; on Decem
ber 16, Hardan at-TakrTtl was divested of the command of the air force; 
on January 4, the post of vice-president was annulled, and al-Bakr
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9Habash, Shibl, Darwazah, MahaynT, Baydun, and Fadel.
10Whence the Iraqi abbreviation HarakiyyTn.
^Conversation  with HanF al-HindT, 23 February 1970.



given the rank of ambassador in the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. More
over, as of January 22, at the latest, Hardan would appear to have 
ceased to attend cabinet meetings, although the decree relieving him 
from his duties as minister of defence was not issued until March 2 .12 
His place was taken by Premier Taher Yahya, who, joined by Minister 
of Interior Rashid Musleh, tied himself to the triumphant ‘Aref-Nasirist 
chariot.

With the utter defeat of the Ba'th, the next phase in the evolution of 
the ‘Aref regime was reached. The Nasirites now came to the fore, or 
perhaps more accurately, were permitted by ‘Aref to have a free hand. 
The idea of consciously imitating Egypt’ s line of development pre
vailed, and the lever of the country’s policy was turned with impatience 
toward the closest possible accord with Cairo in every field.

The first important move in this direction was made on 26 May 1964: 
the governments of Iraq and the U.A.R. agreed to form a Joint Presiden
tial Council with a view to planning and coordinating their actions in 
the military, economic, political, social, and cultural spheres; and 
studying and carrying out the indispensable steps leading to a consti
tutional union between their two countries.13 The agreement also en
visaged the unification of Egypt’s only political party, the Arab 
Socialist Union, with a similarly modeled state-run organization that 
was yet to be set up in Iraq. The organization, styled “ the Arab Social
ist Union-Iraqi Region,”  was announced on the following July 14, and 
embraced, in addition to the Harakiyyln, various nationalist groupings 
of little significance and some ex-independents and ex-Ba‘ thists who 
had turned Nasirites.14

On that same day, in a coup aimed at bringing Iraq’s economy into 
consonance with that of Egypt, the government in Baghdad nationalized 
all banks and insurance companies, and thirty-two large industrial and 
commercial establishments; set up the autonomous state Economic 
Organization for Banks to administer the nationalized concerns; and 
made provision for the allotment to laborers and employees of 25 per
cent of the profits of the companies for which they worked, and for their 
representation on these companies’ boards of directors.15

Next, on October 16, by way of anticlimax, came the signature of . 
another unity agreement which substituted for the Joint Presidential
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^A l-W aqai‘ -ul-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 892 of 15 December 1963 and No. 896 of 28 
December 1963; Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 5 January 1964; and An-Nahar (Beirut), 3 
March 1964.

13For the text of the agreement, see American University of Beirut, Al- 
Watha’ iq-ul-'Arabiyyah, 1964, pp. 270-271; and for an English translation, Arab 
Political Documents, 1964, pp. 217-219.

14Conversation, February 1967, with Fu’ ad ar-RikabF, assistant secretary 
general, in 1964-1965 of the Arab Socialist Union-Iraqi Region.

15Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 15 and 19 July 1964.
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Council a fundamentally similar coordinating organ, the Iraq-U.A.R. 
Unified Political Command, and, apart from this, contained nothing 
more concrete than a promise to realize the hoped-for union “ within a 
maximum period of two years.” lfi The Unified Command, which took 
flesh on December 21, met only once or twice and after that was 
allowed to die a quiet death.

Deterred by his Syrian experiences, Nasir never gave the project 
for union serious thought. He could have had no illusion as to its fea
sibility. Iraq was too far geographically from Egypt, for one thing. For 
another, ‘Aref’ s regime was too thinly based: it rested, to use a phrase 
current in Baghdad at the time, on “ a minority of a minority,”  in the 
sense that it had merely the support of the smaller part of the Arab 
Sunnis, who themselves formed no more than one-fifth of the population. 
To the significance of this factor and of the related intrinsic instabili
ty of the regime, Nasir was fully alive. The point had been driven home 
to him by the Ba'thT attempt to recapture power, which was scheduled 
to have been made on the afternoon of September 4 in coincident thrusts 
by the Fourth Tank Regiment and a flight of six MIG jet fighters. The 
plotters, who intended to blow up ‘Aref’ s plane as it took off for an 
Arab summit meeting at Alexandria, were seized only a short time be
fore they were to have gone into action.* 17 In consequence, Nasir was 
obliged to send to Iraq on September 5 a military force which was said 
to have eventually comprised about six thousand men.18 The force was 
quartered outside Baghdad in the same camp—that of at-Taji—in which 
lodged the Fourth Tank Regiment. Even more indicative of the fragili
ty of ‘Aref’s position was the complete breakdown on April 5, 1965, of 
the truce that had been concluded under Nasir’s auspices between the 
Kurdish rebels and the Iraqi army on February 10, 1964.

The guardedness of the Egyptian leader on the question of unity 
naturally weakened the Nasirites in Baghdad. They had reached the 
acme of their influence on November 14, 1964, when in a reshuffle of 
the cabinet they increased their share of seats from three to six and 
secured the key portfolio of Interior.19 By the spring of 1965 they were, 
however, already losing ground, not only on account of Nasir’s attitude 
but also by reason of the short-run unfavorable effects of the nationali

1®For the text and an English translation of the agreement, see Al-Watha’ iq- 
uWArabiyyah, 1964, p. 519 and Arab P olitical Documents, 1964, pp. 430-431.

17Al-Muharrer (a Nasirite paper published in Beirut), 22 September 1964.
18A'ovv York Times, 15 April 1966.
19The Nasirite ministers were now SubhT ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, ‘ Abd-ul-Karim 

Farhan, ‘ AzTz al-Hafidh, Adlb aj-Jader, ‘ Abd-us-Sattar ‘ AIT al-Husain, and 
Fu’ ad ar-RikabT, to whom went, respectively, the portfolios of interior, guidance, 
econom ics, industry, justice, and municipal and rural affairs; conversation with 
Fu’ ad ar-RikabT, February 1967.



zation decrees. Iraq fell far short of the highly developed sense for the 
good of the community and the competent corps of public administrators 
that the path toward socialism needs. This and the smuggling of money 
out of the country by the men of capital produced a discernible decline 
in the economy. By the fall there would be no fewer than 20,287 labor
ers out of work.20 Conservatives in the government21 had quickly 
seized upon these symptoms to press for a reversal of the “ socialist 
tide,”  and succeeded in slowing it down. In April the Nasirite minis
ters met with a rebuff when they demanded a certain degree of public 
control over foreign trade. At length, on July 4, they resigned. They 
had other grounds than the “ gradual ebbing away”  of “ socialism.”
They took particular exception at the “ rushing through in the absence 
of the cabinet and to the detriment of Iraq’s true interests”  of an agree
ment between the Oil Minister and the oil companies which, among other 
things, more than doubled the concession area to which Qasim had, 
under Law No. 80 of 1961,22 restricted the companies.23 In point of 
fact, the agreement was never carried out.

‘Aref tried to avoid a complete break with the Nasirites. He accord
ingly cultivated the goodwill of Air Staff Brigadier ‘Aref ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq 
the commander of the air force,24 who was on intimate footing with the 
Harakiyyln, being a cousin of Basil al-Kubaisi, a leader of this move
ment. ‘Aref went one step further: on September 6 he appointed ‘Abd- 
ur-Razzaq premier and minister of defence, but balanced him by placing 
at the head of the Department of Interior Brigadier ‘Abd-ul-LatTf ad- 
DarrajT, a personal friend,23 and by giving the deputy premiership and

20Minister of Finance (Shukn Saleh ZakT, a conservative nationalist), 
(Secret) Report on the Economic P olicy  in Iraq (mimeographed, in Arabic) 
(December 1965), p. 12.

21Muhammad Jawad al-‘ UbusT, ‘Abd-ul-Aziz al-Wattarr, Shukn Saleh Zaki, 
‘Abd-us-Sahib ‘ Alwan, ‘ Abd-ul-Fattah al-AlusT, and Musleh an-Naqshbandf, 
ministers of finance, oil, education, agrarian reform, public works, and waqf, 
respectively.

22See p. 959.
23Conversation with Fu’ ad ar-RikabT, February 1967; and letter o f resigna

tion of Adib aj-Jadir, Nasirite minister of industry, dated 4 July 1965. For a 
translation of this letter, see B.B.C. M E /1931/A /5  of August 1965.

24‘ Aref ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq had been bom to a small landowner in 1924 in 
Kubaisah, a village in the province of ar-Ramadr. He graduated from the mili
tary academy in 1943 and from an English aviation school in 1945, and attended 
the staff college between 1951 and 1952. From 14 July to 8 December 1958 he 
served as commander of the air base at Habbaniyyah. On 8 March 1959 he was 
arrested in connection with the Shawwaf revolt, but was returned to the service 
bn 5 August of the same year, and to the command of the Habbaniyyah base on 
21 August 1962. Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 7 September 1965.

23Ad-DarrajTand ’ Aref entered Baghdad together on 14 July 1958, ad- 
DarrajT leading a battalion of the Twentieth Brigade under ‘Aref. Ad-DarrajT, 
who was bom in RamadF in 1913, and was from the Military Academy s graduat
ing class of 1937, had been pensioned off in April of 1959.
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the portfolios of oil and foreign affairs to Dr. ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman al- 
Bazzaz, a 52-year-old Baghdad!" conservative nationalist, an ex-dean of 
the Law School, a former ambassador to London, and secretary general 
to the Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries.

‘Aref’s moves, instead of mollifying the Harakiyym and other Nasir- 
ites, only spurred them to push their conflict with him to the point of 
no return. On September 15, taking advantage of his absence at an 
Arab summit meeting at Casablanca, they attempted to seize the_power, 
but Colonel SaTd SlaibI, the Baghdad garrison commander and ‘Aref’s 
tribal kinsman, apprised of their intentions, had the last blow. The 
principal Nasirite officers, including ‘ Aref ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq, fled the 
country.

With this opened the third and final phase in the evolution of the 
regime. ‘Aref and officers from his tribe, that is, from aj-Jumailah, be
came the sole ultimate arbiters in the state. The man that next to ‘Aref 
now tied and loosened in the armed forces was the formidable Jumaili 
Colonel SaTd SlaibT. More than that, the crucial threads in the Depart
ment of Military Intelligence passed into the hands of Staff Lieutenant 
Colonel Nayef ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq, also a Jumaili. However, in this phase, 
and for the first time since the 1958 Revolution, a civilian, Dr. al- 
Bazzaz, was raised to the premiership, and a predominantly civilian 
cabinet given a genuine say in the running of the country. The Nation
al Council of the Revolutionary Command, which had been exclusively 
military in composition2  ̂— the Council’ s Law No. 61 of (22 April) 1964 
precluded the membership of any person who did not hold at least the 
rank of Lieutenant Colonel* 27-dissolved itself. The legislative powers 
which it had exercised were vested in the cabinet. However, the mak
ing of defense policy and the attending to internal security became the 
prerogatives of a new, predominantly military organ, the National De
fence Council.28

Like the premier, the new cabinet was conservative nationalist. It 
bound itself to the achievement of Iraqi unity; the maintenance of “ the 
supremacy of the law’ ’ ; the speeding up of steps for the ushering in of 
parliamentary life; the pursuit of a “ wise Arab socialist”  policy aiming 
at “ a higher production and an equitable distribution,”  and “ regardful 
of both the public and private sectors” ; and, finally, continued coopera
tion with the U.A.R., “ due account being taken of our special circum
stances.” 29

2®The Council was composed of ‘ Aref, the chief o f staff, and his deputies; 
the commanders of the air force and of the five army divisions; the military 
governor general; and the premier and ministers, who were a,Iso army officers.

27Article I (2b) of the law, Al-Waqai'-ul-'Itaqiyyah, No. 948 o f 9 May 1964.
2&Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 12 September 1965. For the composition of the National 

D efence Council, see  Chapter 57, n. 1.
29-pjje first four above-mentioned points found expression in ‘ Aref’ s letter
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Before the cabinet had had time to do much about its program, ‘Aref 
suddenly died. On April 13, 1966, his helicopter crashed in a sand
storm near Qurnah in the south of Iraq. His death marked the end of 
another chapter in the country’ s political history.

How did the Communists fare under ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref? In the 
days of the Ba'thists, things had been carried with such a heavy hand 
that “ no two comrades could get together.” 3® After the coup of Novem
ber 1963, however, the stringent measures against the party were rela
tively relaxed. ‘Amer ‘Abdallah, Baha’-ud-DTn NurT, and ‘Abd-us-Salam 
an-NasirT,31 who had been abroad, slipped back into Iraq and, with the 
help of members of the cadre who had taken refuge in Kurdistan, gradu
ally reformed the badly battered organizations in Baghdad and else
where. Work proceeded quietly and was confined to the building of 
little cells of faithful and convinced Communists, and to the circulation 
at irregular intervals and solely within the party of hand-written issues 
of TarTq-ushSha1 b.

Open agitation was left to the “ Voice of the Iraqi People”  and to 
the “ Higher Committee of the Movement Abroad for the Defence of the 
Iraqi People,”  and was guided by the Communist party’s Committee for 
the Organization Abroad—Lajnat TandhTm al-Kharij—which consisted of 
the members of the Central Committee who lived in the Communist 
countries, and would in 1965 comprise ‘Aziz Muhammad, ‘ Abd-ul-Karim 
Ahmad ad-Daud, Baqir Ibrahim al-MusawT, ‘ Aziz al-Hajj ‘A ll Haidar,
Zakl KhairT, Thabet Habib al-‘AnT, and Mahdl ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Abu Sana.32

At first the mood and opinions of the Committee for the Organiza
tion Abroad were unequivocally hostile to ‘Aref. His regime was de
nounced straight out as “ a reactionary military dictatorship.”  “ Experi
ence,”  it was affirmed, “ has shown time and again that military rule, 
whatever its form, is incapable of solving the problems of the people.”  
All the forces “ inimical to imperialism and the reaction”  were urged to 
unite their ranks in a “ broad-based national union front”  with the aims 
of ending martial law, freeing “ all patriotic prisoners,”  reinstating 
officials and workers dismissed from their jobs, upholding autonomy for
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of appointment to ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq of 6 September, and were “ confirmed”  without 
being specified  in his letter of appointment to al-Bazzaz of 21 September. See 
Aj-Jumhuriyyah of 7 and 22 September 1965. The last point came in al-B azzaz’ s 
public statement of 23 September, as quoted in Art-Nahar (Beirut), 24 September 
1965.

•^Remark of ‘ ‘ Comrade ^S^deq”  (Karim Ahmad ad-Daud) at a secret meeting . 
of the Iraqi Communist party’ s Committee for the Organization Abroad held in 
Prague on 18 November 1965. A copy of the record of the meeting was made 
available to this writer by the first Branch of Iraq’ s Directorate of Security.

•^For these men, see Tables 31-1, 29-1, 22-1, and 42-6.
32jror these Communists, see Tables 56-1, 42-6, 31-1, 51-2, 23-1, and ,

14-2. The first three lived in Moscow, the others in Prague.



the Kurds, strengthening the ties of cooperation with the U.A.R. and 
other “ liberated”  Arab countries, and putting forward a “ national demo
cratic government . . . anchored on a popularly elected national assem
bly and on a democratic constitution safeguarding the rights of the 
people.”  To this line the Communists held from November 1963 to May 
1964.33

New facts, however, brought them out gradually upon a new path. 
First, there was the interruption on February 10, 1964, of the Kurdish 
hostilities, which Nikita Khruschev greeted as a step calculated “ to 
enhance the prestige of the Iraqi Republic in the eyes of the peoples of  
the world. ” 34 This development disposed also to a friendlier frame of 
mind the Communists’ Kurdish Branch which, having by and large 
escaped the ordeal under the Ba'thists, formed the strongest mainstay 
of the party. Second, a series of related happenings in the first half of 
1964—the deepening of the bonds between Cairo and Moscow, the ideo
logical endorsement of Nasir’s regime by Soviet theoreticians, the re
lease of Egyptian Communist detainees, the visit of Khruschev to the 
U.A.R., the improvement of Iraqi—USSR relations, the resumption of the 
supply of Russian arms to Iraq (interrupted by the Ba'thi persecution 
of the Communists), and, finally, the pronounced Nasirite direction in 
Baghdad culminating in the nationalization measures of mid-July—all 
these things impelled the Iraqi Communist leaders to turn their faces 
toward the ‘Aref regime.

The change in attitude first revealed itself in June, but found its 
completest expression at a plenum held by the Central Committee ‘ in 
Baghdad toward the end of August.”  This is why it came to be known 
in party circles as the “ August Line”  or, alternatively, the Line of 
June-August 1964.”

The new line had its basic point of departure in a fresh assessment 
of the Nasirite trend. The Egyptian revolution, maintained a manifesto 
issued by the August Plenum, had moved into “ a new stage . . . the 
stage of important social changes”  which had carried the U.A.R. on to 
“ the road of noncapitalist development and toward socialism.”  This 
was the echoing of a thesis on the prospects of “ former colonies and
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33Article written on 29 November 1963 by a member o f the Central Commit
tee living abroad, Al-Akhbar (Beirut), 29 December 1963; statement of 21 Jan
uary 1964 by the Higher Committee for the Defence of the Iraqi People, An- 
Nida’ (Beirut), 2 February 1964; statement by the First Conference of the 
Movement for the Defence of the Iraqi People issued in West Berlin in April 
1964, Al-Akhbar, 26 April 1964 and B.B.C. M E /1534/A /7-8  of 22 April 1964 
and M E /1536/A /2  of 24 April 1964. See also report of the Central Committee 
of the Communist party of early May 1964 broadcast over the “ V oice  of the 
Iraqi P eop le”  on 14-17 July 1964, B .B.C. M E /1609/A /1-9  of 20 July, and 
M E /1611/A /1-2  of 22 July 1964.

3^An-Nida’ (organ o f the Lebanese Communist party), 16 February 1964.



semicolonies”  that appears to have been first propounded at the 1960 
Moscow Conference of eighty-one Communist and Workers’ Parties. The 
manifesto went on to say: ‘ ‘The achievements of the Egyptian and Al
gerian revolutions exercise an increasing influence as an inspiration 
for the struggle of all the Arab and African peoples and have placed the 
two sisterly republics in the forefront of the Arab world. ”  35

The August Line went farther. In the words of a later internal cri
tique by the party’s left wing: ‘ ‘ it viewed cooperation with Cairo- 
which in effect remained one-sided, since Cairo spurned all our warm 
appeals-as the key to every subsequent revolutionary development in 
Iraq . . . and accordingly subordinated the practical policy of the party 
to the will of Cairo and its partisans in Baghdad. ” 36

From the redefinition of the party’s position vis-a-vis Nasir flowed 
necessarily a redefinition of its position vis-a-vis the pan-Arab move
ment which he symbolized: ‘ ‘We, the Communists, took up in the past 
isolationist attitudes towards the holders of the slogan of Arab unity. 
The formula that we put forth after the July Revolution was wrong. . . .  
We should not have raised a rallying cry contradictory to that of 
unity.” 37 Again:

It is erroneous . . . that Communists should continue to cling to 
political democracy as a condition for the support of any Arab unity. 
The question of democracy, including the issue of party life, can be 
solved within the course of the operation of unity itself with mass 
struggle, persuasion, and the persistent influence of the socialist 

. camp upon the Arab leaders themselves. 38

In other words, the Communists no longer tied their support for unity to 
the grant to their party of freedom of action. No genuine union was, in 
any case, anywhere in sight. The Iraq-U.A.R. coordination agreement 
of May 26 was, and remained, a bond of the flimsiest sort. But the rea
son the Communists gave for their change of orientation was of a differ
ent order: ‘ ‘The Plenum views the question of Arab unity in the light 
of the new phenomena emerging on the Arab scene, the phenomena of 
noncapitalist development and social advance which enrich the progres
sive content of Arab unity and establish it as a movement aiming at 
both national and social liberation. ” 39 Upon one point the Plenum 35 36 * 38 39 *
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35An-Nida', IS October 1964.
36February 1967 internal party circular, “ An Attempt to Appraise the 

Policy of the Communist Party o f Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965 ”  
PP- 51-52. ’

^Q uoted  ibid., p. 51.
38From an unpublished report of the August Plenum, quoted ibid., p. 50.
39

From the manifesto of the August Plenum as published in An-Nida’
15 October 1964. .
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placed considerable emphasis-a point which the December 1964 Prague 
Conference of the Communist Parties would take up, generalize, and
raise to a higher key:

One of the most important guarantees for the victory of the cause of 
the Arab peoples is the building and consolidation of the ties of 
solidarity between the two greatest progressive forces in the Arab 
East, the supporters of Cairo’s policy, on the one hand and the Com
munists and progressives on the other. The necessary objective 
conditions for this alliance are present to an unprecedented degree 
and are rooted in the similarity and, on many principal issues, the 
identity of the aims and programs of struggle of these two forces.

This, in the context of Iraq, necessitated a “ positive”  stand by the 
party toward the newly formed Arab Socialist Union. At the same time, 
the Plenum could not help deploring that this organization should rest 
on the principle of “ the monopoly of political action.” * 42 In an internal 
publication, the party was more explicit: “ Our policy with regard to the 
Socialist Union is to penetrate it on a mass scale. Our struggle within 
it will take basically an ideological form, centering on socialism and 
its concepts, and will be conducted with adroitness rather than in a
dogmatic manner. ” 43 . .

The party’ s new pro-Nasirism and new pan-Arab perspective natura - 
ly pushed it also toward a revision of its thinking on the Aref 
government:

The Plenum regards the November 1963 coup as a. movement which  ̂
removed the incubus of the fascist regime and “ Nationalist Guard”  
from the backs of the people and created more favorable conditions 
for the struggle of the anti-imperialist forces to preserve national 
independence, alter Iraq’ s official policy and return the country to 
the caravan of Arab liberation.

For all that, there were grave gaps in the policy of the government:

the Kurdish problem is still in abeyance; the prisons teem with 
patriotic stragglers; the country continues to live under the shadow

40xhe conference appealed for an alliance not merely between the Commu
nists and the “ supporters of Cairo’ s po licy ”  in the “ Arab East^ bu‘
“ all revolutionaries”  in the “ Arab World.”  For the communique of the confer 
ence, see  Pravda, 11 December 1964; and Al-Akhbar, 20 December 1964.

41From the report of the August Plenum as published by Al-Akhbar (weekly 
organ of the Lebanese Communist party), 6 December 1964.

42Ibid.
43Quoted in February 1967 internal party circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  

p. 51.



of exceptional conditions . . . ; the economic situation is precarious; 
stability is virtually nonexistent; the conduct of the authorities 
offers opportunities for the reactionaries and imperialists to create 
and promote sectarian chauvinism; and the government machinery 
swarms with retrograde and corrupt elements. 44 ,

The Plenum also differentiated between “ two conflicting currents”  
within the regime, one that was “ reactionary”  and included elements 
“ suspected of links with imperialism,”  and another that was clearly 
Nasirite and had the party’s good wishes.45 A triumph of the latter cur
rent could only reinforce the nationalization trend, which would in turn 
ease the way for Iraq’s advance along the “ noncapitalist path.”

But this did not mean that the Communists had to work for a purely 
Nasirite government. That being the case, what alternative did the 
“ August Line”  offer to them? First, it must be pointed out, that the 
line involved, in a way, the renunciation of a path leading toward the 
capture of power: “ If we should admit of the possibility of Iraq develop
ing along noncapitalist lines, it would inevitably follow that we could 
not steer a course toward the conquest of power by our party. We would 
remain in the vanguard but there are forces which are gradually adopting 
our aims. ” 46

It should be parenthetically noted how often the theme of “ the non
capitalist path”  recurs. In fact, it formed the theoretical warp and woof 
of the “ August Line,”  just as pro-Nasirism formed its basic practical 
bent: the rationale for the support of Nasirism, it will be remembered, 
lay in that it stood for “ noncapitalist development”  in the Arab world.

Proceeding from the same “ noncapitalist”  perspective, the “ August 
Line”  arrived at the idea that “ at the given stage the best government 
in Iraq would be a coalition of all the patriot forces fighting for com
plete emancipation and social progress.”  However, too many factors 
impeded the conversion of this idea into a real fact. The line, accord
ingly, rejected “ any sectarian underestimation of the possibility of co
operating with a noncoalition anti-imperialist government. Our party 
holds that there is a growing possibility of improving both the policy 
and structure of any anti-imperialist government—not all at once, of 
course, but gradually.”  How was this to be accomplished? “ The grow
ing influence of the socialist camp . . . and the situation now shaping up 
in the Arab countries .. . emphasize that peaceful mass struggle is the 
preferred and correct means in the existing circumstances.” 47
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^M anifesto of the August Plenum, An-Nida’, 15 October 1964.
^ P u b lish ed  report of the August Plenum, Al-Akhbar, 29 November 1964.
4®From an internal document quoted in February 1967 internal party circu

lar, “ Attempt to Appraise,’ ’ p. 36.
^  Ibid. , pp. 27 and 30; and “ MunTr Ahmad,”  “ The Situation in Iraq and the
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After approving the change of the party’s line, the August 1964 

Plenum, which was the first to be held since the Ba'tht coup of Febru
ary 8, elected a new Central Committee (see Table 56-1), which con
sisted of the surviving members of the old leading nucleus except for 
one newcomer, MahdT ‘Abd-ul-Karim Abu Sana, a Shi'i Arab ex-school
teacher from Dlwaniyyah. To ensure continuity of work in the event of 
the capture of the leaders active in Iraq, a part of the committee was to 
continue to live abroad.* 48

To the secretariat of the party was raised ‘Aziz Muhammad (alias 
“ MuTn,”  alias “ Nadhim ‘All” ) ,49 50 a Kurdish Sunni ex-tin worker who 
had been born in Sulaimaniyyah in 1933. Joining the party at the age 
of fifteen, ‘ Aziz Muhammad spent the next decade in royalist prisons. 
From 1953 to 1956, he associated with the prison segment of the moder
ate faction of “ The Banner of the Workers.”  He first became a member 
of the Central Committee in September 1958, when he assumed responsi
bility for the party’s Central Organization Committee. His ascent now 
to the foremost Communist position reflected the strength of the party’s 
Kurdish Branch as well as the determination of the party’s leaders to 
orient themselves primarily upon the workers and other laboring Iraqis.

The “ August Line”  aroused great indignation among the rank-and- 
file Communists. All the terrible trials that the party had just gone 
through seemed discredited by the tactic to which the line committed 
them. In turning toward the government, the Plenum, many members 
felt, had turned toward a group “ whose hands are stained with the blood 
of the party and the people.” 80 In not a few cases the reaction was 
sharper: discipline was violated, the Plenum’s manifesto torn up, the 
party’s instructions ignored.51 At first the leadership refused to bend 
under the pressure from below. On 4 October it declared that it was 
clinging to its line “ at all costs .”  “ We expect errors, divergences, 
and even insubordination,”  it added.52 But its attitude contradicted 
the basic mood of the bulk of the surviving cadre, which had been in
creasingly moving to the left. At length it gave way. Two developments 
facilitated its shift of course: one was the resumption of the Kurdish
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Policy  of the Communist Party, ’ 1 P ea ce , Freedom, and Socialism, VII, No. 12, 
December 1964, 37-38. This article was an elaboration, in the name of the 
party, o f the “ August L in e .”

48See Table 56-1.
49The name “ MuTn”  was used in the party’ s internal correspondence and 

that of “ Nadhim ‘AIT”  in the party’ s publications.
50February 1967 internal party circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  p. 25.
^ C o n v e rsa t io n  with a person  who is  in  touch with the revolutionary under

ground and d oes  not w ish  to be named.
52February 1967 internal party circular, “ Attempt to Appraise,”  p. 52.
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war on 5 April 1965, and the other was the growing disillusionment with 
‘Aref of the Nasirites themselves, which was already evident in the 
spring of that year. '

In mid-April, even as the Egyptian Communist party was dissolving 
itself in the U.A.R.’s Arab Socialist Union, the Central Committee in 
Iraq signified in an internal circular that it was adopting the slogan of 
“ violent struggle.” 53 At the same time, it came out openly for the 
overthrow of ‘Aref’s “ dictatorial regime”  and the establishment of “ a 
provisional national coalition government,”  embracing representatives 
of “ all the patriotic and anti-imperialist parties and groups”  and aiming 
at “ a parliamentary constitutional life”  and “ a regime emanating from 
the will of the people.”  The Central Committee went on to assert that 
the Communist party, as “ the bearer of the historic message of the 
working class,”  was there to stay, that the experiment of Iraq’s Arab 
Socialist Union had failed, that the “ one-party system”  was inapplica
ble to Iraq “ whose circumstances differ from those of other Arab coun
tries,”  and that, in spite of all the clamor about “ socialism,”  the 
policy of the authorities “ contradicts, politically, economically, and 
ideologically, the simplest concepts and requirements of socialist 
construction.”

The Central Committee also appealed to the Nasirites to withdraw 
from the government and adhere to the ranks of the “ popular 
opposition.” 54

The Central Committee reasserted its “ high appreciation”  of the 
“ great and positive role”  played by Nasir’s government on the Arab 
and international scene, in other words, it set itself against the anti- 
Nasirite current within the Arab Communist movement which Syria’s 
Kh§lid Bakdash had been feeding. However, in June it called upon 
“ the leaders of the U.A.R.”  to “ reconsider”  their attitude toward the 
‘Aref regime, “ which has no future,”  and to realize that its policy 
“ runs entirely counter to the interests of our people and the Arab peo
ples”  and that “ those who uphold this policy do so at the expense of 
their moral and political position in Iraq.” 55_

After the break of Iraq’ s Nasirites with ‘Aref, and the formation in 
September of the government of ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-Bazzaz, which the 
Central Committee at once denounced as issuing “ from the will of one
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53Reference to this is made in an internal party bulletin issued in mid
August 1966, and entitled “ For Activating the Mass Struggle”  (in Arabic), p. 1.

54It is interesting that Al-Akhbar, the weekly organ of the Lebanese Com
munist party, which published in its issues of 13 and 20 June 1965 the report of 
the Central Committee o f mid-April, omitted the call for the overthrow of ‘ Aref’ s 
regime, which was, however, carried by the “ V oice o f the Iraqi P eople”  on 4-6 
May 1965. See B .B .C . M E /1853/A /3  of 8 May 1965.

55Central Committee’ s statement of the beginning o f June 1965, B.B.C. 
M E /1895/A /4  of 28 June 1965; and Il-al-Amam (Beirut), 6 September 1965.



TABLE 56-1
Central Committees of the Communist Party, 

August 1964 to September 1967______
Date 

(and age) 
earliest

Name
Nation and Date and place  

religion of birth P rofession Education Class origin

link with 
Communist 
movementa

Members of Central Committee E lected  at the Plenum Held in August 1964 and R e -e le c ted  at the Enlarged Meeting o f 9-10 October 1965 
Members residing abroadb
In Moscow:
‘ Abd-ul-Karlm Ahmad 
ad-Daudc
Baqir Ibrahim al-MusawTc 

In Prague:
‘ A ziz  al-Hajj ‘ A 1T-Haidard’ e 
ZakT KhairTc _
Thabet Habib a l-‘ Anl
MahdT ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Abu Arab,
Sana

(See Table 31-1)

(See Table 51-2)

(See Table 23-1)
(See Table 14-2)
(See Table 51-2)

i ? , DTwaniyyah Schoolteacher Higher Teachers’ Lower middle class 
Training College

Members in Iraq 
‘ A ziz  Muhammad 
(secretary)c >f 
Baha’ u-d-DIn Nuric 
‘ Amer ‘ Abdallahc 
‘ Abd-us-Salam an-Nasirlc >d 
Salih Mahdl Duglah 
‘ Umar ‘ A ll ash-Shaikh 
Ara Khajadur

(See Table 42-6)

(See Table 29-1) 
(See Table 31-1) 
(See Table 22-1) 
(See Table 51-2) 
(See Table 51-2) 
(See Table 51-2)



Arab, ShTT 1934, Kut College student College

Arab, ShTT 1923, Hillah Lawyer Law School
Arab, ShTT 1926, Diwaniyyah Ex-health employee; 

head of Peasants’ 
Associations 
1959-60

Secondary

Arab, ShTT 1925, Baghdad Worker-mechanic Elementary

Arab, ShTT 1924, Baghdad Journalist Secondary

Majid ‘ Abd-ur-Rida

Jawad Kadhim 
Kadhim Farhud

£Abd-ul-AmTr ‘ Abbas 
‘Abdg
Husain Jawad al-Gumar

Member of Committee not R eelected  at the October 1965 Enlarged Meeting, but Subsequently R eestablished  
Nasir ‘Abbud (See Table 29-1)

Lower middle c lass; 
son of an army 
officer
Lower middle class 
Peasant c lass; son 
of a peasant

Working c lass; son 
of a worker 
Lower middle class

Members of Committee Co-opted after the October 1965 Enlarged Meeting
Jasim Muhammad Arab, Shi‘T 1920, Basrah Schooltea cher Elementary

Teachers’al-Hillawl Training School

Peter Yusufh Arabized
Assyrian,
Christian

1924, Mosul Clerk with a private 
firm 1959

Secondary

Elementary
Khudair Salman*
TawfTq Ahmad Muhammad

Kurd, Sunni ? , Koi Sanjaq Worker
Kurd, Sunni 1934, Kirkuk Oil worker; head of 

Oil Workers’ Union
Elementary

1959-60
Salim Isma'Tl ‘ Isa Arab, ShIT 1933, Basrah Printing worker Elementary

Salim Hamid al-Mirza-> Arabized
Persian,
ShTT

1931, Najaf Ex-clerk with a 
private firm

Secondary

No formal 
educationZakiyyah KhalTfah Arab, ShTT 1932, ‘ Amarah Nurse

‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq Jamil Arab, ShTT 1930, Karbala’ Lawyer Law School

a ? -S a flk

Lower middle class

Lower middle class

Working class 
Working class

Working class; son 
of a worker 
Middle class

Working class 

Lower middle class

1952 (18)

1944 (21)

1945 (20)

1943 (23) 

1945 (21)

1948 (17) 

1946 (16)



TABLE 56-1 (Continued)

Date 
(and age) 
earliest 
link with

Nation and Date and place Communist
Name religion of birth Profession Education Class origin movementa

Members of Committee Co-opted after the October 1965 Enlarged Meeting (continued)
Yusuf Hanna Shir Arabized

Assyrian,
Christian

1922, Shaqlawah Weaver Secondary Lower middle class; 
son o f a clergyman

1944 (22)

Kadhim ar-Rida 
as-Saffar*-

Arab, ShT'T 1938, Najaf Turner Elementary Working class 1956 (18)

‘ Adnan ‘Abbas al-Kurd7 Arab, ShTT 1936, DTwaniyyah Expelled student Secondary Lower middle class

aNone of the members listed here in full had prior political activity.
^At least until 1966. 
c Members of Politbureau.
^Members of Permanent Committee to Coordinate P o lic ies  of Arab Communist Parties. Khalid Bakdash, Murffd KuwatlT, and Zuhair ‘Abd-us- 

Samad represented the Syrian Communist party on this committee.
e This member was also the party’ s representative in Prague on journal Problems of P ea ce  and Socialism. Led factional “ Central Command”  

group from 17 September 1967; arrested March 1969 but released in May after a public declaration of support for the Ba‘ th.
^' AzTz Muhammad, whose party name is Nadhim ‘AIT, resided in Moscow from February 1963 to about August 1965, when he returned to Iraq. 
f=Mas’ul (i.e ., comrade-in-charge) of workers.
^Joined “ Central Command”  faction September 1967; arrested March 1969; released in July.
1Joined “ Central Command”  faction September 1967.
1 Arrested 1966; released subsequently.
^Husband of Zakiyyah KhalTfah.
*-Arrested 1966; joined “ Central Command”  faction September 1967.
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man”  and the influence of “ the hidden fingers”  of the English and the 
“ oil monopolies,” 56 the party veered further to the left, under the un
relenting pressure of the lower and intermediate strata of the cadre.

On 9-10 October, 1965, the question of “ decisive action,”  that is, 
the seizure of power by the party, was plainly posed at an “ enlarged 
meeting”  of the Central Committee attended by twenty-five Communists, 
including the members of the Central Committee present in Iraq and 
representatives of the leading committees of Baghdad, the Mid- 
Euphrates, the Southern Zone, and the Kurdish Branch.

Two basic reports were presented to the meeting, one by^ Amer 
‘Abdallah (alias “ Akram” ), and the other by Baha’-ud-Din Nun (alias 
“ Yaser” ). Curiously enough, the “ adventurist”  position was taken by 
‘Amer ‘Abdallah, who had since 1959 been the chief exponent of the 
“ right”  trend in the party. He affirmed that the Communists could not 
hope for better objective circumstances to deliver a conclusive blow, 
the “ contradictions”  within the regime had sharpened, the nationalists 
had gone over to the opposition, the government had its hands full with 
the Kurdish revolt, and was completely “ isolated”  from the people. He 
voiced apprehensions of the possibility of the talk about a parliamentary 
life taking a serious turn under Bazzaz, which would prop up the govern
ment and render action by the Communists more difficult. He also 
feared that “ some party with forces and potentialities weaker than we 
are able to provide might venture on a coup and succeed in reaching its 
goal.”  He did not think that “ the other patriot forces”  would be willing 
to back up a Communist insurrection, and was for the party going it 
alone. “ The destiny of the country,”  he said, “ is being decided these
days.”  .

Baha’-ud-Dln Nuff doubted that the party could undertake an action
on its own. “ Even if the action succeeds,”  he argued, “ it will unite 
against it a surreptitious alliance.”  The people had not also been 
mentally prepared: “ large masses will merely look on, although their 
feelings are with us.”  More than that, the Arab and international con
junctures of events did not favor an initiative of this sort. He, however, 
reluctantly admitted the possibility of the success of a coup in the ^ 
existing circumstances if the cooperation of the “ basic patriot forces 
in the Arab part of the country could be secured.57
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56party.s statement of early October 1965, Al-Akhbar, 7 November^ 1965.
57The gist of the reports of ‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah and Bah5 ’ -ud-Din Nun was re

constructed from comments made at two secret sessions of ^ C o m m itte e ‘ for the 
Organization Abroad held in Prague on 18 and 19 November 1956’ a^ f™” * e 
contents of a letter dated 18 December 1965 sent, on behalf o f the Committee 
for the Organization Abroad, to the members o f the Central Committee in Ir q 
by ‘ AzTz Muhammad, ‘ Abd-ul-Karlm Ahmad ad-Daud, and Baqir Ibrahim al- 
MGsawT. For extensive quotations from the letter in question and from the record 
of the Prague sessions, see  pp. 1056-1060 and 1048 ff.
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TABLE 56-2

Summary of the Biographical Data Relating 
to the Central Committees of the Communist Party, 

October 1965 to September 1967 ’
Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin

Moslems
No.

ShT‘ r  Arabs 16
Sunni Arabs 3a
Kurds 7b
Turkomans
Persians l c

Jews
Christians 3d
Sabeans _
YazTdPs and Shabaks
Total 30

S ect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated  % 
in total 1951 

urban population
% o f Iraq

53.3 44.9
10.0 28.6
23.4 12.7

— 3.4
3.3 3.3
- .3

10.0 6.4
- .3
- .1

100.0 100.0

Education
No. %

No particulars 
No formal

1 3.3

education 1 3.3
Elementary 7 23.4
Secondary 14 46.6
College 7 23.4
Total 30 100.0

Class Origin

Working class
No.

9
7o

30.0
Peasant class 1 3.3
Lower middle class 19 63.4
Middle class 1 3.3
Total . 30 100.0

Including 1 of mixed Arab-Kurdish parentage.
Including 1 ShTT FuwailT Kurd. 

cArabized Persian.
dl  Arabized Armenian; 1 Arabized Chaldean; and 1 Arabized Assyrian.

‘Abd-us-Salam an-Nasiff (alias “ Fakher” ) spoke next, and strongly 
supported Baha’-ud-DTn Nun. So did Nasir ‘Abbud (alias “ Tareq” )
But others, including Ara Khajadur and Saleh Mahdr Duglah,'endorsed 
the stand of ‘Amer ‘Abdallah. The question led to sharp and bitter ex
changes. In the end, the Enlarged Meeting took six resolutions, the 
text of one of which, the third, read as follows-

It is necessary to lay emphasis once more upon the mode of struggle 
WfhJfu^hre adopted and which is based on the decisive role
° ;  “  Ll;e-\ Has mm,”  the underground name of the Military Section 
ot the partyj m the overthrow of the ruling power. “ H”  will be sup-
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TABLE 56-2 (Continued)
Sex Age Group in 1965

No. No. %
Male 29 No particulars 4 13.3
Female 1 25-29 years 2 6.7

30 30-34 years 6 20.0
35-39 years 5 16.7
40-44 years 11 36.7

45 years 1 3.3
54 years 1 3.3

Total 30 100.0

Occupation or Former Occupation Length of Association
with Communist MovementNo. % in 1965

Students 3 10.0 No. of No. of
Members of professions 13e 43.3 years members
White collar 5 16.7
Workers 7 23.4 14 years i
Craftsmen 1 3.3 17 years 2
No particulars 1 3.3 18 years 1
Total 30 100.0 19 years 2

20 years 6
21 years 3
22 years 2
23 years 1
37 years 1
No particulars 11
Total 30

in clu d in g  5 teachers, 3 lawyers, and 2 journalists.

ported by other revolutionary measures that the party will take and 
by the enlivening of popular action in the various fields. 58

The texts of the other resolutions are not available. However, 
according to one of the participants in the meeting—Hamdullah Murtada, 
a ShTT secondary schoolteacher, a brother-in-law of Syria’s one-time 
chief of staff, ‘AfTf al-BizrT, and the mas’ul of the party’ s Mid- 
Euphrates branch—agreement was reached

to prepare for decisive action, provided that no effort is spared to 
obtain the cooperation of the other patriot forces—the Kurdish Demo
crats, the Qasimites, and some of the nationalist groups of socialist

®®The text of the resolution was cited in the letter of 18 December 1965 
referred to in the preceding footnote.
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persuasion. Only if such cooperation could not be had, should the 
party act singlehandedly; but the Politbureau would have first to be 
satisfied that the circumstances are favorable and victory is within 
reach. 59

In due course a report on the Enlarged Meeting was despatched by 
the leadership in Baghdad to the Committee for the Organization Abroad. 
In November this committee assembled at Prague to consider the ques
tion and formulate its own views and an appropriate reply to Baghdad.
Its plenary sessions were held on the eighteenth and nineteenth of that 
monm. ‘Aziz Muhammad, the party’s secretary, and all the members of 
the Central Committee living abroad were present. In view of the sig
nificance of the discussion that took place, it is not inappropriate to 
quote from the record of the sessions at great length:

Session of 18 November 1965 
Mv'm [Secretary ‘Aziz Muhammad]:

I have not received the minutes of the Enlarged Meeting in order 
to know the details. I got only what you have. There are, it would 
seem, other reports with which I am not acquainted. . . .  At the 
present moment the party is not in a position to take decisive 
action.^ All the same, the matter was left for the Politbureau and 
for Hashim”  [the Military Section of the party]___  The prepara
tion for the Enlarged Meeting was clearly insufficient and hurried.

Sa‘dF[‘AzTz al-Hajj]:
In a previous nonplenary meeting of the Committee for the Organ

ization Abroad we discussed the matter in a preliminary way and 
unanimously agreed th_at the presentation of the issue, as given in 
the report of Akram [ ‘Amer ‘Abdallah], was narrow. We also unani
mously found fault with the other project by reason of its tendency 
to preclude the party from having its own plan.. . .  The two opinions 
do not take into account at all the possibility of a civil war . . . and 
rest on the premise of a lightninglike revolution. To build our esti
mates solely on this basis is, in my view, erroneous, for the ques
tion does not depend on our will alone. The enemy may be able, in 
the event of a sudden action from our side, to fight us for days and 
weeks in Baghdad and elsewhere and with other means. . We must 
be prepared for this. . . .  Any party that lets slip an opportunity to 
initiate under favorable circumstances an armed insurrection and to 
capture the power unaided, even in a merely democratic revolution 
does not deserve to be called Communist as Lenin often said, where
as . . .  the reports of Fakher [ ‘Abd-us-SalSm an-Nasirl] and Yaser
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59o ~Statement to the police  by Hamdullah Murtada of late October 
available to this writer by Iraq’ s Security Directorate. 1965, made
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[Baha’-ud-DTn Nurt] make of their opposition to a singlehanded 
seizure of power by the party a rule and a principle. . .  . Such a con
ception is false and harmful, the more so in view of Yaser’s admis
sion of the existence of forces who play fast and loose with us: 
while advising us against undertaking any action on our own, they 
try to do just that themselves. If the conditions are propitious and 
the other forces refuse to go along, an armed revolution by the party 
alone is legitimate, necessary, and not inconsistent with the tactic 
of national cooperation. . . . We should not refuse to work together 
with patriot forces which, though at first vacillating or turning their 
backs on us, would after the triumph of the revolution join us and ' 
help in the tasks of consolidation, provided we keep in our hands 
the sensitive nerves of power and in particular the armed forces. . . .

It is also necessary that we be prepared practically, mentally, 
and politically to wage a civil war throughout the country or on a 
narrower scale. At the same time we must concentrate on our ac
tion in the army. . .. However, we should not put any faith in a 
swift blow. Of course, it is possible to build hopes upon a wide . 
civil war and then succeed in a rapid action, as happened in the 
October Revolution. But to rely merely on a coup without making 
the other preparations is, in my opinion, adventurous.

In the reports presented to the Enlarged Meeting, despite refer
ences to the Kurdish rising, insufficient credit was given to its role 
and importance in maturing the conditions that will bring about the 
end of the existing state of affairs, in a revolutionary manner.

I am particularly concerned about the conceptions embodied, in 
Comrade Yaser’s report. He frames various hypotheses, follows 
them up one after the other, leaving one in the end: the possibility 
of the triumph at the present time of a coup from above, provided 
there is cooperation with all the basic patriot forces in the Arab 
sector of the country. In the course of the report, however, he grad
ually destroys the guarantees for the success of even this possibili
ty. He allows, but as a remote supposition, that the party may be 
able to undertake an action from above on its own, but proceeds to 
shape up tens of imaginary obstacles and exaggerates transient and 
secondary ones, and so draws the picture as to compel the inference 
that such an attempt would be an adventure and a great crime. He 
assumes that the petty bourgeoisie, being invigorated from the in
crease of security, will stand against us and that wide popular 
masses will be slow in coming to our support. He also refers only 
to the negative features in the Arab and international situation. . .  .
In my view, these appraisals are exaggerated to a considerable 
degree. .. .

In Comrade Akram’s report I find instances of doubt as to the 
importance of national cooperation. He, in fact, demands that we
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should not make what he calls “ the decisive action”  dependent upon 
the consent of the other forces. . .. The National Democrats cannot, 
in any case, be induced into such a course. . .  . The nationalists, 
for their part, are imbued with the idea of monopolizing power. . . .  I 
do not want now to go into details about the reasons for the presen
tation of Comrade Akram’s adventurous plan. I do not deny the ex
istence of leftist currents in the party . . .  but the main danger . .. 
comes from the right. . . . The strange thing is that no so long ago 
. . .  the National Democrats were attacked in our party and regarded 
as of secondary significance. . . . Today, however, some comrades 
sing their praises to prevent our party from preparing for a civil 
war.. ..

Like Comrade Yaser, Comrade Fakher admits that under certain 
conditions, it is possible for us to undertake a “ decisive action”
. . . but he insists that upon our victory we should surrender the 
power to the other forces.

From all this I have concluded that the study that took place at 
the Enlarged Meeting was far from scientific and moved in a vicious 
c irc le .. . .

I suggest . . . that we continue to use some of the'possibilities 
existing abroad with a view to setting on foot the necessary revolu
tionary preparations. I mean the possibilities of buying certain 
things. . . .60 But my main proposal is that we prepare for such steps 
under a leadership which truly believes . . .  in the potentialities of 
the revolutionary movement. . ..

Saber [Muhammad Baqer al-Musawl]:
Akram’s report contains possibilities concerning the best condi

tions whereas, in drawing an important plan, a Communist party has 
to consider all the possibilities, the good and the bad. . .  . The 
other side took this for a principal point in order to refute it, which 
is a very easy thing to do. . . .  It is apparent that our party is dis
cussing the question of power for the first time [sic]; as a result
there has been a kind of muddleheadedness___  I, for one, ascribe
considerable importance to our forces in “ Hashim”  [the party’s Mili
tary Section] but we must also see to the arming of the party and the 
masses so that they could support the coup and ensure its success. . . . 
The arming of the masses and our action in “ Hashim” 61 cannot be 
divided. I doubt that we would be successful if we were to rely
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60Arms?
The members of the Committee for the Organization Abroad appear at 

times to use the term “ Hashim”  to refer to the army and at other times to the 
party’ s Military Section.



merely on the armed masses. Previously armies were not as well 
equipped with weapons as they are now. If we do not win over im
portant forces in the army, at least at the beginning, success cannot 
be assured. . . .

I believe that the two sides-that of Akram and that of Y aser- 
are in the wrong. Akram, though asserting that the circumstances 
are favorable, betrays impatience and the spirit of adventure. At 
the same time, the conditions that the other side makes mean in 
effect that the party will not act at all. . . .

Some comrades in referring to “ a swift expert blow”  have in
voked the example of the July Revolution. But no conditions as 
prevailed then exist now. No front is in the field, nor could one be 
expected to come about. The forces that we want to win over have 
previously fought battles with us and still keep a spirit of enmity ' 
toward communism. On the best assumption, they may join with us 
merely to take the power for themselves. . . . Even from the forces 
of Nasir, a neutral attitude is the most that we could hope for, but I 
doubt whether this too could be realized, as they are still sensitive 
to Communists. •

It is necessary to take into account a very favorable element.
the Kurdish rising___  We must at least time our action with its
leadership. . .  .

I am for placing the command in the hands of those who believe 
in an independent action by our party. . . .  , '

In my view the October Enlarged Meeting has dealt with the 
superficial aspects of the question rather than with its essence.
The suggestion of S§deq [<Abd-ul-Kanm Ahmad ad-Daud] concerning 
the encirclement of cities is correct.62 In other words, we should 
build armed bases in the neighborhood of cities with a view to para
lyzing the enemy.

In a fundamental sense, it is the internal correlation of forces 
that is the determining factor, although the initiative now belongs to 
American imperialism. The existence of a socialist camp remains a 
guarantee against external armed interference. An international con
juncture with negative characteristics should not be an obstacle to 
action. The international scene gets better through the scoring of 
local victories.. . .

Ma’mun [Thabet HabTb al-‘Ani]:
The most distinguishing feature of the October Enlarged Meeting 

is that, in the face of the intricate condition of Iraq, it has revealed

6 2 The su g gestion  appears to have been made in the earlier, preliminary 
m eeting o f  the Com m ittee for the Organization Abroad, and obv iou sly  re fle cts  
the in flu ence  o f Mao T se-tu n g ’ s theory o f  the p eop le ’ s war.
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leftist adventurist opinions and opinions about which the least that 
can be said is that they are rightist. Most indicative of the vacilla
tions of mind is that Akram, about whose rightist views a great 
noise had been made, presents, as a result of pressure, a report that 
is full of adventurism. Unrestraint in estimates has nothing to do 
with Marxism. A multisided view and an assimilation of the condi
tions of the party and of Iraq are needed___  The good thing about
the Enlarged Meeting is that it put a stop to an adventurist action 
that would have led to a disaster.

I am for the party having its own plan for changing the condition 
of things, a plan that should encompass all forms of struggle, includ
ing the highest, which is armed struggle. To have one own’s plan 
does not mean that we should ignore the others. We must not, how
ever, let the thing rest with them.. . .  The international situation, 
the most important characteristic of which is the dispute within the 
Communist movement-a factor encouraging to the imperialists-must 
enter into our calculations. . .  . We must also bear in mind that the 
Arab movement is at an ebb and that there are counterrevolutions in 
more than one Arab country. . . .  I also agree with the remark of 
Yaser that we should not raise too much noise about our plan, lest it 
be frustrated before its maturity.. . .  ’
Dahham [Mahdr ‘Abd-ul-Kaffm Abu Sana]:

The method of struggle is the way of violence . . .  and violence 
should take three directions: 1. developing the Kurdish rising and 
participating in it; 2. interest in the armed forces and action in their 
ranks; and 3. the arming of the masses and their preparation for de
cisive action. . . .

The solution of the crisis through violence must be accompanied
by steps to inform fraternal parties of the method of our struggle___
At the same time educational work would be required of them. Some 
journals, the New Times among others, spread the news of al-Bazzaz 
and pointed to him as the first civilian personality to rule Iraq after 
July 14. Congratulatory telegrams to al-Bazzaz were also published 
in Communist newspapers. This is a form of sanction and will have 
a negative effect on the morale of the Iraqi people. .. .
Sadeq [ ‘Abd-ul-Kaffm Ahmad ad-Daud]:

The political situation is clear-----  All organized political
forces have joined the opposition in varying degrees. But is it possi
ble to group them in a united front with a view to producing a change 
in the present state of affairs? There are nationalists who still hold 
anti-Communist views and took part in the crimes against our party.
The LHarakiyylh] form an exception. Left-wing Ba'thists have now 
raised the question of cooperation with us, but they are too weak and 
the feeling among our own masses do not permit us to work in con-
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cert with them. More than that, differences in fundamental aims and 
particularly on the Kurdish problem divide between us and the vari
ous other forces.. . . There are also disagreements concerning Arab 
unity and the questions of nationalization and of party life. At bot
tom, the others want us to hand over to them our forces, while they 
take the power for themselves. This is the direction of the Nasir- 
ites. They carried out two abortive attempts without informing us, 
which confirms their lack of interest in a concerted effort. .. . These 
circumstances do not help in the formation of a front, nor does the 
special condition of our party, which is still suffering from its 
wounds. The bourgeoisie does not lend any importance to a party 
that is weak and beset by internal struggles.. . .  In my view, the 
first thing we have to do is to strengthen ourselves, internally, 
politically, on the mass level, and in every direction.. . .  Side-by
side with this, we must not overlook the matter of cooperation. We 
must struggle to draw the other forces towards us. If they feel the 
mass strength of the party,. . . they will bend and come. . . .  .

The Kurdish revolution is of great importance to us. But it has 
defects. Its forces are not homogeneous. Our own capabilities in 
it are weak for various reasons. There is first the question of weap
ons. Second, the forces of the Right resist our expansion and, inas
much as we do not wish to wage a fight against them, we retreat 
before them. . . . Nearly all the members of their political bureau 
lean to the right. Even many of the forces of “ B”  [Mulla Mustafa 
al-BarzanT] incline to the right, despite their subordination to him. . .  .■

Were we to undertake a revolutionary initiative in the Arab sec
tor of the country, the rightist forces will ally themselves with the 
enemy. There are good elements among them but the general tenden
cy is against cooperation with us. We must not leave this out of our 
reckoning. We must also use every opportunity to strengthen our 
positions in the Kurdish revolution. Without “ B”  the revolution will 
disintegrate. But the thing that matters is that it is now an impor
tant positive factor for the maturing of the popular rising.

As to the questions that were raised concerning the formation of 
a special force and the delivering of a masterly blow, we have previ
ous information on our forces in the army, which are such that we 
cannot even join in a small battle. I do not know how this thinking 
was formed. I do not know if it is fear or something else. We cannot 
really do anything without serious persistent action to enlarge our 
base in the army and form coalitions with national forces . . .  and 
side-by-side with this make ready the potentialities of the party and 
the masses on every front. The question of the revolution is not a ' 
question of one day or two. . . .  Even if other forces take the initia
tive, we must persevere with our preparations rather than throw any 
special force available to us as a feed to the enemy.. . .
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I want to express my appreciation of the efforts of our comrades 

in the homeland. They have struggled to eliminate many defects 
and erroneous methods.. .. Exceptional circumstances have led 
them to take a wrong course. . . . Our ideas and suggestions to them 
should relate to vital matters and should not treat of this or that 
person. We should give them our point of view after studying what 
comes to us and without presenting matters sharply. Sometimes the 
method wastes the essence. . . .  In practice, they are the ones who 
lead the party . . . and at the Enlarged Meeting have won the approv
al of the comrades. . . . We should, therefore, support them in their 
correct attitudes and discuss their mistakes in an unemotional and 
principled manner. . ..

Session of 19 November 1965
JalTl [ZakT Khaiff]:

The reports of Yaser, Fakher, and Akram do not proceed from a 
class standpoint. . . . These comrades have not really abandoned 
their past ideas. . . . Why is their interest confined to the coup from 
above? Why was the question of a people’s revolution by the toiling 
classes avoided? . . . The trouble is that the leading comrades at 
the party center do not want to orient the party seriously toward 
power. The nonclass point of view (which won through in 1959)63 
has struck roots.. . .

There are parties with no mass basis who have no other path 
than the coup from above led by big officers. . . . For our party this 
is not the only way but could well be the shortest under certain cir
cumstances. . .. Except for the Kurdish Democrats and al-BarzSnT, 
no party compares with ours as regards popularity or extent of pene
tration in the countryside. . . .

In the reports no serious account is taken of the Kurdish revolu
tion. Is it not keeping two-thirds of the army occupied? This is a 
condition without parallel in the Middle East. . . . The best support 
we could give it is by initiating partisan struggle in the gardens and 
marshes. The revolution does not depend only on mountains. I 
brought this up on a previous occasion in the Committee for the 
Organization Abroad and was answered sarcastically in one of the 
party’s publications. . . .  I said that we must keep the forces of the 
regime busy in the Arab sector of the country. The party’ s indirect 
retort was “ that the question is not geographical.’ ’ I say that there 
is a flaming Kurdish question, and at the same time a peasant ques
tion that we can inflame. There are areas in the countryside where 
the party has had strong bases for a long time, and whose masses

63See pp. 901-902.



are with the party. There are also vital lines for the enemy that we 
can strike. But the party dismisses these suggestions because . 
there is no serious tendency toward power. The discussion on the 
possibility of a coup from above obstructs action rather than matures 
it. The adoption, in name, of the principle of violence is under the 
slogan of maku charah—“ there is no alternative” —and of retreat be
fore the pressure of the party’s rank and file. Previously, he who 
said ‘ ‘Down with the Government”  was regarded as an emotional ad
venturist. Then the watchword was accepted . . . but serious practi
cal obstacles are now built up. . . . Without waging a struggle 
against the rightist ideas of the leadership', the revolutionary line 
cannot prevail. . ..

Even in the case of a lightninglike success, Fakher and Yaser . 
are afraid of a monopoly of power by the party. This is the rub of ' 
the matter. Since the 1959 discussions there has been no daring for 
victory. Lenin himself, after having won in a decisive manner, 
shared power with two parties [sic] who withdrew of their own will. 
The important thing is who holds the helm? . . .  So long as we re- * 
tain control, it makes no difference if there is only one Communist /  
in the Council of Ministers. No Communist wants a purely Commu- r 
nist government. . . .

How can we win over the army? In July of 1958 only a handful , 
of the big officers were for us. A large number of them adhered to 
our party only after July. Now we are asked to have big officers.
Is this possible in our condition of clandestineness? The prerequi
sites of the reports cannot be met. If such mentality predominates, 
the party cannot be directed in a serious manner toward the organi- ', 
zation of armed resistance against the existing regime. I demand a 
radical examination of the question. . . .

I believe that an armed revolutionary action would require a 
directing center that should prepare for it, politically and militarily/ 
under the guidance of the party’s secretary and should comprise ele- ■= 
ments that have a genuine and unreserved faith in the revolution . . . .  
and an unambiguous class outlook. .. . The nucleus of this center 
must be drawn from comrades who have shown competence in the . 
Kurdish partisan war and from other new elements that are familiar 
with the Arab regions, and particularly the countryside. Elements 
of this kind are available . . . and I have their names. The center 
should also enjoy wide prerogatives to turn party forces from peace
ful routine action to armed struggle. . . .

There is a point that we cannot afford to overlook. The party 
was beheaded at least twice, and I do not want this to happen again.
I therefore suggest that the central command be established in a 
secure p lace,. .. that is, in a place that can be defended by force of 
arms. . . .
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Yaser says: “ Revolutionary conditions in the classical sense 

are not at hand.”  I cannot maintain that there is revolutionary situa
tion similar to that of March-April 1959, nor could such a situation 
be made to order. We cannot rigidly cling to just one classical ex
ample. There are other methods for maturing a people’s revolution 
in a nonclassical revolutionary situation. Castro and his group 
began with eleven persons and expanded gradually. . . .  If eleven 
could set on foot a people’s revolution, why can a party like ours 
not begin with tens and end with thousands? .. . What better revolu
tionary conditions could we have when two-thirds of the army is 
pinned down by the Kurdish rising? A guerilla war in the Arab sec
tor, however small, will stupefy the regime and bring the revolution 
to maturity.64

In the light of the actual circumstances of the party in 1965, the 
talk of some of the members of the Central Committee in Baghdad about 
a Communist coup from above, with or without the cooperation of other 
political forces, appears somewhat odd. The party counted then about 
five thousand members, and five or perhaps six times as many support
ers—an eloquent mark, by the way, of its unusual recuperative ability. 
However, its active forces among the troops had become slender. In 
particular, it was poor in officers, and would beyond doubt have been 
unable to lay hold of any striking unit of the army.

No less unreal was the enthusiasm of some of the members of the 
Committee for the Organization Abroad for a popular peasants’ war or 
for “ the encirclement of cities” : except for certain areas of the mid- 
Euphrates and in ‘ Amarah province, the party lacked political substance 
in the countryside. It was still, as it had always been, a basically 
urban phenomenon.

It is noteworthy that although the Iraqi Communist party had formally 
sided with the Soviets in their dispute with the Chinese, the members of 
the Committee for the Organization Abroad, even the moderates among 
them—with the exception of ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Ahmad ad-Daud and possibly 
‘Aziz Muhammad—were in their ideas, impulses, and temperaments, if 
the deliberations at Prague are any evidence, closer to the Chinese than 
to the Soviet Communists. They were in their majority, in one degree or 
another, inclined—though some perhaps only nominally—to a path leading 
sooner or later to armed struggle.

Interestingly enough, the letter that was sent eventually—on 18 De
cember 1965—to Baghdad by ‘Aziz Muhammad, ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Ahmad ad- 
Daud, and Baqir Ibrahim al-MusawT on behalf of the Committee for the

■^Record of the meetings o f the Committee for the Organization Abroad 
held on 18 and 19 November 1965 at Prague (in Arabic). A copy of the record 
was made available to this writer by the First Branch of Iraq’ s Directorate of 
Security.



Organization Abroad reflected only partly the mood of the majority of 
the committee, and tended rather to steer a middle course. While in
corporating the points of the left-wingers—that of ‘Aziz al-HiSjj on the 
preparation for a “ civil war’ ’ and that of Zakt KhairT on the need for 
partisan struggle in the Arab countryside—it bore more decidedly, par
ticularly in its definition of the tasks of the moment, the imprint of 
‘Abd-ul-KarTm Ahmad ad-Daud’ s deliberate and guarded approach. The 
letter reiterated a past warning by the committee against “ any hurried 
action bordering on adventure,”  and questioned the “ ripeness”  of the 
objective conditions for an insurrectionary Communist initiative, point
ing to the swelling upwards of the “ reactionary”  trend on the inter
national front and its “ negative influence”  upon Iraq, to the 
“ disharmony among the national opposition groups,”  and to the “ as 
yet weak impact of the party upon the masses”  by reason of the losses 
that it had sustained. It was an error, the letter added, for the Commu
nists to shape their plans on the basis of the probability that some 
party with potentialities weaker than theirs would pull a coup and get 
away with it:

This idea is based on a purely mathematical comparison of forces.
We are under no obligation whatsoever to be drawn into a race of 
this kind. Only in one case is it possible for us to take this aspect 
into account: an attempt by other forces to abort the revolution and 
that when all things would be ripe and the question is one of days 
only, that is, when the destiny of the country would be really de
cided within days. The people will not blame us . . .  when we strive, 
to spare them adventures that are bound to fail.

In a passage where its unexpressed leitmotif—Communist policy is best 
in the mean—becomes quite clear, the letter turns to the question of the 
hypothetical exclusively Communist insurrection:

We do not subscribe to the view which asserts the need to close the 
door to the idea of an “ independent action by the party.”  . . . But 
we point out that the formulation of this idea is the manifestation of 
a new, very noticeable trend in the party’s policy. The idea ought 
to be discussed very carefully; and there is no justification for 
accusing those who are yet unconvinced of it of dissidence and 
cowardice.

We should attempt to fulfill national cooperation as a stable goal 
in all situations. We do not look upon the possibilities of coopera
tion through the existing circumstances and the difficulties they 
present.. . .  We believe that the horizons of cooperation will be 
larger in measure as the influence of our party increases.

The party and its closest supporters . . .  should, however, resort 
to an independent plan, if this is justified by the situation on the
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mass level, that is, if the struggle of the widest masses is, in fact, 
oriented toward the overthrow of the enemy’s power while the other 
national forces are lagging in their understanding of this possibility 
or are rejecting it. We should be prepared for such a probable situa
tion: the party should, in that eventuality, be able not only to carry 
out a masterly plan and deliver a skillful blow to the enemy, but 
before anything else to mobilize enormous forces on the popular 
level . . .  taking into account the radicalism of the goals for which 
we are fighting and the comparative strength of reaction and 
imperialism.

Considered from this angle, the party’s independent plan would 
be an expression of, or a means to, common cooperation, by refer
ence to: a) the slogans that the party will adopt throughout and 
after the rising; and b) the stand of the party in relation to the nature 
of the new ruling power and its form.

At one point it looked as if the letter was adopting the attitude of the
left-wingers:

We are supporters of the preparation for a popular uprising that will 
be achieved through the struggle of the masses themselves. Keeping 
in view the savagery of the enemy toward popular movements, the 
lengthy periods of government terrorism, and our own recent experi
ences in this connection, we approve totally of the idea of reliance 
on the effective help of the forces of “ H”  [the party’ s Military Sec
tion] in the mode o f bringing about change, provided that this effec
tive help should be a decisive factor in the attack of the mass 
movement rather than a substitute for it. The forces of “ H”  should 
be used at the exactly appropriate time. Their undue or wasteful em
ployment must be absolutely avoided. Our opinion necessarily im
plies that the mass movement would be in a state of revolutionary 
upheaval, actual readiness, and adequate preparation. It is not 
correct to accept the factors of bitterness and discontent among the 
masses as a substitute for their effective preparation.. ..

When it is thinking in terms of the organization of a violent 
attack upon the enemy, every revolutionary party that relies on the 
masses and rejects adventurism must take the civil war into account. 
The condition of our country in the area and the forces at the dis
posal of internal reaction, together with the fact that the movement 
led by the party has a distinct leftist progressive character—all these 
factors may arouse a brutal internal and external resistance in the 
face of the party. The taking into consideration of this probability 
requires a serious preparation for the civil war. Here the existence 
of the Kurdish revolt will be of help. In our opinion—basing our
selves on historical experience—the nature of the Arab part of our 
country can support a resistance movement different in character



from that of the Kurds, with reference to its permanency and its
possibilities of maneuver.

However, in the succeeding passage the letter warns against any 
attempt to hasten events artificially or leap over the “ necessary”  
phases of development and the “ normal maturity”  of the party. The 
enemies of the Communists, it said, might lure them into adventures, 
the more easily to strike at them. Accordingly, while viewing the prep
aration for a popular uprising and for a “ civil war”  as a “ strategic”  
duty toward which the party had to be “ seriously”  and “ firmly”  orient
ed, the letter did not consider these preparations as “ the task of the . 
hour.”  Such a trend, it added, “ is incorrect, for it carries the party in 
a false direction and diverts it from the pressing and indispensable ob
jectives of the present moment,”  which it proceeded to define as 
follows:

—the study and realization of the means that will lead to the con
solidation of the Kurdish revolt and to the increase of our influ
ence and role in it;

—the continued strengthening of our forces in the [army] without 
clamor;

—the safeguarding of the [Military Section] and its development in 
line with the progress of the possibilities of the party and the 
mass movement;

—the pursuit of our efforts for the purpose of national cooperation 
and the formation of alliances;

—the conduct, in a gradual manner and without empty tumult, of an 
internal and mass enlightenment on the methods of our struggle; •

—the invigorating of the mass movement and its organizations—the 
workers’ unions, the students’ and women’s associations, etc. . . ;  
the pursuit of the unification of the masses in all fields; and the 
utilizing of every public possibility for the stimulation of the re- , 
sistance of the people (strikes by workers and other groups, peas
ants’ movements or rebellions, protests against the fighting in 
Kurdistan);

—the removal of the conspicuous deficiencies in the party . . .  the 
issuing of the central paper at reasonable intervals . . .  the fortify
ing of the party in the basic sectors, and the preoccupation with 
the training of new cadres, at home and abroad, under the super
vision of the command;

—finally, the strengthening of the measures for the protection of the 
leadership and the party cadres and for the safeguard of the party’s 
important secrets.65
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In marking out these tasks, the senders of the letter were careful to in
dicate that they were merely offering “ suggestions,”  but there could be 
no mistake that they were strongly for the application of the brakes by 
the Communists in Baghdad.

The Enlarged Meeting on 9-10 October 1965 drew criticisms from 
the Committee for the Organization Abroad, not merely on the score of 
the direction to which it turned the lever of the party’s policy, but also 
on account of an unexpected change which it made in the party’s leader
ship: in the absence of the party’s secretary and the majority of the 
Central Committee, it formed a new “ provisional”  guiding center to 
which all the members of the Central Committee, including the absen
tees at Prague and Moscow, were elected, except for Nasir ‘Abbud, who 
was dropped. It added also five new members (see Table 56-1). Under 
what precise influences the Enlarged Meeting acted cannot now be 
ascertained, but it would appear that its step reflected in part a power 
conflict within the upper stratum of the party in Baghdad, and in part 
the dissatisfaction of the middle and lower ranks of party activists with 
the old command. Indicative of the mood in the ranks were the proposals 
put before the meeting to elect a completely new leadership from outside 
the Central Committee, or from among the Communists who had had ex
perience in partisan struggle, or who stood for an independent insurrec
tion by the party.®® The proposals were deemed, however, to be too 
radical and were turned down.

The action of the Enlarged Meeting provoked a sharp comment from 
ZakI KhairT at the session of the Committee for the Organization Abroad 
held on 19 November. “ The change in the leadership,”  he said,

is a dangerous precedent. It is a coup. There was no justification 
for robbing the prerogatives of the Central Committee in the absence 
of its secretary and a number of its members. . . . The Central Com
mittee has been tested out during a long struggle. Who elected the 
twenty-five®7 so that they should form a new center? . . . Maybe 
those who were chosen are noble people, but I do not know them. . . . 
The powers of Comrade Tareq [Nasir ‘Abbud], who was removed in 
this improper manner, must be restored to him. I am not against the 
inclusion of new blood in the command . . . but this must be done in 
the party’s traditional way. The new elements must be nominated 
by the original members of the Central Committee. . . . The coup that * *
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Baghdad from party secretary 'A z iz  Muhammad, ‘ Abd-ul-Karim Ahmad ad-Daud, 
and BSqir Ibrahim al-MusawT. The letter, which was probably sent from Moscow, 
was made available to this writer by Iraq’ s Directorate of Security.

®®The proposals are mentioned in the letter of the 18 December 1965 re
ferred to in the preceding footnote.

®7I.e ., the twenty-five members of the Enlarged Meeting.



took place is a patching operation that will not solve the leadership 
cr is is .. . . On what basis was it carried out? Did it rest, as some 
reports indicate, on tribalism? Maneuvers must not be resorted to.
The principle of revolutionary selection must be asserted. I have 
drawn the attention of the party’ s secretary to the existence of un
principled relations among the most prominent members of the party 
center. If a solution for this is not found, the stability of the com
mand cannot be attained, nor would it be possible for it to lead the - 
party with a cool head. The party suffered previously a great deal . 
from the presence of the opposition on the level of the command, but 
it would seem that the present situation is even worse. At that time 
it was confined within the Politbureau but now the matter has gone 
down to the cadres. This is a dangerous situation and jeopardizes 
the party’s leadership of the people.68 .

The Committee for the Organization Abroad did not, however, annul 
the action of the Enlarged Meeting. It did view it as a “ violation”  of 
the party’ s Internal Rules, inasmuch as it had been decided upon by “ a 
minority of the Central Committee and a minority of the party cadre.”  
Nevertheless, it agreed that the new provisional guiding center should 
continue to function until the next congress of the party, or the conven
ing of any other body6  ̂ entitled to elect the party’ s leaders.

Eventually, in all likelihood at the Central Committee Plenum of 
April 1966, the situation was corrected. Nasir ‘Abbud was reestablished. 
The members picked out at the Enlarged Meeting were confirmed, and 
eleven additional Communists were coopted. The Central Committee 
took the shape shown in Table 56-1. The rise in the representation at 
this party level of the Arab ShiTs and the Kurds at the expense of the 
Sunni Arabs is, as will be noted from Table 56-2, very marked. So is 
the increase of the workers—whether as regards social origin or current 
occupation—at the expense of the peasants and the middle classes. The 
members of the professions continued, however, to be important. It is 
not without interest that, in its ethnic and sectarian physiognomy, the 
highest Communist layer was not now dissimilar from that which led the 
party in 1949-1955, that is, in the period which followed the party’ s - 
first great disaster.
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68Record of the meeting of the Committee for the Organization Abroad held 
on 19 November 1965 at Prague (in Arabic).

69A party conference or a plenary session  of the Central Committee. 
^ L e tte r  of 18 December 1965 to the members of the Central Committee in 

Baghdad from ‘ AzTz Muhammad, ‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Ahmad ad-Daud, and BSqir 
IbrahTm al-MusawT.
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UNDER THE ELDER ‘ AREF, 

OR THE RIFT IN . 
THE COMMUNIST RANKS

On April 16, 1966, Major General ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref, the acting 
chief of staff, succeeded his brother as president of the Republic. He 
was elected jointly by the cabinet and the National Defence Council,1 
in accordance with the provisions of an interim constitution promulgated 
in May 1964.

His election had not been as smooth as a public announcement 
issued on April 17 intimated. In the first ballot, he received only thir
teen out of the total of twenty-eight votes, Premier ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al- 
Bazzaz got fourteen, and the remaining vote went to the 46-year-old 
minister of defence, Staff Major General ‘Abd-ul-‘AzTz al-‘Uqailr, an 
Iraqist and a conservative from the city of Mosul.2 Eleven of the 12 
officers who were present gave their votes to ‘Aref. The twelfth, al- 
‘UqailT, voted for himself. At the same time, only two of the sixteen 
civilians cast their votes in ‘ Aref’s favor, the others opting for al- 
Bazzaz. As no one secured the requisite two-thirds majority and the 
officers clung to their choice, al-Bazzaz withdrew his candidacy, thus 
ensuring ‘Aref’ s election.3

Several factors assisted ‘ Aref’s accession to the first place in Iraq: 
he was an officer; he was the brother of the late president; Cairo was 
said to be on his side; the military members of the National Defence 
Council were his brother’s nominees; and, perhaps most conclusively, 
the critical levers of military power and especially of the Baghdad garri
son were in the hands of his tribal kinsman, Brigadier Sa'Td §laibT. More 
than that, he was the least ambitious and least dangerous of the three 
candidates.

In all essential respects, his regime was a continuation of that of 
his brother. Its axis remained the Republican Guard, and its guideline

lrThe council consisted of the chief o f staff and his two assistants, and of 
the commanders of the air force, the navy, the Baghdad garrison, and the five 
army divisions as w ell as of the president, the premier, and the ministers of 
defence, interior, foreign affairs, finance, econom ics, communications, planning, 
and guidance. See Aj-Jutnhuriyyah, 12 September 1965. For the functions of 
the council, turn to p. 1034.

3For al-'UqailT, see also Table 42-1.
^Conversation, Ex-President ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ Aref, Istanbul, 18 February 

1970. ' ‘
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the balancing of the other military forces. The Jumaills continued, of 
course, to be the backbone of the Guard. There was, however, a differ
ence in the personalities of the two ‘Arefs. ‘Abd-ur-Rahman was more 
simple, more amiable, and less aggressive than ‘Abd-us-Salam. He was 
also without political instinct and lacked the energy, the cunning, and 
the strong powers of decision that characterized his brother. Moreover, 
he was not as knowledgeable as the younger ‘Aref in public affairs, or 
as sensitive to the slightest fluctuations in the life of the officer corps; 
nor could he as skillfully maneuver between competing military cliques. 
In some of the army circles he was spoken of disparagingly as the Badal 
Daye‘ ( “ The Substitute” ) ,4 and was thought to be in no way fitted to 
govern. He himself had not fought for power, and seemed indeed uncom
fortable in his role as head of state.5

‘Aref’s weakness had its consequences. The government became in 
his time, to a greater degree than formerly, a plaything of officers’ 
groups, and as these groups were only nominally differentiated by ideas, 
but in fact revolved around self-interested persons or drew their nourish
ment from narrow regional loyalties, politics in the upper levels increas
ingly degenerated into a struggle of factions without issues. Over and 
above that, effective decisions passed into stronger hands. In the army 
the threads were held by Brigadier SlaibT. In the fields of industry, 
petroleum, and the economy generally, things came to depend after 1966 
pretty much upon Khair-ud-DIn HasTb, a Mosulite, a Nasirist, an ex
governor of the Central Bank, and the real author of the 1964 nationali
zation decrees. In political matters the prime ministers had now, in 
large measure, their own way.

But no premier was able to remain in power for long. The vicissi
tudes of the factional struggle worked against a durable governmental 
equilibrium. The fall of al-Bazzaz, who held office from April 18 to 
August 6, 1966, was, however, in a category of its own. The death of 
‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref, to whose personal friendship he owed his position, 
had left him hanging in the air. Army officers had from the first resent
ed his presence at the head of the cabinet, not only because he was a 
civilian: he was too independent and too masterful a man for their taste. 
He had, however, artfully played upon popular feeling against the dicta
torship and irrationalities of military cliques. Moreover, his June 1966 
Twelve-Point Proposal, which brought the Kurdish war once more to a 
halt,6 was, from the point of view of the people at large, a feather in

4A term applied to the rifle or other weapon which a soldier receives upon 
losing the one originally issued to him.

^For ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ Aref, see also Table 41-2.
®The Twelve-Point Proposal offered, among other things, the recognition 

o f the Kurdish nationality in a prospective fundamental law, and of Kurdish as 
an officia l language in the Kurdish districts, the assignment of Kurdish civ il
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his cap. On the other hand, his conservatism contradicted the basic in
stincts of the bulk of the politically conscious Iraqis. No less disquiet
ing was his endeavor at a partial rehabilitation of the old landed 
classes: he, among other things, raised from one-half to three percent 
the rate of interest payable to them for the lands expropriated by the 
government, and gave worth to the river branches flowing in the lands 
in question which, in effect, meant the accruing of millions of dinars to 
the dispossessed proprietors.7 He also sought to liberalize trade and 
especially imports. But what above all drove the officers to close 
ranks and demand his removal was their fear for their privileges. His 
minister of finance had hinted that the army was eating up too great a 
part of the country’s revenue: military expenditures had increased from 
28.5 million dinars in 1956 to 85.7 million dinars in 1965.8 The second 
try at a coup by Nasirite ‘ Aref ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq on June 30 worked in the 
officers’ favor. Al-Bazzaz was told that he needed “ to rest.”  His 
downfall signified the collapse of the attempt at a return to civilian 
rule.

His successor, Retired Staff Major General NajT Taleb, an Arab Shl‘i  
born in 1917 in Nasiriyyah to a well-to-do landowner of Syrian origin, 
had been the second deputy chairman of the Supreme Committee of the 
Free Officers in 1956-1958, and had held ministerial portfolios under 
Qasim and in the days of the Ba‘ th.9 He was now reputedly a middle- 
of-the-roader in his social views, and while politically he wavered be
tween an independent nationalist attitude and a mild Nasirism, he had 
succeeded in remaining in the good graces of all the contending military 
factions. The government that he formed on August 9 bore more the im
print of specialism than of politics, and was composed of seven army 
officers10 and twelve civilians—for the greater part, higher officials.
NajT Taleb had appealed to the various nonideological military factions

servants to the Kurdish provinces, the reconstruction of the Kurdish zone, free
dom for the Kurds to organize their own parties and put out their own news
papers, and their proportional representation in the government, the bureaucracy, 
and in a freely elected parliament: An-Nahar (Beirut), 30 June 1966.

7 _ _Conversation, Ex-President ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman ‘ Aref, 18 February 1970.
^Minister of Finance (ShukrTSaleh ZakT), (Secret) Report on the Economic 

P o licy  in Iraq (mimeographed, in Arabic) (1965), p. 14.
°F or NajT Taleb, see also Table 41-2.
10N ajrTSleb, premier and minister of petroleum; Shakir Mahmud ShukrT (an 

apolitical officer), minister o f defence; Rajab ‘ Aba-ul-MajTd (a friend of Taleb 
and secretary in 1957-1958 of the Supreme Committee of the Free O fficers—see 
Table 41-2), deputy premier and minister of interior; Ahmad KamSl Qader (a re
tired Kurdish officer), minister of state for the reconstruction of the North; Daud 
Sarsam (a Christian ex-director general o f military works), minister of munici
palities and works; Durayd ad-DamlujT (an ex-director general of the Iraqi News 
Agency), minister o f  guidance; and Isma'Tl Mustafa (an Iraqist and a ShT‘1), 
minister of communications.
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and to the more basic nationalist forces, the Ba'thists and Wasirites— 
who were beginning to surface again—to cooperate with him, but could 
not reconcile their contradictory demands. This proved to be only the 
first crack in the wheel of his government. More seriously, on Decem
ber 7, by virtue of the refusal of the Iraq Petroleum Company to pay 
retroactive transit fee increases to Syria, the flow of Iraq’s oil to the 
Mediterranean Sea was cut off. As the public treasury was virtually 
without reserves and oil royalties formed no less than 70 percent of the 
annual income of the state, the dispute threatened to throw the country 
into a severe financial crisis. While the various factions raised now 
much clamor and did their best to undermine Taleb’s government, they 
did not at bottom seek to assume responsibility in that very difficult 
situation. But when after three long months the dispute was resolved, 
they began again itching for office. Their pressure attained such a de
gree that on May 10, 1967, ‘Aref took over the premiership himself and, 
to abate the ardor of faction, nominated Taher Yahya, ‘Abd-ul-GhanT ar- 
RawT, Isma‘11 Mustafa, and Fu’ ad ‘Aref as his deputies. Yahya,11 an 
ex-Ba‘ thr, and ar-RawI,12 a pan-Moslem, were themselves leaders of 
military cliques. Mustafa, an Iraqist and a ShTT, was linked to ‘Aziz 
al-‘Uqailr, who headed the conservative “ Mosul bloc of officers.”  But 
Fu’ ad ‘Aref, a retired brigadier from Sulaimaniyyah, who served every 
postrevolutionary regime, was brought in for the Kurds’ sake. The new 
cabinet included four other army officers: the ex-Ba‘thT and now Nasir- 
ite ‘Abd-us-Sattar ‘Abd-ul-LatTf13 at Interior; the apolitical Shaker 
Mahmud ShukrT at Defence; the ShTT ex-Commander of the Artillery Fadil 
Muhsen al-Hakim at Communications; and the Nasirite ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Farhan14 at Agrarian Reform. To these were added sixteen civilians of 
diverse political loyalties.

This uneasy and self-antithetical team had scarcely been put to
gether, when it got caught in the momentous events that speeded uncon
trolled and inexorably toward the military catastrophe of June 1967.
When the war broke out, all the Iraqi units except for the Eighth Mecha
nized Brigade, which stood at H5, were at a distance of two thousand 
kilometers or more from the battlefield, and the brigade itself was so 
badly handled that it received, on its way to the front, rough treatment 
at the hand of enemy flyers accurately guided by enthusiastic reports 
on the progress of the brigade emanating from Baghdad Radio.

Iraq’s participation in the war was extremely limited and its losses 
minimal: on the official count ten soldiers were killed and about thirty

11For Yahya, see Tables 41-2 and 55-1.
12For ar-RawT, see Table 55-1.
13For ‘ Abd-ul-LatTf, see  Table 55-1.
14For Farhan, see Table 41-2.
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wounded.15 On the other hand, in the eyes of the people, the whole 
concept of the officers’ state came into disrepute. For it became obvi
ous that by its entry into politics and its division into factions, the 
officer corps had not only made a mess of government or become a seed
bed of political instability, but had also seriously reduced the effective
ness of the military system. Not to mention the fact that, by transform
ing itself into a privileged order, it had become psychologically 
divorced from the rest of the people. There was, however, also the 
growing realization that the real cause of the Arab disaster lay much 
deeper; that the armed forces are fashioned by the social situation in 
which they have their roots; that the nation could not fight a modern, 
militarized, highly conscious, and extremely alert enemy with a back
ward mentality, a backward social system, and petty and disjoined 
states; that profound and fundamental social and political changes can
not be realized without long and sustained efforts and sacrifices, and 
massive popular participation; that, in other words, progressive ideologi
cal verbiage is not enough.

‘Aref’s enfeebled regime had one more year of uneasy life, which 
was to be dominated by the forceful figure of Taher Yahya.16 17 Called to 
the premiership on July 10, 1967, Yahya formed a cabinet which had 
only one advantage over its predecessor: it consisted of relatively 
more compatible elements—apoliticals, Nasirites, and independent 
nationalists.1,7 Harassed by counterfaction and commanding no popular 
support, Yahya could make little inroad into the real ills besetting Iraq. 
However, upon the advice of Nasirite Khair-ud-DTn HasTb, he took a 
number of important steps to reduce the country’s dangerous economic 
dependence upon the Western-owned Iraq Petroleum Company: on 6 Au
gust his government turned over all exploitation rights in the oil-rich 
North Rumailah region to the state-controlled Iraq National Oil Compa
ny;18 on 23 November it granted to the French state concern ERAP19 
an exploration and extraction servicing contract in 10,800 square kilo
meters of central and southern Iraq;20 and finally, on 24 December, it

1^Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 3 July 1967.
10For Taher Yahya, see Table 55-1.
17It embraced, in addition to fourteen civilians, five o fficers—apolitical 

Shakir Mahmud ShukrT at Defence, apolitical Khalil Ibrahim at Industry, Nasirite 
‘Abd-ul-KarTm Farhan at Agriculture and Agrarian Reform, Nasirite 'Abd-ul-Hadi 
ar-RawT at Youth, and Taher Yahya, who retained the Ministry of Interior in his 
own hands. It will also be noted that the cabinet included at Communications 
MajTd aj-JumailT, a member of the Jumailah tribe and a cousin of Brigadier SaTd 
SlaibT.

1®Law No. 97 of 6 August 1967, Al-Waqai'-ul-'Iraqiyyah, No. 1449 o f 7 Au
gust 1967.

19Enterprise de Recherches et d ’A ctivites Petrolieres.
•‘  For the text of the agreement with ERAP, see Al-Waqai'-ul-‘Iraqiyyah,

No. 1532 of 4 February 1968.
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reached an agreement with the Soviet Union, which undertook to furnish 
technical assistance and machinery for drilling in the North Rumailah 
field and to help in marketing the oil produced by the nationally owned 
company.21 But these steps did not do much to allay the disapproval 
growing around Taher Yahya. The basic complaint against him was 
that his government and the regime which he served were too thinly 
based and stood above the authentic forces of the people. Moreover, 
the last months of his term of office were filled with rumors of wide
spread corruption. Dissatisfied merchants charged that officers were 
openly selling import licenses or applying the public money to their 
private use. The government fell so low in the general esteem that 
hostile satirists gave it the title of “ government of ‘aftarah” —a term 
meaning “ lawlessness”  and at the same time combining the first letters 
of the names of the five small towns, lying to the north and northwest . 
of Baghdad, from which many of the officials and officers in power 
hailed—‘ Anah, Fallujah, TakrTt, Rawah, and Hit.

From the election of ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ‘Aref to the presidency in 
April 1966 to the war of June of 1967, the Iraqi Communist party opposed 
the ruling order with increasing consistency. In the days of the premier
ship of ‘Abd-ur-Rahman al-Bazzaz, it set on foot a “ shock”  civilian 
unit, the “ Husain Section,”  which it hoped to use as a supporting force, 
should the opportunity offer for the Military Branch of the party to pull 
a coup against the regime.22 Although on 3 August 1966, after an offi
cial visit by al-Bazzaz to Moscow, the Soviet Union expressed its 
“ deep appreciation”  for his policy of nonalignment and approved “ the 
positive steps”  taken by him to put an end to the Kurdish war,23 the 
party did not alter its attitude. Nor did it, after the calling of NajT 
Taleb to power, give up its announced aim of delivering the people from 
“ the tyranny of the reactionary military dictatorship,” 24 * despite the 
good wishes extended to the general by the Lebanese Communist Al- 
Akhbar.25 On the contrary, at a February 1967 plenum, the party’s Cen
tral Committee resolved to organize small, armed, “ mobile and fixed”  
units in the countryside and the various towns with a view, to a limited 
guerilla struggle and the liquidation of the more “ vicious”  of the police 
chiefs.26

21See B.B.C. M E /2655/A /5-6 of 29 December 1967.
22‘ AzTz al-Hajj, member of Politbureau in 1967, statement in As-Sayyad  

(Beirut), 1-8 May 1969. For al-Hajj, see Table 23-1.
23An-Nida’ (organ of the Lebanese Communist party), 4 August 1966.
24Leaflet issued by the Iraqi Communist party in “ early September 1966”  

and entitled “ The Resolution of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist
Party taken at its Ordinary Meeting of Mid-August 1966”  (in Arabic).

26Al-Akhbar, 21 August and 4 September 1966.
2 6 ‘ A z i z  al-Hajj, As-Sayyad, 1-8 May 1969.
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The belligerency of the Central Committee was, however, of the 
paper variety for, in point of fact, it took no initiative whatever against 
the government. By occupying a left position, it merely hoped to cush
ion the tremendous pressure arising from the ranks for a more militant 
tactic. It also sought to turn aside the threat of a grave split that had 
been hanging over the party.

Ever since 1959, when the leadership, in its majority, decided to 
link its fate and that of its followers with the fortunes of ‘Abd-ul-KarTm 
Qasim, there had been a division of opinion in the party which, at first, 
was confined within the Politbureau and the Central Committee and led, 
as already noted, to the appearance at that level of informal “ left and 
“ right”  wings, but which gradually spread to the intermediate and lower 
cadres, and eventually to the rank and file. The dispute between Peo
ple’s China and the Soviet Union and the collapse of what one group of 
Communist oppositionists—“ The Iraqi Revolutionary Assembly in Brit
ain” —would call the “ undemocratic centralism”  of the international 
Communist movement,22 emboldened more and more of the dissenters to 
think independently and make their voices heard. For a time, in the 
early sixties, they came under the ideological influence of the Chinese, 
whose revolutionary arguments fell in with their moods, and seemed to 
them more consonant with their living circumstances than the pacifist 
and evolutionary theses of the Soviets.28 But the strict disciplinary 
measures to which the leadership resorted—the expulsion of the more 
vocal of them and the freezing of the membership of others—were not 
without their effect. Moreover, the ambiguous attitude that the Chinese 
adopted after the tragedy that befell the party in 1963 greatly sapped 
Peking’s moral power. The tragedy itself pushed all differences into 
the background. Firm adherence to the unity of the ranks became the 
overriding consideration. However, in 1964 the putting forward of the 
“ August Line,”  that is, the turning toward the regime of ‘Abd-us-Salam 
‘Aref, led to a renewal of the discontent and, in fact as we have seen, 
to outright insubordination. The leadership was forced to reverse itself, 
and in April 1965 veered sharply to the left. But below the surface the 
tension between the revolutionary and the traditional Moscow-oriented 
currents increased. In the ranks the belief gained ground that the party 
was faced, as a contemporary internal Communist letter put it, “ with 
the task of great upheavals or an imminent overall purge of the command 
directed at the danger of ‘the adventurist left’ or ‘ the revisionist right. ’ 
This belief is a new obstruction to the progress of the party and breaks 
its unity.” 29

^ S e e  a statement by them published in the Marxist Beirut weekly, A l- 
Hurriyyah, 9 February 1970.

^C onversation  in June 1969 with a 1963 member of the Baghd5d L ocal Com
mittee who does not wish to be identified.

29Letter 0f 18 December 1965 to the members of the Central Committee in
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At the heart of the opposition was a group which in due course took 

the name of the “ Revolutionary Cadre,”  and which had for its point of 
departure the rejection of the idea of idolizing the unity of the party at 
the expense of its principles. At first, the group agitated for the free
dom to publish opinions opposed to official Communist policy, if only 
among the members of the party. But the leadership would not concede 
the demand. The publication of such opinions, it said “ does not follow 
from any rule to which the party is committed”  nor from “ the general  ̂
principles and experiences of our international Communist movement. 
“ Sometimes,”  it added, “ independent or opposing opinions are canon
ized and immortalized in the party in disregard of the fact that indepen
dent opinion, criticism, and the right of opposition are only starting 
points or means for the formation of a unified opinion and hence a uni
fied will of the whole party. This is the remoter goal.” 30 .

But it was difficult to prevent the “ Revolutionary Cadre”  from dis
seminating its views by word of mouth—and once at least in an internal 
official publication31-the more so as the leadership itself was of differ
ent minds on one or the other of the basic issues at stake in the dispute 
that now sharpened. By its revolutionary pharaseology, the Central 
Committee was able to maintain throughout 1966 the outward semblance 
of Communist cohesion, but after the June 1967 military disaster the 
inner contradictions became too deep for the party’s frail solidarity to 
hold any longer.

On 17 September 1967, an independent Communist organization, the 
“ Iraqi Communist Party (Central Command),”  came formally into being.
At its head stood a politbureau of five, with ‘Aziz al-Hajj ‘All Haidar 
as secretary; and Hamid Khadr as-SafT, an Arab ShTi tailor-worker;
Ahmad Mahmud al-Hallaq, a descendant of an Arab Sunni barber; Kaclhim 
Rida as-Saffar, an Arab Shi‘1 turner; and Matt! Hindi Hindu, a Christian 
Orthodox Arab party worker from a well-to-do mercantile family, as mem
bers. ‘AzTz al-Hajj, with whose name the new organization would be 
popularly associated, had been born at Baghdad in 1926 to a Shi i 
Fuwaili Kurdish porter. At the age of twenty, while still a secondary 
schoolteacher, he was converted to Leninism and two years later, in a 
time of troubles for the Communists, took the party’s helm into his hands. 
He was, however, arrested in 1948. Refusing to give his comrades away 
and openly defying the government before a royalist tribunal, he spent 
the next decade in the prisons. On his release in 1958, he was elected 
to the Central Committee as the mas’ul of Press Affairs. In mid-1959 he 
left the country, being deputed to Prague as representative of the party

Baghdad from Party Secretary ‘ Aziz Muhammad, ‘ Abd-ul-Karlm Ahmad ad-D3ud, 
and Baqir Ibrahim al-Musawi.

30Ibid.
31February 1967 internal party circular, “ An Attempt to Appraise the Policy  

of the Communist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-Apnl 1965”  (in Arabic).
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on the World Marxist Review. After the tragic occurrences of 1963 he 
played a prominent role in organizing resistance abroad to the Ba'thT 
government. Disapproving of the party’s soft line vis-a-vis ‘ Abd-us- 
Salam ‘Aref, he took under his wing a group of young party members 
who issued an oppositionist pamphlet in Prague in 1964 under the sig
nature of “ A LatTf (Cluster) of Iraqi Communists,”  and became thus 
known as the “ Laflf Group.”  On his return to Iraq in January 1967, he 
was given charge of the Baghdad party organization, and in the follow
ing February elevated to the Politbureau, but he had already linked 
forces with the “ Revolutionary Cadre.”  In the hope of avoiding a split 
in the ranks he tried to assume the command by arresting the members 
of the Central Committee but, failing in his purpose, led the “ Revolu
tionary Cadre”  and its sympathizers out of the party.

It is not clear how many of the five thousand or so party members 
adhered to the new organization, but it is known that a substantial part 
of the Mid-Euphrates Party Branch, the Party Organization of ath- 
Thawrah town—a center of the famed Shargawiyyas—and the workers’ 
cells attached to the Baghdad Workers’ Bureau enrolled under its ban
ners. On the other hand, there were many Communists who, though in 
ideas and instincts at one with the dissidents, could, nonetheless, not 
bring themselves to participate in so drastic an action as the splitting 
of the party to which they had devoted so many years of their active life.

Upon all the fundamental questions that divided the cadres, the Com
munist Party (Central Command) took new, distinctive attitudes.

Most significantly, it asserted its independence within the inter
national Communist movement without, however, abandoning the princi
ple of “ international proletarian solidarity.”  In the great dispute 
besetting the Communist countries, it sided neither with the Chinese 
nor with the Soviet Union, but at the same time set itself unqualifiedly 
against the reformist and for the revolutionary world currents.

With regard to the existing order, it adopted an irreconcilably hostile 
line, and called for “ the arming of the masses,”  and for “ organized 
revolutionary violence”  and “ popular armed struggle in the towns and 
countryside,”  with a view to the eventual establishment of “ a govern
ment by the masses”  or, as put in another formulation, “ a revolutionary 
popular democratic regime under the leadership of the working c lass .”

It also declared itself for “ a revolutionary Arab unity with a social
ist content”  and, denouncing the Soviet-supported United Nations Reso
lutions of November 29, 1947, on the partition of Palestine and of 
November 22, 1967, on the peaceful settlement of the Middle East crisis, 
viewed the “ elimination of the racist-Zionist state in Palestine and its 
substitution by an Arab-Jewish democracy”  as the “ only possible and 
legitimate”  solution of the problem, and “ the Palestinian armed resis
tance movement that is progressing toward a people’s liberation war in
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the surrounding Arab region,”  as ‘ ‘ the only means”  capable of bringing 
the whole conflict to a favorable consummation.32

Perhaps the Communist Party (Central Command) struck out upon 
too an unrealistic a path, but it was clearly relating itself more inti
mately to its environment, pointing the way out of the dead-end alley to 
which the movement had been driven by its connection with the Soviet 
Union.

In view of the wide appeal of the ideas of the dissidents, the tradi
tional organization, now popularly identified as the Communist Party ■ 
(Central Committee), found itself confronted with the most serious in
ternal challenge in its history. Its leaders met in an emergency session 
on 19 September 1967, and thought best, by way of an answer, to con
voke the Third National Conference of the party, which duly assembled 
in December and was attended by fifty-seven Communists, two of them 
in the capacity of observers. Of the delegates, who had been elected 
at meetings of the provincial and local committees and the party organi
zations abroad, 62 percent were Arabs, 31 percent Kurds, and 7 percent 
from other national minorities. About one-third were also said to have 
been workers.33

The conference, while condemning the “ splitters”  and their sub
versive”  activities and campaign of “ slander”  against the party and 
its leaders, extended its hand to the “ good elements”  among them who, 
through “ inadequate class consciousness,”  had drifted away from the 
party.

Turning to the situation in the Arab East, the conference took the 
position that the undoing of “ the schemes of imperialism, Israel, and 
the reaction”  necessitated “ radical changes in the composition, poli
cies, and ideology of the regimes in the liberated Arab countries, and 
especially in brotherly Egypt and Syria, which are bearing the main bur
den in the battle against the enemy.”  This would above all involve a 
“ radical turn”  by them toward “ the toiling people and its revolutionary 
political forces”  and, in the existing circumstances, the granting to 
these forces of “ full freedom”  and their inclusion in “ coalition govern
ments”  based on “ united democratic fronts”  and the close alliance of
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32M unadil-ul-Hizb  (“ Central Command”  Group), June 1968 and late August 
1968; M unadil-ul-Hizb  ( “ Central Committee”  Group), December 1968; statements 
by the Iraqi’Comm’unist party (Central Command) of late July and late August 
1968, published in Al-Hurriyyah, 2 September and 9 December 1968; statement by 
“ the Iraqi Revolutionary Assembly in Britain,”  Al-Hurriyyah, 9 February 1970, 
‘ AzTz al-Hajj, statements in As-^ayyad, 10-17 April, 1-8 May, and 8-15 May 1969.

33TarTq-ush-Sha'b, No. 6 of January 1968, p. 1; and P eace, Freedom, and 
Socialism, April 1968, p. 41.
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the workers and peasants,”  thus opening the way to the establishment 
of “ revolutionary popular democratic regimes”  in the future. This 
applied pari passu to Iraq. Such fronts and coalition governments were 
bound to smooth the path to a greater solidarity between the liberated 
Arab countries and, in the end, through appropriate forms of federal 
links, to progress along the road toward “ a comprehensive Arab unity.”  

In its approach to a settlement of the Middle East conflict, the con
ference adhered closely to the line of the U.A.R. and the Soviet Union:

To confine efforts solely to a military solution or solely to a politi
cal solution reflects a want of realism and of a sense of responsi
bility for the fate of the Arab homeland. To speak of the people’s 
war as the only way and obdurate negativeness on the part of any 
Arab country toward the coordination of Arab attitudes or the mobi
lization of Arab fighting potentialities cannot but harm the Arab and 
international efforts aimed at isolating the enemy and eliminating 
the consequences of his criminal aggression.

The conference took Iraq’s “ dictatorial regime”  to task for its 
“ token”  participation in the June War, and for “ dissipating”  the 
strength of the army in “ repeated aggressive acts against the Kurdish 
people,”  and through the “ imprisonment, killing, or dismissal from the 
military ranks of thousands of efficient patriotic officers and soldiers.”  
It also rebuked it for its “ tendency to bargain with the national inter
ests ,”  which the oil agreement with ERAP and the opening of Iraq’ s 
markets to French and Italian capital had “ exposed.”  “ It is proper and 
indispensable,”  it said “ for an independent popularly backed revolu
tionary government to exploit contradictions between the imperialist 
powers, but this is scarcely safe when practiced by a government that 
is dictatorial, weak, and isolated from the people and could impair the 
country’s national independence.” 34

The conference did not omit to reaffirm its ideological solidarity 
with the Soviets or to express its gratitude for their support to the party 
in 1963 or to the Arab peoples in 1967. But the Soviets do not appear 
to have been happy about its attacks upon the Iraqi regime. On 27 Feb
ruary 1968, scarcely a week after its broadcast in full of the resolutions 
of the conference, the “ Voice of the Iraqi People,”  which had its trans
mitters in Eastern Europe, went off the air. A final announcement attrib
uted this development to the party’s recovery of its power and its reentry 
into “ the field of struggle. ” 35 But the closing down of the station 
seemed to provide another argument in favor of the initiative that the 
dissidents of the “ Central Command”  group had taken. * 35
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34Tanq-ush-Sha'b, No. 6 o f January 1968, pp. 5-7.
35,‘ V oice  of the Iraqi P eop le ,”  26 February 1968.
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THE SECOND BA'Tffl REGIME

The Ba'thists returned to power by pulling two coups, one on July 17 
and the other on July 30, 1968. In the first they got rid of ‘ Aref by 
allying themselves with his closest aides. In the second they cast out 
the more inconvenient of these chance allies. In both instances they 
prevailed by stratagem rather than through force.

While the coup of July 30 was purely Ba‘thT in conception, that of 
July 17 appears to have been a many-sided affair and is, in some of its 
aspects, rather vague. ‘Aref himself believes that at least one of its 
threads was in non-Iraqi hands. Viewed exclusively in the light of the 
identity of the elements that actually carried it out, it could be de
scribed as in essence a coup from within ‘Aref’s regime. The key role 
in the act of overturn itself was played not by the Ba'th party but by 
the “ Clique of Palace Officers”  or the “ Arab Revolutionaries,”  as 
they styled themselves. The nucleus of this clique_consisted of ‘Abd- 
ur-Razzaq an-Nayef, Ibrahim ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman ad-Daud, and Sa dun 
Ghaidan. All three were lieutenant colonels and appointees and friends 
of the regime’s strong military man, Brigadier Sa'Td Slaibi. All occu
pied sensitive posts in the existing structure: an-Nayef dominated the 
military intelligence network; ad-Daud stood at the head of the Repu i- 
can Guard, the real shield of ‘Aref’ s position; Ghaidan commanded the 
tank regiment attached to the Republican Guard. All were of_an inter
mediate social rank, and by birth or origin from ar-Ramadi, ‘Aref s and 
SlaibT’s home province: an-Nayef had been born in Fallujah to a middle 
landowner, ad-Daud in Hit to a man of religion, and Ghaidan in Baghdad 
to a police commissioner from ar-Ramadi. An-Nayef, it will also be re
membered, was a cousin of Slaibi and belonged, like Slaibi, to aj- 
Jumailah, ‘Aref’s tribe.

An-Nayef and ad-Daud, in particular, were on very intimate terms 
with ‘Aref. “ They were,”  ‘ Aref would say later, “ constantly by my 
side, especially in the evenings, and on more than one occasion pro
tested: ‘We are your brothers! You can count on us! We will risk our 
lives for your sake!’ 1,1 They were, in short, the last persons from 
whom he expected betrayal.

What seduced these men from the loyalty they owed to Aret and 
prompted them to turn against him?

C onversation , ‘ Aref, Istanbul, 18 February 1970.
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In ‘Aref’ s view, an-Nayef was ifi this thing but a tool whetted with 

money. The principal oil companies in the country and the powers that 
stand behind them, he believes, had, since the grant of the oil contract 
to ERAP and the reaching of the technical assistance understanding 
with the Soviet Union for the development of the North Rumailah oil 
field, begun seeking agents to work the ruin of his government. His de
nial of a sulfur concession to the Pan-American Company was, he said, 
one more item that they laid to his account. In the end they found in 
an-Nayef the very man they needed: “ they bought him through Saudi 
Arabia and by the intermediary of Bashir Taleb, the military attache in 
Beirut and the ex-commander of the Republican Guard, and of Nasir al- 
HanT, Iraq’s ambassador to Lebanon.”  ‘Aref intimated that he was 
affirming this with knowledge and not upon mere su sp ic ion . 2

Ad-Daud, whom an-Nayef induced to join him, was a man of a differ
ent stamp. Venality, it would seem, had no hold upon him. Influenced 
by obscurantist men of religion, he hated anything suggestive of social
ism. But the chief factor in his abandonment of ‘Aref was his fear of 
the Nasirites. He had been instrumental in the defeat of the attempt 
that they made in 1966 to capture the government. Despite his remon
strances, ‘Aref had, after the June War, set them free and reinstated 
many of them in their old or in analogous positions. “ Taking advantage 
of the goodness of your heart,”  ad-Daud recurrently complained to him, 
“ they are penetrating more and more deeply into the army. One day 
they will take the power and send us to the gallows.” 3 The same appre
hensions were at work in the case of Bashir Taleb and an-Nayef, who 
also had had a hand in the scattering of the Nasirite plan.

Through the third figure in the “ Clique of Palace Officers,”  Sa'dun 
Ghaidan, who had in 1963 briefly flirted with the Ba'th party, ad-Daud, 
being unsure of success, linked up with the Ba'th Military Bureau, 
which had been feeling for weaknesses in the Republican Guard to 
smooth the way for an initiative of its own.

Acting separately, the palace clique and the Ba‘th could well have 
missed their aims. United, they achieved easy triumph. One circum
stance facilitated their work: the regime’s key military man, Sa'Td 
Slaibi, was in ill health and undergoing medical tests in London.

At the concerted hour, that is, at two in the morning of July 17, 
Sa'dun Ghaidan introduced in his own car into the quarters of the Re
publican Guard’s Tank Regiment, which he commanded, Ahmad Hasan 
al-Bakr, Hardan ‘Abd-ul-Ghaffar at-Takrltr, Saleh Mahdr ‘Ammash, and 
Anwar ‘Abd-ul-Qader al-HadlthT; and with the help of other Ba'throffi
cers, whom he also admitted, secured complete control of the regiment.
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Simultaneously, ad-Daud occupied Broadcasting House with a num
ber of tanks and a battalion of the Republican Guard. An-Nayef, for his 
part, took hold of the Ministry oj Defence.

When, at about 3:30 A.M., ‘Aref was aroused by a subaltern, Premier 
Taher Yahya and the other figures of the regime had been rounded up, 
and power had effectively passed into other hands. After a little hesi
tation and five warning shots from tanks now encircling the presidential 
palace, ‘Aref realized that resistance was pointless, and made a ready 
surrender. Six hours later he was placed on an airplane to join his ail
ing wife in England.

At 7:28, the customary Proclamation No. 1 was put out. Except for 
the noticeable lack of any reference to the July 14 Revolution, it was 
in a routine vein. It gave the purposes of the leaders of the coup a 
graceful covering, and held out expectations of a solution of the Kurdish 
problem and of “ equal opportunities”  and “ a democratic life”  for the 
citizens and of the triumph of “ the rule of law.”  It also approved of the 
Palestine guerillas, and called for the fixing of the responsibility for 
the Arab catastrophe of 1967. Otherwise, it was distinguished by the 
extreme acrimony of its abuse of the outgoing rulers, whom it damned as 
“ a clique of ignoramuses, illiterates, profit-seekers, thieves, spies, 
Zionists, suspects, and agents.” 4

The people met the change of government with utter indifference. 
They had grown tired of the officers’ power game, of their communiques 
no. 1, and their wearisome and tasteless rhetoric. The whole thing 
seemed so distant from them, and from the difficulties of their everyday 
life and the general conditions of the nation. They were simply unable 
to see the point of it all.

Dissensions set in between the Ba‘th and its partners even before 
the removal of ‘Aref. The party had had no inkling that an-Nayef was in 
the plot until July 15, when it also learned that he and ad-Daud had 
agreed between them that an-Nayef should be the new premier.5 It had 
apparently hoped to unite the authority attached to this position and the 
office of president of the Republic in the person of Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr 
but, realizing that the fate of the entire venture rested on the role of the 
Republican Guard and its commander, ad-Daud, it accorded reluctantly 
and with certain mental reservations what it had no power to deny. Only 
the presidency fell to its lot. By way of compensation, it tried to obtain 
the portfolio of defence, that is, the de facto headship of the armed 
forces; but the place went to ad-Daud. In the end it had to content itself

SECOND BA'THI REGIME

4For the text of the proclamation, see Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 18 July 1968.
Statement by Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, 30 July 1968, to Aj-Jumhuriyyah; and 

Revolutionary Command Council Communique No. 27, Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 31 July 
1968.
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with the posts of chief of staff and commander of the air force, both of 
which Hardan ‘Abd-ul-Ghaffar at-TakfftT filled. It also got control of 
the police and internal security, that is, of the office of minister of in
terior, to which Saleh Mahdi ‘Ammash was named. On the other hand, 
the command of the Republican Guard was given to Sa'dun Ghaidan. ’

In the cabinet, eight but of twenty-six seats were occupied by mem
bers or supporters of the Ba‘ th party0 and eight others by nominees of 
the “ Clique of Palace Officers,”  including Nasir al-Hanl, a diplomat 
and literary critic, at Foreign Affairs.7 The cabinet also comprised the 
leader of the Moslem Brotherhood ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Zaidan,8 two veteran 
Free Officers,9 three conservative specialists,10 and four Kurds, in- 
eludingJMuhsen Dlza’T, a personal representative of Mulla Mustafa 
al-Barzanl.11 ' '

In its first days, the new cabinet seemed unable to make any head
way. Its two basic component forces had little in common and were 
pulling it in opposite directions. This did not escape the public in 
Baghdad, for Ath-Thawrah, the organ of the “ palace clique,”  was say
ing one thing and the Ba'thT Aj-Jumhuriyyah another. But soon it 
looked as if matters were going the way of an-Nayef and ad-Daud. Right
wing papers in Beirut, who had not concealed their sympathy for the 
premier and the defence minister, began to anticipate the cancellation 
of the ERAP contract and the return of the North Rumailah field to the 
Iraq Petroleum Company. Pan-American was also expected to get the 
sulfur concession. !2 Later, the Ba'thists would accuse their opponents 
of having proposed at a cabinet meeting the liquidation of the state-
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_ Dr. Ahmad ‘Abd-us-Sattar aj-JawarT at Education; Anwar *Abd-ul-Qader al- 
HadTthT (see Table 55-1) at Labor and Social Affairs; Dr. ‘ Izzat Mustafa (see 
Table A-49) aj Health; Khalid MakkT al-H5shimT (see Table 55-1) at Industry; 
Diyab al-‘ Alqawi at Youth; Dr. Gha’ ib Mawlud Mukhlis at Municipal and Rural 
Affairs, Rashid ar-Rifa‘ i, minister of state for presidential affairs; and, as 
already mentioned, ‘ Ammash at Interior. ’y

_ The other seven were: an-Nayef, premier; ad-Daud, Defence; Dr. Taha al- 
HaU Ilyas, Culture and Information; Muhsen al-QazwTnT, Agriculture; ‘Abd-ul- 
Majid aj-JumailT, Agrarian Reform; and Ministers without Portfolio N3jT al-Khalaf 
ana Kadhim al-Mu‘ alla.

®At Awqaf.
9The independent nationalist Jasim al-‘ AzzawT (see Table 41-4) at Unity 

Affairs and the pan-Moslem Mahmud Sheet Khattab at Communications.
°Saleh Kubbah, Finance; Dr. Muhammad Ya'qub as-Sa‘Tdt, Planning- Dr 

MahdT Hantush, Oil. ' '

U As minister for the reconstruction of the North. The other Kurds were- 
Musleh an-NaqshbandT, Justice; Ihsan ShTrzad, Works and Housing; and 
Abdallah an-Naqshbandi, Economics.

1 0See, e .g ., An-Nahar, 20 and 21 July 1968.
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owned National Oil.13 In the meantime, on 22 July, upon the instruc
tions of the minister of culture, Ath-Thawrah was merged with Aj- 
Jumhuriyyah, and the Ba'thists on Aj-Jumhuriyyah’s editorial staff cast 
out. Simultaneously, their party was denied access to Baghdad Radio.14 * *

While this was taking place in the front of the political stage, in 
the back part the Ba'thists, by their skillful manipulation of circum
stances, were altering the military balance to their advantage. Exploit
ing, it is said, ad-Daud’s slowness to move—he apparently did not take 
the Ministry of Defence in hand until three days after the coup—they 
were able, through Hardan at-Takrltl, the chief of staff, to effect enough 
transfers and appointments in the army and adopt such other measures 
as to protect themselves from any contingency. Turning also to account 
an-Nayef’s and ad-Daud’s neglect of their friend, Sa'dun Ghaidan, they 
won him over to their side, and thereby gained a leverage over the Re- . 
publican Guard or, in other words, pulled the support of an-Nayef and 
ad-Daud from under their feet. More than that, they cultivated the good
will of Brigadier Hammad Shehab at-Takrltr, the commander now of the 
Baghdad garrison, and on the day of the coup, of the Tenth Armored 
Brigade, the unit nearest to the capital and which was already thick 
with sympathizers of the party. Within less than a fortnight, the corre
lation of forces in the army had so changed that all the Ba'thists need
ed was a brief and bold stroke. The absence of ad-Daud on an official 
visit to Jordan eased the way for them. The stroke fell on July 30. 
Tanks of the Tenth Brigade rolled into Baghdad, occupying all key 
points. Premier an-Nayef was packed out of the country and his cabinet 
dismissed. Sovereignty passed to the Ba'thists.13

The Ba'th party that has since 1968 been uppermost in the affairs of 
Iraq differs in important respects from the Ba‘th party that took the 
power in 1963.

True, there have been continuities in its life. It is still committed 
to the construction of a “ unified Arab socialist society.” 1® It still

13Revolutionary Command Council’ s Communique No. 27, Aj-Jumhuriyyah,
31 July 1968.

14Al-Hayat, 24 July 1968; and Al-Hawadeth, 9 August 1968.
1 ̂ Socialist Arab Ba'th Party, Thawrat 17 Tammuz. At-Tajribatu wa-l-Afaq 

(The Revolution of July 17. The Experience and the Horizons), the political re
port of the Eighth Regional Congress of the Socialist Arab Ba'th Party, Iraqi 
Region, Baghdad, January 1974, pp. 19-27; Ma'an Bashshiir (a Syrian member in 
1968 of the Ba'th party), “ The Story of 'the Three Celebrated D ays’ which pre
pared the Ground for the Second Coup”  (in Arabic), Al-Hawadeth (Beirut), 9 
August 1968; and Aj-Jumhuriyyah (Baghdad), 31 July 1968.

1®Iraq, Khitab-ur-Ra’7s-il-Qa’ id Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr fT Thikra Thawratay 
14 wa 17 Tammuz (Speech of the Leader-President Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr on the 
Anniversary of the 14 and 17 July Revolutions) (Baghdad, 1975), p. 9.
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views itself as the “ vanguard”  or the “ commanding party.” 17 It is 
also, as yet, Elitist in character: the circle of organized supporters 
continues to be broad, in fact, has reached down to Iraq’ s villages and 
in 1976 embraced, according to the Ba'thists, no fewer than 500,000,18 
while the “ active membership” 19 is, as formerly, highly exclusive and 
counts, in all probability, scarcely more than 10,000, and within this 
class the old Ba'thists and the direct participants in the 1959 attempt 
against Qasim’s life and in the coups of 1963 and 1968 have higher 
standing and greater opportunities than others. More than that, before 
attaining “ active membership,”  inferior Ba'thists have to go through a 
course of training at Madrasat-ul-V dad-il-Hizb7—the School for Party 
Preparation.

All the same, the party has greatly changed. Up to November 1963 
it had, to a large extent, the characteristic of a genuine partnership be
tween the SunnT and ShT'T “ pan-Arab”  youth. By 1968, however, the 
role of the Sunnis had risen sharply, while that of the Shl'Ts had deci
sively declined. As can be seen from Table 58-1, out of the total of 
fifty-three members of the top command that led the party from November 
1963 to 1970, 84.9 percent were Sunni Arabs, 5.7 percent Shl'T Arabs, 
and 7.5 percent Kurds, whereas for the period 1952-November 1963, the 
comparable figures were 38.5; 53.8; and 7.7 percent. A similar process 
appears to have taken place in the intermediate and lower layers of the 
“ active membership.”  This means, of course, that the party has be
come more homogeneous, but at the same time less representative.

The Shi'ls lost their weight partly because many of them backed 
‘AIT Saleh as-Sa'dT when, hard on the heel of the party crisis of Novem
ber 1963, he challenged the authority of Michel ‘Aflaq and blamed him 
for the party’ s defeat; and when in 1964, on being read out of the Ba'th, 
he formed a group of his own, “ the Committee for the Iraqi Region,”  
which eventually took the name of the Revolutionary Workers’ party but, 
torn by faction, rapidly dwindled into insignificance.

However, the chief reason for the decline of the Shl'Ts lay in the 
discriminatory practices of the police. Ba'thists belonging to this sect 
were, after the 1963 coup by ‘Abd-us-Salam ‘Aref, on the whole more 
systematically hunted than their SunnT comrades and, when nabbed,

17Iraq, Khitab-ur-Ra’Ts-il-Q^’ id Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr ITThikra Thawratay 
14 wa 17 Tammuz (Speech of the Leader-President Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr on the 
Anniversary of the 14 and 17 July Revolutions) (Baghdad, 1975), pp. 16 and 17.

1 Q _ _
“ This figure comprises the members of such auxiliary organizations of the 

Ba'th party as the “ P eop le ’ s Army,”  the Students’ Union, the Peasants’ A sso 
ciations, the Federation of Labour Unions, and so on. Even Ba'thists admit 
that a large proportion of their “ supporters”  are “ opportunists”  and could not 
be relied upon in a moment of crisis .

19For this category of membership, see p. 1010.
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treated with severity, whereas the latter frequently escaped with light 
sentences. The explanation for this is to be sought not so much in sec
tarian prejudice as in the fact that SunnT Ba'thists were often from the 
same town or province or tribe as the members of the police, for the de
partments of Interior and Security teemed with functionaries from the 
province of ar-RamadT and the northern districts of Baghdad province, 
from which many Ba'thists also hailed. This situation was a carry-over 
from the days of the monarchy, when such directors general of police as 
‘Abd-uj-Jabbar ar-RawT and Bahjat ad-DulaimT—both by origin from ar- 
RamadT-facilitated, it would seem, the entry of their kinsfolk and clans
men into the service under their control.

Another change in the character of the Ba‘ th not entirely unconnect
ed with its transformation into a virtually Sunni party is the comparative 
increase in the influence upon it—the comparison is with its 1963 .
situation—of army officers and especially TakrltT army officers. Impres
sions, recently formed, of the assertion of civilian primacy over the 
military do not appear to be factually grounded, despite the increase 
after mid-1973 in the role of the civilian wing of the party in the affairs 
of government. So long as the Ba'th continues to be characterized by 
the insubstantiality of its ideological links and the volatility of its 
mass support, its ultimate reliance on the army is inescapable.

The advance of the TakrTtTs in the party’s military branch, that is, . 
the rise in the significance of local connections, has, of course, some
thing to do with the tenuousness of the ideological ties just referred to. 
This factor—TakrTtization—was already at work in 1963, but is now in
tensified and could more directly be explained by the passing of the 
leadership of the Ba‘ th in 1964 into the hands of Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr 
and Saddam Husain who, being both from Takfft, tended to attract into 
the party those with whom they had close social or personal relation
ships, that is, often men who by birth or descent were from their own 
town. This, as we have had occasion to note in the instance of other 
political forces, is a perfectly natural manner of procedure.

To the extent that the Ba'th is what its leaders are or make it, it 
could be said to have changed in one further sense: the Ahmad Hasan, 
al-Bakr of 1973 is wiser and more seasoned than the Ahmad Hasan al- 
Bakr of 1963, and the traits of Saddam Husain differ significantly from 
those of ‘Alt Saleh as-Sa‘dT.

Al-Bakr is not a figurehead, as is sometimes put about. In 1963 he 
was not, it is true, the moving force of the party. This was a role that 
as-Sa‘dr filled. Today, however, he possesses great authority among 
Ba'thists and in the army and government. But he has the aptitude more 
of a political moderator than of a maker of policy. He also tends to 
keep aloof from intraparty conflicts. When differences, however, become 
irreconcilable, his is indubitably the last word. He is, it should be 
added, as Moslem in his point of view as the younger ‘Aref was. This



TABLE 58-1
Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to the Members of the Command of the Ba'th Party 

in the Iraqi Region, 1952 to 1970 (Summary of Table A-49)
Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origin

Commands ot 1952 to November 1963 Commands o f November 1963 to 1970

S ect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated  %

No. of 
membersa %

No. of 
individuals^ %

No. of 
members3 %

No. of 
individualsb %

in total 1951 
urban population 

of Iraq
Moslems 

ShT'T Arabs 28 53.8 12 46.2 3 5.7 3 14.2 44.9
Sunni Arabs 20 38.5 13 50.0 45c 84.9 16c 76.2 28.6
Kurds 4d 7.7 id 3.8 4e 7.5 ie 4.8 12.7
Turkomans - — -  ' „ — — — — 3.4
Persians - - - - - - - - 3.3

Jews - - - - - - - - .3

Christians - - - - 1 1.9 1 4.8 6.4
Sabeans - - - - - - - - .3
Yazidfs and Shabaks — — — — — — — — .1
Total 52 100.0 26 100.0 53 100.0 21 100.0 100.0



Education

Members elevated  to the Command 
in the period 1952-1963

No. ot 
individuals

C ollege 33
Secondary 3
Elementary 1
Total 37

Members elevated  to the Command 
in the period 1964-1970

No. ot 
individua /s '3

College
Secondary
Total

5
5

10



Sex (all commands)
No. ot 

individualsk 
Male 47
Female —
Total 47

Age Group in Year of A ccession  to Command^

20-24 years 
25-29 years 
30-34 years 
35-39 years 
48-49 years 
No information 
Total

Commands ot 
1952 to 

Sept. 1963

No. ot 
individuals°  * 24

T2
10
2

24

Commands ot 
Sept. 1963 

to 1970

No. ot 
individuals°

11
5
2
2 "
3

23 4;
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TABLE 58-1 (Continued)
Class Origin (all commands) Occupation (all commands)

No. of No. o f
individualsb % individualsb %

No information 1 2.1 Army officer's£ 7 14.9
C lasses of low income 12 25.5 Major generals 2

Peasants 6 Brigadier 1
Workers 4 Colonels 2
O fficial 1 Lieutenant
Vendor 1 colonel 1

Major 1
C lasses of lower
middle income 18 38.3 Civilians

O fficials 2 Members of professions 22 46.8
Tradesmen 6 Schoolteachers*1 9
Artisan 1 C ollege pro-
Petty land- fessorh 1
owners 5 Physicians 4
Man of religion 1 Engineers1 3
Petty agricul- Lawyers 4
tural entre- Journalist 1
preneur 1 Students 3 6.4
Member of Government or Muni-
profession 2 cipal officia ls 3 6.4

Bank employees 3 6.4C lasses of middling Bookstorekeeper 1 2.1income 14 29.8 Worker 1 2.1
Middling Party workers 7 14.9
officia ls 3 Total 47 100.0Middling
merchants 6
Aristocratic
impoverished
landowner 1
Middling land-
owners 3
Landed man of
religion 1

C lasses of high
income 2 4.3

Landowning
shaikhs 2

Total 47 100.0

aIn this column, individuals are counted as many times as the number of terms 
for which they were appointed or elected to the command.

In this column, individuals, who were elected or appointed to the command for 
more than one term, are counted only once. 

c Includes 1 Arabo-Turkoman.
^Arabized FuwailT (ShT'T) Kurd.

found a clear expression in such provisions of the Interim Organic Law 
of 1968 as the following: “ Islam . . .  is the fundamental principle of 
the constitution”  (Article 4); “ the family is the basis of society and 
derives its sustenance from religion, ethics, and patriotism”  (Article 8);
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TABLE 58-1 (Continued)
P lace of Birth or Origin

No. of
individualsb %

Baghdad Province 23 48.9
Baghdad 11
al-A ‘ <Jhamiyyah 2
TakrTt 6
Samarra’ 2
ad-Dur 2

RamadT Province 7 14.9
‘ Anah 4
RamadT 2
al-Alus 1

Karbala Province 4 8.5
Karbala’ 3
Najaf 1

Nasiriyyah Province 4 8.5
Nasiriyyah 4

Mosul Province 2 4.3
Mosul 2

Hillah Province 2 4.3

DTwaniyyah Province 2 4.3

Diyalah Province 1 2.1

Basrah Province 1 2.1

Irbid, Jordan 1 2.1
Total 47 100.0

eArabized Kurds.
 ̂Approximate.

^Rank in year of access to Ba'th Command.
^Employed by the government. ■
'T w o  of whom were employed by the government.

“ inheritance is a right governed by the holy law”  (Article 17b).20 As 
in many who are of the military profession—‘Arefites, Ba'thists, and 20

20For the text of the interim 1968 constitution, see Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 22 
September 1968. .
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others—so in al-Bakr too, the belief in Islam goes hand in hand with at 
least a theoretical attachment to the pan-Arab ideal ( “ the Iraqi people 
is part of the Arab nation and has for objective a comprehensive Arab 
unity” 21) and a commitment to a mild form of middle-class socialism 
(“ the application of a social justice preclusive of any kind of exploita
tion” ; the upholding of private property and “ the regulation of its 
social function by law” ; and a “ guided”  national economy based on 
“ the cooperation of the public and private sectors” ).22

Ideologically, Saddam Husain is of the same mold, despite the quar
ter of a century that separates him from al-Bakr: Saddam was born in 
1937, al-Bakr in 1914. But Saddam and al-Bakr are united by something 
more than a common background of belief. Both belong to al-Begat sec
tion of the Albu Nasir tribe.23 They are also closely related: Saddam 
is the foster son,24 nephew, and son-in-law of Khairallah at-Tulfah, the 
governor of Baghdad and a second cousin of al-Bakr. It is partly upon 
this relationship that Saddam’ s political position rests. In addition, 
al-Bakr and Saddam share a number of traits: they are very reserved, 
and, on the whole, not prone to hasty judgments or rigid attitudes. 
Saddam, however, surpasses al-Bakr in boldness, strength of will, and 
nimbleness of mind. Moreover, though al-Bakr could on occasion be 
ruthless, Saddam is of a tougher fiber and is generally more feared. An 
old rumor, which is still in circulation, accuses him of having killed, 
in the years before his rise to power, one of his kinsmen in a tribal 
feud, as well as a warrant officer, one Sa'dun at-Takrltt, who had charge 
of the Communist organization in TakrTt. These things he might or 
might not have done, but he did take an active part, when only a student, 
in the attempt upon Qasim’s life in 1959. Wounded during the incident 
by the fire of his comrades, he extracted, in the car that sped away from 
the scene, a bullet from his leg with his own knife. The attempt estab
lished his reputation in the Ba‘th party, with which he had been connect
ed since 1955, and could be viewed as the first salient point in his 
political career. What came after that could be rapidly recounted. Pur
sued by Qasim’s police, he took refuge first in Damascus and then in 
Cairo. In 1961 he was arrested by the Egyptian authorities for alleged
ly threatening to kill a fellow countryman of NSsirite sympathies, but 
was released on the personal interference of President Nasir. Two 
years later, at the Ba'th Sixth National Congress, he stood firmly 
against ‘AIT Saleh as-Sa‘dT and on the side of Michel ‘ Aflaq who, proba
bly for this reason, recommended in 1964 his elevation to the foremost
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' ^ A r tic le  1 of the 1968 constitution.
^ A rtic le s  12, 17a, 13.
^3A1-Bakr is the cousin of Shaikh Nada al-Husain, the ch ie f of al-Begat. 

. ^^addam lost his father when he was still a child.
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role in the party. At the present time, al-Bakr is the secretary general 
of the Ba‘ th Iraqi Command, and Saddam the assistant secretary general; 
but in effect the party is in Saddam’s hands, just as the army is in 
al-Bakr’s,* and though Saddam occupies no official position in the 
government other than that of deputy chairman of the Revolutionary 
Command Council-the chairman is al-Bakr-he to all intents and pur
poses functions as first minister, controls the departments of Internal 
Security and Military Intelligence through his control of the party’ s - 
National Security Bureau, and is beyond question the second most im
portant man in the country.

The Sunni and TakrTtI characteristics of the Ba'th party and its ulti
mate dependence on officer-Ba'thists have left their impress upon the 
regime that it brought forth.

To this clearly points the composition of the Revolutionary Com
mand Council which, legally, is the highest state organ and at the same 
time the repository of crucial power, uniting the commanding heights of 
the party, army, and government.25

Beginning on July 30, 1968, as a body of five, the council was en
larged to fifteen on November 9, 1969 only to be reduced to eleven in 
1970, nine in 1971, seven in 1973, six in 1974, and five in 1977.25 26 But 
throughout its members were all Sunnis (see Tables 58-2 and 58-3).

Army officers occupied the five original seats. Although since 1969 
their proportion has been lower than that of the civilians or, for that 
matter, of the military on the 1963 Revolutionary Council (see Table 
55-1), their votes carried, at least until June 1973, more weight than the 
votes of their counterparts in 1963 or of their civilian colleagues, the 
vote of Saddam Husain excepted. Again, save for the special position 
of Saddam which, unlike that of ‘ All Saleh as-Sa‘di in 1963, rests, as 
has already been indicated, not so much on the strength of the civilian 
component of the party as on his family connections with Ahmad Hasan 
al-Bakr and his control of the special apparatus of the party’s National 
Security Bureau, army officers held until 1973 all the key offices in the 
state-the presidency and premiership, the command of the armed forces,
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*By reason of al-Bakr’ s illness, Staff Colonel ‘ Adnan al-Khairallah at- 
Tulfah, the son-in-law of al-Bakr and the brother-in-law of Saddam, has, as of 
October 1977, taken direct charge of the army. .

25For the definition of the powers of the council, see Article 44 of the 
interim constitution of 21 September 1968, A j - J u m h u r i y y a h ,  22 September 1968. 
However, by a decree of 13 July 1973, many of the powers of the council were 
transferred into the hands o f Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr as president of the Republic 
and chairman of the Council of Ministers, A n - N a h a r ,  14 and 15 July 1973.

26The five are General Alimad Hasan al-Bakr, Saddam Husain, Lieutenant 
General Sa'dun Ghaidan, ‘ Izzat ad-Dufi, and Taha aj-JazrawT (consult Table
58-1).



TABLE 58-2
Members of Revolutionary Command Council, 

' July 1968 to September 1977

Name
Position  in government, 

army, and party
Nation 

and s ec t

General Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr 
(chairman)a ’

President of the Republic; com
mander-in-chief o f the armed 
forces; secretary general, Ba‘ th 
Regional Command; member, Ba‘ th 
Pan-Arab Command; minister of 
defence 1973-1977

Arab, Sunn!

Saddam Husain (deputy
chairman)b,c

Asst, secretary general, Ba‘ th 
Regional Command with informal 
supervisory powers over internal 
security and military intelligence

Arab, Sunni

Air Staff Major General Hardan 
‘ Abd-ul-Ghaffara,d,e -

Deputy commander-in-chief of armed 
forces & deputy premier and minis
ter of defence (1968-70); deputy 
president of Republic (1970)

Arab, Sunni

Staff Lieutenant General Salih 
MahdT ‘ Ammasha»f

Deputy premier; minister o f interior 
(1968-70); deputy president of R e
public (1970-71); member Ba‘ th 
Regional Command & Pan-Arab 
Command till 1971; ambassador to 
Moscow

Arab, Sunni

Major General Hammad 
Shehaba>h ‘

Chief of the General Staff o f army 
(1968-70); minister of defence 
(1970-73)

Arab, Sunni

Major General Sa'dun Ghaidan3 Commander of the Baghdad garrison 
(1968-70); minister of interior 
(1970-74); minister of communica
tions (1974-date)

Arab, Sunni

‘Abd-ul-KarTm ash-ShaikhHb,f Minister for foreign affairs; member 
Ba‘ th Regional Command and Ba‘ th 
Pan-Arab Command till 1971; chief 
delegate, U.N.

Arabized 
Kurd, Sunni

‘ Abdallah Sallum 
as-Samarra,Tk,d

Minister o f information (1968-69); 
minister of state; member Ba‘ th 
Regional Command till 1970; am
bassador to India

Arab, Sunni

Dr. ‘ Izzat Mustafab,2 Member Ba‘ th Regional Command 
till 1977; minister of health (1968
69); minister of labor 1976; minis
ter of municipalities 1977

Arab, Sunni

Shafiq al-KamaITb,d Minister of youth; member Ba‘ th 
Pan-Arab Command till 1970; 
minister of information (1970-72)

Arab, Sunni

‘Abd-ul-Khaliq as-Samarra’T^J Member Ba‘ th Regional Command 
and Ba‘ th Pan-Arab Command 
(1968-73)

Arab, Sunni

Salah ‘Umar a l-‘ A nk,d Member Ba'th Regional Command; 
minister o f guidance (March-July 
1970)

Arab, Sunni

‘ Izzat ad-Durlb Member Ba'th Regional Command; 
minister of agrarian reform (1969
74); minister of interior (1974-date)

Arab, Sunni



TABLE 58-2 (Continued)
Regular

Date and place 
of birth Class origin Education

or former 
occupation

1914, TakrTt Petty landowning class; 
son of a notable of al- v 
Begat, a tribal group in 
TakrTt

Military Academy Army officer. .

1937, TakrTt Peasant c lass ; son of a Completed 3 years Schoolteacher;
peasant from al-Begat 
tribal group

at Law School; con 
tinued studies while 
in office, obtaining 
a law degree in 
1971

party worker.

1925, TakrTt Rural petty officia l 
c la ss ; son of a po lice 
man from TakrTt’ s 
Shiyayshah tribal group

Aviation School; 
Staff College

Air force 
officer.

1925, Baghdad Lower agricultural entre
preneurial c lass; son of 
a peasant-dammanZ

Military Academy; 
Staff College

Army officer.

1925, i TakrTt Lower landowning class; 
son of a small landowner

Military Academy Army officer.

1929, i Baghdad; 
originally from 
RamadT

O fficial lower middle 
class; son of a police 
commissioner

Military Academy Army officer.

1935,1 Baghdad; 
originally from 
Sulaimaniyyah

Lower professional mid
dle c lass; son of a 
schoolteacher

Completed 2 years 
at Medical School

Party worker.

1932, Samarra’ Petty officia l class; son 
of a policeman

B.A. education;
M.A. Islamic history

Schoolteacher.

? , ‘Anah Lower landowning class; 
son of a small landowner

Medical School Physician.

1932,i Albu Petty trading class; son College of Arts; Schoolteacher.
Kamal of a tradesman M.A. Arab literature, 

Cairo
1935,i Samarra’ Working c lass ; son of a 

worker
Secondary school Party worker.

1938,i TakrTt Petty landowning class; 
son of small landowner

Secondary school Municipal
clerk.

1942, ad-Dur
(Samarra’
district)

Lower vending class; son 
of a seller of ice

Secondary school Party worker.
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TABLE 58-2 (Continued)

Name
Position  in government 

army, and party
Nation 

and sec t
Murtada al-HadrthTb,k Member Ba‘ th Regional Command; 

minister of labor (1970-71); of 
econom ics (1971); o f foreign affairs 
(1971-74)

Arab, SunnT

Taha aj-Jazrawi'3 Member Ba‘ th Regional Command; 
ex-secretary party’ s Military Sec-

Arab, SunnT

tion; minister of industry (1972-76); 
minister of public works and hou
sing since 1976

^Appointed to the Revolutionary Command Council in July 1968.
Appointed to the Revolutionary Command Council in November 1969. 

c £iaddam Husain is the nephew and son-in-law of Khairallah al-Tulfah, a first 
cousin of Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, and the governor of Baghdad. ' '

Dropped from Revolutionary Command Council in 1970. 
eAssassinated in Kuwait, 30 March 1971.
Dropped from Revolutionary Command Council in September 1971.

and the portfolios of defence and interior. However, in 1974 Interior 
passed into the hands of a civilian Ba‘thist.27

No less significant is the representation of the TakrTtTs on the 
council. In 1968-1969, they occupied three out of the five and in 1969
1970, six out of the fifteen seats. In mid-1973 they constituted four of 
the nine members of the council and, as is evident from Tables 58-2 and 
58-4, held not only all the foremost posts in the party, army, and govern
ment, but also, among other things, the portfolio of defence, the gover
norship and SecurityDepartment of Baghdad, and the commands of the 
air force, the Baghdad garrison, the Habbaniyyah air base, and the tank 
regiment of the Republican Guard. Their role continues to be so critical 
that it would not be going too far to say that the TakrTtTs rule through 
the Ba th party, rather than the Ba‘th party through the TakrTtTs.

But how have the TakrTtTs come to be superior to others in power and 
authority? For one thing, there is a great number of them in the army. 
This^fact is not unrelated to the impoverishment of the inhabitants of 
Taknt caused by the decline in the production of kalaks-raits of inflated 
skins-for which their town was renowned in the nineteenth century. To 
earn their living, many moved to Baghdad and settled in what is known 
today as the quarter of at-Takartah. Some found employment as railway 
construction workers or labored on the K2-BaijT-HadTthah oil pipeline. 
Others, however, were able to gain admission into the cost-free Royal 
Military Academy.

27‘ Izzat ad-DurT, member o f the Revolutionary Command Council.
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TABLE 58-2 (Continued)

Date and place 
■ of birth Class origin Education

Regular 
or former 

occupation

1939,i Baghdad; 
originally from 
TakrTt

Lower landowning class; 
son of a small landowner

B.A. history; com
pleted 4 years at 
School of Medicine

Schoolteacher; 
party worker.

1939,* Mosul Peasant c lass; son of a 
gardener

Secondary school Bank clerk; 
party worker.

type of peasant-entrepreneur.
**Slain in the coup attempt of 30 June 1973. ■
Approxim ate date.
J D ivested of powers and sentenced to life imprisonment 9 July 1973.
^Dropped from Revolutionary Command Council in 1974.
^Dismissed from Revolutionary Command Council, March 1977.

For this they had to thank Mawlud Mukhlis, a protege of Faisal I 
and a vice-president of the Senate under the monarchy. This was not 
the whole of Mukhlis. He had been many other things: a classmate of 
NurT as-SaTd at the Istanbul War College in 1903-1906; a member in 
1914-1915 of the secret independence-minded al-‘Ahd (“ The Covenant” ); 
a commander of an Ottoman cavalry unit at Shu'aybah and Kut during 
World War I, whom the Turks arrested in 1916 and accused of espionage 
on behalf of the English, but to whom Colonel G. E. Leachman, a politi
cal officer in the Indian army, afforded the means of escape; a fighter in 
the army of Sharif Husain of Mecca, who was wounded eight times; and 
a “ red-hot nationalist”  who took a conspicuous part in stirring up the 
1920 Revolt.28 Although between 1922 and 1925 he associated himself 
with the oppositionist National party, he continued to be kindly looked 
upon by Faisal I, and remained a man of the highest connections till his 
death in the fifties. This influence he used in favor of the TakritTs in 
view of the many links that tied him to them: he had been born in Mosul 
(in 1886) but to a kalakchT (maker of kalaks) from TakrTt; he married a 
Takrltl girl, a kinswoman of Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr; and the abundant 
good land that he acquired as a reward for his services to the Hashemite 
family was situated in the TakrTt district. .

But the introduction by Mawlud Mukhlis of so many TakritTs into the 
officer corps only partly explains the relative strength of their present

28Iraqi P olice  F ile  No. 281 entitled “ Mawlud Pasha Mukhlis”  and Great 
Britain, (Confidential) P ersonalities. Iraq (E xclusive o f Baghdad and Kadhimain) 
(1921), p. 72.



TABLE 58-3

Religion,

Moslems 
S h rr  Arabs 
SunriT Arabs 
Kurds 
Turkomans 
Persians

Jews

Chris tians 

Sabeans

Yaz7d~s and
Shabaks
Total

Summary of the Biographical Data Relating to the Members 
of the Revolutionary Command Council, July 1968 to 1977

Sect, and Ethnic Origin
S ect or 

ethnic group's 
estimated  % 
in total 1951 

urban 
popula tion

No. % o f Iraq

Education

College
No.
11

Secondary 4
Total 15

Class Origin
No.

C lasses  ot low income
Peasants 2
Policemen 2
Worker 1
Vendor 1

%
40.0

— — 44.9 income 8 53.3
14 93.3 28.6 Petty agriculturall a 6.7 12.7 entrepreneur 1
— — 3.4 Petty landowners 4— — 3.3 O fficial 1

Member of— — .3 profession 1
_ _ 6.4 Tradesman 1

C lasses o f middle
— — .3 income 1 6.7

Landed loca l
_ _ .1 notable 1
IS 100.0 100.0 Total 15 100.0



Sex
No.

Occupation
No.

Male 15 Army officers 5
Female -• Marshal i
Total 15 Lieutenant general i

Major generals 3

Civilians
Party workers 3
Members of professions 5

Schoolteachers 4
Physician 

Municipal clerk
1

1
Bank clerk 1

Total 15

aArabized Kurd 
' ’Approximate



Age Group in 1969b Place of Birth
No. No.

No information 1 TakrTt 5
27 years 1 Born in Baghdad but

30-34 years 5 originally from TakrTt 1
35-39 years 3 Samarra’ or Samarra’40 years 1 district 3

44 years 3 ‘ Anah 155 years 1
Total 15 Albu Kamal 1

Born in Baghdad but
originally from RamadT 1
Born in Baghdad but
originally from
Sulaimaniyyah 1
Baghdad 1
Mosul 1
Total 15
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TABLE 58-4

Important TakntTs in the Second Ba'thTRegime

Name

Army officers
General Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr 
Staff Major General Hardan 
‘Abd-ul-Ghaffar 
Major General Hammad Shehab 
Brigadier ‘ Umar Muhammad 
al-Hazza' ’

Staff Colonel ‘ Adnan al-Khairallah 
at-Tulfahb

Major General Fadel a l-‘ Assaf 
Colonel Husain HayawT 
Colonel Bassam ‘ Atiyyah

Major Hamid at-Takrltl

Civilians 
Saddam Husain 
Murtada al-HadtthTa 
Salah ‘ Umar al-‘AH 
Khairallah at-Tulfah 
MahdT ar-Rifa‘T

Position  in government, 
army, or party

See Table 58-2 
See Table 58-2

See Table 58-2
Commander, First D ivision 1968; •
commander, Republican Guard 1968
1970; commander, Baghdad garrison 
1970-

Mas ’ til (Comrade-in-Charge), Baghdad 
Military Section, Ba‘ th party; member, 
Revolutionary Command Council as of 
September 1977; and minister of 
defence as of October 1977 
Director general of police 1968-1969 
Commander of the air force 1969- 
Commander, Habbaniyyah air base 
1969- '
Commander, Tank Regiment, Republi
can Guard 1968-

See Table 58-2
See Table 58-2
See Table 58-2
Governor of Baghdad 1968-
Director of security of Baghdad 1968-

®This man is o f the HadTthTs of Takrlt, who originated from Hadithah. 
Brother-in-law of Saddam Husain and son-in-law of Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr. 

Also son of Khairallah at-Tulffih, governor of Baghdad. *

position. For the understanding of their rise to first rank, it is neces
sary also to refer to the frequent comb-outs in the army. No fewer than 
three thousand officers have been pensioned off since the Revolution of 
1958. Military royalists were swept away in the days that followed the 
destruction of the monarchy. The position of the officer-Iraqists was 
badly shaken by the fall of Qasim in 1963. The Mosulites lost some 
ground after the failure of the bid for the presidency made by their lead
er, General Abd-ul- Aziz al-*Uqaili, in 1966, but took a more severe 
blow after his arrest in 1969. The turn of the RamadT officers, who 
linked their fate with that of the ‘Aref brothers or with the group of 
‘Abd-ur-Razzaq an-Nayef and Ibrahim ‘Abd-ur-Rahman ad-Daud, had 
come in 1968. All these things redounded to the advantage of the 
TakntTs. Even then, they now occupy a place out of all proportion to



their numerical importance, so that, like their predecessors, they have 
to resort to balancing tactics and repeated shufflings of military 
commands.

From the foregoing observations, it is clear that the Ba'thT regime 
reposes ultimately upon a narrow social foundation.

In fact, in view of the distrust or disapproval with which it was 
initially met by the other political forces, its sense of vulnerability, at 
least in the beginning, was stronger than that experienced by the regime 
which it supplanted. This and the desire to cow its enemies or win 
popularity account for the calculated harshness with which it stamped 
out “ conspiracies”  and “ espionage rings” : in 1969 a spy chase sent 
fifty-three Iraqis to the executioner; in January of 1970, twelve civilians 
and twenty-nine officers and noncommissioned officers were hanged or 
shot for involvement in an abortive right-wing coup; in July of 1973, 
thirty-six men, mostly from the public security service, were executed 
for their part in a plot against the government; and in February of 1977 
eight persons were put to death for their role in disturbances at Najaf 
and Karbala’ , apparently related to the decrease in the flow of the 
Euphrates river and to alleged curbs on ShT'T study circles and religious 
processions.

The intrigues of the Shah of Iran added to the regime’s sense of in
security: in the recent past and up to his surprising accord with Saddam 
Husain in March of 1975 at Algiers, he did all he could not only to feed 
the rising of the Kurds, but also to prevent their reconciliation with 
their Arab brethren; in April 1969 his government, in a step quite unpro
voked, abruptly declared the 1937 Treaty, which in effect gave Iraq the 
control of the Shatt-al-‘Arab border waterway, null and void, and simul
taneously massed troops on the frontier and sandbagged buildings in 
Teheran, ‘Abadan, and elsewhere; in January 1970 it became clear from 
unimpeachable evidence that the foiled right-wing attempt to topple the 
Ba'thist government had had his active backing; and in November 1971, 
he seized the Arab islands of Abu Musa and the Lesser and Greater 
Tunbs. In this bellicosity against Iraq, as in his conspicuous and ex
travagant military spending—3.5 billion dollars in 1974 alone—as well as 
in the role that he craved to play, that of the Gendarme of the Gulf or 
the Blocker of the Arab Radicals, he was certainly not an independent 
factor, nor achieving anything of worth for his own people. In this light 
must also be seen the not-so-secret entente between him and Israel 
prior to 1975 to keep radical Iraq as weak and as tied down as possible, 
for as long as possible.

Maneuverings for better position and factional in-fighting within the 
top military leadership and between the military and civilian wings of 
the party also contributed to the unease of the regime. The ouster on 
October 15, 1970, of General Hardan ‘Abd-ul-Ghaffar from his posts as
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deputy commander-in-chief of the armed forces and deputy premier and 
minister of defence, and his assassination at Kuwait on March 30, 1971; 
the dismissal from office on September 28, 1971 of Vice-President Gen
eral MahdT ‘Ammash and of Foreign Minister ‘Abd-ul-Karlm ash-ShaikhlT; 
the slaying of Defence Minister General Hammad Shehab and the wound
ing of Interior Minister General Sa'dun Ghaidan on June 30, 1973, in a 
plot by Colonel Nadhim Kzar, the chief of internal security; the execu
tion on July 8 of Kzar and on July 9 of Muhammad Fadel, head of the 
Ba'th Military Bureau; the sentencing to life imprisonment in the same 
month of ‘ Abd-ul-Khaliq as-SamarraT, a left-winger, a party theoretician, 
and the most popular member of the Ba'th command29—all these things 
did not, to say the least, serve to dissipate the atmosphere of uncertain
ty that surrounded the regime.

But its most pressing danger was the restlessness of the Kurds.
The agreement of March 11, 1970, with their veteran leader Mulla 
Mustafa al-Barzanl, providing for their autonomy in the areas in which 
they form a majority, proved, while it lasted, a shot in the arm of the 
government. But the salutary effects that it produced were threatened 
by unhappy incidents, such as the mysterious attempt on BarzanT’s life 
on 29 September 1971, and completely undone by the breakdown in 
March of 1974 of the Ba'th’s relationships with the Mulla and the burst
ing out of the dispute over the substance of the autonomy and the defini
tion of Kurdish territory—especially with respect to the Kirkuk oil 
district—into an open and costly conflict. However, the collapse of the 
Mulla’ s rebellion in March of 1975 and the concomitant avoidance of 
the danger of an out-and-out war with the forces of the Shah by virtue of 
the Iraq-Iran accord on noninterference and on a median line in the 
Shatt-al-‘Arab border, greatly stabilized the regime and enhanced the 
prestige of its leaders, notwithstanding the recent isolated outbreaks of 
fighting in Kurdistan now mainly encouraged by Syria.

Not unconscious of their narrow power base and the initial tenuous
ness of their position, the chiefs of the Ba'th have all along been taking 
measures to strengthen themselves within the country.

One of their first concerns has been to transform the army into an 
arm of the Ba'th by, so to say, Ba'thizing it, not only through studied 
shake-ups, but also by putting members of their party or, more precisely, 
“ active members,”  “ member-trainees,”  and “ partisans first grade,” 30 
who hold a secondary school certificate, through a hurried six-month or 
one-year or two-year course of training at the military college. On grad
uation, the two-year trainee receives a lieutenant’s commission, and the

^®For Hardan ‘ Abd-ul-Ghaffar, ‘ Ammash, Shaikhlr, Shehab, Ghaidan, and 
‘Abd-ul-Khaliq as-Samarra'7, consult Table 58-2. on

For these categories of membership, see p. 1010.
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others appointments as warrant officers. In the army, they are under 
standing party instructions not to carry out any important order of their 
superiors without first clearing it with the Ba'th party center. The 
same process is taking place in the security services. The attitude of 
the leaders of the regime toward non-Ba‘thI army and police officers 
has been free from ambiguity: “ I11Tma yimshT ‘ala sichchitna yuruh 
yuq‘ud waya martah” - “ Who does not take our path, stays at home with 
his wife.” 31 At the risk of being repetitive, and in order to preclude 
the drawing of an incorrect inference, it should be added that to 
Ba'thize the army does not necessarily involve the affirmation of civil
ian primacy over it, but rather the primacy of a Ba'th in which TakrTtl 
loyalties and officer-Ba'thists are powerful factors.

At the same time, the Ba'thT leaders have shown initiative in de
creasing the distance between them and the mass of the people. Apart 
from their recognition of the national rights of the Kurds, they passed 
legislation benefiting the majority of Iraqis. They thus forbade the ex
pulsion of peasants from the land in any circumstances; abolished the 
right of the landlord under the Agrarian Reform Law to retain the best 
land; reduced the maximum limit of agricultural holdings to as low as 
40 and as high as 2,000 dunums, depending on the means of irrigation, 
the kind of crop, and the location and quality of the land;32 and did 
away with the principle of compensation for expropriated estates, thus 
freeing the peasants from redemption payments amounting to about 50 
million dinars.33 They also introduced health insurance in the country
side, and launched massive programs for the raising of the cultural 
level of the rural population, the mechanization of agriculture, the elec
trification of about 4,200 villages, and the reclamation of no less than 
four million dunums. In addition, they created “ people’s markets,”  en
abling the peasants to sell the products of their labor at market prices 
through appropriate governmental agencies—the Institutions for the 
Marketing of Fruits and Vegetables and for the Organization of the 
Grain Trade and the Dates’ Trade—without the interposition of middle
men. Over and above this, they have maintained by state subsidy the 
price of the popular loaf of bread at 6 fils; lowered the prices of all 
agricultural machines significantly and of chemical fertilizers by 50 
percent; reduced the fees for state technical and advisory services to 
farmers by 30 to 50 percent; raised the minimum daily wage for un
skilled workers in the public sector and the departments of government 
from 450 to 550 fils in 1973, to 650 fils in 1974, 900 fils in 1976, and

51
Conversation with a retired Nasirite army officer who wishes to remain 

nameless.
^ A rtic le s  2 and 29 of Agrarian Reform Law No. 117 of 1970, Al-Waq5i‘ ul- 

•Iraqiyyah, No. 1884 of 30 May 1970.
33One dinar exchanged for U. S. $3.37 in 1975.
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1100 fils in 1977; and extended social security and disability benefits 
to all industrial, transport, and contractual laborers and laborers in 
commercial houses—and not simply to laborers in establishments em
ploying ten or more persons, as under an older law.34 On the other 
hand, the sluggishness of economic activity in 1972, occasioned by 
sharp losses in oil revenue, temporarily affected the working classes. 
Moreover, on account of the depressed condition of agriculture, the re
stricted flow of the Euphrates river from Syria in 1975-1976, and the 
necessity, induced by the new agrarian measures, to repeat the whole 
process of land redistribution and the attendant economic and social . 
displacements, it is doubtful whether the peasants will immediately ex
perience any tangible improvement in their living conditions. But that 
they and the urban laborers have gained in self-confidence, or that some 
of them, at least, have come to regard the regime as their champion can
not be disputed. Toward the encouragement of such feelings and the 
capture for Ba'thism of more and more of the people working with their 
hands, the party-controlled labor unions and peasants’ associations 
have been primarily oriented.

In their pursuit of popularity, the Ba'thT rulers also adopted a bold 
line on the question of Palestine and the conflict in the Middle East: 
in January 1969, they rejected the U.N. Security Council Resolution of 
November 22, 1967; in July 1970, they denounced the proposal of Ameri
can Secretary of State William P. Rogers for a ceasefire of at least 
three months and for peace negotiations through special U.N. envoy 
Gunnar V. Jarring; in September 1970 they openly pledged to commit 
their troops in Jordan on the side of the Palestinian Resistance in the 
event of a showdown with King Husain’s army. But the boldness was 
more in their words than in their deeds: while clamoring against a 
“ political solution,”  they had not allowed their contingent to do any
thing on the front other than fire occasional rounds of artillery and, 
when the showdown came in Jordan, they ordered their troops not to in
tervene. In view of the threats of the American government, the diplo
matic pressure of the USSR, and Iraq’s basic military weakness not only 
vis-a-vis Israel but also vis-a-vis Iran, it is difficult to see what else 
they could have done. Their real mistake was in showing more rhetori
cal boldness than was consistent with their own good. Their failure to 
live up to their pledge to the Fedayeen not only cost them dearly in

^^An-Nahar (Beirut), 19 May 1969; Al-Ahrar (organ of the Ba'th party in 
Lebanon), 22 May, 17 July, and 21 August 1970; Workers' Pension and Social 
Security Law No. 112 of 19 July 1969, Al-Waqai'-ul-'Iraqiyyah No. 1762 of 1 
August 1969; Revolutionary Command Council Resolutions No. 786 of 5 Septem
ber 1973 and No. 95 o f 7 February 1974; Al-Waqai‘ -ul-Traqiyyah No. 2320 of 17 
February 1974; L ’Orient-Le Jour (Beirut), 28 May 1975; Iraq Today (Baghdad),
I, 12, 15 March 1976, p. 20; and conversations with Iraqis who do not wish to 
be identified.
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prestige, but also produced a serious rift between them and a section of 
the Ba‘th Pan-Arab Command led by Michel ‘Aflaq. More than that, it 
heightened the infighting between the military and civilian wings of the 
party. The sacking on October 15, 1970, of Hardan ‘ Abd-ul-Ghaffar at- 
TakrTtl, who appears to have had some responsibility for the inaction of 
the army in Jordan, could in part be viewed in the light of these devel
opments which, however, might have merely provided the occasion for a 
step decided upon some other ground: the probable apprehensions of 
both Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr and Saddam Husain at the growing influence 
of Hardan in the army. Another byproduct of the Jordan crisis was a 
movement of support within the civilian component of the party away 
from Saddam Husain and toward ‘Abd-ul-Khaliq as-Samarra’T, a member 
of the Revolutionary Command Council and of the Ba'th Iraqi and Pan- 
Arab Commands,35 who, like Michel ‘Aflaq, took a forthright attitude in 
favor of the guerillas. The rise in the stature of ‘Abd-ul-Khaliq as- 
Samarra’T, to which had added the positive role he played in the realiza
tion of the agreement with the Kurds, may have been a factor in his 
expulsion from the party and his imprisonment for life in July of 1973. 
Iraq’s rulers claimed that he had been connected with the antigovern
ment plot headed by Colonel Nadhim Kzar, but there is a suspicion that 
they may have merely taken advantage of the plot to get rid of an irre
proachable but popular rival.

However, the decline in the prestige of the Ba'thT regime that en
sued from its weakness in the Jordan showdown was more than compen
sated by the popular approval that its oil policy earned. Launching in 
April of 1972 national production from the North Rumailah oil field with 
Soviet assistance, the government came in the same month under harass
ment from the Iraq Petroleum Co., which now slashed the output of 
crude oil from the Kirkuk fields from 57 million to 30 million tons annual
ly, thus sharply decreasing the country’s revenues and seriously affect
ing its capital investment budget. To this arbitrary and short-sighted 
tactic the government, impelled more by financial need than by political 
inclination, responded by nationalizing the company on June 1, 1972.
Its daring action, joined to its success in withstanding a.long-drawn-out 
boycott by Western buyers and in reaching ultimately-in March of 1973— 
a settlement with the company favorable to Iraq, tangibly increased its 
stature at home, which, though temporarily affected by the foolhardy 
plot of Colonel Kzar, was further enhanced by its complete takeover in 
1975 of the country’s oil industry and, earlier, by its swift commitment 
of two-thirds of Iraq’s armor and three-fourths of its air force in the 
October War, and its significant help in blocking the advance of Israel’s 
army toward Damascus.

35'For Samarra’ i, see a lso  Table 58-2.
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Cognizant, as it was in its early years, of the slightness and uncer

tainty of its support, the Ba'thT regime appealed from the first for an 
agreement of all the “ progressive”  parties within Iraq.

While it did not ignore the rival nationalist forces, it did not show 
undue concern in winning them over to a common front. They had be
come too fragmented and too ineffective: no fewer than nine mutually 
antagonistic pan-Arab organizations were in the field.36 Even the 
largest, the Arab Socialist Movement, which comprised Nasirites and 
HarakiyyTn, had just split into two factions, one clinging strictly to the 
line of the United Arab Republic, and the other opting for Marxism- . 
Leninism and “ popular armed struggle.”  Both factions developed be
fore long the feeling that the regime was playing them off against one 
another and against the Communists.

For their part, the Communists of the “ Central Command,”  with 
whom the regime also sought a dialogue, were in no mood for a compro
mise. They had just fought their first guerilla action against the gov
ernment: on their own version, in early June of 1968, six weeks or so 
before the Ba'th’s return to power, twelve of their armed men attacked a 
police post in the ‘Ammuqah marshland in the Shatrah district of the 
Nasiriyyah province, and seized about fifty pieces of fire-arms but, 
losing their way in the marshes and at one point thoughtlessly abandon
ing their boats behind them, were in the end overwhelmed by a superior 
force from the Fifteenth Mechanized Brigade. On the government side, 
six died and one helicopter was said to have been downed.37 While 
this action was denounced by the Communists of the “ Central Commit
tee”  as an “ individualistic”  initiative “ removed from the masses and 
their revolutionary temperament,” 38 the Communists of the “ Central 
Command”  regarded it as the first step on the “ long”  road toward the 
realization of the slogan of “ the People’s Armed Revolution.”

Thus disposed, they could not have greatly appreciated the offer of 
a few seats in the cabinet which the Ba'th held out in August 1968 to 
the parties of the left. “ The mere participation,”  they declared at that 
time, “ of one or even of several progressive forces in a government 
dominated by ‘the Revolutionary Command Council,’ that is, the council 
of the ruling senior officers, . . . will not change anything in the charac
ter of the regime.”  Instead they demanded the immediate release of 
political prisoners, the granting of freedom to political parties and

36The Arab Socialist Movement, the Congress of Socialist Nationalists, 
the Party of Arab T oilers, the Party of Revolutionary Workers, the Socialist 
Party of Unity, the Nationalist League, the Nationalist Congress, the Movement 
of Socia list Unionists, and the Arab Socia list party.

37Letter from the Central Command of the Communist party dated late May 
1970, and published in An-NasTr ( “ The Partisan” ), a bulletin of the Iraqi Revo
lutionary Assembly in Britain, and in Al-Hurriyyah, 26 October 1970.

33Munadil-ul-Hizb, December 1968.
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autonomy to the Kurds, and the creation of an “ interim progressive 
democratic coalition government.”  From their standpoint, the important 
thing was “ to bring the working people nearer to their essential aim: a 
revolutionary popular democratic regime under the leadership of the 
proletariat.” 39

The Communists of the “ Central Committee,”  whom the Ba'thists 
wooed the most, put forth identical demands as regard the Kurds and 
the parties, and called for the election of a constituent assembly which 
would endow Iraq with a “ democratic”  organic law and vest legislative 
power in a parliament chosen by the people.40

As an earnest of its goodwill, the Ba'thT regime “ pardoned”  on 5 
September 1968 “ all”  political prisoners,41 and on the twelfth of the 
same month reinstated civil servants dismissed for political reasons.4  ̂
It also permitted Communist exiles to return home. On the other hand, • 
it showed no readiness to meet the key demand for party freedoms or to 
make any other fundamental concession.

The Communists of the “ Central Command”  stuck to their stand, 
and those of the “ Central Committee”  conveyed to the Ba'thists in 
mid-October that they were not interested in a purely “ formal”  partici
pation in the government. “ There can be no meaning,”  they said, “ to 
an alliance with a party that does not recognize the right of our party 
. . .  to engage in open political work and to publish its own 
newspapers. ” 43

November was marked by a wave of violence. On the tenth, former 
Foreign Affairs Minister Nasir al-Hanl was stabbed to death in mysteri
ous circumstances.44 Earlier, on the fifth, two Communists were killed 
and others wounded when 950 workers, staging a sit-down strike at 
Baghdad’s vegetable oil factory, came under fire. Two days later, three 
other Communists died when a rally, celebrating the fifty-first anniver
sary of the Bolshevik revolution, was attacked in as-Siba‘ Field on the 
Rasafah side of the capital.45 An accusing finger was, in each in
stance, pointed at the special forces attached to Saddam Husain at- 
TakrTtl’s National Security Bureau. Rejoined Saddam regarding al-Hanl’s

^9August 1968 statement by the Communist Party (Central Command), A l- 
Hurriyyah, 2 September 1968.

40August 1968 statement by the Central Committee of the Communist party,
ibid.

41An-Nahar, 6 September 1968.
4^Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 13 September 1968.
43Statement of the plenum of the Central Committee of the Communist party 

issued in mid-October 1968 and quoted in TarTq-ttsh-Sha'b o f early July 1969.
44An-Nahar, 13 November 1968. _
45Statement of the Communist Party of Iraq of 11 November 1968, published 

in Al-Akhbar, 1 December 1968.
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case: “ Who was Nasir al-Hanl and what danger did he constitute for 
the regime and the party? . . . He was neither a politician nor a compet
itor of ours. . . . Why should we kill him at all?” 46 Insofar as the firing 
at the vegetable oil factory was concerned, the Ba'thists pointed out 
that the Progressive Socialist Workers’ Front, which was under their 
control, had demanded the bringing of the offenders to account. Re
sponsibility for the deaths in as-Siba‘ Field was disowned: “ The Ba‘th 
party,”  said Ath-Thawrah, “ views the incident . . .  as a conspiracy 
directed at itself before others .. . and having for object the torpedoing 
of all that it has achieved in the way of preparation for a national . 
front.” 47 It is, of course, possible that in this, as in the preceding in
stance, the different factions within the regime were acting at cross 
purposes. But provocation from elements hostile to both the Ba'thists 
and the Communists could not altogether be excluded.

At any rate, the violence against the Communists so incensed the 
“ Central Command”  that it decided to form small armed detachments of 
its own in Baghdad and elsewhere, and in January 1969, raising the cry 
for the overthrow of the regime, ordered them into action. In daring 
deeds, reminiscent of the “ expropriations”  and “ revolutionary holdups”  
carried out by the Bolsheviks in 1906-1912 with Lenin’s approval, the 
detachments, needing funds badly, raided the offices of the governor of 
Sulaimaniyyah and a number of business firms in Baghdad, and made off 
with 19,000 dinars. At the same time, they blew up official vehicles 
and fired upon the house of Saddam Husain and that of Salah ‘Umar 
al-‘AlT,48 also a Takrltl and member of the Ba'th Regional Command 
and of the Revolutionary Command Council.49

Naturally, the government began now searching high and low for 
‘Aziz al-Hajj, the secretary of the “ Central Command,”  and for his lieu
tenants, and in February caught up with them. In an-Nihayah Palace, 
to which they and scores of their supporters were led off for interroga
tion, no fewer than twenty were said to have subsequently died under 
torture, including Politbureau members MattT Hindi Hindu and Ahmad 
Mahmud al-Hallaq.50 But ‘Aziz al-Hajj himself broke down,51 and on

46Statement by Saddam to As-Sayyad  of 6-13 March 1969.
^7Ath-Thawrah (Baghdad), 25 November 1968.
48For Salah ‘Umar a l-‘ AH, see Table 58-2.
^Statem ents by ‘ Aziz al-Hajj on Baghdad television on 3 April 1969, and 

to A sS a yya d ’s correspondent in May, Al-Anwar, 5 April 1969, and As-Sayyad, 
8-15 May 1969. ' ‘

^Statement by the Iraqi Revolutionary Assembly in Britain, Al-Hurriyyah, 
9 February 1970; and appeal by the Iraqi Students’ A ssociation  in Britain, A l- 
Hurriyyah, 19 October 1970.

®1So did the remaining members of the Politbureau—HamTd Khadr as-Safr 
and Kadhim Rida as-Saffar—and others.



3 April appeared on the television and called upon his followers to re
nounce violence and cooperate with the Ba'th party.52 .

‘Aziz al-Hajj’s defection inflicted a cruel blow upon the revolution
ary trend in the Communist movement which had been so intimately tied 
with his name—a blow from which it did not begin to recover until about 
a year later, when the “ Central Command”  group was taken in hand by 
Ibrahim al-‘AllawT, a ShT'T architect from the mid-Euphrates.

In the meantime, the Communists of the “ Central Committee”  had 
gone on observing a political truce with the Ba'thists. Moreover, in the 
spring of 1969 the two parties began drawing, if warily, somewhat close 
to each other—a process that was furthered, by the government’s full 
diplomatic recognition of the German Democratic Republic on April 30, 
its sulfur agreement with the Poles on May 1, and its economic-technical 
cooperation pacts with the East Germans in late May,53 and with the ■ 
Soviet Union on July 5.54 The alliance that ensued, and that was to 
last roughly till March of 1970, remained informal, limited, and uneasy, 
and never rested upon a mutually agreed program. However, in this 
period, Ba'thists and traditional Communists worked hand-in-hand in the 
Iraqi-Soviet Friendship Association and in the Iraqi Committee for the 
Solidarity of the Afro-Asian Peoples. They also sent a joint delegation 
to a 1969 meeting of the World Peace Council, and put up common candi
dates in the 1970 elections for the Lawyers’ Guild.55 Over and above 
that, in token of its “ openness,”  the regime permitted the Communists 
to publish their periodical Ath-Thaqafah aj-Jadidah ( “ The New Culture” ), 
and on 31 December 1969, appointed ‘ Aziz Sharif, the ex-secretary gen
eral of the Peace Partisans, as minister of justice.

But the Communists were far from satisfied. They deplored the re
gime’s “ persisting negative attitude”  toward popular freedoms, and the 
support that “ some influential circles in the government and the Ba‘ th 
party”  continued to lend to “ the apparatuses and measures of terror 
against the patriot forces.” 56 More than that, on the morrow of ‘Aziz

^Al-Anwar, 5 April 1969.
53The East Germans agreed to lend 30 million dinars to Iraq and to build 

factories for Iraq’ s Ministries of Industry, Oil, Agrarian Reform, Communications, 
and Municipal and Rural Affairs, An-Nahar, 3 July 1969.

64The pact with the Soviets provided, among other things, for a loan to Iraq 
of 25 million dinars, which was to be used for the development and exploitation 
of the North Rumailah oil field, An-Nida’ , 6 July and An-Nahar, 7 July 1969.

55<Abd-ul-Wahhab Mahmud, a Communist sympathizer, who polled 674 votes, 
was elected president of the guild, and ‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah, member of the Polit- 
bureau of the Communist party, who polled 608 votes, won a seat on the guild’s 
council, Aj-Jumhuriyyah, 10 January 1970.

66Report of the Extended Meeting of the Central Committee held in October 
1969, Al-Akhbar, 21 December 1969. The report had here in mind the murder in 
June 1969 of Sattar Khudair, a member o f the Central Committee (see Al-Akhbar, 
13 July 1969) and the “ abduction”  in September of ‘ Abd-ul-AmTr Sa'rd, a mem
ber of the cadre (see Al-Akhbar, 7 December 1969).
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Sharif’s appointment as minister of justice, they hastened to make plain 
that ‘Aziz Sharif was “ an independent personality’ ’ and that

the entry of independent personalities into the cabinet is under no 
circumstance tantamount to the formation of a coalition government 
or the government of the Unified National Front, which the demo
cratic movement in Iraq is united in regarding as an urgent national 
need. The representation of all the progressive national parties on 
the basis of a democratic program and a guarantee of the indepen
dence of every party is a fundamental and indispensable condition 
for any genuine coalition government. . . . The Iraqi Communist ' 
party . .. will not share in the responsibility of power unless this 
condition is met.57

After the regime’s agreement of March 11, 1970, with Mulla Mustafa 
al-Barzanl, things took a turn for the worse for the Communists, although 
the pro-Communist ‘Aziz Sharif played a helpful role in the negotiations 
that led to the accord. Officials talked and acted now as if there were 
only two parties in Iraq, the Ba‘th and the Kurdish Democrats. On March 
21, Communists that had assembled in al-Maidan Square in Baghdad to 
take part in the traditional Kurdish Nuruz—New Year or first day of the 
spring—procession, were dispersed by force. On the night before, 
Muhammad Ahmad al-Khadri, a member of the Baghdad Communist Commit
tee, was found dead in the street, his body riddled with eighteen bullets. 
The Ba‘th expressed at once its disapprobation, but the Communists 
maintained that the deed was accompanied by a wide-scale drive against 
their party. Some hundreds of arrests were said to have been made all 
over Iraq. This was repeatedly denied by the authorities, and as often 
reaffirmed by the Communists, who insisted that the arrests had con
tinued and were being carried out by “ persons with no known official or 
legally defined attributes.” 58

On July 1, at a congress of the Kurdish Democrats, ‘Abd-ul-Karlm 
Ahmad, a member of the Communist Politbureau, openly protested against 
these “ oppressive”  proceedings, congratulated the Kurds on their cen
tral political slogan: “ Democracy for Iraq and Autonomy for Kurdistan!”  
and appealed for a front of the “ patriot”  forces inspired by the principle 
of equality.5® Parts of his speech found an echo in the Kurdish At- 
Ta’akhl,60 and the full text was widely circulated in the streets of Bagh
dad and other towns.
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57For the text of the statement, see  An-Nida’, 21 January 1970.
5&An-Nida’, 5 and 16 April and 30 May 1970; AUAkhbar, 17 May 1970; and 

An-Nahar, 13 April and 2 July 1970.
59An-Nida\ 5 July 1970; and Tanq-ttsh-Sha'b, early August 1970.

A t-T a ’akhT, 2 July 1970; and TarTq-ush-Sha'b, early August 1970.
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The ruling party took offense at this “ abuse of freedom.”  At a 

press conference on July 20, Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr warned the Commu
nists against “ playing with fire,”  upbraided them with the “ ingratitude”  
they had shown toward the Ba‘th, and threatened to “ punish any indi
vidual or group violating the public order.” 61

Earlier, on July 10, the Ba'thT command had laid its cards on the 
table, disclosing the real conditions upon which it would accept the 
Communists in a “ national progressive front.”  Among other things, it 
demanded “ an objective and candid appraisal”  of the Ba'th “ as a revo
lutionary, unionist, socialist, and democratic party” ; an “ unambiguous 
evaluation . . .  of the national progressive July 17 Revolution” ; a “ rec
ognition of the commanding role of the Ba'th party in the government, 
the organizations, and the front” ; a commitment not to create “ special 
loyalties inside the armed forces other than the loyalty to the revolu- ■ 
tion” ; a willingness to persuade the “ international extensions”  of the 
Communist party to ally themselves with the branches of the Ba‘ th in 
other Arab countries; an “ absolute rejection of the Zionist state”  and 
“ the espousal of armed struggle with a view to the complete liberation 
of Palestine” ; the acceptance of Arab unity “ as the foremost and funda
mental aim uniting all aims” ; and, finally, a belief in the “ socialist 
transformation”  of the country.62

In their reply, the Communists doubted the “ usefulness”  of the 
method of setting terms “ before even sitting at the negotiation table.”  
Far from lifting the barriers to a front, the terms proper were, they felt, 
“ disabling”  in their effect. The first stipulation was rather “ odd” : 
would the Ba'thists themselves be willing, they wondered, “ to appraise 
the Communist party in accordance with the texts of its own documents?”  
Every force is obviously “ free to see in itself what it chooses.”  In re
gard to the “ July 17 Revolution,”  they had already, they said, defined 
the regime to which it gave birth as a “ patriotic”  and “ anti-reactionary”  
regime, and had dealt with it on that basis, but would nonetheless con
tinue to “ criticize each and every of its steps running counter to the 
interests of the people.”  They regretted that the Ba'th had seen fit to 
revive the concept of “ the commanding party” : “ the question of ‘who 
leads? ’ is a question that should be left to the conscious choice of the 
masses.” 63 As to the “ impermissibility of special loyalties in the 
army,”  this came to the same thing as “ the turning of the army into a \ 
monopoly of the Ba'th party and, in a secondary degree, of the Kurdish 
Democrats.”  The next condition, relating to the “ international exten
sions”  of the Communist party, was “ uncalled for”  and “ unrealistic”

61As-Sayyad , 30 July-6 August 1970.
62Ath-Thawrah, 10 July 1970.
63This is a point that the Communists had already made in TarTq-ush-Sha‘ b 

of mid-June 1970.
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because the Arab Communist parties determined their policies and alli
ances in the light of the “ special conditions”  of their own countries.
On the pan-Arab question there was at bottom no real difference of view: 
“ nationalist thought”  itself had been moving nearer to the more “ practi
ca l”  position of the Communists, who “ are genuine upholders of an 
Arab unity . .  . oriented toward the interests of the broadest popular 
masses.”  But the formula of “ socialist transformation”  was inadmissi
ble. For one thing, what the Ba'thists meant by it was “ vague and un
scientific.”  For another, the Communists did not believe in “ the burn
ing of stages” : the country had yet to complete the “ national 
democratic revolution.”  Besides, the partners of the Ba'th, the Kurdish 
Democrats, had not inscribed socialism on their banners: did this signi
fy that they would, on that account, be kept out of the front?64

With regard to Palestine, the Communists insisted that the condition 
laid down by the Ba'th only “ harmed”  the cause that it purported to 
serve. The Communists could have gone further: they could have plead
ed that, on this issue, their attitude and that of the Ba'th were not as 
sharply divergent in practice as they seemed in theory. Since their 
Third National Conference of December 1967, they had indeed gone a 
good way toward reconciling nationalist opinion. They were driven to 
this by the logic of the situation or, to be specific, by the rise in the 
influence and popularity of the Fedayeen. If, from the point of view of 
the established classes, this movement seemed to be shaping up into a 
dire threat to vested interests, in the minds of a widening circle of 
people from the poorer ranks, especially in Jordan, it was becoming a 
symbol of resistance against every oppression. The radical Arab intel
lectuals saw in it the Revolution in action. They were irresistibly cap
tivated by the impression of vigor and freshness which it produced, and 
which the older movements—nationalist and Communist—no longer 
possessed. In short, the Fedayeen counted at the time so much in the 
popular balance that no. political force in the Arab East could afford to 
ignore them. Hence the striking by the Communists in the fall of 1968 
and at every opportunity afterwards of a note that they had not sounded 
for so very long: the reassertion of “ the right of the Palestinian Arab 
people to return to, and determine their fate in, the land of their 
fathers.” * 66 Hence also the founding on 3 March 1970, in conjunction 
with the Communists of Jordan, Syria, and Lebanon, of the “ Partisan

TarTq-ush-Sha'b, early August 1970.
66This formula appeared in an Iraqi Communist party statement of September 

1968, and was affirmed in the Central Committee report read by Party Secretary 
‘A ziz  Muhammad at the Second Party Congress of September 1970, see Bartiamiju- 
l-Hizb-ish-Shuyu'T-l-'IraqT wa Nidhamuhu-d-Dakhiir("T h e  Program of the Iraqi 
Communist Party and Its Internal R u les” ) approved by the Second Congress of 
the party (September 1970), pp. 13 and 22. See also chapter twelve of the Pro
gram, pp. 111-112.
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Forces” —Quwwat-ul-Ansar.66 There was obviously another motive for 
these steps: to gain a leverage for the party in the Fedayeen movement. 
But in this aim the Communists were to be frustrated because they 
simultaneously remained firmly wedded to a political solution of the 
conflict, and in due course signified their approval of the “ diplomatic 
mobility”  of the Arab countries that accepted the Rogers’ Plan.67 This, 
to be sure, carried them theoretically further away from the line of the 
Ba'thists, but in view of the latter’s prudence when it came to military 
action in Jordan, this fresh divergence had little practical value.

At any rate, their Second Party Congress, which assembled in Sep
tember of 1970 and elected or reelected to the Central Committee, 
among others, the persons shown in Table 58-5, could nurse but slender 
hopes for a genuine front with the Ba'thists.

In fact, during the next twelve months the relations between the 
Communists and the regime worsened: in the winter of 1970-1971 wide- 
scale arrests of party members took place in the southern provinces;68 
in January it became known that Kadhim aj-Jasim, a peasant-Communist 
from Hillah and a prominent member of the Mid-Euphrates Branch Com
mittee, and ‘Aziz Hamid, a professional party worker and a graduate of 
the School of Economics of Bulgaria’s Karl Marx Institute, had died 
under torture in the Baghdad prison;69 in May Thabit Habib al-‘AnI, a 
member of the Central Committee,70 was seized in the streets of the 
capital and carried away by men from the public security service;71 in 
August the Communist-sympathizing ‘Aziz Sharif, who had at one point 
ceased to attend his office, gave up the post of minister of justice and 
confined himself to the role of a minister without portfolio; in September 
came news of the death in the torture chamber of the NihSyah Palace of 
the Kurdish Branch and Central Committee member Shaikh ‘ All al- 
Barzanchl.72

However, after the middle of the autumn of 1971, partly on account 
of recurring tension in the Kurdish zone, but mainly under the influence 
of the anxieties aroused by the saber rattling of the American-backed 
Shah of Iran, his seizure in November of the Abu Musa and Tunb islands, 
and his unconcealed ambition for hegemony in the Gulf, the regime 
moved to conciliate the Communists and simultaneously drew closer to 
the Soviet Union.

66For the text of the statement announcing the creation of the “ Partisan 
F orces ,”  see An-Nida’ , 7 March 1970.

67Central Committee report read at the Second Party Congress of September 
1970, Bamamiju-l-Hizb-ish-Shuyu'T, p. 13.

68Al-Akhbar, 24 January and 21 February 1971.
69A n - N i d a 12 February 1971.
70For Thabit Habib a l-‘ AnT, see Table 51-2.
71An-Nida‘ , 13 May 1971.
72Afarxfsm Today, November 1971. .
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TABLE 58-5

Known Leading Figures of the Dominant, Soviet-Recognized Iraqi 
Communist Party Elected or Reelected to the Central Committee 
at the Second Party Congress of September 1970 and Still at the 

Head of the Party in 1973a
B iographical

Name Data

M em bers o f  the P olitbureau  
‘ A z iz  Muhammad (first secretary)
ZakT KhairT
‘ Abd-ul-KarTm Ahmad ad-Daud 
Baqir Ibrahim al-Musawl 
Thabet Habib al-‘ An1 
‘ Umar ‘ A l l  ash-Shaikh
Other m em bers o f  the Central C om m ittee
Baha’ -ud-DTn NurT
‘ Abd-ul-AmTr ‘ Abbas ‘ Abd
Ara Khajadur
Majid ‘ Abd-ur-Rida
Jawad Kadhim
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq Jamil as-Safl
(editor-in-chief of TarTq-ush-Sha'b)
‘ Abd-us-Salam an-Nasirl
‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah
Yusuf Hanna Shir
M ahdl‘ Abd-ul-Karlm Abu Sana
Mukarram at-Talabanl
Nazlhah ad-Dulaiml
Nurl ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq Husain^
Rahim ‘ Ajlnah 
Safk’ -ul-Hafidh 
Mullah Ahmad Barn Khailanl 
Muhammad Karim Fathullah

See Table 42-6
See Table 14-2
See Table 31-1
See Table 51-2
See Table 51-2
See Table 51-2

See Table 29-1
See Table 56-1
See Table 51-2
See Table 56-1
See Table 56-1
See Table 56-1

See Table 22-1
See Table 31-1
See Table 56-1
See Table 56-1
See note b
See note c
See note e
See note f
See note g
See note h
See note i

aThe table has been compiled on the basis of available information which 
may not be up-to-date.

'-’A 48-year-old lawyer, the director general of the T obacco Authority in 
1959, the inspector general of agrarian reform in 1952, the editor of the party 
magazine A th-Thaqafah aj-JadTdah from 1970 to 1972, and Iraq’ s minister of 
irrigation since May 1972, Mukarram at-Talabanl descends from a Kurdish 
family that once furnished the chiefs of the Qadirl mystic order at Kirkuk.

cNaz1hah ad-Dulaiml, an Arab Sunni gynecologist born around 1924 and a 
founder in 1952 of the League for the Defence of Women’ s Rights, an auxiliary 
organization of the Iraqi Communist Party, has been active since the mid
fifties in the Women’ s International Democratic Federation and from 1959 to 
1960 occupied the post of minister for municipal affairs.

^Dropped from the Central Committee in 1973.
eNurT ‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq Husain, a Sunni Arab about 39 years of age and the 

secretary general of the Iraqi Democratic Youth Organization in 1959-1960, 
was active almost throughout the sixties as a leading member at Prague of 
the International Union of Students. In 1970 he was slated for a guiding role 
in the Quwwat-il-Ansar or Partisan Forces.

^Rahlm ‘ Ajlnah, an assistant secretary general of the Iraqi Democratic 
Youth Union in 1959, and a secretary of the World Federation of Democratic 
Youth in 1962, is nearly 47 years of age and an Arab Shl'T physician.

SAn Arab Sunni lawyer bom around 1923, Safa’ -ul-Hafidh was active in the 
late fifties and early sixties in the Iraqi Bar Association.

^Ahmad Banl Khailanl, the son of a mullah (a man learned in religion), is 
a Sunni Kurd from Derbend-i-Khan.

1 Fathullah, a c lerica l worker, is a Sunni Kurd from Sulaimaniyyah.
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TABLE 58-6

Summary of Table 58-5
Religion, Sect, and Education

Ethnic Origin No.
No. College 11

M oslem s Secondary 7
ShT‘r  Arabs 8 Elementary 2
SunriT Arabs 5 No particulars 3
SunnT Arab-Kurd 1 Total 23
Sunni Kurds 7

Christians Sex
Armenian 1 No.Assyrian 1

Total 23 Male 22
Female 1

_____ _____________________________  Total 23
Profession  or Former Profession

No.

M em bers o f  p ro fess io n s 12
Lawyers 5
Schoolteachers 2
Physician 1
Gynecologist 1
Engineer 1
Surveyor 1
Journalist 1

C lerica l w orkers 2
Government clerks 2

Workers 4
Oil worker 1
W orker-wea ver 1
W orker-mechanic 1
Worker in tin 1

Age Group in 1973
No.

No particulars 5
39 years 2a

40-44 years 1
45-49 years gb
50-51 years 5c

62 years 1
Total 23

P ro fess io n a l party w orkers 5 
Total 23

al approximate age. 
^2 approximate age. 
c 2 approximate age.

J>' -

For this new phase of Ba'thT policy, the increasing Soviet-Iraqi 
economic cooperation had smoothed the ground: on April 8, 1971, the 
USSR had agreed to extend to the Iraq government a loan of 80 million 
dinars at 2.5 percent interest for the financing of a phosphate mine, a 
chemical fertilizer plant, a pipeline, an oil refinery, and two hydro
electric power stations;73 and on June 24, a technical accord had 7

7^An-Nahar of 9 April 1971.
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provided for Soviet help in developing the North Rumailah oil field 
toward a yearly output of 18 million tons of crude o il.?4 But now, under 
the stimulus of the happenings in the Gulf, and after preparatory talks 
at Baghdad in December of 1971 and at Moscow in February of 1972, 
the relations between the two countries were raised to a “ higher level.”  
On April 9, President Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr signed with Soviet Premier 
Alexei N. Kosygin in the Iraqi capital a renewable fifteen-year treaty 
binding the two sides to “ a lasting and unbreakable friendship”  (Arti
cle 1); to further cooperation toward “ the strengthening of [their] defen
sive capacities”  (Article 9); and to “ immediate consultations with a 
view to coordinating their attitudes”  in the event of a “ threat to the 
peace of either contracting party”  (Article 8). Each government also 
pledged itself “ not to enter any alliance or participate in any bloc . . . 
or measures directed against the other . . .  or to permit the use of its 
territory for any activity that could hurt the other militarily”  (Article
10).?5

The Iraqi Communist Party (“ Central Committee” ), which hailed 
the treaty as a realization of “ one of the great aims”  for which “ the 
revolutionary movement”  had been striving,?6 had, in the meantime, re
sumed its dialogue with the Ba'thists. A “ National Action Charter”  
announced by Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr on November 15, 1971, had eased 
the way. Reaffirming standing attitudes on questions of most moment 
to the Ba‘th and holding as a “ sacred national duty”  the struggle 
against “ the continued attempts of the imperialists and their tool, the 
Shah of Iran, to erase the Arabism of the Arab Gulf and to seize certain 
of its parts by force and without right,”  the Charter appealed for a wide 
national coalition, and “ guaranteed”  “ all the democratic freedoms to 
the masses of the people and their patriot and progressive forces, in
cluding the freedom of political parties and social, professional, and 
syndical associations.”

To what, at least from the standpoint of intent, appeared as a politi
cal concession, the Communists reacted favorably. “ In principle,”  
read a special statement published on 27 November in the name of their 
Politbureau, “ our party considers that the proposed draft charter em
bodies good grounds for national cooperation.”  At the same time, the 
statement referred to the need for a “ serious discussion”  with a view 
to reducing the “ draft”  to a text “ acceptable to all the sides that have 
been invited to work together.”  In particular, it stressed that the instru
ment should spell out certain basic principles regarding interparty rela
tions, notably one expressing the necessity for the various national 
parties “ to respect one another as parties that are independent ideologi- 74 * 76
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74An-Nahar, 25 June 1971.
?®For the text of the treaty, see  An-Nida’ , 11 April 1972.
76Ibid., 12 April 1972.
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cally, politically, and organizationally.”  The statement also brought 
out that it was a matter of “ great importance”  for the Communists that 
the regime should put a “ decisive end”  to “ all forms of oppression”  
against them or “ against any other national force.” 77

Month followed month but, although the dialogue between the two 
parties was not broken, and anti-Communist proceedings ceased entirely, 
no agreement was reached either over the “ National Action Charter”  or 
a united front. Nevertheless, on 14 May 1972, the Communists entered 
the government, Central Committee member Mukarram at-TSlabanT re
ceiving the portfolio of Irrigation and his confrere ‘Amer ‘Abdallah the . 
rank of a minister of state.78 There had been a strong feeling among 
the Communists against a mere sharing in the external attributes of 
authority, but their leadership, perhaps not uninfluenced by advice from 
Premier Alexei N. Kosygin, thought that this symbolic participation and . 
the presence in the cabinet of the representatives of the Kurdish Demo
cratic party, on the strength of the Kurdish-Ba'th accord of 11 March 
1970, would add to the prospects of an authentic front. The Communists 
also clearly hoped to strengthen the hand of the government in its pend
ing dispute with the oil consortium. At the same time, they “ suggested”  
to the Ba‘th command that “ adequate powers be granted to the Council 
of Ministers”  and that “ a revision in this sense be made in the [provi
sional] constitution”  so that their participation in the government would 
be “ more effective and of greater avail.”  They also expressed a desire 
for a daily newspaper so that they could “ freely give voice to [their] 
opinions and attitudes and participate in mobilizing the forces of the 
people.”  The Ba'th promised to accede to these requests but “ at a 
later date. ” 79

However, for upwards of a year, nothing further was said in this con
nection, perhaps by reason of the difficult period that the country lived 
through following the June 1 nationalization of the Iraq Petroleum 
Company.

Anyhow, it was not until after the coup attempt of Colonel Nadhim 
Kzar that the participation of the Communists in the affairs of govern
ment became—or at least appears to have become—something more than 
figurative. On July 17, 1973, ten days after the execution of Kzar, their 
First Secretary ‘Aziz Muhammad and President Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, in 
his capacity as secretary general of the Ba'th party, signed at long last 
the “ National Action Charter,” 80 and initiated new efforts to bring the
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77For the text of the statement of the Politbureau, see AI-Akhbar, 11 De
cember 1971. Emphasis in the original.

78For at-Talaban~, see Table 58-5. For ‘ Amer ‘ Abdallah, see Table 31-1.
79Statement of 15 May 1972 by the Politbureau of the Iraqi Communist 

party, Al-Akhbar, 27 May 1972.
80Aj-Jumhuriyyah (Baghdad), 18 July 1973.
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Kurdish Democratic party into the committees of the “ Progressive 
National Front”  which subsequently came to life. One attendant unam
biguous concession to the Communists was the announcement that the 
government had begun to tear down the Nihayah Palace, Iraq’s ill-famed 
torture prison.81 Over and above this, their party gained legal standing, 
and in September official permission was granted for the overt appear
ance of their underground organ Tarlq-ush-Sha1 b, now a daily of which, 
incidentally, 6,712,140 copies were printed in 1975 (compared to 
18,186,710.for the Ba'thist Ath-Thawrah).^ In brief, it is clear that the 
Iraqi Communist party ( “ Central Committee” ) finally garnered some, 
fruits from its commitment to a legal and evolutionary political path. 
However, its alliance with the Ba'th was predicated upon conditions 
that the Iraq-Iran accord of March 1975 and the ensuing collapse of the 
Kurdish rebellion have sensibly changed. Whether the governing 
authority would continue under the new circumstances to place the same 
value upon this alliance as previously remains to be seen.

COMMUNISTS, BA'THISTS, FREE OFFICERS

81An-2Vahar, 15 July 1973.
8^Iraq, A l-Ihsa ’ -uth-ThaqafTli 1975 (Cultural Statistics for 1975), p. 19.
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CONCLUSION

Perhaps no process has affected, through manifold and intricate mediate 
causes, the life of Iraqis more enduringly than the gradual tying up of 
their country in the course of the nineteenth and present centuries to a 
world market anchored on big industry and their involvement in the web 
of forces or the consequences of forces unleashed by the Industrial 
Revolution. To this process is related, in one way or another, a series 
of large facts: among others, the advance in Iraq of England’ s power 
and capital, the turning to Europe’ s advantage of the system of Capitu
lations, the appearance of steam-propelled transports, the incipient imi
tation of modern techniques, the English conquest, the dismemberment 
of the Ottoman Empire and the severance of Iraq’s northern Arab prov
inces from their natural trading regions in Syria, the setting up of a de
pendent monarchy with a new standing army and a new administrative 
machine, the exploitation of Iraq’s oil resources, and the diffusion of 
elements of European culture.

The ensuing structural consequences were far-reaching: old local 
economies, based on the handicraft or boat-building industries and the 
traditional means of transport (camels and sailing ships), declined or 
broke asunder; a tribal tillage, essentially self-sufficient and subordi
nate to pastoralism, gave way to a settled, market-related, tribal agri
culture; the communal tribal land and extensive tracts of state domain 
passed into the hands of ex-warring shaikhs and aghas without ground 
of right or any payment whatever; tribes, guilds, and mystic orders lost 
cohesion or disintegrated; vast masses of people moved from the coun
try and provincial towns to the big cities to enroll in the new army, 
bureaucracy, or police force, or to find employment in the new business
es that supplied the needs of these institutions, or to swell the ranks of 
unskilled laborers and noticeably depress their earnings; old ties, loyal
ties, and concepts were undermined, eroded, or swept away.

In these structural changes and dislocations, all the important politi
cal parties and movements, including the Communists, the Free Officers, 
and the Ba'th, had their roots. From the same sources flowed the insur
rectionary trend that had its most powerful expressions in the 1920 up
rising, the military coups of 1936 and 1941, the Wathbah of 1948, and 
the July 1958 Revolution.

To be more explicit, the recurring conflicts during the years of Eng
lish rule and in the monarchic period reflected an underlying structural 
discordance. They were also, directly or in an ultimate sense, conflicts 
between the classes and strata that suffered, and the classes and strata
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—in Iraq and in England—that benefited from the processes just 
described.

The moving spirits of the agitation against dominance by the Eng
lish that culminated in the 1920 armed uprising, sprang from chalabis 
bound up with the old modes of transport; or from “ aristocrat” -officials 
connected with the former Ottoman administration; or from the mujtahids 
and ‘ ulama’ , the chief exponents of the hereditary social conceptions; 
or from landed tribal shaikhs or tribal sadah, who resented the unaccus
tomed rigor in English revenue collection or had been badly affected by 
the English management of the Euphrates waters.1 The National party, 
which in the first decade of the monarchy stood for unrelenting opposi
tion to English influence, had its grass roots among handicraftsmen,2 
who, through the inflow of English machine-made goods, were losing 
their ancestral means of livelihood. The Communists at Baghdad had, 
from the forties onward, one of their firmest bases of support in the 
quarter of Bab-ish-Shaikh,3 the center of a once thriving manual textile 
industry. The officer corps and the Ba'th drew many of their restless 
elements from the northern Arab families, who had moved to the capital 
and whose traditional economic life had been disorganized by the hin
drances of the new frontiers with Syria or by the decline of such indus
tries as the production of ‘aba ’as -woollen cloaks-at ‘Anah and of 
kalaks—rafts of inflated skins—at Takrit.4 Much of the mass backing of 
the Communists during their “ flood-tide”  in 1959 and in their bitter 
days of February of 1963 came from the Shurugis of Baghdad, that is, 
the tribal peasant migrants from the ‘Amarah country, whose mode of 
subsistence had been upset by the new agrarian relations and the unre
stricted use of irrigation pumps.3 Again, no fewer than 32 percent of 
the entire membership of the Communist Central Committees in the 
period 1955-1963 were descendants of sSdah of moderate means and from 
small provincial towns, whose old economies had been depressed through 
forces flowing from the subordination of Iraq to the international market.4 * 6 
All these facts show unambiguously that the oppositional or revolution
ary politics of Iraq have their distinct structural aspects and cannot be 
properly understood in purely personalized terms.

Other features and relationships emerge from a study of the other 
side of the structural contrariety.

XSee pp. 117, 173-175, 220-221, 293-294, and 1141-1142.
2See p. 295.
3See pp. 424 and 983 (the ‘ Aqd-ul-Akrad district is a part of Bab-ish- 

Shaikh).
4See pp. 293-294 and 298; Tables 41-2, 41-3, and 41-4; pp. 995 and 998; 

Tables 58-2 and 58-3; and pp. 1088-1092. ’
f s e e  pp. 134 ff., 150-151, 551, 804-805, 898, 978, and 983 (the 

Shurugis or Shargawiyyas lived in Ath-Thawrah town in 1963).
6See pp. 999-1000.
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One feature that sharply stands out was the extreme concentration 
of wealth, at least in the last two decades of the monarchy. While four- 
fifths of the families of Iraq were propertyless, 2,480 individuals held 
in 1958 17.7 million dunums,7 * 9 and 49 families, who in effect constituted 
the core of the landlordry, 5.4 million dvlnums,8 that is, respectively,
55.1 percent and 16.8 percent of all privately held agricultural land. 
Similarly, 23 mercantile, manufacturing, and banking families, 8 of whom 
were also large landowners, held 30 to 35 million dinars in assets of 
various kinds, or the equivalent of from 56 to 65 percent of the entire 
private corporate commercial and industrial capital. 9

The acute unevenness in the possession of property, and the ab
sence of a gentle graduation from the opulent at the apex of society to 
the unmoneyed mass, account to no little extent for the radical tone of 
oppositional politics and the endemic instability of the monarchic .
regime.

But was the existing distribution of wealth reflected in the visible 
distribution of political power? Or how closely did the one distribution 
harmonize with the other?

As is evident from Table 9-14 and Table 5-4, 11 of the 23 biggest 
capitalist families and 41 of the 49 biggest landed families, including 
the royal house, were, in one way or another or at one point or another, 
formally linked to the state, providing premiers, or ministers, or sena
tors, or deputies. At the same time, the heads of 28 of these families, 
the families of landed tribal shaikhs and tribal sadah, were, to all in
tents and purposes, real rulers in their estates or over their tribes.

On the other hand, under the monarchy, no fewer than 44.8 percent 
of all appointments to the premiership10 and 41.7 percent of all appoint
ments to the posts of minister of interior and minister of defence went 
to ex-SharTfian officers11 who stemmed from the middle classes or from 
humbler origins but, on account of their services to the Hashemites or 
their access to the means of administration, became, in this period, men 
of property, though of intermediate proportions.12 Moreover, in the two 
decades or so before the 1958 Revolution, decision making on the nation 
al scale tended increasingly to be the preserve of one of these ex- : 
officers, Nurl-as-Sa'Td, and, in a less effective sense, of Prince 
'Abd-ul-Uah.

But neither Nttr! nor ‘Abd-ul-Ilah was as free as he seemed to be. 
They both functioned-and so did the other Shafffians-within a determi-

7See Table 5-1.
®See Table 5-3.
9See p. 274 and Table 9-13.
10See Table 7-2.
U See Table 10-4.
12See pp. 352-353 and Table 10-3.
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nate social framework. Hence Nun’s “ perhaps natural reluctance to 
offend powerful agricultural and mercantile vested interests,”  as Brit
ish Ambassador Kinahan Cornwallis put it.13 Hence also the intelligi
bility of his domestic course of action from the standpoint of their needs 
and their sentiments: the virtual exemption from, taxes of the landed 
class in his days14 *—to cite just one example—was, it goes without say
ing, no chance occurrence. More than that, as regards England, both 
NurT and ‘Abd-ul-Ilah had their heart “ in the right place,”  which brings 
us to another reason for the lack of a close correspondence between the 
holding of property and the holding of power: the origin of the political 
regime in the will of the English and its sustenance by them during part 
of its life. At play, in other words, was an extraneous force that inter
fered, when it could and in a manner answering to its purposes, with 
the natural tendencies or dynamic momentum of the internal structural 
situation. Over and above this, in the last decade of the monarchy, the 
outpouring of oil money not only added enormously to the financial 
strength of the government but, on account of the peculiar nature of the 
oil industry—its extrinsic relation to the local economy or to the level 
of native productive power, and its employment of a very small part of 
the country’s working force—made the government to a great extent eco
nomically autonomous from society,13 and thus increased its possibili
ties for absolutism-and at the same time distorted further the relation
ship between private economic power and control or influence over the 
state machine.

‘Abd-ul-Ilah and NurT had become too unpliant in their opinions or 
too committed to the established system of appropriation to alter course 
socially by turning to advantage the growing financial autonomy of the 
state. They thus failed to come to grips with the existing structural un
balances, and made the 1958 Revolution unavoidable.16

Did the Revolution issue in a qualitatively different form of society? 
Along what lines is present-day Iraq, that is, the Iraq of 1977, 
structured?

The unstable character of the regimes that succeeded the monarchy, 
the fluidity of the social situation, and the paucity or defects of perti
nent statistical evidence render generalizations hazardous.-

One thing, however, is beyond question: the social power of private 
large-scale property has been uprooted. This is most obvious in the 
domain of agriculture. The big landed shaikh and the big landed mer
chant have been swept away. The pattern of land tenure at the end of

13See pp. 351-352.
14See pp. 105-107.
13See also pp. 34 and 282-283.
16See pp. 32, 34, and 351-361.
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Pattern of Land Tenure, End of 1973

TABLE 59-1

Agricultural holdings 
by type o f tenure

Area (in 
million  

dunums)3

P ercen ta ge
o f

total area

Owned by Agrarian Reform 
beneficiaries

5.2 22.7

Rented by peasants from 
the State Organization for 
Agrarian Reform

7.9 34.5

Owned privately by other 
than Agrarian Reform 
beneficiaries

8.0 34.9

Rented from the Waqf 
Administration

.3 1.4

Operated on a squatter basis 1.1 4.7
Other holdings .4 .8
Total 22.9 100.0

aBased on figures in Iraq’ s Annual A bstra ct o i  S ta tis tics , 1973 (pp. 70, 76, 
128, and 130) and on the assumption that there was no change from 1971 to 
1973 in the areas of “ other holdings”  or of squatter and waqf land.

1973 is reflected in the rough figures in Table 59-1. The area owned 
by Agrarian Reform beneficiaries has since increased considerably. 
Moreover, at present—in 1977—none of the private landowners hold more 
than 2,000 dunums and the vast majority own between 20 and 200 
dunums. On the other hand, as late as 1971, out of a total of 2,110,593 
workers on agricultural holdings, 274,377 were still landless and 
labored for hire. The others possessed their own plots or rented land 
from the state or the waqf administration, or from private proprietors, or 
were unpaid members of the households of farm-holders.*7 There has, 
however, been a marked change in this situation with the recent comple
tion of the land redistribution program.

At the same time, the government has been reorganizing agricultural 
production along new lines, as could be gathered from the figures shown 
in Table 59-2. The growing emphasis on cooperatives—the number of 
cooperatives rose from 368 in 1966 to 805 in 1970 and 1,363 in 1974*8— 17

17Iraq, Annual A bstra c t o f  S ta tistics , 1973, p. 70.
*8xheir membership counted 45,767 in 1966, 110,472 in 1970, and 203,000 

in 1974; Iraq, S ta tistica l H andbook o f  the R epu b lic  o f  Iraq for 1957-1967  (1968), 
p. 139; Annual A b stra c t o f  S ta tistics  1970, p. 105; and A l-Q ita'-uz-Z ira'T , pp. 
6-7. The cooperatives are meant to organize agricultural production, assist 
their members in fulfilling the production plan, supply them witii seeds, fertiliz
ers, and the necessary implements, market their products, and introduce needed 
improvements.
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TABLE 59-2

Forms of Agricultural Organization

CONCLUSION

Form s o f  
agricultural 
organization

No. of 
farms or 

coop era tiv es  
in

1974 1977

N o. o f  
m em bers 

o f  farms or 
coop era  ti v es  

in 1974 
(in thousands)

C u ltivab le  
area in 

1974 (in 
million  
dunums )

State farms n.a, 21 n.a. .39
C ollective farms 74 87 10.7 .57
Agricultural
cooperatives

1363 2462 203.0 13.20

Privately run 
and other farms

n. a. n.a. n.a. 8.77

Total 22.93
S ou rces: The 1977 figures in the table are from E v en ts  (London), No. 9 of 

28 January 1977 and An-Nahar (Beirut) of 29 December 1977. The other figures 
are based on^data in Iraq, Ministry of Agriculture and Agrarian Reform, A l-  
Q i(a ‘ -u z -Z ira ‘ T (T h e  Agricultural Sector) (Baghdad, 1974), pp. 6-7; Iraq, Minis
try of Planning, Annual A b s tra c t o f  S ta tis tic s , 1973, pp. 70 fL ; and the Social
ist Arab Ba‘ th party, Thawrat 17 Tammuz. A t-T a jriba tu  w a-l-A faq  (The Revolu
tion of July 17. The Experience and the Horizons) (Baghdad, 1974), p. 103.

and on collective19 and state farms stems from the realization that 
“ the frittering of large estates into small or middling plots, though 
democratic and progressive [from a social standpoint], has had negative 
effects on the productivity of the individual land unit and the general 
development of agricultural production.” 20 It had also become clear 
that small-scale peasant farming was scarcely adapted to the use of 
machinery or modern methods. That agriculture was in a bad shape, at 
least in the first post-revolutionary decade, emerges plainly enough 
even from the not so reliable official estimates on the output and yield 
per dunum of three of the country’s chief food crops shown in Table 
59-3. But much of the difficulty also arises from the still unsolved 
problem of salinization, and from administrative deficiencies and the 
shortage of agronomists and other agricultural experts.21 Moreover, in 
the decade in question, the government’s investment policy inclined

19The collective  farms are based on co llective  ownership of the means of 
production, co llective  work, and distribution of income according to cooperative 
principles. Article 38 of Agrarian Reform Law No. 117 of 1970 refers.

•^Socialist Arab Ba'th Party, Central P olitical Report of the Eighth Region
al Congress, Aj-Jum huriyyah (Baghdad), 7 March 1974, p. 4.

21For treatments of these and other aspects of the agricultural problem, 
see John L. Simmons, “ Agricultural Development in Iraq: Planning and Manage
ment Failures,”  M iddle E a s t Journal, Spring 1965, pp. 129 ff.; and Robert A. 
Fem ea, “ Land Reform and Ecology in Post-Revolutionary Iraq,”  E con om ic D e 
velopm ent and Cultural Change, XVII, No. 3 (April 1969), pp. 356 ff.



TABLE 59-3

Iraq’s Estimated Output of Wheat, Barley, and Rice in the Pre-Revolutionary Decade 
1948/49-1957/58 and the Post-Revolutionary Decade 1958/59-1967/68

Wh eat Barley R ice
Popula tion Average Average A verage

in 1957 yearly Average yea rly Average yearly Average
and in 1967 output yield output yield output yield

(in (in per dunum (in per dunum (in per dunum
D ecade millions ) 1,000 tons) (in kilos) 1,000 tons) (in kilos) 1,000 tons) (in k ilos)

1948/49-1957/58 6.3 696 148 942 223 148 365
1958/59-1967/68 8.8 845 129 840 187 172 404

Source: Estimates of Ministry of Agriculture. Iraq, Statistical Handbook. . .  tor 1957-1967, p. 27; and Statistical A b 
stracts tor 1949, 1953, 1956, 1958, 1961, 1963, 1965, and 1969, pp. 116-117, 109-111, 87-89, 112-114, 50-52, 89-91, 167- 
169, and 158-160, respectively.
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against agriculture and toward industry.22 All these things, plus the 
greater flow of oil money and the disconcerting awareness that the mass 
of the peasants continue to live upon a slight economic margin, account 
for the recent launching by the government of the project to reclaim four 
million dunums of land,23 and for the increase in investment allocations 
for agriculture from 142 million dinars under the Development Plan of 
1965-1969 to 365 million dinars under the amended 1970-1974 Plan, and 
to 3 .i billion dinars under the Plan of 1975-1980.24

The cutting down of private landed property to small or moderate 
proportions has not been the only unambiguous development of the post
revolutionary years. Side by side with this, the government has grown 
enormously in the life of the people.

For one thing, its impact upon the social structure, or at least its 
capacity to determine the direction of social change, has been enhanced 
by its planning powers and its greater influence over the distribution of 
the national income. Related to this is the increase of its functions on 
most of the economic fronts. It thus occupies now a monopolistic posi
tion in banking and insurance and, as is clear from Table 59-4, domi
nates large-scale industry. More than that, at least insofar as new 
investment is concerned, it has, as is evident from Table 59-5, over
shadowed private enterprise in agriculture, transport, communications, 
and wholesale trade. 25

The role of the government also looms larger and larger in the realm 
of education, which is now given gratuitously in all of its stages. The 
number of state college students rose from 8,568 in 1958-1959 to 75,270 
in 1975-1976, and of state secondary school students from 73,911 to 
499,113. Attendance at state elementary schools grew from 502,306 to 
1,765,092 in the same years. But part of the increase.is explicable by

22jn the period 1958-1967, 349.8 million dinars were invested in industry 
(including mining, electricity, water, and gas) by the central government sector, 
the self-financing public sector, and the private sector (including the mixed 
sector), and only 129.3 million dinars in agriculture; Iraq, Ministry of Planning, 
P rog ress  under Planning (Baghdad, 1972), p. 55.

23see above, p. 1095.
24Iraq, P rog ress  under Planning, p. 66; An-N ahat (Beirut), 30 November 

1974; and L ’O rien t-L e Jour (Beirut), 16 January 1975.
^H ow ever, as regards the projected government capital expenditure for 

1970-1974 (refer to Table 59-5), it is necessary to bear in mind that actual in
vestment has tended to lag behind planned investment: for the period 1965
1969, the plan achievement ratio of the central governmental sector was only 
65 percent; Iraq, P rog ress  under Planning, p. 28. For this problem, see also 
Ferhang Jalal (director general, Industrial Bank o f Iraq), The R o le  o f G overn 
m ent in the Industrialization  o f  Iraq 1950-1965  (London, 1972), pp. 62 ff., and 
Iraq, Ministry of Planning, TaqyTm-un-NumuwwT-l-IqtisadT fT-l-Traq 1950-1970  
(Evaluation of the Economic Development of Iraq, 1950-1970), by Dr. Jawad 
Hashim et al. (mimeographed, undated), I, 81-91.



TABLE 59-4
Industrial Enterprises Employing Ten or More Workers 

(Excluding the Oil Industry); Government and Private Sectors

1960a
1964 (a fter

N ationalization  L a w s) 1970
P riva te Governm ent P riva te Governm ent P riva te G overnm ent

Number of 
enterprises

827 158 935 261 1,081 385

Number of employees 45,861 21,952 38,862 41,986 37,987 67,933
Average number of 
employees per 
enterprise

55 138 41 160 35 176

Total revenue (in 
millions of dinars)

62.0 23.0 44.2 82.3 54.2 155.8

Average revenue of 
every enterprise in 
millions of dinars

.075 .14 .047 .37 .05 .40

aIn 1954, the total number of private and government enterprises of this size  was 727. Their employees counted 
44,410; Iraq, R eport on the Industrial C en sus o f  Iraq 1954, p. 21.

S ou rces : Iraq, S ta tistica l H an dbook . . . for 1957-1967, pp. 86-89 and 108-109; and A l- ‘Iraq IT Arqam  (“ Iraq in 
Figures” ) (1973), pp. 2-3.



Actual Investments in 1965-1969 and Investment Allocations under the 1970-1974 Plan 
According to Public and Private Sectors and Economic Activities

A ctual investm ents in 1965-69  
at 1966 con stan t p r ices

(in million dm ars)a P lanned investm en ts in 1970-74 (in m illion dinars)a

C entral S ector  of
governm ental public

icior__________  P u blic  P riva te s e c t o r  en terp rises P riva te s e c to r b -

TABLE 59-5

Agriculture 53.9 . 27.2 336.5 13.0 18.0
Mining — 2.3
Manufacturing industries 122.3 44.1 ■j 207.3 348.2 50.0
Electricity, water, and gas 49.9 (
Transport, communications, 66.9 35.4 96.6 86.8 35.0and storage
Wholesale and retail trade 7.8 26.5 /  - 17.5 15.0
Banking and insurance 2.8 __ I
Housing — 139.1 14.6 9.2 150.0
Construction — 10.4
Public administration 1 120.0 __ /105 .5 20.8
Services i 29.2 i 17.0
Other — — 192.0C _
Total 423.6 314.2 952. 5d 495.5d 285.0^

aOne dinar exchanged for U.S. $3.37 in 1975. 
^Includes mixed sector.
Includes expenditure on planning, follow-up and statistical machinery, loans to government departments, and inter

national obligations.
^Total includes investments in building and construction by sectors.
Sources: Iraq, Annual Abstract of Statistics 1969, p. 470; Iraq, Progress under Planning, p. 70; and International 

Bank for Reconstruction and Development, Current Economic Position and P rospects of Iraq, October 9, 1974.
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the abolition of private schools. It is also doubtful whether there has 
been a commensurate qualitative progress. Moreover, in 1965, 56 per
cent of the population were still illiterate. However, hundreds of anti
illiteracy centers have since been established and plans drawn up that 
contemplate the elimination of illiteracy among males by 1985 and 
among females by 1990.26

The increased tasks of the government have involved a big build-up 
in its staff and bureaus. Official and semiofficial employees, excluding 
those of the Ministry of Defence but including policemen, laborers in 
the industrial public sector, and teachers in state schools and universi
ties, totaled only about 85,000 in 1958, but 318,868 in 1967,27 and 
456,378 in 1972.28 The members of the armed forces, for their part, . 
added up in 1973, on a conservative estimate, to 101,800,29 but were 
probably nearer to 130,000. When pensioners—in 1973, 73,703 civilians ' 
and 51,779 military men were on state pension rolls30—and dependents 
of the soldiery and state servants are also considered, and account is 
taken of the increase in public employment since 1972, and of the obli
gation of the departments of government, under a Revolutionary Com
mand Council decree of February 7, 1974,31 to engage all unemployed 
university graduates,32 it becomes clear that, by the end of 1977, some
thing like one-fifth or perhaps one-fourth of the inhabitants of Iraq 
would be depending directly upon the government for their livelihood 
and their life chances. In the towns, more than one-third of the em
ployed persons are already employees of the government.33

Of course, a big slice of the national income is absorbed by this 
host of state servants. Their emoluments—exclusive of the salaries of 
the military and of Defence officials—amounted to 72.6 million dinars in

20See above, p. 34; and Iraq, Annual A bstra ct o f  S ta tistics  1959, p. 68;
1969, p. 66; and Ministry of Education’ s Summary Data of Education in Iraq for 
the Year 1975-1976.

221958 figure is partly estimated. In 1967 the largest ministry—Defence 
aside—was that of Education, which comprised 72,401 employees, or 22.7 per
cent of the total; and the next largest was that of Interior, which embraced 
59,842 or 18.8 percent; Iraq, Annual A bstract o f  S ta tistics  1969, pp. 307-308; 
and 1970, p. 411.

2®Iraq, Annual A b stra c t o f  S ta tistics  1973, pp. 401-402 , 515 , 523, and 545.
20The International Institute for Strategic Studies, London, T he M ilitary  

B a la n ce 1973-74, p. 32.
30Iraq, Annual A b stra c t o f  S ta tistics  1973, p. 372.

An-Nahar (Beirut), 9 February 1974.
32In 1972-1973 alone, 7,509 graduated from Iraq’ s universities and institutes, 

Annual A b stra c t o f  S ta tis tic s  1973, p. 543.
33In 1969 the total number of employed Iraqis was 2.5 millions, 1.4 millions 

of whom were occupied in agriculture; Iraq, W eekly G a zette  o f  the R ep u b lic  o f  
Iraq No. 50 of 16 December 1970, Appendix (1-5), p. 173.
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1961 and 111.3 million dinars in 1967 or, respectively, 60.9 percent and
54.1 percent of the whole expenditure of the ordinary state budget,34 
and exceeded in both years the total government capital investment.35 
During May of 1972 the total pay of state servants, excluding teachers 
in state schools and universities and members of the armed forces, 
came to 14.9 million dinars,36 or a yearly average of 178.8 million 
dinars. Their cost to the state has since shot up sharply by virtue of 
doubling their allowances under another February 7, 1974, decree.37

While many of the employees of the government are productive or 
perform useful functions and, therefore, add directly or indirectly to the 
social wealth, others—a good many of them—are superfluous and purely 
parasitic. This arises to no little degree out of the tendency to allow 
functionaries to proliferate, not because of any real need, but to reduce 
unemployment or ward off opposition. Such a thing is not calculated to 
assure the smoother functioning or easier manipulation of the adminis
trative machine. Much more serious has been the filling of high posts 
by the Ba'th government—and its predecessors—on the basis not of 
merit or experience but political dependability. This practice appears 
to be inescapable, at least in the initial phase of any new regime. How
ever, the chief problem of the bureaucracy lies, as has already been in
dicated, in the still acute general scarcity of technical and scientific 
skills.

The huge increase in the size of the government, conjoined with the 
depressed level of agriculture and with other influences previously at 
work, have led to an accentuated and unhealthy demographic urban 
growth. Since 1958 the inhabitants of towns have almost tripled (see 
Table 59-6), and now account for about 63 percent of the total popula
tion, as many as 2.6 million being concentrated at Baghdad alone. The 
problems and tensions generated by such unusually rapid changes have 
added to the instability of the postrevolutionary regimes, which in turn 
explains the fumbling and off-handedness of the attempts to cope with 
the ensuing situation.

Another consequence of the growth of government has been an appre
ciable rise in the numerical importance of the middle classes.38 This

^ Iraq , W eek ly  G a zette , o f the R ep u b lic  o f  Iraq, No. 50 of 16 December 
1970, Appendix (1-5), pp. 281 and 411.

35Ibid ., p. 343; and Iraq, S ta tistica l H andbook  . . .  for 1957-1967, p. 60.
36Iraq, Annual A b stra c t o f  S ta tis tics  1973, p. 416.
37Pay increases for all functionaries ranged from 9 to 19 dinars a month. 

There were similar augmentations for the officers and soldiers. L ’O rien t-L e  
Jour (Beirut), 9 February 1974.

90
JOWorth consulting in this regard is a “ Preliminary Study regarding the 

Intermediate Elements in the Towns”  by the "Iraqi Revolutionary Assembly in 
Britain,”  published in their organ An-NasTr and in Al-H urriyyah  (Beirut), 11, 
18, and 25 January and 1 February 1971.
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Urban Population of Iraq According to Official Figures

TABLE 59-6

(in millions of persons)

Total
population

Urban
population %

1947 (census) 4.8 1.7 35.4
1957 (census) 6.3 2.5 39.7
1965 (census) 8.0 4.1 51.2
1975 (estimate) 11.1 7.0 63.0

S ou rces: Iraq, S ta tistica l H andbook. . . for 1957-1967 , pp. 28-29; Annual A b 
stra ct o f  S ta tis tics  1970, pp. 45-46; 1973, pp. 49 and 55; and A l-Clraq fTArqam  
(“ Iraq in F igures” ) (1973), p. 1.

has been reinforced by the continued widening of educational opportuni
ty. Although the available figures are incomplete or not sufficiently 
precise, it appears that over the decade ending in 1968 there was a two
fold increase of townsmen in the middle and lower middle income brack
ets, and that their proportion of the urban inhabitants as a whole went 
up to something like 34 percent from the 28 percent or so at the time of 
the Revolution (see Table 59-7).

Has the numerical expansion of the middle classes been accompa
nied by an increase in their social and political weight?

It could justifiably be said, though the actual picture is somewhat 
more complicated, that the regimes that issued from the 1958 Revolution 
and from the related subsequent coups, including the present regime, 
have been middle-class regimes, but not in the narrow sense that they 
have functioned explicitly on behalf of the middle classes or conscious
ly furthered their interests. In what sense, then, could their middle- 
class character be vindicated? In this connection a number of points 
stand out.

First, Qasim, the brothers ‘Aref, and the majority of the members of 
the Supreme Committee of the Free Officers, the Committee-in-Reserve 
of the Free Officers, the 1958 Commanders’ Council, the various Ba'th 
Commands, and the Revolutionary Command Councils of 1963 and 1968
1977 belonged to middle or lower middle-income families.39

Second, since the Revolution, men of middle condition have not mere
ly occupied the state’s nuclei of initiative and decision, but have also 
had a near monopoly in the upper and middle ranges of its administrative 
corps.

The real meaning of these facts can be grasped by bearing in mind 
that, through cutting the roots from under large-scale private property, 
and by dint of the virtual financial autonomy of the state from society; 3

3®See above, p. 836 and Tables 41-2, 41-3, 41-4; 42-1; 58-1; A-49, 55-1, 
55-2, 58-2, and 58-3.



TABLE 59-7
Major Categories of the Urban Middle Classes and Their Growth 

in the First Post-Revolutionary Decade

No. in 1958 N o. in 1968
P ro fess io n a ls , main com ponents
Government and private elem entary and secondary schoolteach ers 20,154 56,436
University teachers 600a 2,068
Army officers 4,000a 10,000a
Registered engineers*3 1,270 (1959) 6,534
Registered lawyers*3 1,361 1,948
State physicians*3 1,192 1,574
Others 2,000a 3,000a
S tate p en sion ers  and o ffic ia ls , and em p loyees  o f  middling incom e
O fficials and employees (other than state physicians, teachers, 
and engineers)

27,000a

’ . r '

85,000a :

C iv il and military pensioners 15,000a 37,000a
Trading, industrial, and s e r v ic e  com ponents  
R etailers 36,062 (1956) 76,000a
Self-em ployed industrial enterprisers and owners of sm a ll-sca le  
industrial establishm ents em ploying one to nine workers

21,733 (1954) 26,690

Owners of sm all or m iddling serv ice  establishm ents 10,546a (1957) 20,000a
Em ployees of private com m ercial and industrial firms 7,000a 9,000a

147,918 335,250
Dependents (Subtotal x  4) 591,672 1,341,000
T ota l 739,590 1,676,250
Urban population of Iraq (in millions) 2.6 4.9
Middle c lasses as percentage of urban population 28% 34%

aEstim ated or partly estim ated.
sm all segment of these p ro fession a ls  belonged to the upper c la s s e s .

S ources: Iraq, A bstra ct o f  S ta tis tics  1957, pp. 106 and 120; 1959, pp. 69-70, 310, 330, and 340; 1961, p. 371; 1969, 
pp. 311-312; 404, 411, 421, 459, and 493; R eport on Industrial C en su s 1954, p. 21; and A l- ‘Iraq fTArqam  ( “ I raq  in 
F ig u res” )> pp. 3 and 8.
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flowing from its huge oil income,40 the relationship of individuals or 
groups to property has receded in importance, and control of the appara
tus of government has become the determinant of social action more 
conclusively than ever before.

Third, the circumstances that the Revolution and the related coups 
created have been most propitious to the growth of the middle class. In
deed, its interests permeate the state to a greater degree than the inter
ests of any other element of society. Only rough statistical evidence 
can be adduced in support of this point. Due to weaknesses arising 
out of the different methods of calculating Iraq’s national income in 
1956 and 1969, and to possible tax dodging by businessmen and propri
etors and consequent underestimation of their receipts, the figures in 
Table 59-8 are not as accurate as could be desired, but it is difficult 
not to interpret them in the sense of a marked shift in income in the ■ 
towns since 1958 at the expense of big business and big property, and 
in favor of wage earners and the salaried segment of the middle class.
At the same time, it is necessary to keep in view that in 1968 the aver
age yearly pay of the laborers of the State Organization for Industry was 
only 272 dinars,41 and that these laborers were generally better off than 
other workmen, the hands in the oil industry excepted. When one, in 
addition, takes into account that the laborers in all commercial and in
dustrial enterprises liable to the Labor Law added up in 1969 to 225,726 
(141,243 unskilled and 84,483 skilled and semiskilled),42 and that other 
town laborers came to about 75,0Q0; one cannot avoid the conclusion . 
that in 1969 the total of “ salaries”  far exceeded the total of “ wages,”  
and that the share of the workers was less than 13 percent and that of 
the “ salariat”  as high or higher than 25 percent of the national income, 
excluding agricultural income, 3 percent or so being the portion of the 
rank and file of the army. It is true that since 1958 the earnings of 
urban laborers have risen faster than prices, that as from 1964 they 
have been sharing in the profits of the larger enterprises, and that labor
ers in the public sector and the departments of government won in 1974 
a record daily wage increase of 200 fils and in 1977 a minimum daily 
wage of 1,100 fils. It is also true that the greater number of the work
ers are now better fed, better clothed, and better cushioned monetarily 
against sickness and unemployment.43 All the same, the middle-class 
salariat has achieved larger material gains and, with the other social 
elements of middle condition, has been so far the main beneficiary of 
the expanding services of the state in education and health, the reduc-

40See p. 1116.
^ B a se d  on figures in Annual A bstra ct o f  S ta tistics , 1970, pp. 414 and 416.
^2Iraq, Annual A bstra ct o f  S ta tis tics , 1969, pp. 317-318.
^ C on su lt Workers’ Pension and Social Security Law No. 112 of 19 July 

1969, A l-W aqai‘ -u l- ‘Iraqiyyah, No. 1762 of 1 August 1969.
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Distribution of National Income (Excluding Agriculture) 
in 1956 and 1969: Estimates in Million DTnars at Current Prices

TABLE 59-8

1956 % . 1969 %
Workers, o f f ic ia ls , and em p lo y ees , and the m ilitary

Salaries and wages 90.1 36.1 259.1 41.0

B u sin essm en  and proprietorsa
Profits h 60.3 24.2
Rent 15.3 6.1 •33.0
Interest 6.6 2.7
Income from property and 
from unincorporated 
enterprises

99.9 15.8

Savings of business sector 65.5 10.4

G overnm ent
Government’ s share of oil 
profits

68.8 27.6 169.0 26.8

Direct taxes on business 
sector

4.4 1.7 •30.9 21.3C 3.4

General government income 4.0e 1.6, 16.6 2.6
from property and 
entrepreneurship^

Total 249.5 100.0 631.4 100.0

Agricultural income (all 
factors)

88.1 195.4

Agricultural income as % of 
total national income

26.1 23.6

Total national income 337.6 826.8

aInclude, of course, propertied  officers and officia ls.
^After taxes, and comprising undistributed profits and income of se lf

employed persons.
c Includes taxes on government enterprises.
^Includes profits of government enterprises. 
eRoughly estimated.
S ou rces: Based on Khayr-ud-DTn HasTb, TaqdTr-ud-Dakhl-il-QawmT fT-l-‘Iraq 

1953-1961 ( “ Estimate of the National Income in Iraq 1953-1961” ) (Baghdad, 
1964), pp. 55-56; and Iraq, S ta tistica l A bs tra c t 1957, p. 211; and W eekly  
G a zette  o f the R ep u b lic  o f  Iraq, No. 49 of 9 December 1970, p. 129, and 
Appendix II-l, p. 175. .

tion of the rents of dwellings'^ by up to 32.5 percent under laws passed 
in 1958, 1963, and 1967,45 and the free availability of state land for * 4

44It must be remembered that a large proportion of unskilled laborers lived 
in sarTfas or mud huts.

4^Rent Control Laws No. 6 of 6 August 1958, No. 78 of 24 July 1963, and 
No. 103 of 26 August 1967, A l-W aqai‘ -u l- ‘Iraqiyyah, No. 7 of 9 August 1958, 
No. 834 of 29 July 1963, and No. 1461 of 31 August 1967.
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house building, under a 1963 law,46 to citizens with family responsi
bilities and limited incomes. The business segment of the middle class 
has also forged ahead: the small-scale trader has benefited from great
er facilities in the matter of collaterals and bank credit,47 * * * 51 and from the 
lowering of the rents of shops by as much as 37 percent.48 That the 
military middle class has been prospering in a special way may be in
ferred from the rise of the “ salaries and allowances”  of the combatant 
forces by almost six times since the Revolution (see Table 59-9), and 
from the fact that the spread in income between the lowest paid soldier- 
volunteer and the highest paid officer is as one to thirteen and between 
the lowest paid draftee (and the draftees constitute the bulk of the rank 
and file of the army) and the highest paid officer as one to forty-six, 
counting the high cost of living, but not the officers’ housing, military 
clothing, and servant allowances, or the additional pay accruing to offi
cers holding positions of command.4 9

But could it be maintained on the basis of the preceding observa
tions that the middle classes, as such, have since 1958 been exerting 
the determining influence in the country?

Obviously the middle classes are not, in an occupational sense, 
homogeneous, but consist of diverse elements fulfilling disparate func
tions. But it would not help to exaggerate this point or to draw, at 
least in the context of Iraq, too rigid a distinction between, on the one 
hand, the professionals and bureaucrats of the middle class and, on the 
other hand, the small or middle-scale trader or proprietor, or between 
the middle-class civilian and military components. To do this would be 
to overlook the fact that many of the officials and army officers are 
themselves propertied. It would also be tantamount to viewing the vari
ous middle-class elements in isolation of the living network of social

46Law No. 125 of 15 September 1963, Al-Waqai'-ul-'Iraqiyyah, No. 867 of 
6 October 1963.

47The Central Bank of Iraq, Al-Bank al-MarkazTal-'IrSqT 1947-1972 (Bagh
dad, 1972), p. 181. The greater credit facilities to small business are reflected 
in the rise of the commercial banks’ claims on the private sector to 85.4 million 
dinars in 1971 from 38 million dinars in 1958, when the lion ’ s share of bank 
loans went to big merchants, ibid., pp. 177 and 182.

4®See note 45.
4^The lowest paid draftee receives at present 5% dlhars monthly unless he 

eats and sleeps at home in which case he gets 8% dinars (private information). 
The lowest paid soldier-volunteer draws a basic pay of 9 dinars and a high- 
cost-of-living allowance of 11)4 dinars; a second lieutenant a basic pay of 30 
dinars and a minimum h igh-cost-of-living allowance of 26 dlhars. The compara
ble income figures for a marshal are 210 and 42 dinars, respectively: Law No.
51 of 1964 Amending Army O fficers’ Service Law No. 89 of 1958; and Revolu
tionary Command Council Resolution No. 96 of 7 February 1974 and Schedules 
No. 1 and 2 attached thereto, Al-Waqai‘ -ut-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 938 of 15 April 1964, 
and 2320 of 17 February 1974.



TABLE 59-9
Allocations in the Ordinary Budget for the Ministry of Defence 

and Actual Defence Expenditure in Selected Years

(in million dinars)

1957/58 1962/63 1966/67 1969/70 1970/71a 1972/73
M inistry’s  headquarters 

Salaries, allowances, and fees .13 .19 .20 .19 .18 .15
Administrative expenses .02 .03 .03 .02 .02 .05

The combatant forces  
Salaries and allowances 9.90 19.30 35.50 42.29 40.00 54.00
Other expenses 11.47 19.11 24.27 62.50 44.50 66.20

Total ordinary budget 21.52 38.63 60.00 105.00 84.70 120.40allocations b
Actual defence expenditure 24.14 39.90c 68.54 122.12 ? p
Defence share of total ordinary 32.7% 31.1% 35.6% 42.3% ? p
expenditure

aThe drop in defence allocations for this year may have been a consequence of the signing of the agreement of 
March 11, 1970 with the Kurdish leader Mulla Mustafa al-BarzanT.

The total excludes state investments and allocations for public organizations and administrations. 
c Includes 360,200 dinars for Palestine Liberation Army Forces.
Sources: Iraq, Al-Waqai‘-u l-‘Iraqiyyah, No. 3965 of 30 March 1957, No. 658 of 28 March 1962, No. 1272 of 31 May 

1966, No. 1737 of 27 May 1969, No. 1876 of 9 May 1970, and No. 2114 of 28 March 1972; and Statistical A bstracts  for 
1959, 1963, 1968, and 1970, pp. 300, 171, 347, and 283, respectively.
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relationships, that is, to losing sight of such things as informal partner
ships or connections between bureaucrats and merchants, or the frequent 
linkages of officials or army officers and tradespeople or proprietors 
through the family or extended family. These things are more pro
nounced now than they were prior to 1958, when the dominance in the . 
state apparatus belonged to the Sunnis, and in trade at Baghdad—and 
Basrah but not at Mosul-to the ShI‘Is.50 The latter’s commercial pre
ponderance is not at present as solid or as plainly evident, but they 
may have achieved a relatively stronger foothold in the lower and mid
dle reaches of the bureaucracy. .

While it would be a mistake to lay too strong an emphasis on the 
SunnT-ShTT dichotomy as a factor of division in the ranks of the middle 
class, it is still undoubtedly operative, in particular when it coincides 
with regional divergences or is reinforced by local clannishness.

It is, in fact, more to the survival of loyalties and modes of thought 
from a past age than to occupational heterogeneity that is to be attrib
uted the weak aptitude of the middle classes for developing common 
sentiments or joining in common action.

The incohesiveness of the middle social elements, added to the cir
cumstance that the mass of Iraqis are still outside the political cycle— 
except during brief but historically significant moments—have repeated
ly made it possible since 1958 for individuals or groups with a narrow 
power base to run the show. These have been, for the most part, offi
cers or officers’ groups, but it does not necessarily follow that the 
regimes that they created were purely officers’ regimes, or that the offi
cers acted autonomously or that their actions had no class character.

The least easily definable regime is that of General Qasim, who 
stood at the head of the country from 1958 until February of 1963. Un
like the bulk of the middle-class army officers, he did not have his ori
gins in the Arab Sunni northwestern provincial towns, nor shared their 
susceptibility to pan-Arabism:51 he was of mixed SunnT-ShT‘T parentage, 
his father, a carpenter-worker turned small farmowner, hailing from the 
southeastern town of as-Suwairah. Therefore—to simplify somewhat an 
involved situation—Qasim could not count on much support from the 
northwestern officers, and did his best to counterpoise against them and 
against like-minded political parties the forces of the Communists, who 
had roots in the working class and among the noncommissioned officers 
and common soldiers. He prevailed by harrying or encouraging the one 
side and then the other, according to the demands of the moment, leaning 
in the first place on his own brigade, the Nineteenth, and benefiting from 
the general sympathy of the ShT'T poor. At the same time, in his social 
policies he pursued an unambiguous middle-of-the-road approach. 52

^®See p. 271 above.
■’ ^For an explanation of this susceptibility, turn to p. 29 above. 
^ S e e  above, especia lly  pp. 836-847.
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The regime of ‘Abd-us-Salam and ‘Abd-ur-Rahman, sons of ‘Aref, 

the draper (November 1963-July 1968), drew its strength partly—or for a 
time—from its links with Nasir and Iraq’s Nasirites, but essentially 
from the Republican Guard, the balancing of the other military units, 
and the support of a group of officers from the Arab Sunni northwestern 
province of ar-RamadT (now al-Anbar), the ‘Arefs’ home province. The 
Republican Guard had been ‘Abd-us-Salam’s Twentieth Brigade, but 
was transformed into the army’s most effective striking force and strong
ly infused with men from aj-Jumailah, the ‘Arefs’ own tribe, to which 
also belonged their appointees to the key posts of commander of the . 
Baghdad garrison and the assistant director—but actual head—of the 
military intelligence.53 In brief, the ‘Arefite regime pressed into its 
service tribal, regional, sectarian, professional, and nationalist loyal
ties. More than that, by eliminating in 1964 big commercial, financial, 
and industrial property and providing for profit-sharing for laborers and 
employees,54 it sought to turn in its favor the class feelings of the 
most numerous socially conscious elements. But the measure was also 
partly prompted by the desire to walk in Nasir’s footsteps.

The reliance of the present Ba‘ thT regime on localistic ties has 
been even more pronounced, even though no previous Iraqi rulers—ex
cepting Qasim—have used as effectively modern organizational weapons 
or mass mobilization techniques. The influence in the army, govern
ment, and party of the TakrltT connection—that is, connection with the 
formerly industrial northwestern Arab Sunni town of TakrTt—has been 
strong and unmistakable.55 This factor had had much less of a role in 
the Ba'thT regime of February-November 1963, the party being at the 
time differently composed—including, as it did, a majority of ShTTs in 
its top command56 * and probably among its “ active membership.’ ’57 The 
subsequent decline in the significance of the ShTis within the Ba'th 
was due to contingent circumstances and the natural workings of local
istic relationships, rather than to a calculated party policy.58 Of 
course, the present Ba'thT regime has not relied solely on the strength 
of the TakrTt clannishness. Apart from its attempt to build the Ba'th 
and its auxiliaries into protective shields for the government and into 
institutions for organizing mass consent and guiding social change, it 
sought to span bridges with other political forces. Hence its alliance 
with the Kurdish Democrats in 1970-1971 and with the Communists from 
1972 onwards.59

53See above, pp. 1027-1028, 1062-1063, 1073, and 1092.
34See above, p. 1031.
55See pp. 1079, 1088-1093, and Tables 58-2 and 58-3.
S6See Tables 52-1 and 58-1.
J For the Ba'thi category of “ active membership,”  see  p. 1010.
58See pp. 1078-1079.
3^See above pp. 1098 ff.
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If the solidarity of the successive ruling groups, at least since 

November 1963, expressed itself recurrently—though not exclusively— 
in regional, localistic, sectarian, or tribal or semitribal forms, it should 
not be forgotten that these groups and the individuals composing them 
were predominantly of middle condition and tended, in some respects, 
to look out into life from similar standpoints and tackle many problems 
in a similar manner. That being so, and since they could not make par
ticular but only general laws, they naturally benefited, by their public 
measures, the classes that existed in situations similar to theirs, that 
is, the middle classes, even though they were acting on their own ac
count. At the same time, there is no getting round the fact that the 
most advantaged—at least insofar as the informal functioning of the rul
ing system is concerned—have been the middle-class families who live 
in the Arab Sunni northwestern provincial towns, or who have relatively 
recently migrated to Baghdad from these towns, that is, the families 
that have since 1963 provided the principal recruiting ground of the 
decision makers or the holders of positions of responsibility in the gov
ernment, the army, the bureaucracy, and the Ba'th party machine.

From these families a new upper class may be differentiating itself 
at present. About this, as about the related foregoing points, it is diffi
cult to be more definite, inasmuch as Iraq is in a structural stage that 
is still in the process of development.

It remains to say a word or two about the prospects of the existing 
regime. There is little doubt that its leaders are becoming increasingly 
more versed in the art of political survival. They are also now in 
closer touch with their people and with reality than at any time since 
their advent to power. One could even maintain, upon sufficient grounds, 
that they are more forward-looking than any of their predecessors. But 
whether their regime will stand out historically hinges, in the long run, 
upon its ability to contribute, in a creative manner, to the process of 
nation-state building that the 1920 Revolt had set afoot.60 This will in
volve, sooner or later, the necessity of binding the peasants to the 
townsmen and the ShT'Ts to the Sunnis; and creating mutually advanta
geous relations between the Kurds and the Arabs; and, at the same time, 
raising qualitatively the standard of living and level of culture of the 
mass of Iraqis—all of which presupposes, before everything else, the 
ability to channel into agricultural and industrial development the 
wealth that oil generates instead of largely dissipating it, as in past 
years, in unproductive consumption. There are already encouraging 
signs of a determined orientation along these lines. Oil payments have, 
by their immensity, really solved for Iraq the problem of “ primitive ac
cumulation” : the regime does not have to extract out of the people the 
economic surplus needed to develop the country. At bottom the question

®®See above pp. 23 ff.

...
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is one of elaborating the institutions and building the skills that could 
employ the huge oil revenues in a socially effectual way.

These are tasks that are too great for any party acting singly, or 
simultaneously engaged in combating civil strife, and can be accom
plished only if the country’s principal political forces pull together 
and work hand-in-hand for the good of their people.



A PPEN D IX ONE

EARLIEST BOLSHEVIK 
ACTIVITIES AND CONTACTS





A. “ 0 MOSLEMS! 
LISTEN TO THIS DIVINE CRY!”

The first reference to Bolshevism in the Abstract of Intelligence, kept 
by the British political police in Iraq, occurs in an entry dated January 
17, 1920. It was a brief note by the officer concerned to the effect that 
“ Bolshevik talk in Baghdad is on the increase.

There were Bolshevik revolutionaries in Iraq even before the Bol
shevik Revolution. But they had nothing to do with the talk that was 
now in the air. They came and went with the Russian troops, which at 
one point penetrated as far as Ba'qubah, just fifty-five kilometers from 
Baghdad, but in June 1917, mutinous and disintegrating, beat a hasty 
retreat.2 What aroused the interest of Baghdadis was a pamphlet en
titled Bolshevism and Islam, which was then in circulation in the Iraqi 
capital.3

The pamphlet was a crude mixture of discordant pro-Communist, pan
Islamic, pro-Young Turk, and Sa/a/F4 elements, but is of interest insofar 
as it represents one of the earliest attempts to create sympathy among 
the Moslem peoples for the Bolshevik Revolution:

At the opening of the twentieth century of the Christian era, no 
Moslem country was free from exploitation by the imperialist powers 
of the West and the autocratic tsars of Russia. In 1908 constitution
al government broke forth into life in Turkey burning like a torch in 
a graveyard. To extinguish it the tyrannical governments of Britain, 
France, and Russia brought about the World War in 1914. The Otto
man nation under the leadership of the exalted government of Union 
and Progress displayed during the four years of the war great hero
ism and a magnificent spirit of self-sacrifice. . .. But the treacher
ous Sharif of Mecca intrigued with the British and rebelled against 
the Caliphate. . . . 5 Not a single Moslem state remains independent

^Abstract ol Intelligence, II, No. 3 of 17 January 1920, para. 35.
C onversation  in June 1962 with Arsen Kidour, an Armenian and in 1917 an 

interpreter of Russian in the British Army of Occupation.
3Abstract o f Intelligence, II, No. 5 of 31 January 1920.
4The Salaliyyah was in essence a traditionalist movement, but it turned its 

back on the existing Islam, in which it could only see ugliness and degeneracy, 
and drew its inspiration from the Islam of the Salaf, “ the A ncestors,”  i.e ., the 
Prophet and the Orthodox Caliphs.

3The reference is to the Revolt of the Sharif o f Mecca against the Ottomans, 
which began in 1916. Many Moslems, particularly those of India, felt that the 
revolt undermined the unity of the Moslem peoples.
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today. This is the result of despotism instituted by Mu'awiyah 
1,300 years ago.. . .6 O Moslems! There is no cause for despair! 
Following on the long dark nights of Tsarist autocracy, the dawn of 
human freedom has appeared on the Russian horizon, with Lenin as 
the shining sun giving light and splendor to this day of human happi
ness. That noble scheme, first visualized by the divine Plato over 
2,000 years ago and handed down by way of trust from generation to 
generation in his Republic, has today become a reality thanks to 
Lenin. The administration of the extensive territories of Russia and 
Turkestan has been placed in the hands of laborers, cultivators, and 
soldiers. Distinctions of race, religion, and class have disappeared. 
Equal rights are given to all classes of the nation. But the enemy 
of this pure and unique republic is British imperialism, which hopes 
to keep Asiatic nations in a state of eternal thraldom. It has moved 
troops into Turkestan with a view to felling the young tree of perfect 
human liberty just as it is beginning to take root and strength. Time 
has come for the Moslems of the world and the Asiatic nations to 
understand the noble principles of Russian Socialism and to embrace 
them seriously and enthusiastically. They should fathom and realize 
the cardinal virtues taught by this new system and in the defense of 
the new freedom they should join Bolshevik troops in repelling the 
attacks of usurpers and despots the British. They should without 
loss of time send their children to Russian schools to learn the mod
ern scien ces.. . .  O Moslems! Listen to this divine cry! Respond 
to this call of liberty, equality, and brotherhood which brother Lenin 
and the Soviet government are offering to you:

“ O Moslems of Russia, henceforth your beliefs . . . and institu
tions . . .  are free and inviolable. . . .  O Moslems of the East . . . 
we announce to you that the secret treaties concluded between 
the deposed Tsar and other states with regard to the occupation 
of Constantinople . . . have been annulled and torn up. The Soviet 
government has forbidden the conquest of foreign countries. . ..
We also announce that . . .  the treaty regarding the division of 
Ottoman territories has been torn up and destroyed. . . , ” 7

®This reference to Mu'awiyah, the founder of the Umayyad dynasty in A.D. 
661 and the bete noire of the ShTTs, might appear to be an appeal to the latter’ s 
sectarian sensibilities, but it perfectly accords with the pan-Islamic Salaliyyah 
thesis.

n
'T h is  is  obviously taken from “ The Appeal of the Council of P eop le ’ s 

Commissars of the R .S.F.S.R . to A ll the Moslem Toilers of Russia and the 
East”  of December 1917. The text of the appeal was published in Yu. V. 
Klyuchnikov and Andrei Sabanin, Mezhdunarodnaya Politika N oveishego  
Vremeni v Dogovorakh, Notakh i Deklaratsiyakh  (Moscow, 1926), Part II, pp. 
94-96. «
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O Brethren! Know that you should not recoil from the Russian nation 
and the present government of Russia. You should rather shun the 
savage usurpers of Europe who stand ready to conquer territories 
and enslave peoples. . . .  These usurpers who are occupying your 
homes should be driven out.8

The pamphlet was the work of Muhammad Barkatullah, a prominent 
Moslem from India, an ex-publisher of Moslem Unity, which appeared in 
Japan between 1909 and 1914, and the foreign minister of the “ Provi
sional Government of India,”  which was set up in Afghanistan during 
the First World War with the backing of Ottoman Turkey and Imperial 
Germany. Of more relevance to this history is Barkatullah’s visit to 
Moscow in 19199 and his subsequent association with Jam'iyyat 
TakhlTs-ish-Sharq-il-IslamT10—The Society for the Liberation of the 
Moslem East.11

According to a Moslem Tartar, who was afforded “ the possibility of 
personally studying the methods and activities of the Moscow Bolshevik 
Musulman organizations,”  Jam'iyyat TakhlTs-ish-Sharq-il-IslamT was 
formed in Moscow around the middle of 1919 under the aegis of the East
ern Department of the Narkomindel—the People’s Commissariat for 
Foreign Affairs—with the object of supporting and encouraging the strug
gle of the Moslem peoples against European domination. It reportedly 
came under a Central Executive Committee, seated in Moscow and con
sisting, among others, of the Moslem leaders Agaev, Akchuraev, Gazhev, 
and Merzhimekov, who, it was said, worked closely with Leo Karakhan, 
Arseni Voznesenskii, and Karl Bravin of the Narkomindel. The commit
tee allegedly made its will felt in Asia Minor through an Eastern sub
committee that had its headquarters in Anatolia with the forces of , 
Mustafa Kemal. 12 On another version, however, the Society for the Lib
eration of the Moslem East was organized in Mersina, Turkey in 1919,

®Abstract o f Intelligence, II, No. 5 of 31 January 1920, Appendix.
9See Izvestiya  of 6 May 1919, article entitled “ Afghanistan and India.”  
19In the British records the name of the society appears as “ Jamiat al- 

Takhlas al-Sharq al-Islam i.”
11Later on, in the twenties, Barkatullah would be active on behalf of the 

Indian independence movement in Weimar Germany, then the ally of Soviet 
Russia. We last hear of him as a member of an “ Orient Club,”  which was 
formed in 1926 at Berlin and had pronounced left tendencies. P olice  (Major 
J. F.' Wilkins’ ) F ile  entitled “ League against Colonial Oppression.”

1^Iraqi P olice  (Major J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  entitled “ Jam’ iyyat TakhlTs-ish- 
Sharq-il-IslamT. ”  See also Britain, Foreign Office, FO 141, F ile  No. 10770, 
letter No. 61 of 17 April 1920 from the British Legation Teheran to Lord Curzon 
of Kedleston, which indicates that the information concerning this society  was 
passed on to the British by the charge d’ affaires of the (White) Russian Lega
tion in Persia, who attributed it to “ a very reliable and well-informed Russian 
sou rce.”

* ■
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and came to enjoy the patronage of Mustafa Kemal and the support of 
the Bolsheviks.13 Be that as it may, there was scarcely any doubt of 
the existence of a liaison between Moscow, Kemal, and patriot Moslems 
or pan-Islamists.14 15

Signs of the extension of the society to Iraq were noticeable late in 
1919 and coincided with the return from Turkey of demobilized Iraqi offi
cers and officials. It spread rather rapidly, making much capital out of 
the name of Mustafa Kemal who, until his abolition of the Caliphate in 
1924, had “ a large number”  of sympathizers in Iraqis and was, in the 
words of the oriental secretary of the British high commissioner, “ the 
hero of [its] bazaars and coffee shops.” 16 Although the society won 
adherents in Baghdad, its principal strength in 1920 lay in Najaf, 
Karbala’ , Mosul, TakrTt, and Samawah. One of the basic themes which 
it advocated was the compatibility of Bolshevism and Islam and, there
fore, the propriety of collaborating with the Bolsheviks. It also propa
gandized the idea of a free Iraq allied to Kemal, and had a share in the 
gradual working up of public feeling against the English occupiers 
which culminated in the Iraqi uprising of June-October 1920. The 
society remained active until about 1922, but from 1920 operated under 
the title of Aj-Jam‘iyyat-ul-Traqiyyat-ul-‘Arabiyyah—the Arab Iraqi 
Association.17
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13J. F. Wilkins’ File.
14FO 141, F ile  No. 10770, letter of 20 June 1921 from the director Special 

Section to G.S. “ I ,”  G.H.Q., Cairo.
15Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 213, entitled “ Mustafa Kemal Pasha.”
16Britain, O ffice of the Oriental Secretary of the High Commissioner (Iraq), 

(Secret) In telligence Report No. 22 of 15 November 1922, para. 1097.
17Iraqi P o lice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 283 on “ Mirza Muhammad R ida,”  

and file  entitled “ Jam'iyyat TakhlTs-ish-Sharq-il-IslamT.”



B. THEBOLSHEVIKS AND
THE ‘ U L A M A ’ OF THE HOLY CITIES

In the early twenties the word of the ShiT mujtahids1 of the holy cities 
was still law among their followers. To the power claimed by them 
there was apparently no limit. The more cautious, of course, abstained 
from political matters. But in ShTT principle everything was part of the 
spiritual realm and, therefore, within the province of the mujtahids.

In general, the most politically active were not the great but the 
lesser mujtahids,2 * and particularly those of them who were sons of 
great mujtahids. The descendants of ‘ulama’ ,2 even if they were not 
themselves ‘ ulama’ , always retained influence among the people and 
were respected through their families.

Among the most energetic of the political ‘ulama’ in the twenties 
were Sayyid Muhammad as-Sadr, son of the great Mujtahid Sayyid Hasan 
as-Sadr, and Shaikh Muhammad al-KhalisT, son of the great Mujtahid 
Shaikh Mahdr al-KhalisT. Also extremely active was Mirza Muhammad 
Rida, son of Mirza Muhammad TaqT ash-ShrrazI, the chief mujtahid of 
his day.

Sayyid Muhammad as-Sadr, later a president of the Senate and a 
prime minister of Iraq, took a leading part in the Iraqi uprising of 1920, 
the marked feature of which was the reconciliation of Sunnis and ShTTs, 
diligently preached the jihad (holy war) against the British among the 
tribes, and was an important member of the Iraqi nationalist organiza
tion that had its headquarters at the People’s School (al-Madrasah al- 
Ahliyyah) in Baghdad, and secretly directed the uprising.4 He also had 
great influence on his father. 5

Shaikh Muhammad al-KhalisT was in 1920 “ one of the most industri
ous in the cause of Arab independence,” 6 and was described by the 
oriental secretary of the high commissioner as “ the motive power of 
which his father, Shaikh Mahdr, is merely the instrument.” 7

^ShT'i legists and men of religion with power of making independent 
decisions.

basic difference between the lesser and the great mujtahids was.the fact 
that the decisions of the former were susceptible of challenge,

general appellation for the men learned in religion.
4Iraqi P o lice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 7 on “ Sayyid Muhammad bin Hasan 

as-Sadr.”
5Great Britain, (Confidential) Personalities. Baghdad and Kadhimain, p. 28.
6Ibid.
7Great Britain, Oriental Secretary of the British High Commissioner, Iraq, 

(Secret) Intelligence Report No. 17 of 1 September 1922, para. 838.
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The role of Mirza Muhammad Rida in the independence movement 

was no less crucial. His father, who became the chief religious authori
ty of the ShiT sect, and whose 1919 and 1920 fatwas (religious deci
sions) precipitated the uprising, was “ guided entirely”  by him.8

These men-Mirza Muhammad Rida, Shaikh al-KhalisT, and Sayyid 
as-Sadr-were, strictly speaking, not “ nationalists”  but defenders of 
the old order and the ancient influence of their class against what they 
conceived to be an encroaching infidel force.

Interestingly enough, they were-if the information in the files of 
the British political police could be relied upon-the first Iraqis to make 
connections with the representatives of Bolshevik power. This appears 
to be clearly established at least in the case of Mirza Muhammad Rida.

Mirza Muhammad was known to have expressed an interest in Bol
shevik ideas as early as March 1920. He discussed openly at that time 
in Najaf the contents of an Arabic book entitled Mabadi’ al-Balshatiyyah 
(The Principles of Bolshevism), which had for theme the consonance of 
Bolshevism and Islam. 9 Three months or so later, during the Iraqi up
rising, he was proclaimed, according to Gertrude Bell,10 as head of the 
Iraqi movement of liberation from the British and as “ working for the 
Bolshevik cause at Karbala’ ”  in an open telegram issued by the Bol
sheviks at Resht.11 This is most probably a reference to his activities 
in 1920 as president of Aj-Jam‘ iyyah al-Traqiyyah al-‘Arabiyyah, which, 
as already noted, stood for Iraqi collaboration with Mustafa Kemal and 
the Bolsheviks. Mirza Muhammad had been corresponding with the Turk
ish leader, and had sought to create some coordination between the 
efforts of the Kemalists and those of the Iraqi independence movement. 
There is evidence that an aide-de-camp of Kemal met with him in his 
house in Karbala’ on April 17, 1920.1  ̂ An endeavor was made at the 
meeting to calculate the “ reliable”  strength in men and money availa
ble between Mosul and Basrah. Bolshevik ideas and laws were also 
discussed as to their conformity with Islamic law, apparently with a 
view to satisfying Moslem opinion that collaboration with the Bolshe
viks was warranted. Several important tribal chiefs were present and 
took an oath “ to oppose the British to the death.”  Subsequently, ten

8Iraqi P o lice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 283 on “ Mirza Muhammad Rida” ; and 
Great Britain, R eview  of the C ivil Administration of Mesopotamia (Command 
1061) (1920), p. 144.

9Iraqi P o lice  (J. F. Wilkins’ ) F ile  No. 283.
10The oriental secretary o f the high commissioner.
^ G reat Britain, R eview  of the Civil Administration, pp. 144-145. Resht is 

in the Persian district of Gilan, which was the scene of a revolutionary move
ment in 1920-1921.

1^Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 213 on "Mustafa Kemal Pasha”  and F ile No. 283 
on “ Mirza Muhammad R ida.”  ’



officers, headed by Lieutenant Colonel As‘ ad ad-DIn Beg were reported 
to have been sent to Karbala’ by Mustafa Kemal.13 This led in June 
1920 to the exile of Mirza Muhammad to Persia. Undaunted, and em
bittered by the suppression in October of the Iraqi uprising, he went in 
Teheran from mosque to mosque, advocating understanding with the Bol
sheviks. Moreover, in March 1921, he was said to have organized, 
through Sayyid Abu Taleb, his brother-in-law, a society in Kadhimain 
with a view to winning acceptance for the idea of a Moslem-Bolshevik 
cooperation.14 .

Two developments helped to further Mirza Muhammad’s purposes.
One was the attempt of the English in 1922 to foist a treaty upon Iraq, 
which aroused fierce opposition, particularly from the side of the 
‘ ulama’ , and had for an incidental result the joining of Mirza Muhammad 
in exile by Sayyid Muhammad as-Sadr and Shaikh Muhammad al-Khali§T. 
Then, toward the end of the same year, a new crisis began shaping up 
between Mustafa Kemal and the British government, this time over the 
oil-rich Mosul province. A heavy concentration of Turkish troops on 
the northern frontier followed.

These happenings were instrumental in bringing about, it would . 
appear, a series of contacts between the Bolsheviks and the Iraqi 
‘ulama’ in Persia. As one agent of the government maintained, Sayyid 
as-Sadr wrote to his father from Teheran on 27 December 1922 that he 
had met two Soviet representatives, discussed with them the Iraqi situa
tion, and given them “ the parcel”  he had with him. 15 On the following 
22 January, according to another report, Shaikh Mahdi al-Khalisi re
ceived a letter from his son advising him that he, along with others, met 
with the Soviet minister to Persia who stated that Soviet Russia would 
help Turkey in case a war broke out over Iraq. The son added that an 
agreement was reached and that he would send the terms “ for the 
approval of the ‘ ulama’ of Najaf.” 16 This obviously refers to an agree
ment that was reported to have been concluded in Teheran in mid- 
January 1923 between the Soviet Minister, Boris Shumyatskii, a repre
sentative of Mustafa Kemal, and the leaders of an association by the 
name of Jam'iyyat Bain-an-Nahrain,l? which had been formed shortly 
before with the object of “ liberating Iraq. Both Shaikh Muhammad 
al-Khalisi and Mirza Muhammad Rida were, it was stated, prominent 
members of this association. There is no mention at all in the records 13 * 15 16 * 18
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13Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 213 on “ Mustafa Kemal Pasha”  and F ile  No. 283 
on “ Mirza Muhammad R ida.”

i^Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 283.
15Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 7 on “ Sayyid Muhammad as-§adr bin Hasan as-Sadr.”
16Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 52 on “ Shaikh MahdFal-Kh51isT.”
l^ “ The A ssociation  of Mesopatamia.”
18Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 283 on “ Mirza Muhammad R ida.”
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of the provisions of the agreement. But it is possible that its object— 
if it had in fact been reached—was to coordinate the Iraqi national strug
gle with the movements of Mustafa Kemal and assure some form of Bol
shevik assistance.

But al-KhalisT, the father, was seemingly wary of any collaboration 
with the Bolsheviks, and in a February 1923 letter asked his son to in
form the “ Russian Islamic Society” 19 that the ‘ ulama’ did not require 
its assistance.20 Earlier, when copies of a pro-Bolshevik manifesto, 
which had been sent to him by his son and which he had passed on to 
various mujtahids, were posted up in the sahn (courtyard) of the Kadhi- 
main Mosque, he was very annoyed and expressed his disapproval of 
the Bolsheviks. But he did affix his seal in March 1923 to the latwa 
forbidding participation in any hostile action against the Turks—a move 
which seems to be in line with the reported agreement.

Thirty-five years after these events, on the night of June 20, 1958,
I was sitting beside Shaikh al-KhalisT, the son, in his majlis (sitting 
room) in old Kad/iimain, and he was dictating to me in flowless classi
cal Arabic what he said “ really happened”  in Persia in the winter of 
1922-1923. All the while he punctuated his words with a vigorous move
ment of an august head bedecked with a huge white turban, and every 
now and then ponderingly touched his long graying red beard, giving 
from behind his dark glasses sidelong glances to me and to his follow
ers who throughout the hours of the interview kept trickling in and out 
of the majlis. They would listen for fifteen or twenty minutes, and then 
kiss the hands of the ‘alim or make obeisance to him and leave in 
silence, and so it went till well unto midnight. I had not expected to 
see visitors. I had given word through his nephew that I should be 
honored if he could receive me and answer a numher of questions con
cerning “ his role in the Iraqi national movement,”  and he apparently 
thought that the occasion warranted an audience of his followers. The 
shaikh talked at length and avidly about his life, that of his father, and 
their role in the Iraqi uprising, about religion, philosophy, and the “ va
garies”  of Marx and the Marxists. It was only in the last half hour of 
the interview that I was able to question him on the real matter which 
had brought me. He was not prepared for my questions and was some
what taken aback. While recording the account that he proceeded to 
give me, I strongly felt that I was being told only part of the .story.

“ After our exile to Persia and in the latter part of 1922,”  he said, 
“ we formed a society under the name of The Higher Organization of the 
Representatives of Iraq in Teheran.” 21 The society, he added, acted

19There is  no other reference to this society  in any of the files that I have 
examined. .

20Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 52.
91■̂ Actually, the society  included also Persian members.



openly and had its own newspaper, Liwa’ Bain-an-Nahrain,22 and came 
for this reason to be known also as “ Jam'iyyat Bain-an-Nahrain”  (“ T h e . 
Association of Mesopotamia’ ’). Its purpose was to promote the cause 
of Iraq’s liberation. Among its members were Sayyid Abu-l-Qasim al- 
KashanT,23 Mirza Rida al-Airawam—both of whom took an active part in 
the Iraqi events of 1920-Mirza Muhammad Rida, whom we have already 
met, the well-known religious leader Sayyid Muhammad al-Bahbahanl, 
his brother Mirza ‘All al-Bahbahanl, now an Iranian senator, Musaddaq 
as-Saltanah, then foreign minister of Persia, and Amir Sulaiman Mirza, 
who was the leader of the Democratic party of Persia.

Sulaiman Mirza [continued the shaikh] was in touch with the Rus
sians and used to tell us that the Russians will support the Iraqis 
if they will rise against the English to reconquer their freedom.
There was between him and Lenin an exchange of correspondence 
and he showed me some of Lenin’s letters. Lenin wrote that the 
Bolsheviks had no designs on the East, that all they desired was a 
liberation of the eastern countries from servitude and colonial rule, 
and that they had no intention of interfering in our internal affairs 
or opposing the Moslems of Iraq in their religion. I conveyed to my 
father all that Lenin wrote without making any comments of my own. 
And what was said of my father was true. He often warned our 
society against having any contacts with the Russians and he was 
anxious that it should preserve its independent character. But I 
never met with the Russians. Their ambassador Shumyatskii many 
times asked to see me. He had an assistant, a Russian Armenian 
by the name of Apressov, who time and again sought through Sulai
man Mirza to persuade me to meet with the ambassador, but I firmly
refused___  It is true that Tass Agency transmitted some of the
articles published in our paper, Liwa’ Bain-an-Nahrain, but this it 
did without my knowledge or permission. . . .  I am aware that Tawfiq 
as-Suwaidr wrote a report on me to the Iraqi foreign ministry when 
he was the charge d’ affaires in Teheran alleging that I had connec
tions with the Russian ambassador. But it is all false! There is 
gratitude for you! I saved the life of this man in 1920. . .  . The 
curse of God on politics!

That Shaikh al-KhalisT had forebome from a complete account is 
evidenced by the tribute which his father paid to Lenin at that time, and 
which the Soviet periodical New Times published in the fifties.
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22“ The Standard of Mesopatamia.”  The paper was published in Arabic and 
Persian.

23Al-KashanT played an important role in the political life of Iran in the 
fifties.
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The East awakened by you [wrote Shaikh Mahdr al-Khalist] waits for 
the moment to translate into reality your cherished ideas of alliance 
of the Eastern nations, of the right of every individual and every 
nation, big or small, cultured or backward, to life and independence.24

After 1923 there was one further recorded attempt to win over the 
ShTT ‘ ulama’ to the cause of cooperation between the Moslem states 
and Soviet Russia. On 30 October 1926, a society by the name of the 
“ Union of ‘Ulama’ ”  was formed in Teheran on the instructions of 
Shaikh ‘Abd-ul-KarTm al-Yazdr of .Qum, Persia. It had branches in Qum, 
Tabriz, and Khurasan, and was in communication with the ‘ulama’ of 
Najaf, Karbala’ , and Katf/iimain.25 There is evidence that it had also 
links with Jam'iyyat Bain-an-Nahrain.26

The program of the “ Union of ‘Ulama’ , ”  which was received in 
Kad/iimain on November 7, 1926, from Shaikh Jawad al-JawShirT and 
was read at the house of the ‘alim Sayyid Muhammad as-Sadr on Novem
ber 13, 1926, called for the establishment of a more intimate link be
tween the ‘ ulama’ of Persia and Iraq; the formation of religious societies 
which would be charged with the welfare of Islam in general, and which 
would work in Persia and Iraq for the improvement of relations with 
Turkey and Soviet Russia; and, lastly, the control of these societies by 
the mujtahids in their capacity as religious leaders of the people.27

There is reason to believe that the Bolsheviks inspired the idea of 
the ‘Union of ‘Ulama’ . ”  Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, the leader of the Nation
al party, who made enquiries concerning the union, stated at a private 
meeting on November 20, 1926, that he had come to know that the idea 
was suggested “ by the Soviet through certain Persian politicians.” 28 
It is significant in this respect that G. S. Agabekov, who was in 1928
1929 the head of the Eastern Section of the Foreign Department of 
Soviet Russia’s OGPU,29 wrote in 1930 after his defection from the 
service of his country that “ the work at Qum” -where, as we have seen, 
the initiative for the formation of the “ Union of ‘Ulama’ ”  originated-

24New Times, No. 17 of 23 April 1955, p. 13.
25Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1868, entitled "U nion of ‘ Ulama’ . ”

Letter of 4 July 1927 from Wilkins to B. H. Bourdillon, counsellor to the 
high commissioner, in Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 1738.

^7Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1868.
28Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 94 on "J a 'fa r  Abu-t-Timman.”  It is clear from a 

perusal of the bulky file of Abu-t-Timman that some of his c lose  confidants 
were in the pay of British Intelligence.

o n
OGPU stands for “ The All-Union State Political Administration.M Be

fore 1923 it was known simply as GPU. It replaced in 1922 the earlier C heka-
All-Russian Extraordinary Commission”  (from which the word Chekist). 

Its principal task was “ the protection of the revolutionary order’ ’ in the Soviet 
lands.
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was “ of vital interest”  to Moscow because “ the priesthood of Qum had 
connections with the priesthood of the holy cities of Najaf and Karbala’ 
in Iraq,”  and that the representative of Khlopkom30 31 in that city had, 
“ thanks to his perfect knowledge of Persian, and his wide business re
lations penetrated deeply into the life of the local priesthood.” 3!
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30The Soviet-run cotton industry organization.
31G. S. Agabekov, G.P.U. Zapiski Chekista (“ The GPU. The Memoirs of 

a Chekist” ) (1930), p. 159.



C. THE BOLSHEVIKS, THE COMINTERN,
AND THE ARAB NATIONALISTS

The first contacts between the Bolsheviks and the Arab nationalists 
appear to have taken place as early as 1923. We cannot, however, be 
altogether sure of this, as the information on hand is of a scrappy and 
indefinite nature. Involved was a semiclandestine Arab society that 
appeared in Syria, Iraq, Palestine, and the Hijaz in the wake of the dis
memberment of the Arab provinces of the Ottoman Empire at the end of 
the First World War. The society, which grew out of a congress that 
was held in Mecca in 1921, came to be known as Hizb-uj-JazTrah (The 
Party of the Peninsula).1 It centered at one time round Husain of the 
Hashemites, then king of the Hijaz. Its aims, as defined by its general 
manifesto, were the independence and unity of the Arab peninsula,2 the 
unification of all Arab political societies, noncooperation with “ the 
foreigners who wish evil to the Arabs,”  and the replacement of foreign 
by national manufactures.3 4

It seems probable that in the course of pursuing its aims, Hizb-uj- 
Jazlrah, not perhaps unaffected by the example set by the Kemalists of 
Turkey, entered into communication with the Bolsheviks. One of its 
leading members in Iraq, Shaikh Salman al-QutaifT, affirmed in 1924 that 
the party had established a “ branch”  in R u s s ia .4 That there existed 
some contact, or at least a desire to establish contact with the Bolshe
viks, may be gathered from the following code which fell into the hands 
of the British political police in January 1924:

Code o f H izb-uj-Jazirah  
Code wordsFor

we have been able to unite 
the word of the parties 

Sultan of Najd 
King Faisal 
King Husain 
Prince ‘ Abdullah 
the Turks 
the Bolsheviks 
the British

the Public 
revolution

shufUia — we are cured
aj-jar — our neighbor
al-akh — our brother
ash-shank — our partner
as-sihr — our son-in-law
al-bayi‘ — the seller
az-zari‘ — the cultivator
al-khal — our (maternal) 

uncle
az-zubun — the client
as-suq — the bazaar

XOur principal source is a letter dated 16 August 1927 from Wilkins, Iraq, 
to Broadhurst, C .I.D ., Palestine. The letter is in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1738.

I.e ., the Arab lands east of Suez.
3The text o f the manifesto is in F ile  No. 1738.
4Great Britain, (S ecret)In telligence Report No. 2 of 24 January 1924, para. 57.
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If we are somewhat vague in regard to the earliest Bolshevik- 
nationalist contacts, we know, on the other hand, definitely when the 
Communist International first interested itself in Arab national problems. 
For this we are indebted to a report delivered by the leader of the Pales
tine Communist party, Haim Auerbach (alias “ Abu Siam,”  alias 
“ Danieli,”  alias “ Pinhas” ) at a secret meeting of the party in Tel 
Aviv on March 8, 1927.5 *

According to Auerbach, Arab problems were brought up “ for the 
first time”  before the Communist International for discussion “ from all 
points of view”  in December 1926. Although the discussion tended, in 
fact, to revolve upon Syria and affected Iraq only in an indirect manner, 
we may perhaps be allowed to describe the proceedings at some length, 
as they enable us to catch a glimpse of the inner workings of the Comin
tern on a matter relating to the Arab East.

What gave occasion to the Comintern discussion was the Syrian Re
volt of 1925-1926. The revolt was the work of two unkindred forces: 
the notables of the Jabal Druze, who had fear for their old feudal privi
leges, and the Damascene nationalists, who were concerned generally 
with the independence and unity of the Arab peoples and more immedi
ately with the freedom and integrity of Syria. In the course of the re
volt, the French army twice bombarded Damascus. Parts of the city 
were laid in ruins, and tragic losses were inflicted on its population. 
These sad events reverberated from one end of the Arab world to the 
other and aroused the interest of the Communist Party of Palestine, 
then the only active Communist organization in the Arab East, but by 
the time it was able to bring up the matter before the Communist Inter
national—and the International in those years generally neglected the 
party—the revolt was almost over.

When Haim Auerbach arrived in Moscow on 14 December 1926 to re
. port on the situation® and seek the guidance of the Executive Committee 

of the Communist International (E.C.C.I.),7 * the Seventh Plenum** of the 
Committee, which was then in session, was about to conclude its activi
ties and Auerbach could only present a few observations, and had after
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5The text of the report was passed on to British Intelligence by one of its 
agents in the Palestine Communist party. We shall have occasion  to refer to 
this report a number of times. Hereafter it w ill be identified simply as Haim 
Auerbach’ s secret report of 8 March 1927. Abstract o f Intelligence of 1927, 
para. 609, of 2 June 1927 has reference.

®And on other problems, which are considered at another appropriate point.
7The E .C .C .I., which was elected by the Congress of the Comintern and 

was then composed of 25 members, guided, according to the statutes, the work 
of the Comintern in the interval between congresses.

**The plenum was a plenary session  of the enlarged E .C .C .I., that is, o f the 
members of the E .C .C .I., plus a certain number of prominent members of the 
various Communist parties.
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wards some difficulty in commanding the attention of the Comintern 
leaders. “ I regret,”  reported Auerbach later to his Palestine Central 
Committee,

that during my presence in Moscow the members of the Executive 
Committee could not meet together as they were very busy in the dis
cussions which were unexpectedly raised on the question of the 
opposition in the Russian party. What increased my difficulties was 
the fact that the leaders of the Comintern were busy in affairs relat
ing to the Plenum, after the conclusion of the sittings of which they 
became occupied with the reorganization of all Comintern committees. 
Nevertheless with the assistance of Comrade Bukharin9 I was able 
to submit the questions affecting us at the first sitting of the Execu
tive of the International.

Actually, at that sitting Auerbach spoke very briefly on the most impor
tant aspects of the problems relating to the Arab national movement and 
to the Palestine party, and suggested the establishment of a special 
branch committee. Ossip Pianitskii, of the Russian party, opposed the 
suggestion on the grounds that such committees only retarded the work, 
and thought that if the Presidium10 11 itself would take interest in these 
questions things would run more smoothly. It was finally decided on 
the recommendation of Chemiral, leader of the Czechoslavakian party, 
that the Secretariat on Oriental Affairs should look into the matter at 
the soonest possible time. The secretariat was then engrossed in the 
Chinese problem, and Auerbach had long to wait for his turn.

But when at last the secretariat was able to free itself from other 
work, it devoted ample attention to Arab issues. Jacques Doriot and 
Nardi of the French Communist party were, apart from Auerbach, the 
most active participants in the discussions that centered chiefly on the 
Syrian Revolt. Doriot was of the opinion that the revolt was a local 
movement, in the success or extension of which there was no great hope. 
Nardi, who seems to have had an exaggerated notion of Communist capa
bilities, ventured the suggestion that the Communists should endeavor 
to create a general Arab revolution or, if that was not possible, to 
liquidate the Syrian revolt. Auerbach maintained that the revolt had be
come the focus of the Arab nationalist movement, and that its effect had 
passed beyond the boundaries of Syria and pervaded all neighboring 
Arab countries. It was, he continued, the only revolutionary phenome
non in Syria, and during its two years had a greater effect on “ the 
organizations of the people”  than had all the preceding years of peace.

N ik o la i Bukharin, a member of the Central Committee of the Bolshevik 
partyand then actually responsible for guiding the work of the International.

10The Presidium was an inner bureau of the E .C .C .I., and consisted  of 9 to
11 members. It was the equivalent of the Politbureau in the Bolshevik party.
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“ We have, therefore,”  he concluded, “ to aid the Syrian revolution with 
all our might and if there is no hope of complete success, partial sue- 
cess could undoubtedly be achieved.”  For this it was not enough that 
help “ should be extended only by the contiguous Arab countries. All 
workmen of Europe should contribute their share of aid.”

After a protracted debate, the Secretariat on Oriental Affairs adopt
ed the following decision:

The Syrian revolution is not a local one and its great positive effect 
cannot be denied. As to the hope for its success, we are of the 
opinion that it is not in the course of progress but is rather in de
cline. It is not possible for us to aid the Syrian revolution by any 
action that we might perform there, and whereas the Chinese move
ment requires the greatest assistance that can be given by the labor
ing class in Europe, and whereas the latter cannot possibly assist 
both the Syrians and the Chinese at one and the same time, and 
whereas the abilities of this class are limited, however important the 
Syrian revolution, therefore it is the duty of the Communist parties 
in France and Syria11 to assist with all their might the Syrian 
revolution.

All the Comintern branches, and especially the French and Pales
tine parties, were requested to study the Arab question “ from all sides”  
and submit their observations to the Comintern to enable it “ to take the 
necessary action.”  The Palestine party was also directed to further 
its work in the Arab nationalist movement in Palestine and Syria by (a) 
widening and strengthening Communist ties with this movement, (b) 
creating in its midst associations “ to be formed by the people’s c lass,”  
(c) issuing an “ extreme”  nationalist newspaper which will combine 
Communist and nationalist agitation, and (d) aiding by all possible 
means the Syrian revolutionaries. The Communist parties of England 
and France agreed to provide assistance in “ money and men”  to facili
tate the tasks of the Palestinian Communists.11 12

At a subsequent conference in which representatives of the English, 
French, and Palestinian parties took part, it was also decided to estab
lish two committees to deal with Arab affairs, one in the Comintern and 
the other in the Communist Youth International.13

But the Comintern stood very little chance of creating ties with the 
Arab national movement through the Palestine Communist party, as the 
latter suffered from a serious handicap: the almost complete absence 
of Arabs from its midst. Jewish Communists had, since the founding of

11The Palestine party was then responsible for Syria and for the few Com
munists active in Syria and Lebanon.

12Haim Auerbach’ s secret report of March 8, 1927.
13 Ibid.
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the party, tried hard to overcome Arab distrust. They made known in no 
uncertain terms that they, like the Arabs, opposed Zionism. But their 
efforts went unappreciated.

Greater opportunities were offered for the Comintern with the gather
ing at Brussels in February 1927 of the first congress of The League 
Against Imperialism and Colonial Oppression and For National 
Independence.

The League14 was formed in Berlin toward the end of 1925 with the 
object of linking together the efforts of the peoples of the colonies and 
coordinating them with endeavors of “ left”  tendency in the noncolonial 
world. It attracted no lesser figures than Jawaharlal Nehru of the All- 
India National Congress, Madame Sun Yat-sen, then of the Chinese Kuo 
Min Tang, Muhammad Hattah of the Indonesian nationalist movement, 
and Muhammad Hafidh Ramadan of the Nationalist party of Egypt. It 
also won the support of Professor Albert Einstein of Germany, Bertrand 
Russell of England, and the novelist Henri Barbusse of France.

“ This is an altogether new departure” ; said Nehru on the eve of the 
League’s Brussels Congress,15

hitherto there have been no links between the Indian movements and 
those of Indo-China, China, and the Moslem countries. There exist
ed only some connection based on religious unity between the Mos
lems of India and those of Arabia and North Africa but it was not 
solid nor did it manifest itself in any combined action.

Actually, the idea was not entirely novel. The short-lived Council of 
the Peoples of the East for Action and Propaganda, which was created 
by the Baku Congress of September 1920, had aimed at banding together 
the peoples of the colonies,16 but the council was.undisguisedly tied 
to the executive committee of the Communist International, and its 
appeal was largely to “ the peoples”  and “ the toiling masses”  of the 
East, and was not calculated to attract the nationalist or middle-class

14Unless otherwise stated, the sources for what follows are: a. a despatch 
by R. C. Lindsay of the British embassy, Berlin, dated 18 November 1926 and 
forwarded on 7 January 1927 by L. S. Amery, Downing St., to the high commis
sioner in Iraq, Sir Henry Dobbs; b. a secret report by Scotland Yard dated 16 
December 1926 and enclosed in a letter with date of 3 March 1927 from L. S. 
Amery to Dobbs; c. a confidential letter dated 11 February 1927 from George 
Graham, Brussels, to Sir Austen Chamberlain, member of Parliament; d. a secret 
report dated 23 February 1927 forwarded to J. F. Wilkins by Captain V. Holt, 
oriental secretary of the high commissioner.

15Nehru made the statement in Brussels on February 9, 1927, to the journal
is t Daniel Martini. Its text was forwarded by the French “ Service de la Surete 
Generale”  of Beirut to J. F. Wilkins on 6 October 1927.

16See Pervyi Sezd Narodov Vostoka. Baku 1-8 sent. 1920g. Stenograficheskie 
Otchety, pp. 212-213.
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elements who were the real backbone of the colonial movements, and 
who either out of prejudice or conviction did not wish to associate them
selves openly with the Communists. It was, apparently, to- make up for 
this error that the League Against Imperialism now took the field.

According to Scotland Yard,17 the League was an offspring of the 
Workers’ International Relief (W.I.R.) and the parent of the W.I.R. was 
the Comintern. Both organizations, which had their headquarters in 
Berlin, existed, Scotland Yard affirmed, solely to carry on revolutionary 
activities. The chairman of the League was F. Danziger and its secre
tary, Louis Gibarti. The latter was also the secretary of the W.I.R. The 
League established itself in Berlin, Brussels, Paris, London, Amster
dam, and elsewhere.

The climax of its activities was its Brussels International Congress 
of February 10 to 14, 1927, which was attended by 175 delegates and 
134 organizations representing 37 countries in Asia, Africa, Europe, 
and America.18 Of the Arab lands, only Egypt, Palestine, and Syria 
were represented. Iraqis, having been denied exit permits, were not 
present.19 20

One of the many steps taken by the congress was the creation of a 
League “ Secretariat for the Arab countries.”  Through this body the 
Comintern hoped to forge the link with the Arab national movement that 
the Palestine Communist party had in vain sought to achieve. The post 
of secretary was filled by Mad/ihar al-BakrT, of the BakrT landowning 
clan, and a member of the Syrian National Committee. He was entrusted 
with the mission of organizing regional committees in Iraq, Syria, Pales
tine, and Transjordan, and uniting them in a pan-Arab central committee 
under the title of “ The League for the Liberation of the Arab Coun
tries. ” 2° Eventually this organization was to be linked up with analo
gous committees in Egypt and al-Maghreb.21

But al-BakrT was unsuited for the role for which he was now cast. 
When he came to Iraq he found little favor with the nationalists. To be
gin with, in Basrah he associated exclusively with the well-to-do land
owning class, which in that city was “ frankly pro-British.” 22 And then, 
during his stay in Baghdad, he publicly vented his envy of the degree of 
independence enjoyed by Iraqis, and suggested that the constraints to

17Scotland Yard’ s report of 16 December 1926.
l8 Report of 23 February 1927 from Captain Holt to Wilkins.
19Entry dated 19 February 1927 in Iraqi P olice F ile No. 1738.
20La Ligue Contre L ’ lmperialisme, “ Rapport sur l’ activite de La Ligue 

Contre L ’ Imperialisme dans les differents pays du mois de Fevrier au mois de 
mai 1927,”  ibid.

21The Arab West, i.e ., Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco.
22Letter from Wilkins to Broadhurst, C .I.D ., Palestine, dated 28 July 1927, 

Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1738.
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which they were subject were nothing in comparison with what the Syr
ians had to endure under the French. At one point he was even taken 
for a British propagandist. With such meek views, he obviously could 
not make much headway in Iraq and his mission eventually came to 
naught. .

In the meantime, preparations that were made to convoke a pan-Arab 
congress in Cairo under the auspices of the League Against Imperial
ism and the Nationalist Party of Egypt were thwarted by the British.
The organizers of the congress went one better and planned on Mecca 
at the time of the pilgrimage, but they were again counterchecked. The 
congress—or rather the shadow of one—finally met in Frankfurt in July 
1929. There was considerable advance billing for the event. Printed 
and mimeographed posters and circulars and telegraphic invitations 
were received in all the Arab countries in both the East and the Magh
reb. One letter, addressed to the newspapers and intercepted by the. 
Iraqi police, described the projected “ Congress of the Arab League”  
as the “ first serious step”  to infuse life into the Arab idea. A printed 
notice reminded the Arabs that their disjoined and solitary endeavors 
for liberty was the cause of all their misfortunes, and that the time had 
come to coordinate their struggle against their enleagued imperialistic 
enemies.23

But the response was not proportionate to the effort expended. Only 
a few Arabs showed up at the Congress. By way of explanation, Ibrahim 
Ibrahim Yusuf, of the Arab Secretariat of the League, a member of the 
left wing of the Egyptian National party, and a trainee of the Communist 
University of the Toilers of the East,24 affirmed that the colonial 
powers had fought the idea of the congress at every turn and that thirty- 
six accredited delegates from the Arab countries had been refused exit 
visas.25 But there were also other reasons. The National party of Iraq, 
for example, declined the invitation “ owing to lack of time.”  But its 
leader, Abu-t-Timman, subsequently explained that the real reason was 
the lack of funds and that he personally was against attending, as he 
knew so little of the League.26

The activities of the League Against Imperialism just described 
make it very clear that the Communists in the latter part of the twenties 
sought not only to create ties with the nationalists of the Arab lands, 
but also to influence them strongly in a pan-Arab direction. It is note-

23Copies o f the notices, circulars, etc., ibid.
24Yusuf’ s graduation from KUTV is mentioned in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 1831 

on “ E lie Teper. ”  Teper was in the twenties the vice-chairman of the Palestine 
Communist party.

25Bulletin of the League Against Imperialism (in Arabic), Year 1, No. 2 of 
17 August 1929.

26A bstract o f Intelligence, No. 27 for week ending 6 July 1929.
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worthy that at about this time—in 1929, to be exact—George Agabekov of 
the Eastern Department of the O.G.P.U. received instructions to pro
ceed to Syria with the express purpose, among others, of investigating 
the chances of a union between its people and Arabs of other countries. 
“ The Soviet government,”  he wrote in the following year, “ dreams of a 
united and independent Arab state that could be pitted against England 
and France in the East.” 27 This pan-Arab preoccupation of the Soviets 
was, as noted elsewhere, to influence the character of incipient Arab 
communism.

The League Against Imperialism has historical significance from 
one other respect more narrowly pertinent to our inquiry, and this is that 
it was partly under its influence that was formed in 1935 the first all
Iraqi Communist organization: Jam'iyyat Dudd-il-Isti‘mar—The Associa
tion Against Imperialism—which the Iraqi Communists regard as the 
founding nucleus of the Communist Party of Iraq.28

27Agabekov, GPU. Zapiski Chekista, p. 236.
28Kifah-us-Sijjm ath-ThawrT(“ The Struggle of the Revolutionary Prisoner” ), 

No. 14 of 14 February 1954, p. 7. This internal publication, which is by far . 
the most important Communist source on party history, appeared for almost two 
years, at first in the prison of Nuqrat-is-Salman and later in that of Kut.



D. AN OVERTURE IN TEHERAN

In August 1928, through the offices of the Soviet consulate at Kerman- 
shah, an Iraqi, who had merely given out that he was the secretary of 
the minister of public works of Iraq, met with Zaslavskii, the first 
secretary of the Soviet embassy in Teheran. According to a shorthand 
record of their conversation, the Iraqi secretary informed the Soviet 
official that there existed in Iraq a national revolutionary party which 
had the wide support of the Iraqi intelligentsia, and had struck deep 
roots among the townsmen and the tribes. Several Iraqi ministers, he 
added, were members of the party, and King Faisal himself was aware 
of its existence and sympathized with it. The aim of the party was to 
win complete independence for Iraq, and for this it was necessary to 
turn the British out of the country. To the Soviet government the party 
now turned for moral support, being convinced that the Soviets must 
naturally sympathize with all liberation movements. The Iraqi secretary 
then asked permission to send a few dozen young men, members of the 
party, to the USSR for the study of military affairs, and requested the 
assurance of the embassy that, in case of necessity, the party would be 
permitted to purchase arms from the Soviet government, which it would 
need for the purpose of an uprising in Iraq.

Particulars of this meeting first came to light in the memoirs of 
Agabekov,1 ex-head of the Eastern Section of the OGPU. Normally 
memoirs of this nature would have to be taken with a grain of salt, but 
in this case, and insofar as they touch upon Iraq, the memoirs seem to 
be remarkably accurate, and dovetail, as we shall see, into the accounts 
recorded in the British Intelligence files.

To resume Agabekov’s narrative, the counsellor of the Soviet em
bassy, Loganovskii, hastened to report to Moscow on the Iraqi overture. 
He called attention to the fact that the representative of the Iraqi party 
did not ask for any material aid, and stated that he personally was left 
with the impression that the party was of serious purpose. Indicating 
that the Iraqi was awaiting an answer, Loganovskii begged for instruc
tions. In Moscow the matter was carefully weighed. It was observed, 
however, that though the Iraqi secretary spoke of influential men in the 
party, he did not give any names. In view of this reticence and in fear 
of provocation, it was decided as a preliminary measure to obtain further 
information as to the program, influence, and composition of the party. 
This task was entrusted, always according to Agabekov, to the Soviet 
Consul at Kermanshah and the OGPU resident in Persia. The informa-

^Agabekov, GPU. Zapiski Chekista, pp. 195-196.



tion requested had not been received up to the time when Agabekov left 
Moscow, that is, up to October 1929.

Enquiries subsequently instituted by the British revealed that the 
Iraqi minister of public works2 had two secretaries in 1928, and that 
both were out of Iraq in the month of August. The records showed, how
ever, that one of the secretaries, Zion Zilkha, had gone to Palestine 
and Egypt, but had apparently not been to Persia. “ It was not likely,”  
commented J. F. Wilkins,3 “ that those who are predominantly Muslims 
would entrust anything to a timid Jewish clerk.” 4 The other secretary, 
Sayyid Muhammad ibn ‘Abd-ul-Husain, passed over the frontier to Persia 
on 19 July and returned to Baghdad on 26 August 1928,5 and was in all 
probability the man to whom the memoirs of Agabekov referred.

In confirmation of this view, J. F. Wilkins could have cited an arti
cle  contributed by Sayyid Muhammad to Al-'Iraq on 18 February 19296 * 
entitled “ The Anglo-Russian Rivalry and Its Influence on the Awaken
ing of the Peoples of the East.”  In the article, Sayyid Muhammad 
affirmed that “ Soviet Russia is now pursuing a policy that favors the 
peoples of the East. No other state has done this before. . . .  Every
where Soviet Russia stands on the side of the Eastern peoples and sup
ports them morally and materially.”  . .. “ The East,”  he went on, “ is 
on the move and determined to destroy the old and decayed order of life 
and to strike out new and progressive paths. .. . But the imperialist 
powers of Europe stand in its way and retard its advance. That’s why 
the East has turned toward Moscow. . . .  If the policy of imperialism 
continues unchanged, this orientation will persist, and the weak nations 
will end by committing themselves into the laps of Soviet policy.”  His 
conclusion was, however, on a different note. “ Inasmuch as political 
circumstances,”  he said, “ have created a powerful rival for European 
imperialism, the East will inevitably realize its aspirations. . . . The 
Soviet-Western rivalry cannot but redound to the advantage of the East
ern peoples.” 2 The article, which appears to have had a collective
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2The minister of public works in 1928 was ‘ Abd-ul-Husain ash-Shallash, a 
native of Najaf and one of the richest merchants of Iraq.

^Wilkins was head of the British Special Service and officially  “ Deputy In
spector General of P o lic e .”

4Secret Report of 11 May 1931 by J. F. Wilkins to Wing Commander H. 
Graham of British Air Staff Intelligence. Excerpts of this letter are in Iraqi 
P olice  F ile  No. 94 on “ Ja'far Abu-t-Timman,”  File No. 462 on “ YasTn Pasha 
al-HashimT,”  and F ile No. 1747 on “ RashTd ‘ A iral-Gailarit.”

3 Sayyid Muhammad left again for Kermanshah on 16 March 1929, and went
from there to Teheran, returning to Iraq on 21 March 1929. Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No.
897 on “ Sayyid Muhammad ibn ‘ Abd-ul-Husain.”

6See Al-'Iraq, No. 2691 of 18 February 1929.
2 There are prior instances of pro-Russian articles in Iraqi papers. See, for 

example, the nationalist paper Al-Istiqlal, No. 736 of 14 December 1925.
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authorship though it bore the name of Sayyid Muhammad ibn ‘ Abd-ul- 
Husain, sheds some light on what was perhaps one of the purposes be
hind the approach to the Soviet authorities. The renowned ‘alim Sayyid 
Muhammad as-Sadr, who had a hand in the writing of the article, made 
the point all too clear when on the morrow of its appearance, that is, 
on 19 February 1929, he enlarged on it and said that the publication 
of such pro-Russian articles were calculated to induce the British to 
soften their policy toward Iraqis.” 8 What we are suggesting is the 
possibility that the British were meant to know of Sayyid Muhammad 
ibn ‘Abd-ul-Husain’s activities in Persia.

It is time now to turn to the question of the identity of the party on 
behalf of which Sayyid Muhammad made his overture to the Soviet em
bassy. The British, while also suspecting the involvement of the 
People’s party,9 appear to have been more inclined to the view that the 
National party10 was the “ national revolutionary party”  of Agabekov’s 
memoirs. The People’s party was little more than an aggregate_of per
sonal interests, and was led by YasTh al-HashimT and RashTd ‘All al- 
Gailam. The National party, though smaller than the People’s party 
and not always as effective, was, thanks largely to the dedication and 
incorruptibility of its founder, Ja'far Abu-t-Timman, altogether unique 
among the Iraqi parties of the time in that it was moved by idealist pas
sions rather than by the impulse of private advantage.

The view that the National party was the “ national-revolutionary 
party”  in question finds its support in the considerations that follow:11

1. Immediately after his return from his mission in Persia, Sayyid 
Muhammad ibn ‘ Abd-ul-Husain called upon Ja'far Abu-t-Timman. At the 
time, however, he was s a id 1  ̂ to have delivered to Abu-t-Timman a 
letter from Shaikh al-KhalisT who, as noted elsewhere, was in exile in 
Persia.

2. On 22 October 1928, ‘Umar al-Hajj ‘Alwan, a prominent member 
of the National party, left for Persia, ostensibly with the object of 
fetching his Persian wife but, according to a report dated 25 October,  ̂
he was actually carrying letters from Abu-t-Timman to Shaikh al-Khalisi 
and to the Russian consul at Kermanshah.13 The latter, it will be

8Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 897 on Muhammad ibn ‘ Abd-ul-Husain.
9Hizb-ush-Sha‘b.
I °A  1 -Hizb -u 1-Wa ta ril.
I I  Inasmuch as I was unable to trace the full text of the letter of 11 May 

1931, in which J. F. Wilkins made his final report to the British Air Staff Intelli
gence Headquarters and could only find excerpts from it, I shall cite  here the 
relevant data that I found in the various police files and that must have led to 
Wilkins’ conclusion.

^ R ep ort of 1 September 1928 in Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 897 on Muhammad 
ibn ‘ Abd-ul-Husain.

13Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 94 on Ja'far Abu-t-Timman.
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remembered, was the official mentioned in Agabekov’s memoirs in con
nection with the Soviet government’s directive for further enquiries. The 
repeated references to al-Khalis! suggest that Jam'iyyat Bain-an- 
Nahrain and its ‘ ulama’ were also involved.

3. On 26 November, ‘Umar al-Hajj ‘Alwan returned from Persia, and 
it was again reported that he brought letters from the Soviet consul in 
Kermanshah to Abu-t-Timman.14

4. On 3 April 1929, the British Special Branch Officer of Basrah, 
who had been on an assignment in the Persian city of Ahwaz, wrote 
that he learned that the Russian consul there was “ particularly active”  
in regard to Iraq. The consul was said to have been in touch with Abu- 
t-Timman through the medium of persons who pretended to consult with . 
a Russian doctor who lived behind the cbnsulate, and between whose 
house and the consulate there was internal communication.15

5. Finally, a report by date of 14 May 1929 speaks of a meeting be
tween the ‘alim Sayyid Muhammad as-Sadr and Abu-t-Timman, at which 
as-Sadr showed the nationalist leader a letter from the Russian consul 
at Teheran regarding one Hajjr Ya'qub Khanov, a skinmerchant, who 
was coming to Iraq on behalf of the consul. Both, it was stated, agreed 
to assist Khanov.16

The evidence so far seems to point strongly to Abu-t-Timman. The 
reports on his connection with the Soviet consuls were persistent and 
from different sources. However, Sayyid Muhammad ibn ‘Abd-ul-Husain, 
the intermediary in the initial contact, was in June 1924, with Yaslh al- 
HashimT, among the “ prime movers”  for the formation of the People’s 
party.17 Although sometime thereafter he parted company with al- • 
HashimT, in 1928 he was again in league with him. Moreover, al- 
HashimT was reported on 14 July 1928, that is, five days before Sayyid 
Muhammad left Iraq, to have deputed him to proceed on a political mis
sion to Persia.18 A subsequent report added that he had entrusted him 
with letters to Mirza Muhammad Rida ash-ShirazT, Sayyid Abu-l-Hasan 
al-Kashanl, Sulaiman Mirza, and Shaikh al-KhalisT19—which brings 
Jam'iyyat Bain-an-Nahrain again into the picture.

It is, of course, possible that in addition to Jam'iyyat Bain-an- 
Nahrain, both the People’s party and the National party had a hand in 
the affair. The two parties, it should be pointed out, were in this period

14Iraqi P olice  F ile No. 94* ■
15Ibid.
16Ibid.
17Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 897 on “ Sayyid Muhammad ibn ‘Abd-ul-Husain.”
18/bid. A relevant entry in the Abstract of Intelligence  (para. 794 of 21 

July 1928) reads that al-HashimT was “ up to something”  in Persia and “ may 
have Bolshevik connections.”

^9Iraqi P o lice  F ile  No. 897.
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openly drawing close to each other—a development that was to culmi
nate in their formation of a united front and their signature of the 
“ Covenant of Brotherhood”  on the night of 22-23 November 1930, with 
the object of overthrowing the 1930 Anglo-Iraqi Treaty.20

There remains one very intriguing feature: Sayyid Muhammad ibn 
‘Abd-ul-Husain was not only in league with al-Hashimi, but was also 
connected with the royal palace through his uncle Sayyid Bakir Wahid 
al-‘Ain, deputy lord chamberlain at the court-a connection which in 
the twenties was generally taken for granted. Should we, in view of 
this factor, give added significance to the emissary’s statement to the. 
secretary of the Soviet embassy, Zaslavskii, that King Faisal knew of 
the existence of the Iraqi “ national-revolutionary party”  and sympa
thized with it? In other words, did the king have any knowledge of 
Sayyid Muhammad’s mission? All that can be said is that in the years 
1927-1929 there was a critical deadlock in the relations between the 
Iraqi monarchy and the British government. A serious trial of strength 
took place between King Faisal and the high commissioner, Sir Henry 
Dobbs. The bone of contention was the control of the Iraqi army. The 
king insisted on complete Iraqi responsibility for the defense of the 
country. He also desired to substitute for voluntary military service a 
system of conscription. The English would not yield on either demand. 
At no other period in his reign did the king feel more politically help
less or more disillusioned with English policies.21 On 27 November 
1928, he vented his despondency in pungent terms to the Indian Moslem 
leader, Muhammad ‘Air. To the latter’s complaint of the difficulties he 
had met in being admitted to Iraq, the king replied that he had no knowl
edge of it, that he had no real authority, and that the real power was 
elsewhere, and then added that none of the promises made to him and 
to his father had been carried out by the British. His father was a 
prisoner in Cyprus, his brother, King ‘Air, had no place to live, while 
he was not free in his own kingdom.22

' 20The P eople ’ s party had by then been enlarged by the inclusion of new 
elements and had given way to the National Brotherhood (al-Ikha’ al-WatanT).

21Secret letter dated 6 March 1928 from J. F. Wilkins to K. Cornwallis, ad
viser to the minister of the interior. For text o f letter see  Book One, pp. 329-331.

22(Secret) Supplement to the Abstract o f Intelligence, No. 48 of 1 December 
1928, para. 3.
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TABLE A-l
Members of the First Party Conference 

of the Communist Party, March 1944

Name Party body represented
Biographical

data

Yusuf Salman Yusuf 
(Fahd), secretary

Central Committee Table 14-2

ZakT BasTm Central Committee Table 19-1
Husain Muhammad 
ash-ShabTbT

Central Committee Table 19-1

Ahmad ‘ Abbas, 
known as ‘ Abd-Tamr

Central Committee Table 19-2

Sharif Mulla ‘ Uthrriin Kurdish branch of the party Table 19-3
Krikor Badrossian Armenian branch of the party Table 19-3
Stephan Strak Armenian branch of the party Note 1 below
‘ AIT Shukur Baghdad party organization Note 2 below
Husain Taha Baghdad party organization Table 16-1
‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab 
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq

Baghdad party organization Table 19-3

Haskail Siddlq Baghdad party organization Table 19-3
SamT Nadir Basrah party organization Table 14-2
Dhafer Salih 
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq

Basrah party organization Note 3 below

Malik Saif ‘ Amarah party organization Table 19-3
Musa Muhammad Nur ‘ Amarah party organization Table 19-3
Harnxd MajTd Nasiriyyah party organization Note 4 below
Daud Salman Yusuf Nasiriyyah party organization Table 19-3
Murtada Farajallah Najaf party organization Note 5 below

^Stephan Strak: Armenian; Christian; born 1922 Baghdad; employee of Iraqi 
Petroleum Co. at HadTthah; secondary education; lower middle c lass; joined 
party 1943.

^‘AITShukur: Arab; Moslem SunnT; born 1910 Baghdad; driver of a lo co 
motive; elementary education; working class; joined party 1941.

^Dtiafer Salih ‘Abd-ur~Razzaq: Arab; Moslem Sunni; born 1908 Basrah; e le 
mentary schoolteacher, secondary education, lower middle class; joined party
1932.

^Hatmd MajTd: Arab; Moslem ShT‘I; bom 1913 Nasiriyyah; seller of fish; 
elementary education; working class; joined party 1932.

®Murtada Farajallah: Arab; Moslem ShTT; bom 1912 Najaf; elementary 
schoolteacher; secondary education, lower middle class; joined party 1943.
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TABLE A-2

Members of the First Congress of the Communist Party,
March 1945
Party position held Biographical

Name on eve  of congress data

Yusuf Salman Yusuf 
(Fahd)

Secretary general Table 14-2

ZakT BasTm Member of the Central Committee Table 19-1
Husain Muhammad 
ash-ShabibT

Member of the Central Committee and 
secretary of the Southern Party Zone3

Table 19-1

Ahmad ‘ Abbas, 
known as ‘ Abd-Tamr

Member of the Central Committee Table 19-2

SharTf Mulla ‘ Uthman Secretary of the Kurdish branch Table 19-3
Krikor Badrossian Secretary of the Armenian branch Table 19-3
Aram Boghos 
Kadoyan

Member of the Armenian branch committee Note 1 below

SamT Nadir Mas’ufo of the Basrah local committee Table 14-2
DK5fer Salih 
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq

Member of the Basrah local committee Table A -l

Isma'Tl Ahmad Member of the Basrah local committee Table 19-3
Malik Saif Mas’ul of the ‘ Amarah local committee Table 19-3
Musa Muhammad Nur Member of the ‘ Amarah local committee Table 19-3
F i ‘ l Damad Member of the ‘ Amarah local committee 

and of the party's peasants' committee
Note 2 below

‘ AIT Muhammad 
ash-ShabibT

Mas’ul of the Najaf loca l committee Table 19-3

Murtada Farajallah Member of the Najaf loca l committee Table A -l
Daud Salman Yusuf Mas’ul of the Nasiriyyah local committee Table 19-3
Hamid Majid Member of the Nasiriyyah loca l committee Table A -l
RashTd Husain Member of the Nasiriyyah loca l committee 

and of the party’ s military committee •
Note 3 below

‘ Abd-ul-AzTz
‘Abd-ul-HadT

Member of the party’ s military committee 
and of the Baghdad loca l committee

Note 4 below

‘ AIT Shukur Member of the party’ s labor committee 
and of the Baghdad loca l committee; lead
er of Railway Workers’ Union

Table A -l

‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab 
‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq

Member of the Baghdad loca l committee 
and mas’ul o f the northern and southern 
qita‘s c  of Baghdad

Table 19-3

Yahuda Siddlq Member of the Baghdad local committee 
and of the students' committee attached 
to the Baghdad local committee

Table 19-3

Muhammad 
‘ A ll Zarqa

Member of the Baghdad local committee 
and of the students’ committee attached 
to the Baghdad loca l committee

Table 19-3

Husain Taha Member of the Baghdad local committee Table 16-1
H asqail SiddTq Mas’ul of Law School students in Baghdad Table 19-3
George Murqos MunadhdhinA of railway workers’ com

mittee, Baghdad
Note 5 below

Mikhail Butrus Munatfhdhimfi o f railway workers, Baghdad Note 6 below
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aThis zone embraced party organizations in the provinces of ‘Amarah, Basrah, 
and Muntafiq.

bM as’SI = comrade-in-charge.
c Qita ‘ = party administrative sector.
^Munadhdhim = organizer.

^Kadoyan: Armenian; Christian; born 1924 Baghdad; clerk with a private firm; 
secondary education; lower middle c lass; joined party 1943.

^F i ' l  Damad: Arab; Moslem SKIT; born ‘ Amarah date unknown; ex-sirkal(man 
in charge of cultivation in a shaikh’ s estate), d ispossessed of his land by the 
Shaikh of Albu Muhammad; no education; peasant class; joined party in 1943.

^RastiTd Husain: Kurd; warrant officer; joined party in 1943; other particu
lars not known.

^ ‘Abd-ul-Hadv. Arab, Moslem SunnT; born 1917 a l-‘ Adhamiyyah, Baghdad; 
law student and ex-second lieutenant in army; graduate of Military College; 
lower middle c lass, joined party 1941. ■

Murqos: Arab of Chaldean origin; Christian; born 1920 Baghdad; railway 
employee; secondary education; lower middle class; joined party 1943.

®Butrus: Arab of Chaldean origin; Christian; born 1920 Baghdad; employee 
of the Ministry o f Supplies; secondary education; lower middle c lass; joined 
party 1943.

TABLE A-2 (Continued)
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Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization)
Party Position of All Members Knowna and Analyzed 

____________________  in Tables A-4 to A-33 •_________________
Higher echelons (1941-1949)

Members of Fahd’ s Central Committees (November 1941-October 1948)b 
Members of Politbureau
Other full members of the Central Committee 
Candidate members of the Central Committee 

Members of the provisional and “ unauthorized”  Central Committees 
(October 1948-Jime 1949)°

Middle echelons (1943^-June 1949)e
Provinces

M as’ ulsf o f loca l party committees 
Other members of loca l party committees11 

Greater Baghdad
Members of Baghdad local party committees1
Leading Communist members of the auxiliary organizations of the party! 

members of the Party of National Liberation 
members of the League Against Zionism 
head of the Committee of the Students’ Union*1 

Leading members of the Armenian branch committee*-
Communists not tied to any particular organization but fulfilling special 
functions under the guidance of the Central Committee
Correspondents, links, or carriers (murasils) of the Central Committee with 

the Syrian Communist Party 
Tudeh of Iran
Communist Party of Great Britain
Communist Party prison organization .
loca l Communist organizations

Lower echelons and tank and file  (1947-June 1949 
Lower echelons and “ active”  rank and file 0
Other rank and file  — civilian  party organization — on whom only incom
plete information is available0
Members of the military organization of the party on whom only incom
plete information is availableP
Total _____________________________________ ____________________________

aFor explanation see text pp. 643-644. 
bSee Tables 19-1, 19-2, 19-3, and 22-1. 
c For “ unauthorized”  committees see Table 23-1.
dNo stable and formalized structure of echelons existed prior to 1943. 
eBear in mind the observation in the text (p. 644) on the “ inner upward 

mobility”  of party membership and the point that no party member was taken into 
account more than once in this analysis; e .g ., a Communist whp was a member of a 
loca l party committee at one point during the period 1943-June 1949 and became the 
mas’ ul (see  note f below) of that committee before the end of the period is analyzed 
under the “ mas’u ls.”

^Mas’ul or ar-RafTq al-Mas’ul: comrade-in-charge.
gThe discrepancy with the total number of mas’uls shown in Table 27-2 is due 

to the fact that three Communists held each two su ccessive  appointments at differ
ent centers.

. TABLE A-3

6
13

9

12

49B
126

50

4 
6 
1
5 
8

3
3
1
2m
4m

756
512

262

1,832
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^Comprise: the m as’uls of qita's (urban party districts), of workers, students, 
peasants, and soldiers and members-in-reserve.

1 Comprise: the mas’ uls of qita's (urban districts), of workers, students, 
women, and of the military.

j Other than those who were simultaneously members of the Central Commit
tee. ,

kThis party position was activated only briefly in the months following the 
Wathbah.

^Although a Kurdish party branch existed in Fahd’ s time it had only a 
secretary, who was at the same time a member of the Central Committee.

mIn many instances the carriers of the Central Committee were reliable and 
well-trained children. This c lass of carriers has not been included under 
“ middle echelon s.”

nI.e ., the lower echelons and rank and file that came to light in the years 
mentioned.

°In the police files there were names and particulars of 1,268 civilian- 
Communists who belonged neither to the “ high echelons”  nor to the “ middle 
echelon s”  of the party as defined in this table. Only 756 of them, however, 
were regarded by the police sufficiently “ active”  or “ dangerous”  to merit an 
investigation. Thus no complete information is available in regard to the re
maining 512. Moreover, it has been possible to determine the party rank of 
only 223 of the 756 “ active”  Communists. As many of the others no doubt 
also held lower ranks — most probably the rank of ce ll munadhdhim (organizer) 
- i t  was thought better to analyze the characteristics of all 756 together. The 
lower party ranks included the mas’Uls o f mantaqas (urban subdistricts), the 
mas’uls o f villages (other than the ones who were simultaneously members of 
the local party committees), the munadhdhims of salals (collections of dwell
ings in rural areas), the munadhdhims and members of the primary workers 
and students’ committees; the munadhdhims of territorial cells  and^of 
workers’ , students’ , women, and soldiers’ ce lls , and the party murasils 
(carriers: see note m above),

PSee Table A-33. No information other than on the military rank and unit 
of these soldier-Communists is available. *

TABLE A-3 (Continued)

*



TABLE A-4
Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization); 

Occupation of All Known Membersa

Students
College

Higher Teachers’ Training 55
School of Law 54
School of Engineering 27
School of Commerce 18
School of Medicine 11
School of Pharmacy 5
Queen ‘ A liya ’ s C ollege '3 3
School of Arts and Sciences 2
School of Theology 2
American University of Beirut 3
Michigan University 1
Exchange students 2

Total college 183 ( 9.9%)

Secondary sch oo ls0 298 (16.2%)

Trade schools 24

Members o l professions
Teachers

C ollege , l d
Secondary school 45e
Elementary school 83f

Total teachers 129 '( 7.2%)

Others
Lawyers 22 ( 1.2%)
Journalists 6
Engineers 5
Photographers 3
Pharmacists 2
Musician 1
Physician 1
Dentist 1
Painter . 1
MullaS 1
P etitions’ Writers 6

Total others 49

White collar
Middle and lower grade
government officia ls

Railways 29
Basrah port 8
Posts and Telegraphs 3

(27.6%)

( 9.7%)

( 9.1%)



TABLE A-4 (Continued)
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E lectric supply 2
Telephones 1
Cus toms 3
Agriculture and Irrigation 9 ■
Health 7
Justice 5
Education 4
T obacco monopoly 5
Finance 6
Interior 1
Other ministries or departments 13

Total government 96

Middle and lower grade
c iv ic  officia ls 18

Middle and lower grade 
clerks in private firms 

Oil companies 13
Banks 7
Transport and travel companies 4
Other firms 29

Total private 53
Trading, industrial and landlording
petty  bourgeoisie  122

Small property owners 11
Small shopkeepers 53 ( 2.9%)
Small contractor 1

Total 65
Craftsmen

Tailors 21
Weavers 3
Carpenters 16
Shoemakers 4
Goldsmiths 9
Ironsmiths 2
Watch repairers 2

Total 57 ( 3.1%)

Peasants 47
Peasants 45
Sirkafi1 1
Peasant-landowner 1

Workers and semiproletarians 471
Workers (unspecified) 78

Industrial and transport workers 
Railway workers
Unspecified 40

( 6.7%)

(  2 .6% )

(25.7%)



TABLE A-4 (Continued)
Schalchiyyah railway workshops1

Unspecified 22
F itters . 33
Carpenters 20
E lectrical workers 14
Mechanics 12
Blacksmiths 7
Turners 3
Smelters 2

Total railway workers 153
Port workersJ 11
Oil workers 17
Other industrial workers

Shoe-manufacturing 64
Printing 27
Cigarettes 27
Construction 19
Textile 12
Brickmaking 5
Mechanics 4
Electricians 3
Tailoring 2
Blacksmithing 1
Tin-working 1
Tanneries 1
Car repairing 1

Truck or bus drivers 5
Total industrial and transport
workers 353

Semiproletarians
Menial workers^ 28
Tea or coffee-servants 6
Street vendors 6

Total semiproletarians 40

Members o f armed forces  
Commissioned officers

Staff captains 2
Lieutenants^ 4

Total 6
Noncommissioned officers

Warrant officers 17
Sergeants 10
Sergeant-Ma j ors 2
Corporals 14
Lance-Corporals 21

Total 64

(15.6%)
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TABLE A-4 (Continued)

Soldier-craftsmen 26
Privates 127
Military students 62

Members of p o lice  forces l m ( .05%)
Unemployed 30n ( 1.6%)
No particulars 26 ( 1.4%)
Grand total 1,832 (100.0%)

aFor explanation see text pp. 643-644. 
women’ s college.

c Includes intermediate and preparatory schools and elementary teachers’ 
sch ools.

^Assistant professor at the School of Engineering.
eIncludes preparatory and intermediate schoolteachers, and one teacher- 

novelist.
Includes one teacher-journalist.

®A man of religion.
^Man directly in charge of cultivation in a shaikhly estate. 
xFor Schalchiyyah workshops, see pp. 617 and 619-620.
■I For the actual total number of port workers in 1948 see Table 27-3. 
^Includes menial government employees.

Includes two ex-lieutenants. 
mA police  commissioner.
“ Includes Fahd himself, who was an ex-blacksmith, ex-mechanic, etc., 6 

females, and 13 boys between the ages of 14 and 19.
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T A B L E  A -5

Occupation of the Members of Fahd’s Central Committees
and of the Unauthorized Committees (1941-1949)a

Fahd’s “ Unauthorized’
Central Central Fahd’s **Unauthorized”

Committees Committees Committees Committees
No. of No. of

members members Total % Total %
Students 4 14.3 5 41.7

College
School of Law 3b —

School of Engineering 1 i
School of Pharmacy — i
School of Commerce — ’ i

Secondary School - 2
Members of professions 14 50.0 4 33.4

Teachers
College — 1<=
Secondary school 5d 1
Elementary school 5e 1

10 (35.7%) 3
Others

Lawyers 2 _
Journalist 1 _
Musician 1 _
Petitions writer - 1

White collar workers 3 10.7 1 8.3
Lower grade government 
clerks

2f -  ■

Lower grade clerk at 
Basrah Oil Co. - 1

Clerk at a private 
garage

1 -

Members of armed forces 1 8.3
Ex-second lieutenant - 1

Craftsmen 1 3.6
Weaver 1 —

Workers and semiproletarians 5 17.8 1 8.3
Textile worker 1 _
Worker in a tannery 1 _
Shoe factory worker 1 _
Electrician 1 -

Mechanic _ 1
Coffee-servant 1 —

Unemployed IS  3.6 , _
Total 28 100.0 12 100.0

^O ccupation  at time o f  first appointm ent to Central Com mittee. 
^Including 1 fem ale.
c A ss ista n t P ro fessor  at the S ch ool o f Engineering.
^Includes 1 teach er-novelist.
eIncludes 1 teacher-journalist.
f At the port: 1; in the Irrigation Department: 1.
gFahd who was an ex-b lacksm ith , ex-m echanic, e tc . (See T able 14-2).'



TA B LE  A-6

Occupation of the Middle Echelons of the Communist Party
(1943-June 1949)______________________________________________

P rovinces Greater Baghdad A ll organizations

Mas’uls of Other members
local party committees of committees

No. of No. of No. o f Total no.
mas’uls % members % members % o f members %

Students 12a 24.5
Members of the 
professions

20d 40.8

White collar workers 78 14.3
Trading and industrial 
petty bourgeoisie

2J 4.1

Peasants -
Workers and semiproletarians 3n 6.1
Members of armed forces 29 4.1
Unemployed 1 2.0
No particulars 2 4.1
Total 49 100.0

aSecondary school students: 8; college graduates: 4. 
^Secondary school students: 31; college graduates: 5. 
c Secondary school students: 2; college students: 18. 
^Teachers: 14 (28.6%); lawyers: 4; others: 2. 
eTeachers: 24 (19.2%); lawyers: 3; others: 6. 
fT eachers: 11(12.6%); lawyers: 7; others: 6.
Sa II middle and lower grade government officia ls. 
^Middle and lower grade a) government o fficia ls: 13; 

b) c iv ic  officia ls: 5; c ) clerks in private firms: 9.
1 Middle and lower grade a) government o fficia ls: 11; 

b) clerks in private firms: 10.
1 Both small shopkeepers.

36b 28.6 20“ 23.0 68 25.9
33e 26.2 24f 27.6 77 29.4

27h 21.4 211 24.1 55 21.0
10k 7.9 6^ 6.9 18 6.9

2m 1.6 __ _ 2 .8
14° 11.1 6P 6.9 23 8.8

l r .8 5s 5.8 8 3.0
__ _ 3 l 3.4 4 1.5
3 2.4 2 2.3 7 2.7

126 100.0 87 100.0 262 100.0

^Shopkeepers: 2; craftsmen: 7; small contractor: 1.
^Shopkeepers: 3; craftsmen: 2; small property owner: 1.
mSirkal (peasant agent of shaikh in charge of cultiva

tion): 1; peasant landowner: 1.
“ E lectrical worker: 1; tin worker: 1; shoe factory 

worker: 1.
“ Industrial workers: 7; workers at port: 1; menial workers 

4; newspaper sheet vendor: 1; taxi driver: 1.
PIndustrial workers: 4; menial workers: 2.
^Warrant officer: 1; corporal: 1.
r Second lieutenant.
sStaff captains: 2; lieutenant: 1; ex-lieutenant: 1; 

warrant officer: 1.
4Including 2 females.
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O ccupation o i the L ow er  E ch elo n s and the “ A c t i v e ”  Rank  
and F ile o f  the Com m unist P arty (1 9 4 7 -1 9 4 9 )

TABLE A-7

T o tal %
Students 279a 36.9
Members of professions 83b 11.0
White collar 108c 14.3
Trading, industrial, and land- 
lording petty bourgeoisie

103d 13.6

Peasants 4e .5
Workers and semiproletarians 120f 15.9
Members of armed forces 146 1.9
Members of police  forces l h .1
Unemployed 251 3.3
No particulars 19 2.5
Total 756 100.0

aC ollege students: 98 (13.0%); secondary school students: 181 (23.9%). 
^Teachers: 67 (8.9%); lawyers: 6 (.8%); others: 10 (1.3%). 
c Middle and lower grade government and c iv ic  o ffic ia ls: 76 (10.1%); middle 

and lower grade clerks in private firms: 32 (4.2%).
^Craftsmen: 47 (6.2%); small shopkeepers: 46 (6.1%); small property owners: 

10 (1.3%).
eP lace of activity of 4 peasants: districts of Kadhimiyyah, Baghdad, Hillah 

and a village near Halabjah. ' '
^Industrial workers: 86 (11.4%); menial workers: 34 (4.5%). 
^Noncommissioned officers: 5; privates: 9. 

police  commissioner.
1 Includes 4 females as w ell as 13 boys between the ages of 14 and 19.

TABLE A-8

O ccupation o f  the Other Rank and F ile o f  the 
C ivilian  Organization o f  the Com m unist P arty (1947-Ju n e 1 9 4 9 )a

Total %
Students 149b 29.1
Peasants 41 c 8.0
W orkers 322d 62.9
Total 512 100.0

aNo detailed information was collected  by the police  on this category of 
the rank and file . The only data available are contained in the table and 
notes on this page.

^College students: 53 (teachers’ training: 29; engineering: 10; commerce: 
10; law: 4); secondary sch ool students: 72; trade sch ool students: 24. All 
students were from Baghdad except for 2 who lived in Ba'qubah and al-KKalis 
in the province of Diyalah. '

CAU the peasants lived in Diyalah, 32 being from Buhruz and 9 from 
al-Khalis.

dAll were industrial workers except for 65 who were simply listed  as 
“ workers.”  The others include: railway workers: 49; shoe workers: 56; 
fitters: 32; cigarette workers: 26; printing workers: 26; carpentry workers: 19; 
construction workers: 15; e lectrical workers: 11; blacksmith workers: 7; oil 
workers: 6; brick workers: 5; turners: 3; smelters: 2. Information regarding 
place of origin or place of activity of workers not available, except for oil 
workers, who worked in Kirkuk and K3.
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TABLE A-9
R atio o f  Known C o lle g e  Student-Com m unists to Total Number

o f Students in the C o lle g e s  o f  Iraq in 1 9 4 8 -1 9 4 9

Total No. of
no. o f known student

students Communists Second
in (largely in years column as

C ollege 1948-1949a 1947-1949)b % of first

Higher Teachers’ Training 578 55 9.5
School of Law 2,545 54 2.1
School of Engineering 240 27 11.3
School of Commerce 452 18 4.0
School of Medicine 331 11 3.3
School of Pharmacy 120 5 4.2
Queen ‘ A liya’ s College 288 3 1.0
School of Theology 19 2 . 10.5
P olice  Training College 92 — —
Total in all co lleges 4,665 175 3.8

aGovernment of Iraq, Ministry of Education, Annual Report on the Progress 
of Education, 1955-1956 (in Arabic), pp. 69 and 75.

bSee Table A-4. I have omitted from this column the six students who were 
associated with universities abroad and the two students who attended the 
School of Arts and Sciences, which was founded early in 1949.

TABLE A-10

R atio o f Known Teacher-Com m unists  
to Total Number o f  Schoolteach ers

[ i ]
Total no. 

of teachers 
in state

[2]
Total no. 

o f teachers 
in private 
and state

[3]
No. of 
known 
school- [3] [3]

schools, schools, teacher- as % of as % of
1948-1949 1948-1949 Communists [ l ] [2]

Secondary sch oo ls3 789b l,3 8 5 c 45d 5.7 3.2
Elementary schools 5,733e 6,512^ 838 1.4 1.3

aIncludes intermediate and preparatory schools.
bIraq, Annual Report on the Progress o f Education, 1955-1956, p. 54. 
c Ibid., pp. 54 and 95. 
dSee Table A-4.
eIraq, Annual Report on the Progress o f Education, 1955-1956, p. 43. 
^Ibid., pp. 43 and 89.
®See Table A-4.
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TABLE A-11

R atio o f  Known Trade S ch ool Student-Com m unists  
to Total Number o f  Trade S ch ool Students

Total no. 
of trade

sch ool students, 
1948-1949

No. o f known 
trade school 

s tudent-C ommunis ts 
(largely in 
1947-1949) %

674a 24b 3.6

aIraq, Annual Report on the Progress of Education, 1955-1956, p. 
' ’See Table A-4.

61.

T A B LE A-12

R atio o f  Known Secondary S ch ool Student-Com m unists 
to Total Number o f  Secondary S ch ool Students

[I]
Total no. 

o f students 
in state  

secondary  
schools, 

1948-1949

[2]
Total no. 

o f  students 
in private 
and state

secondary schools, 
1948-1949

[3]
No. of

known secondary 
school student- 

Communists 
(largely in 
1947-1949)

[3]
as % of

[f]

[3]
as % of 

[2]
16,740a 26,928b 298c 1.8 1.1
aIraq, Annual Report on Progress 
kI b i d pp. 54 and 95. 
c See Table A-4.

o f Education, 1955-1956, p. 54.

TA B LE A-13

R atio o f  Known Law yer-C om m u n ists  
to Total Number o f  L a w yers

Total no. o f 
licen sed  lawyers 

in 1953a
No. of known 

lawyer-Communis ts %

972b 22c 2.3

aIt has not been possib le to obtain figures for the number of lawyers prior 
to 1953.

^Government of Iraq, Ministry of Econom ics, Principal Bureau of Statistics, 
Statistical Abstract, 19S3, p. 296. 

cSee Table A-4.
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R atio o f Known Industrial W orker-Communists 
to Total Number o f  Industrial Workers

TABLE A-14

E s timated 
total no. 
of Iraqi

industrial workers, 
1948-1949

No. of , 
industrial

worker-Communists %

50,000 337a .7

aSee Table A-4.

TA BLE A-15

R atio o f Known Com m unists to Population o f  Iraq, 1 9 4 7

Total no. of Total no. of
known Communists known Communists

as % of as % of
total 1947 total 1947

population urban population
of Iraq of Iraq ,

.04 .1

J



TABLE A-16

Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization): Sex
Higher echelons Middle echelons Lower echelons and “ a c tiv e ”

rank and iile
November 1941-June 1949 1943-June 1949 1947-June 1949

No. % No. % No. %

Males
Females
Total

39 97.5 
1 2.5

40 100.0

257 98.1 
5 1.9 

262 100.0

716
40

756

94.7
5.3

100.0

TABLE A-17

Fem ale Com m unists (Fahd’ s  O rganization): R elig ion , S ect,, and Ethnic Origin

Higher echelons Middle echelons Lower echelons and S ect or ethnic group’s
f’a c tiv e”  rank and lile estim ated % in 1947

urban population of
No. % No. % No. % Greater Baghdad

Moslems
ShT'T Arabs 1 20.0 3 7.5 35.8
Sunni Arabs 1 100.0 2 40.0 25 62.5 33.9 -■
Kurds 2 5.0 3:5
Turkomans 2 5.0 .2
Persians 4.5

Jews 2 40.0 7 17.5 14.9
Chris tians

Arabized Chaldeans \ 1 2.5 ■ — • ■
Assyrian > " 7.0
Armenian )

Sabean .2
YazTdTs
Total 1 100.0 5 100.0 40 100.0 100.0



TABLE A-18

Fem ale Com m unists (Fahd’s  Organization): Occupation

Higher echelons  

No. %

Middle echelons 

No. %

Lower echelons 
and “ a ctiv e”  
rank and file  

No. ■ %

Students
College 1 100.0 2 40.0 l s | 85.0
Secondary school 19/

Members o t professions
Physician 1 20.0 - \
Elementary school- H
teacher f 5.0
Secondary sch ool-
teacher

Unemployed 2 40.0 4 10.0
Total 1 100.0 5 100.0 40 100.0

TABLE A-19
Fem ale Com m unists (Fahd’s  Organization): P la ce  o f  A c tiv ity

Greater Baghdad 46
Other places —
Total 46

\
\
\



TABLE A-20
Iraqi C om m u n ist P a r ty  (Fahd’ s  O rg a n iza tio n ): E d u ca tio n

Higher E chelons (November 1941-June 1949)

Fahd’s Central Committees Provisional and “ unauthorized”  Central Committees
(November 1941-October 1948) (O ctober 1948-June 1949)

No. o f No. of
L eve l o f education members % members %

Private religious 1 3.6 _ __

Elementary 4 14.3 1 8.3
Secondary 7 25.0 5 41.7
College 15 53.5 6 50.0
Secondary and KUTVa l b 3.6 — —

Total 28 100.0 12 100.0

Middle E chelons (1943-June 1949)

Provinces Greater Baghdad All organizations
Mas’Tils of local party committees Other members of committees

L eve l of No, of No. of No. of No. of
education mas’ uls % members % members % members %

No education — — 6 4.7 __ __ 6 2.3
Elementary 2 4.1 20 15.9 15 17.2 37 14.1
Secondary 32 65.3 83 65.9 31 35.6 146 55.7
College 11 22.4 12 9.5 36 41.4 59 22.5
No particulars 4 8.2 5 4.0 5 5.8 14 5.4
Total 49 100.0 126 100.0 87 100.0 262 100.0



L o w e r  E c h e lo n s  and “ A c t i v e ”  R a n k  and F i l e  (1 9 4 7 -J u n e 19 4 9 )

L evel of education No. of Communists %

No education 
Elementary 
Secondary 
College
Religious education 
No particulars 
Total

151 20.0 
145 19.3 
292 38.6 
124 16.4 

1 .1 
42 5.6 

756 100.0

aCommunist University of Toilers of the East. 
bF ahd.

y  l - ' ' . \.

• .v- , „ vv; .
; : . s ; ' v • Ufe ; ; ’

j.
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TABLE A-21

Iraqi C o m m u n ist P a r ty  (F ahd’ s  O rg a n iza tio n ): A g e ,
H ig h er  E c h e lo n s  (N o v em b e r  1 9 4 1 -J u n e  1 9 4 9 )

A ge group in 
year o f first 

appointment to

Fahd’s Central Committees

November 1941-October 1948

Provisional and “ unauthorized”  
■ Central Committees 

October 1948-June 1949
Central

Committee
No . of 

members %
No. of 

members %

20 years i 3.6 2 16.7
21-25 years 8 28.5 6 a 50.0 .
26-30 years 9 32.2 2b 16.7
31-35 years 4 14.3 l c 8.3
36-40 years 3 10.7 -

51 years 1 3.6 - -
No particulars 2 7.1 1 8.3
Total 28 100.0 12 100.0

aAll below 25. 
bBoth 27 years. 
c 32 years.



TABLE A-22
Iraqi C om m u n ist P a rty  (Fahd’ s  O rg a n iza tio n ): A g e ,

M id d le E c h e lo n s  (1 9 4 3 -J u n e  1 9 4 9 )

A ge group in year ot 
first appointment in 

position under analysis

Provinces
Mas’ uls of local party committees 

No. of
mas’uls %

Other members of committees 
No. of

members %

Greater Baghdad 

No. of
members %

A ll organizations 

No. of
members %

15-20 years U a 22.4 29a 23.1 l l a 12.6 51a 19.5

21-25 years 19 38.8 57 45.2 43 49.4 119 45.4

26-30 years 2 4.1 15 11.9 16 18.4 33 12.6

31-35 years 7 14.3 13 10.3 9 10.3 29 11.1

36-40 years 1 2.05 2 1.6 3 3 .5 6 2.3
.446-50 years 1 2.05 — —

Precise age not known but 6 12.2 9 7.1 5 5.8 20 7.6
above 20 and below 40^ 
No'particulars 2C 4.1 1 .8 — - 3 1.1

Total 49 100.0 126 100.0 87 . 100.0 262 100.0

aThis group took over in 1949, the year of the “ children Communists’ ’ ; see Chapter 23. 
bThis is clear from available biographical data.
c These two mas’uJs took over in 1949 and most probably belonged to the lower age groups.
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TABLE A-23

Iraqi C om m u n ist P a rty  (Fahd’s  O rg a n iza tio n ): A g e ,
L o w e r  E c h e lo n s  an d  “ A c t i v e ”  R a n k  a n d  F ile

A ge group in 1947a No. %

12 years 1 .1
13-14 years 19 2.5
15-17 years 138 18.3
18-20 years 195 25.8
21-25 years 207 27.4
26-30 years 82 10.9
31-35 years 35 4.6
36-40 years 7 .9
41-45 years 3 .4
46-50 years 2 .3
51-55 years 1 .1
No particulars 66 8.7
Total 756 100.0

aThe bulk of the members entered the party between 1945 and 1948. Pre
c ise  date of joining of party could not be determined in each particular case.
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Male Population of Iraq According to Age Groups 
in Percentages in 1947

TABLE A-24

A ge group
% of total 1947 . 

male populationa

Under 5 years 19.2
5- 9 years 15.8

10-19 years 15.0
20-29 years 9.4
30-39 years 11.8
40-49 years 11.9
50-59 years 6.9
60 and over 9.9

Unknown .1
Total 100.0

aExcludes nomadic tribes in Mosul, Karbala1, Dulaim, and Muntafiq
provinces.

Source: Based on figures on pp. 16-17 of Statistical Abstract 1956 pub
lished by Principal Bureau of Statistics, Iraqi Ministry of Economics.



TABLE A-25

Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization): Place of Birth

P lace of birth

Urban population 
of province 

as % of 
total 1947 

urban population 
o f Iraq

Higher echelons Middle echelons
Fahd’s Central 

Committees

No. of
members %

“ Unauthorized' 
Central 

Committees 
No. of

members %

Provinces Greater Baghdad
L ocal party committees

Lower echelons A ll echelons  
and “ a c t iv e "  and “ a c tiv e "
rank and file  rank and file

No. of 
mas’ uls

No. of 
other

members %
No. of

members %
No. of 

members %

Total 
no. of 

members %
Province of birtha 
Baghdad 33.7 . gb 32.3 5 41.7 7 14.3 11 8.7 42 48.3 316 41.8 3901 36.9
Mosul 12.9 2C 7.1 - — 2 4.1 3 2.4 4 4.6 30 4.0 41J 3.9Basrah 8.7 5d 17.8 1 8.3 6 12.2 22 17.4 7 8.1 86 11.4 127k 12.0
Karbala’ 6.1 3e 10.7 1 8.3 5 10.2 15 11.9 4 4.6 31 4.1 59^ 5.6
Kirkuk 6.0 - - — — 1 2.0 1 .8 _ _ 30 4.0 32m 3.0
Dlwaniyyah 5.1 2 f 7.1 — — 1 2.0 3 2.4 1 1.1 10 1.3 17n 1.6
Hillah 4.6 - — 1 8.3 7 14.3 7 5.6 4 4.6 31 4.1 50° 4.7
‘ Amarah 3.9 28 7.1 — — 5 10.2 15 11.9 6 6.9 44 5.8 72 P 6.8
Sulaimaniyyah 3.6 — 2 16.7 5 10.2 16 12.7 3 3.4 63 8.3 899 8.4
Muntafiq 3.5 - - — — 4 8.2 9 7.1 2 2.3 22 2.9 37r 3.5
Diyalah 3.3 - - - - — — 6 4.8 1 1.1 17 2.3 24s 2.3
Kut 3.1 - ~ — — 4 3.2 — _ 8 1.1 12* 1.1
Arbtl 3.1 3h 10.7 2 16.7 4 8.2 11 8.7 7 8.1 37 4.9 64u 6.0
Dulaim 2.4 - - -  ' - - - - - 2 2.3 6 .8 8V .8
Foreign country o f birth 
Syria — 1 3.6 1 .8 2 .2
Turkey - 1 3.6 — — — _ 1 .8 2 2.3 1 .1 5 .5
Lebanon - - — — — _ 1 .8 _ _ _ 1 .1
Saudi Arabia - — — — — _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 .1 1 .1
Soviet Union - — — _ ~ _ _ — _ _ _ 1 .1 l w .1
Iran - - — — — — — _ _ _ _ 1 .1 1 .1
No particulars - - - - — 2 4.1 — — 2 2.3 21 2.8 25 2.3
Total 100.0 28 1 0 0 .0 12 1 0 0 .0 49 1 0 0 . 0 126 1 0 0 .0 87 1 0 0 .0 75 6 1 0 0 .0 1 ,0 5 8 1 0 0 .0



aFor ethnic and sectarian character of province see Table 27-2.
'-'All: Baghdad city. v
CA11: Mosul city.
^4: Basrah city. 
eAll: Najaf.
 ̂All: town of DTwaniyyah.

®A11: town of ‘Amarah.
''AH: town of ArbTl.
i 331: Baghdad city; 44: Kadhimiyyah; 10: ‘ Adhamiyyah; 5: remainder of province.
135: Mosul city; 6: rest of province.
]*105: Basrah city (including a l-‘ Ashshar); 8: Abu-l-KhasTb; 4: Qurnah; 4: az-Zubair; 5: rest of province.
*49: Najaf; 5: Kufah; 5: Karbala’ .
m27: Kirkuk town; 5: rest of province.
n10: Samawah; 6: DTwaniyyah town; 1: Rumaithah.
°39: Hillah; 5: Hindiyyah; 4: Musayyib; 2: MahawTl.
P56: ‘ Amarah town; 7: QaTat Salih; 3: ‘ AIT al-GharbT; 3: al-Majarr as-SaghTr; 3: rest of province.
^79: Sulaimaniyyah town; 5: Halabjah; 5: rest of province. 
r 30: Nasiriyyah; 4: Suq ash-Shuyiikh; 3: rest of province. 
s 8: Ba'qubah; 7: MandalT; 6: Khaniqin; 3: rest of province.
*5: Hay; 4: Kut; 3: rest of province.
u38: ArbTl town; 11: Shaqlawah; 11: Koi Sanjaq; 4: rest of province. 
v4: ‘ Anah; 4: rest of province.
wCaucasus (this is Qasim ‘ AIT Husain, born 1927 and a baker’ s helper).



TABLE A-26
Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization): Place of Activity

Higher ech elon sa

Province 
ot activityb

r; . __Fahd’s Central " Unauthorized
Central

as °7 o f (1941-1948) Committees
total 1947 (1948-June 1949)

Middle ech elon sa (1943-June 1949) 
Provinces Greater Baghdad

L ocal party committees

Low er echelons A ll echelons  
and "a c t iv e ”  and " a c t iv e ”  
rank and file  rank and file  

(1947-June 194913

urban population [yQ Qf  
of Iraq members %

No. of 
members %

No. of 
s iv e  other

mas’ uls % members %
No. of 

members %
No. of 

members %
No. of

No particulars 4 .6 4 .4Baghdad 33.7 16 57.1 6 50.0 — — — — 87 100.0 414 54.8 523* 49.4Mosul0 12.9 - - - - 1 2.0 2 1.6 14 1.8 17 J 1.6Basrah 8.7 4 14.3 1 8.3 5d 10.2 27 21.4 81 10.7 118k 11.2Karbala’ 6.1 1 3.6 1 8.3 5 10.2 13 10.4 21 2.8 41* 3.9Kirkuk 6.0 1 3.6 1 8.3 5e 10.2 10 7.9 39 5.2 56 m 5.3DTwaniyyah0 5.1 - - — — 2 4.0 3 2.4 14 1.8 19n 1.7Hillah 4.6 - - — 7f 14.3 15* 11.9 25 3.3 47° 4.5‘ Amarah 3.9 2 7.1 - — 4 8.2 12 9.5 28 3.7 46P 4.3
Sulaimaniyyah 3.6 1 3.6 2 16.8 4 8.2 12 9.5 38 5.1 579 5.4Muntafiq 3.5 2 7.1 — — 7 14.3 11 8.7 19 2.5 39r 3.7Diyalah0 3.3 - - - - 3 6.2 6 4.8 14 1.8 23s 2.2Kut° 3.1 - - - 2 4.0 52 4.0 8g 1.1 15* 1.4Arbil 3.1 1 3.6 1 8.3 4 8.2 10 7.9 35 4.6 51u 4.8Dulaim 2.4 - - - — — — — _ 2h .2 2V .2Total 100.0 28 100.0 12 100.0 49 100.0 126 100.0 87 100.0 756 100.0 1,058 100.0

b -  : _ ; --------------  in the period under investigation. Hence the high ratio of leaders to lower echelons and rank and file.changed many times — at least five times
^For ethnic and sectarian character of province see Table 27-2.
c The party was active in DTwaniyyah and Kut only in 1946-1948; in Mosul in 1948-1949, and in Diyalah intermittently in 1946-1948 and in 

April-June 1949. In Kut most of the activity centered on the town of Hay. In regard to Mosul see also note f in Table 27-2.
One of the five mas’ uls served at another point in time at ‘ Amarah.
Two of the five mas’ uls served at other points in time at Mosul and Arbil respectively.



'  Hillah province had at one point (1948 to February 1949) two centers with local party mas’uls: Hillah and Musayyib.
BThe Kut party organization was active only in 1947-1948. For the ratio of lower echelons and rank and file to middle echelons bear in mind 

note a above.y.
"The two members were active at K3 petroleum station. Since no formal party organization existed in Dulaim province, they and a leading 

member of the Armenian Branch Committee (Aram Boghos Kadoyan) formed part o f a specia l Oil Workers’ Party Committee at Hadithah, which 
came directly under the Labor Office of the Politbureau.

*473: Baghdad city; 37: Kadhimiyyah; 13: ‘ Adhamiyyah. 
i 16: city of Mosul; 1: Tal-A ‘ far.
|*104: Basrah (including al-‘ Ashshar); 6: al-Ma‘ qal; 6: Abu-l-KhasTb; 2: Fao.
^31: Najaf; 8: Karbala’ ; 2: Kufah.
m54: Kirkuk (town and oilfields); 1: Tuz Kharmatu; 1: village of Huwaijah. 
n16: DTwaniyyah; 3: Samawah.
°37: Hillah; 6: Musayyib; 2: Hindiyyah; 2: Mahawll.
P36: ‘ Amarah; 3: Qal'at Salih; 3: ‘ Airal-Gharbi; 2: Kahla’ ; 2: Kumait.
*147: Sulaimaniyyah; 4: Qal'at Dazah; 3: Halabjah; 3: village of Barzinjah. 
r 36: Nasiriyyah; 3: Suq ash-Shuyukh.
s 10: Ba'qubah; 5: Khaniqin; 4: MandalT; 2: village of Buhruz; 2: village of Zuhairat.
*6: Kut; 9: Hay.
u34: Arbll; 8: Koi Sanjaq; 3: Shaqlawah; 3: Rawanduz; 1: Makhmur; 1: village of ‘ Ain Kawah; 1: village of Jatinhakah. 
v2: K3 petroleum station.



TABLE A-27

Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization):
Religion, Sect and Ethnic Origin, Higher Echelons (1941-1949)

Fahd’s Central Committees " Unauthorized’ ’ S ect or ethnic group’s
(1941-1948) Central Committees estim ated  % in total 1947

(1948-1949) Urban population o f

No. of No. of Greater A ll
members % members % Baghdad o f Iraq

Moslems
ShTT Arabs 6 21.4 2 16.7 35.8 41.9
Sunni Arabs 9 32.2 1 8.3 33.9 26.7
‘ Alawl Arabs l a 3.6 — - — —
Kurds 2b 7.1 5C 41.7 3.5 11.8
Turkomans — — - .2 3.2
Persians - - 1 8.3 4.5 3.1

Jews 3 10.7 2 16.7 14.9 7.0

Chris tians
Arabized Chaldeans 4) 1 8.3

7.0d 5.9dArabized Assyrians !  6 21.4
Armenians l )

Sabean Arabs 1 3.6 - .2 .3

YazTdts and Shabaks __ — — - - .1
Total 28 100.0 12 100.0 100.0 100.0

aA native of Syria.
bIt must be remembered that there were relatively few Kurds in the Iraqi C .P. prior to 1946. 
c Includes 1 FuwailT (Shl'T) Kurd.
^Percentages for all Christians based on officia l 1947 Census.



T A B L E  A -28
H M W K M i H H I i l i

Iraqi C o m m u n ist P a r ty  (F ah d ’s  O rg a n iza tio n ):
R e lig io n , S e c t , an d  E th n ic  O rigin , M id d le  E c h e lo n s  (1 9 4 3 -J u n e  1 9 4 9 )

P rovincesa Greater Baghdad A ll organizations
L ocal party committeesb S ect or

Sect or ethnic group’s Sect or
ethnic group’s estimated % ethnic group’s

estimated  % in total estimated  %
No. of in total 1947 1947 urban in total 1947

No. of other urban population No. of population of No. of urban population
mas’uls % members % of provinces3 Communists % Greater Baghdad Communists % o f Iraq

Moslems
ShTt Arabs 21 42.9 55 43.7 44.7 20 23.1 35.8 96 36.6 41.9
Sunni Arabs 9c 18.4 16c 12.7 23.2 22 25.3 33.9 47 17.9 26.7
Kurds 13d 26.5 26 20.6 15.8 10® 11.5 3.5 49e 18.7 11.8
Turkomans — — 2 1.6 4.6 3 3.4 .2 5 1.9 3.2
Persians - - 4 3.2 2.3 2 2.3 4.5 6 2.3 3.1

Jews 1 2.0 5 4.0 3.3 16f 18.4 14.9 22f 8.4 7.0
Christians

Chaldeans 2\ 41 61 121
Kurds -  1 2 -1 2
Assyrians l i 3 6 1 1

■9 7.1 5.4
-  11 12.6 7.0 2 •23 8.8 5.9

Armenians 2 5J 7

Sabeans 2 4.1 9 7.1 .4 3 3.4 .2 14 5.4 .3
YazTdTs _ _ _ _ _ _ .001 __ _ _

.3 .1
Shabaks — — — — — — — — - — —

Total 49 100.0 126 100.0 100.0 87 100.0 100.0 262 100.0 100.0
aI.e ., outside Greater Baghdad.
^Excluding Baghdad Party Committee.
c It should be borne in mind that the majority of the local centers were predominantly ShT‘T Arab or Kurdish in population.
dWith three exceptions — that of one Arabized FuwailT Kurd and two Arabized Kurds appointed respectively to Kut, Na^iriyyah, and Karbala’ — 

Kurds were appointed only to Kurdish provinces.
e The number of Kurdish Communists in the middle echelons of the party in Greater Baghdad increased in a disproportionate manner after the 

arrest of Fahd in January 1947 and more particularly in the period October 1948-June 1949. Prior to 1947 there had been only two Kurds in 
Greater Baghdad’ s middle echelons.

f Six, it should be remembered, were leaders of the Communist party’ s auxiliary, the League Against Zionism.



TABLE A-29

Moslems 
ShTT Arabs 
Sunni Arabs 
Arabsb 
Kurds 
Turkomans 
Persians

Jews

Christians
Chaldeans
Kurds
Assyrians
Armenians

Sabeans

YazTdTs

Shabaks
Total

Iraqi C o m m u n ist P a r ty  (F ahd’s  O rg a n iza tio n ): R e lig io n , S e c t , an d  E th n ic  O rigin ,
L o w e r  E c h e lo n s  a n d  “ A c t i v e ”  R a n k  an d  F i l e  (1 9 4 7 -J u n e  1 9 4 9 )_______

Provinces3

S ect or 
ethnic group’s 

estimated % 
in total 1947

No. of urban population
Communists % o f  provinces3

130 38.0 44.7
48 14.0 23.2

8 2.4
95 27.8 15.8

9 2.6 4.6
- - 2.3

26 7.6 3.3

1011
2 1
6 1[20  5.8 5.4

2]1
5 1.5 .4

1 .3 ) 3
342 100.0 100.0

Greater Baghdad

S ect or 
ethnic group's 

estimated  % 
in total 

1947 urban
No. o f population of

Communists % Greater Baghdad

124 30.0 35.8
127 30.7 33.9

10 2.4
19 4.6 3.5

4 1.0 .2
- - 4.5

87 21.0 14.9

21'

9 ■34 8.2 7.0

4.

8 2.0 .2

1 .1 .001

414 100.0 100.0

A ll organizations

No. of
Communists %

Sect or
ethnic group's 

estimated  % 
in total 1947 

urban population 
of Iraq

254 33.6 41.9
175 23.1 26.7

18 2.4
114 15.1 11.8

13 1.7 3.2
- - 3.1

113 15.0 7.0

311

2 J5 4 7.2 5.9
15 I
6 /

13 1.7 .3

1 .1 )
.1

1 .1 J
756 100.0 100.0

aI.e ., outside Greater Baghdad. 
^Sectarian affiliation not known.



TABLE A-30
Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization): Military Section;
Echelons and “ A ctive”  Rank and File; Rank in Armed Forcesa

Higher echelons Middle echelons (1943-1949) Lower echelons and
Provinces Greater “ a c tiv e”  rank and file

Fahd’s Central 
Committees
(1941-1948)

“ Unauthorized' ’ 
committees
(1948-1949)

L ocal party committees 
Other

Mas’uls members

Baghdad

(1947-1949) Total %
Commissioned officers 6 26.1

Staff captains — 2
Lieutenants lb 1 2C

Noncommissioned officers 8 34.8
Warrant officers 1 1 1
Sergeants 3
Corporals 1 1

Privates 9 9 39.1
Total - 1 2 1 5 14 23 100.0

aIncludes only military personnel, i.e ., excludes civilian-Communists conducting activity among soldiers. 
^An ex-lieutenant. 
c Includes one ex-lieutenant.
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TABLE A-31
Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization): Military Section; 

Echelons and “ A ctive”  Rank and File; Place of Activitya

P lace
No. o f 

Communists
Unit or institution in which 

activity conducted

Greater Baghdad 7 Among others, the Royal Guard, the com
munications* unit at the Ministry of D e
fence, the military sch ools, and the units 
of the Third D ivision at ar-Rashld and 
al-Washshash cam ps.b

Jalawla’ c 3 Reserve Mechanized Brigade, particularly 
the Khialid Tank Regiment.

Kirkuk 3 Units of the Second D ivision, particularly 
the Faisal Armored Regiment.

BIwaniyyah 2 Units of the First D ivision, particularly 
the First Communications Battalion.

Basrah 2 Fifteenth Brigade of First Division.
Nasiriyyah 2 Second Battalion of Fourteenth Brigade of

First Division.
Ba'qubah 1 Third Communications’ Battalion.
Mosul 1 Air force and engineering units.
Sulaimaniyyah 1 Garrison of town.
Hillah 1 Garrison of town.
Total 23

aIncludes only military personnel, i.e ., excludes civilian-Communists con
ducting activity among soldiers.

bAr-RashId Camp is to the south and al-Washshash camp to the west of
Ba ghdad.

cJalawIa’ is in Diyalah province and to the northeast of Baghdad.



TABLE A-32
Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s Organization): Military Section;

Echelons and “ A ctive”  Rank and File; Religion, Sect, and Ethnic Origina

Higher echelons Middle echelons (1943-1949) Low er echelons and
P rovinces Greater " active” rank and file

Fahd’s Central “ Unauthorized” Local party committees Baghdad

Committees committees Other
(1941-1948) (1948-1949) Mas’uls members (1947-1949) Total %

Moslems
ShTT Arabs — —  — 1 5 6 26.0
SunnT Arabs — i 3 2 6 26.0
Kurds 1 i i 1 3 7 30.4
Turkomans - -  - - 1 1 4.4

Jews 1 1 4.4
Chris tians 1 1 4.4
Sabea ns 1 1 4.4
Total 1 2 1 5 14 23 100.0

aIncludes only military personnel, i.e ., excludes civilian-Communists conducting activity among soldiers.
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TABLE A-33

Iraqi Communist Party (Fahd’s' Organization): Military Section;
Other Rank and File (1947-June 1949)a _________

"  i No. of
party

members %

Rank
Military co llege  students 7 2.7
Other military students'3 55 21.0
Warrant officers 14 5.3
Sergeants 7 2.7
Sergeant majors 2 .8
Corporals 12 4.6
Lance corporals 21 8.0
Soldier-craftsmen 26 9.9
Privates 118 45.0

Total 262 100.0

Religion, s ec t , and ethnic originc 
Moslems

Moslems whose sect or ethnic origin
could not be determined 109 41.6
ShT‘ F Arabs 82 31.3
Sunni Arabs 30 11.5
Kurds 36 13.7

Christians 4 1.5
Sabean 1 .4

Total 262 100.0

Geographic distribution
No information 74 28.2
Greater Baghdad 105 40.1
R est o f Iraq 31.7

Jalawla’ 19
DTwaniyyah 12
Kirkuk 11
Ba'qubah 11
Basrah 11
Mosul 9
Nasiriyyah • 7
Rawanduz 1
Musayyib 1
Samawah 1

Total 262 100.0
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Military school, factory, or unit 
Schools

A t ar-RashTd camp (south of Baghdad)
Military C ollege (at Ar-Rustamiyyah)
Aviation School
A t al-Washshash camp (west of Baghdad)
School of Military Crafts 
School of Mechanical Transport 
Communications’ school in Karradat 
Mariam (on the west side of Baghdad)

Factories
al-‘ Ainah factory (in ar-RashTd camp)
Military repairs plant (in as-Salhiyyah 
on the west side of Baghdad)

Units attached to the various divisions d 
Communications’ units 
Tank and armored units 
Artillery 
Engineering 
Infantry 
Supply 
Transport 
Desert units

Other
Ministry of Defence
Communications’ unit at the Ministry of 
Defence
Military police (at the Ministry of Defence)
Royal Guard 

at the royal palace 
at al-Washshash camp 

Music band (near al-Mu’adhdham gate)
Veterinary unit (near al-Mu‘ adhdham gate)
Military hospital in ar-RashTd camp 
F ield hospital, Basrah 
Air force w ireless unit 
D ivisional headquarterse 

T o t a l _________________________________________
aSome of the party members analyzed in this table had probably the rank of 

c e ll munadhdhims.
^Students at the Schools of Communications, Military Crafts, etc. 
c The sect and ethnic origin of members were determined partly from data 

found in the papers of the “ First Central Committee”  Folder No. 1, Exhibits 
No. 3, 4, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14, 22, 23, 31, 33, 35, 36, 49, 50, 64, and_68.

dj e the Third D ivision with headquarters at Baghdad, or to the Second 
D ivision with headquarters at Kirkuk, or to the First D ivision with headquart
ers at Drwaniyyah, or to the Reserve Mechanized Brigade at Jalawla , a camp 
in Diyalah province to the northeast of Baghdad. 

eThe headquarters of the Third or First Division.

TABLE A-33 (Continued)

7 
2

5 
1

47

9

1

41
16
16
8 

63
3
6 
3

1

8
1

5
9
2
2
1
1
2
2

262
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TABLE A-34

Iraqi C o m m u n ist P a r ty  ( 1 9 5 3 -1 9 5 4 ) :  M em b e r sh ip a
No. %

Members of the military organization 
of the party 92 18.1
Members of the civ ilian  organization 
of the party 415 81.9
Total 507 100.0

aMembers cited: a) in lists relating to the provincial party organizations 
seized  at the party headquarters with Baha’ u-d-DTn NurT, the party’ s general 
secretary, on 13 April 1953; and b) in lists relating to the organizations of 
Greater Baghdad seized  with Nasir ‘ Abbud, member of the Central Committee, 
on 21 February 1954.

TABLE A-35

Military Organization of the Iraqi Communist Party 
(1953-1954): Rank in Armed Forces________

No. of
party members 

cited  in 
s e iz ed  lists %

% total
known membership 

o f military organization 
o f party in 

Fahd’s time 
(1940s )p

Commissioned officers 6 6.5 2.1
Staff major 1
Second lieutenants 3
“ O fficers” 2

Noncommissioned officers 18 19.6 22.5
Warrant officers 4
Sergeants 7
Corporals 3
Lance corporals 4

Soldiers 66 71.7 53.7
Soldier-nurse 1
Soldier-craftsmen 15
Soldier-clerks 4
Privates 46

Military students 1 1.1 21.7
Student at military
medical school 1

Others 1 1.1 -
Military physician 1

Total 92 100.0 100.0

aBased on Tables A-30 and A-33.
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TABLE A-36

M ilita ry  O rg a n iza tion  o f  the Iraqi C om m u n ist P a rty
( 1 9 5 3 -1 9 5 4 ) :  P la c e  o f  A c t i v i t y

No. o f party members 
cited  in s e iz ed  lists

Greater Baghdad
ar-RashTd camp (south of Baghdad) 21
Military hospital 3
Military engineering school 1
Military Medical School 1
Military court 1
Royal palace 2
al-Washshash camp (west of Baghdad) 10 .
School of Military Crafts 1

Total 40 (43.5%)

Provinces
Jalawla’ camp in Diyalah 9
Sa‘d camp in Ba'qubah, Diyalah 2
Mansuriyyah camp in DTwaniyyah 3
DTwaniyyah 3
Hillah 1
Basrah 2
Kirkuk 2
ArbTl 1
Mosul 2

Total 25 (27.2%)

No particulars 27 (29.3%)
Total 92
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TABLE A-37

M ilita ry  O rg a n iza tio n  o f  th e  Iraqi C o m m u n ist P a rty
( 1 9 5 3 -1 9 5 4 ) :  U n it or In stitu tio n _________

% total
No. of known membership

party members o f military organization
cited  in in Fahd’s time

s e iz ed  lists % (1940s)

Infantry 29 31.5 24.0
Communications 13 14.1 18.7
Tank and armor 12 13.0 6.1
Transport 8 8.7 2.3
Artillery 7 7.6 6.1
Antiaircraft 4
Repairs 3
Military hospital 3
Military police 2
Royal guard 2
Air force 1
Montane units 1
Engineering 1
Fire fighting 1
Military medical school 1
Military engineering school 1
Military court 1
School of military Crafts 1
Military shoes factory3 1

17.9Communications’ school - — '
Total 92

aThis factory was probably located in Musayyib in Hillah province.
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TABLE A-38

Iraqi Communist Party (1953-1954)
Civilian and Military Organizations; Religious Denomination

Denomination’s 
estimated  % 
in total 1951 

urban population 
oi Iraq

488 96.3 92.9
14 2.8 6.4

4 .7 .3
1 .2 .3

_  -  .1

507 100.0__________ 100.0____________  -

aOnly incomplete information is available on the sectarian and ethnic com
position of party members.

Moslems
Christians
Jews
Sabeans
Y azTdFs
Total

No. of
party members 

cited  in
se iz ed  lists %



TABLE A-39
Iraqi Communist Party (1953-1954): Civilian Organization; Place of Activity

Province

Urban population 
of province 

as % of total 1951 
urban population 
o f Iraq (estim ate)

No. o f civilian  
party members in 

province cited  
in s e iz ed  lists

% o f total
civilian membership 
cited  in s e iz ed  lists •

Distribution: 
all known echelons  
and " a c t iv e ”  rank 

and file  of 
Fahd’s organization 

(1940s ) a
Arab ShTi provinces

Karbala’ *5 6 .6 ' 48 d 11.6^ 3 .9 '
Muntafiqc 3.7 35 8.4 3.7
Hillah
DTwaniyyah

4.8
5.5

21
b 8 0  I

5.1
3.6 133.9 4.5

1.7 *19.5

‘Amarahc 4.1 11 2.6 4.3
Kut 3.3, 11 2.6 j 1.4 ,

Arab SunriT provinces
Dulaim 2.5 2 .5 .2

Kurdish provinces
ArbTL
Sulainianiyyah

3.3
3.7 fo

8 .7 ) 
2.4 J H -1

4.8 j 
5 .4 / 10.2

Mixed provincese
Baghdad 31.0 139 33.5 49.4
Basrah 8.7 48 11.6 11.2
Mosul 13.3 16 3.9 1.6
Diyalah 3.3 12 2.9 2.2
Kirkuk 6.2 11 2.6 5.3

Total 100.0 415 100.0 99.6f



aSee Table A-26.
' ’ In Karbala’ live a substantial number of Persians.
c Small congregations of Sabeans live in Muntafiq and ‘ Amarah.
dPredominantly in the holy city of Najaf.
e Predominant ethnic and sectarian character of mixed provinces: . „  _

Baghdad'- Overwhelmingly Arab; outside Greater Baghdad predominantly Sunni, in Greater Baghdad probable bunni- 
Shi'T parity; substantial number of Christians, Kurds, and Persians.
Basrah: Predominantly Arab Shi'T; Basrah town: near Sunrii-ShTT parity; a small Christian congregation.
Mosul: Predominantly Sunni Arab in urban areas and Kurdish in rural areas; about one^fifth of urban and one-ninth 
of rural population: Chaldean and Assyrian Christians; a substantial number of Yazidis.
Diyatah: About one-fourth of population Kurds, one-half Shi‘ i  Arabs; rest Sunni Arabs.
Kirkuk: About half of population Kurds; rest largely Turkomans, including Christian Turkomans; minorities of 
Arabs and Assyrians. 

f No particulars = .4%.
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Iraqi Communist Party (1953-1954): 
Occupation of Members Cited in Seized Lists

TABLE A-40

No. of % of % all known
party % o f total ' members members of

members membership whose Fahd’s
cited  in cited  in occupation organization

lists lis ts is known (1940s)

Members of the civilian  
organization of the party 
whom the police failed to 
capture or did not investi
gate and whose occupation
is unknown 159 31.4 —

Students 63 12.4 18.1 27.6
College 8
Secondary 19
Elementary 1
Unspecified 35

Members of professions 24 4.7 6.9 9.7
Teachers 9
Lawyers 8
Physicians 4
Petitions’ writers 3

White collar 31 6.1 8.9 9.1
Government officia ls 22
Civic officials 2
Employees of private firms 7

Trading and industrial petty  
bourgeoisie 40 7.9 11.5 6.7

Small shopkeepers and 
petty traders 17
Craftsmen (23)

Tailors 9
Carpenters 6
Goldsmiths 3
Barbers 3
Ironers 2

Peasants 4 .8 1.1 2.6

Members o f armed forcesa 92 18.1 26.4b 15.6

Members of po lice  forces 1 .2 .3 .05

“ Political prisoners” 11 2.2 3.2 -

Workers and semiproletarians 79 15.6 22.7 25.7
Industrial workers (27)

Textile 7
Mechanics 6
Oil 3
Printing 3
Electricians 3
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TABLE A-40 (Continued)
Cigarettes 2
Construction 1
Carpentry 1
Cement 1

Transport workers (6)
Railways 1
Truck or bus drivers 5

Workers (unspecified) (15)
“ Workers” 10
“ Unskilled workers” 13
“ Skilled workers” 15

Semiproletarians (8)
Coffee servants 4
O ffice servants 2
Porter 1
Street vendor .1

Unemployed 3 .6 .9 1.6

Total 507 100.0 100.0 98.6C

aFor details see Table A-35.
bBear in mind that the members whose occupation is not known are all civilians.
c No particulars: 1 .4% .

TABLE A-41
Summary of the Available Biographical Details 

Relating to Members of the League for the Defence of 
Women’s Rights, an Auxiliary of the Communist Party (1953)

' Marital Status (all females)
Single 23
Married 3
Total 26

Age Group in 1953 
15 to 20 years 15
21 to 29 years 11
Total 26

Occupation
Students
Lawyer
Teacher
Housewives
Unemployed
Total

19 (73.1%) 
1 
1 
3 
2

26



TABLE A-42
Summary o l  the Biographical D eta ils  C ite d  in M em bership Forms 

Found with Baha’u-d-DIn Nurl, General S ecretary o f  the Iraqi Com munist Party, 
on the D a y o f h is A rrest (13 April 1953) and R elating to Iraqis Who Were 

A dm itted  into the Party in 1952  and in the First Quarter o f  1953________

Date of Admission
No. of 

candidates

1953 29
1952 37
Total 66

Age Group
in Year of Admission

No. %
18-20 years 15 22.7
21-25 years 32 48.5
26-30 years 16 24.3
31-35 years 1 1.5
36-40 years 1 1.5
41-45 years 1 1.5
Total 66 100.0

Sex

No.

Males 65
Females l a 
Total 66

Marital Status

No. %
Single 48 72.7
Married 18 27.3
Total 66 100.0

Monthly income

No. %
No income 3b 4.6
Unemployed 8 12.1
No fixed 
income l d 1.5

1 - 5  dinarsc 13 19.7
6-10 dinars 21 31.8

11-15 dinars 8 12.1
16-20 dlhSrs 7 10.6
21-30 dinars 3 4.6
31-40 dinars 2 3.0
Total 66 100.0

Class Origin as Cited 
by Candidates

No. %
Working class 22 33.4
Toiling class 6 9.1
Earning class 2 3.0
Worker-peasant
class 1 1.5
Peasant class 16 24.3
Rich peasant 
class 1 1.5
Petty officia l 
class 1 1.5
Petty
bourgeoisie 14 21.2
Bourgeoisie 1 1.5
Mullahe  class 1 1.5
Not stated 1 1.5
Total 66 100.0



Occupation Antecedent A ctiv ity

No. %
Students 4 6.1

College 1
Secondary 3

Members of professions 2 3.0

White collar 4 6.1

Trading Sr. industrial petty  
bourgeoisie 12 18.2

Petty traders 4
Craftsmen 8

Peasants 4 6.1
Workers & semiproletarians 25 37.8

Industrial workers 10
Workers (unspecified) 6
Semiproletarians^ 9

Members of armed forces 7 10.6
Noncommissioned
officers 1
Soldiers 6

Unemployed 8 12.1

Total 66 100.0

No activity

No.
26

%
39.4

Support of Communist party or of its 
auxiliaries or o f Communist-influenced 
parties and organizations 

Ex-members of the Communist party 36 4.6
“ Supporters”  of the Communist party 16 24.3
Ex-members of the National Liberation party 6 9.1
Members of labor unions 2 3.0
Ex-member of student union 1 1.5
Ex-members of the P eople ’ s party 6 9 .1 /

Other activity  
Participant in the Wathbah 1 1.5
Suffered imprisonment for participation in the 
“ national movement” 2 3.0
Ex-member of the Popular Front party 1 1.5
Ex-members of the Socialist Party of the 
Nation 2 3.0

Total 66 100.0

aLeader of the League for the Defence of Women’ s 
Rights.

°2 students; 1 ex-political prisoner.
C1 dinar = £1 = $2.80.
^Cloth seller. 
eMan of religion.

^I. e . , porters, janitors, coffee  servants, and other menial 
workers.

SOne left the party in 1948 “ after it deviated” ; another 
stepped back from it in 1944 because “ the organizer, who 
was a Jew, attacked the Islamic faith; I was then a child 
and did not understand anything” ; the third nominee had ' 
been expelled for his “ mistakes.”
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TABLE A-43
M ilitary Com m ittee o f  the Com m unist P arty A tta ch ed  to the 
First S ecretary o f  the Central C om m ittee, M em bers in 1963

Name Function
P lace  

of birth
R eligion and 
ethnic origin

Former
occupation

N sfi‘ YUnis a Mas’ul'0 of committee ArbTl SuniiT Kurd Lawyer
T hibet Habib a l-‘ AriIa Mas'ul, Ministry of Defence barracks ‘ Anah Sunni Arab Surveyor
‘ Abd-us-Sattar MahdT3 Mas’ ul, Second Division Baghdad SunnT Arab Schoolteacher
Sultan Mulla ‘ AIT3 Mas*til, Abu Ghraib and al-Washshash 

camps and Third Division in Diyalah
Basrah Shl'T Arab Schoolteacher;

worker
‘ AIT Husain ar-RashTdc Mas’ul, First D ivision (except for 

units in Basrah)^
TakrTt SunnT Arab Schoolteacher ,f. ‘

Sattar Khdayyer Mas’ ul, units in Kurdistan Baghdad Sabean Professional 
party worker

‘ Abd-ul-La,tTf al-Hajj 
‘AIT Haidar

Mas’ul, ar-RashTd camp Baghdad ShTT F ail! 
Kurd

Professional 
party worker

‘ AIT Ibrahim Mas’ul, Baghdad garrison, at-TajT 
camp and Headquarters, Fifth Division

ShTT Arab Professional 
party worker

aA lso a member of the Central Committee.
•v ^I.e., comrade-in-charge.

CA relative of General Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr, now president of the Republic.
^The mas’ul of the military organization in Basrah was ‘ Abdallah ‘ Alak, who was attached directly to Nafi‘ Yunis.
Sources: 1963 statement of Sultan Mulla ‘AlT,member of the Military Committee, in P olice  F iles No. Q S/5 and QS/120 

and independent enquiries of this writer.
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TABLE A-44

Com m unists in the Prison of Nuqrat-is-Salman in 1964

No. %

Workers 191 16.7

Peasants 48 4.2

Members of armed forces  
Soldiers and noncommissioned
officers 289 25.2
Officers and warrant officers 138 12.1

Members of professions 133 11.6
Teachers 98 
Engineers 16 
Physicians 10 
Lawyers 9

Em ployees 91 7.9

Students 133 11.6

Kasabaha 105 9.2

Tradesmen 5 .4

Others 13 1.1

Total 1,146 100.0

aA general term applicable to humble people who have no regular employ
ment and earn their livelihood by doing various odd jobs.

Source: The figures were cited in a petition written by the prisoners and 
published in the Communist An-Nida’ , 15 January 1965.

■
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TABLE A-45
T h e N asiriyyah  P rov in ce  C ivilian  Com m unist P arty Organization

in 1963

No. o f  
known party 

members

Nasiriyyah c ity  party organization 
City committee (1 mas’ula and 5 members) 
Women’ s organization 

M as’ul of Women’ s committee13 
Other members of Women’ s committee 
Other members of Women’ s organization 

Students’ organization 
Mas’ul of students’ committee13 
Other members of students’ committee 
Members in an-Nasiriyyah Secondary School 
Members in an-Nasiriyyah Elementary 
Teachers’ Training Institute 

as-Sarai quarter organization 
M as’ul o f as-Sarai committee0 
Other members of as-Sarai committee 
Other members of as-Sarai organization 

as-Suwaij quarter organization 
M as’ul o f as-Suwaij committee13 
Other members of as-Suwaij committee 
Other members of as-Suwaij organization 

as-Sharqiyyah and as-Sayf quarters organization 
M as’ul of ash-Sharqiyyah and as-Sayf 
committee0
Other members of ash-Sharqiyyah-as-Sayf 
committee
Other members of ash-Sharqiyyah-as-Sayf 
organization .

6

5
14

5
31

30

5
29

6
23

5

19

178

Population 
in 1957

39,060

'Suq-ush-Shuyukh district party organization 
D istrict committee 
Suq-ush-Shuyukh town organization 
Suq-ush-Shuyukh district organization

Shat rah district party organization 
D istrict committee '
Shatrah town organization 
Shatrah district organization

112 138,333°
7 

58 
47

147 93,512d
7

128e
12

Party organization o f ar~RifaeT district and 
al-Qal‘ah and al-Fajr towns 

Committee
ar-Rifa‘T district organization 
al-QaTah town organization 
al-Fajr town organization 

Total ______

6
18
17
21

62 107,697

499
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aComrade-in-charge.
^The mas’ul of this committee was at the same time a member of the city 

committee.
c Of whom 11,642 lived in the town of Suq-ush-Shuyukh. 
dOf whom 12,835 lived in the town of Shatrah. 
e Of whom 85 were students.
Source’. First branch of Iraq’ s Directorate of Security.

_____________________TABLE A-45 (Continued)____________________



1 2 1 2 APPENDIX TWO

The Baghdad Organizations of the Iraqi Communist Party 
' in 1963

TABLE A-46

No. of 
members 

known to the 
authorities

The Baghdad local committee 16

The bureaus attached to the Baghdad local committee
The Organization Bureau 9
The Training Bureau 4
The Bureau for Action with a View to Peace in Kurdistan 4
The C ells ’ Bureau3 4

The branch committees attached to the Baghdad local
committee and their subordinate organizations

ar-Rasafah branch committee 15
organization 668

al-Karkh branch committee 10
organization n.a.

al-Karrldah branch committee 15
organization n.a.

al-Kadhimiyyah branch committee 10
organization n.a.

al-A ‘ dhamiyyah branch committee 11
organization n.a.

peripheries’ branch committee 14
organization n.a.

east of the flood dike branch committee 10
organization n.a.

intelligentsia branch committee 7
schoolteachers subcommittee 4

organization 102
university professors’ subcommittee 8

organization 16
engineers’ subcommittee 8

organization n.a.
physicians’ subcommittee 4

organization n.a.
writers’ , journalists’ , and artists’ subcommittee 6

organization 61
lawyers’ subcommittee n.a.

organization n.a-
markets’ , banks’ , and commercial 
com panies’ branch committee 6

banks’ branch organization 71
other branch organizations 33

branch committee for Baghdad’ s 
secondary schools . 5
Baghdad’ s Secondary Schools’ 
branch organization 217
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T A B L E  A -4 6  (Continued)

in al-Karkh sector 23
in al-Karradah sector 66
in ar-Rasafah sector

ar-Rasafah committee 4
as-Sanak quarter 21
al-Fadl school 25
Central Preparatory School 34

in aj-Ja ‘ fariyyah School 23
in health institutes 21

branch committee for university students
School of Education subcommittee 7

organization n.a.
School of Commerce subcommittee 5

organization n.a.
Engineering Institutes subcommittee 4

organization n.a.
Medical Institutes subcommittee 7

organization n.a.
Law School subcommittee . 6

organization n.a.
female students’ subcommittee 9

organization n.a.
al-A ‘ dhamiyyah institutes and 
colleges subcommittee 5

organization n.a.
night institutes subcommittee 4

organization n.a.

Baghdad policem en ’s party organizationb
Policem en’ s branch committee

organization
0

59

Baghdad workers’ party organizationc 
Workers’ Bureau attached to the Central Committee 

workers’ committee for large-scale enterprises 
subordinate organizations
workers’ committee for enterprises of medium scale 
subordinate organizations
workers’ committee for sm all-scale enterprises 
subordinate organizations 

Total
Number of members of the Baghdad party organizations 
in 1963 according to a member of the 1963 Baghdad 
local c o m m i t t e e : ____________________

5
7

n.a.
3

n.a.
4

n.a.
1,479

“ around 5,000” ^

aThe members of this Bureau had the task of inspecting the Party’ s cells  
and reporting on their conditions to the Baghdad L ocal Committee.

bThis organization came directly under the m as’ul of the Military Committee
of the party. _

c This organization was not attached to the Baghdad L ocal Committee but 
came under the Central Committee of the Party.

^Conversation with this writer, May 1969. 
n.a. Figures not available.
Source- The figures were obtained from charts in the First Branch of Iraq’ s 

Directorate of Security and in P olice  F ile QS/26; and * 1!£ f
by Husain al-WardT, a member of the Baghdad local committee, F ile  No. Q /  .



T A B L E  A -4 7

Iraqi C o lle g e  S tu d en ts’ E lec tio n s  in N ovem ber 19 5 9

C ollege or institute

United Democratic 
list (pro-Communist), 

no. o f su ccessfu l  
Candida tes

United Student Front 
(pro-Ba'thT and 

pro-nationalist), 
no. of su ccessfu l  

Candida tes

Independent list, 
no. o f  su ccessfu l  

candidates

Medical School 10 — 2
School of Dentistry 9 — 1
School of Pharmacy 7 3 —

Veterinary School 10 — —

College of Sciences 6 2 _ _ r  r 'r :  _'

College of Arts 6 2 —

School of Law 4 4 —

College of Moslem Law — 8 —

School of Commerce 7 — 1
School of Education 8 — —

Liberation (Women’s) College — 8 —

School of Agriculture 8 - —

School of Engineering 4 4 —

Survey Institute 4 — —

Industrial Engineering Institute 6 — —

Day Technical Institute 6 — —

Night Technical Institute 6 — —

Forestry Institute 1 1 —

Administration Institute 4 — —

Accountancy Institute 2 — —

Languages Institute 4 — —

Physical Education Institute 6 - -

Total 118 (76.6%) 32 (20.8%) ■ 4 (2.6%)



TABLE A-48
T h e  B a sra h  W o rk e rs ’ O rg a n iza tion  o f  th e C om m u n ist P a rty

in 1 9 4 8  an d  1 9 6 3

No. of
party members 

in 1948

No. of
party members 
known to the 

authorities 
in 1963

Rough estimate 
o f total 

no. of workers 
in undertaking 

in 1963

Mas’ul of workers’ committee attached to the 
Basrah loca l committee 1 1
Member of workers’ committee and mas’ul of port 
workers 1 1
Port workers’ organization 31 112 7,000
Member of workers’ committee and mas’ul of o il 
workers 1 1
Oil workers’ organization 11 18 4,000
Member of workers’ committee responsible for 
workers in other undertakings 1 1
Workers’ party organizations in other undertakings 20 67 ?

Total 66a 201a

aThe figures do not, o f course, include the “ supporters”  and “ friends”  of the party.
Source: The 1963 figures were obtained from the First Branch of Iraq’ s Directorate of Security. For the 1948 figures, 

see Table 27-3.
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TABLE A-49

Members of the Command of the Ba‘ th Party in the Iraqi Region
(1952-1970) ____________________ ___

Name Tenure Nation
Religion  
or s ec t

Date 
of birth

Fu’ ad ar-Rikabl, secretary 1952-1959 Arab ■ SKIT 1931

FakhrT QaddurT 1952-1953 Arab Sunni 1929a

Sa'dun Hammadl 1952-1953
1957-1958

Arab SKIT 1930

Yahya Yaslh 1952-1954 Arab Sunni 1928a

Shams-ud-DTn al-Kadhim 1952-1958 Arab ShlT 1932a

‘Adrian LutfT ‘ Uthman 1952-1954 Arab
(Jordanian)

Sunni 1932a

MahdF'Asef 1954-1957 Arab ShTT 1929a

‘Abdallah ar-RikabT^3 1954-1957
1958-1959

Arab SKIT 1933a

F aisa l Habib al-Khaizaran 1954-1957
1960-1962

Arab • Sunni 1927

Khalid ‘ AIT Saleh ad-DulaimT 1957-1959 Arab Sunni 1934

KarTm Shintaf 1958-1959
1962-1963

Arab Sunni 1934

Salih Sha'ban . 1958-1959 Arab Sunni 1933

Hazem JawadK 1958
1959-1963

Arab ShTT 1935

‘ AIT Saleh as-Sa‘dT 
member 
secretary

1958
1960-1963

Arabized
FuwailT
Kurd

Shl‘1 1928

Iyad Sa'Td Thabet 1958-1959 Arab Sunni 1933

Midhat Jum‘ ah 1958-1959 Arab Sunni 1928a
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TABLE A-49 (Continued)
P lace

of birth Occupation Education Class origin

Nasiriyyah Government engineer; Engineering school,
minister of develop
ment 1958; minister 
of state 1958-1959

Baghdad

Baghdad Instructor, C ollege 
of Commerce; minister 
of econom ics 1968-

Ph.D. economics

Karbala’ Professor, C ollege of 
Commerce; minister of 
agrarian reform 1963; 
minister of petroleum 
1969-1974; minister 
for foreign affairs 
1974-

Ph.D. agricultural 
econom ics, Wisconsin

al-A ‘ dhamiyyah Lawyer; governor of School of Law,
Baghdad 1963 Baghdad

Karbala’ Student; bank em
ployee; director gen
eral of Rafidain Bank 
1963

College of Commerce, 
Baghdad

Irbid, Jordan Student Higher Teachers’ 
Training College, 
Baghdad

Basrah Worker in car repair 
shop

Elementary

Nasiriyyah Law student; lawyer School of Law, 
Baghdad

ash-ShuhanTc Lawyer; ambassador 
to Moscow 1963

School of Law, 
Baghdad

Baghdad Party worker Secondary

Ramadr Schoolteacher; direc
tor Iraq News Agency, 
Beirut 1969-1970

College of Arts, 
Baghdad

Rama dr Books torekeeper Secondary

Nasiriyyah Party worker Expelled from 
Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Baghdad; 
originally from 
Hibhib

Party worker; deputy 
premier, minister of 
interior 1963

College of Commerce

Baghdad; 
originally from 
Mosul

Government employee College of Commerce

Baghdad; Bank cashier; gover Secondary
originally from 
TakrTt

nor of Mosul 1963

Petty officia l 
c lass; son of a 
minor government 
official. , 
Commercial middle 
c lass; son of a 
merchant.
Trading lower mid
dle c lass; son of a 
draper.

Middling officia l 
c lass; son of a 
government 
employee. 
Commercial middle 
c lass; son of a rug 
merchant.

3

Working c la ss ; son 
of a worker.
Industrial lower 
middle c la ss ; son 
of a craftsman. 
Landowning 
shaikhly c lass ; son 
of shaikh of al- 
‘Azzah tribe.
Lower landowning 
c lass ; son of a 
small landowner. 
Transport workers’ 
c lass; son of a 
truck driver.
Lower landowning 
c lass; son of a 
small landowner. 
Trading lower mid
dle class; son of a 
kahhal (distributor 
of primitive 
medicament). 
Peasant c lass ; son 
of a gardener and 
agent of the land
owning al-HaidarT 
family.
Middling commer
cial class; son of 
a merchant. 
Middling offic ia l 
c la ss ; son o f a 
district officer.
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Taleb ShabTb 1958-1959
1962-1963

Arab ShT'r 1931

HamTd Khalkhal 1960-1963 Arab ShTT 1932

Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadT 1960-1963 Arab ShTT 1934

Dahham al-AlusT 1960-1962 Arab SunnT 1934a

‘ Abd-ul-Husain ‘ Abd-us-Sahib 1960-1962 Arab ShTT 1933a

TahsTn al-Mu‘ allah 1960-1962 Arab ShTT 1930

HamdT ‘ Abd-ul-Majrd 1962-1963 Arab SunnT 1929

General Ahmad Hasan al-Bakr 
member
secretary general

1963-1969
1969-date

Arab SunnT 1914

HanT al-FkaikT 1963 Arab ShTT
(mother:
SunnT)

1936

Staff Lieutenant General 
Salih MahdT ‘ Ammash

1963
1966-1971

Arab SunnT 1925

‘ Adnan al-Qassab 1963e
1965-1966

Arab SunnT 1936

Staff Major General 
Taher Yahya^

1963e Arab SunnT 1914

Staff Lieutenant Colonel 
‘Abd-us-Sattar Abd-ul-LatTf

1963e Arab SunnT 1926

Colonel Muhammad al-MahdawT^ 1963e Arab SunnT ?

Major ‘ AIT ‘ Araim 1963e
1966-1967

Arab SunnT

Tareq ‘ AzTz 1963 e Arab Christian 1936a
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P lace  
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Rumaithah Engineer Completed 3 years at 
Engineering School, 
London University

Landowning aris
tocratic c lass; son 
of an impoverished 
landowner.

Hindiyyah Secondary sch ool
teacher

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Peasant class; son 
of a peasant.

Najaf Party worker Expelled from C ol
lege of Medicine for 
political reasons

Religious lower 
middle c lass; son 
of a mu’min (man 
of religion).

al-Alus Secondary sch oo l
teacher

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Peasant c lass; son 
of a peasant.

Baghdad Pharmacy student Pharmacy School, 
Syrian University

Middling commer
cial class; son of a 
merchant. .

Karbala’ Physician; ambassa
dor to Algeria 1968
1970; Dean, School 
of Medicine

School of Medicine Middling landed re
ligious class; son 
of sanctuary guide.

Baghdad; Secondary school- Higher Teachers’ Trading lower mid-
originally from 
‘Anah

teacher Training College die c lass; son of a 
petty trader.

Takrlt Premier 1963; presi
dent of Republic, 
commander-in-chief 
armed forces, premier, 
and chairman, Revolu
tionary Command 
Council 1968-date; 
and minister of 
defence 1973-1977

Military College Petty landowning 
c lass; son of a 
notable of al-Begat, 
a tribal group in 
Takrlt.

Baghdad Party worker; member 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1963

2 years Pharmacy 
School

Lower professional 
middle c lass; son 
of a lawyer.

Baghdad Minister of defence 
1963; deputy premier 
and minister of in
terior 1968-1970; 
v ice president 1970
1971; and member 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1968
1971

Military College 
and Staff College

Lower agricultural 
enterpreneurial 
class; son of a
peasant-damman.d

Baghdad Government engineer; 
director of ports 
1968-date

School of Engineer
ing

Middling commer
cial and officia l 
c lass; son of a par
liamentary official.

Baghdad; Chief general staff Military College Trading lower mid-
originally from 
Takrlt

1963; premier 1963
1965 and 1967-1968

and Staff College die c lass; son of an 
‘alawjT (small grain 
tradesman).

al-A ‘ dhamiyyah Minister of com- Military College and Middling officia l
munications 1963 Staff College class; son of a 

civ il servant at the 
Ministry of Defence.

Baghdad Commander of Third 
Tank Regiment 1963

Military College Trading lower mid
dle c lass; son of a 
small tradesman.

Fallujah; Secretary to the Military College Middle landowning
originally from 
‘Anah

minister of defence 
1963

class; son of a mid
dle landowner.

Mosul Journalist; editor 
Aj-JamahTr 1963; 
schoolteacher

College of Arts Lower landowning 
class; son of a 
small landowner. '
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‘Abd-us-Sattar ad-Durl 1963e Arab SunnT 1934a

F a ’ iq al-Bazzaz 1963e Arab ShTT 1937a

Hasan al-Hajj Waddai 
a l-‘Atiyyah

1963e Arab Shl‘T 1929a

Fu’ ad Shaker Mustafa 1963e Arab SunnT 1930

Flight Colonel Mundhir 
al-Wandawl

1963e Arab
(mother:
Turkoman)

Sunni
(mother:
Shl‘l )

1935a

Saddam Husain at-Takrltl 
secretary 
member
assistant secretary general

1964-1968
1968- 1969
1969- date

Arab SunnT 1937

‘Abd-ul-Karlm ash-ShaikhlT 1964-1971 Arabized
Kurd

SunnT 1935a

‘ Abdallah SallUm as-Samarra’T 
member ' 
secretary

1964-1970
1968-1969

Arab SunnT 1932

‘ Abd-ul-Khaliq as-Samarra’T 1964-1973 Arab Sunrll 1935

Murtada al-HadlthT 1964-1974 Arab SunnT 1939

Taha aj-Jazrawl 1966-date Arab^ Sunni 1939a
secretary, party’ s Military 
Section

Salah ‘Umar a l-‘AlT at-TakritT 1966-1970 Arab Sunni 1938a
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Baghdad; 
originally from 
ad-Dur

Government official; 
director of broad
casting 1963

College of Arts Working c lass; son 
of a railway worker.

Baghdad Physician School of Medicine Middling commer
cial c lass; son of a 
merchant.

DTwaniyyah Lawyer; governor of 
Karbala’ 1963

School of Law Landowning 
shaikhly class; son 
of a landowner and 
nephew of chief of 
al-Hmaidat tribe.

‘Anah Physician; governor 
of Kirkuk 1963

School of Medicine Middling enterpre- 
neurial and land
owning class; son 
of a landowner and 
contractor. .

Nasiriyyah Commander of the 
Nationalist Guard 
1963

Aviation school Lower-middle offi
cia l c lass; son of a 
cinema watchman 
and municipal tax 
collector.

TakrTt Secondary sch oo l
teacher; party worker; 
deputy chairman, 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1968-

3 years at School 
of Law

Peasant c lass; son 
of a peasant from 
al-Begat tribal 
group.

Baghdad Party worker; minis
ter for foreign affairs 
1968-1971; member, 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1969
1971; ch ief delegate 
at the U.N. 1971-1978

2 years at School 
of Medicine

Lower middle 
class; son of a 
schoolteacher.

Samarra’ Schoolteacher; minis
ter of information
1968- 1969; minister 
of state 1969-1970; 
member, Revolution
ary Command Council
1969- 1970; ambassa
dor to India

B. A. education, M. A. 
Islamic history j

Petty officia l 
c lass ; son of a 
policeman.

Samarra’ Party worker; member, 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1969
1973

Secondary school Working c lass; son 
of a worker.

Baghdad; 
originally from 
TakrTt

Ex-schoolteacher; 
member, Revolution
ary Command Council 
1969-1974; minister 
for foreign affairs 
1971-1974

B.A. history Lower landowning 
c lass; son of a 
small landowner.

Mosul Ex-bank clerk; given 
the temporary rank of 
noncommissioned o ffi
cer 1963 and of captain 
1968; member, Revolu
tionary Command Coun
c il  1969-date; minister 
of industry 1972-1976

Secondary school Peasant c lass; son 
of a gardener.

TakrTt Ex-municipal clerk; 
member, Revolution
ary Command Council 
1969-1970

Secondary school Petty landowning 
c lass; son of a 
small landowner.
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‘ Izzat Mustafa 1966-1968 Arab SunnT

‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab KarTm 1968-1969 Arab shrr 1937

‘ Izzat ad-DurT 1968-date Arab SunnT 1942

Approximate date. 
bA cousin of Fu’ ad ar-RikabT.
CA village in Diyalah province. 
^A type of peasant-entrepreneur.
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‘Anah Physician; minister of 
health 1968-1969; mem
ber, Revolutionary 
Command Council 
1969-1977

School of Medicine Lower landowning 
class; son of a 
landowner.

Hillah Ex-schoolteacher; 
party worker; killed 
in a car accident 1971

Secondary school Peasant c lass; son 
of a peasant.

ad-Dur
(Samarra’
district)

Party worker; member, 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1969- 
date; minister of 
agrarian reform 1969
1974; minister of in
terior 1974-date

Secondary school Lower vending 
c lass; son of a 
seller of ice.

eHeld membership in the Ba'th Command for only three days (from 11 to 14 
November 1963).

^Nominal Ba'thT, left Ba'th party toward the end of 1963.
SSaid to be originally of the “ Goran group”  which lives in JazTrat ibn ‘Umar in 

Turkey and is  of Kurdish stock, but no confirmation for this could be obtained.

»
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Members of the Ba‘ th National Command 
(March 1954 to February 1970)a

Name

Duration
of

membership

No. of 
terms 

elected Nationality
Year 

of birth
Place  

of birth

Michel ‘ Aflaqb 1954-1966
1968-1970

8 Syrian 1910 Damascus

Salah-ud-DTh al-BItar 1954-1959 1 Syrian 1912 Damascus

Akram HuranT 1954-1959 1 Syrian 1912 Hama

‘ Abdallah ar-RimawT 1954-1959 1 Jordanian
(Palestinian)

1920 Beit RTmac

‘ Abdallah Ni'was 1954-1959 1 Jordanian
(Palestinian)

1914 at-Taybehc

Fu’ ad ar-RikabT 1954-1960 2 Iraqi 1931 Nasiriyyah

‘ AIT Jaber 1954-1963 4 Lebanese 1923 Nabatiyyah

Taleb Shabib 1959-1963 3 Iraqi 1931 Rumaithah

Faisal al-Khaizaran 1959-1962 2 Iraqi 1927 ash-Shuharil^

‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab 
Ashmaitilir

1959-1962 2 Lebanese 1933e Beirut

Ghaleb YaghT 1959-1962 2 Lebanese 1934e Ba'lbek

Khalid Yashrujr 1959-1963 3 Lebanese (of
Palestinian
origin)

1935 Acre

MunTf ar-Razzazf 1959-1966 6 Jordanian (of 
Syrian origin)

1917 Hama

Ghassan Shararah 1960-1962 1 Lebanese 1933e Bint Jbail

‘ Abd-ur-Rahman al-MunTf 1960-1962 1 Jordanian (of 
Saudi Arabian 
origin)

1932e Jordan

‘ A irSaleh  as-Sa‘ dr 1962-1964 2 Iraqi 1928 Baghdad
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R eligion  
and s e c t
Christian
Orthodox

Moslem
Sunni

Moslem
Sunni

Moslem
Sunni

Christian
Catholic

Moslem
Shl‘ 1

Moslem
Shl'I

Moslem
sh rr

Moslem
Sunni

Moslem
Sunni

Moslem
ShiT

Moslem
Sunni

Moslem
Sunni
Moslem
S h n

Moslem
Sunni

Occupation Education Class origin

Ex-s cho oltea cher; 
minister of educa
tion 1949 
Ex-schoolteacher; 
minister of foreign 
affairs 1956-1958; 
minister of guidance, 
UAR 1958-1959 
Lawyer-politician; 
member, Syrian par
liament 1943-1958; 
speaker 1957-1958; 
v ice president UAR 
1958-1959 
Lawyer; member of 
Jordanian parlia
ment 1952 and 1956
1957; minister of 
state, 1956-1957 
Lawyer; member of 
Jordanian parlia
ment 1952
Engineer; secretary, 
Ba'th Regional Com
mand, Iraq 1952-1959 
Physician; secre
tary, Ba'th Regional 
Command, Lebanon 
Engineer; minister 
for foreign affairs 
1963
Lawyer; ambassador 
to Moscow 1963

Sorbonne (1928-1932)

Sorbonne (1929-1934)

School of Law, 
Damascus

School of Law, 
Damascus

School of Law, 
Jerusalem

School of Engineering 
Ba ghdad

Medical School, 
Damascus

3 years at School of 
Engineering, London 
University 
School of Law, 
Baghdad

Schoolteacher

Law student; 
lawyer

Licentiate in psy
chology, Lebanese 
University 
Law School, 
Damascus

Engineer

Physician

Lawyer-journalist

Lawyer; later 
petroleum employee

Engineering School, 
American University 
of Beirut

Medical School, Qasr- 
ul-'A inl, Egypt 
Law School, Cairo

Ph.D. in oil e co 
nomics, Belgrade

Commercial middle c lass; 
son of a middling grain 
merchant.
Upper religious commer
c ia l middle class; son of 
a middling grain merchant

Impoverished landed 
class; son of a land
owner.

Rural religious middle 
class; son of a religious 
shaikh.

Peasant c lass; son of a 
peasant.

Petty officia l (lower mid
dle) c lass; son of a minor 
government employee. 
Commercial middle class; 
son of a middling cattle 
merchant.
Impoverished landed 
class; son of a land
owner.
Landowning shaikhly 
class; son of the shaikh 
of the tribe of a l- ‘Azzah. 
Religious middle c lass; 
son of a religious shaikh 
and court clerk.
Class of commercial 
local za'Tms (bosses); 
son of a clan chieftain 
and owner of sheep and 
coffee-house.
Landed religious class; 
son of a wealthy chief of 
ash-Shadhiliyyah mystic 
path.
Petty trading c lass , son 
of a tradesman.
Petty landed c la ss ; son 
of a poet and mayor of 
Bint Jbail.
Petty trading c lass ; son 
of a tradesman.

Moslem
Shl'I

Party worker; secre- College of Commerce, Peasant c lass; son of a 
tary, Ba'th Regional Baghdad • gardener.
Command, Iraq 1960- . .
1963; deputy premier
1963
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Hazem Jawad 1962-1963 1 Iraqi 1935 Nasiriyyah

Jubran MajdalanT 1962-1966 4 Lebanese 1928 Beirut

Khalid al-‘ AlT 1962-1965 3 Lebanese 1933^ ‘ Akkar .

Amin Shuqair 1962-1963 1 Jordanian (of 
Syrian origin)

1921e Damascus

Major General AmTn 
al-HafidhS

1963-1966
1968-1970

4 Syrian 1922 Bab-un- 
Neirab, an 
outskirt of 
Aleppo

Major General Salah 
Jadid *

1963-196 5 2 Syrian 1926 Duwair, a 
village in 
Jablah d is
trict in 
‘ AlawT moun
tains

Hammud ash-ShufiT 1963-1964 1 Syrian 1933e Salkhad, a 
village in 
the Druze 
mountains

Brigadier Ahmad Hasan 
al-Bakr*1

1963-1966
1968-1970

4 Iraqi 1914 TakrTt

Lieutenant General 
Salih Mahdr'Ammash

1963-1964
1968-1970

2 Iraqi 1925 Baghdad

Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadT 1963-1964 1 Iraqi 1934 Najaf

HamdT ‘ Abd-ul-MajTd 1963-1964 1 Iraqi 1929 Baghdad

‘ A ir  bin ‘ Aqil 1963-1964 1 Adenite 1929e Hadramut

Major General Muhammad 
‘Umran

1964-1965 1 Syrian 1922 al-Mukharram 
village, 
‘ AlawT moun
tains

Mansur al-Atrash 1964-1966 2 Syrian 1925 al-Qarayyah 
village, 
Druze moun-
tains
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Moslem Party worker;
ShTT minister of state

for presidential 
affairs 1963

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College, 
Baghdad

Christian Lawyer 
Orthodox

Moslem Lawyer 
SunnT

Law School, Jesuit 
University, Beirut

Law School, 
Damascus

Mos lem 
SunnT

Moslem
SunnT

Moslem
‘ AlawT

Druze

Moslem 
' SunnT

Moslem
SunnT

Moslem
ShTT

Moslem
SunnT

Moslem
ZaidT
Moslem
‘ AlawT

Druze

Pharmacist

President, Revolu
tionary Command 
Council (later 
Presidency Council); 
commander-in-chief 
armed forces, Syria 
1963-1966 
Director, o fficers ’ 
affairs at the Gen
eral Staff 1963; chief 
of staff 1963-1965; 
member, Presidency 
Council 1964-1966; 
asst, secretary gen
eral, Syrian Ba‘ th 
Command 1965-1970 
Party worker; mem
ber, Revolutionary 
Command Council, 
Syria 1963-1964 
Premier o f Iraq 
1963; president of 
Republic 1968- 
Minister of defence 
1963; deputy premier 
and minister of in
terior 1968-1970; 
vice president 1970
1971
Party worker; mem
ber, Revolutionary 
Command Council 
1963
Ex-schoolteacher; 
member, Revolu
tionary Command 
Council 1963 
Party worker

Deputy Premier,
Syria 1963-1964; 
member, Presidency 
Council 1964-1966 
Minister of Labor, 
Syria 1963-1964; 
member, Presidency 
Council 1964

School of Pharmacy, 
American University 
of Beirut 
Homs Military 
Academy

Homs Military 
Academy

Licentiate Arabic 
literature, Damascus

Military College, 
Baghdad

Military and Staff 
C olleges, Baghdad

Expelled from Medi
cal School for politi
cal reasons

Higher Teachers’ 
Training College

Licentiate, Syrian 
University, Damascus 
Hom§ Military 
Academy

B.A. politics, Ameri
can University of 
Beirut; Law degree, 
Paris University

Trading religious lower 
middle c lass; son of a 
mu'azzT (condoler) and 
kafylial (distributor of 
primitive medicament). 
Commercial middle class; 
son of a dealer in real 
estate.
Petty landowning c lass; 
son of a landed local 
notable.
Middling trading class; 
son of a trader.

Petty officia l (lower mid
dle) class; son of a 
policeman.

Middling landed class; 
son of a district governor 
and landowner from the 
‘AlawT clan of 
al-Haddadm.

Lower landed c lass ; son 
of a small landowner.

Petty landowning c lass; 
son of a notable of 
al-Begat tribe.
Lower agricultural entre
preneurial c lass; son of a 
peasant-damman (a type 
of peasant-entrepreneur).

Religious lower middle 
c lass; son of a mu’min 
(itinerant man of re
ligion).
Trading lower middle 
c lass; son of a petty 
trader.

Working c lass, son o f a 
worker.
Petty landowning c lass; 
son of a landed local 
notable from the ‘ AlawT 
clan of al-KhayyatTn. 
Landed aristocratic 
c lass; son of a middling 
landowner and leader of 
the Druzes.
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Hazem Jawad 1962-1963 1 Iraqi 1935 Nasiriyyah

Jubran MajdalanT 1962-1966 4 Lebanese 1928 Beirut

Khalid al-‘ AlT 1962-1965 3 Lebanese 1933e ‘ Akkar ■

AmTn Shuqair 1962-1963 1 Jordanian (o f 
Syrian origin)

1921e Damascus

Major General Anun 
al-HafidhS

1963-1966
1968-1970

4 Syrian 1922 Bab-un- 
Neirab, an 
outskirt of 
Aleppo

Major General Salah 
Jadrd '

1963-1965 2 Syrian 1926 Duwair, a 
village in 
Jablah dis
trict in 
‘ AlawT moun
tains

Hammud ash-Shufr 1963-1964 1 Syrian 1933e Salkhad, a 
village in 
the Druze 
mountains

Brigadier Ahmad Hasan 
ai-Bakr^1

1963-1966
1968-1970

4 Iraqi 1914 TakrTt

Lieutenant General 
Salih Mahdr 'Ammash

1963-1964
1968-1970

2 Iraqi 1925 Baghdad

Muhsin ash-Shaikh RadT 1963-1964 1 Iraqi 1934 Najaf

Hamdr * Abd-ul-Majrd 1963-1964 1 Iraqi 1929 Baghdad

‘ A ir  bin ‘ A qil 1963-1964 1 Adenite T929e Hadramut

Major General Muhammad 1964-1965 
‘Umran '

1 Syrian 1922 al-Mukharram 
village, 
‘ AlawT moun
tains

Mansur al-Atrash 1964-1966 2 Syrian 1925 al-Qarayyah
village, 
Druse moun
tains
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Moslem Party worker; Higher Teachers’ Trading religious lower
ShTT minister of state 

for presidential 
affairs 1963

Training College, 
Baghdad

middle c lass; son of a 
mu'azzT (condoler) and 
kafrlfal (distributor of 
primitive medicament).

Christian
Orthodox

Lawyer Law School, Jesuit 
University, Beirut

Commercial middle c lass; 
son of a dealer in real 
estate.

Moslem
Sunni

Lawyer Law School, 
Damascus

Petty landowning class; 
son of a landed local 
notable.

Moslem
Sunni

Pharmacist School of Pharmacy, 
American University 
of Beirut

Middling trading class; 
son of a trader. .

Moslem President, Revolu- Homs Military Petty officia l (lower mid-
Sunni tionary Command 

Council (later 
Presidency Council); 
commander-in-chief 
armed forces, Syria 
1963-1966

Academy die) class; son of a 
policeman. .

Moslem Director, o fficers ’ Homs Military Middling landed class;
‘AlawT affairs at the Gen

eral Staff 1963; chief 
of staff 1963-1965; 
member, Presidency 
Council 1964-1966; 
asst, secretary gen
eral, Syrian Ba'th 
Command 1965-1970

Academy son of a district governor 
and landowner from the 
‘ Alawi clan of 
al-Haddadln.

Druze Party worker; mem
ber, Revolutionary 
Command Council, 
Syria 1963-1964

Licentiate Arabic 
literature, Damascus

Lower landed c lass; son 
of a small landowner.

Moslem Premier of Iraq Military College, Petty landowning class;
Sunni 1963; president of 

Republic 1968-
Ba ghdad son of a notable of 

al-Begat tribe.
Moslem Minister of defence Military and Staff Lower agricultural entre-
Sunni 1963; deputy premier Colleges, Baghdad 

and minister of in
terior 1968-1970; 
v ice president 1970
1971

preneurial c lass; son of a 
peasant-damman (a type • 
of peasant-entrepreneur).

Moslem Party worker; mem- Expelled from Medi- Religious lower middle ■
Shl‘1 ber, Revolutionary 

Command Council 
1963

cal School for politi
cal reasons

class; son of a mu’min ■ 
(itinerant man of re
ligion).

Moslem Ex-schoolteacher; Higher Teachers’ Trading lower middle
Sunni member, Revolu

tionary Command 
Council 1963

Training College class; son of a petty . 
trader.

Moslem
ZaidI

Party worker Licentiate, Syrian 
University, Damascus

Working c lass, son of a 
worker.

Moslem Deputy Premier, Horn? Military Petty landowning class;
Alawi Syria 1963-1964; 

member. Presidency 
Council 1964-1966

Academy son o f a landed local 
notable from the ‘ Alawi 
clan of al-Khayyatln.

Druze Minister of Labor, 
Syria 1963-1964; 
member, Presidency 
Council 1964

B.A. politics, Ameri
can University Of 
Beirut; Law degree, 
Paris University

Landed aristocratic 
c lass ; son of a middling 
landowner and leader of 
the Druzes.
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ShiblT a l-‘ Aisamli 1964-1966
1968-1970

3 Syrian 1922 Imtan village, 
Druze Moun
tains

‘ AIT al-Khalll 1964-1966 2 Lebanese 1933 Tyre

' Abd-ul-MajTd 
ar-Rafi‘ I

1964-1965
1968-1970

2 Lebanese 1927 Tripoli

‘ AIT Ghannam 1964-1966 2 Saudi
Arabian

1934e Hijaz

Lieutenant Colonel 
Hafidh al-Asad

1965-1966 1 Syrian 1930 Qirdahah 
village, 
‘ AlawT moun
tains

Ibrahim Makhos 1965-1966 1 Syrian 1929

Saddam IJusain 
at-Takrlti

1965-1966 1 Iraqi 1937 TakrTt

Karim Shintaf 1965-1966 1 Iraqi 1934 Rama d l

Ilyas Farah 1968-1970 1 Syrian 1925e Jisr ash- 
Shugur

Zayd Haydar

‘ Abd-ul-KarTm 
ash-Shaikhly

1968-1970

1968-1970

1

1

Syrian (of 
Lebanese 
origin)
Iraqi

1934e

1935e

Ba'lbek

Baghdad

Shaflq al-Kamall 1968-1970 1 Iraqi 1932e Albu Kamal

‘ Abd-ul-Khaliq
as-Samarra’ I

1968-1970 1 Iraqi 1935e Samarra’

Niqula a l-F irz lI 1968-1970 1 Lebanese 1938e al-Qar‘un

Muhammad Sulaiman 1968-1970 1 Sudanese 1941e Omdurman
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Druze Schoolteacher; 
minister of guid
ance, Syria 1963
1964

L icentia te  in history, 
Syrian University

Lower landed class; son 
of a small landowner.

Moslem Secretary, Ba'th Ph.D. politics, Ameri- Middling landed c lass;
SHIT Regional Com

mand, Lebanon 
1964-1966

can University, 
Washington, D. C.

son of a landowner.

Moslem
SunnT

Physician M edical S ch ools , Cairo 
and Lausanne

Middling landed religious 
c lass; son of a landed re
ligious shaikh.

Moslem
SunnT

Party worker L icen tia te  in arts Petty trading class; son 
of a shepherd and small 
sheep trader.

Moslem Commander of Syrian Homs Military Petty landed class; son
‘ AlawT air force 1964-1970; Academy 

minister of defence 
1966-1971, premier 
1970-1971; president 
of Republic 1971-date

of a small landowner from 
the ‘ AlawT clan of 
al-Mutawarah.

Moslem Physician; minister M edical School, Middling landed religious
‘ AlawT for foreign affairs, 

Syria 1965-1967
Damascus class; son of a landed 

chief of al-Makhosiyyah 
mystic path.

Moslem
SunnT

Schoolteacher; 
deputy chairman, 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1968- 
date

Law School, Baghdad Peasant c lass; son of a 
peasant from al-Begat 
tribal group.

Moslem
SunnT
Christian
Orthodox

Schoolteacher

Schoolteacher; 
director, Ba'tb 
Party School, 
Baghdad

C olleg e  of Arts, 
Baghdad
D octorate in education , 
Switzerland

Working class; son of a 
truck driver.

Moslem P rofessor  of P o lit i- Doctorate in political Petty landed class; son
ShTT cal Economy economy, Yugoslavia of a landed local za'im  

(leader).
Moslem Party worker; m inis- 2 years at M edical Petty trading class; son
Suntfi ter for foreign 

affairs and member, 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1969
1971

School, Baghdad of a tradesman.

Moslem
SunnT

Ex-schoolteacher; 
minister of youth 
1968-1970; member, 
Revolutionary Com
mand Council 1969
1970

M.A. Cairo University Petty trading c lass; son 
of a tradesman.

Moslem
SunnT

Party worker; mem
ber, Revolutionary 
Command Council 
1969-1973

Secondary sch oo l Working c lass; son o f a 
worker.

Christian
Orthodox

Engineer M.S. engineering, 
Oklahoma

Artisans’ c lass; son of a 
carpenter.

Moslem Party worker; killed Attended Syrian Aristocratic military
SunnT in airplane crash 

1972
University c lass of middling income; 

son of a brigadier gen
eral of the Sudanese army
from the family of 
al-Khaltfah ‘ Abdallah 
at-Ta'ayshTJ
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aBetween March 1954 and February 1970 there were eight Ba'th National 
Commands. Their terms of o ffice  were: March 1954-August 1959; August 1959- 
October 1960; October 1960-mid-May 1962; mid-May 1962-October 1963; O cto
ber 1963-February 1964; February 1964-April 1965; April 1965-February 1966; 
and February 1968-February 1970.

^Secretary general of the Ba'th party from March 1954 to April 1965, and 
from February 1968 onwards.

CA village in the district o f Ramallah, Palestine.
^A village in the Diyalah province of Iraq.
Approxim ate date. ■
^Secretary general of the Ba'th party from April 1965 to February 1966.
^Lieutenant general in 1964-1966; retired from service, 1966.
^Full general since 1968.
A s s is ta n t  secretary general of the Ba'th party since 1965.
1 A family that provided the successors of the MahdT in the Sudan.

TABLE A-50 (Continued)
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Governmental A rch ive Materials

DOCUMENTS OF THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL 
OF PUBLIC SECURITY, BAGHDAD, IRAQ

Files of the Deputy Inspector General of the Iraqi Police, Criminal In
vestigation Department (Major J. F. Wilkins).

The files, which numbered about 2300, contained information on 
events of public significance or on persons or associations that were 
politically active in Iraq. Most of the entries were in English and 
concerned the period 1915-1932. There were, however, entries relat
ing to the forties, when Major J. F. Wilkins acted as a ‘Technical 
Advisor”  of the Iraq government. The following list includes only 
such files as have been frequently referred to by the author.

F ile  -
number Subject

1 NajT b. Yusuf as-SuwaidT
6 Yusuf b. Nu'man as-SuwaidT
7 Sayyid Muhammad b. Hasan a§-Sadr

31 ‘ Abd-ul-Waliid al-Hajj Sikar, Shaikh of al-Fatlah 
52 Shaikh MahdT al-KhalisT 
94 Ja'far Abu-t-Timman 

103 NurT Sa'Td Pasha _
118 KamandaT al-Fahad, Shaikh of BanT Lam
124 Muhammad a l-‘AraibT, Shaikh of Albu Muhammad .
127 MajTd al-KhalTfah, Shaikh of Albu Muhammad
129 Shawwai al-Fahad, Shaikh of al-Azairij
200 ‘ Abdallah Muhammad al-YSsTn, Shaikh of MayySh
213 Mustafa Kemal Pasha
239 al-Hizb-ul-WatanT (The National Party)
276 Muhsin ash-Shallash
277 Sayyid Muhsin Abu Tablkh
281 Mawlud Pasha Mukhlis ' .
283 Mirza Muhammad Rida
289 Jamil SidqT az-ZahawT .
436 Ra’uf ChSdirchT 
438 R if'at ChSdirchT 
462 YasTn al-HashimT
533 ‘ AlwSn b. Fulayyih aj-Jindfl, Shaikh of BanT LSm
632 Ja'far Agha
796 JamU al-Midfa‘T
846 Muhammad SSlih al-Qazz^z
897 Sayyid Muhammad b. ‘ Abd-ul-Husain
943 SalTtn Khayyun, Shaikh o f Ech-Chib3yish, BanT Asad

f ,
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1111
1342
1738
1747
1819
1924
2272

Unnumbered

Unnumbered

Taha al-HashimT 
Yusuf Zainal
The League Against Colonial Oppression 
RashTd ‘ A ll al-GailanT
Troubles on AnTs NusulT s Book '
Movements of Separation of Basrah from Iraq 
Discontent on the Lower Euphrates, 1930
Jam'iyyat TakhlTs-ish-Sharq-il-IslamT (The Society for the Libera
tion of the Moslem East)
Personal Letters (o f Major J. F. Wilkins)

A b stra ct o f In tellig en ce  for the Period 1919-1932 (a summary of reports 
received at police headquarters from the various towns and provinces of 
Iraq).
(Secret) In tellig en ce R ep orts  for the Years 1922 and 1924-1926 (appar
ently prepared by Miss Gertrude Bell, the Oriental Secretary to the Brit
ish High Commissioner, and discontinued after her death in 1926). 
(Secret) Supplement to the A b stra ct o f In tellig en ce  for the Years 1927
1930 (included the more important confidential information and served 
the function of the In tellig en ce  R eports  after 1926).
(Secret) P erson a lities  in Kurdistan  (Baghdad, 1919); (Confidential) P er
so n a lities , Baghdad and Kadhimain (Baghdad, 1920); (Confidential) 
P erson a lities , Iraq (E x c lu s iv e  o f Baghdad and Kadhimain (Baghdad, 
1920); (Confidential) P erson a lities , M osul, ArbTl, Kirkuk, and Sulaiman- 
iyyah, 1 9 2 2 -1 9 2 3  (Baghdad, 1924).

The preceding four compilations were based on the reports of the 
political officers of the various administrative divisions and com
prised entries for later years in the handwriting of Major J. F. Wilkins.

Public Security Files on Comintern activists and leading Iraqi 
Communists.

F ile
number S u bject

272 Qasim Hasan
333 JamU Tuma
340 GhalT Zuwayyid
357 ‘ AzTz SharTf
367 NurT Rufa’Tl
414 ZakTKhairT
479 ‘ Abd-ul-Qader Isma'Tl
487 Yusuf Salman Yusuf
488 Zakariyyah Elias Duka
799 Daud as-Sayegh
937 Dr. Tomaniantz .

1158 Arsen Kidour
1249 Zhu Nun Ayyub (a l-‘Abd al-Wahed) .
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1690 Shaul Sultanian (atias Sultanov)
1831 Elie Teper
2124 Hugo Rudolf
2129 A lexis N. Vasilev
2550 Hasan ‘ Abbas al-Karbas
2610 ‘ Abd-ur-Rahlm Sharif
2652 Pyotr (Petros) V asili
3067 ‘ Asim Flayyeh
3076 Yusuf Ism s'll
3078 Hamzah Salman aj-JubuiT
3281 Salim ‘ Abd-ul-GhanT ach-ChalabT
3345 George Hanna Tallu
3347 ZakT BasTm
3368 Sharif ash-Shaikh
3386 ‘ Amer ‘Abdallah
3397 Husain ‘ AIT al-WardT
3436 Husain Muhammad ash-ShablbT
3401 Husain ar-RadT (or ar-Radawl)
3506 Jamal-ud-DTh Haidar ‘Asim al-Haidarl
3546 SamT Nader
3625 ‘ Adnan Jilmiran
4223 Muhammad Husain Abu-l-‘ Iss
4242 ‘ AzTz al-Hajj
4424 HamTd ‘Uthman
4583 HadPHashem al-A ‘ dhamT
4877 ‘ Umar ‘ All-sh-Shaikh
5062 Farhan Tu'mah
5504 Hikman Faris Qader ar-Rubai'T
6140 Krikor Hagop Badrossian
6171 Zakiyyah Khalifah
6307 SalTm Daud al-FakhrT
6636 Samir ‘ Abd-ul-Ahad George
6715 ZakTWatb5n
6977 RafTq TawfTq Mahmud Jal3k
7019 Salem HamTd Muhammad Mirza
7121 Nazihah ad-DulaimT
7680 Yahuda Ibrahim SiddTq
7687 ‘ Abd-ul-HamTd al’-Khaftb
8025 Baha’ -ud-DIn NUrT
8261 Bilal ‘ AzTz Shaikhu
8452 Salem ‘ Ubaid an-Nu‘ man
9630 HamdT Ayyub al-‘ AnT

12690 Baqir Ja'far
29213 Muhammad RSdT Shubbar

Public Security Files on the following associations:

al-Hizb-ul-WatanT (The National Party) ,
Hizb-un-Nahdah (The Party of the Awakening)
a l-‘Ahd (The Covenant)
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al-Hizb-ul-Hurr-ul-LaduiT (The Liberal Irreligious Party)
NadF-t-Tadamun (The Solidarity Club)
Jam‘ iyyat-ul-Islah-ish-Sha‘ bT (The A ssociation  of P eop le ’ s Reform) 
Nadr-l-Muthannah b. Harithah ash-Shaibarii (The Club of Muthannah b. 
Harithah ash-ShaibanT) .
NadrBaghdad (The Club o f Baghdad)
Hizb-ul-Ikha’ -il-WatanT (The Party of National Brotherhood)
Jam'iyyat Ashab-is-Sanai‘ (The Artisans’ Association)
Jam'iyyat ‘Ummal-il-MikanTk (The A ssociation  of Mechanics)
Naqabat ‘Ummal-is-Sikak (The Union of Railway Workers)
Naqabat ‘ Ummal Miha’ -il-Basrah (The Basrah Port Workers’ Union) 
al-Hizb-ul-WatanT-d-DImuqratT (The National Democratic Party); two volumes 
Hizb-ut-Taharrur-il-Wa(anT (The Party of National Liberation)
Hizb-ush-Sha‘ b (The P eop le ’ s Party)
H izb-ul-Istiqlal (The Independence Party)
Hizb-ul-Ittihad-id-Dusturl" (The Constitutional Union Party)
Hizb-ul-Ummah (The Party of the Nation)
Hizb-ul-Ba‘ th (The Ba'th Party)

Public Security Files on various cases and events:

File
number Subject

31/43 The Case o f ‘Abdallah Mas'ud 
2 /47 The Case o f Zhu Nun Ayyub 
3/47 The Case of Daud §ayegh and His Comrades 
4/47 The Case of Fahd (two volumes)
5/48 The Events of January 1948 

5 /3 /3 4  Incidents in the Prisons 
5 /3 /2 2  Incidents at Najaf in 1956

Statements of captured leading Communists to Ba'thist investigators in 
1963 in the following Public Security Files:

QS/2;.QS/5; QS/10; QS/26; QS/29; QS/40; QS/45; QS/50; QS/59; 
QS/61; QS/74; QS/87; QS/119; QS/120; and QS/290.

DOCUMENTS OF THE BRITISH OCCUPYING POWER 
PERUSED A T THE DIRECTORATE GENERAL OF 

PUBLIC SECURITY, BAGHDAD AND/OR THE 
PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE, LONDON

Reports of Administration of the various divisions and districts of 
Mesopotamia for the years 1917-1921.
Administrative Reports for the years 1922-1931 (C.O. 696).
Monthly and yearly reports to the Advisor to the Minister of Interior by 
the (British) Administrative Inspectors of the provinces of Karbala’ , 
DTwaniyyah, ‘Amarah, and Kut for the years 1929 and 1930.



Adm inistration R ep orts o f  the R even u e Department for the years 1918
1930. •
Arab Bureau, Basrah Branch, The Muntafiq (Calcutta, 1917); T ribes  
Round the Junction o f  the Euphrates and Tigris (Calcutta, 1917); T ribes  
of the Tigris. A l-A za ir ij. B ait Haddad. A lbu  Darraj. A lbu  Muhammad. 
A l-F a rtu s. As-Saw'S'ad. As-SudSn  (Calcutta, 1917); and T ribes o f the 
T igris: the B a m  RabTah  (Calcutta, 1917).
Arab Bureau, Baghdad, Arab T ribes of the Baghdad Wilayah  (Calcutta, 
1919).
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DOCUMENTS OF THE BRITISH FOREIGN OFFICE 
A T THE PUBLIC RECORD OFFICE, LONDON OR 

ASHRIDGE PARK, BURKEHEMSTEAD

Correspondence from and to or archives of the British Resident or 
Political Agent or Consul General at Baghdad or Consul at Mosul in the 
following files:

FO 248/12; 16; 29; 31; and 34 (1809-1814)
FO 248/83 (1836-1839)
FO 248/256; 257; 262; 264; 270; 273; 280; 283; 289; and 292 (1869- ' 

1873) '
FO 195/113 (1833-1841)
FO 195/204 (1842-1844)
FO 195/949; 996; 1030; 1076; 1142; 1188 (1869-1878)
FO 78/704 (1847)
FO 78/1536 (1860)
FO 78/1604 (1861)
FO 78/21Q4; 2151; 2195; 2241; and 2299 (1869-1873)
FO 78/2615; 2650; 2846; and 2872 (1877-1878)

“ Further Correspondence Respecting the Affairs of Asiatic Turkey and 
Arabia” :

Files FO 424/178 to 253 (1894 to 1914)

Correspondence from and to the British High Commission or British Em
bassy at Baghdad in the following files:

FO 371/6349; 6352; 6350; and 7770 (1921-1922)
FO 371/12260; 12261; 13035; 13757; and 13758 (1927-1929)
FO 371/16032; 16049; and 16903 (1932-1933)
FO 371/20013; 20014; 20015; 20795; and 20796 (1936)
FO 371/21846; 21847; 23200; 23201; and 23217 (1937-1939)
FO 406/63 (1928-1929)
FO 406/72; 73; 74; 75; and 76 (1934-1937)
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“ Report on the Leading Personalities in Iraq for the Year 1936” :
FO 335.
Dossiers FO 141/433 and FO 141/779 on the Communist movement in 
Egypt.

DOCUMENTS OF VARIOUS DEPARTMENTS 
OF THE IRAQ GOVERNMENT

Selected papers of the Directorate General of Land Settlement relating 
to the operations of the Land Settlement Committees prior to the 1958 .
Revolution.
Records of the Ministry of Agrarian Reform containing the names of 
landowners who were subject to the Agrarian Reform Law of 1958, and 
the size and location of agricultural land held by them in the various 
provinces of Iraq, excepting Muntafiq. '
Records of the Kirkuk Police Headquarters comprising the letters of the 
Kirkuk Chief of Security and Kirkuk Chief of Police on the events of 
July 14-16, 1959, at Kirkuk.
Unpublished Report of 9 May 1944 by Sa‘d Saleh, Mutasarrif of ‘Amarah, 
entitled ‘ ‘ Tar7qat-ul-‘ Vqud-il-M ubashirah wa T a ’ thTruha-s-Sayyi’ ‘ala 
L iw a ’- i l - ‘Amarah”  (The Method of Direct Leasing and its Detrimental 
Effect on the Province of ‘Amarah).
Library of the Directorate of Public Security, unplaced and undated re
port on the distribution of landholdings in 1952 in the province of 
‘Amarah.
(Confidential) Report of the International Labour Office to the Govern
ment of Iraq on the development of a social security system (obtained 
from the Directorate of Labour Affairs, Baghdad).
Mimeographed 1965 secret report by ShukrT Saleh ZakT, Minister of 
Finance, entitled ‘ ‘ TaqrTr ‘a n -is-S iya sa t-il-Iq tisa d iyya h  fT -l-‘Iraq”  (Re
port on the Economic Policy in Iraq).

Com m unist S ources

INTERNAL DOCUMENTS OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF IRAQ SEIZED BY THE POLITICAL POLICE

Papers and letters seized in 1947 and belonging to Yusuf Salman Yusuf 
(Fahd), Secretary General of the Communist party from 1941 to 1949, and 
to his comrades, members of the Central Committee, in the seven-volume 
Police Folio entitled “ Papers of the First Central Committee”  (the 
designation is, of course, incorrect since the first Communist Central 
Committee was formed and broken up in 1935).
Papers and letters seized in 1948 and belonging to the Communist party 
center, headed by M2lik Saif, and to its various subordinate organiza



tions in the twenty-volume Police Folio entitled “ Papers of the Second 
Central Committee.”
Documents seized in 1949 in Police Folios entitled “ Papers of the 
Third Central Committee”  (17 volumes); “ Papers of the Fourth Central 
Committee”  (5 volumes); “ Papers of the Fifth Central Committee”  (6 
volumes); and “ Papers of the Sixth Central Committee”  (11 volumes). 
“ Papers of the Committee of Baha’-ud-Din Nuri (Party Secretary from 
June 1949 to April 1953)”  (nine files).
“ Papers of the Committee of Hamid ‘Uthman (Party Secretary from June 
1954 to June 1955)”  (one file).
Manuscripts, seized in 1955 in the prisons of Ktlt or Ba'qubah, compris
ing, apart from many translations of Marxist or Leninist classics, de
scriptions or evaluations by various members of the Communist cadre of 
their past experiences or activities against the royalist regime or among 
the workers, students, professionals, and peasants in the various parts 
of the country.
Verbatim record, seized in 1966, of the meetings of the Iraqi Communist 
party’s Committee for the Organization Abroad held on 18 and 19 Novem
ber 1965 at Prague.

SELECTED MANUSCRIPTS AND INTERNAL REPORTS 
OR CIRCULARS OF THE IRAQI COMMUNIST PARTY

A d-D aftar-ul-‘ UmmalT(The Workers’ Note-book). An internal handwritten 
party record containing notes on Communist activity among workers. 
Durus m in -it-R ii-il-lra q T (Lessons from the Iraqi Countryside). Undated 
manuscript.
Nashrah D akhiliyyah Sadirah bimujib Qatar m in-il-Lijnat-il-M arkaziyyah  
li-l-H izb -ish -S h u yu ‘ T-l-‘ Iraqi (Internal Bulletin Issued in Pursuance of a 
Resolution of the Central Committee of the Iraqi Communist Party), May
1943.
Kifah ‘ Vm mal-in-Nalt 17 Kirkuk (The Struggle of the Oil Workers at 
Kirkuk). Manuscript undated but written in 1946.
Taqrir ‘an FalahT al-Basrah  (Report on the Peasants of Ba§rah). Pre
pared in 1947 by a member of the Committee of the Basrah Region.
Taqrit ‘an Idrab ‘ Vm mal-in-Naft ft K 3  (Report on the Strike of the Oil 
Workers at K3). Manuscript undated but written in 1948.
Harakatu FalahT ‘Arbat (The Movement of the Peasants of ‘ Arbat). Manu
script submitted in 1948 to the party center by the Sulaim5niyyah party 
committee.
Siyasaturia wa Mawqifuna T ija h -il-Q a d iyya t-il-F ila stin iyya h  (Our Policy 
and Attitude with Regard to the Question of Palestine). Manuscript 
dated 16 July 1948.
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Mulshadhat ‘an S iya sa t-il-H izb  (Observations on the Policy of the Party). 
Submitted on 9 February 1949 to the party center by a member of the 
Baghdad party organization.
H aqa’ iq ‘an-il-InhirSfSt-il-latT H asalat iT-l-Hizb  (Truths about the Devia
tions That Occurred in the Party). Manuscript written in 1952 by Com
munist Party Secretary Baha’-ud-DTn NurT.
N a ss  Muhadathah bain J. wa K. (Text of a Conversation between J. [a 
representative of the Communist party] and K. [K5mil ach-Chadirchl, 
Chairman of the National Democratic party]), January 1953. 
A j-J a y sh u -l -lr a q i  (The Iraqi Army). Manuscript prepared in 1953 for the 
information of the Communist Prison Organization apparently by Zakr 
KhairT, a founding member of the Communist party.
Ma’ lGmat ‘an R 7 {-il-‘Amarah (Information on the Countryside of ‘Amarah). 
Manuscript, 1954(?).
TawjThat H izbiyya h  (Party Directives). Early April 1954.
Hawadeth S ijn -il-K u t ar-Rahibah  (The Dreadful Incidents at Kut Prison). 
Manuscript written in late August 1954.
Mulahadhat Khitatiyyah liqiyadat-il-M add-ith-ThawrT  (Tactical Observa
tions for Leading the Revolutionary Tide): “ Important notes for the 
Comrades”  issued by the Central Committee of the Communist party at 
the end of January 1955.
Qatar how la-l-Q iyadat-il-Fardiyyah  fi-l-H izb  wa M a s’ u liyyat-ir-R afiq  S. 
(Decision Concerning the Individualistic Leadership in the Party and 
the Responsibility of Comrade S. [Hamid ‘UthmSn]). Decision adopted 
by the Central Committee of the Communist party at its plenary session 
of July 1955.
Nashrah K hassah  bia ‘d s ’ -il-H izb  (Circular Exclusively for Party Mem
bers). Issued on 15 July 1958 by the Politbureau of the Central Com
mittee of the Iraqi Communist party. Also circular with the same title 
and from the same source issued on 3 July 1959.
Letter of 18 December 1965 to Members of the Central Committee in 
Baghdad from Party Secretary ‘Aziz Muhammad and Politbureau members 
‘Abd-ul-Karim Ahmad ad-Daud and Baqir Ibrahim al-Musawl, Prague. 
Muhawalat Taqyim  S iya sa t-il-H izb -ish -S h u yn ‘ T-l-‘ lraqT baina TammGz 
19 5 8  wa NTsan 19 6 5  (An Attempt to Appraise the Policy of the Commu
nist Party of Iraq in the Period July 1958-April 1965): “ An unofficial 
appraisal made by a number of comrades and by decision of the plenum 
of the Central Committee, held in February 1967, and presented for con
sideration by the cadres of the party and its leading bodies.”

SELECTED IRAQI COMMUNIST PUBLICATIONS

The Communist Party of Iraq. Al-M ithaq-ul-W atam  lil-H izb-ish -S h u yu ‘ 7- 
l - ‘ lraqi (The National Charter of the Iraqi Communist Party). Baghdad: 
a l-Q a ‘ idah (Underground) Press, 1945.
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The Communist Party of Iraq. Art-Nidham-ud-DakhilT lil-Hizb-ish- 
ShuyU‘ T-l-‘Iraqi (The Internal Rules of the Iraqi Communist Party). ' 
Baghdad: al-Qa‘ idah Press, 1945.
_____ Al-M ithaq-ul-W  atari! lil-H izb-ish -S h u yu ‘ 7-l-‘lraq7 (The National
Charter of the Iraqi Communist Party) (an amended 1953 version of the 
party program). Baghdad, 1953.
_____ K hittatu n a-s-Siyasiyyah  fTSabTl-it-Taharrur-il-Watam wa-l-QawmT
‘ala daw ’-idh-DhurBf-il-lati kashafa ‘anha-l-Mu’ tamaru-l-‘IshrUn lil-H izb - 
ish-ShuyU‘ 7 fT -l-Ittihad-is-Sovieti (Our Political Plan for the Liberation 
of the Homeland and the Nation in the Light of the Circumstances Re
vealed by the Twentieth Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union). Report of the Central Committee as Approved by the Second 
Party Conference held in September 1956. Baghdad, 1956. .
_____ Intifadat 1956 wa Mahammuria 17-dh-Dharf-ir-Rahin (The Uprising
of 1956 and Our Tasks in the Present Circumstances). A Report Written 
on the Basis of Discussions held by the Central Committee in February 
1957. Baghdad, May 1957.
_____ F T S a bil Siyanat Makasib-ith-Thawrah wa T a ‘zTz JvmhUriyyatina-
l - ‘Iraqiyyah  (For the Sake of Preserving the Gains of the Revolution and 
Buttressing our Iraqi Republic). Undated but published in 1958.
_____ Barnam iju-l-H izb-ish-ShuyU ‘ 7 -l-‘lraq7 wa Nidhamuhu-d-DakhilT
(The Program of the Iraqi Communist Party and its Internal Rules), as 
Approved by the Second Congress of the Party in September 1970. Bagh
dad, 1970.
The Democratic Arab Committee in Paris. D aw ’ ‘a la -l-Q a d iyya t-il- 
FilastTniyyah  (Light on the Palestine Question), June 11, 1948. Bagh
dad: a l-Q a ‘ idah Press, August 1948.
Isma'll, Yusuf. ln q ila b u -t-T a si‘ w a -l-‘IshrTn min TisbiTn-il-Aw w al (The 
Coup of 29 October). Baghdad, 1936.
KhairT, ZakT. Taqnr ‘an M asa ’il fT -l-Islah-iz-Z ira ‘ 7 (Report on Questions 
Regarding the Agrarian Reform). Baghdad, 1960.
Nilri, Baha’-ud-DTn (“ Comrade Basim” ). Howla T a ‘d7l M ithaq-il-H izb  
(Concerning the Modification of the Party’s Charter). Baghdad, April 
1953.
Sharif, ‘Aziz, As-Siyasat-us-SahThah li-H a ll-il-Q a d iyya t-il-F ila stin iyya h  
(The Correct Policy for the Solution of the Palestine Question). Bagh
dad, 1948.
Ytlsuf, Yusuf Salman (“ Comrade Fahd” ). H izb Shuyu‘ 7 la Ishtirakiyyah  
DTmuqratiyyah (A Communist Party, Not a Democratic Socialism). Bagh
dad: al-Q a ‘ idah Press, 1944.
______ QawwU TandhTm Hizbikum. Qawwu Tandhim-il-Harakat-il-
Wataniyyah (Strengthen the Organization of your Party. Strengthen the 
Organization of the National Movement). Report to the First National 
Congress of the Iraqi Communist Party. Baghdad: al-Qa‘ idah Press, 1945.
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Leading Organs o f the Central C om m ittee

Kifah-ush-Sha'b  (The Struggle of the People), underground monthly, 
July-November 1935.
Ash-Shararah  (The Spark), underground monthly, December 1940-January 
1943.
A l-Q a ‘ idah (The Base), underground monthly, January 1943-December . 
1946; June-December 1947; July-August 1948; and February 1950-June 
1956.
Ittihad-ush-Sha‘ b (The Union of the People), underground monthly, July 
1956-July 1958; licensed daily, 25 January 1959-1 October 1960. 
Tar7q-ush-Sha‘ b (The Path of the People), underground monthly and 
irregular, March 1962-September 1973; licensed daily, September 1973 
to the present.

Organs o f  the P rison  O rganizations 
o f the Iraqi Com m unist P arty

Kifah-us-SijjTn-ith-ThawrT  (The Struggle of the Revolutionary Prisoner), 
weekly, 9 May 1953-10 September 1954.
FT Sabil I s t i ‘a b -il-L en in iyya h , FT SabTl Salabatin Fikriyyah  (For the 
Grasping of Leninism, For Intellectual Firmness), irregular, 1955.

Internal Organizational and E ducational P eriod ica ls  
o f  the Iraqi Com m unist P arty

A l-In ja z  (The Accomplishment), irregular, 1949-1953.
M uriadil-il-Hizb  (The Party Combatant), irregular, 1954-1973.
M outhpieces o f  Com m unist F a ction s

Il-al-Am am  (Forward), organ of the Communist Congressists, irregular, 
1942.
A l - ‘Am al (Action), organ of the League of Iraqi Communists, irregular, 
1944-1946.
Rayat-ushShaghghTlah  (The Banner of the Workers), organ of the faction 
by this name, irregular, 1953-1956.
A n-N idal (The Struggle), organ of The Unity of the Communists, irregu
lar, 1952-1956.
M unadil-ul-Hizb  (The Party Combatant), organ of the “ Central Command”  
group, irregular, 1967-1968.

SELECTED SOVIET SOURCES

B oV sh a ya  S ovetsk a ya  E n tsikloped iya  (The Large Soviet Encyclopedia), 
First ed., Vol. 29 (1935) and Second ed., Vol. 18 (1953). Entries on Iraq.



Fedchenko, A. F. Irak v B o r ’ be za N e za v is im o st’ 1 9 1 7 -1 9 6 9  (Iraq in the 
Struggle for Independence, 1917-1969). Moscow, 1970.
Klyuchnikov, Yu. V. and Sabanin, Andrei. Mezhdunarodnaya Politika  
N o v eish eg o  Vrem eni v  Dogovorakh, Notakh i Deklaratsiyakh  (The Inter
national Politics of Modern Times in Treaties, Notes, and Declarations), 
II. Moscow, 1926.
Korsun, N. G. A rabskii V o sto k : I. Irak (The Arab East: I. Iraq).
Moscow, 1928.
Kotlov, L. N. N a tsion a l’n o -o sv o b o d ite l’n oye  V o ssta n iye  1920  g od a .v  
Irake (The National-Liberation Uprising of 1920 in Iraq). Moscow, 1958. 
Lutskii, V. B. Liga Arabskikh G osudarstv  (The League of Arab States). 
Moscow, 1946.
Madyar, L., et al. Programmnye D okum enty Kom m unisticheskikh Partii 
V ostoka  (Programme-Documents of the Communist Parties of the East). 
Moscow, 1934.
Milogradov, P. V. A ra bskii V ostok  v Mezhdunarodnykh Otnosheniyakh  
(The Arab East in International Relations). Moscow, 1946.
P erv yi S ’e z d  Narodov V ostoka . Baku 1 -8  sen t. 1920  g. Stenogra- 
fich e sk iye  O tch ety  (The First Congress of the Peoples of the East.
Baku, 1-8 September 1920. Stenographic Record). Moscow, 1920.

SELECTED SYRIAN COMMUNIST SOURCES

BakdSsh, Khalid. A l - ‘Arab w a-l-H arbu-l-A hliyyah ITIspania  (The Arabs 
and the Civil War in Spain). Damascus, 1937.
_____ A sh -S h u yu 'iyyiin  wa TarTkh-ul-‘Arab  (The Communists and the
History of the Arabs). Damascus, 1938.
_____. Shu’ un-ut-TandhTm (The Affairs of Organization). Manuscript,
1942. The organizational part of the report of Comrade Khalid Bakdash 
to the plenary meeting of the Central Committee and the principal organi
zations of the Communist Party of Syria and Lebanon held in September 
1942.
_____ B a ‘du M asa ’ilina-I-W ataniyyah  (Some of our National Questions).
Beirut, 1943.
_____ A sh -S h u yu ‘iyya h  w a-l-Q aw m iyyah  (Communism and Nationalism).
Beirut, 1944.
_____ L i-a jl-in -N id a l bi-NajSh fT Sabil-is-Silm  wa-I-Istiqlal-il-W atanT
wa-d-DTmuqratiyyah Yajib-ul-Ittijah  bi-Hazm nahw a-l-‘ Umtnal wa-1- 
F allah m  (To Struggle with Success in the Interest of Peace, National 
Independence, and Democracy, It is Necessary to Turn Determinedly 
toward the Workers and Peasants). Damascus-Beirut, 1951.
The Communist Party of Syria and Lebanon. Intifadat-ush-Sha‘ b -il- 
IraqTwa Atharuha fi Tataw w or-iI-Q adiyyah-l-‘Arabiyyah  (The Uprising of
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the Iraqi People and Its Effect on the Development of the Arab Ques
tion). Manuscript, February 1948.

B a ‘ th ist S ou rces ■

INTERNAL DOCUMENTS OF 
THE SOCIALIST ARAB BA'TH PARTY

Papers and letters of the Socialist Arab Ba'th Party, Iraq, seized by 
the political police in 1955, in the six-volume Public Security Folio en
titled “ Papers of the Ba'th Party.”
Internal circulars of the Socialist Arab Ba'th Party, Iraq, for the period 
1953-1955.
Other Internal Documents:
An-Nidhamu-d-DakhilT li -H izb -il -B a ‘ th -il-‘ArabT (The Internal Rules of 
the Arab Ba‘th Party). 1947.
A l-B a ‘ th -u l-‘ArabT min K hilal Nidalihi (The Arab Ba'th through Its 
Struggle). Manuscript, 1949.
Ma Huwa Mawqifuna m in-il-H arakat-il-H izbiyyat-il-U khra fT -l-B ilad-il- 
‘A ra biyya h ?  (What is our Attitude toward the Other Parties in the Arab 
Countries?). Manuscript, 1952 (?).
Irshadat fT -l-‘A m a l-il-H izbi (Directives Concerning Party Action). March 
1953. '
A n -N  idhamu-d-DakhilT li -H izb -il -B a ‘ th -il -‘ArabT-l-lshtiraki (The Internal 
Rules of the Socialist Arab Ba'th Party). 1954.
Nashrah D akhiliyyah ‘an M aw qifiria-s-SiyasT m in-ish-Shuyu‘ iyyah  (Inter
nal Circular on Our Political Attitude toward Communism). Issued by 
the Cultural Bureau of the National Command and penned by the Com
rades Michel ‘ Aflaq and Jam3l-ul-AtasT. January, 1956.
Azam atu H izbina. Nadhrah ‘Ammah (The Crisis of Our Party. A General 
View). 1957. Text of the report submitted by the Preparatory Committee 
to the Provisional Party Conference of the Syrian Region on 9 July 1957 
on the situation in the party and on the tasks of the transitional stage. 
First Discussion (a publication for party members only).
Al-K alim at-ul-U la  li-r-RafTq M ichel ‘A fla q  (The First Utterance of Com
rade Michel ‘Aflaq) at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Congress, Feb
ruary 2, 1964. Mimeographed.
Al-kalim at-uth-Thaniyah li-r-RafTq M ichel ‘A fla q  (The Second Utterance 
of Comrade Michel ‘Aflaq) at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Con
gress, February 2, 1964. Mimeographed.
Kalimat-ur-RafTq ‘A lt Saleh a s-S a ‘d T (The Remarks of Comrade ‘A lf Saleh 
as-Sa‘dT) at the Extraordinary Syrian Regional Congress, February 1964. 
Mimeographed.
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SELECTED PUBLICATIONS BY THE BA'TH PARTY

AND BY LEADING BA'THISTS •

‘Aflaq, Michel. Fikraturia (Our Idea). 1948.
_____ F T S a bil-il-B a ‘ th -il-‘A ra bT (For the Cause of the Arab Ba'th).
1953, 1959, and 1963 editions.
_____ Ma‘rakatu-l-M as7r-il-Wahed  (The Battle of the One Fate). Beirut,
1958. ' '
_____ N uqtatu-l-B  idayah  (The Starting Point), talks given after the 5th
of June. Second ed., Beirut, 1971.
ar-Razzaz, Dr. Muritf. At-Tajriba-l-M urrah  (The Bitter Experience).
Beirut, 1967.
ar-RikabT, Fu’ad. A l-H all-u l-A w h ad  (The Sole Solution). Cairo, 1963. ■
The Arab Ba‘th Party. A l-Q a w m iyya t-u l-‘Arabiyyah wa Mawqifuha min- 
ish-Shuyu ‘ iyyah  (Arab Nationalism and Its Attitude toward Communism). 
Damascus, June 1944.
The Socialist Arab Ba‘th Party. D ustur-ul-H izb  (The Constitution of the 
Party) and Sharh-ud-Dustur (The Explanation of the Constitution). Un
dated and unplaced.
_____ B a ‘ d-ul-Muntalaqat-in-Nadhariyyah  (Some of the Theoretical
Points of Departure) that Were Approved by the Sixth National Congress 
in October of 1963. Damascus, 1963.
_____(Iraqi Region). Bimatha Tattasimu Harakatuna (What Characterizes
Our Movement). Undated.
_____ (Iraqi Region). T h a w ra t-u sS a bi‘ ‘A sh a t min Tammuz. A t-T ajribatu
w a -l-A fa q  (The Revolution of July 17. The Experience and the Horizons). 
The Political Report of the Eighth Regional Congress of the Socialist 
Arab Ba‘th Party, Iraqi Region. Baghdad, January 1974.

PRINCIPAL BA'THIST NEWSPAPERS 
AND PERIODICALS

A l-A r a b ia j-J a d id  (The New Arab), clandestine and irregular, 1953. 
Al-IshtirakT  (The Socialist), clandestine and irregular, 1953-1958. 
Aj-Jum huriyyah  (The Republic), licensed daily, July-November 1958. 
Aj-JamahTt (The Masses), daily, February-November 1963. '
Aj-Jum huriyyah  (The Republic), daily, July 1968 to the present. 
Ath-Thawrah  (The Revolution), daily, July 1968 to the present.

Other Works o f Value 
ON THE OTTOMAN OR PRE-1917 PERIOD

In Arabic

Al-Killidar, Muhammad Hasan Mustafa. MadTnat-ul-Husain aw Mukhtasaru

i
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TarTkhi K arbala ’ (The City of Husain or a Summary of the History of 
Karbala’)- Baghdad, 1947.
al-‘Allaf, ‘Abd-ul-Karlm. Baghdad-ul-QadTmah (Old Baghdad). Baghdad, 
1960.
Al-Mahbubah, Shaikh Baqir. MadT-n-Najaf wa Hadiruha (The Past of 
Najaf and Its Present). 3 vols. Sidon and Najaf, 1934-1957. 
al-AlusT, Abu-th-ThanS’ . Ghara’ib-ul-Ightirab wa N uzhat-ul-A lbab  (The 
Oddities of Living Abroad and the Excursion of Reason). Baghdad,
1909.
al-AlusI, ‘AIT ‘Ala’-ud-DIn. Ad-Durr-ul-Muntathar IT R ijal-il-Q arn -ith - 
ThanT ‘A sh ar wa-th-Thalith ‘A sh ar  (The Strewn Pearls or Biographies 
of the Personalities of the Twelfth and Thirteenth Centuries of the 
Hijrah). Baghdad, 1967. .
al-AlusT, ShukrI. TarTkh M asajid Baghdad wa Athariha (The History of 
the Mosques and Ancient Monuments of Baghdad). Baghdad, 1927.
-------- A l-M isk -u l-A d fa r  (The Best of Musks). Baghdad, 1930.
al-AtharT, Muhammad Bahjat. A ‘ lam -ul-‘Iraq (The Eminent Men of Iraq). 
Cairo, 1926.
al-‘AzzawI, ‘Abbas. TarTkh-ul-‘Iraq Baina Ihtilalain  (The History of 
Iraq between Two Occupations). 7 vols. Baghdad, 1935-1956.
Basha'yan, Shaikh ‘Abd-ul-Qader. A l-B a sra h  fTAdwariha-t-TarJkhiyyah  
(Basrah in Its Historical Phases). Baghdad, 1961.
ad-Damlujl, Siddlq. Imarat Bahdinan-il-Kurdiyyah aw Imarat-ul- 
‘Am adiyyah  (The Kurdish Principality of Bahdinan or the Principality 
of ‘Amadiyyah). Mosul, 1952.
ad-Dijuhjl, Sa'Td. M aw sil fT-l-‘A h d -il-A ta b eg i (Mosul in the Era of the 
Atabegs). Baghdad, 1958.
ad-DurubT, Ibrahim, A l-Baghdadiyyun. Akhbaruhum wa Majalisuhum  (The 
Baghdadis: Their Annals and Assemblies). Baghdad, 1958.
Faidl, Sulaiman. FTGham rat-in-Nidal (In the Throes of the Struggle). 
Baghdad, 1952.
Fa’ iq, Sulaiman. TarTkh Baghdad  (The History of Baghdad). Translated 
from Turkish by Musa Kadhim Nawras. Baghdad, 1962.
Ghanimah, Yusuf Rizqullah. T ijarat-ul-‘Iraq QadTman wa HadTlhan (The 
Commerce of Iraq in Old and Recent Times). Baghdad, 1922. 
al-HaidarT, Ibrahim FasTh b. Sibghat-ul-Lah. ‘ Unwan-ul-Majd fT Bayan  
Ahw al Baghdad, Basrah, wa N ajd  (The Sign of Glory or the Elucidation 
of the Conditions of Baghdad, Basrah, and Najd). Baghdad, undated. 
al-Hilall, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq. TarTkh-ut-Ta‘ lTm lT -l-‘A h d -il - ‘ VthmanT 1 6 3 8 
1 9 1 7  (The History of Education in the Ottoman Period, 1638-1917. Bagh
dad, 1959.
Ibn Sanad, al-Basrl al-Wa’ ill. M atali‘ -u s-S u ‘ ud B ita yy ib i Akhbar-il-W alT
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Daud  (Fortune’s Preludes to the Happy Annals of the Governor Daud).
As abridged in 1873 by AmTn b. Hasan al-HalwanT al-MadanT. Cairo, 1951. 
al-Kawakibi, ‘Abd-ur-Rahman. Tabai‘ -ul-Istibdad  (The Attributes of 
Tyranny). Cairo, 1900 (?).
Lanza, Domenico. M aw sil {T-l-Qarn-ith-Thamin ‘Ashar  (Mosul in the 
Eighteenth Century). Translated from Italian by Rafael Bidawid. Mosul, 
1953.
al-MawsilT, Sulaiman Sa’igh. TarTkh-ul-Mawsil (The History of Mosul).
I. Cairo, 1923.
Nawwar, ‘Abd-ul-‘AzTz Sulaiman. TarTkh-ul-‘Iraq-il-HadTth min N ihayat 
Hukm Daud Pasha ila N ihayat Hukm Midhat Pasha  (The Modern History 
of Iraq from the End of the Regime of Daud Pasha to the End of the 
Governorship of Midhat Pasha). Cairo, 1968. '
Sa‘Id, AmTn. A th -T h aw rat-u l-‘Arabiyyat-ul-Kubra: I. An-N idal B ain -al- 
‘A tab  w a-l-A trak  (The Great Arab Revolt: I. The Struggle between the 
Arabs and the Turks). Cairo, undated.
as-Samarr5’T, YUnis ash-Shaikh Ibrahim. A s-S a y y id  Ahmad ar-Rifa'T. 
Hayatuhu wa Atharuhu  (Sayyid Ahmad ar-Rifa‘T. His Life and Traditions). 
Baghdad, 1970.
as-SuwaidT, ‘Abd-ur-Rahman b. ‘Abdullah b. Husain. HadTqat-uz-Zawra’ 
ITSTrat-il-Wuzara’ (The Garden of Baghdad or the Biographies of Its 
Ministers). Edited by Safa’-ul-KhulusT. Baghdad, 1962.
Zaki, Muhammad AmTn. Tarikh-us-Sulaimaniyyah wa Anha’ iha (The 
History of Sulaimaniyyah and Its Districts). Translated from Kurdish by 
Mulla Jamil Ahmad ar-RuzbayanT. Baghdad, 1951.
In Other L anguages

Adamov, Aleksandr. Irak A rabskii. B a ssorsk ii V ila iet v  eg o  Proshlom  
i N a stoya sh ch em  (Arab Iraq. The Basrah Province in Its Past and 
Present). St. Petersburg, 1912.
Baban, Isma'il HaqqTBey. D e Stamboul a Bagdad. N o tes  d ’ un homme 
d ’ etat Turc (From Istanbul to Baghdad. Notes of a Turkish Statesman). 
1910. Translated from Turkish, Collection de la R ev u e  du Monde M usul- 
man, Paris, 1911. Also in R ev u e  du Monde Musulman (Paris), XIV: 5 
(1911), 185-296.
Bell, Gertrude Lowthian. Amurath to Amurath. London, 1911.
Benjamin, Israel-Joseph, II. Cinq an n ees de vo ya g e  en Orient 1 8 4 6 
1851  (Five Years of Travel in the Orient, 1846-1851). Paris, 1856. 
Buckingham, J. S. T ravels in M esopotam ia. London, 1827.
Chiha, Habib K. L a  provin ce d e  Bagdad. Son p a ss e , son  presen t, son  
avenir  (The Province of Baghdad. Its Past, Present, and Future). Cairo, 
1908.



Cuinet, Vital. L a  Turquie d ’A s i e  (Asiatic Turkey). Paris, Vol. II, 1891, 
and Vol. Ill, 1893.
Franco, Moise. E s s a i  sur l ’h istoire d e s  Isra elites  de I ’Empire Ottoman  
(Essay on the History of the Israelites in the Ottoman Empire). Paris, 
1897.
Geary, Grattan. Through A s ia tic  Turkey. I. London, 1878.
Gibb, H. A. R. and Bowen, H. Islam ic S o c ie ty  and the W est, Vol. I 
Part I. London, 1950.
Groves, Anthony N. Journals o f a R e sid e n c e  at Baghdad during the , 
Y ea rs 1 8 3 0  and 1831 . London, 1832.
Haidar, Salih. “ Land Problems of Iraq,”  Ph.D. Dissertation, Universi
ty of London, 1942.
Hays, John. A C o llectio n  o f  Curious T ra vels and V o ya g es . II, London, 
1738.
Huart, Clement. H isto ire  de Bagdad dans le s  tem ps m odernes (History 
of Baghdad in Modern Times). Paris, 1901.
Jackson, Stanley. T h e S a sso o n s . London, 1968.
Longrigg, Stephen H. Four C enturies o f  Modern Iraq. Oxford, 1925. 
Macpherson, David. A n n als o f  Com m erce. 2  vols. London, 1805.
Milburn, William. O riental Com m erce. I. London, 1813.
Niebuhr, Carsten. V o ya g e  en A rabie e t en d ’autres p a ys c ircon voisin s  
(Travels in Arabia and in Other Surrounding Countries). Translated 
from German, 2 vols. Amsterdam, 1776-1780.
-------- L a D escrip tion  de V A rabie. Amsterdam, 1774.
Olivier, G. A. V o ya g e  dans I ’Em pire Othoman, L ’E g y p te  e t la P e r se  
(Travels in the Ottoman Empire, Egypt, and Persia). IV. Paris, 1807. 
Philips, C. H. The E a st India Com pany 1 7 8 4 -1 8 3 4 . Manchester, 1940. 
Rich, Claudius James. Narrative o f  a R e s id e n c e  in K oordistan and on 
the S ite  o f  A n cien t N in eveh . 2  vols. London, 1836. 
de Rivoyre, Denis. L e s  vrais A ra b es e t  leur p a ys  (The Real Arabs and 
Their Country). Paris, 1884.
Roth, Cecil. The S a ssoon  D yn a sty . London, 1941.
Rousseau, J. B. Louis Jacques. Description du P achalik de Bagdad. 
Paris, 1809.
-------- V o ya g e  de Bagdad a A le p  18 0 8  (Voyage from Baghdad to Aleppo
1808). Paris, 1899.
Sassoon, David Solomon. A  H istory  o f  the J ew s in Baghdad. Lecht- 
worth, 1949.
Soane, E. B. T o M esopotam ia and Kurdistan in D isg u ise . London, 1912. 
Tavernier, Jean Baptiste. L e s  s ix  v o y a g e s  de Jean B a p tiste  Tavernier. 
Part I, Book II. Paris, 1679.
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Texeira, Pedro. T ra vels o f  Pedro T exeira . Translated by W. F. Sin
clair. London, 1902. •
Wellsted, J. R. T ra vels to the C ity  o f  the Caliphs. I. London, 1840.

ON THE BRITISH AND MONARCHIC PERIODS (1917-1958)

In Arabic

‘Abd-ul-Majld, Rajab, Engineer Colonel. Untitled manuscript containing 
his reminiscences as secretary of the Supreme Committee of Free Offi
cers. 1959.
Al Fir'aun, Faffq al-Muzhir. A l-H a q a ’ iq -u n-N asi‘ah fT-th-Thawrat-il- 
‘Iraqiyyah Sanat 1 9 2 0  wa N ataijihs (Luminous Facts on the Iraqi Insur
rection of 1920 and Its Results). I. Baghdad, 1952.
Baghdad Chamber of Commerce. At-TaqrTr-usSanaw T(Annual Report). 
From 1927.
al-Bazirgan, ‘Air. A l-W a qa i‘ -ul-H aqiqiyyah fT-th-Thawrat-il-‘Iraqiyyah  
(The Real Facts about the Iraqi Revolt). Baghdad, 1954. 
ach-Chadirchi, Kamel. Manuscript, National Democratic party record 
containing, in Chadirchfs own handwriting, copies of internal letters, 
party reports, or records of meetings of the leading committee of the 
party.
_____ Min Awraq Kam el ChadirchT  (From the Papers of Kamel ChSdirchT).
Beirut, 1971.
ad-Durrah, Mahmud, Retired Staff Major. A l-H a rb-u l-‘Iraqiyyat-ul- 
Britaniyyah 1941  (The Iraqi-British War, 1941.). Beirut, 1969. .
FahmT, Ahmad. Taqrir H ow la-l-Traq  (A Report Concerning Iraq). Bagh
dad, 1926'. ‘
Ghalib, SabTh ‘All, Retired Colonel. Q issa t Thawrat-ir-Rabi‘ ‘A shar  
min Tammuz wa-d-D ubbat-il-Ahrar  (The Story of the 14 July Revolution 
and of the Free Officers). Beirut, 1968.
Handhal, Falih. A srar M aqtal-iT ‘Ailat-il-M alikah fT-l-Traq (The Secrets 
of the Death of the Royal Family in Iraq). Beirut (?), 1971.
Hasan, Muhammad Salman. At-Tataw w ur-ul-fqtisadTfT-l-Traq. A t -  
Tijarat-uTKharijiyyah wa-t-Tatawwur-ul-lqtisadT, 1 8 6 4 -1 9 5 8  (Economic 
Development in Iraq. Foreign Trade and Economic Development, 1864
1958). Sidon, 1965.
al-Hasanl, ‘Abd-ur-Razzaq. TarTkh-ul-Wizarat-il-Traqiyyah  (The History 
of the Iraqi Cabinets). 10 vols. Sidon, 1953-1961. 
al-Hashiml, Taha. Muthakkirat Taha al-HashimT, 1 9 1 9 -1 9 4 3  (Reminis
cences of . . .  ). Edited by Khaldun S5ti‘ al-Husarl. Beirut, 1967. 
al-HusarT, Sati‘ . MuthakkiratT fT-l-Traq (My Memoirs on Iraq). 2 vols. 
Beirut, 1966-1968.
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Ibr5hTm, ‘Abd-ul-Fattah, et al. Mutala’St fT-sh-Sha‘ biyyah  (Studies in 
Populism). Baghdad, 1935.
Iraq, A l-W a qa i‘ -u l-‘h a qiyya h  (The Official Gazette of the Iraq Govern
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-------- Ad-D alTlu-l-‘IraqTar-RasmT L isa n a t 19 3 6  (The Iraqi Official
Directorate for 1936). Baghdad, 1936.
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T a sw iya t Huquq-il-AradT fT-l-Traq (Studies on the Operations of Settle
ment of Land Rights in Iraq). Baghdad, 1955.
--------Ministry of Interior. A l-M ajm u 'at-u l-Ih sa ’ iyyah  LitasjTl ‘Am  1 9 5 7
(Statistical Compilation Relating to the Population Census of 1957). 
Baghdad, 1961. .
aj-JuburT, Salih Sa’ ib, Retired Staff General. M ihnat-u-Filastfn  wa 
A sraru h a-s-S iyasiyyah  w a -l-‘A sk ariyyah  (The Ordeal of Palestine and 
Its Political and Military Secrets). Beirut, 1970.
Kannah, Khalil. A l - ‘ lraq, Am suhu wa Ghaduhu (Iraq, Its Past and Its 
Future). Beirut, 1966.
Khayyat, Ja'far. A l-Q a rya t-u l-‘h a qiyya h  (The Iraqi Village). Beirut, 
1950. '
Mushtaq, Taleb. Awraq AyyamT, 1 9 0 0 -1 9 5 8  (Records of My Days, 1900
1958). Beirut, 1968.
National Democratic Party. Nashrah K hassah B ila 'd a ’ (Circular for 
Members Only). Nos. 1-20, 1946-1947.
as-Sabbagh, Salah-ud-DTn, Staff Colonel. F u rsa n -u l-‘ Uruhah fT-l-‘ lraq 
(The Knights of Arabism in Iraq). Damascus, 1956. 
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A h w a r-il-‘Iraq (Ech-ChibSyish: An Anthropological Study of a Village 
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as-Sayyid, Mahmud Ahmad. Jalal Khalid: Qissah ‘Iraqiyyah Mujazah 
(Jalal Khalid: A Short Iraqi Story). Baghdad, i928. .
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GLOSSARY

agha: Kurdish tribal chief.
Ahl-ul-Ibl: People of the Camel.
‘alim: a man possessed of religious learning.
‘amid: (Syrian Ba'th party) “ doyen.”  
amir: chief or prince.
ashraf (pi. of sharTf): claimants of descent from the Prophet. 
asnaf: guilds. 
attityab: good land. 
al-‘aunah: corvee labor.
awqat (pi. of waqf): endowments for charitable purposes or for the bene

fit of the descendants of the founders. 
chalabi: title of a merchant of high social standing. 
charkhachTs: mounted guardsmen of tribal chiefs. 
dawaflT: men who had charge of the boats of a riverine tribal chief. 
defterdar: chief treasury official of a province in the Ottoman period. 
dhalam: attendant of Kurdish tribal chieftain. ’ <! -
dhurriyyah waqf: entailed properties or funds the proceeds of which 

accrued to descendants of entailer. 
duah: tribal domain.
dtwan-khanah: guest house of Kurdish tribal chief. 
dunum: 0.618 acre. 
falalTh: peasants.
al-faridah al-‘arifah: a man learned in the tradition of the tribe (literally, 

“ the knowing ordinance” ). 
fatwah: a formal opinion on a point of Islamic law. 
filih: peasants, 
fir': (Ba'th party) branch. 
firqah: (Ba'th party) division. 
goran: nontribal Kurdish peasants. 
halal: property of tribal shaikh or tribesman. 
halaqah: (Ba'th party) cell.
hasawTs: casual agricultural laborers originating from Hasa, Saudi 

Arabia.
hawsah: tribal chant. ■
hushiyyah: private armed guard of tribal shaikh. .
imam: leader of congregational prayer. ,,
Intifadah: name of uprising of 1952 or of 1956. 
jihad: holy war.
kailah: unit of capacity equaling to 3% kilograms (in the province of . 

‘Amarah).



kasabah: humble people who have no regular employment and earn their 
livelihood by doing various odd jobs. 

khatib: preacher.
khawah: toll exacted by tribal shaikh. 
khulam: house attendant of Kurdish tribal chief. . 
khums: fifth part of the income, a due incumbent upon faithful ShT'Ts 

and the perquisite of claimants of descent from the Prophet. 
lazmah: a type of land tenure. 
ma‘dan : marsh-dwellers.
mahallah: city quarter. .
m ajlis-u l-h izb : (Ba'th) party council. 
m allak: landowner.
matin: unit of capacity equaling to 25 kilograms (in the Shamiyyah 

region).
mantaqah: (Communist) party unit based on subdistrict. 
m a s’ ul or ar-rafiq a l-m a s’ul: comrade-in-charge. 
mawalT: client tribesmen.
mawlid: Sunrn ceremonial observance in honor of the Prophet’s birthday. 
millah : an officially recognized religious community. 
mTrT (land): (land) belonging to the state.
mrcT sirf (land): “ pure”  state land, i.e., state land that is granted 

neither in lazmah (q.v.) nor in tapu (q.v.). 
m iskin: nontribal serf-like Kurdish peasant (literally, “ miserable” ). 
mudif: tribal guest house. 
mufti: authoritative exponent of Islamic law.
mujtahid: ShT‘T legist and man of religion with power of making indepen

dent decisions.
mullah: a man learned in religion.
multazim: tax-farmer.
muman: itinerant man of religion.
munadhdhim: (Communist party) organizer.
muqata'ah: estate.
murasil: (Communist party) courier.
mustakhdim: holder of nonpensionable official appointment. 
mutasarrif: governor of a province.
naqib: marshal of the claimants of descent from the Prophet.
pyshtm ala: armed retainers of Kurdish tribal chief. '
qari’ : professional reader.
qahwajT: tribal shaikh’s coffee-maker.
qaim-maqam: subgovernor of province.
qawush: prison barrack.
qita ‘ : (Communist) party unit based on subdistrict. 
qutr: (Ba‘th party) Tegion. 
radd: client tribesmen, 
ra 'iyya h : subjects.
Ra’s-ut-Tujjar: Chief of the Merchants.
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sadah (pi. of sayyid): claimants of descent from the Prophet.
sairafah: money-dealing or money-lending business. .
salaf: collection of rural dwellings.
saniyyah (land): crown (land).
sarffah: mat- or mud-hut.
sarraf: money dealer.
sarraf bashf: chief banker.
sayyid: singular of sadah (q.v.).
shabbah: a unit of a shaikhly estate.
shaikh (tribal): Arab tribal chief.
shaikh-ul-mashayikh: chief of tribal chiefs.
Shargawiyyas: the “ Easterners,”  i.e., the migrants from the ‘AmSrah 

tribal country.
sharTah: the canon law of Islam. ■
Shawiyah: People of the Sheep.
shihnah or shihniyyah: men who guarded the crop for the tribal shaikh. 
shu'bah: (Ba'th party) section. 
shurugfs: see  Shargawiyyas.
shuytikh asl (pi. of shaikh asl): literally, “ shaikhs of noble lineage” ;

see above, pp. 158-159. 
sirkal: supervisor of cultivation. 
stiffs: mystics.
ta‘ab: a peasant with a proprietary right in a portion of the land planted 

by him with date palms. 
tapti: a type of land tenure.
ta‘ziyah: ShT'T lamentation for the martyred Husain, grandson of the 

Prophet.
tghar: two tons. ■
tisyar: passage toll exacted by tribal shaikh.
‘udw ‘amil: (Ba‘th party) “ active member.”
ukhuwwah (also khawah): toll exacted by tribal shaikh (literally, 

“ brotherhood” ).
‘ ulama’ : plural of ‘alim (q.v.).
‘urf: tradition. 
waksah: dishonor. 
waif: Ottoman governor. 
waqf: singular of awqaf (q.v.).
al-Wathbah: name of the uprising of 1948 (literally, “ the Leap” ). 
wilayah: Ottoman administrative unit. 
zilim: armed retainers of tribal shaikh.
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INDEX I: NAMES OF FAMILIES AND TRIBES

'Abudah, 111
Abu Tabikh, 59, 156, 158
al-Aghawat, 60, 866, 871, 874
Ajwad, 67, 116
Ako, 91
Albu Darraj, 126, 131 
Albu tJamdan, 285
Albu Muhammad, 65, 69, 70n, 76, 80

81, 84, 91, 104, 121, 123-24, 126, 
129-30, 141-42, 150, 610-11 

Albu Mutaiwit, 351n, 866-67, 869-70, 
875, 886

Albu Nasir, 1084 
Albu Sa‘d, 111
Albu Sultan, 48, 58-61, 80-81, 90, 94, 

104, 112, 116, 306, 354, 546 
al-AlusT, 44n, 154-55, 224 
al-AmXr, 58, 6 In, 80 
‘ Anizah, 68, 98-99, 159, 225 
al-A ‘ rajT, 156 
al-‘Attar, 45n 
al-AwchT, 212
al-Azairij, 80-81, 123-24, 126, 129-30, 

152, 351n, 467, 610, 664-65 
a l-‘ Azzah, 59, 81, 113, 966

Baban, 45n, 59, 65-66, 70, 76, 214-15, 
222

al-BaghdadT, 260, 279, 313 
Bahdinan, 65-66, 71, 76 
BahoshT, 279, 313 
Bahrakan, 621 
al-Baitun, 866 
BanX Asad, 40, 91n, 115 
Ban! Khalid, 259
BanX Lam, 65-66, 68, 76, 80-81, 121, 

123, 126, 130-31 
BanX Malik, 67, 69 
BanX RabX'ah, see RabX'ah 
BanXRikab, 111, 742 
BanT Sa'Td, 67, 131, 226n 
BanX TamTm, 42, 58, 81, 112, 116, 259 
BanT Zaid, 111
BanX Zuraij, 60, 81, 351n, 355, 468 
al-Barrak, 61
al-Barzinjr, al-Hafid, 59, 164-65, 193 
al-Basha‘yan, 157, 189 
al-Bassam, 259, 312 
al-Bayat, 206 
al-Bazirgan, 212, 221 
al-Begat, 968, 1028, 1084, 1087 
al-Budair, 60, 81

ach-Chadirchi, 45n, 212, 215 
ach-ChalabT, 59, 276, 312-13, 314n, 

315-16
ach-ChallabiyyXn, 165 
ach-CharchafchX, 45n 
ach-ChurbachX, 212

ad-Dabbagh, 301 ■
ad-DaftarX, 45n, 212, 215, 222 
ad-D5ghestanX, 213-15 
ad-DahwX, 59, 280, 313 
ad-Dallah, 224
ad-DamirchT, 59, 245n, 277, 313 
Daniel, 60, 285 
ad-Daud, 45n 
adh-Dhawalim, 354, 966 
D iza’X, 60, 81, 113, 351n, 355, 664 
Dulaim, 41, 65, 67, 76, 90, 99, lOOn, 

355

Ezrah, 252

al-FakhrX, 156
al-Farhan, 58, 61n, 80, 114, 871 
al-FarsX, 214
al-Fatlah, 41, 75, 81, 100, 104, 117, 

354
Fattah, 245n, 276, 280n, 313, 316-18

Gabbai, 257, 283-84 
al-GailanT, 18n, 44n, 153-55, 166, 

184n, 215, 224 
al-Gargariyyah, 866-67, 886 
Garibian, 277, 313 
al-Ghannam, 259 
al-GhazzT, 92

HadXd, 60, 279, 281n, 294n, 312-13, 
314n

al-IJaidarT (ShTTs), 45n, 224, 224n 
al-HaidarX (SunnXs), 44n, 154-55, 157, 

160-61, 169, 215, 966 
al-Hamad, 159 
Hamawand, 81, 290 
al-HamdanX, 42 .
Hanna ash-Shaikh, 159, 279, 313 * • 
Hasso, 279, 313 
al-Hmaidat, 59, 81, 354 
al-Humaid, 81 
al-Husainat, 226n
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‘ Ilwah Mutayr, 329 
‘Isa ’Ts, 286

aj-Jader, 59
Jaf, 43, 47, 58, 65, 81, 104, 113-14, 

290
Jaf Begzadah, 47, 58, 80, 113, 158, 

192
Jalal, 45n
aj-Jainr, 66, 159-60, 214-15 
Jamil, 44n, 59, 153n, 154-56, 166, 215 
aj-Jaryan, 58, 80, 112 
Jash'am, 259 
aj-Jubur, 41, 259, 792 
Ju(iaish, 59, 81, 871 
aj-Jumailah, 323, 1011, 1027, 1034, 

1063, 1132 
aj-Juwaibir, 226n

Kashmulah, 60, 869, 871, 881, 885, 
887

Khafajah, 69n, 111 
al-Khaizaran, 59 
al-KhalisT, 45n 
Khanaqah, Ahmad-i, 60 
al-Khasigl, 45n
al-Khaza‘ il, 55n, 60, 65, 69, 69n, 75

76, 81, 83n, 84, 158n, 354 
Khoshnao, 60, 81, 355 
Khudair, 59, 871
al-Khudairl, 45n, 59, 278, 313-15 
Kinanah, 111 
Kubbah, 45n, 224, 260

LahTb, 259
LawT, 246, 279, 281n, 311-13 
Lynch, 238-39, 241-42, 246, 268, 270, 

275, 282

Makiyyah, 280, 313 
al-MarayatT, 260 
Markarian, 279, 313 
Mayyah, 48, 56, 58, 61, 80-81, 104, 

112, 354, 755 
al-Mazyad, 40 
al-Mgutar, 59, 158, 162 
al-Mirjkh, 59, 278, 312-13 
Mir MahmalF, 60, 67, 355 
Mir YusufF, 67 
Mu'amrah, 44 
Mudallal, 259 
al-Mufti (of Mosul), 156 
al-MulukT, 260 
al-Mumayyiz, 212 
al-Muntafiq, 65-68, 70, 74-75, 118,

157, 226n, 285

al-Musha‘ ilah, 226n 
Musha'sha' Sadah, 40

Naphtajr, 213
an-Naqib (o f Basrah), 157, 164, 169 
an-Naqib (of Karbala’ ). 161 
an-Naqib (of Mosul), 156 
Nasir Mirza, 60, 871 
Nassar, 621
an-NuwSshT al-Ma‘ dan, 226n

al-Pachachi, 18n, 45n, 59, 279, 312-13 
PTran, 91
Pizhdar, 65, 70, 81, 91

al-QadF, 280, 313 
Qaraghul, 111 
al-QashtTnl, 259 
al-Qassab, 58, 80, 259 
al-QazwTnl, 156

RabT'ah, 32, 48, 56, 58, 60, 61n, 65, 
68, 80-81, 84, 90, 92, 104, 112, 214, 
354, 755 

ar-Rahhal, 390 
Rajabu, 866, 874 
Rassam, 866 
ar-RawT, 154 
ar-RubaiT, 45n, 214 
ar-Rufai‘T, 161 
Ruwalah, 729, 771

as-Sabunjl, 60, 224, 278, 280n, 289-91, 
313, 314n, 814 

a^-Sadr, 45n
as-Sa‘ dun, 44, 58, 61n, 68-69, 74-75, 

80, 82-83, 118, 157, 163, 189n, 215, 
297n, 355, 411 

as-Sagab, 59 
Sarsam, 866 
Sassoon, 252n, 252-54 
Sawa'ad, 121 
ash-Shahad, 60 
ash-Shahbandar, 224 
ash-Sha‘ lan as-Salman, 60 
ash-Shallal, 59, 871 
ash-Shallash, 312 
ShamdTn, 60
Shammar, 48, 56-59, 67, 76, 94, 98,

114, 866-67, 869-71, 873, 886-87 
Shammar Jarba', 41, 65, 67-69, 80, 81 
Shammar Togah, 41, 65, 66 
ash-ShawT, 45n, 214-15 
Shawkat, 213, 215, 222, 259 
ash-Shawwaf, 45n 
ash-Shiyayshah, 1028
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ash-Shu‘ aybT, 225n
ash-Shurafa’ , 61, 156
ash-Shuweilat, 48n, 49n, 57n, 104, 111
as-SinawT, 44n, 154-55
Soran, 65-66, 70, 76
as-Sudan, 126
Suhail an-Najm, 58
Sulaiman, 45n, 213, 215, 222
SulaivanT, 60, 81
as-Suwaidl, 44n, 154, 154n, 161

at-Tabaqchan, 44n, 154, 156 
at-TslabanT, 58 
Tayy, 65, 67 
Tuwayyeq, 159

‘Ubaid, 19, 65, 67, 95n, 104, 214 
a l-‘ UbaidT, 156 
‘Ugail, 226n, 259

al-‘ UmarT, 211-12, 216, 222, 871 
al-UrfalT, 45n, 212-13 •
al-UzrT, 314n

al-YasTn, 58, 80 
al-Yasir, 156
al-Yawer, 58, 6 In, 80, 114 
Yehudah, 252, 256n

az-Zahawl, 45n 
Zangana, 58, 81 
Zawba‘ , 355 
Zilkhah, 311 
az-ZraijT, 60
Zubaid, 42, 44, 58, 65-66, 69, 76, 

8On, 112 
Zubair, 260 
Zuwain, 156

C
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a l-‘ AbadT, Air Brigadier Kadhim, 104 
al-‘ Abalir, Muhammad Salih, 674, 709, 

714, 852, 960, 982, 984, 987-89 
‘Abbas ‘ Abd, ‘ Abd-ul-Anilr, 1043, 1106 
‘ Abbas, Ahmad (also known as ‘ Abd 

Tamr), 502, 509-10, 519-20, 541,
560, 616, 1163-64 _

‘Abbas, as-Sayyid ‘Alwan, 166, 174 
‘Abbas, Shaikh Khawwam a l-‘Abd, 355 
al-‘ AbbasT, Shaikh ‘ Abd-us-Salam, 157 
‘ Abbud, Colonel Hasan, 835, 886, 892

93, 944 '
‘ Abbud, Na$ir, 660, 674, 703, 709,

714, 852, 960, 1043, 1046, 1060-61 
‘ Abdallah, ‘Amer, 674, 709, 712, 714, 

719-20, 830-31, 850, 852, 855, 857, 
899, 901, 909, 928, 938-39, 958-59, 
986, 991, 995, 1000, 1035, 1042, 
1045-46, 1048-49, 1051-52, 1054, 
1106, 1109 _

al-‘ AbdT, Staff Brigadier Ahmad Salih, 
810-11, 834, 846, 932 

‘ Abd Tamr, se e  ‘ Abbas, Ahmad 
‘ Abd-ul-‘ AzTz, Brigadier Ghalib, 902 
‘ Abd-ul-HadT, ‘ Abd-ul-‘ AzTz, 510, 519, 

538
‘Abd-ul-Hamitd, Sultan, 76, 161, 165, 

169-70,’ 188, 213, 217, 286, 314 
‘ Abd-ul-Ham7d, Staff Brigadier MuhyT- 

d-DTn, 774, 776-79, 788, 798, 810-11, 
842, 844-45

‘ Abd-ul-HamTd, Staff Lieutenant 
Colonel SubhT, 790-91, 1011, 1028 

‘ Abd-ul-Ilah, Prince, 28-30, 32, 48n, 
61n, 102-104, 112, 165, 205, 209,
222, 315-16, 341-45, 348-51, 454,
461, 525-26, 530-32, 545-47, 551-55, 
652, 667-68, 688, 775, 795, 797,801, 
1115-16

‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar, Staff Colonel Hashim, 
835, 890-93, 945

‘ Abd-ul-KarTm, Major Kadhim, 902 
‘Abd-ul-KarTm, SabrT, 569, 572 
‘ Abd-ul-Laflf, Staff Major ‘ Abd-us- 

Sattar, 789-91, 969, 1003-1005, 1022, 
1030, 1065, 1218-19 

‘Abd-ul-MahdT, Sayyid, 111 
‘Abd-ul-MajTd, HamdT, 968-69, 990-91, 

998, 1004-1005, 1019, 1022-23, 1218
19, 1226-27

‘Abd-ul-Majid,. Engineer Colonel Rajab, 
770-79, 794, 798-99, 809, 997, 1064n 

‘ Abd-un-Nasir, Gamal, 749-50, 773,
795, 808, 815-18, 822, 824-27, 857, 
861-65, 869, 872, 1003, 1015-16, 
1028-30, 1032, 1036, 1041, 1051,
1132 .

‘ Abd-ur-Rahm3n, Staff Colonel Khalil 
Sa‘Td, 785, 810-11, 846, 902 

‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq, ‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab, 520, 
567-68, 571, 1163-64 

‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq, Staff Brigadier ‘ Aref, 
974, 1011, 1033-34, 1064 

‘ Abd-ur-Razzaq, C olonel Nayef, 1034, 
1073-77, 1092

‘Abd-ur-Rida, MajTd, 1043, 1106 
‘ Abd-ul-Wahhab, Jamil, 356 
‘ Abd-uLWahhab, ZakT, 307, 309 
Abu-l-Tss, Muhammad Husain, 850, 

852-53, 929, 958, 986’
Abu Sana, MahdT‘ Abd-ul-KarTm, 1035, 

1040, 1042, 1052, 1106 
al-‘ AbusT, Captain ‘ Abd-us-Sattar Sab‘ , 

801
Abu TabTkh, Sayyid Ja'far, 194 
Abu TabTkh, Sayyid Muhsin, 165-66, 

174,’ 194-95, 201n ’
Abu-t-Timman, Ja'far ChalabT, 173n, 

191n, 199, 293-98, 302-303, 323n,
446, 1146, 1154, 1158-59 

al-A ‘ dhamT, HadT Hashim, see  Hashim, 
Had!

‘ Aflaq, Michel, 723-41, 745, 815-16, 
990-91, 1010, 1012-16, 1020-25,
1078, 1084, 1097, 1224-25 

Agabekov, G. S., 1146-47, 1155-57, 
1159

Ahmad, IsmW'Tl, 520, 560, 691, 1164 
Ahmad, Staff Colonel Taha ash-Shaikh, 

858, 873, 891-93, 945, 976, 981, 989 
‘Ajlhah, RahTm, 1106 
‘ AIT, Lieutenant Colonel Fadil 

Muhammad, 800
‘ AIT, Staff Brigadier Isma'Tl, 792-93 
‘AIT, Mustafa, 393, 812-13, 844-45 
al-‘ AlT, Sagban, 111, 355 
al-‘ AlT, Salah ‘Umar, 1086-87, 1092,

1220-2i ’
‘AIT, Shaikh Baba, 812-14 
‘AIT, Sultan Mulla, 962-63, 1208
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‘ Air, TahsTn, 349 
‘ Aliyah, Queen, 342-44 
al-‘ AllawT, Husain, 330-31 
al-‘ AllawT, Ibrahim, 1101 
al-AlusT, Abu-th-Thana’ , 166, 168 
al-AlusT, ‘ Aref Hikmat, 211, 221 
al-AlusT, Mahmud ShukrT, 154, 158, 166 
al-AlusT, Nu'man, 155 
AmTn, Staff C olonel ‘Abd-ul-Wahhab, 

774-76, 778-79, 798, 835, 844-45 
al-Atrilr, ‘ AIT al-Habib, 48 
al-Amtr, Muhammad al-Hablb, 32, 48, 

56, 84, 90,’ 112, 354 ’
‘ Ammash, Staff General Salih MahdT, 

932, 968-70, 973, 1003-1005, 1011, 
1019, 1022, 1024, 1074, 1076, 1086
87, 1094, 1218-19, 1226-27 

Anastas, the Carmelite, 158 
a l-‘ AnT, HamdT Ayyub, 978, 984, 986 
al-‘ AnT, Thabet Habib, 902, 962-63, 

1035, 1042, 1051-52, 1105-1106,
1208

al-AnsSrT, Staff Brigadier Ibrahim 
Faisal, 1011

a l-‘ ArabT, Mahmud HusnT, 376, 379-80 
‘AraibT ibn WadT, Shaikh, 121 
al-‘ AraibT, Shaikh Muhammad, 84-85, 
_91, 123-24, 126, 130 

‘ Aref, General ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman, 780
81, 785, 797, 801, 835, 998, 1011, 
1025, 1027, 1062-63, 1065-67, 1073- 

_75, 1125, 1132 _
‘Aref, Staff Marshal ‘ Abd-us-Salam, 

466, 767, 770, 778-79, 783, 785-89, 
798-802, 804-14, 816-17, 827, 829
35, 842, 859, 872, 975, 981, 998, 
1003-1006, 1011, 1016, 1018-19, 
1024-36, 1038, 1041, 1062-63, 1070, 
1125, 1132

‘Aref, Brigadier Fti’ ad, 785, 844-45, 
1007, 1065

al-‘ Aref, Staff Lieutenant Colonel 
Jsma'Tl, 774-75, 787 

‘ Aref, Staff Lieutenant General RafTq, 
774-75

al-ArsuzT, ZakT, 722-24, 727 
al-Asad, Hafidh, 1015, 1228-29 
a l-‘AskarT, ‘AIT Rida, 323 
al-‘ AskarT, Ja'far, 28n, 115, 177, 179, 

180, 184n, 190-91, 198-200, 203,
208, 317, 319-20, 323, 333-34, 358 

a l-‘ AskarT, Tahsui, 323, 349 
a l-‘ AskarT, Tariq, 354 
al-‘ A ssaf, Major General Fadel, 1092

‘ Atiyyah, Bahjat, 465, 479, 486, 488, 
553, 606 '

‘ Atiyyah, Colonel Bassam, 1092 
Auerbach, Haim, 382-84, 1149-50 
al-AwqatT, Air Staff General Jalal, 

810-11, 883, 892-94, 945, 970, 974, 
995

Ayyub, Zhu Nun, 486, 494, 496-98, 
874, 895, 944

al-AyyubT, ‘AIT Jawdat, 100, 113, 180, 
194, 200n, 317, 319-20, 323, 334,
358

al-AzairjawT, ‘ Atshan Dayyul, 660, 
709, 714, 792, 852, 902-903 

'A ziz, Captain Mahmud, 871, 883 
al-‘ AzzawT, Colonel Fadil, 892-93 
al-‘ AzzawT, Staff Major Jasim, 790-91

Baban, Ahmad Mukhtar, 182, 222, 349, 
351, 359

Baban, Isma‘11 HaqqT, 217-18, 321 
Baban, Jalal, 221 
Baban, Jamal, 319, 334 
al-BadrT, ‘Abd-ul-Ghaffur, 295, 334-35 
Badrossian, Krikor, 519-20, 558, 560, 

579-80, 1163-64
Bahr-ul-‘ Uliim, Muhammad Saleh, 144, 

552-53 ’ ’ ’
Bakdash, Khalid, 374, 386, 434, 460, 

539, 577-87, 589-91, 594-96, 684-86, 
711, 720-21, 750, 758, 822-27, 850, 
857, 861-62, 1041

al-Bakr, General Ahmad Hasan, 968
69, 975, 999, 1003-1005, 1013, 1018
19, 1022, 1024, 1028, 1030-31, 1074
75, 1079, 1082-87, 1089, 1092, 1097, 
1103, 1108-1110, 1208n, 1218-19, 
1226-27

al-BakrT, ‘Adil, 872 
al-BakrT, Madhhar, 1153-54 
al-BamirnT, Taha, 895 
BanT KhailanT, Mulla Ahmad, 1106 
al-BarazanchT, Ma'ruf, 914 •
Barkatullah, Muhammad, 1139 
al-Barrak, Salman, 116 
al-BarzanT, Shaikh Ahmad, 79 
al-BarzanT, Mulla Mustafa, 79, 652, 

884, 888, 951, 1053-54, 1076, 1094, 
1102

Bash'alim, SamT, 871 
Basha'yan, ‘ Abdallah, 172n 
Basha'yan, ‘ Abd-ul-Qader, 355 -
Basha'yan, Ahmad, 189 
Basha‘ yan, Muhammad Amilh, 189

I
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BasTm, ZakT, 494-95, 499, 502, 509-10 

513, 519-20, 537-40, 568, 586, 628, 
1163-64

al-Basir, MahdT, 295 
al-Bassam, Sadiq, 535 
al-BayatT, Lieutenant Colonel Fadil, 

890, 892-93, 989 ’
al-Blzirgan, ‘AIT, 221, 314-15 
al-Bazzaz, ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman, 1034, 

1044-45, 1052, 1062-64, 1067 
Beiruzkhan, ‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar, 914, 918 
Bell, Gertrude, 87, 89, 1142 
Berger Joseph, 382
al-BItar, Salah-ud-DTn, 723-27, 729-30, 

1015-16,’ 1224-25 
Boyadjian, Haykazun, 374, 382 
al-BukharT, Muhammad Baha ’ -ud-DTn, 

43 '

ach-ChadirchT, Kamel, 221, 302-304, 
306-10, 348, 444, 486, 534-35, 656, 
667, 669, 682-83, 716, 719, 759, 803, 
855, 947, 951, 956, 966 

ach-ChadirchT, R ifa t , 221 
ach-ChalabT, ‘ Abd-ul-HadT, 48, 57, 

276-77, 315-16, 354 
ach-ChalabT, ‘ Abd-ul-Husain, 316, 

317n ’
ach-ChalabT, ‘ AIT, 316 
ach-ChalabT, Muhammad ‘ AIT, 276-77, 

316 ‘ _
ach-ChalabT, SalTm ‘ Abd-ul-Ghani,

674, 676, 710 _
ach-CharchafchT, Muhammad Amin, 

323n, 327, 330-331 ’
Critchley, Dr. A ., 108, 134 
Cohen, Ya'qub, 497-98 .
Cox, Sir Percy, 184n

ad-Da’ghestanT, General GhazT, 214 
ad-DaghestanT, Marshal Muhammad 

F adil Pasha, 213-14 
]?ahT, Jihad, 1029 
Dallal Shlomo, 570-73 
ad-DallT, ‘ Ajjah, 354 
Damad, F i‘ l, 610-11, 665, 1164 
ad-Damen, ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman, 742 
Daniel, Manahim Salih, 256n, 260 
ad-DarT, KhamTs, 355 
ad-DarrajT, Brigadier ‘ Abd-ul-LatTf, 

799-800, 1033
ad-Daud, ‘Abd-ul-KarTm Ahmad, 673

77, 709, 714, 852, 960, 1035, 1042, 
1051, 1056-57, 1102, 1106 

ad-Daud, Shaikh Ahmad, 173, 328 
ad-Daud, IbrahTm ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman, 

1073-77, 1092

Daud Pasha, 167, 220, 231-32, 236 
ad-Daud, Salman ash-Shaikh, 355 
adh-Dhaher, Shaikh Sha'ISn Salman,

354
Dobbs, Sir Henry, 190, 327-32 
Duglah, Salih MahdT, 960, 1042, 1046 
Duka, Zakariyyah E lias, 405, 416, 422 
ad-DulaimT, Dr. NazThah, 910, 944, 

1106
ad-DurT, ‘ Abd-us-Sattar, 956, 1220-21 
ad-DurT, Lieutenant Colonel Husain 

Khadr, 894-95, 989 ’
ad-DurT, ‘ Izzat, 1086-87, 1222-23 
ad-DurT, Staff Major Taha, 790-91 
ad-Durrah, Staff Major Mahmud, 882

Edmonds, C. J., 334n 
Enver Pasha, 373, 378-79, 392

Fadel, Muhammad, 1094 
al-FadlT, Major ShakTb, 774, 786 
Fahd, see Yusuf, Yusuf Salman 
F a ’ iq, Sulaiman, 235 
F a i? a ll ,  25-27, 89-92, 99-101, 118, 

177-79, 184-85, 188-92, 194-202, 
207-208, 222, 295-96, 317, 319, 321
37, 352, 1156, 1160 

Faisal II, 28, 352-53, 795, 797, 801 
al-FakhrT, Muhammad, 172n 
al-FakhrT, Staff Lieutenant Colonel 

SalTm Daud, 508, 858, 892-93, 937 
al-FalahT, SSdiq Ja'far, 660-61, 674 
Farhan, Staff Lieutenant Colonel ‘ Abd- 

ul-KarTm, 776, 780-81, 1011, 1025, 
1028, 1065

Farhud, Kadhim, 948-49, 1043 
Fathullah, Muhammad KarTm, 1106 
Fattah, NurT, 276, 280n, 314n, 316-18, 

814 ’
Fattah, Sulaiman, 276, 316 
FawzT, General Husain, 208 
Filimonov, Professor, 405, 412,414-15 
al-FkaikT, HanT, 1004-1005, 1019, 

1021n, 1022-23, 1218-19 
Flayyeh, ‘ Asim, 297n, 399, 403, 412

17, 431-32,’ 434-36, 438, 575

Gabbai, Ezekiel, 283-84 
Gabbai, Ezra, 283-84 
al-GailanT, Shaikh ‘ Abd-ul-Qader, 18n, 

39, 43, 43n, 157, 161 _
al-GailanT, Sayyid ‘Abd-ur-Rahman,

155, 158, 161-62, 166, 175, 177-81, 
184-85, 188, 358 

al-Gail5rii, Sayyid ‘ AIT, 168 
al-GailanT, Sayyid Mahmud, 168, 185
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al-GailanT, Rashid ‘ AIT, 117-18, 155n, 

180-81, 190, 195, 200n, 201, 205
209, 297, 300, 341, 345, 358, 373, 
451, 453-57, 457n, 459, 461, 831-33, 
1158

Gallman, Waldemar J., 805-806, 833 
Ghaidan, Major General Sa'dun, 1073

74, 1076-77, 1086-87 
Ghalib, Colonel Sablh ‘ AIT, 767, 770,

773, 776, 782-83 ’
al-Ghanim, WahTb, 724, 727, 741 
al-Ghanim, WasfT, 724, 741 
GhazT, King, 27, 29n, 101-102, 202

205, 312, 337-38, 340-44
al-Gumar, Husain Jawad, 1043

Habash, George, 1029-30 
Habbalah, ‘ AbbSs, 874, 876-77 
al-Habib, Staff C olonel Muhsin Husain,

774, 776, 778-79, 798-99 ‘ ’
Haddad, Wadl‘ , 1029-30
Ha did, ‘Abd-ul-Husain, 279, 281n 
HadTd, Muhammad, 281n, 294, 300-301, 
‘ 303, 306-308, 310, 716, 763, 809, 
812-13, 835-37, 844-45, 869, 889,
901, 956

al-HadTthT, Staff Major Anwar ‘Abd-ul- 
QSder, 1003, 1006-1007, 1074 

al-HadTthT, Murtada, 1088-89, 1092, 
1220-21 '

Hafi^h, ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah, 349
al-Hafidh, Safa’ , 1106
Haidar, ‘ Abd-ul-LatTf al-Hajj ‘AIT, 984,
'1208 ‘ '

Haidar, ‘ A ziz  al-Hajj ‘ AIT (also known 
'a s  ‘ A ziz  al-H ajj), 572-73, 834, 854, 
859, 962, 986, 992, 1035, 1042, 
1048-50, 1057, 1069-70, 1100-1101 

Haidar, Rustum, 319, 333, 344, 348,
546

al-HaidarT, ‘ Abdullah SalTm, 155,
166-67

al-IJaidarT, ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman, 166, 172n 
al-HaidarT, Daud, 349 
al-HaidarT, IbrahTm FasTh ibn Sibghat- 

ul'-Lah, 42
al-HaidarT, Jamal, 672-73, 710-12, 

714-15, 720, 850, 852, 938-39, 960, 
987-89

al-HaidarT, Muljammad A s ‘ ad, 167 
al-HaidarT, Najm-ud-DTn, 171n 
al-HaidarT, Salih, 714-15 
al-IJajj, ‘ A ziz , see  Haidar, ‘A ziz  al- 

Hajj ‘ AIT
al-^alam, FaVJil Muhsen, 1065
al-HakTm, KarTm, 984
al-Hallaq, Ahmad Mahmud, 1069, 1100

HamdanT, HajjT Hasan, 285 
HamTd, Captain ‘ Abd-uj-Jawad, 871t72 
HamTd, Lieutenant MahdT, 572-73,876

77, 880-81, 884-85, 887-88, 895, 914 
HammadT, Sa'dun, 816, 818, 1006n, 

1216-17
HammudT, Jasim, 560-61, 567 
Handhal, Faleh, 801 
al-HanT, Na?ir,‘ 1074, 1076, 1099-1100 
HaqqT, Staff Brigadier Ajjmad, 800 
Hasan Pasha, 212, 219-20 
Hasan, Qasim, 412-15, 418-19, 422, 

427, 430-32, 435-36, 438, 457-60 
Hasan, Brigadier SiddTq, 902 
Hashim, HadT (also known as HadT 

Hashim al-A ‘ dhamT), 615, 674-75, 
709, 714, 852, 929, 960, 978, 986 

Hashim, MahdT, 399, 412, 414-15, 418
19, 422-23, 430-31, 434-36, 438-39, 
446, 500, 710

al-HashimT, AbH Taleb, 1023 
al-HashimT, Staff Brigadier Khalid 

MakkT, 790-91, 970, 974, 1003, 1006
1007, 1011, 1022, 1076n 

al-HashimT, Taha, 182-23, 203, 339, 
345, 358, 475-76, 667 

al-HashimT, YasTn, 28n, 113, 117, 180- 
SI, 184n, 190, 195-205, 207-208,
298, 303, 317, 337-38, 358, 422, 
436-37, 1158-60

HasTb, Khair-ud-DTn, 1063, 1066 
Hasqail, Sassoon, 311, 311n, 312n 
al-Hassan, Colonel Salman ‘Abd-ul- 

Majfd, 797, 892-93 
HayawT, Colonel Husain, 1092 
al-Hazza‘ , Brigadier ‘ Umar Muhammad, 

1092 ‘
al-HillawT, Jasim Muhammad, 1043 
al-HillT, Baqir, 179 
al-HindT, H3nT, 1029-30 
Hindu, MattT Hindi, 978, 984, 1069, 

1100
Hmud, ‘ AlTash-Shaikh, 755-56 
Hmud, Hdaib al-Hajj, 812-14, 844-45, 
‘ 948 ‘

Hochmann, I., 385
Humphrys, F ., 201, 268
al-HuranT, Akram, 723, 728-30, 743,

764, 816, 1224-25 
al-Husain, ‘ Abd-us-Sattar ‘Air, 794 
Husain, Nnfl ‘ Abd-ur-RazzS'q, 945, 1106 
Husain, Saddam, 999, 1079, 1084-87, 
‘ 1092-93, 1097, 1099, 1220-21,
1228-29

Ibn ‘ Abd-ul-Husain, Sayyid Muhammad, 
1157-60 ‘ ’
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Ibn Khaldun, 10
Ibn Sanad, al-BasrT al-Wa’ ilT, 42 
Ibrahim, ‘ Abd-ul-Fattah, 300-301, 303

305, 403, 465n, 534 ’
IbrahTm, ‘ Air, 1208 
IbrahTm, Muhsen, 1030 
IbrahTm, Saleh al-Hajj, 278, 280n, 313, 

314n, 3i6-17 ’
Ilyas, Hanna, 622-23 
a l-‘ Irs, Farhan, 356 
'Isa, Salim Ism a'll, 1043 
‘ Isa, Sulaiman, 742 
Isma'Tl, ‘Abdallah, 422 
Isma'Tl, ‘Abd-ul-Qader, 297n, 300-301, 

304, 403, 413-15, 420-22, 442, 444, 
536, 577, 580, 590, 594-95, 850, 854, 
899, 960

Isma'Tl, Fayez, 724, 741-42 
Isma'Tl, Yusuf, 403, 412-15, 418-19, 

422, 425, 430-31, 434-35, 440-42,
444, 446, 563, 601

aj-JabbarT, Captain Fatih Mulla Daud, 
914, 918 '

Jabr, Salilj, 182-83, 347-50, 358, 466, 
535, 546-49, 552-55, 557, 696, 742 

JadTd, Major General Salah, 1015, 
1226-27 ‘ '

aj-Jaf, HamTd, 104, 355 
aj-Jamaii, Fadil, 182-83, 359, 547-48 
Jamal-ud-DTn, Ahmad, 416-17, 420n 
JamTl, ‘ Abd-ul-GhanT, 166 
JamTl, ‘ Abd-ur-Rahman, 166 
Jamil, FakhrT, 187
JamTl, Husain, 300-301, 305-308, 403, 

844-45, 956 
JamTl, ‘ Isa, 166, 171n 
JamTl, Mustafa, 155 
aj-JanabT, Staff Brigadier Daud 

Salman, 892-93, 907, 914, 917, 989 
aj-JanabT, Lieutenant Colonel Isma'Tl, 

774
aj‘ Jaryan, Shaikh ‘Abd-ul-Muhsin, 104, 

354 '
aj-Jaryan, Shaikh ‘Addai, 90, 94, 546 
aj-Jaryan, Nayef, 48 
Jawad, Hashim, 836, 842, 844-45, 942 
Jawad, Hazem, 966, 968-69, 988, 1003

1004, 1017-18, 1022-23, 1025, 1216
17, 1226-27

Jawad, Major Muhammad ‘ AIT, 846, 888 
aj-JawahirT, Shaikh Jawad, 328 
aj-JawShirT, Muhammad MahdT, 30 5n, 

440, 615, 924/987 
aj-Jaza’ irT, Shaikh Ahmad, 753 
aj-JazrawT, Taha, 1088-89, 1220-21

Jilmiran, ‘Abd-ur-Rahman, 878-79 
Jilmiran, ‘ Adnan, 876-77, 879, 903 
Jomard, ‘ Abd-uj-Jabbar, 12, 812-13 
aj-JuburT, Hamid, 1029-30 
aj-JuburT, Hamzah Salman, 876-77, 

880-81, 960-61, 989 
aj-JuburT, C olonel IbrahTm Husain, 

792, 892-93, 902 ‘
aj-JuburT, Lieutenant Colonel SabrT 

Khalaf, 1011 ‘

Kadhim, Jawad, 1043, 1106 
Kadhim, Major Jawad, 895 
Kak, Ahmad, 165
Kakai, as-Sayyid Rustum as-Sayyid 

Muhammad, 58 
Kamal, ‘AIT, 356 
Kam31, IbrahTm, 323, 348 
al-KamalF, ShafTq, 1086-87, 1228-29 
Kammunah, Sadeq, 306 
Kannah, Khalil, 354 
al-Karbas, Hasan ‘ Abbas, 418-19, 422, 

431, 439, 446
Kashif-ul-Ghata’ , Shaikh Muhammad 

Husain, 295, 694
al-KawakibT, ‘Abd-ur-Rahman, 367-70, 

402 -
Kemal, Mustafa, 198, 221, 1140, 

1142-44 ‘ ‘
KhaddurT, KhaddurT, 310 
al-KhadrT, Muhammad Ahmad, 1102 
al-Khairallah, Shaikh M5han, 48n, 49n, 

57n, 104, 111, 354 ‘
KhairT, ZakT, 399, 403, 412, 414-15, 

420-22, 426-27, 434-36, 438-39, 443
47, 449, 450n, 460, 522, 793, 850, 
852, 891-92, 901-902, 936, 938, 941, 
949, 958, 986, 1035, 1042, 1054-57, 
1060, 1106

al-Khaizaran, F aisa l Habib, 966, 968
69, 1216-17, 1224-25 

al-Khaizaran, Shaikh Habib, 113 
Khajadur, Ara, 962-63, 1042, 1046, 

1106
al-KhalidT, TawfTq, 334 
al-KhalTfah, Shaikh Majid, 104, 121, 

124, 126, 130, 355, 610-11 
KhalTfah, Zakiyyah, 1043 
al-Khali^T, Shaikh MahdT, 326n, 1141, 

1144, 1146
al-Khali^T, Shaikh Muhammad, 1141-45, 

1158-59 ‘
Khalkhal, HamTd, 968-69, 1003-1004, 

1218-19
Khammas, Staff Colonel HadT, 1028 
Khanaqah, Ahmad-i, 158
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Khanov, HajjT Ya'qub, 1159 
al-Khatlb, ‘ Abd-ul-Hamld, 405-406, 

409n, 411, 414-17 j 430-31 
al-Khatlb, Ahmad, 1030 
Khattab, Staff Brigadier Mahmud Sheet, 

1007 ’
al-KhawarizmT, Abu Bakr, 39 
al-Khawjah, RashTd, 322-23 
al-Khayyun, Shaikh Salim, 115 
Khdayyer, Sattar, 1208 
al-KhudairT, ‘Abd-ul-Mun‘ im, 278, 315 
al-Khudairl, ‘ Abd-ul-Qader, 282, 314 
al-KhudairT, NajT, 278, 315 
al-KhudairT, Qasim, 314-15 
al-KhudairT, Yasm , 317n 
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148, 150-52; Ba'thist membership in, 
1017n; big and middling shaikhs of, 
130-31; causes and effects of migra
tions from, 132-38, 142-52; Commu
nist activities and strength in, 492, 
608, 610-11, 629, 634, 649, 663-65, 
948, 952-53, 1188-89, 1202; condi
tions o f peasants in, 142-47; land 
system in, 119-32 

'Anah, 66, 719, 995, 998 
Andrew Weir and Co., 246, 270, 316 
Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930, 116, 195, 

200, 296, 332, 335-36, 545-46 
‘ Aqd-ul-Akrad, 39, 978, 982-84, 1114n.

S ee a lso  Bab-ush-Shaikh 
Arab Nationalist Movement, see 

al-Harakiyyln
Arab Socia list Union (Iraq), 1031,

1038, 1041

Arameans, 6, 866-67, 869, 875, 883.
S ee also  Christians 

‘ Arbat, 467, 563, 611-14 
ArbTl, 45, 66, 607-608, 611, 629, 634, 

664, 704, 951-53, 1188-89, 1202 
“ aristocrat” -o ffic ia ls , 6, 11-12; com

ponents of, 212-15; conditions in 
British period, 220-21; influence 
more continuous than that of walT 
from 1831 to 1917, reasons, 218-19; 
intermarriage patterns, 215; and 
mahsubiyyah system, 217; role under 
monarchy, 221-23; roots of, 211; 
share in appointments to premiership 
and cabinet, 176, 178-79; socia l 
status of, 215-16; and uprising of 
1920, 220-21, 1114

Armenians, 6, 13, 40n, 233, 245n, 373
74, 392-93, 576, 608, 628, 700, 
1190-92

army; as “ the spinal column for 
nation-forming,”  26; and Ba'th party, 
794, 871, 968-73, 1003, 1010-12, 
1019, 1025-26, 1028, 1030-31, 1093
95; and Communists, 445-46, 632, 
644, 651-52, 704, 789, 792-94, 890
95, 902-903, 1053, 1055, 1170,1193
1201, 1204, 1208-1209; and coups of 
1936-1941, 28-30, 298-99, 303-304, 
439, 442-44; and English, 90, 92; 
and ex-Sharifian officers, 27-29; and 
Hashemite monarchy, 26-27, 30-31, 
102; and Iraqists, 29; and pan-Arab 
trend, 29; and Revolution of 1958, 
764-807; role of Takrltis in, 1089, 
1092-93; sectarian divisions within, 
45, 765. S ee also  army officers; ex- 
Sharlfian officers; Free Officers 

army officers: c lass character of 
actions of, 28-29, 1131-33; d isa ffec
tion under monarchy, 765-67; fall 
into disrepute after Arab-Israeli War 
of 1967, 1065-66; localism  of, 765; 
pay in Ottoman, monarchic, and re
publican periods, 768-69, 846, 1129
30; privileges of, 764, 766, 843,
1064; soc ia l com position of, 764-65, 
1114; various factions of, 1092-93. 
See also  army; ex-Sharifian officers; 
Free Officers
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‘Asarah nibharim, 255 
ashraf, s e e  sadah 
asnaf, 19, 21-22, 639 
A ssociation  against Imperialism, 297, 

414-15, 431-33, 457, 1155 
A ssociation  of P eople ’ s Reform, 297, 

303-304, 440-44, 476 
Assyrians, 13, 40n, 71, 90, 404-406, 

700, 866, 869, 913, 1190-92 
a l-‘Aunah, 145

Bab-ush-Shaikh, 18, 21, 166, 413, 424
2 5 ,4 3 9 ,6 6 9 ,9 8 2 -8 3 ,1 1 1 4 . See also  
‘ Aqd-ul-Akrad

Baghdad: Sunnr ashrai of, 154-55; 
calamities in past centuries, 15; 
common slogan at turn of century, 14; 
cosmopolitanism or socia l openness 
of “ aristocracy”  of, 160, 216, 224; 
growth of population of, 5, 35, 132
33, 1124; Jewish commercial domi
nance prior to 1949 at, 244-58; Jew
ish population of, 248; mahallah 
loyalty in, 21; mahallahs of, 18-19; 
marriage practices at, 224; prominent 
families of, 44n-45n; stratification 
under Mamluks at, 9-10; Sunnism of 
socia lly  dominant families of, 44 

Baghdad Pact, 32, 679-89 
Baltah Lim an! Anglo-Ottoman Conven

tion of 1838, 238
banks, 243, 251, 268, 270-71, 316,

472, 475, 1031, 1120, 1122. See also  
sarrafs

Basrah: ajalls of, 167-68; Ba'thist 
membership at, 743, 1017n; Commu
nist activities and strength in, 404
417, 422. 427-30, 435, 485, 492, 543, 
621, 634, 636-38, 652, 663, 704, 948, 
952-53, 1188-89, 1202, 1215; loca list 
inclinations under Ottomans, 17; 
population of, 35, 133, 261; separa
tist tendencies in British period of 
mallaks, 189; the shuyukh asl of and 
their scale  of values, 158-59, 224-25; 
shipbuilding at, 260; strength of Jew
ish commercial position at, 247; 
Sunnism of socia lly  dominant fami
lies , 44

Ba'th party of Iraq: and ‘ Abd-un-Nasir 
and Nasirites, 816, 965, 1014-16, 
1018, 1030-32, 1098; and army, 794, 
871, 968-73, 1003, 1006, 1010-12, 
1016, 1019, 1022-26, 1028, 1030-32, 
1074-77, 1089, 1092-95, 1129-30;

categories of membership, 1010; and 
C .I.A ., 985-86; and coup of February 
1963, 967-73, 974-82; and coup of 17 
July 1968, 1073-75; and coup of 30 
July 1968, 1073, 1077; and Free 
Officers, 794, 803, 932; and 
HarakiyyTn, 1014-15; ideology, 466, 
480, 730-41, 1014, 1077-79, 1082-84; 
in Mosul, 869, 872-73, 881; internal 
divisions, 1016-25, 1093-94, 1097; 
Internal Rules of 1947, 743-44; Inter
nal Statutes of 1954, 744-45; and 
Iraqi Communists, 688, 751, 758, 
760-63, 808, 827-28, 831-32, 854-55, 
857, 859, 887, 895, 956-57, 972-73, 
976-80, 985-91, 1014, 1052-53, 1098
1100; and Kurds, 762n, 1014, 1094, 
1097, 1102; leadership, 742-43, 745
48, 815, 818, 832-33, 869, 966-70, 
1003-1007, 1012-13, 1016-17, 1079
85, 1086-89, 1125,1216-30; localistic  
ties within, 1079, 1088-93, 1132; 
and middle class, 1124-31, 1133-34; 
and Nationalist Guard, 1011-13,
1015, 1019, 1022-26; National Securi
ty Bureau of, 1085; numerical 
strength and popular support, 742-43, 
816, 872, 898, 1010, 1078; organiza
tion, 480, 743-47, 1010; origins, 300, 
668, 741-43; and peasants, 743,
1016, 1095-96; policies, 815-18,832, 
873, 931-32, 956-57, 1018, 1020-21, 
1093; prospects of regime of, 1133
34; and Qasim, 831-32, 873, 931-32, 
956-57, 965, 967-73, 974-82, 981; 
and Revolution of 1958, 803, 815-18; 
role of TakrTtis in Ba'th regime,
1028, 1079, 1088-93, 1132; and 
ShTTs, 748, 983, 1017, 1078-79,
1132; socia l composition, 748, 1016
17, 1078-83, 1114, 1125; and Soviet 
Union, 990-91, 1014, 1101, 1107
1108; and students, 742-43, 967, 
1016, 1078n; and SunnTs, 1017, 1078
80; and workers, 1016, 1095-96, 
1127-28

Ba'th party of Syria, 722-41, 743-48, 
815-16, 822-27, 1015-16, 1020-22, 
1024-25, 1224-30

Birch, Marr, and Co., 246, 268
Bolsheviks, 1137-40, 1142-49. See 

also  Communist International; KUTV; 
Soviet Union

bureaucracy: growth of, 33, 1120-24, 
parasitic character of, 1124

I
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Capitulations, Treaty of 1675 and 

amendments, 237 
CENTO, 899, 915
Centre for the Unity of the Communist 

Parties in the Arab Countries, 384, 
575, 578-79

chalabis: characteristics of or re
spects in which they differed from 
Jewish merchants, 258-62; distin
guished from nouveaux riches, 275; 
distrust for method of cooperative 
enterprise, 225-26; division of Otto
man empire damaging to, 262; 
dwarfed by Jewish component of mer
cantile c lass , 244-47; financial 
capacity of, 225-26; leading role in 
oppositional or insurrectionary move
ments, 293-310; links to local indus
try, 259-60; matrimonial alliances 
with sadah, 160, 224; meaning of 
term, 224; non-Iraqi origin of many, 
261-62; politica l weight or role of, 
274-75, 282-85, 289-97; share in 
appointments to premiership and 
cabinet under monarchy, 176, 178-79; 
soc ia l status of, 224-25; some oper
ated on Near Eastern sca le , 260; 
tied to pastoral or seminomadic 
economy and to Arab tribal families, 
259; and Uprising of 1920, 293-94, 
1114. See also  merchants 

Chaldeans, 13, 40n, 700, 874, 1190
92. See a lso  Christians 

charkhachTs, 85
Chinese Communists, see  P eop le ’ s 

China
Christians: as an autonomous millah, 

19; Baghdad quarters of, 18; c lo s e 
ness of business ties between 
wealthiest Christian merchants and 
Moslem big men of commerce, 318; 
increase at Basrah under the English 
in holdings of, 261; membership in 
Ba’ th party in 1955, 743; noninvolve
ment in the net of politics of richest 
Christians, 312; number of, 40; num
ber and financial capacity of mer
chants at Baghdad, 245; progress of 
Communists among, 408-409, 422,
424, 651, 699-701, 996-97, 998, ’ 
1190-92, 1195-96, 1201; standing in 
hierarchy of religion, 9. S ee also  
Arameans; Armenians; Assyrians; 
Chaldeans ’
C .I.A ., 899, 985-86

class: applicability of concept to 
Iraq, 5-12; bareness and crudity of 
Iraq’ s c lass differences, 481; class 
aspect of conflicts and soc ia l frame
work in the English and monarchic 
periods, 1113-16; c lass character of 
actions of army officers, 28-29, 
1131-33; c lass  factor in Mosul 
events of 1959, 866, 869-70; and 
consciousness, 7-8; definition of,
6 - 8; effects of flooding on Iraq’ s 
c lass structure, 9; and kafa’ah in 
marriage, 10; middle c lass character 
of post-1958 regimes, 1116-17, 1124
33; objective aspect of, 7-8; and 
Qur’an, 10; subjective aspect of,
7- 8. See also mallaks', manufactur
ers; merchants; middle c la ss ; peas
ants; property; workers

Cominform, see Information Bureau of 
Communist and Workers’ Parties 

Comintern, see Communist Inter
national

commerce, see merchants; trade 
Committee for the Organization Abroad 

(a committee of the Communist party 
of Iraq), 1035-36, 1045n, 1048-57, 
1060-61

Committee of Arab Democrats in Paris, 
563, 600-602

Committees for the D efence of the R e
public, 858, 890, 906 , 922 

communications, 32-33, 36, 226-29, 
238-40, 264-65

Communist International, 304, 374-86, 
437, 574-76, 1149-55. S ee also  
KUTV

Communist party of Egypt, 374-82 
Communist party of France, 384-85,

1151
Communist party of Great Britain,

1151, 1166
Communist party of Iraq (index for 

Book One only), 297, 304-307 
Communist party of Iraq (Central 

Command), 1069-71, 1098-1101 
Communist party of Lebanon, 382-83 
Communist party of Palestine, 383-86, 

1151-52
Communist party of the Soviet Union, 

see  Soviet Union
Communist party of Syria, 374, 382-83, 

578-86, 588-91, 594-96, 726, 822-27, 
861-62, 1166. See a lso  Index II: 
Bakdash, Khalid
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Communist University of the Toilers 
of the East, see  KUTV 

Constitutional Union party (Hizb-ul- 
Ittihad-id-DusturT), 12, 104, 352, 
354-57, 696

coup of 1936, 28-29, 118-19, 337-38, 
439-44, 470, 1113

da wafT, 85 
dayyanim, 255-56 
dhalam, 86
dhurriyyah waqf, see  waqf dhurrT 
dTrah, 41, 71-72, 229 
DTwaniyyah, 84, 100-101, 104, 156,

162, 165, 195, 467-68, 492, 608,634, 
663, 743, 948, 950, 952-53, 1016, 
1017n, 1083, 1188-89, 1202 

dTwan-khanah, 86, 96

East India Co., 236, 249, 252 
Eastern Bank, 243, 246, 254, 268 
education, 25, 34-35, 477, 480-82, 

645-48, 1120, 1123 
Euphrates River: not navigable with 

ease by steamers, 13; waters more 
easily distributed than those of 
T igris, 55

Euphrates and Tigris Steam Naviga
tion C o., 268, 270. See also  Index I: 
Lynch

ex-Sharlfian officers, 6, 11-12, 28n, 
101, 175-79, 185, 202-203, 209, 221; 
and army, 27-29, 203, 333-34; atti
tude of traditional families toward, 
322; blood interrelationships, 322-23; 
c lass affiliation, 319-20; degree of 
their penetration of military estab
lishment, 333-34; factors making for 
their cohesion, 322-23; number of, 
319; origins, 319; role in the govern
ment, 1115-16; share in appointments 
to premiership and cabinet, 176, 178
79; shared experiences, 322; status,
319- 20, 322; temper and ideas,
320- 22

Fabians, 302, 373, 377 
family: and c lass, 5-7, 10; closedness 

of extended family as a basis of 
political power, 1084, 1132; extend
ed family as one ultimate constituent 
of c lass, 63; importance of extended 
family as a means for the propaga
tion of ideas, 403, 412; Islamic law 
of inheritance and the economic

strength of, 55-56; and kafa’ah, 10; 
pattern of marital alliances, 215-16, 
224-25, 322-23; and Personal Status 
Law of 1959, 1018. S ee also  
fasliyyat; zawaj-ul-hibah; zawaj-ul- 
waqf _

al-FarTdah al-'Arifah, 85 
lasl, 20, 145-46 
fasliyyat, 146
Fayliyyah (or FuwailT) Kurds, 39-40, 

968, 983
Fedayeen, 1096-97, 1104-1105 
Free O fficers: basic sources for the 

history of, 767-770; composition of 
Committee-in-Reserve of, 28n, 790
91, 1125; composition of Supreme 
Committee of, 28n, 778-84, 1125; 
contact with ‘ Abd-un-Nasir, 795; 
contacts with political parties, 793
94; history of, 770-803; ideas and 
feelings of, 771-72, 776-77, 795-96, 
806, 833-34, 836-39, 841-43; indirect 
contact with Soviet ambassador in 
Cairo, 795; internal rules and organi
zational structure, 777, 782-83; 
numerical strength, 783; preparation 
of 1958 coup, 796-800; pulling of 
coup, 800-803; tensions within 
Supreme Committee of, 797-800, 809. 
See also  army; army officers

gaon, 254
GawurpaghT, “ massacre”  of, 532-33, 

545, 623-24, 627 
General Federation of Peasants’ 

Associations, 882, 897, 906, 923-24, 
948-49, 956

General Federation of Trade Unions, 
897 , 900, 922 , 944 , 946-48 

General Strike of 1931, 200-201, 295
96, 470

General Union of Iraqi Students, 858
59, 882, 946 

ghabTlah, 255 
goran, 70
Great Britain, 112, 172-75, 195, 202; 

balancing of tribes against towns,
24; commercial ascendancy in Iraq, 
236-46, 266-70; and Faisal I, 324-32; 
and Ghazr, 342-44; and Iraqi Commu
nists, 430-31, 478-79, 524-25, 529, 
550-51, 554, 574, 606, 616-27, 679
89, 694, 751-57, 900; and Jewish 
merchants, 247-49, 311; and National 
Democratic party, 307-309; negative
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role of, 24; and Nuri as-SaTd, 335
36, 342-48; positive contributions of, 
24-25; and Qasim, 900; and ShTTs, 
49, 326, 328, 330-31. S ee also  
aghas; Anglo-Iraqi Treaty of 1930; 
Baghdad Pact; Hashemite monarchy; 
Iraqi Petroleum Co.; Portsmouth 
Agreement of 1948; sadah; shaikhs 

Groupe Clarte, 375-76

hakham bashT, 255-57 
hakhamlm, 256-57
al-Harakiyym (Harakat-ul-QawmiyyTn- 

i l - ‘ Arab: The Arab Nationalist Move
ment), 791, 1014-15, 1029-31, 1033
34, 1052-53, 1098 

HasawTs, 140
Hashemite monarchy: and army, 26-27, 

30-31; and British, 25, 31-32, 89-92, 
175-95, 199; moral divorce from 
politically  conscious strata, 34; and 
nationalists, 30, 184-85; and nation
state building, 25-36; and ShT'Ts, 25, 
47, 49; soc ia l meaning of, 27-36; and 
tribal shaikhs, 31-32, 99-110. See  
also  Index II: ‘ Abd-ul-Ilah; Faisal I; 
F aisa l II; GhazT. Index III: royal 
family

al-Haydarkhanah, 18, 21 
al-Hayy, 39n, 468, 754-56 
Hillah, 40-41, 83n, 112, 152, 156, 

228-29, 260, 302, 608, 629-30, 634, 
649, 663, 743, 948, 1017n, 1083, 
1188-89, 1202

al-Hizb-ul-Hurr-ul-LadmT (The Anti
Religious Liberal party), 372, 406
410, 695, 819

Hizb-ul-Ikha’ -il-Watanr (The Party of 
National Brotherhood), 194, 201-202 

Hizb-uj-JazTrah (The Party of the 
Peninsula), 1148 

hushiyyah, 83-85, 144, 150, 665

Imperial Chemical Industries, 246 
267, 460

Imperial Ottoman Bank, 243, 246 
Independence party (Hizb-ul-Istiqlal), 

293-94, 297, 299-300, 531, 547-48, 
551-53, 563, 666-67, 681-82, 686-88, 
742, 758, 761, 762n, 763, 794, 803, 
814, 854, 859, 872, 895, 967, 1014 

industry: in the days of Mamluks,231, 
236; under centralizing Ottoman su l
tans, 240; under the monarchy, 22,
240, 268, 271-74, 316-18, 840; under

the republic, 838-40, 1031, 1120-21. 
S ee also  manufacturers 

Information Bureau of the Communist 
and Workers’ Parties, 561-63 

intelligentsia (new): birth of, 22-23; 
cost of living for, 473-75; discontent 
of, 645-47; excluded from political 
power, 476; increase in numbers of, 
25, 34-35, 1120, 1126; progress of 
Ba'thists among, 743, 747, 1016, 
1082; progress of Communists among, 
644-48, 701-703, 705, 1168, 1172, •
1175-76, 1204, 1209, 1212. S ee also  
students

Intiladah of 1952, 31, 119, 470-73, 
666-70, 806

Intifadah of 1956, 31, 471, 751-57, 806 
Iran (or Persia), 41, 155, 157, 1093, 

1105, 1108, 1144-47 
Iranians (or Persians), 15, 24, 37, 40, 

155-56, 233, 1190-92 
Iraq National Oil C o., 1066, 1076-77 
Iraq Petroleum Co., 189, 246, 270, 

622-27, 959, 1033, 1065-66, 1074, 
1076, 1097, 1109. S ee a lso  oil 

Iraqi Democratic Youth Federation,
858, 897, 907, 922, 923, 945

Jalal Khalid, 391, 400-402 
Jam'iyyat Bain-an-Nahrain (The A sso 

ciation of Mesopotamia), 1143-46,
1159

Jews: Arabization of, 258; as an 
autonomous rnillah, 19, 254-57; 
Baghdad quarters of, 18; comfortable 
with British policy , 311; commer
c ia l ascendancy of, causes, 244-54; 
connections with coreligionists 
abroad, 251-54; demographic growth 
at Baghdad from 1794 to 1947, 248; 
and idea of an autonomous Jewish 
state in Mesopotamia, 288; impor
tance in transit trade, 233; influence 
as merchant-sarrafs under Mamluks, 
283-84; mass exodus of, 5, 270-71, 
701; monopoly of sairalah business, 
250-51; polarization of wealth among, 
257-58; progress of Communists 
among, 650-51, 699-701, 1190-92,
1195, 1201; project to colon ize Iraq, 
286-89; role in rise of communism in 
Arab East, 374-77, 382-86, 423, 448; 
standing in hierarchy of religion, 9; 
and Young Turks, 286-89. See also  
merchants; sarrafs

INDEX III
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al-Kadhimiyyah, 18, 315, 608-609, 978, 

980,'983-84, 1143-44, 1146 
kata’ah, 10, 216
Karbala’ , 40-41, 82, 161, 260, 608,

649, 663, 695-98, 743, 948, 952-53, 
1083, 1141-43, 1146-47, 1188, 1202
1203

kasabah, 18, 1209 
khadTr, 159
khawah (or ukhuwwah), 98, 229, 229n, 

514
khulam, 86 
khums, 149, 156
Kirkuk, 33, 38, 46, 66, 158, 212-13, 

492, 532-33, 608, 611, 622-24, 629
30, 634, 649, 663, 912-21, 1188-89, 
1202

koda, 96, 106-107
Kurdish Democratic party, 544, 551, 

565, 629n, 688, 762, 828, 859, 908
910, 915, 930, 934, 972, 1054, 1102
1103, 1109, 1134

Kurds: ascendancy of warring clans
men over nontribal cultivating 
miskihs, 46-47, 70-71; and Ba‘ th 
party, 762n, 1014, 1094, 1097, 1102; 
chiefs of mystic paths and leading 
sadah among, 58-61, 79, 164-65; the 
Communists and the problem of, 437, 
514, 720, 749, 958-59, 1035-36, 1053
54, 1059, 1102; Communist work 
among, 611-14, 622-24, 628-30, 634, 
663; conditions of peasants, 139-40, 
142-44; and the Days of March 1959 
at Mosul, 866-69, 874, 876-78, 883
86, 888; distinction between Turk
men and Kurds in Arbll district, 45; 
Faisal I and public appointments for, 
26; geographic home of, 38-39; and 
July 1959 incidents at Kirkuk, 912
19; membership in the Supreme Com
mittee of Free Officers, 1423; number 
of, 40; and particularist or Iraqist 
trend within army, 29, 818; powerful 
influence of sufism over, 39; princi
pal landed families in 1958, 58-61; 
progress of Communists among, 424, 
512, 607-608, 611-14, 649-50, 662-64, 
699-701, 704, 749, 821, 952-53, 996
97, 1036, 1040, 1046, 1061, 1071, 
1190-92, 1195-96, 1202; and Qasim, 
948, 958, 967; reigning families in 
Ottoman times, 70-71; risings of,
193, 467-68, 664, 1053-54, 1094; 
soc ia l estimation among, 158;

Twelve-Point Proposal of June 1966, 
1063n. See also  aghas; Fayliyyah 
Kurds; Kurdish Democratic party; 
Ruzkari Kurd party; Shursh group 

Kut, 56, 83n, 96, 100, 112, 116, 150- 
SI, 492, 634, 663, 690, 692-93,
1017n, 1188-89, 1202 

KUTV (Communist University of the 
Toilers of the East), 412, 414-15,
421, 430-31, 491, 575, 578, 1154

Laborers, see workers 
al-Ladlm party, see al-Hizb-ul-Hurr- 

ul-LadnlT
land revenue, see revenue 
landowners, see mallaks 
lazmah tenure, 53, 55-56, 63-64, 108

109, 128, 154-55, 165, 469 
League against Imperialism and C olo

nial Oppression, 379, 400, 412, 414
15, 575, 1152-55

League against Zionism, 531-32, 594, 
598, 605, 643

League of Iraqi Communists (Rabitat- 
ush-ShuyU'iyyln-il-TraqiyyTn), 506
508, 522, 544, 577 

League for the Defence of Women’ s 
Rights, 705, 858, 882-83, 896-97,
910, 946, 1205

Liberal party (Hizb-ul-Ahrar), 531,
533, 536, 564-65 '

ma'dan, 16, 45, 63, 68, 160 
mahallah, 18-19; mentality of, 19-21; 

role in the progress of communism, 
412-13, 424-25 

mahsubiyyah, 217 
Majlis-ul-Mab'uthan, 95, 103 
mallakiyyah, 163
mallaks (landowners): closin g  of ranks 

in fifties of upper segments of, 11
12, 102, 105-110; coincidence of 
mallak-peasant division with sectar
ian or ethnic division, 44-46; distri
bution of landholdings in ‘ AmSrah 
province in 1944, 129; distribution of 
landholdings in Kut province in 1958, 
56; diversity of component elements 
of, 6, 57; exemption from taxation of, 
12, 105-107; geographic location of 
land of small and large mallaks, 55
56; number in 1958 of, 53-54; partial
ity of fisca l policy toward, 105-107; 
pattern of landholdings in 1958 and 
1973 ,53-57,1117. See a lso  aghas;
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“ aristocrat” -officia ls; merchants; 
sadah; shaikhs

—principal landed families in 1958, 
57-62; relationship to state structure 
of, 62, 1115; sectarian and ethnic 
breakdown of, 49, 62 

Mamluks (Georgian), 8-10, 41-42, 66, 
72-74, 166-68, 213, 219-20, 226-36, 
254-55, 283-84

manufacturers, characteristics of, 272, 
274; encouraged under Qasim, 839
40; foothold in National Democratic 
party, 310; king of textile industry, 
an account of his growth, 316-18; 
partial nationalization of, 1031; rise 
of, 271-72; under the Ba'thists, 
1120-21

marriage: among “ aristocrat’ -officials, 
215-16; among ex-Sharlfian officers, 
322-23; between “ aristocrat” - 
officia ls and sadah, 215; between 
chalabTs and sadah, 224; kata’ah in, 
10, 216; under last, 145-46; zawaj-ul- 
hibah (gift marriage), 146; zawaj-ul- 
waqf (mortmain marriage), 146 

Marxists (for Book One only), 293, 
304-305, 309 

al-masalTkh, 428, 443 
al-MasTrah (The March), 563, 626-27 
mawalT, 69, 79 
mawlids, 23 
al-Maydan, 18, 214
merchants, chalabTcomponent of, 224

25, 258-62; ethnic-religious com posi
tion and financial capacity in 1938
1939 of Baghdad segment of, 245; 
importance of Jewish component of, 
244-58; matrimonial alliances, 160, 
224, 314, 314n; principal landed mer
chants in 1958, 58-61; principal mer
cantile families in 1958, 274, 276-81; 
share in government, 176, 178-79; 
ShTT component of, 5, 49, 271-72; 
shuyukh asl component of, 225. See  
also chalabTs; Jews 

—conditions', from 1831 to 1917, 235
43; in monarchic period, 262-71; 
under Mamluks, 226-35; under the re
public, 838-39, 1120, 1127-29, 1131 

—politica l role: in general, 274-75;
282- 83; from 1831 to 1917, 284-92; 
since 1917, 292-318; under Mamluks,
283- 84

middle c lass, and army coups of 1936
1941, 28-29; defined, 28n; drift to 
the left in forties and fifties, causes,

31, 473-75, 480-82, 644-47; effects 
of incohesiveness of, 1131; growth 
of, 1124-26; imprint upon post-1958 
regimes, 1116-17, 1125-33; political 
and socia l weight of, 1125-33; rise 
in status in monarchic period without 
commensurate rise in income, 34-35; 
shift in national income under repub
lic  in favor of, 1127-29 

Military Movement of 1941, 28-30, 101
102, 116-17, 205-206, 298-99, 337, 
451-62, 470, 806, 1113 

millah, 19, 254-57, 488-89 
mTrTsirf tenure, 53, 74-75, 97, 109,

240
miskms, 9, 46-47, 79-80, 86, 139-40 
monarchy, see Hashemite monarchy 
Moslem Brothers, 872, 1007, 1076 
Mosul (Mawsil): Ba'thist activities 

and support at, 743, 869, 872-73,
881, 1017n; class feelings at, 12, 
866, 869-71; closedness of “ aristo
cratic”  society  of, 159-60, 216; c o l
lisions between Ba'thists and 
HarakiyyTn in 1963 at, 1014-1015; 
Communist activities and strength 
in, 608-609, 629, 635, 663, 704, 868
69, 873-89, 952-53, 1188-89, 1202; 
Days of March 1959 at, 866-89; d ic
tatorship of Muhammad ChalabT 
SabunjT at, 289-92; freedom from 
flooding and relative rigidity of 
forms of soc ia l life at, 9; history of 
socia lly  dominant family of, 214-15; 
mahallah loyalty in, 20-21; popula
tion of, 35; qabadayat at, 869; sadah 
families of, 156-57; SunnTsm of in
habitants of, 43; tribal and ethnic 
divisions in, 866, 869; union of 
Mosul with Iraq and oil rights, 189 

mudawwarah, s e e  saniyyah 
mudTi, 72, 85, 95-96, 103 
mugharisjr, s e e  ta'ab 
muharramat, 156
mujtahids, 44, 85, 694; contacts with 

Bolsheviks, 1142-47; decline in fif
ties of influence of, 753-54; power 
of, 82, 1141; role in the indepen
dence movement and in Uprising of 
1920, 1114, 1141-42; and Union of 
‘Ulama’ Society, 1146-47. S ee also  
‘ ulama’

mukhtar, appointment to position con 
sidered degrading in Ottoman times, 
196

multazim, 72
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mulk tenure, 53, 56, 74, 154 
muman, 42, 85-86, 143 
muqata'ahs, rise of, 64; organization 

of, 83-86, 95 
murabba'jT, 142
al-Mu’ tamariyyun, 497-98, 502, 504-506 
Muthanna Club, 293, 297-99, 478 
mutlaq, 143

naggash, 139-40
an-NahiJah party, 185, 327-28, 330-31 
nahwah, 159
Naim Transport C o., 246 
Najaf: Ba'thist “ active”  membership 

at, 1017n; Communist activities and 
strength in, 629, 634, 670, 694, 696, 
704, 752-54, 1140-43, 1146-47, 1189; 
1915 Constitution of Buraq quarter 
of, 19-20; role of town’ s ShT'T 
schools, 41; rising of 1956 at, 752
54; sidanah of ‘ Alid sanctuary and 
riches and power at, 161; strength of 
maballah mentality in, 19-20; under
ground town at, 468, 752 

NaqshbandT (sufl) order, 39n, 43, 79, 
158 ‘

Narodniks (Russian Populists), 302 
nasi, 255
Nasirites, 1014-16, 1018, 1027-34,

1036, 1038-39, 1041, 1053, 1063-66, 
1074, 1098. See also  Index IX: ‘ Abd- 
un-Nasir, Gamal. Index III: al- 
Harakiyylh

Nasiriyyah, 37, 41, 302, 404, 406-409, 
428-29, 435, 492, 634, 652, 704, 742
43, 948, 952-53, 1001, 1017n, 1083, 
1189, 1210-11

National Democratic party (al-Hizb-ul- 
WatanT-d-DimuqratT): in countryside, 
104, 948-49; ideas, p o licies , and 
program, 305, 307-310, 480, 533, 536, 
551-52, 565, 666-67, 681, 760-63,
818; and industrialist c lass , 310-11; 
and Iraqi Communists, 306-307, 478, 
533-35, 564-65, 666-67, 681-83, 686
88, 758, 760-63, 855, 857, 859, 874, 
901, 904-906, 908, 930, 934-35, 948
49, 955-56; finances, 654-56; leader
ship, 221, 281n, 297, 306-307, 310, 
531; numerical strength and popular 
support, 306, 310, 924, 934, 948-49; 
origins, 297, 305; “ Progressive 
Wing”  of, 307, 544, 551, 565; and 
Qasim, 310, 818, 828, 842-43, 874, 
901, 904-906, 908-909, 948-49; and 
Revolution of 1958, 803; soc ia l com

position, 306; and Soviet Union, 308
309; and splinter National Progres
sive party, 955-56

national income, 840, 1120, 1127-28 
National Liberation party (Hizb-ut- 

Taharrur-il-WatanT), 531, 535, 549,
559, 593-94, 605, 643 

National party (al-Hizb-ul-Watanl): 
and Artisans’ A ssociation , 296-97; 
as source of leadership for basic 
oppositional tendencies in Iraq, 297; 
and Communist International, 1154; 
and English, 185, 295; finances,
296; ideas and policies, 200-201, 
295-97; and Iraqi Communists, 297, 
404, 417, 421, 429-30, 490; leader
ship, 293-96; origins, 293, 295; ■
socia l composition, 295, 1114; and 
Soviet Union, 1158-60 

National Union party (Hizb-ul-Ittihad- 
il-WatanT), 305, 531, 534 

Nationalist Guard, 1011-13, 1015,
1019, 1022-23, 1026 

nationalism: and “ aristocrat” - 
o fficia ls, 220-21; and army coups of 
1936-1941, 28-30; birth and diffusion 
of, 22-24; Communist stand on Arab 
unity, 818-31, 1037, 1070; conflict 
between nationalists and Communists 
in 1958-1963 and its consequences, 
864-65; and Hashemite monarchy, 25
30; question of Arab unity after the 
1958 Revolution, 815-18; the pan- 
Arab trend and its strength in Iraq,
29, 298-300, 832; and peasants, 36; 
reasons for nationalist frustrations 
in 1958-1963, 831-34; and Revolution 
of 1958, 36; and sadah, 165-75; and 
Uprising of 1920, 23-24, 36, 119, 
220-21; and Wathbah of 1948, 36. See 
also  Ba'th party; al-Harakiyylh; In
dependence party; Military Movement . 
of 1941; Muthanna Club; Nasirites; 
National party

Nuqrat-us-Salman, 690-91, 1001, 1209

oil: circumstances under which con
cession  obtained, 189, 207; and 
economic autonomy of state from 
society, 34, 1116; and Law No. 80 of 
1961, 959; nationalization of Iraq 
Petroleum Co., 1097; revenue, 34, 
106-107. See also  Iraq Petroleum Co. 

Orozdi Back, 246
Ottomans, agriculture in the time of, 

238-39, 241-42; championed cause of
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towns against tribes, 24; conditions 
of merchants under, 235-43; industry 
in the days of, 240; land policy  of, 
72, 74-78, 120-22, 162, 240-41; taxes 
under, 96, 106, 121-22, 162, 168-69, 
242, 255-56; tribal policy of, 74-78, 
162

Palestine question, 597-603, 821, 
1070-71, 1096-97, 1104-1105 

Party o f the Unity of the Communists 
in Iraq (Wahdat-ush-Shuyu‘ iyym 
ff-l-Traq), 673, 711

Peace Partisans, 666-67, 682, 686-87, 
858, 879-80, 882, 914, 945-46 

peasants: c lass behavior in Mosul 
region in 1959 of, 866, 869-70; coin 
cidence of mallak-peasant division 
with sectarian or ethnic division, 
44-46; Communist work among, 609
614, 633, 664-65, 948-49; dominated 
by Ahl-ul-Ibl in eighteenth and nine
teenth centuries, 68-71; dues co lle c t
ed by shaikh or agha from, 143-44; 
and forced labor, 145; greater con
centration in irrigation zone than in 
rain-fed regions, 140; income of, 144
45; large-scale migrations to Bagh
dad and other towns, 31, 35-36, 132
38, 473; living conditions of, 140-47; 
lot of peasant women, 145-46; and 
national idea, 36; progress of 
Ba'thists among, 743, 1016, 1078, 
1082; progress of Communists among, 
649, 701-702, 705, 897, 924, 999,
1169, 1173-74, 1209; Revolution of 
1958 and alteration of pattern of life 
of, 807; risings of, 467-68, 563, 611
14, 664-65, 866, 869-70, 883-87; 
saved from semi-serfdom in nine
teenth and earlier centuries, 71; 
seizure of land and sacking of 
estates of shaikhs in 1958 in ‘Amarah 
and Kut by, 834; songs of, 141-42; 
under the Ba'thists, 1095-96, 1117
18. See a lso  General Federation of 
Peasants’ A ssociations; goran; 
mawSli; miskTns; ShurugTs

P eop le ’ s China, 677, 863, 910, 1056, 
1068, 1070

P eople ’ s party (Hizb-ush-Sha‘ b), 465n, 
479, 522, 531, 533-34, 544, 551, 565, 
586-96, 654-56

P eop le ’ s Resistance F orces, 847-49, 
857-58, 874, 884-88, 894-95, 905,
912, 914, 922

Persians, see  Iranians 
population, by age groups, 1185; ethnic 

composition of, 40; Jewish, 284; 
middle c la ss , 1126; migrations of,
15, 31, 132-38, 473, 1124-25; of 
Baghdad, 5, 15, 35, 248; o f Basrah, 
35, 133, 261; of Iraq, 1125; of Mosul, 
35; religious composition of, 40; 
rural, 40; urban, 40, 1124-25 

Portsmouth Agreement of 1948, 545
46, 550-51

Profintem (Communist International of 
Trade Unions), 385 

property (private): a consequence of 
land policy  initiated in 1932, 109
110; compare with tribal dTrah, 71-73; 
precariousness under Mamluks of, 8; 
and Qur’an, 10; relation between 
holding of property and holding of 
power, 1115-16; and SharTah, 10; 
significance of as a basis of socia l 
stratification, 8-9, 11; stabilization, 
expansion, and concentration in 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries 
of, 11; types of property in land, 53, 
55, 154-55, 169-70; uprooting after 
1958 of soc ia l power of large-scale 
private property, 1116-17. S ee also  
lazmah; mulk; tapu; waqt dhurrT 

pyshtmala, 86 ’

qabadayat, 869
QadirT (suH) order, 39, 43, 79, 154,

158, 169, 17On, 425, 612 
qahwajT, 85-86, 227-28 
al-qahwajiyyah, 143 
Qanbar ‘ AIT, 156, 166, 669, 983 
Qushal, 300

radd, s e e  mawalV 
rashshagah, s e e  hushiyyah 
ra’ s-ut-Tujjar, 227, 283 
Rayat-ush-ShaghghTlah group, 672, 711, 

719
revenue, s e e  taxes
Revolution of 1958, 36, 116, 119, 481, 

800-807, 1113
Revolutionary Command Council, of 

1963, 1003-1009, 1012-13, 1016,
1019, 1034; of 1968-1977, 1085-91, 
1125

R ifaT  (sufl) order, 39n, 154, 157, 169 
royal family, 58, 156, 158, 165, 311

12, 323, 352-53. S ee also  Index II: 
‘Abd-ul-Ilah; Faisal I; Faisal II;
GhazT. Index III: Hashemite monarchy
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Ruzkari Kurd party (party of Kurdish 
Liberation), 629, 635n

Sabeans, 9, 13, 40, 543, 634, 700, 
1190-92, 1195-96

sadah (or ashraf): of ‘ Amarah, 120,
122, 125, 128; and Arab nationalism, 
171-75; as guides of mystic brother
hood, 79; as leaders of tribes, 79, 
95n, 153, 158; authenticity of pedi
gree of questioned, 153; of Basrah, 
17; causes of decline in the govern
mental weight and whole soc ia l posi
tion of, 195, 209-210; characteristics 
of, 11, 153-57; charities given to, 
149-50; and communism in Najaf,
752; and ex-Sharifian officers, 177, 
221; intermarriage with chalabTs,
160, 224; intermarriage with families 
of “ aristocrat” -officia ls, 215; khums 
as perquisite of ShTT component of, 
149, 156; many Communist leaders 
stemmed from order of, 712, 999
1000, 1114; marshal (naqTb) of, 153
54, 158, 167-69; monopoly over edu
cation or ideological guidance, 167, 
169; muharramat of, 156; non-Iraqi 
origin of many of, 156-57; and Otto
man land and tribal p o licies , 75-76, 
162-63; origin of property, or wealth 
of, 160-65; political role or behavior 
of, 11-12, 165-210; principal landed 
members in 1958, 57-62; reasons for 
political disunity of, 193-94; relative 
soc ia l openness of Baghdad compo
nent of, 159-60; restlessness of, 
165-66; share in appointments to 
premiership and cabinet, 176, 178; 
soc ia l status, 9, 157-60, 216; SunnT 
ashraf families of Baghdad, 154-55; 
under the centralizing Ottoman su l
tans, 168-70; under the English, 172
95; under the Mamluks, 166-68; under 
the Young Turks, 170-72; and Up
rising of 1920, 173-75 

sadin, 161
as-SahTfah group, 389, 393-98, 412-15 
saniyyah, 76, 169-70, 218 
sarrat bashTs, 252-55, 283-84 
sarrafs, 6, 9, 243, 246, 251-57, 260,
' 271, 283-84, 293, 311 • 

as-sarkalah, 143
sarifas, 49, 108, 134-37, 473, 481-82; 

see also ShurugTs
Schalchiyyah workers, 545, 551, 555, 

617-21, 943, 1170

Shabaks, 40
shaikh-ut-mashayikh, 10, 71-72 
shaikhs (tribal, landed): as an anchor 

for British policy, 82; bases of 
power, 86-114, 119-32; classification  
of, 79-83; and Constitutional Union 
party, 104, 354-55, 357; destruction 
of socia l power of, 807; effects of 
new communications on, 77-78; evo
lution from a warrior group into a 
class, 63-64; function in eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, 73; and 
Hashemite monarchy, 31-32, 99-110; 
implications for society of continu
ance of, 132-52; land as a key to 
political thinking and behavior of, 
115-19; organization of muqata'ah of, 
83-86; origin of position of, 63-64; 
origin of private landholdings of, 
110-14; partiality of British and 
royalist fisca l policies toward, 96
98, 105-107, 123-28; and peasants, 
139-47; power of inverse to power of 
cities, 78; principal members in 
1958, 57-62; reliance on hushiyyah, 
83-85; representation in parliament 
in Ottoman, British, and monarchic 
periods, 95, 102-103; resistance to 
innovations by, 150; rising as a 
class and decaying as a traditional 
status group, 5-6, 11; share in gov
ernment, 178; socia l meaning of 
under the monarchy, 27-28, 32; thrift
less ways of, 149-50; Turkish policy 
toward, 73-78; wasteful impact on 
land, 147-52

Shamiyyah, 55, 76, 82-83, 88, 100,
117, 142-43, 149, 156, 174-75,
194-95 _ _

Shargawiyyas, s e e  Shurugis 
shat marts', 144 
shawiyah, 16, 45, 63, 68 
shihnah, 85 
shihniyyah, 85, 143
ShTis: attitude of Faisal I toward, 26; 

Baghdad quarters of, 18; beginnings 
of integration into body politic of,
23; change in the relative socia l 
situation of, 47-50; coincidence of 
ShTT-SunnT division with class divi
sion, 18, 44-45; decline in the Ba‘ th 
party after 1963, reasons for, 1078
79, 1132; effects of 1920 Uprising 
upon the ShTr-Sunni cleavage, 23, 
173; explanations for the ShTTsm of 
the Arab south, 39-42; geographic
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home of, 37-39; national loyalty still 
poorly assimilative of, 36; number of, 
40; progress of Ba'thists among, 
746-48, 983, 1017, 1078-79, 1132; 
progress of Communists among, 422
24, 649-50, 663, 699-700, 704, 952
53, 983-85, 998, 1046, 1061, 1190-92; 
reasons for ShTTsm’ s appeal to 
underdogs, 45; rise under the monar
chy of trading component of, 5, 49, 
271; role of Ja'far Abu-t-Timman in 
bringing ShTTs and SunnTs together 
in 1920, 294-95; SunnT-ShT'r tensions, 
398-99; underprivileged status of and 
their proneness to communism, 422
24. See also mujtahids 

shohets, 255
Shursh (Revolution) group, 512, 522, 

628, 629n, 635n, 672 
S/iuriJgFs (or ShargSwiyyas), 49, 134

37, 473, 481-82, 551, 666, 802, 804
805, 978, 1000, 1070, 1114 

shuyukh asl, 158-59, 225 
sidanah, s e e  sadin 
sirkal, 86-87, 97, 123, 143-44, 151,

206
Spartakus Bund, 390, 414 
Socialist Arab Ba'th party, see  Ba'th 

party
Soviet Union: and al-AhSITgroup, 304; 

and ‘ Arefite regime, 1036, 1067; and 
Ba'thists, 990, 1014, 1101, 1105, 
1107-1108; and Egyptian national 
movement, 378-79; and F aisa l I,
1160; and the Free O fficers, 795; 
and Iraqi Communists, 518, 539, 557
58, 576-78, 598-99, 903, 910, 942, 
1056, 1068, 1070, 1072, 1109; and 
Military Movement of 1941, 454-55, 
458-60; and “ national bourgeoisie,”  
683, 750-51, 821; and the National 
party, 1156-60; and Palestine ques
tion, 597-600, 602-603; and pan- 
Arabism, 819, 821, 863, 1148, 1154
55; and P eop le ’ s Reformists, 440-41; 
and the Qlisim government, 863-64, 
942-43; and the U .A .R ., 862-64,
1036; and the ‘ ulama’ of the Holy 
C ities, 1142-47; and Uprising of 
1920, 1142^13. S ee a lso  Bolsheviks; 
Communist International; KUTV 

students, Communist work among, 
608-609, 614-16, 632-33, 636-37; 
geographic concentration of, 481-82; 
intellectually disarmed, 480-81; num
ber of, 34, 477, 1120, 1123; progress

of Ba'thists among, 742-43, 967, 
1016, 1078n, 1082; progress of Com
munists among, 644-48, 703, 705, 
1001, 1168, 1172-76, 1179, 1204
1205, 1207, 1209-1210, 1212-14 

sOfism, 9, 39, 43, 79, 167 
SulaimSTniyyah, 66, 79, 87, 94, 164, 

214, 224, 291, 357, 607-608, 611,
613, 629-30, 634, 649, 662, 704, 
952-53, 1188-89, 1202 

SunnTs (Arab): ashrat families of, 154
55; Baghdad quarters of, 18-19; ex
planation for SunnTsm of Arab north, 
42-43; geographic home of, 37-39; 
and intermarriage with ShTTs, 17, 47; 
number of, 40; predominantly SunnT 
character of new manufacturing 
c la ss , 272; progress of Ba'thists 
among, 1017, 1078-80; relatively thin 
representation among rank-and-file 
Communists of, 649, 663, 699, 1192; 
relative strength in the higher levels 
of the Communist party of, 649-50, 
995-98, 1046, 1061, 1190; uppermost 
in hierarchy of religion, 9. S ee also  
ShTTs

SBq-ush-Shuyukh, 9, 139, 260, 285, 
1189, 1210

ta'ab, 139-40
at-Tadamun Club, 389, 398-400, 403, 

412-15, 417, 421
TakrTtis: role in Ba'th party and re
- gime, 1028, 1079, 1088-89, 1092-93, 

1132; representation on the Revolu
tionary Command Council, 1088 

takyas, 39n 
at-tamattu', 242
tapU tenure, 53, 55-56, 63, 74-76, 82,
‘ 108-109, 128, 154-55, 163, 170n,

240, 469
at-tararah, s e e  shat marta' 
taxes: in Mamlffk period, 167-68, 229

30, 236-38; under centralizing Otto
man sultans, 96, 106, 121-22, 162, 
168-69, 242, 255-56; under the Eng
lish, 96-98, 106, 123-28, 174; under 
the monarchy, 12, 105-108, 265, 267; 
under the republic, 838-39 

ta'ziyahs, 23 
Teachers’ Union, 950-53 
Thomas Cook and Son, 246 
tisyeir, 230
trade, in Mamluk period, 226-35; under 

centralizing Ottoman sultans, 235-43; 
under the English, 243-46, 268-70;
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under the monarchy, 262-71; under 
the republic, 838, 1031, 1095, 1120, 
1122, 1129, 1131; see also  merchants 

tribes: ascendancy of People of the 
Camel, 68-71; basic divisions of, 16; 
causal factors for adoption of 
ShTTsm or SunnTsm by, 41-42; chants 
of, 14, 141-42; dominance of Kurdish 
clansmen over nontribal miskTns, 46; 
econom ic, socia l, and psychological 
distance at turn of century between 
main riverine cities and, 13-15; and 
English policy with regard to, 86-99; 
erosion of tribal solidarity and loyal
ties, 21-22; impact of new communi
cations and Ottoman policy on, 73
78; and mawalTs, 69, 79; role of 
tribalism in post-1958 revolutionary 
regimes, 1027-28, 1062-63, 1132-33; 
Tribal Disputes Regulations, 24,95, 
807. See a lso  Ahl-ul-Ibl\ ma'dan; 
shawiyah

— tribal confederations in eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries, 66-67; 
main characteristics of, 67-71; d ivi
sion of labor within, 226 

Tudeh, 423, 500, 533, 539, 579-80, 
710-11, 1166

Turkomans, 6, 13, 37, 40, 45, 47, 649, 
818, 912-19, 1190-92

U .A.R ., see  Index II: 1 Abd-un-Nasir, 
Gamal

ukhuwwah, s e e  khSwah 
'ulama’ : break of monopoly of over 
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